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6

6

6

17

201

14

13

12;

11

111

231

27

366

6

6

37 28 ?
4

June.

3rd

7th

11th

15th

19th

23rd

27th

38

19

191

20

201

21

22

221

39

41

42

42

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

31

33

343

37

393

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

121

13

15

163

173

19

21

6

65

41
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Adjustment of the Calendar.

Julius Cæsar was the first to attempt to adjust the length of the year with any

degree of accuracy , and fixed it at 365 days 6 hours ; introducing a day every fourth

year ( called leap year ), which accordingly consists of 366 days, while the three others

have only 365 days each.

From him it was called the Julian Year, and it continued in general use till the

year 1582, when Pope Gregory XIII. undertook to rectify the error which then existed

between the Julian year of 3651 days and the solar year of 365•2422013 days. At

that time the difference amounted to ten days ; he accordingly commanded the ten

days between the 4th and 15th October in thatyear to be struck out, so that the 5th

day was called the 15th. This alteration has been introduced throughout Europe,

except in Russia and by the Greek Church , and the year was afterwards called the

Gregorian Year , or New Style.

In England the method of reckoning after the New Style was not admitted into

the Calendar till the year 1722, when the error amounted tonearly eleven days, which

were taken from the month of September, by calling the 3rd ofthat month the 14th ,

and it was settled by Act of Parliament ( 21 Geo. II. , 1751 ), that the years 1800, 1900,

2100, 2200, 2300, and every hundredth year of our Lord which shall happen in time

to come, shall be computed as each consisting of 365 days only, excepting every fourth

hundredth year, whereof the year 2000 should be the first.

By the same Act of Parliament the legal beginning of the year was changed from

the 25th of March tothe 1st of January, so that the succeeding months of January,

February, and March up the 24th day, which by the Old Style would have been

reckoned part of the year 1762 , were accounted as the three first months of 1763 ,

which is the reason we sometimes meet with such a date as :

March 10th, 1774-75 .

That is, according to the Old Style it is 1774, according to the New 1775 .

Golden Number 2 Dominical Letters .. A

Epact.......
11 Roman Indiction 10

Solar Cycle 15 Julian Period 6595

The Solar Cycle, or Cycle of the Sun , is a period of 28 years, after which all the

Dominical Letters return in the same order as they did during the 28 years before.

The first year of the Christian Era is the tenth of this Cycle.

The Lunar Cycle, or Cycle of the Moon, commonly called ihe Golden number,

and sometimes the Metonic Cycle (from Meton,an Athenian philosopher, who invented

it about 432 years before the birth of Christ ), is a revolution of 19 years , in which

time the conjunctions, oppositions, and other aspects of the Moonare within an hour

and a half ofbeing the same as they were on the same days of the months 19 years

before. The Prime , or Golden number, is the number of years elapsed in this Cycle.

Before the birth of Christ two years of this Cycle had elapsed.

The Roman indiction is a period of 15 years, and used by the Romans for the

time of taxing their provinces. Three years of one of these Cycles had elapsed before

the birth of Christ.

The Julian period contains 7980 years, and arises from multiplying together 28

19 , and 15 , being the Cycles of the Sun, Moon, and Indiction. This wascontrived

by Joseph Juste Scaliger, in 1583 , for Chronological purposes, and is assumed as a

fixed Era in calculations by all Astronomers and Chronologers throughout the

Christian world . Its beginning is placed 710 years before the usual date of the

creation of the world, or 4714 before the commencement of the Christian Era.

TIME .

DAYS.

A Solar (average) day is .

A Sidereal day is

A Lunar (average) day is

An average Tidal dayis

Hry. Min . Sec,

24 00 0.00

24 06 4:09

24 52 0.00

24 48 0.00



ECLIPSES - FESTIVAL DAYS.

MONTHS,

A Lunar sidereal moºth is ..

synodic

tropical

anomalistic ,

nodal

Moon's inclination to the Ecliptic .

Excentricity

Distance from the earth in radii ..

Days. Hrs. Min . Sec .

27 43 11 : 5

29 12 44 2.87

27 7 43 4.7

27 13 18 37.4

27 5 5 36

00 50 8 47.9

0.0548442

60.67

YEARS.

The anomalistic year is .....

A sidereal year is ..

A common, or tropical year, is ..

A lunar year is

Days .

..365

.365

..565

.364

Hrs .

6

6

5

8

Min .

13

9

48

48

Sec.

49 :3

13.7

49.7

34.44

ECLIPSES IN 1882 .

In the year 1882 there will be two Eclipses of the Sun and none of the Moon , but a Transit

of Venus .

I. - May 17th .-- A Total Eclipse of the Sun, visible as a Partial Eclipse at Greenwich, begins

in long. 14 deg, 35 min . E. and lat. 4 deg. 6 min . N. of Greenwich at 4h . 52m . a.m., and ends at

10h . 20m . a.m. in long. 120 deg . 33 min. E. and 19 deg. 1 min . N. , visible across Central Africa,

North Arabia, Northern India, and Chinese Empire ; visible at Greenwich 6h . 10m , to 7h . 23m .

II. - Vovember 10th , 11th .-- An Annular Eclipse, invisible at Greenwich, begins in long.

141 deg. 15 min .E. andlat. 2 deg . 38 min .N. of Greenwich at Sh . 22m. p.m., and ends in long.

123 deg. 5 min . W. and lat.17 deg. 6 min . S. at 21. 22m . a.m. onNovember 11th.

III .-December 6th.- Transit of Venus across the Sun's disc, partly visible at Greenwich ,

External contact at ingress, lb. 56m .; internal contact at ingress, 2h . 17m .; internal contact at

egress . 7h . 52m . ; external contact at egress, Sh . 12m .; n - an time at Greenwich.

a.m.

RULES FOR ASCERTAINING DATES OF MOVEABLE FEASTS .

Easter day is the first Sunday after the first Ecclesiastical full moon following

the 21st March, or if the moon bappens on a Sunday, Easter Day is the Sunday

following. Advent Sunday is the nearest Sunday to St. Andrew's Day, whether

before or after. Rogation Sunday is Five weeks after Easter Day. Ascension Day

is Forty days after. Whit Sunday is Seven weeks after. Trinity Sunday is Eight

weeks after.

FIXED AND MOVEABLE FESTIVALS, ANNIVERSARIES,

ETC. , ETC.

Epiphany ...
.Jan. 6. Ascension Day ; Holy Thursday..May 18

Septuagesima Sunday Feb. 5 Birth of Queen Victoria ..May 24

Quinquagesima--Shrove Sunday... Feh. 19 Pentecost - Whit Sunday . . May 28

Aah Wednesday Feh. 22 Trinity Sunday ... ..June 4

1st Sun , in Lent
Feb. 26 Corpus Christi ..

June 8

St. David .Mar. 1 Accession of Queen Victoria...... June 20

St. Patrick Mar. 17 Proclamation ..June 21

Annunciation Lady Day Mar. 25 St. John Bapt.- Midsum . Day ..June 24

Palm Sunday April 2 St. Michael Michaelmas Day .. Sept. 29

Good Friday ..
.April 7 Birth of Prince of Wales .. Nov. 9

Easter Sunday April 9 St. Andrew .Nov . 30

Low Sunday April 16 1st Sunday in Advent , Dec. 3

St. George April 23 St. Thomas .Dec. 21

Rogation Sunday .May 14 Christmas Day
Dec. 25
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LAW AND UNIVERSITY TERMS, 1882,

LAW . BEGINS. ENDS. OxF. ACT, JULY 4. BEGINS. Ends.

Hilary

Easter

Trinity

Michaelmas

January 11 April 5

April 11 May 26

May 30 August 8
November 2 December 21

Lent

Easter

Trinity

Michaelmas

January

April

May

October

14 April 1

12 May 26

27 July 4

11 December 17...

CAM . COM . JUNE 20, BEGINS. DIVIDES. ENDS.

Lent

Easter

Michaelmas

January

April

October

13

14

1

Feb. 20, noon

May 16, noon

Nov. 8, noon

March 31

June 16

December 16

1882 . JEWISH CALENDAR. 5642 .

56 12 .

Tebet 10

1882 .

July 25 ,

Aug. 16,

Tu

W

Fast of Ab ...............

New Moon......... Sebat 1

Adar

1

11

6642 .

Ab 9

Elul 1

5643 .

Tisri 1

4

10

16,16

21

14, 15

1882.

Jan. 1, S Fast of Tebet.

21 , s New Moon

Feb. 20, M New Moon .

Mar. 2, Th Fast of Esther

5 , 6 , SM Purim

21 , Tu New Moon

April 4, 5, Tu W Passover
20, Th New Moon

May 3, Second Passover

7 , S 33 of the Homer

19, F New Moon

24, 25 , W Th Sebuot

June 18, S New Moon

July 4, Tu Fast of Tamuz

17, M New Mon

Nisan 1

· 15 , 16

99

Sept. 14 , Th New Year

17 , S Fast of Guedaliah

23, S Kipur

28, 29, Th F Tabernacle

Oct. 4, W Hosana Raba..

5 , 6, Th F Feast of the 8th Day
14, S New Moon

Nov. 12, S New Moon

Dec. 6, W Hanuca .

11 , M New Moon

20, W Fast of Tehet

Yiar

14

18

... Sivan 1

6,7

.Tamuz 1

17

Ab” 1

: „ 22, 23

Hesvan 1

Kislev 1

26

Tebet 1

10

63 yrs.

41 19

BIRTHDAYS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY.

Date of Birth and Age of each in 1882 .

Queen Victoria, May 24, 1819 Prince Alired Enst. Albert (Duke

Prince Consort, burn Aug. 26, of Edinburgh) . Aug. 6 , 1844 38 yrs .

1819, died Dec. 14 , 1861 . (Married , January 23, 1874, to

Princess Royal..
Grand Duchess Marie Alex

.Nov. 21 , 1810

(Harried January 25, 1858 ,to
androvna of Russia ) 1 child.

Princess Helena Augusta Victoria
Crown Prince Frederic's Wil.

liam of Prussia ) 8 chld.
May 25 , 1846 36 ,

(Married July 5 , 1866,to Prince

Prince of Wales Nov. 9, 1841 Christian of Schleswig -Hol.

(Married March 10, 1863, to
stein) 5 children .

Alexandra Priocess of D’mark, Princess Louise Caroline Alberta

born Dec. 1. 1844.) Issue: March 18, 1848 34

Their son , Prince Albert Victor
( Married March 21 , 1871 , to Mar.

Christian Edward ......... Jan . 8 , 1861 18 qu's of Lorne).

Their son , Prince George Fred .
Prince Arthur William Patrick Al

Ernest Albert June 3, 1805 17 bert (Duke of Connaught)...May 1 , 1850 32 ,

Their da ., Prs. Louise Victoria ( Married March 13, 1879, to

Alexandra Dagmar. .. .. Feb. 20 , 1867 15 Princess Louise uf Prussia ).

Their da . , Prs . Victoria Alex. Prince Leopold George Duncan Al

Oga Mary . July 6 , 1968 bert (Duke of Albany ). April 7 , 1853 29 ,

Their da ., Pis. Maud ( ha “ . Princess Beatrice Mary Vict. Feodore

lotte Mary Vitoria . Yv. 26 , 1869 13 April 14, 1857 25

Duke of Cumberland Sept. 21, 1845 37

Princess Alice Miud Mu v .. Ap.25 , 1813 vuke * ^ ambridge ..... Mar. 26, 1819 63

( Married July 1 , 1862, to Prince Da hess Cambridge .. July 25, 1797 85

Louis of Hesse, died Dec. 11 , Duchess of Mecklenburg July 19, 1822 60
1878 ) 7 cbld . 'Duchess of Teck ... ..Nov . 27, 1833 49

39

9 . 90
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JANUARY 31 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES .

( For Civil Mean Time at Hongkong .)

d . h . m . Sec . d . h . m . sec .

Full Moon 4 6 34 43 A.M. New Moon 20 00 11 38 A.M.

Last Quarter 12
11 23 41 A.M.

First Quarter 26 03
20 44 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

11th & 12th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK . MONTH MOONS.

1

12

132

3

4

14

6

7

8

9

10

11

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur .

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur .

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

1st after Christmas . Iliogo and Osaka opened, 1868 . Overland Telegraph through

Russia opened , 1872 .

The Emperor Kang- hi ends as his Envoy to the Pope the Jesuit Father Bouvet, 1708.

Imperial Decree dinga ing Ch'ung How issued, 1880 .

Lin Tsihso appointed Comnissioner, 1839. Li Sing-yuen appointed Imperial Commig
sioner in Kwangsi . 1861 .

Great Fire at Tokio , 1870.

Decree of Emperor'Tao -kwang .prohibiting trade with England, 1810 . Commissioner

Yeh captured, 1358 .

Epiphany. Fearful fire at Tientsin, 1,400 famine refugees burnt to death , 1878 .

Forts at Chuenpi taken with great slaughter, 1841.

letafter Epiphany; Ice one- fourth inch thick at · Canton , 1852. Gunner of the " Lady

Hughes strangled at Canton, 1785. Expcution of Li Yung-choi , the rebel leader in
Kwangsi, 1880 .

Murder of Mr. Holworthy at the Peak 1869. Marriage of the Mikado of Japan, 1869.

Several chests of Opium forcibly taken by the Mandarins from an English resident in
Canton, 1838.

Sir R.Alcock left longkong for England, 1870. Seamen's Church, West Point , opened,
1872.

Tung -chi, Emperor of China , died, in the nineteenth year of his age, 1875 .

Ki-ying, Vireror of Krang -tung and Kwang- si , 189ues a proclamation recommending
moderati n in dealing with fort igners, and intimating the int ntion of opening up Can ,

ton accord ng tu the Treaties, 1846 .

Secretary of American Legation murdered at Tokio, 1871 .

2nd after Epiphany. Bread poisoningin longkong, by Chinese baker Alum , 1957. H.I.H.
theGrand Duke Alexis of Russia returned to Hongkong from Nagasaki, 1873. Meeting
of Shanghai,

Steam Navigation Company at which it was resolved to sell ships and plant to China

Merchants ' Company, 1877. Total loss of the E. & A. M. steamer " Singapore " off the
Cumberland Islands, 1877.

Great Gunpowder explosion in Hongkong harbour, 1867.

Elliot andKishen treaty, ceding Hongkong,1841.Sailors' Home at Hongkong formally

opened, 1863. The Frederic ” burnt by the Coolies, 1870. Ch'ing How and Suite
returned to China from France, 1872 ,

Steamer " Corea " loat on her voyage to Yokohama, 1867. Sir Edmund Head died,1868,
Atta on Lieut . Kerr and the boat of the “ Cockchafer ” at Swatow , 1869. British

barque " Chinaman " run into by steamer " Craiglands" when at anchur at the mouth of
the Yangtsze, and sunk ; seven lives lost, 1881.

3rd after Epiphany. The Chinese Ambassadors arrived in London , 1 *77 . Mr. Ng Choy

appointed member of Legislative Council, Hongkong, 1880.

P. & O. steamer " Niplon," lost off Amoy, 1868.

Matheus Ricci, the Jesuit Missionary , enters Peking,1601. t".». Currette " Oneida" lost

through collision with P. & 0 . steamer “ Bombay," near Yohamy. 1870.

Instructionsfrom Lord Pulmer ton to Lord Napier, superintendent of British Trade in

China, 1834. Hongkong taken possession of, 1841. $ t. Panl's Church at Macao burnt,

1835. Terrific iire at Tokio ; 10,000 houses destroyed and many lives lost, 1881,

Establishment ofAmoy Chamber of Commerce, 1875 .

Huang -tsung -han appointed Imperial Commissioner at Canton, 1855 .

4th after Epiphany Decreefrom Yung-ching forbidding , under pain of death, the pro

pagation of the Christian faith in China, 1733. Loss of steamer " Suwonada," 1872.

Lord Saltoun left China with $ 3,000,000 ransom money, 1846 .
H.I.H. the Graid

Duke Alexis left for Manila, 1873.

First arrival of the “ Colorado ” from San Francisco, 1867. Loss of the C , M, Co.'s str.

" Howsang " of Dodd Ieland, near Amoy , 1878.

1

2

3

4

5

6

26

7

8

9 .

27

29

29

30

31

10

11

12
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JANUARY-31 DAYS.

APOGEE, 8 days, 11 hours, A.M. PERIGEE, 20 days, 8 hours, A.M ,

1880 .

Maximum .

Minimum .

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1881 .

Maximum ..

Minimum ..

.6
9

71

... 51

Maximum ...

BAROMETER, 1881 .

..30.450 Minimum ...........30.128

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

11th & 12th
Memoranda .

WEEK . MONTU . MOONS.

1

12

132

3

4

5

6

14

15

7

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun ,

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues ,

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

5

27

28

29

30

31

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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FEBRUARY-28 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES .

d. h . m . sec . d . h. m . sec .

Full Moon -3 13 34 3S P.M. New Moon 18 10 25 44 A.M.

Last Quarter 11 16 09 45 P.M. First Quarter 25 5 06 45 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE
OF THE OF THE

12th & lst Chronology of Remarkable Events .

WEEK .
MONTH . MOONS.

Wed.

Thur.

1

2

13

14

3
Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

15

16

17

18

5

6

7

8

19

20

Inhabitants of Hongkong declared British subjects , 1841.

Letters from the Imperial Commissioner Lin to H.B.M the Queen, complaining of the

persistency ofher subjects in sending Opium to China, 1840. The new German Club

opened, 1872 .

Great robbery in the Central Bank discovered, 1865. Outrage on Foreigners at Kobe,

Japan,1868. Loss of steamer “ Chekiang," 1872. Loss of the C. M,Co.'s steamer

Kiangchang." on the Porpoiserock, in the Yangtze, 1878.
Septuagesima The Spanish brig “ NuevoLepanto, " on her way from Hongkong to Macao,
was taken by wo pirate junks near Lantao, 1865 .

The Sparish voyHalconarrivedatMacao todemand satisfaction from the Chinese

for the bu : ning ofthe Spanish brig “ Bilbaino," 1840.

The " Ther se ," 62 daysafter her departure, while in sight of land, was taken hy the coolies,
who killed the officers and crew, 1868.

The Spanish fleet leaves the portof Cavite, by order of the Governor of Manila , for the
purpose of taking Formosa, 1626. Great Fire at Foochow , 1868 .

The " Henrietta Maria” wasfound drifting about in the Palawan Passage, captain , orew,

and 250 Coolies missing, 1857.

Death of EmperorKien-lung inthe 60th year of his reign, 1795. Ki-chen receives at Canton
a decree from Emperor Tao-kwang rejecting the conditions of peace agreed upon by
him with the English, 1841.

Sexagesima, The Ållied Commissioners at Canton send a letter to the Secretary of State

at Peking recommending the advisability of appointing a Plenipotentiary to settle the
difficulties at Shanghai, 1858 .

Outbreak of Convicts in Singapore Gaol, 1875.

St. Valentine's day . New Chinese Hosp tal opened by Sir R. G. Maconnell, 1872. Loss

of Messrs. D. Lapraik &Co.'ssteamer “ Taiwan ,"in the Formosa Channel, 1879.

21

22

9

10

11

12

23

24

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues,

Wed.

Tbur,

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon,

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon ,

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

5

Ports of Hongkong and Tinghai declared free , 1841.

Insurgents evacuated Shanghai, 1855 .

Quinquagesima. Lord Amherst's Embassy, returning from China, wa : shipwrecked in the
Java Sea , 1817 .

Outrage on Sir Harry Parkes in Japan, 1868. Mr. Hoshi Toru, a Japanese barrister of

the Middle Temple, admittedto practise intheSupreme Court of Japin at Yokohıma,
1878

Shrore Tuesday , MedicalMissionary Society organised at Canton, 1834 Mr. R. Margary ,

ot H.B.M.'s Consular Service , was murdered at Manwyne, Yannin, 1x Chinese, 1875.

Anh Wednesday. The Emperor Tao-kwang died ,1850 (reigned 30 years . Opening of the

case Regina v . Page at Canton, 1881.

Several chests of Opium public'y burnt at Canton, 1835.' Hostilities het reen England and
China recommenced, 1841 . Steamer " Queen ” captured ard burnt by pirates, 1857.

First stone of the Hongkong City Hall laid , 1867 .

Chusan evacuated by the British troops, 1841.

Captain Da Costa and Lieut. Dwyer murdered at Wong-ma-kok , in Hongkong, 1849 .
Rewards offered for Englishmen by Lin , 1911.

18t in Lent Bogue Foris ( Canton) destroyed by Sir Gordon Brenmer, 1811 . A Chinese

Opium Merchant was executed by order of Viceroy of Canton before the factories. The

for ign Consuls hauled down their flags, 1861.

Treatyof peace between Japan and Corea signed at Koka , 1976.

Sir MacDonald tephen on's China railway project published, 1354. Capture of the Sulu

capital by the Spaniards, 1876.

623

24

25

7

8

926

27 10

Tues.
28 11
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FEBRUARY - 28 DAYS.

APOGEE, 4 days, 18 hours, P.M. PERIGEE, 18 days, 9 hours , A.M.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1880. 1881 .

Maximum ...

.50 Minimum

Maximum

Minimum .

..65 76

56

Maximum....

BAROMETER, 1881 .

..30.480
Minimum ...... .30.024

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

12th & 1st
Memoranda.

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

13

14

15

16

17

18

5

6

7 19

8

Wed.

Thur,

Frid .

Sat

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues,

Wed,

Thur.

Frid,

20

21

22

23

24

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

25

26

27

28

29

18

1

2

3

4

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

6

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

7

8

9

10

11
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MARCH-31 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES .

d. h. m . sec . d. h . m . sec.

Full Moon 5 8 15 43 A.M. New Moon 19

7

53 40 A.M.

Last Quarter 13 3 45 A.M. First Quarter 26
9 0939 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

1st & 2nd Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

2716

St. David's day . H.M. steamer “ Inflexible ," with Viceroy Yeb on board , arrived at

Singapore en route for Calcutta, 1858 .

First Dutch Embassy left China, 1657. Loss of steamer " Kiangloong," : 673.

Great Fire in Foochow , 1877. Imperial Decree sentencing Ch'ung How to death by

decapitation, 1880 .

Collision between the “ Ocean " and " Fusing, " and loss of the latter with many lives , 1875 .

2nd in Lent . Expulsion of Chinese Custom House from Macao by Governor Amaral, 1849.

The Portuguese ship “ Jesus Maria Jose ," belonging to Macao, captured by a French

privateer, 1712. Hostilities at Canton recommenced. " Fort Napier taken by the English ,

1841.

Russian steamer “ Wolga" lost in the Japanese Sea, 1868.

Commercial treaty concluded between the United Statesand Japan , 1854. The " Jeddo,"

after passing tijer, was burnt at sea by the coolies, 1867 .

Attack on Messrs . Farnham and Rohl at Shanghai, 1872 .

Lin arrived in Canton , 1839 . 12,000 Chinese troops attacked the English in Ningpo and

Chin -hai and were repulsed with great slaughter, 1812.

Gov. MacDonnell arrived in Hongkong, 1866. Loss ofsteamer " Sunfoo , ” 1874.

3rd in Lent. Imperial Commissioner Ki-chen , degraded by the Emperor, left Canton

as a prisoner 1841. Opening new German Bethesda Chapel , Hongkong, 1881 .

Chinese Custom House closed at Macao , 1849 .

8,000 Chinese troops router by the English at Tze-hi , with great slavghter, 1842. Out. "

rage on French Sailors in Japan, 1868 .

Governor Robinson left Hongkong for Ceylon , 1865 .

Chinese Envoy Ping and suite left Shanghai for Europe, 1866 .

St. Patrick's Day. Lord Macartney's Embassy left China, 1794 . The “ Napoleon

Canevaro " burnt at sea hy the cool es , 1866. Loss of Messrs, D. Lapraik & Co.'s steamer

“ Yesso," on the White Rocks, 30 miles from Swatow , 1879.

Governorof Canton accedes to the request of Captain Eliot to reside in that city, 1837.

Edict of Commissioner Lin tosurrender all opium in Canton, 1839.
sth in Lent Gov. Bonham landed at Hongkong, 1848. Mutiny on board the coolie ship

Robert Brown," captain and part of the crew murdered ,1852. Death of Tseng-kw - fan.

Viceroy of the Two Kiang, 1872 .

British ship “ Sarah," first free-trader, sailed from Whampoa, 1834. H.M.S.

" Salamis " and H.M. gunboat “ Opossum ,” with the Shanghai Chamber Deputies,

left Hankow to explore the upper Yangtsze, 1869.

Captain Elliot forced his way to Canton , 1839. Death of Major -General Brunker.com .

mander - in - chief of H.M's forces in China and Japan , 1869. Death of Mr. W. F.

Mayers, Chinese Secretary of H.B.M.'s Legation at Peking, at Shanghai, 1878.

Annunciation.- Lady Day. Captain Elliot demands pa sports for himself and all the

British subjects imprisoned in Canton, 1839 .

oth in Lent. Great Flood at Foochow , 1874 ,

A disabled Dutch shipordered to leave the port of Macao bythe Chinese Mandarins,

1828 . Death of thewidow of the Emperor Î'ung -chi, 1875. Death of the Hon . H. A.

K. Whampoa, C.M.G. , M.L.C., at Singapore, 1880.

20,289 Chests of Opium burned by Lin , 1834, Wreck of the “ Yuen -tze-fee " near

Amoy, 1875 .

Memorial of Shanghai Chamber ofCommercet Lrd Elgin, 1858.

Attack upon the British bark “ Elizabeth C! Id ," by Chinese pirates ałout 40 miles

from Hongkong, 1879.

Inauguration ofnewBritish Consulate at Shanghai, 1873. Abolition of the Coolie trade

at Macao, 1874, Great Fire at Foochow ; 500 houses destroyed , 1879 .

17

18

28

29

19 1

2

3

5

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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MARCH-31 DAYS.

A POGEE, 3 days, 18 hour. P.M. PERIGEE, 18 days, 8 hours, A.M.

APOGEE , 31 days 4 hours

1880 .

Maximum

Minimum

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1881 .

80 Maximum .. ...70

..52 Minimum . ..46

Maximum ..

BAROMETER , 1881 .

.... 30.430 Minimum.... .30.042

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE
OF THE OF THE

1st & 2nd
Memoranda.

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

13

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

14

15

16

17

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

5

6

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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APRIL -- 30 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES.

d. h. m. 8ec. d. h . m . sec.

Full Moon 4 1 22 45 A.M. New Moon 18 5 14 38 A.M.

Last Quarter 11 14 05 47 P.M. First Quarter 25 14 31 47 F.M.

DAYS DAYS
DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

2nd & 3rd Chronology of Remarkable Events .

WEEK , MONTH . MOONS.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

The port of Hoibow , Hainan , opened to foreign trade, 1876. Hongkong joins the Postal
Union, 1877. The ports of Pakhoi, Wenchow , Wuhu, and Ichang formally opened to

trade, 1877.

Palm Sunday. Prince Kung degraded by the Empress Dowager, 1865.

The steamer " Hailoong ” struck on Hailoong Rock , 1872 .

Tung -chi, late Emperor of China, born 1857 .

Bogue Forts destroyed by General D’Aguilar, 1847. Coolie mutiny on board the Italian

ship " Therese, ” 1868,

Convention betweenSir John Francis Davis and the Viceroy Ki-ying for the admission

of Europeans into the city of Canton , within two months, 1842.

Good Friday . Hongkong Mint opened , 1866.
Frid .

25

13

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues,

Wed.

Thur .

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Easter Sunday .

Ki-ying appointed ImperialCommissioner, 1842. Extraordinary traud on the Comptoir

D'Escompte de Paris at Yokohama, 1875 .

Earthquake in Thibet, Batang destroyed, 1870. Departure of Sir Richard G. MacDonnell,

Governor of Hongkong, 1872. Terrifio tornado in Canton ; 2,000 houses destroyed , aad

10,000 lives lost, 1878.

37,000 Christians butchered in Japan , 1738. Loss of M. M. steamer “ Nil," 1874. Arrival

of the King of Hawaii in Hongkong, 1881 .

Yih -shan, Lung -wan, and Ki-kung arrived inCanton to command Chinesetroops, 1841,

Collision between steamers " Ava " and " Ropa ,” 1872. Loss of C , C. 8. N. steamer

“ Haining " on a rock off Kooshan, 1878 .

St. Francis Xavier left Goa for China, 1552.

Low Sunday. Sir Arthur Kennedyarrived in Hongkong, 1872. Break -downof the P.
& O. steamer " Gwalior " in the China Seas, 1875. Collision near Ookseu betweer the

British gunboat " Lapwing" and the Chinese steamer “ Hochung ; ” total 1086 of the
latter , 1881.

Telegraph to Shanghai opened, 1871. Lossofthe steamer “ Kwangtung " off one of the

Ockseu islands,1876. Arrival ofPrince Heinrich ofGermany in Shanghai, 1880.

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
" Sir Charles Forbes," the first steamer in China waters, arrived , 1830.

21

7

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

H.M.S. “ Salamis " returned to Hankow from Upper Yangtsze, 1869 .

East India Co.ceased trade withChina , 1834. Arrival of Governor J. Pope Hennessy in

Hongkong, 1877. Governor Hennessy created a K.C.M.G., 1880.

2nd after Easter . St. George's Day .

Revolt on board the " Tamaris,” captain killed by the coolios, 1870.

St. Mark's day.

The second Dutch Embassy arrived at Canton from Peking, 1796 .

8

9

10

11

12

13
3rd after Easter. Capt. Caine appointed chief magistrate of Hongkong, 1841, Major

General Whitfeild loft Hongkong, 1874. Arrival of General Grant in Hongkong, 1879.

The Great Wu Shih Sban case opened at Foochow , 1879.
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APRIL 30 DAYS.

PERIGEE, 16 days, 00 hours, A.M. APOGEE, 27 days, 10 hours, A.M.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1880. 1881 .

Maximum . ... 81
Maximum ..

Minimum . .61 Minimum

.82

62

BAROMETER, 1881 .

... 30.272 Minimum...Maximum .. ...29.846

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE
2nd & 3rd Memoranda.

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat,

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

28

29

30

11

12

13
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MAY-31 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES .

d . h . m . sec , d . h. m. sec.

Full Moon 3 8 06 46 A.M. New Moon 17 15 8 44 P.M.

Last Quarter 10 8 45 A.M. First Quarter 25
8 17 38 A.M.

DAYS DAYS
DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE
3rd & 4th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK . MONTH MOONS.

14

15

St. Phil p and St. James' day . First umber of Hongkong Gazette published, 1841

Prince Heinrich of Germany visits Fiongkong, 1880. Í elegraphiccommunication

established between Hongkong and the Philippines, 1880.

16

Riot in French Concession at Shanghai, 1874.

Borlase raid at Swatow , 1861. British troops evacuated Ningpo, 1842. The " Dolores

Ugarte," coolie ship, burnt near Macao, 1871 .

Attack on Mr. Wood at the British Legation at Tokio , 1874.

4th after Easter .

? hip “Dunmail wrecked entering Hongkong harbour, 1870. Prince Kung's

" 219 restored, 1865 :

Mon,

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

Colunel ( tordon with the Imperial troops captured Chang -chow , the rebel city , 1864.

Arrival iu Hoogkong of Prince Thomas, Duke of Genoa, 1880.

East India Co.'s garden at Canton destroyed by the Mandarins, 1831. Foo- yuen and

Hopp , forcibly enter the Company's factory at 7 a.m., 1831 .

A corporal of the British Legation barbarously murdered by Chinese soldiers at Peking,

1861.

Royation Sunday. Assassination in Tokio of Mr. Okubo Toshimichi, Minister of the

Home Department, 1878 ,

Ratification at Peking of the amended Treaty btween Russia and China, 1881 .

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

5

6

7

8

9

10

Loss off Amoy of the French war steamer " Izere , " 1860. Arrival of General Grant in

Shonghai , 1879.

Ascension Day. The city of Chapu taken by the British troops, 1842 .

The Select Committee issued a notice that the British trade would be suspended on the

first of Angust, 1831.
Forts at mouth of Peiho captured by British and French forces , 1858 , German

barque “ Lesmona " captured by pirates in the China Sea, 1868 .

Delivery of 20,283 chests Opium completed, 1839. Tornado at Taiwan, Formosa,1878 .

1st after Ascension . British ship " Hellas" captured by pirates, Coptain and crew

wounded, 1840, Foreign factories at Canton pillaged , 1841.

U.S. A. Legation at Tokio burned down, 1863 , P. & 0. steamer " Benares " lost on

Fisherman's Group, 1868 .
Queen Victoria born, 1819. Captain Elliot and all the British subjects left Canton for

Macao, 1839. Collision between the P. & 0. steamer “ Khedive " and the Dutch mail

steamer " Vorwaarts," near Penang, 1878 .

The city ofCanton invested by British troops, 1841.

Murderof Mr. Blacklock on board the steamer " Douglas " at Foochow by Chinese smug.

glers , 1870. Death of Grand Secretary Wen-siang, 1876.

Canton ransomed for $ 6,000,000 , 1891 .

Loss of steamer " Douglas," 1872 . “ Maria Luz, ” coolie ship, put into Japan, coolies

liberated and sent back to China, 1872,

Whit Sunday . Loss of steamer " İlgin " on the Bombay shoal, when bound from Hong

kong to Saigon, 1881.
Mr.Lindsay delivered the keys of the Company's factory at Canton to Kwan -Heep, 1831 .
H.B.M. screw sloop " Reynard " loston the Pratas shoal in trying to rescue remainder

of crew of " Velocipede,” 1851. " Opossum ," with Yangtsze Exploring Expedition ,

returned to Hankow , 1869 .
Typhoon at Hongkongand Macao; loss of the " Poyang, " with 100 lives, near Macao, 1875

11

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

28

29

30

12

13

14

31 15
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MAY-31 DAYS.

PERIGEE, 13 days , 10 hour, A.M. APOGEE, 23 ways , 16 hours, P.M.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1880. 1881 .

Maximum .
.85 Maximum .

Minimum . .69 Minimum

..89

68.

Maximum ....

BAROMETER, 1881 .

..30.282 Minimum ... ... 29.838

DAYS DAYS .DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

3rd & 4th
Memoranda .

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur .

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

5

6

23

7

8

9

10

9

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

11

12

13

14

15
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JUNE 30 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES .

d . 1. m . sec . d . h . m . sec.

Full Moon 2 9 40 A.M. New Moon 16 2 9 39 A.M.

Last Quarter 9 00 45 42 A.M. First Quarter 24
1 37 41 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

4th & 5th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK. MONTH. MOONS .

1

2

3

Thur,

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur .

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Attempt to blow up the Hongkong Hotel, 1868 .

Hongkong connected with London by wire, 1871 .

Terrible earthquake at Manila destroying the town and killing more than 2,000 persons,
1863,

Trinity.

Departure ofthe first teamer of the Occidental and Oriental Co.'s line from Hongkong
to San Francisco, 1875 .

Heavy rains in Honghong, property to the value of $ 500,000 destroyed , and many lives lost,
18 4 .

British ship “ Tricolor" lost on the Pratas , 1868 .

Corpus Christi.

Attempt to destroy by fire the British fleet in Canton river, 1849. Concluzion of the

Pitman libel case at Hongkong, 1890.

Typhoon at Formosa ; loss of several vessels, 1876 .

1st after Trinity . St. Barnabas . Portuguese prohibited trading at Canton, 1640 .

Disastrous flood at Foochow and district ; immense loss of life and property, 1876.

Opening of the first Railway in Japan , 1872 .

British steamer “ Carisbrooke " fired into and captured by Chinese Customs cruiser , 1875 .

Russian and Chinese treaty, 1728. Four pirates concerned in the attack on " Iron

Prince " executed in longkong, 1562. Great opium swindle , 1862.
British bark " qar ” and Danish schooner " Carl taken by pirates off Pedra Branca,

1866. Hope 'sh opened at Aberdeen , 1867 .

Woosung taken, 1812 .

Logs of the M. M. steamer “ Meil ong ” on Ras Hyffoon , near Cape Guardafui, 1877 .

2nd after Trinity . Explosion of the “ Union Star " at Shanghai, 17 persons killed ,and

10 wounded , " 1862. “ Disastrous inundation at Foochow , two thousand lives lost , 1677 .

Shanghai occupied by British forces, 1842.

Macartney's embassy arrived , 1793,

Vassacre at Tientsin , 1870 .

Canton blockaded by English forces, 18-10 .

Ki-ying visits Hongkong,1843. Shock of Earthquake in Hongkong, 1874.

St. John the Baptist. Midsummer day. Chinesemerchants in Hongkong sent petition to
Her Majesty, with reference to the Blockade of the Colony by Customs cruisers, 1874 .

3rd after Trinity. Treaty of Nanking exchanged, 1843. Attack on British Legation
at Tokio , 1862. Treaty between China and Peru , also Convention for China Com

mission to Peru, 1874,

Treaty between England and China signed at Tientsin , 1858. Decree respiting Ch’ung
How, 1880. Royal Decree published in Manila proclaiming the abolition of the Govern .

menttobacco monopoly , 1881.
Treaty between France and China signed , 1858. Confiscation ofthe str. " Prince Albert"

by the British Consul and Customs at Canton, 1866.

Loss ofthe steamer “ Lap Tek ," 1874.
The Foreign Ministers admitted to an audience of the Emperor of China atPeking, 1873.

British expedition to Chinaarrived, 1840. Typhoon near Hongkong, 1865, in whichthe

P. & . 0. Co's steamer " Corea" and Mr. D. Lapraik's str. * Chanticleer" were lost

with all hands . Opening of a section of the Shanghai and Woosung railway , 1876 ,
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JUNE-30 DAYS.

PERIGEE , 7 days , 13 hour, P.M. APOGEE, 22 day , 11 hours, A.M.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1881 .1880 .

Maximum ,.

Minimum ..

.87

74

Maximum ..

Minimum

..9
0

71

BAROMETER, 1881 .

.... 30.028 Minimum .Maximum .. ... 29.812

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE
OF THE OF THE

4th & 6th
Memoranda .

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

5

6

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

7

8

9

10

11

12

26

13

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

o
r

6

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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JULY 31 DAYS.

h.

17

m.

53

sec .

43

Moon's PHASES.

sec . d.

41 P.M. First Quarter 23

46 A.M.

41 P.M. Full Moon 30

Full Moon

Last Quarter

New Moon

P.M.

d.

1

8

15

h .

13

5

14

m.

44

27

37 9 37 43 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

5th & 6th

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS .

Chronology of Remarkable Events.

1

2

3

4

5

16

17

18

19

20

Hakodate, Karagawa, and Nagasaki ( Japan ) opened to trade, 1857. Destructive earth .

quake in Kansuh, 1879.
4th after Trinity. Amoy forts and many junks destroyed by H.M.S. “ Blonde," 18-10 .

French Expedition from the Hoongkiang arrived in Hongkong, 1873.
Treaty of Wanghia with the United States signed , 1844. Colonel Gordon arrived in

Hongkong on his way to visit the Grand Secretary Li Hung.chang, 1880 .

American Independence declared, 1776.

Tinghai first taken , 1840 . Attack on British Embassy at Tokio , 1861 .

6
21

7

8

9

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Death of Wo-jen , tutor to the Emperor of China, 1871 , Loss ofstr. " Canton ," 1874.

Canton factories attacked by Chinese , 1846 .

5th after Trinity. First Dutch embassy arrived at Tient- in , 1656. Incendiary fire on
board the American ship " Benefactor ” in Hongkong Harbour, 1872 .

Portuguese fleet left Malacca for China, 1522. The Yang-tsze-kiangblockaded by British

fleet, 1810.
Engagement between the American Naval Forces and the Coreans. The Expedition

leaves to await instructions, 1871 Amherst's embassy arrived in China , 1816 .

| Foreign Inspectorate of Customs established in Shanghai , 1854 Str . “ Fohkien ' wrecked

on Fisherman's Group , 1865.

First English ship reached China , 1635 .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed,

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1

2

3

4

Lord Napier and Suite arrived in China , 1834. Shimonoseki forts bombarded by the Eng

lish , French and American squadron, 1873.

6th after Trinity . British trade with China re -opened, 1842. The King of Cambodia

arrived on a visit to Hongkong, 1872 .

Dutch envoy Goyer, asbearer of tribute, receivedin Peking, 1656 .

The passage tothe Imperial Canal ( Yang -tsze) blockaded by the British fleet, 1842.

Lieut.-Com . Stopford drowned off Hainan , 1871. Terrible earthquake at Manila ; ten

lires lost , fifty people injured, damage estimated at $ 1,000,000 , 1880.

Nanking capturedby the Imperialists, 1863. Ratification at Peking of the new treaties

of commerce and emigration between the United States and China, 1881 .

5

6

7

8

9

Amer. Str. “ Hankow " destroyed by fire at Canton , 1865 .

The “ Providenza," coolie ship ,discovered off Hakodate with only 42 coolies on board and

no Europeans, 1868. Steamship “ Esmer Ida," lost on Philippine Islands, 1873.

7th after Trinity. Attack on British Protestant Chapel at Fatshan - the " Shan -Shin

Fan " rumours rife , 1871. Admiral Duples arrived at Tientsin , 1870 .

British trade prohibited at Canton, 1834 .

St. James. Defeat of British forces at Taku, Admiral Hope wounded 1859.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Canton opened to British trade, 1843. Terrific typhoon at Canton, Macao, Hongkong

and Whampoa ; loss of life estimated at 10,000 persons , 1862 .

Nanking re -taken by Imperialists, 1864. Death of Mr. Consul Gibson at Amoy , 1869,

Treaty between United States and Japan signed, 1858 .

8th after Trinity . Severe typhoon at Macao, 1836. British bark “Caroline Hutching "

lost off Takaoin typhoon , 1874 .
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JULY - 31 DAYS.

PERIGEE, 4 days, 8 hours, A.M. APOGEE, 20 days, 3 hours, A.M.

1881 .

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1880 .

Maximum . ..90 Maximum

Minimum .. .76 Minimum

..90

• 79

BAROMETER , 1881.

Maximum ............ 29.968
Minimum.... .... 29.660

DAYS DAYS
DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

5th & 6th Memoranda.

WEEK . MONTH. MOONS.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues,

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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AUGUST-31 DAYS.

d .

Last Quarter 6

h .

11

Moon's PHASES.

d .

First Quarter 22

sec.

3849

h .

8
A.M ,

m. sec,

30 46 A.M.

New Moon 14 4 46 38 A.M. Full Moon 29 4 54 44 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

6th & 7th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS.

Mr. T. F. Wade, C.B. , appointed H.B.M. Minister at Peking, 1871. Pel -tang oceupied
by the A lied forces, 1859.

18

19

20

21

22

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid,

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Victims of Massacre at Tientsin buried, 1870 .

British fleet arrived before Nanking, 1842 .

Macartney's Embassy entered Peiho, 1798 .

9th after Trinity. Serious Flood at Tientsin , 1871 .

British squadron arrived off the Peibo , 1840 .

Assassination of Mr. Haber, German Consul at Hakodate, 1874.

British t oops landed at Nanking, 1842 .

Sir H. Pottinger and Admiral Parker arrived , 1841 .

First public meeting of British merchants in Cinton , called by Lord Napier, who sug.

gested the establishment of a Chamber of Commerce, 1834 .

Logsofsteamer " Sunshine " oft Breaker Point, 1872. Imperial decree ordering release

of Ch'ung How out of deference to Russia, 1880.

10th after Trinity. 174 British prisoners executed in Formosa, 1842 .

Tong -ur-ku taken, 1860.

Viceroy of Canton tried to starve the foreigners in China, 1839. Kagoshima burnt

by Admir 1 Kuper in the " Euryalus," 1863. Great Fire on French Concession ,

Shanghai; 991 houses destroyed ; loss Tls. 1,500,000, 1879.

Second publicmeeting of British merchants in Canton. British trade stopped by Hong
merchants, 1834 . French treaty with Siam signed, 1856 .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Lord Napier ordered by the Viceroy to leave Canton, 1834.

signed, 1858. Great fire in Hongkong, 1868.

Dutch treaty with Japan

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

10

11

12

13

14

11th after Trinity. First conference between Sir Henry Pottinger and Ki-ying on board
the " (Cornwallis," at Nanking, 1842. T'aku forts taken by the Allied forces , 1860 .

Emperor Hien Fung died , 1861. Treaty between Japan and Peru signed at Tokio ,

1873. Typhoon atNagasaki, 1874.

Governor Amaral (Macao) a98aagipated, 1849. Ma, Viceroy of Nanking, stabbed, 1870.

Seizure of steamer “ Spark ” by pirates when between Canton and Macao , Capt. Brady
and Feliz Ferries murdered, and Mr. Mundy seriously wounded , 1874. Conspiracy

among Chinese troops against foreigners at Tientsin detected, 1874.

Largemeeting in Hongkong to protest against the military contribution demanded by
the Home Government, 1864 .

St. Bartholomew . Burning ofthe P. M.S.S. " America," at Yokohama, 1872 .

British Chamber of Commerceestablished at Canton, 1834. Treaty between Great Britain

and Japan signed , 1858.

British left Macao, 1839 .

12th after Trinity. Amoy taken by the English , 296 guns captured , 1841.

Lord Amherst's Embassy left for Yuen - ining -yuen , 1816. Slavery abolished in British

possessions, 1833.

Treaty of Nanking signed , 1842 .

Conference at Tientsin with Ki-shen, 1840 . Loss of the British ship “ Deerhound, " on

the Palawan Shoala, 1875 .

Sovere typhoon onCoast of China, many lives lost, and much damagedone to shipping
et Hongkong, Macao, and Wbampos, 1848. Typhoon in China See, 1861.

15

16

17

18
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AUGUST-31 DAYS.

PERIGEE , 1 days , 7 hours, A.M. APOGEE , 16 days, 16 hours, PM,

PERIGEE , 29 days, 15 hours , P.M.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE .

1880 .
1881 .

Maximum .
Maximum.. ...90

Minimum
.78 Minimum . ..78

91

Maximum .

BAROMETER , 1881 .

29.990 Miniinum ... ..29.288

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

6th & 7th Memoranda.

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

5

6

7

8

26

27

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues,

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
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SEPTEMBER–30 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES.

d. h. m. sec . d . h . m. sec.

Last Quarter 4 9 2 40 A.M. First Quarter 20 9 03 47 A.M.

New Moon 12 8 34 44 A.M. Full Moon 27 12 45 47 P.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

7th & 8th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

19

20

21

22

23

24

Typhoon , 1848, in which the “ Isabella Robertson ” foundered at Cum -sing -moon.

Ma,Viceroy of Nanking, died ofthe wounds inflicted by an assassin, 1870.

Treaty with Austria signed at Peking, 1889. Arrival of the " Vega " at Yokohama, after

having discovered the North - East Passage, 1878.

13th after Trinity. Treaty ofpeace between America and England signed, 1783 .

Forts in Canton river garrisoned by Chinese troops, 1841 .

Attackon the forts at Shimonoseki, Japan,by the allied fleets under Adm ). Kuper, 1864,
Hongkong Stamp Act passed , 1866.

H.R.H. Prince Alfred received by the Mikado of Japan , 1869. “ Tai-ping , " “ Ariel,'

and " Serica " reached London , 1866 .

" Imogene " and " Andromache " passed the Bogue, 1834 , H. E. Count Rochechouart,

Minister for France, left for Europe, 1872 .

Great typhoon in Hongkong, 1867 .

Sir Hercules Robinson assumed the government of Hongkong, 1859,

14th after Trinity .

25

26

27

28

29

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon ,

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

.1

2

3

4

Spanish brin " Bilbai.o ” burnt at Macao , 1839.

H.I.H. the Grand Duke Alexis of Russia visited Hongkong, 1872. Convention signed at

Chefoo by Sir Thomas Wade and Grand Secretary Li Hung-chang, 1876 .

Public Meeting in Hongkong, with reference to the blockade of the port by the Chinese
Customs' cruisers, 1874.

British barque “ Kite" wrecked in the Formosa Channel, 1841 .

Gambling dens in Hongkong opened, 1867. New convention between Germany and China

ratified at Peking, 1881.

15th afler Trinity . Pier and Godown Co. closed, 1873.6

7

8

9

10

11

12

24 13

Steamer " Reiver " lost on Preparis Reef, 1868,

P. & 0. Company's steamer " Singapore ” lost on her voyage to Hakodate, 1867 .

St. Matthew

Terrific typhoon at Swatow , 1858 .

Am , Brig " Lubra " taken by pirates, 1866 . Terrific typhoon in Hongkong and Macao,

many thousands of lives lost, 1874.

16th after Trinity. H.M.S. " Rattler " lost off Japan, 1868. Piratical attack on theGerman

barque “ Apenrade," near Macao, 1869. The Satsuma rebels in Japan routed with great

slaughter , their leader, Saigo , killed, and the insurrection su pressed, 1877 .
Land Regulations for Canton passed , 1871, Daring attack upon a Chinese shop in Wing

Lok street, Hongkong, byarmed robbers, 1878.

Lord Napier arrived atMacao dangerously ill, 1834 .

Commissioner Lin degraded, 1840.

Rules and Regulations of the Morrison Education Society approved, 1836.

Michaelmas Day. Hurricane at Manila, causing immense damage to shipping, 1865 .

All the Bogue forts destroyed by the British feet, 1841. The " Westminster" lost on

Pratas Shoal, 1866. Heavy typhoon in Formosa Channel, 1874.

25

26

27

28

29

30

14

15

16

17

18

19
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SEPTEMBER — 30 DAYS.

APOGEE, 12 days, 8 hours, A.M. PERIGEE, 27 days, 2 hours, A.M.

HONGKONG

1880.

Maximum .....

Minimum .

TEMPERATURE.

1881 .

Maximum

Minimum

.93

75

..90

.76

BAROMETER, 1881 .

.30.096 Minimum ..Maximum 29.588

DAYS DAYS
DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

7th & sth
Memoranda.

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon ,

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 :

19

27

28

29

30
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FOR 1882.

OCTOBER 31 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES.

d. h . m . sec .
d. h. m. sec .

Last Quarter 4 9 53 42 A.M.
First Quarter 20 7 30 43 A.M.

New Moon 12 13 37 42 P.M. Full Moon 26 10 9 44 A.M.

-

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OFTHEOF THE

8th & 9th
Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS .

1

2

3

4

5

6

17th afterTrinity. The “ Daily Press” started, 1858. Ting-hai captured by the English ,
1841.

A second typhoon in Hongkong, 1867. Earthquakeat Manila , 1869. Death of Senor

C. A. de Espana, Spanish Ministerto China ,atPeking from a fall from his horse , 1880.

Great Landslip in Tai -ping-shan, 1867 . Confucius born, B.C. 562 .

Treaty between Brazil and China signed at Tientsin , 1881.

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

7

1

2

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mou .

Tues,

Loss ofthe 0. S. S. steamer “ Hector," near Amoy, 1875. German steamer " Quinta "

driven ashore at Taichow Island and afterwards destroyed by fire, 1881 .

French expedition left Chefoo for Corea, 1866 .

H.R.H. Prince Alfred visited Puking, but not received by the Emperor, 1869. Great

public meeting at Hongkong to consider the increase of crime in the Colony, 1878.

18th after Trinity: Supplementary treaty signed at the Bogue, 1848. Severe gale in
Hongkong ; serious damage to small craft and loss oflife , 1878.

Shanghai captured, 1841. Chinhai taken ,1841. Fire at Canton, property destroyed

worth $ 4,000,000, 1851, Hongkong StampAct came into operation , 1867.

Lord Napier died at Macao, 1834. 1.1.1.theGrand DukeAlexis left Hongkong for

Nagasaki, 1872. Death of Dr. Wong at Canton, 1873 .

The first Chinese merchant steamer (the" Meifoo ”, left Hongkong for London with

passengers to establish a Chinese firm there, 1881 .
Revolt in the Philippines, 1872.

Ningpo occupied by British forces , 1811 . Railway in Japan officially opened by the
Mikado, 1872 .

“ Flora Temple" lost in the China Sea, with upwards of 890 coolies on board , 1859 .
Outrage on foreigners in Formosa, 1868. Wedding of the Emperor of China, 1872.

19th after Trinity . British schooner " Lech Bulig” lost on Lambay Island , S. W. Coast of

Formosa, 1976.
Khanghoa, in Corea , taken by the French , 1866. News received that the Emperor of

China had refused to accept a model railway offered to him by the Duke of Sutherland
and others , 1873.

St. John's Cathedral, Hongkong, dedicated, 1812 .

Loss of the British barque " Roodee " by fire, at Manila, 1875.

Great fire in Hongkong, 1859. Great typhoon at Formosa, 1861.

3

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

o
r

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

The Shanghai and Woosung railway closed by the Chinese Government, 1877 .

20th after Trinity. A.R.H. Prince Alfred arrived at Shanghai, 1869. Cosmopolitan Dock
opened, 1875 .

58 piratical vessels destroyed by Captains Hay & Wilcox , H. M. Ships “ Columbine "
and “ Fury," 1849.

Rebellion of Samurai at Kumamoto, Japan ; 400 soldiers killed by the insurgents, 1876.

Treaty of Whampoa between France and China signed , 1814. Kahding recaptured
by the allies, 1862 .

In Canton 1,200 houses and 3 factories burnt, 1843 .

Visit of the Tartar General Chang- Shanto Hongkong, 1871 .

St. Simon and St. Jude. Terranova executed by the Chinese , 1822.

21st after Trinity . Portuguese frigate " D. Maria II. ” blown up at Macao, 1850.

Great fire in Hongkong, 1868 .

H.R.H. Prince Alfred arrived at Hongkong, 1869. Settlement of the Formosa difficulty

between Japan and China, 1874 .
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OCTOBER 31 DAYS.

APOGEE, 10 days . PERIGEE, 25 days, 12 hours, A.M.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1880 . 1881 .

Maximum
.86 Maximum ..

Minimum .. .71 Minimum ,

85

..68

BAROMETER, 1881 .

Maximum ..........30.182 Minimum... .29.050

DAYS DAYS
DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

Sth & 9th
Memoranda ,

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

4

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4 :

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon ,

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur,

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

5

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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NOVEMBER - 30 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES.

d. h. m . sec . d . h . m. sec .

Last Quarter 3 2 33 47 A.M. First Quarter 18 16 17 43 P.M.

New Moon 11 6 55 44 A.M. Full Moon 25 9 38 43 A'M .

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

9th & 10th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK . MONTH. MOONS.

1

All Saints .
The port of Quin -hon , on the coast of Annam , opened to foreign trade, 1876.

All Souls .

Great Britain commenced the first war with China by the naval action of Chuen -pee, 1839.

Wed.

Thur.

Brid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mou .

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Hon .

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

15

16

17

5

6

7

818

22. after Trinity. Great fire at Macao, 500 houses burnt, 1834. Peking evacuated by
the Alies, 1860 .

Engush and French treaties promulgated by the Peking Gazette, 1860.

Capt. Garcia y Garcia and Dr. Elmore appointed by the President of Peru oh a Special

Mission to Japan and China, 1874.

The French repulsed at Corea , 1866. Prince ofWalesborn , 1841. Loss of the China

Navigation Co.'s steamer " Glengyle ” on Namoa Island, with the captain and several
of the crew, 1875 .

H.M.S. " Racehorse " wrecked off Chefoo, ont of a crew of 108 only 9 saved, 1864. H.E.

Ch'ung How , Chinese Envoy to Russia, arrived in · Hongkong on his way to St. Peters .

burg, 1878 .

23rd after Trinity. Hongkong first lighted by gas, 1864.

Earthquake at Shanghai, 1847 .

Loss of Messrs. D. Lapraik & Co.'s str. “ Douglas ” in the Haitan Straits, 1880. Conven

tion signed between Russia and China, 1860.

H. M. gunboat “ Gnat" lost in the Palawan , 1868 , News received in Hongkong of
outbreak of a serious rebellion in Hunan , 1870.

H.R.H. Prince Alfred left Hongkong, 1869.

Shanghai opened to foreign commerce , 1843.

Great Fire in Hongkong, 1867. I.R.H. Prince Alfred arrived at Manila, 1869. Ch'ung

How , Governor of lientsin , arrived in Hongkong en route for Franceas special Am

bassador, to explain the Tientsin Massacre, 1870 .

2 ith after rinity. Collision on the Yangtszebetween the strs. " Kungwo," and

Hanyang ; ” both vessels lost, 1880. Viceroy Tseng-kwo- fan visited Shanghai, 1871.

PortugueseCustom house at Macao closed , 1845. Lord Elgin died 1863. Gunpowder

explosion at Hankow , 1867 ,
Major Baldwin and Lieut. Bird, of H.M.'s 20th Regt ., brutally murdered in Japan ,
1564.

reat fire at Canton, 1,400 houses destroyed , 1835. Terrible boiler explosion on board

the steamer “ Yesso " in Hongkong harbour, 86 lives lost, 1877 .

Arrival of the Princes Albert Victor and George of Wales the “ Bacchante ” at

Woosung, 1881.

Ship "Omar Pacha ” lost in China Sea, 1887 .

Tremendous fire at Yokohama, 1866. Capture ofAnping , Formosa, 1868. H.E. Margnie

Tseng, Chinese Ambassador to England, arrived in Hongkong, on his way to London,
1878 .

25th after Trinity. Edict issued by the Viceroy of Canton forbidding trade with British

ships, 1839 .

M. Thiers accepts the apology of Ch'ungHow , the Chinese Ambassador, for the murder

ofthe French at Tientsin, June 21st, 1870-1871 .

Foreign factories burnt at Canton, 1856 , Great fire in Hongkong, 1887 .

Murder of the captain and four men of the British barque " Crofton ," near Ku-lan , 1869.

St. Andrew's day . St. Joseph's Church , Hongkong, consecrated 1872 .

9 6

10

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

26

27

28

29

30

18

19

20
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NOVEMBER–30 DAYS.

APOGEE, 6 days, 13 hours, P.M. PERIGEE, 22 day, 14 hour, P.M ,

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE .

1880 . 1881 ,

Maximum .. .78 Maximum ..

Minimum . .56 Minimum ..

..78

.58

Maximum ......

BAROMETER , 1881.

... 30.316 Minimum..........
... 29.974

DAYS DAYS DAYS

D

OF THE

OF THE OF THE

9th & 10th
Memoranda.

WEEK . MONTH . MOONS.

ܢ
ܝ

2

3

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

}

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon,

Tues.

Wed.

Thür.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed,

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

.Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

6

7 .

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1626 .

1727

28

29

18

19

2030
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DECEMBER 31 DAYS.

Moon's PHASES.

d . h . m . sec. d. h . m . sec .

Last Quarter 2 10 32 42 A.M. First Quarter 18 00 15 41 A.M.

New Moon 10 11 13 44 A.M. Full Moon 24 11 17 39 A.M.

DAYS DAYS DAYS

OF THE

OF THE OF THE 10th &

11th Chronology of Remarkable Events.

WEEK , MONTH , MOONS .

1

St. Francis Xarier died on Sanchoan , 1552 .2

3 Advent.

4

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

5

6

7

8

9

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

First census of Hongkong taken , population 15,000, 1811 ,

Six foreigners killed atWang-chuh-ki, 1847. Soochow re -taken by the Imperialists under
General Gordon, 1863 .

East India Co. last servant left China, 1836. Confucius died , B.C. 490 .

European fictories at Canton destroyed by a mob, 1842 .

10

11

1

Ningpo captured by the Taipinge, 1861 .

2nd Sunday in Advent.

Indemnity paid by Prince Satsuma, 1863. Admiral Bell , U.S.N. , drowned at Osaka1867.

The N. Y. L. & C.Co 's steamer " Mongol” ran on a sunken rock near the Nine Pins and
sank in 5 minutes ; 17 lives were lost , including Captain Flamank and his wife, 1874.

French flag hauled down from the Consulate at Canton by Chinese, 1832 .

12

13

14

15

16

17

2

3

4

5

6

7

8Mon.

Tues,

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

All Catholic Priests ( not Portuguese ) expelled from Macao, 1838 .

Loss by fire of the American ship " Horatio," at Shanghai, 1874.

3rd in Advent The P. M. S. S. Co.'s steamer “ Japan ” burnt to the water's edge about

130 miles from Hongkong near Breaker Point while on a voyage from Yokohama ; 1

European passenger , the cook, and 389 Chinese drowned, $ 358,508 treasure lost, 1874.
Earthquake in Formosa , 1867 .

Sir Hugh Gough and the Eastern Expedition left China , 1842 .

Arrival of Princes Albert Victor and George ofWales at Hongkong in the “ Bacchante , "
1881 .

St. Thomas . Steam navigation first attempted , 1736.

Two Mandarins arrived at Macao with secret orders to watch the movements of Plenipo .

tentiary Elliot, 1836 ,

British Consulate at Shanghai destroyed by fire, 1870 .

4th in Advent. Christmas Eve,

Christmas Day . Great Fire in Hongkong ; 368 houses destroyed, immense destruction

of property, 1878. The steamer " Bombay ” burned at Woosung, 1890 .

Brig ** Etna " lost on the coast of Formosa, 1859. Gigantic fre at Tokio, 11,000 houses

destroyed, 263 lives lost , 1879.

Dedication of Hongkong Masonic Hall, 1865 .

Canton bombarded by Allied forces of Great Britain and France , 1867 ,

Prince kung received Captain Garcia y Garcia, Peruvian Minister, 1874 .
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DECEMBE - 31 DAYS.

APOGEE , 4 days, 8 hours, A.M. PERIGEE , 19 days, 2 hours, A.m.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.

1881 .1880 .

Maximum ..

Minimum

.72

.50

Maximum .

Minimum

..76

..50

Maximum

BAROMETER 1881 .

.30.420 Minimum .... 30.000

DAYS DAYS DAYS

Memoranda.

OF THE

OF THE OF THE
10th &

11th

WEEK. MONTH . MOONS.

1

2

3

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid .

Sat.

Sun.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21



EASTERN FESTIVALS, FASTS , AND OBSERVANCES,,

FOR THE YEAR 1882 .

CHINESE.

JANUARY. — 2nd . - Death of Emperor Kang Hi( A.D. 1723) . 4th . - Fifteenth day

of the eleventh moon . 5th .-Solar term , " little cold ;" sun in Capricorn. 6tb . - Fête

day of Amitabha Buddha . 8th .-Day of general abstinence. The spirits report to

Heaven . Fête day of the Bodhisattva called “nine lotus flowers.” 12th . – Fête day

of Chang Sinen, a Tauist god of parturition. The star goddess of the southern

measure descends. A Tauist fast day. 15th . — Tauist fête dayof the dragon spirits

of the ground . 16th . - Fête day of G'u An, a deified Buddhist priest . 18th.

Buddhist fête day of Surya Dêva. 20th .--First day of the twelfth moon . Solar term ,

" great cold . ” Sun enters Aquarius. 24th . - Death of Emperor Tung Chi (A.D.

1875 ). The spirits report to Heaven. 25th.- Death of an Empress . Fête day of

Julai Buddha . Tauist fast day . 29tb . - Day of general abstinence. 30tb . - Death

of an Empress. 31st .-Death of an Empress.

FEBRUARY.-- 3rd . — Fifteenth day of the twelfth moon . Fête day of Wen , a deified

warrior. 4th .-Solar term , “ spring sets in ;" sun in Aquarius. Ceremony of meeting

the Spring by breaking a clay figure of an ox. Fête day of the Tauist god of the

Southern Mountain. 8th .-Fête day of Lu Pan , god of carpenters and masons.

9tb . - Fête day of the Tauist star god, the supreme ruler of the Celestial Dragon .

12th .-- The god of the heartb reports to Heaven. Auspicious day for worship.

13th .-Death of an Empress. 17th .--- Fête day of the Bodhisattva , Padma Vyuha.

All the Buddbas descend to search out the merits and demerits of mankind . The star

goddess of the northern measure descends,, 18tb.--New Year's day. Fowl day. A.

Tauist fast day . Solar term , “ rain water;" sun enters Pisces . 1915.-Dog day. Fête

day of Che Ta -yen, a deified warrior. 20th .--- Pig day . 21st .-Sheep day . 22nd. -

Cow day . 23rd . — Horse day. Fête day of the god of wealth, and of Dipam kara

Baddha. 24th . - Man day. Death of the Emperor Yung Chêng ( A.D. 1735) .

25th .-Dav of general abstinence. 27th . - Fête day of the dragon spirits of the

ground. 28tb . - Death of an Empress.

MARCH . - 1st.- Fête day of Wen and Hü, deified warriors worsbipped at Fat

shan. 3rd.- Death of the Emperor Tao Kwang (A.D. 1850) . 4th - Fifteenth day of

the first moon . Feast of lanterns . Fête day of Shang Yuen , a Tauist god and ruler

of heaven, and of Yu Shing, a Tauist saint. 5th. - Solar term , “ movement of larvae;"

sun in Pisces. Fête day of Shen Ts'ai , Tauist saint , guardian of the door. Aus

picious day for prayers for wealth and progeny. 10th . - Death ofan Empress. 11th .

-A day of generalabstinence . 12th .-Death of an Empress. 14tb . - Day of gen.

eral abstinence. 18tb .-Death of an Empress. 19tb . – First day of second moon .

Fête day of judge in first court of hades . 20th .-- Spring worship of the gods of the

land and grain. Birthday of the philosopher Mencius(B.C. 371 ). 21st. - Solar

term , “ vernal equinox;" sun enters Aries. Fête day of the star god of literature .

23rd.--Day of general abstinence. The spirits report to Heaven . 25tb .-Death of

an Empress. Fête day of Chang Chun , a deified physician . 28th .-Tête day of the

dragon spirits of the ground. 29th .--Death of an Empress. 31st .-Fête day of

Hung Shing, god of the Canton river.
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APRIL . — 2nd . - Fifteenth day of the second moon . Féte day of Yoh Tei, adeitied

minister of the Sung dynasty. Birthday of Lao Tsze , founder of Tauism ( B.C. 604),

4th . - Day of general abstinence. 5th.–Solar terin , “ clear and bright;" sun in

Aries. Tomb festival; sacrifices to the dead . 6th.– Fête day of Kwan Yin, the

goddess of mercy, and of a goddess of the sea . 7th . - Fête day of Samanta Bhadra,

worshipped by Lotus-school Buddhists. 12th .–Fête day of the Tauist god, Hiuen

T'ien , the holy father of the sombre heavens . 13tb .-Death of an Empress. 18th

First day of the third moon. Fête of judge in second court of hades. 20th . - Solar

erm , “ grain rain " ; sun enters Taurus. Fête day of Hiuen Tien Shang -ti, or Peh .

tti , Tauist god of the north pole. 21st. - Fête day of Chang Tao-ling (A.D, 34 ),

head of the Tauist church . .22nd .-Day of general abstinence . The spirits report

to Heaven. 23rd .-Fête day of Cheng Kwob, a Tauist immortal . 25th . - Fête day

of the judge in sixth court of bades. 26tb .-Day of general abstinence. 27th.

Fête day of the dragon spirits of the ground. 28th . - Death of an Empress.

MAY.-- 2nd. - Fifteenth day of the third moon . Fête day of I Ling, a deified

physician and of Hiuen T'an , Tauist god of the sombre altar . 3rd.— Fête day of

Chun Ti , the Buddbist Durga. 4th .-Day of general abstinence. The spirits report

to Heaven . 5th .–Solar term , “ summer sets in ” ; sun in Taurus. Fête day of Heu

T'u, the goddess worshipped bebind graves, also of the god of the CentralMountain

and of the Three Brothers, San Mau. 10th . - Fête day of the Queen of Heaven ,

goddess of sailors . 13tb . - Féte day of Tszu-sun , the goddess of progeny. 14th.-

Fête day of Ch'e, a deified warrior, also of the six evil spirits (of heaven, earth ,year,

month, day,and hour), and of the judge in seventh court of bades. 15th.- Fête day

of Ts'ang Kieb , inventor of writing, and of the god of the Eastern Mountain,

17th. – First day of the fourth moon. Day of ill luck . Totel eclipse of the sun , Fête

day of the judge of eighth court in hades, and of Siu Pa-suen , a deified statesmaa

of the Sung dynasty. 20th.- Fête day of the Bodhisattva Mandjushri. 21st.-

Solar term , " little full ” ; sun enters Gemini. 24tb . - Fête day of San Kai, ruler of

heaven , earth and hades, also of the judge in ninth court of hades. 26th .-Fête day

of the dragon spirits of the ground . 30th.---Fête day of Lü Sien , Tauist patriarch

and god of barbers. The spirits report to Heaven . 31st. - Fifteenth day of the fourth

moon . Fête day of Chung Li -kien , a Tauist immortal.

JUNE. - 2nd - Fête day of Kin Hwa, the Cantonese goddess of parturition , alan

of the judge in tenth court of bades. Death of an Empress. 3rd. - Fête of War ,

a deified physician , and of Tsu -mi, the star goddess of malaria. 5th.--Fête day of

the goddess of the blind . 6th . - Solar terın , " grain spiked " ; sun in Gemini. 8th.

Fête day of Samanta Bhadra, a deified priest . 11tb . - Fête day of Chung -shan , a

deified warrior. 13th .-Fête of Yoh Wang, the Tauisi god of medicine. 14th .

Death of an Empress. 16th . - First day of the fifth moon . Fête day of the god of

the south pole. 18th . - Day of general abstinence. The spirits report to Heaven.

Death of an Empress . 2016. - Dragon boat fastival and boat races. 21st. - Solar

term, “ summer solstice "; sun enters Cancer. 22nd. — Tauist fête day, division of

the dragon spirits of the atmosphere. 23rd .-Fête day of the dragon spirits of the

South. 25th.--Fête day of the dragon spirits of the ground. 26th .-Fête of Sheng

Wang, the tutelary god of walled towns . 27th.- Fête day of Ping Ling, a deified

statesman. 28th. - Fête day of Kwan-ti , god of war, and of his son, General Kwan,

30tb . - Fifteenth day of the fifth moon .

JULY. - 1st. - Fête day of Chang Tao -ling (A.D. 31 ), first head of the Tauist

church. Fête day of Shakyamuai Buddha, founder of Buddhism . 3rd . - Fête day of

a Tauist goddess of women and of Si Wang -ma, Queen of the West. 5th . -FA

day of Tau Yang, a Tauist immortal, Auspicious day for fasting and prayer. 6tb.

The spirits report to Heaven . 7th . – Solar term , “ little heat ”; sun in Cancer,

8th . - Death of an Empress. 14tb .-Fête day of Mayura Radja, a Budbisativa,

15th.— First day of the sixth moon . 16tb .-Fête day of Veda, the guardian of

Buddhist and Tauist monastics. 20th . – Fêie day of Yang Si, a deified warrior, and

of Tsui , a deified priest ; also of the god of Mount T'ai . First decade of heat con

mences. Festival of airing clothes . 21st.—The earth spirit reigns. 23rd . — Solar
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term , “ great beat " ; sun enters Leo . 24ib . - Fête day of Liu Hai , a Tauist

philosorber. 25th . The spirits report to Heaven. 26th .-- Fête day of the dragon

spirits of wells and subterranean watercourses. 28th.--- Fête day of Lu Pan , the god

of carpenters and masons . 29th.--- Fifteenth day of the sixth moon . 30th .-Second

decade of beat commences.

August.—2nd .-Fête day of Kwan Yin , the goddess of mercy . 4th . – Fête day

of the Tauist god of horses. 6th.—The spirits report to Heaven. Day of general

abstinence. 7th. – Fête day of Kwan Ti, the god of war, and of War, a deified

Tauist priest , also of Chuh Yung, the spirit of fire, and of the god of thunder.

8th .–Solar term , "autumn sets in "; sun in Leo. 9tb .-- Fête day of I Lang, builder

of a canal, also of Hü, a Tauist patriarch . 12th . - Fête day of the star gods of

Ursa Minor. Auspicious day for fasting and prayer. 141b.-- First day of the seventh

moon . During this moon is held the festival of “ All Souls, " when Buddhist and

Tauist priests read wasses to release souls from purgatory, scatter rice to feed

starving ghosts, recite magic incantations accompanied by fingerplay imitating mystic

Sanskrit characters which are supposed to comfort souls in purgatory, burn paper

clothes for the benefit of the souls of tbe drowned, and visit family shrines to pray

on behalf of thedeceased members of the family. Exhibitions ofgroups of statuettes,

dwarf plants , silk festoons, and ancestral tablets are combined with these ceremonies,

which are enlivened by music and fireworks. Fête day of Lao Tszu , the founder of

Tauiem . 2011 .-- Fête day of Cheng, a Confucian commentator, and of the Tauist god

of Ursa Major, also of the seven goddesses of Pleiades worshipped by women . The

spirits report to Heaven . 22nu .-Death of an Empress. 23rd.-- Solar term ,

" settled heat ” ; sun enters Virgo . Death of an Empress. 25th . - Fête day of

Chang Ch’un , a deified physician. 28th.-- Fifieenth day of the seventh moon . Day of

general abstinence . Fête day of Chung Yuen , Tauist god of the element earth, also

of Chang Kwoh, one of the eight immortals. 30th . — Death of the Emperor Hien

Fêng (A.D. 1861). 31st. - Fête day of the three Tauist gods of heaven , earth , and

water, and of the five spirits attending at sacrifices.

SEPTEMBER. - Fête day of the regent of the planet Jupiterand of the 60 year

gods . 2nd.- Fête day of Cheng, a Tauist patriarch . 3rd . - Fête day of P’u An , a

deified Buddhist priest. 4th . - Fête day of the god of wealth . 5th. --The spirits

report to Heaven . 6th . – Fête day of Sheng Wang, tutelary god of walled cities,

also of Chang, the Tauist god of parturition, and of Nagardjuna, the Buddhist

philosopher. 7tb .- Death of the Eur peror Kia King ( A.D. 1821). Fête day of

Hü, a Tauist eremite. 8tb .–Solar term , " white dew "; sun in Virgo. 11th.

Fête day of Ti-ts’ang -wang, Tauist god of departed spirits. 12th . — First day of the

eighth moon . Fête day of Hü Sun, a deified physician, and of the god of the golden

armour, worsbipped by Literati. 14th. - Fête day of the god of the hearth . Descent

of the star god of the northern measure. 16th .-Fête day of the god of Thunder.

20th.- Death of the Emperor Tien Tsung (A.D. 1644 ). 21st. - Fête day of the god

of the northern mountain . 22nd .-Death of the Emperor T‘ien Ming (A.D. 1627).

23rd .-Solar term , " autumnal equinox ” ; sun enters Libra . 24tb . - Fête day of the

dragon spirits of the West. 25th . - Day of general abstinence. The spirits report

to Heuven. 26th .-- Fifteenth day of the eighth moon . Worship of the moon, feast of

Canteras, and worship of the gods of the land and grain . 27th.– Fête day of Tsai

Tien, the monkey god (Hanuman ) , also of Chü, a deified warrior. 29th . - Fête

day of Tsiu Sien, the eight immortals of the winecup .

OCTOBER.—3rd .-Fête day of Dipamkara Buddha. 4tb .-- Death of the Emperor

Yung Chêng (A.D 1735). 5th - Fête day of Tao Ye, inventor of pottery. 6th.- Fête

dayof the Tauist god of the sun. 7th. - Day of general abstinence. 8th .– Solar

term , “ cold dew "; sun enters Libra. Fête day of Confucius (born 551 B.C.) , the

founder of Chinese ethics and politics . 12tb . - First day of the ninth moon. The star

gods of the southern and northern measure descend. 14th.- Fête day ofthe five spirits

attending sacrifices., 20th.- Fête day of Kwan Ti , the god of war ; Kite flying day,

Fête day of the goddess of the measure (Durga ), also of Lü, a Tauist patriarch,and

of Fung Tu, a ruler in Hades. The earth spirit reigns. 22nd . - Fête day, Yen
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moon .

Hwui, the disciple of Confucius . 23rd .–Solar term , “ hoar frost descends" ; sun

enters Scorpio. 26th . — Fifteenth day of the ninth moon . Fête day of Chu Hi (A.D.

1131 ), the founder of modern Chinese philosophy. Fête day of the Tauist god of

the sombre altar. 27th . - Fête day of the god of the loom . 28tb .-Fête day of Koh

Hung, a Tauist philosopher, also of the golden dragon King and of the god of wealth.

29th . - Fête day of Tsü Sung, one of the inventors of writing. 30th . — The spirits

report to Heaven.

NOVEMBER.—3rd .—Fête day of Yang Sze , a deified warrior. 7th.–Solar term ,

« winter sets in ; sun in Scorpio. Death of an Empress. 10th . - Fête day of Hwa

Kwang, the god of fire, and of Ma, a deified physician . Death of an Empress. 10th .

-Fête day of Vaidurya Buddha. 11th . - Eclipse of the sun . First day of the tenth

Fête day of the god of the Eastern Mountain . A Tauist fast day. 13th.

Fête day of the threebrothers, San Mao. 14th . — Day of general 'abstinence.

15th . - Fête day of Bodhidharma (A.D. 529 ), a Buddbist patriarch . 16th . - Fête day

of the inferior celestial spirits . 19th . - Day of general abstinence . The spirits

report to Heaven . 22nd . - Solar term , " little snow ; sun enters Sagittarius . 25th .

- Fifteenth day of the tenth moon . Fête day of Ha Yuen , the Tauist god of water,

alsoof the god of small-pox ,and of the god and goddess of the bedstead . Fête day

of Wen, a deified warrior. 26th.--Fête day of Wu Shan , the goddess of sorcery .

30th . - Fête day of Hu, ” a Tauist mystic . Auspicious day for fasting and prayer.

DECEMBER.---1st. — The spirits report to Heaven. 6th . - Fêteday of the gods

of the five Sacred mountains, and of the five ancient supreme rulers. 7th . - Solar

term , " great snow ; sun in Sagittarius. Fête day of Tszu -mi, the star goddess of

malaria . 10tb . - First day of the eleventh moon. 13th .-Fête day of Confucius

(born 551 B.C.), the founder of Chinese ethics and politics. 15th . - Fête day of

Yut Kwang, the supreme god of the Tauist pantheon, and of the god of the Western

Mountain . The spirits report to Heaven. 20th . - Fête day of Ta Yih, the star god

of the sick. 21st.-- Day of general abstinence. 22nd . - Solar term , “ winter solstice ” ;

suu enters Capricorn. Death of Emperor Kang Hi ( A.D. 1723) . 24th .-- Fifteenth

day of the eleventh moon . 26th . – Fête day of Amitabha, the Buddha of the Paradise in

the West. 27th . - Day of general abstinence, 28th .-Fête day of the Bodbi.

sattva, called “ nine lotus flowers . " Auspicious day for fasting and prayer. 30th.

The spirits report to Heaven .

JAPANESE

New Year's Day.-First of January.

GEN-SHU-SAI.--The festival of opening all public business.

K1-GEN -SETSU . — The 11th of February ; the Commemoration of Jimmu -Yenno,

the first emperor of the present dynasty.

TEN CHO- SETSU .-The 3rd of November, the birthday of the reigning Emperor.

JEWISH.

The festivals of the Jews are held weekly, monthly, and yearly . Each seventh

and fiftieth year, moreover, is kept with peculiar solemnities.

-The weekly festival is the Sabbath , a day consecratedto rest and cheerful devo

tion . It was instituted when God rested , on the seventh day, from the work of crea

tion, and the precept was renewed to the Hebrews in the wilderness of Sin (Ex .

XVI.) , ere yet the Decalogue had been given from Sinai. It is kept from sunset on

Friday to sunset on Saturday.

The monthly festival is held on the day of the new moon, or the first day of

every month , which is proclaimed by sound of trumpet; the law , however, did not

oblige the people to rest on these days, though it appointed particular sacrifices.

The Feast of the Passover, of Pentecost , and of Tabernacles, were the three

principal festivals observed under the law , and they were times of real joy and festi

vity. As all the male inhabitants throughout the country were required on these
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occasions to go up to Jerusalen , and the females also permitted to accompany thom

if they chose, the concourse was generally very great. These religious assemblies,

besides commemorating important eventsin their history , also subserved other in

portant purposes. They kept them steadfast to their religion, by the view of the cere

monies and the majesty of the divine service ; they afforded the means of religious

instruction , for the law of God was then read and explained ; and they served , more

over , to renew the acquaintance and friendship of tribes and families, who from all

parts of the country thus met three times in the year in the boly city .

The Passover is instituted to commemorate the departure out of Egypt, because

on the night preceding that departure the destroying angel who slew the first - born

of the Egyptians passed over the houses of the Hebrews , they being marked with the

blood of the lamb, which for this reason was called the Paschal Lamb. It was cele

brated on the fourteenth day of the first month of the ecclesiastical year. It com

mences on the evening of the 3rd of April and lasts seven days. A lamb, or a kid ,

without blemish , was killed , roasted , and eaten with unleavened bread and bitter

herbs. The first Passover was eaten with their loins girded , their shoes on their

feet , and their staves in their hands, that they might be in readiness for their

journey, circumstances which were not observed in its celebration after the Exodus.

The Feast of PENTECOST, or Wesks, is celebrated on the fiftieth day after the

Passover, and is a feast of thanksgiving to the Lord , wherein they acknowledge his

dominion over their country and their labours, by offering to him two loaves as the

first fruits of all their barvest. It also commemorates the giving of the law from

Mount Sinai , two years and fifty days after their departure from Egypt . The Hebrews

counted seven weeks from the Passover, beginning on the second day of that solemnity,

and hence called it the Feast of Weeks ; but by the Christians it is called Pentecost,

a name which signifies the Fiftieth Day. It was on the day of Pentecost that the

Holy Spirit was poured out from the ascended Saviour upon his Apostles, endowing

them with miraculous gifts for establishing the New Testament kingdom .

The Feast of TABERNACLES was instituted as a memorial of their fathers having

dwelt in the tents for forty years , during the passage through the wilderness. It is kept

in the first inonth of the civil year, falls on the evening of the 27th September, and

finisbes on the evening of the 6th October, and lasts eight days , the first and eighth

being the most solemn. In former times during its continuance they lived in booths,

tents, or arbours , constructed of the branches and leaves of trees .

These were the three Great Festivals at which all the males were required to go

up to Jerusalem to worship . “ Three times in a year shall all thy inales appear be

fore the Lord thyGod,in the place which he shall choose, in the Feast of Unleavened

Bread , and in the Feast of Weeks, and in the Feast of Tabernacles." - Deut. XVI . ,

16, Ex . XXXIV. , 23 .

The Feast of TRUMPETS is celebrated on the first day of their civil year [ 14th

Sept.], its commencementbeing proclaimed by sound of trumpet, and the day is kept

solemn, all business being forbidden and certain sacrifices appointed to be offered.

There are also two other feasts, though not appointed by law , which require

notice, as they are often mentioned in Jewish bistory. The feast of DEDICATION was

appointed to celebrate the re -establishment of Divine worship in Jerusalem , after

Antiochus Epiphanes had been vanquished and the temple purified. It is observed

for eight days, from the 25th of the third month [ commences on the evening of the

5th December ], and is also called the Feast of Lights, from the illuminations which

the Jews make during these days in their houses.

Poorim falls on the 14th and 15th of the sixth month [ commences on the even

ing of the 4th March ], and commemorates the defeat of Haman. On these days

they giveaims to the poor and presents to their friends on account of the lives of all

the Jews having been sa ced by Esther, (it is therefore called “ Feast of Esther " )

which happened on the 13th of the 6th month (civil year) —March .

The 10th of the first month of the civil year is the day of ATONEMENT, on which

ney observe a fast from 6 P.M. of the 9th to 7 P.M. of the 10th , and ask forgiveness

for their sins . Other fasts were also instituted in later times, connected with tho
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siege of Jerusalem (10th of tenth month ) , the capture of the city ( 17th of the fourth

month ), the burning of the temple (9th of the fifth month ), and the death of Gueda

liah (3rd of the first month ) of the civil year.

Every seventh year is to the Jews a Sabbatical year ; and we find that Alexander

the Great granted them an exemption from tribute on that year.

After seven weeks or Sabbath of years , that is , after seven times seven years ,

the great Festival of the JUBILEE was celebrated ; and during the whole year they

neither sowed nor reaped . On this fiftieth year every one resumed possession of his

inberitance , whether it were sold , mortgaged, or alienated in any way, and Hebrew

slaves of every description were set free, with their wives and children. Houses and

edifices in walled towns were the only kind of property that did not return to the

original owner in the year of the Jubilee .

MAHOMEDAN .

RAMAZAN.-- TheMahomedanfast commences each day throughout the month of

tbis name, when the first streak of light borders the eastern borizon, and continues

until the stars are clearly discerned in the beavens. During the whole of these

hours not the slightest particle of food, not one single drop of water nor any other

liquid, or smoke ever passes the lips. Each day during the fast is passed in occa

sional prayer, besides the usual nimaz, and in reading the Koran or lives of the pro

phets . The fast is broken by dates , in remembrance of the Prophet's family, whose

great luxury was supposed to be the date of Arabia , and some cooling draught is

added if required . The conclusion of the month Ramazan is celebrated as an Eed

festival and is hailed with great rejoicing and merriment. In every house the same

dainties are provided , every amusement that can be thought of is indulged in . In

some houses the nautch girls are in the apartments of the gentlemen and tbe

“ domni” in those of the women .

EED KORBAN . - In commemoration of Abraham offering up Ishmael; and this

is the day on which they annually perform the Haj at Mecca . The followers of

Mahomed claim to be descendants of Abraham through his son Ishmael, wbo, they

aver , was chosen as the offering to the Alınighty , and not Isaac, thus differing from

the Jews and Christians , grounding their assertions on traditions which they deem

conclusive evidence on the subject, in opposition to the authority of the Bible.

The offering thus made is annually commemorated by the sacrifice of animals, such

as camels, sheep , goats or lambs, according to each person's means, which answer the

purpose of honouring the memory of Abraham and Ishmael. The followers of Ma

bomed believe that the entrance to Paradise is guarded by a bridge as narrow as a

scythe, or some such equally sharp instrument, affording a precarious and unstable

footing . To enable them , therefore, to pass without danger , they believe that the

animals they have sacrificed at the feast of Eed will be present to lend their aid to

help them over in safety .

MOHARRAM.—A celebrated mourning festival held annually in remembrance of

the first martyrs of Mussulmans - Hassain and Hossein, tbe iwo sons of Fatima

and Ali-from whom the whole race of Syads havedescended. Hassain was poisoned

by an emissary of the usurping Kalipha, and Hossein , the last victim of the descen

dants of the prophet's family , to King Yazid's (son of Maviah ) fury, suffering a cruel

death after the most severe trials on ihe plain of Kurbala, on the tenth day of the

Arabian month of Moharram , the anniversary of which catastrophe is solemnised

with the most devoted zeal . Hassain and Hossein were , as above stated , the two

sons of Ali , by his cousin Fatima, the daughter of Mahomed , and after the murder

of their father by the contrivances of the then ruling Kalipba, they with their families

removed from Shawn, the capital , to Medina. After residing there for several years ,

the people of Shawn , being tired of King Yazid's tyrannical rule, invited Hossein to

return to the capital, and assume his lawful right as Iman (leader of the faithful).

Before accepting this invitation, Hossein sent Moslem , his cousiu , as a messenger to

report the true state of affairs to him ; but on his arrival with his two sons at Shawn ,
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ceases .

he was seized by order of King Yazid , and cast from a precipice, and his two sons

were barbarously murdered , for the sake of the reward offered for their heads. This

forins the subject of the ten days' bewailing during the Moharram . The Mahomedans

are divided into distinct sects, called the Sunis and the Sbias . The former regard

Ali and his descendants as the lawful leaders after Mabomed , andthe latter Ali and

his descendants as fourth Kaliph or after the Kaliphah of Abubakr, Oomer, and

Oosman , who died in the lifetime of Ali , and as the Shias are cursing Abubakr,

Oomer, and Oosman , the Kaliphas, as Abubakr, Omar, & c., hence quarrels ,

animosities, and dislikes are hoarded up to be avenged when opportunity offers.

The festival begins on the first day of the moon (Moharram ), Tazias (a term

signifying grief, and applied to a representation of the mausoleum erected over

the remains of Iman Hossein at Kurbalu) , made of ivory , ebony, sandalwood,

cedar, and some wrought in silver filigree, and indeed of every variety of material,

from pure silver to bamboo and paper, according to the rank and wealth of the

party , are exhibited in every direction, and conveyed in procession througir the

streets. Mourning assemblies are held morning and evening in the Imapbares

by Shias, during the Moharram , and the bead priest or preacher recites a subject

for each day's service from the various books composed on the subject descriptive

of the lives and sufferings of Hassain and Hossein. The Marsiab, a poetical

composition of great merit, and embracing the whole of the subject they commemorate,

is charted with great effect ; the names of their lawful leaders are recounted with

blessings, and those of the Kaliphas with curses . Then comes the procession of Dhal

Dhal - Hossein's horse killed at Kurbala ,beautifully caparisoned ; and finally the Tazias

are deposited with funeral rites in the public burial grounds, when the Moharram

The Tabut is a slight framework of bamboo and tinsel. These structures

vary considerably in size and appearance, according to the taste and ability of those

who build tbem . Before these Tabuts incense is burned and various other rites are

performed . The Tabuts, it is said, are peculiar to India . They are not mentioned

in the Koran, nor are they built by the inhabitants of Persia and Arabia, Many

Mabomedans regard them with strong disapprobation, both Shias and Sunis. In

Bombay a portion of the Mahomedans and Hindoos unite in building the Tabuts.

These are taken out , and, accompanied with music, carried in procession through the

Bhendy Bazaar, from midnight of the ninth until three o'clock of the morning ofthe

tenth day, and from twelve to six o'clock on the afternoon of the same day , ou their

way to the beach in Back Bay, where the greater part of the Tabuts, after being

stripped of whatever is of value, are cast into the sea. The practice of building

Tabuts seems to be losing ground in Bombay, a portion of thosewho formerly united

in this having adopted the views of those opposed to such things. Mahomedans,

especially Sunis of India, who do not unite in building the Tabuts, are accustomed

to go on this occasion to the mosques for ten successive nights to listen to the account

of the death of Hossein. 'Their demonstrations of grief, however, are not equal to

those oftheMogulsand Persians ( because Mabomedans are forbidden to weep aloud ),

who while listening to the recital, weep aloud, and smite violently upon their breast.

In Bombay there is, stricʻly speaking, no representation of the battle which was

fought previous to the death of Hossein . Some two or three borsemen bearing flags

enter the large yard adjoining the Imanbares with loud wailing , and are followed by

two horses caparisoned to represent thosewhich were kept for the use of the fallen

Hossein . One person on horseback, with a long sword apparently run through the

head and covered with blood , joins in the wailing. A female infant, in deep mourning,

sitting at the door of a small mausoleum , which is carried on the shoulders of men ,

constantly cast ashes or cut - straw upon her head , in token of grief. These pass

round in a circle, accompanied or followed by a company on foot who beat upon their

breast, crying, “ Hai Hossein ! Hai Hossein ! " Sometimes, a person represented in

a dying state, his body covered with wounds and blood , and darts and daggers run

into it, is carried about in procession. It would seem that this festival is now

celebrated with less effort and effect than formerly . It is entirely disapproved by

the Sunis.
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or

PARSFE.

The Parsees of India are divided into two sects—the “ Shanshahis Rasmis,"

and the “ Kudmis ” or “ Churigars,” the former of whom constitute the larger portion

of the race. This division originated only about a hundred and fifty years ago , when

a learned Persian priest , named Jamasp, arrived in India, and found that his

co-religionists differed from their brethren ofIran in their calculation of time by a full

month, and in other minor points relating to their “ Liturgy. ” Serious disputes arose

in consequence , which ended in the formation of the two sects , the Shanshahis

adhering to their own views , and the Kudmis adopting the opinions imported by

Jamasp, thus agreeing with their Persian brethren . Notwithstanding this division ,

no estrangement exists between them in their social intercourse. The difference lies

only in their computation of time , and in some slight variations in their form of prayer.

Intermarriage is allowed as well as admission to each other's places of worship.

The festivals of the Parsees are celebrated with little or no outward pomp. Their

holidays are mostly occupied in prayers in the morning, and festivities and rejoicing

during the rest of the day. Some of their religious institutions are traced to a very

ancient period . The festival of the Nowroz dates from upwards of three thousand

years before Christ, and is kept to this day by most of the nations of Western Asia,

notwithstanding the difference of creed . The Emperor Akbar adopted the " Nowroz”

and fourteen other festivals of the Parsees for the observance of those who were

attached to his favourite doctrines of the “ Ilahi faith , ” or the “ Religion of God,"

which he fruitlessly endeavoured to introduce among the people.

PAPETI, OR NEW YEAR's Day.- .Among the festivals observed by the Parsees, the

first and most universally kept is the Papeti, or new year's day . On this day the

Parsees rise early, and dress themselves in new suits of clothes, and those piously

disposed say their prayers in their private residences or visit their friends and rela

tives, when the “ Hama- jor " or joining of hands is performed ; this ceremony is a sort

of greeting corresponding to the European fashion of wishing each other a happy new

year. Their friends and relations are invited to breakfast. The morning thus occu

pied , they spend the rest of the day in their country houses or clubs , where feasting

and rejoicings are kept up till a late hour. Alms are also given to the poor in the

course of the day, and new suits of clothes are presented to servants and dependents.

The ancient Persians reckoned a new era from the accession of each successive

monarch ,and as Yezdezerd, of the Sassanian dynasty , was their last King, when

dethroned by Caliph Omar about A.D 640, the date of his accession to the throne has

been brought down to the present time, thus making their current year 1254-55 .

In their calculation of the year only 365 days are allowed ; leap year is unknown

to them , though there are records wbich prove that in every 120 years one month

was added to make it correspond with the solar year.

The year is divided into twelve months, of 30 days each , and five days, or

“ Gathas” as these are nained , added at the end to make up the deficiency. These

five Gatha days are held as the inost sacred in the year, and those piously disposed

spend them solely in prayers.

KHURDAD -SAL.- The second of the Parsee festivals is the “ Kburdad -Sal” day,

or the anniversary of the birth of their prophet Zoroaster, who, they say, was born in

the city of Reh , in the North of Persia, in the reign of Darius Hystapis, about 520

years before Christ . Heeren places the birth of this celebrated personage about 1,200

years anterior to this . Parsees themselves differ as to the exact time of the birth of

their prophet ; a part of them fix the period at B.c. 389, others at B.c. 538. Religious

ceremonies are performed in the morning by the women of the family and the priests;

the men , as usual on such occasions , limiting themselves to private prayers.

AMURDAD SAL .-This holiday, which falls on the day immediately after the

preceding festival, appears to have no origin in the books of the Parsees. It is

inerely kept up as the continuation of the “ Khurdad Sal ;” no religions ceremonies

are required, and the day is always spent in the enjoyment of pleasures.

FARUHARDIN JASAN.—This day is set apart for the performance of ceremonies

for the dead, “ Faruhar” meaning soul or spirit . The religious portion of the people
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attend on the hills at Chaopatty (Bombay) , where their “ dockmas, " or “ towers of

silence ” are situated, and there perform prayers for the dead , in honour of

their niebiory. The Parsees are enjoined by their religion to preserve the memory of

their dead by annual religious cereinopies perforined in the house ; but such of their

friends as die on long vovages or in unknown places, and the date of whose death

cannot be positively ascertained, are, according to the terms of their religion,

bonvured by sacred rites on this day. The ceremony consists in a man or woman

preparing small round pieces of baked bread , called darans , which are put on a tray

or other copper vessel, along with the fruits and flowers, over which tbe priest per

formis the prayers of the Baj, or Vaj," as it is called by M. Anquetil du Perron in

his “ Zend Avesta .” According to the translation published by this learned French

man , the Baj is an invocation of the names of the departed , and of such of the

angels as have a direct control over the souls of the dead after their departure from

this world . Prayers of this sort are still performed among the Hindus and the

Mahomedans, and are not unknown in the Roman Catholic countries of Europe.

ARDIBEAEST JASAN . — This festival , as its name implies, is maintained in honour

of Ardibehest Amshaspoud, the angel controlling the sacred fire, that element being

one of the wonders of divine creation . The fire-temples are crowded on this day,

sandalwood is offered to the sacred flame, and prayers offered to the Supreme Deity.

The Nowroz.-- The fifth on the list is the celebrated Nowroz, called by some the

Nowroz -í- Jamshid or t'ie Nowroz - í - Sultan, the King's day . This celebrated festival

fails generally about the 21st day of March , and corresponds with our Vernal

Equinox . This day is observed by the modern Persians, the Arabs, the Turks, and

several other Asiatic nations for the computation of the solar year, and for State

purposes, such as the collection of revenue, and the arrangements for the agricultural

operations ofthe year. Eastern writers date the origin of this festival from the time

of Jansbid , the third King of the Pesbdadian dynasty of Persia. Jamshid is sup

posed by Bailly to have flourished 3,209 vears before Christ ; the Shah Namah cele

brateshim as the first King of his race, who introduced civilisation amongmankind and

established the computation of time. If we are to believe the Persian writers, the

exquisite bas-reliefs among the ruins of Persepolis - still visible in beauty after a

lapse of two thousand years — are representations of the Court of Jamshid ,more es

piecially on the festival of the Nowroz . The sculptures at this place contain repre

sentations of the Courts of ancient Persia , with the long trair of attendants bringing

offerings to the feet of monarcbs ; and as the Nowroz is a sort of “ revenue settle

went” day, when the chiefs of different provinces lay their annual contributions

before the throne, and are allowed audience with the monarch , the idea of a part of

the Persepolitan bas-reliefs being a picture of some ancient King of Persia holding

lois Court on the day of the Nowroz does not appear to be without foundation. In

Persia this festival is kept for several days with unusual pomp by all the inhabit

ants, whetber Mahomedan's or Parseos. In India it is simply a day of rejoicing .

Ava ARDUI Sur JASAN .-- Ava, in the Zend text, is the nameof the angel wbo

presides over the sea , and this “ Jasan ," or festival , is held in his honour. The

Parsees are required on this day to approach the sea shore, or any stream of water,

and chant the Zend prayers, but owing to their long residence in India they bave

I orrowed many Hiudu rites in the observance of this holiday, and offerings of sugar,

cocoanuts, flowers , &c . , to the sea, are not uncommon . The better-informed portion

of the community, however, do not join with their brethren in these superstitious

acts. In Bombay a fair is beld on the Esplanade in honour of this festival .

ADAR Jasan. - Adar, another synonyin for fire, is the name by which the ninth

pontb of the Parsee year is called . This is the most sacred of the twelve montbs,

and the ninth luv of that month is held in great respect and sanctity. On this day

the fire temples ire very much crowded , and offerings of sandalwood are made to the

sacred flame, and nones distributed among the priests.

Besides the ihrive, there are the festivals of Meher Jasan , the Babinan Jasan ,

and a few others of less importance, all of which are partially observed.



WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, MONEY.

CHINESE .

or inch

WEIGHTS.

Chinese weights are mostly decimal. Although English weights and measures

are used to a considerable extent in trade with foreigners, being lezalised in Hongkong

for that purpose, the following are also recognised by Ordinance 22 of 1844:

1 ling or cash ·0013 oz . avoir.

10 lit = 1 fan , or candareen .0133 oz . avoir .

10 fans 1 tsin, or mace •1333 oz , avoir .

10 tsin I leung , or tael 1 } oz . avoir . *

16 leung: 1 kan , or catty 1 } lb. avoir .

100 kann 1 tàm , or picul 133} lb ) . avoir.

120 kan 1 shek , or stone 160 lb. avoir .

The words candareen, mace, tael, catty, picul, are not Chinese.

Almost all commodities, even liquids, are sold by th: above weights amongst

Chinese.

MEASURES.

English measures are legal , but so are also the following Chinese :

10 fan , 1 tsün , about 1.41 English inch .

10 tsünt: 1 chek , or foot about 14.1 English inch .

10 chek 1 ch'eungor fathom 4 yards (nearly ).

The Treaty of Tientsin fixes the ch'eung at 141 English inches.

1 li , or mile į mile English .

10 li I pd, or league = 3 miles English (about) .

Land is ineasured by the mau or acre, equal to about is of an English acre.

MONEY.

This is almost entirely represented by weights of silver, a counts being kept in

leung, tsin, fan , and li ( taels, mace, and candareens) as given above . Their values

may be taken to be the following :

1 li or casht .06d , or mod. I tsin or mace 6d .

1 fan or cundareen .6d .
or d . 1 lenng or toel 59 .

Not one of these weights is represented by any coin , unless we may take the cash

to represent the value of a li of silver.

Silver is used uncoined , in ingots or shoes , sometimes called sycee ; small sums

are paid in what is called broken silver. At the Ports this generally consists of the

fragments of Mexican or Spanish dollars , bammered to pieces by the Shroffs in their

process of chopping. This broken silver is weighed by means of small steel -yards

called li-tang .

Cash may be said to be the only coin of China. The Cl.inese call them tsin.

They are bronze coins, not unlike thin farthings with a square hole in the centre for

stringing together. The Hongkong Governmint cash or mils are smaller, and the

hole is round . The value of cash fluctuates greatly , and is very much a matter of

bargain. About 1,200 to a Mexican dollar is an average quotation.

HONGKONG MONEY.

A legal tender in Hongkong consists of Bank notes of one of the chartered

banks ; Hongkong or Mexican dollars ; 20, 10, or 5 cent silver pieces to an amount

not exceeding two dollars; or bronze cents or mils to an amount not exceeding one

dollar. Spanish and South American dollars are also in circulation, as well as

Spanish quarter dollars , American half and quarter dollars , shillings, sixpences,

francs, the Japanese silver coinage (at present at a discount of about ten per cent.

on that of Hongkong ), and the 10 and 20 cent pieces of the Straits Settlements,

which are accepted indifferently with those of Hongkong.

The value of the dollar during 1881 was from 3s. 80. to 3s . 9d. sterling .

Mexican dollars weighed at 7.1.7. mean coins which contain 7 mace, 1 candareen,

and 7 li of silver (see weights given above). Clean coins of this weight command a

premium , lighter ones are taken at a discount.

• The Taol actually in use is 1.351 oz.

+ The li when representing weight is Dover spoken ofas a cash,but probably theoriginal value of a cash was I li of puresilver.
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The Hongkong bronze coinage is always more or less at a discount, which has

sometimes been as high as 30 per cent. in the case of cents, and 50 per cent. in the

case of cash . Servants avail themselves of this discount to make aprofit whenever

they are entrusted with silver for purchasing anything that can be paid for in copper.

SIAMESE.

MONEY.

4 P'eis make 1 Fu'ang $0 076 .

2 Fu’ang 1 Sálü'ng 0.150 .

4 Sálü'ngs 1 Bät or Tical 0.000.

4 Bäts 1 Tämlü'ng 2 : 400 .

20 Tämlü'ngs 1 Chräng 48.000 .

50 Ch’ängs 1 Häp 2,400.000 ,

100 Häps 1 Tära 24,000.000.

WEIGHTS.

The standard of weight being the coin of the country, weights are designated

by the same terms. A Tical weighs 236 grains Troy.

The Siamese standard of weight is just double that of the Chinese, and goods are

bought and sold in Bangkok more by the Chinese than the Siamese standard.

MEASURES.

13 inch .

99

99

LONG MEASURE.

1 Niw

12 Niws make 1 K'ú'p

2 K’ú'ps 1 Säwk 19,

4 Säwks 1 Wah 78 ! ,,

20 Wabs 1 Sën 130 feet.

400 Söns 1 Yot 97 statute miles .

Note. — Timber is bought by the Yök, which is 64 Säwk in length,by 1 Säwk in

width= 36,864 Siamese iuches, being equivalent to 169 square feet.
DRY MEASURE.

1 Tänan ..... make 1 Sat

i pints
. | 106 Tingsor 80 Sat

20 Tänans make 1 láng 1 Keean (Coyan .)

Note .-- A Keean is 20 Piculs. A Picul is 133 lbs. avoirdupois.

99

TABLE OF EXCHANGE.

SALUNOS

PER DOLLAR .
FOR $ 100.

CENTS TO

EACH TICAL.

SALU'NGS

PER DOLLAR .
FOR $ 100.

CENTS TO

EACI TICAL .

6.66 .

6.025

6.050

6.075

6 : 1

6.125

6.150

6.175

6 : 2

6.225

6.250

6 :275

6 : 3

6.325

6 :350 )

6.375

6 :4

6.425

6.450

6.475

6.5

6-525

6.550

6.575

150. Tls . or 66:66 P TI.

150-62 66:39

151.25 66:11

151.873 65.84

152.50 65-57

153:12 65:30

153.75 65.04

154373 64.71

155 64:51

155.62 ) 64.26

156.25 61

156-87 ) 63.74

157.50 03:50

158.12 } 63.24

158.75 62.99

159: 37 ) 62.74

160 62.50

160:62) 62 26

161.25 62

161.87 } 61.77

162.50 61:53

163: 12 61:30

163.74 61.07

164:37 ] 60.83

6.625

6.650

6-675

6.7

6.725

6.750

6.775

6.8

6.825

6.850

6.875

6.9

6.925

6.950

6.975

7

7.025

7 050

7.075

7.1

7.125

7.150

7.175

7.2

165. Tls. or

165.62 ;

166.25

166-874

167.50

168 : 12 )

168.75

169 : 37 }

170

170.62 }

171.25

171.871

172 : 50

173:12}

173.75

174:37]

175

175.623

176.25

176.87}

177.50

178.12

178.75

179.374

180

60 60 P Ti.

60:37

60.15

59.92

59.70

59:48

59.27

59:04

58.82

58 61

58:39

58.18

57.97

57.76

57.55

57.34

57.14

56 94

56.73

56.54

56:33

56.14

55.94

55.74

55.55



LIST OF FOREIGN RESIDENTS

IN CHINA , JAPAN , WLADIWOSTOCK , THE PHILIPPINES, COCHIN

CHINA , SIAM, AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

FOR 1882.

In the following List, the occupation and residence ore both given so far as ascertained .

Where the Name of the Place is omitted ,Hongkong will be understood.

Aalst, J. A. var , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton

Aarestrup, A. , steward, International Hospital, Hiogo

Aaron , E. J. , ( D. Sassoon , Sons, & Co ) asent, Hankow

Aarons, H. , (Vogel & Co.) clerk, Praya

Abarca , R. M., (Ayala & Co.) mercbant , Manila

Abbey, R. , (H. Macarıhur & Co. ) ship broker, Yokohama

Abbey, T., (H. Macarth'ır & Co. ) clerk, Yokobama

Abbott, E. , broker, Yokohama

Abbott, R. J. , Maritime Customs assistant, Amoy

Abbott , J. C. , captain , steamer Fokien , Hongkong and Foochow

Abdeally Mulla Mohomadally (Hakimjee Rajbhoy & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Abdolkhasen, H. M , (Hajee Meerza Mahomed Ally & Co.) manager, Lyndhurst terrace

Abdoolally, N. , (A. Habibhoy) manager , Lyndhurst Terrace

Abdoolcarrim Abidin (Nujmoodin Jeewakhan) merchant, Grabam St.

Abdool Kayoom Sumoodin ( Abcoolally Ebrahim & Co.) clerk, Canton

Abdoolkurim Ally Malomed, (Hajee Esmail Hajee Ahmed) manager, Peel street

Abegg, H.,( Sieber & Brennwald ) clerk, Yokohama

Abel, w ., third officer, P. & 0. steainer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Abell, J. C. , broker, and secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Hiogo

Aberdien , A. , sergeant, British Legation escort, Tokio

Abesser, R. , ( Ed . Schellhass & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Abonnel, A. , professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Abrabam , A , E. , (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk , Praya

Abraham, R. , overman, Takashima Colliery, Nagasaki

Abraham ,A.E. J. , ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) agent, Hankow

Abrams, H. , horse dealer, Singapore

Abrams, (H. Abrams) assistant, Singapore

Abrams, C. , ( Blaze, Rudel & Co.).clerk, Penang

Abreu , J. sobrestante mayor, ayuntamiento, Manila

Acha, M. de, (Perez & Acha) storekeeper, Iloilo

Acha, A. de , l'erez & Acha) assistant, Manila

Achesou, J., acting assist. statistical secretary, Maritime Customs , Sjanghai

Ackley, L.eut. S. M., executive officer, U S. Sloup Palos

Acton, G., warder, gaol, Pinang

Adam, T. B. , M.B. &c, (Stewart & Rennie ) assistant , Foochow

Adams, A. P. , (W. Mansfield & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Adams, Rev. J. s. , missionary, Wêuchuw

Adams, K. D. , ( Birley & Co.) clerk, Canton

Adams, M. J. , inspector of nuisances

Adams, W. Stanley , M.D., medical practitioner and health officer, Caine road
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Ad mson , A. , chief engineer, U.S.S. Swatara

Addis, G. T., mana rer, Chartered Mircantile Bank, Penang

Aldiscott, W. H. , fitter , H. M. Naval Yard

Addosio, Rev. P. d ' , Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Adnams, W. T. , chief storeman , H.V. Nival Yard

Adolphus , Bro. , teacher, St. Joseph's College, Caine road

A Triaensens, M. J. de, president, real audien ia , Manila

Adrian, J. , (Boyd & Co.) assis'ant, Sh nghai

Adriano, J. de D , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Aenlla, J. A. , oficial , ayuntamiento, Mavila

Aenlle , R., Manila

Aeria, W .. apprentice apothecary, Lu' atic Asylum , Singapore

Aeria, S. F. , second clerk, Lieut.-Governor's office, Penang

Agar, L. de, third secretary, Spanish Legation, Peking

Agostini, P. r , ' ( D. Musso & Co.) clerk , West Point

Agthe, K , (H. Müller & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Aguado, F., contador, uditor general's department, Manila

Aguila, A. L. y . del, marine officer, Pust -oilice

Aguilar, M. R .. Governor of province, Iloilo

Aguirre, L., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

Abiman !, J. A. , ( P. O.S.N. Co.) piermaster, West Point

Ahmed, H. A. H., (Hajee Esmail Hajee Almed ) merchant, Peel street

Ahrens, H. , (H. Alirens & Co.) merchant, Higo

Aichberger, von, consul for Germany, Amoy

Ailion, J. A. , (R. Isaacs & Bros) merchant, and consul for Portugal, Hiogo

Ainslie, A. , Maritime Customs assistant , Foochow

Ain-lie , G. , chief officer, steamer Suez , Hongkong and Calcutta

Aiiken , A. G., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co. ) engineer in harbour

Aitken, A. M. , (Boustead & Co.) merchant, Penang

Aitken, Rev. W., minister of Presbyterian Church, Singapore

Akimoff, N. , agent National Volunteer Fleet , Wladiwostock

Alabaster, H., tutor and translator, Royal Palace, Bangkok

Alabaster, C. , consul for Great Britain , &c . , Hankow

Alabor, J., ( G. R. Lammert) clerk, Peddar's wharf

Alarcon, R., president, San Juan de Letram College , Manila

Alberdi, Sor Dolores, San José hospital, Manila

Alberoni, C. , painter, Manila

Albers, G., (Kunst & Albers) merchant, Wladiwostock (absent)

Albertini, inspector of po ce . Sa gon

Alberts , G. , ( J. H. Langelütje) clerk , Wladiwostock

Alborado, A. , constable, British consulate, Takao

Albuquerque, J. T. , public vaccinator, Penang

Alburn, R. , ( E. M. Barretto) clerk , Manila

Alcantara de San Leandro, P. , inspection de Montes, Lingayan , Luzon

Alcazir, J. del , gele de ne ociacio, administracion civil , Manila

Alcott , G. , Mari ime Custonis examiner, Chinkia g

Alcuas, C., (“ La Purt del Sol ” ) assistant , Manila

Alcuas , V. , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Alcuaz, B,, acting reporter, Supreme court, Manila

Alcuaz, C. S. de, “ La Puerta del Sol " storekeeper, Manila

Aldagaser, M., carriage builder, Iloilo

Aldecoa, Z. I. de, ( Aldecoa & Co.) merchant, Manila

AlDegner, J. G. , gefe de negociados, admin stracion civil, Manila

Aldegner, M. , ( Aldegner & Sons) merchant, Iloilo

Alder, Chas. A., usher, Diocesan School, Bonham road

Aldon , A. , billiard room proprietor, Iloilo
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Aldricli, A. S. , sec . to directors & chief account., Government railway service, Yokohama

Aldridge, E. A. , Mari ime Customs assistant, and medical officer, Hoshow

Alemão, D., ( Brandão & Co Gerk , Wellington street

Alexander, E. S. , naval caden 1 B.M.S. Iron Duke

Alexander, Major G. A. , Fast Kent Regiment, acting paymaster, Singapore

Alexander, T. , professor of civil engineering, Engineering College , Tokio

Alexander, Rev. T. T. , missionary , Tokio

Altord, E. F., ( Jardive, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Queen's road central

Alford, R. G. , surveyor , Queen's Road

Algar, A. , tailor, Shanghai

Alger, P. R., cadet-midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Alioth , A. , (Ziegl r & Co.) merchant, Yoko ama

Allaire, en igne, French corvette Champlain

Allan , H. T. ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) cl rk , Shanghai

Allan, J., (Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) merchant, Penang

Allan, J. R., ( Riley , Hargreaves & Co.) engineer, Singapore

Allan, G. , ( Hongkong Ice Co.) assistant, Last Point

Allan , J. , second engineer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Cal utta

Allan , W. , Maritime Cus'oms watcher, Canton

Allan, J. M., (Kiangnan Arsenal) overseer of marine engineering, Shangha :

Allanson , Wm. , (Geo. Barnet & Co.) clerk , Sanghai

Allard , Rev. M. J. F. , French Catnolic Mission , Polo Tikus, Penang

Allason, captain, steamer Ashington, Singapore and Bangkok

Allcock, G H., silk inspector, Yokohama

Allco ' , J. H. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton

Allen, C M., ( John Fish r) manager, Singapore

Allen , I. W., ( Vackenzie & Co.) assis'ant, Shang'ai

Allen , H J. , British Consul, Newchwang

Allen, J. B., inspertor of police, Singapore

Allen , A. E. , ( R. Anderson & Co.) clerk , Kiuk'ang

Allen , G., sub -inspector police, Singapore

Allen , J. F. , ilanl sea pilo , Nagasaki

Allen, E. L. B. , assistant, Briti-h Consulate, Swatow

Allen , Whitworth, bill brok r, i'enang

Allen, J. H. B. , ( Geo . Oliver & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Allen, C , F, R., British Consul, officiat ng at Ningpo

Allen , Rev. Y. J. , D.D. , LL.D., missionary, Shanghai

Alleyron , general, commander of the troops, Saigon

All ;bhoi Adumjee, ( Fezool bhoi Abdoolali) merchant, Singapore

Allimahomed, X., ( Abdoolally Ebr him & Co.) clerk, Gage street

Allofs, French Catholic Mission, Peking

Alloin , J. M. , (Alloin & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Allshorn , F. J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ninpo

Allsop, C. , engineer, H.M.S. Victor Emanuel

Allum , W. E. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Allybhoy Adamjee , (Hakimjee Rajbhoy & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Almada e Castro, L. G. d ', clerk , Colon al Secretary's office

Almario, F. S., (De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Almario, H. (Earnshaw & Co.) clerk , Manila

Almeid , J. G. R. d', (Donaldson & Burkinsbaw ) clerk, Singapore

Almeida, J. F. d ' , ( Celestial Empire office) compositor, Shanghai

Almeica, A. M, d ', (Holme, Ringer & Co. ) clerk , Na_asaki

Almeida, J. d' , ars, nalforeman, Oranarce Store dipartment

Almeida, Rev. F. A. d’ , vicar of St. Anthony's church, Macao

Almeida, J. E. d ', student interpreter, procurador's department, Macao

Almeida, 1. A. d' , (Chartered Bank of India) clerk, Queen's road
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Almeida, F. J. d' , (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Almeida , C. M. d' , ( E. Millot & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Almeida e Azevedo, A. E. d' , attorney -general, Macao

Almeida, J. d ', (H.K.C.& M.S.B. Co.) wharfinger

Almeida , Rev. M. F. do Rozario e , chaplain, Hospital de San Rafael, Macao

Almeida, J. E. d’ , merchant, Macao

Almeida, J. A. d ' , retired lieut - colonel, Macao

Almeida , J. d’ , broker, and consul for Brazil , Singapore

Almeida, E. F. d ', Chapman , King & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Almeida, J. V. d ', Bangkok

Almeida, F. d ' , (Comptoir d'Escompte) clerk , Shanghai

Alonço, J., Junr. , (Hongkong Gas Co.) clerk, West point

Alonco , V. , (Hongkong Gas Co.) clerk, West point

Alonso, J., auxiliare de tomento, civil government, Manila

Alonso , J. G , ayudante, inspeccion de montes, Lingayen, Philippines

Alonso, R. M. , oficial, administracion de estancadas , Manila

Alon ” , C. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Alquier, Baron, captain , French frigate Thémie

Alston , H. W., (Stewart & Osborne ) assistant, Shanghai

Alton, F. C. clerk to secretary, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Alva , V. de., clerk , tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Alvares , J. J. F. , surgeon , military department, Macao

Alvarez, C. , assistant, department of forests, Orani, Luzon

Alvarran, J. , inspeccion de montes, Romblon , Philippines

Alves, A. F., accountant, Colonial Treasury

Alves, J. M. S. , acting first clerk, Colonial Secretary's office

Alves, J. L. de S. , clerk, Harbour Master's office

Alves , P. M. , clerk , Colonial Treasury

Alzas, telegraphist, Saigon

A mauric, captain commanding troops, Quinhon

Ambrose, J., ( Iveson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Ameen, Mahomed , (Hajee Meerza Mohmed Ally & Co.) manager, Lyndhurst terrace

Amelunxen, E. A. v . , (Alex . Bielfeld ) clerk , Shanghai

Ament, Rev. W. S. , missionary, Peking

Amermann , Rev. J. L. , missionary , Tokio

Ames, S. J. B. , commissioner of Police Force, Bangkok

Amy, assistant, Customs, Haiphong

Amy, C. G., lightkeeper in charge, Shantunglighthouse, Chefoo

Anastasio, C. , ayudante, inspeecion de montes , Unisan , Luzon

Anati , Rev. A. , Russian inission , Tokio

Ат .. , C. , macionero, ecclesiastical dept., Manila

Anant, P. C. , (Messageries Martimes) clerk , Singapore

Lochant, Robt., Bangkok

Andersen , R , Independence Pilot Company , Shanghai

Andersen , H., (Japan Photographic Association ) photographer, Yokohama

Andersen, L. A. , surveyor to Lloyds' agents , Germanic Lloyds', &c . , Amoy

Andersen, N. P., captain , Customs revenue cruiser Kua -hsing, Shangbai

Anderson, J. W. ( Stewart & Osborne) assistant, Shanghai

Anderson, L. , superintendent engineer, naval yard, Taku

Anderson, T. , (Hongkong& Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman boilermaker, Cosompolitan Dock

Anderson, E. J. S. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Anderson, M. H., cadet-engineer U.S.S. Richmond

Anderson, (Drummond,Gaggino & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Anderson, E. C. , (Geo . R. Stevens & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Anderson. Miss J. , missionary , Chefoo

Ande .. A., (David Gilmour) silk inspector, Shanghai
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Anderson , C., chief officer receiving ship Emily Jane, Shanghai

Anderson, D., ( American Clock & Brass Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Anderson, W., chief clerk , Supreme Court, Singapore

Anderson, W., chief clerk, Court of Requests, Singapore

Anderson , J. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Singapore

Anderson , F. , (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Andersoi., P. , medical in :ssionary, Taiwanfoo

Anderson, R. , (Howarth , Erskine & Co. ) engiceer, Singapore

Anderson, J., fitter, Government railway service , Yokohama

Anderson, J. , (J. Reyna) engineer, Iloilo

Anderson, w ., carpenter, Yokohama

Anderson , T. , engineer, Iloilo

Auderson, J., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Anderson , W. H., (Iveson & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Anderson, D., (Ed. Fischer & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Anderson , John, storekeeper, Nagasaki

Anderson , J. L. , ( J. L. Anderson & Co.) merchant, Amoy

Anderson, J. H., ( R. Anderson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai and Kiukiang

Anderson, R. , (R. Anderson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai and Kiukiang

Anderson, W. C. C., (Geo . W. Collins & Co.) storekeeper, Tientsin (absent)

Anderson, J. , lightkeeper, Houki lighthouse, Chefoo

Ando, Taro, Japanese consul, Caine road

Andrade, J. J. d', (French Dispensary assistant, Queen's road

Andrade, E. T. d’ , assistant, public works department, Manila

André, A. , (Melchers& Co.) merchant & con.for Austria -Hungary, Peddar's Whar: (absent)

André, first clerk , Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Andreu, J. , professor, San Juan de Letram College, Manila

Andreu, J. San, teacher, seminario conciliar da Jaro, Iloilo

Andrew , J. , (Butterfield & Swire ) clerk , Swatow

Audrews, L. P., (Holliday, Wis : & Co.) clerk, Manila

Andrews, J. W., Maritime Customs tide waiter, Shanghai

Andrews, P. M., clerk , Land office , Penang

Andrews, Rev. W., missionary, Nagasaki

Andrews, G. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co. ) assistant warehousen an , Singapore

Andrews , H. B. , cadet-midshipman , U.S.S Richmond

Andrews, E. G. , third officer, P. & O. steamer Valacca, Hongkong ind Japan

Andrews, Miss M. E., missionary, T’ung -chau

Andrews, H. J. , (H. J. Andrews & Co.) merehant, Manila (abs nt)

Andries, E. , (L. Candrellier) assistant, Yokohama

Andrieu , contractor, Pnom -pent, Cainbo lia

Angellier, R. l ' , (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Angelucci , grocer and coffee house keeper, Saigon

Angier de Maintenon , commissioner of subsistances, Saigon

Angier, H. E. , ( Eastern Extension A. and C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Anglin , J. R. , proprietor, Japan Gazette, Yokohama

Acgulo, A. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Angus, J. M., ( Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk, Singapore

Angus, W. R., apothecary, Medical departinent, Malacca

Annan, Robt ., Larrison sergeant-major

Annand . J. , ( Annand & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Anot, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiany

Anson , A. J. G., postmaster, Penang

Anson, Hon.Major-General A. E, H. , C.M.G., Lient . -Governor of Penang (absent )

Antelo, Dr J. , Civil Governor's department, Manila

Antbony, T. B. , constable, British consulate, Hakodate

Anthony, Bro . , teacher, St. Joseph's College, Caine road
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Anthony, J. M. , ( A. A. Anthony & Co.) merchant, Penang

Anthory, Seth, (A. A. Anthony & Co.) merchant, Penang

Anthony, G. , (van Somaren & Authony) solicitor, Penang

Anthony, Wm ., gunner, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Anton, P. W., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Shanghai

Anton, J. Ross, bill and bullion broker, College Gardens

Antonio , E., ( Stepbens & Ho mes ) cleik , ( lub Ciambers

Autonio, L. , Maritime Customs' liglitkeeper, Shanghai

Apcar, A. M. , merchant and comm ssion agent, Hollywood Road

Apper , G., councillor-at law , Tokio

Appleyard, G. , chief officer, steamer Arratoon Aucur , Hongkong and Calcutta

Aquivo, T. d', (Wilkinson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Aquino, B. J. d’ , assistant purser, steamer Powan , Hongkong and Canton

Aquino, E. H. d ', clerk, Stamp Revenue office

Aquino, J. C. d' , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Aquino, F. d ', compositor, Celestial Empire oflice , Shanghai

Aquino, J. F. , compositor, Mercantile Printing office, Shanghai

Araneta , H , irad 1, Iloilo

Araneta, A. , trader, Iloilo

Arangurau, M. M. de , third secretary , Spanish Legation, Yokohama

Aranjo, B. E. d ’, clerk , medical department, Singapore

Aranllo, M. , reporter, Supreme Court, Manila

Arbuthnot, E. O., (Reid, 'Evans & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Arce , J. B.. (Ker & Co.) clerk , Manila

Arcecheta, B. , escribiente, botanical department, Manila

Arche, L. V., assistant , Custom house , Manila

Areher, Surgeon Major S. , principal army medical officer , Singapore

Archibald , A. M. , (Nation Bank of India ) acting accountant, Snan hai

Archibald, Miss , missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam

Ardouin, staff surgeon , French cruiser Kersaint

Ar luzer, pilot, Saigon

Arellano, E. R., clerk, contaduria de hacienda, Manila

Arellano, J. R. de, director of Mint, Manila

Arendt, C., secretary interpreter, German Legation , Peking

Arenosa, C. L. , medical practitioner, Manila

Arenosa, M. L. de, (R. de la Vara) clerk, Manila

Arenzana, J. , assistant, Mint , Manila

Aretz , W. H., mercbant , Shanghai

Arevalo, B , dentist , Manila

Arevalo, G. , assistant, Post office, Iloilo

Arevalo , J. , dentist, Manila

Arguelles, Y. D., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Manila

Ari, Lala, proprietor, “ French Hotel,” Vlanila

Arias, E. , professor, University , Manila

Arjânee, F. H., (N.Mody & Co.) merchant and hon , sec. Parsee Club, Queen's road

Armada, J. , ( J. Peña & Co.) clerk, Manila

Armada, I. , ( J. Peña & Co.) clerk , Manila

Armitage, J. L. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fus liers

Armour, J. , Maritime Customs tidesurveyor and harbour master, Kiukiang

Armstrong, J. , ( S. C. Faruham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Armstrong, G., broker, Manila

Armstrong, H. , proprietor, Annandale Cocoanut Estate, Singapore

Armstrong, A. , headmaster, High School, Malacca

Armstrong, J., second engineer, revenue cruiser Feihoo, Amoy

Armstrong, J. M., Government

auctioneer and commission agent, Queen's road central

Armstrong, J. B., surgeon , H B.M. gun vessel Fly
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Arnaud , clerk , Direction of the Interior, Saigoa

Arnault, clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Arphold, J. , (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) merchiot, Praya (absent)

Arnhold, Ph ., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk , Praya

Arnier, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Arnold , T. , public accountant, Bank Buildings

Arnold, A. S., proprietor “ Brunswick ” Hotel, Hiogo

Arnoux, G. d', acting deputy comicissioner, Maritime Customs, Canton

Aroozoo, J. J., clerk , General Post office, Singapore

Aroozoo, S. , (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Arozoo, J. B , foreman, Singapore & Straits Printing office, Singapore

Arrais, J., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) turner, Singapore

Arranz, Rev. C , Roman Catholic missionary, Tamsui

Arrieta, Dr. J. de, profesor de derecho civil , University, Manila

Arrivet, J. B. , teacher, foreign language school, Tokio

Arroja, T., trader, Iloilo

Arthur, Wm , M. B., acting second master, Central School, Gougii street

Artindale, R. H. , ( Iveson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Asensi , M., suplente, Supreme Court, Manila

Asgar, M. E. , (H. A. Asgar & H. Esmail) merchant, Gage street

Ashley , C. J. , sail maker, Shanghai

Ashmore, Rev. Wm , Jr. , missionary, Swatow

Ashmore, Rev. Wm ., D.D. , missionary, Swatow

Ashton , F. M. , P. A. engineer, U.S.S. Palos

Ashton, J., secretary, Shanghai Cnh , Shanghai

Ashton, H., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Manila

Ashton, F. , captain, steamer Hailoong, Coast

Ashton , S. , master mariner

Ashuers, E. H. , assistant master, Raffles' Institution , Singapore

Asmus, H. L. , ( Kim Cheng Rice Mill) engineer, Bangkok

Asse , registrar to justice of the peace , Saiyon

Assis, F. d ' , boarding-house keeper, Upper Station street

Assumpçär, J. C. d', first clerk, revenue ffice, Macao

Assumpção, C. A. R. d ’, student interpreter, Procurador's department, Macao

Assumpção, J. C. P. d' , secretary, Revenue office, Macao

Astill , R. W., foreman engineer, Water Works Co. , Shanghai

Aston , W. G., British Consul, Hiogo

Astorga , L. , trader, Iloilo

Aström , C. , pilot , Bangkok

Asverus, Otto, marine surveyor, Swatow

Atkinson, E., (Eastern Extension A. & C. Te'egraph Co.) clerk , Malacca

Atkinson, G. L., commander, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Atkinson, J. J. , engineer, H.B.M. sloop Daring

Atkinson, J. , (Kiingnan Arsenal) overseer of powder mannfacture, Shanghai

Atkinson , Rev. J. L., missionary, Hiogo

Atterbury, B. E. , medical missionary, Peking

Aubeaud,Mme., telegraphist, Thudaumot, Cochin China

Aubert , F. B. , (Butterfield & Swire clerk , Shangliai

Aubriot, chief engineer, French cruiser Champlain

Augias , tidesurveyor, Customs, H: iphorg

Augueta, A. , ministro, tribunal de cuentes, Man'la

Augurin , clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Augustin, S. W., sub-inspector of hackney carriages, Singapore

Augusto, P. , captain , s cond battalion. Macao (absent)

Aumoitte, - , chancellier, French consulate, Hanoi

Aurientis , Rev. P. , Roman Cathelic missionary, Osika
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Aussenac, E., (Guichard et fils) clerk , Manila

Austen , E. J. , assistant engineer, H.B.M.gun -vessel Kestrel

Austen, W. T., missionary to seamen , Yokoh ima

Austen, J. G. , (Austen & Co.) merchant, Iloilo (absent)

Auton , W.J. H , lieutenant, H.B.M. gunvessel Lily

Autridge , W. B., paymaster, II.B.M. sloop Albatross

Avecilla , L., assistant, public works department, Manila

Avegno, G. , captain str. Siam Supporter, Bangkok

Avila, M. A. d ', ensiyn, second battalion , Macao

Avila, A. J. L. d' , lieutenant, police, Macao

Ayllon, E. , interventor de a foro., inspeccion de acopios de tabaco, Iloilo

Aymerieth, C., aide-da- camp to Governor General of Philippi.es

Aymonier, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Aymonin , V. , ( V. Aymonin & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Ayres, C. A. S. , ( C. Gerard & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Ayres, Philip B. C. , Colonial surgeon and inspector of hospitals

Ayrton, W. S. , acting consul, British Consulate, Wuhu

Azedo, C. M. D. , captain of police, Macao

Azevedo e Gomes, A. J. d-, lieutenant, Portuguese gun -boat Tamega

Azevedo, L. d ' , Maritime Customs cl rk , Amoy

Azevedo, J. J. d ' , secretary, military hospital, Macao

Azevedo, J. J. d ', adjudante, Intendencia Militar, Macao

Azevedo, F. d ', (Deacon & Co.) clerk, Canton

Azevedo, F. H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queen's road central

Azevedo, M. d ', ( Brereton & Wotton ) clerk , Queen's road

Azevedo, A. d’ , purser, steamer Kiukiang, Hongkong and Canton

Azevedo, J. J. d ', contador, Revenue department, Macao

Baber, E.C. , Chinese secretary, British Legation , Peking

Bach, E., surgeon major, army medical department, Manila

Bachelor, J. , dresser, medical department, Malacca

Backhouse, Captain J. B. , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Backwell, G. T., clerk , H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Bacon, H. C. J. , field assistant, Survey department, Penang

Badal, J. , trader, Iloilo

Badge, Geo . , draper, Hiogo

Badman, H. A. , (Ramsey, Balman & Co. ) storekeeper, Bangkok

Baehr, H. , (C. Rhode &Co.) clerk , Yokoliama

Baelz , Dr. E. , professor, Medical College , Tokio

Baer , G. A. , ( Baer & Suhm ) merchant, Manila

Baer, S. , ( Baer Senior & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Baessier, J. , (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Baffey, G. W. , (0. & O S.S. Co. ) , assistant, Yok hama

Bagga, B. , (Ramsey, Badman & Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Bagnall, B., missionary, Kiukiang

Bahlsen , J., (Kirchner & Boger ) clerk , Shanghai

Bailey, 0. E., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai

Bailey, J. G. , sub -inspector of police, Penang

Bailly , administrator of native atfairs, Saigon

Bain , A. W. , ( Elles & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Bain, G. M., proprietor and editor China Mail, Wyndham street

Bain, W. N., manager, Hongkong Ice Co., East Point

Bain, W. B. , Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

Bain , John , engineer, Saw Mills Co. , Johore

Bain , E. , ( W. Hall & Co.) clerk, Penang

Bair, M. , German consul, Tokio (absent)
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Baird , Jas . , ( A. Provand & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Baird, c, W. , ( Union Insurance Society of Canton ) clerk , Shanghai

Baird, A. , lightkeeper, Cape D'Aguilar lighthouse

Baker, J. G. L., assist. engineer, H.M. sloop FlyingFish

Baker, G. J. , lieutenant, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Baker, H. , (Butterfield & Swire) tea inspector, Foochow

Baker, J. H., ( Rose & Co. ) assistant, Queen's road

Baker, Wm ., sergeant of police

Baker, M., (Moses & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Balabio, A., manager Chefoo Filandi, anii consular agint for Italy , Chefoo

Balanche, Rev. H., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Balbas, E. , printer, Manila

Balbas y Ageo, V. , ( Hijos de Balbas & Co.) merchant ,Manila

Balbas y Ageo, J., (Hijos de Balbas & Co.) merchant, Manila

Baldasano y Topete, A., consul for Spain, Singapore

Baldomero, assistant, department of forests, Co :nception , Philippines

Baldwin, G. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton

Baldwin, C. H. , Kioto, Japan

Baldwin, Rev. C. C., D.D., missionary, Foochow (in city )

Baldwin, Rev. Stephen L., missionary, Foochow

Balea , J. , chemist, Iloilo

Balfour, A. ,superintendent engineer, Naval department, Bangkok

Balfour, J. H., Martin, Dyce & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Balfour, F. H., editor, N. C. Herald, Shanghai

Balfour, L. C. , (Hongkong and Shangbai Bank) clerk , Queen's Road

Baltour, A. F., lieutenant, H.B.M. surveying-vessel Magpie

Balhetchet, W. , Malay interpreter, Supreme Court, Penang

Ball, J. D. , interpreter and sheriff, Supreme Court

Ballagh, Rev. J.-C. , missionary, Tokio

Ballagh, Rev. J. B., missionary , Yokohama

Ballance, T. F. , ( Ballance & Co.) merchant , Hankow

Ballard, T.J., Maritime Custorns harbour master, Newchwang

Ballard, J. A , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Ballarini, L. , ( P. Sartorius) druggist, San Fernando, Philippines

Ballauf, H., (E.Meyer & Co. ) clerk, Tientsin

Ballentine, H. L., cadet nidshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Balles, sub -commissioner, ilarine Hospital , Saigon

Balliston , G. W., nav. lientenant, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel

Ballori, J., ( Vaño y Reyes) merchant, Cebu

Baltao, D., (Garchitorena & Co ) assistant, Manila

Bamford, Rev. A. J. , minister Union Chapel, Shanghai

Bamsey, W. S., (Hongkong Gas Company) foreman of works, West point

Bandier, secretary to Colonial Council, Saigon

Bandinel , J. J. F. , merchant, and consultor Netherlands, U.S.A. , Newchwang

Bania, S. del, proprietor “ Cuida't de Cebu ,” Cebu

Banister, C. J. F. , ( John Little & Co.) warehouseman, Singapore

Banister, Rev. W., missionary , Foochow

Banker, W. S. , pilot, Newchwang

Banks , F. W., (John Little & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Banks, M. , pilot, Nagasaki

Bannerman, J. , engineer, Bangkok

Bannerman, J. , chief engineer, Tugboat Association, Shanghai

Bannerman,J., MaritimeCustoms watcher, Shanghai

Baptist, H. S., (NetherlandsTrading Society) clerk , Singapore

Baptista, O. , ( Dennys & Mossop ) clerk , Bank Buillings

Baptista , A. M. , ( Sharp & Co. ) clerk , Queen's Road
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Baptista, L. J. , member of Muricipal Chamber, Macao

Baptista, M. A., diawing master, Victoria Boys' School, Hollywood road

Baptista , M. A. , Jr., ( Sharp, Toller & Johnson) clerk, Supreme Court House

Baptista, L. M. , ( Russell & C... ) clerk, Praya

Baptiste, clerk, Court of Appral, Sai on

Bartiste, F. A. , a pothecary, govt. m dical dept., Perang

Barbe, de, administrator of native affairs , Saigon

Barbeito, J. F. , contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Barbera, A. , farmaceutic ), army medical department, Manila

Barbier, Rev. P. N. , French wissionary, Tha-kien, Siam

Barchet, S. P., M.D., missionary, Ningpo

Barclay, E. G. , (Boyd & Co. ) cirk, Amoy

Barclay , T. C., Guthrie & Co.) clerk. Singapore

Barclay, J. R. ( New H rlwur Deck ('o.) clerk , Singapore

Barclay, T , G. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling l'usiliers, Fort Adjutant

Barclay , Rev. T. , M.A. , missionary, Taiwantoo (absent)

Bardoleto, L. , contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Barff, C. S., ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Queen's road

Barff
, S. , assistant postmaster general and acting deputy registrar, Supreme Court

Barff, F. W., (Hongkong Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Manila

Burgen , J. von, ( Rauteuberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Ba'ker, J. T. , boatswain, U.S.S. Suatara

Bark ' r , J. E. , Maritime Custoins tidewaiter, Swatow

Barker, T. W. , ( China an 1 Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Barkham , T. W., (T. Weeks & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Barkley, C. , storeman, H M. Naval Yard

Barlow, J. S. , ( Barlow & Wilson) engineer, Manila

Barnes, C. I., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) agent , Manila

Baron, J. S., ship and general agent, Shanghai (absent)

Barradas, A. C., (Ed . Fischer & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Barradas, E. C., writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Barradas, T. , clerk, Post- office

Barradas, Z. M. , clerk, Post office

Barrera y Caldes, E. , abagado fiscal, real audiencia, Manila

Barret, mechanic, Cholen Rice Mill, Cochin China

Barrett, Ed . , engineer, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Barrett, Wm. , gunner, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Barreito, L. , writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Barretto , J. A. , Chai.cery Lane

Barretto, L. L. , lieutenant, National Battalion, Macao (absent)

Barretto, J. A. , ( Chartered Bank ) clerk , Hanila

Barretto, E. M., (E.M. Barretto & Co.) merchant, and Italian consul , Manila

Barretto, L. , (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Barretto, L.A., ( Findlay, bichardson & Co.) clerk, Manila

Barrie, W., outside superiu ending engineer, Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co. , Yokohama

Barriere, Ch. , Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Barrington, Surgeon H. E. W., army matical department, Sing pore

Barrios, J. , accountant, Banco Espanol Filipino, Manila

Barroll , H. H. , master U.S.S. Richmond

Barros, J. J. de, ( Hongkong Telegraph ) bookkeeper, Wellington Street

Barros, E., clerk to Registrar, Supreme Court

Barros, S. J. de , ensign of Police , Macao

Barros, D. de , acting first clerk , Colonial Secretary's office, Macao

Barros , A. de, proprietor, Macao Dispensary, Macao

Barros, J. F. E., ( B. de S. Fernandes) clerk, Macao

Barros, F. J. , (Oriental Bank) clerk , Queen's road
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Barros, B. B. de, (Falk , Bramann & Beidek ) clerk, Bangkok

Barrows, Miss M. A., missionary, Hog )

Barry, E. B. , secretary -lieutenant, l'.S . Squadron

Barry , agent voyer, public works department, Saigon

Barry, W. W. , paymast r, U.S.N. , in charge Naval Depot, Nagasaki

Barry, J. , clerk, U.S. Naval Depot, Nagasaki

Barry, J. W., (Osaka Iron Works) supdt, shipwright, Osaka

Birtenstein , F., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy

Bartlett, R. , sub - inspector polire, Pening

Bartley, A., ( Eastern Extension A. & C.Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang

Bartolini, A. , Maritime Customs assistant and examiner , Shanghai

Bartolome, M. , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Barton , Capt. E , aide- de-camp to General Donovan

Barton , Captain Z. , British Government marine surveyor , Shanghai

Basilisse, Bro. , director West point Reformatory

Baskes, P. H. , storekeeper, Bangkok

Basoormanoff, N. K. , (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk , Hunkow

Bassewitz, C. von , acting German Consul, Bangkok

Bast , L. , (Pasedag & Co. ) clerk , Amoy

B stide, L. , assistant interpre'er, French Consulate , Yokohama

Bisto, J. C. de, ( Siemssen & Co. ) clerk , Canton

Bastos, H. M. ( Siemssen & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Bastos, A. J. , junr., lawyer and member of Council of Province, Macao

Bastos , J. M.de C. , (North China Insurance Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Basuiau , Rev. Fr. , Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Bataille, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Bataille, chief surveyor, Saigon

Batchelder , Capt. J. M. , Foreign Concession , Tokio

Batchelor , L., chief engineer, Mitsu Bisbi s'eamer Kiushiu -maru

Batchelor, J., missionary, Hakodate

Batelot, ensigne , French cruiser Kersaint

Bateman, F., (Oriental Bank Corporation ) clerk , Singapore

Bateman, F. G. , usher , magistracy, Singapore

Bateman , F. G., sub -inspector police, Singapore

Bateman, H. , teacher, Government School, Singapore

Bates, N. L., medical inspector, in charge U.S. Naval Hospital , Yokohama

Bates, Rev. J., missionary, Ningpo

Bathgate, J. , (Bathgate & Co.) merchant, Foochow

Batlle, J. , inspector of telegraphs, Manila (absent)

Ba : lle, E. , (Batlle Hermanos & Co. ) merchant, Manila

Batt, Miss M. E. , missionary, Peking

Batteke, G., billiard saloon, Osaka

Baud, A. , (C. & J. Favre Brandt) assistant, Yokohama

Baud, E , contractor, Srigon

Baudier, ( E. Baud & Co.) assis'ant , Saigon

Baudran, Mine, (Baudran & Fargeot) dressniaker, Saigon

Banendahl, lieutenant, H Germ n M.S. Elisabeth

Bauer, commander, gunboat Mousqueton , Saigon

Bauermeister, A. , (Behre & Co.) merchant, and Consul for Italy, Saigon

Baumann, A., ( Sieber-Waser) merchant, Shanghai

Baumgarten, C., advocate and solic tor, Singapore

Baumgarten, H. A. , advocate and solicitor,Mlacca

Bautista , A. J. , carriage keeper, Iloilo

Baux, G., special agent for P. & P. Derode frères , Canton

Bavier, Ernest de, (Bavier & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Bavier, Ed. T. de, (Bavier & Co.) merchant & con . -gen . for Denmark, Yokohama
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Bavier, A. de, (Bavier & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Bavier, V. de, (Bavier & Co.) clerk , Yokobama .

Baxter , A. G. , Taku Pilot Co., Taku

Baxter, J., marine surveyor, Singapore

Bay, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Bayard , Lieut. R. B. , East Kent Regimert, Singapore (absent)

Baylas,W. D. , C.E., supdt. of works, Surveyor General's office, Singapore

Bayly, J. C. captain , R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Bayly, E. H., lieutenant, H.M. sloop Flying Fish

Bayly, C. H., lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Bayne, W. G., agent, North China Insurance Company, Yokohama (absent)

Baynes, H. C. A., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Baynes, G.,overseer of works, Surveyor-general's department

Bayo, M, L. , engineer, Public Worksdepartment,Manila

Bazangeon , counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Bazing, M. , (C. & J. Trading & Co. ) manager tea department, Yokohama

Beadon, R. J. , barrister-at-law , and legal adviser to Home Department, Tokio

Béal , A., provicaire apostoliqué, French mission , Canton

Beal, J. P. , assistant master, Raffles' Institution , Singapore

Beale, J. , cadet midshipman, U.S. corvette Alert

Beale, J. E. , manager, Hongkong Telegraph. Wellington street

Beamont, I., aicediano, ecclesiastical department, Mauili

Bean , W., merchant, Chinkiang

Bearcroff, J. E. , lieutenant, H.B.M. gun -vessel Kestrel

Beart , E. , secretary , Hong kung Club

Beato, F. , merchant, Yokoliana

Beaton , K. , (China Sugar Refining C ..) assistant, Swatow

Beaton, J. , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Swatow

Beattie, J. , storeman, H.M. Naval Yard

Beattie, J. , (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Beatty , Thos. E. , (Kobe Iron Works) boilerm ker, Hiogo

Beauchamp , H. L., (Mackintush, Dungeon & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Beauchamp, J. W., (C. J. Strome) clerk, Yokohama

Beauchef, P., Roman Catholic missionary, Sanghai

Beaugendre, Rev. Fr. , Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Beavin , Sergt. J. , foreman of works, Royal En ineer department

Beazeley , M. , Maritime Customs assistant lighthouse engineer , Amoy

Bechon, ensign, French gunboat Lutin

Beck , M., Bangkok

Becke, F. G. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow

Becker, E. T. , ( Behn, Meyer & Co ) clerk , Singapore

Becker, R. , (Sander & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Beckhoff, Jas. , overseer of roaris, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Beebe, C. G.. (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Beer, de G. , Hiogo

Beetz, M., (A. Roensch) assistant, Manila

Berg, C. , medical practitioner, Hankow

Begley , C. W., ( Foochow Ice Co.) manager, Foochow

Behncke, A. , ( Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Behnke, H. A., Maritime Customs signalman, Taku

Behr, Meyer, ( Katz Brothers) assistant , Singapore

Behr, Max , (Katz Brothers) storekeeper, Singapore

Behre, E. , special agent German Steainship Company of Hamburg, Que n's r ad

Beidek , O. , (Falk , Bramann & Beidek ) meichant,Bangkok

Beinet, A. , counsellor-at-law, Osaka

Beins, M., (Borneo Co.) clerk , Singapore
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Beins, T. M. , clerk, Municipality, Malacca

Belam , H.,lieutenant, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Belan , T., ( " La Puerta del Sol " ) assistant , Iloilo

Belbin, E., Maritime Customs tide waiter, Shanghai

Béliard , E. , Director of the Interior, Saigon

Belilios, Hon. E. R. , merchant, Lyndhurst terrace

Bell , G. F. , ( W. Birt & Co. ) whartinger, Shanghai

Bell , L. K. , lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Bell, F. H., (Adamson, Bell & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Bell, T. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Naniwa-maru

Bell, E. H., chief inspector of police, Penang

Bell, G. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi str. Hiroshima-maru, Tokio

Bellaguet, Léon, consul for France, Canton

Bellany , T. , railway engine driver, Yokohama

Bellamy,E. A., ( Austen & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Bellasis, H. , ( F. Ỳ . Dickins) solicitor, Yokohama

Bellaux, (Crestin) assistant, Haiphoug

Bellido y Bona, P., chief engineer, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Bellier, telegrapbist, Cholon, Cocbin China

Bello , B. G., insector, Intendencia de Hacienda, Manila

Belogolovy, A. A. , mercbant, l'ientsin

Beltran, P., (Vogel & Co. ) clerk , Canton

Beltran, J. , interventor, adminis. collecciones y laboresManila

Beltrão, I. , boarding house keeper, Tank lane

Benavent, Fr. , (J. Zobel) assistant, Iloile

Bender, Rev. H., missionary, Basil Mission , Chong - tshun

Benecke, M., chef de cuisine “Central Hotel,” Shanghai

Benedict, Bro ., teacher, St. Joseph's College, Caine road

Benedicto , J. , trader, Iloilo

Benedicto, E., trader, Iloilo

Benedictsen , T. , superintendent, Bangkok Dock, Bangkok

Bénézech, A., tavern keeper, Saigon

Benitez, F., profesor de farmacia , University, Manila

Benjamin, S. S., (D. Sassoon Sons & Co. ) clerk, Hankow

Benjamin , D., (E. 1 ). Sassoon & Co. ) agent, Ningpo

Benjamin, B. D., merchant, Shanghai

Bennett, F. U., cadet -engineer, U.S.S. Richmond

Bennett, Rev. A. A. , missionary, Yokohama

Bennett, J. A. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Bennett, C. C., (Mustard & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai

Bennett, W. R., bill and bullion broker, Yokohama

Benning, A. H., captain , steamer White Cloud, Hongkong & Macao

Berning , T. T. , captain , steamer Kiukiang, Canton river

Benoist, P. , storekeeper, Saigon

Benson, J. second engineer, steamer Kwangtung, Coast

Bentham , R. , surgeon, Royal Naval Hospital

Bentley , A. J. M., colonial surgeon , Singapore

Bentzen, E. W., mariner, Bangkok

Berendsen , mariner, Bangkok

Berge, inspector of roads, Saigon

Berger, scboolmaster, Poom- enb, Cambodia

Berger, E. , Yukohama

Bergeu, Mrs., milliner, Hiogo

Bergmann, G. , (M. Perez) assistant, Manila

Berkeley, G. A., pilot , Bangkok

Bermejo, V. M., tim her merchant, Iloilo
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Bernard, direc' or of marine artillery, Sai.com

Bernard, A. , (W. G. Hal & Co.) clerk, Sivigor .

Bernard, E. , Maritime Customs tidewriter, Shanghai

Bernard, Bic., teacher St. Joseb's College, Caine road

Bernard, M. L. , Manila

Bernard, R. W., (Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) superdt., Singapore (absent)

Bernard, C., (W. R. Scott & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Bernard , F. G. , bill, bull on and stork broker, Singapore

Bernard, C. B. , ( Findlay. Richardson & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

B ruete, R. , contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Bernbardt, R. , constable, German consulate, Hiogo

Berniéres, A. M. de , deputy commissioner of Customs, (absent)

Bernis, V., ayudante , inspeccion de montes, Vigan, Luizon

Bernom , Rev. A. , French missionary, Swatow

Berrick, G. B. , (Berrick Brothers) stationer, Yokohama

Berrick, J. , ( Berrick Brothers ) stationer, Yokohama

Berry , J. C., M.D., missionary, Okayama, Japan

Be ; t , A. , procureur general , administration of justice, Saigon

Bertaud, acting Government surveyor , Saigon

Bertaud, pilot, Haiphong

Berthie de Villers, commander of French troopis, Hanoi

Berthelot, C., sub -chiet, French Municipal police, Shanghai

Berthet, A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Bertin, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Bertin d'Avesnes, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Bertrand, (Cazaux & Bertrand) ironmonger &c . , Saigon

Bes d'Albaret, administrator of nativ affairs, Saigon

Bessac, B., second engineer, Chinese guboat Ching -tsing, Canton

Bessard , F. , commander, Chinese gunboat Ching -tsing, Canton

Besse, mechanic, Cholen Rice Mill, Cochin China

Best, A. W., second lieutenant, gunboat Chen - to, Cauton

Best, C. H , ( Tait & Co.) clerk, Tamsui

Best, J. R., (Tait & Co.) clerk , Takao, Formosa

Best, T. G. , lieutenant, Royal Artillery

Bestide , H. de la , Maritime Customs assistant, Kiukiang

Bethje, C., clerk , telegraph office, Bangkok

Beukema, I'. W., M.D., director Japanese hospital,Noye, Yokohama ,

Beurmann, C., ( Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Beuskin , J. W. , assistant master, Raffles’ Institution, Singapore

Bevis , H. M. , (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank ) acting accountant , Shanghai

Bewick, G. , ( Thompson & Bewick) ship chandler, Hakodate

Beyer, L., (Ed. Schelllass & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Praya

Bezaure, Vte . G. S. de, interprete chancelier, French consulate, Fo vhow

Bhabha, S. B. , ship broker, Elgin street

Bhaimeeya, E., (Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.) manager, Shanghai

Bhaisania, B. P., merchant, Canton

Biagioni, F., (Dell'Oro & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Bicknell, W. A. , assistant master, Raffles ' Institution, Singapore

Bidwell, H. S. , merchant, Shanghai

Bieber, Th ., ( J. Lembke & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Bieber, Dr. E. , German consul, Singapore

Bieg, F. C. , cadet engineer, U.S.S. Alert

Biell, J. C. , (H. Sietas & Co.) storekeeper, Chefoo

Bielfeld , A. , auctioneer and broker, Shanghai

Bielke, de, interpreter, French legation, Tokio

Bielke, J. de, interpreter, French consulate, Shanghai
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Biggs, Rev. L. C. , chaplain , Malacca

Billequin, A. , professor of chemistry, Peking

Billia, D. R., (N. Mody & Co.) clerk . Queen's road

Biny, A. c ., marine surveyor & pilot, Singapore

Bingham, Hon. J. A. , United States Minister, Tokio

Binos, J. , chief of police, French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Birch, H. , chief officer, steamer Ningpo , Hongkong und Shin hai

Birch , E. W., passed cadet, civil service , Singapore

Birch, J. K , magistrate and officer in charge of treasury and post office, Malacca

Birchal, E , F. , ( Sinith, Bell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Birck , (Wenmons & Co ) tai or , Shanghai

Bird, W. E. , ( New Harbour Dock Co. ), clerk , Singapore

Bird, A. J. ( Boustead & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Bird, S , G., (Wilson & Bird ) architect, 2 , Seymour Terrace

Bird, E. A. (Pratt, Bird & Co.) draper, Yokohama

Birl, J. , almacenero, adminis, collecciones y labores, Manila

Birt, W. , ( W. Birt & Co.) silk and commission merchant, Shanghai

Bisbee, A.M., coast inspector and harbour master, Shangbai

Bischoff, J. J., merchant, Iloilo

Bischoff, J.S. , (J. J. Bischoff & Co.) merchant, Iloilo

Bishop , F. J., ginner, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr

Bishop , F. C., M.LC., (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) manager , Singapore

Bishop, Rev. C. , missionary, Toki

Bishop, R., first clerk, H.B.M.'s Court, Yokohama (absent)

Bishop, J. D. , C.E. , telegraph engineer, Shanghai

Bisset, J. , merchant, Yokohama

Bissey, telegraph ist, Longxuven, Cochin China

Bistram, under paymaster, H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Bitschner, clerk ' to Privy Council, Saigon

Bizcaria y Lafuente, L., ayudante, inspeccion de Montes, San Ysidro, Luzon

Bjurling , A., ( A. Bjurling Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Black , J. K., (Pho Chin Soo's Rice Mill ) engineer, Bangkok

Black , G., second officer , ste imer Namoa, Hongkong and Foochow

Black , W. , warder gaol, Singapore

Black , D. T., ( S. C. Farnham & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Black , A. , ( Clyde Saw Mill . ) engineer, Bangkok

Blackford, B. F. , pilot, Newchwang

Blackmore, J. , merchant, Hiogo

Blades, R. , (Sayle & C ) .) assistant , Queen's Road

Bladon, sub -lieutenant, Le Drac, Saigon

Blain, John , ( Blain & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Blair, E. T., (R. Anderson & Co.) clerk, and chairman Municipal Council, Hankow

Blair, John , acting manager, Tanjong Payar Dock Co. , Singapore

Blake , G. S. , staff clerk , Brigade Office

Blakely, Rev. J. B. , missionary, Foochow (absent)

Blakeway, Geo . , ( Jubin & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Blakiston, P. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Blanc, cattle dealer, Pnom penh, Cambodia

Blanc , E. , (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Yokobama

Blanc, von , commander of German squadron in China, S.M.S. Stosch

Blanchard, clerk , direction of the int rior, Saigon

Blanchard, A., smith, H.M. Naval Yard

Blıncherd, W., pilot, Taku

Blanchel, Rev. C. T., missionary, Tokio

Barco, J., medical practitioner, Manila

Blanco, Fr. M. R. , cura parroco , Iloilo
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Blanco, R. , interpreter, Governor's office, Manila

Blancsubé, Jules, lawyer, and president Colonial Council , Saigon

Bland , C. S. , bill broker, Yokohama

Blandy, A. R. , ( Birley & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Blankenheym , A. C. , clerk, magistracy , Singapore

Blaze, D. S. , ( Blaze, Rudel & Co.) , druggist, Penang

Bleifus, R. , (H. Grauert) clerk, Yokohaira

Bleanerbassett , B. M. , surgeon, army medical department, Singapore

Blesky , P., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Bleume, photographer, Haiphong

Block, J. J., (H. Sietas&Co.) assistant, Chefoo

Blodget, Rev. Henry, D D. , missionary, Peking (absent )

Blodgett, W. E., ( Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Blogg, J. A. , (Butterfield & Swire ) clerk, Queen's road

Bloom , H., pilot, Bangkok

Blow, H. McC ., (H. Blow & Co. ) storekeeper, Tientsin

Blum, M., (Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris) cting manager, Shanghai

Blumer, F. , (Austin & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Blunn, W., (John Little & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Bluntschli, G. , (Cuzen & Giraud) merchant, Shanghai (absent) :

Blutstein, ( Ogliastro & Blutstien ) Tamhoi, Saigon

Boad , W. , Jr. , clerk , Naval Yard , Taku

Boad, W. , pilot, Taku

Boada , F. , Governor-General's office, Manila

Boag, T. L. , (Hudson & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Board, W, K , undertaker, Hiogo

Bocquet, administrator of wative affairs, Saigon

Bocquet, clerk, direction o : tbe interior, Saigon

Bocquillon, administrator of native affairs, baigon

Bodestyne, A. B., assistant, land office, Singapore

Bodestyne, J. H., stor keeper, Surveyor General's office, Singapore

Bodisco, Col. W. de, military attaché, Russian Legation, Peking

Bodkin , J. C. , Maritime Customs assistant and medical officer, Shanghai

Boeddinghaus, C. E. , merchant , Nagasaki

Boehmer, L., ag ricultural department, Tokio

Boehrer, Rev. J. E. , Roman Catholio missionary, Nagasaki

Boerner, G. , (M. Perez) assistant, Manila

Boerner, lieutenant H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Boeters, Kapitan -lieut . , H.I. German M.S. Hetho

Boffey , Wm . , (Lane, Crawford & Co, assi : 1 , Queen's road

Bogaardt, T.C., (Mansfield ,Boga ırdt & Co., chant,& consular agent for France,Penang

Bogel , F. N., (Mitsu Bishi Ss. Co.) shis constructor, Tokio

Böger, H., (Kirchner & Böger ) merchant, Shanghai

Bohemer, L. , Sapporo, Kaitakushi, Japan

Bohnen, C. , (W. H.Aretz ) clerk , Shanghai

Bohr, H. , (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) engineer in chief, Shanghai

Boie, R. , ( P. Sartorius) chemist and druggist, Manila

Boilloux, chief registrar of lands, Saigon

Boin , E., tavern keeper, Saigon

Bois, Ed . , (White & Welsh) clerk , Shanghai

Bois, J. C., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Boissonade de Fontarabie, G. , legal advicer, Shiosho, Tokio

Boix , C. , (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila

Boj sen , Lieut. C. C. , (Gt. Nor, Telegraph Co.) electrician, Gutzlaff Station , Shanghai

Bolens, W. , merchant , Hjogo

Boll , R. , draper, Iloilo
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Boll , R. , “La Casa de Berlin , " Manila

Bollhalder, E. , (Friederichs & Co. ) clerk , Penang

Bollhorst, H. , (C. Heinszen & Co.) clerk, Manila

Bolliet , J., ( Pelissier & Démolis) clerk, Saigon

Bollon, Annamite interpreter, Saigon

Bolmida, G. , merchant, Yokohama

Bolton, F. , ( Ker & Co.) merchant, Manila

Bolton, G. , (C.M.S.N. Co. ) marine superintendent, Shanghai

Bomis, paymaster, French troops, Hanoi

Bomonjee, P. , ( D. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Bona, S. , ayudante, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Bonabeau , J., secretary French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Bouafous, M. , ( Peyre Frères Hotel ) assistant , Yokohama

Bonar, H. A. C. , assistant, British Consulate, Nagasaki

Bond, C. W. , lightkeeper, Shanghai

Bond , I. S. , M.L.C. , barrister-at-law , Singapore

Bone, Rev. C., missionary, Canton

Bonet, Annamite interpreter, Saigon

Bonger, E. , (G. van der Vlies & Co. ) clerk , Hiogo

Bonger, W. C. , architect and surveyor, Hiogo

Böning, G. D., (Arnh ld , Karberg & Co ) clerk , Playa

Bonnal, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Bonne, Rev. F. , Roman Catholic missionary , Nagasaki

Bonnefond, B. , timber merchant, Saigon

Bonnel , assistant treasurer , Saigon

Bonnet , pilot , Saigon

Bonnet, Annamite interpreter, Saigon

Bonneville, E. , (Bangkok Saw Mill ) proprietor, Bangkok

Buno, J. F. , trader, Iloilo

Bono, C. V., Maritime Customs examiner, Kiuki ing

Bonrar ), L. J., architect , Saigon

Bonrard, H. L., contractor, Saigon

Boodilin, W. T., m rclant, Tientsin

Bookey, W. J. B., surgen, H.B M.gunboat Foxhound

Boone, Rev. W. J. , missionary, Shanghai

Boone, Dr. H. W., missionary, Shanghai

Booth, Rev. C. G. , cl aplain, Sailors' Home and military chaplain

Booth , Rev. E. S. mission ry, Yokohama

Booth , A. J. , commander, Revenue steamer Feilo ), Amoy

Booth , G. , (Lane , Crawford & Co. ) assistant, Vukohama

Borchardt , F. , (Gas Company ) clerk, Shanghai

Borgonah, J., (Rolyk & Davidson) clerk, Singapore

Borner, H. , (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Borovitsky, F. A. , ( Tokmak ff, Sheveleff & Co.) c'erk , Tientsin

Borres, J., ( Vaño & Reyes) clerk , Cebu

Bory, E. , coffee house keeper, Saigon

Boscat, Roman Catholic missionary , Kiukiang

Boss, A. J. , gunner, H.B.M. gun-vessel Fly

Bosé, C. W.B.von, (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Canton

Bosse, second judge, tribunal of first instance, Saigon (absent)

Bossut, Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Bostick, E. D. , ensign , U.S.S. Ashuelot

Boswell, R. V., overseer, Surveyor Geral's office, Singapore

Botelbo, G. S. , foreman, Ordnince Store department

Botelho, D. , lightkeeper, Tsiug-sen lighthouse, Amoy

Botelho, J. M., (Noroi ha & Sons) compositor, Shanghai
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Botelho, J. M. , ( Adamson , Bel ! & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Botelho , B. M., ( Wisner & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Botelho, R. F., (China Traders' Insurance Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Botelho, A. C. , clerk, Harbour Master's offc

Botelho, A. A., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Botelho, A. G., ( Frazar & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Botelho , F. de S., (Chinese Insurance Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Botet, D. , farmaceutico, army medical department, Manila

Bottomley, C. D.,(Douglas Lapraik & Co.) merchant, Praya

Bottu , A., assistant, French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Bouchard , chef du service administratif, Haiphong

Bouchet, captain, French troops, Hanoi

Boudon, M.,proprietor Tlotel des Colonies, Hiogo

Bougeault , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Bougeault, councillor, Court of Appeal,Saigon

Bougoisin, Lieut., military attaché, French Legation, Tokio

Bouillon, inspector of police , Saigon

Bouinais, Captain, aide-de-camp to Governor of French Cochin China

Boulineau , captain, French frigate Thimis

Bouninière de Beaumont, de la , second commander Tilsitt, Saigon

Bourchier, H. E., lieutenant, H.M. corvette Curacoa

Bourdin, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Bourée, A. , Minister for France, Peking

Bourelle , Rev. F. A. , Roman Catholic missionary, N gasaki

Bourgon , telegraph overseer, Saigon

Bourne, F. S. A .; assistant and packet agent , British Consulate, Foochow

Bourne, Wm. , (Bourne & Co.) public tea inspector, Yokohama

Bourr 1, telegraphist, Cape St. James, Cochin China

Bousfield, W. E. , (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Bousfield, B.J. , ( Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) tea inspector, Kiukiang

Bousquet, Captain Du , first interpreter, French Legation, Tokio

Boussac, Rev. J. M. , French missionary, Swatow

Bussion, president tribunal of first instance, Saigon

Bouteiller, Mine., sub -mistiess, girls' public schools, Saigon

Boutet, first aide-de-camp , French flagship Thémis

Bouveret, clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Bouvet, Henri, Yokohama

Bovet, A. , ( Bovet Bros. & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Bovis, F. de, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) agent, Tientsin

Bowdler, E. , acting Surveyor-general

Bowler, T. I. , Chinese intrpreter and broker, Club Chambers

Bowman , A. R. , (Hall &Holtz) assistant, Shanghai

Boyd, M. W., (Chartered Bank) manager, Shanghai

Boyd, Jas ., senior clerk , Commissariat and Trasport Department

Boyd, T. , (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Boyd, R. Horne, (National Bank of India) acting manager, Shanghai

Boyd, T. D. , ( Boyd & Co.) merchant, Amoy (absent)

Boyd, W., superintendent of gaol , Malacca

Boye, R. , chemist, Manila

Boyer, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Boyer, director of Opium Farm , Saigon

Boyes, F. , (Boyes & Co.) m rchant, Yokohama

Boyol , H. V., accountant, Amoy Dock Co. , Amoy

Boyol, J. M. , ( Brown & Co. ) clerk, Amoy

Boyol, J. S. , Maritime Custums assistant examiner, Shanghai

Bozier, G. , (Hunt & Co. ) clerk, Nagasaki
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Brabazon, Rev. J. , chaplain , H.B:M. corvette Curacoa

Brackenbury, Captain Å . W., R. A. , Singapore

Bradbery, E., deputy shipping master, marine department, Singapore

Braddell, Hon . T. , attorney general, Singapore

Braddock, A. , assistant master, Raffles ' Institution, Singapore

Braddon, H. W., clerk , H.B.M. corvette Comus

Braddon, H. E., broker, Hongkong Hotel

Bradfield, J., proprietor, Shanghai Medical Hall, Shanghai

Bradley, D. B., printer and interpreter, N. therla : ds Consulate, Bangkok

Brady, H. F. , acting British Consul, Kiukiang

Braess, C., (Meyer & Co. ) merchant, and act . con . for Netherlands and Denmark, Hiogo

Braga, J. C. , (Gt . Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Braga, F., proprietor, Kobe Billiard Saloon , Hiogo

Braga, F. C. , (Mackenzie & Co.) assistant , Shanghai

Braga, J., ( J. Peña & Co.) clerk , Manila

Bramann, M., (Falk , Bramann & Beidek ) merchant, Bangkok

Bramfitt, Rev. T. , missionary, Wusueh, blankow

Bramwell, H. N. , ( Mollison , Fraser & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Brand, Wm . , (Brand Bros. & Co.) merchant, Shanghai ( absent)

Brand, E. , pilot, Shanghai

Brand, D. , (Brand Brothers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Brandão, A. J. , ( D. Sassonn , Sons & Co.) clerk , Pruya central

Brandao, A. C. , merchant, Macao

Brandon , E. F. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow

Brandstaeter, assistantsurgeon , H.J. German M.S. Elisabeth

Brandt, C. , (Brandt & Co.) shipwright, West Point

Brandt, M. von, German Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking

Brandt, 0. , broker, Shanghai

Brandt, D. , (D. Brandt & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Brandt, Miss L , teacher, Berlin Foundling Hospital, High street

Brandts, J. , (Mathieu & C 1. ) clerk , Olehleb , Ac' een

Brangell, A. , contractor, Saigon

Branquart, clerk , colonial tresury, Saigon

Branson, J. E., fourth clerk, magistracy, Singapore

Brasier, P., Messageries Maritimes) agent, Singapore

Brass, (Vve. Marot) assistant, Pnompenh Cambodia

Brauer, A. E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter , Shanghai

Braun, R. Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Brauns, Dr. D., professor, Imperial University, Tokio

Bray, RomanCatholic bishop, Kiukiang (absent)

Braysher, C. Deighton, Maritime Customs tidesurveyor (absent)

Brazier, J. R. , Maritime Customs assistant, Peking

Brea, C. L. , surgeon, army medical department, Iloilo

Bredon, R. E., commissioner, Maritime Customs (absent)

Bredori, B. M. , private secretary , Inspectorate of Maritime Customs, Peking

Breen , J. , pilot, Nagasaki

Brejard, A., chancellier, Spanish consulate, Manila

Brellier, registrar, archives office, law courts, Saigon

Brema x , surgeon, French troops, Haiphong

Bremner, D. , inspector of police

Brenan, E. V. , Maritime Customs harbour master (absent)

Brennan , W., Maritime Customs acting tide -surveyor, Tamsui

Brenner, R., (Rautenberg , Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Brennwald, C., ( Siber & Brennwald ) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Brent, A. , (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Brent, H. , Hiogo
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Brereton , Rev. W., acting chaplain, British Legation , Peking

Brereton , J. G., medical practitioner, Chefuo

Brereton, W. H., ( Brereton & Wotton) solicitor, &c. , Queen's road (absent)

Bret , J. B. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningno

Bretschneider, L. , ( Kiangnan Arsenal) drill instructor, Shanghai

Bretschneider, E., M.D., physician , Russian Legation , Peking

Brett , W. R. , “ Japan Dispensary,” Yokohama

Breuer, O. , secretary , German Consulate, Bangkok

Breuninger, H. , (Siam Dispensary ) manager branch house, Bangkok

Brewer, T. , (Strachan & Co.) clerk, Y kohama

Brewer, W. , ( Kelly & Wal- h) ssistant, Shanghai

Brewer, Rev. J. W. , missionary, Hankow

Brewer, J. S. , Government Marine Surveyor

Brewer , W. , warder, gaol, Penang

Brewitt, P., ( Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Brewster, J., lieutenant of orderlies, Army Medical Department

Brianskih , J. N. , ( P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) clerk , Tientsin

Brianskih , N. N. , ( P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Brias, E. , medical practitioner, Iloilo

Bridge, Fred., (China & Japan Trading Co.) manager, Shanghai

Bridger, M. L., lieutenant commanding II . 13.M. gunboat Sheldrake

Briges, W. P. , surgeon , Army Medical Department, Penang

Bridgman, J. R. , (Bradley & Co.) clerk , Swatow

Brien, telegraphist, Saigon

Brière, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Briffon, J. , Union restaurant, Nagasaki

Bright, W. , Maritime Customs, proof reader, Shanghai

Brinckmann, H. , ( D). Brandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Brinkman , J. G., ( Brinkman & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Brinkworth, J. B. S. , ( Kelly & Co.) manager, Yokohama

Bristow , H. B., Britisli Consnl, Chinkan

Bristow , H. W. , (C. Baumgarten ) clerk , Singapore

Britanico , L , rice merchant, Iloilo

Brito , C. J.de, surveyor- general, Macao

Britto , J. , (Johnson & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Britto, L. de, (Arnhold, Karl erg & Co.) clerk, Praya

Britto, C. A. de, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Canton

Britto , J. H., clerk, Post -office

Britto, J. L. , proprietor, French Dispensary, Queen's road

Britto, A. de, ( Jardine, Mitheson & C.) clerk , Queen's road central

Broadbent, J. F. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Quen's road

Brockdorf, H. J. , Maritime Customs ti lewaiter , Amoy

Brockett, G. T., outfitter, and proprietor Foochow Hotel, Foochow

Broschen, H., ( ilecht, Lilienthall & C.) clerk, Hiogo

Brohart, J. , conductor of Public Works, Saigon

Broins , B. de, agent, opium and spirit farmer, Malacca

Broliani y Gomez, H. , guarda, inspeccio " de Montes, Manila

Brolin , G. , (Lindholm & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock

Bronard, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Brooke , J. H., proprietor and editor Japan Herald Yokohama

Brookes , G. C. , chief officer, P. & 0. steamer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Brooks , W. P. , Sapporo, Kaitakush , Japan

Brooks , W. , Agricultural departinent, Tokio

Broom , Aug., broker, Shanghai

Broome, T. J., (H.J. Andrews & Co.) merchant, Manila

Brosche, H. , Maritime Customs assistant Shanghai
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Broschen , H. , ( Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. ) clerk , Hiogo

Brou, chief of telegraph office, Saigon

Brouillet, staff surgeon , French gunboat Luting

Broumton, J. F. , missionary, Kwei-yang

Broutin, L. , assistant, French Post office, Shanghai

Brower, T. L., (C. & J. Trading Company) clerk , Yokohama

Brown, J. , proprietor, Star tavern , Hiogo

Brown, W. , proprietor, Imperial Hotel, Nagasaki

Brown, H. G. , timber merchant, Laguimanoc, Tayabas, Philippines

Brown, J. , marshal, U.S. Consulate, Hankow

Brown, T. W., second engineer, str. Powan, Hongkong and Canton

Brown, H. D., (Brown & Co.) merchant, Amoy

Brown, A. R., assistant adviser , marine department, Tokio

Brown, Geo., interpreter, British Consulate, Amoy

Brown, F. J. , chief officer, ligilonse tender : Maru, Yokohama

Brown , Ch ., steward , “ Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai

Brown, T., ( Kelly & Walsh ) bookseller, &c . , Shanghai

Brown, C., underground manager, Takasima Colliery, Nagasaki

Brown, G. H. , ( Brown & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Brown, J. L., ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Brown , A. N. , Morris & Co. ) commission agent, Shanghai (absent)

Brown, Edward, auctioneer , Pakboi

Brown, J. McLeavy, commissioner of Maritime Customs (absent)

Brown, Rev. N., D.D., missionary, Yokohama

Brown, Matthew , Junr ., ( Findlay, Richardson & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Browne, J. D. , agricultural dept., Otaru, Kaitakushi, Japan

Browne, H. St. John , (Browne& Co. ) mercbant, Hiogo

Browne, R. , assistant master, Raffles' Institution , Singapore

Browne, D. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Anping, Formosa

Browne, J. R., medical practitioner, Hiogo

Brownhill, J. , second engineer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok

Brownridge, W. , ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang

Bruce, J. M., acting paymaster, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Bruce, F. W., ( Tait & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Bruce, R. E. , constable, British consulate, Kiungchow

Bruce, constable, British Legation , Peking

Bruce, R. H., (Tait & Co. ) merchant, Amoy

Bruce, J. R.,apothecary, govt. medical dept., Province Wellesley

Bruhn , C. , (A. Cordes & Co. ) clerk, Tientsin (absent)

Bruhn, L., mariner, Bangkok

Brull
, J., capitan, artillery school, Manila

Brumell, J., clerk, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Brun, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Brun, H., ( Brun & Chauvin ) farrier, Saigon

Brun, J., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Brunat, P. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Brunie, J. , (Astor House Hotel ) cook, Shanghai

Brunter, Chas. A. , (Jas . Hirsbrunner) assistant, Shanghai

Brunner, J. G. , (C. Lutz & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Brunt, G. H., A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Brunton, Adam , manager, Gladstone tea estate, Johore

Brussel,J., ( Behn, Meyer & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Bryan, S. M., director of Foreign Mails, Post office, Yokohama

Bryant, F. , gunner, H.B.M. sloop Daring

Bryant, N. E. , Maritime Customs clerk, Canton

Bryant, Rev. E. , missionary, Hankow ( absent)
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Bryer, A. C. , (J. L. Anderson & Co.) tea ispector, Amoy

Bryson, Rev. Thos., missionary, Wuchang

Buchanan, A., (Martin , Dyce & Co.)clerk, Manila

Buchanan, G. W., second secretary, British Legation , ' Tokio

Buchanan, W., (J. P. Bisset & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Buchanan, G. , proprietor, United Service Hotel, Singapore

Buchanan, Jas., ( J. P. Bisset & Co.) land agent and broker, Shanghai

Buchanan, Mrs., head mistress, Roman Catholic Girl's School, Singapore

Buck , H., (Sayle & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Buck, M., ( Labhart & Co.) clerk , Manila

Buckingham , B. H. , lieutenant, U.S.S. Monocacy

Buckley, C. B. , (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk , Singapore

Buckley, H. P. , (Alfred Dent& Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Buckmaster, chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Atago-maru

Budd, J. C., acting manager, Chartered Bank, Penang

Budd, Rev. Chas., missionary, Amoy

Budler, H., interpreter, German consulate, Amoy

Bueler, G., (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Buenaventura, J. C. , (Garchitorena & Co.) assistant, Manila

Buenaventura , C. , merchant, Manila

Bueno, F., oficial , administracion de estancadas, Manila

Bugallo, J. J. , ayudante, botanical department, Manila

Buil, E., telegraph clerk, Manila

Buisson , farrier, Saigon

Buitrago, G. , professor of philosophy, University , Manila

Bullock , T. L., acting British Consul, Tientsin

Bulmer, A. , clerk, audit office, Singapore

Bulopoküdoff, J., (Kunst & Albers)clerk, Wladiwostock

Bunbury, Lieut . V. T. , East Kent Regiment, Penang

Bunker,C.G. , ( Linstead & Davis) clerk , Queen's road

Bunts, T. E. , cadet-midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Burchard, E., ( Deetjen & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Burchardt, M. , (Simon, Evers & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Burchardi, F. A. , mercbant, Shangbai

Burd, G. E. , cadet engineer, U.S.S. Alert

Burdis , G. S. , (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) superintending captain , Yokohama

Burdon, RightRev. J. S. , D.D., Bishop of Vic oria, St. Paul's College ( absent)

Burge, F. J. , medical practitioner, Shanghai

Burger, Oscar, chemist, Cebu

Burgermeister , E. , teacher, foreign language school , Tokio

Burgess, S., (W.Mansfield & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Burghignoli, Very Rev. G. , pro -vicar apostolic, Wellington street

Burgnet, clerk, Governor's office, Saigon

Burgoyne, J. W. H. , ( Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Burgoine, Captain, steamer Rance, Bangkok and Singapore

Burjorjee, Dadabhoy , broker, Shanghai

Burjorjee, C. , ( Tata & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Burke, J. W.,Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Wênchow

Burke, J., M.D., surgeon to British consulate, & c ., Manila

Burkill , A. R. , public silk inspector, Shanghai

Burkinshaw , J. , ( Donaldson & Burkinsbaw ) attorney , Singapore

Burls, J. S., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Foochow

Burman, A., (Geo. Barnet & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Burmeister, Emil, (Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Sbanghai

Burmeister, Ed., (Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Burnett, H. S. D., (P. J. Joaquim) clerk, Singapore
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Burnett, Miss M. A. , missionary, Shanghai

Burnett, R. R. , (Colliery, Engineering and Mining Co.) engineer in chief, Tientsin

Burnie, Ed., marine surveyor, Praya

Burno, Rev. G. , koman Catholic missionary, Amoy

Burns, B. H. , acting manager, Oriental Bank, Shanghai

Burns, J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter , Canton

Burr, H.G., engineer, H B.M. gunboat Sheldrake

Burrell, T., (Martin & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Burridge, W., ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.), oper tor, Sin ,apore

Burrows, A. , (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Burrows, H.C. , lieutenant, H.B.M. Corvette Comis

Burrows, W., superintendent, Pilot Association, Singapore

Burrows, T. D. , Maritime Customs chief examiner, Hank

Bury, A. J. , (Wilkinson & Co.) clerk , Shangbai

Bury, Captain J. T. , R.A. , brigade major, Hongkong

Busch , H. , ( Simon , Evers & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Busch, H., (Möller & Meisner) shipchandler, Bangkok

Buschmann, J. , pilot , Amoy

Buschmann, R. , ( E. Schellhass & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Buse, J. , merchant, Shanghai

Bush, ( Theo . Körner ) assistant, Wladiwostock

Bush, Henry E. , ( Bush Brothers) merchant, Newchwang

Bush, L. L. , (Russell & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Bush, Capt. John, harbour inaster, and managing director of Dock Co. , Bangkok

Bush , F. D. , ( Russell & Co. ) merchant, Praya

Bushell , S. W., M.D., surgeon to British Legation, Peking (absent)

Bushnell, Miss Kate, M.D., missionary , Kiukiang

Bustamante, A. , ( Tillson, Hermann & Co.) clerk, Manila

Bustillo, J. F., presidente de sala, real audiencia , Manila

Bustillo, V. P., contador decano, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Busto, M.del, inspector, intendencia de hacienda, Manila

Butcher, Very Rev. O. H., D.D. , dean of the Cathedral, Shanghai (absent)

Buthmann, C. J. B. , master mariner, Bangkok

Butler, A. , ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Butler, Geo ., ( Frazar & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Butler, Jos., (Birt's Wharf) assistant, Shanghai

Butler, P. O'Brien , student, British Legation, Peking

Butler, G. A. , (C. M. S. N. Co. ) foreign agent, Shanghai (absent)

Butler, T. , (Chapman, King & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Butler, Rev. John, missionary, Ningpo (absent)

Butlin , J., acting sergeant ofpolice

Butt, G. W., ( Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) cashier, Hiogo

Butterworth, Jas., chief engineer, U.S. corvette Alert

Buttles, E. K., missionary , Shanghai

Butzow, H. E. , E. de, Russian Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking

Bux, $ . E. , ( D. Nowrojee) assistant, Queen's road

Buxoo, M., steam launch Morning Star

Buyers, A., ( New Harbour Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Singapore

Buyers, J. C. , ( Buyers & Robb ) shipwright, Singapore

Byramjee, R. , (Sorabjee Mancherjee & Co.) merchant, Peel street

Byramjee, Bomanjee, broker, Old Bailey

Byres, G.M. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bauk) clerk, Shangbai

Byrne, E. , broker and marine surveyor, Hiogo

Byrne, E. , (Hall & Holtz) storekeeper, Shanghai

Byworth, D. C., Maritime Customs chief examiner , Canton

Byworth, L. A., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Takao
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Caballero, F. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Caballero, F. , ayudante, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Caballero, F. , teniente -coronel, military engineering department, Manila

Cabamiss, C., cadet midshipman, U.S.sloop Swatara

Cabanas, F. , jefe interino, inspeccion de Montes, Iloilo

Cabanne, deputy judge, tribunal of first instance, Saigon

Cabeldu, P.'s., tailor & outfitter, Hiogo

Cabral, J. A. R. , professor of Latin , St. Joseplı’s College, Macao

Cubrera, F. , ensign , civil horseguards, Manila

Cacho, Fr. , ( J. Zobel) assistant, Tloilo

Cacho, F. , sub-delegado de farmacia, Iloilo

Cadell, W. A., (Borneo Co. ) clerk , Singapure

Cadell, G. E. A. , ( Smith , Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila (absent)

Cadell, A. J. R., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Cadenas, J. , ( Innes & Keyser) clerk , Iloilo

Cadet, E. , hotel keeper, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Cadonau, A. , ( Behn, Meyer & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Caetello,M., capitan, artillery school, Manila

Catfort, clerk , immigration office, Saigon

Cagigas, J. de las (Ayala & Co.) merchant , Manila

Cahill, F. S , third officer steamer Hailoong, Hongkong and Formosa

Cairns , J. , (Patrew Stram Rice Mill) engineer, Bangkok

Cairns, R. Ì. , marine surveyor, Praya (absent)

Cajigas, J. de las, ( Roxas, Reyes & Co.) clerk, Manila

Caldas, A. A. de S., adjutant to the governor, Macao

Caldas, R. , clerk, administracion de Estancadas, Manila

Caldbeck, E. J. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Caldeira, F.M.– A. , secretary, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Calder, J. F. , ( Osaka Iron Works) miniging engineer, Osaka

Calderon, F. B., contador, tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Caldwell , H. M., Fairlea, Bonham road

Caldwell, D. E., (Brereton & Wotton ) clerk, Queen's road

Caldwell , G. A. , acting fifth master, Central school

Calero, F. , auctioneer
and commission agent, Manila

Calhoun , J. P. , tidewaiter, Pakhoi

Callaco, A., (Mitsu Bishi M. S. S. Co. ) clerk, Praya central

Callaghan, J. E. , engineer, H.B.M. gunboat Foxhound

Callender , A.F. , mate , U.S.S. Ashuelot

Callcott, J. H. , C.E , assistant supdt. of works, Surveyor General's office, Singapore

Callico, M., telegraphclerk, Manila

Calver, E. V. , Maritime Custoins examiner, Kiukiang

Calvo, M., (Viuda de Loyzaga& C.) assistant, Manila

Calvo, L , member of administrative Council, Manila

Calvo, M., medical practitioner, Manila

Camacho, A. , contador,tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Camajee,H. 'D., (D.N. Camajee & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Camajee,D. N., (D. N. Camajee & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Camara , M., assistant, public works department, Iloilo

Camara, A. de la, engineer, public works department, Manila

Camara, M. de, assistant, publicworks department, Manila

Cameron , P. E., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk , Yuk hama

Cameron, W.G., chief engineer, lighthusetenderMeiji Maru, Yokohama

Cameron, L. , ( OrientalBank) agent,Yokohama

Cameron, J. , inspector of police

Cameron, Ewen, (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) manager, Shanghai

Camp, W. de la, (Pickenpack, Thies & Co. ) clerk , Bangkok
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Campagne, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Campbell, R. M., ( Agra Bank ) acting accountant, Shanghai

Campbell, C. H., ( Martin, Dyce & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Campbell, J. P. , (Maclaine, Fraser & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Campbell , Alexander, merchant, Kinkiang

Campbell , Miss M. , missionary , Chiang Mai, Siam

Campbell, R. , (Martin , Dyce & Co. ) merchant, Singapore

Campbell, D. C , pilot, Shanghai

Campbell, Rev. Wm .,missionary , Taiwan -foo

Campbell, S. , Maritime Customs assistant, Kiukiang

Campbell, P. , (Campbell & Co. ) shipchandler, Swatow

Campbell, J. C., third officer , steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila

Campbell, H. , hairdresser, Foochow

Campbell , C., pipelayer, Water Works Co., Shanghai

Campbell-Johnston, Lieut. A. F. , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Campos, A. P. , (Cozon & Giraud) clerk, Shanghai

Campos, J. M., general foreman , Ordnance Store Department

Campos, A. H. de, master mariner, Bangkok

Campos, L. P. , ( P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Praya

Campos, E. P., ( P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk , Praya

Campos, B. P. , (Noronha & Co.) foreman , Zetland street

Campos, F. N. de, (Messageries Maritimes) clerk , Shanghai

Campos, J. P. , (P. & O.S.N. Co. ) clerk, Praya

Campos, L. , guarda-almacen, Mint, Manila

Camran , Chas . , proprietor, “ Union Hotel,” Whampoa

Canal, clerk to registrar of Courts of Appeal and first instance, Saigon

Cañamaque, Sor C. , San José hospital, Manila

Canavarro, J. de S. C. , ensign , second battalion, Macao

Cance, W., (Little & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Candau, V. , ( V. Roque) clerk, Saigon

Candelas, J. A. , civil doctor, Manila

Candlin, Rev. G. T. , missionary, Tientsin

Canba, F. da, hairdresser, Hiogo

Cann, J. J. , auctioneer, and agent for Reuter's Telegram Co. , Hiogo

Cann , W. , (McAlister & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Cano, M. F. , gefe de negociado, contadoria de hacienda, Manila

Cano-Manuel, J., ayudante, capitania del puerto, Manila

Cano, C., surgeon ,army medical depırtment, Manila

Cantillo, J. G., telegraph official, Manila

Cantley,N., superintendent Botanical Gardens, Singapore

Capdevila , M. A., hotel keeper, Iloilo

Capel, A. , missionary , Chefoo

Capelo , F., professor of medicine, University , Manila

Capp, Mrs. E. P. , missionary , Tungchowfoo , Shangtung

Capper, H. D. , gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Esk

Capua, A. , administrador de impuestos, Manila (absent)

Caraman, F. T. , tobacco planter, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Carbajal,J. G. , clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Carballo, J. P., ("La Puerta del Sol " ) assistant, Manila

Carballo, J. , (G. van P. Petel & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Cardell, J., profesor de derecho civil , University, Manila

Cardenal, E. M. , judge, Intramuros district, Manila

Cardi, J. , medical practitioner, Saigon

Cardu, S., draughtsman , govt. architectural department, Bangkok

Cardwell, J. E., missionary , Ta -ku -tang, Kiukiang

Cardwell, J. , warder, gaol, Penang
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Careans, S. , Italian consul, Yokohama

Carey, W., acting sub-lieuteuant, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Carfort, Cte . de, second aide-de-camp, French frigate Thémis

Cargill, T., engineer to Municipality, Singapore

Carion , L. , (Mercantile Printing office ) compositor, Shanghai

Carl, A. , (A. Markwald & Co.'s rice mill) engineer, Bangkok

Carles, W. R. , H.B.M. acting vice- consul, Shanghai

Carles, pilot , Saigon

Carlier, director of boys' publ.c schools, Saigon

Carlill , A. J. H., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Carlos, A. B., ( Hamilton, Gray & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Carlos , B., pilot , Newchwang

Carlson , F., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co. ) clerk , Woosung Station , Shanghai

Carlson, S., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Carlson , W. , first berthing officer, Harbour Master's office, Shanghai

Carmichael , A. , (S. C. Farnham & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Carmichael, Jas., ( Celestial Empire) reporter, Shanghai

Carneiro, E. , (Noronha & Co. ) compositor, Zetland street

Carneiro, J. V. , (Stephens & Holmes) clerk , Wyndbam street

Carneiro, J. L. , (Meyer & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Carneiro , A. M. , (A. R. Marty ) assistant, Queen's road

Carneiro , J. , Ward -master, Civil Hospital

Carnie, F. , commission agent, Chinkiang

Caro, R. , telegraph official, Manila

Carpenter, A., lieutenant-commander, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Carr, N. E. , major R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Carr, R. P. , Maritime Customis tidewaiter, Shanghai

Carr, S.R., ( John Little & Co.) warehouseman , Singapore

Carr, R. A., Maritime Customstiduwailer, Shanghai

Carrall, J. W. , Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Carreras, P., officer ,civil horse guards, Mavila

Carrew, H. J. , captain, Mitsu Bishi str. Tamaura -maru

Carrimahomed , S., (H. A. Esmail & Co.) assistant, Hollywood road

Carrique, P. , pilot, Haiphong

Carroll, J. D., Hiogo

Carroll, E. , cadet -midshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

Carrow , W. G. , lieutenant , H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel

Carrow, F. , M.D. , medical practitioner ,and vice - cousul in charge U.S. Consulate, Canton

Carson , Rev. J. , missionary, Newchwang

Carst, Captain Jan, Yokohama

Carswell, R. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Carter, J. W. , sub -inspector of police, Penang

Carter, J. , Upper Yangtsze pilot , Shanghai

Cartr, Rev. T. C. , missionary, Kiukiang

Carter, W. II . , (Carter & Co.) merchant, Shanghai ( absent)

Carteron, conductor, public worksdepartment, Saigon

Cartman, F. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Carvajal, J., (Peele, Hubbell& Co.) clerk , and secretary Swedish consulate, Manila

Carvalho, F., (Gt . Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Carvalho, E. A. de, clerk , colonial secretary's ott ce

Carvalho, J. J. dos P. , clerk , colonial secretary's Office, Macao

Carvalho, J. M. , (Chinese Insurance Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Carvalho, H. de, Union Insurance Society,) clerk , Peddar's Whart

Carvalho, P. I. do R. , commander, Portuguese gunboat Tamega

Carvalho, A. H. de, ( Jardine, Matbeson & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Carvalho, F. B. de, medical practitioner, Macao
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Carvalho, L. F. , writer , H.M. Naval Yard

Carvalho, J. A. de , first clerk and cashier, Colonial Treasury

Carvalho, M. de, (Turner & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Carvalho, P. M. de, (Oriental Bank ) clerk, Shanghai

Cary, A. G., captain , steamer Powan , Hongkong and Canton

Cary, Rev. O. , Jr. , missionary, Okayama, Japan

Casademunt, F. , secretary, Public Works department , Manila

Casal, A. P. , member of administrative council, Manila

Casati , L. , interpreter, Italian Legation , Tokio

Cascarosa, R. , inspector, administration colecciones y labores, Man ila

Cashin, J. W., ( E. Koek) clerk , Singapore

Caspari, Miss Jane, missionary, Hakodate

Cass, R. , captain, steamer Ningpo, Hongkong and Shanghai

Cass, F. , ( Elles & Co ) clerk , Amoy

Cass, J. Gratton, (Elles & Co.) merchant, Amoy

Cassambhoy, M. , (Ebrahimbhoy Pubanay) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace

Cassels, J. T. , (Martin, Dyce & Co.) manager, Iloilo

Cassels, C. E. , (Martin Dyce & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Casson, D. , chief officer, steamer Chinkiang , Hongkong and Shanghai

CassumLhoy, S., (E. Cassumbhoy) furniture dealer, Beaconsfield Arcade

Cassumbhoy, E., furniture dealer, Beaconsfiel Arcade

Casswell, S. J. , engineer, Hiogo

Castellon, M. , commandant of civil guard , Iloilo

Castellote, R. , magistrate , Manila

Castera , pilot, Saigon

Castillo, A. M. del, guarda, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Castillo y Frigueros, L. del, chargé d'affaires, S anish Legation, Tokio

Castillo,restaurant keeper, Manila

Castillo, S. P. de, purser, receiving ship Emily Jane, Shanghai

Castle, W. C. , Maritime Customs postal clerk , (absent)

Castro, G. B. A. , Maritime Customs examiner , Shanghai

Castro, C. C. de, Maritime Customs examiner, Tientsin

Caswell, W. , " La Casa de Berlin, ” Iloilo

Catoire, A., timber merchant, Saigon

Caudrelier, L. , storekeeper, Yokohama

Cawasjee, E. , ( Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) merchant, Gage street (absent)

Cawasjee, Rustomjee,(Cursedjee Ookerjee Bhassania) clerk, Peel street

Cawasjee, S. , (Hongkong Hotel) assistant, Queen's road

Cazalas, J. B., manager, Tempenis Estate, Singapore

Cazalas, Mrs. R. M., ( J. M. Cazales & Son) engineer, Singapore

Cazaux, ( Cazaux & Bertrand) ironmonger, & c., Saigon

Celis, F., professor, infantry school, Manila

Celis, J. de, (R. de la Vara & Co.) assistant , Manila

Celis , R. da , (R. de la Vara & Co.) assistant, Manila

Cembrano, J., (Ker & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Cercal, Baron de, (A. A. De Mello & Co.) merchant, & consul for Italy &c . , Macao

Cereso, A. , dentist, Manila

Cesbron, Rev. T. J. V. , French Catholic missionary , Singapore

Cespedes,L., architect, Public Works department, Manila

Chagas , M. J. , inspector of cargo boats and junks , Harbour Master's department

Chagas, J. N. das ,merchant, Macao

Chair, E. F. de, midshipman, H.B.M. corvette Cleopa'ru

Chalant , F. , (Bangkok Saw Mills) clerk, Bangkok

Challans , A., foreman mechanic, railway service, Yokohama

Chalmers, J. L. , Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Chalmers, Rev. J. , LL.D., missionary, Hongkong (absent)
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Chalmers, Jas., third engineer, steamer Ningpo, Hongkong and Shanghai

Chamberlain , C., ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Pra a

Chamberlain, B. II . , instructor, Imperial Naval College, Tokio

Chambers, J. , resident engineer, railway service, Tokio

Chambers, H. J.,(John Gittins & Co.) merchant, Foochow

Chamonard , H., ( L. Gouilloud ) clerk, Shanghai

Champeaux, G. de , agent Messageries Maritimes, Prava central

Champeaux, de, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Champromain , H. Maignan, French postmaster, Shanghai

Chanavat, assistant engineer, Public Works department, Saigon

Chandler, Rev. D. W.,missionary, Foochow

Cbanner, A., lieutenant, H.M. sloop Flying Fish

Chapelain, Le, ensign , French cruiser Kersaint

Chapelle, ensign, French cruiser Parseval, Haiphong

Chapin, Miss J. E., missionary, Peking

Chapin, Rev. F. M., missionary, Kalgan

Chapin , Rev. L. D.,missionary, Tung -clau

Chaplin, W. S. , professor, Imperial University, Tokio

Chapman, J. J. , head turnkey, Victoria Gaol

Chapman, J. , foreman, Dock, Bangkok

Chapman, J. , lightkeeper, Middle Dog Lighthouse, Amoy

Chapsal, J., agent Messageries Maritimes, Shanghai

Chapuis, Rev. H., vice procureur, French Catholic Mission , Staunton street

Chariot, conductor, Public Works department, Saigon

Charles, J. F. , (G. R. Lambert & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Charlesworth, G., ( Kelly & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Charley , J. F. W., lieutenant , Á . Inniskilling Fusiliers

Charnaux, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Charrier, commander, French troops, Haiphung

Charrier, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Charton, J., ( Pelissies & Démolis assistant, Saigon

Charvet, G., (Cozen & Giraud ) clerk, Shanghai

Chassin de Kergommeaux, commander, gunboat Javeline, Saigon

Chasseriau, L. E., proprietor, tapioca plantation , Singapore

Chasseriau, E , (Chasseriau Estate ) assistant, Singapore

Chasseriau, L., (Chasseriau Esta e) assistant, Singapore

Chastel, Ed . , wine merchant , Queen's rod

Chaster, J. W. , assistantpaymaster, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Chater , C. P. , bill and bullion broker, Bank Buildings

Chater, J. T., (Chater & Vernou ) sbare broker, Bank Buildings

Chatron, Rev. J. , Ronan Catholic missionary, Hiogo

Chaumet, B. M., French missionary, Hatsakė, Siam

Chaumonot, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Chaumont, M., draughtsman, Maritime Custoins engineer's office, Shanghai

Chauseaux, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Chausse, Rev. Auş. , Roman Catholic missionary, Canton

Chauvin, (Brun & Chauvin ) farrier, Saigon

Chauvin, N. , (Dell'Oro &Co.) silk inspector, Yokohama

Chavassieux, chief, third office, direction of the interior, Saigon

Chaves, E.,offcial, administracionde estancarlas, Manila

Cheek, M. A. , medical missionary, Ching Ma', Siam

Cheerkoff, s . A. , (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co., clerk , Foochow

Cheetham , J. F., ( Turner & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Chenieux, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Chenoweth, R., second officer, Customs revenue cruiser Kua -hsing, Shanghai

Cheredoff, P. N. , (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk , Foochow
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Cheshire, F. D. , interpreter, U.S. Consulate, Shanghai

Chesney , J. H., second engineer, steamer White Cloud, Canton and Macao

Chevalier, Rev. Fr. , Roman Catholic missionary , Chinkiang

Chevallier, B. H., lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Cheyne, A., ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Shangai (absent)

Chiene, C. M. , (Ker & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Child , Tbos., gas engineer, Maritime Customs, Peking

Chinchilla , J., intendente general de hacienda, Manila

Chinchon , Rev. A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Takao

Chinoy , A. H. , commission agent, Graham street

Chipp, W. H., boatswain's mate , Naval College , Tokio

Chippindall, Lieut.G.H.,East Kent Regiment, Penang

Chirscoff, S. A. , ( Piatkoff, Molcbanoff & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Chisholm , overseer, Singapore and Straits printing office, Singapore

Chit, F. , photographc., Bangkok

Chivers , Jas. (Bangkok Siw Mis), Superintendent Upper Yard, Bangkok

Chivers, J. , Bangkok

Chofré, printer, Manila

Cholmondeley , R. H. , lieutenant R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Chomley, F., Brown & Co.) merchant, Amoy

Chopard, H D. , clerk, Import and Export office, Singapore

Chopard , H. A. , ( Rodyk & Davidson ) clerk , Singapore

Christensen, T. A., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) bargekeeper, Nagasaki

Christensen , A. F. , captain , Mitsu Bishi str. Wakanoura -maru, Tokio

Christensen , L. , Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Christians, J. H. , pilot, Bangkok

Christie, W. H., A.C.G. , senior commissariat officer, Singapore

Christie, Jas . , chief engineer, stramer Ichang, Hongkong and Canton

Christiernsson, Dr. B., vice- consul for Sweden and Norway, Shanghai

Christy, W., Elles & Co.) clerk , Tamsui

Caurch, W., (Maitland & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Churchill, C. E. , ( J. D. Carroll & Co. ) c'erk , Yokohama

Churchill, H. W., ( Hedge & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Chyrriac, captain , steamer Hansi, Haiphong

Ciceri, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiing

Cienfuegos, J. A. , vice rector and professor, San Juan de Letram College, Manila

Cifueutes , L. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Cinati , D., barbour master, Mac ,

Circulado, E. , ( J. J. Reyes) ged a kreper, Bohol , Philippines

Cirer, V. , telegraph clerk , Ma

Ciriaco, Jozé, compositor

Cisneros, J. de la C. , abog it is fiscal, Supreme Court, Manila

Clanchy, A. , captain , steaner}) anube, Bangkok and IIongkong

Clapperton, H., (P. & 0 . S. N. Co.) pilot, ingapore

Claremont, G. , Maritime Customs tilewaiter, Tamsui

Clark, R. H., assi-t. payma- ter in charge H.B.M. gu aboat Zephyr

Clark , W E. , chief officer, steamer Powan , Hongkong and Canton

Clark, C. B., surveyor, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Clark , J. D., commission merchant , and proprietor Shanghai Mercury, Shanghai

Clarke, F. , livery stable keeper , Singapore

Clarke, G. G. captain, Mitsu Bishi steaner Yoshina -maru

Clarke, W. , Jr., chief engineer, steamer Namoa, Hongkong and Foochow

Clarke, W., clerk , Supreme Court , ingapore

Clarke, S. R., missionary, Chungki:

Clarke, G. , (John Little & Co.) assis silt, Singapore

Clarke, F. S. , (Borno Co.) acting manager, and Consul for Denmark, Bangkok
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Clarke, G. W., missionary, Kwei Yang

Clarke, C. C. , Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Clarke, W. J. , ( Clarke, Head & Co.) merchant, and vice-consul for Denmark, Chefoo

Clarke, Robt. , bread and biscuit baker, Yokohama

Clarke, B. A. , (Jardine , Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Clarke, G. , Maritime Customs assistant tide- surveyor, Chinhai, Ningpo

Clarkson , Miss V. A. , missionary , Hiogo

Clason, W. P. , master, U.S. corvette Alert

Clataud , J. , storekeeper, Shanghai

Claude, commis.aux ecritures, administrative service, Haiphong

Claus, D. , (Lindholm & Co.) clerk , Wladivostock

Clayson, W. H. , deputy commissioner of Customs

Clayson , F. , Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang

Cleaver, J. , chief inspector of nuisances

Clement, Rev. A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Niigata

Clement, restaurant keeper, Haiphong

Clement, C., public works dept., French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Clemente, M., chantre, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Clemintine, second engin 'er, S.S. Impregnable, Bangkok

Cléonie, registrar in chief of Courts of Appeal and first instance , Saigon

Clere, P. , commis. of archives and library, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Clerc, baker, Saigon

Clerc de Fresue , le, telegrapliis , Travinh, Cochin China

Clervoy, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Cleverton , J. H. , paymaster H.B.M. sloop Daring

Clibborn , Jas , B., surgeon, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Clifford , W. W., (Hall & Holtz ) assistant, Shanghai

Clifton , F. , foreman p'umber, Water Works Co., Shanghai

Clifton, A. S. T. , (North China Insurance Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Climent, J.M. , secretary, ecclesiastical department, Iloilo

Cline, H. H., P.A. engineer, U.S.S. Swatara

Clipperton, H. , ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Singapore

Clitz, J, M. B. , rear admiral, U.S. Squadron

Clodd , W. E. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tamsui

Clode, A. J., reporter ,Japan Gazette office, Yokohama

Clough, B. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Clouth, C. , M.D., medical practitioner, Castle road

Clunis, J., civil architect, Bangkok

Clutton , W., registrar, Supreme Court, Penang

Clyatt, W. B., ( Clyatt & Co. ) storekeeper, Newchwang

Clyma, H. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Coates , M., staff surgeon, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Cocinard, F. , accountant, Comptoir d'Escompte, Shanghai

Cochrane, Geo., fleet paymaster, U.S. Squadron

Cock, A. C. , (Agra Bank) assistant, Shanghai

Cock, C. J. , engineer, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Cockburn, E. , engineer, steam tug Indra, Bangkok

Cockburn, W. , student, British Legation, Peking

Cockburn, Rev. Geo. , M.A., missionary, Ichang

Cocker, T. E. , captain, Maritime Customs Service

Cocking, S. , Jr., (Cocking & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Coelho, J. d'O. , chaplain, second battalion, Macao

Coffey , F. , major, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Coffey, J. J. , clerk, United States consulate, Shanghai

Coffin , J. A. , (Hedge & Co.) assistant, Foochow

Coffin, F. M., lightkeeper, Shanghai
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Coffman, Miss Sarah , missionary, Petchaburi, Siam

Coghlan, J. , (E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.) cable splicer, str. Sherard Osborn , Singapore

Cohen, A. S., broker, Lyndhurst terrace

Cohen, C. C. , (Cohen & Geory) broker, Queen's road

Coit, F. , (Coit & Co ) merchant, Ningpo

Coke, C. H., lieutenant, H.B.M. gunvessel Fly

Colas , J. , carpenter, Saigon

Colborne, s., (Kelly & Walsh) assistant, Shanghai

Colburn, Miss M. K. , missionary, Shanghai

Colby, Miss, missionary, Osaka

Cole, Mi- s E., missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam

Cole, A. H. L. , manager, Japan Mail office, Yokohama

Cole, G. E. , (Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Cole, C. J., (Eastern Extention A. & C. Telegraph Co.) actg. suptdt., Singapore

Cole, C., (Purdon & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow

Coles, Geo ., clerk, Naval Yard (absent)

Colgan, J., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Coll, F. , almacenero de rentas estancadas, Manila

Collaco, J. P. P. , (Mourilyan , Heimann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Collaço, J. M. J.P., storekeeper, Macao

Collaço, V. A. P. , (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk , Queen's road

Collaço, J. M. , lightkeeper, Shanghai

Collaço , F. C. , in charge of signal station, Victoria Peak

Collaço, L., (Messageries Maritimes) storekeeper, Praya central

Collaço, J. J., inspector of cargo boats & junks, Harbour Master's department

Collaço, F. X. , retired major, Macao

Collada, C., tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Collard, W., (Ker & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Collia, A. J. , ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) sup rintendant, Malacca

Collin de Planey, V., student interpreter, French Legation, Peking

Collingwood, G., (Findlay, Richardson & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Collins, W. , commander, H.B.M. gun-vessel Swift

Collins, W., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) boilermaker, Singapore

Collins , G. W. , (Geo. W. Collins & Co. ) storekeeper, Tientsin

Collins, H. , foreman, Japan Mail office, Yokohama

Collis, J. P. (Eastern Extension A. & C.Telegraph Co. ) clerk, Saigon

Collyer, J. F., exchange market, Yokohama

Colomb, J. , (J. Colomb & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Colomb, P. , (J. Colomb & Co.) merchant , Yokohama

Colombani, garde magasins , administrative service, Haiphong

Colombert, Monseigneur, bishop of Samosate , Saigon

Colombet, E. A. , French missionary , Bangkok

Colombier, gardener , Saigon

Colombo, L., ( Dell' Oro & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Colomer, Rev. R. , Roman Catholic missionary, Amoy

Colpe, C. , ( Wieler & Co.) clerk , Praya

Colquhoun , P. , chief engineer, H.B.M. gun -vessel Swift

Colquhoun, W. M., (Macleod & Co.)merchant, Cebu

Colville, Rev., John, minister, Union Chapel

Combaluzier, telegraphist, Saigon

Combaz, Rev., J. C., Roman Catholic missionary , Os.:ka

Combes, L., ( V. Roque) clerk , Saigon

Combes, Rev.Fr., Roman Catholic Missionary, Ba -num , Cambodia

Comins, C., (Little & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Comnie, surgeon, French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong

Compagni, C. , assistant, public works departinent, Manila
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Compton , J. , constable , British Consulate, Wênchow

Comrie , D. , (W. Hall & Co.) assistant, Penang

Comte, Pierre, commission agent, Canton

Conceição, P. de, clerk, colonial treasury, Singapore

Conceiçao, J. F.de (" Hotel de l'Europe " ) assistant, Singapore

Conce çao, C. J. , (Eastern Extension A. & C. Tele_raph Co.) clerk , Singapore

Conception, M. , master mariner, Bangkok

Condery, P., professor of architecture, Engineering College, Tokio

Condit,W. A., second officer, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Conejos, M., fiscal, Juzgado de Guerra, Manila

Coney, F. E., (W. F. Stevenson) clerk, Manila

Conighi, A. G., consul for Austria-Hungary, Singapore (absent)

Conil , A. , (Messageries Maritimes) agent, Yokohama

Connell , J. J., surgeon , H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Connell , chief engineer, steamer Regent,Bangkok

Connell , M. , second engineer, steamer Yangtsze, Hongkong and Shanghai

Connellan , Lieut . C.L., East Kent Regiment, Singapore (absent)

Conner, G. B., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Genkai-maru

Constantin , E , (Landstein & Co.) clerk, Haiphong

Contreras, M. de , Spanish Consul, Saigon

Conui, I. , proprietor, Hope & Charity coal mines, Cebu

Conwell , T. , pre prieter Cosmopolitan tavern , Fiogo

Cook , J. , proprietor, Stag Hotel, Queen's road

Cook, Henry , shipbuilder, Yokohama

Cook, R. H., ( Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) acting agent , Saigon

Cook , H. L. , newsagent, Yokohama

Cook, Mrs. D. , milliner, Yokohama

Cook, M. H. , sail maker, Shanghai

Cooke, A. P .,.commander, U.S. corvette Svratara

Cook ", P. C. clerk, H.B.M.corvette Cleopatra

Cooke, R. , (ifon kong & Whampoi Dock Co. ) acting Secretary, Praya Central

Cooke, Genl. J. E.,Anglo-Chinese Force, Ningpo

Coombs , H. R. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Queen's road

Cooper, J. , (Cumine & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Cooper, F. P., (Bush Brothers) clerk, Newchwang

Cooper, H., (Associated Wharves) assistant, Shanghai

Cooper, William , boatswain, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Cooper, R. , engineer, Tugb at Asociation, Shanghai

Cooper, H. N., (H.N. Cooper & Co.) merchant, Pottinger street and Canton

Cooper, Rev. W. B. , missionary, Tokio

Cooper, W.M. , British consul, Ningpo (absent)

Cooper, E. C. P. , midshipman, H.B M. corvette Cleopatra

Cooper, W. 11. , apoth cary, general bospital, Singapore

Cooverjee , P., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Cooverjee, H. , (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) merchant, Gage street

Cope, S. , ( Japan Mail) assistan ' , Yokohama

Cope, F. A. , auctioneer, Yokohama

Cope, A. E. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) sub -accountant, Queen's road

Copeland, W., Spring Valley Brewery, Yokohama

Coqset, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Tientsin

Corbach,W. van , Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

Corbett, Rev. H. , missionary, Chefoo

Corcoran , J. , inspector of police, Central station

Cordeiro, F. , Bangkok

Cordeiro, P. , (Mercantile Printing office) compositor, Shanghai

Cordeiro, E. R., (Chartered Bank of India) clerk, Manila
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Cordeiro, P. A., (Eastern Estension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Cordeiro, L. M. , (Crane Bros.) assistant, Singapore

Cordeiro, M. F. , boatswain, Harbour department, Macao

Cordeiro, A. A. , (Typograpbia Mercantil) coinpositor, Macao

Cordeiro, L. J., porter , St. Michael's public cemetery, Macao

Cordeiro, A. , (Russell & Co.) clerk , Praya

Corder, G. A.,acting chief engineer, revenue cruiser Fei-hoo, Amoy

Cordier, Rev. Fr. , missionary, Pnoin -penh, Cambodia

Cording, E. C., assistant, Brit.sh cousnlate, Bangkok

Cordova, J. , assistant , ('ustom house, Manila

Corfe, J. H. , lieutenant & commander, H.B.M. gunboat Moorhen

Corfe, Rev. C. J. , missionary , Chefoo

Corich , P. , Maritime Customs watcher, Shangbai

Cork, T. F. , conveyancer and notary public, Singapore

Cornabé, W. A., (Cornabé & Co.) merchant, Chefoo (absent)

Cornand, plumber and tinman, Saigon

Cornelius, A. N. , fourth clerk , general Post office, Singapore

Cornelius, B. M.A. , clerk , Straits Times office, Singapore

Cornelins, J. M. L., (McAlister & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Cornelli, J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Corner, Geo. R. , accountani., ser . Ch. of Com .,and agent Reuter's Telegram Co., S'ghai

Cornes, F., (Cornes & Co.) mercheot, Yokohama (absent)

Cornish, C. A. , reporter, Daily Press office , Wyndham street

Cornish , G. S. , engineer, H.B.M. gunboat Moorhen

Cornu , A. , manager Compagnie pour le decorticage du riz, Saigon

Cornu, Ed ., (A. Spooner, Ed. Renard & Co.) nerchint, and acting mayor, Saigon

Corrales, J. , assistant , Ayuntamiento, Manila

Corre, Rev. J. M. , Roman Catholic wissi pary,Nagasaki

Correa, A. J. , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Yoko:ama

Correa , F. , accountant general's office, Mania

Correa, J. C. P. , ensigu , second battalion, Macao

Correia , J. L., continno, revenue department, Macao

Correll , Rer . I. H. , missionary, Yokobana (absent)

Corrvy, acting director of botanicalgardens, Saigon

Corry , A. C., lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Cort, Miss Mary L. , missionary, Petchaburi, Siam

Cortego, C. , trader, Iloilo

Cortella, Rev. F. X. , vicar of St. Lau : en e's church, Macao

Corveth , C. C. , ( Messageries Maritin es) clerk , Praya central

Corveth , C., (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Cory, J. M., architect , Shanghai

Cosin y Martin, A. , judy", Q iapo district, Manila

Costa , N. T. da, writer, Naval Yard

Costa e Silva, A. T. da, second commander, water ſolice, Macao

Costa , J. T. da, commissioner of Customs, Bangkok

Costa, J. P. da, clerk , Colonial Secretary's office

Costa , José, telegraph clerk, Manila

Costa, clerk , Colonial Treasury, Saigon

Costa, J. C. da, compositor, N. C. Herald office, Shanghai

Costa , A. P. da , (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk , Praya central

Costa , D. A. da , marine officer, Post -office

Costa, P. A. da, ( H'kong, Canton and Macao Steamboat Co.) secretary, Queen's road

Costa, J. P. da, (Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road central

Costa, J. M. da , clerk and notary public, Macao

Costa, R. G. da, (NationalBink of India) clerk, Shanghai

Costa, J. A. , (Gilman & Co.) clerk, D'Aguilar street
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Costa, Rev. J. V. da , Roman Catholic missionary, Kiungchow

Costa, J. F. M. da, Bangkok

Costa, G. G. da, Shanghai Mercury office, compositor, Shanghai

Costa , G. H. M. da (Hongkong Soda Water Co.), assistant, Hollywood road

Costa, J. P. da, Jr., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Costa, B. , captain, river steamer Tonquin, Haiphong

Coste ( Pharmacie Normale ) assistant , Saigon

Costilla , F. do P. , member of municipal chamber, Macao

Costoza, L. , interventor aporador, commission de Acopios de Tabaco , Iloilo

Cotewall , Á . R. , ( Tata &Co.) clerk , Hollywood road

Coton, C. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Cotta , R., de, ( Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) assistant , Singapore

Cottam, J. P. , ( Hall & Holtz) assistant , Shanghai

Cottell, E. C. , (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) sub -accountant, Yokohama

Cottman, V. L., master, U. S. S. Richmond

Cotton , C. S. commander, U.S.S. Monocacy

Cotton , E. A. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Couder, J. C. , French Bakery, Nagasaki

Couetoux, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Coughtrie, J. B., (China Fire Insurance Company )secretary, Queen's road ( absent)

Coulgeans, de, telegraph clerk , Kamput, Cambodia

Coulson, J. B., (E.C.Kirby & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Coulthard, J. R. , assistant, British Consulate, Shanghai

Courage, G.M., 'inidshipman, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Courriere, receiver, registry of lands , Saigon

Courtau , A. , Maritime Customs assistant, Anping, Formosa

Courtenay , J. P., staff surgeon, H.M. corvette Comus

Cousin, Řev. J. , Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka

Cousing, V. , trader, Iloilo

Cousins, A. W. V., second magistrate, Singapore

Cousins, E. , (Cousins & Co. ) merclat, and consul for Sweden, Newchwang

Coutel, J. B., contractor, Saigon

Couto , P. , continuo, almoxarifado de guerra , Macao

Couto, E. J. de , (Jardine, Matheson& Co) clerk, Shanghai

Couvreur, Rev. N. J. , French Catholic missionary, Singapore

Couvreur, Rev. F. , Roman Catholic Church, Hongkew ,Shanghai

Covil , T., (Boyd & Co. ) merchant, Amoy

Cowan, W., student interpret r, Chinese immigration office, Singapore

Cowasjee, H. , (D.Nowrojee) clerk, Queen's road

Cowderoy, J. J., (E. C. Kirby & Co.) proprietor Iron works, Yokohama

Cowie, Capt. F. H., fleet marive officer, U. S. Squadron

Cowie, F., English interpreter, Saigon

Cowles, J. P. , U.S. Vice Consul and interpreter, Foochow

Cox, G. C. , sub - editor, Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Cox, J. H. ( Turner & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Cox, John S. , ( Lane, Crawford & Co. ) storekeeper , Queen's road

Cox, R. C. C. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fus.,and aide-de-camp to Governor

Cox, W. D. , instructor, Imperial University, Tokio

Coxon, A. , bill and bullion broker, and consul for Belgium , Seymour terrace

Coxon , E. J. , (Chartered Mercantile Bank) assistant accountant, Singapore

Cox -Smith, E. C., ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Saigon

Cozics , assistant chief of the cabinet , Governor's office , Saigon

Cozon, J. , (Lacroix Cousins & Co.) Canton

Cradock, C. G F. M., midshipman, H.B.M. c rvette Cleopatra

Cradock , J. , inspector of police, Central station

Craig, W. , chief engineer, str. Powan, Hongkong and Canton
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Craig, R. , ( Boustead & Co, ) clerk, Singapore

Craig, Robt., (Craig & Co.) merchant, and agent China Sugar Refinery, Swatow

Craigie, Jas. , fourth engineer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Cramer, A. , cadet midshipman, U.S. corvette Alert

Crane, C. E. , ( Crane Bros.) auctioneer, Singapore

Cranston, D., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistatt, Shanghai

Crasemann, E. , (Crasemann & Hagen ) merchant, Chefoo (absent)

Craven, T. , (Hyde, Hertz & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Crawford , C. , armourer sergeant, Ordnance Store department

Crawford, A., second engineer, steamer Dale, Hongkong and Bangkok

Crawford , A. , chief engineer, Mi su Bishi steamer Niigata -maru

Crawford, Lt. Col. G.A.,commanding Royal Artillery in China and Straits

Crawford, - , agricultural department, Tokio

Crawford, D.R., (Lane, Crawford& Co.) storekeeper, Queen's road

Crawford, H. , (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Crawford, Rev. T. P. , D.D. , missionary, Chefoo

Creagh, J. , solicitor, and editor HiogoNews, Hiogo

Creagh, E. F. , Maritime Customs clerk, Foochow

Creagh, C. V., deputy superintendent of police ( absent)

Creancier, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Creek, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow

Crémoux, assist . sub -commissioner Marine Revues, Saigon

Crescini, R. , (A. Roensch ) assistant, Manila

Crescini, D., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Manila

Crestin , baker, &c . , Haiphong

Crespo, V., telegraph operator, Manila

Crettier, F. bookseller and stationer , Saigon

Creus, M., chief of zwards , gaol, Manila

Creus, C., (Peele, Ilubbell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Crevich, J., proprietor Universal Saloon , Nagasaki

Crichton, A., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore

Crichton , F , captain , Mitsu Bishi l'arque Awajishima-maru

Crighton, R. T. , master, ligh ship Tungsha , Shan hai

Croal, R. W., commander, receiving ship Ariel, Shanghai

Crochet, J. , S. J. , missionary , Shanghai

Crochet, pilot, Haiphong

Crocker, J. W., (Hongkong & Wbampoa Dock Co.) foreman engineer, Kowloon

Crocker, E. A., (Geo . Oliver & Co. ) clerk , Foochow

Crockford, H. , ( P. & O.S.N. Co. ) pilot, Singapore

Croft, Miss, missionary, Ningpo

Cromie, Chas., silk inspector, Shanghai

Crosby, J. , school teacher, Hiogo

Crosby, Miss J. N. , wissionary , Yokohama

Crothers, W. J. , acting gunner, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Crouch, S. H., boatswain, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Croucher, Mrs. , ( Robinson & Co.) assistant, Penang

Crowe, D., (M. B. M.S. S. Co.), engineer, Yokohama

Crowlie, H., pilot, Taku

Cruickshank, w ., chemist, Victoria Dispensary, Peddar's wharf

Cruickshank, W.J. , (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Cruise, W. , (MacEwen, Frickel & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Crummack , E. G. , (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Crutch, S. J. , ( Reiss & Co. tea inspector, Shanghai

Crutchley , F. , law agent, Hiogo

Cruz, Lydia F. da Sta, mistress College de Sta . Roza, Macao

Cruz, M. Ja, (Imprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Saigon
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Cruz , P. , surgeon , army medical department, Manila

Cruz , T. da , assistant master, Raffles ' Institution , Singapore

Cruz, A. M. da, (Russell & Co ) clerk, Canton

Cruz, M., (“ La Puerta del Sol” ) assistant, Iloilo

Cruz, T. da, clerk , Club Lusitano

Cruz, B. A., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk , Praya central

Cruz, 0. A. da, (China Traders’ Ins. Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Cruz, Z. A. de, clerk , Import and Export office, Singapore

Cruz, S. M. da, ( Thomas, Rowe & Smith) clerk , Canton

Cruz , F. A. da, (A. A. de Mello & Co.) clerk , Macao

Cruz, A. A. da, (G. Falconer & C.) assistant, Queen's road

Cruz, E. da, Arnhold, Karbery & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Cruze, T. A. , boarding and emigration officer, Marine department, Singapore

Cruze, J. da, (New Harbour Dock Co.) storekeeper , Singapore

Cuadra, A. de la, assistant, departments of forests, Masbate, Philippines

Cuadrado, A. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Cuadrado, M., surgeon , Naval department, Manila

Cuartero, M. , Bishop, Iloilo

Cuartero, M., administrator of Customs, Manila

Cubbins, Thrs., Maritime Customs boat officer, Chefoo

Cubelman, B. S. , pay clerk, U.S. corvette Alert

Cubero, A. , civil governor's office, Manila

Cubero, A., recaudador , Custom house, Manila

Cubitt, A. G. , second officer, P. & 0. ste: mer Malacca, Hongkong & Japan

Cuejilo , L. , (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila

Cueto , J., vice -rector, university, Manila

Cuff, J. C , ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) assistant electrician , Singapore

Culbertson, Rev. J. N. , missionary, Bangkok

Cullen, R. F., ( Forbes, Munn & Co.) clerk , Manila

Cullen, R. F., ciptain , steamer Diamante, Hongkong & Manila

Cullin , W.A.B., proprietor Penang Gazette , Penang

Culmsee, V. , (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Culty , A. , hairdresser, Yokohama

Cumine, Chas., (Cumine & Co ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Cumine, A. G. T. , (Cumine & Co.) clerk , Shanghai (absent)

Cuming , W. H. , commodore in charge of naval establishment

Cumming, Jas . , assist int, Saw Mills Co , Johore

Cumming, N. A. , ( P. A. Ponomaieff & Co.) clerk , Tientsin

Cummins, F. , ( Carter & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Cumroodin , M. M. , (Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Cunroodin, A.S., (Àudulcader Esmailjee) manager, Gage street

Cunha , F. da, Hogo

Cunha, F. M. da Jr., student, Procurador's departme, t , Macao

Cunha, Rev. J. P. St. Anna da , manager Roman Catholic girls' school, Singapore

Cunha, F. M, da . , Jr., merchant, Macao

Cunha, A. d'A . e, Junr., assistant inspector of fire , Macao

Cunba, F. M. da , merchant, Macao

Cunha, J. da, writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Cunningham , J. K. , (Fearon , Low & Co.) merchant, and consul for Belgium, Hiogo

Cunningham , T. , lightkeeper, Kintoan lig : tship, Shanghai

Cunningham , T. B., (Russell & Co.) agent, & vice -con. for Sweden, &c. , Canton

Curet, L. , s -cond officer, Chinese gunboat Ching -tsing, Canton

Currie, A., M. L. C. , (Borneo Co.) manager, Singapore

Currim , Hajee Abdool (Hajee Mabomed& Co.) clerk , Lyndhurst Terrace

Cursetjee Ookerjee Bhassania, merchant, Peel street

Curtis, A. W. , (J. D. Carroll & Co. ) assistant, Yokohama
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Curtis, Rev., W. W., missionary, Osaka

Curtis, G. M. , (Peele , Hubbell& Co.) clerk , Manila

Curtis, J. H. , (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) assistant , Yokohama

Curtis, W. , (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.), 'Tokio

Cushman, Miss Clara M. , missionary , Peking

Cutcliffe, W. , master, steamer Normandy, Singapore and Bangkok

Cuthbert, Geo. , gunner, H.B.M corvette Curacoa

Cuthbertson, J. R. , (Boustead & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Cuthbertson, R. B., pianoforte tuner and proprietor “ The Commercial, " Yokohama

Cuthbertson , T. , ( Boustead & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Cutter, J. C. , agricultural department, Sapporo, Yesso, Japan

Cutts, Lieut, R , M. , executive officer, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Cuyngan, V., notario , ecclesiastical department , Manila

Cyprian, Rev. Bro., director, St. Joseph's College, Caine road

Daae, I. M. , commissioner, Maritime Customs, (absent)

D'Aeth , Lieut, G. G. H., East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Dabin, G. A. M. , Roman Catholic Mission , Mu'ang Prom , Siam

Dabney, A , J. , master, U.S. corvette Alert

Daeth , John, ( Lucas & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Daguin, Rev. L. A. , French Catholic missionary, Singapore

Dagregoris, (E.Baud & Co.) lightfi:ter, plumber, &c . , Saigon

Dahim , J. B., (Maclaine, Fraser& Co.) clerk, Singapore

Daland, W. A., (Peele, Hubbell ? Co.) clerk, Manila

Dale, H. W. , ( F. A. Groom) assistant, Shanghai

Dalgliesh, W. H., (Carter & Co.) silk broker, Shanghai

Dallas , c . H. , (Malcolm & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Dallas, F. , ( Hall & Holtz) assistant, Shanghai

Dallas, A. A. , clerk , surveyor's office, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Dallas, Barnes , bill broker, and secretary Race Club , Shanghai

Dalrymple, G. O., Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

Dalrymple, H. L., (Birley & Co.) merchant, Queen's road

Dalton - Hawkins, H., (R. F. Hoskyn) clerk , Iloilo

Daly, S. , broker, Shanghai

Dalziel, Jas . , China Inland Mission , Shanghai

Damais, Rev. J. , French Catholic missionary, Singapore

Danby, S. J. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Danby, W. , civil engineer and architect, Queen's road

Dandan , P., ecclesiastical department, Manila

Danenberg, Thereza da A. , regenta, College of Sta . Roza, Macao

Danenberg, H. , ( Syme & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Danenberg, C., Reiss & Co.) clerk , Praya

Danenberg, V., writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Danenberg, H. , writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Danenberg, J. , (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Daniel , Miss C. H., M.D., missionary, Swatow

Daniel, J., ecclesiastical department , Manila

Daniel, H. W., (Gibb, Livingston & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Danker, A. , ( Imprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Singapore

Dantony, assistant engineer, public works department, Saigon

Darbier, J. P. , ( Whitfield & Dowsou ) engiveer, Yokohama

Darby, W. HF., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Pottinger street

Dare, A. H. , (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama

Darke, F. M., pilot, Singapore

Darling, D. A., Shanghai

Darracq, A. , secretary to Privy Council , Saigon
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Dartize di Fournet, ensign, French cruiser Parseval, Haiphong

Dattan, A., (Kunst and Albers) merchant, Wladivosíock

Dauylish, Lieut. G. V. , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Dautremer, interpreter, French Legation , Tokio

Dauver, H. R. , (Dauver & Co.) merchant, Amoy

Dauve rchain , Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiany

Dauzans, captain , gunbo at Carabine, Haiphong

Daver, P. F. , storekeeper, Lyndhurst Terrace

Davey, J. , (A. S. Watson & Co.) chemist, Shanghai

Davia , W. G., ensign , U.S. sloop Swatara

David, ( David andSon) blacksmith, Saigon

David, E. , (Cha -seriau Estate) assistant, Singapore

David, chiet gaoler, aigon

David, A. J., (E. D. Sassoon & Co. ) agent, Chefoo

David , D. M. , merchant, Chinkiang

David , S. A. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Ningpo

Davidson , J. G., (Rodyk & Davidson) advocate and attorney, Singapore

Davidson, E. c . , government telegraph engineer, Bangkok

Davidson, T. , ( A. L. Johnston & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Davidson, Patrick ( Davidson & Co ) merchant, Ningpo

Davidson, W. R. , (Davidson & Co ) merchant, Ningpo

Davidson, F. G. , ( P. & O. S. N. Co.) chief assistant, Singapore

Davidson, W. , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Davidson, Rev. Robt., missionary, Tokio (absent)

Davidson, C. J. L. , lieutenant , R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Davidson, J. D., Jr., paymaster's clerk, U.S. sloop Swatara

Davidson, F. , (Kelly & Walsli) assistant, Queen's road

Davidson, Robert N., (Davidson & Co.) niercbant, Ningpo

Davidson, Wm ., (Davidson & Co. ) merchant, Ningpo ( absent)

Davies, W. , ( Japan Dispensary ) assistant, Yokohama

Davies, D. , sailmaker, Singapore

Davies, G.W., assistant, Sanitary department, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Davies, 'T. E. , ( Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praya

Davies, T., storekeeper, Newchwang

Davies, T. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Davies, J. C. , pilot, Singapore

Davies, C. W.Tudor, Maritime Customs assistant, Ningpo

Davieson , J. , (Mit u Bishi M.SS. Co.) clerk , Nagasaki

Davis , Ed ., (Wisner & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Davis, Miss, missionary, Hiogo

Davis , D. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy

Davis , Miss A. K. , missionary, Tokio

Davis, H. , carpenter, U.S.S. Swatara

Davis, Sergt . W. , foreman of works, Roval Engineer department

Davis, Rev. J.D., missionary , Kioto, Japan

Davis, Rev. R. H , missionary , Hiogo

Davis, Mrs. E. , milliner, Yokohama

Davis, Rev. G. R. , missionary , Peking

Davis, H, W., (Linstead & Davis) merchant, Queen's road

Davis, J. K. , (North China Insurance Co. ) agent, Queen's road

Davis , L., general trader, Yokohama

Davison, Rev. J. C., missionary, Nagasaki

Davison, Rev. W. C. , missionary, and acting Consul for United States, Hakodate

Davison, W. S., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Shario-maru

Dawson , C. P., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Day, E. F. , commander, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
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1

Day, W., warder , gaol, Singapore

D. avon , Herber., (John Forster & Co ) clerk, Foochów

Deacon, V. H. , ( Brereton & Wotton ) solicitor, Queen's roal

Deacon, E. , (Deacon & Co.) merchant, Canton (absent)

Dean , H. Y., ( H , J. Andrews & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Dean, Rev. Wm ., D.D. , missionary, Bangkok

Deane, A. S. , Maritime Customs assistant, and melical officer, Wuhu

Deane, Hon. W. M., captain superintendent of Police and act. Colonial Treasurer

De Ath , A. , auctioneer, Hiogo

De Bay, E. , merchant, Bangkok (absent)

De Biere, restaurateur, Hanoi

Dechrevens, Rev. , Fr., R. C. missionary and dire« to " of observatory, Shanghai

Deck, A. , engineer, French Gas Company, Shanghai

Decosta, agent du material, administrative service, Haiphong

De Cotta, J. L. , pianoforte instructor, Singapore

Decustine, clerk , Treasury , Saigon

De Forest, Rev. J. H. , missionary, Osaka

Degenaer , F., merchant, Blue Buildings, Wanchai

Degoul, H. , law agent, Cholen , Saigon

Deidenbach, J., (Langfieldt & Mayers) storekeeper, Yokohama

Deighton, C. H., gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Mosquito

Deighton -Braysher, C., Mari ime Customs tid surveyor (absent)

Deitz, G. , master of revenue cruiser Hwa -shu, Newchwang

De Jong, Dr. C. G. , Yokohama

Delacamp, H. , ( Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Delanez, M. J. , gunner, H.B.M. yun-vessel Kestrel

Delaplace , L. G., Vicaire Apostolique, French Catholic mission, Peking

Delebarre, S. , Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Deleito, P. , capitan , carabineros, Manila

Delemasure, Rev. J. B. , Roman Catholic missionary , Peking

Delestre, J. E. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai

Delgado, R. , canon , ecclesiastical department , Manila

De Lisle , F. G., lieutenant , H.B.M. sloop Daring

De Lisle, E. J., private secretary to Governor of Straits Settlements

Dell'Oro, I. , (Dell'Oro & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Delort, first deputyprocureur general , administration of justice, Saigon

Delouette, Rev. E T. , French Catholic Mission , Malacca

Delmas, hotel keeper, Haiphong

Delprato, telegraphist, Saigon

Deman, ensign, French cruiser Parceval, Haiphong

Demars, telegraphist , Rachgia, Cochin China

Demars, superintendent of telegraphic service, Saigon

Demee, F. L. , ( Dircks & Co.) clerk, Swatow

Demetri, restauratuur, Haiphong

Demetrius, Rev., Russian missionary, Hakodate

Demetrius, G. , purser, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Demianoff, A., (A. Bjurling & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Démolis, (Pelissier & Démolis) timber merchant, Tayninb, Cochin China

Deniaud, J., (Whitfeld& Dowson) assistant, Yokohama

Dening, Rev. W., missionary , Hakodate

Denis, A., (Denis Frères) merchant, and president Chamber of Commerce, Saigon

Denis, G. , ( Denis Frères ) merchant, Saigon (absent)

Denison, A., (Wm . Danby) assistant, Queen's road

Denison, H.W., Foreign office, Tokio

Denker, A. , (A. , (Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Dennemont, pilot, Saigon
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Denny, 0 , N., United States Consul-General, Shanghai

Dennys, H. , (Eastern Extension A. & C. Teegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Dennys, N. B. , Ph.D., third magistrate, Singapore

Dennys, H. L. , ( Dennys & Mossop) solicitor, Bank Buildings

Denson, H, E., Lane, Crawford & Co. ) assistant , Queen's road

Dent, E. C. H., (A. Dent & Co.) clerk , Shanghai (absent)

Dent, A. , ( Alfred Dent & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai ( absent)

Dent, H. È , merchant, Canton

Denton, J. H. , (Sayle & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Dentzau, J. , master mariner, Bangkok

Dépierre, J. M. , professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Derbès, director of military engineers, Saigon

Dermer, T. M., (Adamson, Bell & Co. ) clerk, Foochow

Derrick, C. P., ( Powell & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Derrick , G. A. , (Martin, Dyce & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Derrick, E. J., engineer, Bangkok

Derrick, W. H. , ( Powell & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Derrick, G. , chief engr. , E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s str. Sherard Osborn , Singapore

De Salis, Wm ., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Sheldrake

De San , E., merchant, Hiogo

Deschanel, A. , proprietor, Hotel des Colonies, Yokohama

Desgraz, Miss, missionary, Chinkiang

Desjacques, Rev. Fr. , Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Desker, E., (Hamilton, Gray & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Desker, H. F. , (Desker & Co. ) butcher, Singapore

Desker, A., ( Punjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Desmier, A., chief, first office, Directión of the Interior, Saigon

Desor neaux, telegraphist, Saigon

Desray, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Dessalles,Rev.E., French missionary, Bangkok

Dessey, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Dethleffsen , P. J. S., master mariner, Bangkok

Detmering, W., (W.G. Hale & Co. ) merchant, Saigon

Detmers, W.,(Rädecker & Co. ) merchant, Wyndham street

Detring, Gustav, commissioner of Customs, Tientsin

Deuntzer, S.,medicalpractitioner, Bangkok

Desvallons, chief commissioner Marine Hospital, Saigon

Deubel, lientenant H. I. German M.S.Elizabeth

Deveaux, G., chiefengineer, Chinese gunbout Chingtsing, Canton

Devenet, accountant,compagniepourledecorticage duriz, Saigon

Devesa, M., trader, Iloilo

Devèze, A., ( V.Aymonin & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Devine, W. H., (M.B.M. S.S. Co.) accountant, engine works , Yokohama

Devise, hair dresser, Saigon

Devjee, Rehmtoola, merchant, Peel street

De Vries, C.,merchant,Wladivostock

D

Wind, A. A. , planter, Malacca
D

D
ewey, T. G., ca iet midshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

hurumsey, F. , ( E. Pubaney ) clerk , Lyndhurst TerraceD.

ias, A., Jr. , ensign, second battalion, Macao)DO

DO
iaz de Liano , M., letrado, consejo de administracion, Manila

iaz y Puertas, F. , (Loyzaga & Co.) printer, Manila
D

iaz Fernandez, C. , solicitor, Iloilo
DO

D:iaz F., ayudante, inspeccion de montes, Daraga, Philippines

DO
iaz, R. , assistant, Post -office, Manila

ick, S., ( Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Singapore

e
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Dick, J. , (S. C. Farnbam & Co. ) assistant , Shanghai

Dickie, J., (China Sugar Refining Co. ) assistant, Wanchai

Dickie, H., ( China Sugar Refining Co.) manager, East point (absent)

Dickins , F. V. , barrister-at - law, Yokohama (absent)

Dickson , J., assistant superintendent Imperial engine works, Nagasaki

Dickinson , W. W. , (Geo. W. Collins & Co.) assistant, Tientsin

Dier, A. de, (J. M. Cazalas & Son) foreman engineer, Singapore

Diercks, F. , Maritime. Customs examiner, Shanghai

Dierx , L. , ( Banqne de l'Indo Chine) sub manager, Saigon

Diesbach, Conte de, second secretary, French Legation, Tokio

Diethelm , W. H., (Hooglandt & Co. ) merchant, Singapore

Dietrich, Rev. W., missionary , Fukwing, Canton

Dietz, R. R., Spanish vice-consul, Singapore

D'Iffanger, F. , ( Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Dill , R. , (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Dillon, E. , constable, British consulate, Tokio

Dillon , C. , French consul, Tientsin

Dimock, 6. W. , (American Clock & Brass Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Diniz , A. J. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk , Shanghải

Diniz, A., (Chartered Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Diniz, S. J., (Chartered Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Diniz, A. J., (Kelly & Walsh) clerk, Shanghai

Dinnis, B.J., clerk ,H.M.S. Iron Duke

Dinsdale, G. K., secretary , Chamber of Commerce, Yokohama

Dipner, A., chief of telegraph department, Wladivostock

Dipple, R.P. , (Gilman & Co.) clork , D’Aguilar street

Disse, Dr. T. , professor of medicine, Imperial University , Tokio

Dissmeyer, G. A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo

Dithlessen, P. A., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Kokonoye-maru, Tokio

Divers , E. , M.D., professor of chemistry, Engineering College, Tokio

Dixon, J. M. , secretary and professor of English , Engineering College, Tokio

Dizon, J. , assistant, mint , Nanila

Dmitrevsky, P. , student interpreter, Russian Legation , Peking

Dobbins, Rev. F. A., missionary , Tokio

Dobie, W., commander, receiving ship Yuen -fah, Shanghai

Dodd, John, (Dodd & Co.) merchant & consul for Netherlands, & c . , Tamsui

Dodds, Jas., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Yokohama

Dodwell, F. , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Dodwell, G. B. , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Doel , P. , police inspector, Nagasaki

Doheny, (Fraser, Farley & Co.) clerk, Yokobama

Dohmen , M. , British vice consil, Yokohama

Dolakewich , Paul , stevedore, Wlarlivostock

Dolan , W., (MacEwen, Frickel & Co.) sailmaker, Hngkong

Dolo , pilot, Saigon

Domingo, E. , ayudante, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Manila

Domingo, F. , . dibujante, floral department, Manila

Domingo, B. , (G. van P, Petel & Co.) clerk , Manila

Domiu nez , J., surgeon , army medical department, Monila

Domingu7, A., accountant general's office , Ma ila

Dominguez, N. , interventor, a minis. de Impuestos, Maniliu

Domoney , Geo., storekeeper, Yokohama

Dompierre d'Hornoy , de, midshipman, French frigate Themis

Donald, J. , (M. B. M. S. s. C.) foreman, sail loit, Yokohama

Donald, P., second engineer, steamer Sunda, Hongkong & Japan

Donaldson, A. L., ( Donaldson & Burkinshaw ) attorney, Singapore
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Donaldson, C. P. M. , clerk , H.B.M. Works department, Shanghai

Donand, F. D. , (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladivostock

Donelai), J. , civil doctor, Iloilo

Donnelly, A. R. , (Cornabé & Co.) clerk , Chefoo

Donohoe, J. , barrack sergeant, comissariat, Tanylin, Singapore

Donough, J., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Denongh, W. , assistant master , Free school, Penany

Donovan , Lieut-General E. W. , commanding H.B.M.'s Forces in China and Straits

Donovan, J.M., (Eastern Extension A. & C . Telegraph Co.) a - sist. electricia ! ı , Singapore

Donovan, J. P. , Maritime Customs Po tal clerk , Peking

Donovan, P. , warder, gaol, Singapore

Dorabje , S., (Framjee Hormuse & Co.) merchant, Hollywoo l road (absent)

Dorabjee, F. , ( Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road

Dorabjee, D., (D. Nowrojee ) assistant, Queen's road (absent)

Doral, B. C., clerk , Land office, Penang

Doral , J. H. P., manager , Hermeline estate, Singapore

Doral, J. B. , assistant master, Free school, Penang

Doral, P. R. , (Hughes & Legge) clerk, Queen's road

Doral, J. P., ( Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Doriani Bouillac , Mme., milliner, Saigon

Dormer, C. J. T. , midshipman , H.B.M. Iron Duke

Dorrinck , J. J., (Alex . Bielfeld) broker, Shanghai

Dougall , R., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant enginecr, Singapore

Douglas, J. H. , assistant , Dock Co., Bangkok

Douglas, J. , (Japan Photographic Association) assistant , Yokohama

Douglass, J. , second engineer, light- house tender Meiji Maru ,Yokohama

Dourans, commander, French gunboat Carabine, Tonquin

Dourvill, clerk, direction of the inter or , Saigon

Doust, F. B. , cadet engineer, U.S.S. Richmond

Douthwaite, Rev. A. W. , medical missionary, Wênchow

Douw , Miss D.M., missionary , Peking (absent)

Dow, W. N. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk , Amoy

Dowdall, C. , (Myburgh & Dowdall) solicitor, Shanghai

Dowley, E. B., ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Shar.ghai

Down, S. , (B. D. Benjamin) clerk , Sharghai

Downie, A. , (Innes & Keyser) clerk, Iloilo

Downie, W., ( John Little & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Downie, D., chief officer, steamer Yangtsze , Horgkong and Shangbai

Downing, Mis : C. B., missionary, Chefoɔ

Dowsley , Rev. A. , missionary , Ichang

Doyle, P. , clerk, Ordnance Store department

Dragon , W. , chief clerk , Lient. Governor's office , Penang

Dragon, W. A. , clerk , Penang Club, Penang

Draper, Rev. G. F. , missionary, Yokohama

Drell , contractor, Saigon

Dreusche, H. von , ( A. Cordes & Co.) mereant, Tientsin

Drew, A. H. , ( I.S.Bond) clerk, Singapore

Drew, J. B. , staff surgeon , H.B.M. sloop Daring

Drewell
, A., (Holme, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki

Drewes, T. W. , captain, steamer Peking , Hongkong and Shanghai

Driscoll, T. N. , tailor, Queen's road

Drouart de Lezey, Rev. Lucien , Roman Catholic missi nary , Niigata

Dronbet, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Drouillard, lieutenant , French frigate Thémis

Drude , H. , (Melchers & Co. ) clerk , Queen's roal

Drummon, W. E., ( Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
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Drummond, G. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) accountaut, Singapore

Drummond, W.V. , ( Drummond & Latham ) barrister -at-law , Shanghai

Drummond, J. , captain, Mitsu Bishi str Kumamoto -maru, Tokio

Drury, C. , assistant master, High School , Malacca

Drury, H. E. , assistant paymaster, U.S. Naval Hospital, Yokohama

Dubail, Mgr., Roman Catholic bishop , ewchwang

Dubarry, P. R. , Maritime Customs assistanı examiner , Ningpo

Duberly, F. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Dubois, L. , (C & J. Favre Brandt) assistant , and con -ul for Belgium , Osaka

Dubois, C., (C. & J. Favre Brandt) assistant, Yokohaina

Dubois, J. F. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Swatow

Dubrot, captain, French cruiser Champlain

Duchamp , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Ducos, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Du Crouzet, (Ogliastro & Blutstein ) clerk, Tamhoi, Saigon

Dudgeon, P. C., lieutenant, H.B M. gun-vess 1 Kestrel

Dudgeon, Chas. J.,(Mackintosh, Dudgeon & Co. ) m « rchant,Shanghai

Dudgeon, John , M.D. , missionary, & professor of anatomy & physiology, Peking

Dudley, Miss J. E. , missionary, Hiogo

Dudley, J. , M. B. , surgeon , H.B.M.Iron Duke, for Yokohama hospital

Duer, Yeend, (M. B, M. S , S. Co. ) agent, Yokohama

Duff, Alex . , (Cameron, Dunlop & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Duff, G. , ( Straban & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Duff, Thos . W., commission agent, Chinkiang

Duffus , Rev. Wm . , missionary, Swatow

Duggan , C. W., first clerk , Central Police Station

Dujardin , F., (Fergusson & Co. ) clerk, Chefoo

Dujua, F., clerk, Governor-General's office, Manila

Duke, F. W. , barrister -at- law , Penang

Dumas, J. A., professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Dumelin, A. , (Siber & Brennwald ) clerk , Yokohama

Dumont, F. , ( Jas. Edwards) assistant, Yokohama

Dumont, H. , (Jas . Edwards) assistant, Yokohama

Dunbar, G. H., (Mitsu BishiM.S.S. Co.) barge keeper, Hiogo

Dun, E. , Agricultural department, Sapporo , Yesso, Japan

Duncan , A., Maritime Customs assistant, Ningpo

Duncan, A. , constable, British consulate , Canton

Duncan, C. , (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Duncan, Thos., engineer in charge , Dock, Bangkok

Dundas, T. F. C., sub lieutenant, H.B.M.gunboat Zephyr

Dunlop, W. , ( Windsor, Redlich & Co.'s Rice Mill) engineer, Bangkok

Dunlop, J., chief engineer, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Dunlop, H.B. , (Jobn D. Ross) clerk, Singapore

Dunlop , C. G., (Findlay , Richardson& Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Dunlop, R. , ( Baer Senior & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Dunlop, C. , ( Powell & Co.) auctioneer, Singapore

Dunlop, Major S. , Inspector General of Police and President of Municipality, Singapore

Dunman, T., proprietor, Grove Cocoanut Estate, Singapore

Dunman, Wm. , (Holliday , Wise & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Dunman , R. , (Geo. Barnet & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Durmore, D. , storeman , H.M. Naval Yard

Dunn, J. , second engineer, steamer Thales, Coast

Dunn, W. E. H., (Dunn, Melbye & Co.) merchant, Stanley street

Dunn, Thomas, (Hedge & Co.) merchant, Forchow (absent)

Duoc, P. , professor, Saigon Semiuary , Saigon

Duperré, contre -admiral, French frigate Thémis
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Dupeux, clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Dupont, Geo., Bangkok

Durand, U. , (Durand & Co. ) saddler, Yokohama

Durham , H. G. , commission agent , Hiogo

Dürr, O. , (Dürr & Co.) merchant , Manila

Dürr, Ed., (Dürr & Co.) merchant, Manila

Dürr, W. , (Dürr & Co.) clerk, Manila

Durrant, T., captain , H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Durrie, Miss M. , teacher, Roman Catholic Girls' School , Singapore

Dussol, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Dussol, H. , contractor , Saigon

Dussol, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Dussutour, opium farmer, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Dussutour, Mme., mistress, Girls' Public School, Saigon

Dussutour, A. , auctioneer, Saigon

Dutras, Rev. José, Roman Catholic missionary, Amoy

Dutronquoy, S. , bowling saloon keeper, Hiogo

Dutronieh , M.,sister superior in charge of European hospital, Tientsin

Duus, E. H. , ( Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) clerk, Tokio

Dūūs, J. H. , mercbant, and consul for Danmark , Hakodate

Duval, A. T., (Deacon & Co.) public tea inspector, and chairman municipal con . Canton

Duzac, pilot, Saigon

Dyce, C. M., (Geo . Barnet & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Dyer, S. , ( British and Foreign Bible Society) agent, Shanghai

Dyer, H., (Hall & Holtz ) storekeeper, Shanghai

Dyer, H., principal ofEngineering College, Tokio

Dyle, surveyor ol public works , Pnompenh, Cambodia

Dzionk, M. F. , (Astor House Hotel) clerk, Shanghai

Eagan , J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo

Eaglin , E. , apothecary, U.S. Naval Hospital, Yokohama

Eakin, A. J., teacher iu the King's School , Bangkok

Earle, T. E., (Gilfillan , Wood &Co.) clerk , Singapore

Earnshaw , D., ( Earnshaw & Co.) engineer, and surveyor to Lloyds' agents, Manila

East, Jas. W., commander, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Eastlack , W. R. , (C. & J. Trading Co.) assistant, Hiogo

Eastlack, R. F., (Frazar & Co.)clerk, Shanghai

Eastlacke, H. Y., dentist, Wyndham street

Eastlacke, W. C., dentist, Wyndham street

Eastlacke, F. W. , Wyndham street

Easton, A. J. , (Union Insurance Society ) clerk , Peddar's Wharf

Easton, G. F. , missionary, Chincheo, Kansuh

Eaton, J. , (A. W. Glennie) clerk, Yokohama

Ebell, H. , Vogel & Co.) agent, Canton

Eber, F. W. , clerk, marine department, Singapore

Eber, J. L. , ( Rodyk & Davidson ) clerk, Singapore

Eber, A. , ( Paterson , Simons & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Eça, D. A. d ’, purser, steamer White Cloud , Hongkong and Macao

Ecrleston, G., mariner, Bangkok

Ecclestone, J., assistant examiner, Maritime Customs, Newchwang

Echave rria, Sor P. , San José hospital, Manila

Echavarria, F. , captain of steamer Aguila, Iloilo

Echevarria, E.T., " Los Catalanes," Manila

Echevarria, J., assistant , Public Works department, Manila

ckert F., bandmaster, Daval department, Tokio

Eckford, A. M. , (Cornalé & Co.) merchant, and consul for United States &c . , Chefo »
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Ede , J. M. , (H. J. Andrews & Co.) merchant Manila

Ede , N. J., secretary, Union Insurance Sociri Poddar's whart

Edelmann, W. , ( Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Edgar, H. , acting commissioner of Maritime Customs, Foochow

Edgar, J , (Edgar & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Edgar, J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Newchwang

Edgar, J. , (Sayle & Co. ) assistant , Queen's roail

Edgar, G., ( Edgar & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Edge, Rev. J. C., missionary, London Mission, Staunton street

Edger, J. S., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) accountant, Manila (absent)

Edlefsen, M. C. , mariner, Bangkok

Edmund, Bro . , teacher, St. Joseph's College, Caine road

Eduljee Jamsejee Deeguria, (Cursedjee Ookerjee Bhassaina ) merchant, Peel street

Eduljee, D. , merchant, Peel street

Eduljee, Kavasjee, clerk, Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Edwards, F. W., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Singapore

Edwards, F. H. , (Malcampo & Co.) clerk , Anoy

Edwards, W., (Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.) winder, Tientsin

Edwards, H.H. , ( Syme & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Edwards, Th . , Behre & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Edwards, R. S. , clerk , Import and Export office, Singapore

Edwards, J. , Maritime Customs examiner, (absent)

Edwards, 0. E. , ( Peele , Hubbell & Co.) merchant,Manila

Edwards, St. J. H. , acting clerk & marshal, United States consulate, Anoy

Edwards, J.,storekeeper, Yokohama

Eggers , H. , ( Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Eggert, J., pilot, Takao

Iquia, L., (Guichard & Fils) clerk , Manila

1 xville , L. D' , second officer, steamer Chinkiang, Ilongkong and Shanghi

Ehlers, Ang., (Melcbers & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Ehrlich , 1. , lieutenant, H. L. German M. S. Stosch

Eichhorn , B. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Eichler, Rev. E. R. , missionary, Canton

Eilers, C. Th . , (Putifarcken , Rheiner & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Eisendecher, K. von , Gerinan Minister, Tokio

Eitel , Rev. E., J., M.A. , Ph.D., inspector of schools

Eizmendi, S. , marmolista, Manila

Ekstrand, J. W. , captain , Mitsu Bishi s!eamer Kaninawa -maru

Elberg, J. , ( F. A. Schultze & Co. ) storekeeper, Ncwang

Elder, A. E. , Maritime Customs watcher, Shangha

Eldridge , H., Maritime Customs assistant tidesury or, Whampoa

Eldridge, Stuart, M.D.,physician, General Hospital, Yokohama

Elera, C. de, professor, University, Manila

Elia, Esmal, ( N. M. & A. M. Khamisa) assistant, Peel street

Elias, R. H. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Elias, J. B. , ( E. R. Belilios) clerk, Lyndhurst Terrace

Elias, H. I., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) merchant, Shangbai

Elias, E. E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Elie , justice of the peace , Saigon

Eliott, F. J.J., commander H.B.M.slospDaring

Elizaga, J. S. , lightkeeper, Fisher Islano lighthouse, Amoy

Elizalde , L. R. de , bookkeeper, public works department, Manila

Elizalde, J. M., (Inchausti & Co.) merchant, Manila

Ellert, A. , ( Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Ellerton , J. , Hiogo

Elles, Jamieson, (Elles & Co ) merchant, Amoy (absent )
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Elles , J. C. , (Elles & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Elliot, T. B., (Elles & Co. ) clerk , Amoy

Elliott, G. E. , chief officer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong & Manila

Elliott, F. H., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, i Singapore (absent)

Elliott , J. R. , (Hunt & Co. ) clerk, Hiogo

Ellis , R. , warder, paol, S ngapore

Ellis, H., ( Lane, Crawford & Co. ) assistant , Queen's road

Ellis, H., master atiendant and shipping master, Marine department, Singapore

Elmer, G. W., colporteur, American Bible Society , Yokohama

Elshout, J. M. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo

Elste, assistant surgeon, H. I. German M. S. Hertha

Elwin, Rev. A. , missionary , Hangchow

Elwyn, H. B., lieutenant,H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Elzinger, watchmaker, Manila

Emens, W. S. , (China and Jaan Trading Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Emery, D. A., (Wadliegh & Emery) merchant,and U.S. vice-consul, Chinkiang

Emmerson, C. , proprietor, Emmerson's Hotel, Singapore

Emonet, Rev. N. , Roman Catholic missionary , Newchwang

Emory, G. B., (0. & O.S.S. Co.) general agent, Yokohama

Encarnaçao, F. X. , (Arnhold , Karberg & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Encinas,C , G.,magistrate, Marila

Endicott, S. , (Cornes & Co.) merchant and vice-consul for Hawaii, Hiogo

Endicott, H. B. , (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Engard, A. C. , engineer , U.S.S. Alert

Engel , unter-lieut . , H. I. German M. S. Stosch

Engelhardt, H., (F. Beato) clerk , Yokohama

Engert, M. , ( Walsh , Hall & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

England, F. H. , merchant, Foochow

England , C. R. , commission agent and auctioneer, Shanghai

Engler, A. , (F. Engler & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Ennes, Rev. F. T. Š. de S. , vice -rector, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Ennes, M. B. de S. , bishop, Ecclesiastical department, Macao

Enriequrz, M. , Marques de Villa Cartell , Civil Governor, Manila

Enriquerz, D. , (G. van P. Petel & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Enslie , J. J. , aciing consul, British Cousulate, Yokohama

Entrala, F. de P. , Auxiliare de Fomento, Manila

Entwistle, Jas . , P. A. engineer, U.S. sloop Ashuelot

Epping, Dr. , surgeon H. Í. German M. S. Elisabeth

Eranee, B. Á. , (H. A. Asgar & H. Esmail ) assistant, Gage street

Eranee, B. K., (BurjorjeeKhodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Erdmann, C. , ( Carlowitz & Co.) merchant, Praya central

Erckenbrecht, unter-lieut., H. Í . German M. S. Hertha

Errasquin, Sor J. , Sar José hospital , Manila

Errington, A. J.,commander, H.B. M. sloop Albatross

Erskine, C. H., Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Erskine, S., (Howurth , Erskine& Co.) engineer, Singapore

Esbran , J. C., (L. H. Woods) clerk , Malacca

Esbran, D. , Government Printing office, Singapore

Escandé, ensign , French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong

Escarrer, G. , (Sartorius & Moerike) assistant, Lipa, Philippines

Escassi , Viudà E. G. , printer, Iloilo

Escondrillas, D. , architect, Cebu

Escoubet, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Escribano, F. , (Ker & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Escribano, M., assistant, seccion de arcbivo , Manila

Escriña, R. , assistant, public works department, Manila
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Escudier, commandant , French cruiser Hamelin , Haiphong

Esdale, C., (Mitsu Bishi Mail S.S. Co.) clerk , Hogo

Esdale, J. T., (Wilkin & Robison ) clerk, Yokohama

Es, J. C. van (G. R. Lambert & Co.) photographer, Singapore

Esmail, Oosman , ( Hajee Hamed Hajee Esack) manager, Gage street

Esmail, H. M. S., ( H. A. Asgar & . Esmail) merchant, Gage street

España, A. , official, adminis .de estancadas, Manila

Espana , A., marchamador, Custom house, Manila

Especkerman , S. , ( Jobn D. Ross) assistant, Singapore

Especkerman, B. H., proprietor, Mercantile Press, Singapore

Esperanza, A. de la , captain, civil horse guards, Manila

Espino, M. , constable, Spanish Consulate, Amoy

Espinosa, T. , vacunador general, civil gover . ment, Manila

Esquer, president, first Court of appeal, Saigon (absent)

Essabboy, Abdoolkyum M., merchant, Singapore

Essabboy , Abdoolkader M. , merchant, Cochrane street

Essex, F , ( China Traders' Insurance Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Estable, (E. Band & Co. ) assistant, Saigon

Estanislao, E. , ( Barlow & Wilson ) assistant, Manila

Estella, Marques de, Capitan General of Philippines, Manila

Esteves , J. M. , lieutenant of police , Macao

Esteves, J. J. , teacher, Government school , Macao

Estiarte, J. , (La Puerta del Sol) assistant, Manila

Estorges, telegraphist, Vinh- Long, Cochin China

Estrada, Ir. A. , secretary, Universidad de Filipinas, Manila

Estranch , F., comisario de guerra , Manila

Estruch , A., assistant, Mint, Manila

Ethelson, A. P. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Eucis , E. , asesor, juzgado de guerra , Manila

Eugster, F. , ( L. Eugster & Co.) clerk, Manila

Eugster, E., ( L. Eugster & Co.) clerk, Manila

Eugster, J., (L. Eugster & Co.) merchant, Manila

Eustace, F. O. , (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Evans, A. , (H. Evans) assistant , Shanghai

Evans , Miss J. G. , missionary, Tungchau

Evans, H.®R ., lieutenant, H B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Evans, master mariner, Bangkok

Evans, R. , commander, H. B. M. gun -vessel Lily

Evans, G. E. , sher'ff , Singapore

Evans, H. , inspector of immigrants , Penang

Evans, B. G. L. , assist. paymasto in ciare, H.B.M. gun.vessel Kestrel

Evans, H. , ( Evans & Co.) bak and proprietor of " Empire Brewery ,.” Shanghai

Evans, J. H., ( Evans , Pugh & Co.) merchant, Shanghai and Hankow (absent)

Evans, M. P., ( Reid, Evans á Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Evard, R. P. , honorary interpreter, French Legation, Tokio

Everall , H. , ( Hall & Holtz ) storekeeper, Shanghai

Everett, E. E. , wine and spirit merchant, Singapore

Evers, A. , (Simon, Evers & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Evington , Rev. H., missionary, Osaka

Evrard, Rev. F., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Ewen, W. S. , ( Kelly and Walsh ) assistant, Shanghai

Ewer, F. H. , Mariiime Customs chifexaminer, Swatow

Ewing, J. A., professor, Imperial University, Tokio

Eychenne, telegraphist , Saigon

Eykman, Dr. J. F. , Boird of Health . Tokio

Eymard , C., ( Bavier & Co.) clerk , Yohama
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Fyrr - rd-Rapine, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

E M. K. , cadet midshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

Econ, J. L. O. , (Spring Valley Brewery) assistant, Yokohama

Ezekiel , F. , (E. Sassoon Sons & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Ezekiel , J. S., (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Ezekiel , M. D., (Abraham , Ezra & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Ezekiei, F. E. , ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Ningpo

Ezekiel, N. D. , (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Ezra, I. , (Abraham Ezra & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Ezra, I. A., ( D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Ningpo

Ezra , A. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) agent, Tientsin

Fabian , N. C. , marmolista , Manila

Fabian, A. , ( Baer Senior & Co.) clerk , Manila ( absent)

Faber, H. , ( Faber and Voigt) merchant , Hogo

Fabre, A. , propri tor Rasdolny steam saw mill, Wladiwostock

Fabie , F. R. , (Martin, Dyce & Co.) clerk, Manila

Fabre, assistant architect of public buildings, Saigon

Fabrice, H. von, ( Sartorius & Moerike) assistant, Iloilo

Fabrice, E., druggist, Jaro, Philippines

Fabris , E. A., assistant, Municipal Council offices, Shanghai

Fabris, J. M., (H.S. Bidwell ) clerk , Shanghai

Fachtmann, R., (H. Alrens & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Faesv,G.A. , (Hotel de l'Europe) assistant, Singapore

Faga, V., ( Ulysse Pila & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Fairhurst, Thos., (Newman & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow

Fairless, J. , (Lösch & Fairless) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Fajado, R., clerk, contailuria de hacienda, Manila

Fálces, D., assistant, public works department, Manila

Falck, G., (Falk, Braman & Beidek) merchant, Bangkok

Falck , C. , (C. Illies & Co.) godownman, Yokohama

Falconer, Alexander, acting bad mastei, Central School, Gough street

Falconer, M., ( G. Falconer & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Falconer, W. F. , ( Chartered Bank of India) sub -accountant, Queen's road

Falkner , R. C. , inspector of police, Penang

Fallan, S. , clerk , Army pay dejartment

Falls, W. T. B. , colonial surgeon, Malacci

Faiago , E , Maritime Customs Chinese secretary , Peking

Faranao, L. O. de , magistiate, Manila

Farepiit, 0. W., exécutive officer , C.S.S. Monorary

Farge ; Mme., ( Bandran & Fargeot) dressmaker, Saigon

Fargue , sub -lieutenant Antilope, Saigon

Farquhar S. St. J. , midshipman, H. B. M.'s Iron Duke

Farinole, J. B., discount office, Saigon

Farinos, F. , surgeon major, army medical department, Manila

Farley, Guis . , Jr., ( l'raser, Farley & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Farbam , Rev. J. M. W., D.D. , missionary, Shanghai

Farrall, H. , meter in pector, Gas Company, Shanghai

Farrow , F. G. , paymaster, H. B. M. gun -vessel Fly

Farrar, A. A. E. , (Geo. Smith & Co.) wine merchant, Shanghai

Farrow , J. , commander, revenue steamer Ling Feng, Chefoo

Farsari, A. , ( Sargent, Farsari & Co. ) newsagent, Yokohama

Faubournent de Montferrand de, lieutenant French cruiser Parseval, Haiphong

Fanlds, H. , medical missionary, Tokio

Fauque, Rev. J. , French missionary, Bangkok

Faure, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
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Faurie, Rev. U., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Fauvel, A. A. , Maritime Customs aseistant, (absent)

Favet, engine r, hydrographic service, Haiphong,

Favier, Rev. A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Favre - Brandt, C. , (C. & J. Favre-Brandt ) watch importer, Yokohama

Favre -Brandt, J. , (C. & J. Favre-Brand :) watchi importer, Yokohama

· Fawcett, Miss, missionary, Hanchung

Fawcett, J. (Macleod & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Fearon, C. H. , ( Fearon, Low & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Fearon, W. , ( Fearon, Low & Co. ) clerk , Hiogo

Ftaron , J. S. , ( Fearon, Low & Co) merchant, Shanghai

Fearon , G. D., ( Deacon & Co.) clerk , Canton

Fearon, R. I. , ( Fearon , Low & Co.) Shanghai merchant (absent)

Featherstonhaugh, M. H., (Geo. Oliver & Co. ) clerk, Foochow

Featherstonhaugh, J. , Maritime Cus'oms watcher, Shanghai

Fee, R. M. M., French Cathol : Mon, Penang

Federoff, M., major of Wladiwoscock

Federoff, proprietor of Richnoy steam saw mill, Wladivostock

Feedaally Hoosenally (Nujmuodin Jeewakham ) clerk , Grabam street

Feitch , J. , bandmaster to the Second King, Bangkok

Felauneau, chargé du service des vivres, Hanoi

Feldhausen H. E. Admiral, Governor, Wladiwostock

Feliciano , B. , ( Tatuban Rope Factory) assistant, Manila

Feliciano , M., Tutuban Rope Factory) manager, Manila

Felix , F. , sub -postmaster, Buiterwor h , Penang

Felizardo, J. , Earnshaw & Co.) clerk , Manila

Fell, J.P., lieutenant, Royal Artillers, singapore

Felman, Mrs. E., proprietrix, Eureki Hotel, Nagasaki

Felman , B., proprietor GermaniaBowling Saloon, Nagasaki

Felton, E. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Fencbam,H. G. deputy assistant commissary general of ordnance .

Fenner, C. E. , (Morilvan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Fennity, W., Maritime Customs assistant tide-surveyor, Amoy

Fenollosa , E. F., professor, Imperial University, Tokio

Fenton , K. B., (Boyd & Co.) clerk , and secretary Chamber of Commerce, Amoy

Fentum , G. B., professor ofmusic, Shanghai

Feuwick, Geo. , ( Fenwick and Morrison ) engineer , Wanchai

Feraud , clerk, dire tion of the interior, Saigon

Feraud, barness maker. Saigon

Ferguson, C. J., cle k , H.B.M S. Victor Emanuel

Ferguson, J. H., Netherlands minister , Peking

Ferguson, A., proprietor, “ TheFarm ," Maloo, Shanghai

Ferguson , G., China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Fergisson , R., (Morriss & Fergusson) bill and bullion broker, Shanghai

Fergusson, T. T., ( Fergusson & Co. ) merchant, & Belgian consul, Chefoo

Fernandes, B. de S. , merchant, and consul for Siam , Macao

Fernandes, F. , (Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao

Fernandes, J. , ( Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao

Fernandes, A. M., (Hongkong and ShanghaiBank ) clerk , Singapore

Fernandes, N. T.,proprietor, Boletim de Macao e Timor, Macao

Fernandes, Rev. F. A., deacon, ecclesiastical department, Macao

Fernandez , V. , ( Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao

Fernandez, G., clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Fernandez, C., apprentice, surveyor general's office, Singapore

Feapandez, J., clerk , commissariat, Singapore

Fernandez, H. , ministro , tribunal de cuentas , Manila
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Fernandez, E. F. , medical practitioner, Manila

Fernandez, K. C. , overseer, survey department , Malacca

Fernandez, S., professor , San Juan de Letram College, Manila

Fernandez, V. A. , (J. D. Vaughan ) clerk , Singapore

Fernandez , H. , medical practitioner, Manila

Fernandez, D. , lightkeeper, Lamocks lighthouse, Amoy

Fernandez, V., (J. B. Rozas) clerk , Manila

Fernandez, L. P., storekeeper, Kobe Iron Works, Hiogo

Fernandez, M. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Fernandez , J. V. , ( J. B. Roxas) clerk , Manila

Fernandez, R. , chemist, Manila

Fernier, clerk , Colonial Treasury, Saigon

Ferral , F., (Smith , Bell & Co.) clerk , '

Ferral y Mateo, F., medical practitioner,Cebu

Ferrand, Rev. Fr., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Ferrando, drill instructor, Bangkok

Ferreira, J , A. , captain, Police, Macao

Ferreira, L. , lawyer, Macao

Ferrer, B. , government interpreter, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Ferrer, captain , civil horse guards, Manila

Ferrie, Rev. J. B., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Ferris, C. , foreman mechanic, Government railway service , Yokohama

Ferris, F. F. , (N. C. Herald Office) clerk , Shanghai

Festa, Chevalier C. S. , Italian consul, Singapore (absent)

Festa, E. , (Borneo Co ) clerk, Singapore

Feyerabend , E. R. , (H. C. Morf & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Fiaschi , lieutenant , French cruiser Hamelin , Haiphong

Field , W. L. , flag lieutenant, U.S. Squadron

Field , A. W. , Maritime Customs tide surveyor, Takao

Fielde, Miss A. M. , missionary, Swatow

Figueira, C. C. S. M., ensigna second battalion, Macao

Figuereido , M. de, ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Amov

Figueiredo, F, de, carcereiro, Cadeia Publica, Macao

Figuereido, A. de , ( Russell & Co. ) clerk , Amoy

Figueroido, A. do, enfermeiro , military hospital, Macao

Figuereido, J. , (Chartered Bank of India) clerk , Queen's road

Figuereido, J. A. de, Tokio

Filatriau , clerk, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Finck , R. , ( Bangkok Saw Mill) clerk , Bangkok

Findlay, J., ( Blain & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Finlayson, J. , ( Boustead & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Fioritti, Rev. J. B., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Fischer, S. , (G. R. Lammert) assistant, Peddar's Wharf

Fischer, Ed ., ( Ed . Fischer & Co.) merch ., & acting con . gen.for Hawaii, Y'hama

Fis her, J. P., (Ker & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Fischer, F. von, (Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. ) merchant , Yokohama

Fischer, O., ( Baer Senior & Co ) clerk , Isabela , Philippines

Fischer, G. , (E. Meyer & Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Fischer, pilot, Saigon

Fischer, E. , (J. Zobel) chemist, Capiz, Philippines

Fischer, lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth

Fish , T., cable jointer, E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s steamer Agnes, Singapore

Fishburne, R. B. , M.D. , missionary, Hangchow

Fisher, Wm. , acting sergeant of police

Fisher, T. R., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Fisher, Dr. J. Charles , medical practitioner, Arbuthnot road
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Fisher, J. , rice merchant, Singapore

Fisher, H. K. C. , ( Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Saigon

Fisher, E. , bill and bullion broker, Hankow

Fisher, H. J. , first class clerk, Maritime Customs, Keelung

Fitch , Rev. Geo. F. , missionary, Shanghai

Fittock , C. , (J. Baxter) marine surveyor, Singapore

Fittock , G. V. , student, British I gation, Peking

Fitzgerald , Geo., chief engineer, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Flacks, F. F., chief officer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Flagg, A. E. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Flanagan , J., clerk, commissariat and transport department

Flathow , C., ( Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Flavian , Archimandrate, Russian Greek Orthodox mission , Peking

Fleischer, II . M. , merchant, agent Messageries Maritimes, and Danish consul , Nagasaki

Fleith , B. , broker and auctioneer, Saigon

Fleming, J. M., surveyor, Royal Engineers

Flemming, L. , ( Siemssen & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Fletcher, J.,(Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) wharfinger, Singapore

Flet her, F. H. , (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore

Fletcher, Miss N., missionary, Yokohama

Fletcher, A. , clerk , marine department, Penang

Fletcher, C. A., Inland Sea pilot, Nagasaki

Fletchır, J. , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Fletcher, J. , (McAlister & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Fleuriot de Langle, A., chancelier, Freni h Consulate, Haiphong

Fleury de Ferry, tide surveyor, French Customs, Haiphong

Fleury, J. J. M., chief clerk, Netherlands Consulate , Penang

Flores, C. , (S. S. Flores) assistant, Manila

Flores , P. , (S. S. Flores) assistant, Manila

Flores, B., ( Vano & Rayes) storekeeper, Cebu

Flores, C. H., (J. F. Scheffer) assistant, Pottinger street

Flores, S. S., silk weaver, Manila

Flores, V. , silk weaver, Manila

Flores, D. , (S S. Flores) assistant, Manila

Flores, V. L., (S. S. Flores) assistant, Manila

Flores, S. , (S. S. Flores ) assistant, Manila

Floresco, F., master of scbool, San José hospital, Manila

Flynn , Jos., sergeant of police

Fobes, A. S., (C. & J. Trading Co. ) agent , Yokohama (absent)

Fock, Ed., (Wieler & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Fock, O., ( B. Telge) clerk, Shanghai

Focke, Dr. J. H , German consul , Shanghai (absent)

Focken , E. W. , pilot, Swatow

Focks, commission agent, Manila

Folger, W. M., lieuteuant commander, U.S. sloop Swatara

Follett, S, G. , engineer, H.B.M. gunvessel Lily

Folliot, teacher , boys' public school , Saigon

Folque, C. A. F. , aide-de-camp to Governor of Macao

Fold, F. , warder, gaol, Singapore

Fonsales , A. (Denis Frères) clerk , Saigon

Fonseca, J. C., ( Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang

Fonseca, J. A. da , ( Strachan & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Fonseca, A. J. da, commission agent, Macao

Fonseca, J. B. , ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Fonseca , A. , Junr. , (Lane , Crawford & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Fonseca, F. V da, ( Evans, Pugh & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai
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Fonseca, F. V. , purser , receiving sbip Wellington , Shanghai

Fontaine, A. M. de, inspector of police, Singapore

Forbes, W. H. , ( W. Forbes) clerk , Tientsin

Forbes, C. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Saigon

Forbes, D. M. , (Forbes, Munn & Co.) merchant, Manila

Forbes , Wm . , merchant and Belgian corsul, Tientsin

Forbes, W. H., (Russell& Co.) merchant, Praya (absent)

Forbes , H. de C. , (Russell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Ford , W. G. , cadet-miashipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Ford , R. A. , Stevedore, Nagasaki

Ford, J. , (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Ford , Theodore T. , puisne judge, Singapore (absent)

Ford, Chas . , superintendent, botanical and afforestation dept.

Ford , C. M. , acting consul, British Consulate, Pakhoi

Ford , T. , ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Fordbam , Rev. J. S. , missionary, Wnsuel , Hankow

Forestier, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Forrest , R. I. , H.B.M. consul, Amoy

Forrest , Wm ., manager, Chartered Bank of India, Queen's road

Forrester, W.,( Forrester, Lavers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Forrontegui, M., ayudante, Naval forces, Manila

Fors, A. , contador, tribunal de cuentas . Manila

Forsaith , G. A , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai

Forster, John, ( J. Forster & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent )

Forsyth , J. R., apothecary, Govt. Medical department, Province Wellesley

Foss, Rev. H. J., missionary, Hiogo

Foss, H. , ( Borneo Co.) manager, Queen's road

Foster , Jos., paymaster, U.S.S. Monocacy

Foster, Miss , missionary, Fouchow

Foster, Rev. A. , minister, st . Jubin's English Church, Hankow

Foster, Jas . , (Mackenzie & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Foster, H., railway engine driver, Yokohama

Foster , F. E. , (P.M.S.S. Co.) general agent for China and Japan , Queen's road

Foster , F. T. P. , ( Birley & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Fougera, J. H. , Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang

Foulhoux, architect in chief of public buildings, Saigon

Foulk , G. C., aid ensign, U.S. Squadron in China and Japan

Fouque, C. A. , proprietor, French Bakery , Shanghai

Fouque, P. , teacher, foreign language School, Tokio

Foures , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Fourès, acting representative of French protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Fournel , J. , ( Schonhard & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Fournell , C. , comandante, Presidio, Manila

Fournier, Le, ensign , French grinboat Lutin

Fournier, H. , storekeeper, D'Aguilar street

Fouse, Geo. , carpenter, U.S.S. Richmond

Fowler, W. , inspector of municipal police, Central station , Shanghai

Fox, Alex ., (Robinson & Co.) assistant , Singapore

Fox, T. A. , harbour master, Penang

Fox, W. R. , (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Fox, W., assistant superintendent, Botanical Gardens, Singapore

Fox, J. H., midshipman , H.M. corvette Curacoa

Fragas, Major, commanding second battalion , Macao

Frahm , I., captain, Mitsu Bishi str . Akitsushima-maru

Frahm , P. , captain , Mitsu Bishi str. Shuninoye-maru

Fraineau, Rev. T. P. , Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
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Framjee, C. , (N. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Francis, J. J., barrister-at-law, Bank Buildings, and commandant H.K. Volunteers

Francis , J. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's roari

Francis, R. , ( R. Francis & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Francisco , I . , ' (W . F. Stevenson ) clerk, Manila

Francisco, R. , manager, Mercantile Press office, Singapore

Francisco, Thos. , (“ Hotel de la Paix ” ) assistant, Singapore

Francisco, Pedro, (J. B. Roxas) clerk , Manila

Franck , P. J. C. , captain , Mitsu Bishi steamer Taiyu-maru

Francke, O., ( Bavier & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Francke , H. , ( Schinne & Francke) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Franco, J. M., Jr. , reporter, Hongkong Telegraph , Wellington street

Franco, surgeon major, Army Medical department, Manila

Franco , J. , treasurer, Ayuntamiento, Manila

Franco, O. , compositor , Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Franco, J. F., member of Municipal Council, Macao

Franco, M. , suplente, Sociedad Seguros Maritimos, Munila

Franco, Dr, L. L. , medical practitioner, Macao

Franco, J. , professor of Medicine, University, Manila

Franco, L. A. , substitate judge, Justice of Peace , Macao

Franco, F. M., ( De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Franco, R. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Francois , Rev. Jean, missionary , Patrew , Siam

Frandon , E. , premier commis., French consulate , Yokohama

Francois, restaurateur, Hanoi

Frandin , J. Hte., chancelier-interprète, French Consulate, Tientsin

Frank, H. , (G. Hieber & Co.) commission agent, Singapore

Frankfort, J. , tidewaiter, Bangkok

Franklin , J. S. , sailmaker, U.S.S. Richmond

Franqueza, A. Diaz, comandante, guardia civil veterana , Manila

Frapaga, J. , Hotel de Madrid, Manila

Fraser, R. G. , sub -lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Fraser, E. D.Home, student, British Legation, Peking

Fraser, D., (OrientalBank) assistant accountant, Hiogo

Fraser, L. J. , (Maclaine, Fraser & Co. ) merchant, Singapore

Fraser, J., proprietor, Singapore and Straits Prin:ing office, Singapore

Fraser, E. J. , Mollison, Fraser & Co. ) merchaut, Yokohama (absent)

Fraser, J. A. , ( Fraser, Farley & Co.) mercliant, Yokohama

Frater, A. , British consul, Kiungchow (absent,

Frazer, John , till broker, Singapore

Frazer, A. , inspector ofpolice , Malacca

Frazer, A. , (Kobe Iron Works) assistant, Hiogo

Frazer, John, medical practitioner, Tientsin

Frazier, S. R. , instructor, Imperial University, Tokio

Freart, L. , assistant, public works departn nt, Manila

Frederick , G. C., lieutenant, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Fredricksen , A. F. , pilot, Newchwang

Freeth , G. J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton

Freitas, T. J. de, (Macao Dispensary) assistant, Macao

French, W. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Taku

Frenci ' , Rev. W. , chaplain , H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

French, E. H. , assistant, British consulate, Bangkok

Fressel , Carl, ( Fressel & Co.) merchant, Manila

Frewin , Henry, pilot , Swatow

Fricart, chief engineer to King of Cambodia, Pnompenh

Fricker, H. W. assistant, Patrew Steam Rice Mill, Bangkok
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Friedrich, R. , (Botica de la Escolta) druggist, Manila

Friedrich , G. , (Brinkmann & Co ) clerk , Singapore

Friedrichsen, Chr. , (Putttarcken, Rheiner & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Friederichs , A. , (Friederichs & Co. ) clerk, Penang

Friend , L. B. , lieutenant, Royal Engineers

Friere, F. , clerk , auditor general's office

Fries, L. von , Maritime Customs assistant, Kiukiang

Fries, S. von, Maritime Customs assistant, Canton

Fright, F. , clerk of works, Survey department , Penang

Frischling, F. , (Whitfield & Dowson) assistant , Yokohama

Frischling, C.J., ( Stewart& Osborne) assistant , Shanghai

Fritsche , Dr. H., director, Russian Observatory , Peking

Fitz , J. , (Mustard & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Frois, B. S. , ( EdwinKoek) clerk, Singapore

Frois, A. , foreman, StraitsTimes office, Singapore

Frois, B. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Frois , F. R. , clerk, audit office, Singapore

Frois, F. R. R. , ( P. J. Joaquim clerk , Singapore

Frost, J. J. , engineer, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Frotier, treasurer, Saigon

Fry, F. W., (Weeks & Fry ) broker, Foochow

Fryer, H., (P. & O.S.N. Co. ) gunner, Pootung, Shanghai

Fryer, John, scientific translation department, Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai

Fuentas, J. , surgeon , army medical department, Manila

Fuente, M.de la, ( Martin , Dyce & Co.) clerk , Manila

Fuentes , J. M. de , assistant, public works department, Manila

Fulford, H. E. , student , British Legation, Peking

Fullam , W. F. , ensign , U.S. sloop Swatara

Fuller, W. R., architect and builder, and storekeeper, Chefoo

Fulton , Rev. A. A., missionary, Canton

Fulton , P. A., (Riley, Hargreaves & Co.) engineer, Singapore

Fünfgeld, E. ( Hubert & Fünfgell) merchant, Saigon

Furber , E. G. , master mariner, Nagasaki

Furber, W. G. , master mariner and United States Vice -consul, Naga-aki

Fusco, M., bandmaster, Bangkok

Fyfe, J. B. , chief engineer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong& Manila

Fyre, J. A. , engineer, (Fenwick, Morrison & Co Wanchai

Fyfe, W. S. , ( Smith , Bell & Co. ) clerk , Iloilo

Fyson, Rev. P. K. , missionary , Niigata

Gabaretta, R. , “ The Relief Fire Brigade," Yokohama

Gabriel, J. , teacher, Government school, Singapore

Gabriel, P., teacher, Government school, Singapore

Gabriel, Rev., Russian missionary, Tokio

Gabriel, J. , (Noronha & Co.) compositor , Zetland street

Gaedert z, P. M. , ( Baer & Subm ) clerk , Manila

Gaedertz, J. H., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila

Gage, H., cadet engineer , U.S.S. Alert

Gaggino, G. , ( Drummond, Gaggino & Co.) shipchandler, Singapore

Gahagan, A. Y. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Gaigneron de Marolles, second deputy, administration of justice, Saigon

Gaillaade, de , clerk, directicn of the interior, Saigon

Gaillande, de, chief commissioner, marine revues, Saigon

Gaillard , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Gaillard , L. hair dresser, Saigon

Galcerran , J. , official, administracion de estancadas, Manila
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Gale, W. A.C., engineer, H.B.M S. Iron Duke

Gale, S. R. , librarian, Shanghai Library , Shanghai

Galembert, M. P. G. de , Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Galetzki, proprietor Hotel Goltzki, Wladiwostock

Galian, M. G. , pawnbroker, Manila

Galiano, A. , (Ramirez & Giraudier) assistant, Manila

Gall, J. , marshal, U.S. consulate, Tien:sin

Gallagher, J. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bisbi steamer Takasago-maru

Gallagher, F., Maritine Customs tide-surveyor, Shanghai

Gallardo, J. , uyudante, inspeccion de montes, Calapan, Philippines

Galles, G. , (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Galles, F. W. , (S. C. Farnbam & Co. ) shipwright, Shanghai

Gallo , G. , Roman Catholic missionary, Wellington street

Galmel, Rev. L. J. , French Catholic Mission, Balek Pula ), Penang

Galpiv , Rev. F., missionary , Ningpo

Galton, W. P. , ( Galton & Co.) public tea inspector, Foochow

Gamas, Octave , sub-inspector police, Singapore

Gamewell, Rev. F. D. , missionary, Peking

Gamir, S. , chief of Estado Mayor, Manila

Ganao, J. W., (P. J, Joaquim ) clerk, Singapore

Gande, J. W., ( Geo. Smith & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Gangjee, M., (Ebrahimbhoy Pubaney) manager, Wellington strest

Gantes, de, ensign , French gunboat Surprise, Haiphong

Garcerie, A., timber merchant, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Garchitorena, J. C. , (Garchitorena & Co. ) carriage builder, Manila

Garchitorena, A. M. , (Garchitorena & Co. ) carriage builder, Manila

Garcia , R., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Manila

Garcia, G., ( A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Manila

Garcia, M. , abagado fiscal, real audiencia, Manila

Garcia, F., ayudante , inspeccion de montes , Calumpit , Luzon

Garcia, M. , inspeccion de montes, Iloilo

Garcia, E., dibujante, botanical department, Manila

Garcia, M., captain of civil guards, Iloilo

Garcia, lieutenant of troops, Quinbon

Garcia, V. , acting penitenciario, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Garcia, J. M., professor of theology, University, Manila

Garcia, E. , interpreter, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila

Garcia y Basa, R. , ayudante, botanical department, Manila

Garcia , A. , assistant, Mint , Manila

Garcia, F. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Garcia, A.J., colonel , commanding Monte fort, Macao

Garcia, V. , (E. M. Barretto & Co.) engineer and machinist, Vavila

Gardes, (Á. Pere) assistant, Saigon

Gardès, conductor, Public Worksdepartment, Saigon

Gardiner, W. A. , ( J. Peña & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Gardiner, Rev. , J. McD ., missionary, Tokio

Gardner, Miss F. H., missionary, Osaka

Gardner, G. , cable foreman, E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s storeship, Singapore

Gardner, T. S., captain, steamer Japan , Hongkong and Calcutta

Garāner, Mrs. F. E. , baker and hotel keeper , Chefoo

Gardner, H. A. , constable, British consulate, Bangkok

Gardthansen , H., (W. Danby) assistant, Queen's road

Garfit, A. S. , ( China Traders' Insurance Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Gargan, J. , Yokohama

Garin, Sor M. , San José hospital, Manila

Garnier, B., consul-general for France, Shanghai
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Garnier,Mgr. V., RomanCatholic bishop, Shanghai

Garrat, Rev. W. E. H., missionary, Tokio

Garrels , H., ( Meyer & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Garrido, M. , official, administraion de estancades, Manila

Garrien , secretary to French protectorate , Pnompenh, Cambodia

Garrigues, Rev. J. , Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Gascoigne, T. , armourer sergeant, Ordnance Store department

Gaskell, W. H. , (Hongkong& Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Gaskell , J. M., (Forbes , Munn & Co.) clerk , Manila

Gasnier, Rt . Rev. Dr. E. , French Catholic bishop, Singapore

Gaspar , Enrique, consul for Spain , Macao

Gasper, W. C., (P. Heinemann & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Gaspar, J. , (J. M. Cazalas & Son) turner, Singapore

Gassier, tavern keeper, Saigon

Gasteloy, B. , chief clerk, Land office, Malacca

Gate, Miss, (Mis . Rose ) milliner, Queen's road

Gatinot , E., (V. Roque) assistant, Saigon

Gauld, W. , M.A., M.D., missionary , Swatow (absent )

Gauld , Wm., sergeant of police

Gauthier, C. (Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris) acting agent, Praya

Gavieres, F. G. , acting magistrate, Manila

Gavieres, A. G. , clerk , supreme court, Mavila

Gavierez , A. G. , clerk , juzgado de guerra, Manila

Gavine , pilot , Saison

Gavinni,tidesurveyor, customs, Haiphong

Gawthorne, J. , chief clerk , court of requests, Penang

Gay, V. , assistant, Governor's office, Iloilo

Gay, A. O. , (Walsh , Hall & Co. ) merchant, Hiogo

Geandey, distributor, Post office, Saigon (absent)

Gearing, J. G. W., (Gearing & Co. ) merchant, vice- consul for Netherlands, Chinkiang

Gebauer, R., interpreter, German consulate, Yokohama

Gebhardt, F. , ( J. W. Müller & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Geddes , A. D. , lieut. -colonel, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Gedge, H. J. , sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Gee, Chas . , clerk, Victoria Gaol

Geehlsen, H. , proprietor, Union Hotel, Bangkok

Geerts, Dr. A. J. C. , board of healtb , Yokohama

Geffeney, C. H. , hair -dresser, Yokohama

Geffroy, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Geiger, H. W., agent P. & 0. S. N. Co. , Singapore

Geiringer, G. , (J. Grassi & Bro .) assistant, Bangkok

Gelston, Captain A. W. H., paymast r, East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Genato, M., (Genato & Co. ) auctioneer, and commission agent, Manila

Genato, Vte. A., (Genato & Co. ) auctioneer and commission agent, Manila

Gendre, Em ., contractor, Saigon

Genevoix , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Genouilhac, assistant treasurer and chief accountant, Colonial Treasury, Saigon

Genouxprachée, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Gentili, Rt. Rev. Dr. Thos . , Roman Catholic missionary , Foochow

Gentle, Alex . U.S. vice -consul, and secretary Singapore Exchange , Singapore

Génu, L. , (Guichard et Fils ) merchant, Manila

Geoghegan, E, J. , (Butterfield & Swire) tea inspector, Yokohama

Georg, E. , (Cohen & Georg) bioker , Queen's road

George, C. P. , cadet midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

George, G. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock ) shipwright, Singapore

George, H., superintendent, Municipal Council, Hiogo
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George, J. C. F. , (Oriental Bank) acting manager, Singapore

George, E. , secretary Chamber of Commerce, and agent Reuter's Telegram Co.

Georges, pilot, Haiphong

Geraid, Rev. J. J. , teacher, college of Pulo Penang

Gerdes, W., (Deetjen & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Gerini, drill instructor, Bangkok

Gerlach, C., M.D. , medical practitioner, Alexandra Terrace

Germain , J. , inspector of nuisances

Germann , A. , (Sulzer & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Germinet, lieutenant, French frigate Thémis

Gervot, C. J. , provicar general, Saigon

Gerona, B. , trader, Iloilo

Geronimo, G. , (Genato & Co. ) assistant, Manila

Gerrard, John, acting Registrar -general, and registrar of marriages , & c .

Gers des Rivière, receiver, registry of lands, Saigon

Gervais, lighthouse-keeper, Haiphong

Gervaise , lieutenant, French cruiser Kersaint

Geslien , H., (Hecht, Lilienthal & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Gesseit , A., broker , Shanghai

Gesseit, F. A. , (A. Gesseit) assistant , Shanghai

Getley, A. , captain, Kiutoan lightship, Shanghai

Geyer, E. , (Behre & Co.) clerk, Cholen, Saigon

Gheer, Miss J. M., missionary, Nagasaki

Gbika, N. D. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Amoy

Giafferi, de, clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Gibarta, Rev. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Bangkok

Gibb, H. B. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) merchant, Pottinger street (absent)

Gibbons, F. K. C. , midshpiman, H.B.M.corvette Cleopatra

Gibbons, L. , ( Linstead & Davis) clerk , Queen's road

Gibbs, J. R., boatswain , H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Gibbs, J. B. , proprietor, “ Snug Saloon ,” Yokohama

Gibson, Jas., (Sandilands, Buttery& Co.) clerk, Penang

Gibson, R. , overman, Keelung Colliery , Keelung

Gibson , Rev. J. C. , M.A., missionary, Swatow (absent)

Gigo, J. G. y , farmaceutico -mayor, army medical department, Manila

Gil, A. M. , ensign , second battalion, Macao

Gil, F. , member of administrative council, Manila

Gil de Uribanı, R. , first secretary , Spanish Legation, Peking

Gilbert, Rev. W.R. , chaplain , İ.B.M. corvette Encounter

Gilbert , J. , (Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Gilby , H. H., (Eastern Extension, A. and C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang

Gildemeister, B. , (Brinkmann & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Gilchrist, Miss Ella, M. D. , missionary , Kiukiang

Giles, H., ( Kelly and Walsh) assistant, Queen's road

Giles, J., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Gilfillan , S. , (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Gill , E. H. , ( Browne & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Gillbee, W., chief storeman, H.M.Naval Yard

Gillett , B., merchant , Yokohama

Gillies, D. , secretary, Hongkong &Whampoa Dock Co. , Praya (absent )

Gillingham, J., commissio s ageni , Hiogo

Gillingham , H. , (J. Gillingham & Co. ) assistant, Hiogo

Gilingham , A. W., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Gilmore, Lieut. F. P., navigator , U.S.S. Monocacy

Gilmour, D. , public silk inspector, Shanghai

Gilmour, Rev. J. , M.A., missionary, Peking
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Ginard , R., civil doctor, and professor, University , Manila

Giner, J. F. , judge , Binondo district, Manila

Ginsburg, M., merchant, Nagasaki

Gipperich, G. , (Crasemann & Hagen ) clerk, Chefoo

Gipperich, E., merchant, Shanghai

Giquel, P. , director, Imperial Arsenal , Foochow (absent)

Girard, chief inspector of police force, Saigon

Girard , U. , ( Cozens & Girand) clerk , Shanghai

Giraud, garde-meuble, French Consulate , Haiphong

Giraudier, L. , ( Ramirez and Giraudier ) assistant, Manila

Giraudier, B. , ( Ramirez & Giraudier) printer, Manila

Gironte, F. , assistant, custom bouse, Manila

Gittins, Thos . , Jr., (John Gittins & Co,) tea inspector , Foochow

Gittins, J. , ( John Gittins & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Giudicelli, T., comptable, French Municipal Council , Shanghai (absent)

Glass, Thos., engineer, Hongkong Fire Insurance Co.'s Engine, Praya Central

Glass , G. , ( Shanghai Medical Hall) assistant, Shanghai

Glass , C. C. N. , (McAlister & Co.) ship broker, Singapore

Glass, D. , acting manager, Associated wharves, Shanghai

Glass, L. R., (Guthrie& Co. ) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Glennie , A. W. , me chant, & public tea inspector, Yokohama

Glidden, G. D. B., lient.-commander, U.S.S. Richmond

Gloria, V. , ( Inchausti & Co.) clerk , Manila

Glotz, S. , ( F. Ullmann ) assistant, Manila

Glover, Alex ., (Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Nagasaki

Glover, T. B., manager, Takasima Colliery and consul for Portugal , Nagasaki

Glover, Geo . B. , commissioner of Customs, Kiukiang

Glover, T. G., (Jardine , Matbeson & Co.) clerk , Queen's road central

Glover, A. B., (Holme, Ringer & Co. ) merchant, Nagasaki

Goble, Rev. J. , missionary, Yokohama

Godaert, R. , assistant, “ Xotel des Colonies,” Shanghai

Godbold, G. A. B. , captain, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Goddard, Rev. J. R. , missionary, Ningpo

Godinez, F. , abogado, hospitalde Sn. Juan de Dios, Manila

Godment, J. , Maritime Custonis tidewaiter, Canton

Godwin , A. A. , Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai

Goette, R , Bangkok

Goetz, A. , (Ed. Schellhass & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Goicoechea y Echavarria, F. , secretary to the Governor-General , Manila

Gois, H. E., principal clerk, comwissariat, Singapore

Goldenbaum , J., ('l'heo. Körnor) assistant, Wladiwostock

Goldenberg, H. , proprietor, City of Hamburg Tavern, Nagasaki

Goldenstädt, c ., agriculturist and navy contractor, Wladiwostock

Goldman , M. , proprietor, British Crown Tavern, Nagasaki

Goldman, S., storekeeper, Nagasaki

Goldsborough, W. E. , United States consul, Amoy

Goldsmith, B., (China Traders ' Insurance Co.) acting agent, Shanghai

Gomard, master mariner, Bangkok

Gomboyeff, N.,postmaster , Russian Legation, Peking

Gomes, J. E., (Chartered Bank) clerk, Queen's road

Gomes, Rev. W. H., missionary, Singapore

Gomes, A. J. A., lieutenant, Portuguese gunboat Tamega

Gowes, A. J. , (H. A. Baumgarten ) clerk, Malacca

Gomes, J. da S. , third engineer, Portuguese gunboat Tamega

Gomes, M. A. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) clerk , Kowloon

Gomes, A. , (A. A. de Mello & Co.) clerk, Macao
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Gomes, A. S. , M.D., medical practitioner, Wyndham street

Gomes, N. J. , ( E. R. Belilios) clerk , Lyndhurst terrace

Gomes, F. A. , ( Brandão & Co. ) merchant, Wellington street

Gomes , J. B., merchant, Macao

Gomes, J. B. , Jr. , (Brandão & Co.) merchant, Wellington street

Gomes, A, J., ( Brandão & Co.) merchant , Wellington street

Gomez, J. B., restaurant keeper,Manila

Gomez, G. U., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) turner, Singapore

Gomez, F. , assistant, Government Office, Iloilo

Gomez, M., surveon major, army medical department, Manila

Gomez, J. A., professor de derecho civil , university , Manila

Gomez, J. , colonial physician , Iloilo

Gomez, P. , (Kobe Iron Works) rigger, Hiogo

Gomez, M., professor of philosophy, University , Manila

Gomez, J. , proprietor, “ Welcome Tavern ,” Queen's road central

Gonsalves, J. M. R., ( I ane, Crawford & Co. assistant, Queen's Road

Gonsalves , F. , (Mercantile Printing Office ) compositor, Shanghai

Gonsalves, J. S., ( Ed . Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Gonsalves, J. , surgeon military hospital, Macao

Gonsalves, D. M., ( Ulysse Pile & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Gonsalves , J. B. adjntant ensign, Police , Macao

Gonsalves, N. P. , clerk , tax office, Macao

Gonsalves, F. M., (Rozario & Co.) clerk , Stanley street

Gonsalves, C J., (Hnngkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Gonsalves , B. F. , (Deacon & Co.) clerk , Canton

Gonzalez, C., medical practitioner,Manila

Gonzalez, A. , captain of cavalry , Iloilo

Gonzalez, Sor V. , San José hospital, Manila

Gonzalez, Sor I., San José hospital, Manila

Gonzalez, F. , clerk, administracion de Estancadas, Manila

Gonzalez, M., assistant treasurer , ayuntamiento, Manila

Gonzalez, R. , ( M. G. Galian) assistant, Manila

Gonzalez , J., surgeon , army medical department, Manila

Gonsalez , A. , trader, Iloilo

Gonsalez , L., photographer, Iloilo

Gonzalez, F. , ( Aldecoa & Co.) clerk, Manila

Gonzalez, Victor, druggist &c . , Cebu

Goodall, Miss E. , missionary, Nagasaki

Goodfellow , W., (Gas Co.) foreman fitter, Shanghai

Goodison, F. S. , (Cornes & Co. ) merchant , Hiogo

Goodrich, Rev. C., missionary, T'ung -chau

Goodrich, A. M., lieutenant, R. Inuiskilling Fusiliers

Goodridge, R. , Maritime Customs examiner, Foochow

Goodwin , Staff Sergt . J. , clerk , Brigade office

Goodwyn, C. S. , Jr., (Gibb, Livingston & Co. ) clerk , Pottinger street

Goolamally Mahomedazum , Mabomedan priest , Shanghai

Goolan Hoosein John Mahomed, merchant, Gage street

Goosmann, J. , ( Melchers & Co.) clerk , Peddar's wharf

Gordes, photographer, Nagasaki

Gordo, A. F. , (Hongkong& Shanglai Bank) clerk , Yokohama

Gordo, G. F., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Yokohama

Gordoff, J. , (Kunst& Albers) clerk , Wladiwostock

Gordon, A. , superintendent Am. Presb. Mission Press, Sbanghai

Gordon , W.L., deputy inspector general, Royal Naval Hospital

Gordon, A. G. , (H. & W. Dock Cn .) foreman moulder, Kowloon

Gordon, Rev. M. L. , M.D., missionary, Kioto, Japan
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Gordon, H. L., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Gordon , Rev. R , M.A. , missionary, Amoy

Gordon, W. G. , (Gordon Bros.) commission agent, Hankow

Gordon , C. W., ( A. L. Rodionoff & Co. ) clerk , Hankow

Gore-Booth, R. H., (Martin , Dyce & Co.) clerk , Manila

Gore-Booth , E. H. , broker, Shanghai

Gorgas, M. C. , cadet midshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

Gorham , C. L. , ( P. M. S. S. Co.) chief clerk, Praya

Gorham, J. F.. maliger, Hiogo Hotel, Hiego

Gorman, H. J. , furniture dealer, Yokohama

Gorostiza, A. de, contador, ayuntamiento, Manila

Gorostiza, A. de, apoderado, hospicio de San José, Manila

Gort y Gigo , J. , professor de farmacia , university, Manila

Gortzh, Nilson, secretary to governor Fildhausen, Wladiwostock

Gosch , H. L. E. , ( Schluter and Strandt) storekeeper , Hakodate

Gott, J. A. , (Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co ) agent, Shanghai

Gottlieb, F. H. , senior magistrate, Penang

Gottlinger, L. , Variety Store, Hiogo

Götz, W., (Moalle & Co. ) assistant, Amoy

Goudareau , G. , wine merchant, Yokohama

Gough, Rev. F. F. , M.A. , missionary, Ningpo

Gouilloud , L. , ( Russell & Co.) silk inspector, Shanghai

Goularte, J. B. , clerk, Procura lor's department, Macao

Goulbourn, W., clerk, Surveyor General's office

Gould , E , B. , assistant, British consulate, Bangkok

Gould, J. , overseer of Hongkew roads, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Gourdin , A. O'D ., ( Chinese Insurance Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Gourg, L. , (V. Bogne) clerk , Saigon

Gourley, J. , ( China Sugar Kefining Co.) assistant , East point

Gournailla , surveyor of telegraphs, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Goussery, J., Roman Catholic missionary, Chinkiang

Gonts, sub-lieutenant, Le Drac, Saigon

Gouvea, Rev. M. L. de, dean of the Cathedral, Macao

Govantes, F. , member of adıninistrative Council, Manila (absent)

Gove , F. , (Wheelock & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Gowan, P. , M.D., playsician to H.M.the King, Bangkok

Gower, E. H. M., civil engineer, Nagasaki

Gowland, T. G., ( Elles &Co.) clerk , Amoy

Gowland, W19 ., FS, chemist and assayer, Mint, Kawasaki, Japan

Govenechea, A. , Vanila

Graça, J. J. da, Portugu se minister to China and Japan, and Gorernor, Macao

Graça, F. M. de , vice president of Municipal Chanber, Praia Grande, Macao

Graça, A , M. de, Macao

Gracias, C. J. , member of Municipal Chamber, Macio

Gracias, C. , clerk , water police station, Macao

Gracias , V. J. , Macao

Graham , Wm ., (W. L. Hunter ) tea inspector, Foochow

Grabam , J. W., (Elles & Co.) clerk , Taiwanfoo

Graham , J. , watchmaker, jeweller, &c , Singapore

Graham , M., chief engineer, steamer Jepan, Hongkong and Calcutt

Graham , Jas., M. L. C. , (Syme & Co. ) merchant, Singapore

Graham , W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi str. Tamuuru -maru, Japan

Graham , G. G., schoolmaster, Bangkok

Gram , 6. C. , Maritime Customs godown keeper, Pwotung, Shin ,hii

Gramberg, (Manacoff) assistant, Wladiwostoek

Granado, J., ( J. B. Roxas) clerk , Manila
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Granados, G. , (J. B. Rosas) clerk , Manila

Grand, Rev. J. P., French missionary, Kauburi, Siam

Grandguillaume, A. (L. Vrard & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Grandpierre, Rev. A. , Roman Catholic missionary , Canton

Granger, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Granier , lieutenant, French frigate Thémis

Granier , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Grant, D. B., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) assist . accountant, Singapore

Grant, D. , chief engineer, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Giant, D. , medical miss onary, Amoy

Grant, W. , pilot, Taku

Grant, Cardross, (Hudson & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Grant , J. C., sergeant of police

Grant, Alex , inissionary, Singapore

Grant, w . , ( New Harbour Dock Co. ) blacksmith, Singapore

Grant, J. , (McAlister & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Grant, P. McGregor, (R. Anderson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Grant, Chas., (Kelly & Walsh) manager, Queen's road

Grant, W., superintendent shipwright, Navii yard, Taku

Grant, J. , ( Duglis Lapraik & Co.) clerk , Praya

Grant, C. Lyall, (Adamson, Bell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Grant, P. V. , ( Boyd & Co.) engineer, Shanghai

Grasset, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Grassi , G. , ( J. Grassi & Brother ) assistant, Bangkok

Grassi , A. , (J. Grassi and brother) builder, contractor, & c., Bangkok

Grassi, J., (J. Grassi and brother ) builder, contractor, & c ., Bangkok

Grassin , assist. commissioner of subsistances, Saigo ,

Gratias , telegraphist, Bentré, Cochin China

( raú, J. , surgeon, civil governor's department, Main

Grau, V., melico del puerto, Manila

Grauert, H. , merchant, Yokohama

Gravenhorst, W. , (B bre & Co.) clerk , Saigon

Graves, A. A., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Graves , Rev. R. H., missionary, Canton

Gray, J. W. , ( Findlay, Richardson & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Gray, A. T. , (Paterson , Simons & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Gray, J. , fitter, Government railway service, Yokohama

Gray , B. C. T. , ( North China Insurance Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Gray, H. P., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, and vice-consul for Gt . Britain and Italy , Iloilo

Gray, R. M. , ( Reiss & Co. ) silk inspector , Praya

Grayston, B. R. , (Hall & Holiz) assistant, Shanghai

Grbsich , M., cunstable, French Covsulate, Bangkok

Greathead, A. , ( .V. C. Herald ) manager , Shanghai

Greaves, A. R. , ( Turner & Co. ) clerk, Hankow

Green , F. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant , Queen's Road

Green , J. , sergeant of police, Hiogo

Green , Geo . , Hiogo

Green, J. H. third officer, steamer Kwangtung, Hongkong and Foochow

Green , J. L., assistant master, High School , Malacca

Green, E. H., P. A. surgeon, U.S.S. Swatara

Green, S. A. H., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) accountant, Shanghai

Green , L. M. , chief engineer, H.M.S. Wivern

Green , J. T. , MaritimeCustoms tidewaiter, Hankow

Green , F. J., (Russell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Green, F. M. lieut. -commander, U.S.S. Palos

Green , C. J. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co. ) storekeeper, Singapore
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Green , Mrs., milliner, Shanghai

Green, Rev. 0. M., missionary, Toko

Greenberg , proprietor, Orienta. Tavern , Nagasaki

Greenfield, W. , second officer, strawer Japan , Hongkong and Calcutta

Greenwood , Rev. M., missionary, Chetoo

Gregoire, pilot, Saigon

Greg -rk, Governor's office, Saigon

Grec rie A., telegraph operator, Manila

Gregory, E. J. , clerk , Registration dept., Penang

Gregory, M. , publisher, Penang Gazette, Penang

Gregory, P. A. , clerk , court of requests, Penang

Gregory, Wm. , British consul, Swatow

Gregory, J. M. fourth engineer , steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Caivutta

Gregory, J. , purser, steamer Japan , Hongkong and Calcutta

Gregory, G. E. , English and French teacher, Gov. telegraph school , Tokio

Greig, ( New Harbour Dork Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Greig, SergeantG., military foreman of vorks, Royal Engineer department

Greig, W. G., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) agent, Hankow (absent)

Greig , R. , (Deacon & Co.) tea inspector, Canton

(fremouin, secretary, Chamber of Coromerce, Saigon

Gremouin, clerk, immigration office, Saigon

Grenard, L., (Pharmacie de l'Union ) assistant, Shanghai

Grenier, Rev. C. A. C. , French Catholic mission , Penang

Greppi, A. , (H. Ahrens & Co.) clerk , Kobe

Greterin, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon

Grey, Major W. R., inspector of prisons, Sivgapore

Grey, T., acting chief inspector of police, Central station

Griffin, Geo. , head master, Free School, Penang

Griffin , J. T., (Cornes & Co. sill inspector, Yokohama

Griffiths, J. H., carpente , I .M.S . Iron Duke

Griffiths, D. K. , aerate u wat r manufactory, Beaconsfield Arcade

Griffiths, Rev. G., missionary, Shanghai

Grigg, G. T. , acting carpenter, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Grigor, J. M. , agent, Hongkong & Shangbai Bank, Hiogo

Grill , L. , purser, steamer Ichang, Hongkong and Cantou

Grimani , E.H., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Grimble, J. R. , Masonic Hall , Zetland street

Grimble, H. , (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya

Grimble, P., chief foreman , Ordnance Store department

Grimm, B. , (Siam Dispensary) chemist , Bangkok

Grimmer, Jas., manager, Temperance Hall, Shanghai

Grindrod , J. H., (Ker & Co.) clerk , Manila

Grobien, F. A. F., (Just & Grobien) bill broker, Shanghai

Grogan, M. E. , ( Shanghai Mercury ) compositor, Shanghai

Gröngröft, H., (Schmidt, Kustermann & Co.) clerk , Penang

Gronner, A., commission agent, Shanghai

Groom , A. H. , (Mourilyan , Heimann & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Groom , F. A. , architect, Shanghai

Groome, R.L. , lieutenant, H. M. sloop Albatross

Groote, Ch . de, Belgian Minister Plenipotentiary, Yokohama

Grosclaude , E., ( E. & U. Grosclaude) watchmaker, Hiogo

Grosclaude, U., (E. & U. Grosclaude) watchmaker, Hankow

Grose, F. , (Hewett & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Grosse, M. , clerk, Surveyor General's office, Singapore

Grösser, F., (Grosser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Grösser, E., (Grosser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

>
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Grossmann, G. A. , (Grossmann & Co.) merchant, d’A uilar street (absent)

Grossmann, C. F., (Grossmann & Co.) merchant, d'Aguilar street

Grosvenor, Hon. T. G. , C. B. , secretary, British Legation, Peking

Grote, M. , (Melcbers & Co.) clerk, Pedidar's wbarf

Groth , A., professor, Medical department, University, Tokio

Groube, F. E. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Albatro88

Grunauer, Louis, (Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Swatow

Grunberg, M. , (Grunberg Bros.) merchant, Singapore (nt seat)

Grunberg , F. , (Grunberg Bros.) merchant, Singapore

Grundy, Rev. J. , missionary , Canton

Grundy, A.,(Holliday,Wise & Co.) clerk , Manila

Grunwald, F. , ( H. C. Morf & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Grupe, E., (J. Zobel) assistant , Manila

Grupe, G. , (J. Zobel ) chemist, Manila

Grupe, H. , (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila

Guarda, E. de la, sub - director de Hacienda, Manila

Gubbay, R. A. , (Gubbay Bros.) merchant, Singapore

Gubbav, Y. A. , (E. D. Sass on & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Gubbay , R. A., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Gubbay, M.S. , (M. S. Gubbay & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Gubbins, G. W., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Gubbins, W. H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Gubbins, J. H. , acting vice-consul , British consulate, Tokio

Guédon , pilot, Saigon

Guedes, F. D. , commission agent

Guedes, J. M., Jr., house and land agent , Wellington street

Guego, F. X :, Bangkok

Guego, Rev. M. , French missionary , Bang-pla- soi , Bangkok

Guéguen , paymaster, French cruiser Champlain

Guenin , Rev. J. , Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Gueri , hotel keeper, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Guenean, F. , teacher, College Pulo Penang

Guérin , proprieter “ Pharmacie Normale ,” Saigon

Guerra, J.A., magistrate, Manila (absent)

Guerra, F., shipchandler, Manila

Guerrer, E. , member of administrative council, Manil .

Guerrero, J. G. , merchant, Manila

Guest, J., ( Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.) foreman mechanic, Tientsin

Guevara , J., oficial, ayuntamiento , Manila

Guevara, F. , (Inchausti & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Guevara, A. L. ( le , surgeon , arıny medical department, Manila .

Gueve, M., (Peele, Hubbell & Co. ) clerk , Calbayog. Philippines

Guibara, G. L., ( S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Gnierry, Mgr. E. F., Roman Catholic vicar apostolic of Chekiang, Ningpo

Guieu , L., assistant, French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Guijarro, J. official, adminis, de estancadas, Manila

Guijarro, J. , pagador, public works department, Manila

Guild , T., warder, gaol, Singapore

Guilland, C. , printer, L'Independant de Saigon , Saigon

Guillemin, Right Rev. P. F. , French missionary, Canton

Guillen , J. A., inspector, intendencia de hacienda, Manila

Guilliod, sub-commissioner, Marine Secretariet, Saigon

Guillot, A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Guillotan, captain, French troops, Hanoi

Guiomar, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon

Guirao, R. , assistant, public works department, Manila
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Guixa, Rev. N. , Roman Catholic missionary , Amoy

Gulick, Miss J. E. , missionary, Hiogo

Gulick , Rev. J. T. , missionary , Hiogo

Gulick , Rev. 0. H. , missionary , Hiogo (absent)

Gultzow , A. , (H. B. Meyer) clerk , Ningpo

Gültzow , A. , (Siemssen & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Gunn, A. J., broker and accountant, Singapore

Gunn, H. W. , ( Boustead & Co.) merchant, Penang

Günther, J. H. C. , Maritime Customs tide-surveyor and barbour master , Chinkiang

Guppy, T. S. , midshipman, H.S.M. corvette Cleopatra

Gusman , S. (Hongkew Hairdressing Saloon ) assistant, Shanghai

Gussmann , Rev. G. A. , missionary , Basil Mission , Nyenhangli

Gutbrod , H. , secretary, German consulate, Hiogo

Guterres, G. J. , ( F. A. Burchardi) clerk , Shanghai

Guterres, R. A., clerk, United Club, Macao

Guterres , N. , ( Hellyer & Co. ) clerk , Hiogo

Guterres, A. P., deputy superintenden ', Mercantile Marine office, West point

Goterres, F. , (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Gutierrez, J. G. , clerk, Surveyor General's office

Gutierrez, S. J. , (J. J. Francis ) clerk , Bank Buildings

Gutierrez , F. M., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Prava

Gutierrez, R. F. , Jr. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya

Gutierrez, A. A. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk , Queen's road

Gutierrez, V. , ilssistant, audit department, Manila

Gutierrez, P. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Gutierrez, M., clerk, Surveyor-general's office

Gutierre ), ... (Russell & Co.) clerk , Praya

Gutiem 1., printer, Wyndham street

G. , 10., (China Fire Ins . Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Gutierrez, J. A. , (Russell& Co.) clerk , Praya

Gutierrez , V. , merchart, Wyndham street

Gutierrez, J., escribiente, botanical department,Manila

Gutteridge , A. B. , engineer, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Gutterres, L. M. , (Mackintosh, Dudgeon & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Gutterres, E. B. , Agra Bank) , clerk , Sanghai

Gutterres, D. M. , (Hongkongand Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Shanghai

Guttierrez, A. M. , lieutenant, National Battalion, Macao

Guzder, F. D. , (Nowrojee & Co.) clerk , Peel street

Guzman , A. de, ( Forbes, Munn & Co.) clerk , Manila

Haalcke, W. , (H. A. Petersen & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Haas, J. , Austro-Hungarian vice-consul, in charge, and acting Consul for Italy, Shanghai

Habana, M. , tra ler, Iloilo

Hadjee, Mahomed , ( Hajee Meerza Mohmedally & Co.) Lyndhurst terrace

Hadley , A. J.,Maritime Customs clerk of works , Marine department, Amoy,

Haenni, C. , (Siber & Brennwald ) clerk , and chan. of Swiss consulate, Yokohama

Haesloop, L., ( Dircks & Co. ) clerk , Swatow

Haffenden, W.B. , (Borneo Co.) assistant wharfinger, Singapore

Haffendon, J., agent Reuter's Telegram Co. , Yokohama

Hagart, H. W., (Hayart & Co. merchant, Hiogo (absent)

Hagedorn , E. , (Stachelin & Stahlknecht) merchant, Singapore

Hagemann , J. , (A. Rreusch ) manager, Iloilo

Hagemann, M. F. , (J. Ph. von Hemert & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Haremever, C. H. , merchant, Wladiwostock

Hagen, C. , (Crasen a in & Hagen) werchant, & vice-consul for Germany, Chefoo

Hagenah, J. , butler, German Legation, Tokio
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Hagens , A. , (Stachelin & Stablknecht ) clerk , Singapore

Haggitt, J. R. , ( Oriental Bank) assistant accountant, Shanghai

Hague, E. P. , (Maitland & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Halin, A., piano tuner, Beaconsfield Arcade

Hahner, F., (Noronha & Sons) compositor, Shanghai

Hail, Rev. J. B. , missionary, Osaka

Hail , Rev. A. D. , missionary , Osaka

Hainard, watchmaker, Saigon

Haines, H. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton

Hains, R. P. , cadet-midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Hake, Th ., ( II . Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Hakimna, . R., (N. Mody & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Halahan, Major H. T. , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Halder , D. , ( Sulzer & Co.) clerk, Manila

Halderman, Gen. J, A. , U.S. consul-general, Bangkok

Hale, A. , apprentice, Government dispensary, Singapore

Hales, A. , lieut.- colonel, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Hales , G. , ( Birley & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Haley , W. J. , master mariner, Bangkok

Hall, R. D. W. , clerk to puisne judge, Penang

Hall , C. B. , ( John Little & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Hall, J. Ward, surgeon dentist, Shanghai

Hall , J., fitter, Railway department, Yokohama

Hall, J., ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Shanghai

Hall, J. W., accountant and agent of Oriental Telegram Co., Yokohama

Hall, H. E., veterinary surgeon, French concession , Shanghai

Hall , C. P. , (Walsh , Hall & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Halloran, F. A., nav .-lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Halmbuber, Rev. A. , missionary, Osaka

Halsey , J. S. , Maritime Customs tide surveyor, (absent)

Hambling, H. W., head master, Hongkong public school

Hamel, P. S. , Netherlands consul general, Bangkok

Hamel, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Hamilton, R , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Chishima-maru

Hamilton, M., (New Harl our Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Hamilton, Major C. J. , East Kent Regiment, Penang

Hamilton, R.,( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) coppersmith, Singapore

Hamlyn , J. G. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai

Hammaren, J. H., light keeper, lightship, Newchwang

Hammett, H. , chief engineer. P. & 0. steamer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Hammond, H., lightkeeper , Turnabout lighthouse, Amoy

Hammond , w ., chief gunner's mate, Naval department, Tokio

Hamon , surgeon , French troops, Hanoi

Hamon , telegraphist, Gocong, Cochin China

Hamond -Grame, D., lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Hampshire, F. K. , M.B., colonial surgeon , Penang

Hampton, Miss , missionary, Hakodate

Hams, Miss T. C. , ( F. C. Brown & Co.) assistant, Amoy

Hams, Mrs .. (F.C. Brown & Co. ) milliner, Amoy

Hance, T. A. W. , Maritime Customs assistant , Hankow

Hance, H. F. , British Vice-consul, Whampoa

Hancock, L. G. S. , sub -lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Foxhound

Hancock , S. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Hancock , S., ( E. E. , A. & C. Telegraph Co.) engineer, store ship, Singapore

Hancock, W. , Maritime Customs assistant, Tamsui

Hancock, A. , bill and bullion broker (absent)
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Hancock, S. , bill and bullion broker

Handl, H. , (B. Telgé) clerk , Shanghai

Handley , third engineer, steamer kwangtung, Coast

Hanoley, E. F. , second engineer, steamer Hailoong, Hongkong and Formosa

Hanisch, S. J. , Maritime Customs clerk , Wênchow

Hanlon, J. M. , head master, Victoria Boys' School , Hollywood road

Hannah, J. B. , shipwright, Government Works, Hiogo

Hannen , C. , commissioner of Customs, (ausent)

Hannen, Major G. G. , commanding Royal Artillery, Singapore (absent)

Hannen, N.J., acting chief justice, H.B.M. Supreme Court, Shanghai

Hansen, G. , (Kunst & Albers) assi-tant, Wladiwostock

Hansen , J. , (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk , Shangbai

Hansen, C., matron, lock hospital, Singapore

Hansen, Wm . , acting sergeant of police

Hansen, G. , (A. Cordes & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Hansen , T.J.G. , manager, “ Colonial Press," Singapore

Hansen , Ad . , (H. Sietas & Co.) storekeeper, Chefoo

Hansen , A. , stevedore, Hiogo

Hansen , H. A. , (H. Sietas & Co. ) assistant , Chefoo

Hansen , F. J., proprietor, “ Commercial Press," Singapore

Hansen, T., master mariner, Bangkok

Hansen, H. A. D. , master mariner, Bangkok

Hansom , W., carpenter, H.M.S. Wivern

Happer, Mi-s Mary R. , mi-sionary, Canton

Happer, Miss A. C. , missionars, Canton
Happer, A. P. , acting assist. Chinese secretary, Inspectorate General of Customs, Peking

Happer, Rev. A. P. , D.D., missionary, Canton

Harcourt, J. d' , chief of studies, infantry school, Manila

Harding , J. R., assistant engineer, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Harding, J. W. , ( Turnbull, Howie & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Harding, H. , Yokohama aérated water manufactory, Yokohama

Harding, C. G., steward in charge, P. & 0. steamer Malacca, Hongkong and Japan

Hardoon, S. A., (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk , Tientsin

Hardouin, first commis., French consulate, Shanghui

Hare, C., deputy assist , commissary general

Hare, C. W , captain ,R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Harford, A. E. , sub lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr

Hargreaves , Rev. G., missionary, Canton

Harkness, T. G. , (Boyd & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Harling, G. , ( Ex. Si hellbass & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Harling , W. G. , Maritime Customsassistant examiner, Shanghai

Harlow , L. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Tokio -maru, Japan

Harley, J., (More & Simund ) assist: nt , Praya

Harm , H., ( Justus Lembke & Co.) clerk , Club Chambers

Harman, Geo ., auctioneer and commision agent, Foochow

Harinan, A. , gunner, U.S.S. Swatara

Harman , C.D., (P M.S.S. Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Harman, G. E. H. , P. A. surgeon, U.S. corvette Alert

Harman, T. , warder, gaol , Penang

Harmand, A. , (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk, Yokola na

Harold , J., chief engineer, steamerKakia ), Canton river

Harp, J. , lightkeeper, Chipel Island lightbouse, Amoy

Harper, A. S., (Chartered Bank of India ) clerk , Manila

Harper, W., pilot, Nagasaki and Kobe

Harrington,D., warder, gaul, Singapore

Harris, H.T. B. , paym as er,U.S.S. Swatara
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Harris , H. O. , chief officer, steamer Kwangtung, Coast

Harris , M. H. R. , (Mourilyan , Heimann & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Harris, J. , (Kobe Tron works) assistant, Hiogo

Harris , T., ( P. & 0. S. N. Co.) gunner, Shangbai

Harris, Wilmer, cercbant, Shanghai

Har:is, W., shipwright and blacksmith, Swatow

Harris, Rev. M. C., missionary, Tokio

Harrison, Geo . , assistant for man, Ordnance Store , Singapore

Harrison , Major H. D., East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Harrison, T. F. , paym :ster, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Harrison, Wm ., ( Tillson, Hermann & Co.) clerk , Manila

Harrison , G. L. , pilot, Singapore

Harrison, G. , ( Harrison & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai

Harrocks, T. W., Maritime Customs tidewailer, Swatow

Hart , J, W., engineer- in -chiet, Water Works Company, Shanghai

Hart, Robert , C. B. , inspector- general, Maritime Customs, Peking

Hart, G. M., assistant, Municipal Council offices, Shanghai

Hart, J. H., commissioner of Customs, Shanghai

Hart, Rev. V.C., missionary, Kiukiang

Hartigan, W. McK . , medical practitioner, St. John's Place

Harto ., C. F. , (Gilman & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Harton , W.,Jr., (Gilman & Co. ) merchant, Foochow

Hartwell, Miss M. E. , inis ,ionary, Bangkok

Hartwell, Rev. Charles , missionary, Foochow

Hartwig, F. von , shipchandler, Singapore

Hartzler, Rev. J.,missionary, Tokio

Harvey, W. A. , (Borneo Company) clerk, Singapore

Harwood, F. J., nav .-lieutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel Swift

Haselwood, A. 11. C. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) accountant, Yokohama

Hasenclever, kapitan -lieut., H.I.German M.S. Hertha

Haskel, H. B. , (Takasima Colliery ) shipping clerk , Nagasaki

Hassell, J. G. T., ( Birley & Co.) merchant, Queen's road

Hasson , W. T. C. , cadet engineer, U.S.S. Monocacy

Hassumbhoy, A. , ( Jairazbhoy Peerbhoy) manager, Shanghai

Hastings, R. J. , Maritime Customs as - istan: examiner, Anping, Foricosa.

Haswell, E. W. , captain , Mitsu Bishi steamer Hiroshima -maru, Tokio

Haswell, C. H. , Jud., (0. & O.S.S. Co.) ayeni, Queen's road

Hatch, John J. , (Hatch & Co.) merchant, and Portuguese consul, Tientsin

Hatchard, C., carpenter, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Hatherly,W., ( P.& O.S.N. Co. ) assistant piermaster, West point

Hatton, E., Jr. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Hauenstein , G. , pilot, Amov

Haughton, J., (J. J. dos Remedios & Co. ) clerk , Gough street

Haughton, W. A. , professor, Imperial University, Tokio

Haughton, F. , Maritime Customs tiduwaiter, Wênchow

Hauschild , L., (Dock Co.) bookkeeper, Praya Central, and secretary, H’kong Hotel Co.

Hausser, P. F. , assistant, H.B.M. Consulate, Taiwantoo

Havard, lieutenant, French frivate Thémis

Haven, Miss A., missionary, Peking

Hawes, A. G. S., lieutenart, Naval department, Tokio

Hawes, J. E. , (Eastern Extension, A.& C. Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Saigon

Hawes, J. A., ( Evans, Pugh & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Hawke, Jas . A., surgeon , U.S.S. Monocacy

Hawke, Hon. S. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Hawkins, H. J. , ( Delacamp, Macgregor & Co. ) merchant, Hiogo

Ilawkshaw , C. B., (W. McKerrı w & Co. ) clerk , Singapore
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Hay, G. , commander, Mitsu Bishi steaner Seirio-maru

Hay, Jas . , (Chartered Bank of India ) sub -accountant, Queen's road

Hay, Drummond, ( Wheelock & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Hay, G. , (Bangkok Saw Mill ) superintendent, Bangkok

Hay , C. W., (Boyd & Co.) engineer and shipwright, Shanghai

Hayden, G. W , lightkeeper, Shaighai

Haygarth , F. H., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Hayllar, T. C. , Q.C. , barrister at -law , Queen's Pad

Hayward, W. , ( Hall & Holtz ) assistant, Shuugbai

Hayward, E. , supdt. of police and marine department , Malacca

Hayward, Geo ., warden , Victoria Gaoi

Hazañas, B. , professor de notoriado, University, Manila

Haze'and , J., (Butterfield & Swire ) cl-rk , Queen's road

Hazeland, F. A. , clerk to Judges, Supreme Court

Head , R. L. , ( C'larke, Head & Co.) merchant, Chefoo

lieard , W. , ( Riley, Hargreaves & Co.) foreman , Singapore

Heard, R. , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Hearn, R. H. , ( A. Dent & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Heather , H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Anping, Formosa

Heaton, W. H. , P. A. engin er, U.S.S. Richmond

Heaysman , D. S. , (Hongkong Hotel) assistant, Queen's road

Heck, C., second engineer steamer Rajunattiunuhar, Bangkok and Hongkong

Heck, J. J. K. , (Kobe Iron Work» ) assistant, Hiogo

Heckmann , A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Hector, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Hedding, G., ( Kaltenbac', Fischer & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Hedge, T. B. , (Hedge & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Hedley, H. R. S., co manding Royal Engineer, Singapore

Hedomir, clerk , irection of the interior, Saigon

Hee, C. T. , M .!!., physician to the Siamese Army , Bangkok

Heemskerk , J.J. B., (P. Maclean & Co.) merchant & consul for Netherlands, Shanghai

Heermann, C. , (C. J. Gaurp & Co. ) watchmaker, Queen's road

Hegrat, F. J. Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Heick, J. , (Cordes & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Heim , J., ( Katz Brothers) assistant, Singapore

Heimann , Chas. A. , (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Heims, marine pfarrer, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Heinemann, Paul, merchant, Yokohama

Hein -Hansen, V., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) electrician , Queen's road

Heinrich, Dr., surgeon, H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Heinrich XXVI., Prinz Reuss , lieutenant, German gunboat Iltis

Heinszen , N. , (C. Heinszen & Co. ) inerchant, Manila (absent)

Heinszen , C. , (C. Heinszen & Co. ) merchant, Manila (absent)

Heintzmann, unter-lient., H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Heitmann, T. , assistant , telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Heitor, A. , architect, Public Works department, Macao

Helland , G. J., (Gt. Northern Tele. Co.) general agent for China and Japan, Shanghai

Hellyer, W. L. , (Hellyer & Co. ) clerk, Hiogo

Hellyer, T. W., (Hellyer & Co.) merchant, Nagasaki

Hellyer, F. , ( Hellyer & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Helm , A. , teacher, Foreign Language School, Tokio

Helm , J., (Cliff Dairy) manager, Yokohama

Hemert, J. P. von , merchant, Yokohama

Hemming, G. C. , second officer, P. & 0. steamer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Hempel, assistant engineer, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Henderson, P. , (Oriental Bank) assistant accountant, Singapore
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Henderson , W. , (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Henderson , R. L., assistant master, Free school, Penang

Henderson, F. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya

Henderson , J. , (Boustead & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Henderson, W. A., medical practitioner , Ninypo

Henderson, Jas. , merchant, l'ientsin

Henderson, Ed., M.D., medical practitioner, & municipal officer of health, Shanghai

Henderson, G. , clerk, Shanghai Associated Wharves, Shanghai

Henderson, D.M. , C.E., chief engineer, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Hendorff, J. A., boarding officer,marine departınent, Malacca

Hendricks, F. A. , (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Hendricks, A. , clerk , magistracy , Malacca

Hendricks, A. W., clerk, post office, Penang

Hendricks, J. W., assistant superintendent of education, Bangkok

Hendricks, L. L., (“ Colonial Press " ) compositor, Singapore

Hendriks, N. T., clerk , Bangkok

Hendriks, R. , interpreter, German consulate, Bangkok

Hendriks, D. J. , (È . Koek ) clerk, Singapore

Hendriks, G., ( Paterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Hendry, J. C. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C.Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Henk , von, kapitain -lieut., H.S. German M.S. Stosch

Henley, L. W. , assistant, British Consulate, Amoy

Hennequin, L., (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Hennessy, H. E. Sir John Pope, K.C.M.G., Governor

Hennessy, Geo. , sergeant of police

Hennings, L. A., master mariner, Bangkok

Henningsen , J., (Great Northern Telegraph Co. ) superintendent, Amoy

Henriques, W. H., ( Cobb & Co. ) carriage builder, Yokohama

Henry, A. , Maritime Customs assistant and inedical officer , Shanghai

Henry, M. , agent, Messageries Maritimes, and consul for B :azil, Manila

Henry, a ministrator of native affairs, Saigon

Henry, (père) conductor, Public Works department, Saigon

Henry, ( fils) conductor, public works d purtment, Saigon

Henry, Rev. B. C. , missionary, Canton

Hens, J. Ph., (G.van P. Petel & Co.) merch ., consul for Belgium , and Netherl’ds, Manila

Henson, J. , (Blakiston, Marr & Co. ) merchant, H kudate

Hepburn, S. D., Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co., store department, Yokohama

Hepburn , J. C. , M.D., missionary, Yokoliama ( ib -ent)

Hepper, F. H. , (Macleod & Co. ) merchant, Cebu

Herald de Brésis, d ', sub -lieutenant, French troops, Hanoi

He rand, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Heras, Sor S. L. , San José hospital, Manila

Heras, R. , (Martin , Dyce & Co.) clerk, Manila

Heras, M., ( E. M. Barretto & Co.) clerk, Manila

Heras, R. T., clerk, Chartered Bank of India, & c ., Manila

Heras, D. de las,presidente, tribunal de cuentas , Manila

Herb, F., (Lamache & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Herbert, H. A. , (Oriental Bank) assistant accountant, Yokohama

Herbing, kapitain -lieut., H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Herbst , E. , (Heuermann, Herbst & Co.) storekeeper, &c . , Queen's road

Here, A. J., Tokio

Heriot, F. M., ( W. F. Stevenson) clerk, Manila

Hérissez, conductor , public works department, Saigon

Herman, A. R., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Singapore

Hermoso, R. L. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Hernaez, J. , trader, Iloi.o
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Hernandez, M., assistant, public works department, Manila

Hernandez, A., assistant, department of forests, Zausbobon, Philippines

Herndon, C. J. , surgeon , U.S.S. Palos

Herranez, M. , comisario, adıninis, de ejercito, Manila

Herrera, F. , “ Esl blecimiento de Tejido," Manila

Herrera, T. , “ Eslablecimiento de Tejido," Manila

Herrero, A. S. , ayudante, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Herring, R. D. , acting sergeant, British Legation Escort, Peking

Herring, T., (James & Wilson) dairyman, Yokohama

Herrmann, C. , captain, steamer Amoy, Hongkong and Shanghai

Herrmann, Ed. , ( Tillson, Hermann & Co.) clerk , Manila

Herron , H., ( Robinson & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Herton, E., (Herion, & Co.) commission merchant, Hoibow and Pakhoi

Hertz, H., (Hvile, Hertz & Co.) merebant, Shanghai

Hervé, pilot, Haiphong

Hervel, Rev. D. , Roman Catholic missionary, Swatow

Hervey, W.G.E., chief lerk, Colonial Secretary's Office, Singapore

Hervey, D. F. A. , magistrate, Malacca

Herwig , I., (Rautenberg , Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Hesse, J., ( J. Smith & Co.) assistant, Chefro

Hetherington, T. , (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Foochow

Heuckendorff, J. J., ( F. A. Schultze & Co.) storekeeper, and marine surveyor, N'chwang

Heuermann, C. , second officer, steamer Yungtsze, Hongkong and Shanghai

Henermann, F. W., (Henermann, Herbst & Co.) storekeeper, &c . , Queen's road

Hewat, H., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) cl rk, Shanghai

Hewetson , C. , professor of music , Banghok

Hewetson, H. W., secretary to municipality, Singapore

Hewett, E. A. , ( P. & 0. S. N. Co. ) clerk , Shangbai

Hewett , P., snb -lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Moorhen

Hewett, W.,(Lane, Crawford & Co.) storeke per, Shanghai

Hewitt, G., (Maclaine, Fraser & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Hewlett, A.R. , H.B.M. consul , Canton

Hext, G., first officer, revenue steamer Ling-feng , Chefoo

Hey, E. , broker, Shanghai

Heyde, Th. von der, ( Sander & Co. ) assistant (absent)

Heyde, 0. von der, (Schriever & Co.) merchant, Haiphong and Hanoi

Heyde, E. von der, ( C. Rhode & Co.) merchant, and acting Consul for Porn , Yokohama

Heyden, Dr. W. van der, meilical practitioner, and supdt. general hospital, Hiogo

Heymann, J., ( Baer Senior & Co.) merchant, and Russian vice-cursul,Manila

Hibbert,H. T. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Hickey , T. C. , staff surgeon, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Hickey , J. , gunner, H.B.M. sloop" Albatross

Hickey, P. S. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Hicks , G. W. , pilot, Taku

Hicks , F. G. , marine surveyor, and commander Ex Regent's yacht Apollo, Bangkok

Hickson, E., paymaster, H.B.M. shop Pegasus

Hidalgo, F. , printer, Manila

Hidalgo, A. , consul for Portugal, Manila

Hieras, H. , ( Sulzer & Co.) clerk, Manila

Higgin, J. L. B , timber merchant, Iloilo

Higgins, W. J. , Bangkok

Hight, T. F. , chie engineer, H.B.M. sloop Daring

Hilado, C. , trailer, Iloilo

Hildesley, W. , missionary, Chefoo

Hill , E.C. , superintendent of education , and acting police magistrate, Penang

Hill, J. , ( M. B. M. S. S. Co.) engineer, Yokohama
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Hill , T. H. , manager, Pulo Obin , Singapore

Hill , Robt.H., (Bradley & Co.) mercbant, Swatow

Hill, J. C. , pilot, Taku

Hill , Rev. D. , missionary, Hankow (absent)

Hillier, E. G. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Hillier, H. M., act , assist . andit secretary , Maritime Customs, Peking

Hillier W. C., assistant Chinese secretary , British Legation, Peking (absent)

Hiltermann , I. , ( Brinkmann & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Hiltermann, T., (Briukmann & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Hinds, Rv. J , missionary, Tientsin

Hinnekindt , E. , (E. & H. Hinnekindt) clerk , Singapore

Hinnekindt, H., Junr., ( E. & H. Hinnekindt) clerk, Singapore

Hinnekindt, H . , (E . & H. Hinnekindt) merchant, & consul for Belgium , Singapore

Hippisley , A. E., Maritime Customs, acting commissioner, Wênchow

Hirsbrunner, J., merchant & commission agent , Shanghai

Hirsbrunner, J. , (Hirsbrunner & Co.) watchmaker, Shanghai

Hirst , C. J. , (Hesse & Co. ) merchant, Peddar's wharf

Hirst , staff sergt . J. , compounder, army medical department

Hirth , F. , first assistant, Maritime Customs (absent)

Hitch, F. D., (Russell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent )

Hizzel, F. , (Mathieu & Co.) merchant, and consular agent for Italy, Penang

Hoar, Miss A., missionary, Tokio

Hoar, J. H. , pilot, Ningpo

Hoare, Rev. J. C. , M.A. , missionary, Ningpo

Hobson , H, E. , commissioner of Customs (absent)

Hobson, R. M., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Hochreuter, A., captain , steamer Bangkok, Bangkok

Hockaday, J. , cable splicer, E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s steamer Agnes, Singapore

Hocquard, P., missionary, Singapore

Hoctham , E. J., principal engineer , 1 ailway service , Kobe

Hodges, B. W. , ensign , U.S. sloop Alert

Hodges , G. , usher, British Court, Yokohama

Hodges, s . C. , (Drummond, Gaggino & Co.) shipchan ller, Singapore

Hodgkinson, Geo., lieutenant, H.B M. corvette Comus

Hodgson, John G., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) agent, Amoy (absent)

Hodsoll, R. , ( Eastern Exteusion, A. & C. T -legraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Hoeninghans, H. , Niigata

Hoesli, C., (Lucrsinger & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Hoff, M. L , master mariner, Bai.gk k

Hoffer von Ilofferfeldt, Chevalier,minister for Austria -Hungary, Peking and Tokio

Hofmann, K , A , master, steamer Prinz Heinrich , Bangkok and Singapore

Hog, R., captain , Mitsu Bishi str. Tokai-maru, Tokio

Hogan, H. C., ( J. M. Cazalas & Son ) manager, Singapore

Hogan, F. J. , cadet- engineer, U.S.S. Richmond

Hogan, J. C. , district survevor, Surveyor -General's office , Singapore

Hogg, E. C. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Hogge, E. , clief inspector of police, Pening

Höhnke, F. H., (F. Blackhead & Co.) assi- tant, Praya

Hoijer, S. H., chief clerk , Netherlands Consulate, Singapore

Holbrook, Miss, missiovary, Tokio

Holcombe, C., ch rgé d'atta res, U.S. Legation , Peking

Holden, J. C. , ( Tanjong Pagar Wharf Co ) im k eper,Singap re

Hole , J. W. , assistant engineer, H.B.M. gin -vessel Swift

Holemberg, S., (Riley , Hargreaves & Co.) tirner, Singapore

Holhaun, Rev L. J., French Catholic mission, Singapore

Holland, Rev. J., curate of St. Andrew's Catedral, Singapore
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Hollander, J. H. , marshal, U.S. Consulate , Foochow

Holliday , c. w. , (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya

Holliday, C. J., (Holliday, Wise & C ..) merchant, Shanghai

Hollins, H. H. , assistant, Maritime Customs (absent)

Hollis , M. , Q. M. Sergt . M. , clerk , Royal Engineer d partment

Hollmann, commander, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Holloway, H. , chief clerk , police department, Singapore

Holloway, H. C. , agricultural de partment, Okaru, Yesso , Japan

Holm , A. , (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Holmberg, B. H. , boarding officer, Chinese immigration office, Singapore

Holmberg, P. J. , forest ranger, Land office, Malacca

Holme, Lieut. B. F. , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Holme, R. , agent for Jardine, Matheson & Co., Nagasaki

Holmes, G. N. , (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Holmes, F. H. , mast r, U.S. corvette Alert

Holmes, E. R. , (Mitsu Bisbi S.S. Co.) agent, Hako late

Holmes, G. , ship broker, Norman Cottage

Holmes, H. J. , ( Stephens & Holmes ) solicitor, Club Chambers

Holmyard, E., inspector of police , Province Wel esley

Holst, A. , ( Arnhold , Karberg & Co.) clerk , Praya

Holstics , O., assistant , Shanghai Dispensary, Shanghai

Holt, P. E. , ( Little & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Holt , Rev. W. S. , missionary, Shanghai (absent)

Holwill, E. T., Maritime Customs assistant (absent)

Holz, J. C. A. , Maritime Customs idewaiter, Shanghai

Honey, G. A. K. , (Smith, Bell & Co. ) merchant, and acting British Consul , Manila

Hont, Rev. A. d ' , Freuch missionary, Bangkok

Hood, W., in charge P. & 0. coal depôt, Yokohama

Hooglandt, L. D. M. A. , (Hooglandt & Co.) merchant, and Consul for Russia, Singapore

Hooper, W. E., (A. L. Johnston & Co.) clerk , S ngapore

Hooper, W., (Medical Hall) proprietor, Nagasaki

Hooper, W., assistant steward , H.B.M. Naval Hospital, Yokohama

Hooper, C. F., ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Hope, L. A. , D.A.C.G., in charge of barracks and transport, Singapore

Hopkins, G , T. , captain , steamer Rajanattianuhar, Bangkok and Hongkong

Hopkins,, C. H. , nav -lieutenant , H.M. corvi tt . Curacoa

Hopkins, G. G., (Lewis & Hopkins) freight and coal broker, Shanghai

Hopkins, Mrs. W. , butcher and cattle dealer, Shanghai

Hopper, Rev. E. C. , missi nary, Iliogo

Hoppius, H., (Siemssen & Co.) merchant, Queen's ral

Hops, A., capitan , guardia civil veterana, Manila

Horck, Dr. A. H. von der, M.D. , medical practitioner, Wyndham street

Hore, Thos., chief usher, Supreine ( 'ourt, Shanghai

Hergen , A., (Eastern Extension, A & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Hormusjee, Pestonjoe, commis -ion agent, Singapore

Horn , R. R. , Government railway service, inspector of locomotives, Tukio

Horne, R. W., in pector of police, Malacca

Horne, T. W., ( Bradley & Co.) godown -keeper, Swatow

Horrowits, proprietor, Army and Navy Inn , Nagasaki

Horsley, L. , Prince of Wales Inn , Hingo

Horspool, G., acting depnty suprintendent of police, Central station

Hort, H. , (Hughes & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Horton , W., inspector of brothels, Wanchai

Horwood , C., overseer of works, Surveyor General's office

Hosey, J. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C. T -legraph Co.) operator, Penang

Hosie, A. , British Consular agent, Chung king
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Hosie, Rt . Rev. G. F. , bishop of Labuan and Sarawak, Singapore

Hoskings, R. , fitter, Government railway service, Yokohama

Hoskyn, R. F. , lieutenant and commander, H.B.M. slop Flying Fish

Hoskyn, R. F., merchant, Iloilo

Hoskyn, H. O , ( Smith , Bell & Co.) clerk, Gubat, Philippines

Hotchkin, F. S , master, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Houda yer, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Hough, R., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Houghton , R. W., dispenser, Royal Naval Hospital

Houstin , accountant, municipal council, Saigon

Houston, Rev. M. H. , D.D., missionary, Hangchow

Houston, E. J. , lieut.-commander, U.S.S. Richmond

Houston, P. , manager, Rochore Saw Mill , Singapore

How , A. J. , broker, Shanghai

Howard, Miss L. A. , M.D. , medical missionary, Tientsin

Howard, J. J. , (Russell & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Howard, E. , ( P. M. S. S. Co.) supdt. of coal yard, Yokohama

Howard, w. c . , chief tidesurveyor, Shanghai

Howarth , Cap ain W.C., East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Howat, H. R., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) turner, Singapore

Howe, Miss Gertrude, missionary, Kiukiang

Howe, Miss Delia , missionary, Kiukiang

Howe, H. A. , Jr., Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) clerk , Tokio

Howell , H. , assist . paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Fochound

Howell , J., inspector, river police, Shanghai

Howes, A., (Boyd & Co.) assistant , Shanghai

Howes, J., inspector of nuisances, & c.,Municipal Council,Shanghai

Howie, W. , ( Turnbull, Howie & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Howie, Robt., (Deacon & Co.) silk inspector, Canton

Howroyd, J. E., clerk of works, Surveyor-General's office

Hoyland, J. P., captain , steamer Spark, Macao and Canton

Hoynek van Papendrecht, J. , ( Guthrie & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Huas, assistant surgeon, French cruiser Champlain

Hubbard, J., lieutenant, U.S , sloop Swatara

Hubbard, I. C., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Toyoshima -maru , Tokio

Hübbe, P. G. , ( Siemssen & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Huber, W., ( Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Sing 'pore

Hubenet, H., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Sumida -maru, Tokio

Huber, A. , commissioner of Customs, Swatow

Huber, H., (Kaltenbach , Fischer & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Hubert, J., (Hubert & Fünfgeld ) merchant, Saigon (absent)

Hubrig, Rev. F. , missionary, Canton

Huc, interpreter of Annamese, direction of the interior, Saigon

Huchting. F. , ( Rodewald & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Hudson , Miss R. J. , missionary, Tokio

Hudson , J. , (Hudson & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama ( absent)

Hudson, J. S. , (Hudson & Co.) merchant, Ningpo (absent)

Huey , B.E.,superintendent, Sailors' Hoice, Shanghai

Hughes, Miss K. , missionary, Nganking

Fughes, Lieut. J., East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Hughes, L. M. , assistant engineer, Wa'er Works Co. , Shanghai

Hughes, J., (Wm . Danby) assistant, Queen's road

Hughes, P. J. , H.B.M. consul, Shanghai

Hughes, H. , missionary, Hiogo

Hughes, Geo. , commissioner of Customs, Chefoo

Hughes, T. F. , deputy commissioner of Maritime Customs (absent)
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Hughes, E. J. , (Hughes & Legge) clerk , Queen's road

Hughes, S. , ( Reiss& Co.) tea inspector, Praya

Hughes, J. C., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Hughes, R., (Hughes& Co.) merchant, and chairman Chamber of Commerce, Hiogo

Hughes, W. Kerfoot, broker, Queen's road

Hühn, G. R., (W. L. Hunter) ter inspector, Foochow

Hullett, R. W., principal, Raffles' Institution, Singapore

Hülse, W., (Dircks& Co.) merchant, & consulfor Denmark & Sweden, S’tow & F'mosa

Humbert , F. , professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Humblot, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Humby, J. , proprietor, “ London Inn , " Queen's roar central

Hume, A., assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Moorhen

Hummel, G. L. , ( P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Humphreys, I. G. , midshipman,H.M.corvette Curacoa

Humphreys, J. D., proprietor, Hongkong Dispensary, Queen's road

Humphreys, W. G. , commission agent, Bank Buildings

Hungerford, R., brigade surgeon, army medical department, in charge hospital Meeanee

Hunker, J. J. , lieutenant, U.S.S. Richmond

Hunt, A. M. , cadet-engineer U.S.S. Richmond

Hunt, -, China Inland Mission , Fancheng

Hlint, E. , (Hunt & Co.) clerk, liogo

Hunt, J. , (Mollison, Fraser &Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Hunt, J, H., Maritime Customs clerk, Newchwang

Hunt, H. J., (Hunt & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Hunter, J., third engineer, steamer Dal?, Hongkong and Bangkok

Hinter, W. T., chief officer, steamer Namoa, Coast

Hunter, Rev. S.A. , M.D. , missionary, Tsinanfoo

Hunter, W. L., merchant, Foochow

Tunter, R., planter,Takéo, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Hunter, R. P., (Jardine Mitheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Hunter, E. H., (Hunter & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Hunter, J. , medical missionary, Newchwang

Hunter, A. C., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Hinter-Blair, W.C. , R. A. , Singapore

Huntington, II . A., MaritimeCustoms assistant, Shanghai

Huo , C., (C. & J. Favre -Brandt) assistant , Yokohama

Turley, R. C., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Hurlimann, G.,(Reiss & Co.) clerk

Hurst, R. W., assistant, British consulate, and acting registrar of shipping, Shanghai

Huisband , J. N. , (Forbes, Munu & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Hutchinson, F., lieutenant, H.B.M. sioop Pegasus

Hutchinson , W. L., M.D., physician, Bangkok ( absent)

Hutchison, J. L. , first officer, ste imer Diamante, Hongkong and Manila

Hutchison, W. D., acting fourth master, Central school

Tutchison, J. D. , merchant, Queen's road

Hutchison, J. D. , ( Strachan & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Huteau, S. A. , ( Banque de l'Indo Chine) cashier, Saigon

Huttenbach, A. , (Katz Bros.) storekeeper, Singapore ( absen )

Huttenbach, L. , (Katz Bros. ) storekeeper, Singapore

Hutton, W., (John Little & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Hyde, captain, steamer Ban Yong Seng, Bangk k and Singapore

Hyde, W. W., (Hyde, Hertz & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Hykes, Rev, J. R., missionary, Kiukiang

Hyndman, H., Jr., (Fenwick & Morrison) clerk , Manila

Hyndman, E. , ( China Sugar Refinery Co. ) assistant, East point

Hyndman, José, judge's clerk , Macao
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Hyndman, H. , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Hyndman, F. , professor of English, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Hynes, Wm ., audit clerk , H.M. Naval Yard

Hyderally Ebrahim , (A. M. Essabbhoy) manager, Yokobama

Ibanez, J., ayudante mayor, naval arsenal, Manila

Ibañez, P. B. , ( Viuda de Loyzaga & Co.) assistant , Manila

Ibañez , F. B. , ( Viuda de Loyzaga & Co.) assistant, Manila

Ibarburn , G. de, master of works , ayuniamiento, Manila

Ibarra, A., sub-intendente, military administration, Manila

Ibarra, M. , civil Governor's department, Manila

Ibsen, A. , (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) clork , Shanghai

Iburg, C., ( Iveson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Ibury, J. C. H. , music teacher and piano tuner, Shanghai

Icaza, I. de , member of administrative council, Manila

Ifland , A. , Maritime Customs assistant tidesurveyor, Canton

Iglesias, Sor V. , San José hospital, Manila

Ignatieff, J. P., ( P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) clerk , Hankow

Ignatio, T., ( Thos. Ignatio & Co.) anctioneer and barber, Shanghai

Igonel , clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Ilbert, A., ( Ilbert & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Illescas, L M. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Illies , C., (C. Illies & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Imbault- Huart, C. , student interpreter, French Legation, Peking

Imbert, paymaster, French cruiser Kersaint

Imbert, discount office, Saigon

Imbrie, Rev. W., missionary, Tokio

Impey, G. , foreman mechanic, Government railway service , Yokohama

Inatieff, ( Tschuren & Co. ) storekeeper , Wladiwostock

Inch, P., fleet engineer, U.S. squadrou

Inchausti , R. C., (Inchausti & Co.) clerk, Manila

Inchausti, J.J. de, ( Inchausti & Co. ) merchant, & director Banco Español Filipino, Manila

Inchausticta , E. , captain of steamer Cabanbanan, Iloilo

Inchbald, C. C., (Comptoir d'Escompte) sub -accountant, Shanghai

Ingenohl, unter -lieut. H.I. German M.Ś. Hertha

Ingham , Chas., military clerk , Ordnance office, Singapore

Inglis , J. , consulting engineer, Prava central

Inglis, R,, chief enginzer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Wakanoura-maru

Inglis, Jas., second engineer, steamer Ningpo,Hongkong and Shanghai

Inglis, R. (Jardine , Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Inglis, W. F. , ( China Sugar Refinery) assistant, Swatow

Iuglis, G. , chief engineer, P. & 0. steamer Malacca, Hongkong and Japan

Inkpen, Qr.Mr. Sergt . R. , foreman of works , Royal Engineer's department

Innes, T. , ( Innes & Keyscr) merchant, Iloilo

Innes, R. , (Oriental Bank) accountant, Queen's road and as-istant agent , Foochow

Innocent, J. W. , Maritime Customs assistant, Wuhu

Innocent, Rev. J., missionary, Tientsin

Inverarity , A. J. M. , (Chartered Bank ) a 'countant, Foochow

Inween , Miss E , missionary, Ningpo

Irens , F., (Criseminn & Hagen ) clerk, Chefoo

Irminger, Lieut. F. , (Gt . Northern Telegriph Co.) assistant, Wladiwosti ck

Irujillo, J. R. , secon.I secretary, Naval department, Manila

Irving, J. J. Bell , (Jardine, Mathe - on & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Irving, Hon . C. J. , C.M.G., resident councillor of Maltoca

Irving , J. Bell, (Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Irwin , Dr. Andrew, medical practitioner, Tientsin
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Irwine , Rev. E. C. , incumbeat of Christ Church, Yokohama

Isaac , G. , (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Isaac, F. W. , lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Isaacs, R. , (R. Isaacs & Brother) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Isaacs, Israel, ( R. Isaacs & Brother) merchant, Yokohama

Isaacson, J. F., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang

Isemonger, E. E.,magistrate, Province Wellesley

Isidore, H., bill collector , Saigon

Ismael, S. A., (Hongkong Hotel) assistant , Queen's road

Ismer, C. , (H. Muller & Co.) assistant , Shanghai

Iturralde, J. , secretary, Naval Arsenal , Manila

Ivanoff, D. , ('Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co. ) cierk, Tientsin

Iversen , F.W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Kumamoto -maru

Iveson , Egbert , ( Iveson & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Iwanoff,J., (C. H. Hagemeyer) assistant, Wladiwostock

Iwersen, H., merchant and consul for Germany and acting con sul for Belgium , Nagasaki

Jacinto , M., (Guichard et Fils ) clerk , Manila

Jacinto , J. , (Malcampo & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Jack, W. , Nagasaki

Jäckel, lieutenant, German gunboat Iltis

Jackson , J. A., mis -ionary, Ningpo (absent)

Jackson, F. , ( Sayle & Co.) a - sistant, Singapore

Jackson , A. K. , (J. G Smith & Co.) clerk, Qu'en's road

Jackson, J., captain of tug -boat Sanspareil, Bangkok

Jackson, D. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank)clerk, Shanghai

Jackson , O. , chief engineer , steamer Spaik, Macao and Canton

Jackson, Thos., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) chief manager, Queen's road

Jacob , A. H , (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Jacobsen, sub -lieutenant , German gunboat Wolf

Jacot, E., Yokohama

Jacquemain, clerk , Governor's office, Saigon

Jacques, J., first-class clerk , Maritime Customs, Foochow

Jaffray, A., “ Golden Gate ” livery stable, Yokohama

Jaime, J. , procurador, Seminario Consiliar de Jaro , Iloilo

Jahrling, Valerio, naval storekeeper, Cebu

Jalandoni , M. , trader, Iloilo

Jalon, J. M., assistant, Custom house, Iloilo

Jamasjee, J. , cotton and yarn broker, Hollywood road

Jambii, A. clerk , Police Court, Perang

Jambu, R. S. , ( A. L. Johnston & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Jame, G. , notary public, Saigon

James, lieutenant, Siamese steamer Coronation, Bangkok

James, T. H. , navigating lieutenant, Naval College, Tokio

James, F. S., ( Fraser, Failey & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

James, H. G. , (Geo. R. Stevens & Co.) merchant, Queen's road central

Jameson,J., (V. Roque) superintending engineer, Saigon

Jamet -1, M., student interpreter, French Legation , Peking

Jamie , R., ( Singapore Dispensary ) druggist, Singapore

Jamieson, G. , British Consul , Kiukiany

Jamieson, C. , Maritime Customis commissioner, HoiHow

Jamieson , R. Alex . , M.D., consulting physician to Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Jamieson, W. B., broker, Shanghai

Jamieson, W. , ( Mitsu Bisbi S.S. Co.) agent , Nagasaki

Jamsetjee, F. , ( D. Now.oee) assistant, Qu'en's road

Jamsetjee, P. , broker, Peel street
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Janin , R. , assistant , public works department, Manila

Janns , H. , ( Carlowitz & Co.) clerk , Praya

Jansen, A. E., apprentice, Survey departinent, Malacca

Jansen , P., ( L. H. Woods) clerk , Malacca

Jansen , J. E. , (A. Steinmetz) clerk , Shanghai

Jansen , M. , (E.Meyer & Co. ) clerk, Tientsin

Jansen, D. C., proprietor nd manager, Astor House hotel, Shanghai

Janson, Dr. J. L., huslandry department, Tokio

Jantzen , C. , (Melchers & Co.) merchant and acting Belgian consul, Shanghai

Jantzu , J. , (Grosser & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Jarck , H., proprietor, “ Oriental Hotel ” Bangkok

Jardine, W., (Riley , Hargreaves & Co.) foreman, Singapore

Jarmain, J. J., superintendent of cemetery, Yokohama

Jarrett, Lieut. H. St. D. , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Jarvies, M. , ( Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.) winder, Tientsin

Jaubert, ensign, French cruiser Champlain

Jauries, Rev. Mothar, French Catholic Mission, Peking

Javega, V. professor of pharmacy, University, Manila

Javier yRodriguez, P. , (Roxas, Reyes & Co.) merchant, Manila

Javier, J., ( Tillson, Herrmann & Co.) clerk, Manila

Jeanniret, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon

Jeanrenaud, C., commission agent, Shanghai

Jebsen, H., ( Schmidt, Kustermann & Co.) clerk, Penang

Jeewakhan, commission agent , Canton

Jeffrey, T., (Suyle & Co. ) assistant , Shanghai

Jeffries, H. U., (Elles & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Jencks, Dewitt C. , M.D. , missionary, Hiogo

Jerkins, H. C , paymaster, H.M. sloop Flijing Fish

Jenkins, Rev. H. , missionary, Shaoshing, Ningpo

Jenkins, M. A., interpreter, United States Consulate, Hankow

Jennings, Rev. W., colonial chaplain

Jennings, T. C. , Maritime Customs tide-surveyor and harbour master, Chefoo

Jensen , C. , (Gt . Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk, Gutzlaff, Shanghai

Jerdein , F. , (Jerdein & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Jerdein, M.s . , merchantand commission agent, Chinkiang

Jeremiah , N. , (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Jeremiah, E. , ( Boustead & Co.) clerk , Penang

Jeremiah, J. E. V. , sub- postmaster, Bukit Tamboon, Penang

Jeremiah , R. P. , bailiff, court of requests, Pening

Jeremiassen , C. C. , n . issionary, Hainan

Jerome, H. A. , (O. & 0. S. S. Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Jerrer, M. , clerk , tribunal de cuentas , Manila

Jesena, D. , trader, Iloilo

Jessen , J., captain, steam tug Cape Clear,Bangkok

Jesus, C. de, teacher, Assumption school , Bangkok

Jesus, E. de, inspeccion de montes , Gazan, Philippines

Jesus, M.de, lieutenant, police force, Macao

Jesus , J. M. de, Bangkok

Jesus, F. V.de , ( F. M. de Jesus & Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Jesus, J. V. de, professor " Escola Commercial,” Macao

Jesus , C. de, ( Turner & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Jesus, F. M. de , (F. de Jesus & Co. ) storekeeper, Bangkok

Jesus, A. F. de, clerk, Foreign Office, Bangkok

Jesus, J. V. de , (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Co.) clerk, Kowloon

Jesus, J. J. de, (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company) clerk , Aberdeen

Jesus, J. M. de, ( Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company) clerk , Cosmop . D. ok
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Jeyssier, mechanic, Compagnie pour le decorticage du riz , Saigon

Jezewski, J. von , Maritime Customs, assistant tiesurveyor, Foochow

Jimeno , J. , conta lor, adminis colecciones y labores, Manila

Jiminez, A. , commandant of cavalry , Bahia, Philippines

Jiminez, “ Agencia Maritima," Murallon, Manila

Jiminez, I. G.,ayuvante, inspeccion de montes , Manila

Joakim , J. , (Gilfillan , Wood & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Joaquim , J. P. , ( P. J. Joaquim ) clerk, Singapore

Joaquim , P. J., barrister at law , Singapore

Jo boke, A. , ( Bavier & Co. ) clerk, Yokobama

Joergens, J. , (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Johannes, S. P., (E. D. Sassoon & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Johansen, C. H. , M.D. , physician , Tamsui

John, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph's college , China road

Jolin , M. H., pilot, Singapore

John, Rev. G., missionary, Hankow

Johns, A. J., assistantengineer, H.B.M. gun -vessel Fly

Jobpsford, W. , ( S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Johnsford, A., tax collector, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Johnson, W. C. B. , lientenant, H.B.M. gun-Vessel Lily

Johnson, J. R. D. , engineer, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Johnson, chief engineer, H. M's yacht Vesatri, Banykok

Johnson, A. , ( S. C. Farnbam & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Johnson, C. , captain, Mitsu Bishi stiau.er Atago-maru

Johnson, J. J. , proprietor Globe Tavern, Nagasaki

Jobnson, O. , acting consul, British Consulate, Pakhoi

Johnson, J. , chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Johnson, A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, A moy

Johnson, F. , pilot, Foochow

Johnson, w. G. , proprietor, Hiogo News, Hiogo

Johnson, A. B., ( Sharp, Toller& Johnson ) solicitor, Supreme Court house

Johnson, Hon. F. B. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, Queen's road

Johnston, Miss, manag r Baxter Girls' school

Johnston, G. R , Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) accountant, Shanghai ( absent)

Johnston, A., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Sehuston, J. C., Maritime Customs assistant, Pakhoi

Jolinston , H. A. , ( Turnbull, Howie & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Johuston, Sir Wm. , Bart. , (Oriental Bank ) accountant, Shanghai

Johnston, W., (Martin , Dyce & Co.) clerk, Manila

Johnston, Jas, M.D., medical practitioner, Shanghai

Johnston, Jas., (Bord & Co.) engineer and shipwright, Shanghai

Johnston, W.C., ( Johnston & Co.) merchant,Amoy

Johnstone, J. J. , M.B.M.S.S. Co. , store department, Yokohama

Johnstone, C. , (Mitsu Bishi M. S. S. Co. ) bargekeeper, Hakodate

Jobnstone, S. J. , Maritime Customs first officer (unattached )

Johnstone, R. , (Findlay, Richardson & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Joly , H. B. , student, British Legation , Peking

Jonas, F. M., Osaka

Jones, W. , ( Engineering and Mining Co.) overman , Tientsin

Jones, s. C., (Eastern Extension, A.& C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Jones, Peter, sergeant of police

Jones, F. S., (Smith , Bell & Co, ) clerk, Cebu

Jones, J. , head turnkey, Victoria Gaol

Jones, C. H. P., lieutenant, H.M.S. Iron Duke

Jones, J. G. , commander, H.B.M S. Victor Emanuel

Jones, A. C., consul for United States, Nagasaki
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Jones, A. E. , local postmaster, Sbanghai

Jones, Jas., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Jones, T. F., (Hedge & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Jones, Rev. A. G. , missionary, Tsing Chow -foo, Chefoo

Jones, D. , (Union Insurance Society) acting secre'ary

Jones, J. C. D. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) electrician, Singapore

Jones, E. B. , (Mitsu Bishi S.S. Co.) clerk , Tokio

Jones, M. , clerk, Supreme Court, Shanghai

Jones, J. H., constable, British consulate , Whampoa

Jones, C. H. , assistantpaymaster, H.B.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel

Jooma, Esmail, (Khamisa Jooma) agent, Welling'on street

Jordan, M., assistant, Sanitary department, Municipal Counc 1 , Shanghai

Jordan , J. , chet officer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok

Jordan, P. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Queen's road

Jordan , J. N. , assistant, British Consulate, Canton

Jordana y Morera, M. , inspector of frests, Manila

Jordana y Morera, R., inspector general de montes, Manila

Joret, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Jorge, C. , student interpreter, procurador's department, Macao

Jorge, A. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Queen's road

Jorge, E. A. , (Remedios & Co.) clerk , Praya

Jorge, H., (Comptoir d’Escompte) clerk, Shanghai

Jorge, P. , ( Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Jorge, F. , (Russell & Co.) clerk , Prava

Jörgensen, E. J. F. , master mariver, Bangkok

Jörgensen, J. , pilot, Newchwang

Jörgensen, A. , pilot, Newcawang

Jorgensen, H. P.C. , Maritime Customs wateher, Can'on

Joribio, F., comisario, military department, Manila

Jornales, F. , restaur int “ De San Vicente,” Manila

Jory, J. J., sub - lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Mosquito

Joseplı, H. H., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) chief clerk, Shanghai

Joseph, S. S. , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Joseph, H. J. Å ., (Hongkong and Shanghai Baok) clerk , Singapore

Joseph, I. , ( Abraham , Ezra & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Joseph, F. H., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk , Praya

Joseph , C. , (Bangkok Saw Mill) assistant , Bangkok

Joseph, E., Manasseh, Aaron & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Josephs , T. , (J. M. Lyon & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Jouannet, sub-commissioner of fonds, Marine department, Saigon

Joubert, A. J. , director, Taberd School, Saigon

Jouett , Lieut. L. P., U.S. sloop Monocacy

Jouffroy d'Abbans, Comte Louis, acting French consul, Singapore

Jourdain, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Jourdan, C. H., lawyer, Saig in

Jourdan, Rev. N. , Roman Catholic missionary, Chefoo

Jourdan, P. , assistant, Messageries Maritimes coal depôt, Yokohama

Journet -Chabanit, Mmc. E. , proprietor, Hotel de l'Europe , Saigon

Jouslain , J. , consul for France, Yokohama

Jouve, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Jouvet, A. , Jr. , ( A, Jouvet) clerk , Saigon

Jouvet , A. , commission agent and public accountant, Saigon

Joré , s. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Joyce , H., quartermaster , commissariat and transport department

Jozé, L. S. , ( Viuda de Loyzaga & Co.) assistant , Manila

Juan, A. San , assistant , Mint, Manila
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Juan, V. San , (Genato & Co.) clerk , Manila

Jubin E. , ( Jubin & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Jubin , C., (Jubin & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Juchler, G., (Mathieu & Co.) clerk, Penang

Jucker, A.,(Malherbe, Jullien & Co.) merchant & consnl for Italy, Bangkok

Judah , A. N. , ( E. R. Belilios) clerk , Lyndhurst terrace

Judah , J. S. , ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya Central

Judah, R. S. , (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Jüdell, L., ( Herton & Co.) clerk , Hhow

Judd, W., (Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Penang

Judson, Rev. J. H., missionary, Hangchow

Juéry, H. , (Messageries Maritimes) clerk , Yokohama

Jugo, Sor F. , San José hospital, Manila

Julian, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph's College, Caine road

Jullien, St. Cyr, (Malherbe, Jullien & Co.) merchant, Bangkok (absent)

Jung, Rev. s ., secretary , French mission, Bangkok

Junor, Rev. K. F. , missionary, Tamsui

Junquitta, M. G. , fiscal, Tribunal de Cuintas, Manila

Jurgens, H., broker and auctioneer, Shanghai

Jürgensen, H. , (Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk , Singaporu

Jürgensen , J. , pilot, Shanghai

Just, J. , commission agent, Hoihow

Just, H. Z. , (Just & Grobien) bill and bullion broker, Albany road

Juster, John, proprietor, " Liverpool Arms” tavern , Queen's road central

Justice , Rev , Mère, superioress, Orpharage, Osaka

Juvelius, Chs., (M. Federoff) assistant, Wladiwostock

Kaderdina, Abdulla, (Hajee Hamed Hajee Essack ) clerk, Gage street

Kahler, W. F. , Maritime Customs tide waiter , Ichang

Kabn, S.C. , ( Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) clerk , Shargai

Kahn, C. , (Reiss & Co. ) merchant, Praya

Kalb , Moritz , ( Reiss & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Kall , von , commandant, H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Kammerer, Rev. P. , missionary, Basil Mission , Khichung

Karanjia, B. P. , merchant, Canion

Karberg, C , P., (Arnhold , Karberg & Co.) clerk, Praya

Karl, E., assistant protector of Chinese, Penang

Kasch, R. , (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Praya

Katrak, M. H., (S. R. Futtakia ) manager, Canton

Kaufmann, M., (Simon, Evers & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Kauppe, S. , nurse, General hospit J, Yokobama

Kavarana, B. F. , merchant, Canton

Keast , John ., engineer , H.M.S. Iron Duke

Keating , J., (T. N. Driscoll) assistant , Queen's road

Keeble, W. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Keeble , G. , Mari: ine Customs tidewaiter, Newchwang

Keekabhoy, N. , (Khamisa Joona) assis ant, Wellington street

Kehrberg, P. von, assistant, Inspectorate of Customs, Peking

Keiser, J., (C. J. Gaupp & Co. ) watchmaker, Queen's road

Keller, F., (Sieber-Waser) clerk , Shanghai

Keller, E. A., ( Lutz & Co.) merchant, and consul for Switzerland, Manila

Keller, Jno . , assistant, Sailors' Home, West point

Kellett, L.H., M.B. , surgeon, H.B.M. gunboat Moorhen

Kellogy , Miss, missio ary, Osaka

Kelly, K. S. , (R. S. Raphael) clerk , Shanghai

Kelly , E. S. , (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Chefoo
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Kelly, M. S , ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co. ) clerk , Wuhu

Kelsie, Miss A. de M. H., M.D. , missionary, Tungchowfoo, Shantung

Kempa, G., ( J. H. Langelütje ) clerk , Wladiwosrock

Kemp, J. , warder, gaol, Singapore

Kemp, R. W., boilermaker, Naval Yard

Kemp, W. F., ( J. Grassi & Brother) assistant, Bangkok

Kempermann, P. , consul for Germany, Manila

Kempff, L., commander, U.S. Alert

Kennedy, F. W. , jailer, United States consulate, Shanghai

Kennedy , J. Y. , (Martin, Dyce & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Kennedy, J., (Horse Repository) proprietor, Garden road

Kennelly, F. , (ShanghaiMercury office) accountant, Shanghai

Kenney, E. H., (Jardine, Maheson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Kenny, W.J. , student interpretar, British Legation, Tokio

Kert, mariner, Bangkok

Kepfer, Rev. W., missionary, Kiukiang

Kergaradec, Count de , French cousul, Hanoi

Kerlero du Crano, commander, gunboat Sagaie, Saigon

Kerr, J. A. , Maritime Customs assistanı, Amoy

Kerr, T. s. , medical practitioner, Singapore

Kerr, W. , tidewaiter, Customs, Bangkok

Kerr, T., (China Sugar Refining Co. ) engineer, Wanchai

Kerr, C. D., (Fearon, Low & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Kerr, W. G. , Bangkok

Kerr, J. G. , M.D., secretary, Medical Missionary Society , Canton

Kerr, Capt. J. M., paymaster, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Kershaw, T. H., barrister-at-law , Penang

Keslar , G. W. , printer, Post office, Singapore

Keswick, J.J. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) mercbant,Shanghai (absent)

Keswick, Ilon. W. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, Queen's road (absent )

Ketteler, Baron von , student interpreter, German. Legation, Peking

Keun , C. H. , ( John Little & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Keun, R. M., proprietor, Eastern Dispensary, Singapore

Keun, N. A. , P. & 0 . S. N. Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Keun , C. F. , (Oriental Bank ) clerk, Singapore

Keymeulen , J. , Maritime Customs, clerk, Canton

Keyser, A. , (Innes & Keyser) merchant, Iloilo

Khamisa, A. M., dealer in millinery, &c . , Peel street

Khamisa, N. M., dealer in millinery, & , Peel street

Khimjee, E. ( E. Pubaney) clerk , Lyndhurst terrace

Khimjee, B. , ( E. Pubaney ) clerk ,L yndhurst terrace

Kidd, Miss, missionary, Gweiyang

Kidder, Miss A. H., misionary , Tokio

Kiddle, C. D. W. , clerk to secretary, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Kierulff, H. , ( P. Kierulff) assistant, Peking

Kierulff, P., commission agent and storekeeper, Peking

Kilby , E. F. , ( Hudson & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Kilgour, J. , commander, Mitsu Bishi steamer Shinagawa -maru

Killeen, C. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy

Killner, Dr. O., auricultural chemist, Imperial College, Tokio

Kindblad, A. W., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow

Kinder, C. W., (Colliery, Engineering and Mining Co. ) resident engineer, Tientsin

King, H., ( Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon

King, M., e unner, H.B.M. gun -vessel Swift

King, G. W., (Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Foochow

King, J. , chief clerk, Land office, Singapore
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King, C. A., cadet engineer, U.S.S. Monocacy

King, W. R. , assistant engineer, U.S.S. Swatara

King, Rev. A., missionary, Tientsin

King, G. J. W. , clerk , police department

King, C. H., (Brand , Bros. &Co.) clerk, Sbaughai

Kiny, Geo . , missionary, Hanchung

King, A , manager Ishikawa Dock and Engine works, Yokohama

Kingdon, N. P., (Kinglon , Schwabe & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Kingsell , F. , printer, Yokohama

Kingsley, T. H. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Kingsmill, Thomas W. , civil engineer and architect, Shanghai

Kip, Rev. L. W., missionary , Amoy (absent)

Kirby, C. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Kirby, A. , (Kobe Iron Works) proprietor, Hioyo

Kirby, E. C. , (E. C. Kirby & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Kirby, R., (E. C. Kirby & Co.) proprietor , Iron Works, Hiogo

Kirchhoff, H. J. H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

Kirchhoff, E., (Rüssel & Co.) storekeeper, Pnompenh, Canibodia

Kirchhoff, H. , ( Vogel & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Kirchmann, L., proprietor,“ Land we live in ” tavern, Queen's road

Kirchner, A. , (Kirchner & Böger) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Kirkby, Miss M., missionary, Shanghai

Kirkbam , J. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer, Yoshino -maru

Kirkland, Miss Helen, missionary, Hangchow

Kirkpatrick, M. C. , (Oriental Bank ) assistant accountant, Singapore

Kirkwood, T. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) engineer in harbour

Kirkwood J. , engineer, Chinese government service, Chefoo

Kirkwood, M., barrister-at-law, Yokohama

Kiseleff, J. , ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) clerk , Tientsin

Kitts, Rev. J. T. , missionary, Ching -chan -foo, Cheloo

Kittsteiner, unter -lieut., H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Klampermeyer, F. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Klassen , J. H., ( Cameron, Dunlop & Co) clerk , Singapore

Klausa, commander, German gunboat Iltis

Kleinwächter, G. H. J. , Maritime Customs assistant, Takao

Kleinwächter, F. , commissioner of Customs, Ningpo

Kleinwort, G. , ( Langgard, Kleinwort & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Kleinwort, O , A., ( Langgard, Kleinwort & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Kliene, A., Maritime Customs tide-surveyor and harbour-master, Ningpo

Klinck , C., engineer, Santa Mesa rope factory, Manila

Klincksieck , sub -lieutenant, German gunboat Iltis

Klitzke , Mrs. P., missionary, Berlin Foundling hospital, High street

Klöpfer, E. , ( Klöpfer & Co.) merchant, Manila

Klopp, H., merchant, Bangkok

Klünder,-R., (Rautenberg , Schmidt & Co. ) merchant and German Consul , Penang

Klyne, A. H., bailiff, Court of Requests, Singapore

Klyne, G. W., clerk, Chinese sub Post office, Singapore

Klyne, F. C. , clerk, Registrati n department, Malacca

Klyne , J. R. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Kpäpel, F. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Amoy

Kniffler, H., (De San & Co.) merchant, Nagasaki

Kniffer, F.T. H., Shirokani, Tokio

Knight, A. , chief clerk, Auditor general's office, Singapore

Knight, Lieut. H.R. , East Kent Regiment, Penang

Knight, W., lightkeeper, ligbtship, Taku

Knight, W. , butcher, Chefoo
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Knobbe, M. , (Arnhold, Karberg & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Knoblauch, F., merchant, Yokohama

Knobloch , A. von , vice consil, German consulate , Hiogo

Knoepfler, J. L. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Knoop, J., ( J.Zobel) assistant , Iloilo

Knowles, J. S., (S. Ć . Farnham & Co.) a - sistant, Shangbai

Knox, H., (H. Blow & Co.) assistant , Tientsin

Knox, Rev. G.W., missionary , Tokio

Koch , H. , ( H. Koch & Co. ) merchant , Niigata

Koch, F., (Russell & Co. ) clerk, Canton

Kock, M.,usher, German consulate, Shanghai

Kock, ( E. Klöpfer & Co. ) clerk, Manila

Koek , E. , solicitor, Singapore

Koek , H. A. , ( Edwin Koek ) clerk , Singapore

Köeniger, R., medical practitioner, Manila

Koeppe, C., ( Illies & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Koffer, Th., proprietor, Medical Hall, Queen's road

Kofod , J. , in charge hulk Sultan, Kiukiang

Kofod , F. A., Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

Kofoed , P.J., master mariner, Bangkok

Koger, W., (G. Hieber& Co. assistant , Singapore

Kolejko, A. , teacher, foreign language school, Tokio

Kolling, W., secretary, Gernian consulate, Shanghai

Kolvig, F., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Nagasaki (absent)

König, W., G. Steinbach ) clerk,Wladiwos.ock

Konitz, A., Drummond, Gaggino & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Koosnetzoff, W. M. , ( Piatkoff, Molchanott & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Kooznetsoff, A. N. , ( Tokmakoff, Shevelett & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Kopp, C. O. , (C. Gerard & Co.) shipchandler, &c . , Amoy

Kopsch, H., commissioner ofMaritime Customs, Pakhoi

Körner, Theo ., merchant , Wladiwostock ( absent)

Körner F. ( Schmidt & Co.) clerk, shanghai

Korschelt, 0. , professor, Medical College, and aralyist to geological survey, Tokio

Kostileff, B., student interpreter, Russian Legation, Tokio

Kotwall, D. R., ( Sorabjee, Mancherjee & Co.) clerk

Koyander, A. , secretary of Russian Legation, Peking (absent)

Kraal, H. E., bailiff, Sheriff's department, Singapore

Kranl , J., (J. G. Smith & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Kraal, W. E. B. , inspector of police, Singapore

Kraal, P. C. , (Elles & Co. ) clerk, Amoy

Kraal , S. A., (Dobie & Co.) clerk , Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Kratzeff, J. J., assistant , telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Kragh, Lt. C. H., (Gt . Northern Telegraph Co.) agent , Foochow

Kramer, J. , ( Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) silk -inspector, Canton

Krapfeubaner, A. , (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila

Kraul , W. H. , second berthing officer, Harbour Master's Department, Shanghai

Kranse, unter - lieut . , H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Krauss , A. A. , (Mackintosh, Dudgeon & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Krauss , A., ( Carlowitz & Co. ) merchant , Shanghai

Krebs , F. , director M.B.M.S.S. Co., Tokio

Krecker, Rev. F. , M.D., missionary, Tokio

Kreneki, R. von , German vice - consul in charge, Shanghai

Krentz , V. , (Moller & Meisner) clerk , Bangkok

Krey, W., Maritime Customs assistant, Swatow

Krieger, V., (Friederichs & Co.) clerk , and Danish consul , Singapore

Krieger, V. , ( Friderichs & Co.) merchant, Penang
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Krien , F. , interpret 'r , German Le.ation , Tokio

Kries, von , kapitain -lieut., H.I. German M. S. Hertha

Krohn, Wilhelm ( Brinkman & Co ) clerk , Singapore

Krohn, C., captain, steam - tug Sin Taiwan, Takao

Krohn, Werner, ( Schönfeld & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Krug, A., watchmaker, Amoy

Krüger, A. , (La Casa da Berlin ) assistant, Manila

Kruse, A. L. B., master mariner, Bangkok

Krüss, A. , ( Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Krüss, E. , (Simon , Evers & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Küchler, L. W. , acting interpreter, British Court, Yokohama

Kudus, H., (DeMello & Kudus) broker, Penang

Kuegler, Dr., surgeon H.I. German .s. Stosch

Kugelmann , G., farrier, Singapore

Kuhhardt, E. H. M., stor keeper, Hiogo

Kuhlmann, H. , (Kruse & Co. ) tobacconist, & c . , Queen's road

Kuhlmann , J. , assistant, telegraph oflice , Wladiwostock

Kühnell, M. , chemist, Manila

Kültzau , G , (Wieler & Co. ) clerk , Prava

Kunst, G. , ( Kunst & Albers) merchant, Wladiwostock

Kurrumsey, M., (Jairezl hoy Peerbhoy) clerk , Wellington street

Kurtzbalss, A., (A. Markwald & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Kuster, J. , proprietor Askolt gold mine, Wladiwostock

Kyshe, J. W. N., deputy registrar, Supreme court, Penang

Labedan , J. B. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Laberdure, M. , medical practitioner, Iloilo

Labhart, J. C. , merchant, and consul for Austria .- Hungary, Manila

Labussiére, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Lacalle, J. M.abogado fiscal, real audiencia, Manila

Lacan, clerk , Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Lacaze, G. , ( A. Lacazi ) assistant, Saigon

Lacaze, A. , storekeeper, Saigon

Lacheorotière, de, pilot, Saigon

Lacorte, F. , director sub-inspector, military engineering department, Manila

Lacote, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Lacouture, telegraphist, Hatien , Cochin China

Lacroix, commander , guvboat Hache, Saigon

Lacruz, J., surgeon , army medical department, Manila

Ladage , A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter , Tientsin

Lafont, F. , assayer, Mint, Manila

Lafort , J. , administrator “La Oceania Espanola ," Manila

Lafrentz, Ch ., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Lafrentz, C. J. , ( Deetjen & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Lagarde, Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Lagerheim , O. de, engineer, French Municipal Council , Shanghai

Lago, J. M., (Reyes & Co.)shipchandler, Manila

Laguna, I. , Sindico, Barco Filipino, Manila

Lahora, M. , inspector, intendencia de hacienda, Manila

Laidlaw , W., (Byd & Co.) tea inspector, Taisni aud Keelung

Laidler, T, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Laidrich, A. , ( L. Vrard & Co. ) storekeeper and watchmaker, Shanghai

Laigre, Rev. M., superior, College of Pulo Penang, Penang

La Iloz, H. , mercbant, Iloilo

Laine, Silva, watchmaker, Manila

Laing, J. J. , machiuist, Kobe paper mill , Hirgo
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Laird, Chas. , ensign , U.S.S. Palos

Lajeat, G. , (Cozen & Giraud) clerk , Shanghai

Lake, Edward, (G. W. Lake & Co.) merchant, Nagasaki

Lalauce, telegraphist , Saigon

Lalande, chief commissioner, Royal Customs, Hanoi

Lalcaca , P. M., (Tata & Co.) clerk , Hollywood road

Lalcaca, E. P., broker, Shanghai

Lallemant, P. M., director, Tan Dinh School , Saigon

Lumache, P. , clerk, Mont de Piété, Saigon

Lamache, L. , Jr., (Lamache & Co.) assistant , Bangkok

Lamache, P., surgeon dentist, Saigon

Lamas, F., promoter fiscal, Pototan , Philippines

Lamb, T. II . , gaoler, i'enang

Lambert, E. B., Tokio

Lambert, Honble. A., lieut. , Royal Artillery

Limbert, G , P. , ( Dircks & Co.) clerk, Formosa

Lambert, R. , (Lambert Brothers) coach builder, Singapore

Lambert, E. , (Lambert Brothers) coach builder, Singapore

Lambert, J. S., surgeon , H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Lambuth, Rev. J. W., missionary, Shanghai

Lamke, J. , (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk , Praya

Lammert, G. R. , auctioneer, &c . , Peddar's wharf

Lamond , W., (Carter & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Lamothe de Carrier, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Lampe, L., pilot, Bangkok

Land , J. M., MaritimeCustoms assisiant tidesurveyor, Hankow

Landells, A. , mechanic, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Landells, R.W., second engineer, revenue steamer Ling Feng, Chefoo

Lander, E. , assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Sheldrake

Landes, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Land fermann, lieutenant, H.I. Gerinan M S. Stosch

Lang, J. , superintendent engineer, Government Works, Hiogo

Landskay, Capt. , acting chief of police, Wladiwostock

Lane, S. W., li utenant, Royal Artiilery

Lane, R. A., (Peele, Iubbell & Co.) merchant, and consul for Swe'en & Norway, Manila

Lang, lieutenant, ex - Regent's yachi Apollo, Bargkok

Lang, W., superinten 'ent, Imperial Dock , Nīga saki

Lang, W. M., command r, H.B.M. guv- vessel Kestril

Lang, R., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's roa i

Lang, W. , (Butterfield & Swire) merchant, Shanghai

Langan, A. , (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Penang

Langan, P., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Penang

Langdon, F. G. C. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Langdon , W. C. , (Eastern Extension, Aust. & China Telegraph Co.) assistant, Saigon

Lange de la Camp, Ch ., (Dircks & Co. ) clerk, Swat w

Lange, J., photographer, Wladiwostock

Lange, C. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Kowloon

Lange, C. , master mariner, Bangkok

Langelütje, J. H. , merchant, Wla iiwostock

Langfieldt, A. , (Langfieldt & Mayers ) storekeeper, Yokohama

Langgaard, T., (Langgaard , Kleinwort & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Langlade, conductor, public works ikepartmnt, Saigon

Langlais , administrator of native affairs , Saigon

Langlais, Rev. J. , Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Lanneau, de, chief, second office, direction of the interior, Saigon

Lanning, H. , M.D., miss ovary ,Osaka
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Lanning, G. , Shanghai

Lansdale, P. V. , ensign , U.S. sloop Swatara

Lant , T. J., Maritime Customs examiner, Kiukiang

Lanyon, T. J. , clerk , H.B.M.S. Comus

Lapeyrère, de, attaché, French Legation, Tokio

Laplace, E. , ( Deris frères) clerk, Saigon

Lapraik, John S. , (D. Lapraik & Co.) merchant, Prava (absent)

Lapsley, W., (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Lapuerta, F. , assistant, Custom house , Manila

Larcina, N. , (H. J. Andrews & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Laredo, J.M. de, secretary, administrative council, Manila

Large, B. W. , surgeon , Army medical depar:ment

Large, J. F. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow

La Rivière, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Larnaudie, Rev. F. L. , French missionary, Siam (absent)

Larne, engineer, Sai ou Ice Works, Saigon

Larosière, A. de , commis ., Cus'oms, Hanoi

Larrouy, P., chancelier, French Consulate, Yokohama

Lasserre, P. , chancelier, French consulate , Shinghai

Lasserre, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Last , F. J. de, Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Lataste, G. , (Denis Frêres) clerk , Saigon

Latham, T. , Drummond & Latham ) barrister-a ! -law, Shanghai

Latty , E. H. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant, Shangbai

Laub, G. , (Canton Dispensary) assistant, Canton

Laucaigne , Mgr., R. C bishop, Osaka

Lauchheimer , C. H., ( adet midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Laudais, French Mission, Hanoi

Laumondais, Rev. M. C. , teacher, College of Pulo Penang, Penang

Launey , telegrapbist, Chan loc , Cochin China.

Lauré, —., (Banque de l'Indo - Chine) clerk , Saigon

Laurence, Miss, missionary, Ningpo

Laurent, ( Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Laurent, Colonel of troops, Saigon

Lants, J. , (Melchers & Co.) clerk , Peddar's wharf

Laval , proprietor of Hotel Fave , Saigon

Lavastre , Rev. Fr., Roman Catholic Mission, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Lavers, E. H. , (Forrester, Lavers & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Lavino, G., consul for Netherlands, Penany

Lavrentieff, T. N. , ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) clerk , Kiukiang

Law , R. , ( Associated Wharves) accountant, Shanghai

Law, w. c ., commander, rceiving ship Emily Jane, Shangbai

Lawford , A. J. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Lawrence, J., second officer, steamer Poucan, Horgkung and Canton

Lawrence, H, P., ( Oriental Bank) acting accountant, Singapore

Lawience , J. , ( China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East point

Lawrence, S. F. , constable, British Consulate, Nagasaki

Lawroff, Capt.- L eut., port captain, Wladiwostock

Lawson , W., ( Jas. Motion) watchmaker, Singapore

Lawsor, J. F., i bird engineer, revenue steamer Fei-hoo , Amoy

Lay, W. G. , assisiant , Maritime Customs, Foochow

Lay, W.T., Ma: itime Customscommissioner, Newchwang

Lay, A. , Maritime Customs assistant (absent)

Layard , Rev. , R. de B. , student interpreter , British Legation , Tokio

Lasco, J., padre sacristan, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Layton, De Westley, (Elles & Co.) clerk , Amoy
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Layton, B. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Lazare, Rev. Fr., missionary, Mot Kasar, Cambodia

Lazaroo, P. , ( Tanjong Pagar D ck Co.) clerk , Singapore

Lazcanotegui, facultativo, Sanidad, Manila

Lea, W. H. , (Holme & Co. ) clerk , Hiogo

Leach , A. W., Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Leaman , Rev. C., missionary, Hangchow

Leano, A. , assistant, department of forests, Naraga, Philippines

Leat, T. W. , Maritime Customs gunner, Tientsin

Leatham , J., ( New Harbour Dock Co.) moulder, Singapore

L'arned , Rev. D. W., missionary , Kioto, Japan

Leatberbarrow, T. M. , boarding officer, Harbour Master's department

Lebedeff, W. , (A. L. Rodionoff & Co. ) clerk , Hankow

Lebedeff, N. R., (A. L. Rodionoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Lebedeff, J.R., (A. L. Rodionoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Le Breton, L., assistant examiner, Maritime Customs, Ichang

Lebrun, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Lebrun, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

L bury , J. , (P. & (). S.N. Co.) gunner, West point

Léchelle , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Lechler, Rev. R. , missionary , Basil Mission

Leckie, Chas ., ( Borneo Company) clerk , Singapore

Leckie, John , (Wilkin & Robison) clerk , Yokohama

Lecocq, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Lecocq, sub- chief, direction of the interior , Saigon

Lecomte, D. , Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Lecoq, pilot, Haiphong

Lecot, telegraphist , Saigon

Lederer, F., (Katz Brothers ) assistant, Singapore

Ledesena, P. , merchant, Iloilo

Ledesma, C., coadjutor, cura parroco, Iloilo

Ledesma, F. , trader, Iloilo

Ledyard, H. C. , surgeon dentist, Shanghai

Lee, El., captain , steamer Hongkong, Hongkong and Shanghai

Lee, Jolin, assistant inspector of brothels

Lees, Rev. J. , missionary, Tientsin

Lees, W., pilot , Nagasaki

Leesen, J. V. , ( Staehelin & Stahlknecht) clerk , Singapore

Lect , Miss L. , missionary , Tokio

Lefavour,G.B., first officer, steamer White Cloud, Hongkong and Macao

Lefebre, Rev. , Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Leffmann, J. H., (Hesse & Co.) clerk , Peddar's wharf

Legarda, T. P., (J. M. Tuas n & Co. ) merchant, Manila

Legg, W. H.,quarter-master in charge, Customs cruiser Ling Feng, Chefoo

Leggatt, W. , ( Bastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Penang

Legge, H., ( M. B. M. S. S. C ) barge keeper, Hingo

Legge, W., (Hughes & Legge) broker, Queen's road

Legb , E. C., professor, school of naval mechanics, Imp rial Arsenal, Foochow

Legrard, surgeou, French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong

Legrand, A., barb yur master, and superintendent of police, Haiphong

Le Grand, Rev. J. , Roman Catholic missionary, Hakodate

Lehmann, P. , (C. S. Churton & Co.) druggist, Shanghai

Lehmann, R. , Kioto , Japan

Leholiņus, engineer, Poh Hee's Rice Mill; Bangkok

Leicester, A. B. , apothecary, lunatic asylum , Singapore

Leicester, R. B., clerk, audit office, Singapore
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Leicester, S , chief clerk , Police Court, Penang

Leigh , R. K , Surveyor-general's office

Leiper, E. F., cadet midshipman, U.S.S. Swatara

Leiria, A. , clerk, Post-office

Leisk, W.R., ( E. & H. Hinnekindt) merchant and acting Consul for Belgium , Singapore

Leitch , P. A ,engineer, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Leite, E. P. , clerk, Colonial Secretary's office , Macao

Leite, L. P. , clerk and notary public, Macao

Leite, Mrs. S., teacher, Government Girls' School, Macao

Leith, A., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) agent, Foochow

Leithen, R. , von der, Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton

Lelièvre , (H. Péré) assistant, Shanghai

Lemaire, G. , consul for France, Arbuthnot road

Lemarchand, F. W. , ( Agra Bank) manager, Shanghai

Lembke, Justus P. , merchant and commission agent, Club Chambers

Le Mée, l'Abbè, curate of Saigon

Lemke, F., (Meyer & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Lemonnier, Rev. E. , procureur general, French Roman Cithulic Mission , Staunton street

Lemos, V. de P. C. , enfermeiro, military hospital, Macao

Lemos, J. C. de , lieutenant , commanding Ta pa fort , Macao

Lemuet, telegraphist, Saigon

Lenny, Wm ., manager, Goverr ment Iron Works, Wladiwostock

Lent, R. J. , assi tant, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Leny, A. C. , " La Estrela del Norte ," Manila

Lenz , Dr. , student interpreter, German Legation, Peking

Lenz, T , (Faber & Voigt ) merchant, Hingo

Leon , M. Povce, (J. Zobel) assistant, Tondo, Puilippines

Leon , M., sheriff's officer

Leon , L. de, (M.G.Galian) assistant, Manila

Leon, J. , ( J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

Leonhardt, Rev. T., Basil Mi -sion , Fuchukphai

Lépissier, E. L., Maritime Customs assistant, Canton

Lepoux, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Lep eux , paymaster, French cruiser Hamelin , Ilaiphong

Leroux, J., first lieutenant, Chinese gunboa: Ching-tsing, Canton

Lescasse, J. , (M. B. M. S. S. Co.) civil engineer and architect, Tokio

Leslie, W. H., second engineer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila

Les.ie, J. , chief engineer, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong & Calcutta

Leslie, J. , third engineer, * teamer Danube, llon kong & Bangkok

Leslie, B. S. , Maritime Customs assistant, N wch wang

Lesslar, H. , (Boustead & Co.) clerk , Penany

Lesslar , D. E., survevor, public works department, Malacca

Lessler, E. E. , ( W. Hull & Co.) clerk , Penang

Lessler, Paul, ( À . Markwald & Co.) merchant, Bangkok (absent)

Lesslorc, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Lester, H., architect, &c . , Shanghai

Letchford, W., (Chartered Bank ) sub - accountant, Manila

Letchford, R. H., (Evans , Pugh & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Lete- sier, Rev. H.C. , Fr nch Catholic missionary, Singapore

Lethbridge, G., ( Oriental Bank) acuing manager, Shanghai (absent)

Letv.notl, S. W. , ( Piatkott, M lchauoff & Co.) clerk , Hankow

Leusch, R. , (Bar Senior & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Levett, E. B. B. , flug lieutenant, H M.S. Iron Duke

Levitt, W.S. B. , lieutenant , R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Levy , L., manager,Echo du Japon, Yokohama

Levy, S. E. , (D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Foochow
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Levy, A. , (Landstein & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Lewis, J. , second officer, steamer Kwangtung, Hongkong and Foochow

Lewis, J. , ( Ramsay & Co. ) assistant, Bangkok

Lewis. Lieut . D. F. , instructor of musketry , East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Lewis , W. , constable, British Consulate, Amoy

Lewis, B. , lightkeeper, Shanghai

Lewis, A., Maritime Customs clerk , Shanghai

Lewis, H., (Poh Chin Soo's Rice Mill ) engineer, Patrew , Bangkok

Lewis, G., (Lewis & Hopkins) ship broker, Shanghai

Leyba, E. , aide-de -campto Governor- general of Philippines

Leyburn, F. , (Odell & Leyburn) merchant, Foochow

Leyser, captain, H.E. the Kromahtah's vacht, Bangkok

Leyser, A, commissioner of Customs, Bangkok

Leysner, C. E. A. , merchant & German consul, Niigata

L'Herinith , sub-lieutenant, French troops, Hanoi

Liaigre, J. , Maritime Customs examiner, (absent)

Lichtensteiger, J. , (Sulzer & Co ) clerk ,Manila

Lichtenstein, L. , Yokohama

Liddell, J. , ( Boyd & Co.) a sistant, Shanghai

Liddell, J. , (China Sngar Refining Co.) assistant, Swatow

Lid.lell , C. O., (W. Birt & Co.) commission merchant, Shanghai

Liddell, J. G. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Duck Co. ) superintendent, Kowloon

Liddelow , R. , (Savle & Co ) warehouseman, Singapore

Liedeke, L.,MaritimeCustoms assistant examiner, Hankow

Lieder, P. , ( B. Telge) clerk , Shanghai

Liger, E. , S.J. , missionary , Shanghai

Liger, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Lightfoot, Miss F. B., missionary, Ningpo

Lightwood, H. , captain, steamer Albay, Coast

Ligneul, Rev., F. , Roman Catholic missionary , Tokio

Lihacheff, N. J. , ( P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) clerk , lankow

Lima, M.S. , (Dunn, Melbye & Co. ) clerk, Stanley street

Lima e Almeida, A. J. de, engineer, Portuguese gunboat. Tamega

Limas, M. C. da S. , surgeon, Portuguese gunboat Tamega

Limby, H. J. , ( Forrester, Lavers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Linares, E. , interventor, ordenacion de pagos, Manila

Lincoln, J. H. , Tamil interpreter, Supreme Court, Penang

Lind , A. , agent, P. & 0. S.N. Co., Shanghai

Lind, A. A. , (Coare, Lind & Co.) silk an i tea inspector, &c . , Canton

Linde, F. D.,proprietor, “ Star Hoel,” Queen's road Central

Lindener, H., ( J. Zobel) assistant, Manila

Lindholm , o . W., ( Lindholm & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock (absent)

Lindsay, G. , (Myburgh & Dowdall ) clerk , Shanghai

Lindsay, Lieut. and commander, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Lindsay, Rev. T., missionary, Tokio

Lindsay, W. B. , chief officer, steamer Consolation, Hongkong an 1 Bangkok

Lindsay, G. A. , ( P. Maclean & Co.) merch n , Shanghai

Lindsay, J., inspector of police, Central Station

Lindsley, John, (Frazar & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Lines, X. J., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Linklater , M. , pilot, Swalow

List, E. , Maritime Customs assistant , Shanghai

Liotird , administrator of native affairs , Saig in

Lissa, A. M. van , ( Van Lissa Brothers) instrument maker, Yokohama

Lister, W. H. , ( S. C. Farnhan & Co.) assistant, Shinyhai

Lister, A. , Postmaster- general and collector of Stamp Revenue
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Littayé, commissioner of marine, Saigon

Litchfield, H. C. , barrister- at - law , Yokohama

Little, W. N. , assistant engineer, U.S.S. Monocacy

Little , W. D. , (Carter & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Little, M., (John Little & Co.) warehouseman , Singapore (absen :)

Little, R. , M.D. , Singapore Dispensary, Singapore

Little, R. W., (Little & Co.) merchant, Shanghai ( absent)

Little, L. S. , M.D. , physician to General Hospital, Shanghai

Little, Arch . J. , ( Little & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Livesey , J. , in charge gunpowder depôt

Livingston, J. , sergeant, river police, Shanghai

Livingstone, R. , chief engineer, steamer Consolation , Hongkong and Bangkok

Livingstone, H. W. , (Ed. Fischer & Co.) clerk , Hogo

Lizaraga, T., merchant, Iloilo

Llado, J.,teniente, seccion de arcbivo, Manila

Llano, J. S. , teniente ayu lante, carabineros, Manila

Llanos, P. S., contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Llaser, J. M., judge, Alcaldias mayores, Iloilo

Llaveria, L. , assistant, Custom house , Manila

Lloyd, Lieut. C.P. , Ea -t Kent Regiment, Singapore

Lloyd , Rev. L., missionary, Foochow

Lloyd, Jobn T., (Powell & Co.) auctioneer, Singapore

Loam , W. B. , clerk, engineers ' dept., Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Lobato, de Fa : ia , F. , chancelier, Spanish consulate , Singapore

Lobo, Dr. B. , medical practitioner, Macao (absent)

Lobo, A. F. , secret: iry, Public Works Department, Macao (absent)

Lobo, F. da C. , lawyer, Macao

Lochhead , John H., M.D., Elgin street

Lockhart, J. H.S. , cadet, civil service, Hongkong

Loercher, Rev. J. , missionary, Basil Mission, (absent )

Loff, J. D , “ Hotel de la Paix,” proprietor , Singapore

Loff, P. H., captain, steamer Dale, Hongkong and Bangkok

Loft, L. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Newchwang

Loftus, A. J. , Government surveyor , Bangkok

Logan, J. H. , Maritime Customs tid waiter, Shanghai

Logan, D. , barris'er-at-law , solicitor general, Singapore

Lohan , O. , secretary, German Consulate, Singapore

Lobmann, H., (Lohmann & Co.) tailor, &c . , Yokohama

Loiseleur, contractor, Saigon

Lombard, telegrapb overseer, Saigon

Lombard, Rev. E., French missionary, Mu'any Phrom , Bangkok

Lommé, telegraphist, Cape St. James, Corhin China

Long, S., captain , H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Lony, Rev. C. S. missionary, Nagasaki

Long, B. , compositor, Japan Herald office , Yokohama

Long, G. J., gunner, H.M. grin -vessel Midge

Longa, N. , (Larrinaga & Co.) merciant, Manilı

Longford , J. H. , acting vice - consul, H.B.M. Consulate, Tokio

Loomis, H. agent American Bible Society, Yokohama

Loowsky, P., Russian missionary, Tokio

Lopes, J. , contador interino, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Lopes, T. M. , assistant usher, Police court

Lopes, E. do N. , lieutenant, second battalion , Macao

I opes, C. V. , ca ; tain , National Battalion, Macao

Lopes, L. J. , (Oriental Bank) clerk , Queen's road

Lopes, L. L. , light keeper, Cape d'Aguilar
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Lopes, C. J. , (Brereton & Wotton ) clerk , Queen's road

Lopez, J. , mayor, presidio, Manila

Lopez, M., director, Sanidad militar, Manila

Lopez, F. , capitan, guarda civil veterana , Manila

Lopez, C., vice- consul tor Portugal , Iloilo

Lopez , P. E., assistant, Custom house, Iloilo

Lopez, E. , clerk , Procurador's department, Macao

Lopez y Solano, S., ayudante, inspection de montes, Bacolod , Negros

Lord, C. A. , Maritime Customs assistant, Canton

Lord, F. , gunner, Chinese gunboat Chen -to, Canton

Lord , Rev. E. C. , D.D. , missionary, Ningpo

Lorgeou, chancelier -interprète, French consulate, Bangkok

Lösch, E. , ( Lösch & Fairless) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Luscido, F. L., comisario adminis. del ejercita, Manila

Lotz , H. , ( Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant , Yokohama

Loubens de Verdalle, clerk, Colonial Treasury, Saigon

Louden, A. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore

Loughlin, J. , warder, gaol, Penang

Louis, Bro ., director, D'Adran School, Saigon

Louis, Bro., assistan :, West Point reformatory

Louis, Rev. W. , Rhenish Miss . Society , Fukwing , acting suptdt. Berlin Foundling House

Loup, F. , (L. Vrard Co. ) clerk , Tientsin

Loup, P., ( L. Vrard & Co.) storekeeper, Tientsin

Loureiro, Mrs. Jessie W., mistress, College de Sta . Roza , Macao

Loureiro, E. , (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya cepiral

Loureiro, J. da S. , consul for Portugal, Chancery lane

Loureiro, H. , clerk, Marine department, Penang

Lourenço, F., boatswain, Water police , Macao

Lourme, sub -chief of Cochin -China telegraph service, Saigon

Lourtis, paymaster, French cruiser Parsera !, Haiphong

Lousteau, overseer of quays, Saigon

Louvel, officer of ordnance , Saigon

Lovatt, W. N. , harbour maiter , Tientsin

Lovell , M. , Jr. , (Cornes & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Loveridge, T., ( Robinson & Co.) draper, Singapore

Low, E.G., ( Fearon, Low & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Lowcock, H., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) merchant, Poitinger street (absent)

Lowder, J. F. , counsel to Japanese Customs, Yokohama

Lowe, C. , ( Chart -red Mercantile Bank) clerk , Sin 'apore

Lowe, Robt, chief engineer, steamer Yangtsze, Hongkong and Shanghai

Lowe, S. S. (Harris, Goodwin & Co.)manager, Stanley street

Lowell
, J. , proprietor, “ Union Hotel," Singapore

Lowenstern, von , Kapitan - li ul . , H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Lowndes, R. W. , ( Norton & Co.) clerk , Queen's road Central

Lowry, J. H., Maritime Customs assistant and medical officer, Shanghai

Lowry, Rev. H. H. , missionary, Peking

Lowry, A. C. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. lion Duke

Lowson , J. W., lieutenant , gunboat Chen - to, Canton

Lowther, Miss A. , (Robinson & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Loxley , H. H., ( W. R. Luxley ) clerk, Queen's road

Loxley, W. R. , commission agent , Queen's roal

Loxton, w. , municipal police sergeant, Yokohama

Loyer, ensign, French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong

Loyzaga, Viuda C. A. de, printer and publisher, Manila

Lozano, F., (H. G. Brown) assistant, Laguimanoc, Philippines

Lozario, T., consul -general for Spain , Amoy
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Lubbé, G. , assistant , Telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Lubeck, H. C. , ( De Souza & Co.) prin'er, Wellington street

Lubeck , L. A. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Luby, J. F. , cadet midshipman, U.S.S. Alert

Luca, Count, F. de , minister resident for Italy , Peking

Lucas, C. , ( Lucas & Co.) merchant , Shanghai

Lucas, Henry, merchant, Hiogo

Lucciana , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Luccumsey, Jairazbhoy, ( R. Habibbloy) manager, Shanghai

Luce, G. W. , MaritimeCustoms tidewaiter, Shanghai

Luceno, P., clerk, tribunal de cuentas , Manila

Luceno y Bulgarin, P. , accountant-general's office, Manila

Luchsinger, R., (Luchsinger & Co.) clerk , Iloito

Luchsinger, F., merchant, and vice-consul for Germany, Iloilo (absent)

Luders, A., ( F. Engler & Co. ) clerk , Saigon

Ludewig, J., (J. Zobel) chemist, Binondo, Philippines

Ludlum, T. E. , (Tait & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Ludwig, H., merchant, Yokohama

Lugo, C., (F. Engler & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Luhrss, W., Marijime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Luna, S. G. , contador, gefe de hacienda, Manila

Luna, F. S. , magistral, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Lunean , A. M. C. , Roman Catholic missionary, Hiogo

Luong, P., clerk , Municipal department, Saigon

Luperne , pilot, Saigon

Lute, Miss J. A. , missionary, Tokio

Luther, C. A., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Luther, H. , (Langgard, Kleinwort & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Llither, C. F., constable, river police, Shanghai

Lütjens, J., ( Behn , Meyer & Co.)merchant, Singapore

Lutz , C, (Lutz & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Luz, Joaquina da, mistress, Calle re de Sta. Roza, Macao

Luz, P. J., da, professor, St. Joseph's College, Vacao

Luz, S. da, (Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Luz, F. P. da, major of Police , Macao

Luz, M., printer, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Luz, P. (la , deputy foreman, Daily Press office

Luz, V. E da , Procurador's department, Macao

laz, L. J. A. da, lightkeeper, Shanghai

Linz , F. M. da, (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Queen's rond

Luz , J. A. da, proprietor, Commercial Printing office, Wyndha'n street

Luz, A. F. ( la, clerk and interpreter, Portuguese consulate, Bangkok

Lyall, H. , R. A. , inspector of warlike stores

Lyall, H., Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Lyall, Alexr . , medical missionary, Swatow

Lyall, R., (Norton & C ) merchant, Queen's roal central

Lyell, T., marine surveyor, Chefoo

Lyenberger, Rev. J. A., missinuary, Chefio

Lynborg, C P. C. , Maritime Customs tilewaiter, Shanghai

Lyon , J. M., ( J.M. Lyon & Co.) engineer, Singapore

Lyon, Rev. D. N. , missionary, Hangchow (absent)

Lyra, Rev. Lucas, vicar of St. Lazare's Church , Macao

Lysaught, W., inspector in charge or Naval Yard Police

Maack, H. F. , (Mack & Co.) ment, and acting Italian consul, Singapore

Maben, G. B., carpenter, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
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MacArthur, J. , Hiogo

MacArthur, H. , ship broker, Yokohama

Macbeth , J. R. , (Frazar & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Maccall, A. V. , paymaster, H.M. corvette Curacoa

MacCarthy, R. F., staff surgeon ,H. M. sloop Flying Fish

MacClymont, A., ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Queen's road central

Maccoll, A. , ( Martin , Dyce & Co.) mercbant, Java

MacDonald, T. J. , ( Reid, Evans & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

MacDougal, Dr. A. M., physician, Shanghai (absent)

MacEwen, A. P. , ( Holliday, Wise & Co.) merchant, Praya

MacFarlane, W., clerk , St. Andrew's Cathedral, Singapore

MacFarlane, W. , assistant editor, Shanghui Vercury, Shanghai

MacGibboa , T., merchant , Iloilo

Macgowan , D.J. , M.D., Customs assistant and medical officer, Wênchow

Macgowan, Rev. John, missionary, Amoy

Macgregor, Robt, ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Macgregor , H. , (Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Macgregor, J., (M.B. M. S. S. Čo.)engineer, Yokohama

Macgregor, A. M. , protector of immigrants, Penang

Macgregor, R. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

Macgregor, J. , ( Jarline, Matheson & Co.) merchant, Q een's road

Macgregor, J., (A. Provand & Co.) clerk, Shanghai ( absent)

Machado, A. D., (Hongkong, Canton, and Macao S. B. Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Machado, M. , (De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Machado, F. , clerk , Harbour-master's office

Machado, F. G., postiaster, British Pos: - , ffice, Shanghai

Machado, J. M. E., clerk, Post-office

Machaffie, D., (China Sugar Refining Co. ) assistant, East Point

MacIntosh, J. D., (Oriental Bink Corporation) assist, accountant, Queen's road

MacIntyre, Rev. John, missionary, Newchwang

Mackay, A. , manager, The Dispensary, Singapore

Mackay, Geo. D. , (W. F. Stevenson ) assistant, Manila

Mackay, Rev. G. L. , missionary , Tamsui

Mackenzie, R. F. , commander, E. E. , A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s str. Agnes, Singapore

Mackenzie, E. C. , chief officer, E. E , A. & C.Telegraph Co.'s str. Agnes, Singapore

Mckenzie, C. D. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Mackenzie, J. , supdt. of gun factory, Kiangoan Arsenal, Shanghai

Mackenzie, J., ( M. B. M. S. S. Co. ) en ineer, Yokohama

Mackenzie, M., Maritime Customs examiner, Chinkiang

Mackenzie, Jas . , (Boyd & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Mackenzie, Rev. J. K. , medical missionary, Tientsin

Mackenzie, R. , (Mackenz'e & Co., and Lane, Crawford & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai

Mackenzie, Rev. H. L. , M.A. , missionary , Swatow

Mackenzie , Geo . , ( Smith , Bell & Co.) merchant, and Danish consul, Manila

Mackertoom , J. G. , commission agent, Singapore

Mackey, Jas . , Maritime Customs deputy commissioner. Shangbai

Mackey, Jos. , third engineer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Mackie, A. , inspector of police

Mackintosh, E., (Butterfield & Swire) merchant, Queen's road

Mackintosh, L. , ( Mackintosh, Dudgeon & Co.) cominission agent, Shanghai ( absent)

MacLagan, R., engineer, Government mint, Kawasaki

MacLaren, Rev. S G. , missionary, Tokio

Maclay, R. H. , (Pethick , Maclay & Co. ) merchant, Tientsin

Maclay, Rev. R. S. , D.D., missionary, Yokohama (absent)

Maclean, A. , (Clyde Saw Mills) clerk, Bangkok

Maclean , G. F. , mercbant, and consular agent for Japan , &c . , Chefoo
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Maclean , H, C. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queer's road central

Maclean , W. S., (Blain & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Maclean , P. , ( P. Maclean & Co ) merchant, Shanghai

Maclehose, J. , (MacEwen , Frickel & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Macleod, J. B., (Macleod & Co.) clerk , Manila

Macleod , A. H., (Macleod & Co.) clerk, Manila

Macleod , J. F., (Macleod & Co ) clerk, Manila

DIacleod, Neil, ( Henderson & Macleod ) merlical prac itioner, Shanghai

Macleod, N. , (Macleod & Co.) merchant, Manila and Cebu

Macleod, A. S., (Macleod & Co.) merchant, Manila

Macmillan , A. , (M. B. M. S. S. Co.) snperintending engineer, Tokio

Mac Morran, J. , sub -accountant, Chartered Bank of India, & c., Shanghai

MacMunn, J. A. , surgeon , H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel

Macnab, J. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) accountant, Manila

Macomber, W. H., merchant, Shanghai

Macphail, T., Maritime Customs examiner, Chiakiang

Macpherson, A. , shipwright, Nagasaki

Macpherson, A. J., merchant, Yoklama

Macpherson, M. T. B., (Browne & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Maciavish, Jas. W. (C. S. Churton & Co.) druggist, Shanghai

Mactavish, A. D. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Maetavisb, A. B. , captain, steamer Arratoon Apcar , Hongkong and Calcutta

Madar, M.H., clerk, Commissarit and Transp rt department

Madar, I. P. , (Hongkong Hotel ) clerk , Que n's road

Madar, A. R. , clerk, Colonial Treasu v

Madden, M., (Howarth, Erskine & Co.) assistant , Singapore

Madde s, H. J. , M.D. , surgeon, H.B.M. gunboat Sheldrake

Madeira, J. R. , lieutenant, police force, Macao

Madeley , G. H. , staff surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Madrigal, I. , professor de Farmacia, Universidad de Filippinos, Manila

Maestracci, ensign, French gunboat Surprise, Haiphong

Magalhaes, F. S.. , civil doctor, Manila

Magdalena, S. , pri visur, ecclesiastical department, Iloilo

Magglioli , surgeon , Quinhon

Magno, F. , (Earnshaw & Co.) moulder, Manila

Mahan, Lieut. D. II ., U.S. sloop Ashuelot

Nanen, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Maher, F. F., ensign , police , Macao

Miber, F. , (Celestial Empire office) compositor, Shanghai

Maher, J. A., ( Brown & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Maher, M. M. ,(M. A. dos Remedios) clerk , Macao

Mahnz, H., Hiogo

Mahomed, E. J. , (N. M. Khamissa ) draper, Macao

Mahomed, E. , ( Jairazbhoy Pee , bhoy ) clerk, Wellington street

Mahomed, B. John, (Jairazbhoy Peerbhoy) manager, Wellington street

Mahouetano, D. , timber merchant, Iloilo

Mahon, J. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner (absent)

Mahoney, J. E. , cadet- midshipman , U.S.S, Richmond

Mahoney, C. , gunner, H B.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel

Maignan Champromain, H., French postmaster, Shanghai

Maigre, R. , (Maigre & Co.) engineer, Yokobama

Maigre, L. , (Maigre & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Main, E. J. , chief engineer, steamer Ningpo, Hongkong and Shangbai

Main, J. L., captain , steam tug Sanspareil, Bangkok

Maisonneufve- Lacoste , counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Maitland, H., (Hyde, Hertz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
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Maitland, A. W. , ( Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) assistant accountant, Foochow

Maitland, J. , (J : Maitland & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Maitland, J. A. , (Maitland & Co.) merchant, Shanghai ( absent)

Major, Ernest, general manager, Shun -pau office, Shanghai

Major, F. , (Major & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Makoffsky, J.,chief of Government Store department , Wladiwostock

Malantic, R. , ( J. Zobel) assistant, Batangas, Phillipines

Malcampo, Quioga J. , (Malcampo & Co.)merchant, Amoy

Malcolm , J. W., (Geo. Smith & Co.) assistant, Hiogo

Malcolm , W. A. , (Malcolm & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Malende, A. , interpreter, Russian Legation , Tokio

Malherbe, Rde, (Bovet Bros & Co.) cl.rk , Shanghai

Malherbe, L. , (Malherbe, Jullien & Co.) merchant, Bangkok (absent)

Maloney, F. , pay clerk , U.S.S. Monocacy

Maligin , A. P., ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co. ) merchant, Foochow

Mallory, E. , Maritime Customs, assistant examiner, Tientsin

Mallory, L. , proprietor, Hongkong Timber Yard, Wanchai

Malsch, C. C., civil engineer, Shanghai

Manacoff, storekeeper, Wladiwostock

Mañano, R. , medical practitioner, Iloilo

Manasseh , S. , (Manasseh , Aaron & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Mancini, Mrs. J. R., proprietor, Bellevue Hotel, Nagasaki

Maneckjee, E. , (Merwanjee, Maneckjee & Co.) manager, Canton

Manger, A. T., (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) merchant, Praya

Manissol, Rev. C. L. , French Catholic Mission , Penang

Manley , J. T., Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Manley, E. H. R. , (P.M.S.S. Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Mann , J., medical practitioner, Amoy

Mann, W. , ( Whitfield & Dowson ) assistant, Yokohama

Manners, T. N., Maritime Customs tide surveyor, Shanghai

Manning, J. M., gunner, U.S.S. Richmond

Manning, C. E., cadet engineer, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Manotoc, C. , (Battle , Hermanos & Cr .) clerk , Manila

Mansfield , R. W.,acting British vice-consul, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Mansfield , Geo . J. , (W. Mansfield & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Manson , W. , (Gt . Northern Telegraph Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Manson , P. , M.D. , physician , Amoy

Manuel, V. , (Macleod& Co.) clerk , Cebu

Manz, J. , (Hirsbrunner & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Maojee, Soomorbhoy, ( E. Pubaney) manager, Shanghai

Mapa, V. , solicitor, Iloilo

Marbot, assist . commissioner, Marine Hospital, Saigon

Marcaida, Dr. F. de, profesor de derecho civil , University, Manila

Marcaida, J. J. de, pawnbroker, Manila

Marcaillou , telegraphist, Saigon

Marçal, S., (DeSouza & Co.) compositor, D'Aguilar street

Marçal, J. F. , foreman , Amoy Gazette office, Amoy

Marçal , E , M. , chief clerk , Colonial Treasury, Macao

Marçal A. A. , proprietor and publisher, Amoy Gazette, Amoy

Marçal, D. F. R., overseer, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy

Marçal , F. S. , ( Reiss & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Marçal, F. de P. , ajudante, tax office, Macao

Mareb, G. E. , A.C.G.O., seinor Ordtance Store officer

Marcbal, recevier, registry of lands, Saigon

Marco, M. , padre sacristan, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Marcus, P. F. , seventh clerk, Post office, Singapore
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Marcus, F. H. , clerk, Alexandra powder magazine, Singapore

Marcus, S. R. , (E. D. Saz -oon & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Marcus, W. I. J. , ( P. & O.S.N. Co.) godown clerk , Singapore

Marcus , S. , ( S. Marcus & Co.) importer, Yokohama

Marcus, A. , ( S. Marcus & Co.) importer, Yokohama

Marcus, E., (S. Marcus & Co.) iniporter, Yokohama

Mardfeldt, J. F., (Melchers & Co. ) clerk, Peddar's wharf

Maréchal, conductor, public works department, Sa gan

Margotin, lime-kiln, Pnom.cau -long, Cambodia

Marien, J. S. , (P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Marin y Roldan , J. , clerk , tribunal de cui ntas, Manila

Marin , P. G. , letrado, consejo de administracion, Manila

Marin, P., sugar manufieturer, Iloilo

Marin , J. P., telegraph official, Manila

Marin , Rev. J. , secretary , French mission , Bangkok

Marin , pilot, Saigon

Marina, J., commandante, Estado mayor, Marila

Marines y Mas, M., teniente ayudante, cirabineros, Philippines

Maringe , H. V. , S.J. , missionary, Shanghai

Marins , clerk , Court of appeal, Saigon

Marnowich, A. , (C. Goldenstält) assistant , Wladiwostock

Markwick, R. , first class clerk , Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Marmand, Rev. J. F. , Ron an Catholic mis -iopary, Nagasaki

Marquant, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Marguerie, A. , assistant, Custom Huse, Manila

Marques, L. P. , acting assi-t. superiutenden ', civil hospital

Marques, J. P. , (Vogel & Co ) clerk, Shangbai

Marques, L. J. M. , captain, National battalion, Macao

Marques, F. M. P. , student interpreter, Procurador's department, Macao

Marques, E., ( Eça da Silva & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Marques, D. S., ( J. Noble) assistant , Queen's road

Marques, Mrs. C., teacher, Government girls' school, Macao

Marques, T. M. , clerk , Municipal Chamber, Macao

Marques, D. P. d'A , clerk , Public Works department, Macao

Marques, C. V. , (Reiss & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Marques, E. J. , ( Oriental Bank) clerk , Yokohama

Marques, E. , interpreter, procurador's department, Macao

Margues, F.J. , lieut., teacher of mathematics and navigation, Government school , Macao

Marques, Lourenço, merchant, Macao

Marques, E. Pio, (L. Marques) clerk , Macao

Marques, F. P., treasurer, Municipal Chamber; Macao

Marqueti, M. P. , merchant, Manila

Marquis, administrator of pative affairs, Saigon

Marr, Thos., reporter , China Mail office, Wyndham street

Marris, Rev. G., misionary, Canton

Marrot, Jr. , storekeeper, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Marrot, Vve., storekeeper, Pnum -penh, Cambodia

Marsh , D., teacher, Government school, Singapore

Marsh , Hon . W. H., C.M.G. colonial s cretary and auditor general (absent)

Marsh, S. , ( Trkmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Marshall , A. C. , (Chartered Bank of India ) sub-accountant, Queen's road

Marshall, F. L , (J. M. Cory ) assistant, Shanghai

Mirshall, F. W., ( Chartered Bank ) sub accountant, Manila

Marshall, D., Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Marshall, T. , broker, Shanghai

Marshall , F. Julian, surveyor, F.B.M. Works department, Shanghai
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Marshall, John , Hiego

Martel, A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Martellière, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Marten, R., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co. ) clerk, Praya

Martens, J., agent , Netherlands Trading Society, Singapore

Marti, V. , (J. Zobel) chemist, Guagna, Philippines

Marti, B., " Los Catalanes , ” Manila

Mart : n, C. O. , gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Sheldrake

Martin, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Martin , A. S., usher, Police Court

Martin , J, lightkeep r, Middle Dog Lightlouse, Amoy

Martin , J. P., (Mathieu & Co.) clerk , Penang

Martin, P. , Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang

Martin, P., surgeon major, army medical department, Manila

Martin , R. H., boatswain , H.B.M. corvette Comus

Martin , H. C. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Martin , C.J. , (Ker & Co.) clerk , Manila

Martin, J.M. , professor of medicine, University, Manila

Martin , “ Restaurant de Tonquin," Haiphong

Martin, A. M. , ( John Little & Co.) warehouseman , Singapore

Martin, G., Jupr. , (Martin , Dyce & Co. ) merchart, Manila

Martin , W. A.P.,LL.D.,president, College of Peking, Peking (absent)

Martin, Rev. J. P. , Roman Cai holic pro - vicar apostolic, Bangkok

Martin , Miss, superintendent, Hongkew School, Soanghai

Martin , first lieutenant, French troops, Haiphong

Martin, G. , ( Butterfield & Swire ) clerk , Foochow

Martin, J. R., assistant paymaster, U.S. corvette Alert

Martin , J. , ( Martin & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Martin, J. , Junr. , ( Martin & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Martin -Lanciarez, Cav. E. , Chargé d'Affaires, Italian Legation, Tokio

Martinet , clerk , Privy Council, Saigon

Martinet, Rev. J. B. , Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Martinez, A. , ( Smith , Bell & Co.) clerk, Ililo

Martinez, D., aide- de -camp to Captain Generalof Poilippines

Martinez , J. , capitan, guardia civil veterana, Manila

Martinez, F. , alfererce , guardia civil veterana, Manila

Martinez, G., ( Battle Hermanos & Co.) cashier, Manila

Martinez, E.M., (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila

Martinez, L. , clerk , Contaduria at hacienda, Manila

Martinez, F. de P. , contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Martinez, E. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Martinez, RS. J. , ( Roxas, Reves & Co.) clerk , Manila

Martinez, P. F. , promotor fiscal , ecclesiastical dept., Manila

Martinoff, J. , teacher, Government School, Wladiwos'ock

Mai tinon, F., proprietor, “ Imprimerie Commerciale," Saigon

Martins, R. F. ( Celestial Empire office ) foreman , Shanghai

Martins, C. F. F., acting inspector, do Almexarifado de Guerra, Macao

Marty, A. R. , merchant and commission agent, Queen's road

Marty, P., (A. R.Marty ) assistant, Haiphong

Martyn, Miss E , (Mrs. É . A. Vincent ) assistant, Yokohama

Marvar, E. G. , tente. coronel , carabineros, Manila

Marwood, R. R. , assist. paymaster, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Marzal, J. de L., interpreter, Spanish Legation , Peking

Marzano, Dr. M. , profesor de derecho civil , University, Manila

Mas, A. de, assistant, public works department, Manila

Mascarenhas, J. S. , storekeeper, Hiogo
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Masfen, L. C., (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) manager, Yokohama

Masius, F. , (A. Markwald & Co. ) clerk, Bangkok

Masius, W., ( A. Markwald & Co.) merchait, Bangkok (absent)

Maskoleff, A. P. , ( Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Masle, G. R., (H. Ahrens & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Masso, Salvador, Spanish Mission, Haiphong

Mason, C. E. , liutenant, U.S.S. Monocacy

Mason, Rev. G. L. , missiouary , Ningpo

Mason, A. , mechanic, Maritimes Customs engineer's office, Shanghai

Mason , W. J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang

Mason, Geo. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Canton

Mason, W. B. , clerk , Government telegraphs, Nagasaki

Mass, administrator of nat : ve affairs, Saigon

Massa, V., abı gado, Iloilo

Massé, H., po. tmaster and treasurer , Haiphong

Massé, assistant treasurer, Colonial Treasury, Saigon

Massie , J. S. , International Hotel, Nagasaki

Masters, Rev. F. , missionary, Canton

Mata, M. F. , escribano, Alcaldias Mayores, Pototan, Philippines

Matchitt, H., (Butterfield & Swire ) clerk , Queen's road

Mateer, Rev. C. W., missionary, Tung -chow -too

Mateling, G. , clerk, German consulate, Amoy

Mather , H. L., lightkeeper, Green Island lighthouse

Mathieson, J., inspector of police , central station

Mathiez, C. , ( Imprimerie Commercia.e) foreman , Saigon

Mathiez, J. C., manager, L'Ere Nouvelle, Saigon

Mathisen, W., (Behre & Co. ) clerk , Saigon

Matibran, A., clerk , tribuual de cuentas, Manila

Matrat, Rev. R. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Matsudaria, consul for Japan, Wladiwo tock

Matthews, E. S. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi str. Kokonoye -maru, Japan

Matti , F., (F. Matti & Sons) watchmaker, Manila

Matti, J. M. , ( F. Matti & Sons) watchmaker, Manila

Matti , F. G., ( F. Matti & Sons) watchmaker, Manila

Matuti, J. M., clerk, contaduria de hacienda, Manila

Maude, C. T., seco : d secretary, British Legation , Peking

Maundrell , Rev. H., missionary, Nagasaki

Maury, J. Luis, Governor's office, Manila

Mauss, slaughter -house foreman , Saigon

Mauve, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Maw , D. , (John Little & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Mawbey, Rev. W. G., medical missionary, Hankow

Mawhood, F., proprietor, Shanghai Horse Repository and C : riage Factory, Shanghai

Mawjee, Jafferbhoy, (Jairazbhoy Peerbhoy) clerk, Wellington street

Maxwell, W J. , cadet midsbipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Maxwell, J. B., (Cornes & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Maxwell , R. W. , superintendent of police, Penang

May, J. C. , (Hunt & Co. ) clerk, Hiogo

May, C. , lightkeeper, Ockseu ligltnouse, Amoy

May, W. B , sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

May, J. H., Maritime Customs tidesurveyor (absent)

May, A. J., master, Education department

May, F. N. , assistant, Maritime Customs (absent)

May, G., storeman, H.M. Naval Yard

Mayer, R , photographer, Manila

Mayer, Alb., contractor and timber merchant, Saigon
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Mayers, Jos. L. , ( Langfieldt & Mayers) clerk , Yokohama

Mayet, P., counsellor, Finance Department , Tokio

Mayhew, A. , editor, Celestial Empire, Shanghai

Maymo, J.,acting commandant general of naval forces, Mama

Maynard, H. R., chemist, Penang

Mayne, J. , chief officer, steamer Dale, Hongkony and Bangkuk

Mayne, J. G. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Mazery, Rev. C. , French Catholic Mission, Laroot

Mazzano, B. , secretario, ayuntamie.to, Manila

Mazsing, J., teacher, Government School, Wla liwostock

McAlpine, J. , engineer, Bangkok

McBain, Geo ., broker, &c . , Gough street

McBean, T. R. , usher and bailiff , and Hin.lustani interpreter, Supreme Court

McBreen , J. , clerk , Ordnance Store departinent

McCalum , Captain H. E. , deputy colonial engine'r, Penang

McCalluni, H., apothecary and analyst, Governmint Civil Hospital

McCallum, J. , (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

McCallum , A., (Boyd & C ..) assistant, Shanghai

McCappin, A. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

McCarthy, Staff Sgt . P. , foreman, Ordnance Store, Singapore

McCarthy, J. F. , chief warder, gaol, Penang

McCaslin , R. J., Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

McCaslin , C. H. , master, Tug - boat Association, Shanghai

McCauley, Rev. J. M., missionary, Tokio

McClatchie, H. P. , British Consul, Chefoo

McClatchie, Rev. T. , D.D.,canon of the Cathedral, & Sec. C. M. Society , Shanghai

McClellan, W., inspector of cargo boats & junks, Harbour Master's department

McClelland , Rev. S. C. , missionary, Petchaburi, Siam

McColl , A. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co. ) foreman shipwright, Cosmop. Dock

McCloskey, J. H., colonial surgeon, ProvinceWellesley

McConachie, A. , (Gilman & Co.) clerk, d'Aguilar street

McCormick, P. J., chief engineer, Mitsu Bisbi steamer Shinagawa-maru

McCoy, Rev. D. C., missionary , Peking (absent)

McCracken , T. , second engineer, steamer ichang, Hongkong and Canton

McCreath , J. , third engineer, steamer Thales, Coast

McCulloch, Rev., missionary, Chefoo

McCulloch, D. , (Turner & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

McCulloch, J. B. , (Holliday, Wise & Co.) merchant, Manila

McCully , J. , war ier, gaol , Singapore

McDonald, H. Y. , (Boust: ad & Co.) clerk , Penang

McDonald, Rev. N. A. , missionary and U.S. vice-consul , Bangky's

McDonald , Jas., (Chartered Bank ) sub -accountant, Singapore

McDonald, C. , pilot, Shanghai

McDonald, J. R. , (Lane, Crawford & Co. assistant , Queen's road

McDonald, W., broker , and Government surveyor, Yokohama

McEuen , J. P. , R.N. , assistant harbour master

McEwen, J. T., (Robt. Anderson & Co.) clerk, Hankow

McFarland , Rev. S. G. , superintendent of education, Bangkok

McFarlane, F. , commander M.B.M.S.S. Co.'s barque Kinokuni-maru

McFarlane, J. R. , depnty inspector, Registration department, Penang

McFarlane, E. P. , medical missionary, Ichang

McGavin , J. D. , ( Findlay, Richardson & Co.) clerk , Manila

McGee, B. , assistant pipelayer, Water Works Co., Shanghai

McGilvary, Rev. D. , missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam (absent)

McGrath , J. J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, ( binkiang

McGrath , T. F., (C. & J. Tradi g Co.) agent, Hiogo
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McGregor, J. , ( Obi: a Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, East Point

McGregor, Rev. W. , M.A., missionary, Amoy (absent)

McGuines, E., second engineer, str. Kiukiang, Hongkong and Canton

McHardy, J. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Singapore

Melnnes, A., (Alex . Campbell) clerk , Kiukiang

McInnes , Jas., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co. ) engineer, Singapore

McInnes, H. A., Maritime Cnstoms assistant tidesurveyor, Shanghai

McIntosh, A. , second officer, steamer Dule, Hongkong and Bangkok

McIntosh , G., ( China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Wanchai

McIntosh, W., chief engineer , steamer Kwangtung, Coast

McIntosh, J. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Amoy

McIntyre , tid waiter, Bangkok

McIntyre , G. D., clerk, audit office, Singapore

McIntyre, P., (E. F. Thomas) clerk , Penang

McIntyre, W. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

McIntyre, A. , chief engineer, steaner Lokien, Coa t

McIntyre, N. , ( Boustead & Co. ) clerk, Singapo e

McIntyre, A. F., chief engineer, H.M.S. co.uite Comus

McIntyre, A. J. , ( Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore

McIver, D. , M. D. , staff surgeon , H.M.S. Victor Emanuel

Melver, Rev. Donald , missionary , Swatow

McIver, A. , (P. & O. S. N. Co.) superintendent, Queen's road

McJunkin , J., cadet -midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

McKane, G., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

McKay, A., pilot, Foochow

McKay , John , sergean ! of police

Mackean, E. , barrister - at - law , Bank Buildings

McKeau , E., acting statistical secretary, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

McKechine, A., third officer, Customs cruiser Kua Shing, Shanghai

McKechnie, W., second engineer, steamer Fokien, Coast

McKee, Rev. W.J. , missionary, Ningpo

McKeige, F. , (China and Japan Trading Company ) assistant, Shanghai

McKenzie, S. G. , ( P. Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

McKerrow , R. C. , (McKerrow & Co.) clerk , Singapore

McKerrow, W. , (McK rrow & Co.) merchant, Singapore

McKibben , Rev. W, K. , missionary , Swatr w

McKie, J. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

McKim , Rev. J. , missionary, Osaka

McKinlay, A. , surgeon , H.B.M. gunboat Mosquito

McKinnan, second engineer, steamer Siam Supporter, Bangkok

McKinney, J. , fourth wa-ler, Central School , Gough street (absent)

McKinnon, J. (Ea tern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

McKitchine, D. , fourth engineer , P. & 0. steamer ·lacca , Hongkong and Japan

McLaren , J. , manager , Ice Mannfactory, Singonan

McLean , F., assistant, Water Works Co. , Shanghai

McLean , W. , ensign, U.S.S. Monocacy

McLean, R. H., master, U.S.S. Palos

McLean, J. , manager, Singapore Steam Saw Mill , Singapore

McLean, L , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co. ) boilermaker, Singapore

McLeish, A. L. , medical missionary, Amoy

McLeish, S. M., ( Victoria Dispensary) assistant, Peddar's Wharf

McLellan , D., (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistar , East point

McLeod, A. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

McMahon, Cr.-sergt., clerk , Royal engineer department

McMurdo, R., marine surveyor, Hunt's Block

McMurray, E. S., D.A.C.G., in charge of commissariat, Singapore
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McNab , J. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) accountant, Manila

McNair, Hon . Major J. F. A. , R. A. , C.M.G. , acting lieut . -governor, Penang

McNaughton, J. , second officer, steamer Consolation, Bangkok

McPherson, H.W., ( Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co) chief clerk , Penang

McQuhae, J. M , lieutenant and commander, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

McQnire, F. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Pagoda Ancharage, Foochow

McRae, D., (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Fast point

McRitchie, D. , second engineer, P. & 0. st amer Malacca, Hongkong and Japan

McThorn, H. , pilot, Newchwang

McWatters, John, (John Noble) assistant, Queen's road

Mead, Miss M. , missionary , Osaka

Meade, H. J. , Maritime Customs chief tide surveyor, and barbour master, Canton

Meadows, J. J. , missionary , Shaobying, Ningpo

Mears, C. B. , gas engineer, Inspectorate of Customs, Peking

Mechain , BonBenoit, attaché, Frenck Legation , Tokio

Medard , L., acting secretary, Imperial Arsenal, Foochow

Medicus, L. O. , mate, lightship , Taku

Medina, L. , (Chartered Bank of India ) clerk , Manila

Medina, M., assistant, Custom house, Manila

Medina, M. G. , notario , Alcaldias Mayores, Iloilo

M es, R. A. , ( A. Robinson ) clerk, Shanghai

Meech , Rev. S. E. , missionary, Peking

Mehta, C. B. , (Tata & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Mehta, K. B. , broker, 7, Hollywood road

Mehta, D. N., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk, Takao

Mehta, H. M., ( Framjee Horn usjee & Co.) merc'ant, Hollywood road

Mehta, M. S. , (Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) merchant, Hollywoud road

Mehta, D. C., ( D. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk , Takao

Mehta, B. S., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) merchant and cominission agent, Foochow

Mehta, D. M. , (Framjee Hormusjee & Co. ) merchani, Hollywood road

Mehta, S. M., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co. ) clerk, Gage street

Meiklejohn , R. , printer, Yokohama

Mein , P. W., (Chartered Bank of India ) agent, Manila

Meira, F. X. , lightkeeper, Turnabout lighthouse, Amoy

Meisner , C. F., (Möller & Meisner) shipchandler, Bangkok

Melbye, E. H., (Dunn , Melbye & Co.) clerk , Stanley street

Melbye, second engineer, Siamese steamer Siamese Crown, Bangkok

Melbye, Emil, (Tunn, Melbye . & Co.) merchant, Stanley street

Meldrum, Jas., proprietor, Saw Mills and Gl:dstone tea estata , Johore

Melentieff, J. E., (P. A. Ponomareff & Co. ) cierk , Tientsin

Melbuish, G, J. , (Adamson Bell & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Mellis, Miss M., missionary, Swatow

Melliza, C. , auctioneer, Iloilo

Mello, (Imprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Saigon

Mello, L. T. de, ( De Mello & Kudus) broker, Penang

Mello, J. J. de, clerk , Surveyor-general's office, Singapore

Mello, J. F. de, ( Boustead & Co.) clerk , Penang

Mellottée, A. , interpreter, French Consulate, Yokohama

Melson , J., drafstman , Surveyor -general's office, Singapore

Melson , N. E , (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk , Singapore

Mena, T. A. de , magistrate, Manila

Menard , A , laker, Wladiwostock

Mencarini, J., Maritimes Customs assistant, Canton

Mencarini, A. , Spanish consul, Bonham road

Mendel, Wm ., (Melelers & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Mendel, L. , ( Arnhold , Karberg & Co.) merchan *, Shanglai
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Mendes, A. N. , Junr., (Turner & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Mendieta, M. G. , ( P. Sartorius ) assistant , Manila

Mendonça, L. M. , ( Typographia Mercantil ) foreman , Macao

Mendonça, H. A. M. de, clerk & warcimaster, Hospital de San Rafael, Macao

Ménétré, postmaster, Saigon

Menke, W. , ( Harris, Goodwin & Co. ) agent, Singapore

Mensayas, F. F. , suplente, supreme court, Manila

Meuzies, C. de, ( J. Baxter ) clerk, Singapore

Menzies, J. , third engineer, steamer Chinkiang, Hongkong and Shanghai

Menzies, A. B. , Maritime Customs chief examiner, Tientsin

Merandini, Haiphong

Mercer, S., boatswain, U.S.S. Richmond

Meredith, Rev. Colonial chaplain , Singapore

Mercier, ensign, French cruiser Champlain

Meregalli , E. ( Bavier & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Merenguel, A. , chemist, Manila

Merian , J. R. , ( Ziegler & Co. ) merchant , Yokohama

Merlande, administrator of native affairs, Stigon

Merrilees, A. G., proof reader, printing office, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Merrill , H. F. , Maritime Customs assistant, Amoy

Merritt, C. , sergeant major, Volunteer Corps, Shanghai

Merriman, W. L. , clerk, Post office, Yokohama

Mer'en, unter -lieut, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Merwanjee, S. , broker, Peel street

Mery, E. de, (Julius Witte) assistan ' , Manila

Mesa , E. M. , Governor's office, Manila

Mesny, J. , Maritime Customs e an :iner, Kinkiang

Messier, clerk, Franco - Annamite Customs, Ilanoi

Mestrel, paymaster, French gunbiat Lutin

Métaver, architect and contractor, Saigon

Metta, I ), N. , (E. N. Metta) clerk, Canion

Metta , E. N. , merchant, Canton

Metta, S. F., (E. N. Metta ) clerk , Hollywood road

Metters, E. J. , gunner, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Mettlerkamp, F. , (Möller & Meisner) clerk, Bangkok

Meugniot, P. H. , Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Meuser, O.,(Adamson, Beil & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Meyer, A. E , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Wubu

Meyer, O. , (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant, Wladiwostock

Meyer, A. A. , (Mey'r & Co. ) mercbant, Hingo

Meyer, F. A. , Tokio

Meyer, A. A. , Malay in'erpreler, Supreme court, Singapore

Meyer, Th ., consul for France, Singapore (absent)

Meyer, G. A.; Maritime Customs tilewailer, Hankow

Meyer, A. , district commissary general

Meyer, W., (C. Lutz & Co.) clerk, Manila

Meyer, C. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang

Meyer, C. , (Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Meyer, E. L. , ( Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Meyer, Th ., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila

Meyer, H. B., n. Tchant, and vice- consul for Germany, &c . , Ningpo

Meyer, J. D., (J. 1 ) . Meyer & Co.) shipwright, Swatow

Meyer, Adolph E. , (Meyer & Co.) merchant, Queen's road

Meyer, E. , tailor, Manila

Meyer, E. , ( E. Meyer & Co ) merchant, Tientsin (absent)

Meyerink, W. , (Wm . Meyerink & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
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Meyerink, H. F. , ( Meyer & Co. ) merchant, Queen's road

Meynet, Q., professorof medicine, University, Man :la

Michael, J. R., ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Michaelsen, St. C. , (Melchers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Michaelsen , mariner, Bangkok

Michaelson , G. H., captain, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Michel, pilot, Saigon

Michel, A., manager, Cave du Medoe, Yok hama

Michel, telegraphist, Tayninli, Cochin China

Michel, A. , lightkeeper, Breaker Pointlighthouse, Amoy

Michell, J. L., assist. engineer, H.B.M. corvette i'omus

Michell , J. , secretary interpreter, Belgian Legation, Peking

Michelot, L. , (Banque de l'Indo Chine) manager, Saigon

Michelsen, C. A. , ( H. A. Petersen & Co. ) clerk , Amoy

Michelsen, L. P. , (H. A. Petersen & Co.) merchant, & vice -consul for Denmark, Amoy

Mickie , Miss B. T., missionary , Osaka

Middleton, O.,manager, Old Ningpo Wharf, Shinghai

Middleton , J. W., ( W. Mansfield & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Midon, Rev. F., Roman Catholicprovicar apostolic, Yokohama

Mielenhausen, J. W., ( Wilck & Mielenhausen tailor, Shanghai

Mier, S. A. , ( Ramsay, Badman & Co. ) assistant, Bangkok

Migueis, T. d'A . , substitute judge, Macao

Mijares, J. , ( Roxas, Reyes & Co.) clerk, Manila

Milenowitz, G. , contractor, Haiphong

Miles, J. , chief clerk , Post office, Penang

Miles , H. W. , senior clerk , Ordnance Store department

Miles, Sergt . K. W. , clerk, Army Pay Department

Miles , R. A., Jr. , ( Colonial Dispensary) assistant, Singapore

Miles, H. A. , British consulate constable , Hiogo

Miles, R. A., proprietor, Colonial Dispensary, Singapore

Millau, conductor, Public Works department, Saigon

Milhe , E. , Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Milisch , C. , ( Milisch & Co.) merchant, and vice -consul for Austria, &c . , Macao

Milla , V. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Millan , R. , surgeon major, Army Medical department, Manila

Millar, H. G. , (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Millar, J. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) supt. engineer, Singapore

Millar, J. J., interpreter, Magistracy, Singapore

Millar, A., plumber & gas fitter, Be.iconstield Arcade and Queen's road east

Millard , R. , ( W. Sunders) assistant , Shar ghai

Millat, Manuel , “ Los Catalanes,” Manila

Miller, C. , boatswain, H.M. sloop Flying Fish

Miller, W. A. , foreman , Shanghai Mercury office, Shanghai

Miller, E , (Siemssen & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Miller, J. M., (E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.) electin . in charge store ship , Singapore

Miller, J., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) mereunt, Singapore

Miller, J.I., (White & Miller,) bill broker, Shanghai

Miller, D. A. , (Drysdale, Ringer & Co. ) clerk , Hankow

Miller, H. M., appraiser to Japanese Customs, Yokohama

Miller, J. , assistant steward, General Hospital , Yokohama

Miller, Rev. E. R. , missionary, Tokio

Millet, sub -lientenant of troops, Quinhon

Milley , W. T. , overseer, Shanghai Mercury office, Shanghai

Millot, E., (E. Millot & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Mills, Edgar, ( J. M. Cazalas & Son ) filter, Singapore

Mills, Jos . , ( J. M. Cazalas & Son ) assistant, Singapore
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Mills, H. , proprietor, Falcon Hotel, Nagasaki

Mills, Rev. c . R. , missionary , Tung- chow -foo

Milne, J. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Milne, chief engineer, Ex Regent's yacht Apollo , Bangkok

Mine, Ed. , (China Sugar Refinery) assistant, Swatow

Milne; A. , (Walsh, Hall & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Milne, J. , professor of mining, Engineering College, Tokio

Milner , J. L. H., professor , Commercial School, Macao

Milsom , Ad . , (Valmale, Schoene & Milsom ) merchant, Yokohama, (absent)

Milsom , A. , (Arnhold, Karberg & Co. ) silk inspector, Shanghai

Milton, A., boatswain , H.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel

Minard, A. , acting agent, Société Agriccle et Industrielle, Saigon

Minjoot, A., overseer,Surveyor-General's office, Singapore

Minjoot, J. W., clerk , Marine department, Malacca

Minjoot, W., ( Imprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Singapore

Minjoot, A. W., (KatzBrothers ) assistant, Singapore

Minjoot , F. , ( Boustead & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Minjoot, J. , (Maclaine, Fraser & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Mintipley , A., chief engineer, steamer Diamante, Hongkong and Manila

Miola, P., Niigata

Miralda, vice-rector, Seminario Conciliar de Jaro, Iloilo

Mirande, vice president, First Court of Appeal, Saigon

Mirasol, M. de, ordenador de pagos, Manila

Miret , N. , chemist, Manila

Mirranda, C. , compositor, N. C. Herald office, Shanghai

Mismer, Rev. Fr. , Roman Catholic mission, Cherouy Chongua, Cambodia

Mistrallet, A. , ( D. Musso & Co.) clerk , West point

Mitchell , R. H., chief clerk , Police department, Penang

Mitchell, S. , ( Engineering and Mining Co. ) sinker, Tientsin

Mitchell, c . E. , marine sorter, Post office , Singapore

Mitchell, H. W., second clerk, Post offi'e, Singapore

Mitchell, W. H. , vendor, Sta np office, Singapore

Mitchell, J. C. , deputy registrar, Supreme court, Singapore

Mitebell, A. , clerk to Attorney-General, Singapore

Mitchell, G. , chief warder, gol, Singapore

Mitchell, E. W. , ( Thomas, Rowe & Smith) clerk, Canton

Mitchell, A. , (Curnow & Ćo.) storekerper, Yokohama

Mitchell , G. , pilot , Taku

Mitchell , J. F., shipbuilder, Nagasaki

Mitchell, W. J. , pilot, Foochow

Moalle, N. , (Moalle & Co.) shipchandler, Amoy

Moberly, E , G.,( Chartered Bank) acting agent, Yokahama

Möckel, A., ( E. Klöpfer & Co.) clerk, Manila

Mody, S. K., broker, Shanghai

Mody, H. N. , auctioneer and broker, Graham street

Mody, P. C. , broker, Shanghai

Moeller, A. H. , master mariner, Bangkok

Moeller , von , unter -lienterant, H. I. German M.S. Hertha

Moller, E. , master mariner, Bangkok

Moerike, G., (Botica de la Escolta) ch mint and druggist, Manila

Moftat, J., (Hongkong & Sban zhai Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Moffett, E. G. P., assist. engineer, H. M. corvette Curacoa

Mogra, R. S. , merchant, Canton

Mohlen, M. von der, (Kumpers & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Mohn, B. E., (Malherbe, Jullien& Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Moir, A. E. G. , mids'ipman, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra
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Moisello, E. , (John D. Ross) assistant, Singapore

Moisy, chief, fourth office, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Mojica, J. , clerk, audit department, Manila

Moladina, E., (H. A. Esmail & Co.) manager, Hollywood road

Molchanoff, J. M., ( Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) merchant , Hankow & Foochow

Molesworth, J. M., (Colliery, Engineering & Mining Co.) assistant enşineer, Tientsin

Molina, N., notario , ecclesiastical depar : ment , Iloilo

Molino, J., letrado,consejo de adıninistracion, Manila

Mölleudorff, Dr. O. F. , von, vice - consul for Germany, Alexandra terrace

Möllendorf, master mariner, Bangkok

Möllendorff, P. G. von , acting consul, German consulate, Tientsin

Möller, Clirys.,(Nils Möller ) assistant, Shanghai

Möller, J. F , ( Siemssen & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Möller, N. , broker and ship agent, Shanghai

Möller, H. A. , (Möller & Meisner) shipchandler, Bangkok

Mollison , J. P., (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Moloney, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Molotkoff, 0. J. , ( lokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Molt, C., (Speidel & Co. ) agent at Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Monalits, S. W. , (G. Velozo) clerk , Cebu

Monasterio, A. , assistant, Custom house, Manila

Moncet, A. (A. F bre) assistant, Wladiwostock

Mondini, P., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo

Monholi, Sor M. R., San José hospital, Manila

Monis, J., (Eastero Extension, A. & C. Telegrap ': Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Monro, J. D. , (Thomas , Rowe & Smith ) clerk, Canton

Monroy, R. , escrabano,real audiencia , Manila

Monsenares, S. , keeper of hulk Cadiz, Chinkiang

Montaignac, A. , clerk , Customs, Haiphong

Montario, F. , (Ho An Chong ) assistant, Singapore

Monteiro, A. J. , ( P. Nuy) assistant, Singapore

Monteiro, A. J., third clerk , Supreme court, Singapore

Monteiro, J. J. , clerk, Medical department, Penang

Monteiro, J., keeper of powder magazine, Singa ore

Monteiro, T. J. B. , assistant, Macao Dispensary, Macao

Monteiro, H. , ( "Colonial Press " ) compositor, ngapore

Monteiro, J. X. , commission agent, Shanghai

Monteiro, E. , ( Ímprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Singapore

Montejo y Robledo, F. , interventor de réutas estancadas, Monila

Montell, A. , ( Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) store department, Yokohama

Montell, H. Ì. , Maritime Customs tidewait : r, Chefoo

Montesoro y Luis, R., chief of military administration, Manila

Monteverde, N. , assistant , custom house, Manila

Montgolfier, de , ensign , French cruiser Kersaint

Montgomery , G. F. , assis ant , Inspectorate of Customs, Peking

Montgomery, P. H. S., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Montgomery, G. L. , (Jardine , Matheson & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Montojo, V.,major-general,Naval forces, Manila

Monument, H. , ( Hall & Holtz) assistant , Shanghai

Moodelly, F. S. , interpreter, Magistracy, Singapore

Moodlier, R., clerk , Government medicaldepartment, Province Wellesley

Moomeen , D. , (E. Pubaney) manager, Lyndhurst terrace

Moon, W. H. , engineer, H.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Mooney , C. , (MacEwen, Frickel & Co. ) assistant, Queen's road

Moonshee, S. D., broker, Queen's road

Moore , E. , (Union Insurance Society) acting agent, Shanghai
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Moore, W. P., hairdresser,&c. , Hongkong Hotel buildings

Moore , L. , broker and auctioneer, Shanghai

Moore , Alonzo, (American Rice Mill) millwright, Bangkok

Moore, C. F. , government in pector of gunpowder, Singapore

Moore, captain , steamer Martaban, Bangkok and Singapore

Moore Lane, M.,major, Roval Artillery

Moorehead , T., Maritime Custoins harbour master, Hankow

Moorhead, R. B., commissioner of Customs, Ningpo

Moosa, C. , (N. M. Khamisa ) «haper, Maraó

Moosa, J. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Monsabhoy, Abdukader, (Abdoolally Ebratim & Co.) merchant, Gage street

Moothia, P., sub- postmaster, Niebong Tabal, Penang

Moral , V. D. del, capellan, San José hospital, Manila

Moran , R. , Maritime Customs assistant tide -surveyor, (absent)

Morand, administrator adj „int, French l’rotectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Morand , clerk, Treasury , Saigon

Morand, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

a poraza , D. , director, administracion civil, Manila

Nordhorst, O. , (E. Gipperich ) clerk, Shanghai

More, A. C. , (China Sugar Refining Co. ) assistant, East Point

Droreau, superintendent of public gardens, Saigon

Vorean, eosign, French gu boat Surprise, Haiphong

Morehouse, W.N. , Maritime Customis assistant, Haikow

Arorelos, J. , ( J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

Morelos, A., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila

Morelos, N. , (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

orelos, C., (J. M. Tuason & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Moreno, L. R., official, adminis. de estancadas, Marila

Moreno, F. , oficial, adminis, de estancadas, Manila

Moreno, M. P. , teniente ayudante, carabineros, Manila

Moronn, M. S., ayudante, inspeccion de Montes, Cebu

Moreno, A. , chief accountant, Custom -house , Manila

Moreno, J. , maestre escnela , Cabildo El-siastico, Manila

Moreno, J. J. , coronel, Estado Mayor, Manila

Moreno, G. , oficial, ayuntamiento, Manila

Morf, H. C., merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Morgan , F. A., Maritime Customs, acting commissioner, Ichang

Morgan, J. , Maritime Customs examiner. Hankow

Morgan, Captain W. G., quartermaster, East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Morgan , W. M. , broker, Peddar's hill

Morgenroth, Rev. G., missionary, Basil Mission , Lilong

Morice, Jr. , storekeeper, Saigon

Morin, L., secr tary -general, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Morin , E., sub-chief, first office, Direction of Interior, Saigon

Morinigo, E. , assistant, G vernor's office , Manila

Moritz, C. , (M. Secker & Co.) hat manufacturer, Manila

Morlet, first clerk , direction of the interior, Siigon

Moro, Brigadier L. , sub -inspector, Artillery School, Manila

Moron, J. Garcia , engineer, public works department, Manila

Morris, S. J. , C.E. , manager, Sidimi Ci al Minis, Wladiwo- trek

Morris, J. , assistant, Inspectorate of Customs, Pekin

Morris, W., warder of gaol , Malacca

Morris, T. J. , (C. & J. Trading & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Morris, S. J. , broker, Manila

Morris , A. , ( A. De Ath & Co. ) clerk , Hiogo

Morris, A. G. , (Morris & Ray) ship broker, Bank Buildings
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Morris, B. J. , ( B. J. Morris & Co.) merchant , Foochow

Morris, Rev. A. R. , missionary, Osaka

Morris, J. , (Morris & Co.) commission agent , Shanghai

Morris, H. S. , secretary, North China Insurance Company, Shanghai

Morrison, G. James, civil engineer, Shanghai

Morriss, Henry, ( Morriss & Fergusson ) bill & bullion broker, Shanghai

Morrissey, R. , sub -lieutenant, H.B.M. gun oat Moorhen

Morse, F. s . , ( Smith , Baker & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Morse, J. R. , (American Cleck Co.) agent, Yokohama

Morse, W. H. , ( Smith , Bakır & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Morshead , C. D. A. , nav.-lieutenant, H.M.gur-vessel Kestrel

Morstadt, R., ( Schmidt, Kustermann & Co.) clerk, Penang

Mortimore, R. H. , student, British Legation, Peking

Morton, Chas., fleet surgeon, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Morton , A., (Cocking & Co.) clerk , Yokohama'

Mosby, John S., United States consul, Praya east •

Mosely, J. A. , (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya central

Moses, M. J., (M. S. Gublay & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Moses, M. M., ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) agent, Ninypo

Moses , M. C., (Moses & Co.) watchmaker and photographer, Singapore

Moses, C., ( Sarkies & Moses) merchant, Singapore

Moses, A. C. , (Sarkies & Moses) merchant, Singapore

Moses, N. c., ( Sarkies & Moses) clerk , Singapore

Moses, A. E. , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) cleik, Chefoo

Moses , E. M., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) inerchant, Shanghai

Moses, R. M., ( D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Chefoo

Moses, J. S. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Moss, C. D. , acting chief clerk , British court, Yokohama

Moss, R. , (Hooglandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Moss, E. J., furniture warehouse, Yokohama

Mossard, L , professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Mosso?, W. H. R. , (Dennys & Mo-sop) solicitor, Bank Buildings

Motion , J. , watchmaker, Singapore (absent)

Mottet, L. , (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Mottu , A., (Valmale, Schoene & Milson ) clerk, Yokohama

Moty, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Mouat, D., payınaster's clerk, U.S. sloop Ashuelot

Mougeol, forester, Municipal departm nt, Saigon

Moule, Rt . Rev. Geo. E. , D.D., Bishop in Mid -China, Hangchow

Moule, Rev. A. E. , B.D. , missionary, Shanghai (absent)

Moulls, J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Mouly, V., S.J. missionary, Shanghai

Mourente, R. , merchant, Pottinger street

Mouren'e, M., mercbant, Pottinu r stret

Mourilyan, W. , (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Mourine, J. M., member of administrative counc 1 , Manila

Moutrie, S. , piano tuner, Shanghai

Mowat, R. A. , assistant judge, Supreme court , Shanghai

Moxo, M. , comandante, Estalo Mayor, Manila

Muga, F., ensign , civil horse guards, Manila

Mugabur ?, Rev. P. X. , missionary, Yokohama

Mublinghaus, H. , (D. Brandt & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Mühry, 0., (Behn, Meyer & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Muir , R., ( New Harbour Dock Co. ) coppersmith, Singapore

Muir, G.W. , paymaster, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke, naval accountant, Yokohama

Muirhead, J. , third engineer, steamer Consolation, Bangkok
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--

Muirbead , J . , . (G . Falconer & Co. ) assistant, Queen's road

Muirhead, Rev. W. , missionary, Shanghai

Mulgraves, Jas., inspector of nuisances

Mullan, H. E. commander, U.S. sloop Ashuelot

Müllenhoff, kapitain -lieut., H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Muller, farrier toKing, Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Müller, H., (Wieler & Co.) clerk , Praya

Muller, C., proprietor “ Eureka Hotel,” Hogo

Muller, V. , (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) electrician, Nagasaki

Muller, J. A., actingsecretary, Netherlands Consulate, Bangkok

Muller, E. , (Siam Dispensary) chemist, Bangkok

Muller, J. B. , (Staehelin & Stahlknecht) clerk, Singapore

Müller, H., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Canton

Müller, J., Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

Müller, C. E. , (J. W. Müller & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Müller, J. W., ( J. W. Müller & Co :) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Müller, G. F. , Maritime Customs clerk, Amoy

Müller, W., (Pickenpack, Thies & Co.) merchant, & consul for Sweden , Bangkok

Müller, H. C., Maritime Customs tide surveyor and harbour master, Wuhu

Mullins, D. , sergeant of police, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Mumbux, E., (Ramsay & Co.) assistant , Bangkok

Mummery , G., lightkeeper, Maritime Customs, Amoy

Münch , Otto, (Simon, Evers & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Münchau, C. , master mariner, Bangkok

Muncherjee, D. , (Framjee IIormu-jee & Co.) merchant ,Hollywood road

Munchina, second deputy procureur general, alministration of justice, Saigon

Munn , D., ( Forbes, Munn & Co.) merchant, Manila

Munoz, F. C. , administrador gefe de rentas estar cadas, Manila

Munoz, F., clerk , contaduria de ba'ient'a, Mavila

Muñoz, Juan, proprietor, “ Bazar Oriental,” Manila

Munro, S.M.(Chartered Mercantile Bauk) accountant, Queen's road

Munson , Miss Eva J. , teacher, Tokio

Munter, D. , Osaka arsenal, Osaka

Munz, J. , (L. Eugster & Co.) clerk , Manila

Murat , J. P. de , ( Logan & Ross) managing clerk , Penang

Murdack, Miss, M.D. , missionary, Kalgan

Murdoch, R., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) turner, Singapore

Muro, chargé du service du gévie, Haipliong

Muri hy, H. M., sub -lieutenant, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Murphy, D., chief engineer, steamer White Ciond, Hongkong and Macao

Murray, G. T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Murray, A. L., (Borneo Company) cl rk , Bangkok

Murray, Major A.S. , district paymaster, Army pay department

Murray, R.,second officer, steamer Danube, Bangkok and Hongkong

Murray , F. , (MacEwen, Frickel & Co. ) assi-tant, Queen's road

Murray, Geo. B. , staff surgeon, H.B.V. giin -vessel Swift

Murray, master mariner, Bangkok

Murray, Miss, missionary, Taiwanfo

Murray, G. , (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Murray, G. S. , ( Chartereil Mercantile Bank) accountant, Singapcre

Murray, Geo., superinten lent, Tug Boat Associat on , Shanghai

Murray, A. , (Riley, Hargreaves & Co.) woulder, Singapore

Murray, Rev. J. , missionary , Che-nan -foo

Murray, E. D. , (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Murray, A. L. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Murray , J. , surgeon -major, army medical department
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Murray, A. J., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Murray, M. E. , (Margesson & Co.) merchant and consul for Great Britain , Macao

Murray, W. H. , agent , National Bible Society of Scotland, Peking

Museholt , Dr. , assistant surgeon , German gunboat Wolf

Musquert, lieutenant, French troops, Haiphong

Musso, Chevr. D., ( D. Musso & Co.) merchant and consul for Italy, West point

Mustan, E. , inspector of police, Penang

Mustard , R. W. (Mustard & Co. ) commission agent, Shanghai

Myburgh, A. , (Myburgh & Dowdall) barrister-at-law, Shanghai

Myers, W. W. , M.B., medical practitioner, Takao

Myers, C. , merchant, Tientsin

Myre de Vilers , Le, governor af French Cochin China

Nachtrieb , A. , ( Schönhard & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Nabapiet, M. D., (Gilfillan, Wo d & Co.) clerk, Sin ? pore

Nabapièt, Rev. D. S. , vicer of Armenian Church, Singapore

Nail , C. H. , (Hall & Holtz ) assistant , Shanghai

Nalda , P., civil doctor , Manila

Nalda, C., civil doctor and professor, University, Manila

Nankivell, G. , fitter, Government railway service , Yokoliama

Nanson, E. J., ( Rolyk & Davidson ) clerk, Singapore

Nansot, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Naoum.ff, Captain, aide -de - camp ' o Goveruor Feldhausen , Wladiwostock

Napier, Macvey, lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Fly

Naranjo, S., surgeon, Army medical department, Manila

Nartus, J., port master, Saigon

Nasch , E., (Chasseriau Estate) engineer, Singapore

Nash, Rev. C. B.,missionary , Hangchow

Natermann, G. , (Grosser & Co.) lerk, Yokohama

Nathan, S. A., (M. S. Gubbay & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Nathan, J. A. , M. S. Gubbay & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent )

Nathaniel , D. , draftsman, Public Works department, Penang

Naudin , J. (Boves & Co.) clerk, Yokohama (absent)

Naumann, director of Geological Survey of Japan, Tokio

Navarro , H. , preparador conservador, botanical department, Manila

Navarro, E. L. , engin er, Public Works department, Manila

Navegaute, M., engineer and boilermaker , Iloilo

Navelle, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Nazer, R. H. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Takao

Nazer, J. S. , (Hongkong & Whimpoa Dock Co.) accountant, Praya Central

Neale , E.C. Št . J. B. , sub -lieutenant, H.B M. sloop Daring

Neate, S. R., inspector of buildings, Surveyor-general's office

Neave, D. C., manager, Singapore and Straits Printing office, Singapore

Neave, Thos., manager, Chartered Bank of India &c . , Singapore

Neave , J. S. , (McAllister & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Nebot, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary , Ban Kim Cheng, Formosa

Nègre, fleet paymaster, French frigate Thémis

Negrin, J., crdenador, administracion de la armada, Manila

Neilson , J. B. , (Sayle' & Co.) assi- tant, Shanghai

Neimen, F., proprietor, hotel “ Stadt Stralsund,” Amoy

Nelligan, Chas., M lay interpreter, Supreme court, Penang

Nelson, W.J. , (Campbell & Co.) assistant , Swatow

Nelson, H. , Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Nelson, Miss, teacher, Raffles' Institution Girls' School, Singapore

Nelson, P. J., (Eastern Extension, A. & C , Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang

Nelson, R. , staff surgeon, H.B.M.S.Iron Duke, for naval hospital, Yokohama
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Nemchinoff, F. J. , ( Piatkoff, Molchanol & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Nesbitt , D., ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Nesbitt, J. E. , manager, Foochow Duck yard

Nestor, Miss, (Rose & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Netbersole, H., aerated water manufacturer, Singapore

Netto , C. , professor, Imperial University, Tokio

Neubronner, J. C. , interpreter, Magistracy, Singapore

Neubronner, Ed. , (De Wind & Co.) planter, Mlacca

Veubrovner, E. , assistant master, High School, Malacca

Neubronner, A. W., ( Borneo Co.) clerk, Singapore

Neubronner, J. L. , ( Borneo Co.) clerk , Singapore

Neumann, J. , Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Neves, J., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) clerk, Cosmopolitan Dock

Neves, Rev. J. das , professor, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Nevile, H. J. W. , midshipman, II.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Neville, G., lieutenant, U.B.M.corvette Comus

Nevios, Rev. John L., D.D., missionary, Chefoo (absent)

New, Thos., engineer, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Newbury, J. , Maritime Customs examiner, Amoy

Newington , F. A., lieutenant of Marines, 11.M.S. Victor Emanuel

Newland, H. O. , chief inspector of police, Singapore

Newland, C. C., inspector of police, Penang

Newman, Walter , (Newman & Co.) public tea inspector, Foochow (absent)

Newman, W. H. , Britislı vice - consul, Bangkok

Newman, E. , proprietor and manager, “ Chefoo Family hotel,” Chefoo

Newnham -Davis, Captain, N. , East Kent Regiment, Penang

Newton, Miss Ella J., missionary, Foochuw

Newton, W., superintendent moulder, Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai

Newton , G. S., engineer, H.B.M. gud - vessel Fly

Newton, H. , assistant enginer to municipality, Singapore

Newton, A. , manager, Hongkong and China Gas Company, Praya west

Neyret, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Ny Choy, Hon . barrister- at - law , Bank buildings

Nichol, F. E., (R. Anderson & Co.) clerk , Kul ang

Nicholas, A. S. , fourth officer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Nicholls, B. , (Wilson, Nicholls & Co.) shipchandler, Amoy

Nichols, J. , ( Chinese Bugineering & Mining Co.) foreman sinker, Tientsin

Nicholsen, Geo., (Gt . Noith rn Telegraph Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Nicholson, J. C. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Nicholson, W. D., (C. Baumgarten) clerk , Singapore

Nicholson, J. F. , (Syme & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Nickel , C. T. M. , coal dealer, Hiogo

Nickels, M. C., broker, Sbanzhai

Nicol , ensign , French cruiser Kersaint

Nicolai, Rt . R.v. Bishop, Russian mission, Tokio

Nicolaï, adininistrator of native affairs , Saigon

Nicolas, surgeon , Frenclı gunboat Surprise, Haiphong

Nicoll , W. L., P. A. engineer, U.S.S. Monocacy

Nicolle, P. A. , (P. A. Nicolle & Co. ) Hiogo

Nicolls,H , (Drummond, Gaggino & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Nieto, A., (Genat) & Co.) assistant, Manila

Niedenfucber, master mariner, Bangkok

Niedhardt, E. , (Medical Hall) chemist, Queen's road

Nielsen, E. , assistant, Telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Nielsen, J. , Maritime Customs boat officer, Canton

Nienstead, F.J. H. , marshal, U.S. Consulate, Hivgo
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Nieto , M., (Guicbard & Fils) clerk , Manila

Nightingale, Rev. A. W. , missionary, Hankow (absent)

Nilsen, A. , (Kunst " Ibers) clerk , Wladiwostock

Niobey, E., lawyer, wigon

Nisbet, J. M. , engineer, tug-boat Pathfinder, Taka

Nissim , M. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Nissle , G., ( Bebre & Co.) merchant, Saigon (absent)

Nisted , mariner, Bangkok

Noble, E. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Genkai -maru

Noble, John, watchmaker anil jeweller, Queens road

Noble, W. C., treasurer , American Board of Missions, Peking

Noble, J. , lightkeeper in charge, Breaker Point lighthouse, Amoy

Noble, A. K., ( G. Domoney & Co.) storekeeper, Yokohama

Noël , G. W. , (Maitland & Co.) olerk, Shanghai

Noel , W. M., clerk, China Tradrs Insurance Co., Queen's road

Nogeira, E., secietary, Naval administrative department, Manila

Nogueira, V. , (H ,K.C. & M.S.B. ( '0.) wharfinger, Macao

Noidares, Count C. E. de, Belgian Minister, Peking

Nolting, J., (Taumeyer & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Nölting, N. A. , ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co ) clerk , Hankow

Nonis, F. , foreman , Government Printing office, Singapore

Nonis , J. , (Guthrie & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Nonis, A. , teacher, St. Francis's School, Malacca

Nonis, J., (A. A. Anthony & Co.) clerk, Penang

Nonis, J. , cierk , Surveyor-general's office, Singapore

Nonis, R. , clerk, Land office, Malacca

Nonis, J., clerk , Survey department, Malacca

Nonis, W. J., clerk , Survey department, Malacca

Noodt, J. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Noodt, Oscar ( Vogel & Co.) clerk , Praya

Nooroodin, B. M., (Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.) clerk, Gage street

Norman, A., manager, Rising Sun office, Nagasaki

Noronha, H. L. , superintendent Government Printing office, Singapore

Noronha, J. , (Nati nal Bank of India ) clerk , Shanghai

Noronha, F. de P. , member of municipal chamber, Macao

Noronha, L., (Noronlia & Sons) printer, Shanghai

Noronha, A. J. , ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Shanghai

Noronha, D. , (Noronha & Co.) printer, Zetland street

Noronha, S.A., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Norris, Wm ., chief clerk , Colonial treasury, Singapore

Norris, C. V., apothecary, general h« spital, Singapore

Norris, W. W., clerk , Mrine department, Singapore

Norris, R. O. , ( Netherlai ds Trading Society ) clerk, Singapore

North , John, (Medical Hall and Dispensary)chemist, Yokohama

Northcote,G.S , deputy cür iner , and clerk , Registrar -general's office

Northey , H. A. , (Galton & Co. ) tea inspector, Foochow

Norton, H. P. , cadet engineer, U.S.S. Swatara

Norwood, Miss Sophie, missionary , Swatow

Nott , Wm ., agent, San Francisco Board of Underwriters, Hongkong

Nouët, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Novion , A., commissiner, Maritime Customs, Takao and Taiwanfoo

Nowrojee, D. , merchant and baker, and manager of Hongkong Hotel, Queen's road

Noyes, Lient. B. , U.S.S. Richmond

Noyes, Miss H., missionary, Canton

Noyes, Miss M., missionary, Canton

Noyes, H. O. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokolama
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Noyes, Rev. H. V. , missionary , Canton

Nozaleda, B. , professor, University, Manila

Nully, R. de , MaritimeCustoms assistant, Chefoo

Nunes, I. S., compositor, N. C. llerald office , Shanghai

Nunes, M. J. , Junr., chief officer and purser, steamer White Cloud, Canton & Macao

Nunes , A. A. , ( Johnston & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Nuuis, F. , dresser, medical department, Malacca

Nunis, F. F., sub -warder of gaol , M'acca

Nunis, M. J. , guardiar, leper hospital, Malacca

Nunn, Charles, constable, British consulate, Chinkiang

Nutter, Geo . , Maritime Customs boat officer, Chinkiang

Nuy, P. , archit ct and contractor, Singapore

Nuzurales, Fuzulali, ( Fezoolabhoi Abdoolali) clerk, Singapore

Nye, Gideon , ( Nye & Co.) merchant, Canton

Nye, C. , captain , Mitsu Bishi steamer Takachiho-maru, Tokio

Oastler, W. , (Reid & Oastler) shipbuilder, Hiogo

Oates , C., warder, gaol, Penang

Obadaya, I , E. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Oberg, Gus., ( Nils Möller) marine superintendent, Shanghai

Oberly, A. S., fleet surgeon, U.S. squadron

O'Brien, H. A., police magistrale, Penaig

O'Brien, R. A. , M.D. , medical practitioner, St. John's Place (absent)

Oca , J. , Governor's office, Manila

Ocampo, V. , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Ocampo, M. de, coffee house keeper, Mai ila

O'Conner, R. S. , first magistrate, Singapore

Odam , E. K. , assistant engineer, H B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Odell, John, (Odell & Leyburn) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Odger, J., ( Chinese Engineering and Mining Co.) winder, Tientsin

Oehl, F. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

Oehlers, H. , (Howarth, Erskine & Co.) tereman, Singapore

Oeltzė , G. , pilot, Foochow

Oestmann, C. , (C. Illies & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Ogilvie , J. , (Ker & Co.) clerk, Manila

Ogilvie, T. D. , (Martin, Dyce & Co.) clerk, Manila

Ogilvy, J. , sub-editor, China Mail, Wyndham street

Ogle, R. G. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Oglou, L. C. de , sub -director, administracion civil , Manila

Ogston , J., captain , steamer Ichang, Hongkong and Canton

O'Hashi, T. , (Geo. R. Stevens & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Ohlinger, Rev. Franklin , missionary, Foochow

Ohlmer, E., deputy commissioner, Maritime Customs (absent)

Oiesen , T. F. , Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

O'Keeffc, S. A., apothecary ,Govt. medical department , Province Wellesley

Olagner, R., (“ La Puerta delSol ” ) assistant , Iloilo

Olano, A. , agencia maritima, Manila

Olano, E. de, (Larrinaga & Co. ) merchant, Manila

Oldekop, korvetten -kapitain, HÍ.I. German M.S. Hertha

Olivas,G.L., engineer, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Olive , Wm . , engineer, H.B.M. gun -Vessel Kestrel

Oliveira, A. S. , (Mercantile Printing office ) clerk , Shanghai

Oliveira, Dr. E. A.Braga d ', judge, Macao

Oliveira, C. A, dos S. , clerk , revenue department, Macao

Oliveira , V. d ', porter, revenue department , Macao

Oliveira, A. M. de, interpreter, Spanish consulate , Shanghai
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Oliveira, A. M. , procurador, Macao

Oliveira, F. S. , printing manager, N. C. Herald office, Shanghai

Oliveira, A. M. , (Oliveira & Co. ) broker, Shanghai

Oliveiro, V. C. de , (Mathieu & Co. ) clerk , Penang

Oliver, G. , midshipman, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Oliver, C. H. , M.A., professor of English, College of Peking

Oliver, Geo ., (Geo . Oliver & Co.) merchant, Foochow

Oliver, J. H. , ensign , U.S. sloop Swatara

Olives , S. , clerk, contaduria de bacienda, Manila

Ollerdessen, H. , ( Morris & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Olleros, A., teniente coronel , Estado Mayor, Manila

Ollia , D. D. , ( D. D. Ollia & Co. ) merchant and commission agent, Taiwan

Ollia , N. D. , merchant, Amoy

Ollia, J. N. , (N. D. Ollia) clerk , Amoy (absent)

Ollivier, proprietor, Hotel de l'Univeis, Saigon

Olmo, R.A. del , ayudante, inspeccion de montes, Pagsanian, Philippines

Olmstead , Miss L. A., mission ry, Bangkok

Olmsted, F. H. , ( Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk, Yokobama

Olsen , M. P. , master mariner, Bangkok

Olsen, A. , superintendent of police, and local post -master, Hankow

Olsen, A. , second berthing officer, Harbour Master's office, Woosung, Shanghai

Olson , J. , stevedore, Hiogo

Olson, J. , proprietor, “ National Hotel,” Queen's road

Olva, ayudante, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Manila

O'Malley , Hon . E. L. , attorney - general, Supreme Court

Ommanney, C. E., supt. of police . Singapore

Oñate , J. , (Malcampo & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Onrubia, N., habilitado, administracion de la armada, Manila

Oppel, J. , lithographer, Manila

Oppen, E. G. , trader, Iloilo

Opsteltein , J. C. , (F. Engler & Co.) merchant, & consul for Austria & Portngal, Saigon

Ord, J. W., manager Boyd & Co.'s dock, Shanghai

Ord , C. H. , inspector of police, Province Wellesley

Ordaz, S. , medical practitioner, Iloilo

Ordaz, S. , almacenero, inspeccion de Acopios de Tabaco , Iloilo

Orfeur, W. W., first mate, light vessel , Newchwang

Orley, G. , inspector of markets

Ormelise, storekeeper, telegraph departmen ', Saigon

O'Rourke, D., (Hall & Holtz) assistant, Shanghai

Orozco , P. , hatmaker, Il ilo

Orozco, E. del S. , Governor's office, Manila

Orpen , Herbert, midshipman, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Orr, s. M. , captain , steamer Chinkiang, Hongkong & Shanghai

Orr, J., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Nagoya -maru, Tokio

Orr, W. S. , ( Boyd & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Ortells, F.D., secretary, Mutual Marine Insurance Co. , Manila

Orth, H. , (Hecht , Lilienthal & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Ortin , F. , carria e builder, Iloilo

Ortiz , A. , liquidator, estate A. Franco & Co. , Manila

Ortiz, L., clerk , contaduria de hacienda, Manila

Ortiz, J., trader, Iloilo

Ortiz, A. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Ortolan, commander, gunboat Hargon, Saigon

Orton , G. , manager , Singapore Steam SawMills, Singapore

Ortuo, lieutenant-colonel of troops, Saigon

Ortuoste, P. , interpreter, Governor-General's office, Manila
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Ortuzar, R. , engineer, public works department, Manila

Ory , A. M. dle , captain of the port, Iloilo

Osborn , P. , foreign secretary, Keacho, Yokohama

Osborn, E. , first mate, Tungsha lightship , Shanghai

Osborne, H. , fourth engineer, P. & 0. steamer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Osborne , F. , assistant, Associated Wharves, Shanghai

Osborne, J. , (Lane , Crawford & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Osborne , J. H. , ( Stewart & Osborne) draper, Shanghai

Oscampo, V. de, wine merchant, C -bu

Osmeña, V. , (Osmeña, Rita & Co. ) hosier, Cebu

Osmeña, T. , ( Osmeña, Rita & Co. ) hosier, Cebu

O mout, charicelier, French Cosulatı , Quinhon

Osmund,C., registration clerk, Registrar -General's office

Osouf, Mgr. Pierre Marie, Roman Catholic Bishop, Tokio

Ost, Rev. J. B. , missionary, Church Mission House, West point

Osten , L. von, student interpreter, German Legation, Tokio

Ostermayer, M., ( C. Rhode & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Ostman , J., commandant of cavalry, Philippines

O'Sullivan , T. , third officer, steamer Japan , Hongkong and Calcutta

Ott , Rev. R.,missionary, Basil Mission, Fuchukphai

Ott, T. , ( Labhart & Co.) clerk, Manila

Ottaway, E. F. , Maritime Custons assistant examiner, Tientsin

Otten , J. , master mariner, Bangkok

Ottomeier, P. A. W., ( Siemssen& Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Oudin, clerk to Registrar , Law Courts, Saigon

Overbeck, H. , (Overbeck & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Overhoff, A., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Overin, M. S., ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Overton, W. , storekeeper, P. & 0. steamer Malacca, Hongkong and Japan

Owen , P. R., (New, Hurbour Dock Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Owen , C. H., clerk, Supreme Court, Singapore

Owen , Rev. W., missionary, Hankow

Owen, Rev. G., missionary, Peking

Owen, G, P. , ( Gulfillan , Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Owen, A. M., P. A. surgeon, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Owston , A. , (Owston, Snow & Co.) importer, Yokohama

Oxlad , Miss, Society for promoting female education, Osaka

Oxley , E. G. , chief engineer , Mitsu Bishi steamer Tokai-maru , Tokio

Ozario , F. A., steward , S ameu's Hospital, Foochow

Ozorio, C. A., (Noronha & Sons) assistant, Zetland stieet

Ozorio , F. , third secr tary , Spanish Legation , Peking

Ozorio, L. C. , (Russell & Co.) clerk , Praya

Ozorio , F. , agent , Foochow Ice Company, Pagoda Anchorage , Foochow

Ozorio, H. F., ( J. Noble) assistant, Queen's road

Ozorio , C. F. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Pottinger street

Ozorio, L. J. , (Gibu , Livin , ston & Co.) clerk , Pottinger street

Ozorio, F. A. , (Hughes & Legge) clerk, Praya central

Ozorio, E. C. , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Ozorio, C. J., (Geo. R. Stevens & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Ozoux, F. , (V. Ruque) agent , Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Paasch, C. , ( Taumeyer & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Pabalan , N. , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Pabalan , E. , (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila

Pacheco, F. , (Adamson, Bell & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Pacheco, A. A. , lawyer, Macao
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Pacheco, J. , gefe do negociado, tesoreria central, Manila

Pacheco, D , C , (B. de S. Fernandes) clerk , and vice - consul for Siam , Macao

Padday, A. C. , ( W. Hall & Co ) merchant, Penang (absent)

Padday, R. , (W. Hall & Co. ) merch int, Penang

Padel , H., (A. R. Marty) clerk , Queen's road

Paderin, J. , acting Russian Consul , Shangbai

Padilla , J. S. , tesorero, Cabildo Eclesiistico, Manila

Paez, F. , ( J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

Page, Rev. L., French Catbolic Mission , Singapore

Page, J, T. K., (Hingkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Queen’s road

Page, W. F. , traffic manager, Government railway service, Kobe

Pages, mecanicien, Haiphong

Paguin, Rev. L. Q. , French Catholic Mission, Singapore

Painter, W., gunner, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Painter, Rev. G. W. , missionary, Hangchow

Paja, provisor, Ecclesiastical department, Manila

Pakenl'am, G. C., (Martin , Dyce & Co, ) clerk, Manila

Palacios , G. , engineer, Public Works department, Manila

Palamountain, B. , printing office manager, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Palasne de Champeaux, L. , French consul, Haiphong

Paléolock, Capt., ch.ef of naval i epartment, Wiadiwostock

Paleske, lieutenant, German gunboat Wolf

Palgrave, W. G., British political agent , Bangkok

Pallas, pilot, Saigon

Palletr, J. W., gunner, Chinese gunboat Chen -to, Canton

Pallister, E. , (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Go.) clerk , Yokohama

Palm , T. A. , medical missionary, Niigata

Palm , J. L. E., Maritime Customscommissioner, Wuhu

Palmer, J. B. K., clerk , Magistracy, Singapore

Palmer, G. , clerk , audit office , Singapore

Palmer, G., boatswain, P. & 0. steamer Malucca, Hongkong & Japan

Palmer, H.N. , (Peele, Hubbell & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Palmer, J. , (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Palmer, F. D. , foreman of the yard in charge, Naval Yard

Palmer, H. S. , major, Royal Engineers

Palmer, C. H., barbour -master, Foochow

Pam, E. del , clerk , accountant-general's office, Manila

Pamphlett, W. F. , assistant engineer, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Pan, J. F. del , director, “ La Oceania Espanola ," Manila

Panadé, F. , timber merchant, Iloilo

Panamoroff, J. J. , ( Kunst & Albers) clerk , Wladiwostock

Pander, Dr., professor of Gernian and Russian, College of Peking

Panez , S. , trader, Iloilo

Panoff, J. K., ( Piatkoff, Molchanotf & Co.) clerk , Hankow

Pantoja, A. , din ctor coronel , artillery school, Manila

Pape, C., Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Papendrecht, J. H. van , (Hooglandt & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Papillon, Lieut.-Colonel J.A. , commanding Royal Engineer

Papoff , Capt, aide-de - camp to Governor Fildhausen, Wladiwostock

Paquin, M., ( Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Prayil central

Para, V. , judge alcaldias mayores, Pototan, Pbilippines

Parceval de, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Pardon, W., (North China Insurance Company) clerk , Shanghai

Pareja, J. F. , Governor's office, Manila

Parfitt, W., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Paris , Vy. Rev. P. , prov: car , French Catholic Mission , Singapore
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Pariset , clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Parker, J. H. P. , commander, receiving ship Wellington , Shanghai

Parker, W. G. , chief officer steamer llailoong, Hongkong and Formosa

Parker, J. P. , ensign , U.S. sloop Swatara

Parker, Jas . , acting first clerk, Magistracy

Parker, E. H. , British consular service ( absent)

Parker, Geo.,missionary , Fancheng

Parker, C. , ( Taku Pilot Company clerk , Taku

Parker, F. C. , (Peele , Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Parkes, T., clerk , of works , Surveyor-general's office, Singapore

Parkes , F. W., assistant engineer, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Parkes, Sir Harry S. , K.C.B. , K.C.M.G. , British minister plenipotentiary, Tokio
,

Parkhill, S. , Maritime Customs tide -surveyor, (absent)

Parlane, W. , chief engineer, steamer Thales, Coast

Parmalee, Viss H. F. , Kioto, Japan

Parmentiez, P. , civil doctor, Manila

Parnell, H., C.B. , colonel commanding E. Kent regiment , Singapore

Parr, R. B. , ( Tillson, Herrmann & Co.) merchant, Manila

Parreau , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Pariy, E., Iwanai, Kaitakushi, Japan

Parsons, J. B. , cadet -en , ineer, U.S.S. Richmond

Parsons, J. R., ( Chartered Bank ofIndia, &c . ) sub -accountant, Singapore

Partridge, Rev. S. B. , missionary, Swatow

Pasagali, A., assistant, Mint, Manila

Pascal , sub-chief, second office , Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Pascoe, A. H., major of Marines, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Pascoe, W. H. , gunner, H.M.S. Wivern

Pascual, P. , assistant , Hope & Charity coal mines, Cebu

Pasedag, C.J. , ( Pasedag & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Amoy

Pass , s . C. , accountant, a'd teacher Parsonage School, Yokobama

Passelègne, chief clerk , Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Passmore, R. C. , second officer, revenue steamer Feihoo, Amoy

Pastor, N. , commandante Estado Mayor, Manila

Pastor, B. , coffee house keeper, Manila

Pastors, José, administrador de hacienda, Iloilo

Paté, Mme. milliner and dressmaker , Saigon

Paterno, N. A. M. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Paterson , Major A. M., brigade major, Singapore

Paterson , J. W., Maritime Customs, assistant examiner, Tamsui

Paterson , T. , chief engineer, steamer Danube, Hongkong & Bangkok

Paterson , R. J. , (Ker & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Paterson, W., ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, and consul for Denmark, Shanghai

Patey , G. E. , lieutenant , H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Paton, R. , engineer, Hicgo Gas Company, Hiogo

Patriat, Rev. C. E. , French Mission Sanatorium , Pokſulum

Patterson, J. , ( Kobe Iron Works) ass stant , Hiogo

Patterson,A., (Mitsu Bishi S.S. Co. ) manager, engine works, Yokohama

Patteson, E. J., midshipman , H.M.S. Comus

Paucke, unter -lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Paul, Rev. J., bible colporteur, Canton

Paul, H. M. , professor, Imperial university, Tokio

Paul , H. H. , compositor, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy

Paul, S. , Maritime Customs clerk, Shanghai

Paul , R. , shipchandler, Shanghai

Paul, F.J. , compositor, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy
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Paula , V.de, surgeon, National Battalion , Macao

Paulic, telgraphist, Saigon

Paulse, E., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant, Wladiwostock

Paulsen , W., captain , steamer Coronation , Bangkok

Paulsen , J. R. , master mariner, Bangkok

Paulsen, W. , (Amoy Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Amoy

Paves, F. de P. , administrador, hospital de S. Juan de Dios, Manila

Paves, P. , contador, audit department, Manila

Pavie, telegraphist, Kampot , Cambodia

Pavillier, engineer, public works department, Saigon

Paviot , teleyraphist, Tanan , Cochin China

Pawley, A. , (F. Mawhood assistant , Shalighai

Paya, S. , professor of theology , University, Manila

Payne, C.R. S. , sub -lieutenant,H.M. corvette Encounter

Payo, H. P., arzobispo metrapolitano, Gobierno Eclesiastico, Manila

Pazos , A. , director coronal , infantry school, Manila

Peabody, C. H. , agricultural department, Sapporo , Yesso, Japan

Peacock , P. , inspector, British Legation escort, Tokio

Peake, R, T. , (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Pearce , Rev. T. W., missionary, Canton

Pearse , Rev. E. , missionary, Nganking

Pearson , J. T. , Maritime Customs clerk , Shanghai

Peccio , M., trader, Iloilo

Peck, E. B. , M.D., missionary, Pau -ting-fro

Peck , R. G. , lientenant, navigat r, U.S. corvette Alert

Pedersen , P. M., pil t , Ningpo

Pedro, J., enfermeiro, commissäo do hospital militar de S. Januario, Macao

Pedro, W., compositor, AmoyGazette office, Amoy

Peerbhoy, C., (E. Pubaney) clerk , Lyndhurst Terrace

Peignet, chiefengineer compagine pour le decorticage du riz , Saigon

Peilicer, E. , merchant and agriculturist, Bohol, Philippines

Pein , G. E. von, ligutkeeper, Breaker Point, Amoy

Pelaos, J. , farmaceutico, army medical departmen ?, Manila

Pelihan, A. , Russian consul, Yokohama

Pelissier, V., ( Pelissier & Démolis) timber merchant, Saigon (absent)

Pell , B., (Eastern Extension, A. and C. Telegraph Co. ) general manager, Singapore

Pellissier, provision dealer, Saigon

Peltzer, J. , ( Lohmann & Co.) tailor, & c ., Yokohama

Pélu , Rev. A..C . , Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Pemberton, T., (Wbeelock& Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Peña, M., assistant, Mint, Manila

Peña, J., ausiliare de fomento, civil government, Manila

Peña, J. de la , (J. Peña & Co.) agent for Spanish Royal Mail steamers , Manila

Penado, M. capitan, Seccion de Archivo, Manila

Pender, J. , chief engineer, Chinese gunboat Chen-to, Canton

Pendleton, E. C., lieut-nant, navigator, U.S. sloop Swatara

Penegır, W., warder, gaol , Penang

Penfold , C. E. , superintendent of municipal police , Shanghai

Penn, H. , Dochin Machi , Osaka

Pennefather, J. , overseer, Surveyor-general's office, Singapore

Pennefather, A. P., (Donaldson & Burkinshaw ) clerk, Singapore

Penney, F. G. , collector of Land revenue, Penang

Peunington, C. A. , Martine Customs assistant , Chefoo

Penny, W.P., clerk, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Pequignot, M., French Livery Stables, Yokohama

Paralta, S. M., sub -inspector of police, Penang
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Perbet , R. , Roman vatholic missionary , Patrew , Bangkok

Percebois, D. , Maritime Customs clerk , Shanghai

Percival , L. H. , (Crane Bros.) assistant, Singapore

Percival, W. S. , clerk , Supreme Court, Shanghai

Percival, R. H., ( Reiss & Co.) silk inspector, Shanghai

Percival, W. H. , (North China Insurance Co.) acting agent, Yokohama

Perdigueiro, B., guarda -almacen, Custom house, Manila

Péré, H., painter and contractor, Saigon

Pereira , F. N. , ( I. S. Bond) clerk, Singapore

Pereira , J , F. , (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk , Shanghai

Pereira, F. L., ( Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Pereira, L. , assistant , Public Works department, Manila

Pereira, G., ( Stephens & Holmes) clerk, Wyndham street

Pereira , J. , acting postmaster -general, Manila

Pereira, D J. , second clerk, Supreme Court, Singapore

Pereira, G. G. , clerk , Imperial Treasury, Singapore

Pereira, J. L., clerk , Surveyor -General's office , Singapore

Pereira, J. B., (P. Nuy) assistant, Singapore

Pereira , P. B. , (Logau & Ross) clerk, Penang

Pereira , B. P. , (van Someren & Anthony) clerk, Penang

Pereira, M., surveyor, Public Works department, Malacca

Pereira, A. P. , ensign , second battalion, Macao

Pereira, A., ( Shanghai Mercury) compositor, Shanghai

Pereira, F. , vice -consul for Portugal, Tokio

Pereira , J. P. , (Jolin Gittins & Co. ) clerk, Fochow

Pereira, J. , treasurer, Mint , Manila

Pereira , C., ( Eastern Extension , A. & C. T -legraph Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Pereira , E. F. , (Maitland & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Pereira, J. G., (Wm . Meyerink & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Pereira, F. A., almoxarifado de guerra, Macao

Pereira, M. E. S. , ( Deetjen & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Pereira, J. M. G. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Queen's road central

Pereira, J. L. , (Oriental Bank ) clerk , Shanghai

Pereira, E. , ( Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk , Queen's road

Pereira, A. P. , (Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Queen's road

Pereira , Rev. A. J. G. , chaplain of St. Augus' ine's church , Macao

Pereira, A. M. , Macao

Pereira, E. A., (New Harbour Dock Co.) clerk , Singapore

Pereira, E. J. , ( Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Yokohama

Pereira, L. A I. , Macao

Pereira, V. S. , lawyer, and member of council of province, Macao

Pereira, H. A., Shun -pau office , acting mavager, Shanghai

Pereira, F. G. , writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Pereira, B. , (Russell & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Pereira, P. , ( D. Nowrojee) assistant, Queen's road

Pereira, T. S. , (Noronlia & Sons) compositor, Shanghai

Pereira, A. F., ( Landstein & Co.) olerk , Queen's road

Pereira, A. M. R., (0. & O.S.S. Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Pereira, E. , ( Ed . Schellhass & Co ) clerk, Praya

Perera, F. de, Spanish vice -consnl, Amoy

Peres, J. M., lieut nant quarter-master, Naticnal Battalion, Macao

Peretti , storekeeper, Haiphong

Pereya, J. , director, Sociedad de Fianza, &c . , Mauila

Perez, de Casteras, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon

Perez, E. , farmaceutico, army medical department, Manila

Perez, J. , ayudante, presidio, Manila
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Perez, F. M., clerk , contaduria de hacienda , Manila

Perez, P. , rector of University , Manila.

Perez, M. , Jr., printer , Manila

Perez, M. M., archivero, ecclesiastical clepartment, Manila

Perez, P. J. , ( Perez & Acha ) storekeeper, Iloilo

Perez, M., (M. Perez Marqueti) clerk , Manila

Perkin, H. , (Medical Hall) manager, Singapore

Perkins, J. A. , boarding officer , Immigration office, Penang

Perkins, G. , constable, British Consulate, Wuhu

Perkins , Dr. H. M. , dentist, Yokohama

Permewan . R. T., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) acting acconntant , Singapore

Perpetuo, E. , (0. & O.S.S. Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Perpetuo, A. V. , compositor, Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Perras, J. L., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Perraux , Rev. R. N. , French missionary, Jutbia, Siam

Perreau , A. M. , second clerk , Colonial Treasury, Singapore

Perrin , distributor, post office, Saigon

Perrin , restaurateur, Hanoi

Perrin , A. , (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Saigon

Perrott, E. S. , (Reid, Evans & Co.) clerk , Sanghai

Perry, N. , inspector of police

Perry, secretary to Admiral Willes , H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Perry, Thos., lieutenant, l'.S . corvette Alert

Perry, E. , agricultural department, Tokio

Perry, J. S., ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Perry, M. S. , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co. ) agent, Wuhu

Per tierra, L. , contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Pertierra , L. , delegado del gobierno, Sociedad de Fianzas , &c . , Manila

Pesseau , telegraphist, Soctrong, Cochin China

Pestana, A. , boarding officer, Marine department, Singapore

Pestana, A. , clerk, Singapore Exchange, Singapore

Pestana, F. A. C., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk , Singapore

Pestana, J. C. , clerk, Marine department, Singapore

Pestana , P. O., English master, Malay College, Singapore

Pestonjee, Jamsadjee, ( Cursedjee Ockerjee Bha sania ) broker, Peel street

Pestonjee, P. , (Burjorjee Khodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Pestonjee, R. , (Burjorjee Khodadad & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Pestonjee, R. , broker, Shanghai

Pestonjee, J. , merchant, Yokohama

Petel, A., Senior, sugar cstate owner, Porac Pampanga, Philippines

Petel, A. , Junior, sugar estate owner, Porac Pampanga, Philippines

Peter, Bro . , assistant, West Point Reformatory

Peters, R. H. , captain , lighthouse tender Meiji-maru , Yokohama

Peters, J. , pilot, Shanghai

Peters, F. , assistant, Sanitary departmeat, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Petersen , P. M., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Petersen , C. M., lightkeeper, Lamocks li :hthouse, Amoy

Petersen , J. V., (Great Northern Telegraph i o .) acting superintendent, Nagasaki

Petersen, A. C. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock ( '0.) foreman shipwright, Singapore

Petersen , N. C. R., ( Gt. Northern Telegraplı Co.) clerk , Shangbi

Petersen , P. W., constable, British consulate, Tamsui

Petersen, H. A., ( Petersen & Co. ) merchant, Amoy (absent)

Petersen , J. , constable, river police, Shanghai

Peterson , A. , payınaster, U.S. sloop Palos

Peterson, C. F. W. , boarding house keeper, Queen's road west

Peterson, R. , assistant master, Free School, Penang
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Peterson , H. H., Jr. , ( W. Hall & Co.) clerk , Pənang

Peterson, W., shipping master, German consulate

Pethick , W. N. , ( Petbick, Maclay & Co. ) merchant, Tientsin

Petit , C. , French missionary, Vat-Phleng, Siam

Petitjean, Roget, lieutenant, French troops, Hanoi

Petitjean, Mgr. B. T., Catholic bishop and vicar of Southern Japan, Nagasaki

Petrus, Z. , (Mackertooi & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Pettee, Rev, J. H. , missionary , Okayama, Japan

Petter, Mrs. van , missionary , Tokio

Pettersen , G. , master mariner , Bangkok

Pettier, Rev. A., Roman Cathoric missionary , Hakodate

Petz, H. , (Wenmols & Co.) tailor, Shanghai

Peyre , S. , " Peyre frères Hotel, ” Yokohama

Peyre, E. , " Peyre frères Hotel," Yokohama

Pfaff, R., (L. Vrard & Co. ) assistant , Shanghai

Pfaff, L., (H. Müller& Co. ) watch maker, Shanghai

Pfankuchen, E. , (F. A. Schultze & Co.) assistant, Newchwang

Pfeffer, unter -engineer, H.I. Grman M.S. Elisabeth

Pfeiffer, H. , ( A. Markwald & Co.) clerk, Bangkok

Pbair, E. , Maritime Customs tidewailer, Swatow

Pharot, commis, aux vivres , administrative servire, Haipbong

Philcox , Qr. Mr. Sergt. J. , foreman of works , Royal Engineer department

Philips, G. J. A. , Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Phillips, W. M., gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Foxhound

Phillips, C. , superintendent, Sailors' Home, Singapore

Phillips, Géo. , H.B.M. consul, Taiwantoo

Phillips, C., inspector, Registration deſ artment, Singapore

Phillips, J. , gunner, revenue steamer Liny -feng, Chetoo

Phillips, J. , exchange broker, Foochow

Phillips, C. , shipwright, Hiogo

Phillips , T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Phipps, W. T., (Chapman, King & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Phipps, A. L., (Phipps, Phipps & Co. ) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Phipps, H.G., (Phipps, Phipps & Co. ) merchant, Foochow

Piatkoff, M. F., ( Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Piazzoli, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Wellington street

Picar , Lieut., first aide -de-camp to Governor of French Cocuin China

Pichon, L., M.D., medical practitioner, Shanghai

Pickering, W. A., protector of Chin se, Sagip re

Pickford, C. R. B., (Smith, Bell & Co.) mer., & vice- con.forGt.Britain , U.S.A. & Italy , Cebu

Piehl, A. , ( Pusedag & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Piercy , Rev. G. , superintendent, W. slevan Methodist Mission , Canton

Piercy , G., mast » r, Diocesan school, Bonbam road

Pierre, J. B. , director of botanical gardens, Saigon ( alsent)

Piersdorff, A. L. , pilot , Swatow

Pierson , Miss L. B. , missionary, Pau ting-foo

Pierson , Miss L. H. , missionary, Yokohama

Pierson, Rev. I. , missionary, Pau -ting -foo

Pignat , telegraph overseer, Saigon

Pignatel, C., ( Pignatel & Co. ) storekeeper, Nagasaki (absent )

Pignatel, V. , ( Pignatel & Co.) storekeeper , Nagasaki

Pike, W. , Third officer, steawer Fokien , Coast

Pila, U. , ( Ulysse Pila & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Pila , L. , ( Ulysse Pia & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Pilay , J. P. C. , Tamil interpreter, Supreme Court, Singapore

Pilcher, Rev. L. 1., missionary, Tientsin
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Pillay , A , D. , clerk , police court, Penang

Pillon, F. , carpenter, Yokohama

Pim , T. , (Bathgate & Co. ) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Foochow

Pimentel , A. A. L. , quartermaster, second batta ion, Macao

Pina, M. , civil doctor, and professor, University, Manila

Pinçon, ( Banque de l'Indo -Chine) clerk , Saigon

Pinckvoss, J. H. , (Lucas & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Pineau , E. , (Pequignot & Co. ) assistant, Yokohama

Pineda, C. , solicitor, Iloilo

Pineda, E., Liberia Española, Manila

Pineiro, M., contador, adminis. coleccions y labores, Manila

Pinker, G. F. , ( Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co. ) foreman engineer, Cosmop. Dock

Pinn , J. F., manager, Japan Herald office, Yokohama

Pinna, F. F. , ( Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Pinna, J. de, writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Pino, R., civil governor's office, Manila

Pinto, Rev. N. I. T. , vicar of Portuguese mission , Singapore

Pinto, A. C. , proprietor Ori ntal Hotel, Hiogo

Pinto, M. A., second engineer , Portuguese gunboat Tamega

Pinto, R., organist, Roman Catholic Church

Pinzon , C. , assistant, departinent of forests, Arayat, Luzon

Pinzon, D. R. , judge, Tondo district, Puilippines

Pirie, G. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Pirkis, A. E. , C. B. accountant , British Legation, Peking

Pirla, J., commander of engineers, Naval arsenal, Manila

Piron , E., teacher of singing, piino, &c. , Queen's road

Piron ,
L., teacher of French and piano, Queen's road

Piry , P. , Maritime Customs assistant, Ningpo

Piry, T. , Maritime Customs acting assistant secretary, Peking

Pitman, G. D. , (Douglas Lapraik & Co. ) agent, Swatow

Pitman, John, Tokio and Hongkong

Piton , assistant surgeon, French cruiser Kersaint

Piton, Rev. C. P. , missionary, Basil Mission, Lilong

Pittar, Rev. Fr. , S.J., missionary , Shanghai

Pitter, S. , surgeon , National Battalion , Macau

Pitter, H. J.S., student interpreter, procur.dor's department, Macao

Pitts, W., fitter, Government railway service , Yokohama

Place, F.'L., (Comptoir d'Escompte) clerk , Shanghai

Placé, D.,sacristao, college of Sta. Roza , Macao

Placé, J. L., ( Turner & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Place , J. E., pi ot, Newchwang

Place , T. , Shanghai

Place, L. de S., (Syme& Co.) clerk , Singapore

Placé, F. , compositor, Echo du Japon office, Yokohama

Placé, A. M. , marine officer, Post -office

Placé, C. de S. , writer, procurador's department, Macao

Plage, J. , chief engineer, steamer Dale, Hongkong and Bangkok

Plage, P. , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Wanchi

Plana, printer, Manila

Planter, A. , surgeon major, army medical department, Manila

Plate, F. , ( Mitsu Bishi Mail S.S. Co.) agent , Iliogo

Platt, A. R , medical practitioner, Chefoo

Plauche, baker, Saigon

Playfair, G. M. H., British consular service

Playfair, Hugh S., (Boyd & Co.) clerk, Amoy

Playfair, F. W., student interpreter, British Legation , Tokio
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Playfair, G. W. F., (Oriental Bank ) acting accountant, Yukohama

Plessis, Rev. M. J. , Roman Catholic missionary , Osaka

Plettner, F. , master mariner, Bangkok

Plitt, C. , chemist & druggist, Manila

Plumb, Rev. Nathan J., missionary, Foochow

Plunkett, J. , pilot, Newchwang

Poate, T. P. , missionary , Yokohama

Poate, W. H. , (Mack nzie & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai

Poate, W. , (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Queen's road

Pocock , T. G., captain , ateimer Thales , Coast

Poesnecker, L., (Arnhold ,Karberg & Co. ) merchant, & con . for Sweden & Norway, Praya

Poguit, Rev. L., Fiench Catholic mission : ry, Singapore

pobl , J. , ( Pohl Freres & Co.) Yokohama

Pohl , H. , ( Pohl Freres & Co.) Yokohama

pohl, S., ( Pohl Freres & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

poignand, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

poignand, W., assistant,Shanghai Associated Wharves, Shanghai

Poirier, V., (F. Crettier) assis'ant , Saigon

Poitevin , L. , proprietor , “ Sweetmeat Castle,” Shanghai

Polder, D. , chancelier, Belgian Legation, Tokio

Polder, L. van der, secretars interpreter, Netherlands Swedish & Danish Legation, Tokio

Pole, Rev. G. H , mission ry, Osaka

Poletti, P., Maritime Customs picstal clerk, Tientsin

Polglase, J.E. , (Sayle& Co.) assistant, Singapore

Poli, J. D., Maritime Customs clerk , Shanghai

Polishwalla, M. B. , cotton and yarn broker, Aberdeen street

Polite, Geo ., proprietor “ Toilet Club ," Shanghai

Polland , A. R., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore

Pollard, Geo. N. A., lieutenant and commander, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr

Pollard, E. R. H., surgeon , H.B.M. ginboatZephyr

Pollard, T. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Pollet, pilot, Saigon

Pollet, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Pollin , telegraphist, Baria, Cochin China

Pollock , T., fitter, Government railway service , Yokohama

Pollock, W., Maritime Customs exan iner, Shanghai

Pollock, John, med cal practiticner, Swatow

Ponchon , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Pond, J. A., accountant, Municipal Council offices, Shanghai

Ponomareff, P. A. , (P. A. Ponomar ff & Co.) mer. & vice-consul for Russia, Hankow

Pontillon, commandant, French cruiser Purserul, Haiphong

Pooke , A. , ( Ramsay, Balman & Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Pooles, F. , (John Litle & Co ) assistant, Singapore

Pope, C., (M.B.M.S.S. Co.) clerk , Yokchama

Popoff, T., (Kunst & Albers) clerk , Wladiwostock

Popoff, N. , student interpreter, Russian Legation, Peking

Popoff, P. A. , (A. A. Belogolovy) clerk , Tientsin

Popoff, P. , interpreter, Russian Legation, Peking

Pors, M. , ( Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Portaria, V. P. M. de, ( Shanghai Mercury office) compositor, Shanghai

Porté, lieutenant, Le Drac, Saigon

Torte, B. , (Messageries Maritimes) second commissaire, Shanghai

Protella, M., ensign, civil horse guards, Manila

Porter, Miss Mary Q. , missionary, Tientsin

Poiter, Miss M. I. , missionary, Pang Chia, Shantung

Porter, Rev. H. D., M.D., missionary, Pang Chia, Shantung
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Portes, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary , Kiukiang

Portier, E. , surveyor, Sanitary departinent, French Municipaldepartment, Shanghai

Portret, second deputy attorney general, Saigon

Posch, W., (China and Japan Trading Co.) acting manager, Yokohama

Posnett , constable , British Legation , Peking

Possel. Deydier, H. de, premier commissaire, Messageries Maritimes, Shanghai

Postlethwaite, J. W., (Galton & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow

Pot, J. J. van der, minister for Netherlands, Sweden & Norway & Denmark, Tokio,

Potteaux, Annamite interpreter, Saigon ( absent)

Potter, N. J. , gunner, H.B.M. gunb at Tweed

Potter, F. A. , mining engineer , Nagasaki

Potts, second officer , steamer Ningpo , Hongkong and Shanghai

Potts, T. M. , ensign, U.S. sloop Palos

Poulsen, L. , master mariner, Bangkok

Pourquier, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Pourtalès -Gorgier, Cte . de , consul for France, Fonchow

Powell , E. P., lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Powell, C. A. F. , chief officer, E. E. , A. & C. Telegraph Co 's str. Sherard Osborn , S'pore

Powell, W. , (Sayle & C ... ) assistant, Queen's road

Powell, C. S. , ( Brown & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Power, A. P. , Mansfield , Bogaardt & Co.) clerk, Penang

Powers, R. H. , ( R. H. Powers & Co.) storekeeper, and marshal U.S. consulate, Nagasaki

Powys, E. , (E. C. Kirhy & Co.) a - sistant, Yokohama

Poymiro, counsellor, Court of appeal, Saigon

Poynter, J. , Maritime Customs tide surveyor and harbour master, Hoihow

Pozas,R. , agent, Laguća steamers, Manila

Pozo, J. , assistant , Custom house, Manila

Pradlo , N. , del , professor of philosophy, University , Manila

Prasse , paymaster, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Prat, G. , ( Thomas, Rowe & Smith ) clerk, Canton

Prats , J. , assistant, Mint, Manila

Prati , R. , boatswain , H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Preciado, T. , wine merchant, Iloilo

Preedy, H. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Daring

Prentice, J. , ( Boyd & Co.) engineerand shipwright, Shanghai

Preux , assistant surgeon , French frigate Themis

Presgrave, D.G., assistant secretary to municipality, Singapcre

Preysler, J. , (Reçes & Co.) assistant, Manila

Price, T. R. , clerk , H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Price, B. J., (H. Consterdine & Co.) assistant , Chefoo

Price, Hon . John M., F.G.S. , F.R.G.S. , surveyor- general (absent)

Price, C. J. , Maritime Customs assistant tidesurveyor, Amoy

Price, Alex., bill broker, and secretary of Chamber of Commerce & H’kow Club, H’kohe

Prichard, G. H. , (Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Prichard, A. T. , (Smith , Baker & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Prieto , L , ( Baer Senior & Co.) clerk , Manila

Prijaule, J., ensign, civil horse guards, Manila

Primrose, W.M., ( Primrose & Co.) commission agent, Shanghai

Prior , J. O., (G. Domoney & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Pritchard , G. H. , ( Ramsay, Bailman & Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Pritchard, C. E. , lieutenant, H.B.M. gun vessel Fly

Pritzsche , Rev. C , missionary, Long - ểu, Canton

Procacci , D. V. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Prodhomme, secretary to Bisbop, Saigon

Prodbomme, Rev. C. J. N. , French missionary, Saraburi, Siam

Prosch , G. , ( Ed . Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Praya
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Prostes , H. , cousul for Portugal , Singapore and Bangkok

Prouteaux, E., commander, French gumboat Surprise, Haiphong

Provand, A. , ( A. Provand & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Provost, P., professor, Taberd school, Saigon

Provost, A., Roman Catbolic missionary, Peking

Pruche, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Prudhomme, assistant commissioner of subsistances, Saigon

Pruen, -, China Inland mission , Faucheng

Pryer, H., (J. Bisset & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Puente, A. de la, restaurant keeper, Manila

Puente y Olea, L. de la, gefe letrado, intendencia de bacienda, Manila

Puertas, F. Diaz y, (Viu a de Loyzaga & Co.) printer, Manila

Puetz, J. , secretary, German consulate, Yokohama

Pugh, E. A. , first officer, steamer Kiukiang, Hongkong and Canton

Pugh, W. , ( Evans, Pugh & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Pugnet, professor, Saigon seminary, Saigon

Puhlmann, A., proprietor, “ Adelphi Hotel , ” Singapore

Puigdollers, E. , apothecary, Manila

Puig, J. , contador, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila

Pulido y Arioyo, J. , magistrate, Manila

Purcell , P. H., Maritime Customs ex miner, Cheloo

Purcell , J., ( Engineering & Mining Co. ) overman , Tientsin

Purchas , Chas., D.A., commissary general of Ordnance, Singapore

Purdon, J. J. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Purdon, John G. , (Maitland & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Purse, Ed , constable, British consulate, Pakhoi

Pustau, von, unter-lieut., H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Pustau, T. J. E. von ., merchant , Hongkong and Canton, & Netherlands Covsul , Canton

Puthod, Rev. E. , Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Pye, Chas., (Odell & Leyburn ) clerk, Foochow

Pye, R. H. , vice-consul for France, Amoy (absent)

Pyke, Rev. J. H. , missionary, Peking (absent)

Pyne, W. E. , captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Urada -maru, Tokio

Quade, E. , (A. Roensch ) assistan ', Manila

Quays, J. B. assistant master, Free school, Penang

Quentric, Roman Catholic missio : ary, Chant’aboon , Bangkok

Quin , J.J. , British consul, Hakodate

Quincey, W., inspector of yolice

Quintanilha, Major R. J. , director of public works, Macao

Quintanilla , L. , (V. de Oscampo ) assistant, Cebu

Quintella, acting major, second battalion, Macao

Quintin, A. W., (MacEwen Frickel Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Quioga, J. Malcampo, (Malcampo & Co.) merchant, Amoy

Rabadan,M., surgeon , army medical depar ment, Manila

Radcliff, Miss R., teacher, Graham's school, Bangkok

Radcliff, S. G. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Radcliffe, F. J. , clerk to chief justice, Singapore

Radon , J. , (W. Birt & Co.) straw braid inspectr, Shanghai

Rädecker, R., ( Rädecker & Co.) merchant, Wyndhamn street

Rademacker, captain, steamer Sury Wongsee, Bangkok and Singapore

Rademaker, P., master mariner, Bangkok

Radmore, J. R. , carpenter, H.B.M. coriette Enco nter

Rae , Geo ., sergeant of police

Rae, W. , sergeant of police, Hiogo
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Rae, T. F. , (Geo. Smith & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Rae, W. , Maritime Customs tidesurveyor and Harbour Master, Swatow

Rae, W., (North, Thompson & Co. ) chemist, Yokohama

Rago, billiard setter, Sharghai

Rago, A.de, ( Union Insurance Society) clerk, Shanghai

Raguet, Rev. E. , Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Rahman, Abdool, ( E. & H. Hinnekindt) clerk, Singapore

Rahman , Abdool, (N. M. and A. M. Khamisa) assistant, Peel street

Raimondi, Right Rev. T. J. , D.D., vicar apostolic, Roman Catholic bishop (absent).

Rainford, T. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi stramer Kwanko maru

Ralph, Geo. S. , navigating lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Ramamim , A. J. , ( D. Sassoon Sons & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Ramasse, A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter , Wuhu

Ramdans, B. , ( Lambert Brothers ) assistant, Singapore

Ramirez, F. , ( F. Ramirez & Co.) merchant, Iloilo

Ramirez, S. , doctoral , Cabildo Eclesiastico , Manila

Ramirez, M. , inspector- general of public works, Manila

Ramirez, J. F., “ La Puerta del Sol,” storekeeper, Manila

Ramos, A. M. , assayer, mint, Manila

Ramos, C. , sugar manufacturer, Iloilo

Rampendaul, H. , ( Tillson , Herrmann Co.) clerk , Manila

Ramsay, A. C., ( Hall & Holtz ) assistant, Shanghai

Ramsay, R. H., ( Ramsay, Badman & Co.) outfitter, Bangkok

Ramsay, G., ( M.B.M.S.S. Co. ) captain , steamer Kwanko maru

Ramsay, Thos ., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Ramsay, H. F., merchant, Hankow

Ramsay, H. , pilot, Swatow

Ramsey, Wm. , chief engireer, steamer Rajanattianuhar, Hongkong and Bangkok

Ramsey, C. H , (Ramsey & Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Randolph, Mrs. A. E., missionary, Hangehow

Randon, surgeon , Le Drac, Saigon

Ranfaine, Rev. J. B. , French missionary, Chant'aboon , Siam

Rangal, Q. A. , ( Eça da Silva & Co. ) assistant, Queen's road

Rangel, J , Portuguese master, Victoria boys' school, Hollywood road

Rangel , A. , accountant and distributor, Judicial department , Macao

Rangel, S. J. , (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Sbanghai

Rapalje, Rev. D., missionary, Amoy

Raphael, R. S. , merchant, Shanghai

Rapp, F., auctioneer and commission agent, Zetland street

Rappa, Geo. , chief clerk, Magistracy, Singapore

Pasch, C. , (Rasch and Ruyter) merchant, Yokohama

Rasniussen, C. , (Gt. Northern T-legraph C.) clerk, Shangbai

Rathje, W., (Ed. Knox & Co. ) assistant, Bangkok

Rato, J. , secretario , sub- inspeccion general del Ejercito, Manila

Rauch , C. A. , (Rautenberg , Schmidt & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Raven , E.A., commission agent, Canton

Rawlins, E., warder, gaol, Sitgapore

Rawlinson, C. J. , (Hall & Holtz) assistant , Shanghai

Rawson , T. H., (Adamson, Bell & Co. ) clerk, Sbanghai

Ray, E. C., (Morris & Ray) shipbroker, Bank Buildings

Ray, W. H. , secretary, China Traders’ Insurance Co. , Queen's road

Raybaud ,lieutenant, French troops, Hanoi

Rayval, T. , hairdresser, Saigon

Raynal , G. , merchant, Stanley street

Rayot, E. , ( Speidel & Co. ) clerk , Saigon

Read, A. C., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
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Read , R., assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gud-vessel Lily

Read, Thos., constable, B : itish consulate, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Read, W. H. M., ( A. L. Johnston & Co.) merchant,and Netherlands Consul-gl. S'pore

Read , R. B . , ( A . L. Johnston & Co.) mert., and consul for Sweden & Norway, &c. Singapore

Reade, Miss, missionary, Tokio

Reader, J. , assistant steward, H.B.M. Naval Hospital , Yokohama

Real, A. H. da C. Corte, secretary general, Macao

Recker, A. , proprietor, Hotelde l'Europe, Singapore

Reddelien, A., (A. Reddelien & Co. ) mert., & con. for Netherlands, Sweden &c. , Nagasaki

Reding, J. E. , agent, China Traders' Ins. Co.,and consul for Russia , Shanghai (absent)

Redonnet, J. , sttward, Shanghai Club , Shanghai

Reel, H. J. , (Gt . Northern Telegraph Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Reed, Geo.. carpenter, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Reeks, A. J. , Maritime Customs clerk, Shanghai

Rees, J. S. , assistant engileer, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Rees , C. A. , ( David Gilmour ) silk inspector, Shanghai

Reeves, J., commander, P. & 0. steamer Sunda, Horgkong and Yokobama

Reeves, W., mariner, Bangkok

Reeves, G., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai

Regagnon, tide -surveyor, Royal Custons, Haiphong

Regalado, J. , trader, Iloilo

Rego, A. A. do , lieutenant, police force, Macao

Reguera, M. , professor, intantry school, Manila

Reichenbach, von, kapitain - lieut., Al.I. German M.S. Stosch

Reid, J. , ( Reid & Oastler) shipbuilder, Hiogo

Reid , F. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) boilermaker, Singapore

Reid, J. P. , ( Strachan & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Reid, D. , chief engineer , Mitsu Bishi steamer Hiogo-maru, Japan

Reid, J. , cable jointer, E. E. , A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s steamer Sherard Osborn , S'pore

Reid, D., Maritime Customs boat officer, Swatow

Reid, A. G., M.D., medical practitioner, Hankow

Reid, F. , commission merchant, Shanghai

Reidhaar, Rev. L. , Roman Catbolic missionary , Wellington street

Reiff, R. , (Boyes & Co.) nerchant, Yokohama

Reilhac, clerk, Registry of Archives , Law Court, Saigon

Reilly , F. E. , manager, “ Central Hotel," Shanghai

Rein, E. , (Katz Brothers) assistant , Singapore

Reimers, Otto , ( P. Heinemann & Co.) merchant, liojo

Reda, F. S. , comprador, Bangkok

Reina, B., secretario capitan, artillery school, Manila

Reina, C. R. de, civil governor's office, Manila (absent)

Reina y Lopez, M., clerk, andit department, Manila

Reiners, W., (Melchers & Co.) inerchant, and consul for Russiz, Peddar's Wharf

Reis, J. dos, lieutenant, pecond battalion , Macao

Reis, A., (Mitsu BishiS.S. Co.) manager , Shanghai

Reis , J. S. da Silva, retired major, Macao

Reis, S. A. de, sixtly clerk, General Post office, Singapore

Rembert, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Remedios, J.M. dos, (0. & 0. S. S. Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Remedios , G. F. dos, Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Remedios, R. dos, ( Eastern Extension , A. & C. TelegraphCo.) clerk, Queen's road

Remedios( B. F. dos, ( Pustau & Co.) Clerk, Queen's roail

Remedies, A. M., (Oriental Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Remédios, A. F. dos, Jr. , (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praya

Remedios, S. A. dos , assistant, “ Canton Hotel,” Canton

Remedios, R. , (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk, Queen's road
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Remedios, F. , ( Brereton & Wotton) clerk, Queen's road

Remedios, J. G. dos, ( Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Remedios, Luis , secretary , CleroCatedral , Manila

Remedios, F.A., Jr. , (Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph . Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Remedios, S. B. , (Hall and Holtz) assistant, Shanghai

Remedios, J. , ( Chartered Bank of India ) clerk, Queen's road

Remedios, R. A. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Hi), 0

Remedios, F. J. dos , (Wilkin & Robison) clerk, Yokoham ,

Remedios, M. dos , clerk, Colonial Secretary's office, I will

Remedios, A. dos, ( Remedios & Co.) clerk , Pra ya

Remedios, E. A , ( Eastern Extension, A. & C. Televraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Remedios, A. F. dos ( Jerdein & Co.) clerk , Hankow

Remedios, J. C. dos, ( Remedios & Co.) clerk , Praya

Remedios, V. dos, (J. M. Armstrong) clerk , Queeu's road

Remedios, Alex. A. dos , ( J. J. dos Remedios & Co.) merchant, Stanley street

Remedios, José A. dos , (Remedios & Co. ) merchant, Praya

Remedios, A. F. dos, (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk , Praya

Remedios, M, A. dos, merchant, Macao

Remedios, F. J. dos, ( Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praya

Remedios, F. dos, (Union Insurance Society) clerk, Peddar's wharf

Remedios, G. dos , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queen's road central

Remedios, J. M. dos, ( J. J. los Remedios & Co.) clerk , Stanley street

Remedios, S. dos, (E. Vogel) clerk, Praya

Remedios, A. G. dos, ( Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk , Praya

Remedios, J. H. dos, (J. J. dos Remedios & Co.) merchant, Stanley street

Remedios, A. A. dos , ( E. Vogel) clerk , Praya

Remelios, C. C. dos, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya

Remedios, S. A. d s , (Macleod & Co.) clerk , Manila

Remedios, G. N. des, ( J Bisset & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Remedios, F. T. dos, Willia & Robinson ) clerk , Yokohama

Remedios, J. dos, (Herbert Dent & Co.) clerk, Canton

Rmiers, C. F. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Remtoola, M., (Jairazbhoy Peer bloy) clerk, Shanghai

Remusat, J. L., MaritimeCustoms assistant , Canton

Renard , L. , (Spooner, R narıl & Co. ) merchant, Saigon

Renard , Ed ., ( Spooner, Renard & Co.) merchant, Saigon

Renauld , administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Rennell, E. , ( Coare, Lind & Co. ) silk inspector, Canton

Rennie, R. T., judge, H.B.M.'s Court, Yokohama (absent)

Rennie, T., M.D., medical practitioner, Foochow (absent)

Renny, R. ( ., ( Reid , Evans & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Renny , E. V., (Smith , Bell & Co.) clerk , Cebu

Renwick, W., M.D., physician & surgeon, Nagasaki

Renshaw , B., staff surgeon, H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Repenn , J. A., steward, Club Germania, Yokohama

Retallack, Lieut. R. L., East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Retorrillo , G. , civil governor's office , Manila (absent)

Retz , F. , watch and clockmaker, jeweller, &c ., Yokohama

Reuchlin , ( Imprimerie Commerciale ) compositor, Saigon

Reuchlin ,G., storekeeper, Municipal Council, Saigon

Rens, C. F. , watchmaker, Bangkok

Reusch, Rev. C. G. , missionary, Basil Mission

Reutens , J. , clerk , police court, Penang

Reutens, G. W. , (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Singapore

Reutens, P. A., (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk , Singapore

Reutens, G. S. , clerk, Marine department, Singapore
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Reutens, P. A. , Maclaine, Fraser & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Reuter, A. , (Pustau & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Reuter, E. L. , ( Pustau & Co.) merch nt, Queen's road

Reverdit, ensign, French cruiser Champlain

Revilla, F. , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Révilliod, J. , chief secretary, Municipal Council, Saigon

Rex, A. B. , (Iveson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Reyes, A. , medical practitioner, Manila

Reyes, M. de los, ( É . M. Barretto) clerk , Manila

Reyes, J. , (Reyes & Co.) assistant, Manila

Reyes, R. , (Reyes & Co.) assistant , Manila

Reyes , C., naval effects manufacturer, Manila

Reyes , M. , (C. Reyes ) assistant, Manila

Reyes, J. , ( El Feniz Filipino) assistant, Manila

Reyes , J., (Genato & Co.) auctioneer, Manila

Reyes , M. de los , (Roxas, Reyes & Co.) merchant, Manila

Reyes , F. O. , ( Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Reyes , J. J. , merchant, Bohi 1 , Philippines

Reyes, F., ( Roxas, Reyes & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Reyes, M., ( W. P. Moore) assistant, Queen's road

Reyes, José M. , ( Reyes & Co.) shipchandler, Manila

Reyes, B., (Vaño & Reves) merchant, Cebu

Reves , J. N. C., carriage builder, Manila

Reyesy Gabriel, J., escribano, real audiencia, Manila

Reyes y Mijares, J. , ( Reyes & Co.) assistant, Manila

Reymond, conductor, Public Works department,Saigon

Reyna, J. , foundry, Iloilo

Reynand, sub -lieutenant, Antilope, Saigon

Raynand, surgeon , Antilope, Saigon

Reynaud, P. V. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Reynaud, N. , druggist and ice manufacturer, Saigon

Reynaud, Z., Yokohama

Reynell, A. E. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Tientsin

Reynell, H. E., ( Ed. Fischer & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Reynold, Jas . , (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Reynolds, J. , agricultural departnent, Otaru , Yesso , Japan

Reynolds, T. J. , broker, Manila

Reynolds , master mariner, Bangkok

Reynolds, E. A. , auctioneer and broker, Shanghai

Rhees, Rev. H. H., missionary, Tokio

Rhein, J. , secretary interpreter, Netherlands Legation , Peking

Rhein, G. , storekeeper, Shanghai

Rheinart, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Rhiel , grocer and butcher, Saigon

Rhode, C., merchant, and consul for Peru , Yokohama (absent)

Rhodes, Wm ., paymaster, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Rhodes, Lieut. E. F. , commanding Royal Engineer, Singapore

Rhodes, R. J. , (Oriental Bank ) assist, accountant, Yokohama

Riach , J., ( Boyd & Co.) engineer, Shanghai

Ribeiro, F. M. V. , ( Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk , Queen's road

Ribeiro, F. V. C., (E. C. Kirby & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

R beiro , J. , storek eper, Macao

Ribeiro, A. J. V. , clerk, revenue department, Macao

Ribeiro, F. V. , recebedor, Recebedoria das Decimas, Macao

Ribeiro, J. M. V. , Viogo News office, Hiogo

Ribeiro, R. V., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street
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Ribeiro, F. X. V. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road central

Ribeiro, M. , acting consulfor Portugal, Singapore

Ribeiro, A. A. V., foreman , Daily Press office , Wyndham street

Ribeiro, F. V. , clerk , Auditor-general's office

Ribeiro, A. F., (Borneo Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Ribeiro, A. J. V. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queen's road central

Ribeiro, F, J. , (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Ribeiro, John , compositor, Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Ribière, clerk, court of appeal, Saigon

Rica y Calvo, second secretary, Spanish Legation , Yokohama (absent)

Ricard , A. , medical practitioner, Saigon

Riccard , H. , assistant supdt. of police, Penang

Ricco, É . , clerk, French Municipal council, Shanghai

Rice, G.E.,United States vioc-consul general, Yokohama

Rice , John S. , gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Moorhen

Rice, E. W., commission agent, Shanghai

Richard, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Richard, J. H., ( Smith , Baker & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Richard , J. , ecclesiastical deprtment, Manila

Richard , clerk , post- office, Saigon

Richard, Rev. T., missionary , Taiyuenfoo, Shanse

Richard, Mme., mistress, girl's public school, Saigon

Richard, Mme., dressmaker, Saigon

Richards, T. R., (Gilfillan , Wood & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Richards, C. W. , ( Jardine, Matheson& Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Richards, C. P., detective inspector of police, Singapore

Richards, P. N. , midshipman, H.B.M.Š. Iron Duke

Richards, J. , ( Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk , Hankow

Richards, G. C., pilot , Newchwang

Richardson, T. W. , (Bradley & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Swatow

Richardt, T.. (W. Birt & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Richelieu, A. de, Siamese navy , Bangkok

Richmond, A. , clerk, military secretary's office

Richmond, T. G. , (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Richter, A., hat manufacturer, Iloilo

Richter, B., (A. Richter ) assistant , Manila

Richter, R. , A. Richter) assistant , Manila

Richter, H. A., commission agent , Hiogo

Rick, A. , ( Tbeo. Körner) assistant , Wladiwostock

Rickard , Miss, (Sayle & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Rickards, Fred., secretary , Union Club, Staunton street

Rick rby, C., (Browne & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Rickett, J. , ( P. & O. S. N. Co.) agent , Yokohama

Ricketts, Miss C. M. , missionary, Swatow

Rickman, C. L. , Maritime Customs assistant , Shanghai

Riddell, Rev. W., medical missionary, Swatow

Riddle, C. , (Mitsu Bishi S.S. Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Riechmann, J. J. , (A. Markwald & Co.) merchant & Austrian consul , Bangkok

Riegler, C. , (Katz Brother ) assistant, Singapore

Riemer, paymaster, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Rieméts , F. , (Friederichs & Co.) clerk , Penang

Rietsclıler, R., ( Hirsbrunner & Co.) assistant , Shanghai

Riley , J. R. , missionary, Chungking

Riley, C. R., ( Shanghai Medical Hall) assistant, Shanghai

Ringer, J. M., ( Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Ringer, F. , (Holme, Ringer & Co.) merchant, Nagasaki
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Rioja , R. , commissary, army administration, Manila

Rippon, Lieut. G. , East Kent regiment, Singapore

Ris's , H., chi f engineer, steamer Chinkiang, Hongkong and Shanghai

Ristelhueber, P., interpreter ,French Legation, Peking

Ritchie, H. A. , (P. & 0. S. N. Co.) clerk, Queen's Road

Ritchie, J. M. , (Stephens & Holmes) clerk , Wyndham street

Ritchie, Mrs. missionary, Taiwanfoó

Ritter, G. , constable , German Legat.on , Peking

Ritter, E., ( Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co. ) merchan ", Singapore (absent)

Riu , J. M., (P. Sartorius) dru gist, Daraga, Philippines

Rius, J. , engineer, public works department, Manila

Rivas, Sor, J. , superiora, hospital San José, Manila

Rivault, E. , contractor , Saigon

Rivera , J. P. de, administrador de hacienda publica, Manila

Rivera, S. E. , F.P. de , Marques de Estella, Capitan General of Philippines

Rivera, E , T,, (Harrison & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Rivera, J. R.Governor-general's offie, Manila

Rivera, J. , clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Rivera, J. G. , telegraph clerk , Manila

Rivers , W. , inspector of police

Rivière, J. A. , ( Denis Frères) clerk , Saigon

Rivière, H. , director of Marine arsenal, S.igon

Rivière, de la Mure, commander, Le Drac , Saigon

Rivington, Chas., share broker and proprietor Shanghai Mercury, Shanghai

Rizzi, J. M. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Roach, J. S. , second officer, steamer Fokien, Coast

Robarts, J. A. T., linguist, Procurador's department, Macao

Robarts, R. R. , (H. N. Mody) assistant, Graham street

Robb, D. , ( Buyers & Robb ) shipwright, Singapore

Roberts, C. , assistant purser, receiving ship Emily Jane, Shanghai

Robiits, J , ( Rose & Co.) assistant, Q neei's road

Roberts, J. , master, Tugboat Association, Stanghai

Roberts, J. , chief engineer, steamer Hailoong, Coast

Roberts, G., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo

Roberts, Rev. J.H., missionary, Kalgan

Roberts, J. , turnkey, British Consular gaol, Yokohama

Roberts, J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter and diver, Shanghai

Roberts, A., (Coare, Lind & Co.) silk inspector, Canton

Roberts, J. P., marine surveyor, Shanghai

Roberts, H. M. , (J. D. Carroll & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Roberts, E. A. , assistant, receiving ship Wellington , Shanghai

Roberts, A. , (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shan hai

Robertson, C. H. E. , (Chartered Mercantie Bank) sub -accountant, Singapore

Robertson, J. H. , M.D., medical practitioner, Singapore

Robertson, D., assi-t, mechanical engineer, Takasima Colliery , Nagasaki

Robertson, J. B., ( Birki ann & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Rubertson, G. , Malit" . Justoms watcher, Canton

Robertson , A. , (S. C. r'arnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Robertson, R. N. , (Harsaw & Co.) engineer , Manila

Robertson, W. S. , clerk, imperial telegraph service, Kobe

Robertson, E. J., ( aiti Diva & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Robertson , W. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Toyoshima-maru

Robertson , A. L. , ( Diysiluir, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Robertson, H. G., contractor and builder, Foochow

Robertson, Wm ., (Boyd & Co.) engineer, Shanghai

Robertson, Russell , B. , consul for Great Britain , Yokohama (absent)
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Robilliard , W. S. , manager, Chartered Mercantile Bank , Shanghai

Robins, M. , (M. Robins& Co.) exchange office, Shanghai

Robinson, S. R., ( Robinson & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Robinson, J. N, paymaster, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Robinson, G. G. , ( Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama

Robinson, C. G., lieutenant, H.M.S. Iron Duke

Robinson, Rev. J. , missionary, Tientsin

Robinson, N. J., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) clerk , Manila

Robinson , J. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Robinson, A. , solicitor, Shanghai

Robinson , W. J. , (Butterfield & Swire) tea inspector, Shanghai

Robinson, Geo . , captain, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Robinson, J. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Suminoye-maru

Robinson, W., second officer, steamer Albay , Coast

Robison, Richard D. , ( Wilkin & Robison ) merchant, Yokohama

Robles, Z. , veterinary surgeon , Iloilo

Robles, Z. , milliner, Iloilo

Robles y Marquez, F. , secretary to Civil governor, Manila

Robless, R. R., clerk , court of requests, Penang

Robson, J. , master enginewright, Keelung Colliery

Roca, A. S., medical practitioner, Manila

Rocca , clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Rocha, A. L., (J. Peña & Co.) marine irispector, Manila

Rocha, R. , clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Rocha, A.C. da, (Margesson & Co.) clerk, Macao

Rocha, C. V. da , colonial treasurer, Macao

Rocha, A. L. , marine surveyor, Manila

Rocha, F. da, clerk, commissão do hospital militar de S. Januario, Macao

Rocha, F. de P. M. da, clerk, revenue office, Macao

Rocha, J. G. da, accountant, Post -office

Rocha, A. A. da, purser , steamer Powan, Hongkong & Canton

Roche, tide-surveyor, Royal Customs, Hanoi

Roché, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Rocber, E. , Maritime Customs assistant (absent)

Rochet, L., chancelier, French consulate, Singapore

Rochon du Verdier, paymaster, French frigate Thémis

Rock, W. B., engineer,H.B.M. steamer Victor Emanual

Rodatz , G. C. F. , ( Jas. Hirsbrunner) clerk, Tientsin

Rodewald, J. F. , (Rodewald & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Rodger, A. , (China Sugar Refii.ing Co ) assistant, East point

Rodil, S. , (J. B. Roxas) clerk , Manila

Rodoredo, F. de P. , marmolista, Manila

Rodrigo, V., assistant, public works department, Iloilo

Rodrigues, l'h. J. , professor, “ Escola Commercial,” Macao

Rodrigues, L. F. , (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Rodrigues , B. S. , warden , Water Police, Macao

Rodrigues , A. , trader, Iloilo

Rodrigues , F. , ( De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington Street

Rodrigues , B., ( Typographia Mercantil ) compositor, Macao

Rodrigues , J. , Jr., warden, water police, Macao

Rodrigues, M. , clerk, Marine department, Singapore

Rodrigues, H. J. , house agent and rent collector, Ladder street terrace

Rodrigues, Rev. V. V. , chaplain of ex -couvent of Sta . Clara , Macao

Rodrigues, J.J., (M. Kirkwood ) clerk, Yokohama

Rodrignes, J. M. , ( P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Singapore

Rodrigues, J. , clerk , treasurer's office, Macao
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Rodrigues, J. S. , first clerk , Stamp Revenue office

Rodrigues, A. J. , clerk , Post- office

Rodrigues, J. , clerk, Court of Requests, Singapore

Rodrigues, A. A. , clerk, Marine department and post office, Malacca

Rodriguez, U., apothecary , Manila

Rodriguez, P. V., (Melchers & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Rodriguez, J., ( Eastern Extension , A. & C. l'elegraph Cs. ) clerk , Singapore

Rodriguez, E., clerk , commissariat, Singapore

Rodriguez y Muñoz ,T. , minister for Spain , Peking

Rodriguez, D., contador, tribunal de cuentas , Manila

Rodriguez, T., comandante of cavalry, Philippines

Rodriguez, U. , chemist, Manila

Rodriguez, J. D. , ayudante, Naval forces, Manila

Rodriguez, R. D. , ayudante, Naval forces, Manila

Rodriguez, A., assistant, department of forests, Vigan , Luzon

Rodriguez, J. , lightkeeper, Shanghai

Rödyk, B., ( Rodyk & Davidson) advocate and attorney, Singapore

Rodyk, Jas., secreti ry , Municipality , Malacca

Rodyk, W. A. , chief clerk , Court of Requests, Malacca

Rydyk, W. , registrar, Snpreme Court, Malacca

Roebr, Victor, (C. Illies & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Roensch, Cr., ( G. van P. Petel & Co.) merchant, Manila

Roensch, O., ( A. Roensch ) hat manufacturer, Manila

Roensch, A. , bat maker, Manila and Iloilo (absent)

Roenscb , G., secretary, German consulate, Mavila

Roser, P. , Hovden, Osaka

Roesing, G., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk , Manila

Roger , F. R. N., (Borneo Company) clerk , Bangkok

Rogers, H. S. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Rogers, Ed., ( China and Japan Trading Co.) agent, Nagasaki

Rogers, G. 0. , surgeon dentist, Bank Buildings

Rogers, G. F., P. A. surgeon, U.S.S. Richmoud

Rogerson , J. M. , (Gas Co.) works foreman , Shanghai

Rogge , C. G. , ( Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Rggers, G. S. , (Edbrook & Co.) manager , Shanghai

Rohde, M., (Wm . Meyerink & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Rohde , R. T., (Oriental Bank Corporation) assis ! ant accountant, Yokohama

Rohde, C. , Peruvian consul, Yokohama (absent)

Rohde, W. , (Kunst & Albers) clerk , Wladiwostock

Rohlk , (Hartwig & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Roland, E. , (Malherbe, Jullien & Co.) assistant, Bangkok

Roldan, R. , assistant, Mint , Manila

Rollen , F. , ( Vaño & Reyes) godown keeper, Cebu

Rolleston, J. P. , sub - lieutenant, H.B.M. Foxhound

Romanet, E. , precepteur, French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Romano, A. G. , ( J. J. dos Remedios & Co.) mer ., con . for Brazil & hon.con . for Portugal

Romea y Diaz, A. , gefe de negociado, Contadoria de hacienda, Manila

Rome, G., second officer, Cu toms cruiser Ling Feng, Chefoo

Romeo, B. , contador, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila

Romera, M. J. de la, gefe de seccion, administracion civil, Manila

Romero, D. , abogado, Iloilo

Romero, J. R. de, interventor, hacienda publica, Iloilo

Romero, R., assistant, public works department, Manila

Romero y Reyes, R. , (Reyes & Co.) assistant, Manila

Romeu, A., professor of pharmacy, university, Manila

Romillo, v., surgeon , Army medical department, Manila
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Ronaldson, W., ( New Harbour Dock Co. ) chief engineer , Singapore

Rondel, A. M., Bangkok

Rooke, J. , (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's Road

Ropers, harbour-master, Saigon

Roque, H., (V. Roque) manager, Saigon

Roque, V.,merchant,Saigon

Roquette, Guillaume de, Minister for France, Tokio

Roretz , A. von ., M.D., physician, Nagoya, Yokohama

Rosa, C. , (Peele, Hubbell& Co.) clerk, Manila

Rosada, E. , telegraph operator, Manila

Rosado, M , Sociedad Seguros Maritimo, Manila

Rosario, A. V. del , secretary, real audiencia , Manila

Rosario, B. del, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Rosario, B. G. del, assistant, botanical gardens, Manila

Rose, E. , overseer of works, Surveyor - general's department

Rose, W. H. , ( Borneo Co. ) wharf superintendent, Singapore

Rose, P. , (Windsor, Rellich & Co. ) clerk, Bangkok

Rose, C. , (Windsor, Redlich & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Rose, E. , ( Riley, Hargreaves & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Rose, Mrs. J. , milliner, Queen's road

Rose, T., engineer, Yokohama

Rose, T. I., (Borneo Co.) assistant and consul for Siam, Queen's road

Rose, E. N. , (Boyd & Co.) merchant, Ainoy

Rose, Miss , ( Rose & Co.) milliner, Queen's road

Rose, A. P. , (Foochow Ice Co.) assistant, Foochow

Rosello, B , medical practitioner, Manila

Rosen , Baron R , secretary, Russian Legation , Tokio

Rosenbaum , S. , Maritime Customs examiner, Foochow

Rosenbaum , J., auctioneer, Shangbai

Ross , J. , Government Service, Bangkok

Ross , K. McK . , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queen's road central

Ross, Rev. John, missionary, Newchwang

Ross, W., (G. Falconer & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Ross, H. C. , assistant Government architect, Bangkok

Ross, J. , Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai

Ross, J. D. , Jr. , shipowner, Singapore

Ross, F. J. C., (Logan & Ross) barrister-at-law, Penang

Rossigneux, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Rost , W., (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant, Canton (abs nt)

Rothdauscher, H., (Libbard & Co.) clerk , Manila

Rothdauscher, A., (H. Rothdauscher) assistant, Iloilo

Rothdauscher, H., chemist, Iloilo

Rötschke , C. A., (H. J. Andrews & Co. ) merchant, Manila (absent)

Rott, director of gendarmerie, Saigon

Rotz, Rev. M. M. de, Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Rouch , L. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Roucbaul, telegraphit, Sadec, Cochin China

Rougé, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Rougé, assist. commissioner, Approvisionements, Saigon

Rouger, Rev., Roman Catholic apostolic provicar, Kiukiang

Rougeot , administrator of native affairs , Saigon

Rouquetts, commander, Fr.nch cruiser Kersa int

Rousseau, Rev. P. L. , French missionary, Bangkok

Roussier, (Roussier & S.lvin) contractor, Saion

Roustan, J. , (U. Pila & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Roustan, L., ( Jardine, Matieson & Co,) clerk, Shanghai
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Rouvier, commander, French gunloat Lutin

Roux, surgeon to French Protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Roux , pilot, Saigon

Rover,B., (Behre & Co.) clerk , Cholen , Saigon

Rovira , F., ministro , Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Rowe, C , constable, British consulate, Kiukiang

Rowe, Alfred, ( Thomas, Rowe & Smith) Canton

Rowe, J. , fitter, Naval yard

Rowell, T. I. , M.D., principal medical officer, Singapore

Rowland , T, J. , clerk and usher, Supreme Court

Rowland, E. J. O. , (R. E. Wainewright) clerk , Shanghai

Roxas, F. L. , ( Roxas, Reves & Co.) merchant, Manila

Roxas, 7., professor de dibujo, University, Manila

Roxas, J. B. , merchant, Manila

Roxas, P. P., (J. B. Roxas) merchant, Manila

Roza, F. X. , clerk, revenue office, Macao

Roza, S. , ensign, National Battalion, Macao

Roza, F. S. da, bedel, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Roza, P. da, (Mustard & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Roza, M. B. da , member of Municipal Council, Macao

Reza, P. de , vinth clerk , General Post Office , Singapore

Roza, A. A. da , (Birley & Co.) clerk , Qu'en's road

Roza , E. da, student interpreter, Procurador's department, Macao

Roza , P. S. da, ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Canton

Roza , B. M. N. d ' A. , surgeon, Police force, Macao

Roza, A. M. da, opium dealer, Macao

Roza, L. d'A . , ( Chartered Bank ) clerk , Queen's road

Roza , D. da , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Roza , B. M. de A. , retired lient.-colonel, Macao

Roza, A. B. da, ( Birley & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Roza, M.M. da , ( Birley & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Roza , João da, barber and hairdresser, Wellington street

Rozario , B. del, ( Dürr & Co.) clerk , Manila

Rozario, L. A. do, (0. & O. S. S. Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Rozario, L. , ( J. Ribeiro ) assistant, Macao

Rozario, R. do, assistant wardmaster, Hospitalde San Rafael, Macao

Rozario, A.do, compositor, Celestial Empire office, Shanghai

Rozario, J. F. do , North China Insurance Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Rozario, A. do, (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Rozario, P. A. , clerk , Import and Export office, Singapore

Rozario, P. F. , (Meyer & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Rozario, C. do, proprietor, Mercantile Printing office, Shanghai

Rozario, Art, do, manager, Mercantile Printing office, Shanghai

Rozario , M. , (A. Millar & Co.) assistant, Queen's road east

Rozario, H. do, compositor, T'aily Press office, Wyndham street

Rozario , J. P., compositor , Daily Press office

Rozario, D. F., (Cameron, Dunlop & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Rozario, A. A. do, (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Rozario, F. J. do, (M. A. dos Remedios) clerk, Macao

Rozario, F. F. do, interpreter, Water Police station , Macao

Rozario, L. , ( Riley, Hargreaves & Co. ) turner, Singapore

Rozario , P. H. do, clerk, Colonial Secretary's office

Rozario, F. H. , (MacKenzie & Co.) assistant , Shanghai

Rozario, L. , ( Shanghai Mercury office), compositor, Shangbai

Rozario, A. J. do, (D. Sassoon,Sons & Co.) clerk , Praya central

Rozario, E. F. do, D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk , Praya central
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Rozario , D. do , (D. Rozario & Co.) commission agent, Foochow

Rozario, L. , (Sharp , Toller, & Johnson ) clerk , Supreme Court House

Rozario, M. C. do , (Rozario & Co. ) merchant, Stanley street

Rozario, L. M. do , messenger, Municipal Chamber, Macao

Rozario, A. F. do, proprietor, “ Canton Hotel," and auctioneer, Canton

Rozario, J. E. , (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk, Shanghai

Rozario, A. C. do,master of Governor's galley , Macao

Rozario, J. M., ( Chartered Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Rozario , F. X. , (Meyer & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Rozario , F. do , (Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao

Rızario, J. , clerk , commissariat, Singapore

Rozario , F. P. , ( Victoria Dispensary) assistant, Peddar's Wharf

Rozario , F. P. do, compositor, Celestial Empire office, Shanghai

Rozario , F., (N. C. Herald office) compositor, Shanghai

Rozario, M. , ( A. S. Watson & Co. ) assistant, Manila

Rozario , P. A. do , clerk, colonial treasury , Singapore

Rozario, A. , assistant master, Free school, Penang

Rozario , V. , assistant master, Free school, Penang

Rozario, E., (Schmidt, Kustermann & Co. ) clerk , Penang

Rozario, R. N. P. , clerk, Land office, Malacca

Rozario, J. D. , acting chief clerk, survey department, Malacca

Rozario, P. do, (H. A. Bamugarten ) clerk , Malacca

Rozario, C. do. (H. A. Baumgarten ) clerk , Malacca

Rozario, M. P. , (L. H. Woods) chief clerk, Malacca

Roze, conductor, Public Works department, Saigon

Roze, J., ( V. Roque) assistant, Saigon

Rozells, N. J. , senior clerk , Supreme Court, Malacca

Rubart, Henry, constable, German consulate, Tientsin

Ruck, O. E , lienten int, Royal Engineers

Ruddy, Jas., gmner, H.B.M. gunvessel Lily

Rudel, R. , ( Blaze, Rudel & Co.) druggist, Penang

Rudland, W. D., missionary, Taichow , Ningpo

Rüdiger, kapitain - lieut., H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Rudyerd, B., district surveyor, public works department, Penang

Rnegg, H., ( Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co. ) clerk, Singapore

Ruetz, unter -lieut., H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Ruff, Th . , (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Canton

Ruff, J. , (Siemssen & Co.) silk inspector, Canton

Ruhstrat, E., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Ruiz, de Arana , M. , clerk , tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Ruiz, J. , contarlor, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Ruiz, R. , assistant , public works department, Manila

Ruiz, G. , comandante, Estado Mavor, Manila

Rumble, Wm ., chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Rümelin, C .. (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk , Paya

Rumine, P. , consul for Russi , Nagasaki

Rumjubn, B., (Ramsey & C ..) clerk , Bangkok

Rump, C. , (E. Meyer & Co.) clerk, Tienisin

Rumpeter, Rev, pastor, Lutheran church, Waliwostock

Ruppaner, J. , (Labhart & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Rüssel, H., storekeeper , Pnom -penh, Cambodia

Russell, H. C. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kinkian ,

Russell, Thos. , ( Powell & Sanderson ) assistant , Shanghai

Russell, s. M., N.A., professor of astronomy and meteorology, College of Peking

Russell, M. , (Curnow & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Russell, W. B. , Maritime Customs, acting commissioner, Amoy
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Russell , E. S. , ( John Litila b.-) assis'ant, Singapore

Russell, D. A. , commission agent, Shanghai

Russell, Hon. J. , Registrar General and acting puisne judge

Russell, E. H. , (Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co. ) clerk , Penang

Russell, Th. , agent, Gt . Northern Telegraph Co., Wla liwostock

Russell, I., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant, Wladiwostock

Russell, Mrs. missionary, Ningpo

Russell, A. W., surgeon Royal Naval Hospital

Russell, Miss E., missionary, Nagasaki

Rustomjee, C. , merchant, Canton

Rustomjee, C. , (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Rustomjee, S., broker , Pottingerstreet

Rutimeyer, W. , (Friederichs & Co.) clerk , Penang

Rutnagur, D. C., (Burjorjee Khodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Rutter, E. W., (Oriental Bank Corporation ) assist . accountantand cashier, Queen's road

Ruttmann, H., (J. W. Müller & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Ruttonjee, B., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bavk ) clerk, Shanghai

Ruttonjee, E. , shopkeeper, Peel street

Ruttonjee, M., (D. Nowrjee) assistant, Queen's road

Ruttonjee , B., shopkeeper, Peel street

Ruttunjee, D., (D. Ruttunjee & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road

Ruyter, J. L. , (Rasch & Ruyter) merchant, Hiogo

Ruyter, J. , (Rasch & Ruyter) clerk , Hiogo

Ryan, F. J., (A. Millar & Co.) assistant , Queen's road east

Ryke, J. de, engineer, Construction section , Osaka

Rylander, J. G. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Wuhu

Ryrie, Hon. Phineas, ( Turner & Co. ) merchant, Queen's road

Sá, L. J., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Sa, H. de, assistant interpreter, Foreign office, Bangkok

Sá, A. F. de , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Sá, F. de, (Lane, Crawford & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Sa, J. L. de, Banykok

Saavedra, A. de, (Messageries Maritimes) assistaut, Singapore

Saavedra, R., (M. J. Galian ) assistant , Manila

Saavedra, s ., assistant, Custom house, Manila

Saball, P., fiscal, Supreme Court, Manila

Sabattier, clerk , direction of the interior, Saigon

Sachau , G. , ( Arnhold, Karberg & Co ) clerk , Shanghai

Sachenal, J. , ( Barlow & Wilson ) assistant, Manila

Sachse , Paul, (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk , Canton

Sackermann, E. , ( Tills in , Herrmann & Co.) merchant, Manila

Sadler, A. , deputy commissary general of ordnance

Sadler, Rev. J. , missionary, Amoy

Sadmuljee, ( N. Sodutroy) manager, Gage street

Saer, W. E. P. , paymaster, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Saez, F. , teacher, seminario conciliar de jaro , Iloilo

Saez, T., trader, Iloilo

Sage , H. , constable, British Consulate, Swatow

Sagües, L. , accountant, Mint, Manila

Saliagun, J. , assistant, Custom house, Manila

Saintard de, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Saintenoy, telegraphist, Bienhoa , Cochin -China

St. Bois, J. A.,Boulangerie Francaise, Shanghai

St. Clair, A , F. , commander, H.B.M. guin -vessel Fly

St. Croix, G. C. de , (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) acting agent, Amoy
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St. Croix, Chas. W. de, Maritime Customs assistant (absent)

St. Croix , W. de, (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Pottinger street

St. John, R. N. , ( Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk , Yokohama

St. John . , J. A., district surveyor, public works department, Penang

Sainz, Ben, ( V. Sainz) pawnbroker, Manila

Sainz, Rev. F. F. , procurator, Dominican Mission , Caine road

Sainz, V. , pawnbroker, Manila

Sair.z, Bon. , (V. Sainz) pawnbroker, Manila

Saklatwala , D. N. , (Nowrojee & Co.) manager, Peel street

Salabelle , Madame X., Bay View House Academy, Yokohama

Salabelle , X. , Bay View House Academy, Yokohama

Saladin, Rev. E., French missionary, Ban -nok -kuak , Bangkok

Salamanca, P., (V. Sainz) assistant,Manila

Salamanca, A. , (J. Zobel) chemist, Laguna, Philippines

Salamanca, G., (J. Zobel) chemist, Cavite, Philippines

Salaün - Penqner, lieutenant, French cruiser Champlain

Salazar, B. , ( Victoria Undertakers) clerk , Queen's road east

Sale, G., (Holme & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Sales, F. M., clerk , register department, Macao

Sales, V. A., chancelier - interprète, French consulate, Canton

Salette, J., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Salielles , Rev. C. , French Catholic mission, Bukeh Timah , Singapore

Salin , E. , photographer, Saigon

Salinger, F., (E. Vogel) silk inspector, Canton

Saliro,almacenero, hacienda publica, Iloilo

Salje, C. , proprietor, Oriental Hotel, Bangkok

Sallana, B., comisario de guerra, Manila

Salmon , C., deputy marshal, U.S. Consulate, Yokohama

Salmon, P, A. , Roman Catholic Mission, Ban -nok -kuak , Siam

Salmon , R. M., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Salmon, Rev, M. A., Roman Catholic missionary , Nagasaki

Salmond, W. , third officer, steamer Thales, Coast

Saltzkorn, E., (Behre & Co. ) merchant, and German Consul, Saigon ( absent)

Salvery, A. , baker, Yokohama

Salzmann, E., organist, St. Andrew's Cathedral, Singapore

Sambet, conductor, Public Works department, Saigon

Samie, L. , second commissaire, French consulate, Yokohama

Sample, W. S., cadet engineer, U.S.S.Ashuelot

Sampson, II . W. , clerk , mercantile marine office

Sampson, A. F. , boarding officer, Harbour- master's department

Sampson, Theo., bead master , Government School, Canton

Sampson, Jas. A., Surveyor-general's office

Sampson, L. D. , lieutenant , H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Samson, J. , ( Reid , Evans & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Samuel, storekeeper, Haiphong

Samuels, F. V. , (C. & J. Trading Co. ) assistant, Yokohama

San Augustine, J., carriage builder, Iloilo

San , E. de, (De San & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Sanches, C.A., compositor, N.C. Herald office, Shangbai

Sanches, R. , (Dauver & Co. ) clerk , Amoy

Sanches, F. V., (National Bank of India) clerk , Singapore

Sanchez, J. , teniente, Seccion de Archivo, Manila

Sanchez, E. , professor, infantry school , Manila

Sanchez, F. , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Sanchez , D. , assistant, department of forests, Manila

Sanchez, M., assistant, department of forests, Cebu
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Sancho, A. , surgeon major, Army medical department, Manila

gancho, J. , assistant, Mint , Manila

Sander, F., (Sander & Co ) merchant, Queen's road

Sanders, A., boatswain , H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Sanders, H., (Deetjen & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Sanders, F. A., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Sanders, W. A. L. , Maritime Customs examiner, Canton

Sanders, B., third engineer, steamer Esmeralda , Hongkong and Manila

Sanderson, B. II . , master mariner, Bangkok

Sanderson, T., (G. Falconer & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Sandilands, Hon. F. R. , lieut.-commander, H.B.M. gunboat Mosquito

Sandret, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Sands, Miss C. A. , missionary, Yokohama

Sandström , B. I , Maritime Customstidewaiter, Kiukiang

Sangster , C.F. A. , acting registrar, SupremeCourt

Sangster, T., signalman, Harbour Master's office, Shanghai

gano, J., (Smith Bejl & Co.) clerk , Cebu

Santallana, M. , clerk , tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Santalo, F. , commandant of artillery, Naval arsenal , Manila

Sta . Catharina, Very R - v. V., vicar general, Malacca

Santamaria, P., ( J. Zobel) chemist, Zamboanga , Philippines

Santa Maria , J. A. , clerk , Government l'rinting Office, Singapore

Sta . Maria, F., teacher, St. Francis school, Malacca

Santamaria, S. , oficial, administracion de estancadas, Manila

Santiago, T. , restaurant keeper, Manila

Santisteban, F. A. , secretary , tribunal de cuentas , Manila

Santos, F. T. , relatore, real andiencia , Manila

Santos, J. P. , (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

Santos, C. A. , ( Brereton and Wotton ) clerk , Queen's road

Santos, A. dos, almoxarifado de guerra, Macao

Santos, E. C. dos, photograpber,& c., Takao

Santos, J. M., compositor, Japan Gazette office, Yokohama

Santos, A. F. dos. , (De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Santos, S. J. , (Brereton & Wotton ) clerk, Queen's road

Santos, N. , ( E. M. Barretto & Co. ) assistant,Manila

Sanz , M. , presidente de Sala, real audiencia , Manila

Sapoorjee, E., ( P. & O.S.N. Co. ,) lerk, Praya

Sapnorjee Cowasjee Kudwa, (Cursedjee Oorkerjee Bhassania) clerk, Peel street

Saracho, D. , (Macleod & Co.) clerk , Mani'a

Saralegn, L. , interventor, administracion de la armada, Manila

Sarazin , F. , Foreign Office, Tokio

garda, P., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) assistant civil engineer, Tokio

Sarda y Llaveria, M. , contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Sardinha, E. P. , captain, police force, Macao

Saigence, counsellor, Court of appeal, Saigon

Sargent, E. A.,( Sargent, Farsari & Co.) stationer, Yokobama

Sarlabus, M. , official, Ayuntamiento, Manila

Sarnighausen, E. , (G. Steinbach) clerk, Wladiwostock

Sarthou , Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Sarton, M., interventor, adminis, colecciores y labores , Manila

Sartorius, K. , ( Botica de la Escolta) assistant, &c . , Vanila

Sartucha, “ La Vascongada " restaurant, Manila

Sass , F. , proprietor, “ Globe Hotel," Bangkok

Sassi , Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Sasso, A. , Roman Catholic missionary , Wellington street

Sassoon , E. E. , (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) merchant, Queen's road (absent)
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Sassoon , D. E. , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) cerk , Queen's road

Sassoon , M. E., ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) merebant, Qucon's road

Sassoon, F. D., ( D. Sassoon, Sons & Co. ) merchant, Praya central

Sat hasivani, J. R. , teacher, Government school, Singapore

Satow , L. de W. , midsbipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Satow , E. M., Japanese secretary, British Legation, 'Tokio

Saturneno , P., paymaster, Portuguese gunboat Tomeya

Sauger, P. M., (Dauver & Co. ) cierk, Amoy

Saul, G. M. , (R. F. Hoskyn ) clerk, Iloilo

Saunders, W. , artist and photographer, Shanghai

Saunders , Captain J C., marine surveyor, Foochow

Saune, de , lieutenant, French frigate Thémis

Saura, P., surgeon , army medical department, Manila

Sauret, Rev. M. , Roman Catholic missionary, Nag :saki

Saussesean, contractor, Saigon

Sautucci, Hanoi

Sauvage, A. A. , secretary to committee of public works, Macao

Sauvaget, surgeon, French crui er Parseval, Haiphong

Savage, T. A., warder, gavl, Singapore

Savedra, F. R. , civil Governor's othice, Manila

Sawtelle , G. E. , (Mustard & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Sawyer, F. E. , master, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Sawyer, F. H., consulting engineer, Manila

Saxtorph , V. , master mariner , Bangkok

Sayle, T.'H ., (Sayle & Co. ) assistant, Shanghai

Sayle, B B. D. , (Sayle & Co.) linen draper, & c., Queen's road

Savle, W. J. , Maritime Customs examiner, Newchwang

Scaife, G. , (Sayle & Co. ) assistant, Singapore

Scarborough, Rev. W., missionary, lankow

Schaab, W., (Pickenpack , Thies & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Schaal, F. , ( Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Schaar, B. , (Dircks&Co.) merchant and vice -consul for Germany, Swatow

Schack, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Schadenberg, A. , farmaceutico , Manila

Schaible, Rev. D. , missionary, Basil Mission , Nyenbangli

Scharrer , M , ( Carlowitz & Co. ) clerk , Praya

Schaub, Rev. M. , missionary, Basil Mission, Lilong

Schaumlöffel, H., MaritimeCustoms examiner, Swatow

Scheder, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Scheerder, J. C. , (New Dispensary) assistant, Singapore

Scheerder, J. L. , ( Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk, Singapore

Scheffer, J. F. , shipchandler, Pottinger street

Scheibel, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Schelkis, T. , (J M.Lyon & Co.) storekeeper, Singapore

Schelkis, E., clerk , commissariat, Singapore

Scheppelmann, C., (Gas Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Schereschewsky,Rt. Rev. S. I. J. , bishop ofAm . Prot . Episcopal Church , Shangh .

Scherzer , F. , acting consul, French consulate, Haukow

Scherzer, F. A., Maritime Customs clerk, Hankow

Schiff, F. , ( H. C. Morf & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Schiloff, A., superintendent of revenues, Wladiwostock

Schinne, Otto , ( Schinne & Francke) merchant, Yokohama

Schjöth, F. , Maritime Customs acting deputy commissioner, Canton

Schlemming, C., master mariner , Bangkok

Schlueter, F. H., (Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Schlüter, P. G. H., (Schlüt r & Strandt) compradore, Hakodate
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Schmacker, B. , (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant, Praya central

Schmid, C., (C. Lutz & Co. ) clerk and chancelier, Swiss consulate, Manila

Schmid , H., ( Lamache & Co. ) assistant, Bangkok

Schmidt, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Schmidt, master mariner, Bangkok

Schmidt, Chał., ( Schmidt & Co.) merchant , Shanghai

Schmidt, C. H., constable , German Consulate, Yokohama

Schmidt, H., ( Behre & Co.) clerk , Saigon

Schmidt, W., (W. Schmidt & Co.) gunsmith , Beaconsfield Arcade

Schmidt, J. Meinhard, public accountant, Shanghai

Schmiegelon, master mariner, Bangkok

Schmitt, Rev. F. J. , French missionary, Patrew , Siam

Schmitz, C. A. , ( Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Schnakenburg, H. , (Speidel & Co. ) clerk, Saigon

Schneer, S. , ( S. Schueer y Hermano) jeweller, Manila

Schneer, M., (S. Schneer y Hermano ) jeweller, Manila

Schneider , lieutenant , H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Schoene, F. , ( Valmale , Schoene & Milson ) merchant, Yokohama

Schoering, H., (Hunt & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Schoenke, F., watchmaker and photoyrapher, Foochow

Scholinus, C. , engineer, Dock Company, Bangkok

Schomburg, A. , merchant, Hoibow

Schönberger, R., (Kruse & Co.) tobacconist, & c., Que n's road

Schönfeld , F. , ( Schönfeld & Co.) merchant, Foochow

Schönhard, G., (Schönhard & Co.) merchant, Shangbai (absent)

Schönicke, J. F., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Schoning , H.,Hiogo

Schraub , E., ( Busch, Schraub & Co.) shipchandler, Yokohama

Schriever, W., (Schriever & Co.) mercbant , Haiphong and Hanoi

Schriever, J. F. , ( Schriever & Co.) clerk , Iphong

Schroeder, K. , (Schroeder Flères) proprietor,saw mills, Saigon

Schroeder, A. , ( Schroeder Frères) proprietor, saw mills, Saigon

Schröder, Miss F., teacher, Berlin Foundling hospital, High street

Schroers , A. , merchant and silk inspector, Shanghai

Schroeter, H. , (Semssen & Co.) clerk , Canton

Schröter, J. G , (Meyer & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Schufeldt, Geo. S. , marsbal, U.S. consulate , Shanghai

Schultz, G., municipal police constable, Yokohama

Schultz, H. M. , ( J. W.Müller & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Schultz, R. , (Grossmann & Co.) clerk, d’Aguilar street

Schultz, Carl , plotographer and watchmaker, Wladiwostock

Schultze, Rev. O. , Basil mission, Lilong

Schultze, E. , captain, steamer Yangtsze, Hongkong and Shanghai

Schultze, A., merchant, Yokohama

Schumecher, L. C. , master, Bangkok

Schüren , H. , photographer, Mama

Schuster, P., chemist, Manila

Schütt, Mrs. N. P. , proprietrix, “ Beach Hotel, ” Chefoo

Schütt, O., topographer to Geological survey of Japan, Tokio

Schwabe, R. S., (Kingdon, Schwabe & Co.)merchant, Yokohama

Schwartzkopff, lieu etant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Schwarzkopf, F. , (F. Blackhead & Co.) assistant, Prava

Schwarzkopf, B.,(F. Blackhead & Co.) shipchandler, Praya (absent)

Schwemann, D. W., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Quien's road

Schwenger, A. , (J. Witte) manager of ice works, Manila

Scidmore, G. H., U.S. Consular clerk, Yokohama
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Scott, B. C. G. , H.B.M. vice - consul, Shanghai (absent)

Scott, D. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Seirio -maru

Scott, W. , Hiogo

Scott , T., (J. M , Lyon & Co. ) foreman, Singapore

Scott , C. , sub -inspector o police, Singapore

Scott, J., second engineer steamer Chinkiang, Hongkong and Shanghai

Scott , T. , proprietor, “ Old Singapore” hotel , Singapore

Scott, F. W.R., manager “ Old Singapore” hor ? Singapore

Scott , C. , acting inspector of police, Manila

fc tt , B. O., ensign, U.S. sloop Monocucy

Scott , W. L. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) supt. Cosmopolitan Dock

Scott, W., (Hongkong Ice Company) assistant, Ice House street

Scott, Thos., engineer, H.M. Naval Yard

Scott, T., (Geo. W. Lake & Co.) assistant, Nagas: ki

Scott, Thos ., engineer, H.B.M. gunboat Mosquito

Scott, R. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) turner, Singapore

Scott , R. M. , (C. & J. Trading Co.) assistant, Nagasaki

Scott , J. , (A , S. Watson & Co. ) assistant, Queen's road

Sc tt , F. W., ( Donaldson & Burkinshaw ) clerk, Singapore

Scott, M. G. , ( Lloyd, Kbo Tiong Pob & Co.) agent, Amoy

Scott , W.R., (W.R.Scott & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Scott, T. J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow

Scott, J. , British consular service

Scott, T. , (Guthrie & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Scott, Rt. Rev. C. P., D.D. , Bishop in North China, Chefoo

Scott, J. L. , ( Turnbull, Howie & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Scott, J. H. , ( Butterfield & Swire) merchant , Shanghai

Scott, Capt. D., broker, Customs agent, &c . , Yokohama

Scott , E. I. , M.D., medical practitioner, Swatow (absent)

Scott, G. O. , (O iental Bank) acting mana rer, Queen's road

Scriba , J., professor, Medical department, Imperial University , Tokio

Scribe , F.G., consul for Belgium , Yokohama

Scribner,E. H., cadet engineer, U.S.S. Swatara

Ser ven , M. E. , apothecary, Government medical department, Pecang

Scruggs, W. L. , United States consul , Canton (absent)

Scudamore, Staff Commander J. E. , master attendant, Naval Yard

Scudder, W., head turnkey, Victoria Gaol

Scully, A. A. , Malay interpreter, Supreme Court, Singapore

Scully , E. , bailiff, Land office, Penang

Scutly, E. F. , (Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) clerk, Penang

Seaman , John F. , ( Wisner & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Searle, E. , warder, gaol, Singapore

Sears , Miss Annie B., missionary, Peking

Seaton, F. ( ., (Coare, Lind & Co. ) tea in pector, Canton

Seckendorff, Baron von, student interpreter, German Legation , Peking

Secker , J. , (M. Secker & Co. ) assistant, Manila

Secker, Engelbert, (M. Secker & Co.) hat manufacturer, Manila (absent)

Secker, A., (M. Secker & Co.) assistant, Manila

Seckinger, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missiocary, Wuhu

Sedgwick, Rev. J. H., missionary, Hangchow

Sedicb, Moosebhoy, Hajee Hamed Hajee Essack) clerk, Gage street

Segonzac , E. D. de, Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Segura, aide-de-camp to Governor General of Philippines

Seier, J. F. J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Foochow

Seiler , A. , (Puttfarcken , Rheiner & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Seimund, C. H. E., (More & Seimund) shipchandler, Praya
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Seip, F. , (Ed. Schellbass & Co.) clerk , Praya

Seisson, A. , proprietor, “ Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai

Seitz, Chr., ( M , Perez ) assistant, Manila

Seitz, C. S. , Maritime Customs watcher , Shanghai

Selby , Rev. T. G., missionary, Canton

Sellenthin, ( , lightkee,.er, Shantung Prom ntory lighthouse

Seltmann , unter -engmeer, H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Semallt, Vte. de, second secretary , French Legation , Peking

Seminoff, J. L., merchant, Wladiwostock

Semmario, Sor J., San José hospital, Manila

Semmern, van , lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Senden-Bibran, von ,korvetten kapitain , H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Seneca , C. , ( J. Zobel) assistant , Daraga, Philippines

Sengstack , H., ( H. Ábrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Senmartin, clerk , Col nial Treasury, Saigon

Senn, O., teacher, foreign language school, Tokio

Senna, F. , ( Shanghai Mercury office) compositor, Shanghai

Senna, L. F. de , (Agra Bank ) clerk, Shanghai

Senna, J. F. de, Jr., (Reuters Telegram ( 0.) clerk , Shanghai

Senna, C. M., ( Adamson, Bell & Co.) elt k , Shanghai

Senna, F. P., (Margesson & Co.) clerk , Macao

Senna, R.M., compositor N. C. Herald office, Shanghai

Sennett, F. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Sens-Olive, J. M. B. , clerk , Post -office and Treasury, Haiphong

Sentance, W. V. , mercbant, Shanghai

Sequeira, E. P. , reader , Daily Press office , Wyndham street

Sequeira, J. M., compositor, Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Sequeira, G. J. , (Geo . R. Stevens & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Sequeira, N. , overseer, China Mail office, Wyndhanı street

Sequeira, P. A., pianoforte tuner, Mosque stileu

Sequera, J. , sergeant major , Estad Mayor de la Plaza , Manila

Sequy, assistant treasurer, Saigon

Serano, P., capitan, Estado Mayor de la Plaza, Manila

Serdet, Rev. F. , Roman Catholic missionary, Canton

Sergel, V. , ( Kumpers & Co.) manager, Singapore

Sergent, chiel commissioner of Marine, Saigon

Serra, LaRocca, chief commissioner, Customs, Haiphong

Serraller, M. , inspecior, admivis. colecciones y labores, Manila.

Serrano, D. , (M. P. Marqueti) clerk , Manila

Serre, keeper of records, Munici, al Council , Saigon

Serres, paymaster, Le Drac, Saigon

Servallonga, S. , rector, semivario conciliar de Jaro, Iloilo

Servando , S. , trader, Iloilo

Serviat, painter, Saigou

Sesma, A. , captain of steamer Lola , Iloilo

Seth , P. A. , (Edgar & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Seth , A. P. , ( Cornabé & Co. ) clerk, Chefoo

Seth, A., act . chief clerk, Col. Secretary's office and act. clerk of Councils

Severim , A. F. , commissioni agent, Macao

Severim , S. , (Bavier & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Severin , A. B., (Associated Wharves) assistant , Shanghai

Sewjeebhoy, A. , ( A. Habibbhoy ) clerk , Lyndhurst terrace

Seymour, C. , lieutenant, navigajor, U.S.S. Ashuelot

Shand, W. J. S. , merchant, Yokohama

Shann, Rev. R., B.A. , missionary , Ningpo

Shapcott, R. A., engineer, Naval Yard
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Sbarnhorst, G. D. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Sharnborst, G. C., inspector of nuisances, Malacca

Sharp , Ed ., ( Sharp, Toller, & Johnson ) crown solicitor, Supreme Court House

Sharp, C. S., (Gibb ,Livingston & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Sharp, J., (Wheelock & Co. ) broker, Shangbai

Sharp , W. F. , bill broker, and secretary to the Municipal Council, Hankow

Sharp, Granville, (Sharp & Co.) estate agent , Queen's road

Shaugban, F. , ( Dunn, Melbye & Co. ) clerk, Stanley street

Shaw , Mrs. J. M. , missionary, Tungchowfoo, Shantung

Shaw , Miss F. J. , missionary, Nagasaki

Shaw , Rev. W. H. , missionary, Pau -ting -foo

Shaw, T., (Medical Hall) assistant, Hiogo

Shaw, R.W. , first engineer, Customs revenne cruiser Kua -hsing, Shanghai

Shaw, S. L. , (Bangkok Saw Mill) assistant, Bangkok

Shaw, Rev. A. C.,missionary , and chaplain to British Legation, Tokio

Shaw, Capt. S. L. , marine surveyor, Pagola Anchorage, Foochow

Sheehan, T., boatswain , U.S. corvette Alert

Sheerazi, H. A. R., (H.A. Asgar& H. Esmail) assistant, Gage street

Sheffield, Rev. D. Z., missionary, Tung-chow

Shekary, G. I. , ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co. ) Tientsin

Sbelford, T. , M. L. C. , ( Paterson , Simons & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Shelmerdine, G. , ( Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Shepard, General I. F., United States consul, Hankow and Kiukiang

Shepherd, A. , (Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Queen's road

Shepherd, F. , ( A. Millar & Co.) assistant , Queen's road

Shepherdson, R. J., bailiff, Sheriff's department, Malacca

Sheppard, H., (Gibb, Livingston & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Sheppard, E. , (Russell & C.) clerk , & vice -consul for Sweden & Norway, Foochow

Sheppard, F. C., superintendent, public works department, Malacca

Sheriff, B. M., ( Donaldson and Burkinshaw ) clerk, Singapore

Sherman, C. B. , pilot , Taku

Shewan, G. , chief officer, steamer Albay, Coast

Shewan , A. , ( Turner & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Shields, J., quarter-master,revenue cruiser Feihoo, Amoy

Shillibeer,E. , manager, Temperance Hall

Shinagawa, E. , Japanese consul-general, Shangha

Shiraz, H.M. S. , Hajee Mahomed & Co.) merchant, Lyndhurst terrace

Shiraz, H,M. E., (Haje: Mahomed & Co.) merchant, Lyndhurst terrace

Shirkoonoff, L. P., (A. L. Rodionoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Shirley , A. H., lieutenant , H, B.M . gun-vessel Swift

Shoostoff, J. E. , ( Tokmakoft, Sheveleff & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Shorrock, L., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Singapore

Short, W. H., (Hall & Holtz) storekeeper, Shanghai

Shortland, F. W., lieutenant, H.M.S. sloop Flying Fish

Shortland, C. J. , ( Imperial Arsenal) cartridge maker, Tientsin

Shuckford, T. , sub-inspector of police, Singapore

Shurufally, A. , (Abdoolcader Esmaljee) clerk, Gage street

Shuster, P. , chemist, Manila

Saute , E. , (R. H. Powers & Co ) assistant , Nagasaki

Siber, H. , (Siber & Brennwald ) merchant, Yokobama ( absent)

Sicard , clerk, Court of appeal , Saigon

Sice, deputy attorney general, Saigon

Sick, R., (Kumpers & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Siddons, T. W. , ( Tanjong Pagar WharfCo.) warehouseman, Singapore

Sidebottom , J. N. , Martin, Dyce & Co.) clerk, Manila

Sidford, H. Æ. , Maritime Cristoms, acting deputy commissioner, Shanghai
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sidgreaves, Sir T., chief justice, Singapore

gidnikoff, chief of treasury, Wladiwostock

giebert, Dr. , chief government medical adviser, Wladiwostock

siebold, H. von, secretary, Austro-Hungarian Legation, Tokio

siebs, N. A., (Siemssen & Co. ) merchant, Queen's road

siegert, O., ( P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila

siegfried W. H.L., proprietor, Hotel de l'Europe,Singapore

Die ied, C. W., (Overbeck & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

glemssen, G., (Siemssen & Co. ) Foochow

siemssen , H. T., (Siemssen & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

giemssen, A. , (Siemssen &Co.) clerk, Shanghai

gierra, S.,postmaster, Iloilo

sigg, H. , (Malherbe, Jullien & Co.) clerk , Bangkok

silas , M.S. , (E. D. Cassoon & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

silas, N. I. , (ED), Sasson & Co.) merchant, Qu'en's road

silas, A. S. , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk , Tientsin

gilas, D. H., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) agent, Wuhu

gillar, A., (Tug Boat Association) master of tug, Shanghai

gillem , H., (L. Vrard & Co.) storekeeper and watchmaker, Shanghai

silva, A. da, (Brereton & Wotton , clerk , Queen's road

Silva, J. M.da, (Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Silva , P. F. da, ( Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Silva, J. G, da , medical practitioner, Macao

Silva, C. da, clerk, Surveyor-generai's office , Singapore

gilva, C. J. da, clerk, Resident Councillor's office, Malacca

silva, A. H. dá , ( China and Japan Trading Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Silva, clerk, archives office , law couts, Saigon

Silva , A. E. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Praya

Silva, E. E. da , (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant , Wanchai

gilva, A. A. Eça , commission agent, Queen's road

Silva , Dr. L. A. da, president, board of health, Macao

Silva, José da, lawyer, Macao

Silva, F. da, ensign, second battalion, Macao

Silva , F. A. F. da, lieutenant , commanding police, Macao

Silva , P. da , (Russell & Co. ) Shanghai

Silva, B. da , ( Shanghai Mercury Office) compositor, Shanghai

Silva, E. da , (Hewett & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Silva , E. M. da, P.M.S.S. Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Silva, H., (Imprimerie Commerciale) foreman, Singapore

Silva, A. T. G., (MacEwen , Frickel & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Silva, J. da, (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang

Silva , C. J. P. da , major commanding Guia Fort, Macao

Silva, L. da, (J. Grassi & Brother) assistant, Bangkok

Silva, L. de, ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk , Singapore

Silva, J. , (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Silva, S. , ( Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Silva, A. A. da , member of municipal chamber, Macao

Silva , J. F. da, clerk , Misericordia, Macao

Silva, S. S. da , clerk, Misericordia , Macao

Silva , F. M., in charge Leprous Asylum , Macao

Eilva, Rev. F. A. da,Macao

Silva , J. P. da, ( Alfred Dent & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Silva, P. N. da, interpreter,Procurador's department, Macao

Silva, Rev. G. F. da, cha plain of St. Domingo's church, Macao

Silva, M. J. M. G. da, clerk , St. Joseph's College, Macao

Silva, J. B. Eça da , (Williams & Co.) clerk , Swatow
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Silva, J. da, clerk , Singapore Club, Singapore

Silva, C. A. da, (Chartered Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Silva, Manuel M. G. da , Macao

Silva. P. da, ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk , Singapore

Silva, J. da, Jr., (Mercantile Printing Office) compositor, Shanghai

Silva , H. da, ( Imprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Saigon

Silva , L. C. da, ( Thomas & Mercer) clerk , Macao

Silva, U. da , steward , Civil Hospital

Silva , A. T. G. da, ( Faça da Silva & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Silva , F. F. da, (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) operator, Amoy

Silva, A. da, clerk , Post-office

Silva , A. H. M. da , ( Siemssen & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Silva , E. M. da , lawyer, Macao

Silva, M. F. da, commission agent, Canton

Silva, L. da , ( B. de S. Fernandez) clerk, Macao

Silva , J. M. A. da, clerk, Auditor - general's office

Silva , M. A. da, (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) clerk, Queen's road

Silva , T. da, chief clerk, Colonial Secretary's office, Macao

Silva , G. S. S. da , clerk , British Post - flice, Shanghai

Silva, Rev. F. F. X. da, Macao

Silveira, F. J. da, clerk , Bibliotheca Lusitana

Silveira, A. da , (Union Insurance Society) clerk , Peddar's wharf

Silveira , A. A. B. da, clerk, register department, Macao

Silverlock, J. , Jupr ., ( John Silverlock & Co. ) merchant, Foochow

Silverthorne, A. , hotel keeper, Shanghai

Sivestre, inspector of Opium Farm , Saigon

Silvestre, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Silvin , F., chancelier , French consulate , Arbuthnot road

Silvin , ( Roussier & Silvin) contractor, Saigon

Sim , Alex., ( Brand Brothers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Sim , A. C. , (Medical Hall) drnggist, Hiogo

Simeão , Rev., curate of cathedral, Macao

Simmons, Rev. E. Z. , missionary , Canton

Simoens, J. R , (Comptoir d'Escompte) clerk, Shanghai

Simoens, B. P. , interpreter, Bangkok

Simoens, C. P. , clerk , British consulate, Amoy

Simões, M. P., clerk, administrative council, Macao

Simoes, N. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Shenghai

Simões, B. , Procurador's department, Macao

Simões, J., ( Primrose & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Simon, sub -lieutenant, Antilope, Saigon

Simon , M. F. , M.D , colonial surgeon, Singapore

Simon, S. , (J. J. Reyes) bookkeeper, Bohol,Philippines

Simon , C. , engineer, Bangkok Saw Mills , Bangkok

Simon, J. , (Simon, Evers & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Sinonsen, E , F., pilot , Foochow

Simpson, Ed . , Jr., cadet midshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

Simpson, F. C. B. B. , lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Encounter

Simpson, J. , (S. C. Farnham & Co.) shipwright, Shanghai

Simpson, C. L. , commissioner of Maritime Customs, (absent)

Sinpson, R, ( Engineering & Mining Co.) overman, Tientsin

Simpson, C. H. , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Sinclair, Jas., second engineer, Chinese gunboat Che 2- to , Canton

Sinclair, W., (Samsen Rice Mill Co.) manager, Bangkok

Sinclair, Geo. , (New Harbour DockCo.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Sinclair , C. A., British consul , Foochow
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Sinclair, A. , (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Penang

Sineriz, J. M. , Jirector, San José hospital, Manila

Sinnot, P. W., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai

Sirdarkhan, Azumbhov, (Gulam Hoosein John Malomed ) clerk, Gage street

Sirot, staff surgeon , French frigate Thémis

Sisson , J. , comisario de guerra , Manila

Sitchon , M., tracher, Iloilo

Sitchon , S., trader, Iloilo

Sites, Rev Nathan, missionary, Foochow

Sjögren, J. A. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hoihow

Sjölind, P. O.,Maritime customs, wa cher, Shanghai

Skeels, H. I. , (Hall & Holtz ) storekeeper, Shanghai

Skeggs, C.J., (C. J. Skeggs & Co.) silk inspector, Shanghai

Skene, J., (New Harbour Dock Co.) coppersmith, Singapore

Skerritt, Jos., captain, U.S.S. Richmond

Skidmore, E. , (Kawosaki Glass Works) potter, Osaka

Skinner, Hon . A. M. , Auditor-general, Straits Settlements

Skinner, J. J., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Skipworth, W. G., ( Skipworth, Hammond & Co.) tailor , Hiogo

Skolnicoff, storekeeper, Wladiwostock

Slade , G., (Gilman & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Slaghek, F. II . , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Sledge , overseer, public works department, Penang

Sleeman, R. H., inspector of machinery, Naval Yard

Sleigh, G. P., captain, Siamese steamer Siamese Crown, Bangkok

Slen , A. M. , ( Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Slevogt, M., (Vogel & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Sloan, Dr. , medical practiti ner, Shanghai

Sloan , J., (Findlay , Richardson & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent )

Sloane, J., captain, lightship, Taku

Small,A., (W'indsor, Redlich & Co.'s Rice Mill) engineer, Bangkok

Smalley, Miss E. , missionary , Nganking

Smerdelev, N. , lightkeeper, Shanghai

Smijth, W. J., secretary , British Legation, Yokohama

Smith, Rev. A. H., missionary, Pang chia , Shantung

Sunith, A. L. R. , pilot, Newchwang

Smith, A. , Maritiin · Customs watcher, Canton

Smith , Alex . F., (MacEwen , Frickel & Co. ) storekeeper, Queen's road

Smith, C. D., ( Phipps, Phipps & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Smith, C. M., steward, Sailors' Home, Singapare

Smith, Hon. C. C., C.M.G. , colonial secretary , Straits Settlements

Smith, C. V., (Russell & Co.) merchant, and counsel for Sweden and Norway, Praya

Smith, Rev. David , missionary, Taiwanfoo (absent)

Smith , D. Warres,manager, DailyPress office, Wyndham street

Smith, E. C. Cox , (Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co,) clerk , Saigon

Smith, E. E. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy

Smith, E. C. , (Turner & Co.) merchant , Queen's roud (absent)

Smith, E. J. , Maritime Customs clerk , Shanghai

Smith , E. R. , ( Smith, Baker & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Smith, E. S. , proprietor, Smith's Hotel , Nagasaki

Smith , E. W. H., (R. H. Powers & Co.) assistant , Nagasaki

Smith, E. U. , (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya

Smith, F. B. , ( Thomas, Rowe & Smith ) Canton

Smith, Rev. F. R. , chaplain of Christ Church, Canton

Smith, F. S. , ( Sayle &Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Smith , F. J. , Maritime Customs assistant (absent)
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Smith, G. Stevenson, V.D., medical pra titioner, Bangkok

Smith, G. M. , agent for Jardin , Matheson & Co. , & consul for Denmark , Canton (absent )

Smith, Rev. G., M.A. , missionary, Swatow

Smith, H. A. N. , (Birley & Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Smith, H. R., ( Butterfield & Swire) tea inspector, Foochow (absent )

Smith , H. , ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Smith, H., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) chief accountant, Queen's road

Smith, H. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) superintendent, Aberdeen

Smith , Herbert, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Smith, H. L. , commission agent , Penang

Smith, J. A. , engineer , H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Smith , J. , inspector of police, Penang

Smith, J. H. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Smith , J. B. , secretary, Cinese Insurance Co, Queen's road

Smith , J. C , (Holme, Ringer & Co. ) merchant, Nagasaki

Smith, J. D., Maritime Customs examiner, Foochow

Smith , J. D. , staff surgeon , H.B.M. gunvessel Lily

Smith, J. H., ( Blackhead & Co.) shipchaniller, Praya

Smith, J. M., ( Ed. Fischer & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Smith, Rev. J. N.B. , missionary, Shanghai

Smith, John Grant, ( J. G. Suith & Co.) commission agent, & con . for Peru Queen's road

Sinith, J. , (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Kowloon

Smith , J. , chief officer , steamer Ichang, liongkong and Canton

Smith , Capt. J. U. , marine surveyor, and proprietor Smith's Hotel, Vagasaki

Smith, J. , (J. Smith & Co. ) compradore, Chefoo

Smith , J., audit secretary, Maritime Customs, Peking

Sunith, J. , pilot, cutter frphan, Ningpo

Smith, M., fitter, railway service, Yokohama

Smith , N. F. , (Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Smith, Oscar, mercbant , Wladiwostock

Smith, 0. , pilot, Nagasakiand Hiogo

Smith, P., boarding house keeper, Queen's road wust

Smith, P. B. , actii g secretary, Netherla ds consulate, Bangkok

Smith, R. Y , lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Daring

Smith, R. B. , (Smith, Baker & Co.) mercbant, Yokohama (absent)

Smith, R. C. , (Ker & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Smith, R. Fraser, proprietor and editor Hongkong Telegraph, Wellington street

Smith , R. M., (Holme, Ringer & Co. ) merchant, Nagasaki

Smith , R. S. , ( Chartered Bank ) sub -manager, Shanghai

Smith, Rev. S. C. , missionary, Tokio

Smith, Rev S. J. , missionary , and proprietor Siam Weekly Advertiser, Bangkok

Smith , S. , sergeant of police, Ning )

Smith , T. W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy

Smith, T. G., chief clerk and private secretary, Supreme Court, Shanghai

Smith, W. B. , bill and share broker and secretary, Singapore Club, Singapore

Smith, W. E., accountant, Chartd . Mercantile Bink, Penang

Smith , W. MacGregor,managerLuzon Sugar Refinery, Manila

Smith, W. H. , (E. B. Watson ) clerk , Yokohama

Smith, Miss , agent , Society for Female Education in the East, Ningpo

Smithers, E. J., U.S. consul , Chinkiarg

Snell rove, H. E. , (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Snelling, G. , (Stag Ho.el ) assistant, Queen's road

Snethlage, H., broker and auctioneer, Shanghai

Sneyd -Kynnersley, C. W. , first magistrate , Penang

Snow, H. J. , (Owston, Snow & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Snowden, Hon . Francis, acting chief justice, Supreme Court
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Snowden , J. , Independence Pilot Company, Shanghai

Soares , F. E. L. , ( Linstrad & Davis) clerk , Queen's road

Suares, A. G. B. , (E. R. Belilios) clerk , Lyndhurst Terrace

Soares, F. T. de B. , second commander, Portuguese gunboat Tamega

Soares, E. E. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Shanghai

Soares , A. F. J., (North China Ins. Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Soares , D. V., ( J. Ribeiro) assistant, Macao

Soares, F. P. , (Oriental Dispensary) manager , Stanley street

Sæderstroem ,C., master mariner, Bangkok

Soelberg, C. G., lightleeper, Ockseu lightship, Amoy

Sohst , Th. (Puttfarcken, Rhenier & Co.) merchant,Singapore

Solier , P., tavern keeper, Saigon

Solis, E. , surgeon , army medical department, Manila

Sologub, E. , assistant, Telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Solomon, R. J., (Solomon Bros) merchant, Shangliai

Solomon, F., chief inspector of police, Bangkok

Solomon , E. A. , ( E. D. Sassoon & Co.) merchant , Shanghai

Solomon, S. J., (Solomon Bros.) merchant, Shanghai

Solomon, R., general broker, Elgin street

Solomonoff, A. A. , ( P. A. Ponomareff & Co.) merchant, & vice-conl. for Russia, Foochow

Solorzana , J. O. de, accountant general's office, Manila

Sombreuil, Vte. C. H. de , Maritime Customs clerk, Shanghai

Someren , R. G. van , (van Someren & Anthony) solicitor, Penang

Somerset, Lieut. H.C., a ljutant, East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Sommerwerck, sub -lieutenant, Geroran gunboat Wolf

Somoza, E. , (La Puerta del Sol) assistant, Manila

Sonca , M. , (De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Sonne, C. Chr., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co. ) sub.engineer, Shanghai

Soomar Mowjee, ( Ebrahimbhoy Pabavey ) n anager, Shanghai

Soper, Rev. J. , missionary, Yokohama,

Sopher, J. A. , ( D. Sassoon , Sons & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Sopher, M. A. , ( D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Sorabjee, Nowrojee, (Sorabjee Mancherjee & Co.) clerk, Peel street

Soriano, J. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Sorin , Rev. P., French Catholic Mission, Province Wellesley

Sorin , Rev. H. , Roman Catholic missionary, Swatow

Sotelo, R. , chemist, Manila

Sotelo, M. , surgeon, civil governor's department, Manila

Sotelo, J. , medico del puerta, Manila

Soueix, telegraphist, Mytho, Cochin China

Sourd, sub lieutenant, Le Drac, Saigon

Southcott, W. E. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Southey, T. S. , clerk , Harbour Master's Department , Shanghai

Souza , 1.de, surgeon, military hospital , Macao

Souza , B. G. de, John D. Ross) assistant, Singapore

Souza, E. A , de, chief clerk, Ordnance office, Singapore

Souza, A. J. de, senior bailiff, Sheriff's department, Singapore

Souza, A. F. de, fifth clerk , Post Office , Singapore

Souza, E. 1. de, apprentice, Surveyor-general's office, Singapore

Souza, A. de, (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk , Singapore

Souza, J. de , manager, Reliance Cocoa Estite, Singapore

Souza, G. C. de , (Rodyk & Davidson ) clerk , Singapore

Souza, F. de, chief clerk , Treasury, Malacca

Souza, F. de, (De Souza & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Souza, F. A. de, clerk, Trea ury , Malacca

Souza, S. A. de, (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya
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Souza, S. P. de, chief clerk , police department, Malacca

Souza, M. T. de , third clerk, magistracy, Singapore

Souza, Rev. R. L. , missionary , Malacca

Souza, F. S., second clerk, magistracy, Singapore

Souza, T. de, public vaccinator, Malacca

Souza, Rev. M. de, first teacher, St. Francis ' school, Malacca

Souza , Justinian de , teacher, St. Francis' school, Malacca

Souza, A. , (Sieber - Waser) clerk, Shanghai

Souza, J. D. de, (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) cl»rk , Singapore

Souza, A. B. de, ( Messageries Maritimes) clerk , Praya

Souza, M., writer, Naval Yard

Souza, F. J. de , clerk , Supreme Court, Singapore

Souza, M. J. de, clerk, U.S. Consulate, Singapore

Souza, D. de , chancelier, Spanish Consulate , Can'on

Souza e Britto, J. M. de, adjutant, National Battalion, Macao

Souza, A. de , (Hamilton, Gray & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Souza, B. D. de, Jr., ( John Forster & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Souza, J. F. de , warden, St. Michael's cemetery, Macao

Souza, Rev. S. do, Macao

Souza, M. de, (Blain & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Souza , E. F. de, commission agent , Wyndbam street

Souza, A. E. de, ( A. L. Johnston & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Souza, M. A. Å de, (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) clerk , Praya Central

Souza , V. de, (Union Insurance Society ) clerk, Peildar's wharf

Souza, F. S. de, clerk , Central Police Station

Souza, J. de, ( Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) assistant, Singapore

Souza, S. E. de, ( Tanjong Pagar DockCo.) clerk , Singapore

Souza, H.B. , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk , Foochow

Souza, J. Nevis e, (Lisbon Dispensary) chemist, Macao

Souza, B. de, (Hongkong and ShanghaiBank) clerk , Shanghai

Souza , M. de, (Union Insurance Society) clerk , Peddar's wharf

Souza, S. R. de , steward , Nagasaki Club, Nagasaki

Souza , J. Neves e, lieutenant, National Battalion, Macao

Souza, E. L. M. de , ( J. N. Cazalas & Son ) assistant, Singapore

Souza , M. G. de, ( Frazar & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Sonza , R. de, postmaster, Macao

Souza, N. L. , (Hongkong and Shangbai Bank ) clerk , Queen's road

Souza, A. S., book -keeper, China Mail office , Il'yndham street

Souza, F. W. R. de , ( Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Souza , J. J. de , printer, corner of Wellington and d’Aguilar streets

Souza, M. A. de, assistant, administracio do conselho , Macao

Souza, C. L. , merchant, and vice -consul for Hawaii, Macao

Souza, M. de , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) clerk , Praya central

Souza, A. de, apothecary, Lock Hospital

Sowdon , A. M., Maritime Customs assistant, Swa W

Sowerby, Rev. A. , mission ry, T :iynenfoo, Shanse

Sowerby, Miss, missionary, 'Taiyuenfoo, Shanse

Sowerby, Rev. H., missionary , Nanking

Spahn,R .. wine and beer dejot, Yokohama

Sparr, Miss Julia E. , M.D., missionary, Foochow

Spearman, A. Y. C. M., midshipman, H.M. corvette Curacoa

Specht, W. , (Drummund, Gaggino & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Speechly , J., captain, steamer Hainan , Hongkong and West Coast

Speidel, P. , (C. J. Gaupp & Co.) assisiant, Queen's roa: l

Speidel, T. , ( Speidel & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Saigon (absent)

Speidel , F. W. (Speidel &Co.) merchant, and consul for Belgium and Denmark, Saigon
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Spence, Donald , British consul, Ichang (absent)

Spencer, Miss, missionary, Tokio

Spencer, master mariner, Bangkok

Spengler 0. , (Theo. Körner ) merchant, Wladiwostock

Speshiloff, S. J. , ( Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Spicer, Lieut . W. F., marine officer, U.S.S. Swatara

Spiegelthal J., captain, Mitsu Bishi barque Sumanoura -maru, Tokio

Spinney, W. F. , Maritime Customs assistant, Peking

Spooner, A. , ( A. Spooner, Ed. Renard & Co.) mercbant, Saigon

Spooner, F. C. , (J. D. Carroll & Co ) commission agent , Yokohama

Sprague, Rev. W. P. , missionary, Tientsin

Spring, C. A., (Spring & Co.) draper, Manila

Spring, E. H. , (Sayle & Co.) linen draper, & c . , Shanghai (absent)

Spring , Miss, (Spring & Co. ) assistant, Manila

Sprüngli , E., (C. Lutz & Co.) merchant , Manila

Spurgin , J. , (Robinson & Co.) assistant , Penang

Squier, J. Enston, ( Eastern Extension, A. & C . Telegraph Co. ) superintendent, Queen's road

Squier, Rev. L. W. , missionary, Hakodate

Stahel, J. , consul for United States, Hiogo

Stahlknecht, C. G. , (Staehelin & Stahlknecht) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Stainfield, G. , house agent, Queen's road east

Stainfield, third engineer, steamer Namoa, Hongkong and Foochow

Stainforth, P. , captain, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Stamps, E. , (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Stanford, J. W. , (Lane , Crawford & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Stanley, Rev. C. A., missionary, Tientsin

Stannius, Dr. H. , consul for Germany, Russia, Italy and Switzerland , Hiogo

Stappen, J. van , Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Starkey, E., (Gearing & Co. ) assistant, Chinkiang

Starkey , R. D. , (North China Insurance Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Starkweather, Miss A. J. , Kioto, Japan

Startzeff, A. D. , ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Statir sky , E. , (Wladiwostock Brewery) brewer, Wladiwostock

Staude, C. , (A. Roensch ) assistant, Manila

Staunton, S A. , master, U.S. sloop Swatara

Stawaria, J. F. E. , (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk , Singapore

St. John ,
P.S. , midshipman, H.B.M.corvette Curacoa

Steanes , T. K., (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Stebbing, Rev. F. C. , chaplain , H.B.M. frigate Iron Duke

Stebbins, W., Maritime Customs examiner, Wuhu

Steedman, J., captain Mitsu Bishi, steamer Terugna -maru

Steele , R. L. B. , lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Steger, J. R., ( Luchsinger & Co.) werchant, and act . vice-consul for Germany, Iloilo

Steglich, Oscar, (Great Northern Telegraph Co. ) instrument maker, Shanghai

Stehmeyer, J., master mariner, Bangkok

Steil , R., ship broker, Bank Buildings

Stein , Miss S. E. , missionary , Canton

Stein , H. , (J. H. Langelütje) clerk , Wladiwostock

Steinam , clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon

Steinbach, G. , merchant, Wladiwostock

Stainbach, I. , proprietor Britanuia Hot 1 , Nagasaki

Steinbring, master mariner, Bangkok

Steinmetz, A. , merchant, Shanghai

Stellingwerf, P.J. J., lightkeeper, Fisher Island lighthouse, Amoy

Stentouse , D. , M.D., missionary, Tientsin

Stent , G. C. , Maritime Customs assistant, Swatow
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Stéphan, second deputy altorney general , Saigon

Stephens, J., chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Stephens, C. E. , clerk, H.B.M. Navel Victralling Yard, Yokohama

Stephens, M. J. D. , (Stephens & Holmes) solicitor, Wyndham street

Stephensen, G. H., (“ Straits Dispensary ") chemist, Singapore

Stephenson , A., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) sub -accountant, Singapore

Sternberg, O., ( E. Klöpler & Co.) clerk , Manila

Steuer, E., (E.E A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) ca penter, storeship, Singapore

Stevens, J., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman bo lermaker, Kowloon

Stevens, E. , United States consul, Ningi

Stevens, R. , Bangkok

Stevens, E. , chief officer , revenue steamer Fei-hoo, Amoy

Stevens, J. G. , assistant engineer, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Stevens, G R. , (Geo. R. Stevens & Co. ) merchant, Queen's road

Stevens, N. C., (Russell & Co.) clerk and U.S. vice -consul, Amoy

Stevens, Miss , Anna, missionary, St. John's College, Shanghai

Stevens, K. A. , (Eastern Extensiin, A. and C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Singapore

Stevens, T. , constable, British consulate, Hankow

Stevens, D. W., secretary, U.S. Legation, Tokio

Stevenson , third engineer, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong & Calcutta

Stevenson , W., (W. F. Stevenson) clerk, Manila

Stevenson , W.F. , Maritime Customs assistant tidesurveyor, Taku

Stevenson , W.F., merchant, and agent P. & 0. S. N. Co., Manila

Stewart, R. , cadet engineer, U.S.S.Richmond

Stewart, W. H. , staff surgeon , H.B.M.corvette Cleopatra

Stewart, W. G., sub lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette ('leopatra

Stewart, G. , (J. M. Lyon ) & Co.) manager, Singapore

Stewart , C. , senior clerk , Supreme Court, Penang

Stewart, C. E. , assistant engineer, H.B. 11. sloop Albatross

Stewart , J. , clerk, telegraph service, Yokohama

Stewart , Jas . , commander , Chinese gunboat Chën - to, Canton

Stewart, H., surgeon , U.S. sloop Swatıra

Stewart, A. , ( Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Stewart, G. R. , (China Sugar Refining Co. ) assistant, East Point

Stewart, J. , overman , Takashima Colliery, Nagasaki

Stewart , Rev. R. W., missionary, Foochow

Stewart, J. A. , ( Stewart & Osborne) draper, Shanghai

Stewart, Fred . , LL.D.,pulice magistrate

Stewart, J. A. , M.D. , physician, Foochow

Stewart, J., (Imperial Arsenal)engineer, Tientsin

Stibio , clerk, Post Office, Saigon

Stibolt, Mis. N. , undertaker, Yok hana

Stickler, F. M., (Shanghai M.dical Hall) druggist, Shanghai

Stiebel, C., (Reiss & Co.) merchant, Praya

Stiefel, W., (Hooglandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Stingelin , P. , (Ziegler & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Stiven, A. W., (Hamilton , Gray & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Stiven, R. G., (Hamilton, Gray & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Stockhausen, F. W. G, von , secretary, German consulate and German Club

Stockwell, Jas., (Adams & Síockwell ) medical practitioner, Caine road

Stocton , Lient . H. T. , U.S.S. sloop Ashuelot

Stoddart, J. M., ( Takasima C : Hiery ) mining engineer, Nagasaki

Stokes , A. G. , ( China Fire Insurance Co. ) acting secretary, Queen's roa !

Stokes, A. P. , ( Sharp, Toller & Johnson ) managing clerk , Queen's road

Siokes, R. , Maritime Customs clerk , Aro

Stokes, F. (Wilkinson & Co.) merebant, Shanghai
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Stoliaroff, L. A. , (A. A. Belogolovy) clerk, Tientsin

Stolterfoht, H. , (Hesse & Co.) merchant, Peddar's wharf

Stolze , C. , master mariner, Bangkok

Stomebriuk, H., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Horai-maru

Stone, E. , (Russell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Stone, C. W. , lightkeeper, Shanghai

Stone, F. G. , (C. & J. Trading Co.) clerk, Nagasaki

Stone, W. H.,chi assistant, Government telegraph service, Tokio

Stonehouse, G. , warder , gaol , Singapore

Stoneman, B., carper ter, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Stopani, A., (H.K. & W. Dock Co.) cantain, steam tugs Fame & Pilot Fish

Stopford, F. G. , lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Cle patra

Storey, L., marine engineer, B ngkok

Storie , F. R., superintendent, Imperial Engine works, Nagasaki

Stormouth, P. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistent engineer, Singapore

Story , W.O., sub -lieutenant. H.B M. gunboat Mosquito

Stott , Rev. G. , missio : ary, Wenchow

Stout, Rev. H., missionary, Nagasaki

Strachan , W. M. , (Strachan & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Stracho, F. , comisario, military department, Manila

Strange , F. W. , instructor, Imperial University, Tokio

Stratton, captain of steamer Paknam , Bangkok and Singapore

Straube, J. A. , (Dodd & Co.) godownkeeper, Tamsui

Strauch , commander, German gunboat Wolf

Street, F. F. , ( Purdun & Co.) clerk, Foochow.

Streich , K. J., officiating interpreter, German consulate, Shanghai

Streiff,E. J. , undertaker, Singapore

Streiff, H. , ( Luchsinger & Co. ) clerk, Iloilo

Strickland, D. T., agricultural department, Otaru, Yesso, Japan

Stringer, J. , foreman of magazine, Ordnance Store department

Stringer, C., (Paterson , Simons & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Stripling, A., inspector of municipal police, Hongkew station , Shanghai

Stròm , G. B. , (Great Northern Telegraph Co. ) clerk , Amoy

Ström , M. B. J. , Maritime Customstidewaiter, Shanghai

Strome , C.J. , merchant, Yokohama

Stronach , W. G. , British Consul, Winchow

Struckmann, T., (C. Heinszen & Co.) mercbant, Manila (absent)

Strugnell, W. , (Gilfillan , Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Struré, c . de, Russian minister plenipotentiary, Tokio

Stuart, J. D. C., fifth clerk , Magistracy, Singapore

Stuart , J. F. , lieutenant. H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Stuart, L. , (Martin, Dyce & Co.) clerk, Manila

Stuart , J. J., assistant evgineer, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Stuart, C. U. , (North China Insurance Co.) clerk , Queen's road

Stuart, Rev. J. L. , missionary, Hangchow

Stubbert, Dr., missionary , Canton

Stubbs, S. , (Ho Al Chong) assistant, Singapore

Stubenrauch, Kapitain lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Hertha

Stucken, E., merchant, Iliogo

Studer, Major A. G. , United States consul, Singapore

Stuhlmann, C. C. , Maritime Customs deputy commissioner, Fonchow

Stulz , E. , (C. Heinszen & Co.) clerk , Manila

Sturge, E. A., M.D., missionary, Petchaburi, Siam

Sturrock, J. S. , (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Suarez, A., surgeon, army medical department, Manila

Suarez, M., interventor, adminis , de es nsadas, Manila
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Such , F. W. , (Hewett & Co. ) clerk , Shangbai

Such , H. J. , (Hewett & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Suenson, E. , (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co,) captain of steamer Store Nordiske, Shanghai

Suenson, A., (Gt. Northern Teleyraph Co.) superintendent, Queen's road

Sugden, C., (Borneo Company ) ,clerk, Singapore

Suhm, 0. von W., ( Baer & Suhm ) merchant, Manila

Suits, C. H. , constable, river police, Shanghai

Sullivan, W., ( E. C. Kirby & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Sullivan, J. A. , ( A. Prova id & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Sulzer, C. , (Sulzer & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Summers, J. , Sapporo,Yesso, Japan

Summers, R., cashier, Banco Español Filipino, Manila

Surel, mechanic, Compagnie pour le decorticage du riz, Saigon

Surin , J. , assistant master, Free School, Penang

Surin , A. A. , cl.rk , Police Court, Penang

Surin , G. A. , (Eastern Extension, A & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk , Penang

Suss, Miss L. , teacher, Berlin Foundling hospital, High street

Sutcliffe, E. , ( W. F. Stevenson assistant, Manila

Sutherland, A. McC. , (A. S. Watson & Co. ) manager, Manila

Sutherland, H. C. , captain, marine artillery , H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Sutherland , A , lightkeeper in charge, Sugar -loaf lighthouse , Amoy

Sutherland, Hugh , (J. Forster & Co. ) merchant, Foochow

Sutherland, J. W. , (Cobb & Co.) carriage builder, Yokohama

Sutherland, D. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi str . Alitsushim 1-maru, Tokio

Sutter, Rev. L. , Roman Catholic missionary , Tokio

Sutton, G. , (M.C. Addams & Co.) assistant, Nagasaki

Sutton , C. , contractor, Nagasaki

Swain, R. , captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Tokio maru, Tokio

Swainson, G. , Maritime Customs, assistant examiner, Anping, Formosa

Swallow, Rev. R., missionary, Ningpo

Swanson, Rev. W. S. , missionary, Amoy (absent)

Swanston , J. C. , inspector of police

Swanstrom , C. A. , Maritime Cusio'ns tidewaiter , Wubu

Sweemoh, 0. , ( A. Markwald & Co.'s rice mill ) assistant , Bangkok

Swettenham , F. A. , assistant colonial secretary, Straits Settlements

Swift, F. , cadet milshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

Sword, Jas . , ( Gilfillan , Wood & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Sybrandi, D.,(Netherlands Trading Society) clerk, Singapore

Sylva, H. , (Mitsu Bishi S.S. Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Syme, J., engineer, tugi oat Cape Clear, Bangkok

Symes, L. R., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) sub-accountant, Queen's rad

Symons, J. G., ( Boustead . Co.) clerk, Singapore

Symons, H. , proprietor, Shanghai Horse Bazaar, Shanghai

Tabor, H. P., (H. W. Tabor & Co ) assis ant , Hiogo

Tabor, H.W., compradore,and proprietor Hiogo Dispensary, Hiogo

Taft, Rev. M.L. , missionary, Chinkiang

Tait, T. J. , (Tait & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Talayrach, fleet surgeon, French frigate Thémis

Talbot, A. P. , assistant Colonial secretary for Native States, Singapore

Talbot, R.,captain, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkongand Manila

Talbot, T. F., (Kinydon, Schwabe & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Talbot, W. H., proprietor Japan Gazette, Yokohama

Talcott, Miss E , missionary, Okayama, Japan

Tallieu , C., (L. Vrard & Co.) agent, and manager French Hotel , Peking

Talmage, Rev. J. V. N. , D.D. , missionary, Amoy (absent)
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Talmage, Miss M.E , missionary, Amoy (absent)

Tandberg , L. J. , pilot, Newchwang

Tanner, Marime Customs assistant, Hankow

Tapia, F., telegraph official, Manila

Tapp, W. H., registrarof shipping, British consulate, Shanghai ( absent)

Tarmahomed Hassen , (Khamisa Jooma) clerk, Wellington street

Tar, Mahomed Cassumbboy, merchant, Gage street

Tassin , O., boarding house keeper, Saigon

Tata, C. B., ( Tata & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Tata, K. M., ( Tata & Co.) clerk , Shanghai.

Tata, D. B. , ( Tata & Co. ) merchant, Hollywood road

Tate, F. A. A. G. , lieutenant, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Tattenbach , Count von , secretary, German Legation, Peking

Taubert , H. E.,MaritimeCustoms tidewaiter, Chefoo

Taumeyer, E. , (Taumeyer & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Tavares, L. A. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Tavares, J. F. , (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Tavares, S. A., secretary, Municipal Chamber, Macao

Tavares, P. J. , compositor, N. C. Herald office, Shanghai

Taylor, W. K. , Maritime Customs tilewaiter, Pagoda Anchorage

Taylor, A. , (New Harbour Dock Co.) boilermaker, Singapore

Taylor, R. , carpenter, 11.B.M. sloop Daring

'Taylor, F. , (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant , Queen's road

Taylor, C. , assistant, U.S. Legation, Peking

Taylor, F. E. , assistant, Inspectorate of Mari: ime Customs, Peking

Taylor , H., storeman , Naval Yard

Taylor, C. H. B., professor, Navigation School , Imperial Arsenal, Foochow

Taylor, Major D. M. , R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Taylor, W.H., ( Cornes & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Taylor, Dr. B. v. S. , missionary, Foochow

Taylor, G. , lightkeeper, Maritime Customs, Amoy

Taylor, J. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bisbi steamer Takashio --maru, Japan

Taylor, J. T. , pilot, Shanghai

Taylor, D. B., ( Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Taylor, H. H. , (Oriental Bank ) acting accountant, Queen's road (absent)

Taylor, Rev. W. , M.D. , missionary, Osaka

Taylor, C. S., ( Jardine, Matheson & Co. ) clerk, Queen's road central

Tee'ybutt, J. L., Maritime Custonis tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Teherkassova, Miss Mary, Russian missionary, Tokio

Teichert, C. W. P., Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

meillol , A. , (E. Millot & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Teixeira, J. M. P. da C. , assistant, Portuguese consulate, Chancery lane

Teixido, A. , sub -inspector, Sanidad militar, Manila

Telge, B. , merchant, Shanghai

Telles, R., official, hacienda publica, Ililo

Telles, J. da Silva, (Lisbon Dispensary ) assistant,Macao

Telles, A. de Silva , proprietor, Macao Hotel , Macao

Telles, J. C. da Silva , physician, St. Joseph's College, Macao

Tem , P. , student interpreter, Italian consulate, Shanghai

Templemore, F. W., (Borneo Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Templet, J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Tennart, H. P. , (Gibh, Livingston & Co. ) agent and tea inspector, Foochov

Tenncnt, C. S. , (W. Hall & Co.) assistant , Penang

Terlier, commander, gunboat Yatagan, Saigon

Terrill, F. U., surgeon , U.S. Naval Hospital, Yokoliama

Terry, A. , captain of the port , Manila
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Terry, H. T., professor , Imperial University, Tokio

Tessensohn, E., (Hamilton, Gray & Co.) clerk , Singapore

T'estevuide, L. G., Roman Catholic missionary, Yokohama

Teurtrie, Rev. J. , teacher, college of Pulo Penang

Téus, V., ( locharisti & Co.) merchant, Manila

Thackery,Captain T. M. G. , R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Thevenet, engineer in chief of public works department, Saigon

Thevenin , C. L., wine & spirit merchant, Queen's road

Thévenot, oversoer of roads, Saigon

Thexeria, E. , apprentice, medical department, Malacca

Thiele, lieutenant, H.I. Ĝerman M.S. Hertha

Thiele, kapitain -lient., H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Thiéry , assistant treasurer, Saigon

Thimm , E. A. , (Fergusson & Co.) clerk , Chefoo

Thinseliu, L. , chaplain , Military hospital, Saigon

Thiriet, J. superior, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Thirkell, J. G., Shanghai

Thistlethwaite, A , R., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk , Manila

Thomas, G. B., ( Sandilands, Bittery & Co.) clerk, Penang

Thomas, A. C. , clerk , Police Court, Penang

Thomas, J. , captain, Mitsu Bishi str. Kiushiu -maru, Tokio

Thomas, Thos . ( Thomas, Rowe & Smith ) Canton (absent)

Thomas, F. Cave, (Adamson , Bell & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Thomas, M. , chie : clerk, marine department, Penang

Thomas, A. C., third clerk, Lieut.-governor's office, Penang

Thomas, J. , Independence Pilot Company, Shangbai

Thomas, W., proprietor, Albion Inn, Nagasaki

Thomas, A., (Messageries Maritimes) clerk , Yokohama

Thomas, H. J. , clerk , Land office, Penai g

Thomas, W. H., (W. H. Hall & Co.) clerk , Penang

Thomazi, commander, French gunboat Massue, Tonquin

Toompson , D. , missionary, Nanking

Thompson, W. , Tamil interpreter , Supreme Court, Singapore

Thompson, Miss Mary E. , missionary, Swatow

Thompson, H.,midsbipman, H.B.M. Cleopatra

Thompson, A. F., (Wilkinson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Thompson, J. II . , (Hudson & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Thompson, G. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Thompson, W. B., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bauk) clerk , Yokohama

Thompson, P. R. E., lieutenant, R. Iuniskilling Fusiliers

Thompson, J. F. , lightkeeper, Tungsha lightship, Shanghai

Thompson , J. L., steward , General Hospital , Yokohama

Thompson, Rev. H. , missionary, Amoy

Thompson, E. , overseer in charge of Protestant Cemetery, Surveyor-general's depart.

Thompson, D., interpreter, U.S. Legation, Tokio

Thompson, J. R. , (Thompson & Bewiek) shipchandler, Hakodate

Thompson, Rev. D., missionary, Tokio

Thomsen, T. , (G!. Northern Tel graph Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Thomsett, H. G. , R.N. , Harbour- ipaster

Thomson, B. , third engineer, P. & 0. steamer Malacca, Hongkong and Japan

Thomson, J. , third officer, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Thomson, R. E., ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fittor, Singapore

Thomson, G. W., (Oriental Bank ) acting agent , Hiogo

Thomson, W. A., M.B., principalmedical officer , army medical department

Thomson, J. C. , (Cornabé & Co.) clerk, Chefoo

Thomson, D. , inspector of police
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Thomson , T. S. , ( W. R. Scott & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Thomson, J., engineer, Borneo Company's Ric Mill , Bangkok

Thomson, Rev. E. H., missionary, Shanghai

Thonin , administrator of native affairs , Saigon

Thorburn, J. D. , ( Russell & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Thorburn, R. F. , secretary, Municipal Council, Shanghai

Thorne, J. , agent, American Bible Society, Kiukiang

Thorpe, C. , merchaut, Shanghai

Thornicraft, T. C. , medical practitioner, and Dir ct r International Hospital, Hiogo

Thorp, R. W., clerk , railway department, Yokohama

Thorpe, J., ( thongkong & China Gas Co.) foreman fitter, West point

Thorpe, P.B., acting inspector of police, Province Wellesley

Thow, Rev. W., missionary, Taiwanfoo

Thümena, A. , (C. Illies & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Thurburn, W. 0. , sub -lieu'evant, H.B.M. gunbo:it Sheldrake

Thurburn, J. , (Chartered Mercantile Bank ) manager, Qiheen's road

Thurburn, A. , share broker, and secretary to General Hospital, Shanghai

Thurgood , W. L., ( Brereton & Wotton) solicitor, Queen's road

Thyen, Joh ., (Melchers & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Tiaoqui , J. S. , “ La Ciudad de Peking,” Manila

Tiberii, Onia , Maritime Customs assistant, Shapghii

Tickell, G. T. , Maritime Customs, assistant, Shanghai

Tickell , F. , chief officer, steamer Thales, Coast

Tiefenbacher, M. , (Wm . Meyerink & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Tiegal , Dr. E. , professor, Medical College, Tokio

Tijon, J. , clerk, accountant general's office, Manila

Tileston , H. N. , ( 0. & O.S.S. Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Tilford , R. J. , (Wal- h, Hall & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Tilhay , I. , Russian mission, Tokio

Tiljin , H., Hiogo

Till, W. W., ( Cornes & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Tilley, J. W., (W. L. Hunter) clerk, Foochow

Tillson, D. H., compradore, Hiogo

Tilly, A. H., pilot, Singapore

Timitrief, M., (Kunst & Albers) clerk , Wladiwostock

Timm, J. , (G1. Northeru Telegraph Co.) clerk, Shangiai

Timm , C. F. , (Overbeck & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Timmins, J T., inspector of police, Province Wellesley

Tindall, W. G. , Mritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Tip, J. A. , Maritime Customs watcher, Canton

Tirant, secretary of Embassy, Saigon

Tirant, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Tisda !), V A. , lieutenant, H.B.M. gun -vessel Swift

Titjen, H. , ( J. D. Carroll & Co.) assistant, Iliogo

Titoushkin, N , N. , ( Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Tobias, proprietor, Army & Navy Inn , Nagasaki

Tobler, F. , (Staehelin & Stahlnecht) clerk, Singapore

Tobler, 0. , ( Sulzer & Co.) clerk , Manila

Toda, B. , comisario, military department, Manila

Toda, E. , consul for Spain, Shangbai

Todd, H. H. , ( Smi : h , Bell & Co.) cl rk , Manila

Todd, G. , chief engin er, Mitsu Bishi steame: Kworio -maru

Todd, D. , second engineer, steamer Consolation , Hongkong & Bangkok

Tokmakoff, J. F. , ( Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co.) merchant, Kiachia

Tolatee, B. F. , merchant, Hollywood Road (absent)

Tolate , M. B. , ( D. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk, Amoy
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Tolatee, P. F. , ( P. F. Tolatee) manager, Hollywood road

Tolatee, M. P. , ( E. N. Metta) clerk, Hollywood road

Toller, W. W., (Sharp, Toller and Johnson ) solicitor, Supreme Court House (absent)

Tolliday, T. , Maritime Customs chief examiner, Shanghai

Tomalin , Ed . , missionary, Chinkiang

Tomes, C. A. , (Russell & Co.) clerk , Prava

Tomine, ensign, French cruiser Himelin, Haiphong

Tomkins , A.B., ( Reiss & Co. ) tea inspector, Praya

Tomlin , G. L. , (R. G. Alford ) assistant, Queen's road

Tomlin, E. , ( Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Shanghai

Tomlinson, Rev. W. S. , missionary, Wuchang, Hankow

Tomlinson, W. L., constable, British Consulate, Ningpo

Toms, W. , sergeant of police, Hiogo

Tonkin , C., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hojhow

Tonnochy, Hon. M. S. , supt. of gaol, and acting colonial secretary

Tony, Conte , first secretary, French Legation , Tokio

Topp, H. , missionary, Clefoo

Topping, H. pilot, Yokohama and Hiogo

Torcapel , sub -chief, direction of the interior , Saigon

Torlesse, A. W., lieutenant, H.B.M. gon -vessel Lily

Torrejon, R. P. , sub -inspector, Sanidad Militar, M inila

Torres de Acevedo , L. , vice-consul for Spain, Bonhain road

Torres, M. , promoter fiscal, Iloilo

Torres, T., chemist and Uruggist, Manila

Torres , Rev. E., vice-procurator, Spanish mission , Caine road

Torres, T. , professor of pharmacy, University, Manila

Torrey , J. G. , Bangkok

Torrey, J. W. , clerk, United States Consulate Court, and attorney, Bangkok

Tottie , W. H., (Iveson & Co. ) clerk , Shanghai

Tourillon, L. , inspector of police force , Cholen, Saigon

Tournade, Rev. Fr., Roman Catholic missionary and manager St. Xavier School, Shanghai

Tournier, J. , tailor and storekeeper, Saigon

Toussaint, Mme. Eug., milliner, Saigon

Toutain, M. , ( V. Roque) assistant, Saigon

Touzalin, E. V., MaritimeCustomsassistant, Newchwang

Towell, M. E., first class clerk, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Townley , R. H., ens gn , U.S.S. Alert

Townley, F. , ( Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant , Yokobama

Towosend , G. H. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Shanghai

Tozar, W., boatswain , H.B.M. surveying vess 1 Magpie

Tracey, R.E., captain, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Trachsler, J. H. , ( Pattfarcken , Rheiner & Co.) clerk , Singapore

Trail , second engineer, steamer Regent , Bangkok

Trail, W. , senior captain , Siamese Navy, Bangkok

Trannack, R. J. , Maritime Customs tide-surveyor, (absent)

Tran - Phuoc, distributor, Post-office, Saigon

Trask , lisy, S. , M.D. , missisionary, Fochow

Tratman, J. N. , assistant , British Consulate, Canton

Travers, G. , corsul for Germany, Alexandra Terrace, and Canton

Travers, A. K. , clerk , Colonial Secretary's office

Trebing, Ch ., M.D., oculist and physician to German Consulate, Singapore

Trebing, W. , master, Customs lightship Nerochwang, Newchwang

Tregillus, E. C. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Newclwang

Tremlett, C. F. ( W. G. Hale & Co.) mercbant, and consul for Great Britain , Saigon

Trench , F. , missionary , Kweiyang

Trenty , clerk, Treasury, Saigon
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Trenwith, J. S ,, ( Celestial Empire office) printing supt. , Shanghai

Trevenen, N. P., inspector of schools, Straits Seitlements

Trevitbick, F. H. , assistant locomotive supt., Government railway service, Tokio

Trimiño A. G. , sub - inspector de Sanidad de la Armada , Manila

Trind:ude, Claudina da Sta . , mistress, College de Sta. Roza , Macao

Trinidad, T. V. , ( J. B. Roxas) clerk , Manila

Tripp, H. J. H.,(Mitsu Bishi Mail S. S. Co.) agent, Praya central

Tritton, E. W., (Robt. Anderson & Co.) merchant, Kiukiang and Hankow ( absent)

Triulzi, G., (G. Bolmida ) clerk , Yokohama

Trodd, B., (Shanghai Gas Company) meter inspector, Shanghai

Troester, C. , veterinary surgeon, husbandry department, Tokio

Trompeta, E. , engineer, public works department, Iloilo

Troter, Le, ensign, French gunbaat Lulin

Trotter, Noel , chief clerk, General Post office , Singapore

Trotter, H. , postmaster-general, Singapore

Trotter, D. A. , ( Tait & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Trotzir, H., superintendent, Municipal Council , Hiogo

Trop, Jas., British.consul, Nagasaki

Trower, L. , (Horse Repository ) clerk , Garden road

Trub, R. , (H. Ludewig & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

True, Mis. M. T., missionary, Tokio

Truxton , W. T., cadet midshipman , U.S.S. Richmond

Tschuren, (Tschuren & Co.) storekeeper, Wladiwostock (absent)

Tuason, J. B. , ( W. F. Stevenson ) clerk, Manila

Tuason, V. , (J. M. Tu ison & Co.) clerk, Manila

Tuason, E. , (J. M. Tuasol & Co.) clerk, Manila

Tuason , C. , (W. F. Stevenson ) clerk, Manila

Tuason , J. P., (J M. Tuason & Co. ) merchant and banker, Manila

Tuason, G , ( J. M. Tuason & Co.) merchant and banker , Manila

Tuason , T. , (Genato & Co.) auctioneer, and commission agent, Manila

Tncker, W. J. , (R. Anderson & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Tucker, R. D. , (Peele , Hubbell & Co. ) merchant, Manila

Tucker, J. J. , marine surveyor to Lloye’s and North China Insurance Co. , Shanghai

Tulloch , master mariner, Bingkok

Tulpin , Rev. A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Tumboly, S. F., (R. S. Woonwalla & Co.) manager, Gage street

Tumboly, D. F. , ( D , D. Ollia & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Turnbull, w. A., ( Turnbull, Howie & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (ausent)

Turner, A., assist. paymaster-in charge, H.B.M. des; atch vessel Vigilant

Turner, J. E., chief engineer, H:M. corvette Curacoa

Turner, R. , (Ker & Co.) clerk , Iloilo

Turton , Wm ., acting carpenter, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Tuska, E. H. (R. Isaacs & Bro.) clerk , Yokohama

Tuson, A. K.,assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Mosquito

Tweedie, W. A. L., (Primrose& Co.) commission agent, Shanghai

Twigg, Mrs. P. O'B. , undertaker, Shanghai

Twinem , J., deputy commissioner of Customs, Hankow

Tylden -Pattenson , Lieut. A. H., East Kent Regiment, Singapore

Tyler, H. R. , master, U.S. sloop Swatara

Tyler, J. C. Jr., ( Austen & Co.) merchant and United States Consul, Iloilo

Tyng, Rev. T. S. , missionary, Osaka

Tyson, G., superior barrack sergeant, Commissariat, Singapore

Tyzack, D. , mining engineer, Keelung Colliery

Ubago, G. M. , inspector, adminis . colecciones y labores, Manila

Ugaldezubiaur, S., engineer, Horal department, Mavila
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Uldall , captain of steamer Kongser, Singapore & Bangkok

Ullmann, E. , (Felix Ullmaun ) jeweller, Manila

Ullmann, B. , ( Felix Ullmann ) jeweller, Manila

Ullmann, M., (J. Ullmann & Co.) assistant, Queen's road (absent)

Ullmann, J., (J. Ullmann & Co. ) merchant and commission agent, Queen's road

Ullmann, F., importador de alhajas, Manila (absent)

Ulloa, J. M. , gefe de negociado, administracion civil , Manila

Ulloa, A. , architect, Ayuntamiento, Manila

Uloth, A. D. , ( P. & U.S.N. Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Ulrich , C. , master mariner, Bangkok

Underdown, W. 0. , paymaster's clerk, U.S.S. Richmond

Underwood , Geo. R , medical practitioner, Kiukiang

Underwood, J. J., medical practitioner, Foochow

Unsworth, R. , second officer, steamer Thules, Coast

Unwin , F. S. , Maritime Customs assistant, Chefoo

Upton, T. , Custom House, Hiogo

Uren, C. J. , ( Eastein Extension, A.& C. Telegraph Co. ) clerk, Queen's road

Urge, I. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Urquhart, F., chiei engineer, steamer Albay, Coast

Urquhart, W., (Findlay , Richardson & Co.) clerk, Manila

Vacher, H, H., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Yokohama

Vacquerel, Rev. H. , Roman Catholic missionary, Swatow

Vail, Rev. M. S. , :nissionary , Yokohama

Vai'ey, C. T. St. C. , (Smith, Bell & Co.) assistant, Cebu

Vaissière, J. , Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Val, R. del, administrador colecciones y labores, Manila

Valantine, B. A., (E. C. Kirby & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Valberg , W. J. , chief clerk, Surveyor-genera ' s office, Singapore

Valdes, B., coronel , artillery school , Manila

Valdezco, C. , printer, Manila

Valdezco, J. , (C. Valdezco ) assistant , Manila

Valdezco , C. , watchmaker, Manila

Valdivia, F. R. de, canonigo , ecclesiastical department, Manila

Vale, T. H., (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) agent, Shanghai (absent)

Valenciano , E., abogado, Iloilo

Valentine, J. , (Cumine & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Valentine, Rev. J. D. , missionary, Shaouhing, Ningpo

Valera y Giminez, G. , ayudante , inspeccion de montes, Unisan , Luzon

Vallance, telegraphist, Saigon

Vallarino , ayılante , capitania del puerto , Manila

Vallejo, J. M. , assistant, public works department, Manila

Vallina, D. F. , inspector acopios de tabacco, Iloilo

Valtriny, V. C. , merchant, Singapore

Van Buren, H. S. , marshal, U.S. Consulate , Yokohama

Van Buren , J S., (P.M.S.S. Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Van Buren , General Thos. B. , United States consul-general, Yokohaina

Van Buskirk , P.C. , mate and commander's clerk, U.S.S. Alert

Vandelet, opium farmer, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Vandertak, T, N. , manager, Shanghai Tannery, Shanghai

Van der Vlies, G., merchant, Hiogo

Van Dyke, Rev. J. W., missionary, Bangkok

Van Ess , W. , constable, British consulate, Chefoo

Vanhamme, L. , ( S. C. Farnbam & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Vania, R. C. , ( Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) clerk , Gage street

Vapereau, C., professor of French, Peking
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Vara, F., assistant , public works department, Manila

Vara, R. de la , (R.de la Vara & Co.) merchant, Manila

Varela , J. , ( Banco Español Filipino) assistant accountant, Manila

Varela, J. , “ El Progresso ," Manila

Vargas , R. de, contador, direccion administracion civil , Manila

Varnum , R. M., (Walsh, Hall & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Vasconcellos, Dr. A. M. de, first deacon of cathedral, Macao

Vasques, P. H. , Bangkok

Vassanin , J. P., merchant, Canton

Vasselon, Rev. H., Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka

Vaucher, E. (L. Vrard & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Vaucher, A. E , silk inspector and broker, Ball's court

Vaughan, Rev. C. M., chaplain, Naval hospital

Vaughan, J. D. , barrister-at-law, Singapore

Vaughan, J., pilot, Shanghai

Vawdrey, W., (Japan Gazette) assistant , Yokohama

Vaz , J. J. de, apothecary, Government medical department, Province Wellesley

Vazguez, A. , clerk , contaduria de bacienda, Manila

Veaux , E. , clerk, Municipal Council , Saigon

Veaux , H., first clerk and accountant, Municipal Council, Saigon

Veciu , L., assistant, public works department, Manila

Veeder, T. E. de W. , master, U.S.S. Richmond

Vega y Palma, E. de la , comandante carabineros, Iloilo

Vega , L., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila

Veile, Mrs. A. , missionary, Yok hama

Veitch, G. T. , (Jardine, Matheon & Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Veitch, A. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) sub -manager, Sijanghai

Vela, J. , teacher of music, Shangbai

Velasco, Dr. T. de, profesor de notoriado, University, Manila

Velasco, J. , (M. P. Marqueti ) clerk , Manila

Velasco, J. V. de, (Banco Español Filipino) assistant casbier, Manila

Velez , J. , conşul for Spain, Canton

Velge, L. H. , chief clerk , Resident Councillor's office, Malacca

Velge, C. E. , registrar, Supreme Court, Singapore

Velge, J. H. , Malacca

Velozo, G. , merchant and vice - consul for Portugal and U.S. of Venezuela, Cebu

Velozo , R. , (G. Velozo) clerk , Cebu

Velschoü , F., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant, Amoy

Verbeck , Rev. G. F. , D.D., LL.D. missionary, Tokio

Verchere, Rev. J. M. P. , French missionary, Swatow

Verdon, H. H.,assistantmaster, Raffles Institution , Singapore

Vergonjeanne, blacksmith, Saigon

Verloop, H.C. , ( Hartwig & Co.) shipchandler, Singapore

Vernet, E. , (Geo . Polite ) assistant, Sbanghai

Verne ville, A. H. de, consul for France, Quinhon

Verneville , H. de, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Verney, M. A. , professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Veininac de St. Maur, de, commander, Antelope, Saigon

Vernon, J. Y , V. , (Chater & Vernon) broker, Queen's road

Véron , chief commissioner, Approvisionnements, Saigon

Verril, E., commission agent, Wuhu

Versoza, V. , (Peele, Hubbell& Co.) clerk, Manila

Vey, Right Rev. J. L. , Roman Catholic Bishop of Gerasen, Bangkok

Vianna,F., clerk , Administracao do Conselho, Macao

Viano, G. , contador, 1ribunal de cuentes, Manila

Vic , clerk , Treasury, Saigon
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Vic, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Vicente, A. de, Governor's office, Manila

Vicente , J. A. , boatswain, Water Police, Macao

Victor, S. T. , (Dauver & Co.) clerk , Amoy

Victorian , J. , lieutenent, police force. Macao

Vida, M , ayudante, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Minila

Vidal, P., professor, San Juan de Letram College, Manila

Vidal, chief clerk , Customs, Haiphong

Vidal y Sabaties, E. , teniente fiscal, Supreme Court, Manila

Vidal y Soler, S., engineer, botanical departmen ", Manila

Videau, U. , cook , “ Hotel des Colonies," Shanghai

Vieira, U. , purser, receiving ship Yuenfah , Shanghai

Vieira , A. J. , (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya

Vieira, I. L., (Oriental Dispensary) assistant, Stanley street

Vienot, H., lawyer, Saigon

Vierow, H., Maritime Customs tide -surveyor, (absent)

Vierra, J. H., inspector of brothels, Malacca

Vierra, M. , clerk, audit oftice, Singapore

Vierthaler, pfarrer, H.I. German M.S. Hertha

Vieux, superintendent of cemetery, Saigon

Vigano, Rev. B. , Roman Catholic missionary, Wellington street, and military chaplain

Vigil , F. , telegraph clerk , Manila

Vigroux, Rev. P., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Vila, F. , secretary, naval department, Manila

Vila, J. V., professor of medicine, University, Manila

Vila , J. , professor of tlseology , University, Manila

Vilanueva, L. , boarding house keeper, Bridges street

Vilge, A. C. , clerk, Land office, Malacca

Vilge, J. C.. , clerk, Land office Malacca

Villa, Absilie F. , comandante, cara ineros, Marila

Villaha, gefs de seccion administracion civil, Manila

Villalva,F., surgeon major, army medical department, Manila

Villanneva , V., master of works, Ayuntamiento , Manila

Villanova, C., signalman , Harbour Mas er's office, Shanghai

Villar, A. M. del, sub -inspector del Ejercito, Manila

Villard, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Villarragut, C. , magistrate, Manila

Villelume Sombreuil , Vte. C. de, second comis., French consulate, Shanghai

Villena, M. , (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk , Manila

Villeta , J. , (J. Peña & Co.) clerk , Manila

Villion, Rev. A. , Roman Catholic missionary, Kioto, Japan

Vincenot , F. , wine and spirit merchant, Peel street

Vincens, D., (Denis frères) clerk, Saigon

Vincent, staff surgeon , French cruiser Champlain

Vincent, Miss H. A., (Mrs. E. A. Vincent) assistant, Yokohama

Vincent, Mrs. E. A. , milliner and draper, Yokohama

Vincent, Henry, gaoler, British consulate, Yokohama

Vincent , J. , (P. & O.S.N. Co. ) assistant , Shanghai

Vincent, C. , master, steamer Spartan, Hongkong

Vincent, J. R., missionary, Chefoo

Vinet, telegraphist, Cantho, Cochin China

Viney, J. , (Japan Herald office) foreman , Yokohama

Vinson, G. , lawyer, Saigon

Virmaitre, A. L. , Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Canton

Visscher, A. , merchant, Niigata

Vital, F. , (Austen & Co.) clerk, Tloilo
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Vitalis, clerk, imn igration office, Saigon

Vittoz -Gallet, fleet en neer, French frig :ite Thémis

Vivian , C., clerk, H.B.M. slop Pegasus

Vizcano, F. , surgeon, army medical department, Manila

Vizenzinovich , M., lightkeeper, Kiutoan lightshir), Shanghai

Vizmanos, B. S. de, secretary, Banco Español Filipino, Manila

Vizmanos y Lecaros, M. S. de, assistant secretary, Banco Español Filipino, Manila

Vlavianos , pilot , Haiphong

Voelkel, S. , ( Pharmacie de L'Union ) proprietor, Shanghai

Vogel , E. , (E. Vogel) clerk , Priya

Vogel, c. Ed. , ( E. Vogel ) merchant , Prava

Voisin, J. M. A. , Roman Cathilie Mission, Bang -pla -soi, Siam

Volke , C., chief engineer, Mitsu Bisli stramer Sunda Maru

Vollhardt, A. , proprietor, “ New York Saloon ,” Yokobama

Volong, F. A. , member of municipal chamber, Macao

Volosatoff, F. M., (W. T. boodilin) clerk, T.nisin

Volpicelli, L. , assistant, Inspectorate of Maritime Customs, Peking

Vorrath, P. W. , master mariner, Bangkok

Vosteen, H., pilot, Takao

Voysey, M., (Geo. Whymark & Co.) storekeeper, Hiogo

Vries, A. I. de, clerk , Netherlands Cui sulate, Singapore

Vuillermoz, watchmaker, Saigon

Vulliez, J., attorney general, Saigon (absent)

Wachtelbrenner, master mariner, Bangkok

Waddell, Rev, Hugh, missionary, Tokio

Wade, T. H. S. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Jankow

Wade, Sir Thomas F. , K.C.B., British Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking

Wadman, E. , (Wadman & Co.) merchant, Ningpo

Wadman, H. E., Maritime Customs assi: tant, Chefoo

Waeber, C. , consul for Russia and Denmark , Tientsin

Waege, W., (C. Heinszen & Co.) clerk , Macila

Wagyott , bill collector, Yokohama

Wagner, A., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Kon loon

Wagner, Dr. G., Ki to Japan

Wagner, Th ., ( Patrew 'Rice Mill) assistant, Bangkok

Wainewright , R. E. , solicitor, Shanghai

Waite, G., gunner, gipswder dejo , Harbour-master's department

Wake, W., overman, Takasima Colliery, Nagasaki

Walch , clerk , colonial treasury, Saigon

Waldeen, A. , (Lindholm & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock

Wale, R. R. , apothecary, prison hospital, Singapore

Wales , J. F., Maritime Customsassistant an medical officer, Shanghai

Walker, J. B , staff comm ., H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Waller, G, W. , commander, Mitsu bishi s'eamer Chisima -maru

Walker, Rev. J., chaplain St. George's Church, Penang

Walker, C. S. , ( Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk , dania

Walker, Geo., third engineer, P. & ( ) . steamer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Walker, E., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk , Yokohama

Walker, W. , captain , Mitsui Bishi steamer Nagoya -maru, Tokio

Walker, R. N. , captain, Mitsu Bisli steamer Hiogo -maru, Tokio

Walker, A. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Shario-maru

Walker, J., chief engineer, Miisu Bishi steamér Tagonorra -maru

Walker, S., ( Ilbert & Co. ) assistan , Shanghai

Walker, Rev. W. F. , missionary, Tien sin

Walker, Rev. J. E. , missionary, Shao-wu- fu, Foochow (absent)
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Walker, A. , acting harbour master, Amoy

Walkinshaw , A. W. , ( Turner & Co.) merchant, Foochow

Wallace, J. , chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi strainer Matsumaye-maru

Wallace, J. , ( Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Wallace, E , ( ShanghaiMercury offie) compositor, Shanghai

Wallace, J. H. , ( Syme & Co. ) clerk , Singapore

Wallace, Thos., Mackenzie & Co ) Hober, Shanghai

Wallays, Rev. E , teacher, college of Pulo Penang

Waller, L. E., ( W. Birt & Co ) straw braid inspector, Shanghai

Waller, H. I. , Maritime Customs examiner, Foochow

Wallis, Wm ., ( Shanghai Dispensary) proprietor , Shanghai

Walsh, F. , printer, and proprietor Hiogo Neus, Hiogo

Walsh, R. G. , (Walsh, Hall & Co.) manage , paper mills, Hiogo

Walsh, Thomas, (Walsh , Hall i Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Walch, John G., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Walstab, R., ( Schinne & Francke) clerk, Yokohama

Walter, W. B., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo

Walter, J. , (Siler & Brennwald ) clerk , Yokohama

Walter, W. B. , ( lardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokobama

Walter , W., (Evans, Pugh & Co.) clerk , and vice- consul for Netherlands, Hankow

Walter, John, (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) manager, Yokobama

Walther, sub - lieutenant, German gunboat Wolf

Wanderleach, C. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Pakhoi

Warburt n , W., shipping agent, Hiogo

Warı , Thos , sailmaker , U.S. sloop Swatara

Ward, J. E., lieutenant of orderlies, arms los ital corps, Singapore

Ward, W. S. , Maritime Customs idewaiter, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow

Ward , W. C. , ( Iveson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Warl, E. , ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Wardlaw , J. C. , (Tait & Co.) merehull and consulfor Portugal, Amoy

Warleta, J. , gefe de armameníus, nave? or enal, Manila

Warlomont, H., (Bazar Filipino) asti tant, Manila

Warlomont, P , (Bazar Filipino) assistant, Manila

Warlomont, L., ( Bazar Filipino) storekeeper, Manila

Warne, W , inspector of polic , Singapore

Warner, E.H., (Peele , Hubbell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Warnken, W., liglitkeeper, Regentligi thouse, Bangkok

Warrack , F., ( Paterson, Simore Co.) clerk , Singapore

Warren, R., steward . H.B. M. naval hospital, Yokohama

Warren, H. A. , lieutenant, H. 23. 1. sloop Flying Fish

Warren, W. T., lieutenant, H.B. 1. corvette Cumus

Warren, Rev. C. F. , missionarı, Osaka

Warry, W., acting assis'ant Chinese secretary, British Legation, Peking

Washbrook, W. A. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Wassenius, C., assistant engine <*r, Fire Briga le

Wasserfall, A. (Siemssen & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Wassiamull dit ismull, dealer in Indian goods, Queen's road

Waters, T. J. , C.E., mechatical en zineer, Takasima Colliery , Nagasaki

Waterson , Capt. D. , marine surveyor, Saigon

Watkius, J., sub inspector of peline, Penang

Watson , T. E., chief engineer, E. E., A. & C. Telegraph Co's steamer Agnes, Singapore

Watson , J. W., enineir, H.B.M. ginboat Sheldrake

Watson, A. M ., ?,,abantand U.S. Consular agent, Penang

Watson , Rev. J. , m'ssionary, Amoy

Watson, W., (P. Malean & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Watson, W., assistani tide-sleyor, Double Island station , Swatow
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Watson , E. B. , merchant, Yokohama

Watson , Jas., M.D., physician, Newch wang

Watson, A. T. , ( Japan Dispensary ) assistant, Yokohama

Watson , J. C. , controller of police and magistrate, Ningpo

Watt, Wm ., ( China Mail Office) reporter, Wyndham sireet

Watters, T. , Bri'ish consul, Tamsui

Wattez , clerk , Treasury, Saigon

Watts, -, second engineer , steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Watts, Jas . , secretary, Pilot Company, Taku

Watts, W. , overseer of works, Surveyor -general's office

Wauchope, G. , (E. B. Watson ) clerk, Yokohama

Wavell,, H. T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Keelung

Weatherstone, T., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) in charge of hulks, Hankow

Weaver, A. C. M. , (Eastern Extension , A. & C. Telegraph Co. ) operator, Singapore

Webb, W. , ( Samsen Rice Mill) engineer, Bai gkok

Webb, R J., chief steward , P. & 0. steamer Sunda, Hongkong and Japan

Webb, Captain F. E. , military accountant, Army Pay Department

Webb, J. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk, Manila

Webb, E. G. C., (Maitland & Co. ) ter inspector, Shanghai

Weber, H. , proprietor, City Bowling Saloon , Shanghai

Weber, H. , Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Weber, O., (Windsor, Redlich & Co.) merchant, Bangkok

Webster, W. F., cadet-engineer, U.S. frigate Richmond

Webster, A., ( S. C. Farnham & Co. ) assistant , Shanghai

Webster, J. (P. & 0. S. N. Co. ) clerk , Queen's road

Weeks, C.D., (Weeks & Fry) broker, commission agent, and public accountant, F'chow

Wegelin , W. , (C. Lutz & Co.) clerk , Manila

Wegener, O. , (Hesse & Co. ) clerk, Peddar's Wharf

Wehrend, B. Bargkok

Weigert , P., truck and drayman, Yokohama

Weighell , commander , P. & 0 . steamer Mal cca , Hongkong and Japan

Weight, Geo. , engineer, H.B.M. corvette Comus

Weinberger, C. , (H. C. Morf & Co.) clerk , Yckohama

Weinheimer, assistant surgeon , H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Weir, Thos., (C. M. S. N. Co.) superintendent engineer, Shanghai

Welch , Chas, engineer, H.B.M.gunboat Zephyr

Welch, J. , (White & Welch) tea inspector, Shanghai

Weld, J. A. , manager, Ice works, Osaka

Weld, Sir F. A. , K.C.M.G., Governor of Straits Settlements

Weld, D. , public accountant, Shanghai

Wells, E. J. , (Riley, Hargreaves & Co.) engineer, Singapore

Wells, W., engineer , tug boat Peiho, Taku

Wells, E. W., engineerand architect, Singap : re

Wells, G. , ( Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) wharfinger, Singapore

Wells, L. , fitter, H.M. Naval Yard

Wells, En , engineer , tug Orphan, Taku

Wells, E. J., (Gas Co.) engineer, manager, and secretary, Singapore

Wells, W. (Gas Co) assistant, Singapore

Wells, J. , Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy

Welsh, J., ( Japan Photograpbic Association ) assistant, Yokohama

Wemyss, A., (OrientalBank )assistant accountant, Queen's road (absent)

Wenomohs, E. , tailor, Shanghai

Wentzel, lieutenant, German gunboat Iltis

Wenyon, Rev. C. , M.D., missionary, Canton

Wertheimer, L. , interpreter, Japanese Imperial Customs, Yokohama

West, J. , (Kelly & Walsh ) assistant, Shanghai
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Westall, A. C. , (Carter & Co.) public silk inspector, Shanghai

Westendorf, C. , ( C. Heinszen & Co. ) clerk , Manila

Westerhout, J. E. , sheriff , Malacca

Westlake, C. H. , ( Straits Times) superintendent and sub -editor, Singapore

Westoby, G. T., captain , steamer Namoa , Coast

Weston , chief officer, P. & 0. steamer Malacca , Hongkong and Japan

Wetmore, W. S. , (Frazar & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Wetton , E., Hiogo

Wex, E. , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Wharry, C. J. , M.D. , superintendent of Civil Hospital (absent)

Whealler, E. S. , (Deacon & Co. ) clerk, Canton

Wheatley , J.J. L., apothecary, Lock hospital, Singapore

Wheeler, Dr. E. , medical officer to general hospital, Yokohama

Wheeler, G. H., (Russell & C.) clerk , Shanghai

Wheeley, E. , (A. Dent & Co. ) merchant, Shanghai

Wheelock, T. R., (Wheelock & Co. ) broker, Shanghai

Wheen , E., ( Sayle & Co.) assistant , Shanghai

Whelan , J. , ayricultural department, Otaru, Yesso, Japan

Wherry, Rev. J.,missionary, Peking

Whiddon, F , R. C., paymaster, H.B.M. gun - vessel Swift

Whilden , Miss L., missionary, Canton

Whiller, A. W. , missionary, Niugpo

White, R - v . W. J. , missionary, Tokio

White, Wm ., (White & Welsh ) commission merchant, Shanghai

White, F. W., commissioner of Customs, Hankow

White, J. , pilot, Nagasaki

White, Rev. W.J. , missionary, Canton

White, Major R. W. E. , R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

White, J., verger and sexton , St. John's Cathedral

White, Fred . E. , British consulate constable, Yokohama

White, R. G. , medical practitioner, Chinkiang

White, Aug., ( White & Miller) bill broker, Shanghai

White, F. G., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

White, J. R., stewaril, Sailors' Home, West point

White, R. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

White, J., assi tant, Water Works Co., Shanghai

Whitehead, T. H., (Chartered Bank of India ) accountant, Singapore

Whitehead, W.F., inspector of brothels

Whitehouse, E. A., paymaster, U.S. sloop Ashuelot

Whitewright , Rev. J., missionary, Chefoo

Whitfield , Géo., (Whitfield & Dowson) engineer, Yokohama

Wbiting, Rev. J. L. , missionary , Peking,

Whitley, A. W. , staff surgeon , H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Whitlock, G. W. , Maritime Custoins tidewaiter, Newchwang

Whitney , H. T., M.D., missionary, Sha -ww-fu, Fo chow

Whittall , E., (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Whittlesey , H. C. , Maritime Customs assistant, Shangbai

Whitty, C. D., ( Holliday, Wise & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Whyniark, G., (Geo. Whymark & Co.) storekeeper, Hiogo

Whyte, A. B. , (Smith , Bell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Wicking, H.,
commission agen:, Club Chambers

Wiechmann, H., (J. Zobel) assistant, Binondo, Philippines

Wieler, G. , (Wieler & Co. ) merchant, Praya

Wieler, Oscar, ( Wieler & Co.) merchant, Praya (absent)

Wieneke, G. , (Fressel & Co.) clerk , Manila

Wig -t, C. C., (Mathieu & Co.) merchant, Penang
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Wiggins , C., ( J. D. Carroll & Co. ) shipchandler, Hiogo

Wignall, J. H. , engineer, Government works , Hiogo

Wignall, W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Sekerio -maru

Wigzell, A. , Naval college , Tokio

Wijnhoven, Rev. F. , Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Wilck, C. , (Wilck & Mielenhaussen ) tailor, Shanghai

Wilcox, R. C. , lessee and editor, Daily Press, Wyudha m street

Wilford , F. , ( Sayle & Co.) assistant , Quee. 's road

Wilgaard , J. , (Hall and Holtz) assistant, Shanghai

Wilkes, G., cadet-midshipman, U.S.S.Richmond

Wilkin , A. J. , (Wilkin & Robison) merchant, Yokohama

Wilkin , constable , British Legation, Peking

Wilkinson, J. , second officer, steamer Hailoong, Hongkong and Formosa

Wilkinson, J. C. , Iliogo

Wilkinson, W. , engineer, Bangkok

Wilkinson , W.H. , student, Bri ish Legation, Peking

Wilkinson, H. S. , British Consular Service

Wilkinson, H. D., (Eastern Extension, A.& C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang

Wilks , J. W. , cadet-midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Willan, L. P., commander, Naval department, Tokio

Willans, Hon . W. W., colonial treasurer, Singapore

Willberg, E. , assistant superintendent of revenues, Wladiwostock

Wille , G. von , (Melchers & Co.) clerk , Ped ar's wharf

Willes, Geo . O. , C.B. , vice - admirai , commanding H.B.M Naval forces

Williams, R. , pilot, Shanghai

Williams, S. E. , superintendent of police, Tientsin

Williams, T. E. H., sur eon , H.M. gun - vessel Kestrel

Wiliams, C., ( Engineering & Min.ng Co.) sinker, Tientsin

Williams, Mrs. W. H. , missionary, Tientsin

Williams, H. P. , lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Williams, J. , proprietor, Imperial H tel, Nagasaki

Williams, o., (Central Livery Stables) assistant, Shanghai

Williams, J., warder, gaol , Penang

Williams, S. B.,chiefengineer, K.B.M.gun -vessel Midge

Williams, J. O'B . , M.D., surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Williams, Rev. J., missionary , Tokio

Williams, Right Rev. C. M., missionary, Tokio

Williams, c . C. , (Williums & Co.) commission merchant, and U.S. Consul, Swalow

Williams, W. H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo

Williams , F. T., assistant, Shanghai club, Shanghai

Williams, P. , pilot, Swatow

Williams, Rev. Mark, missionary, Kalgan

Will amson, S. H. , cadet-midshipman, U.S.S. Richmond

Williamson, E. F. , (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Qacen's road

Williamson, J. W.L., ( Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Williamson, Rev. Jas., missionary, Fungwha, Ningpo (abs nt)

Williamson, Rev. Alex . , LL.D., missionary, Chefoo

Williamson, T. , Maritime Custoins idewaiter, Hoibow

Williamson, T. G., (Adamson , Bell & Co.) clerk, Queen's road

Willis , brewer, Saigon

Willis , W. , medical officer, British Legation, Tokio

Willits , Rev. 0. W. , missionary, Peking

Willmott , J. ( A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Willoughby , J. , assistant clerk , H.B.M. surveying vessel Magpie

Willoughby, W. H., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk , Hiogo

Wills , J. I. , Maritine Customs tidewaiter, Chefov
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Wilmot, J. R., teacher, Government School , Singapore

Wilnaw, P. F. S. , lightkeeper, Cape of Good Hope lighthouse, Amoy

Wilson, J. , (Geo. W. Collins & Co.) assistant, Tientsin

Wilson, Miss, missionary, Hanchung

Wilson, chief engineer, H.E. the Kromahtab's yacht, Bangkok

Wilson, J. C. G., (Barlow & Wilson ) engineer, Iloilo

Wilson, G. , superiсtendent, pauper hospital, Singapore

Wilson, A., clerk , H.B.M. receiving shi; Victor Emanuel

Wilson , J., “ National Hotel,” assistant, Queen's road

Wilson , Rev. J. , missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam

Wilson, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter and diver, Shanghai

Wilson, Jas., merchant, Tientsin

Wilson, J.C. G. , ( Barlow & Wilson ) assistant, Manila

Wilson, J. , second engineer, steamer Albay, Coast

Wilson, John, agent , National Bible S ciety of Scotland, Chungking

Wilson, G., (Chartered Mercantile Bink) accountaut, Shanghai

Wilson , F. , ( Barlow & Wilson ) engineer, Iloilo

Wilson , R. , (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Wilson, J., (J. Witte & Co.) manager of machine works, Manila

Wilson, A., inspector of municipal police, Lo. za station , Shanghai

Wilson , J. A., ( Howell & Co. ) merchant, Hakodate

Wilson, W., (Wilson , Nicholls & Co. ) shipchandler, Amoy

Windrum, lieutenant W., quartermaster, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Windsor, T., (Windsor, Redlich & Co.) merchant, Bangkok (absent)

Wingate, J. C. A., U.S. Consul, Foochow

Wingrove, G. R., (Brand Bros. & Co. ) clerk, Shanghai

Winkler, J. , (H. Abrns & Co. ) clerk , Yokohama

Winn , Miss H. L. , missionary, Yokohama

Winn, Rv. T. C. , missionary , Tokio -

Winn , H. H. , dentist, Shanghai

Winneberg , W., ( Fearon, Low & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Winstanley, J. , auctioneer, Yokohama

Winstanley, A., (Cornes & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (ał sent)

Winterbottom , Thos., paymaster, H.B M.S. Victor Emanuel

Wintle , V. D'O . , ( Russell & Co ) clerk , Shanghai

Winton , J , J. , (Hongko.g and Shanghai Bank ) acting agent, Singapore

Wirgman, C. , proprietor, Japan Punch, Yokohama

Wisus, D. , lightkeeper, Luson lighthouse, Chefoo

Wishart, C. , ( New Harbour Dock Co.) manager, Singapore

Wislicenus, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Wisner, J. H. , (Wiener & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Wit, A. W. Je, clerk, gaol , Malacca

Withayn , J. , ( J. Reyna ) assistant, Iloilo

Withers, G., captain , Jitsu Rishi steam tug Yenoshima -maru, Tokio

Withome, W., engineer, Iloilo

Witkowski , J., ( C. Illies & Co.) clerk , Yokohama

Witt, J. J. , pilot, Bangkok

Witte, Julius, engineer and ice manufacturer, Manila

Wittenburg, A. , assistant, Telegraph office , Wladiwostock

Wladmir, Rev. , Russ.an Mission , Tokio

Wodehouse, A. P. , captain, R. Inniskilling Fus 'iers

Wodehouse, H. E. , police magistrate and coroner

Woelz, A. , ( Speidel & Co.) clerk , Saigon

Wohlters, A .,' ( F. Blackhead & Co.) assistant , Praya central

Wo. ' L. , (F.Knoblauch & Co.) commission merchant, Yokohama

Wole, Major R. , staff paymaster, Treasury chist officer, Singapore

1
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Wolfe, Rev. John, missionary, Foochow

Wolfenden, Richard, chief engineer, Maritine Customs

Wolfenden , R. W., acting chief engineer, revenue steamer Ling Feng, Chefoo

Wolff, M. , bill broker, Shanghai

Wolff, c . H, H., private academy, Hiogo

Wolff, A. , (Siber & Brennwald ) merchant & consul-general for Switzerland , Y'hama

Wolfs, J. , (Hecht , Lilienthal & Co. ) merchant, Yokohama

Wolseley, W. O., surgeon, army medical department

Wolter, C., ( E. Meyer & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Woo !, R. H., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk , Manila

Wood, Thomas, L., puisne judge, Penang

Wood, J. M., ( Sunith , Bell & Co. ) merchant, Manila

Wood, Peter, missionary, Ichang

Wood, A. G. (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Wood, Wm ., coastable, British Legation escort, Tokio

Wood, R. W. H. , (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Foochow (absent)

Wood, Thos., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) merchant, Hankow

Woodford, H. B. , proprietor, Hermeline Estate, Singapore

Woodford, R. H. , superintendent, Hermeline Estate , Singapore

Woodford, R. G. , clerk , Registration department, Penang

Woodford, J. L., clerk, Marine department, Penang

Woodford, J. W., sub-inspector, police, Singapore

Woodford, E. D., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Queen's road

Woodford, P.J., (Rodyk & Davidson ) cler , Singapore

Woodford, J. D., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ) clerk , Queen's road

Woodford, H, B. , (New Dispensary & Tem ; enis Estate) proprietor, Singapore

Woodhouse, B. , (H. J. Andrews & C .) clerk, Manila

Woodin, E. L., P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Praya

Woodin , Rev. Simeon F. , missionary, Foochow

Woodruff, F, E. , commissioner of Customs, Canton

Woodley, M., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Focchow

Woodman, Rev. E. R. , missionary, Tokio

Woods, L. H., advocate and solicitor, Malacca

Woodworth, Miss L. , missionary, Hakolate

Woolley, A., clerk , P. & 0. S. N. Co., Praya

Woolnough , H. A., (Hongkong Dispensary) manager, Queen's road

Wool -ton, Miss B ulah, missionary, Foochow

Woolston, Miss S.H. , missionary, Foochow

Word , N. , fitter, railway service , Yokohama

Worgitzky, C. , master mariner , Bangkok

Workman, H.J. , ( Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk , Callayox, Philippines

Worsley, F. , commander, E. E., A. & C. Telegraph Co.'s str. Sherard Osborn, Singapore

Worthington, Thos., ( Ker & Co.) merchant, dlanila

Wortmann, R., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Wotton , Wm ., ( Brereton & Wotton ) solicitor, Queen's road

Wright, S. H. , cadet-midshipman, U.S. frigate Richmond

Wright, D. W., (Bradley & Co.) clerk ,"Swarow

Wright, Geo, second officer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila

Wright, T. J., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Wright, S. W., secretary to Commodore Cuming, Victor Emanuel

Wright, R. W., second officer, steimer Namoa, Coast

Wright, B. F. , locomotive superintendent, railway service, Kobe

Wright, Rev. W. B. , missionary, Tokio

Wright, D. M., (Boyd & Co.) clerk, Taiwan

Wright, F. E., audit secretary, Maritime Customs, Peking (absent)

Wright, Alex . , (Hunt & Co.) clerk , Nagasaki
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Wright, E. E., ensign, U.S. sloop Swatara

Wright, T. W., (Sayle & Co.) manager, Shanghai

Wright, Rev. A. C., chaplain, H.B.M.S. corvette Comus

Wright, Robt. , (Findlay, Richardson & Co.) clerk , Manila

Wrigbtson , C. W., ( Reid, Evans & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Wusinowski, Ad ., (Fressel & Co.) merchant, Manila

Wyckoff, M. N., missionary, Yokohama

Wylie, R. A. , ( Cornes & Co. ) clerk, Yokohama

Wylie, J. S. , chief officer, steamer Fokien , Coast

Wynd, J. , captain , Mitsu Bishi steamer Niigata -maru

Xavier, P. , assistant master, Raffles' ' nstitution , Singapore

Xavier, C. A ,, (Clatand & Co. assistant, Shanghai

Xavier, J. , (C J. Saeggs & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Xavi r, C. J. ( Moore & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Xavier, F. de, S.B., secretary, Portugnese consulate, Peking

Xavier, J. P., (Comptoir d'Escompte) clerk , Shanghai

Xavier, F. P. , ( Shanghai Mercury Office ) compositor, Shanghai

Xavier, J. R., ( Ng Chov) clerk , Queen's road

Xavier, L. A. , purser, receiving ship Ariel, Shanghai

Xavier, P. F. , (Kruse & Co.) assistant, Queen's road

Xavier, L., ( Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Xavier , H. , (Geo . Wbymark & Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Xavier, S. , ( Noronha & Co. ) compositor, Zetland street

Xavier, Q., almoxarifado de guerra, Macao

Xavier, L., clerk, Audit office, Bangkok

Xavier, L. A. , (Duglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk , Praya

Xavier, I , A. , (R. H. Cairns) clerk, club chambers

Xavier, F. M , writer , H.M. Naval Yard

Xavier , M. B., linguist, Procurador's department, Macao

Xicto, A., surveyor of works, French Municipal Council, Shanghai

Yamzon , T., assistant, department of forests, Nagaba, Philippines

Yates, Miss E. U. , missionary, Peking

Yelverton , B. J. D. , midshipman, H.B.M.S. Comus

Yeo, G. J. , engineer and secretary , Gas Co., Shanghai

Yeoman , W. , Jr., (Hughes & Co. ) clerk, Hiogo

Yeomans, H., constable, British Consulate, Tientsin

Ygnacio , L., ecclesiastical department, Manila

York, W. C. J., ( T. Weeks & Co.) draper, Shanghai

York, G. E. , ( T. Weeks & Co.) draper, Shanghai

Yorke, E. W., sub -lieutenant, II.B.M. corvette Curacoa

Yorke, K. S. , Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang

Youd, F. M. , (Adamson, Bell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Young, W. McK.. clerk, Colonial Secretary's office, Penang

Young, R. , overseer, Surveyor-general's office, Singapore

Young, R.H. , draftsman , Survey department, Malacca

Young, W. H. , sub -accountant, Chartered Bank of India , &c . , Manila

Young, R., captain, steamer Consolation, Hongkong and Bangkok

Young, Wm . , medical practitioner, “ Woo iville,” Arbuthnot road

Young, P. , (W. G. Hale & Co. ) clerk, Saigon

Young, M. , captain, steamer Kwangtung, Coast

Young, C., captain , Mitsu Bishi steamer Takasago maru , Tokio

Young, J. , pilot, Taku

Young, W. S. (Gilman & Co.) merchant, « ’Aguilar street

Young, A. , (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Kowloon
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Young, J. M., (Rodewald & Co.) merchant, Sbangbai

Young, J. J. B., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Iron Duke

Young, H. M., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers

Young, Geo. , storekeeper, Hiogo

Young, R., medical practitioner, “ Woodville," Arbuthnot road

Young, S., Maritime Customs examiner, Foochow

Youngman, Miss K. M., missionary, Tokio (absent)

Youngs, E. A. , ( Pele , Hubbell & Co.) clerk , and United States vice- consol, Manila

Youngson, W. , May time Custoins examiner, Ningpo

Yrisarry, M. T. , ( Inchausti & Co , ) clerk, Manila

Yrisarry, J. M., (Inchausti & Co.) merchant, Manila

Yvanovich, A., ( Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk , Shanghai

Yvanovich, G., (R. McMurdo) clerk, Hunt's Block

'Yzelman , E.T., teacher, Government School, Singapore

Yzelman, D. A. , teacher, Government School, Singapore

Zachariæ, V., M.D. , physician to Ger. con . , and Customs medical attendant, Shanghai

Zahya, Rev. A., rabbi, Jewish Synagogue , Singapore

Zalvedia, Q. , relatore, real audiencia, Manila

Zamora, P., ecclesiastical department, Manila

Zamora , P., civil doctor, Manila

Zappe,
Ed. , German consul , Yokohama

Varate, A. V. de, member of administrative council, Manila

Zarogo, Y., sugar manufacturer, Iloilo

Zedelius, C. , M.D. , medical practitioner, Shanghai

Zedtwitz, secretary, GermanLegation, Tokio

Zelowich, coffee bouse keeper, Haiphong

Zeye, lieutenant, H I. German M.S. Hertha

Ziegfeld , H. , (C. & J. Trading Co.) assistant, Hiogo

Ziegler, C. , (Ziegler & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Ziegler, Rev. H., missionary, Basil Mission , Nyenhangli

Zietz, Ed. , ( Baer & Suhm ) clerk, Manila

Zimmer, F., warder, gaol, Singapore

Zobel J. , chemist , Manila (absent )

Zubeldia, M., (Peele, IIubbell & Co.) clerk, Legaspi, Philippines

Zuck, Jas. C., United States consul, Tientsin

Zulueta, C. , trader, Iloilo

Zuzarte, D., proprietor, “ Colonial Press," Singapore

Zuzarle, R., ( Imprimerie Commerciale) compositor, Saigon
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HONGKONG .

This , the most eastern of British possessions, is situate off the coast of the

Kwantung province , at the mouth of the Canton river. It's distant about 40 miles

from Macao and 90 from Canton, and lies between 22 deg. 9 min . and 22 deg. 1 min.

N. lat . , and 114 deg. 5 min . and 114 deg. 18 min. E. long. The name of the island

( H -un , Kong) signifies Good Harbour. Hongkong is a Crown Colony and was ceded

to Great Britain by the Chinese Government in 1841. The Government is admi

nistered by a Governor, a ded by an Exicutive Council of five officials. The Legis

lative Council is presided over liy the Governor, ant is composed of the Chief Justice ;

the Colonial Secretary, the Attorney -General, the Treasurer, and four unofficial

members nominated by the Crown on the recommendation of the Gov -rnor.

The island is about 11 miles long and from 2 to 5 broad ; its circumference is

about 27 miles. It consists of a broken ridge of loity hills, with few valleys of any

extent and scarcely any ground available for cultivation . It is well watered by

numerous streams,many of which are perennial, and from the waterworks at Pok

folum water of excellent quality but in limited quantity is supplied to all parts of the

city of Victoria .

The harlour of Hongkong is one of the finest and most beautiful in the world ,

having an area of ten squar, miles, and with its diversified scenery and variel ship

ping, presents an animated and imposing sp. ctacle . It consists of the sheet of

water between the island a'd the mainland, and is er closed on all sides by lofty hills,

unfortunately bare of foliage, except where trees have be n plant d near the city, but

pleasirgly green during the south -west monsoon. An extensive scheme of afforesta.

tion has, however, lately been commenced . The City of Victoria is magnificently

situated , the houses, many of them large and handsome, rising, tier upon tier , from

the water's edge to a height of several liundred feet on the face of the Peak, while

several bungal- ws are visible on the very summit of the hills. Seen frm the water

at night, when la 'nps twinkle among the trees and houses, the city, spreading along the

shor for upwards of four miles, affords a sight not to be forgotten.

Nor on landing are the favourable impressions of the stranger dissipated. The

city is well built, the roals and stree's are for the most part admirably ma le and kept ,

the Public Cirdeus almost unrivalled for th « ir beauty , and many of the thoroughfares

delightfuily sbaded with well grown trees . The chief public building is the City

Hall, erected in 1866-9 by subscription ; it contains an elegant theatre, numerous

large rooms used for balls and public meetings , an excellent and valuable Library, and

a Museum yearly increasing in importance. TheGovernment Offices, Supreme Court

House, andClub are plain but sub tantial structures . Government Hou e occupies

a commanding situation, in picturesque grounds pleasingly laid out , in tie centr of

the city. The Gaol is a large and massive structure, but the accommodation afforded

by it is not in excess of thelarge demands made on it, owing to the inroads of the

criminal population of Kwan tung being so constant and persevering. The Civil

Hospital is a large but plain building in Taipingshan. The Government Central

Sch: 0 !, a most important institution , baving som six hundred pupils, is very badly

housed at present . The Tung Wa Hospital, a Chinese institution, occupies a large

and roomy builling. The barracks for the garrison are la ge, and constructed with

great revard to the health and comfort of the troops , and ihe buildings belonging

to the Navel Establishment are substantial and spacious. The Central Market is a

dirty and inconveniect place, which is entirely given up to the patives owing to its

repulsive condition. The Praya wall , wbich was reconstructed in 1879-80, is a work

of much solidity and strength , reflecting the greatest credit on the Survey Depart

ment . It is fic :d with large blocks of hewn granite and backed with concrete, and
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presents a godeffect from the water. The Clock Tower, near Peddar's Wbarf, was

crected by public sul scription in 1862, and the illuminated clock was presentel to

the Colonyby the firm of Messrs. Douglas Lapraik & Co.

The chief religious buildings are : S. John's Cathedral ( Anglican ), which occupies

a commanding site above the Parade Grund, and is a G thie church of considerable

size but with few pretensions to architecture . It has a square tower, with pinnacles,

over the western porch , and possesses a peal of bells. A bandsome stained window

in the east end, over the altar, is the chief addornment of the interior. S. Peter's

( Seamen's ) Church, at West Point, close to the Sailors' Home, is a neat Gothic

erection with a spire . It also has a staina glass window , presented in 1878. S.

Stephen's (native) Church, in Taipingsh , is a plain building with a bell turret.

Union Church is a pleasin , edifice in the Italian style of architecture, with a spire,and

contains accomm dation for about 500 persons. "The Roman CatholicCathedral, in

Wellington Street, is a remarkably plain but commodious structure with small twin

domes. A site has been secured and plans ma le for a new Gothic building of much

more imposing appearance and dimensions. S. Joseph's Church, in Guden Road, is a

neat edifice erected in 1876 on the site of one destroyed by the great typhoon of 1874 ;

and there are several smaller Catholic mission churches. There is also a Jewish

Synagogue in Hollywood Roal, and a Malomedan Mosque in Mosque Street. The

Roman Catholi's possess a Reformat vry for Chinese boys and sereral charitable and

educational i stitutions, which are very efficiently managed. Other denominations

likewise support establisbments of the samecharicter, conspicuous among which are

the Diocesan Home and Orphanage, the Gurman Foundling House, Baxter Verna

cular School, &c.

Tie Protestant, Roman Catholic, Parsee, an ! Vahomedan Cemeteriez occ py

sites in Wong -nai Chung Vall y , and are kept in good order. The Protestant Cene

tery is almost a rival to the Public Gardens, being adwirably laid out and charming

ly situated.

There are several Clubs in the Colony . The principal are the Hngkong Club,

the Club Geruania, and the Lusitano Club . There is a Recieati u Club , wh ch

possesses Bath and Boat bouses on the Prava near the Cricket Ground , a Cricket

Club, and a Yacht Cluli , all kept up with considerable s ; irit.

The annual races are held at the latter er d of February on the Race Course in

Wong- nai Chung Valley, at the cast end of the town, a beautiful sp t enclosed

by fir- clad bills. On this occasion the whole colony makes holiday, and the

stands and course are crowded with one of the most motley collections of humanity

to be seen in any part of the world . Most of the races are run with North China

ponies, and there is generally good sport. A ratta is beld in December in the

barbour , but it does not evoke the same enthusiasm as the races . Atletic Sports

are also got up every year by te garrison, and occasional swimming matches and

boat races take place. There is an Amateur Dramatic Club, the minbers of wich

give several performances in the City Hall Theatre during the seas p ; and the

Choral Society also provides a séries of entertainments. In addi'ion to the attempts

made by the colonists to provide amusements , itinerant companies frequently visit

Hongkong, and give performances.

There is excellent Dock accommodation for the largest vessels. The Hongkong

and Whampoa Dock Company, Limited, have three extinsivo establishunts, two at

Kowloon, the other at Abirdien. The Docks of this company are fitted with all

appliances for engineering and carpenter's work , and are seidom empty. At the

Aberde n docks the largest ironclals and mail s eamers can be and are frequently

docked. There are ober establishment: at which ship -building is carried on, and

some gool-sized steamers have been launched in the Colony. Her Jlajesty's Naval

Yard likewise contaius machine slieds and fitting shops on a large scale, an ? repairs

can be effected to the machinery of the British inen -of war wish great expedition.

There are few good hotels in the Colony. The chief ( stablishments are the

Hongkong Hotel, close to the Clock Tower, and the Stag, in Queen's Road, both of

which arecentrally situat d and provide good accommodation for travellers.
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There are three daily papers published in English, the Hongkong Daily Press,

which appears in the morning, the China Mail , issued in the evening, and

the Hongkong Telegraph, a small paper published in the afternoon . There are

also two fortnightly papers, whichare published on the morning of the departure of

the English mail, namely, the China Overland Trade Report (the commercial journal

of the F ir Eust), and the Overland China Mail. The Hongkong Catholic Register is a

religious paper published weekly. The Chronicle and Directory for China ,Japan,&c. ,

app ars annually, an is issued from the Daily Press office. The China Review , which

is devoted to reviewsand papers on Chinese topics, is published once every twomonths.

The native Press is represenied by three daily pa'ers — the Chung Ngoi San Po,which

is the oldest, published at the Daily Press Office ; the Wa Tsz Yat Po, or Chines

Mail ; and the Tsun Wan Yat Po, or Universal Circulating Herald. There is also a

bi - weekly called Kam Sz I ing Luk. The Government Gazette is published once a

week .

Manufactures are represented by two large sugar refineriès, the China and the

Wanchai, a Distillery , and some native factories. Among the industries pursued by

the Chinese are glass blowing, vermillion manufacture, tanning, dyeing ; bean curd ,

tooth -powder, match , cigar and tobacco naking, &c .

There are several villages on the island , the larg st of which is Shau -ki Wan,

situate in a bay in the Li-ü Mun Pass . Aberdeen, on the south of the island

possesses a well sheltered little harbour, much frequented by fishing craft. Two

large docks of the Horgkong and Wha' poa Dock Company are situated there,

and add to the importance of the place. Pokfolum , on the road to Aberdeen, about

four miles from Victoria, is a place of resort for European residents in the hot

w ather , and some elegant bungalows have been erected in pleasant and picturesque

situations, commanding fine sea views and coul breezes. The sanitarium of the

French Missions is located at Pokfolum , and is a fine building with an elegant

chapel attached . Stanley, situated in a small bay on the south -east of the island ,

was once the site of a military station , but the barracks were pulled down a few years

back , and the village is stagnant. There are good carriage roads from Victoria both

to Aderdeen and Shau -ki Wan, and a bridle rwad to Stanley . A good bridle road

leads upto the summit of Victoria Peak, with other paths branching off from it along

the adjoining,bills. Within the past three years the number of bungalowson and

about i he Peak has increased so much that they now form quite an alpine village.

Across the harbour is the dependency of British Kowloon. This peninsula was

ceded to Great Britain in 1861. It has an area of four square miles, and, though

formerly a most avid and desolate strip of land, has latterly made considerable pro

gress. Yau-ma Ti, the principal village , has latterly increased in population, and

bids fair to b come an important town. A number of European houses and a club

have been erected and numerous gardens laid out at Tsim -sha Tsui , which place is

muc'a resorted to by the British and foreign residents. Steam ferries ply regularly

between this place, Yau -ma Ti , and Victoria.

The total po ulation of the Colony of Hongkong, according to the census of

1881 , was 160,402, showing an increase of 21,258 since 1876, when the preceding

census was taken . The European community was larger by 273, but this increase

was in women and children among the British, German, and Portuguese residents.

Tbe male adult population bad decreased. The total population of the city of Vic

toria was returned at 141,494 ; that of Kowloon at 9,021 , of Shau -ki Wan 3,274 ; of

Aberdeen 1,305 ; and Starley 829. The rest of the population is distributed among

the smaller villages and the boat population other than in Victoria harbour. The

total British and foreign population numbered 7,990, but the residents proper are

returned at 3,040, the former figures including the naval and military estabi shments,

policº, shipping in harbour, and temporary residents. The Indians and others of

mixed blood numbered 1,722 .

Hongkong formerly enj .yed a most unenviable no'oriety for unhealthiness , and

in years past the troops garrisoned here undoubtedly suffered si verely. A great deal

of the sickness in tbe early days of the Colony was caused by excavating and other
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wise disturbing the disint« grated granite of which the soil on the island mainly con

sists , and which appears to throw off malarious exhalations when upturned. At the

present time, however, the Colony is one of the heal· biest spots in tbe world in the

same latitude, and when the ignorance of newcom « rs respecting the climate , the

rashness and excesses of seamen ; and the squalor and the crowded condition of the

Chini se quarter of the town are consideri d , the mortality is by no means excessive.

The annual death rate per 1,000 for the whole populatićn in 1880 was 28.71, for the

British and foreign population, 16.71,or deducting non -residents, 15.95. The arnual

average rain all is 71.54 inches, while the average annual range of the thermometer

is from 43 dey . to 89 deg.

The finances of the Colony have lor several years gone on improving, and the

estimated revenue for 1882 s $ 1,181,860, while the expenditure is estimated at

$1,051,614.

Hongkong is a free port, and it is therefor impossible to give any return of its

imports and exports. During the year 1880 the following ionnage entered and

cleared with cargoes :

NATIONALITY CLEARED

Vesse's . Tons .

110 .. 9 , 193

1 ...

1,817

1,125

ENTERED

Vessels Tons,

130 .... 117,369

1 .

2 . 3,179 ,

1,125 .

1 7 10 .

2,043 1,851,791
130 . 124,197

16,610 1,2 10,988
8 . 5,390 .

16 . 12,206 .
113 163,152

225 134,6-5 .

510

28 .. 26,076 .

3,681

1 .. 632

2 . 2,274

30) 14,905.
53 19,034
2 .

American

Annamese

Austrian

Belgian

olivian

British
Chinese

Chinese Junks

Danish

Dutch

French

German

Honduras

Japanese

Norwegian

Portuguese,

Russian
Siamese

Spanish

Swedish

1,919

149

17,635 .
10 .

9 ..

1,749 149

123,970

1,931,213

6,539
6,198

160,530

82,1061 42

1

27

2 .

1 ..

2 .

21 .

03 .

2

25,635
1,810

6. 2

2,274

10,217

19,219

578

19,421 20,1793,721,593 3,625,136

Tbere also intered in ballast 7,380 vessels , with 461,252 tons, and cleared 6,239

vessels with 549,013 t.'ns. The total shows an increase as compare with the pre

vious year of 63,177 tons. There is a steady yearly increase in the steamer tonnage,

and a corresponding falling -off in that of sailing ships.

The trade cbiefly consists in opium , sugar, salt, flour, oil , cot!on gods, earthen

ware, amber, ivory, -andalwood, bitel, vegetables, u rani'e, & c., &c . The bulk of the

European trade of China and Japan pass s through this pirt.

Hongkong poss sses unrivall.d steam communication. The Peninsular and

Oriental Steam Navigation Company and the Messageries Maritimes convey the

European mail weekly, the Pacific Mail Company and he Occidental and Oriental

Straniship Company waintain a mail service with San Francisco, and the Eastern and

Australian Steamship Cou pany and some outsile steamers kvep up a pretty frequ ni

but irregular service with the Australian Colonies. In addition to all ti ese , several

great lines of mercbant steamers maintain regular communication between Lord n ,

Liverpool, and Hongkong, of which the Ocean Steanıship Company and the Gian and

Castle lines are tbe most conspicuous. The Austro -Hungarian L oyd's stramers

also run from Trieste to Hongkon ". The Netherlands Indian Steain Navigation

Company now maintain direct monthly communication between Java and Hongkong.

Between the ports on the east coast oi China and Hongkong the steamers of Messrs .

Douglas Lapraik & Co. ply regularly twice a week , and tiere is constant stean com

munication with Hoihow , Manila, Saigon, Haiphong, Bangkok, &c . With Siungoai

and the ports of Japan there is frequent communication in addition to the mail

steamers, which leave weekly , while the steamers of the Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship

Company run fortnightly between Kobe and Hongkong. Between Hongkong, Macao,

and Canton there is a daily steam service. The telegraphic communication of the

Colony extends to nearly every part of the world .
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DIRECTORY.

Colonial Departments, Public Offices, &c.

Colonial Government. First Clerk-J. M. S. Alves

Second do. -A. K. Travers

Governor, Commander-in -Chief, and Vice- Third do. --P. H. do Rozario

Admiral– His Excellency Sir John Pope Fourth do. --L .G.d’Almada e Castro

Hennessy , K.C.M.G.
Temporury Clerk - J . P. da Costa

Colonial Secretary-Hon . W. H. Marsh do. -E. A. de Carvalho

(absent)
do. -Wong Chün

Acting Colonial Secretary - Hon. M. s. Cadet-- J. H. S. Lockhart

Tonrochy

Aide-de-camp to H.E. the Governor -- Lieut COLONIAL TREASURY ,

R. C. C. Cox , R. Innis. Fus.

庫 務 署Private Secretary - Gordon S. Northcote

F, No Shii.

Acting Colonial Treasurer - Hon . W. M.EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .
Deane

議 政局)
First Clerk & Cashier - J. A. de Carvalho

2nd do. and Accountant - A . F. Alves
I Ching Kuk.

3rd do.-A. R. MadarHis Excellency Sir Jobn Pope Hennessy , 4th do.-P. M. Alves

K.C.M.G. , president

Notice Server - Kwok Hung Kwai
The Senior Military Officer in Command

First Shroff - Cheung AlloyHon . Colonial Secretary

Second do. — CheongAchowHon . Attorney General

Valuators of Police and Lighting RatesHon . John Macneile Price

A. Seth and P. M. Alves

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

定例 局 SURVEYOR -GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Ting-lai Kuk.
I in *His Excellency Sir John Pope Hennessy,

Kung MÒ Shü.K.C.M.G. , president

Surveyor Geral - Hon . John M. Price,Hon. Chief Justice

F.G.S., F.R.G.S. (absent)

Ilon. Colonial Secretary

Acting Surveyor Gen.-E. BowdlerHon . Attorney General

Assist. Engineer - R . K. Leigh, A.M.I.C.E.
Hon . Colonial Treasurer

Inspector of Buildings -- S. R. NeateHon. Phineas Ryrie

Clerk of Works - J. E. Howroyd
Hon . W. Keswick (absent)

Acting First Clerk - M . Gutierrez
Hon . J. M. Price

non -official Third do.-Chan a Fook

Hon . Ng Choy
members

Acting Third do.-W. GoulbournHon . F.Bulkeley Johuson

Acting Fourth do.-J. G. GutierrezHou . E. R. B lilios

Assistunt Clerk in Land Office - Wong Kam
Clerk of Councils - Arathoon Seth

Mun

Overseers of Works --- W . Watts, G. Baynes,

Public Offices . E. Rose, C. Horwood

Overseer in charge of Protestant Cemetery
COLONIAL SECRETARY'S OFFICE, E. Thompson

輔政 使 署
Interpreters -- Sui Sheung, Lam Su

Fu Ching Sz Shü .

GENERAL POST -OFFICE ,Colonial Secretary - Hon . W. H. Marsh

(absent)

書信 館
Acting

do . -Hon . M. S. Tonnochy

Shi-810 Kín
Chief Clerk - Arathoon Seth

Postmaster General - A . Lister
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REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, MAR

RIAGES, AND DEATHS.

REGISTRAR GENERAL'S OFFICE.

婚姻 事務 司 署

Fan -yan Sz MÒ Sz Shü .

Registrar--The Registrar General

Deputy Registrar - John Gerrard

Assistant Ditto .-S . Barff

Accountant - J. G. da Rocha

Clerks — J. M. E. Machado, A. Leiria, A.J.

Rodrigues, Z. M. Barradas,A. da Silva,

J. H. Britto, and T. Barradas

Marine Officers - A . L. S. del Aguila , D.

A. da Costa, and A. M. Placé

POSTMASTERS .

Shanghai- F. G. Machado

G. S. S. da Silva, clerk

Macao - R. de Souza (Honorary )

POSTAL AGENTS .

Hoihow-R . E. Bruce

Canton-- J. N. Jordan

Suatow - E . L. B. Allen

Amoy - L. M. Henley

Foochow - F. S. A. Bourne

Ningpo-C. F. R. Allen (H. M. Consul)

Hankow - H . F. Brady

BOTANICAL AND AFFORESTA .

TION DEPARTMENT.

Superintendent - Charles Ford

Foreman of Foresters — U Atai

do . Gardens - Lee Acbin

Clerk and Inter reter - U Ting Sin

5 Sub -foremen, 25 labourers, 10 fores .

ters, 1 watchman , 2 guards

STAMP REVENUE OFFICE .

印 捐 局

Yan -lün Kuk.

Collector -- A . Lister

First Clerk-J . S. Rodrigues

Second Clerk-E . H. d'Aquino

Shroff -- Ho Chung -shang

Chinese Agency - 79 , Bonham Strand

Agent-- Un Man-tsoi

AUDITOR -GENERAL'S OFFICE.

考 數 署

Hau Sho Shü.

Auditor Gen. - Hon . W. H. Marsh

Acting Auditor-Hon . M. S. Tonnochy

Audit Clerk - J. M. A. da Silva

Second Clerk - F . V. Ribeiro

Third clerk - F . Friere

HARBOUR DEPARTMENTS.

船 政 司

Shün -ching Sz .

Harbour Master, Marine Magistrate,Emigra

tion and Customs Officer - H . G. Thom

sett, R.N.

Assistant do.-J. P. McEuen , R.N.

HARBOUR OFFICE, PRAYA WEST.

Clerks-F. Machado, J. L. de S. Alves,

A. C. Botelho

Boarding Officers - A . F. Sampson, F. M,

Leatherbarrow

Inspectors of Cargo Boats & Junks — W . Mc

Clellan, J. J. Collaço, M. J. Chagas

Indian Interpreter - Soonderam

Chinese Interpreters and Writers - Cban

Chan , Cheung In, Lo Ushing

Shroff to the Department—Leong Chung

MERCANTILE MARINE OFFICE.

Sailors' Home, West Point.

Deputy Superintendent-- A . P. Guterres

Clerk - H . W. Sampson

Indian Interpretir — Idroos Moosdeen

LIGHT HOUSES .

Collector of LightDues - J.P. McEuen, R.N.

Light Keepers, Cape d’Aguilar-- A. Baird,

L. L. Lopes, and two Chinese

Green Island-H . L , Mather, & 1 Chinese

Cape Collinson - Two Chinese

GUNPOWDER DEPÔT, STONE CUTTER'S

ISLAND .

Officer in charge - John Livesey

Gunner -- George Waite

REGISTRAR GENERAL'S OFFICE:

華民政務 司)

Wà Man Ching Mo Sz.

Registrar General - James Russell

Acting Registrar General - John Gerrard

First clerk - John Ger rard

Second clerk - G . S. Northcote

Registration clerk - C . Osmund

Chinese clerks-- Im A Mong, Ip Ping

Kwan

Chinese Registration clerks - Sung Sing ,

Fung Chan
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OUT-STATIONS. Queen's Proctor - E . Sharp

Shar ? Wan - Inspector J. C. Swanston Marshal- J . D. Ball

Stanley -- Inspector Mackie

Aberdeen - Inspector D. Bremner JUSTICES OF THE PEACE .

YauMa Ti - Inspector J. Cameron

SIGNAL STATION, VICTORIA PEAK .

紳士
In charge -- F . C. Collaço

Shan Sz.
Assistants - Ko Kam-fuk and Li Tik Hon . P. Ryrie J.P.McEuen, R.N.

H.G. Thomsett , R.N. T, Jackson
MARINE SURVEYOR'S DEPT.

R. McMurdo J. P. Barnes

Office, Harbour Office .
W. M. Deane F. D. Sassoon

Gort. Surveyor of Ships - John Sherren Hon .M.S.Tonnochy Thos . Forrest

Brewer

F. Stewart T. C. Hayllar, Q.C.
Clerk - Hung Kam Ning

C. V. Creagh H. B. Gibb

Hon J. Russell | J. Gerrard
SUPREME COURT.

A. Lister | J. H. Scott

桌 署 Hon . E. R. Belilios E. E. Sassoon

Nip Shü .
R. A. O'Brien ,M.D. : D . A. J. Crombie

Chief Justice - Hon. Geo. Phillippo
H. Lowcock J. G. T. Hassell

Acting Chief Justice - Hon . F. Snowden Hon , J. M. Price J. J. Francis

Acting Puisne Judge — Hon. James Russell Dr. P. C. B. Ayres , Hon . Ng Achoy

Attorney -General --Hon. E. L. O'Malley H. L Dalrymple

| W. S. Adams, M.D.
Acting Registrar - C . F. A. Sangster A. McIver

S. Barff

Deputy Registrar - C . F. A. Sangster N. J. Ede
| E. Bowdler

Acting Deputy Registrar - S. Barff H. E. Wodehouse

Crown Solicitor - Edmund Sharp

Sheriff – J. Dyer Ball
MAGISTRATES COURT.

Official Trustee -- C. F. A. Sangster

Acting Accountant - S. Barff 巡 理 區

Acting Secretary and Clerk to the Chief Ts'un-li Tung.

Justice - F . A. Hazeland Police Magistrate - H . E. Wodehouse

Clerk to the Puisne Judge - F . A. Haze Do.-F. Stewart, LL.D.

land First Clerk - James Parker

Supervisor of Interpretersand Translator- Acting Second do. Clan A Fook

Dr. E. J. Eitel Third do . -Ng Kwai Shang

Fourth do . -Wong ChünInterpreter - J. Dyer Ball

Assistant Interpreter -- Li Hong Mi First Chinese Interp.- Bedell Li-yun

Clerk and Usher - T . J. Rowland Second do . do. -Li- a-cheung

Clerk to Registrar-E. Barros
Third do . do . -Hung Kam Shing

Chinese Clerk and Translator — Chun Tai Hindustani Interpreter - N , Fuk -shang

Kwong Interpreter and Clerk - Li Fuk-sing

Usher and Bailiff - T. R. McBean Chinese Clerk and Shroff — Leung Tsau

Hindustani Interpreter - T. R. McBean Usher and process server-A . S. Martin

Chinese Clerk and Shroff - Chung Shing
Assistant do . do . -T. M. Lopes

Chinese do. do .
Hong -Kwan ChakLam

Appraiser -- S. Barff

Commissioners to Administer Oaths - C . F. SHERIF " S DEPARTMENT.

A. Sangster, S. Barff, J. D. Ball Sheriff - J. D, ur Ball

Sheriff" . Oficer - M , Leon

Registrar of Companies - C.F. A. Sangster

POLICE
VICE -ADMIRALTY COURT.

Acting Judge and Commissary - Hon.
巡捕廳

Francis Snowden
Ts'un-po Ting:

Queen's Advocate—Hon. E. L. O'Malley Capt. Superintendent - W . M. Deane, M.A.

Acting Registrar - C . F. A. Sangster Deputy Superintendent- C. V. Creagh

Deputy Registrar - C. F. A. Sangster (absent )
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OFFICES.

1
Messenger

Acting Deputy Superintendent- G . Hors 4 Chinese assistant turnkeys

pool 2 Hospital warders

Acting Chief Inspector — T. Grey
1 Matron

First Clerk and Account't - C . W. Duggan 18 Gaol guards

Clerks-F. S. de Souza , G. J. W. King,

Lam Pak Mi, Leung Kwai Kai
MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT.

Indian Interpreter - Samuel Baboo

Chinese Sergeant Interpreters - Fourteen

Colonial Suryron and Inspector of Hospitals

Inspector's-J. Cradock, W Rivers (absent)
Philip B C. Ayres, L.M. , and M.R.C.S.,

D. Thomson , J. Cameron, J. Mathie -on,
Eng : ; L.R.C.P., Edin ., and J.P.

J. Corcoran, J.C. Swanston, J. Lindsay,
Health Officer of l'ort - W . S. Adams, M.D.

A. Mackie, D. Bremner, N. Perry

Chief Inspector of Nuisances - John Cleaver

Inspector of Markets - G . Orley
Inspirtors of Nuisances - Jo. Germain ,

European Force
Michael Adams, Jas. Mulgraves

Sergeants - 6 Geo . Hennessy, 7 Wm .
GOVERNMENT CIVIL HOSPITAL.

Fisher (act.), 9 John McKay, 10 West Point ( Temporary ).

Wm Baker, 12 J.C. Grant, 19 Peter

Jones, 49 Jos . Flynn, 51 J. But.in

krok -kà i l'n .
(a t .) 69 Geo. Rae, 70 Wm . Gaud,

83 Wm . Hanson ( act . )
Superintendent - C . J. Wharry, M.D.;

10 Acting Sergeants
C.M .; M.R.C.S.E .; L.S.A.L. (absent)

70 Constables Acting Axistant Supt.-L. P. Marques,

Indian Force LR.C.SI., L.M., L.K.Q.C.P.I.

1 Jemadbar
othecary and Analyst - H . McCallum

5 Sergeants
Strward - .U . di Silva

5 Acting Sergeants
! Clerk - Luk Tit Fo

158 Constables
Ward -masters - J . Carneiro & Chun Alok

Chinese Force Lock HOSPITAL .

5 Sergeants Suryeon - P. B. C. Ayres, M.R.C.S.E. ;

180 Constables L.M .; L.R.C.P.E.

Water Police, Chinese -Apothecary - A de Souza

3 Sergeants Matron - G . Assis

8 Acting Sergeants Inspector of Brothels — W . F. Whiteheaa

120 Constables Inspector in charge at Wanchi - W . Horton

Secondei to other departments (a ditional) — Asst . do. do . -John Lee

Insr . Quincey, 27 Indians , and 21

Chinese CENTRAL SCHOOL.

CORONER .

Im -chi -kum .

Coroner-H. E. Wodehouse

Deputy Coroner - Al red Lister

Chinese Interp. and Clerk - Bedell Li-yun

VICTORIA GAOL.

Tài S2 - .

Acting Head Master-- Alexander Falconer

icting Second Master---W.M. B. Arthur

Acting Third Master - W . McKinney (ab

sent )

Acting Fourth Master - W . Du Flon Hut

chison

Acting Fifth Master - G . A. Caldwell

Arting Six'h Master — Chiu Chi-ts'ung

Issistant Masters— Ch'an Kai-ming , Tsang

Kit-fan, Lo Tát, and Lau Ho

Chinese Masters — Ho Chuk -shan , Ip Ut

lau, Cu'an In -tai, and Luk King - fo

Kam Fong.

Superintendent - Malcolm S ruan Ton

nochy

Warden - George Hayward

Clerk - Chas. Gee

Assist. Clerk and Interp :-Yip Ling Mũi

Head Turnkeys — Wm. Scudder, J. Jones,

J.J. Chapman

8 European turnkeys

19 Assistant turnkeys

HONGKONG ARTILLERY VOLUN .

TEERS.

Captain and Acting Commandant - J . J.

Francis

Lieutenant - J . Grant
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顛 壁 領事 官

Tin -muk Ling -sz Kun .

DENMARK.

Acting Consul- Hon . F. Bulkeley Johnson

法蘭西 領事 官

Fut- lan - sai Ling- sz Kùn .

FRANCE .

(10, Arbuthnot Road)

Consul-- G . Lemaire

Chancelier - F . Silvin

HONG KONG FIRE BRIGADE.

滅火 局

Mit Fo Kuk .

VICTORIA.

Superintendent J.P.M.Euen, R.N.

Assistant Superintendent-J. A. Carvalho

do. do -James Parker

Clerk and Accountunt - James Parker

Engineer - R . K. Lei h

Assist. Engineer - C . Wassenius

Overseer of Water Works -- E , Rose

Foremen -- G. Orley, W. F. Whitehead

4 Assistant Foremen

Engine Drivers -T: Campbell, W. Currie

and 2 Cinese

Assistant Engine Drivers - J . Grimble, H.

Osborne

14 European Firemen

5 Chinese Stokers

14 Chinese Watchmen

80 Chinese Firemen

14 European Volunteers

121 Cinese Volunteers

Yau -má - tí.

1 European Fireman

2 Cuinese Firemen

22 Volunteers (Chinese )

Aberdeen.

1 European Fireman

2 Chinese Firemen

18 Volunteers (Chinese)

Shau-ki-wan .

1 European Fireman

2 Chinese Firemen

40 Volunteers (Chinese )

Inspector of Dangerous Goods -- G . Orley

Assistant -Cheong Shing

花旗 領事 官

Fa - ki Liny -sz Kùn ,

UNITED STATES

(2 , Praya East . )

Consul - John S. Mosby

Vice and Deputy Consul

Chinese Clerk and Interp . - Chue Asine

HAWAII (SANDWICH ISLANDS) .

Acting Consul-General - Hon. F. B. John

son

以 大利領事 官

I-tai-li Ling-sz Kùn.

ITALY .

Consul-- Chevalier D. Musso

Chancelier - P . D'Agostini

ił 化 蘭 領事 官

Lap-fa- lan Ling- sz Kùn.
NETHERLANDS.

Consul - Ludwig Beyer

do .

HONG KONG FIRE INSURANCE

VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE .

Engine HOYuse, Praya Central.

Hon . Foreman -- W . K. Higies

Hon . Secretary - E . F. Alford

Engineer in charge - Thos. Glass

24 European firemen

大 德國 領事 官

Tai T.k Kwok Ling -sz Kùn .

GERMANY.

Consul - G . Travers

Vice - Consul — Dr. O. F. von Möllendorff

Secretary - F . W. G. von Stockhausen

Physicians -- C. Clouth, M.D., and C.

Gerlach , M.D.

Shipping Master - W . Peterson

Consulates .

日耳曼 領事 官

Yat- i-màn Ling- sz Kùn.

AUSTRIA -HUNGARY.

Consul - Adolf André

Chancelier-Richard Schönberger

西洋領事 官

Sai-yenng Ling-sz Kun.

PORTUGAL.

7, Chancery Lane.

Consul - José da Silva Loureiro ( consul.

general in charge)

Assistant-J. M. P. da Cunha Teixeira

BELGIUM .

Consul - Atwell Coxon , 1 , Seymour Ter

race
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俄羅斯 領事 官

HONGKONG TUBLIC SCHOOL.

Ngo-lo -s . Ling-8z Kùn.

Held at S. Paul's College

RUSSIA .
Visitor - Rt. Rev. Bishop Burdon

(Peddar's Wharf.)

Committee - Bishop Burdon (chairman ),

ConsulmW . Reiners
Rev. Dr. Chalmers, Hon . J. Russell,

Chancelier - R . Schönberger

Hon . P. Ryrie, T. Jackson (hon, trea

surer ), W. H. Forbes, H. W. Davis , D.

R. Crawford, A. Lister (hon, secretary ).

暹 羅 領事 官

Head Master - H . W. Humbling

Tsim -lo Ling - sz Kun.
Matron -- Mrs. Hambling

SIAM .

Consul— Thos. I. Rose (Borneo Company ) ,

VICTORIA BOYS' SCHOOL.

Queen's Road 域多利亞 訓 蒙 書館

Wik to - li -à Fan -tung Shü kùn.

呂宋領事官

Head Master - J . M Hanlon

Lui-sung Ling-sz Kùn.

Drawing Master — M . A. Baptista

SPAIN .
Portuguese Master-J. Rangel

( 1 , Ball's Court, Bonbam Road .)
Chinese Master - Kwony Nam Tong

Consul - Albino Mencarini

Vice Consul - Luis Torres de Acevedo

VICTORIA GIRLS' SCHOOL.

Conducted by Mrs. J. M. Hanlon

瑞 國 領事 官

DIOCESAN HOVE & ORPIJANAGE.

Sui Kuok Ling - sz Kùn.

Bonham Road .

SWEDEN AND NORWAY . 拔萃 書 室

Acting Consul- C . Vince Smith Pat-sui -shi -shat.

Visitor - Rt. Rev. The Bishop of Victoria

BRAZIL . Committee - Right Rev. Bishop of Victoria ,

Consul - A . G. Romano (also Honorary (chairman ) Hon. E. L. O'Malley, Mr.

Consul for Portugal) Justice Snowden, H. E. Braddon , C. P.

Chater, E. Sharp, D. R. Crawford, A.

日本 領事 官

P. McEwen

Yat Pun Ling-8 % Kim.

Hon. Treasurer - Hon . F. B. Johnson

JAPAN .
Hon . Secretary--Rev. W. Jennings

(7, Caine Road.)

English Master - Geo. Piercy

Consul - Taro Ando
Matron - Mrs. Piercy

Clerks - Ichiro Terada, Giro Hirabe

Usher - Chas. A. Alder

Chinese Teacher--Tong Sin Ting

Inmates- 35 Boarders (boys) of European,

PERU.
mixed , and Chinese extraction, 10 day

Dit lose M scholars

Pe-lu -kwok Ling-sze Kwoon .

Consul- J . Grant Smith, 8 Queen's Road ST. STEPHEN'S CHURCH SCHOOLS.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY .

Educational.
Manager - J. B. Ost

Taipingshan Masters--Li Kau Pui, Tsang

ST. PAUL'S COLLEGE .
Fu Feny

聖保羅書院

Saiyingpun Master- Shiu Tsô Hung

Shungwan Master --Chau Ching-chün

Shing Po-lo Shü Un.

Visitor- The Archbishop of Canterbury BAXTER MEMORIAL SCHOOL,

Warden - Right Rev. Bishop of Victoria CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY .

Sub -warden
Manager - J. B. Ost

Chinese Day Schools in connection with Mistress - Chan Lin

College-Two.

Chinese Masters-- Un Ying Fong, Chau BAXTER GIRLS' SCHOOL.

To Ming Miss Johnston
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THE CONVENT,

Caine Road .

羅瑪 姑娘

Lò-mà K - eng .

Lady Superioress - Mother MariaStella

Sisters--Giuseppina Testera, Claudia Com

pagnotti, Giuditta Manzato, Angelica

Barretto, Luigia Frigerio, Teresa Rossi,

Regina Ferrario, Teresa Allocchio, Emi

lia Bertolotti, Maria Allanson , Tomasia

Richi, Maria Poroni, Teodora Lucian ,

Annunciata Baldi, Anna Pereira , An

ton a Rollini, Manuela Barretto , Teresa

Viera, Anna d'Almada, Angelica M.

Bai retto , Marianne Danelli, Lugie

Spaggini, Francesca Soar ), Florentine

Buriani, Marianve Winter

LUSITANO CLUB, SHELLEY STREET .

Officers for 1882 .

President - M . C. do Rozario

Committee - J . P. da Costa , hon . sec . , C.

Danenberg , bon , treas. , J. L. S. Alves

Ant . dos Remedios

Finance Committee - J . A. dos Remedios, P.

A. da Costa

Auditors - A . F. Alves , A. A. dos Remedios

Clerk -- T . da Cruz

CATHOLIC CERCLE.

Corner of Wellington Street and

Pottinger Street.

President-A. da Silveira

Vice Presidents - M . A. da Silva, J. G. da

Rocha

Secretary - E . P. Sequeira

Treasurer - V . Alonço

Chaplain -- Father G. Burghignoli

Clerk - J . Britto

Librarian - J, M. G. Pereira

Director of Music—R. Pinto

ST. JOSEPH'S ENGLISH COLLEGE

聖若瑟英 文書 院

Sing Yeuk-sut Ying-mun Shu-yum .

Glenealy , Caine Road.

• Director , Rev. Brother Cyprian

Teachers - Bros. Bernard , Authony, Ed

mund, A lolphus, John, Julian , Benedict

210 Foreigo , and 40 Chinese pupils

PARSEE CHURCH OR CLUB HOUSE .

No. 11, Shelley Street.

Trustees — D . Ruttunjee, H. M. Mehta,

Sorabjee, M. Metta, and F. H. Arjànee

(Hon . Sec.)
WEST POINT REFORMATORY.

西營盤 賽 止 院

Si-ying -poon -yeung -ching-Yuen.

Director - Brother Basilasse

Assistant-Brother Louis

Do. - Brother Peter

Number of boys, 88.

UNITED CLUB.

Staunton St , opposite Union Church .

Secretary - Fred. Rickards

WANCHAI CLUB .

Proprietor-J. D. Woodford

President - J . Goodwin

Hon. Secretary-H . L. StringerClubs, Societies, Institutions, &c.

HONGKONG CLUB.

* o

San kung -s% .

Committee - Hon . F. B. Johnson, Hon. P.

Ryrie, W. H. F. Darby , A. Coxon , H. J.

H. Tripp, T. G. Williamson, J. Grant ,

W. Hynes, Dr. Ayras, H. Foss, John

MacGregor, W. H. Ray

Secretary - Edward Beart

BIBLIOTHECA LUSITANA .

President - L . F. de Carvalbo

Secretary J. M. V. de Figueiredo

Treasurer - J . M. dos Remedios

Librarians -- M . A. Carvalho , J. A. da Luz

Revisores - A . F. Alves, A. F. dos Remedios

Clerk - F . J. da Silveira

CLUB GERMANIA , WYNDHAM STREET.

大普國公司

Ti-po -kvol - kung - 8%.

Committee - H . Hoppius, M. Grote , R.

Schultz , G. Wieler, J. Lauts

Secretary - F. W. G. von Stöethausen

HONGKONG HUMANE SOCIETY.

Committee - Hon . P. Ryrie, Jas. Sampson,

Dr. Stockwell , N. J. Ede, J. Cook,Geo.

A. Caldwell, J. R. White, T. R. Fisher,

T. M. Leatherbarrow

President - Hon . P. Ryrie

General Superintendent - Jas. Sampson

Foreman , East Station - Jas. Sampson

do. Central do . --T.M . Leatherbarrow

do. West do. -J. R. White
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Hon . Secretary - T. R. Fisher

Hon , Treasurer - G . A. Caldwell

Hon . Surgeon- Dr. Stockwell

STATIONS .

Head Quarters - Duddell Street

East - Hongkong Pier and Godown

Central — Douglas Wharf

West - Sailors' Home

HONGKONG CHORAL SOCIETY .

香港 唱詩 會

Heung kong Cheong-shee-vui .

Meets in the Drawing Room , City Hall.

President-- G . E. March

Hon. Treasurer - A . P. Stokes

Hon. Secretary - R . L. Symes

Committee - A. Coxon, H. de C. Forbes ,

T. G. Williamson

集 會館

Chop -vue-kroon .

HONGKONG TEMPERANCE HALL,

Fletcher's Buildings, Queen's Road .

Committee - H . E. Braddon , D. R. Craw

ford, H. W. Davis , G. R. Lammert

Hon . Treasurer-II . W. Davis

Hon . Secretary -- D . R. Crawford

Manager - E . Shillibeer

AMATEUR DRAMATIC CLUB .

Committee - A . Coxon , C. C. Cohen , H. de

C. Forbes, A. P. Stokes, T. G. William

son

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer - H . J. H. Tripp

RACQUET COURT Club.

Committee-W. Hynes, H. Foss, E. F.

Alford, W. H. F. Darby

Hon . Sec. and Treasurer - H . J. H. Tripp
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF GOOD

TEMPLARS.

Working under the jurisdiction of the

Grand Lodge of England.

( Fletcher's Buildings , Queen's Road East . )

Hongkong Lodge, Naval District No. 1 ,

Thursday evenings, 7 o'clock

Victoria Lodge, No. 3 , Tuesday evenings,

7 o'clock

Inniskilling Lodge, Monday evenings , 7

o'clock

HONGKONG HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY .

Committre - J. M. Armstrong (chairman ),

W. M. B. Arthur, C. P. ater, J. H ..

Cox, H. Dickie , E. George, H. J. Hol

mes, W. K. Hughes, A. G. Romano,

A. E. Vaucher, E. L. Woodin

Hon. Secretary - C . Ford

HONGKONG CRICKET CLUB.

香港 打 波 公司

Heung kon ti-po-kung-82.

President - A . ( 'oxon

Honorary Vice -President - H . B. Gibb

Committee - Lieut. Charley, R.I.F., W. H.

F. Darby , W. M. Deane, H. de C.

Forbes, H. Foss, Lieut . - Col . Papillon,

R.E.

Hon . Sec. and Treasurer - W . Hynes

CITY HALL

大會堂

T i Ui -tony,

Committee - Hon. F. B. Johnson,chairman ;

F. 1 ) . Sassoon, D. Ruttunjee, H. Hop

pius, H. de C. Forbes, H. L. Dalrymple,

W. H. F. Darby, A. P. MacEwen

Ser., Lib ., & Curator - H . L. Dennys (abs't)

Acting do. --W . H. R. Mossop

Chinese Clerk - Lau -a -yau

HONGKONG YACHT CLUB.

Committee - W . H. Forbes (Commodore ),

H. Dickie , H. J. H. Tripp, E. Beart

(Hon. Sec . and Treasurer )

VICTORIA RECREATION CLUB.

President - H . E. Sir J. P. Hennessy,

K.C.M.G.

Comunittee - T . Jackson (chairman ), E.

Beart, W. Hynes, C. Clouth, J. A.

Bennett, H. J. H. Tripp

Hon . Treasurer -- H . M. Bevis

Hon . Secretary - R . K. Leigh

SAILORS' HOME .

西營盤 水手 館

Sai-yingpon -shui-shou-kwoon .

West Point .

Trustees --Hon . W. Keswick , W. H.

Forbes, H. G. Thomsett, R.N.

Directors - W . H. F. Darby, John Mac

gregor , A. P. McEwen, H. L. Dalrymple,

A. McIver, F. D. Sassoon , J. H. Scott

Chaplain - Rev. Chas. Gill ert Booth , B.A.

Hon. Secretary - H . G. Thomsett, R.N.

Treasurers - Oriental Bank

Steward - J . R. White

Assistant - J . Keller
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Organist - Wright

I. G.-C. L. Balfour

Steward - W . Gaskell

Tyler-J. R. Grimble

HONGKONG GENERAL CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE.

Rooms and Secretary's Office, City Hall.

Chairman - Hon. W. Keswick (absent)

Vice -Chairman - Hon . P. Ryrio

Committee - Hon . F. B. Joh son, Hon . E.

R. Belilios, H. L. Dalrymple, Chas.

Kahn, H. Hoppius, L. Poesnecker, T.

Jackson , A. P.MacEwen

Secretary -- Ed. George

VICTORIA PRECEPTORY.

E. Preceptor - E . Sir Kuight E.C. Ray

Constable — Sir Knight

Jarshal - Sir Knight

Chaplain--Sir Knight

Treasurer - Sir Knight P. A. da Costa

Registrar -- Sir Knight

Sub -Marshal - Sir Knight

Captain of the Guard

Almoner

First Herald

Second Herald

VICTORIA CHAPTER, No. 525 .. E.C.

Masonic Lodges .

DISTRICT GRAND LODGE OF HONGKONG .

AND SOUTH CHINA .

雍 仁 會館

Yung-yan-wuikwoon.

D. D. G. M.-W. Bro. C. P. Chater

D.G.S. W.-W. Bro. J. T. Chater

D. G. J. W.-W. Bro. W. M. Deane

D. G. Chaplain - Bro. Rev. C. G. Boo h

D. G. Treasurer - W . Bro . H. Smith

D. G. Registrar-W. Bro.W.M.B. Arthur

D. G. Pres. B. G. P.-W. Bro. L. Mallory

D. G. Secretary - Bro. P. A. di Costa

D. G. S. D .--Wor. Bro . A. W. Bain

D. G. J. D.--Bro . T. Gi tius

D. G. Sup. of Work --W.Bro . W. Danby

D. G. D. of Cere.-W. Bro. C. L, Gorham

D. G.A D.C.-W.Br. B. Nicholls, Amoy

D. G. S. B. - Bro , J. Win 'rum

D. G. Organist-Bro . E. Cope

D. G. Pursuivant - Bro. G. A. Corder

D. G. Asst . do .-Bro. W. K. Hughes

D. G. Steward -- Bro . P. B. C. Ayres

D. G. do. - Bro . W. H. Ray

D. G. do . - Bro . J. Beattie

D. G. do . -Bro. S R. N ate

D. G. do . - Bro. C. 0. Kipp, Amoy

D, G. do. - Br , E Herbst

D. G. Tyler - J. R. Grimble

EOTHEN MARK LODGE OF HONGKONG,

No. 264.

W. M.-J. T. Chater

S. W.-L. Mallory

J. W.-W. K. Hughes

Master Overseer – T . I. Rose

Senior do. - E.Cope

Junior do. - E.Georg

Chaplain - Rev. C. G. Booth

Treasurer - R . H. Coombs

Registrar of Marks-

Secretary - P. Jordan

S. D.-E. B. Jorey

J. D.-T. G. Williamson

Director of Ceremonies – A . N. E. Judah

CATHAY CHAPTER , No. 1 165 ,

II. E. Z. - Comp. E. C. Ray

H.- Comp. H. Smith

J .--Comp. J. A. Mosely

Scribe E .--- Comp. A. Seth

Scribe N .-- Comp. W. Danby

P. S. - Comp. W. K. Hughes

1st Asst. S --Comp. T. I. Rose

2nd Asst . S .-- Comp. Ph . B. C. Ayres

Treasurer - Comp. E. Cupe

Organist

Steward - Comp. A. N. Julah

Janitor - Comp. J. R. Grimble

THE ST . MARY MAGDALENE CHAPTER OF

SOVEREIGN PRINCES , ROSE CROIX OF

H.R.D.M.

M. W. Sovereign - W . S. Adams, M.D.

High Prelate- E. C. Rav

First General - 1 . Smith

Second General - W.M. Deane

Grand Marshal - W . Danby

haphael- L . Mallory

Captain of the Guard-- Dr. R. Young

Treasurer- Dr. P. B. C. Ayres

Recorder - W . K. Hughes

Almoner J. K. Davis

Organist - W . Danby

Equerry-J. R. Grimble

UNITED CHAPTER .

M. E. Z .-- Comp. W. H. Addiscott

H.-Copp . J Keating

J.-Comp . May

Scribe E .-- Comp. J. Parker

Scribe N Comp. J. Windrum
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Treasurer - Comp. J. Brewster

Pr. Sojourner - Comp. W. Windrum

First Assist. Sojourner - Comp.R. F. Smith

Second Assist. do . —Comp. S. Combien

Organist - Comp. W. Goulbourn

Steward - Comp. J. Beattie

Janitor-Comp . J. R. Grimble

Seretary - d . W. Richinond

Senior Deacon - C . S. Barclay

Junior Deacon-J. Robert -on

Director of Ceremonies - H . J. Taylor

Organist- H . Osborne

Steward - W . Quincey

Inner Guard - H . L. Stringer

Tyler-J. R. Grimble

ZETLAND LODGE, No. 525 , late 768., E.C.

Worshipful Master - C . L. Gorham

Senior Warden -- S . R. Neate

Junior Warden - J . Cradock

Chaplain

Treasurer - E . Herbst

Secretary - W . M. B. Arthur

Senior Deacon - J . McWatters

Junior Deacon-G. C. Cox

Inner Guard - A . M. Apcar

Director of Ceremonies-- L . Thevenin

Steward

Tyler - J. R. Grimble

St. John's LODGE, No. 618, S.C.

Right Worshipful Master-J. Chiistie

Worshipful Senior Warden - T . M. Lea

therbarrow

Worshipful Junior Warden -L. Wells

Hon. Treasurer - J. Cook

Hon . Secretary - J. Livesay

Senior Deacon - C . Sladen

Junior Deacon-A . Vanstome

Director of Ceremonies -- L . Kirchman

Inner Guard - D . Haisman

Steward - A . Woblters

Tyler - T . Partington

VICTORIA LODGE, No. 1026. , E.C.

Worshipful Master - E . C. Ray

Senior Warden - W . Kerfoot Hughes

Junior do . -W . H. Ray

Treasurer - A . D. MacTavish

Secretary - P . Jordan

Senior Deacon-E. B. Jorey

Junior do . -T. G. Williamson

Organist - S. W. Wright

Inner Guard - L . C. Balfour

Director of Ceremonies — A . C. Marshall

Steward - J. R. Germain

Tyler - J. R. Grimble

Churches, Missions, &c .

S. JOHN'S CATHEDRAL.

大 禮拜堂

Tai Lai-pai Tong.

Bishop of the Diocese - Right Rev. J. S.

Burdon, D.D.

Colonial Chaplain - Rev.W.Jennings,M.A.

Registrar of the Diocese - Edmund Sharp

Organist - C . F. A. Sangster

Verger and Sexton - J . White

Trustees — The Colonial Chaplain , chair

man ex officio ; Hon . F. Snowden , E. L.

O'Malley, A. Lister, A. P. MacEwen ,

T. Jackson , H. G. Thomsett, R.N.

Hon. Sec. & Treasurer--A. Lister

Auditors - Hon . M. S. Tonnochy, H. Smith

PERSEVERANCE LODGE, No. 1165 , E.C.

Worshipful Master-W . Danby

Senior Warden - P . P. C. Ayres

Junior Warden - E . George

Chaplain,Rev. C. G. Booth

Treasurer - R . Lvall

Secretary-F. A. Hazeland

Senior Deacon - Paul Jordan

Junior Deacon- 4. Woolley

Organist - J. S. Prewer

Inner Guaril- A. N. E. Judah

Director of Cer.- E. Mackean

Steward - H . Mitchitt

Tyler --J. R. Grimble

UNION CHURCH .

Staunton Street.

大 石柱 禮拜堂

Tai-shek -ch'u Lye-pai -tong .

Minister -- Rev. John Colville

Trustees - Rev. Dr. Chalmers, G. Sharp,

D. R. Crawford, H. W. Davis, J.

Macgregor, N. J. Ede, D. Gillies

Secretary to Committee of Management

Alex . Falconer

Treasurer - H . W. Davis

Sittings may be obtained on application

to J. Noble, Queen's Road

Services -- Sunday 11 a.m., and 5 p.m.

UNITED SERVICE LODGE ,No. 1341. , E.C.

Worshipful Master - J. Windrum

Senior Warlen - J. Parker

Junior Il'arden - Lieut. W. W drum

Treasurer - W . Goulbourn
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傳 福音 會

Chi-ful-gam- i .

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Rev. John Browne Ost, C. M. House, West

Point

BERLIN FOUNDLING HOSPITAL .

No. 1 , High Street (West.)

西營盤 育嬰堂

Sy-ying-poon -yuk -ying -tong.

BERLIN LADIES ASSOCIATION .

Acting Superintendent. - Rev. W. Louis,

Mrs. P. Klitzke

Miss Louise Brandt

Miss L. Süss

Miss Fanny Schröder

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.

CORRESPONDING COMMITTEE .

Hon . Treasurer - H . W. Davis

Hon . Secretary - Rev. J. B. Ost

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.

CORRESPONDING COMMITTEE .

Hon . Treasurer - H . W. Davis

Hon . Secretary-Rev. R. Lechler

RHENISH MISSIONARY SOCIETY .

Rev. W. Louis ( Fuk -wing ; Hongkong

temp.)

Rev. W. Dietrich (Fuk-wing ; Hongkong

temp .)

Rev. F. Hubrig (Canton)

Rev. C. Pritzsche (Longhou )

Rev. Cban Asi (Namhung)

聖士提反禮拜堂

Shing Sz-tai-fan Lai-pai - tong.

ST . STEPHEN'S MISSION CHURCH.

Native Minister - Rev. Lo Sam Yuen

Church Missionary - Rev. J. B. Ost

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY TRAINING

INSTITUTION .

Garden Road, West Puint.

Rev. J. B. Ost

西 營盤客家禮拜堂

Sy-ying- poon hak -ka - lai-pai- tong.

BASIL MISSIONARY SOCIETY,

Rev. R. Lechler (Hongkong)

Rev. C. G. Reusch do.

Rev. H. Bender ( Chongtshun )

Rev. R. Ott (Fuchukphai)

Rev. T. Leonhardt do .

Rev. J. Loercher (absent)

Rev. P. Kammerer (Khichung)

Rev. M. Schaub (Lilong)

Rev. G. Morgenroth do .

Rev. C. P. Piton do .

Rev. A. Schulze do.

Rev. G. A. Gussmann (Nyenbangli)

Rev. H. Ziegler do.

Rev. D. Schaible ko.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.

Wellington and Pottinger Streets .

羅瑪 天主教堂

Lo-mu -tien - chu -kau -tong.

Vicar Apostolic - Right Rev. T. John

Raimondi, D.D. , Bishop of Acantho

Pro - Vicar Apostolic - Very Rev. G. Bur

ghignoli

Missionaries - Rev. B. Vigano, Rev. A.

Piazzoli, A. Sasso, Rev. L. Reidnaar, G.

Gallo

Native Priests-- Revs. M. Leang, A. Leang,

S. Chu, J. Leang, M. Fou

Organist.-R. Pinto

倫敦 傳教 會

Lun -tun - chün -kau -ui.

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY,

Staunton and Aberdeen Street .

Rev. John Chalmers, M.A. , LL.D. (absent)

Rev. J. C. Edge

Miss Rowe (absent)

Miss Jackson

DOMINICAN PROCURATION FOR MISSIONS

10, Caine Road .

Procurator-Rev. F. Fernando Sainz

Vice Procurator-Rev. E. Torres

ASILE DE LA SAINTE ENFANCE .

Queen's Road East.

Rev. Mother Paul de la Croix , supérieure

Sisters Benoit Joseph , Ste. Agnes, Julitte,

François de Borgia, Angéline, Augusta

FRENCH PROCURATION OF THE MISSION

ETRANGERES DE PARIS .

Staunton Street .

傳 教堂

Chün -kau - tong.

Rev. E. Lemonnier, procureur général

Rev. H. Chapuis, vice -procureur

-
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SANATORIUM DES MISSIONS ETRANGERES

AT POKFULUM.

Rev. C. E. Patriat , superior

Public Companies.

Assistants — L . Hennequin

A. de Saavedra

Clerks-J. F. Tavares

C. Corveth

C. C. Corveth

E. Loureiro

A. B. de Souza

Storekeeper - L . Collago

PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL STEAM

NAVIGATION COMPANY.

鐵 行 火 船 公司

Tit-hong-fo -shun -kung-sze.

Superintendent- A. McIver

Clerks — E . L. Woodin

A. Woolley

H. A. Ritchie

W. Parfitt

E. P. Campos

E. Sapoorjee

J. Webster

Purser's department - J. P. Campos, L. P.

Campos

WEST POINT WHARF.

Piermaster - J . A Ahlmann

Assistant do-W. Hatherly

Office Gunner - J. Lebury

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP

COMPANY

Office , Queen's Road Central .

F. E. Foster,gl. agent for China and Japan

C. L. Gorham

E. M. da Silva

Lam Man

Poo Tong

AGENTS .

Singapore --Gilfillan , Wood & Co.

Batavia - Dummler & Co.

Calcutta-- Whitney Bros. & Co.

Manila - Peele, Hubbell & Co.

Amoy - Russell & Co.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Office, Queen's Road Central .

Agent - Chas. H. Haswell, Jr.

Clerks-H. A. Jerowe

A. M , R. Fereira

L. A. do Rozario

J. M. dos Remi dios

AGENTS.

Yokohama - G . B. Emory

Manila - Peele, Hubbell & Co.

Singapore- Gilfillan, Wood & Co.

Batavia- Dumiler & Co.

Calcutta --Whitney Brothers & Co.

MITSU BISHI MAIL STEAMSHIP

COMPANY

Office, 24, Praya Central.

H. J. H. Tripp, agent

A. Collaço

GLEN LINE OF STEAMERS.

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents

CASTLE LINE OF STEAMERS,

Alamson , Bell & Co., agents

OCEAN STEAM SHIP COMPANY.

Butterfield & Swire, agents

SHIRE LINE OF STEAMERS.

Adamson , Bell & Co. , agents

UNION LINE OF STEAMERS.

Russell & Co., agents

STEAMFR “ MALACCA ."

Commander - H . Weighell

Chief Officer-E . A. Weston

Second Officer-- A. G. Cubitt

Third Officer --- E . G. Andrews

Boatswain - G . Palmer

Chief Engineer--G . Inglis

Second Engineer - D). M Ritchie

Third Engineer-B . Thomson

Fourth Engineer-- D . MeKitchine

Steward in charge---C . G. Harding

Storekeeper - W . Overton

STEAMER “ SUNDA."

Commander - J. Reeves

Chief Officer - G C. Brookes

Second Officer - G . C. Hemning

Third Officer - W . Alel

Chief Engineer-H. Hammett

Second Engineer - P . Bouald

Third Engineer-Geo. Walker

Fourth Engineer-H . Osborne

Chief Steward--R. I. Webb

佛蘭西 火 船 公司

Fat-lan - sai- fo - shun -koong -sze.

COMPAGNIE DES MESSAGERIES

MARITIMES,

PAQUEBOTS PostE FRANCAIS.

Praya Central.

Ayent - G . de Champeaux
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CHINA NAVIGATION CO. , LIMITED Chief Engineer-J . Harold

Butterfield & Swire, agents 2nd do . -E. McGuinness

STEAMER “ Ichang .” Purser-A. d’Azevedo

Captain - John Ogston “ Powan ."

Chief Officer - Jas. Smith Captain - A . G. Cary

Chief Engineer-Jas . Christie Chief Officer— W.E. Clark

Second Engineer- T. McCracken Chief Engineer — W.Craig

Purser - L . F. Grill 2nd do. --T. W. Brown

Second Officer - J. Lawrance

EASTERN & AUSTRALIAN STEAM. Purser -- A . A. da Rocha

SHIP CO. , LIMITED . Assist . do.-B. J. d'Aquina

Gibb, Livingston & Co. , agents “ WHITE CLOUD."

Captain -- A . H. Benning
STEVENS & CO.'S LINE OF AUS

Chief Officer - G . B. Lefavour

TRALIAN STEAMERS.
Chief Engineer - D . Murphy

Geo , R. Stevens & Co. , agents , 2nd. do. -J. H. Chesney

Purser - D . A. d'Eca

MARQUES DE CAMPO’S SPANISH SPARK ."

ROYAL MAIL LINE.
Captain -- J. P. Hoyland

Melchi rs & Co. , agents
Chief Officer , M. J. Nunes Jr.

Engineer -- 0 . Jackson

R. RUBATTINO & CO.'S ITALIAN
WHARFINGERS.

MAIL STEAMERS.
Hongkong - J. d'Almeida

Carlowitz & Co. , agents
Macao-V. Nogueira

Canton - Chop Dollar
GERMAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY

OF HAMBURG .
HONG KONG AND CHINA GAS

Ernst Behr ', special atent
COMPANY, LIMITED .

Wes& Point.
AUSTRO -HUNGARIAN LLOYDS'

STEAM NAWATION COMPANY.
燃氣 公司

Melchers & ( '.., agents Hui-hi-kung -sze.

Manager - A . Newton

CHINA MERCHANTS' STEAM Clerks -- V . Alonco

NAVIGATION CO. J. Alonco, Junr.

22 and 23 , Prava West, Foreman of Works -- W.S. Bamsey

Cheong Luk U, manager
Foreman I'itting Depart. - John Thorpe

RUSSIAN VOLUNTEER FLEET.

Melchers & C., agents
東部 洲 及 澳 斯利亞電報公司

Tung -po-chau -kup-o-sz -li-á -tin -po -kung-sz.

省 港澳 火 船 公司 EASTERN EXTENSION, AUSTRA

Shing-kong-o -fo -shun kung -sze. LASIA, AND CHINA TELEGRAPH

HONGKONG , CANTON & MACAO COMPANY, LIMITED .

STEAM - BOAT COMPANY, Office , Marine House, Queen's Riad,

LIMITED. Chief Office, 66 , Old Broad Street,

Directors. London , E.C.

Hon. F. R. Belilios, chairman,A. McIver, Superintendent - J. Enston Squier

W. Reiners, Hon . F. B. Johison J. A. Gott, chief clerk

Secretary - P . A. da Costa C. J. Uren

Clerk --- A . D. Machado S. C. Jones

Agents at Canton - Deacon & Co. H. E. Augir

do. at Macao -- A . A. de Mello & Co. F. A. dos Remedios, Jr.

E , A. ios Remedios

RIVER STEAMERS. G. F. dos Remedios

“ K. KIANG ." R. dos Remedios

Captain - T. T. Benning F. L. Pereira

First Officer ! . Pugh F. J. Ribeiro
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電線 行

Tien -sin -hong.

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH

COMPANY.

Office , Marine House, Queen's Road .

GeneralAgent in China andJapan-Georga

J. Helland (Sbangh: i)

Superintendent - A . Suenson

W. Manson

V. Hein -Hansen, electrician

J. Silva

F. Carvalho

H. J. Reed

J. C. Braga

Captain - A . Stopani

STEAM TUG “ PILOT Fish ."

Captain - A . Stopani

TAKASIMA COLLIERY, NAGASAKI:

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents

NEWCASTLE COAL MINING COM.

PANY, LIMITED .

Gibb, Livingston & Co. , agents

IMPERIAL MIIKE COAL MINE.

Mitsui Bussan Kaisba, agents

香港客店公司

Hong-kong-hak -tim -kung-sze.

HONGKONGHOTEL COMPANY,

LIMITED.

Directors - Hon. E. R. Belilios ( chairman ),

W. R iners, Hon. P. Ryrie, H. Hoppius

Secretary-Louis Hauschild

WANCHAI GODOWN COMPANY.

Hugbes & Legge , agents

REUTER'S TELEGRAM COMPANY ,

LIMITED .

E. George, agent

香港黃埔 船 澳 公司

Hong-kong-wong-po - shun-o -kung-sze.

HONGKONGANDWHAMPOX DOCK

COMPANY, LIMITED .

Head Office - 14 , Praya.

Directors -H . Hoppius,chairman, A, Mc

Iver, vice -chairman, Ilon . F. B. John

son, A. T. Manger,W. Reiners, C. H.

Haswell , Jr. , H. de C. Forbes

Secretary - D . Gillies (absent)

Acting Secretary - R. Cooke

Accountant - J. S. Nazer

Book -keeper - L . Hauschild

Clerk - M . de Souza

do. -M. A. A. de Souza

Engineer in Harbour-A . G. Aitken

do . -T. Kirkwood

ABERDEEN ESTABLISHMENT,

Superintendent - H . Smith

Clerk - J . J. de Jesus

KOWLOON ESTABLISHMENT.

Superintendent - J. G. Liddell

Foreman Engineer - 1. W. Crocker

Assistant Engineer - A. Wagner

Foreman Moulder --- A . G. Gordon

Foreman Boilermaker - J . Stevens

Foreman Shipwrights - A .. Young, Car]

Lange, J. Smith

Clerks - J. V. de Jesus, M. A. Gomes

COSMOPOLITAN Docks.

Superintendent - W . L. Scott

Foreman Engineer --G . F. Pinker

Foreman Boilermaker - T, Anderson

Foreman Shipnoright - A . McCull

Clerk - J . M. de Jesus

do. -J. Neves

STEAM TUG “ FAME."

117 tons, 110 Horse Power nominal.

中華 火車 糖 局

Chung-wah Fo -cheh Tong-kook.

CHINA SUGAR REFINING COM

PANY, LIMITED.

East Point

Jardine , Matheson & Co. , general agents

H. Dickie, manager (absent )

H. Hynlman, East Point Refinery

A. Rodger do.

G. Ferguson do .

J. Fletcher
do .

D. McLellan do .

J. Gourley
do .

W. Davidson do,

J. McGregor do.

G. R. Stewart do .

J. Lawrence do .

A. C. More do.

W. Lapsley do .

D. Machaffie do.

D. McRae
do.

E. Hyndman do .

I .. Heard do .

J. Dickie , Wanchai Refinery

T. Kerr do.

G. McIntosh do.

E. E. da Silva do.

P. Plage do .

HONGKONG AND CHINA BAKERY

COMPANY, LIMITED.

General Managers - Lane, Crawford & Co.
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香港雪 廠
London and Lancashire Fire Insur.

Heung kongsuet-chong. rance Company

HONGKONG ICE COMPANY,

LIMITED .
Canton Insurance Office

Works, East Point; Depôt, Ice House St. Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , general

Carlowitz & Co. , agents
managers

Wm . N. Bain , manager
Allgemeine Versicherungs Gesell

Geo. Allan schaft für See, Fluss , und Land.

Wm. Scott transport, in Dresden

Hamburg Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Insurances.

Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

中華 火燭 保險行Merchants' Marine Insurance Co. ,

Chatg- oa-ho- cll no lim long.Limited, of London

South Australian Insurance Co. , [股份各 伴 自理]

Limited, of Adelaide
China Fire Insurance Company, Limited,

Mercantile Marine Insurance Co. , Office - 39, Queen's Road

of South Australia Directors ---Hon. P. Ryrie, chairman, H.

Pacific Fire and Marine Insurance Hoppius, A. McIver, H. L. Dalrymple,

Co. , of Sydney H. de C. Forbes, W. H. F. Darby

Australian Alliance Assurance Co. Secretary - J. B. Coughtrie (absent)

London and Staffordshire Fire In Acting Secretary - A. G. Stokes

surance Co. , Limited
Assistuit - A . O. Gutierrez

Agents.
Arnhold , Karberg & Co. , agents Canton , Messrs . Deacon & Co.

Lancashire Insurance Company, Fire Swatow ,
Bradley & Co.

and Life
Amoy, Elles & Co.

Java Sea & Fire Insurance Company Foochow,

Gibb, Livingston & Co.
National Marine Insurance Company Ningpo,

Davidson & Co.

of South Australia
Shanghai, Gibb, Livingston & Co.

New York Board of Underwriters Kiukiang, Robt. Anderson & Co.
Record of American and Foreign Hankow ,

Jerdein & Co.

Shipping
Chefoo, Fergusson & Co.

Le Cercle Transports
Nagasaki, Hunt & Co.

Société Anonyme Assurances Mari
Mourilyan , Heimann

times, Marseilles
Yokohama,

& Co.

Fortuna Allgemeine Versicherungs Hiogo,,
Browne & Co.

Gesellschaft of Berlin
Saigon, W. G. Hale & Co.

Birley & Co., agents
Singapore, Gilfillan, Wood & Co.

Penang,
Union Marine Insurance Company, A. A. Anthony & Co,

Limited, Liverpool Manila , Peele , Hubbell & Co.

Guardian Fire Assurance Company

of London 中外 眾 國 保險公司

Norwich Union Fire Insurance So Chung- goi-chung-l: cok-po him- umg-sze.

ciety , Englard ChinaTraders' Insurance Company,

Manchester Und writers' Association Limited, 48, Queen's Road

Directors --- A. McIver, (chairman) , M. E.

Borneo Company Limited, agents Sassoon , L. Poesnecker , B. Scbmacker,

Commercial Union Assurance Com J. Thurburn

pany, Fire Branch Secretary - W . H. Ray

Clerks— A . S. Garfit, W. M. Nöel , O. A.

Butterfield & Swire, agents da Cruz

British and Foreign Marine Insur Shangbai Agency .

ance Company, Limited Acting - J. E. Reding (absent)

Royal Exchange Assurance Corpora Acting Agent-B. Goldsmith

tion of London
Clerks - E . Essex, R. Botelho
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London Branch . Gilman & Co. , agents

Manager-W. Schmidt Lloyds'

Agents for London and Provincial North British and Mercantile Fire

Marine Insurance Co , Limited Insurance Company

The Chinese Insurance Company, (Ld . )

Universal Marine Insurance Com

pany of London, Limited

Directors-Wm . Reiners, Hon. E. R. Beli Liverpool Underwriters' Association

lios, T. G. W : lanson, Geo . O. Scott, The Underwriting and Agency As

Lee Tuck Cheong, Fung Tang
sociation

Secretary - J. Bra ! e Smith Mannh im Insurance Co. , Limited

Clerks-- A. O'D . G. 1 , de S. Botel
Merchants Shipping and Uuder

ho, J. M. Carvalho writers ' Association ofMelbourne

Agents. Underwriters' Union of Amsterdam

Åmoy, Messrs . H. A. Petersen & Co. Ocean Marine Insurance Co.

Bangkok , Windsor, Redlich & Co. Itaalia ," Societa d'Assicurazoni

Batavia , The Borneo Co. , Limited . Marittime Fluviati e Terrestri,

Bombay, Sir Charles Forbes & Co. Geneva

Calcutta ,
Ernsthausen & Oesterley Royal Exchange Assurance

Canton, E. A.Raven, Est.
Comité des Assureurs , Paris

Cebu , Messrs . Sniith , Bell & Co. Union Malonine et Servannaise, St.

Chejoo, Fergusson & Co. Malo

Colombo, Delmeye, Rid & Co. Compaguia Assicurazione Generali

Foochow , Adamson , Bell & Co. in Tiieste

Galle, Delmege, Reid & Co.

Hamburg, Emil F. Meyer & Co
Holliday, Wise & Co. , agents

Hankow , Evans, Pugh & Co. Manchester Fire Insurance Company

Hiogo, E. B. Watson, Esq. London Assurance Corporation Fire,

Iloilo, Messrs . Smith , Bell & Co. Marine, and Life

Kiuliang , Robt. Anderson & Co.

Kurruchee, T. L. F. Beaumont, Esq . Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Limited

London, D. McLaurin , Esq ., Acting Agent . Jardine, Matheson & Co. , general

Macao, Messrs. Margesson & Co. agents

Macassar, Bauerma
nn

& Co.

Manchest
er , W. S. Gladston

e
& Co. Jardine, Matheso

n & Co., agents

Manila , Smith, Bell & Co. Triton Insurance Company

Nagasaki, Holme, Ringer & Co.
Alliance Marine Assurance Office

Vuochwang, Bush Brothers . Alliance Fire Assurance Office

Bizgpo,
Coit & Co.

Реваng,,
Sandilands,Buttery& Co. Lapraik & Co., Douglas, agents

Sango , F. Engler & Co. Phoenix Fire Insurance Company

Samarang,
McNeill & Co. Liverpool and London and Globe In

San Francisco , Degener & Co. surance Company

Shanghai,
Melchers & Co.

Singapore,
Guthrie & Co. Linstead & Davis , agents

Sourabaya, Fraser, Eaton & Co. Sun Fire Insurance Company

Swatow , Dircks & Co. Standard Life Assurance Company

Takao& Taiwan , Boyd & Co.
Boston Board of Marine Underwriters

Tamsui, Boyd & Co.
Universal Life Assurance Society

Tientsin , Hatch & Co.
Man On Insurance Co. , Limited

Wladiwostock, Kunst & Albers
Woo Lin Yuen , secre'ary

Yokohama, E. B. Watson , Esq .

McIver, A. , ( P. & O. S. N. Co.) , agent

Gibb , Livingston & Co., agents
Marine Insurance Company

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Reliance Marine Insurance Company Melchers & Co. , agents

Commercial Union Assurance Com Austrian Insurance Co. , “ Donau " of

pany (Life department)
Vienna

92
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North German Fire Insurance Com

pany, Hamburg

Royal Insurance Co. , Fire and Life

La Neuchateloise Société Suisse

d’Assurance of Neuchatel

Transport Versicherungs Gesellschaft

“ Schweiz " in Zürich

Basler Transport Versicherungs Ge

sellschaft

Algemeine Versicherungs Gesell

schaft, Helvetia

Rhenania Versicherungs Actien Ge

sellschaft in Köln

Germanic Lloyds’ , Berlin

Meyer & Co. , agents

Scottish Imperial Insurance Com

pany, Fire and Life

Swiss Llord Transport Insurance

Company, of Winterthur

Prussian National Insurance Com

jany of Stettin

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha , agents ,

Tokio Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

Mody & Co. , N. , agents -

Bombay Mody Insurance Company

Mus: ) & Co. , D. , agents

Cassa Marittima di Napoli

Mutua Sorrentiva Association

Registru Italiano

那 千 拿 公司

No-chin -na -lung-sze.

North China Insurance Company, Queen's

Road

J. Kennard Davis, agent

A. F. J. Soares

Agents for Commercial Union As

surance Co. , (Marine department)

Agents.

Amoy Won.Ching Wan,Esq,

Bangkok Mr. Wang Lee

Batavia Thio Tiauw Siat, Esq.

Bombay Yue Lun Ching

Calcutta Seng Moh & Co.

Callao Wing On Cheong

Canton .. l'oo Yuen Ching Chan

Chefoo 1. Chan U Ting,-- 0,

NT 3. N. Co.

Chinkiang W ! : Hop Tai Hong

Cooktown .. Kwong Yee Yuen

Foochow Kaw Hong Take & Co ,

Hai Phong.. Kwan Hock Chow , Esq.

Hankou Cheong Fat Yuen

Holor. Fuk Shing Honz

Honolulu Mr. Wong Kwai

Hiogo ( Japan) Kwong Yü Lung

Kiukiang Tong Sing Kwan, E.

Manila .. Domingo Ayala Vy

Quince, Esq.

Melbourne Lowé Kong Meng,Esq,

Nagasaki (Japan ) . Kwong Yü L'ing

Newchwang Mr. Liú ‘U Hing

Ningpo .. Yuen Shang Cheong

Pakhoi. Messrs. Ching Tai

Penang Foo Tye Sin , Esq.

Rungoon
Mr. Kho Mab Teong

Saghalien . Kat Cieong Hong

Saigºn Tan Keng Ho, Esq.

Samorang
Lun Soo Leong, Esq.

San Francisco Wan Yuen Lung Kee

& Co.

Shanghai ... Cheong Fat Yu , au

Lee Keng Yanı), Esq.

Singapore Lim Tiany Wah, Esq,

Sourabaya Tong Hiny Kok , Esq .

Suatow Mr. Chung Kim Hiug

Taiwan & Takao ...Mei Kee Hong

Tientsin Cheong Fat Yuen

Yokohama Chan Yuek Chee, Es ,

Norton & Co. , agents

Queen Fire Insurance Company of

Liverpool

Russell & Co. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Nott, Wm . , agent

San Francisco Board of Underwriters

香港安泰 保險 有限公司

On Tai Po Him You -han Kung- 82.

On Tai Insurance Company, Limiteil,

Head Office, 8 & 9, PrayaWest

Directors - Lee Sing, Tsz Kai Tung, Lo

Ycor Moon

Manager - Ho Amei

Sander & Co. , agents

Hamburg -Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Schellhass & Co., Ed., agents

Bremen Underwriters

Transatlantic Marine Insurance

Company, Limited, Berlin

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company,

Hamburg
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Banks.

Agra Bank , Limited

Gilman & Co., agents, Hongkong

Magdeburg General Insurance Com

pany , Limited , Magdeburg

Guernsey Mutual Insurance Society,

for Shipping

Providentia Insurance Co. , Frankfort

Lübeck Fire Insurance Co. , Lübeck

Consolidated Marine Insurance Com.

panies

" Rbenania " Versicherungs Actien

Gesellschaft , Ceeln

|

Siemssen & Co. , agents

Globe Marine Insurance Company of

London , Limited

The Transatlantic Fire Insurance

Company of Hamburg

The Union of Hamburg Underwriters

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance

Company of Samarang

The Dusseldorf Universal Marine In

surance Company, Limited , Dus

seldorf

Cerman Lloyd Marine Insurance

Company, Limited , Berlin

Do Private Assurandeuzer, Kjoben

havn

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Stevens & Co., Geo . R., agents-

South British Fire and Marine In

surance Co. , of New Zealand

City of London Fire Insurance Com

渣打銀行

Cla- ta-ngam-hong .

Chartered Bank of India, Australia and

China, Queen's Road

Draws on the Head Office, on the City

Bank, on the NationalBank of Scotland,

London, and on the Agencies and

Branches at Bombay, Calcutta,Colombo,

Akyal, Rangoon, Singapore, Penang ,

Manila, Batavia, Sourabaya, Shanghai,

Hankrw , Foochow , Yokohama, and on

agents on the Continent, in Australia

and America

William Forrest, manager

A. J. M. Inverarity, acct. ( Foochow)

A. C. Marshall, sub -accountant

James Hay
do .

W. F. Falcover do .

L. d’A . Roza

J, M. Rozario

I. A. d'Almei

C. A. da Silva

J. Figueiredo

J. Remedios

J. E. Gomes

M. W. Boyd, manager, Shanghai

R. S. Smith, sub -accountant do.

J. Macmorran, do. do.

P. W. Mein , agent, Manila

F. W. Marshall, sub-acct. do.

W. Letchford,
do. do .

W. H. Young,
do . do .

J. A. Barretto do.

R. T. Heras do .

E. G. Moberly, act. agent, Yokohawa

pany, Limite
d

Turner & Co. , agents

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In

surance Company

Northern Assurance Company, Fire

and Life

於 仁 洋面 保安行

Yu - yan -yung -min -po - on -hong.

Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ped

dar's Wbarf

Secretary - N . J. Ede (absent)

Acting Secretary - Douglas Jones

Clerks- A.da Silveira

A. J. Easton

F. dos Remedios

M. de Souza

V. de Souza

H. de Carvalho

Agents for the Home and Colonial

Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

;

有利銀行

Yo -le- ngam-homg .

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon

don, and China, Queen's Road

Draws on the Bank of England and the

London Joint Stock Bank , London ;and

on Branches and Agencies at London,

Bombay, Calcutta , Madras, Rangoon,

Ceylon, Penang, Singapore, Batavia,

Sourabaya, Shanghai,Yokohama, Foo.

chow, Amoy, Manila

J. Thurburn , manager

S. M. Monro, accountant (Foochow)

R. L. Symes sub do.

M. A. da Silva

Vogel & Co. , agents

Standard Fire Insurance Co. , London

Fire Insuranc: Association , Limited
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E. Pereira

R. Remedios

F. M. V. Ribeiro

W. S. Robilliard, manager (Shanghai)

Geo. Wilson , accountant
do .

J. E. Rozario do.

J. F. Pereira do.

L. C. Masfen, manager ( Yokohama)

C. Cottell , sub -accountant do .

Boyd & Co. , agents (Amoy )

Purdon & Co., agents (Foochow)

Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris

at Russell & Co.'s Office

C. Gauthier , acting agent

Deutsche Nationalbank at Bremen

Melchers & Co. , agents

First National Bank of Tokio

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, agents

do .

香港 上海 銀行

Hong-kong Shang -hai Ngan -hong.

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor

poration, No. 1, Queen's Road

Draws on the London and County Bank ,

and on its own Branches and Agencies

in London, Lyons, Shanghai , Tientsin,

Yokohama, Hiogo, Bombay, Calcutta,

Singapore, Bangkok, Saigon, Manila ,

Foochow , Amoy,Swatow , Ningpo, Han

kow , San Francisco, New York, Mel.

bourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Tasmania &c .

Thomas Jackson, chief manager

H. Smith , chief accountant

A. E. Cope, sub-accountant

J. F. Broadbent

J. D. Woodford

L. C. Balfour

H. R. Coombs

A. D. Mactavish

W. H. Gaskell

J. Moffat

J. T. K. Page

C. J. Gonsalves

A. Jorge

P. Jordan

F. M. da Luz

N. L. de Souza

A. A. Gutierrez

V. A. P. Collaço

E. D. Woodford

Ewen Cameron, manager (Shanghai)

A. Veitch , sub -manager do.

G. R. Johnston (absent) de

H. M. Bevis, acte eccot. ( Shanghai)

P. W. Anton do .

R. Wilson do.

David Jackson do.

G. H. Townsend do.

G. M. Byres do.

H. Hewat do.

J. C. Nicholson do.

T. J. Wright do.

A. J. Diniz do .

D , M. Guterres do .

B. de Souza do.

S. J. Rangel do .

B. Ruttonjee do.

John Walter, manager (Yokohama)

A, H. C. Haselwood, accountant do.

E. J. Pereira

A. H. Dare do.

R. N. St. John do.

W. B. Thompson do.

G. Gower Robinson do.

P. F. Cameron do.

H. H. Vacher do.

A. F. Gordo do.

G. F. Gordo do.

Watanabe do.

A. Leith, agent ( Fooehow )

A. W. Maitland do .

J. M. Grigor, agent ( Hiogo)

G, W. Butt do.

W. G. Greig, agent ( Hankow )

F. de Bovis, agent ( Tientsin )

E. Morriss, agent (Calcutta)

C. B. Rickett, acct. (absent) do.

E. H. Oxley, act, acct.
do .

G. G. Noble, agent (Bombay)

J. P. Wade Gardner, acct. do .

A. B, Anderson

J.G. Hodyson ,agent (absent) (Amoy )

G. C. de St. Croix, act. agent do.

W. N. Dow -do.

D. McLean, manager (London )

W. Kaye, sub -manager do.

E. Morel, ag 'nt (Lyons)

C. J. Barnes, agent (Manila )

John McNab, accountant do .

J. S. Edger (absent) do.

F. W. Barff do.

W. H. Harries, agent ( San Francisco )

M. M. Tompkins, accountant do.

R. H. Cook, agent ( Saigon)

A. Perrin do.

J.J. Winton , act. agent ( Singapore)

R. T. Permewan, act. acct. do.

D. B. Grant do.

A. M. Townsend , agent (New York)

H. Moore, accountant
do.
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National Bank of India , Limited Abdulcader Esmaljee, merchant, and

Turner & Co. , agents commission agent, 24A , Gage Street

Abdoolhoosen Shaik Cumroodin

National Bank of Scotland A. Shurufally

Borueo Company, Limited , agents

金 資 銀行

亞 担 士

A -tam - se.

Kam -po -ngan -hong. Adams& Stockwell, medical practitioners,

Oriental Bank Corporation, Queen's Road. W. S. Adams, M.D., health officer of

Draws on the Bank of England , Bank
the Port, and medical inspector of

of Scotland , and Head Office, Thread
emigrants, Forest Lodge, Caine

needle Street, London ; and on Branches Roard

at Bombay, Calcutta, Ceylon , Ma Jas. Stockwell , L.R.C.P.E., L.R.C.S.E.

dras, Mauritius , Singapore, Melbourne, Grosvenor Villa, Caine Road

Sydney , Shanghai, Yokohama, and

Hioyo. The Corporation also issues

circular notes and letters of credit, 天祥

negotiable in all places of importance Teen -cheung.

throughout the world . Adamson , Bell & Co., merchants

G. O. Scott, actiny manager F. H. Bell (Shanghai)

Robert Innes, accountant, and acting C. Lyall Grant (absent)

agent , Fouchow F. Mİ. Youd ( Sha ! gbai)

H. H ward Ta lor, actg .act. (absent) T. G. Williamson

Al - x . Wemyss, assis . acet. ( absent) A. A. Botelho

Ernest W. Rutter, ast . acc . & cashier

J. Duncan Macintosh , assistant acct .
F. M. Pacheco

F. J. Barros

L. J. Lopes Y 架

A. M. Riedi s A - le -ka .

G. Lethbridge, (absent) ( S'hai) Algar & Co. , house agents and rent col.

B. H. Burn-, acting manager do. lectors, 6 , Queen's Road East

SirWm . Johnston, accountant do. Gev. Stainfield

John R. Haggist, ast . acct. & cash.do.

P. M. de Carvalho do.

J. L. Pereira do. 鴉 佛 先生

L ('ameron, agent ( Yokohama) A - fut- sin -sang.

G. W.F. Playf ir, acting acct . do.
Alford, R. G. , 8-800. M. Inst. C. E.,

R T. Robde, ist. act. & cash . do.

H. A. Her vrt, do.

veyor , & c., 12 , Queen's Road Central

do. G. L. Toinlin , assistant

E. Marques
do.

G. W. Th mpson , art. agent (Iliogo )

Pon ; -chü -on , draftsman

D. Fraser, asst. accountant do .
Anton, James Ross , bill and bullion bro

Merchants , Professions, Trades, &c . ker, 2, College Gardens

衣 巴 謙

E -pa -la - him .
鴉 加 行

Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co., merchants
Ap-ka -hong.

and commission agents, lóc and 150, Apcar, A.M., merchant and commission

Gaye Street

agent, 28, Hollywood Road

Abilulka er Mosa' hoy

Budroodin Moola Nooroodin Armstrong, J. M , Government auc

Abdoolt yeb Allimabomed tioneer and commission agent, No. 8,

Ab lool Kryoor Sumsoorlin (Canton ) Queen's Road Central

Esoofally Bhaimeeya ( Shanghai)
J. M. Armstrong

Mahomedally Moola Cumroodin do.
V. dos Remedios

sur
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J. G. T. Hassell

A. B. da Roza

F. T. P. Foster

A. R. Blandy

H. A. N. Smith

M. M. da Roza

A. A. da Roza

K. D. Adanıs ( Canton )

Geo. Hales ( Foochow )

瑞 記洋行

Sui-kee-yeung -hong.

Arnhold, Karberg & Co., merchants,

Praya

Jacob Arnhold (London)

Peter Karberg do .

L. Mendel (Shanghai)

L. Poesnecker

J. Kramer (Canton )

P. Arphold

C. Beurmann ( Shanghai)

J. Lamke

H. Müller (Canton )

R. Marten

A. Milsom (Shanghai)

G. Sachaü do.

G. D. Boning

C. P. Karberg

Max. Knobbe

A. Holst

E. da Cruz

L. de Britto

Arnold , Thos ., public accountant , 16,

Bank Buildings

亞士 加以 士 感

A-sze-ka E - sze-mo.

Asgar, H. A. , & Hajee Esmail, merchants,

17, Gage Street

M. E. Asgar

H. M. S. Esmail

H. A. N. Sheerazi

B. A. Eran e

HH Ź

Pek -lik het.

Blackhead & Co. , F. , shipchandlers, sail

makers, & c ., Praya Central

B. Schwarzkopf (absent)

J. H. Smith

F. H. Höhuke

F. Schwarzkopf

A. Wohlters

搬入 司

Poon -niu -kung-sze.

Borneo Company, Limited, merchants

Queen's Road

Also of London , Manchester, Singapore,

Batavia, Sarawak, and Bangkok

H. Foss , manager

T. I. Rose, signs per pro

A. F. Ribeiro

布 多

Po-to -ma.

Bowler, Thos. Ide, Chinese interpreter,

broker and general commission agent,

Club Chambers

Braddon, H. E. , general broker ; re

sidence , Hongkong Hotel

Brandt & Co. C. , shipwrights, West Point

C. Brandt

Behre, Ernst , special agent for German

Steamship Company of Hamburg, Ma

rine House, 15 , Queen's Road

Hi! Mil;

Pi- li -la - see.

Belilios, E. R. , merchant, Lyndhurst

Terrace

E. R. Belilios

J. B. Elias

A. N. Judah

N. J. Gomes

A. G. B. Soares

Bhabha, S. B. , ship -broker, Elgin Street

巴厘

Pa - lee,

Birley & Co., merchants, 29, Queen's Road

Arthur Smith ( England)

Thomas Pyke do.

H. L. Dalrymple

不 菌 爹 阿

Ba -lan -da - o .

Brandão & Co. , 29, Wellington Street

F. A. Gomes

J. B. Gomes, Jr.

A. J. Gomes

D. Alemão

mira me Titi

Pi-li-ton - kap-Wot-ton-chon-1 -se,

Brereton & Wotton , solicitors,

veyancers, proctors, and notaries public,

29 , Queen's Road

W , H. Brereton (absent)

con
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J. Andrew (Swatuw)

L. Grunauer do.

James Dodds ( Yokohama)

E. J.Geoghegan do.

E. Walker do .

Wm. Wotton

V. H. Deacon, solicitor

W. L. Thurgood , solicitor

D. E. Caldwell

M. d'Azevedo

F. Remedios

C. J. Lopes

A. Silva

C. A. Santos

S. J. Santos

Tsang Kam Chiu, interpreter

Sin Hon, do .

Buxoo, Meajan, S.L. “ Morning Star”

Byramjee, Bomonjee, broker, 2, Old Bailey

Cairns, R. H. , surveyor to Lloyds' Regis

ter, and for Local Insurance offices, 14 ,

Praya

R. H. Cairns (absent)

E. Burnie

I. A. Xavier傍 郎 尊 士

Pong-long-chun-82.

Brown, Jones & Co., undertakers, 6,

Queen's Road East

Geo. Stainfield

by the late +

Ka - lo -wit - se.

Carlowitz & Co. , merchants, 15, Praya

Central

R. von Carlowitz (Germany)

W. Post absent)

C. Erdmann

B. Schmacker

Alf. Krauss (Shanghai)

Max Paquin, signs per pro .

H. Janns

M. Scharrer

C. Rümelin

B. A. da Cruz

C. von Bose (Canton )

Theo. Ruff do.

P. Sachse do.

R. Jorgens ( Shanghai)

P. Blesky
do.

A. Holm
do.

Chas. Lafrentz do .

*

Tai -loo.

Butterfield and Swire, merchants, Queen's

Road

J. S. Swire ( England )

W. Lang (Shanghai)

J. H. Scott do.

F. R. Gamwell (England)

E. Mackintosh

J. A. Blogg

H. Matcbitt

W. Poate

J. Hazeland

C. S. Barff

A. Shepberd

A. P. Pereira

F. B. Aubert ( Shanghai)

J. C. Bois do.

W. J. Robinson do.

A. Burrows do.

H. B. Endicott do.

James Hall do.

J. L. Brown do.

E. Tomlin do .

H. Smith do.

D. Nesbitt
do.

E. B. Dowley do.

T. Ford do .

J. B. Fonseca do.

A. L. Noronba do ,

-H. R. Smith ( Foochow ) (absent)

J. S. Burls do.

H. Baker

G. Martin do.

加 心 杯

Ka -sum -bhoy .

Cassumbhoy, Ebrahim , furniture ware

house, 9 , 11 , 12, 13 and 14, Beaconsfield

Arcade

Ebrahim Cassumbhoy

Sharalee E. Cassumbhoy

巴倫 治

Pa -lun -jee.

Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co. , merchants

Hormusjee Cooverjee

Eduljee Cawasjee ( Pallanjee)

Sorabjee Maneckjee Metta

R. Cursetjee Vania
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渣土 爹 路

Cha - se te- lo .

Chastel & Co. , Ed . , wine merchants and

commission agents, Marine House, 15 ,

Queen's Road

Ed. Chastel

察 打

Chat -ta .

Chater, C. P. , bill and bullion broker,

Bank Buildings

#T

Chat- ta .

Chater & Vernon , share and general

brokers, Bank Buildings

J. T. Chater

J. Y. V. Vernon

PUT

Ko-pa -yeung -hong.

Cooper & Co. , H. N. , merchants and com

mission agents, 3, Pottinger Street

H. N. Cooper

* E

Kok -son .

Coxon , A. , bill and bullion broker, Seymour

Terrace

德 巨 印字 館

Tuk -sun Yan -tzee koon.

" China Mail" Office, 2 , Wyndham Street,

behind the Club House. Overland China

Mail, fortnightly for the home mail;

China Mail,every eveningexcept Sun

day; Chinese Mail, daily; China Review ,

once in two months

Geo . Murray Bain , editor and pro

prietor

John Ogilvy, sub- editor and re

porter

William Watt, reporter

Thomas Marr, do.

A. S. Souza, book -keeper

N. Sequeira, overseer

Chinese dept.—Tam Yik Kiu, manager

古 偉 醫生

Kwoo-lot E -sang.

Clouth, Charles, M.D., medical practi

tioner, " Boulder Lodge,'' 1 , Castle Rd.

Cohen & Georg, share and general brokers

C. C. Cohen

Erich Georg

Cohen , A. S. , bill , bullion and general

broker, 36 , Lyndhurst Terrace

Chinoy, A. H., merchant and commission

agent, 14A, Graham Street

Ardaseer Hormusjee Chinoy

全 素 印字 館

Kam -ma - sħo -yun -tsz -koon.

Commercial Printing Office, ” Wynd

ham Street

J. A. da Luz

Cursedjee Ookerjee Bhassania & Co.,

general merchants and commission

agents, 12 , Peel Street

Cursedjee Ookerjee Bhassania

Eduljee Jamsetjee Deeguria

Pestonjee Jamsadjee, broker

Sapoorjee Cowasjee Kudwa

Cawasjee Rustomjee

刺新聞紙 館

Ma- la - san -mun - chi-koon.

“ Daily Press” Office, Wyndham Street,

Daily Press, English edition , published

every morning ; Chung Ngoi Sam Po,

Chinese edition, with a market extra ,

every morning; China Overland Trade

Report, published fortnightly, on the

mornings of the departure of the Eng

lish Mail .

Y. J. Murrow ( England ), proprietor

R. Chatterton Wilcox, lessee & editor

D. Warres Smith , manager

Geo. C. Cox, sub.editor

C. A. Cornish , reporter

Kavasji Edulji, clerk

E. P. Sequcira, reader

Adelino A. V. Ribeiro, foreman

Philippe da Luz, deputy foreman

J. P. Rozario, compositor

Alfredo P -rpetuo,
do.

Job Riteiro, do .

J. M. Sequeira, do.

0. Franco, do,

Lo Pik Sban , clerk and translator

CHINESE EDITION .

Ng Chan , general manager

Ho Shap Chow, editor

Yip Kwai Wan , sub editor

Danby, Wm ., civil ergineer, architect

andsurveyor, 23 , Queen's Roal Central

Wm . Danby, M. Inst . C. E.

Albert Denison

Isaac Hughes

Hans Girdtbausen

Chan A Fook
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Chan A Sam

A. de Costa

Daver, Pestonjee Framjee, storekeeper, 4

Lyndhurst Terrace

##

Chumg - ro

Dunn, Melbye & Co., merchants, Praya

W. E. H. Dunn

E. Melbye

E. Helga Melbye

F. Shaughan

M. S. Lima
Hang -tye -hong.

Deetjen & Co. , merchants,& c.

E. Deetjen (Bremen)

E. Burchard

Chas. J , Lafrentz

H. Sanders

W. Gerdes

M. E. S. Pereira

的 件 拿

De-kin -na.

Degenaer, F. , merchant, Blue Buildings,

Wanchai

Eastlacke, W. C. , D.D.S. , dentist, 21,

Wyndham St.

Eastlacke, ' . Yardley, D.D.S.,dentist ,21 ,

Wyndham St.

Eduljee, D. , merchant , 12 , Peel St.

Esmail & Co., Hajee Adum, merchants,

17, Hollywood Road

OmarMoladina, manager

Salaman Carrimmahomed

Essabhoy, A. M., merchant and commis.

sion agent, 40 , Cochrane Street

Essabhoy Abdoolkadler Moola

Hyderally Ebrahim , manager (Y'ma)

Essabhoy Abdoolkyum Moola( S'pore)

Essabhoy Mottobhoy Moola (B’bay )

Essal hoy AbdooltyabMoola (C'cutta )

Mahomedally

甸尼 + 14 雲 狀 師

Tim-mi-87- mo- 80p Chong- 8z.

Dennys and Mossop, solicitors, conveyan

cers , proctors and notaries public, 18,

Bank Buildings

H. L. Dennys

W. H. R. Mossop

0. Baptista

Ng- Ashing

Ng Tak Suang

Devjee , Rebmtoola, merchant and com

mission agent, 24, P el Street

Hi Pl; EL : *沙 学 館

So-sha-yan -tze-koon.

De Souza & Co. , printers, publishers, and

bookbinders, corner of Wellington and

d'Aguilar Streets

J. J. de Souza

H. C. Lübeck

S. Marçal

F. M. Franco

A. Perpetuo

M. Machado

A. Santos

F. Alinario

F. Rodrigues

F. de Souza

M. Sonça

Driscoll , T. N. , tailor, hosier, hatter and

outfitter, Queen's Road

T. N. Driscoll

J. Keating

霍 近 拿

Fok-kun - na .

Falconer & Co. , G. , watch and chrono

meter makers , jewellers, &c . , Queen's

Road Central

I. B. Falconer ( Scotland)

M. Falconer (America)

W. Ross

Matthew Falconer

T. Sanderson

J. Muirhead

A. A. da Cruz

Fenwick , Morrison & Co. , engineers, &c . ,

Wanchai

Geo . Fenwick

Robt. F : fe, engineer

H. Hyndman , Jr.

Fisher, Dr. J. Charles, medical practi

tioner, ArbuthnotRoad

Fournier & Co., Henry, merchants and

general storekeepers, corner D’Aguilar

and Wellington Streets

H. Fournier

L. Chevalier (Marseilles)
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Framjee Hormusjee & Co. , merchants,

No. 7, Hollywood Road

D. M. Mehta

H. M. Mehta

M. S. Mehta

Dadabhoy Muncherjee

F. Dorabjee

Shavuksbaw Dorabjee

KETT

Tai-ping Hong.

Gilman & Co., merchants, d'Aguilar St.

W. S. Young

W. Harton Jr. ( Foochow )

A. McConacbie

R. P. Dipple

J. A. da Costa

C. F. Harton ( Foochow )

G. Slade do.Francis, John Joseph , barrister - at -law ,

J.P. , 16, Bank Buildings

Clerk - S . J. Gutierrez Gomes, A. S. , M.D. , M.R.C.S., medical

practitioner, 25 , Wyndham St.

佛蘭西 藥房

Fat-lan -sai-yeuk-fong.

French Dispensary, 51 e, Queen's Road

J. L. Britto, proprietor

J. J. d'Andrade

Goolam Hoosein John Mahomed, merchant

and commission agent, 3, Gage Street

Gulam HooseinJohn Mahomed

Azumbhoy Sirdarkhan, manager

Griffith & Co., D , K. , London Aerated

Waters Manufactory and general agents,

7, Be consfield Arcade

D. K. Griffith

播 成鋼 店

Po-wai- piu teem .

Gaupp & Co. , Charles J. , chronometer and

watchmakers and jewellers, Queen's

Road

Chas. Gaupp (Europe)

J. Keiser

C. Heermann

P. Speidel

Jim Fill TT

Sun-lee.

Grossmann & Co. , merchants, 1 , d'Aguilar

Street

C. F. Grossmann

G. A. Grossmann (absent)

R. Schultz

极 勒 醫生

Ka lack - e -sang.

Gerlach, C., M.D. , medical practitioner,

1 , Alexandra Terrace

Guedes, F. D. , wine mercbant and com.

mission agent

却 公司

Kip kung - see.

Gibb, Livingston & Co., merchants

H. B. Gibb (absent)

H. Lowcock do.

A. G. Wood (Shanghai)

A. McLeod do.

W. H. F. Darby

C. S. Gooiwyn, Jr.

W. de St. Croix

C. F. Ozorio

L. J. Ozorio

H. P. Tennant ( Foochow )

H. Cluma do.

F. G. White (Shanghai)

H. W. Daniel do.

C. S. Sharp do.

B. Layton do .

H. Sheppard
do.

E. Hatton , Jr. do,

E. C. Ozorio do .

Guedes, J. M. , Junr . , house and land

agent, and manager Meekee Godown

Company, Wellington St.

葛 爹 厘 印字 館

Kt te le- yen taze -koon .

Gutierrez , R. F. , printer, 12 , Wyndham

Street

距 蝦 卑 杯

A -ha be-bry.

Habibbhoy, Ahmedbhoy, merchant, 32,

Lyndhurst Terrace

Ahmedbhoy Habbibhoy (Bombay)

N. Abdoolally , manager

A. Sewjeebhoy

哈 虫 杯

Hap -bi- boy.

Habibbhoy, Rehemebhoy, merchant, 32,

Lyndhurst Terrace

R. Habibbhoy (Bombay )
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N. Abdoolally, manager

A. Sewjeebhoy

蝦 厘 修整 : 琴

Ha -li-804-ching - geumg-lum.

Habn, A. , practical piano tuner and re

pairer, and teachor of dancing, Bea

consfield Arcade

希士 公司

He- se-kung-see.

Hesse & Co. , merchants, Peddar's Wharf

H. Stolterfoht

Chas J. Hirst

F. C. Dittmer

J. H. Leffmann

0. Wegener

開 亞 文 哈士公司

Hoi- a -man -hop - sz-kung-sze.

Heuermann, Herbst & Co. , shipchand

lers, sailmakers , provision merchants,

and general storekeepers, 12a, Queen's

Road (opposite Hongkong Hotel)

F. W. Heuermann

E. Herbst

HajeeMahomed & Co.,Persian merchants,

38, Lyndhurst Terrace

Hajee Aly Shirazee (Bombay)

Hijee Mahoined Sadeck Shiraz

Hajee Mahomed Esmail Shiraz

Hajee Abdool Currim

D. R. Kotwal

Hajee Esmail Hajee Ahmed , merchant,

28, Peel St.

Hajee Abdoolla Noormahomed (Bom

bay )

Hajee Esmail Hajee Ahmed

Abdoolkarim Allimahomed

Hajee Hamed Hajee Esack , merchant, 16,

Gage Street

Hajee Esack Ellias ( Bombay)

Oosman Esmail, manager

Abdoola Kaderdma

Mossabhoy Sedick

亞 之 美 渣 馬 七 亞 厘

Ah -jee-me-ja -ma -mud -ah -lee.

Hajee Meerza Mohmed Ally & Co. , mer

chants, Lyndhurst Terrace

Mabomed Ameen, manager

Hajee Meerza Abolcassim

Mahomed Hady

Mahomed Ally

Hancock, A. , bill & bullion broker (absent)

蝦 刺 爹 威士

Ha -la - te -wai - se .

Holliday, Wise & Co. , merchants , Praya

John Holliday (Manchester)

C. W. Farbridge do.

J. F. Holliday do.

C. J. Holliday (Shanghai)

J. B. M Culloch (Manila)

A, P. MacEwen

C. W. Holliday

J. C. Hughes

Wm. Dunman

A. J. Vieira

S. A. de Souza

J. Beattie (Shanghai)

J. W.L. Williamson do.

F. Anderson do .

L. Barretto do.

A. Rozario do.

A. Grundy (Manila)

L. P. Andrews do .

H. Ashton do .

R. Thistlethwaite do .

Hancock, S. , bill and bullion broker

W

II om -see.

Holmes, Ged ., ship & general broker, & c.,

“ Norman Cottage,” Albany Road

華 大

Wah -tai.

Harris, Goodwin & Co., merchants, 14 ,

Stanley St.

Feliz Goodwin ( Birminghan )

Ezra Edmund Harris (London )

S. S. Lowe

Ernest Stamps ( Shanghai)

T. Steanes do.

Hayllar, T.C. , Q.C. , barrister-at-law ; office,

over Hongkong Dispensary

香港 蘇打 水 館

Heung -kong-so -ta-shui-koon.

Hongkong Soda Water Manufacturing

Company, 6A , Hollywood Road

J. P. da Costa

D. A. d'Eca

G. H. M. da Costa
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Jamsetjee, P. , broker, 12, Peel streetHongkong Telegraph ” (daily) , office

15, Wellington St.

Robt. Fraser Smith, proprietor and

editor

Jas . E. Beale, manager

F. M. Franco , Jr. , reporter

J. J. de Barros, bookkeeper

卓亞 杯

Pe-a -poy.

Jairazbhoy Peerbhoy, merchant, No. 64,

Wellington Street.

B. John Mahomed , manager

Jafferbhov Mawjee

E. Mabomed

M. Kurrumsey

A. Hassumbboy, manager (Sh’hai)

M. Remtoola do.

香港 灣仔 木 園

Hong -kong Muk -ün, Wanchai.

HongkongTimber Yard, Wanchai

L. Mallory, proprietor

Horck , A. H. von der, M. D. , physician

and surgeon ; specialist for eye dis

eases ; 21 , Wyudham St.

大馬 房牛奶 舖

Tai-ma -fong -ngeen -nai-po.

" HorseRepository' andHongkongDairy,

Garden Road, rear of Murray Barracks

J. Kennedy

L. Trower

# line

How -wint

Howard & Co., Thos., merchants, West

Point

D. Musso & Co. , agents

Hughes & Legge, share and general bro

kers and auctioneers; office, Marine

House, Queen's Road, Central

W. Kerfoot Hughes

William Legge

E. Jones Hughes

P. R. Doral

1. A. Ozorio

涉 顛

Cha -teen.

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , merchants, East

Point, and 7, Queen's Road Central

Robert Jardine (England )

William Keswick (absent)

Francis Bulkeley Johnson

W. Paterson (Shanghai)

J. Bell- Irving (absent)

J.J. Keswick (absent)

Herbert Smith (Shanghai)

John Macgregor

H. C. Maclean

C. S. Taylor

E. F. Alford

A. MacClymont

Kenneth McK. Ross

F. H. Slaghek

C. W. Richards

G. T. Veitch

Jas. J. Bl- Irving

T. G. Giover

J. P. da Costa

F. H. Azevedo

G. dos Remedios

A. de Britto

A. J. V. Ribeiro

A. H. de Carvalho

F. X. V. Ribeiro

J. M. G. Pereira

J. P. da Costa

G. Mackrill Smith (Canton)

' P. S. da Roza do.

B. A. Clarke (Shanghai)

E. Ward do.

D. Glass do.

A. Chevne alo . (absent)

E. H. Kenny do.

E. J. Caldbeck do.

R. P. Hunter do.

H. T. Allan do.

E. G. Hillier do,

超 昌 洋行

Shiu cheong-geung- hong .

Humphreys & Co. , W. G. , merchants and

commission agents , Bank Buildings

W. G. Humphreys

和 記

Wo-kee,

Hutchison, John D., merchant, 27 ,

Queen's Road Central

Inglis, John, consulting engineer and

surveyor, 14 , Praya Central

Jamasjee J. , cotton and yarn broker,

18, Hollywood Road

M. M. Cotwall
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Esmail Jooma, agent

Tarnmaliomed Hassen

N. Keekaboy

* P豐 商會

Kwo. g-yiy Shiung-ui

Kogio Shokwai, 20, Praya West

Riozo Oisbi, agent

Komakichi lasuda

R. I glis
(Shangbai)

James McKie do .

Robt. Macgregor do .

E. J. de Couto do.

A. Yvanovich do .

L. A. Tavares do .

E. F. da Sa do .

L. J. Sa do.

W. Dobie ( Yuen -fah ) do.

W. E. Allum (Foochow )

T. Pollai do.

R. W. H. Wood do.

G. W. King do .

D. da Roza do.

W. H. Gubbins ( Tientsin )

A. E. Reynell de.

W. B. Walter ( Yokohama)

C. F. Hooper do.

G. L. Montgomery do.

H. O. Noyes do.

C. F. Reni rs do .

A. C. Reid do.

Ryle Holme (Nagasaki)

S. S. “ SUEZ” Hongkong and Calcutta

Captain - W . M. Dodd

Chief Officer -- G . Ainslie

Second do. -J. Meikle

Third do. -J. Harlman

Chief Engineer - G . Renwick

Second do . -W. Stokes

Third do. -W. Walker

Fourth do.-J.Ramsey

# tu

K»-lo-sa ,

Kruse & Co. , jewellers, tobacconists, and

commission agents, 10, Queen's Road

Central

H. Kuhlmann

R.
Schönberger

P. F. Xavier

覽 夜 冷 館

Lam -mat Ye-lang-kwoon.

Lammert, G. R. , auctioneer, appraiser, and

commission agent, Peddar's Wharf

G. R. Lammert

J. Alabor

S. Fischer

M + m

Lan - se - teen .

Landstein& Co. , merchants, MarineHouse ,

Queen's Road

Alex. Levy

E. Consial tin (Tonquin)

A. F. Perora

Just & Grobien , bill and bullion brokers

H. Z. Just, 14, Albany Read

F.A. F. Grobien, (Sbangbai)

Kelly & Walsh, booksellers, stationers,

musicsellers, newsagents, tol acconists,

Queen's Road

T. Brown (Shangai )

Chas . Grant

H. Giles

F. Davidson

Khamisa, N. M. & A. M. , dealers in mil

linery and drapery goods, 8, Peel Street

Noor Malomed Khamisa

Ally Mahomed Khamisa

Abdeol Rahman

Esmael Elia

連 架 刺 佛

Lane-ka - la - fat.

Lane, Crawford& Co.,generalstorekeepers,

shipchandlers , tailors, news agentsand

auctioneers , Queen's Road

David R. Crawford

John S. Cox

F. de Sá

Henry Crawford

Wm . Boffey

John McCallum

A. Fonseca, Junr .

J. R. McDonald

H. E. Denson

Harry Ellis

J. M. R. Gonsalves

Frederic Townley (Yokohama)

F. 0. Eustace do .

George Booth do.

T. G. Richmond do .

Khamisa Jooma, draper, 88, Wellington

Street

Khamisa Jooma (absent)
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WEF £

Tak -ke- le - se.

Lapraik & Co. , Douglas , merchants,

Praya

John S. Lapraik (England )

A. T. Manger

C. D. Bottomley

J. Grant

T. E. Davies

A. F. dos Remedios

A. G. dos Remedios

F. J. dos Remedios

A. F. dos Remedios, Jr.

L. A Xavier

G. D. Pitman (Swatow)

Chief Engineer-A. McIntyre

2nd do . _W. McKechnie

3rd do .

“ THALES.”

Captain - T. G. Pocock

Chief Officer - F . T ckell

2ud do . -R. Unsworth

3rd do, -W Salmond

Chief Engineer - W . Parlane

2nd do . J. Dunn

3rd do. -J. M Creath

謙信 洋行

Hym -sun -yeung-hong.

Lembke & Co. , Justus, merchants and

commission agents, Club Chambers

d'Aguilar Street

Justus P. Lembke

Th . Bieber (Shan bai)

H. Harms

蓮 士德 公司

Lin -sec-tuk-kung-sze.

Linstead & Davis , merchants, 23 , Queen's

Road

H. W. Davis

C. G. Bunker

L. Gibbons

F. E. L. Soares

-

COAST STEAMERS.

“ NAMOA.”

Captain - G . T. Westoby

Chief Officer - W . T. Hunter

2nd . do. -G. Black

3rd . do.

Chief Engineer-W. Clarke, Jr.

2nd. do .

3rd . do. -Stainfield

“ KWANGTUNG .”

Captain - M . Young

Chief Officer - H . O. Harris

2nd do . -J. Lewis

3rd do . -J . H. Green

Chief Engineer-W. MacIntosh

2nd do. -J. Benson

3rd do.

( HAI-L00NG.”

Captain - F, Ashton

Chief Officer -- W . G. Parker

2nd do . -J. Wilkinson

3rd do. -F. S. Cahill

Chief Engineer - J. Roberts

2nd do. -E . F. Handley

3rd do .

“ ALBAY."

Captain -- H . Lightwood

Chief Officer - G . Shewan

2nd do. -W. Robinson

3rd do.

Chief Engineer - F. Urquhart

2nd do. -J. Wilson

3rd do.

& FoKIEN.”

Captain - J. C. Abbott

Chief Officer - J. S. Wylie

2nd. do . -J. S. Roach

3rd. do . -W. Pike

洛 乞 醫生

Lock -het-e- shang.

Lochhead, John H. , M.D., 2 , Elgin Street

Lowndes, R. W. , broker, 116, Queen's

Road East

Loxley, W. R. , merchant and commission

agent, office at Sayle & Co.'s, Queen's

Road

W. R. Loxley

H. H. Loxley

馬 嬌 云 夫 力 架 公司

Ma-kiu - run - foo - lik -ka -kung-sz.

MacEwen, Frickel & Co. , storekeepers.

wine merchants, shippi'g and genera.

ag nts, 43, Queen's Roadand 22, Praya.

agents for North China Herald , Shang

hai , & c.

Alex . F. Smith

W, Dolan

J. Maclehose

C. Mooney

W. A. Quinton

W. Cruise
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Frank Murray

A. T. G. da Silva

Merwanjee, S. , broker, 24, Peel Street

Metta, E. N. , merchant, 18, Hollywood

Road

S. N. Tolatee ( Bombay )

E. N. Metta (Canton )

M. P. Tolatee (absent)

S. F. Mehta

Mackean, E. , barrister - at -law , Bank

Buildings

FF ke 4公司

Ma-ti-kung - 8%

Marty, A. R. , merchant and commission

agent, 44 , Queen's Road

A. R. Marty

H. Padel

A. M. Carneiro

P. Marty (Haiphong)

麥 邊 洋行

Mak-pin -yeung-hong.

McBain, G. , broker, &c., 9, Gough Street

Low Sai Nam

pok nu

Me -yer.

Meyer & Co. , merchants, 13, Queen's

Road Ceriral

A. E. Meyer

H. F. Meyerink

H. Garr ls

F. Lemke

J. G. Schröter

P. F. Rozario

J. L. Carneiro

F. X. Rozario墨 馬 道

Mak -mah - to .

McMurdo, R. , marine surveyor, and sur

veyor for French Lloyds’ , Hunt's Block

R. McMurdo

G. Yvanovich

革 刺

灌 仁 藥房

Lai-yan -yeuk -fong.

Medical Hall, 50, Queen's Road

Th. Koffer , proprietor

E. Niedbardt, analytical chemist

Me-lah .

Millar & Co. , A. , house and ship plumbers,

gasfitters, painters, coppersmiths , brass

founders, and general contractors,

Beaconsfield Arcade, and Queen's Road

East

Andrew Millar

F. J. Ryan

F. Shepherd

M. Rozario

= # 17

Sam-tseng-yeung -h ng.

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, merchants

Geo. R. Stevens & C « ., agents

{ # £

Mat-che- see.

Melchers &Co.,merchants, Peddar's Wharf

Hermann Melchers (Bremen )

Adolf André (Europe)

W. Reiners

Joh. Fr. Mardfeldt

J. Goosmann

M. Grote

J. Lauts

Heinr. Irude

G. von Wille

C. M. do Rozario

A. E. Allemào

C. Jantzen ( Shanghai) signs perpro.

St. Michaelsen do. do.

A. Ehlers do.

J. Palmer do.

Wm. Mendel do .

F. Thyen do.

F. J. d'Almeida do .

P. V. Rodriguez do .

麼 地 公司

Mo-tee -kung- se.

Mody & Co. , N. , 40, Queen's Road

Ardeshir N. Mody (Bombay )

Jehangërjee N. Mody do.

Framjee H. Arjanee

Hormusjee R. Hakimna

Dosabhoy R. Billia

* WE

Mo -tee.

Mody, H. N. , bill , bullion , & general

broker and auctioneer, Graham Street

H. N. Mody

R. R. Robarts
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Moonshee, S.D. , broker, 40.Queen's Road John McWatt rs

H. F. Ozoriu

Moore, W. P., hairdresser, &c. , Hotel
D. S. Maris

Buildings, Queen's Road Central

W. P. Moore , proprietor

C. H. Flores, book -keeper 耀 郎 也 印字 館

Otto Kitchu, assistant
Lo -long - ya - yun - tze- koon .

M. Reyes, do.
Noronha & Co. , Government and general

Bonn, do,
printers and stationers, 5 , 7, and 9,

Moore & Co. , tobacconists and news Zetland Street , ( “Government Ga

zette , ” published every
agents, “Variety Store," 42, Queen's

Saturday,

Chinese newspaper published everyRoad

C. J. Xavier
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.)

D. Noronha

S. A. Noronha

感 三 文 C. A. Ozorio

Moh Sam-mun.

B. P. Campos, foreman
More & Seimund, ( late Broadbear, Au

F. F. Pinna
thony & Co.) shipchandlers, Praya

R. V. Ribeiro

C. H. E. Seimund
S. Xavier

J. Harley
S. Silva

L. Xavier
Morgan, W.N., share and general broker,

J. Gabriel
auctioneer, & c ., Peddar's Hill

E. Carn iro

感寧士 公司
Norton & Co. , merchants and commis

Mo-li -tez-le Koong -se.
sion agents, Queen's Road Central

Morris & Ray, ship brokers, Bank Build RobertLyall

ings
R. W. Lowndes

A. G. Morris

E. C. Ray

打 篮 治 麵 館

Mourente, R. & M. , merchants, and pro
Ta - lab - chee min .-pow .

prietors of Tutuban Rope Manufactory Nowrojee D. , merchantandbaker, Queen's

of Manila , 3, Pottinger Street Road

Ramon Mourente
Dorabjee Nowrojee

Miguel Mourente D. Dorabjee (Bombay )

Shaik Eliar Bux

Musso & Co. , D. , merchants, West Point
F. Jamsetjee

D. Musso

H. Cowasjee
P. d'Agostini

P. Pereira
A. Mistrallet

· M. Ruttonjee

伍 秩 庸 大 狀 師 Nowrojee& Co. , merchants, 13, Peel Street

Ng Tit-yung, Tai-chong- 82. C. B. Guzder (Calcutta )

Ng Choy, barrister -at- law , 16, Bank F. D. Guzder ( absen )

Buildings
D. N. Saklatwala

Ng Choy

Ng Kit Shun
Nujmoodin Jeewakhan , merchant and

J. R. Xaxier
commission agent, 10, Graham St.

Nujnoodin Jeewakban ( Bombay )

B fi
Abdoolcarrin Abedin

Feeda Ally Hoosenally

Noble, John, chronometer and watch

maker, jeweller and silversmith, 8, O'Brien , R.A., M.D. (absent)

Queen's Road Hartigan, W. McK ., M.K.C.P. and L.M.,

J. Noble
L.R.C.S.I. , 2 , St. John's Place

No- po.
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阿 厘 仁 他 藥房

0 - le -yan -ta -yeuk -fong.

Oriental Dispensary," 10, Stanley Street

F. P. Soares, manager

I. L. Vieira

Piron , E. , teacher of singing , piano and

violin , 44, Queen's Road

Piron , L. , teacher of French and piano,

44, Quen's Road

Polishwalla, M. B. , cotton and yarn

broker , 12, Aberdeen St.

八 巴厘

Pat-pa - lee.

Pubaney, Ebrahimbhoy, merchant, 40,

Lyndhurst Terrace

Dhurumseybhoy Moomeen, manager

Mooljeebhoy Gangjee, do.

Fazulbhoy Dhurumsey

Bundally Khimjee

Mahomedbhoy Cassambloy

Casumbhoy Peerbhoy

Esmailbhoy Khimjee

Soomarbhoy Manojee, manager, S'hai

Pustau & Co. , merchants, Queen's Road

T, J. E. von Pustau

E. L. Reuter

H.C. Otte, signs per pro.

A. Reuter

B. F. dos Remedios

Moritz Kalb ( Shanghai)

R. M. Gray, silk inspector

S. Hughes, tea inspector

A. B. Tomkins, tea inspector

R. H. Percival, silk inspector

(Shanghai)

S. J Crutch , tea inspector (S'hai)

C. Danenberg

F. S. Marçal( Shanghai)

利 美 打 士

Lee-mee-ta -sz .

Remedios & Co., J. J. dos , merchants,

Stanley Street

J. H. dos Remedios

A. G. Romano

Alex . A. dos Remedios

J. M. dos Remedios

J. Haughton

Remedios & Co. , merchants , Praya Cen

tral ; agents for Spanish mail steamers

betwen Manila and Singapore, and

Olano, Larrinaga's Spanish steamers

José A. dos Remedios

J. C. dos Remedios

A. dos Remedios

E. A. Jorge

Rickards, Fred ., commission agent

Staunton Street

Rodrigues, H. J. , house agent and rent

collector, 3 , Lailder St. Terrace

Rogers, G.O. , D.D.S., dentist, Bank Build

ings , Queen's Road利 地 架 行

Le-te - ka - hong.

Hacecker & Co. , merchants and commis .

sion agents, Wyndham Street

R. Rädecker

W. Deimers

W. Döbbeling

Rapp, F., auctioneer, appraiser and com.

mission agent, Zetland Street

連拿

Lin -nah.

Raynal, G. , merchant and commission

agent, 11 , Stanley Street

# F T1

Tye -wo-hong.

Reiss & Co., merchants, Praya

Charles Kahn

C. Stiebel

Rose, Mrs. J. F. , draper, milliner and

dressmaker, Queen's Road

Mrs. J. F. Rose

Mrs. Stockhausen

Miss Gate

Rose & Co. , general drapers, men's mer

cers , milliners and dressmakers, Queen's

Road Central

Miss Rose

J. H. Baker

Miss Nestor

J. Roberts

羅沙 里 澳

Lo - cha - li - o.

Rozario & Co., merchants, 8 , Stanley Street

Marcos C. do Rozario

F. M. Gonsalves
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那 沙 剪髮店

No- -tsin - fit. n .

Roza, J. da, barber and hair dresser,

Wellington Street

J. B. Mauson (London )

M. W. Greig do,

S. S. “ ESMERALDA . "

Captain - Rolt. Talbot

Chief Officer - G . E. Elliott

2nd do . -Geo. Wr ght

3rd do . - J. C. Campbell

Chief Engineer - J. B. Fyfe

2nd do . -W . H. Leslie

3rd do. B. Sanders

DIAMANTE.”

Captain -- R . F. Cu len

First Officer -J . L. Hutchison

Chief Engineer - A . Mintipley

Rustomjee, S. , broker, 5, Pottinger Street

Ruitonjee, B. & E. , suopkeepers, 18, Peel

Strvet

B. Ruitonjee

E. Rutlonjee

律 頓 治

Lut-ton -chee .

Ruttunjee & Co. , D. , merchants, Holly

wood Road

D. Ruttunjee

旗 目

Kee -cheong.

Russell & Co. , merchants, Praya

William H. Forbes ( absent)

H. de C. Forbes ( Shanghai )

John M. Forbes, Jr. (New York )

S. W. Pomeroy, Jr. (London )

F. D. Hitch (alsent)

Charles Vinceut Smith

F. D. Bush

L. M. Baptista

T. L. Bush

C. Chamberlain

A. Cordeiro

H. Grimble

J. A. Gutierrez

Q. J. Gutierrez

F. M. Gutierrez

R. F. Gutierrez, Jr.

F. Henderson

L. C. Ozorio

C. A. Tomes

E. U. Smith

A. E. da Silva

C. C. dos Remedios

F. Jorge

T. B. Cunningham ( Canton )

F. Koch do.

A. M. da Cruz do .

C. A. de Britto do.

N. C. Stevens ( Avoy)

J. J. Howard do .

M. de Figuereido do,

A. de Figu reido do.

E. Sheppard (Foochow)

H. S. Rogers do.

B. Pereira do.

E. F. d'Almeida (Shanghai)

C, G. Beele do.

J. Ballard do.

P. Brunat do.

L. Gouilloud do.

F. J. Green do .

A. C. Hunter do.

R. G. Ogle do .

N. Simoens do .

E. Stone do.

J. D. Thorburn do.

G. H. Wheeler do.

N. D'O . Wintle do.

8. S. Gilbert (New York )

111 T

San - ta .

Sander & Co. , merchants and commission

agents, Queen's Road Central

F. Sander

T .. von der Heyde (Hamburg)

R. Becker

Sa -soon .

Sassoon, Sons & Co. , David , merchants,

Praya Central

Sir Albert D. Sassoon (England)

R. D. Sassoon do.

Arthur D. Sassoon do.

S. D. Sassoon ( Bombay)

A. M. Gui bay do.

F. D. Sassoon

E. Moses (Shanghai)

R. A. Gubbay do .

John A. Mosely

A. E. Abraham

A. J. Brandão

J. S. Judah

E. H. Joseph

F. Ezekiel

A. J. do Rozario

A. P. da Costa
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M. S. Silas

R H. Elias

E. E. Elias

S. P. Johannes

J. S. Perry (Foochow )

S. R. Marcus do.

S. S. Joseph ( Shanghni)

Y. A. Gubbay do .

J. Moosa do.

F. A. Cotton do.

M. Nissim do.

D. Benjamin (Ningpo)

S. A. Davie do.

M. S. Perry (Wuhu)

A. E. Shooker do.

A. J. David (Chefoo )

A. E. Moses do.

Abraban Ezra (Tientsin)

A. S. Silas do.

E. F. do Rezilo

N. D. Ezekiel ( loochow )

S. E. Levy do .

M. Moses (Ningpo)

F. Ezekiel do.

I. A. Ezra do.

J. S. Ezekiel (Shanghai)

J. R. Michael do .

M. A. Sopher do.

R. S. Judah do.

J. A. Sopher do.

A , H. Jacob do.

A. E. J. Abrabam (Hankow )

S. S. A. Benjamin do.

D. H. Silas (Wubu)

M. S. Kelly do.

R. Moses (Chefoo)

E. S. Kelly do .

S. A. Hardoon (Tientsin)

G. Isaac do.

“ JAPAN ," BRITISH STEAMER.

Captain - T. S. Gardner

Chief Officer - Fred . F. Flacks

2nd do . -W. Greenfield

Srd . do. -J. O'Sullivan

4th do . - A.S. Nicholas

Purser - J. Gregory

Chief Engineer- M. Graham

2nd do . -John Allan

3rd do . -Joseph Mackey

4th do . -James Craigie

“ A. APCAR ," BRITISH STEAMER.

Captain - A. B. Mactavish

Chief Officer - G . Appleyard

2nd do. -W. A. Condit

3rd do . --J. Thomson

Purser - G . Demetrius

Chief Engineer - J. Leslie

2nd do. Watts

3rd do . Stevenson

4th do . - J. M. Gregory

新沙 遜

Shun -sa - soon .

Sassoon & Co., E.D. , merchants, Queen's

Road

Jacob E. Sassoon (Bombay)

Edward E, Sassoon (absent)

Meyer E. Sassoon

Sassoon I. David ( Bombay)

Ezekiel A. Solomon (Shanghai)

Nissim I. Silas

David E. Sassoon

Isaac E. Obadaya

J. S. Moses

S. J. Danby

ut m

Say- le.

Sayle & Co , linen viajers, silk mercers,

milliners, merchant tailors, & ., “ Vic

toria Exchange," Queen's Road, and

Stanley Street ; corner of Nankin and

Szechuen Roads, Shanghai; Commer

cial Square, Singapore, and Fenang

R. Sayle (England )

D. Sayle

W. Powell

Mrs. Powell

Miss Franklin

Miss Shirwall

J. Edgar

R. Blades

R. Lang

T. F. Fisher

R. C. Hurley

J. Rooke

F. Wilford

F. Green

R. White

J. Francis

J. G. dos Remedios

Q. A. Rangel

E. H. Spring, (Shanghai) (absent)

T. W. Wright do ., manager

T. H. Sayle do .

E. Wbeen do .

E. H. Latty do.

T. Jeffrey do.

H. Buck do.

C. Kirby do.

T. Boyd do.

J. B. Neilson do .
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F. S. Smith (Shanghai)

G. McKane do.

W. E. Bousfield do.

Mrs. Wheen do.

Mrs. T. H. Sayle do .

Robert Liddelow ( Singapore)

F. H. Elliott do. (al sent)

J. E. Polglase do.

G. Scaife do.

T. H. Denton do .

G. Murray do.

F. Jackson do.

W. Henderson do.

B. Eichhorn do.

Miss Rickard do .

Chong Yee Loong co .

Teo Kim Boon do.

雲 多 刺 狀 師

Shap-tor- la - chong-se.

Sharp, Toller,and Johnson, attor < 5 , 80

licitors, proctors, and notaries public ;

office, Supreme Court House

Edmund Sharp, Crown Solicitor,

Queen's Proctor, and Registrar

and Actuary of the Diocese of

Victoria

Wm . Wilkinson Toller (absent)

Alfred Bulmer Johnson

Alfred Parker Stokes ( solicitor) ,

managing clerk

LindoroRozario

M. A. Baptista, Jr.

Chau Yau Lok
3

雲 匯 單 兩經紀

Shap-uy -tan -ngan - leung -king -ke.

Sharp & Co. , valuers, negotiators, and

auctioners of lands, buildings and

estates, 'Queen's Road Central

Granville Sharp

A. M. Baptista

十 却 罷

Sz-kip pa.

Scheffer, J. F. , ship -chandler and general

storekceper, 21 and 23 Puliinger Street

J. F. Scheffer

C. H. Flores

些 刺 時

She - la - se.

Schellbass & Co , Eduard, merchants ,

Praya Central

Eduard Schellhass (Hamburg )

Ludwig Beyer

R. Buschmann (Europe)

G. Harling (Shanghai)

F. Seip

A. Goetz

G. Prosch

R. Kasch

E. Pereira

Jobs . Baessler ( Shanghai)

R. Abesser do.

J. S. Gonsalves do.

禪 臣

Seem-shun.

Siemssen & Co. , merchants, Queen's Road

G. T. Siemssen (Hamburg)

Woldemar Nissen do.

H. Hoppius

P. G. Hübbe ( Shanghai)

A. Gültzow do.

N. A. Siebs

Leop. Flemming

P. Brewitt

H. T. Siemssen

E. Miller

A. Krüss

C. Flathow

H. Börner

D. W. Schwemann

H. M. Bastos

A. H. M. da Silva

A. Wasserfall (Shanghai)

P. A. W. Ottomeier do.

A. Siemssen do.

J, F. Möller do.

R. Wartmann do.

G. Siemssen (Foochow )

J. Ruff (Canton )

H. Schroeter do.

“ CHINKIANG ," BRITISH STEAMER.

Captain - S. M. Orr

Chief Officer - D . Casson

士 菠 公司

See -mit -kung -se.

Schmidt & Co., W. , gun and rifle makers,

machinists, and dealers in arms, am

munition, and sporting gear, Beacons

field Arcade

Wm . Schmidt

思歸 刺

Se-quai- la .

Sequeira, P. A. , pianoforte tuner and re

pairer, No. 19, Mosque Street .
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Nowrojee Sorabjee

Dadabhoy Rustomjee Kotwall

b + it is

U - se -pu -sau - sa .

Souza, E. F. de, commission agent,

16 , Wyndham St.

E. F. de Souza

Second do. -L. D'Egville

Chief Engineer- H . Risk

Second do. -J . Scott

Third do .

“ YANGTSZE," BRITISH STEAMER.

Captain - E . Schultze

Chief Officer - D Downie

Second do. -C . Heuermann

Chief Engineer , R. Lowe

Second do. -II . Connell

NINGPO," BRITISH STEAMER .

Captain - R . Cass

Chief Officer - Ilenry Birch

SPcond do . - Pitts

Chief Engineer - El. J. Main

Second do. --- Jas. Inglis

Third do . -Jas. Cha mers

“ Amoy,” BRITISH STEAMER .

Captain - C. Herrmann

PEKING , " BRITISH STEAMER.

Captain -- G . H. Dre ves

HON KONG," BRITISH STEAMER .

Captain - Edward Le

Silva & Co. , Fça da , commission agents,

auc ioneers and importers, Queen's

Road

A. A. Eça da Slva

A. T. G. da Silva

Erne -to Marques

Q. A. Rangel

Steil , Richard , ship broker, Bank Build .

inys

士 的 芬 并 士 狀 師

Sz-tek -fun -ping -hom -sze-chong -82.

Stephens & Holmes, attorneys, solicitors,

proctors, and notaries public, 2, Club

Chambers, and 2 , Wyn Tham Street

M. J. D. Stephens, Solicitor, etc.

Henry J. Holmes, solicitor , etc.

G. Pereira

J. V. Carniro

E. Antonio

J. M. Ritchie

Chan Long -hui, clerk & interpreter

義 利

Yee - lee.

Stevens & Co. , Geo . R. , merchants,

running a direct line of steamers to

Australia , 11 , Queen's Road

G. R. Stevens

H. G. James

W. Wheeler ( Sydney )

C. J. Ozorio

T. O'Hashi

E. C. Anderson

G. J. Sequeira

Branch Office, 91 , Pitt St., Sydney

Smi'h & Co. , Geo ., wine merchants,

Queen's Road Central

R. Lyal , agent

F

Kung-yee-year chong.

Smith & Co. , J. G. , co mission mer

chants , 8. Qu'en's Road, and 9 , New

Broad Stret, London, E.C.

John Grant Smith

A. H. Jacks. n

J. Kraal

Sodu roy, N. , merchant, 18, Gage St.

Sadmuljee, manger

Dadabhuv R. Kotwall

Tar Mohomed Cassumbhoy, merchant

15A, Gage St.

他 他 公司

Ta -ta -kung -8z.

Tata & Co. , merchants, Hollywood Road

N. R. Tata ( Bombay)

S. C. Tata do.

D. B. Tata

C. B. Mehta

H. R. Cotewal

C. B. Tata ( Shanghai)

Kharsedje M, Tata do

P. M. Lalcaca

所羅門

So - lo -moon.

Solomon, Reuben , general broker, No. 31 ,

Elgin Street

Sora bjee Mancherjee & Co. , merchants

Rustunjee Byramjee
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B

Te-wan-nah,

Thevenin , C.L. , wine and spirit merchant,

commission agent, and importer of

French goods,HongkongHotel Building

C. L. Thevenin

Flott

Fo - koo .

Vogel & Co., merchants, Praya

Emile Vogel

Heinrich Kirchhoff (Sbangbai)

Edward Vogel

Oscar Noodt

H. Aarons

A. A. dos Remedios

S. dos Remedios

H. Ebell (Canton)

F. Salinger, silk inspector, do .

H. Slevogt ( Shanghai)

J. P. Marques do.

Tolatee, B. F. , merchant, 18, Hollywood

Road

B. F. Tolatee (absent)

P. F. Tolatee

Wassiamull Assomoll, dealer in Indian

goods , 30, Queen's Road

Tan -na Kung - se .

Turner & Co. , merchants, Queen's Road

Phineas Ryrie

E. C. Smith (absent)

A. W. Walkinshaw (Foochow)

D. McCulloch

J. H. Cox

M. de Carvalho

C. de Jesus

J. F. Cheetham ( Shanghai)

A. Shewan do.

J. L. Placé do.

A. R. Gr aves (Hankow)

A. N. Mendes, Junr. ( Foochow )

香港 大 藥房

Heung-kong -ti-yeuk - fong.

Watson & Co., A. S. , Hongkong Dispen

sary , Queen's Road

J. D. Humphreys

H. A. Woolnough, manager

John Willmott

T. Hetherington (Foochow)

G. Laub (Canton)

Geo. H. Brunt

F. Tavler

E. F. Williamson

John Scott, soda water factory

Fung Acheong

Fung Apoey

Ullmann & Co. , J. , merchants and com

mission agents, 42 , Queen's Road

Felix U lmann (Paris)

Jé. Ullmann (Switzerland)

Jacques Ullmann

M. Ullmann (absent )

富 碩

Foc -shek .

Vaucher, A. E. , general broker, silk in

spector, public acc untant, and com

mission agent, No. 2, Ball's Court

Wicking, Harry, merchant and commis .

sion agent, 4 Club Chambers

泰興

Tai-hing.

Wieler & Co. , merchants , 20, Praya

Oscar Wieler (absent)

Gustav Wieler

C. Colpe

Ed. Fock

H. Müller

Achun

加 刺 土 藥房

Ka -la -see -yeuk - fong.

Victoria Dispensary,” Peddar's Wharf

W. Cruickshank

S. M McLeish

F. R. Rozario

Ng Ah Yen

威利臣 沙 路 或

Wil -le-son -sa - lo-way.

Wilson & Bird , architects, surveyors, and

civil engineers, 15, Queen's Road

S. Godfrey Bird

To Cheok

Vincenot, F. , wine, spirit, and provision

merchant, 4 , Peel Street
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Woonwalla & Co. , R. S. , merchants and
拿 臣 拿 酒店

commission agents, 20, Gaye Street
Na-shun -na -18ow-tim.

Rustomjee Sorabjee Woonwalla (Cal.

cutta )

" National Hotel, " 200A, Queen's Road

Shapoorjee Framjee Tumboly, ma
Central

John Olson, proprietor

nager
Wm . Wilson , manager

央 醫生

Young- e- sang . 水手 館

Young, Richard , L.R.C.P. Edin ., F.R.C.S.

Edin .
Sui-sow-koon.

Young William , M.D., “ Woodville," Ar- “ Sailors' Home," Praya West

buthnot Road ; office : Bank Buildings, J. R. White, steward

Queen's Road Central
Jno . Keller

Hotels , Taverns, &c .

" German Tavern ," 224, Queen's Road

Central

W. Petersen

士 得 豪 爹 厘

Se-tak -ho - te - li.

“ Stag Hotel," No. 110, Queen's Road

Central

J. Cook , proprietor

G. Snelling

" Star Hotel," 142, Queen's Road Central

F. D. Linde, proprietor

" Welcome Tavern , " 288, Queen's Road

Central

Joaquim Gomez

#E

Heung-kong-hak -tim .

“Hongkong Hotel," Queen's Road

Dorabjee & Hing-Kee, lessees

Dorabjee Nowrojee, manager

Ismael P. Madar

D. S. Heaysman

S. Cawasjee

S. A. Ismael

Peng Atsun

“ Land We Live In Hotel," 294, Queen's

Road Central

Louis Kirchman, proprietor

“Liverpool Arms Tavern ," 182, Queen's

Road Central

Johu Juster

“ London Inn," No. 262, Queen's Road

Central

J. Humby

Licensed Boarding House Keepers.

Sailors' Home, West Point

C. F. W. Peterson , Queen's road west

Peter Smith , Queen's road west

Ismail, Circular Pathway

Alli Moosdeen, Lower Lascar row

Ignacio Beltrão, Tank Lane

Francisco d'Assis, Upper Station Street

Leuterio Vilanueva, Bridges Street



HER MAJESTY'S FORCES IN CHINA.

D » ( s.)

MILITARY.

Staff.
Military Staff Clerks, Royal Engineer De

Major General Commanding Forces in partment - Quarter Master Sergeant M.

China and Straits Settlements, As Hollis , Cr . Sergeant McMahon

sistant Military Secretary, Aide-de Military Foremen of Works - Qr. Mr. Ser

Camp to the General, Brigade Major, geants R. Inkpen, J. Philcox, Sergeants

Fort Adjutant, Officer Commanding W. Davis , and T. Beavin

Royal Artillery, Commanding Royal

Engineer, District Commissary General ,
INFANTRY.

Commissary General of Orduance, Dis ROYAL INNISKILLING FUSILIERS.

First Battalion.

trictPaymaster, PrincipalMedical Officer
Colonel.

Commanding H. M. Forces in China
Raudal Rumley, (g . ) , (m.c.c. )

Licut. - Colonels.

and Straits Settlements — Lieut.-General

E. W. Donovan
And . D. Geddes

Assist. Military Sec.-

Arthur Hales

Majors.

Aide-de-camp-Capt . E. Barton, R. Innis .

Fus .
Domville M. Taylor

F. Coffey

Brigade Major — Captain J. T. Bury, R.

Art.

R. W. E. White

Fort Adjutant - Lieutenant T. G. Barclay,

Nicholas E. Carr

Captains.
R. Innis . Fus .

Acting Military Chaplains - Rev. C. G.

Philip Stainforth

Booth, Ch. of Englan
d Chaplain

Edward Barto

Rev. Father B. Vigano, Roman Ca

Cbas. Wm. Har; e

tholic Chaplain

Geo. Herbert Mcbaelson

Rev. J. Colville, Presbyterian Chap
Geo. A. B. Godbold

lain
Albert P. Wodehouse, (s.c.)

Garrison Sergeant-Major - Robert Annan

John Cave Bayly

MILITARY STAFF CLERKS .
T. M. G. Thackeray, (s . )

Military Secretary's Ofice - Arthur Rich

Licutenants.

mond
John Anstey Bennett

BrigadeOffice - StaffSergeants JohnGood

Wm . S. Byrd Levett

win, G. S. Blake

Reg. H. Cholmond ley

Jolin Jas. Purdon , ( d . )

ROYAL ARTILLERY,
John F. W. Charley, ( I. of M.)

7th Brigade, 9 Batiery.
Hen . McLeod Young

Commanding Royal Artillery in China and

Fran . Alex . Sanders, (adj . )

Straits Settlements- Lt. Col.G. A Craw
Peter R. E. Thompson

ford
Rolit. L. B. Steele

Major - M Moore-Lane
Theodore G. Barclay, ( s . )

Captain

Richard C. C. Cox

Lieutenant - S . W. Lane
Arthur M. Goodrich

do . - Honlle. A. Lambert
Arcbd . J. Murray

Fire Master and Inspector Warlike Stores

Jasper G. Mayne

H. Lyall
C. J. Llovi Davidson

Military Staff Clerk, District Office -

| Arthur J. Liwford

J. L. Armitage

A. A. Graves

ROYAL ENGINEERS. S. G. Radcliff

Com . Royal Eng. — Lieut.-Col. J. A. Papil- | Paymast 7.-J.M.Kerr, hon capt. (Paym

lon
Army Pay Department)

Major - H . S. Palmer I. of M.-J. F. W. Charley , (lt.)

Lieutenant - 0 . E. Ruck Adj.-F. A. Sanders, (lt.)

Surveyor - J. M. Fleming Quarter -master - Wm . Windrum
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COMMISSARIAT AND TRANSPORT Arsenal F reman - J. D'Almoida

STAFF. Ordnance Armourer Sergeant - C . Craw

District Commissary Gen.- Albert Meyer, ford , Seryt , R.A.

A.C.G. Armourer Sergeant - T. Gascoigne

Deputy Asst. Commissary General - F . S.

Chris an Hare
ARMY PAY DEPARTMENT.

Quarter Master - Henry Joyce

Senior Clerk - Jas. Boyd
District Paymaster and Agent for the Lords

Commissioners of H. M. Treasury--MajorClerk-M , H. Madar

do. - John Flanagan
A. S. Murray

Paymaster - Capt. F. E. Webb, Military
Compradora --- Hing Kee

Accountant

Chinese Interpreter - Pang Wing
*Pilitary Clerks - Staff Clerk K. W. Miles ,

Curpl. S. Fallan. R.I.F.

ORDNANCE STORE DEPARTMENT,

Senior Ordnance Store Officer - G. E.

March , A.C.G.O.
ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

Deputy #istant Commissary General of l Principal Medical Officer - W . A.Thom

Ordnance - H . G. Fincham son , M.B., Deputy Surgeon General

Do. - A. Sadler Medical Officer in charge Station Hospital

Inspertor_of Wurlike Stores-- Capt. H. “ Mecance ” - Br.gade Surgeon R. Hun

Lyall, R.A. gerford

Chief Foreman - P . Grimble Surgeon Major - J. Murray, M.B.

Senior Clerk - Herry W. Miles Surgeon - B. W. Large

Clerks - P. Doyle, J. NicBreen
do . - W.O. Wolseley

Soldier Clerks - Four Lieut. of Orderlies-Jas . Brewster, Army

Foreman of Magazines-- J. Stringer Hospital Corps

General Foreman - J. M. Campos | Compounder - Staff Sergt . J. Kirst, Army

Receiving and Issuing do.-G. S. Botelho Hospital Corps

min , R.N.

NAVAL.

Royal Naval Department. Writers - J. da Cunha, V. Danenberg,M ,

Souza, H. Danenberg , E. C. Barradas,

Vice Admi al- George O. Willes , C.B. , L. F. Carvalho, F. N.Xavier, J. de

Cominaner - in -chief
Pinna , F. G. Pereira , L. Barretto, N.

Flag Lieutcrant - Egerton B. B. Levett T. da Costa

Secretary - William W. Perry Chief Storemen - W . Gillbee, W.T. Adnams

Clerks to Secretary - F . B. Aion, C. D. W. Storemen -- L . WE Afah , G. May, D. Dun

Kiddle
more, C. Barkley, J. Beatti , H. Taylor

STEAM DEPARTMENT.

H. M. NAVAL YARD. Inspector of Machinery - Richard H. Slee

HONGKONG.

Noval Officer in charge of Naval Establish Engineers — Wm . B. Rock , R.N. , R. A.

ments-- Commodore Wm. H. Cuming, Shapcott, R.N. , Tho . Scott ( d ), R.N.

R.N. Boiler Maker - R . W. Kemp

Sec. to Commodore-Sidney W. Wright, Smith - A . Blanchard

R.N. Fitters - W . H. Addiscott , L. Wells, J.

Clerk to Sec. - Chas. J. Ferguson Rowe

Master Attendant - Staff Commander John NAVAL POLICE.
E. Seudamore

Inspector in Charge - Wm . Lysaught, 5 Ser

Storekeeper and Cashier --- E . B. Jorey

Audit Clerk - Wm . Hynes
geants, and 23 Constables, European

Clerk -- Geo Coles (absent) ROYAL NAVAL HOSPITAL .

Foreman of the Yard in charge-F. D. Mount Shadwell.

Palmer
Naval Officer in charge - Commodore W.

Boatswain - J. Leary H. Cuming
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M.B.

Deputy Inspector General — Wm . L. Gor Midshipman - H . Thompson 4 Aug. '80
don, M.D.

do . -F.K.C.Giblio . 4 ug. '80

Surgeons --Robert Bentham , Arthur W. do. -E . F. De Chair. -1 Aug. '80

Russ 11
Asst. Eng– E . K. Odam..... 24 Aug. '80

Chaplain -- Rev. C. M. Vaughan , L.Th. Clerk-P. C. Co ke 24 Aug. '80
Storekeeper and Cashier --Cyr . H. Jones, ( Commissioned ot Devon ort, 21th Auj., 1880).

asst. parmaster R.N. (acting)

Dispenser in charge of Stores -- Robert W. COMUS, 14. Screw Corvette.

Houghton Steel and Iron cased with Wood.

2,380 Tons. 2,450 H.P.

Captain - Jas. W. East ....... 23 Oct. 79

H.B.M. Squadron in China & Japan. Lieutenant - G . Nev lle .. .23 Oct. 79

do . -- † B . H.Chevallier.23 Oct. 79

ALBATROSS, 4. Composite Screw Sloop. do. -W . T. Warren ... 3 Jan. '81

940 (727) Tons. 840 ( 12 ) H.P. do. -Geo. Holgk'nson 1 Sept. '81

Commander - A . J. Erringtun.23 Oct. '79 do. --H . C. Burrows... 12 July '81

Lieutenant-R. L. Groome 1 Mas '80 Nav. Lieut.-- G 0. S. R : lpb ... 4 Mar. '81

do. -( N) H. C. Martin.12 Jan. '79 Chaplain and Nav , Instr.:

do. --F. E. Groube 7 June '80 Rev. A. C. Wright, M.A.
... 23 Oct. 79

Staff Surgeon - G . H. Madeley.23 Oct. 79 Staff Surgeon - Thos.C .Hickey ,

Chief Engineer - J. Johnson ...23 Set. '80 24 Aus. '81

Paymaster - W . B. Autridge ... 23 Oct. 79 Paymaster -- J. N. Robinson... 23 Oct. 79

Gunner - J. Hickey
15 Jan. 79 Chief Eng.-A.F. McIn ' yre ... 28 June '78

Carpenter - C. Hitchard 13 Jan. '79 Sub - Lieut. - H . J. Gedge 23 Oct. 79

Assist. Eng.-- C. E.Steward (6) 23 Oct. '79 do . - W.Carey (act) ...27 Oct. ? 81

Clerk - G . T. Backwell 7 July ' 8 ) Engineer -- Geo. Weight 27 May '78

( Commissioned at Chatham , 23 Oct., 1879 ). Gunner - W . Painter 21 Dec. * 78

Boatswain-R. H. Martin ..... 18 Dec. 78

CLEOPATRA, 14. Screw Corvette. Carpenter --Geo. T. Grigg (act.) 22 Dec. '80

Steel and Iron cased with Wood .
Midshipman - B . J. D. Yelver

ton 28 Oct. 79
2,380 Tons. 2,610 H.P.

do .
Captain - F . Durant

Orpen 2 Oct. '80

24 Aug. '80
do.

Lieutenant- A . C. Corry
- G. Oliver 21 June '81

24 Aug. '80
do . -F.J. Patteson ..28 Oct. 79

do. - + L . D. Sampson.. 24 Aug. '80

do. -F. G. Stopford ...24 Aug. '80
Assist. Eng.-J. L. Michell...22 Dec. '79

do. -E. P. Povell......24 Aug. '80
Clerk-H. W. Braddon 20 July '80

do . -T. T. Lan on .
do. -H . P. Williams... 26 Ang. '80

.... 15 Oct. 979

Nav. Lieut . - F . A. Halloran..26 Mar. 79
(Commissioned at She rness, 23 Oct. , 1879)

Chaplain and Nav. Inst. Rev.

Wm. French, B.A. .31 Dec. '80 CURACOA, 14. Screw Corvette.

Staff Surg.-Wm. H. Stewart ,
Steel and Iron ca ed with Wood.

24 Aug. '80 2,380 Tons. 2,540 H.P.

Paymaster- W .. E. P.Saer.24 Aug. '80 Captain - Samuel Long... 2 May '81

Chief Eng.-- J. Dunlop......... 17 Oct. 79 Lieut .-F. V. Isa:10 24 Feb. '80

Sub - Lieut. - Wm . G. Stewart. 7 Sept. ’80 do . --TH . E. B urc'ier....... 24 Feb. '80

Surgeon - J. J. Connell, m.n...24 Aug. '80 do . -D ). Hamond-Greme... 24 Feb. '80

Assis !. Paym .--- R . B. Marwood 24 Aug. '80 Nav. Lieut. - C . H. Hopkins... 3 Mar. '79

Engineer -- Chas. J.Cock ...... 11 S.pt. 78 Chaplain and Nar. Insii.--Rev.

do. J. R. D. Johuso1... 24 Aug, '80 John Brabazon,M.A........ 27 S pt. '80

Gunner -- E . J. Meiters ....... .19 April '81 Staff Surg.-J. P. Courtenay..24 Feb. '80

Boatswain Paymaster - A. V. Maccall ... 25 Feb. '80

Carpenter - B . Stoneman ......27 Aug. '78 Chief Eng.-J. E. Turner ...... 2 Oct. '77

Midshipman-T. S. Guppy....24 Aug. '80 Sub - Lieut. - E . W. Yorke..... 4 Dec, '81

do . -C.G.F.M.Cra Gunner-Geo. Cuthbert ..... 13 Dec. 78

dock ... ... ... 24 Aug. '80 Boatswain - A , Sanders 9 Dec. 178

do. --- E.C.P. Cooper 24 Aug. '80 Caspenter - Wm . Turton (act. ) 2 Dec. '81

do . -A . E. G. Moir..24 Aug. '80 Midshipma
n

-- J. H. Fox ...... 25 Feb. '80

11.

M.B ..
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Midshipman - A. Y. C. M.
Lieutenant - Macvey Napier... 3 Mar. '79

Spearman 3 Mar. '80 do. -C. H. Coke .... 23 Feb. '80

do. -I. G. Humphreys 5 Mar. '80 do. - (N ) C. E. Pritchard 22 Dec. '80

do. -P. S. St. John .. 2 Mar. '80 Surgeon - J. B. Armstrong ... 26 Mar. '81

do . -G. M. Courage.30 Sept. '80 Paymaster - F. G. Farrow ... 22 Dec. '80

Asst. Eng.-J. S. Rees 19 June '80 Engineer - Geo. S. Newton ... 28 Feb. ’79

do. -E . G. P. Moffett..24 Feb. '80 Gunner -- A . J. Boss .22 Dec. '80

Clerk-W. B. Penny... .10 Jan. '81 Assist. Eng.-- A . J. Johns...... 26 Mar. '81

do . --T. R. Price . 24 Feb. '80 ( Re-commissioned at Hongkony, 26 Mar., 81) .

(Commissionerlat Davenport,24 Feb. , 1880.)

DARING, 4. Composite Screw Sloop. FLYING FISH, 4. Composite S. Sloop

910 ( 727) Tons. 920 ( 120) H.P. 940 (727) Tons. 840 ( 120) H.P.

Commander -- F.J. J. Eliott... 10 Feb. '81 Surveying Service.

Lieut . - R . Y. Smith .... 10 Feb. '81 Lieut. & Com.-R. F. Hoskyn.26 Jan. '80

do. -(N ) H. Preedy 13 Nov. '80 Lieut. - E . H. Bayly ..... .15 April'80

do . --F. G. De Lisle ...... 10 Feb. 81 do. -A. Channer
.15 April'80

Staff Surgeon - J . B. Drew ......11 Feb. '81 do . - (N) Geo. Pirie ....... .15 April'80

Paymaster - J. H. Cl verton ... 10 ) Feb. '81 do. - Geo. W. Gubbins ... .15 April 80

Chief Eng.-T. F. Hight ...... 19 Oci . '80 do. -Fred . W. Shortland ...28 April '80

Sub - I veut.-E. C. St. J. B. (in lieu of a Sub-Lieut . )

Neale 23 Feb. '81 do, -H. A. Warren .15 April'80

Engineer-J.J. Atkinson ......10 Feb. '81 do. -C . H. Simpson ..... .16 Aug. 81

Gunner - F . Bryint 9 D c . '80
(For surveying Service. )

Carpenter - R . Taylor (act ) 25 Feb. '81 Staff-Surg . - R . V.MacCarthy.15 April'80

( Commissioned at Shrern ss, 10th Feb., 1881. ) Paymaster -H . C. Jenkins ... 15 April '80

Chief Eng.-J. Stephens ...... 15 April '80

ENCOUNTER , 14. Screw Corvette. Boatswain - C . Miller .15 April '80

1,970 (1,417. ) Tons. 2,130 (350) H.P.
Assist. Eng.-J. G. L. Baker .. 8 April '80

Captain - tieo. Robinson 28 Dec. '80
( Commissionedat Sheerness, 15 April, 1880.)

Lieut.— + F . C.B. B. Simpison.. 9 Jan. '79

do . -H. B. Elwyn 9 Jan. '79

do . -(N) L. K. Bell .17 Sept. '78
FOXHOUND, 4. S. Composite Gun -Boat.

do. -C. H. Bayly 9 Jan. '79 455 Tons. 470 H.P.

Chaplain - Rev. W.R.Gilbert, Lieut. and Comm.-J. M. Mc

22 Dec. '80 Quhae ... 24 Dec. '80

Staff Surgeon - M.Cortes ... 9 Jan. '79 Sub-Lieut.- ( N ) John . P. Rol

Paymaster - Wm. Rodes ...... 9 Jan. '79
leston .... 19 Nov, '81

Chief Engineer -D . Grant ... 14 Nov, '79 do. -L . G. S. Hancock.22 Dec. '80

Sub - Licut. - C . R. S. Payne... 10 Aug. '80 Surgeon --W. J.B Bokey ...26 Mar. '81

Asst. Paymaster - J.W.Chaster 14 July '80 Assist. Paym . in charge-H.

Engineer- A B. Gutteridge... 21 Sept. '78 Howell ... 22 Dec. '80

Gunner - 1lmu . Barrett ( a .) 2 Aug. '78 Engineer - J. E. Callaghan ... 22 Dec. '80

Boatswale-- R . Pra : t 19 May ’79 Gunner - W . M. Phillips ......22 Dec. '80

do. S H. Crouch (act.). 19 July '81 ( Re- commissi
oned ut Longkong, 26 Mur., 81 )

Carpenter - J. R. Radmore ... 9 Aug.'78

Assist Eng.-F. W. Parkes ... 9 Jan, ’79
IRON DUKE, 14. Double -screw Iron

( Commissioned atSheerness, 9th Jan., 1879) .

Ship , Armour Plated .

ESK, 3 . Double Screw Iron Gun-Boat.
6,010 (3,787) Tons.

36 :3 Tons. 340 H.P.
4,270 ( 800 ) H.P.

Gunner-II . D. Cipper (act . ) 23 F b . '81
Flag Ship.

( Borne in " Victor Emanuel.” )
Vice- Admiral-Geo . O. Willes,

C.B. 3 Jan. '81

FLY, 4. Double-screw Composite Flag Lieut.-E . B. B. Levett. 3 Jav , '81

Gun - Vessel. Secretary - W . W. Perry 3 Jan. '81

603 (46 ) TO 90 (120) H.P. Clerk to Sec.-F. C. Alton 3 Jan , '81

Commander - A . F. St. Clair..12 Mar. 79 do . -C . D. W. Kiddle , 7 Jan. '79

M.A.
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Captain-- R. E. Tracy ......... 3 Jan. '81 KESTREL, 4. Double -screw Composite

Commander ---G . L. Atkinson . 5 Jar . 81 Gun- Vessel.

Lieut. - F . H. Havgarth 5 July '78 610 (462) Tons . 830 ( 100) H.P.

do . - (+) C. H. P. Jones 4 Feb. '80 Commander - Wm . M. Lang..23 Apr. '80

do. — ( T ) C. G. Robinson ... 4 June '78 Lieut. - J . E. Bearcroft .. 24 June '81

do. -H . C. A. Baynes .... 6 April'81 do. - P. C. Dudgeon .... 6 Jan. 79

do.-J. F. Stuart. 22 Dec. '80 Nav. Lt.-C. D. A. Morshead.15 June '80

do. -G. E. Patey 22 July ’81 Surgeon -- T. E. H. Williams.. 15 June '80

Staff Comm.–J. B. Walker ... 22 Dec. '80 Asst. Raym . in charye-- B . G.

Capt.Mar.Art.-H.C. Suther L. Evans .10 Jan. '81

land 5 July 78 Engineer—W. Olive 24 Aug. ²8 )

Chaplain and Nar. Inst. - Rev.
Gunner — M . J. D ·lanev (act) .. Oct. '81

F. C. Stebbing , B.A..........31 Dec. '80 Assist. Eng.-E. J. Austen.....25 June '80

Fleet- Sur 1.-C. Morton 5 July 78 ( Re-commissioned at Hongkong, 15th

Paymaster - J. M. Bruce (act) Jan. '81 June, 1880.)

Chief Eng.-G. Fitzgerald ... 18 Mar. '78
LILY, 3. Composite Screin Gun - Vessel.

Sub - Lieut.-- R . G. Fraser ..... 4 Dec. '81

Surgeon
7:20 Tons. 830 (95) H.P.

Commander - Rd, Evans 19 Oct. '81

do. -John S. Lambert ... 5 July ’78
Lieut. - W . C. B. Johnson

Assist. Paym.
...29 Dec. '80

do . -W. J. H , Auton
Engine r--Ed . Barrett ..... .15 June '80

.... 27 May '80

do, - Wm . H.C. Gale..19 July '78

do . -- (N .) A. W. Torlesse ...23 Jan. 79

Staf Surg.-J. D. Smith , M.D. 3 Feb. 79

do. - Thomas New ... 31 Jan. '78
(In lieu of Surgeon.)

do . -John Keast 5 July '78

Gunner--W. Anthony ....

Assist. Paymaster in charge -
.11 Oct. 78

R. Read 4 Mr. '79

Boatswain - Wm . Cooper...... 16 July '78

Carpenter-J . H. Griffiths ... 16 July 78

Enyineer -- S. G. Follett ...... 2 July '80

Mid.-A. P. Ethelston .......

25 Jan. '79Gunner - J Ruddy

10 July '78

do.-H. T. Hibbert ... 10 July '78
( Re-commissioned at Hongkong,

24th June, 1879.)
do.-P. N. Richards 10 July '78

do. - E. C. Hogy 4 Jan. 81 MAGPIE , 3. Double -screw Surveying

do . -Hon . S. Hawke 2 Jan, '79 Vessel.

do.-J. J. B. Young 21 July ’79 805 (665) Tons. 860 ( 160 ) H.P.

do.-C. J. T. Dormer 22 Dec. '80 Lieut. Commander -- A . Car

do.-A. C. Lowry 2 Oct. '80
penter ... 16 Dec. '80

do.-L. de W. Satow 6 Feb. '80 Lieut. - H . R. Evans.. 22 Dec. '80

do.-C. D. Mackenzie 1 Jan. '81 do . - ( n) Henry Belam ... 17 Dec. 79

do.-G. St. J. Farquhar. 1 Jan. '81
do. --Gaspar J. Baker ... 24 Feb. 77

do.-P. Blakistun 1 Jan. '81 do . --Andrew F. Balfuur ... 24 Feb. 77

do.-H. I. W. Nevi'e ... 1 Jan. '81 do. --G . C. Fre lerick 22 Dec, '80

Naval Cadet - E. S. Alexander 5 Jin . '81 Staf Sury.B ruaid Renshaw 15 st. 81

Assist. Enj.-- James J. Stuart 5 July '78 Assist. Clerk - J. Willoughly .. 3 Nov. '81

Clerk-J . Bru nell ........... .... 16 July 78 Puymaster-T. F. Harrison... 22 Dec. '80

do. -B. J. Dinnis .... 14 April'80 Engineer - W . H. Moon 25 O :t . 81

The following officers are borne as additional
Buutswain - W . Tozer .22 Dec. '80

for various special services :
Assist. Engineer-W. F. Pam .

Major Mar.-A. H. Pascoe ... 9 June '80
22 Dec. '80

For supervision of the Marine Detachments

Assist. Clerk - J. Willoughby 30 Nov. '81

( R2- commissioned at Hongkony, 26th
on the China Station .

Staf Surgeon - R . Nelson ......11 Dec. 78
Murch , 1881).

Surgeon - J. Dudley, M.B. ..... 9 Aug. '80 MIDGE, 4. Double-screw Com osite

( For Sick Quarters, Yokohama . ) Gun - Vessel.

Paymaster -- G . W. Muir ...... 22 Nov. '78 603 ( 464) Tons. 470 ( 120) H.P.

As Naval Accountant and Victuulling Chief Eng.-- S.B. Williams (acl . ) 10 May'80

Storekeeper at Yokohama, Gunner - G . J. L ng
Oct.'81

( Commissioned at Devon port,5thJuly, 1878.) ( Borne in " Victor Emanuel. ")

pilett
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1

MOORHEN, 4. S. Composite Gun - Boat. Gunner - C . O. Martin (act. ) ..24 Jan. '81

455 Tons. 390 ) H.P.
( Re -commissioned at Hongkong,

Liput. & Com .--- J . H. Corfe 14 Sept. '80
24th June, 1879).

Sub - Lieut. - P . Hewett ... 23 Jan. 79

do . - (N) R Morriser..12 Feb. '81

Surgeon-L. H. Kellett, M.B ... 30 Juve ? 79 SV, IFT , 5. Double Screw Gun - Vessel.

Assist. Paym. in charge - A . 756 Tons. 1,010 H.P.

Hume
8 Apr. '79

Commander - Wm . Collins ... 15 Mar. '81

Engineer - G . S. Cornish 17 Mar. '79 Lieut.- V. A. Tisd ll .15 Mar, '81

Gunne, - J. S. Rice 25 Jan. 79 do. -A. H. Shirley .15 Mar. '81

( 1 -Curwissioned at Hongkong, Sub - Lieut - F . J. Harwood ... 17 July '80

25th June, 1879 ). Staff Surgeon -- G . B. Murray..15 Mar. ' '

l'aym . - F. R. C. Whiddon ... 15 Mar: ' ? ]

NIOSQUITO, 4.
Chief Eng.-P. Colquboun

S. Composite Gun-Boat .
...21 July , '79

Gunner - M . King 17 July '80
430 ( '95) Tons. 511 (60 ) H.P.

Lieut. and Com . - Hon . F. R.
Assist. Eng.-J. W. Hole .. 15 Mar. '81

(Como ' sioned at Chatham , 15th Mar., ? 881 ) .
Sandilaids

14 Sept. '80

Sub - Lieut. - John J. Jo'y 1 Oct. '81

Sub - Lieut. - W . 0. Story 12 Feb. '81 TWEED , 3. Double Screw Iron Gun -Boat.

Surgeon - A . M.Kulav
9 Aug. '80

363 Tons. 340 H.P.

Assist. Paymester in charge Gunner - N . J. Potter 23 Sept.'80

A. 11. Tuson
26 Sept. ’79 (Borne in “ Victor Emanuel." )

Engineer - T. Scott ( b ) ... 17 Mar. 79

Gunner - C . H. Dei: hton 25 Jan. '79

(Re- commissioned at Hongkong, 25th
VICTOR EMANUEL, 2. Ship .

June, 1879 ).
5,157 (3,087) Tons.

Receiving Ship at Hongkong.

Captain-W. H. Cuming ...... 2 May '81
PEGASUS, 6. 8. Composite Sloop.

( Commodore of the 2nd Class.)

1,130 Tons. 970 H.P.
Secretary- Sidney W.Wright.22 April '79

Commander - E . F. Day 8 Feb. '81 Commander - J. G. Jones ...... 15 Jque '80

Lieut .-F. Hutchinson
5 Mar. '79 Lieut.-- W . G. Carrow 6 Mar. 79

do . - (N) A. L. Murray, .18 Oct. 78 Nav . Licu . - G . W. Balliston.21 Feb. '81

do. -F. G. C. Langlon 5 Mar. 79 Lieut M - 17. - F . A. Newington.27 May '80

Staf Surgeon - A . W.Whitley 5 Mar. '79 Sto S. .1.-- D. MacIver , M.D. 8 July '80

Paymaster - Ellickson 5 Mar. 79 Paymos --T, Winterbottom.22 Nov. 78
Chief Eng.-W. Rumble 3 Mar. 78 Surgeon - J.A.MacMunn, B.A.,

Sub -Licut. - W . B. May 5 Mar. 79
.30 Mar. '81

Surg.:--J . O’B . Williams, m 1. 5 Mar. '79 Assist. Paymaster - C.H . Jones 7 July '80

Enginer - J. J. Frost 5 Mar. 79 Engineppe-C. Allsop ...... 1 July '81

Gunner - Wm.J.Crothers (act . ) 5 April'81 Supernumerary, for disposal.

Carpenter G. Reed 19 June 78

Gunner -- C . Maboney 18 Dec. 78
Clerk - C . Vivian

14 July '80

( Commissioned at Devonport , 5th
Boatswain - A . Milton 1 Nov. 79

March , 1879 ). Curpenter - Geo. B. Maben .. 20 Aug. '81

Clerk - A . Wilson
20 July '80

do . -C. J. F- rguson 4 Jan. '81
SIIELDRAKE, 4. S. Com . Gun-Boat .

455 Tons. 370 H.P. The following officers are borne for

various services
Lieut . & Com.-M. L. Bridger 7 Feb. 79

Bub - Lieut.-- W . De Salis 7 Mar, '80 Staff Comm.-J.E. Seudamore 29 Dec. '79

do. - (N) W. 0. Thur Inspector of Machinery - R H.

burn 10 Jan. '80
Sleeman 1 May 79

Surgeon - H . J. Madilers, M.D. — Jan. '79 Engineer— W.B. Rock .... .16 Aug. '81

Assist . Paym. in charge - E .
do . -R. A. Shapcott ... 13 Nov. '78

Lunder
4 Mar. '79

Boatswain J. Leary . .15 June '80

Enjiner - J. M. Watson 1 April'81 For Hongkong Yard .

do. -H, G. Burr .17 Mar, 79 | Engineer - Thos. Scott ( d ) ... 13 July '80

M.B.
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( For reventing heavy gu .. ) WIVERY, 4 . Screw .

Chaplain - Rev. C. M. Vau
Iron Turret Ship , Armour-plated .

ghan, L. Th . 7 Sept. '81 2,750 ( 1899 ) Tons. 1,450 (350) H.P.

For Hongkong Hospital.:

Hongkong.

Chief Engineer-L. M. Green ..28 June '78

( New Books Opened 1st January, 1881 ) . Gunner - Wm . H. Pascoe ......27 Sept. '79

Carpenter - Wm . Hapsom ... 14 Mar. 78

(Borne in " Victor Emanuel." )

VIGILANT , 2. P. Dispatch Vessel. ZEPHYR, 4. Screw Composite

1000 ( 835 ) Tons. 1,810 (250 ) H.P.
Gun - Bout.

Lt. & Com . - Chas. Lindsay ... 24 Dec. '80
438 ( 308 ) Tons . 53 ) (60) H.P.

Lieut.— (N) F. A. A. G. Tate.22 Dee. '80 Lieut. and Com.-G. N. A. Pol

lard 6 Oct. '80
Sub-Lieut .-H. M. Murphy ... 17 Aug. '78

Surgeon -- J. B. Clibborn 26 Mar.'81 Sub - Lieut.- A . E. Harford ... 31 Aug. '81

do.
Assist. Paym. in charge - A .

- ( N ) T. F. D. Dun

Turner ...
6 Oct. '80

22 Dec. '80

Engineer - J. A. Smith 22 Dec. '80 Surgeon - E . R. H. Pollard ... 11Aug. '81

Boatswain - J. R. Gibbs . 22 Dec. '80 Assist. Paym. in charge - R . H.

Clark 6 Oct. '80

Assist. Engineer --J. G. Stevens 4 Auy. '80
Engineer--Chas . Welch . 7 Jan. '81

( Re -commissioned at Hongkong, Gunner - F. J. Bishop
6 Aug. '80

26th March, 1881.) (Comin issioned at Sheerness, 6th Oct. , 1880)

das

U. S. NAVAL SQUADRON IN CIIINA AND JAPAN .

United States Naval Forces on the Erecutive Officer - Lieut. Thos. Perry

Asiatic Station, Navigator --Lieut. R. G. Peck

Commander in Chief, Rear Admiral – J. M. Wa ch officers- Masters A. J. Dabey,

Wm . P. Clason , F. H. Holmes, Eusigns
B. Clitz

Flag Lieutenant - W . L. Field
P. H. Townley, P. W. Hodges

Male -- P . C. van Buskirk

Secretary Lieutenant -- E . B. Barry

Aid - Ensign Geo . C. Foulk
Cadet Midshipmen - A . Cramer, J. F.

Fleet Surgeon - A . S. Oberly
Lubi, Joseph Beale

do. Paymaster - Ge » . Cochrane
Paymnster – Ass ' . Paymaster J. R. Martin

do. Engineer - Philip Inch
Surgeon-- Passed Asst. G. E. H. Harmon

do. Marine Officer -- Capt. F. H. Cowie
Chief Engineer-Chief Eng. Jas. Butter

worth

Cadet Engineers- F . C. Bieg, Howard
" ALERT.”

Gage, G. E. Burd

3rd Rate. 4 Guns. 600 Tons. Pay k - B . T. Cub -lman

Commander - Louis Kempff Boatswain -- T , Sheehan
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“ ASHUELOT.” W. G. Ford, H. L. Ballentine , H. B.

3rd Rate. 6 Guns. 786 Tons. Andrews, S. H. Williamson , J. W.

Commander - H . E. Mullan W : lks, Carr ll , J. McJunkin , J. E

Erecutive Officer --Lieut. R. M. Cutts Mahoney, S. H. Wright, C. P. George,

Navigator - Lieut. Chas. Seymour
R. P. Hains , C. H. Lanchheimer

Watch Officers - Lieuts. D. H. Mahan , H. P. A. Surgeon - G . F. Rogers

T. Stocton, Masters F. S.Hotebkin, F. Assistant Surgeon - Clement Biddle

E. Sawyer, Ensign E. D. Bostick P. A. Engineer ~ W . H. Heaton

Enyincere - Passed Assistant Engineers Cadet do. -F . M. Beunett, A. M.

Jis. Entwistie, R. R. Leitch
Hunt, F. B. Doust, W. F. Webster,

Cadet Engineers — C. E. Manning, W. S. Robt. Stewart, J. B. Parsons, M. H.

Sample Anderson , F. J. Hogan

Paymaster - E . A. Whitehouse Boatswain - J . Mercer

Surgeon -- Surg . A. M. Owen Gunner - J. M. Manning

Paymaster's Clerk ---David Mouat
Carpenter - Geo. Fouse

Mate-A. F. Callender Seilmaker - J . S. Franklin

Paymaster's Clerk-W.0. Underdown

“ MONUCACY."

3rd Rate . 6 Guns. 747 Tons.

Commander - C . S. Cotton

“ SWATARA . "

Executive Officer - 0 . W. Farenholt

3rd Rate. 8 Guns. 1000 Tons.

Navigator- Lieut. F. P. Gilmore
Commander- Cooper

Watch Officers--Lieuts . B. H. Buckingham
Erecutive Officer - Lieut. Com. Wm . M.

C. E. Mason, L. P. Jouett , Ensigns B.
Fulger

0. Scott, W, McLean

Navigator - Lieut. E. C. Pendleton

Paymaster-Jos . Foster
Watch Officers-- Lieuts. J. Hubbard , Mas

Surgeon-Jas . A. Hawke
ters S. A Staunton, H. R. Tyler

Engineers-P. A. Engs. W. L. Nicoll ,

Ensina-- . F . Fullam , W. G. David , J.

Assist. Engineer - W . N. Little

P Pa ker, P. V. Lansdale , J. H. Oliver,

Cadet Engineers - W . T. C. Hasson, C. A.
E. E. Wright

King

Cadet Midshipmen - Chas. Cabamiss, E. F.

Pay Clerk - Francis Maloney
Leiper

Surgeon - Henry Stewart

“ PALOS."
P. A. Surgeon--E . H. Green

4th Rate . 6 Guns. 306 Tons. | Puy master - H . T. B. Harris

Lieut. Commander - F . M. Green
Engineers - Chief Engr. A. Adamson , P.

Executive Officer - Lieut. S. M Ackley A. Engr. H. H. Cline , Assist. Engr. W.

Watch Officers - Master R. H. M. Lean ,
R. King, Cadet Engrs. H. P. Norton,

• Ensigus Chas. Laird , T. M. Potts
E. II . Siibner

Prymaster - Asst. Pay master Arthur Pe Marine Officer- lst Lieut . W. F. Spicer

tt.rson
Paymaster's Clerk - J. D. Davidson, Jr.

Surgeon - P. Asst . Suryeon C. J. Herndon
Warra , Officers - Boatswain , J.T.Barker,

Engineer — P. A. Engr. F. M. Ashton Gurer, And . Harman , Carpenter,

Henry Davis , Sailmaker, Thos . Ward

" RICHMOND. ”

2nd Rate. 14 Guns. 2,000 Tons. U. S. NAVAL HOSPITAL,

Flag Ship :
YOKOHAMA.

Caplain -- Jam & Skerritt

Lieutenant Commanders -- G . D. B. Glid

Surgeon in charge -Med . Inspector N. L.

Bates
den , E. S. Houston

Lieutenants - J. J. Hunker,B. Noyes

Surycon - P . A. Surgeon F. H. Terrill

Masters-- H . H. Barroll, V. L. Cottian,

Passed Asst . Surgeon - Tbos. H. Streets

Assist. Paymaster -- H . E. Drury
T. C. de W. Veeder

Cadet Midshipmen - P. R. Alger, W. T.

Truxton, Ed. Simpson, M. K. Evre , M. NIVAL STOREHOUSE , NAGASAKI,

C. Gorgas , W. J. Maxwell, F. Swift, T. Paymaster in charge - W . W. Barry

G. Dewey, T. E. Bunts, Gilbert Wilkes, Paymaster's Clerk - J. Barry



FRENCH NAVAL SQUADRON IN CHINA AND JAPAN .

French Nayal Squadron .

CHAMPLAIN , 10. Cruiser of 2nd class.

450 H.P. 2,000 Tons.

Captain - Dubrot, capitaine de vaisseau

Second in Command - Salaün-Penquer,

lieutenant de vaisseau

Officer of Watch - Mercier, enseigne de

vaisseau

do. -Reverdit, do.

do . -Jaubert, do.

do. -Allaire, do .

Chief Engineer -- Aubriot, mécanicien prin

cipal de 2ème classe

Paymaster - Guéguen, sous -commissaire

Staf Surgeon - Vincent, médecin de lère

classe

Assistant Surgeon -- Huas, aide médecin

KERSAINT, 6. Cruiser of 3rd class.

250 U.P. 1,300 Tons.

Commander - Rouquette, cap taine de fré

gate

Second in Command - Gervaise, lieutenant

de vaisseau

Watch Officer - De Montgolfier, enseigne

de vaisseau

do . -Le Chapelain, do .

do. --Nicol, do.

do . --Batelot, do .

Paymaster --- Imbert, aide commissaire

Staff Surgeon -- Ardouin, médecin de lère

classe

Assistant Surgeon - Piton , aide médecin

Second in Command - Le Fournier, enseigne

de vai- s -au

Watch Officer - Le Troter, do.

do. -Becbon, do.

Paymaster --- Mestrel, aide commissaire

Staff Surgeon-- Brouillet ,médecin de 2ème

classe

THEMIS, 18. Frigate of 1st class.

480 H.P. 3,400 Tons.

Flagship.

Commander- in -Chief in China and Japan

Waters - Contre Amiral Duperré

Captain and Chief of Staff - Baron Alquier,

capitaine de vaisseau

Second in Command - Boulineau, capitaine

de frégate

Fleet Paymaster - Nègre, commissaire ad

joint

Fleet Surgeon - Talayrach, médecin prin

cipal

ler Aide-de-camp-Boutet , lieutenant de

vaisseau

2nd Aide-de- camp - Cte. de Carfort, lieute

nant de vaisseau

Officer of Watch-Granier, licut.devaisseau

do. - Drouillard, do .

do. - Havard , do.

-Germinet, do.

do . -De Saune , do.

Fleet Engineer - Vittoz -Gallet, mecanicien

principal de lère classe

wymaster - Rochon du Verdier, aide com

missaire

Staf Surgeon - Sirot, médicin de 2ème

classe

Midshipman - De Dompierre d'Hornoy,

aspirant de lère classe

Assistant Surgeon -- Preux, aide-médecin

do .

LUTIN , 4. Gunboat.

100 H.P. 471 Tons.

Lieut. and Com .-Rouvier, lieutenant de

vaisseau



GERMAN SQUADRON IN CHINA AND JAPAN .

00 .

S.M.S. “ STOSCH ."
S.M.S. “ ELISABETH .”

Kapitain zur See - von Blanc, Kommand- Kapitain zur Sce - Hollmann, Komman

dant
ant

Korv tten - Kapitain -- von Senden - Bibran

Kapitain - Lieutenant- von Reichenbach
Kapitain -Lieut-— Herlving

do. ---von Löweustern
do . - Müllenboff

--- von Henk
do. - Rüdi er

Lieutenant zur See - Landfermann do . -'l hi le

do . --Mauve
Litutenant zur See - Fischer

do. --Elrlich I.
do . -Scheder

Unter - Lieut. zur See - Kittsteiner do . - Bauendahl

do . --Krause do . -Deutel

do. -Merten do. -Schwartzkopff

do . - Engel do. Scheib 1

do. -He'ntzmann do . -Wisl : cenus

Stabsarzt Dr. Kuegler
do . -Boerner

Assistenzarzt - Weinheimer
do . -Se neider

Zahlmeister , Riemer
do . von Semmern

Unter Ingenieur - Hempel
do. -Sobak

Oberstabsartzt - Dr. Epping

Assistenzarzt Dr. Brandstaeter

Unter Ingenieur- Pleff r

Zahlmeister - Prasse
S.M.S. “ HERTHA .”

Marine Pfarrer - Heims

Kapitain zur See -- von Kall , Kommandant

Korvetten Kapitain -- Oldekop S.M. Kbt. " WOLF."

Kapitain - Lieut.- Borters 428 R.T. 340 11.P. 4 Guns.

do. -Subenrauch
Korvetten - Kapitain - Strauch , Komman .

do. -Vou Kries dant

do. -Has uclever Lieutenant zur See - Paleske

Lieutenant zur See - Zeye Unter - Lieut, zur See- Walther

do . -Thiele do. -Sommerwerck

Unter-Lieut. zur See-Ruetz
do. -Jacobsen

do . —von Moeller Assistenzarzt Dr. Musehold

do . -In genoll

do. -Erck nl recht
SM. Kbt. “ ILTIS ."

do .
428 RT. 340 H.P. 4 Guns.

- von Pusiau

do. -Paucke
Kapitain - Lieut. - Klausa, Komandant

Stabzarzt Dr. Heinrich
Lieut, zur See - Jäckel

do. -Wentzel
Assistenzarzt - Elste

do . -Heinrich XXVI., Prinz

Unter Ingenieur - Seltmann Reuss

Unter Zahlmeister - Bistram
Unter Lieut. zur See-Klincksieck

Pfarrer - Viertbaler Assisteni arzt - Dr. Gäbele

11



PRINCIPAL CHINESE HONGS,

DEALING WITH FOREIGNERS.

Kwong Yü Wo, 64, Bonham

strand .

strand West. strand .

strand We - t.

strand West.

#
strand West

West . Wst .

West.

General Chinese Merchants .

1 Kwog Yü Cheong, 44, Bonham

Chun Cheong, 57, Bonham stran.l.

* Chun Cheong Wing,77, Bonham of To Man Fook Shing, 62, Bonham

Chun Cheung, 36,Bonham strand.
Man Hing Chan, 85, Bonham

行 振

Chun Yuen Hong, 12, Bonham T Man San,48, Bonham strand .

... Fook Cheong Wo, 109, Praya
Man Shun Hong, 16, Bonham

PET Fook Shing Loong, 74 , Praya .
6 ° Min Fat Houg, 72 , Bonham stran : ",

Foong Mow Tim Kee, 44 , Praya ✓ Min Hing Cheung, 70, Praz .

CKEJ Hay.Cheong Yook Kee, 19, H Mow Wo Cheung, 40, Wing Lok

hit Hing Fong Shing, 62, Bonham
On Wo Loong, 75 , Bonham straud

TTAA Hop Hing Hong, 124, Bonham
Saou Shing Co., 8, Wing Lok

Fony.

F A Hop Tai Wo, 3 , Bonham strand El Shing Loong, 58 , Bonham strund .

Tot l'ü Hung Him Tai, 10 , Wing Lok Tai Cheong Wing, 65 , Praya West,

Cle Hung Kee, 22, Bonham strand.

in Tai Fung Shun, 71 , Bonhau

le Hung Yik, 72 , Praya West.

ila ! " uk Mee Hop Kee,11 , Bonha me

F. Kin Foong Hong, 32, Bonham
Hili Tung Shang Wo,1,Bonhan strand

M Kin Nam , 24, Wing Lok Fong.

til Tung Tai Shing, 14. Bonham

隆泰乾
Kin TaiLoong, 63 Bonham strani

TTin Tung Tuk Hong, 68, Wing Lok

茂桂

Kwai Mow, 31 , Praya West.

K Kwong Cheong Loong, 16 , Bonham

EwFzji Winx Choung Kit, 40, Bouhan

là Kwong Chung Tai , 30, Bonham
Wing E Cheong, 64, Praya West.

Kwong Fat Cheong, 70, Bonham

Wing Lee Ching, 50, Bonhamu
til ,

FIGU Kwong Fook Wo, 27, Praya West. TT s Wing On Hong, 106, Wing Lok

F Kwong Foong Wo, 54, Bonhanı Pickitt Wing Shing Shun, 59, Bonham

mal Kwong Man Cheung, 102, Wing Tits 7

Tijk Wing Tung Fook, 56, Bonham

Kwong Mow Tai, 98, Wing Lok C H Wo Kee, 97, Praya West.

me , Kwong Tai Cheung, 58, Bonham FTPFTPTa Yau Loong Hong, 16 , Praya.

Kwong Wing Shing,46, Bonham 昌 長
Yee Cheong, 60, Bonham strand .

TA Kwong turing Shan , 101 , Wing ELM Yes Wang Chinen Fung Ting

Mo Kwong Wo Cheung, 64, Bonham 記 怕

Yee Kee, 67, Praya West,

strand West .

strand

West.

stian

strand West.

sirand West.

strand West.

.
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strard .

West .

Mit li Yee On Hong, 195 , Praya West .
Sing Tai, 36.Wing Lok Fong.

行 順 怡 Yee Shun Hong, 42, Bonham Forest Shin Ying Wo, 143, Wing Lok

#BX Yee Shun Tai, 66, Bonham strand
利泰 新

Sun Tai Lee, 86, Praya West.

Tung Shang Loong, 26, Bonham
Tai Hing Loong, 35, Wing Lok

Fong.

Yee Tai, 28,Bonham strand West. 楼生泰

Tai Sung Chan, 26 , Praya West.
,

Fui Yee Yik Hong, 48, Bonham strand .
盛祥永

Wing Cheung Shing, 82, Praya

FT Yutarhatwedeng, 10, Bonham BT Wing Yee Yuen, 95, Wing Lok

En Yuen Shang Loong, 26, Bonham BE

Wing Wo Yuen, 85, Praya West.

ME Yut Loong, 26, Wing Lok Fong. tehi Wo Chan , 20 , Queen street.

*To Wo Mee, 62, Praya West.

General Commissi
on

Agents.

群與友

Yau Hing Cheung, 45, Wing Lok

Fong.

Chow cheong Loong, 25, Praya #EX Yee trians Chan, 5f, Bonham

the ride Chun Tuk Wing, 14, Que en stroet.
Yü Sang Cheong, 6, Praya West.

F11 Fook Shang Wo, 66, Wing Lok

和悦福

Fook Yuet Wo, 86, Wing Lok
Bakers ,

Fong

ale Kü Kee, 18, Praya Central
隆意

E Loong, 35, Endicott's lane .

,

EV Kwan Loong Shing, 94, Wing Lok
Kin Choong, 26, Endicott's lane.

利 協廣

Kwong Hip Wo, 88, Praya West.
TH Kwong Wo, 28, Endicott's lane .

和經廣

Kwong King Wo, 84 , Praya West. ofA Wing Yik, 15 ,Queen's road East.

春 萬端

Kwong Man Chun , 116, Praya

Bankers.

ANKwong Nam Hing , 38, Wing Lok

PVM Kwong Shun Loong, 96, Wing BE Cheung Yuen, 119, Queen's road

* Kong Sang Tye,107 , Wing Lok Ta Chung Shun Wo, 94, Wing Lok

Kwong Tai Cheong, 184, Wing BELA E Loong, 109, Queen's road Cen

.

泰 廣

Kwong Tai Yuen, 93, Praya Cen I Hung Cheong, 72, Wing Lok

崇德廣

Kwong Tuk Wing, 53, Bonham FD Hang Wo, 105, Wing Lok Fong.

#kia E7 Kwong Tung Chan, 18, Bonham TL Kin Yuen , 87, Wing Lok Fong.

Kwong Yü Foong, 74, Wing Lok
Kwan Kee, 108 , Queen's road

Kwong Yuen Tai , 111 , Praya.
hij Li Hung, 123, Queen's road Cen

Tu Kwong Wo Shing, 68, Praya West. Lün Fat, 141 , Queen’s road

Ling Wan,16, Queen street. Min Wo,103 , Bonham strand.

Ti Mee Fook, 100, Praya West.
i Shun Cheong, 97, Bonham strand.

Ming Kee, 61 , Wing Lok Fong.
* Shun On, 107, Bonham strand .

thing Se Shing Wo Kee, 48, Wing * Sze Tye, 68, Wing Lok Fong.

West.

.

tral.

tral . Fong.

strand

strand .

tral .
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Tuk On, 51 , Bonham strand .

dili Tuen Kee,97, Queen’s road Cen

安德 , .

Tung Kut, 1478, Queen’s road

W* Wai Shun, 87, Bonham strand.

Wing Po Cheong,64, Queen's road

4 * Wing Wo Sang, 9, Hillier street.

Tuli Yau Cheong, 10, Bonham strand.

at Yau Tai, 89,Bonham strand .

7 Yü Cheong, 22,Bonham strand.

Yü Hang, 51F, Queen’s road.

#m Yü On, 65, Bonham strand .

l . Ynen Cheong, 99, Bonham strand .

JK Yuen Yuen, 115 , Queen’s road

Bookbinders .

Cheung Shing, 70 , Queen's road

El Chee Shing , 14, Wellington street.

in The Fook Shing, 11A , Stanley street .

h Hip Hing, 85, Queen's road East.

盛 利till
Lee Shing, 9, Stanley street .

billot Kee Shing,52A , Queen’ road Cen

Man Shing,34,Wellington street .

Tai Sing, 52 , Queen's road Cen

&F Tin Shing,56, Queen's road Cen

ett Wai Shing, 13, Stanley street.

Yuen Shing, 11 , Pottinger street .

TU Yuen Tai,35, Wellington street.

感觉

Yuet Sbing, 34, Wellington street .

Barbers.

Til A Fook, 4 , Wellington street.

A Hing. 1a, Stanley street .

Nam Sang , 4A , Wellington street.

i Shun Hing Tai, 6a, Wellington

Yuet Shing, 4A,Wellington street.

street . street .

street .

Bird's -nest Merchants .

West.

源 Kwong Yuen , 24, Queen's road

P Man Loong, 148 , Queen's road

Hier Wing Hing, 320, Queen’s road

* Wing Yuen, 250, Queen's road

PRAX Yee Hop Loong, 111,Jervois street.

Carpenters.

來 晋
TE Chun Loi , 237, Queen's road East.

#Fung Sling, 27, D'Aguilar street .

BT Hip Shing, Ahok, 19, D’Aguilar

Kwong Cheong, 20, Wellington

Kwong Fat, 24,Wellington street.

* Kwong Loi , 61 , Wellington street.

De Kwong Shing, 10, Wellington

BENUH Kwong YuetLoong, 6, D'Aguilar

it Mow Shang, 21 , D'Aguilar street .

U Mow Wo, 7, Lyndhurst terrace.

Shing Wo,23, Wellington street .

Hai Tai Lee, 5 , Lyndhurst terrace.

Tai Yik, 18 , Lyndhurst terrace .

全 德 Tuk Chuen, 30, Queen's road East.

Tuk Mow , 4,Wellington street .

Tuk Tai , 2A , Wellington street.

En Tung Mow , 99, Wellington street .

bila Tung Shing, 39, Wellington street.

Block Makers .

CS Fi Kee, 19, Endicott's lane.

TillA Hop Lee, 24,Endicott's lane.

10t Tai Tuk , 38, Gilman’s street .

UTo Wo Kee, 33 , Endicott's lane.
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ta

Central

.

tral.

Tung Wo, A HO, 34, Cochrane
Chinaware Dealers .

street .

jik .

Wing Cheung, 42, D'Aguilar street .

it Fu Wo Shang, 2B, Wellington street .
Lo Fook Hing, 104, Boniliam strand.

昌經

BY WuiLoong, Yu Look, 12, D'Agui

King Cheng, 20, Queen's road

* West .

.

ha

Kü Loong, 121 , Bonham strand .

Chair Makers. A Kung Hing, 98, Bonham strand .

DG Yee Cheung, 14, Wellington street . TEM
DE Kwong Fook Cheong, 175 , Queen's

road West.

fine Yü Tuk , 12 , Wel ington street.

Kwong Fook Loong, 113, Bonham
al

strand

H7

Yü Wo, 16 , Wellingto
n street . Mi Loong Yuen, 132, Bonham strand .

4 Ye : Sling, 51 , Queen's road.

Charterers ,

Cheung Fut Chan, 5kg, Praya
Cigar Dealers .

F Foong ľuen, 71 , Tiny Lok Fong.

Hing Kee & Co. , 94, Praya. 泰 喜 He Tai, 51, Queen's road Central.

LA Hop Kee, 86, Wing Lok Fong . FU Kwong Hing Wo, 133, Queen’s

**Ë Hung On Tai,92, Wing Lok Fong.
馨 传 Mow Hing, 52A, Queen's road Cen

* Kuntrachtung Tai, 41 , Bonbam Sewcemen Kee, 244, Queen’s road

4 Kung On , 58, Praya Central.
W Wai Wo, 514, Queen's road Central.

源 利 廣W .

Kwong Lee Yuen , 3, Queen street.
te Wing Po Cheong,64, Queen's road

MtLun Shun Chiu Sheung

Kook , 22, Praya (China

Merchants' S. N. Co.)

PA Man Hing Loong, 59c, Praya Clothiers and Drapers.

隆安萬En ,

Man On Loong, 95, Bonham

和 安 萬

Man On Wo, 61 , Praya Central . Whila Atick, 1 , Wyndham street .

接客 利 名7 Ming Len Hak Chan, 53, Praya 盛 南
Nam Shing, 744, Queen's Road

Central ,

Nam Tai, 27 ,Wing Lok Fong. H= Sam Hing , 49 , Queen's road Cen

AK Po Inen Kung Chan, 76, Fog See 10, 71 , Queen's road Central.

PED ! Shing Loong, 58 , Bonliam strand. Tung Cheong, 95, Queen's road

Soey Shing, 90 , Bonham strand.

Fil Sun Hung, 29, Stanley street. Coal Merchants .

Hlj Sun Wo Yuen,72, Bonham strand .

後來泰

Tai Loy Chan, 20, Wing Lok Fong . Falls Shing Lee, 37, Tung-mun lane.

A Tunin ee Kung sze, 103, TT Wing On Cheung, 67, Praya West ..

盛維

Wai Shing, 129, Queen's road * Wing Kee, 15, Endicott's lane.

Wo Wing,89, Queen's road Cen
Yee Sang, 45, Praya Central.

tral

Central

strand.

Central .
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East

Centrul

street.

tral.

street.

Contractors .

un- Yat Pan Luu ,1004 , Queen's road

Esling Yuk , 50, Queen’s road East.
El Ye Wai Kü, 62, Praya Central .

Kwong Tuk,66, First strett, West

W Kwong Yuen, 33, Bunham strand.

Fancy Goods Stores .

* Kwong Loi, 51, Second street, * Cheung Wo, 28 , Queen's road .

B Tuk Yuen, 57,Queen’s road East. i Chung Shing, 232, Queen's road .

# Tung Wuh, 73, Queen's road. W Huong Sing, 106, Queen's road ,

德怡1

Yee Tuk , 51 , Queen's road East.
Kwan Tai, 104, Queen’s road .

Ni Kwong Hing, 228, Queen's road .

Cotton and Yarn Merchants.

Kwong Tai Shang, 94, Queen's

Chuen Shing, 154, Queen's road
F : Kwong Wo, 528, Queen’s road.

* Chun Cheong Tai, 16, Wing Lokom
Nam Hing Loong, 93 , Queen's road

Fow Hing Loong, 78, Wellington # Shuey sang, 168, Queen's road .

PE Fow Loong, 25 , Wing Lok Fong. , Sun Hing, 48, Queen's road Cen

TEA1 Kin Hing Cheung, 4, Aberdeen or Sun Shing, 62, Queen’s road.

A Loong Now, 67, Bonham strand . 盛泰
Tai Shing, 78, Queen's road .

Bi Ra Nam Fan, 8, Bonhal strand . i Tung Cheong, 162,Queen’s road.

泰順

Nam Shun ' lai, 7, Wing Lok Fong.
11 Tung Hing , 184, Queen’s road

A W Sun Hing Loong, 32, Wing Lok PZ Wah Loong, 69 , Queen’s rond .

KAV Sun Hop Loong, 101 , Wing Lok mit ka Wing Cheung,205 , Queen's road

N Tai Hing, 133, Queen’s road Cen Fill To Wo Lee, 68, Queen’s road.

PETU Yuet Loong, 23, Wing Lok Fong. 泰和e Tu

Wo Tye, 100, Queen's road Cen

f Yau Cheong, 194, Queen's road

Dyers,

Yü Shing, 82, Queen's road .

1 So Cheong Tai, 52, Lower Lascar
HL 9 YeungHing, 74, Queen's road

Soey Cheong, 4, Gap street .

* Wing Yee Cheong, 96, Wellington

Flour Merchants.

Yee Hing, 3, Hillier street. BURU Kwan Yü Yee, 56, Wing Lok Fong,

IR Kwong Jing Cheong, 90, Wing

Eating House Keepers .

* Kwong Wah Yuen, 54,Wing Lok

EATE Fook Hing Kü,74 , Bonham strand. 19 T Leong Vee, 119, Bonham strand .

# HangemeneLou, 281, Queen’s road Sung Tai Loong, 82, Bonham

* Hangad teine I.ou , 122, Queen's Watu Wo Kee Chan, 59, Praya .

** Man Fong Lou, 42 , Wing Lok
Fong. 記 應

Ying Kee, 79, Bonham strand

tral

Central .

street .

West .
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road West.

On Tai Ins. Co

Furniture Dealers. bl llei Sün Shing,48, Queen's road West.

PEK. Chu Loong Tai , 158 , Queen's road
Wing Fat , 14, Queen's road West.

In Kwong Lee Cheung,37, Queen's BAT Wing Hop Loong,16, Queen’s road

Pohon Ti Wing Tak, 26, Queen's road West .

Gold Dealers.
隆裕

Yü Loong, 164, Queen's road Cer

tral.

Foto

Chee Wo, 69, Bonham strand ,

Bi Cheong Yuen, 64,Wing Lok Fong.
Insurances.

Cheong Shing,52,Wing Lok Fong.

hill Chüen Shing, 29, Bonham strand. ADOTE17 Chiu Sheung Kook
,

TË Hung Cleong,60, Wing Lok Fong .

22 , Praya (China Merchants ' S. N.

Co., agents ) .

與麗

Lai Hing, 71 , Bonham strand . Man On Ing. Co. , 9, Queen's

隆麗

Lai Loong, 39, Bonham strand.

司 公 限 有 險 保泰安 Ld., 8, Praya..

生麗

Lai Sang, 35 , Bonham strand .

Nan Sang, 53 , Bonham strand.
Iron Dealers .

與資

Po Hing, 45, Bonhan strand.

TTE

Fook Lee, 4, Hillier street .

1 Sang Cheong, 62, Bonham strand .
ASR Leong Man Wing, 1, 'Jervois

BT: Wing Sbiry Loong ,24, Bonham

Wui Yuen , Go , Wing Lok Fong .

VEE Shiu Loong, 10, Hillier street.

與 怡 Yee Hing, 16, Kwong-yün street

PA 16

Yee Loong, 109, Queen's road Cen

ET Yee On, 19, Hillier street.

Gold and Silver Smiths.

Filli Wing Lee,152, Queen's road Cen .

Chai Nam, 72, Wellington street. Iron and Copper Smiths.

Cheong Hing, 5, Queen's road

in the Chuen Shing , 57, Queen's road Fi) 8 .

Lee Nam , 8, Endicott's lane.

Chun Nam , 70, Wellington street. loh Sun Cheong, 346, Queen's road

Lee Cheong, 145, Queen's road. 昌 酒 Sze Cheong, 342, Queen's road

# Fill Lee Sing, 24A, Queen's road .
Price Tung Yik , 65e, Wellington street.

* Wing Chun, 62, Wellington street. 昌 怡 Yee Cheong, 33 , Queen's road.

Wung Hing,69,Queen'sroad East.

Iron Founders.

Gun Makers. I h Hip Yuen, 99, Queen’s road East.

* Chün Sing , 190,Queen'sroad West. De Kwong Hip Loong, 24,Gilman’s

Chun Loong, 156, Queen’s road #Toong Sing , 175, Queen's road

隆均 Kwan Loong, 67, Queen's road #WoSing, 15, Gilman's street .

East.

tral .

tral.

East.

.

West .
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On Shun , 133, Bonham strand .

road Central.

strand West.
road Central.

.

Fong

Fook Wo, 116, Queen's road Cen

tral .

利 協

Japan ware Dealers.
4 Kum Lee Fuen, 76, Bonham

* Kwong Wing Tai Chan, 138, pFul Kwong Wo Loong, 39, Bonham

# 71 l Kwongo Wing Sang, 242, Queen's Man Yuen Tong, 34, Bonham

W ** Lock Hing, 12, Queen’s road Cen 順 安

big Loong Shing, 32, Queen's road on Tung Shun Wo, 77, Bonham

= Same Shing Chan, 102, Queen's It Wing On Cheong, 17, Bonham

V Toong Cheong Loong,229 , Queen's The Wing Tung Fook, 51 , Bonham

PHIR Yü WoLoong, 66, Bonham strand.

Mat and Bag Sellers.

Milkmen .

huCheong Lee, 7 , Graham street.

Cheong Loong, 30, Bonham strand .

of Cheung Kee, 233, Queen's road

Ching Kut, 79, Bonham strand .

alut Hing Kee, 38, Cochrane street.

IT Fook Cheong, 132, Wing Lok

MAHopWo,17, Shelley street .

和福

Shing On Lee, 36, Stanley street.

1 Hing Cheong,130 , Graham street .

Fun Hop,5, Cochrane street.

Hip Lee, 154, Bonham strand.

1 Kwong Cheong, 59, Praya Central.
Oil Dealers .

FM Kwong Ye Wo, 121 , Wing Lok

A Kwong Hup ,120 , Graham street.

Chun Cheong Wing, 77, Bonham

of Shing Cheong,47, Bonham strand

tili i Hip Shing, 189, Wing Lok Fong .

tut !! S'hing Yik,5 , Bonham strand.

* Tui Hing . 67, Bonham strand

# Tin Shing, 131 , Queen's road Cen

PE Tni Loong, 80, Queen's road Cen

# Tin Yik, 41 , Bonham strand West.

2 ts Ying TaiLoong , 13 !, Queen's road.

Fill Tuk Lee, 1 , Queen's road Con

In Tung Cheong,61 , B inhum strand .

Opium Dealers .

Tung Fa",101 , Bonham strand.

It Wing Cheong,10, Q.ieen street.

41 Farmers, 146, Wing Lok

1WuiCheong,81 , Bonhan strand . ÕF YanWoKing Sze, 3. Cluverly

F FAT Shun Ye Kung Sze, 10 ,Bon

4 Chan Shing Kung S e, 86, Bon

Medical Shops .

M Cheung Yuen , D1,Jervois street.

MiTo Fook Yu n , 50, Bnham stran l . PE Ching Loong , 47, Jurvois street.

til Him ShunCh
eung, 53 , Bonhain

與全 Chuen Hing, 125, Jervois street.

strand .

Kü Yueu, 210, Queen's road Cen

tral.

tral.

In Man Wo Sang Co., Opium

Fong.

Yü W0, 91 , Queen's road Central.

---

strand West .
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street .

Fong .

Central.

源

tral.

tral.

Fook Yuen, 91, Jervois street . Pawnbrokers.

Æ Fou Sang. 36c , Bonham strand.

3 Kin Hing Cheung, 4, Wellingto:

BT Cheung Tai,99, Queen's road West.

W King Wo, 85,Jervois street .

Chun Shing, 135,Bonliam street.

ME Ku Yuen ,87 , Jervois street .

Him Kut , 124, Jervois street .

Kwong Loong, 72, Jervois street .
, .

HE Him Yu«n, 267; Queen's road

Film Kwong Shing Lee, 34, Wing Lok

1 Kung On ,202 , Queen's road West.

Lee Tai,68,Jerrois street.

#l] Leo On, 51 , Queen's road Central.

Van Chuen, 109 Jerrois street.

HotT Leong Tik , 84, Wellington street .

19 Man Yuen , 115, Jurvois street .

Shun Hang, 216, Queen’s road

Tai Loong, 37, Queen's road .

IK1 Min Yuen, 23 , Hillier street .
.

.

4. Yik Sang, 87, Queen's road Cen

ME Sang Yuen , 74 , Jervois street.

Tin Yuen, 97 , Jervois street .
Photographers ,

Wa Yee Yuen, 117, Jervois street . F1 Afong, Queen’s road Central.

TIR和 世

Yuet Wo, 113 , Jervois street .

THun Cheong Shing, 32, Queen's

road Central.

Opium (prepared) Dealers .

In Nga Chan, 80, Queen's road Cen

給 寶

FE Pun Lun , 52A , Queen's road Cen

Fuk Chee W0, 86 , Bonham stran !.

W Chun Fuen , 124, Wing Lok Fong.

3.1.5 Pun Wo, 56, Queen's road Central .

隆福

盛 桃

To Shing, 40, Stanley street.

Fook Loong, 89, Jervois street.
Uk ,

源麗

Lai Yuen , 52, Bonham strand .

mitFt Wing Cheung , 58, Queen’s road

Wo Cheong, 108, Queen's road

Ping Kee, 27 , Jervois street.
Central

PEE Shiu Loong, 57, Bonham strand.
Piece Goods Merchants.

Painters. BEE Cheung Loong, 51 , Jervois street .

ki Chan Kee , 41 , Endicott's lane. in Ching Lun , 135 , Queen's road

# E Tai, 27, Stanley street . Choy Cheong, 43,Bonham strand .

Nam Cheong, 3 , Tung- 11 n lane . Chun Cheong Loong, 49, Jervois

& On Shun , 4,Gilman street. 隆晋

E Chun Loong 11 , Queen's road

.

Me On Wo, 18.Gilnan street. 泰福

Fook Tai, 139, Queen's road Cen

* Shing Lee , 2, Tung Tak lane . PER Fung Yuen Loong, 53, Jervois

me mit Shun Shing, Wellington Fung duen Yuen, 70, Jervois

HD Tai Shun, 137, Queen’s road East.
Him Chuen Yik , 57, Jervois street .

與承

Wing Hing , 20, Tung-mun lane.

ali , , .

Him Kut, 13, Bonham strand .

Ice E, 3 ), D'Aguilar street.
SC Hing Kee, 83, Jervois street.

隆昌晉
street.

Central

tral .

62,

street.
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street .

tral

Central,

street . tral .

Vest.

street.

BELAHop Cheong Loong. 86, Jervois
Portrait Painters .

King Cheong, 61 , Jervois street.
ali Shing Yuen, 56 , Queen’s road Cen

* King Tai, 69, Jervois street.

E Ko Loong Tai , 33, Jervois street .

to Wo Cheong, 1088, Queen’s road

PESU Kwong Shiu Loong, 39, Jervois
VE Yan Cheong, 22, Wellington street.

PATE Kwong Fook Loong, 41 , Jervois
Yee Hing, 52, Queen's road Cen

Kwong Loong Yuen, 19, Jervois 19 Tee Chun , 52A,Wellington street.

Kwong Yü Lün, 5, Jervois street.

彰

Lai Cheong, 78, Jervois street.
Rattan Dealers.

W je .

Lai Wa, 9, Queen's road Central.

Chuen Lee, 254, Queen's road

泰和

Lai Wo Tai, 17, Jervois street.

54 King Kee, 134, Qneen’s road East.

隆昌美 Me. Cheong Loong, 81 , Jervois le Now Wing Cheong, 120, Queen's

隆璋美 Me Cheong Loong, 84, Jervois

Shun Yü, 193, Praya West.

Am Me Lün , 75, Jervois street .
Tai Kee, 21 , Tsze Milane.

# Sang Cheong Loong, 27, Jervois
into Wing Hing Cheong 262 , Praya

in Shin Lün, 143, Queen’s road Cen

FIBA Shiu Wo, 13, Jervois street . Rattan Chair Makers.

El Slun Loong, 14, Wing Lok Fong .

Ji Soey Cheung, 15, Jervois street .
Chrong Kee, 123. Queen's road

PA Soey Loong, 3, Jervois street .
Fuji Cheung Wo, 59, Queen’s road East.

Soey Yuen, 24, Jervois street.
Lilli Lin Cheong, 153, Queen's road

PH Sun On Loong, 76, Jervois street.
The Loong Hing, 76, Queen's road

Sun Tai Loong,48, Jervois street.
FÆ Tsun Lee, Queen's road West.

AmA Tai Lun, 96, Jervois street.
it Wing Kee, 42 , Queen’s road East.

Tai Cheong, 7, Jervois street .
Wing Tye, 127, Queen's road East.

# Wing Fung Tye, 43, Jervois street .
FU W. Cheong, 7, Queen's roadEast .

Wing Vang, 96, Jervois street.

勝

Yee Sing, 3 , Queen's road East.

TTK Wing Tai Cheung, 29, Jervois

ha Wo Lun, 35, Jervois street .
Rice Merchants .

BEE Van Loong, 23,Jervois street.
後 聚

Choy Chan, 118 , Bonham strand

Pe Yat Loong, 11 , Jervois street . en Choy Shing, 100, Wing Lok Fong.

16 Yee Cheong Tai,21,Jervois street .
A Hop Chan, 172, Wing Lok Fong .

un Ying Lun, 37, Jervois street. Kung Yuen, 112, Wing Lok Fong.

成 來 悦
s Yuet Loi Shing, 55 , Jerrois street. Kwong Choy, 66, Queen's road

East .

West.
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strand.

F

West.

Full Kwong Him Wo, 56, Bonham Ship Compradores .

WA Kwong Hop Loong, 140 , Wing

Tom Kwong Wo, 115,Praya West.

Cheong Kee, 24, Endicott's lane.

Mow Yuen , 181 , Praya West.
,

An Cheung Hop, 18, Endicott's lane.

Hi Nam Hing , 174, Wing Lok Fong. ille Cheung Kee, 51 , Praya Central.

VER Po Loong, 108, Praya West .

Chune Wo, 29, Praya Central.

益泰

Tai Yik , 84, Wing Lok Fong .
F Chung Wo, 30, Endicott's lane.

與達

Tat Hing, 166, Queen's road West.. 與發

Fat Hing, 4, Queen's road West.

,

. Tung Foong, 99 , Wing Lok Fong. CT Fook Kee, 9 , Pottinger street.

Tung Mow ,201 , Bonham strand. 記 寬

Foon Kee, 19, Cochrane street.

* Tung On, 142, Wing Lok Fong .

Hoo Tye Loong, 45, Praya Central.

A Wing Fung Yuen , 51 , Bonham

Lin Cheong, 63 , Wing Lok Fong..

隆 萬
PE Wing Loong,21, Bonham strand.

Man Loong, 24, Webster street .

#

Ik Wing on Cheong, 131 , Praya €

Mow Sang, 33, Wing Hing lane.

,

Nam Wo, 17, Stanley street.

茂 和

Wo Mow, 80, Bonham strand.

Shing Hing , 565, Praya Central..

盛和
Wo Shing, 149, Wing Lok Fong.

Wung Yuen, 73, Praya West.

it if Shing Ki, 4 , Webster street.

1 Yee Tak , 126, Praya West .

til Shing Tai , 14 , Endicott's lane.

Ti Soey Lee, 23, Endicott's lane.

#Tai Kee, 1 , Webster street ..

Sail Makers,
Tai Sang, 25, Endicott's lane .

Mi Yi Chim Shun, 47, Praya West. u Tung Kue, 33, Praya Central.

記 亮 Leo" g Kee, 29, Wing Lok Fong . unha Tuk Lee,59 , Praya Central.

記 池 或
Yee Shing Chie Kee, 45 , Hing

Wah S.ng, 568 Praya Central.

L'ing street .

Bit Wing Cheong, 7, Endicot :'s lane.

TE Wing Tye Loong, 39, Endicott's

Saltpetre & Sulphur Dealers ,

DE Yan Kee , 52, Praya Central.

Cheong Kee, 14, IIillier street.
Yung Kee, 47, Praya Central .

V Fou Loong, 25 , Wing Lok Fong .

Kwong Tik Cheong. 1 , Praya Cen
Ship Wrights .

VEA Sun Hop Leong, 101 , Win: Lok

Fong

A# Fung lling, 229, West Point.

Wing Cheong Tai , 21 , Wing Lok A Hop Lee, 162 , West Point.

n Yat Cheong, 26,Wing Lok Fong.
Hip Shing.309 , West Point.

Fong
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tral .

tral .

.

tral.

TUS Kwong Lee, 118, West Point. ☆ Man Kee, 41, Queen's road East.

FU Shün Lee, 29, Praya East . 盛南

Nam Shing, 74, Queen's road Cen .

KUFA Wo Lee, 38, Praya East ..
In Tung Cheong, 95, Queen’s road

NW Tung Hing, 15, Queen’s road East.

Shoe Makers. 與華

Wah Hing, 70, Queen's road Cen.

Cleong Shing, 9, Queen's road

È Wang Cheong, 163, Queen's road

be Cheung Shing, 45, Queen's road

DE Yan Cheong, 35, Wellington street,

B. Hing Sing, 18 , Wellington street .

AA Hop Hing,108, Queen’s road Cen Tea Merchants .

it Hung Kee, 38, Wellington street .

Kee Sing , 20 , Lyndhurst terrace. 記 蕭

Shiu Yuen Kee, 24, Queen's road

.

Kin Sing, 31 , Queen's road East. # Sang Mow, 114, Wing Lok Fong.

Kwong. Hing, 83, Queen’s road
盛達East.

.
Tat Shing, 5 , Queen's road Central.

生南 Nam Sang, 66, Queen's road East.

與泰定

Ting TaiHing, 312, Queen's road

Nam Sing, 13 , Lyndhurst terrace .

IR Yü Cheong, 129, Queen's road

Central .

* Yee Loi, 11 , Queen’s road East.

1 * Yip Cheong, 26, Wellington street .
Timber Yards .

Yuen Hing, 22,West Point.

het e Kü Shing, 82, Queen’s road West,

Sweetmeat Sellers. 15

Kwan Tai, 140, Queen's road West,

TH= Sam Wo, 103, Queen's road East.

PE Chai Loong, 8 , East street.
2 Sang Loong,97, Queen's road Cen.

#Choy Chun, 638, Praya Central. Tai Hang, 91, Queen's road East.

## Choy Fong, 16, Bonham stražd.
HEA Tung Mow, 196, Praya West .

茂怡

E Mow , 320, Queen's road .

12 The Wing Loong, 91, Wellington street,

祥和萬

Man Wo Cheung, 252, Queen's

road.
Eith

Yee Tai, 116, Queen's road .

隆盛新

Shun Shing Loong, 241, Queen's
,

West,

tral .

road West.

Tobacconists,

Tailors .

#Cheong Sing, 66, Queen's road

Fill

Hoi Lee, 112, Queen's road Cen

24 Hung Sing, 31 , Queen’s road Cen

安均

Kwan On, 72, Queen's road Cen

DOK * Cuü Wing Lan, 90 , Jervois street,

隆荷

Ho Loong, 73, Jervois street.

盛萬

Man Shing, 67, Jervois street,

IK Man Shun, 291 , Queen's road.

南 悦&

Yuet Nam, 200, Yueen's road West.

tral .

tral .
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Vermillion Merchants.
UT -Fuj Kvin. Wo Cheung Kee, 14,

Hoe Lun Yik , 60, Hollywood road .

hi Shun IIing,68, Wellington street. ent Shing Kee, 8 , D'Aguilar street.

JL Tai Iling , 21 , B »nham strand. For yny Sze Yik , 295, Queen’s road East.

* Tai Wo, 22, Qizen's road West. Filli Tung Lee, 23, D’Aguilar street.

Wing Kut,13 , Queen's road Cen

Wung Kee, 6 , Wellington street.

記 有

Yow Kee, 32, Wellington street.

Full Tan W9, 73 , Wington street.

It
Yuen Cheong, 130, Queen's road

East

Washeron .

Watch Makers .

( hun Cheon 3 ' , D'Aguilar street.

Cheung Tiina,22.D'Aynilar street.

.3

# Tung K9, 6. II II wood road .

e llung Yik , 13. D " Ayitilar street.

FA Lup 10, 25, Cochrane street.

h Kit Kee, 235, Queen's road East.

1 Ho Ling Kee, 18, Bonham strand.

LE1 Ho Ting Kee, 125, Queen’s road
Central.

171)

Lee Cheong, 145, Queen's road

Central.

Low Moon Kee, 16, Mercer street,,

記 Hi , ,

Tuk Kee, 107, Queen's road Cen.

Yu Kee, 95, Queen's road Central
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Road .

East.

ham Street.

Street .

Street .

West.

Road

TETTUENN ABERDEEN STREET,Ap-pa- tin Kai , from Queen's Road Central to
Caine Road .

WAB A-Chung's Lane, Kwok Tsung Kai, from Lower Lascar Row to

'Ny-kwai Lane.

TINE ALBANY ROAD, A - pan -ni Tò, from Upper Albert Road to Peak

HOME ALBANY STREET, A -pan- ni Kai, froin Queen's Road East to Praya

TE ALBERT Road, A -li pat T ', from Queen's Road Central to Wynd

ÜLEH ALBERT Road Upper, 4.li-pat Sheung T ), from Albert Roard ,by

the Government Gardens to Caine Road.

TULE SE ALEXANDRA TERRACE, A -li -shan -ta Kai, from Old Bailey to Shelley

#m E Algar Court, A - li-kv Hong, from Queen's Roal West to Firs

DAN FUNG LANE, An -fung Kai, from Queen's Road Wost to Praya

I ARBUT NOT Road, A - pat -nok TÀ, from Caine Road to Hollywood

A - S ,w's Lane, A -sau Hong, from Market Street to Caine Rad.

LB Astor Buildings, Tung On Li , froin Staunton Street to Aberdeer.

É HU Battery Road, Pau -toi T ), from Sailors' Home to Pokfolu n Roid.

FUL BEACONSFIELD Arcade, opposite City Hall.

IT BLACKSMITHS' Lane, Tu -tit Hong, from Fung Un Lane.

Í Bonham Road, Man -ham To, from Caine Road to Pokfolum Tivad.

til Ž

BONHAM STRAND, Man-ham Tai Kai, from Queen's Road Central to

OG BoxHam STRAND West,Mun-ham Sai Ye vh , from Bonham Strand

to Pra ya West .

145 BRIDGES STREET,Pit-lit-che Kai, from Shing Wong Street to

Tai-ping Shan Street.

街 者 列 必

BRIDGE STREET, Pit-lit-che Kiri, from Ligiiton Hill Road 1 :

Morrison Hill Road ,

T BURD STREET, Pat Kai, from Mercer Strect to Cleverly Stree',

E Burrows' Street, Pir -lo Kili, from Wanchai Road to Prava Fres

道堅

CAINE ROAD, Kin To, from Arbuthnot Roal to Bonham Roadl.

街貨洋

Canton BAZAAR, Yeung Fo Kai, Queen's Road East , opposite H.M
,

Naval Yard .

ứli & III CAROLINE HILL ROAD, Ka -lo -la Shai 'Tì, round Carolina Hill .

Castle Road,Wai-shing T), from Caine Road to Rolins in Road

West
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Ladder Street .

KPE CASTLE STEPS, Wai -shing Kai-kup, from Seymour Road to Robinson

Road .

Tils CENTRAL Market, Chung Wàn Kai-shi, from Queen's Roal Central

to l'raya Central.

THE CENTRE STREET, Ching Kai, from Praya West to Bonham Road .

# CHẢnceRY Lane, Chan shi- li Hong , from Arbuthnot Road to Old

Bailey Striet.

ja Cheung HiNG STREET,Cheung Hling Kri, from Hollywood Road to

Lower Lascar Row.

Cheung Kang Lane, Cherng Kang Li, from Queen's Road East.

DIST Cheung Shing LANE , Cheung Shing Li, from Caine Road to Tai

ping Shan Street.

Ek Cheung On LANE, Cheung On Li, from Centre Street .

lju + China Bazaar, Chung-kwok Kai, from Queen's Road C - ntral to

Praya Central.

t's Chuk Hing LANE, Chuk -hing Li, oft Gage Street.

t's Chuk Lin Lane, Chuk -lin Li, off Gap Street.

FUT Chung Wo Lane, Chung To Li , from Staunton Street .

E Circular Pathway, Kung In Hong, from Gough Street Steps to

THIS CLEVERLY STREET, K-up- pi-li Kai, from Praya Central to Queen's

Road Central .

Cochrane Street, Kok -lun Kai, from Queen's Roard Central to

Gage Street.

# Tube COMMISSARIAT Lane, Kam -se-li Hong, from Queen's Road East to

Commissariat Wbarf.

Cross Lane, Kau -ka Hong.

* Cross Street, Kau-ka Tà, from Wanchai Road to Spring

biti D'AGUILAR Street, Tık ki - la Kai , from Queen's Road Central to

Wyndha Street.

LE DUDDELL STREET, Tò-te-li Kai, from Queen’s Road Central, next

LE* East Street, Taiping Shan Tung Kri, from Queen's Road Central

to Tai-ping Shan Market.

155 i Elgin Streer, I -li-kun Kai, from Staunton Street to Hollywood

17 Eur: in Terrace ,I - li - kun Toi, from Shelley Street to Caine Road.

20+ U Ezra LANE, E -sz-la Hong ,off Pottinger Street.

A Far HING STREET,Fut Hing Kai, from Hullywoo-1 Riva ? to Queen's

1--5 FIRSTSTREET, Tui yut Kai, from New East Street to Pokfolum

PAWEFRENCH STREET, Fut-lang -sai Kri, from Battery Roal to Praya

里 與 福

Fur Hind Lant , Fuk Hing Li , from Jar lin.'s Bazaar.

Garlens.

to Ice House Street.

Road .

Road Wost.

Road .

.
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TË Fur On Lane, Fuk On Li, Market Street, Tai ping Shan.

A GAGE STREET,Kit- chi Kai, from Lyndhurst Terrace to Aberdeen
Street.

山 斷 ) GAP STREFT, Cho-tür Shan Kai, from Hollywood Road to Queen's

Road West .

ÜH GALDEN Road, Fa-ün To, from Albert Road by the East side of

the Government Gardens to hobinson Road .

att Garden Lane, Fa -ün Hong, Slek -tong Tsui.

# 1 GiBB’s Lane, Kip -sz Hong, from Queen's Road Central 10 Praya

Central.

GILMAA's Bazaar, Ki-li-man San Kai, from Queen's Road Central

to Praya Central .

GILMAN STREET, Ki-li-man Kai,from Queen's Road Central to

Praya Central

flip GOUGH STREET,Ko- fu Kai, from Aberdeen Street to Queen's Road
Central

街咸嘉

GRAHAM STREET, Ka-ham Kai, from Queen's Road Central te

, ,
Staunton ,

# 81 GUTZLAFE STREET, Kwok-sz -lap Kai, from Queen's Road Central to

E Hau Fung Lane, Hau Fung Li, from Ship Street .

The Heard STREET, Hot Kai, from Wanchai Road to Praya East .

街 香

HEUNG LANF, Heung Kai, from Queen's Road West to Bonham

Strand West.

巷 隆 禧

Hi LUNG LANE, Hi lung Hong, from Queen's Road East to St.

Francis Street.

The High Street, Ko Kai, from Bonham Road to Pokfolum Road .

#ll Till Lane, Shan Hong, from Hospital Hill Road .

| Hill Road, Shan Tð, from Pokfolum Road to Middle Street.

|| Hill Road, Shan Kai, from Pokfolum Pond to Middle Street.

街厘禧

HILLIER STREET, Hi- li Kai, from Praya Central to Queen's Road

Central ,

Hillier Street South,Hi-li Nam Kai.

街 隆 與

HING LUNG STREET, Hing Lung Kai, from Queen's Road Central to

Praya Central,

THING WAN STREET, Hing Wan Kai, from King Sing Street te

Lung On Street .

TEA Hing Yan Lang, Hing Yan Li,from Upper Station Street .

Ú # HOLLYWOOD ROAD,Ho -li-wut Tð, from Pottinger Street to Queen's

.

#LI HOSPITAL Hill Lane, I - kun Shan long, from Queen's Road West

道館醫

HOSPITAL ROAD, I-kun Tð, from Bonkam Road to New East Street.

街廠冰

ICE HOUSE STREET, Ping-chong Kai, from Praya Central to Alberi

Road, at Peddar's Hill.
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Street .

Street.

I IN ON LANE, In 01 Li, from Praya West to Queen's Road West,

I Wo STREET, I Wo Kai, near the Sugar Refinery .

有益

Y I YIK LANE, I Yik Kai, from Middle Street ,

ETTE JARDINE's Bazaar, Cha -tin Kai, from Praya East to Shau - ki Wàn

Road .

THE Jervois STREET, Cha -wai Kui, from Queen's Road Central to

Morrison Street.

Mint Joze Lane East, Tsu -shi Tung, from Ladder Street .

L: Le Joze LANE WEST, Tso- shi Sai,from Tank Laue.

L9 KAI MING LANE,Kui ling Li, from Queen's Road East near H.M.

Naval Yard.

IR KAI UN Lane, Kai Un Li, from Peel Stret.

* KATON STREET, Kut On Kii, from King Sing Street to Lung On

Kat činG Lane, Kat Sing Li, from Ladder Street.

t/ 7. Kau U Fong, Kau -ji Fong, from Gouch Street to Wellington

BTC Keen Un LANE, Kin Un Li, from Praya East .

I HH Ki Ling Lane, Ki Ling Li,from Queen's Road West to Praya

King SING STREET, King Sing Kai, from Queen's Road East.

5 Kin Sow Court, Kin Sau Li, from Gage Street.

WE King STREET, Wong Kai, from Pennington Street to Nullah .

Et KingWILLIAM STREET, Wai-lam Wong Kai, from Pennington

15MJ# Kom U Street, Kom U Kai, from Queen’s Road West to Praya

U Ko K1 Alley, KJ Ki, from Wellington Street to Stanley Street.

U Kung Suun Lane, Kung Shun Li, iu First Street, Sai Ying -pun.

# Kwai Wa Lane, Kvai Wà Li, from Hillier Street to Cleverly

W KW( Ng Fung Lane, Kwong Fung Li, in Battery Road .

TE Kwong Fock Lane, Kwong Fuk Li, from Upper Station Street to

Lower Caine Road,

W KWONG-YUN STREET East, Kwong Un Tung Kai, from Bondam

Strand to Praya Central.

14 PERKWONG-YUN STREET West, Kw ng Un Sai Kai, from Bonham

Strand to Praya Central.

ttle LADDER STREET, Lau tai Kai, from Queen’s Road Certral to Bon

坊上街梯樓

LADDER STREET TERRACE, UPPER, Lau - tai Kai Sheung Fong, from

Ladder Street .

West

Street to Sea Wall.

West.

Street.
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West Street .

Central .

HTTLADDER STREET Terrace, Lower, Laz: -tui Kui Ilu l'ong, from

Ladder Street.

# LAMONT's T 1xe , Lam - man Hong, from Fúk IImg Lane.

Bitti Lan Kwai Fong, Lan-kwai Fong, in D’Aguilar Strect.

徑 上羅摩
LASCAR Ruw, UPPER, Mo - lo Sheung K .!! , írom Ladder Street to

"

BT Lascar Row, Lower, Mo -lo Ha King, from Ladder Street to Fat

Hing Street.

Lav U Lane, Lau U Li, in High Street.

ÝLT LEIGHTON Hill Road, Lai-tun Shan Tð, round bottom of Leights.
Hill

Leung Wa TA1 LANE, Leung Wà Tai Li, in Queen’s Road West,

V LUNG ON STREET, Lung On Kai, from Nullah Lane.

is i LYNDHURST Terrace,Lun - hat-sz Kui, from Wellington Street to

Hollywood Road .

Man Hing Lane, Man Hing Li, off P « el Stre:t.

Man DIING LANE, Man Ming Li, from Ship Street.

里華文

MAN WA LANE, Mar Wi Li, from Bonham Strand to Praga
,

iliti flj ,

MARKET STREET, Kai-shi Kai, from Ladder Street to lò Yan Street,

街臣地外

MATHESON STREET , Mat-ti- shan Kai, from Sbau -li Wàn Roal to

Perceval Street.

街沙子

MERCER STREET, Ma - sha Kai, from Boubam Stranil to Queen's

Road Central.

PT MIDDLE STREET, Chung Kai, from Battery ilill to Slaugi.ter H.uze ,

Ming Tak Lane, Ming Tak Li, from Market Street.

UL. MORrison Hill Road,Ma-li -sun Shan Ts, from Oliservation Placo

to Wanchai Gap.

1.Morrison STREET,Ma-li- sun Kai, from Bonham Strand to Queen's

Road Central .

EH Mosque JUNCTION, Mo- lo Niu Kau Kai, from Robinson Road to

Shelley Street.

Mosque Street, Mo- lo Miu Kai, from Robinson Road to Peel Strett.

LE Mosque Terrace, Mo -lo Miu Toi, from Robinson Road to Perl

LFF Murray Pathway,Ma-li King, from Queen's Road Central to tlle

Government Offices.

RITF ,

New East STREET, San Tung Kai, from Praya West to Bonbaru

6 F New WEST STREET, San Sai Kai, from Praya to Bonham Road .

til Na Kwai Lane, Ng Kwai Fong, from Upper to Lower Hollywood

#KT NULLAu Lane , Shek Shui- kii Hong, from King Sing Street to

Praya .

Street .

Road .
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Caine Road ,

Street.

Street.

Central

Road.

Wan Roar .

* D OLD BAILEY Street, 0-10 Pi- li Kai, from Hollywood Road to

* On Ning Lane, On Ning Li, from Battery Road to Praya .

LITE ON Wai Lane, On Wai Li.

#Ox Wo Lane, On Wo Li, from Queen's Road Central to Gough

t }} PAN KWAI LANE, Pàn Kuai Li, from Wo Fung Street.

EZIN PECHILI Terrace, Pit -chi- li Toi, from Peel Street to Shelley

街打必 PenDAR'S STREET, Pit-ta Kai, from Queen's Road Central to Praya

佳梨卑

PEEL STREET, Pi- li Kai, from Queen's Road Central to Robinson

頓 寧邊
PENNINGTON STREET, Pin -ning-tun Kai, from Mint to Sbau-ki

WUE PERCEVAL STREET, Pa - 82 -wà Kai, from Shau-ki Wàn Road to

Praya .

i # 1 POKFOLUM ROAD, Pok-u Lam Tò, from Queen's Road West to Pok

街 作 典

POTTINGER STREET, Po- tin - cha Kai, from Praya Central to Holly

wood Road.

Pound Lane, Pong Hong, from Hollywood Road to Rutter's Lane .

街仁普

Po YAN STREET , Pò Yan Kai, frow Gap Street to Market Street .

約中旁海

PRAYA CENTRAL, Hoi-pong Chung Youk, from Wardley Street to

Boubam Strand ,

Khut PravaEast, Hoi-pong Tung Yeuk , from Eastern Market to East

Point.

kle Praya West, Hoi pong Sai Yeuk, from Benham Strand to Shek

file Pun Lung Lane, Pun - lun , Li, off Queen's Road East .

ÜHEN

QUEEN'S ROAD CENTRAL, IPong-huu Tai Tò, from the Western

Main Guard to West End of Hollywood Road .

ÖRG QUEEN's Road East, Wong-hau Tai Tỏ Tung, from the Western

Main Guard to Warchai Market.

PÜK QUEEN’s Road West, Wong hau Tai Tó Sai, from West End of

Hollywood Road to Pokfolum Road .

W QUEEN STREET, Wong -hau Kai, from Queen's Road West to Praya

E Robinson Road, Lo -pin -sun Tò, from Albany Road to Bonham

Road .

W Royal. Mint Street, Chü tsin Kuk Kai, from Jardine's Bazaar to

Mint.

TXRozario Street, Lò se- li Kai , from Ladder Street to Tank Lane.

街 厘 士 刺

DE RU Russell STREET, L 1-8z -li Kai, from Bowrington Canal to Perceval

TRUTTER LANE; Lat-ta Kai, from Pd Yan Street to Upper Station

LE Sar Lung Lanı, Sai Lung Li, frow Queen's Road West.

toug Tsui.

West.

Street.

Street.
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Francis Street.

Road .

R ad .

Road.

LEPE Sar On Lane, Sai On Li, from Battery Road to Praya.

Pu Sai Wa Lane , Sai Wà Li, from Pukfolum Road to New West
Street .

BioG SaiWoo LANE, Sai U Kai, from Queen's Road West to Praya
West .

il Salt Fish Street, Hàm U Kai, from New East Striet.

23 Sam To Lane, Sam To Li,from Buttery Road .

Hj Sau WA Fong, Sau -wa Fong, from Quecu's Road East to St.

W Scott I ANE, Sz kat Kai,from Queen's Road Central to Praya

Central.

5 Second Street, Tai I Kai, from Hospital Road to Pok'olum

IT Seymour Road, Sai-mo Tð, from Bynbam Road to Robinson

É PL Seymour Terrace, Sai-mo Toi, from Castle Steps to Seymour

Sharp STREET East,Shap Tung Kai, from Bowrington Canal to
Slau - ki Wàu Road .

fty SHARP STREET WEST, Shap Sai Kai, from Bowrington Canal to
.

LX Sukk Kai Lane, Shek Kai Li, from Nullah Lane.

街 利舍

SHELLEY STREET, She- li Kai, from Hollywood Road to Mosque

Junction .

里豐常
SHEUNG FUNG LANE, Sheung Fung Li, from Third Street to Second

单模 石

SHIK CHAN LANE, Shik Chan Li, from Queen's Road West to

Prava West .

里慶善

Shin Hing LANE, Shin Hing Li, from New Eastern Street.

Ę Sun Hing Lane, Shin Hing Li, from Gough Strett to Hollywood

#

SHIP STREET, Yeung-shün Kai, Praya East a cross Queen's Rnad

Suung Hing LanF, Shung Hing Li, from Queen's Road West to

Praya.

WENU SIEMSSEN's Lane, Shim - shan Kai,in Po Yan Street.

This de Shing-Wong Street, Shing Wong Kai, from Caine Road to Gough

biti bli#ta So- kon Po Market STREET, Sd - kon Pà Shi Kai, Jardine's Bazaar.

巷園春景

SPRING GARDENS ' LANE, King-chün Un Hong, from Queen's Road

East to Praya East .

it4 Square Street, Sz -fong Kai, from Ladder Street to Market Street.

# WW.Sr. Francis Lanf, Shing Fat-làn-ez.Hong,from St. Francis Street.

MWST.FRANCIS STREET, Shing Fi-làn - ez Kai, from Queen's Road East

running South .

FA

STANLEY STREET, Sz-tan - li Kai, from D'Aguilar Street to Graham

Street.

Road .

Street.
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STATION STUEET, Chai -kun Kai, from Caine Road to Pð Yan Street.

Station Street Upper, Chai- kun Sheung Kai, in Caine Road.

IGH STAVELY Street, Shi-ti-wà - li Kai, from Queen's Road Central to

Gage Street.

A STAUNTON STREET , Sz -tan - tun Kai, from Old Bailey to Bridges

Street.

LZ STUNE-Cutters' Lane, Shek -tseung Li, from Hollywood Road .

Sui Hing Lane , Sui Hing Li, from Caine Road .

里 見 Sun Wai LANE, Sun Wai Li, off Hollywood Road near Central

Police Station .

Suung On Lane , Shung On Li, Queen's R ad East.

街蘭打修

SUTHERLAND STREET, Sau -ta - lan Kai, from Praya West to Queen's

Road West.

*** Tai Loi Lane, Tai Loi Li,First Street, Sai Ying-pun .

LE* Tai Ping Lane, Tai Ping Li , from Tai-ping Shan Street to Market.

UF # Tat:PING Shan Street, Tai-ping Shan Kai, from Bridges Street

to Po Yan Street .

Plj Klik Tai Wo Street,Tai W. Kai, from Wanchai Road to Praya East.

Et Tai Wong Lane, Tai Wong Li, from Queen’s Road East to Praya.

TE* Tai WONG STREET, Tai Wong Kai, from Queen's Road East to

Praya East .

# Tak Hing East ALLEY, Tak Hing Tung long, from Praya West to

Queen's Road West .

# G Tak Hing WFST ALLEY, Tuk Hing Sai Hong, from Praya West to

Queen's Road West.

Tak Hing LANE, Tak Hing Li, off Pd Yan Street .

LE Tak Sing Lane, Tak Sing Li, from Second Street .

LE Tam Kur Lane, Tam Kui Li, cff Western Street.

LEE Tan Kwai Lane , Tan Kwai Li, from Ladder Street .

#ilk Tank Lane, Shui-chi Hong, from Lascar Row to Caine Road .

巷 皮 創

TANNERY LANE, Im - pi Hong, from Market Street to Tank.

里步地

Ti-Po LANE, Ti-pò Li, from High Street, Sai Ying-pun .

山斷掘

THE GAP, Kwat-tun Shan , from Wanebai Market to Morrison

E # THIRD Street, Tai Sàm Kai, from New East Street to Pokfolum

Road .

Li Tix Lung Lane , Tik Lung Li, in Queen's Road East.

街樂亭

TING LOK STREET, Ting Lok Kai, from Praya East to Morrison

Hill Road .

Hill R ad .
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Street.

West .

ward.

Y = TRIANGLE Street, Sam A Kai, from WanchaiRoad to Praya East.

La Tsing Ka Lanf, Teing Kai Li, from Nullah Lane to Albany

TRTsing Tsung Lane, T: ing Tsung Li, from Queen's Road East .

LH Tsui Lung LANA, Tsui Lung Li, in Queen's Road East .

Tsun Wing Lane , Tsun Wing Li , off Graham Street.

* Tsung Say Lane, Tsung Sau Li, frım Queen's Road West .

Tsz.Mi ALLEY, Tsz Mi Kai, from Queen's Road West to Praya

#Tsz Tung LANE, Tez Tung Hong, from First Street,Sai Ying-pun .

Tung Hing ALLEY, Tung Hing Kai, from Queen's Road West to

Praya West .

* Tung Lor Lane, Tung -loi Li, from Harbour Master's Office west

* Tung Lok Lane, Tung Lok Li , from Tai -ping Shan Street Steps.

LN Tung Lung LANE, Tung Lung Li, from Wanchai Road .

17 Tung Man Lane, Tung Man Kai, from Queen's Ruad Centralto

Praya Central.

Tung Tak Lane, Tung Tak Li, from Cochrane Street .

FF Tung Wo Lane East, Tung Wo Tung Kai, from Middle Street.

Tom Tung Wo Lane Tung W. Li, from Middle Street.

LEE U Hing Lane, U Hing Li, from Queen's Road Central

ME Ui Hing LANE , Ui Hing Li, Spring Gardens.

LLUI Lung Lane, Ui Lung Li, in Bowrington, Leightou Hill Road .

Ur On Lane, Ui On Li, from Second Street to Third Street,

HEM UI UNLANE Upper, Ui Un Sheung Li, from Upper Erd of Peel

ITI U1 Un Lane Lower, Ui Un Ha Li, from Upper End of Peel Street.

LA U Lok Lane, U Lok Li,from Third Street .

PELA U Po Lane West, U Pè Li Sai, from First Street , Sai Ying-pun.

東 里 普 条
LAU Po Lane East, U Pd Li Tung, from First Street, Sai Yirg -pun.

NETI UN On Lane, Un On Li, Hollywood Road to Circular Pathway.

EPUPPER STATION STREET,Chai- kun Sheung Kai, from Hospital Road

里蔭餘 DU YAM LANF, U Yam Li, in East Street, Tai-ping Sban .

Street.

to Station Street.
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Road East.

West.

Valley Road, Wa-li Tò, round Wong- nai Churg Valley.

Pls R$ VILLAGE STREET, Heung-ha Kai, from Leighton Hill Road to

Jardine's Bazaar,

the Wa In Fong, Wà In Fong, from Staunton Street.

WA IN Fong East, Wà In Tung Kai, from Staunton Street to Shing

Wurg Street .

L&# Wa On LANE, Wà On Li, from Aberdeen Street.

LE Wai Yan Lane, Wai Yan Li, from Ladder Street, Tai-ping Shav .

ÜTFE WANchai Road,Wàn - tsai Tò , from Bowring on Caval to Queen's

it WARDLEY STREET, Wak -li Kai, from Queen's Road Central to

Praya Central.

Het Webster Bazaar, :Kam Lung Kai, from Queen's Road Central to

Praya Central .

his WELLINGTON STREET, Wai-ling- tun Kai, from Wyndbam Street to

Queen's Road Central.

GUEŁ WEST STREET , Tai-ping Shan Sai Kai, from Queen’s Road Central

to Tai- ping Sban Sireet .

« West Terrace, Lok Kån,from Castle Road.

WILL Wilmer Street, Wai- li-ma Kai, from Praya West to Queen's Road

ut Wing Fung Lane, Wing Fung Li, from Queen's Road East.

TATT Wing Hing LANE, Wing Hing Li.

PT Wing On Lane, Wing On Kai, from Queen's Road Central to Pruya.

* T Wing Lok Street , Wing Lok Kai, from Praya Central to Praya

W Wing W. Lane, Wing Wá Li, from D'Aguilar Street.

The Wirty Street, Wat-ti Kai , from Praya Wert to Middle Street .

TH WO FUNG STREET, W. Fung Kai, from Queen's Road to Praya

LAFU Wo Hing BUILDINGS, Wo Hing Li, from Queen's Road West .

ET Wo On Lank , Wo On Li, from D'Aguilar Street.

街咸雲

WYNDHAM STREET, Wan-ham Kai, from Queen's Rcad Central to

Holl! wood Road ,

Lt Yan Shau Lane, Yan Sau Li, from D’Aguilar Street ..

#tü Yap Chu Aller, Yap Chü Hong, from Praya East.

* Yeong Lok Lane, Yeong Lok Li , off Upper Station Street.

里里和雍
!F157. Yung Wo Lane, Yung Wo Li, from Pound Lane, Tai-ping Shan .

街蘭泄

ZETLAND STREET, Sit- lan Kai, from Queen's Road Central to Ice

House Street .

West.

West.



MACAO .

Micao is situated in 22 deg. 11 min . 30 sec. N. latitude, an 1 113 deg. 32 mio.

30 sec. E. longitude, on a rocky peninsula, renowned , long before the Portuz vuse

settled on it, for its safe barbour for junks and small vessels. The Portuguese, who

had already settled on the island of Limpacao, and frequented for trading purposes

Chin -chew, Lianpo, Tam 10, and Sin -choan (St. John's island, where St. Francis Xwier

died) first took up their residence at Macao in 1557. Soon after their arrival pirates

and adventurers from the neighbouring islands continually molested them . The

Chinese authorities were powerless to cope with these mirauders , who went so far as

to blockade the port ofCinton . The Portuguese manned and arived a few vessels

and succeeded in raising the blockade of Cinton and clearing the seas . The town of

Micao soon afterwards began to rise, and during the eighteenth century trade

flourished wonderfully, the difficulty of residence at Canton greatly contributing

towards it. The Eust India Company and the Dutch Compiny had establishments

there.

Historians are divided in opinion as to whether the possession of Macao by the

Portuguese is due to Imperial bounty or to right of conquest. There can be no

doubt, however, that it was held at a rental of 500 taels a year until Governor Ferreira

do Amaral in 1843 refused to pay it any longer and forcibly drove out the Hoppo or

Chinese Customs-house, and with it every vestige of Chinese authority. This bold

stroke cost hiin his life in August, 1819, for he was waylaid and barbarousiy mur

dered near the Burrier of Purta do Cerco and his head was taken to Contou. On

the Chinese troops at the Burrier showing lizat and missing in great numbers , the

Portuguese troops gallantly advanced , took the fort of Possaleä ), and drove the

Chinese from their positions.

The settlement is separated from the large island of Hang -shan by a wall drawn

across the neck of land from shore to shore. Two principal range of hills, one running

from south to north , the other froin east to wast, muy be considered as forining an

angle , the base of which leans upon the river or anchoring place . The public and

private buildings , a cathedral, and severalchurches, are raised on the declivities, skirts,

and heigbts ofhillocks. 0.1 the lofty mount eastward, colled Charil , is a fort, enclosing

the hermitage of Na. Sra. de Guia, and westward is Nillau,on the top of which stands

the hermitage of N .. S : 1. de Ponha; entering a wide semi-circular buy , which faces

the east, on the right band stands the fort Sin Francisco; and on the left , that of

Na. Sra . de Bom Parto. Sen from the roads or from any of the forts crowning the

several hillocks, Mucao is extremely picturesque . The public and private buildings

are gaily painted and the streets kept very clean.

Since the cossion of the island of Hongkong to the British, the trade of Macao

has decreased considerably, and the coolie trade gave it an unenviable notoriety.

This traffic, pregnant with abuzes, was happily abolished in 1874. Tea continues to

be an article of export, showing the value of fro :n $ 700,000 to $ 850.000 a year.

Essential oils are also exported to some extent . There is likewise some trade in

opium .

The terrific typhoon of the 23rd S.ptein her, 1874, which swept across Hongkong

and the Southern Coast of China with such force, laid a considerable part of Macao

in ruins. During the full violence of the wind, and fearfulrise of the tide, a firetook

place which consu'nul the best houses in the parish of Sinto Antonio. With its

rade gone and consequent departure of in any of its residents , the activity of the

place is a thing of the past. Oving to its plonint climate and the quietude always

prevailing , Macao has become the refuge of invalids and hard toiling people from

Hongkong and other neighbouring ports.
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In the townthere are several places of interest apart from the Fan -tan or gam

bling saloons. The gardens and Grotto of Camoens, once the resort of the celebrated

Portuguese Poet Camoens, are worth seeing, as also the noble facade of the ancient

Jesuit church of San Paulo, burnt in 1835. Pleasant excursions can be made to the

Hot Springs 'of Yô -mab, about sixteen miles from Macao , easily reached in about

three and a half hours by steam launch . In winter snipe are plentiful in the

neighbouring paddy fields and afford good sport. The “ Macao Hotel," situated on

the Praia , is comfortable and the prices are moderate.

The Hongkong, Canton, and Macao Steamboat Company runs a daily steamer

(Sundays excepted) between Macao and Hongkong, leaving the former port at 8

o'clock a.m. and Hongkong at 2 p.m. To Canton thero is a steamer on every

altermate day , Sundavs excepted. The distance from Macao to Hongkong is 402

miles , and Canton 88 miles. The population of Macao, according to returns ade

in 1879, was - Chinese, 63,532 ; Portuguese, 4,476 ; other nationalities, 78 ; or a total

of 68,086 .

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government . MUNICIPAL CHAMBER.

Plenipotentiary in China, Japan, andSiam , President - Domingo C. Pacheco

and Governor of the Province --His Excel. Members--F. M.deGraça, A. A. da Silva ,

lency Joaquim José da Graça
C. J. Gracias, L. J. Baptista, J. V. de

Secretary General and Secretary of Lega Jesus.

tion - Dr. J. A. H. Corte Real
Clerk - S . A. Tavares

Aide-de-camp to 11. E.the Governor - C . A. Treasurer - F. P. Marques

Feyo Fôlque, sub - lieut.
Clerk - T. M. Marques

Adjutant to H. E. the Governor - Antonio Messenger - Luiz Maria do Rozario

A. de Souza Caldas, sub-lieut .

COLONIAL SECRETARY'S OFFICE .
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Colonial Secretary -General.-- Dr. J. A. H. Members — A . M. da Roza, F. de P. Noro .

Corte Real
nha, J. T. Robarts, M. M. Maher, J. E.

Chief Clerk-Tercio da Silva d'Almeida , F. de P. Cortella

In Charge of the Military Depart. - vacant Supplemental Members — M . A. dos Reme

Acting 1stClerk - D . de Barros dios , A. de Bar : 0s , DI . B. da Roza , F.

do, 2nd do. -J. J. dos P. Carvalho A. Volong, F. M. da Cunha, J. F.

do . 3rd do . -M. dos Remedios Franco

Addido-E. P. Leite

COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENT.
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL .

President - The Governor
(Annexed to the Municipal Chamber. )

Secretary - Dr. J. A. H. da C. Corte Real Administrator - L. Ferreira

Members — The Bisbop, the Commandant 1st clerk - E . Vianna

of Policial Guard, the Commandant 2nd do.—M.P. Simoës

Monte Fort, the Judge, the Attorney Bailif - M . A. de Souza

General, the Chief- clerk of the Ex

chequer, the President of the Municipal SUPREME COURT.

Chamber, the Colonial Surgeon
MILITARY SECTION .

COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE. President — The Governor J. J. da Graça

President -- The Governor Members—The Judge, the Commandant

Members--- The Colonial Secretary, the At Policial Guard, the Commandant of

torney -General, Lourenço Marques, B. the Line Regiment, the Senior Naval

S. Fernandez Officer, the Second Naval Officer.

Supplemental Members — A . C. Brandão, CIVIL Section ,

M. A. dos Remedios President – The Governor J. J. da Graça
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Members — The Judge, the two members

of the Provincial Council, the Presidint

of the Municipal Chamber, the Pro

curador dos Negocios Sinicos

REVENUE OFFICE ,

Secretario - J . C. P. d'Assumpção

Contador - J. J. d'Azevedo

lo . Escripturario - J.J. d'Azevedo

20. do . -F. de P. M. da Rocha

lo . Amanuense -- J . C. d'Assumpção

do . Supplente - A.J. V.Ribeiro

20. Amanuense — 0 . A dos Santos Oliveira

20 . do . Supplente-F. X. da Roza

Porteiro-V. de Oliveira

Continuo - J . L. Correia

REVENUE DEPARTMENT.

Committee.

President—The Governor J. J. da Graça

Members — The chief clerk of the Exche

quer J. C. P. d'Assumpção, the Trea

surer C. V. da Rocha, the Attorney

General A. E. d'Almeida e Azevedo

lo .

BOARD OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

President — The Governor J. J. da Graça

Members -- The Bishop, J. A. R.Cabral,L.

Pereira Leite , Dr. À . A. M. de Vascon

cellos

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Thezoureiro — Carlos V. da Rocha

Fiel - Edmundo M. Marcal

Amanuense — Joquim Rodrigues

BOARD OF HEALTH.

President- Dr. L. A da Silva

Members - Dr. F. B. de Carvalho, Dr. Luiz

L. Franco, Dr. Belarmino Lobo (absent)

Dr. J. G. da Silva (absent)

TAX OFFICE.

Recebedor - F . V. Ribeiro

Ajudante - F . de P. Marcal

Amanuense - N . P. Gonsalves

Committee .

Presidente - J . J. d’Azevedo

Fiscal - Delegado do Procurador da Coroa

e Fazenda

Vogaes — L . A. I. Pereira, N. T. Ferran

dez, J. E. d'Almeira

Secretary -- A . J. Brandão

Vogaes Chinezes — Lu -can,Fom iong, Long

hang

MILITARY HOPITAL OF SAM

JANUARIO .

President - Dr. L. A. da Silva

Member - Dr. J. J. F. Alvares

Secretary - J.J. d'Azevedo

COMPANHIA DE SAUDE.

lo. Escrivao -- F . da Rocha

Enfermeiro de la . classe - V . de P. C. de

Lemos

Enfermeiros de 2a classe - Joaquim Pedro,

A. de Figueiredo, J. Gonsalvez, E. de

Souza (absent)

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.

Judge - E . A. Braga de Oliveira

1st Substitute - L . Marques

2nd do. -T. d'Aquino Migueiz

Attorney Gen.-A. E. d'Almeida e Azevedo

Lawyers -- F. da C. Lobo, V. S. Pereira , A.

Bastos, Jr. , L. Ferreira, E. M. da Silva,

A. A. Pacheco, José da Silva

Clerks and Notaries Public-Luiz Pereira

Leite, José M. da Costa

Clerk to the Judge and Orphans' Fund

João Hyndman

Accountant & Distributor - A . Rangel

SURVEYOR GENERAL'S DEPART

MENI.

Director - Major do Estado Maior d'En

genheria - C. J. de Brito

Conductores -- Ensign A. F. Lobo, A. A.

Sanvage

Desenhador - A . Heitor

Amanuense — D . P. d'Almeida Marques

Committee.

President– The Governor J. J. da Graça

Members - Director do Estado Maior

d'Engenheria, C. J. de Brito ; the chief

clerk of the Exchequer, J. C. P. d'As

sumpção; the Attorney -General, A. E.

d’Almeida e Azevedo ; the Vice-Pre

sident ofthe Municipal Chamber, F.M.

de Graça ; Secretary A. A. Sauvage

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE .

L. Marques, judge, J. E. d'Almeida, sub

stitute, Sé and Santo Antonio Districts ;

M. M. Maher, judge , L. A. Franco, sub

stitute , San Lourenço District ; B. da

Silva , clerk

COMMERCIAL JURY.

President — The Judge

Secretary - The Attorney General
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REGISTER DEPARTMENT. Vicar of St. Lazare's parish church - Rev .

Chief — The Attorney -General A. E. d'Al Lucas Lyra

meida e Azevedo Chaplain of St. Augustine's church - Rev .

Clerk-F. M. Sales
A. J. G. Pereira

Clerk - A . A. B. da Silveira
Chaplain of St. Domingo's church - Rev.

G. F. da Silva

PROCURATURA DOS NEGOCIOS Chaplain of ex - Convent of Sta. Clara

SINICOS. · Rev. V. V. Rodrigues

Procurador - A . M. d'Oliveira

Primeiro Interprete — P .N. da Silva
Board of Education ,

Segundo Interprete - Eduardo Marques

Alumno Interprete la. Classe - C .Jorge
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.

Alumnos Interpretes 2a . Classe - Carlos A.
Teacher of Navigation and Mathematics

R. d'Assumpção, Joao E. d'Almeida Lieut. hon. of the Navy , F. J. Marques

Alumnos Extraordinarios - H . J. S. Pitter, Prof. of First Lessons — for boys' classes,

F. M. P. Marques , F. M. de Cunba, Jr. J. J. Esteves; for girls' classes,San

Escriväes - E . Lopez, J. B. Goularte Lourenço District, Mrs. Casimira Mar

Amanuense - C . de S. Placé
ques, acting ; Sé's District, Mrs. Sarab

Linguas – M . B. Xavier, J. A. T. Robarts Leite

Officiaes de Deligencias - V . E. da Luz, B.

Simöes

COLLEGIO DE SANTA ROZA

DE LIMA.

CADEIA PUBLICA.
COMMISSAM DIRECTORA.

Fructuoso de Figueiredo, carcereiro Presidente - Bispo M. B. S. Ennes

Vice -Presidente - Lourenço Marques

ST. MICHAEL'S PUBLIC CEME Vogal— Manuel M. G. da Silva

TERY.
Thesoureiro — Thomas d'Aquino Migueis

(Under the charge of the Municipal
Secretario–Rev. V. V. Rodrigues

PESSOAL DO COLLEGIO .
Chamber.)

Warden - J. F. de Souza Regenta - D . Thereza da A. Danenberg

Porter-L. J. Cordeiro Mestras — D . Lydia_F. da Sta. Cruz,

D. Joaquina da Luz, D. Jessie Wild

Loureiro

POST OFFICE. Prefeitas - R . de Carmo e Claudina da

R. de Souza, acting postmaster, 1 , Rua Sta. Trindade

de Sta. Clara

Capellăo — Rev. V. V. Rodrigues

Sacristă o–D. Placé
ECCLESIASTICAL GOVERNMENT.

Bishop - D . Man) . B. de S. Ennes

Sec. of the Ecclesiastical Chamber - Rev. G.
ASSOCIACAM PROMOTORA DA

F. da Silva INSTRUCCAM DOS MACAENSES.

CABIDO.
Presidente - J . E. d'Almeida

Dean - Rev . M, L. de Gouvea Secretario - P . N. da Silva

Archdeacon - Rev. A. L. de Carvalho (ab
Thesoureiro—B. de S. Fernandes

sent)
Vogaes - M . dos Remedios R. de Souza,

1st Deacon - Rev. A. M. de Vasconcellos D. C. Pacheco, M. Ayres da Silva

3rd do . -Rev. F. A. Fernandes (ab

sent) ESCOLA COMMERCIAL.

Honorary do.- Rev. F. X. A. da Silva, Professores - J. L H. Milner, T. J. Rodri

Rev. F. F. X. da Silva
gues, J. V. de Jezus, Kuan Lan -chan

VICARS AND CHAPLAINS.

Curate of the Cathedral — Rev . Simeão

Vicar of St. Lawrence's parish church ST . JOSEPH'S COLLEGE.

Rev. F. X. Cortella
Rector-- Dm.M.B . de Souza Ennes, Bishop

Vicar of St. Anthony's parish church Vice Rector— Rev. F. T. S. de Souza Ennes

Rev.F. A. d'Almeida
Physician - Dr. J. C. da Silva Telles
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“ GREMIO MILITAR DE MACAO , "

Commissão Directora de 1881 .

Presidente - Capitao R. das Dores

Secretario Alferes J. de S. C. Canavarro

Thesoureiro - J. A. F. da Silva

Vogaes. - J. de 0. Coelho, A. A. de S. Caldas

Charitable Institutions.

Advocate - A . Bastos, Jr.

Secretario do Conselho de Estudos - F . M.

d'A. Caldeira

Prof. de Mathematica e Pilotagem - F . J.

Marques

Prof. of Latin – J. A. Ribeiro Cabral

Prof. ofPortuguese - Rev. C. Baptista

Prof. of English – F. Hyndman

Prof. of Book -keeping - F. Hyndian

Prof., Prim . and Complementar Inst.-P.

J. da Luz

Prof. of Chinese (Mandarin ) - Rev. J. das
Neves

Bibliothecario - Rev. F. T. S. de Souza

Ennes

Prefect - Rev. F. M. d'A . Caldeira

Bedel - F . S. da Roza

Clerk - M . J. M. G. da Silva

Typographer — M . da Luz

Book -binder - M . da Luz

SANTA CAZA DE MISERICORDIA,

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION .

President - B . S. Fernandes

Secretary - C . Jorge

Voters - Rev. F. A. d'Almeida, M. A. dos

Remedios

Treasurer - L . E. da Silva

Solicitor - V . S. Pereira

1st Clerk - J . F. da Silva

2nd do . -S. S. da Silva

ADMINISTRACAO DOS BENS DAS

MISSOENS PORTUGUEZAS NA

CHINA.

Presidente — Dm . M. B. de Souza Ennes,

Bishop

Vogaes - Rev. M. L. de Gouvêa, Deão da

Sé, Rev. F. T. S. de Souza Ennes, J. J.

de Azevedo

Secretario_M . J. M. G. da Silva

Advogado -- A . Bastos , Jr.

Procurador em Hongkong - J. J. dos Reme

dios & Co.

Procurador em Singapura - Rev. N. J. T.

Pinto

SAINT RAFAEL'S CIVIL HOSPITAL .

(Under the immediate charge of the

Misericordia institution . )

Rev. M. F. do Rozario e Almeida, chaplain

H. A. M. de Mendonça , clerk and ward .

master

R. do Rozario, assistant wardmaster

LEPROUS ASYLUM ..

(Also under the charge oftheMisericordia ),

È M. da Silva, in charge

Rev. Lucas Lyra, chaplain

ASYLO DOS POBRES.

COMMISSAM ADMINISTRATIVA .

Presidente-Rev. A. L. de Carvalho (abt . )

Secretario - Theodozio Rodrigues

ASSOCIACAM PIEDOZA DE SAM

FRANCISCO XAVIER.

lo . Administrador - Baron de Cercal

Secretario – T . J. Rodrigues

CONFRARIA DE CARIDADE.

Presi:lente - Rev. F. X. Cortella

Secretario e Thesoureiro — T . J. Rodrigues

COFRE DE SOCCORRO DOS POBRES.

Presidente - The Bishop

Secretario-Pe, G. F. da Silva

Vogaez - Pe. F. X. A. da Silva, Pe. F. X,

da Silva , Pe. F. X. Cortella

CONFRARIA DO CONTRATO DE

S. PEDRO .

Presidente - Rev. M. L. Gouvea

Socretario - Rev. S. de Suza

ASYLO DA SANTA INFANCIA .

Administrador-Pe. M. F. do R. e Almeida

BIBLIOTHECA MACAENSE.

Presidente - A , Bastos, Jr.

Secretario - Manuel da Silva

Thesoureiro — Cancio Jorge

Vogaes — J. M. da Cruz Simeao, P. N. da

Silva

Consulates .

“ CLUB UNIAO."

President - A . C. Brandao

Secretary - P. N. da Silva

Treasurer - V . S. Pereira

Clerk - R . A. Guterres

GREAT BRIT.IT.

Vice -consul - Mortimer Murr..y

FRANCE .

Vice -consul-- Baron de Cercal
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ITALY . Chagas, J. N. das , Rua do Barað

Cin ul-Baron de Cercal

Collaço, J. M. J. P. , general storekeeper ,

BRAZIL. Rua Central

Consul-Baron de Cercal

| Cunha, Francisco Manuel da, Largo de

BELGIUM
Sto . Agostinho

Consul- Baron de Cercal F. M. da Cunha , Jr.

NETHERLANDS.

Consul-C. Miliscb
Deacon & Co. , Praia Grande

Secretary -F. P. Senna
Ernest Deacon

Alfred T. Duval

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN MONARCHY . Robert Howie

Acting Consul-General -- Adolph André
Ronald Greig (absent)

( residing in Hongkong) G. D. Fearon

Vice-consul-C . Milisch F. d'Azevedo

B. F. Gonsalves

SIAM .

Consul - B . de Senna Fernandes
Fernandes, B. de Senna, 33 , Praia Grande

Vice -consul- D . C. Pacheco B. de S. Fernandes

D. C. Pacheco

SPAIN .
Jose F. E. Barros

Consul - D . Enrique Gaspar
Luiz da Silva

HAWAII

Vice- consul - C . L. Souza

Fonseca , A. J. da , commission agent

Ponta da Rede

Insurance Offices .

Deacon & Co. , agents Franco, L. A. , Rua Central

Union Insurance Society

Gomes, J. Baptista, Largo da Sé

Milisch &: Co. , agents

K. K. Priv . Oesterreich Versicherungs Graça, F. M. de , Praia Grande

Gesellschaft “ Donau , ” Vienna

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance Graça, V. A. de, 14, Rua da Prata

Company

Gracias , V. , Rua do Hospital

Margesson & Co. , agents

North China Insurance Company Macao Dispensary, 81 , Praia Grande

Canton Insurano Office Antonio de Barros

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co. , Li
Thomas J. de Freitas

mited Theofilo J. B. Monteiro

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Margesson & Co., merchants, 71 and 73,

Bank .
Rua Central

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor
Mortimer E. Murray

poration F. P. Senna

Margesson & Co. , agents A. C. da Rocba

Netherlands India Steam Navigation
白鴿 巢

Pak -kop - chau .
Company, Limited

Margesson & Co., agents

Marques, Lourenço, 4, Praça de Luiz

de Camões

Professions, Trades, &c.
Eduardo Pio Marques

Almeida, J. E. de, merchant, Rua de Sam

Paulo of the

Me-lo.
Baptista, Luiz J. , 6 , Rua do Pe. Antonio

Mello & Co. , A. A. de , merchants, and

Brandao, Antonio C. , 14, Travessa do agents for Hongkong, Canton and Ma

"Tronco Velho " cao Steam -boat Co.,Praia Grando
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Baron de Cercal

F. A da Cruz

A. Gomes

Milisch & Co., merchants and commission

agents, No. 7 , Praia Grande

C. Milisch

Noor Mahomed Khamissa, milliner and

draper

Cassum Moosa, manager

Ebram Jhan Mahomed

Pereira, A. M., Rua do Pe. Antonio

Pereira , L. A. I. , Rua da Sé, 18

Pharmacia Lisbonense (Lisbon Dispen

sary ), Praia Grande

J. Neves e Souza

J. da Silva Telles

奴 萬 安 澳

Remedios, M. A. dos, merchant, 4, Rua do

Baräo

M. M. Maher

F. J. do Rozario

N. T. Fernandes , proprietor

Leonardo M. Mendonça, foreman

A. A. Cordeiro compositor

B. Rodrigues, do .

F. do Rozario, do .

F. Fernandes, de .

V. Fernandes, do.

J. Fernandes, do .

Hotel de Macao, Praia Grande

A. da Silva Telles, proprietor

南 灣 酒店

Num -wan Hing -kee Chow -lim

Hingkee's Hotel , 101 , Praia Grande

P. L. Hingkee, proprietor

Military Department.

2nd Battalion.

Acting Commandant-- Col. A. J. Garcia

Surgeon - J. J. F. Alvares

Acting Major - Capt. R. das Dores

Captains - J. M. R. d'Almeida, P. Augusto

(absent)

Lieutenants—E . do N. Lopes, J. dos Reis,

A. J. Lobo d'Avila

Ensigns - Adjt. A.M.Gil, A. P. Pereira,

Antonio Dias, Jr., J. C. P. Correa , A.

A. de S. Caldas, J. de S. C. Canavarro,

F. da Silva , M. A. d'Avila, C. C. S. M.

Figueira

Quartermaster--A. A. L. Pimentel

Chaplain – J. d'Oliveira Coelho

INTENDENCIA MILITAR .

Intendente - J. C. P. d'Assumpção

Ajudante- J. J. d'Azevedo

INSPECTION OF FIRE .

Inspector — Major R. J. Quintanilha

Assist. — Ensign A. d'A. e Cunha, Jr.

INSPECCAM DO ALMOXARIFADO

DE GUERRA E FAZENDA .

Inspector - C.F. F.Martins, (acting )

Almoxarife - J. J. da Silva Alonço

Continuos — F. A. Pereira, A. dos Santos

Q. Xavier, P. Couto

RETIRED OFFICERS.

Lieutenant.- Cols . - B. M. de A. Roza, J. A.

d'Almeida, V. P. Barros

Majors - F . X. Collaço, C. J. P. da Silva

J. S. da Silva Reis, Dr. J. C. S. Telles

MONTE FORT.

Acting Major commanding - J. S. da Silva

Reis

Ribeiro, J. , naval and general storekeepers

and commission agents

J. Ribeiro

D. V. Soares

L. Rozario

Roza, A. M. da, dealer in opium, &e

Largo do Senado

Severim , A. F. , Praya Manduco

Souza, Camillo L. , 7 and 9, Rua Central

Thomas & Mercer, public tea and silk

inspectors

T. Thomas (absent)

A. Rowe

F. B. Smith

J. D. Monro

G. Prat

E. W. Mitchell

S. M. da Cruz

L. C. da Silva

Printing Office .

“Boletim da Provincia de Macao e Timor ,”

Typographia Mercantil, 4, Rua do Pe.

Antonio
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BARRA FORT. Ensigns-- A . Bastos, Jr. , D. Barros, E.

Ensign commanding-P. Correa
Marques, F. Hyndman, P. N. da Silva,

S. da R za

BOMPARTO FORT.
Surgeons - V : de Paula, S. Pitter

Commander--J. S. da Silva Reis

TAMEGA, Screw Composite Gun -boat,

GUIA FORT.
563 tons, 100 H.P.

Major Commanding -- C . J. da Silva
Commander - P . I. do Rio Carvalho

Lieutenant - F . T. de Brito Soares

do . -A. J. de Azevedo, Gomes

D. MARIA II . FORT.
Surgeon – M . C. da Silva Lima

Com’ing — The comm . of the detachment Paymaster - P. R. da Silva Saturnino

Engineer - A . J. de Lima e Almeida

MONGHA FORT.
do . -J. da Silva Gomes

Com'ing — The comm . of the detacbment
do. -M. A. Pinto

TAIPA FORT..
MANDOVI, Screw Composite Gun -boat,

Lieut. Com.-J. C. de Lemos
414 tons, 80 H.P.

Commander - C . M. Pereira Vianna

Harbour Master's Department.

Lieutenant - A . de S. Canavarro

do. -A. J. Velloso

Harbour Master & Comm. of Water Police do.

--Demetrio Cinatti

-F. Teixeira dos Reis

Sub - Lieutenant - J. da Cunha Lima

C'lerk - F . F. do Rozario

Master of Governor's Galley-Antonio Cy . Paymaster – J. de Rolla Dziezaski

Staff Surgeon J. S. Rolăo Preto

rillo do Rozario

WATER POLICE STATION.
Engineer - L. A. Pinto

Commander- The Harbour Master
GUARDA POLICIAL.

Second do . -A. T. da Costa e Silva

Wardens — J. Rodrigues, Jr. , B. S. Ro- Major 2nd Commandant - F . P. da Luz

Col. Commanding-F. A. F. da Silva

drigues

Clerk -- C . Gracias

Adjutant - Ensigo J. B. Gonsalves

Interpreter ofthe Register - F . F. do Rozario

Surgeon - B. M. N. d ' A. Roza

Boatswains - F. Lourenço, J. A. Vicente

Capt. Commanding Cavalry Section - R .

das Dores

and M. F. Cordeiro
Captain Commanding 1st Division - C . M.

D. Azêdo

MACAO NATIONAL BATTALION . Lieutenant - A , A. do Rego

Lieut.- Col. Comm . -Baron de Cercal do . -J. M. Esteves

Adjutant - J. M. de Souza e Britto do. -M, de Jesus

Major - J.J. d'Azevedo
Capt.Com'ing 2nd Division - F.P . Sardinha

Captains -L. J. M. Marques, C.J.da Silva, Lieutenant - J. R. Madeira

C. V. Lopes Ensign - S. J. de Barros

Lieut. Quarter MasterJ. M. Peres Capt. Com'ing 3rd Division - J . A. Ferreira

Lieutenants— L. L. Barretto (absent), A. Lieutenant - J. Victorino

J. Brandão, J. Neves e Souza, A. J. da Ensign - F . F. Maher

Fonseca, A. M. Guttierrez Lieutenant (additional).- A . J. L. d'Avila
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CHINA .

REIGNING SOVEREIGN AND FAMILY.

Kuang Sü, Emperor of China , is the son of Prince Ch’un , the seventh son of

the Emperor Tao Kuang ; henc is cousin to the late Emperor Tung Chi, who died

without issue on the 12th daw January, 1875 , from small -pox.

The proclamation an ing the accession of the present sovereign was as

follows :- “ Whereas His Myjesty the Emperor has ascended upon the Dragon to be

a guest on high , without offspring born to his inheritance, no course has been open

but that of causingTsai- Tien, son of the Prince of Chóun , to become adopted as the

son of the Emperor Wêng Tyung Hien (Hien Fung) and to enter upon the inheritance

ofthe great dynastic line as Emperor by succession. Therefore , let Tsai- Tien,son of

Yih Huan , the Prince of Ch'un ,becomeadopted as theson of the Emperor Wên Tsung

Hien , and enter upon the inheritance of the great dymastic line as Emperor by succes

sion .” The present sovereign is the ninth Emperor of China of the Tartar dynasty

of Ta -tsing, ( Sulline Purity ) which succeeded the native dynasty of Ming in the

year 1644. There exists no law of hereditary succession to the throne, but it is left

to each sovereign to appoint his successor from among the members of his family.

The late Emperor, dying suddenly , in the eighteenth year of bis age , did not designate

a successor, and itwas in consequenceof a palace intrigue, directed by the late Empre: s

Dowager, widow of the Emperor Hien Fung, predecessor of Tung Chi , in concert with

Prince Ch'un , that the infant son of the latter was declared Emperor and another

long Regency , prolonging the rule of the two Empresses Dowager, inaugurated.

GOVERNMENT AND REVENUE .

The fundamental laws of the empire are laid down in the Ta-taing Huei-tien , or

Collected Regulations of the Great Pure Dynasty , which prescribe the government

of the State as based upon the government of the family. The Emperor is

spiritual as well as temporal sovereign, and , as high priest of the Empire, can alone ,

with his immediate representatives and ministers, perform the great religious cere

monies . No ecclesiastical bierarchy is maintained at the public expense , nor any

priesthood attached to the Confucian or State religion.

The administration of the empire is under the supreme direction of the Interior

Council Chamber, comprising four members, two of Tartar and two of Chinese

origin , besides two assistants from the Han lin , or Great College, who have to see that

nothing is done contrary to the civil and religious laws of the empire, contained in the

Ta -tsing Huei-tien, and in the sacred bouks of Confucius. These members are

denominated Ta Hsio-sz, or Ministers of State. Under their orders are the Li Pu

or six boards of government, each of wbich is presided over by a Tartar and Chinese .

They are :-(1 ) The board of civil appointment, which takes cogpisance of the conduct

and administration of all civil officers ; (2 ) The board of revenues , regulating all

financial affairs ; (3) The board of rites and ceremonies , which enforces the laws and

customs to be observed by the people ; ( 4 ) The military board, superintending the

administration of the army; (5 ) The board of public works; and (6 ).The bigb tribunal

of criminal jurisdiction . To these must be added the Tsung-li Yamên , or board of

foreign affairs. Independent of the Government and theoretically above the central

adıninistra: ion , is the Ta- cha Yuan , or board of public censors . It consists of from

40 to 50 members, under two presidents, the one of Tartar and the other of Chinese

birth . By the ancient custom of the empire , all the members of this board are

privileged to present any remonstrance to the sovereign . One censor must be pre

sent at the meetings of each of the six government boards.

The estimates of the public revenue of China vary greatly, and , while they are

stated by some to exceed 100 millions sterling, are held by others not to come upto

half that amount. Official returns of the Chinese Government, published in 1844,

stated the annual revenue at that time at Tls . 191,803,139 , or £ 63,934,713. Accord.

ing to the memorials from officials published in the Peking Gazette, it would appear

that there are almost constant deficits, which the governors and high officials of pro
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vinces must cover by extraordinary laxation . Occasionally the Treasury is replenished

ky a liberal sale to their relatives of posthumous honours to the departed and of decora

tions to the living. The public revenue is mainly derived from three sources, namely,

customs duties , licences, and a tax upon land , but the receipts from the foreign

customs are alone made known. According to the returns published by the Govern

ment, the total receipts from foreign customs were as follow in each of the fourteen

years from 1867 to 1880 :

RHVERTEYBAR . YEAR . REVENUE.

1867 .

1868 .

1869 .

1870 .

1871

1872

1873 ..

Haikuun Ils.

8,861.817

9,413,474

9,878,848

9,543,977

11,216.146

11,678,636

10,977,082

1874 ....

1875 .

1876 .

1877 .

1878 .

1879 ..

1880 .

Haikwan Tls.

11,497,272

11,968,109

12,152,921

12,067,078

12,483,988

13,531,670

14,258,583

China had no foreign debt till the end of 1874. It was announced on December

30th, 1874, that the Government had contracted a loan of £627,675 , bearing 8 per

cent. interest. The loan was issued at 95 per cent. through the Hongkong and

Shanghai Bank, under Imperial authority and secured by the customs revenue.

Three other loans, one in 1877 , one in 1878, and the third in 1881 , have since been

issued by the same Bank under authority of the Chinese Government.

AREA AND POPULATION.

China proper, extending over 73,093 geographical, or 1,534,953 English square

miles, is divided into eighteen provinces, the area and population of which are given

as follow in t'e most recent estimates, partly based on official returns:

PROVINCE . PROVINCIAL CAPITAL .
AREA ENGLISH

SQUARE MILES ,

ESTIMATED

POPULATION .

Chihli

Shantang

Shansi

Honan .

Kiangsu

Anhwei

Kiangsi

Fohkien

Chekiang

Hupeh

Hunan

Shensi

Kansuh

Szechuan

Kuangtung

Kuangsi ..

Yunnan

Kweichau

Peking

Tsinan

Taiyuen

Kaifung

Nanking

Nganking

Nanchang

Foochow

Hangchow

Wuchang

Changchau

Sigan

Lanchow

Chingtau ...

Canton...

Kwelin

Yunnan

Kweiyang

58,949 28,114,023

65,104 28,958,764

55,268 27,260,281

65,104 23,037,171

( 37,843,501
92

| 34,168,059

72,176 30,426,999

53,480 38,888,432

39,150 26,256,784

37,370,098
381,724

18,652,507

10,207,256
154,008

15,193,135

166,800 21,435,678

79,456 19,147,030

78,250 7,313,895

107,869 5,561,320

64,554 5,288,219

b
a
n

m
a

Total............. 1,534,953 405,213,152

The above population, giving 263 souls per square mile throughout China proper ,

appears to be excessive, considering that some of the outlying portions of the immense

territory are by no means densely inhabited . Nevertheless, other returns than those

of the above tables , said to be official, give still higher figures. It is stated that in a

census taken in 1842 the population of China was ascertained to number 414,686,994,

or 320 per English square mile, and that in 1852 it had risen to 450,000,000, or 347

inhabitants per square mile. But there is, probably, less accuracy in the given

results of the latter enumerations than in the preceding estimate, which is doubtless

considerably over the mark. Rebellions and famines have, in some provinces, greatly
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It

thinned the population , and there is reason to believe that the estimates above given

considerably exaggerate the number of the Chinese race .

According to a return of the Imperial customs authorities, the total number of

foreigners in China was 3,817 at the end of 1877. Among them were 1,851 natives

of Gritain Britain and Ireland, 383 of the United States, 353 of Germany, and 176 of

France, all other nationalities being represented by very few members. More than

one-half of the total number of foreigners resided at Shanghai, the remainder being

scattered over the other ports open to foreign commerce.

In addition to China proper there are its dependencies . These chiefly consist

of Mongolia, with an area of 1,288,035 square milee , with some 2,000,000 people ; and

Manchuria, with an area of 362,313 square miles, and a population of 3,000,000.

The latter is being steadily and rapidly colonised by Chinese, who will soon outnumber

the Manchus in their own land. Thibet , which is also practically a dependency of

China , bas an area of 643,734 square miles and a population of 6,000,000 souls .

is ruled by the Dalai Lama, but subject to the Government of Peking .

Of all the numerous kingdoms that formerly acknowledged the suzerainty of

the Dragon Throne and paid tribute to the Emperor, Corea is the only one tbat

still yields willing allegiance . The Chinese Government has, however, no control over

the internal affairs of Corea, and doesnot attempt to direct hor foreign policy. Of

this a practical proof was given when the Japanese Government compelled the King

of that country to conclude a treaty with them by which three ports of Corea were

opened to Japanese trade. The area of Corea is 90,300 square miles , and the

population is variously estimated from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 .

ARMY AND NAVY,

The standing military force of China consists of two great divisions , the first

formed by the more inmediate subjects of the ruling dynasty, the Tirtars, and the

second by the Chinese and other subject races . The first ,the rain force upon which

the Imperial Government can rely , form the so -called troops of the Eight Binners, and

garrison all the great cities, but so as to be separated by walls and forts from the

population. According to the latest reports , the Inperialarmy comprisesa total of

850,000 men, including 678 companies of Tartar troops , 211 companies of Mongols

and natire Chinese infantry, a kind of militia, numbering 120,00J men . The native

soldiers do not live in barracks, but in their own houses, mostly pursuing some civil

occupation .

The Chinese navy is in process of formation . It consists mainly of small gun

boats built at the Namoi Arsenal , Foochow , and at Shanghai, on the foreign model,

and the entire navy is manned by about 6,000 sailors and carries 28 ) gmne. Included

in these are the revenue cruisers, several of which were built in England . The

principal vessel in point of size is the Yung Wo, a composite corvette , 11 guns , but

this is said to be an unwieldy and upserviceable craft . The most formidable vessels

now possessed by China unquestionably are the two gun-vessels, the ChaoYungand

Yung Wei, built on the Tyne, and sent out to China in the autumn of 1881. These

vessels have a displacement of 1,350 tons, are built of steel , and are propelled by

twin screws driven by compound engines of, together, 2,600 indicated horse-power.

They each carry two 26-ton breech -loading guns, one mounted forward and the other

aft , four 40 -pounder breech -loading guns, two 9 - pounder breech - loaders, two Norden

felts, and four Gatlings . They are botharmed with a formidable steel knife- edged

ram, and carry steam -cutters fittedwith spar torpedoes. After these come the eleven

gunboats named after the letters of the Greek alphabet from Alpha to Lambda. The

first four are 118 feet 6 inches long, with a draught of 7 feet 6 inches,and a displace

ment of 100 tons . They each carry a 27-ton gun. The next four, which arrived in

China in October, 1879, are built of steel, and are double-ended , the stern lines being

exactly after the model of the bow rudders. By this improvement they can be used

either as stern racers or bow chasers, and the extreme fineness of the run enables

them to steam backward almost as rapidly as forward. They measure 127 feet in

extreme length and 125 feet at the water line, with 29 feet beam , a depth of 12 feet

3 inches, mean draught of 9 feet 6 inches, and a displacement of 440 tons . The
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main feature of these boats , however, is the 11-inch 35-ton muzzle-loading gun carried

by each , wbich has a penetrative power 15 per cent over the most formidable guns

at present in the British navy. They are further armed with two 12 -pounder

breach -loading Armstrong guns and four Gatlings. The last three , which arrived

in China in July , 1831 , are almost identical in style with their immediate predecessors,

and each carry one 35-ton gun, but are also provided with two 13 -pounders, two

Gatling, and four Nordenfeldt guns. These boats are specially intended for coast

and river defence, for which they are eminently suitable. They were all built on the

Tyne by the Elswick Company . Other vessels are being built a Stettin and elsewhere

for the Chinese Government. Lu Shun Kou , re-named Port Li , in honour of the

Viceroy of Chibli , on the south coast of Sbingking, bas just been selected as a naval

depôt, and is to be strongly fortified .

TRADE AND INDUSTRY.

Great Britain has , in virtue of various treaties with the Chinese Government

the first and most important signed August 29th , 1842-the right of access to twenty

five ports and cities of the Empire . The ports known as Treaty ports are Canton ,

Hoihow (in Hainan ),Pakhoi, Swatow , Amoy , Foochow, Takao, Tamsui, and Keelung,

Wenchow, Ningpo, Shanghai, Chinkiang, Wubu , Kiukiang, Hankow , Ichang, Chefoo,

Tientsin, and Newchwang. Under the provisions of the Chefoo Convention, permission

is also accorded to British merchants to trade at Chung-king and Yunnan-fu, at

which places British Consular Residents reside . The import trade from Great Britain ,

exclusive of the Colony of Hongkong, centres at Shanghai , Hankow, and Tientsin ,

while the bulk of the exports to Great Britain pass through the ports of Shanghai,

Foochow, Hankow , and Canton. The annual value of the foreign trade of China

was as follows in each of the fifteen years from 1866 to 1880 :

YEAR. NET IMPORTS. EXPORTS . TOTAL ,

1866 .......

1867.

1868 .

1869 .

1870 ..

1871 ..

1872 ..

1873 ..

1874 ...

1875 .

1876 .

1977 .

1878 .

1979.

1880 ..

Haikuun I'ls .

67 174,181

62,459,226

63,281,804

67,108,533

63,693,268

70,103,077

67.317,049

66,637,209

64,360.864

67,803,247

70,269,574

73,253,170

70.-04,027

8 .),227,424

79,293,452

Haikwan Tls.

50,596,223

52,158,300

61,826,275

60,139,237

55,294,866

66,853,161

75,288,125

69,451,277

66,712,868

68,912,929

80,850,512

67,415,022

67,17,179

72,281,262

77,883,587

Haikwan Tle.

117,770,704

114,617,526

125,108,079

127,247,770

118,988,134

136,956,238

142,605,174

136,088,485

131,073,732

136,716,176

151,120,086

140,698,192

137,9 6,206

154,508,686

157,177,039

Of the total value of the imports and exports to foreign countries for 1880

Tls. 157,177,039 — Tls. 126,561,647 must be credited to Great Britain andher colonies,

including India . The remainder is thus divided amongother countries: - United States,

Tls. 10,311,442; Continent of Europe, Tls . 15,188,544; Russia , via Odessa, Tls. 28,818 ;

Siberia and Russia , viá Kiachta , Tis: 4,055,310 ; Russian Manchuria, Tls . 413,098 ,

Japan, Tls.5,704,444 ; Philippine Islands, Tls . 239,051 ; Cochin China, Tls . 156,602 ;

Siam , Tls . 273,941; Java, Tls . 427,260 ; Suez , Tls . 149,862 ; and Hawaii, Tls . 13,071 .

Among the exports, tea and silk take the first places. In 1880 the export of tea

amounted to 2,097,118 piculs , of which 1,456,747 piculs went to Great Britain and

British possessions. Manufactured Cotton and Woollen Goods and Opium constitute

the bulk of the imports of foreign produce into China. The value of Cotton Goods

imported in 1880 was Tls . 23,382,957 ; that of Woollen Goods , Tls . 5,810,688; and

* Net Imports, i.e. , the value ofthe Foreign Goods imported direct from Foreigncountries, less the value of the

Foreign Goods re -exported to foreign countries during the year.
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of Miscellaneous PieceGoods, Tls . 169,384. Most of these goods came from British

looms. The value of the Opium imported in 1880 was Tls . 32,344,628.

Although China is traversed in all directions by roads , they are usually mere

tracks, or at best footpaths , along which the transport of goods is a tedious and

difficult undertaking. It was owing to the imperfect ineans of communication that

such a fearful mortality attended the recent famines in Shansi, Honan , and Shantung.

A vast internal trade is , however, carried on over the roads , and by means of numerous

canals and navigable rivers. The most populous part of China is singularly well

adapted for the construction of a network of railways , and a first attempt to introduce

them into the country was made in 1876 , when a live from Shanghai to Woosung, ten

miles in lengtb , was constructed by an English Company. The little railway was

subsequently purchased by the Chinese Government andclosed by them on the 21st

October, 1877, when the rails were taken up and the line with rolling stock shipped

to Formosa , where it has ever since been lying idle and rapidly spoiling. Latterly

the introduction of railways has been advocated by some of the bigh officials. A

telegraph line has been erected between Tientsin and Shanghai , which was opened

in December last .

PAKHOI.

Pakhoi is one of the ports opened to foreign trade by the Chefoo Convention of

1876. It is situated on the Gulf of Tonquin in long. 190 deg. 13 min. E. and lat.

21 deg. 30 min . N. The British Consul hoisted his flag on the 1st May, 1877 , and

the foreigners were well received by the natives. Pakhoi is the port for the important

city of Lien-chau , from whence considerable quantities of foreign piece goods are

distributed over the country lying between the West River and the sea -board. It is

believed that it will also become the great outlet for the trade of the province ofKwang

si . The trade was formerly almost exclusively in the hands of Chinese, who

transhipped goods from Hongkong and Macao ( chiefly the laiter) in native bottoms,

and in 1877 the value of the trade passing through the Foreign Customs amounted

to no more than Tls. 11,714, while in 1878 it was nil. Trade has, however, greatly

improved and in 1880 its value was Tls . 1,748,160 as compared witb Tis. 328,532 in

1879. The exports are sugar, oil, rice , tea , &e . It is anticipated that the trade of

Pakboi will ultimately be very important.

The town is situated on a small peninsula and faces nearly due North . It stands

at the foot of a bluff nearly forty feet high, which deprives it of the South -west breeze

in summer, while in winter it is exposed to the full force of the North -east monsoon.

From the bluff an extensive uncultivated plain stretches, over which there is good

sport, geese, duck , snipe, plover, quail, and pigeons being found in abundance. The

climate is considered to be very salubrious. The estimated population of the port

is 25,000

No port in China is more easily approached and entered than that of Pakhoi.

The landmarks are conspicuous and unmistakeable. The channel is wide and deep

and bas no hidden danger to be avoided. The anchorage is a mile and a balf from

the town . There is good landing at high water, but at ebb tide only for small bonts.
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DIRECTORY.

BRITISH CONSULATE.

Consul- Octavius Johnson

Constable - Edward Purse

Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insur

ance Company of Batavia

Scottish Imperial Insurance Co.

《 寶隆

IMPERIAL MARITIME CUSTOMS.

Commissioner - H . Kopsch

Assistant - J . C. Johnston

Assistant Examiner

Tidewaiters -- C . Wanderleach , J.P.Calhoun

E PO l ong.

Brown , Ed. , auctioneer

Herton & Co. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Union Insurance Society of Canton

K. K. Priv. Oest . Versicherungs Ge

sellschaft “ Donau "

Sui-chang-ya g -hong.

Herton & Co. , commission merchants

Ed. Herton

L. Jüdell (Hoihow

C. A. Soo

HOIHOW IN HAINAN ).

Hoihow is the seaport of the city of K'iung -chow (the seat of the local govern

ment , and distant from its port about three and a half miles) which was opened to

foreign trade on the 1st April , 1876. A Vice -consul, who also acts for Germany,

represents British interests, and there is a branch of the Imperial Maritime Customs

controlling the duties , & c., paid on foreign trade. The position of the port , though

geographically favourable , is topographically unsuitable for the developinent of any

extensive commercial transactions, vessels being compelled to anchor sometwo miles

from the entrance of the creek , or branch of the main river upon which Hoihow is

situated . The tides are extremely irregular , and tte anchorage is liable to the

visitation of very severe typhoons, being moreover entirely unprotected from the

North . The width of the Haivan Straits, between Hoibow and the mainland - the

Lien-chau peninsula-is about twelve miles. As regards bealth, Hoibow compares

favourably with the other parts of Hainan, though fever and ague are said to prevail

to some extent. The port is badly supplied with water .

The approaches to the shore are extremely shallow , so that loading and unloading

can only be carried on at certain states of the tide . Despite this disadvantage,

however , the advent of foreign steamers bas given a considerable impulse to trade,

and Hoibow now almost vies with the Formosan ports in importance.

town itseif contains about 12,000 souls, and is governed by a Tsan-fu, or

Lieutenant -Colonel . The mercantile population , though respectable, is by no

means rich . It numbers about 160 business houses, dealing chiefly in silk and cotton

piece goods, medicines, opium , tobacco , sugar, oil cake, &c. The inhabitants are

friendly to foreigners, and no disturbances have as yet interfered with amicable

intercourse , but the natives at a distance from the town have shown themselves

hostile to shipwrecked mariners who have been cast on the coast . The import of

opium in 1880 amounted to 1,303 piculs , and the value of the whole trade was Tis .

1,677,025 as compared with Tls. 1,373,419 in 1879 .

No foreign settlement bas as yet been formed , nor does it appear that any steps

will be taken to that end for a considerable time. The foreign residents at present

number less than a dozen . Full reports upon the capabilities of the port have been

made by H.B.M. Consul at Cinton and the Secretary of the Hongkong Cbainber of

Commerce.

The
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DIRECTORY.

BRITISH CONSULATE.

KIUNGCHOW.

Consul - A . Frater

Constable - Robert E. Bruce

GERMAN CONSULATE.

Consular Agent- A . Frater

UNITED STATES CONSULATE.

Consular Agent -- A . Frater

Just , J. , merchant, and commissio n agent

森寶 洋行

Sum-bo -yang-hong.

Schomburg, A., merchant and commission

agent

AGENCIES.

Herton & Co. , agents

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking

Corporation

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Austrian Insurance Co. “ Donau .”

North German Fire Insurance Co.

Scottish Imperial Fire and Life Insu

rance Company

Schomburg, A. , agent

North China Insurance Co.

IMPERIAL MARITIME CUSTOMS.

Commissioner-Colin Jamieson

Assistant and Medical Officer - E . A.

Aldridge

Assistant Tidesurveyor and Acting Harbour

Master - J . Poynter

Assistant Examiner - J . Sjögren

TidewaitersT. Williamson, C. Tonkin

MERCHANTS.

瑞昌 洋行

Sui-chang -yeung-hong.

Herton & Co. , commission merchants

Edward Herton

L. Jüdell

MISSIONARIES.

(Kiungchow )

PORTUGUESE CATHOLIC Mission ,

Rev. José V. Costa

Rev. Matheus Leong

Rev. Athanasio Atang

Carl C. Jeremiassen , independent Pro.

testant

WHAMPOA.

This village was formerly the seat of a large portion of the foreign trade with

Canton , as foreign sailing vessels are not allowed to go further up the River. The

trade in sailing vessels bas , bowever, fallen off very much, and Whampoa in now

almost deserted . A British Vice - Consulate is stationed here, and a branch of the

Maritime Customs, but there are no other foreigners. Toe large docks formerly

belonging to the Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company here have been sold to:

the Chinese Government, and even of the grog shops only one remains.

The village, known as Bamboo Town, is a dirty and unattractive place , without

any feature of interest, but the scenery round is picturesque and pleasing . Two lofts

pagodas on neighbouring eminences are conspicuous objects from the river . The

first of these, called the Whampoa Pagoda, is built on an island rising abruptly from

tbe river to the height of 100 feet . It was erected about the year 1598, and is very

much out ofrepair. A good sized tree grows from the brickwork at the summit . The

other pagoda , called the First Bar Pagoda, is nearer to Canton, and occupies a hill

which is considered the guardian bill of the province. It was built between the years

1621 and 1628 as a palladium to the water way of the provincial capital.
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The importance of Whampoa is now a thing of the past , and there are seldom

more than one or two small foreign merchant vessels in port . The place willalways,

however, possess some interest for foreigners, since the earliest recollections of

foreign commercial intercourse with China are associated with it , all foreign ships

being in old times compelled io anchor at Whampoa.

DIRECTORY.

British Consulate . Imperial Maritime Customs .

Assistant Tide Surveyor - Henry Eldridge

Chas. Camran , “ Union Hotel,” billiard

saloon and bowling alley, Bamboo Town

Vice -consul - H . F. Hance

Constable - J. H. Jones

CANTON .

Canton is situated on the Chu - kiang , or Pearl River, in latitude 23 deg . 7 min .

10 sec . N. , and longitude 113 dég. 14 min. 30 sec. E., and is the capital of the

province of Kwangtung. It is sometimes called the City of Rams and the City of

Genii, both of which names are derived from ancient legends . It is one of the first

cities in the Chinese Empire. It is the seat of government for the province, und is

the residence of the Viceroy of “ The Two Kwang ” (Kwangtung and Kwangsı).

The Governor of Kwangtung and the Tartar General are also resident here , besides

a number of other government officials of more or less distinction . Mun Tiin , who

performed the duties of Haikwan, or Superintendent of Customs, up to July , 1876 ,

made bimself particularly obnoxious to foreign merchants in these parts by what

has been aptly termed the “ Blockade of Hongkong,” which has also been kept up

under bis successors .

Canton , owing to its favoured situation , became at an early date the port to

which the traffic of European countries was attracted . The Portuguese found their

way thither in 1516 , but it is recorded that their conduct in those days was not

calculated to impress the Chinese favourably. The Arah navigators had, however,

been making regular voyages between Canton and the ports of Western Asia as early

as the tenth century . The Dutch appeared on the scene about a hundred years later

than the Portuguese, and these in their turn were supplanted by the English ,

The latter, towards the close of the seventeenth century, founded the very profitable

trade which was conducted for nearly one hundred and fifty years by the Agents of

the East India Company, who established a Factory therė in 1684, which was after

wards celebrated throughout the world . From 1684 the export of tea to England in

creased rapidly. The Company's monopoly terminated in 1834. In 1839, Great Britain

was led to a declaration of war with China in consequence of the oppression to which

foreigners were subjected by the native authorities, and Canton was menaced with
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capture in 1841. A pecuniary rausom was , however, received in lieu of the occupation

of the city , and hostilities were for the time being suspended. The lesson, unfortunately,

was without effect, and the arrogance of the Chinese continued unabated . The British

campaigu in Central China ensued , and the result wasthe signature of the Treaty of

Nanking (Angust 29th, 1842 ), by which what was called the Co-Hong monopoly at

Canton was abolished and four additionalports thrown open to foreign trade. Never

theless , the provisons of the Treaty continued to be ignored in the City of Rams, and

foreigners were still denied admittance within its walls . The result of protracted

annoyances and insults was that in October, 1856 , Sir Michael Seymour, with the fleet,

again opened hostilities, andsome two months later a mob in retaliation pillaged and

burned all the foreign residences . In December, 1857, Sir Charles Straubenzee, in

command of an expedition wbich had been specially despatched from Engiand , at

tacked the city , and it was taken on the 29th of tbat month. The city was occupied

by the English until October, 1861 , a period of nearly four years .

Canton proper extends to a breadth of about two miles, is about sis miles in

circumference, and is enclosed by walls about twenty feet thick and from twenty - five

to forty feet high. The suburbs spread along the river for nearly five miles. The

entire circuit, including the suburbs , is stated by Williams to be nearly ten miles , the

walls enclosing about six miles. What is called the New City now was formerly

known as the Southern Suburb. The Western Suburb stretches for miles along the

river . The gates by which entrance is gained into the city are sixteen in number,

and two water gates. Canton contains great attractions for foreign visitors in its

numerous temples, pagodas, & c . , and in the many curio shops to be found there.

The French Mission have erected a large and bandsome Gothic cathedral , with two

lofty towers, in the city . The structure is entirely built of dressed granite, and bas

been completed externally.

When the foreign merchants went back to Canton to establish trade after the

capture of the city by the English at the close of 1857, they found the Factory and

the buildings along the river in ruins. Recourse for accommodation was corsequently

had to warehouses on the Honam side of the river. Considerable discussion subse.

quently took place as to the selection of a site for a permanent British settlement,

and it was eveotually determined that an extensive mudflat known as Shameen

should be filled in and appropria ed . In 1859 an artificial island was created there,

a canal constructed between the northern side of the site and the city , and solid and

extensive embankments of masonry built. It took about two years to complete this

undertaking, and cost no less than $ 325,000. Of this sum four-fifths were defrayed

by the British, and one fifth by the French Government, to whom a portion of the

reclaimed land was given , but they have never built on it.

In consequence, however, of the subsequent decline in the importance of Canton

as a place of trade, caused principally by the opening of some of the northern ports,

the Shameen site has been availed of but by few, and many of the merchants by

whom lots were purchased there in 1861 , at enormous prices , have withdrawn from

Canton altogether. The trade now transacted there by foreigners is limited . Tea

and Silk are the staple exports. The total export of Tea for the year ending 31st

December, 1880 , was 15 ;096,298 lbs. compared with 15,492,132 lbs. in 1879 ; and the

quantity of Raw Silk exported in 1880 was 19,588 piculs. The inport of Opium in

1880 was 642 piculs as compared with 1,194 piculs in 1879. The total annual re.

venue of the port for 1880 was Tls. 936,782 as compared with Tls. in 1,093,14+ in

1879. The purely native trade of Canton still enjoys a high degree of prosperity.

The population is estimated at 1,600,000.

Ample imeans of intercom un unication exist between Canton and Hongkong, a

distance of about ninety - five miles, by foreign steamers plying daily, and a large

number of vative craft. There is daily steam communication with Macao. Steamers

also run regularly between Shanghai, Hongkong, and Canton. There is a safe and

commodious anchorage within 1.50 yards ofthe river wallof Shameen. Only steamers

go to Canton ; sailing vessels never ascend beyond Whampoa, owing to the difficulties

of navigating a crowded river .
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates .

大 英國 領事 官

Tai- Ying-Kwok - Ling -sze -koon.

GREAT BRITAIN .

Consul - A . R. Hewlett

Interpreter - J. N. Jordan

Assistant - J. N. Tratman

Post Office Agent - J. N. Jordan

Constable - A . Duncan

Linguist - Lu A -chack

FRANCE ,

Consul - Léon Bellaguet

Chancelier - Interprète-- V. A. Sales

UNITED STATES .

Consul - W . L. Scrurys

Vice -Consul in charge- F. Carrow

Interpreter — Chin A-kwan

SPAIN .

Consul - J. Velez

Chancelier -- , de Souza

大 德國領事 衙門

Tai-tuk -kwul - ling- se-nga -mun.

GERMANY.

Consul- G . Travers

Interpreter - K . I. Streich

Chinese Clerk and Interpreter -- Topui

大 丹 國領事官É

Tai-tan -kuok -ling-se-koon.

DENMARK .

Acting Consul - G . M. Smith (abs. nt )

Imperial Maritime Customs.

粤 海關

Yueh Hai Ku am .

Commissioner - F . E. Woodruff

Acting Deputy Commissioners - G . D'Ar

noux , F. Schjöth

Assistants—C. X. Lord, E. L. Lepissier, S.

von Fries , J. Rémusat, J. Mencarini,

Onia Tiberii

Clerks - J. Keymeulen , N. E. Bryant

Medical Attendant - F . Carrow

Tung Wén Kuan, Teacher - T . Sampson

Customs Agents, Hongkong - Line, Craw

ford & Co.

UNATTACHED .

(On leave from Southern Ports ).

Commissioners — C . Hannen , H. E. Hobson

Deputy Commissioner - A . M. de Bernieres

Assistants -- A . Lay, J. L. Chalmers

Chif Tide -surveyor and Harbour Master

H. J. Meade

Assistant Tide-surveyors - H . Eldridge,

(Whampoa ), A. Iffland

Boat Officer - J . Nielsen

Chief Examiner - D . C. Byworth

Examiner - W . A. L. Saunders

Assistant Examiners - A.L . Virinaitre, Geo.

Mason

Tide-waiters - J. II . Allcot , R. von der

L'ithen , J. Burns, H. Haines, G. Bald.

win, G. J. Frectii (proviy.), J. A. van

Aalst

Watchers — Ths. Davies, J. H. Smith, H.

P. C. Jorg,'nsen, L. Ruch , E. J. S.

Anderson, W. Allan , J. A. Tip, C. H.

E : skine, F. Klampermeyer, J. Noodt,

G. Robertson, W. Keelle, A. Smith , J.

T. Manley, J. Godment, C. Pape, F.

Sennett.

Chinese Clerks-- Tsaü Wan, (principal),

Wa : Kum Piur, Mak Sze Cbe , Chun

Ki, Chỉ 1: S i Fun, Lm Ping , Chun

Yn Kwai Hung Tsat Shing.

UNATTICHED.

(On lave frim Southern port .. )

Tidosurveyor and Harbour Masters - S .

Park bill, E V. Brinan

Assist. Tidesurveyor - R . Miran

館 文 同

Tung-wen -kwan.

CHINESE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL .

All expenses defrayed by Chinese Go

vernment.

NETHERLANDS.

Consul - Th. von Pustau

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Vice- Consul -T. B. Cunningham

大 奧 经 領事 官

Ao- ze -Ma-ka Kwok-Ling -sze -koon.

AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY.

Consul-- A . R. Hsiert

Shameen Municipal Council.

沙 面 工部

Sha -min -kung -70.

Chairman-A . T. Duval

Treasurer and Secretary - Alfred Rowe

Councillors - T. B. Cunningbam , T. Samp

son , F. E. Woodruff
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Head Master— Theos. Sampson

Chinese Teachers-Three

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

CORPORATION .

Thomas & Mercer, agents

China Traders' Insurance Company,

Limited

London and Provincial Marine In

surance Co. , Limited

China Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

CANTON CLUB.

Committee - H . F. Dent . F. Koch , C. A.

Lord, T. y . n Pustau , Rev. F. R. Smith

Jardine , Matheson & Co. , agents

Canton Insurance Office

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

Limited

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM

NAVIGATION Co.

Deacon & Co. , agents

HONGKONG, CANTON, AND MACAO STEAM

Boat Co. , LIMITED .

Deacon & Co. , agents

CHINA COAST STEAM NAVIGATION Co.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Raven, E. A. , agent

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Royal Insurance Company, Liverpool

K. K. Priv. Oesterreich Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, " Donau ," Vienna,

Limited

Russell & Co. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association

OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Russell & Co. , agents

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY, LIMITED :

Russell & Co. , agents

Insurances .

Arnhold , Karberg & Co. , agents

Lancashire Insurance Company

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Company

National Marine Insurance Company

of South Australia

Siemssen & Co. , agents

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com

pany, Limited, of Hamburg

North German Fire Insurance Com

pany, at Hamburg

Dusseldorf Universal Marine Insur

ance Company, Limited

German Llord Marine Insurance

Company, Limited, Berlin

Globe Marine Insurance Company,

Limited, London

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance

Company, of Samarang

Second Colonial Sea and Fire In.

surance Company of Batavia

Schweizerische Lloyd -Rückversiche

rungs Gesellschaft

Birley & Co. , agents

Union Marine Insurance Company,

Limited , Liverpool

Guardian Fire Insurance Company ,

London

Norwich Union Fire Insurance So

Society, England

Thomas, Rowe & Smith , agents

North China Insurance Company

Commercial Union Insurance Co.

Scottish Inperial Insurance Co.

Carlowitz & Co. , agents

Hamburgand Breinen Fire Insurance

Compny

Allgemeine Versicherungs Gesells.

chaft für See , Fluss und Land

transport, in Dresden

Professions, Trades, &c .

Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co. , merchants and

commission agents

Al dool Kayojin Sum - oodin

Abdulcader Esmaljee, merchant and com

mission agent

M. A. Sack Cumroodin , manager

Core, Lind& Co. , ag ntz

North British and Mercantile Insur

ancu Company

Deacon & Co. , agents

Union Insurance Society

Arnhold, Karberg & Co. , merchants

J. Kramer, silk - inspector

H. Müller
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Bhaisania, B. P. , merchant, Honam

Birley & Co., merchants

K. D.Adams, tea inspector

Canton Dispensary, A. S. Watson & Co.

J. D. Humphreys (Hongkong)

G. Laub

Karanjia , B.P. , merchant and commis.

sion agent, Honam

Kavarana, B. Framjee, merchant and

commission agent, Honam

Lacroix Cousins & Co.

Joseph Cozon

Urbain Girard (Shanghai)

Merwanjee Maneckjee & Co. , merchants

E. Maneckjee, manager

Metta , E. N. , merchant

E. N. Metta

D. N. Metta

Carlowitz & Co. , merchants

R. von Carlowitz (Germany)

W. Rost ( London)

C. W. B. von Bose

Theo. Ruff

Paul Sachse

Carrow, F. , M.D. , medical practitioner

Coare, Lind & Co. , public silk and tea

inspectors & commission agents

A. A. Lind

E. Rennell, silk inspector

A. Roberts, silk inspector

F. 0. Seaton, tea inspector

Comte, Pierre, commission agent, Canal

Road

Mogra , R. S. , merchant

Toen

Na.

Nye & Co. , merchants

Gideon Nye

Pustau & Co. , merchants

Th . v . Pustau

Cooper & Co. , H. N. , merchants and com

mission agents, Honam

H. N. Cooper

Raven, E. A. , general commission agent

Russell & Co. , merchants

T. B. Cunningham

F. Koch

A. M. da Cruz

C. A. de Britto

Deacon & Co. , public tea inspectors and

commission agents

Ernest Deacon (absent)

A. T. Duval

Robert Howie (silk inspector)

R. Greig (tea inspector)

G. D. Fearon (absent)

E. S. Wiealler

F. d’Azevedo

B. F. Gonsalves

Rustomjee, C., merchant and commission

agent, Honam .

Dent & Co., H -rbert, merchants

H. F. Dent

Sim -sun .

Siemssen & Co. , merchants

J. Kuff, silk inspector

H. Schroeter

J. Castro de Basto

Silva, M. F. da, commission agent, Canal

Road

M. F. Silva

Derode Frères, P. & P.

G. Baux, sp cial agent

Futtakia, Sorabjee Rustomjee, merchant

S. R. Futtakia (Hongkong)

M. H. Katrak, manager

Jardine , Matheson & Co., merchants

. G Skrill Smith, agent (absent)

P. S. da Costa

Thomas, Rowe & Smith, public tea and

silk inspectors and commission agents

Thomas Thomas (absent)

Alfred Rowe

F. Burgess Smith

J. D. Monro

G. Prat

E. W, Mitchell

Jeewakhaus, commissi in agent
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S. M. da Cruz Rev. C. Wenyon, M.D.

L. C. da Silva Rev. C. Bone

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN BOARD.

Vassania, J. P. , merchant, Honam
Rev. A. P. Happer, D.D.

Dr. J. G. Kerr

Vogel & Co. , merchants Rev. H. V. Noyes

H. Ebell , signs per pro. Rev. B. C. Henry

Frel . Salinger, silk inspector
Rev. W. J. White

P. Beltran Rev. A. A. Fulton

Dr. Stubbert

Miss H. Noyes
Hotels .

“ Canton Hotel '
Miss M. Noyes

Miss Mary R. Ilapper

A. F. do Rozario , proprietor and auc
Miss A. C. Happer

tioneer

8. A. dos Remedios
AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSION, SOUTHERN

CONVENTION .

OFFICERS OE THE MEDICAL MISSIONARY Rev. R. H. & Mrs. Graves

SOCIETY . Rev. E. Z. & Mrs. Simmons

President - Hon. P. Parker, M.D. ( United Miss L. Whilden

States) Miss S. E. Stein

Senior Vice President - Prof. S. Wells

Williams, LL.D. ( in United States)
會 教 頓 倫

Second Vice President - John G. Kerr, M.D.
Lun -tun Kow -wi.

Vice-Presidents - G . Nye, Hon .Wm. Kes
LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY,

wick, W. HI, Forbes, Hon . H. Lowcock,
Rev. T. W. Pearce

Hon . P. Ryrie , H. L. Dalrymple, E.
Rev. E. R. Eichler

Deacon, G. B. Glover, T. Sampson,

Rev. J. Chalmers, LL.D., Rev. A. P.

Happer, D.D., Rev. Geo. Piercy, Rev. R.
Rev. John Paul , bible colporteur

H. Graves, M.D., T. B. Cunningham , E.

McKean, A. R. Hewlett, W.L.Scruggs;
FRENCH MISSION.

R. von Carlowitz , Rev. Prof. Legge, Right Rev. P. F. Guillemin

LL.D., Ven. Archdeacon Gray, LL.D. Pro- vicaire Apostolique A. Béal

(in Europe), Warren Delano ( in United Rev. F. Serdet, procurator

States ) Rev. A. Grandpierre, director of Orphanage

Secretary - J. G. Kerr, M.D. Rev. Chausse

Treasurers - Messrs. Russell & Co.

Auditor - Acting Commissioner of Customs VICEROY'S GUNBOATS.

56 CHEN - TO ."

CHRIST CHURCH .
7 Guns. 250 Tons. 75 H.P.

Chaplain - Rev. F. R. Smith , M.A.
Commander - Jas. Stewart

1st Lieutenant - J. W. Lowson

2nd do. -A. W. Best

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY .

Rev. John Grundy
Chief Engineer - Jno. Pender

2nd do . -Jas. Sinclair

Gunners - F. Lord, J W. Pallett
Missionaries .

WESLEYAN METHODIST MISSION .

Rev. G. Pierey, superintendent

Rev. H. Parkes

Rev. T G. Selby

Rev. F. Masters

Rev. G. Hirgreaves

Rev. G. Marris

“ CHING - TSING."

4 Guns. 180 Tons. 60 H.P.

Commander - F . Bessard

1st Lieutenant-Jno Leroux

2nd do. --L . Curet

Chief Engineer-G . Deveaux

2nd do. -B. Bessac



SWATOW .

Swatow, which was first thrown open to foreigners by Lord Elgin's Treaty , is

situated at the mouth of the river Han, near the eastern borderof the Kwangtung

province, in lat. 23 deg. 20 min . 43 sec. N. , and long. 116 deg . 39 min . 3 sec . E. It

is the shipping port for the city of Cha'o-chow -fu, the seat of the local government,

35 miles inland , and Sun -Ho-Pa, forty miles farther up the river.

Swatow is built on the northern bank of the Han ,which forms part of an alluvial

plain through which the branches of the river flow . The shore on the opposite side

is bold and striking , the hills stretchingaway to the coast and forming what is known

to sea-going people as the “ Cape of Good Hope ;" Pagoda Hill rises at the opposite

side; and in a direct line from this lies the large island of Namoa.

The first foreign trading depôt in this locality was inaugurated at Namoa, where

the opiuin vessels used to anchor, but it was subsequently removed to Double Island ,

wbich issituated just inside the river and is four miles from Swatow. Foreigners

here madethemselves notorious in the early years of the settlement by the kidnapping

of coolies, and so strong was the feeling shown against them by the natives that no

foreigners were safe far from Double Island, while they were strictly forbidden to

enter Swatow , and it was not until 1861 that they could do so . In the country round

Swatow the antipathy to foreigners was of much longer duration . The British Consul

was held technically to reside at Cha'o -chow - fu , and subsequent to 1861 several in

effectual attempts were made to pass througb its gates. In 1866 a visit was made

under more favourable circumstances, but it is only within the last few years that

the population has refrained from annoyance and insult to foreigners within its walls.

In 1862 the lease of a piece of land was applied for and grinted to the British

Government on the north bank of the river about a mile from Swatow , but so strong

were the demonstrations of the populace against it that the matter fell through.

Foreign residences , however, commenced to spring up here and there , and many of

them are consequently somewhat scattered , though the majority are in or near the

town of Swatow. The yearly increasing traffic of the porť bas led to much over

crowding on the narrow strip of land on which it is built , anıl since February, 1877 ,

no less than 21+ acres have been reclaimed from the sea, the greater part of which

is now covered with shops and houses .

The climate af Swatow is said to be very salubrious. The town occupies , how

ever, an unenviable position as regards typhoons, on account of being opposite the

lower mouth of the Formosa Channel , and it bas on many occasions been subjected

to all the violence of these terrible storms, which almost every year sweep across the

lower coast of China . The population of Swatow is estimate l at 30,000.

The foreign trade of Swatow has never been large , but of late veurs it has shown

a slight increase. Its proximity to Hongkong, which can be reached in from 15 to 20

hours, no doubt tells against it, as it enables the Chinese to conduct their own import

business. The quantity of Opium imported has increased very much of late years ;

the total in 1868 was only 4,272 picuis as compared with 8,760 piculs in 1880 ; but

this showed a falling off on the previous year of about 1,300 piculs . The quantity of

Tea exported is very small , and reached only 5,660 piculs in 1880. A considerable

trade is done in Sugar, there being 1,251,760 piculs exported in 1880, which shows

a steady increase on previous years. The value ofthe trade of the port for 1880 was

Tis , 21,176,684, as compared with Tis . 20,378,581 in 1879. For several months last

year trade was largely interfered with by il dispute between the Customs and the

Guild , and the returns for 1881 will probably show a considerable decrease .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates . | Post-office Avent - E . L. B. Allen

大英領事官

Curstible -- Henry Sage

Ta-Eny - nian - 880-kwan. 大 美國 領事 官

GPEAT BRITAIN . Tae-me-kroh -ling - sz-koon .

Consul - Willian Gregory
UNITED STATES.

Assistant--Edward L. B. Allen Consular Agent - C . C. Williams

1
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OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Agents - Bradley & Co.

Consular Clerk - Sim Kye Pang

Interpreter - Koh Seah Hong

AUSTRIA.

Consul Gérant - William Gregory

FRANCE.

Vice - consul - William Gregory

PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL S. N. Co.

Agents - Bradley & Co.

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP

COMPANY.

Douglas Lapraik & Co. , agentsNETHERLANDS.

Consul — Thomas William Richardson

DENMARK.

Consul— Wm. Hülse

SEAMEN'S HOSPITAL .

Medical Officer - E . I. Scott, L.K ; and

Q.C.P.I. , L.R.C.S.I.

Trustees - T. W. Richardson , E. I. Scott

Hon. Sec.-- E . I. Scott
GERMANY,

Vice- consul-Bernhd . Schaar

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Vice-consul- Wm. Hülse

Insurance Offices .

Bradley & Co. , agents-

Lloyds'

London and Oriental Steam Transit

Insurance Company

AmicableInsurance Officeof Calcutta

North China Insurance Company

China Traders' Insurance Company

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Royal Insurance Company of Liver

pool (Fire and Life)

Imperial Insurance Co. , London (Fire)

China Fire Insurance Company

Imperial Maritime Customs .

潮 海關

Chao Hai Kuan .

Commissioner - A . Huber

Assistants — W . Kiey, G. C. Stent, A. M.

Sowdon

Clerk - L . d'Azevedo

Tide Surveyor & Harbour Master — W. Rae

Boat Officer - D . Reid

Chief Examiner - F. H. Ewer

Excaminer - H . Schaumlöffel

Assistant Examiner-J. F. Dubois

Fide-waiters - W . Luhrss, T. W. Harrocks,

A. Berthet, J. L. Knoepfler, T. H. King

sley, W. G. Tindall, E. Phair, W. E.

Southcott , J. E. Barker , S. Carlson

Medical Attendant - Dr. J. Pollock

DOUBLE ISLAND STATION ,

Assist. Tide Surveyor --- W . Watson

Dircks & Co. , agents

Germanic Lloyds'

Hamburg and Bremen Underwriters

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Com

pany of Batavia

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance

Company of Samarang

Chinese Iusurance Company, Limited

Second Colonial Sea and Fire In

surance Company of Batavia

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Austrian Insurance Company, Donau,

of Vienna

North British and Mercantile Insur

ance Company

Pilots .

A.L. Piersdorff, E.W. Focken, P. Williams,

H. Frewin , H. Ramsay, M. Linklater

CHINA SUGAR REFINERY.

Robt. Craig, agent

W. F. Inglis

J. Liddell

Jas. Beaton

Edward Milne

Kenneth Beaton

Lapraik & Co., Douglas, agents

Canton Insurance Office

Hongkorg Fire Insurance Company

Phænis Fire Insurance Company

CHINA COAST STEAM NAVIGATION Co.

Agents - Douglas Lapraik & Co.

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY, LIMITED .

Agents - Bradley & Co.

Williams & Co. , agents

Madgeburg General Insurance Com

pany, Limited

Hamburg Magdebur
g

Fire Insurance

Company
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Bank ,

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor

poration

Bradley & Co., agents

Professions and Trades.

Asverus , Otto, marine surveyor

德 記 行

Tey -kee- hong.

Bradley & Co., merchants

Thomas Wm. Richardson

Robt. H. Hill

J. R. Bridgman

Douglas W. Wright

T. W. Horne, godown-keeper

M. G. Scott (Amoy )

Lim Yam Seng

柴 工 師 夫

Cha -kung-sai-foo.

Meyer & Co. , J, D. , shipwrights and black

siniths

J. D. Meyer

士吉 醫生

Sze -cut-e -sang.

Scott & Pollock , medical practitioners

Edward Irwin Scott, L. K.&Q.C.P.I.

L.R.C.S.I. (absent)

John Pollock, L. K. &Q.C.P.I. ,

L.R.C.S.I.

Butterfield & Swire, merchants

J. Andrew

L. Grunauer

廣 德行

Kwang Teck Hong.

Williams & Co., commission merchants

C. C. Williams

J. B. Eça da Silva

Sim kye Pang

Campbell& Co. , shipchandlers, auctioneers,

and general storekeepers

Patrick Campbell

W. J. Nelson

和 記洋行

Wo-lee-yennghong.

Craig & Co. , merchants

Robert Craig

Missionaries .

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

Rev. George Smith, M.A.

Rev. H. L. Mackenzie , M.A.

魯鱗 行

Loo -ling -hong.

Dircks & Co. , commission merchants

Bernhd . Schaar

Wm. Hülse (Formosa)

L. Hacsloop

Ch . Langeue la Camp

G. P. Lammert (Formosa)

F. L. Demée

Wm . Gauld, M.A. , M.D. (absent)

Rev. Wm . Duffus

Rev. J. C. Gibson, M.A. (abseut )

Rev. Donald McIver, M.A.

Alexr. Lyall , M. B., C.M , Edinr.

Rev. W. Ridd - 11, M.B , C. M.

Wir . Paton

Miss C. M. Ricketts

Miss M. Mellis

Harris& Co. , shipwrights and blacksmiths,

and hardware store

Wm . Harris

福源 行

Fook -yuen -hong.

Lapraik & Co., Douglas, merchants

G. D. Pitman

FRENCH FOREIGN MISSIONS .

Rev. A. Bernom

Rev. J. M. P. Verchere

Rev. J. M. Buussac

Rev. H. Sorin

Rv. D. Hervel

Rev. H. Vacqu -rul

AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSION .

Rev. Wm . Ashmore, D.D.

Rev. S. B. Parıridge

Rev. W. K. McKilben

Rev. Wm . Ashmore, Jr.

Miss A. M. Fielde

Miss Mary E. Thompson

Miss Sophia Norwood

Miss C. H. Daniels, M.D.

雅 昌 洋行

Hock - cheong ye ng-hong.

Lloyd, Kho Tong Poh & Co. , merchants

and commission agents

Klio Tiong Poh (Singapore)



AMOY .

Amoywas one of the five ports open to foreign trade before the ratificatiou of the

Treaty of Tientsin. It is situated upou the island of Haimun, at the mouth of the

Dragon River, in lat. 24 deg. 40 min. N. and long . 118 deg. E. It was tbe scene of

trade with Western nations at a very early date . The Portuguese went there iv 1544,

butin consequence of their cruelty towards the natives , the Chinese authorities forcibly

expelled them and burned thirteen of their vessels . The English bad commercial

dealings there up to 1730, when the Chinese Government issued an edict prohibiting

trade with foreigners at all ports except Canton. They made an exception as regards

Spanish ships, which were allowed to trade at Amoy. The vessels of other nationa

lities, however, continued to visit the place , and did so till the city was captured in

1841. The Treaty of Nanking was signed soon afterwards, and foreigners have since

been allowed to live there in peace and security .

In describing Amoy , Dr. Williams says: - " The island (upon which Ainoy is built )

is about forty miles in circumference, and contains scores of large villages besides the

city . The scenery within the bay is picturesque, caused partly by the numerous

islands which define it, surmountedby pagodas or temples, and partly by the high

barren hills behind the city . There is an outer and an inner city , as one approaches

it seaward , divided by a high ridge of rocky hills having a fortified wall running along

the top . A paved road connects the two. The entire circuit of the city and suburbs

is about eight iniles , containing a population of 300,000, while that of the islands is

estimated at 100,000 more . The harbour is one of the best on the coast; there is good

holding ground in the outer barbour, and vessels can anchor in the inner, within a

short distance of the beach , and be perfectly secure ; the tide rises and falls from

fourteen to sixteen feet. The western side of the harbour, here from six hundredand

seventy - five to eight hundred and forty yards wide , is formed by the island ofKu

langsu. It is a picturesque little spot and maintains a rural population of 3,500

people. Easward of Amoy is the island of Quemnoy or Kinmun (Golden Harbour) ,

presenting a striking contrast in the low foreground on its south shore to the bigh

land on Amoy."

There is little to be said about the city . It ranks as a third class city in China,

but it bears no comparison to Canton in wealth or general appearance . It is con

sidered , even for China, to be very dirty , and its inhabitants are unusually squalid

in their babits . There are several places of interest to foreigners in the vicinity ,

and excursions are made to Chang -chow -fu, the chief city of the department of that

name, and situated about 35 miles from Amoy. The island of Kulangsu is about a

third of a mile from Amoy, and the residences of nearly all the foreigners are to be

found there, although most of the foreign business is transacted on the Amoy side.

A tiny shipping sheet called the Amoy Gazette is published daily. The population

of Amoy is estimated at 88,000. The foreign residents number about 280.

There has always been a comparatively good trade done at Amoy. In 1864 the

rebels captured Chang -chow - fu , and the commerce of the port was greatly interfered

with . There are a number of steamers from Hongkong which touch here regularly ,

and communication with that port is thus very frequent. Direct communication with

Manila and the Straits Settlements is also maintained . The totalexport of Țea for

1880 was 136,927 piculs , and of Sugar for the same period 243,689 piculs . The net

importation of Opium for 1880 was 5,757 piculs as compared with 4,630 piculs in

1879. The total value of the foreign tra le of the port for 1880 was Tls. 10,033,584 ,

against Tls . 9,029,149 in 1879.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates .

大 英 領 衙門

Tai - Ying-ling - su -ge -mong.

GREAT BRITAIN .

R. J. Forrest, consul

Geo. Brown , interpreter

L. W. Henley , assistant and post-office

agent

C. P. Simoens , clerk

W. Lewis, constable

大 日 斯巴 呢 亞 國 總 海關

Ta Jih -ssü -pa - ni - a Kuo Chung Hai-kwan .

SPAIN .

T. Lozario, consul-general

E. de Perera, vice -consul

J. Cosieng, interpreter

Mariano Espino, constable

DENMARK

L. P. Michelsen, acting consul

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

N. C. Stevens, vice -consul

花旗 海關

Fa -kee-hoi-kwan ,

UNITED STATES.

(For Amoy and Formosa ).

W. Elwell Goldsborough, consul

N. C. Stevens , vice-consul

St. J. H. Edwards , acting clerk and marshal

U Lai Un, acting interpreter

Ngo Khiam , writer

Ung Lian Seng, gaoler

烈 市 海 開

Holan Haikwan .

NETHERLANDS.

C. J. Pasedag , consul

AMOY GENERAL CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE .

R. B. Fenton , secretary

法蘭西 海關

Wo-lan - sai-hoi-kwan .

FRANCE .

Randall H. Pye , vice - consul

De Westley Layton, acting secretary

TRIT

Tin -sin -hong.

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH COMPANY,

(Office, Kulangsu .)

J. Henningsen, superintendent

Geo . B. Ström

F. Velschoü

F. F. da Silva,

Four Chinese operators

大 德國 領事 衙門

Tai- tek -kok -ling -su -ge -mong.

GERMANY.

(For the Fohkien Province).

von Aichberger, consul

H. Budler, interpreter

G. Mateling, clerk

Huang PeiChi, writer

简 門

Tai O -ling -su - ge -mong.

AUSTRO-HUNGARY .

R. J. Forrest, consul

Imperial Maritime Customs.

廈門 開

Hsia -men -kuan .

Acting Commissioner - W . B. Russell

Assistants - R . J. Abbott, G. F. Müller, H.

F. Merrill, R. Stokes, J. A. Kerr

Medical Attendant , Dr. Manson

Acting Harbour Master and Tide-surveyor

A. Walker

Assistant Tide-surveyors — W . Fenning, C.

J. Price

Boat Officer

Examiner - J. Newtury

Assistant Examiners - N . D. Ghika, J.

McIntosh, F. Knäpel

媽 交 海關

Ma- koir - ho -laran .

PORTUGAL .

J. C. Wardlaw , consul
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mers

Tide-waiters - J . Wells, C. Killeen , F. Elles & Co. , agents

Bartenstein , D. Davis , H. J. Brockdorf, D. Lapraik & Co.'s Coast Steamers

A. Johnson, T. W. Smith, E. E. Smith 0. & 0. Steamship Company

Principal Linguist - Wong Wai
China Coast Steam Navigation Co.

Linguists - Wong Kamaming, L. Kwan -tung, Netherlands India Steam Navigation

Ip A -hon, Kwok Lo Kwai, Leung Kam Company

tsün, Soon Sooh -yan , Leow Bun Hoat

Lloyd, Khoo Teong Poh & Co. , agents

MARINE DEPARTMENT. Bun Hin Line of Steamers

CHINA Coast LIGHTS, SOUTHERN

Malcampo & Co. , agentsSECTION .

Assistant LighthouseEngineer — M . Beazeley
Olano Larrinaga & Co.'s live of Stea.

Clerk of Works - A . J. Hadley

LIGHTKEEPERS.

Middle Dog Lighthouse- Jobn Martin (in
Russell & Co. , agents

charge ), J. Chapman Pacific Mail Steamship Company

Turnabout Lighthouse - II. Hammond ( in

charge) , F. X. Meira Tait & Co. , agents

OckseuLighthouse -- Chas. May (in charge ), P. & 0. S. N. Company

C. G. Soelb rg
Steamers Esmeralda and Diamante

Tsing-seu Lighthouse - D . Botelho

Chapel Island Lighthouse - John Harp
Insurance Onces.

Fisher Island Lighthouse - P. Stelling- Boyd & Co.,agents ,

werff (in charge), J. S. Elizaga

Lloyds'Lamocks Lighthouse - C. M. Petersen (in

China Traders'Insurance Co. , Limited
charge ), D. Fernandez

Royal Fire and Life Insurance Co,
Sugar Loaf Light - A . Sutherland (in charge)

Sun Fire Insurance Company

Cape of Good Hope Light - P. F. S Wilnaw
BremenMarine InsuranceCompanies

Breaker Point Light - John Noble (in charge)

Underwriters' Union at Amsterdam
A. Michel, G. E.von Pein

Jersey Mutual Insurance Society for
Relieving Officers - G . Mummery, G. Taylor

Shipping

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In .

surance Company

飛虎
The Underwriting and Agency Asso,

REVENUE CRUISER - FEIH00. ” '
ciation, London

Commander - A . J. Booth
Le Cercle Transports, Société An ny.

First Officer - E . Stevens
me d'Assurances Maritimes de

Second do . —R. C. Passmore
Marseille

Acting Chief Engineer - G . A. Corder

Second Engineer - J. Armstrong
Brown & Co. , agents

Third do, -J. F. Lawson
Lancashire Fire Insurance Company

Boatswain-H. Schnepel

Quartermaster - J . Shields

Elles & Co. , agents

Alliance Fire Insurance Company
Harbour Pilots .

Canton Insurance Office

G. Hauenstein, J. Buschmann, N. Moalle Union of Hamburg Underwriters

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

Steamship Agencies. Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Boyd & Co , agents , China Fire Insurance Company

E. & A. S. S. Co. , Limited

Ocean Steamsbip Company Johnston & Co. , agents,

China Navigation Company , Limited London and Lancashire Fire Insur

ance Company

Dauver & Co. , agents ,
London and Lancashire Life Assur.

Spanish steamer Emuy ance Company
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G. C. de St. Croix , acting agent

W. N. Dow, accountant

National Bank of India

Boyd & Co. , agents

Pasedag & Co., agents

Germanischer Lloyds'

Colonial Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Samarang Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Second Colonial Sea & Fire Insurance

Company

Batavia Sea and Fire Insuran 3 Co.

Transatlantic Marine Insurant Com

pany, Limited, of Berlin

Petersen & Co. , H. A. , agents

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

K. K. Priv. Oest. Versicherungs Ge

sellschaft “ Donau,” Limited

Hamburg -Magleburger Fire Insur

Oriental Bank Corporation

Elles & Co. , agents

Professions, Trades, &c .

福建 印字 館

Foo-keen - yun -tse -koon.

“ Amoy Gazette and Shipping Report,"

daily

A. A. Marçal,proprietor & publisher

D. F.R Marçal, overseer

J. F. Marcal, foreman

F. J. Paul , compositor

H. H. Paul do.

W. Pedro do .

ance Co.

Russell & Co. , agerts

Yangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai

Andersen , L. A. , surveyor for Lloyds'

agents , Germanic Lloyds' and local offices

寶德行

Pow - tick -hong

Anderson & Co. , J. L. , merchants

J. L. Anderson

Albert Caswel Bryer, tea inspector

Tait & Co. , agents

Marine Insurance Company

North British and Mercantile Fire

Insurance Company

North China InsuranceCompany

Northern Assurance Company

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Java Sea & Fire Insurance Company

Scottish Imperial Insurance Company

Dock.

大 船塢

Tai-suen.o .

AMOY Dock COMPANY.

H. D. Brown, managing director

H. V. Boyol, accountant

W. Paulsen , foreman shipwright

Banks.

涉 打 銀行

Cha-ta - mcan hong,

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and

China

Tait & Co. , agents

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India , Lon

don and China

Boyd & Co. , agents

Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris

Russell & Co. , agents

和 記

We-lee,

Boyd & Co.; merchants and commission

agents

T D. Bovd (absent)

Edward N. Rose

Thos . Covil

R. B. Fenton

W. Laidlaw (Tamsui)

W. S. Orr

T. G. Harkness

D. M. Wright (Taiwan)

Hugh S. Playfair

E. G. Barclay

水陸 行

Sui Liock-hong .

Brown & Co. , merchants

H. D. Brown

F. Chomley

C. S. Powell

J. A. Vaher

J. M. Boyol

Hưng Houg Goom Hamg.

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor

poration

J. G. Hodgson, agent (absent)
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A. A. Nunes

J. Britto

T

Mat- long.

Brown & Co. , F. C. , linen drapers, silk

mercers, milliners , &c .

Mrs. Hams

Miss T. C. Hams

Krug, A. , watchmaker

裕 記 行

Yu -kee -hong.

Dauver & Co. , merchants

H. R. Dauver.

P. M. Sauger

S. T. Victor

Rafael Sancbes

Hong-kee.

Kung Phoe Chun & Co. , merchants and

commission agents

Kung Phoe Chun

Khoo Chin Siang

Yeoh Kaing

Chia Mah Yan

Khoo Bin Chaung

怡 記

De-kee ,

Elles & Co. , merchants

Jamieson Elles ( London )

J. Gratton Cass

James Elles

Francis Cass

A. W. Bain

J. W. Graham ( Taiwan -foo)

W. Christy (Tamsui)

De Westley Layton

T. G. Gowland

H. U. Jeffries

T. B. Elliot

P. C. Kraal

源 發

Yin - fat.

Lie Khong Kiet, agent for Guan Vat

& Co. , Padang

Lie Saay (Padang)

Lie Khong Teek do.

Lie Khong Haan do.

福昌 楼

Hock- cheong -chan.

Lloyd , Khoo Teong Poh & Co., merchants,

and commission agents

Khoo Teong Poh (Singapore)

M. G. Scott

Lee Pek Gum

新 錦 與 行

Sun-kim- him - hong.

Ewe Boon & Co. , merchantsand commis

sion agents

See Ewe Lay (absent)

See Ewe Boon

K. C. Wat

0. C. Liau

瑞 記 洋行

Soy -kee-yeung-hong.

Malcampo & Co,, merchants

J. Malcampo Quioga

F. H. Edwards

Seng Chiba

Chuahilo

Yoh Siam

J. Oñate

Lee Siang

T. Jacinto

利 記

Lee kee,

Gerard & Co. , C., shipchandlers, sail

makers, compradores, & c.

C. 0.TPP

C. an. S. Ayres

Ice and Aërated Water Company

B. Nicholls , manager

醫生

E -sang.

Manson , Patrick, M.D., physician

Mann, James, L.R.C.S.E. , L.R.C.P.E.,

physician

建隆 行

Kin -loong -hong.

Johnston & Co. , merchants and commission

agents

W. Cunningham Johnston

Moalle & Co. , shipchandlers, compradores,

stevedores, navy contractors, auctioneers,

&c .

Nicholas Moalle

William Gotz

Y. C. Wan
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安 記

An -kee.

Ollia, N.D. , merchant & commission agent

Nusserwanje
e Dadabhoy Ollia

C. Framjee

J. N. Ollia (Bombay)

廣順

Kwong -sun .

Wilson, Nicholls & Co.,commission agents,

shipchandler
s, sailmakers, and com

pradores

W. Wilson

B. Nicholls

慶 記

Khen kee .

Ollia & Co. , D. D. , merchants and com

mission agents

B. S. Mehta (Foochow )

Framjee Cawasjee (Hongkong)

D. D. Ollia (Taiwan )

D. C. Mehta (Takao)

P. Bomonjee

M. B. Tolatee

D. F. Tombolee (Foochow)

D. N. Mehta ( Takao)

IIospitals .

水手 醫 館

Sui-sou-e-koon .

SEAMEN'S HOSPITAL .

Dr. Manson, surgeon

J. Mann, assistant surgeon

濟世 醫 館

Chai-sai - e-koon .

NATIVE HOSPITAL.

Patrick Manson, M.D. , & c

Poa -kee .

Pasedag & Co., merchants

C. J. Pasedag

A. Piehl

L. Bast

成 記

Sin -kee.

Petersen & Co. , H. A. , merchants and com

mission agents

H. A. Petersen (absent)

L. P. Michelsen

W. Haalcke

C. A. Michelsen

Masonic Lodges.

CORINTHIAN LODGE OF AMOY,

No. 1806, E.C.

Meets on second Saturday of each month ,

at the Masonic Hall , Kulangeu, at 8.45 p.m.

OFFICERS, 1882 .

Worshipful Master - B . Nicholls

Senior Warden — C . 0. Kopp

Junior Warden - C . J. Price

Treasurer - R . H. Dauver

Secretary

Senior Deacon - W . Paulsen

Junior Deacon-J . Lawson

Organist - R . C. Passmore

Director of Ceremonies

Steward - W . Wilson

Inner Guard-D. Davies

Tyler - W . C. Lewis

Russell & Co. , merchants

N. C. Stevens

J. J. Howard

M. de Figuereido

A. de Figuereido

Ionic LODGE OF AMOY , No. 1781 , E.C.

Meets on second Tuesday of each niontb

at the Masonic Hall, Kulangsu , at 9 p.m.

Hotel ,

Hotel “ Stadt Stralsund '

F. Neimen , proprietor

德 記

Tick.kee.

Tait & Co. , merchants

J. C. Wardlaw

R. H. Bruce

J. R. Best (Takao)

T. E. Ludlam

1 ) , A. Trotter

F. W. Bruce

C. H. Best (Tamsui)

T. J. Tait

T. Gheeting

Missionaries.

REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA.

Rev. J. V. N. Talmage, D.D. (absent)

Rev. D. Rapalje

Rev. L. W. Kip, D.D.

Miss M. E. Talmage (absent)
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Church of “ Holy Rosary,” Pe-chio .

Rev. Ramon Colomer

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Rev. John Macgowan

Rev, J. Sadler

Rev. Chas . Budd

Church of the “ Conception ,” Kangbôe.

Rev. N. Guixa and native priestENGLISH PRESBYTERIAN MISSION,

Rev. W. S. Swanson (absent)

Rev. W. McGregor, M.A. (absent)

Rev. R. Gordon, M.A.

Rev. H. Thompson

Rev. John Watson , M.A.

D. Grant, M.B. , C.M.

A. L. McLeish, M.B. , C.M.

Church of “ Santo Domingo," Au -poa .

Rev. José Dutras and native priest

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION.

Church of the “Holy Rosary,” Amoy.

Rev. Guilhermo Burno

Foundling Hospital, Amoy.

Under the control of Italian Sisters.

Mother Maria Ferrari, Mother Carolina

Rogno, Mother Ida Belgieri, Mother

Iynes Wayett, Sister Isabel Fau

TAKAO AND TAIWAN-FU.

Takao is a port in South Formosa, and is situated in lat . 22 deg . 38 min. 3 sec . N.

and long. 130 deg. 16 min. 30 sec. E. It was thrown open to foreign trade in 1864. It

is only a small place, occupied chiefly by Chinese fishermen , and excepting the beautiful

scenery surrounding it , possesses no features of interest. A new Bund has recently

been formed in front of the foreign hongs. The appearance of the place and its

vicinity from the sea is very pleasant. Ape's Hill is seen rising on the left and the

Saracen's Head on the right. Between the two is the channel which leads up to the

inner barbour, which is about seven miles long and three miles across in its widest

part . The soil of the country around Takao is extremely fertile ; banyans and

bamboos grow luxuriantly, and sugar plantations are numerous. Sugar is the prin

cipal article of export from Takao, and in 1880 it amounted to 997,625 piculs as

against 701,684 piculs in 1879. The import of Opium in 1880 amounted to 3,647

piculs, as against 3,387 piculs in 1879. The value of the trade of the port in 1880

was Tls. 4,527,544, and in 1879 Tls. 3,750,925 . The population of Takao is estimated

at 10,000 .

The city of Taiwan -fu lies about twenty miles from Takao in lat . 23 deg. 6 min .

N. and long. 129 deg. 5 min E. It isIt is a place of considerable size and importance.

It is situated about three miles from the coast, with which connection is kept up by

means of canals . The walls of the city are some five miles in circumference and

enclose many buildings and places of interest . Among these is an Exainination Hall

for the Chinese literati, capable of accommodating several thousand students . There

are a great many trees and open spaces in the city, which give it rather a pleasant

appearance . In the locality are the ruins of Zealandia , a fort which was built in

1630, and which was the chief stronghold of the Dutch in Formosa until they were

driven out by the Chinese pirate chief Koxinga, soon after whose death the western

half of the island fell under the rule of the Chinese Government. The Customs give

no returns of trade here, as they are included with those of Takao. The port is an

open shallow roadstead , ind vessels have to anchor at some distance from the shore.

The population of Taiwan -fu is estimated at 225,000.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates. Dircks & Co. , merchants

BRITISH , ALSO DANISH , GERMAN, FRENCH , Bernhd. Sebaar (Swatow )

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN , AND SPANISH . Wm . Hulse

Caul - Geo. Phillips
G. N. Lammert

Assistant- P . F. Hausser E.C. dos Santos

Constable - Antonio Alborado
Elles & Co. , merchants

UNITED STATES .
J. W. Grabam , agent

T. G. Gowland

Consular Agent - Geo. Phillips
P. C. Kraal (Anping)

NETHERLANDS.

Consul-James Elles

Stean: Tug “ Sin Taiwan , ” Capt. Krohn

Imperial Maritime Customs. Myres, W. Wykeham , M.B. , C.M. , & c.,

medical practitioner

Taiwan -kwan .
Ollia & Co. , D , D. , merchants and con

Commissioner - A . Novion
mission agents

Assistant - G . H. J. Kl . inwächter
D. D. Olia (Taiwan )

Medical Officer - W . Wykeham Myres
D. C. Mehta (Taiwan and Takao )

Acting Tide-surveyor - X . W. Field
D N. Mehta

Assistant Ecaminer-L. A. By worth

Tide-waiter-R. H. Nazer

Linguist--Lu Kwong Sing

San - to .

ANPING.
Santos , E. C. dos , photographer

Commissioner -- A . Novion

Assistant -- A . Courtau

Assistant Examiner - R . J. Hastings , G.

Tait & Co. , merchants

Swainson

J. Best , agent, ( Takao and Taiwan )

Tide-waiters - H . Heather, D. Browne

Linguist-Chun Mun

Missionaries.

ENGLISH PRESBYTERIAN MISSION.

Insurances.

Taiwanfoo.

Boyd & Co. , agents

Rev. W. Campbell

Lloyds'

Rev. Thos. Barclay, M.A. (absent)

China Traders ' Insurance Co. , Limited
Rev. David Smith , (absent)

Chinese Insurance Co. , Limited Rev. Wm . Thow, M.A.

Peter Anderson, L.R.C S.E. , L.R.C.P.E.

Dircks & Co. , agents Mrs. Ritchie

Yangtsze Insurance Association Miss Murray

Elles & Co. , agents

Canton Insurance Office
ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION .

Dominicans - Rev. A. Chinchon, Takao ,

Rev. J. Nebot, Ban Kim Cheng

Tait & Co. , agents

North China Insurance Company

Java Sea and Fire InsuranceCompany

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Professions, Trades, &c.

Boyd & Co. , merchants

D. Moncrief Wright

Hospital.

David MANSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL.

Trustees - J.C . Elles , W. Wykeham Myres,

M.B. , & c .

Pilots .

H. Vosteen, J. EggertBrown & Co. , merchants



TAMSUI.

The port of Tamsui lies in lat. 25 deg . 10 min . N. and long, 101 deg . 26 min . E. ,

on the northern side of the fertile island of Formosa. It is an uninteresting place.

The barbour, like all others in Formosa, has a troublesome bar, which greatly retards

the growth of the port . Dredging would do much to render it more accessible.

The trade at Tamsui is not extensive. Tea grows on the hills in the locality , but

the quality is inferior. Camphor is manufactured here and elsewhere in Formosa, the

tree from which it is made being very common on the island. The principal exports

in 1880 were as follow : -- Tea , 90,475 pieuls ; Canıphor, 12,335 piculs ; Coal, 24,654

tons . The import of Opium in 1880 was 2,149 piculs, and in 1879 , 2,165 piculs .

The value of the trade of the port in 1880 was Tls. 3,907,436 , and in 1879, Tls.

3,632,410. The population is estimated at 90,000 .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates .

BRITISH .

Consul—Thos. Watters

Writer - Lin Hsün Chên

Linguist - Ung Pock Chuan

Constable-P. W. Petersen

Elles & Co. , agents

Lloyds'

Union Insura ce Society of Canton

Tait & Co. , agents

Java Seaand Fire Insurance Co.

North China Insurance Company

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN .

Acting Consul— Thos. Watters

Merchants.

Boyd & Co., merchants

Walter Laidlaw , tea inspector

GERMAN

Acting Vice- Consul — Thos. Watters Brown & Co. , merchants

UNITED STATES .

Dodd & Co., merchants

Consular Agent — John Dodd
J. Dodd

J. A. Straube, godown keeperNETHERLANDS.

Consul- John Dodd

Elles & Co. , nierchants

Imperial Maritime Customs. W. Christy, agent

Commissioner

Assistant-- W . Hancock Johansen, C. H. , M.D. medical prctitioner

Acting Tide-surveyor - W . Breunan for Tamsui and Kelung

Assistant Examiner - J. H. Patersson

Tide-waiters - W . E. Clodd ,C. Claremont Tait & Co. , merchants

Chinese Clerk - Li Wang Yang
C. H. Best, agent

Insurances.

Boyd & Co. , agents-
Missionaries.

China Traders Iusurance Company, CANADA PRESBYTERIAN MISSION .

Limited Rev. Geo . L. Mackay

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited Rev. K. F. Junor

Dodd & Co. , agents-

Yangtsze Insurance Association
ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION ,

Lancashire Fire Insurance Co. Dominicans - R . C. Arranz, Rev. J. Khanh



KEELUNG .

The port of Keelung lies to the north -east of Tamsui, in latitude 25 deg. 9 min .

N. and longitude 121 deg. 47 min . E. It is situated on the shores of a bay between

the capes of Foki and Peton , some twenty miles apart , amidst bold and striking

scenery, backed by a range of mountains. It was once a Spanish Settlement, but was

subsequently captured and held by the Dutch until they in turn gave place to the

Chinese under Koxinga. Though only a mere village it has long carried on a con

siderable native trade with Amoy, Chin -chew, and Foochow . Its staple product is

coal , the mines of which are very productive and some of them are now being worked

with modern English machinery under the direction of English miners. Sulphur

also abounds in a valley in the neighbourhood, but the Authorities will not allow it

to be worked . Keelung was opened to foreign trade at the same time as the other

Formosan ports. The foreign trade at this port is confined to the shipment of coal .

Its exports are included in the returns for Tamsui.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates. Insurances .

Boyd & Co. , agents

UNITED STATES . China Traders ' Insurance Company

Consular Agent - John Dodd Limited

Chinese Insurance Company,Limited

NETHERLANDS.
Dodd & Co. , agents

Consul — John Dodd
Yangtsze Insurance Association

Lancashire Fire Insurance Co.

Imperial Maritime Customs .
Elles & Co. , agents

海關 Lloyds'

Hai Kuam. Union Insurance Society of Canton

Commissioner Merchants .

Assistant-H. J. Fisher
Boyd & Co. , inerchants

Tide-waiter- H . T. Wavell
W. Laillaw , agent

Clerk - Chew Leong Hoe

寶順 行
KEELUNG COLLIERY .

Paou-shun -hong .

D. Tyzack,mining engineer, Bluff House, Dodd & Co. , merchants

via Keelung
J. Dodd

John Robson, master enginewright

Robert Gibson, overman Elles & Co. , merchants

Chew Leong Hee, linguist W. Christy.



FOOCHOW .

Foochow (or Fuh -chau -fu ) is the capital of the Fokien province. It is situated

in lat. 26 deg . 02 min . 24 sec . N. , and long . 119. deg. 20 min . E. The city is built on

a plain on the northern side of the river Min , and is distant about thirty -four miles

from the sea , and nine miles from Pagoda Island, where foreign vessels anchor.

The attention of- foreigners was early attracted to Foochow as a likely place

where commercial intercourse could be profitably carried on in the shipment of Bohea

Tea , which is grown largely in the locality. Before the port was opened, this article

used to be carried overland to Canton for shipment, a journey which was both long

and difficult. The East India Company, as early as 1830, made representations in

favour of the opening of the port , but nothing definite was done till the conclusion

of the Treaty of Nanking in 1842. The early years of intercourse with the natives

was anything but what was anticipated . The navigation of the river was difficult,

there was no market for imports, and several attacks by the populace rendered the

port an undesirable place of residence for some time. It was not until sone ten

years after the port had been opened that there was much done in the export of Tea

from the interior, but since then the quantity shipped has increased so largely that

Foochow is now one of the principal tea ports in China.

The city is built around three hills , and the circuit of the walled portion is

between six and seven iniles in length . The walls are about thirty feet high and

twelve feet wide at the top. The streets are narrow and filthy, but the number of

trees about the official quarter of the city , and the wooded bills enciosed by the

walls, give a picturesque appearance to the general view. Near the east gate of the

city are several bot springs, which, like those in Japan , are used by the natives for

the cure of skin diseases and are believed to be very efficacious. The Foochow

people excel in the manufacture of miniature monuments, pagodas, dishes, &c . , from

what is called “ soap stone, ” and in the construction of artificial flowers, curious

figures of birds , & c. A few miles above the city the river divides into two branches ,

which after pursuing separate courses for fifteen miles , unite a little above Pagoda

Anchorage. The foreign settlement stands on the northern side of the island thus

formed and which is called Nantai. Communication with the city is kept up by

means of a bridge.
The climate of Foochow is moist and enervating ; it is rather warmer in summer

and cooler in winter than that of Hongkong. Frost and ice are occasionally - but

very seldom — met with here ; and it is recorded that in the month of February,

1864, some two inches of snow fell upon the surrounding bills. Such an occurrence

bad not been remembered for forty years before , and it certainly bas not happened

since .

The scenery surrounding Foochow is very beautiful. In sailing up the river

from the sca vessels bave to leave the wide stream and enter what is called the

Kimpai Pass, which is barely half mile across ,and enclosed as it is by bold , rocky

walls, it presents a very striking appearance. The Pass of Min- ngan is narrower, and

with its towering cliffs, surmounted with fortifications and cultivated terraces, is

extremely picturesque, and has been compared to some of the scenes on the Rhine.

Foreign vessels, with the exception of those of very light draught, are compelled

to anchor at Pagoda Island, owing to the shallowness of the river, which has been

increasmg of late years , in the difficulties of navigation .

The trade of Foochow is mainly in Tea, the quantity exported in 1880 amounting

to 738,247 picuis against 644,117 piculs in 1879. Of Opium , 4,201 piculs were

imported in 1880 as against 4,273 piculs in 1879. The value of the trade of the port

for 1880 was T/ s . 15,758,656 ; for 1879 , it was Tls . 15,987,106 . A small weekly

paper called the Foochow Herald is published here. The population of Foochow is

estimated at 630,00 ).
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

大 英國 領事

Ta-ying -kwo-ling-shih.

GREAT BRITAIN .

Consul - Charles A. Sinclair

Acting Vice-consul—R. W. Mansfield (at

Pagoda Anchorage )

Assistant

Assist. and Packet Agent - F . S. A. Bourne

Constable at Anchorage—Thomas Read

大 美 領事 衙門

Ti-me-ling-sz - ya -mun.

UNITED STATES.

Consul – Joseph C. A. Wingate

Vice-consul and Interpreter — John P.

Cowles , Jr.

Marshal - J . H. Hollani'er

Native Writer -- So Stze Ho

OUT-DOOR STAFF AT NANTAI.

Assistant Tide Surveyor - J. V.Jezewski

Examiners - R . Goodridge, S. Young, H.

J. Wa ler, J. D. Smith, S. Rosenbaum

Chinese Clerks — Ho Chee Chuen , Choah

Leng- tee, Loke Chew Leong, Li Tat

Chang, Tai Tsze King

PAGODA ANCHORAGE.

Harbour Master and Tide Surveyor - C . H.

Palmer

Tide-waiters – M . B.J. Ström , J. Cornelli,

F. Macquire, R. A. Carr, W. K. Taylor

Probationary Tide-waiters - w . S. Ward,

G. T. Murray, J. F. J. Seier

POLICE FORCE .

Sergeant- D . Mullins

Pilots .

RIVER MIN.

W.J. Mitchell, G. Oeltze, E. F. Simonsen,

F. Johnson, A. McKay

GERMANY.

Acting Consul - J . C. A. Wingate

Acting Interpreter - J. P. Cowles, Jr.

FRANCE .

Consul- Cte. de Pourtalès -Gorgier

Interprète Chancelier - Vte . G. S. de Be

Public Companies .

zaure

RUSBIA.

Vice- consul - A . Solomonoff

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Vice -consul - Edward Sheppard

Consular Clerk --- B . Pereira

INSURANCES.

Adamson, Bell & Co. , agents

Chinese InsuranceCompany, Limited

Commercial Union Assurance Co.

Fire and Marine Branch: s

South Australian Marine Insurance

Company

Lancashire Fire Insurance Company

Thames and Mersey Marine Insur

ance Company

Birley & Co. , agents—

Union Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

Guardian Fire Assurance Company

Norwich Uvion Fire Insurance Society

NETHERLANDS.

Consul-T. Pim

Imperial Arsenal .

Director - P . Giquel (absent)

Acting Secretary of the Direction -- L.

Medard

School for Naval Construction - L . Medard

Navigation School - C . H. B. Taylor

School for Naval Mechanics - E . C. Lrgh

Imperial Maritime Customs.

海關

Hai-loa .

Acting Commissioner - H . Edgar

Deputy Commissioner -- C . C. Stuhlmann

Assistants - A . Ainslie, E. F. Creagh, W.

G. Lay, J. Jaques

Butterfield & Swire, agents

The British and Foreign Marine In

surance Company, Limited

Royal Exchange InsuranceCompany

London and Lancashire Fire Insur

ance Company

Forster & Co. , John , agents

North British and Mercantile In .

surallee Company

Imperial Marine Insuranco Company ,

Limited
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au

Galton & Co. , agents
Oliver & Co. , George, agents

Phoenix Fire Insurance
Scottish Imperial Insurance Com

Universal Marine Insurance Co. , Li pany, Fire and Life

mited
Queen Insurance Company, Fire

Mercbants' Marine Insurance Come

pany , Limited Purdon & Co. , aga nts

China Traders' Insurance Company, Lion Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Limited

Austrian Insurance Company, " Don Phipps, Phipps & Co. , agents ,

Liverpool and London and Globe

Lancashire Insurance Company Insurance Company, Fire

Marine Insurance Co., London

Gibb, Livingston & Co. , agents

China Fire Insurance Company, Li
Russell & Co. , agents

mited Yangtsze Insurance Association

Union Insurance Society of Canton
Siemssen & Co. , agents

Commercial Union Assurance Com
Globe Marine Insurance Company,

pany, Life Department

Home and Colonial Marine Insurance
Limited , of London

Dusseldorf Universal Marine In .
Company

surance Company, Limited , of

Gilinan & Co. , agents Dusseldorf

Lloyds' German Lloyd Marine Insurance

Association of Underwriters of Glas Company, Limited , Berlin

gow

Underwriters' Association of Liver.
Silverlock & Co. , John , agents

pool
The Fire Insurance Association , Li

Merchant Shipping andUnderwriters'
mited

Association of Melbourne

North China Insurance Company Turner & Co. , agents

Ocean Marine Insurance Company
Netherlands India Marine Insurance

London Assurance Corporation, Fire
Company

Imperial Fire Insurance Company
Home&Colonial AssuranceCompany

Northern Fire and Life Assurance
Gittins & Co. , John, agents

Company
Sun Fire Office

Foochow DOCKYARD.
Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents

John E. Nesbitt , manager

Canton Insurance Office

Triton Insurance Company

招商 閱 局
Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

Alliance Fire Insurance Company Chu-sheung-min -kuk.

CHINA MERCHANTS' STEAM NAVIGATION

Kaw Hong Take & Co. , agent's COMPANY

On - tai Insurance Co. , Limited Agent -Tong Ying- cbai

Magdeburg General Insurance Co., Sub- Agent — TongShau-ue

Limited Shipping Curk - Tong Sum -cbuen

Hamburg -Magdeburg Fire Insurance Writer - Liu Yek-chow

Company Clerks - Hoo Lin -shek, Lin Kien -poo, Ma

Teng- fong

Newman & Co. , agents Shrofi - Lin Sow -tu

City of London Fire Insurance Com Godownkeeper — Leong Lun

Steam Launch Min .

Engineer — Leong Kit- sun

Odell and Leyburn , agents

Royal Insurance Company PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM

London and Provincial Marine In NAVIGATION Co.

surance Company
Turper & Co., agents

pany, Limited
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EASTERN AND AUSTRALIAN STEAMSHIP

COMPANY, LIMITED .

Gibb, Livingston & Co. , agents

Oriental Bank Corporation

Gibb, Livingston & Co. , agents

Professions, Trades, & c .

CHINA COAST STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY.

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents

CHINA NAVIGATION CO . , LIMITED .

Butterfield & Swire, agents

天祥

Tien -cheang.

Adamson , Bell & Co. , merchants

T. M. Dermer

F. Cave Thomas

Fred. Dodwell

M. Woodley

H. B. de Souza

GLEN LINE OF STEAMERS .

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Butterfield & Swire, agents

*

Tai hing.

Bathgate & Co. , merchants

John Bathga'e, Jnr.

Tobias Pim

SHANGHAI LOCAL Post OFFICE .

Hedge & Co. , agents at Foochow

Dobie & Co. , agents at Pagoda Anchorage

上市银行

Tr Tan-kw -t-en - hsien -hong.

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH Co.

Lieut . C. H. Kragh , R.D.A., agent

福 典

Fook -hing.

Birley & Co., merchants

Geo . Hales

Brockett , G. T., outfitter and commission

agent冰 廠

Ping-chong .

Foochow Ice AND AERATED WATER

COMPANY.

Chas. W. Bigley

A. P. Rose

F. Ozorio , agent at Pagoda

##

Ti-koo .

Butterfield & Swire, merchants

H. R. Smith , tea inspector (absent )

J. S. Burls

H. Baker, tea inspector

G. Martin

Campbell, H., hair dresser

Banks .

Agra Bank , Limited

Gilman & Co. , agents

Chartered Bank of India, Australia and

China

A. Inverarity, agent

Chartered M -rcantile Bank of India ,

Lindon and China

Purdon & Co., agents

Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris

E. Schweblin, agent

PEL

Do-bee.

Dobie & Co. , slipchandlers, Pagoda Island

S. A. Kraal, in charge

Man -hing.

England, F. H., merchant

Foochow Bakery

Baboo Etam , proprietor

匯豐

Hwuy - foong.

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corpo

ration

A. Leith , agent

A. W. Ma Hund, assist. account.

National Buk of India, Limited

Turi & Co., agents

Foochow Dispensary

J. D. Humphreys (Hongkon .)

T. Hetherington

“ Foochow Herald ,”

Foochow Printing Press, proprietors
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Foochow Hot 1

G. T. Brockett, proprietor

#k

Teen -eu .

Forster & Co. , John, merchants

John Forster (absent )

Hugh Sutherland

Herbert Deacon

B. D. de Souza, Jr.

Tung-cheung.

Hunter, W. L. , mercbant

W. L. Hunt r

J. W. Tilley

Wm . Graham , tea inspector

G. R. Hübn, do.

公 员

Koon - yeek,

Galton & Co. , public tea inspectors and

commission agents

W. P. Galton

H. A. Northey, tea inspector, signs

[per pro .

J. W. Postlethwaite (do.)

義 利 !

Yee -wo.

Jardine, Matheson &
Co. , merchants

W. E. Allure

T, Pollard

G. W. King

R. W. H. Wood

D. da Roza

怡 典

Yee-hein .

Kaw Hong Take & Co. , merchants, com

missionagents , and shipbrokers

Kaw Hong Take

Ung Choon Tee

Haw Eeng Heau

乾 記

Kien -kee.

Gibb, Livingston & Co., merchants

H. P. Tennant, agent and tea in

spector

H. Clyuna 協 昌

Hp cheong .

Morris & Co. , B. J., merchants

B. J. Morris*

Tai-ping .

Gilman & Co. , merchants

W. H. Harton , Jr.

C. F. Harton

G. Slade

隆 文 行

Loong -man -hong.

Newman & Co., public tea inspectors

and commission merchants

Walter Newman (absent)

Thos . Fairhurst與 隆

Hung-long.

Gittins & Co. , John , m rchants

John Gittins (absent)

H. J. J. Chambers

Thos. Gittins, Jr. , tea inspector

J. P. Pereira

治 燕 洋行

Ah- Tai.

Harman, Geo. , auctioneer and commission

agent

Yü clco.g.

Odell & Leyburn , merchants

John Odell (absı nt)

Frank Leyburn

Chas . Pye

慶 記

Khen -kee .

Ollia & Co. , D. D. , merebants and com

mission agents

Framjee Cawasje (Hongkong )

B. S. Mehta

D. D. Ollia ( Taiwanfoo)

D. C. Mehta (Takao)

Pestonjee Bomanjee (Amoy)

D. F. Tumboly

M. B. Tolatee (Amoy)

D. N. Mehta ( ' i ' kao )

義 利

E - lee.

Hedge & Co. , merchants

Thomas Dunn (ah -ent)

T. B. Hedge do .

T. F. Jones

J. A. Coffin

H. W. Churchill

.
.
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#te

Tai-mow .

Oliver & Co. , George, merchants

George Oliv . r

John Pinel (London)

J. H. B. Allen

E. A. Crocker

M. H. Featherstonbaugh

隆 群

Loong-cheung.

Rozario & Co. , D., commission agents

D. do Rozario

旗 昌

Kee-cheang.

Russell & Co. , merchants

E. Sheppard

H. S. Rogers

B. Pereira

1

Kung-eu.

Phipps , Phipps & Co. , merchants

À . L. Phipps (absent)

H. G. Phipps

C. D. Sinith

il

Sa.sun .

Sassoon , Sons & Co. , D. , merchants

N. D. Ezekiel

S. E. Levy和 記

I Wc-kee.

Phillips, J. , exchange broker and general

commission agent

新沙 孫

Sin -sa - sun .

Sassoon & Co. , E. D. , merchants

J. S. Perry, agent

S. R. MarcusFou -chong.

Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co. , merchants

M. F. Piatkoff (Hankow)

J. M. Molchanoff (absent)

S. J. Speshiloff

F. J. Nemchidoff

A. P. Maskaleff

W. M. Koosnetzoff

P. N. Cheredoff

Chesney Duncan

S. A. Chirscoff

Saunders, Captain J. C., marine surveyor

for Lloyds'agents and local insurance

offices, Pagoda Anchorage

Schoenke, F. , watchmaker& photographer

裕豐

Yue-foong.

Schönfeld & Co. , merchants

F. Schönfeld

Werner Krohn

Ponomareff & Co. , P. A. , merchants

P. A. Ponomareff ( Hankow )

A. A. Solomonoff

J. S. Marien

J. P. Ignatieff Shaw, Capt. S. L. , marine surveyor for

Germanic Lloyds' and local insurance

offices, Pagoda Island,residence, Pagoda

Anchorage
同 珍

Tung -cu .

Purdon & Co. , merchants

J. A. Maitland (absent)

J. G. Purdon (Slanghai)

E. P. Hague
do.

Cbas. Cole, tea inspector

F. F. Street

TIE

Seem -sun .

Siemssen & Co. , merchants

G. Sienssen

羅 弼 臣

Lo -be - sun .

Robertson, H. G. , contractor and builder

永貞

Wing -ching.

Silverlock & Co. , John, merchants

John Silverlock , Jr.
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司徒 醫生

Sze- to - i-sang.

Stewari & Rennie, medical practitioners

J. A. Stewart, M.D.

T. Rennie, M.D. & C.M. (absent)

T. B. Adam , M.B. & C.M., assistant

Honorary Surgeon --- J. J. Underwood,

M.B. , C.M., L.R.C.S.E.

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer - R . W.

Mansfield

Steward - F . A. Ozario

順豐

Shun.feng .

Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co. , merchants

A. P. Maligin

J. E. Shoostoff

M. S. Overin

Foochow NATIVE HOSPITAL AND

DISPENSARY .

Committee of Management - Frank Ley

burn , (Hon. Secretary and Treasurer),

C. A. Sinclair, J. C. A. Wingate, Rev.

A. J. Warren , H. Sutherland, T. B.

Adam , M.D.

Honorary Surgeon --- T. B. Adam, M.D.

華 記

Wha -kee.

Turner & Co. , merchants

A. W. Walkinshaw

A. N. Mendes

Missionaries .

美 以 教會

Yung-tai-ng.

Underwood, JJ. , M.B., C.M. Edinr. ,

L.R.C.S.E. , medical practitioner, Pago

da Anchorage

Mi- e -mi-kou -wùi.

AMERICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL

CHURCH MISSION.

Rev. Stephen L. Baldwin , D.D.

Rev. Nathan Sites

Rev. Franklin Ohlinger

Rev , Nathan J. Plumb

Rev. D. W. Chandler

Miss Beulah Woolston

Miss S. H. Woolston

Miss S. Trask, M.D.

Miss Julia E. Sparr, M.D.

# Fil

Chung - to.

Weeks & Fry, exchane and general

brokers, commission agents, andpublic

accountants

C. D. Weeks

F. W. Fry

FOOchow GENERAL CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE.

Committee - Ed. Sheppard, chairman ; H.

J. J. Chambers, vice -chairman ; Geo.

Hales, W. H. Harton , Jr. , F. Schönfeld

Secretary - F . W. Fry

ENGLISH CHURCH MISSIONARY Society .

Rev. John Wolfe

Rev. L. Lloyd

Rev. R. W.Stewart, M.A.

Rev. W. Banister

Dr. B. van Somer - on Taylor

Miss Foster

Foochow CLUB.

Chairman - Tobias Pim

Hon . Treasurer - Tbos. Fairhurst

Committee - Thos. Gittins, H. A. Northey,

G. Slade, H. Sutherland, Chas. Cole

Secretary-J. Phillips

Foochow SEAMEN'S HOSPITAL.

Pagoda Anchorage.

Committee of Management- British Con

sul , United States Consul, French Con

sul , A. F.Angus, H. R. Smith , S. L.

Shaw, R. W. Mansfield , J. J. Undir

wood

AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS .

Rev. Caleb C. Baldwin, D.D., (in city )

Rev. Charles Hartwell

Rev. Simeon F. Woodin

Rev. J. E. Walker (abs nt)

H. T. Whitney, M.D.

Rev. J. B. Blakely ( absent)

Miss Ella J. Newton

南台 搭船浦 尾 天主堂

Nan-tay -huan -sun -puo -muy-tsen -chio-tin.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.

Right Rev. Dr. Thomas Gentili



WENCHOW .

Wên -chow -fu , one of the four new ports opened to foreign trade by the Chefoo

Convention, is the chief town in the department of the same vame occupying the

south-east corner of Che- kiang province. The city is situated on the south bank of

the river Ou-kiang , about twenty miles from its mouth, in lat. 27 deg. 18 min. 4 sec .

N. , long. 120 deg . 38 min . 28 sec . E. The site is a well cultivated plain, bounded on all

sides , but at a distance of some ten miles, by lofty hills . The walls are said to have

been first erected during the fourth century, and enlarged and re-built by the

Emperor Hung -Wu in 1385. They are formed of stone, Jiagonally laid , and measure

about six miles in circumference. The streets are wider, straighter, and cleaner than

those of most Chinese cities. They are well paved with brick and kept in careful and

constant repair by the householders. They slope down on either side to water ways ,

which in their turn communicate with canals permeating the whole city. The streets

therefore are not only easily kept clean , but this is specially accomplished by bands of

scavengers, who go round every morning at daylight, sweeping and scrupulously

removing every atom of dirt or refuse. Wenchow, in this particular, is unique

among Chinese cities, which are chiefly remarkable for their filthiness. There are

numerous large temples iu Wenchow . The Custom -house, outside the east gate ,

the Taotai's Yamên, in the south- west corner of the city , and the Foundling

Hospital, wear the centre, are the other chief public buildings . The latter institu

tion , built in 1748 , contains one bundred apartments. It is supported by the

interest of invested subscriptions and the rental of alluvial lands presented to it by

the Government. The number of foundlings on the establishment's books at one

time varies from two to three bundred . When of suitable age the boys are either

articled to tradesmen , or adopted ; the girls are betrothed as wives, or employed as

house servants. There is also a Beggars' Asylum outside the south -west gate. It

was built during the 14th century, and is supported by the state. The monthly

allowance for each recipient is one thel and a balf, but it is reported that few avail

themselves of the charity . Among the objects of greatest interest and curiosity to

the stranger are two pagodas situated on an island abreast of the city. They are

both of great antiquity and are reputed to have been for some time tbe retreat of

Ti Ping , the last Emperor of the Sung dynasty , when seeking to escape from the

Mongols under Kublai Khan . The estimated population of the city is 83,000.

Wên -chow was formerly a great seat of the tea trade, and previous to 1861 was

the only port in the department at which tea was allowed to be exported. The city

was then in a flourishing condition . But in order to prevent the teas from falling

into the hands of the Tâi-p'ing rebels, who over-ran the whole district during that

year, this regulation was exchanged for one which authorized the export of tea at

any of the Customs stations alongthe coast ; consequently the trade soon gravitated

to Foochow on the south and to Ningpo on the north . It was thought that on the

conversion of Wên -chow into a treaty port it would speedily recover its old position

as a tea exporting place, but this has not so far proved to be the case, nor has the

trade in any way been of a character to meet the expectations formed , although it

is estimated that tea could be put on the Wenchow market for $2 per picul less than

at Foochow owing to the higher cost of transport to the latter port. At present

there is no foreign settlement, and the foreign residents are a mere bandful. The

obstructive action of the officials iu trying to impose additional burdens on imports

helped to check the expansion of commerce, and there has so far been little

encouragement for foreigners to establish themselves at the port . There is a con

siderable wative 1x718 11.de in wood and bamboos, brought down the river in rafts

from Ch'u -chow . The annual value of this trade is estimated to be pot less than

$ 2,000,000. The shops and yards engaged in it are situated in the west suburb ,
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where immense qu : ntities of bamboo and poles are kept on land . Wencbow is also

celebrated for its oranges . The net value of the foreign imports for the year 1880

was Tls . 249,487 as against Tls. 200,344 in 1879. Tbe export of Congou Tea has

been as follows :-1377, 278 piculs ; 1878, 680 piculs ; 1879 , 728 piculs ; and 1880,

1,284 piculs . In 1880, 54 piculs of Opium were inported, us compired with 61 piculs

in 1879. The value of the trade of the port for 1830 w.is Tis . 4 :29,970 compared with

Tls . 315,390 in 1879 .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates .

GREAT BRITAIN .

Consul—W. G. Stronach

Constable - John Compton

GERMANY.

In charge - W . G. Stronach

Assistant - D . J. Macgowan

Clerk - Sam . J. Hanisch

Medical Officer - D . J. Macgowan

Assistant Examiner - J. W. Burke

| Tidewaiter-F. Haughton

Missionaries.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

In charge - W . G. Stronach

Imperial Maritime Customs.

海韵

Ou Hai kuan ..

Acting Commissioner -- Alfrid E. Hippisley

CHINA INLAND MISSION .

Rev. G. and Mrs. Stott

Rev. A. W. Douthwaite, medical n.is

sionary

Mrs. Douthwaite

Rev. J. S. and Mrs. A ams

NINGPO.

Ningpo is situated on the river Yung, in the province of Chekiang, in lat . 29 deg,

55 min . 12 sec. N., and long . 121 deg . 22 min . E. It was one of the five ports thrown

open to foreigners in 1842.

Foreigners had, however, visited Ningpo at an early date. Portuguese traded

there in 1522 ; a number of them seitled in the place in that and succeeding years,

and there was every prospect of a rising and successful colony soon being established,

But the lawless acts of the Portuguese at this as well as at other ports in China soon

attracted the attention of the Government, and in 1542 the Governor of Chekiang

ordered the settlement to le destroyed and the population to be exterminated. A

large force of Chinese troops soon b -sieged tho place, destroying it entirely, and out

of a population of 1,200 Portuguese, 800 were massacred . No further attempt at

trade with this port was made till towards the close of the 17th century, when the

East India Company established a factory at the island of Causan, some forty miles

from Ningpo. The atteinpt to found a trade mart, there , how . ver, proved unsatis.

factory, and the factory was abandoned after a very few years' trial. The port was

deserted by foreigners for many ytars after that. When hostilities broke outbetween

Great Britain and China in 1839, the fleet moved north from Canton , and on the 13th

October, 1841 , occupied Ningpo, and an English garrison was stationed there for

some time . In March , 1842, an attempt was made by the Chinese to retake the city,

but the British artillery repulsed themwith great slaughter. Ningpo was evacuated

on May 7th , and, on the proclamation of peace in the following August, the port was

thrown open to foreign trade.
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Ningpo is built on a plain , which stretches away to a corsi rable distance on

eithr side . It is a walled city, the walls enclosing a space of some five miles in cir

cumference. The walls are built of brick, and are about twenty -five feet high . They

are fifteen feet wide at the summit, and twenty-two at thebise. Acress is obtained to

the town by six gates . A large moat commences at the north gate and runs along

the foot of the wall for about three miles on the landward side, until it stops at

what is called the Bridge Gate. Toe main street runs from east to west . One of the

peculiarities of the place is a number of walls built across various portions of the

city , for the purpose of preventing the spread of fires . Several of the streets are

spanned by arches erected in memory of distinguished natives . Ningpo bas been

celebrated as possessing the fourth library of Chinese works, in point of numbers,

wh ch existed in the empire. It was owned by a family who resided near the south

gate. The site occupied by the foreign residences is on the north bank of the river.

The population of Ningpo is estimated at 260,000.

The tra le at Ningpo bas never been large. This is owing to a considerable

extent, doubtless, to the proximity of Shanghai. The net quantity of Opium im orted

iu 1380 was 6,258 piculs, as against 7,667 piculs in 1879. Of Tea, there were 152,832

piculs exported in 1880, a d 131,486 in 1879 ; Cotton, 29,497 culs in 1880, and

12,407 piculs in 1879. The quantity of Raw Silk exported in 1880 amounted to

391 bal s, as compared with 344 bales for the previous twelve months. The total

value of the trade of the port was Tis . 12,384,330 in 1880 ; and Tls . 12,936,369

in 1879 .

DIRECTORY ,

Consulates.
A USTRO -HUNGARY.

Consul - C . F. R. Allen

大 英國領事 衙門

Da -ing-kol Lig-z- gô- meng.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Consul — Will. M. Cooper (absent)

Officiating Consul --- C . F. R. Allen

Assistant -

Post Office Agent-

Constable-Walter L. Tomlinson

大 瑞 或 瑙 或 領章 高 門

Dat sie- phe- mau-Quang Lig-7 ngô- meng.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Vice - consul - H . B. Meyer

大 荷爾領銜 明

Da-tho lam Ling -2- ngo- cmg.

NETHERLANDS.

Acting Consul-H. B. Meyer

Imperial Maritime Customs.
大 美 領事 衙門

Da - me Limg-8 -mô- meng.

UNITED STATES.

Consul - Edwins Stevens

大 領事衙門

Datá Ling-2-ngô-meg.

GERMANY.

Vice -consul - H . B. Meyer

浙 海關

C. He- ta .

Commissioner - F . Kleinwächter

Assistants-- P. Piry, A. Duncan , C. W.

Tudor - Davies

Tide-surveyor and Harbour Master - 1 .

Kliene

Examiner - W . Youngson

Assistant Examiner - P . R. Dubarry

Tide-waiters - J. M. Elshout, W. B. Wal

ter, G. Dissmeyer, P. Mondini, F.

Allsboro , J. Eagan

DENMARK

Vice- Consul - C . F. R. Allen
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CHINHAI STATION .

A8sist . Tide-surveyor - Geo. Clarke

LIGHT KEEPERS.

Tiger Island - Ku Ah-hsiao

Square Island - Chen Chang yung

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH

COMPANY.

Hudson & Co. , agents

IMPERIAL JAPANESE Post OFFICE .

Coit & Co. , agents
Police Station .

Controller and Magistrate - J. C. Watson

Superintendent

Sergeant-S. Smith

Interpreter

Constables-- 12 Chinese

Bank .

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor

poration (Limited )

Davidson & Co. , agents

Insurances.

Coit & Co. , agents

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Merchants, Professions, and Trades.

窗 順

Nying jing.

Coit & Co. , merchants

F. Coit

Kwong -wyün.

Davidson & Co. , merchants

William Davidson (absent)

William R. Davidson

Robt . M. Davidson

Patrick Davidson

Davidson & Co. , agents ,

Lloyds'

North China Insurance Company

Canton Insurance Office

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

China Fire Insurance Company, Li

mited

Commercial Union Assurance Com

pany of London -- Life Depart

ment

Meyer, H. B. , agent

Yangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai

Berlin -Cologne Fire Insurance Co. of

Berlin

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company

The Second Colonial Sea and Fire

Insurance Company of Batavia

韓德生 醫生

H en -tch -seng I-sing.

Henderson , W. A. , L.R.C.S.E. and P.E.

盛昌

Seng-tsóng.

Hudson & Co. , merchants

J. S. Hudson (absent)

Sassoon , Sons & Co., D. , agents ,

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Wadman & Co. , E. , agents

China Traders' Insurance Company,

Limited

Imperial Fire Insurance

美 益

Me-ih.

Meyer, H. B. , merchant

H. B. Merer

4. Gültzow

CHINA Coast STEAM NAVIGATION Co.

Davidson & Co. agents

fil

Li- seng.

Sassoon , Sons Co. , D., merchants

M. M. Wioses

F. E. Ezekiel

I. A. Ezra

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY, LIMITED.

Davidson & Co. , agents

SIEMSSEN & Co.'s STEAMERS,

H. B. Meyer, agent

新沙 癌

Sing-80 -sun.

Sassoon & Co. , E. D., merchants

D. Benjamin , agent

S. A. David

Geo. McBain's STEAMERS .

H. B. Meyer, agent
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J. A. Jackson (absent)

J. J. Meadows (Sbaohying)

W. Douthwaite (Wenchow )

A. W. Wbiller (Ningpo )

AMERICAN SOUTHERN PRESBYTERIAN

Mission .

Rev. G. W. Painter (Hangchow )

Rev. J. L. Stuart do .

Rev. M. H. Hvuston, D.D. do .

R. B. Fishburne, M.D.
do.

Mrs. A. E. Randolph
do .

Miss Helen Kirkland
do .

Wong & Co. , C. T. , merchants

C. T. Wong

K. King Kow

C. Oyey Beng

華 順

W6-j ng.

Wadman & Co. , merchants

E. Wadman

Pilots .

J. H. Hoar (absent)

P. M.Pedersen Lugger Teazer

J. Brun (abs nt)

J. Smith, cutter Orphan

Missionaries .

大 : 國長老 公會

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION .

Rev. John and Mrs. Butler (absent)

Rev. W. J. McKee and Mrs. McKee

Miss S. A. Warner

Rev. J. H. and Mrs. Judson ( Ilangchow )

Rev. David N. and Mrs. Lyon , (absent )

Rev. C. Leamau and Mrs. Leaman

AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSION .

Rev. Horace Jenkins (Shaoshing)

Rev. J. R. Goddard (absent)

Rev. E. C. Lord, D.D.

S. P. Barchet, M.D.

Rey , G. L. Mason

Miss F. B. Lightfoot

Miss E. Inveen

ENGLISH UNITED METHODIST FREE

CHURCH MISSION ,

Rev. F. and Mrs. Galpin

Rey , R. an ! Mrs. Swallow

Miss Croft

CATHOLIC MISSION OF CHEKIANG

PROVINCE.

Mgr. E. F. Guierry, Bi-hop of Danaba,

Vicar Apostolic of Chehiang

J. B. Bret (Ningpo)

J. Vaissière do .

A. Guillot do .

J. M. Rizzi

I. Urgé do .

A. Heckmann do .

D. V. Procacci do .

P. M. Reynaud do .

J. L. Perras do .

do:

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Rt. Rev. Geo. E. Moule, D.D., Bishop in

Mid -China

Rev. F. F. Gough, M.A. (absent)

Rev. J. Bates

Rev. J. C. Hoare , M.A.

Rev. R. Shann, B.A.

Mrs. Russell

Miss Laurence

Rev. A. E. Moule, B.D. ( Shangbai)

R A. Elwin (Hangchow )

Rev. J. H. Sedgwick do.

Rev. C. B. Nash
do .

Rev. J. D. Valentine ( Shaouhing)

SU

SISTERS OF CHARITY.

At Ningpo, " Maison de Jésus Enfant"

Marie Louise Solomiac, supérieure,

Stéphanie Mervé, Louise Roddier, Fran

çoise Archenault,Germaine Dauverchain ,

Joseph Cayrel, Thérèse Meurie, Vincent

Guillon, Marie Inbert, Madeleine Rattal

At Tinghai ( Chusan ), “ Maison de la Pré

sentation " - Augustine Foubert,

périeure, Joseph Ecuyer, Philomène

Gilbert, Marie Ducci, Joseph Houlès

At Hangchow , "Maison de St. Vincent ” .

Adèle Faure, supérieure, Gabrielle

Perboyre, Angelique Luscan, Marie

Dupare, Madelaine Rouvière, Vincent

Ricaud

AtNingpo, “ Hospital St. Joseph " -Louise

Louy, supérieure, Madelaine Célard,

Vincent Lacote, Jeanne Ridez , Marie

Théron

SOCIETY FOR FEMALE EDUCATION IN

THE East,

Miss Smith

CHINA INLAND MISSION ,

Rev. James Williamson (absent)

W. D. Rudland ( Taichow )

G. Stott (Wenchow)
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The most northerly of the five ports opened to foreign trade by the British Treaty

of Ninking, is situate at the extreme south -east corner of the province of K ang - su ,

in latitude 31.41 north , and longitude 126.29 east of Greenwich, at the junction of

the rivers Hwar g-po avd Woosung (thelatter called by foreigners theSoochowCreek ) ,

about twelve miles above the villige of Woosung, where their united waters debouch

into the e tuary of the Yangtsze. The soil is alluvial and the country perfectly fat ,

the nearest eminence that can be called a bill being distant about nineteen miles .

The river opposite the city and foreign settlements, once a narrow canal , was, some

twelve years ago, 1,800 feet broad at low water, but bas been rapidly narrowing till

it is now only 1,200 feet. The Soochow Creek, which is shown by old records to have

been at one time at least three miles across , bas now a breadth of only a hundred

yards. The average water on the bar at Woosung at high water springs is nineteen

feet, the greatest depth of late years being twenty -three feet. The bar is the cause of

heavy loss to shipowners and mere' ants through the detention of ocean steamers,

and repeated efforts have been made to induce the Chinese authorities to deprn it .

As there appears no chance of their dei g so except under compulsion, which foreign

governments seem disinclined to use, the foreign residents have agrerd to tax their

trade for the purpose , and the proposal is now under the consideration of the Ministers

at Peking.

Shanghai—the name means “ upper soa ” or “ ear the sea ” --becamea hsien or

third rate city in the fourteenth century, and the walls , which are three and a half

miles in circuit , with seven gates , wereerected at the time of the Japanese invasion ,

in the latter part of the sixteenth century. It had been an impor ant seat of trade

for many centuries before the incursion of foreigners.

The ground selected by Captain Balfour, the first British Consul, for a Settle

ment for bis nationals, lies about half a mile north of the city walls , between the

Yang-king-pang and Soochow Creeks, and now extends backwaras from the river to a

ditch connecting the two , called the Defence Creek , thus forming what may be called

an island , a mile square. The port was formally declared open totrade on the 17th

November, 1843. The French subsequently settled on the ground between the city

walls and the British Concession, and in exchange for help rendered in driving out

the rebels who had seizel the city in 1853 , got a grant of the land extending for

about a mile to the south between the city walls ard the river. They have since by

purchase extended the bounds of the concession westward to the “ Ningpo Joss

House," a mile from the river . Later on the Americans rentei land immediately

north of Soochow Creek , in the district called Hongkew, so that the ground now

occupied by foreigners extınds for about four miles on the left bank of the river.

The land in the British Settlement was ass ssd in 1880 at Tls. 6,116,862 , that in

Hongkew at Tls . 1,944,625 , and that in the French Concession at Tls. 2,306,677.

Most of the land along the outside rods an l at Pootung, on the opposite bank of

the river, is now also rented by foreigners, but,natives have recently been consider

able purchasers of landed property within the Settlements. Al ground belongs

nominally to the Emperor of China, but is rented in perpetuity, a tax of fifteen

hundred copper cash, equal to about a dollar ard a quarter, per mow , being paid to

the Government annually. About six mow equal one English acre.

The approach by sea to Shanghai is now well lighted and buoyed and , although

it bas not yet become, as Mr. Inspector -General Hari stated in one of bis despatches

it would, " as safe as a walk down Regent Street when the gas is lit,” the dangers of
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the ever shifting lanks and shoals arı ' as will guarded as can be expected . Under

the superintendence of the Engineering d partment of the Customs, light-houses have

been erected on West Volcano, Sioweislian, North Saddle , and Gutzlaff Is'ands , and

at Woosung. There are also two lightsbips in the Yangtsze below Woosung.

As a port for foreign trade Shan_hai grew but gradually until it gained a great

impetus by the opening in 1861 of the Yangtsze and Northern p rts, secured by the

Treaty of Tientsir , and a further increase by the opening up of Japan. The first event

of importance since the advent of foreigners was the taking of the city by a band of

rebels in 1853 , who beld it for seventeen months. This caused a large numb : r of

refugees to seek shelter within the foreign settlements, and the price of land rose very

considerably. Owing to the occupation of the city the authorities were powerless to

collect the duties, and it was in consequence agreed beiween the Taotai and the three

Consuls (British, French , and United States') that they should be collected under

foreign control. This was found to work so much to the advantage of the Chinese

Government that the system was extended, subsequently to the Treaty of Tientsin, to

all the open ports, and thus the Foreign Inspectorate of Customs was established ,the

head -quarters of which were for someyears, and according to the original regulations

should still be, at Shanghai. In 1861 the Taipings approached Shanghai and

threatened the city and settlments. The taking of Soochow on 25th May, 1860,

had driven a large number of the inbabitants of that city and the surrounding

districts to Sbangbai for protection , so that the native population increased rapidly.

It was variously estimated at from four hundred thousand t- a million , but the smaller

number is probably nearer the truth. So immensely did the price of land rise that

it is stated ground which had originally cost foreigners fifty pounds per acre was sold

for ten thousand pounds. At this time the old Cricket Ground was sold at such an

enormous profit that after the sharebolders had been repaid the original cost there

was a balance of some forty -five thousand taels , which the owners generously devoted

to the foundation of a fund for the use of the public, to be applied to the purposes of

recreation only. Unfortunately thirty thousand taels of this amount was lent by the

treasurer on his own responsibility to the Club, in wbich institution he was a share

bolder. As the profits on the club wer : never sufficient to enable the shareholders

to repay this loan, the building and furniture were taken over in 1869 by the trustees

on behalf of the Recreation Fund, to which the building still belongs . This fund has

proved very useful in rendering assistance to some other public institutions, besides

having purchased for public recreation all the ground in the interior of the new Race

Course. By 1861 provisions had increased in price to four times what they had been

some years previously. Efforts were made to keep the rebels at a distance from

Shanghai; a detachment of British Royal Marines and an Indian Regiment

garrisoned the walls, while the gates on the side towards the French Settlement were

guarded by French Marines. In August, 1861 , the city wasattacked ,and the suburbs

between the city walls and river were in consequence destroyed by the French, the

rebels being ultimately driven back . In December, the rebels to the number of one

hundred thousand again threatenel the Settlements. The approaches were barricaded

and the Defence Creek constructed and fortified at an expense of forty-five thousand

taels . A volunteer force was also formed amongst the foreign residents, under the

command of Captain, now Sir Thomas Wade, which did really good service. Before

the close of 1862 the rebels bad been driven by the British Forces beyond a radius

of thirty niles around Shangbai.

At the time the local native Authorities were severely pressed they availed

themselves of the services of an American alventurer named Ward , who raised a

band of deserters from foreign ships and rowdies of all nations who had congregated

at Shanghai, with w ose help he drilled a regiment of natives. After passing under

the command of another low caste American of the name of Burgevine, who sub

sequently deserted to the rebels, the Imperial Authorities found it impossible 10

control these raw and undisciplined levies, and at their earnest request. Admiral Sir

James Hope consentel to the appointment of Major, now Colonel , Gordon , R.E. , to

the command. Having by him been made amenable to discipline, they now rendered
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the greatest service in the suppression of the rebllion ; indeed it is generally held

doubtful if the Taipings would ever have been overcome but for the assistance of

" The Ever Victorious Army," as this hastily raised band was named .Amongst

other services they regained possession of the important city of Soochow. From 1860

to 1865 one British and two Indian Regiments and a battery of Artillery were

stationed at Shanghai.

Since that time there bave been few historical events worthy of record in a brief

summary. On Christmas eve, 1870, the British Consulate was burned down and

most of the records completely lost . In May, 1874, a riot occurred in the French

Settlement, owing to the intention of the Municipal Council to make a road through

an old graveyard belonging to the Ningpo Guild . One or two Europeans were

severely injured , and three natives lost their lives . A considerable amount of foreign

owned property was destroyed . An extensive fire in the French Concession in August,

1878, destroyed 991 bou.ses ; the loss was estimated at Tls. 1,500,000.

As at all the open ports, foreigners are in judicial matters subject to the

immediate controlof their Consuls, British subjects coming under the jurisdiction

of the Supreme Court, which was opened in September, 1865. Subjects of Her

Britannic Majesty have to pay a poll tax of five dollars for gentlemen and one dollar for

“ artizans and labourers , ” for which they have the privilege of being registered at the

Consulate, and of being heard as plaintiff's before theCourt. There is enforced registra

tion at several of the other Consulates, but it is free of charge . Chinese residents in

the Foreign Settlements are amenable to their own laws, administered by a so - called

Mixed Court, which was established at the instigation of Sir Harry Parkes in 1864, and

is presided over by an officialof the rank of Tung -chi. The cases are watched by foreign

assessors from the different Consulates , the first British assessor calling himself a

“ co -judge.” The working of the Court,especially in regard to civil suits , is far from

satisfactory, as the judge bas not sufficient power to enforce his decisions. Thematter

has lately been engaging the attention of the authorities at Peking. For the French

Concossion t ere is a separate Mixed Court, which sits at the Frenc! Consulate.

In local affairs the residents govern themselves by means of Municipal Councils ,

under the authority of the “ Land Regulations ” These were originally drawn up by

H.B.M. Consul in 1845 , but have since undergone various amendments. In 1854 the

first general Land Regulations --the city charter , as they may be called --wer arranged

between the British Consul , Captain Balfour, and the local authorities, by which persons

of all nationalities were allowed to rent land within the defined limits, and in 1863

the so called “ American Settlement” was amalgamated with the British into one

Municipality. The " Committee of R adsand Jtiis," originally consisting of “ three

upright British Merchants,” appointed by the BritishConsul, afterwards became the

" Municipal Council, ” elected by the renters of land , and when the revised Land

Regulations came into force in 1870 , the “ Council for the Foreign Community of

Shanghai North of the Yang-king -pang,” elected in January of each year by all

householders who pay rates on an assessed rental of five hundred taels and owners

of land valued at five hundred taels and over. Toe Couacil now consists of nine

members of various nationalities, who elect their own chairman and vice-chairman

and who give their services free. A committee of residents was appointed in

November, 1879, to revise the present regulations, and their work was considered

and passed by the ratepayers in May last. Many important alterations have been

made, but they have yet to receive the sanction of the various governments.

A separate Council for the French Concession was appointed in 1862 , and

now works under the “ Réglement d'Organisation Municipale de la Concession

Française,” passed in 1868, and consists of four French and four foreign members ,

elected for two years, half of whom retire annually . They are elected by all owners

of land on the Concession , or occupants paying a rental of a thousand francs

per aduum , or residents with an annual income of four thousand francs. This, it

will be noticed, approaches much more nearly to " universal suffrage than the

franchise of the other Settlements, which, however, will be considerably reduced

under the new Regulations. The qualification for councillors North of the Yang
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king -pang is the payment of rares to the amount of fifty taels annually , or

being a householder paying rates on an assessed rental of twelve hundred taels .

For the French Concession the requirement is a moi etary one of about the same

amount. Several eifurts have been made to anal: amate the French with the other

Settlements, but witherto without succ ss . Meetings of ratepavers are held in

February of each year, at which the budgets are voted and the new Councils

instructed as to the policy they are to pursue. No important measure is undertaken

without being resurred to a special meeting of ratepayers . The Council divides

itself into Delence, Finance, Watch, and Works Committee. This cosmopolitan

system of Government has for many years worked so well and so cheaply, that

Shanghai has fairly earned for its If thename of “ The Model Settlement."

Tre Revenue of the “ Anglo -American ” Settlement for 1880 amounted to

Tls . 245,802.33 and was derived as follows :

Land Tax, four -tenths of I per cent. Tls . 26,402.14

General Monicipal Rate, Foreign Houses 8 per cent. 34,5 :37.39

General Manicipal Rate, Native Houses 10 per cent. 70,549.19

Wharfage Dues 16,702.75

Licences, principally opium ships and jinrickshas 58,214.45

Miscellaneous, including local Post Office
14,612.95

Surplus from 1879. ... 19,303.16

Tls . 245,802.33

The Expenditure for the saine year was Tls . 212,962.82, and may be divided as
uuder :

Police Department TIs , 4.875.25

Sanitary Department, ineluding Hospitals 21,728.79

Lighting 15,436.72

Public Works , includin : Garden and outsile roa's 96,812.90

Secretariat and General ... 20,8 3.99

Loan, Interest, and Sinking Fun 20,004. 5

Volunteers 8.10 1.98

Fire Department 2,6145 . 2

Local l'ost Office Tls . 3,980.32, Museum Tis. 500.00 ... 4,480.32

Tls . 242,962.82

The Du : s on Merchandise, hitherto the largest source of revenue , have now been

alandoneil, and in place thereof the Land and Foreign House tax has been raised

one-third ard native house tax one- fourth ; most o : the Licence fees have also been

increased . The Muvicipal Revenue and Expenditure for 1881 were estimated at

Tls . 225,158.

The Revenue of the French Concession for 1880 was Tls . 118,622.70 . The

sources from which it was derived were :

Land Tax, three fourths of 1 per cent.... Tis . 8,561.81

Foreign louse Tax, 4 per cent.... 2.4-0.55

Native House Tax , 8 per cent . 22,359.65

Licences , principaliy jiorickshas, maisons de tolérance and

opium shops 38,708.38

Cleaning and Lighting Rates and other Taxes 18,132.99

Paid by the Taotai and rent of quays and jetties 15,387.5 :2

Miscellaneous receipts 5,185,61

Balance from 1879 7,806.19

Tls . 118.62.70

The Expenditure ainourted to Tls . 115,903.01 :

Secretariat ...

Public Works (including Lighting) ...

Police ...

Tls. 25,094.32

62,064.66

28,744.03

Tls. 115,903.01
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The revenue for 1881 was estimate l at Tls . 106,467 , exclusive of the balance

from 1879, and the expenditure at Tls . 109,187.

The Foreign population bas considerably decreased from what it was at one time.

The censas of 1865 gave the number of foreign residents in the three Settlements as

2,757, army and navy (Bºitish ) 1,851 , shipping 981, a total of5,589 . By the census

of 1880 there were in the Settlements north oftheYang-king -pang a total of 2,197

foreigners , 1,168 in the English division and 1,029 in Hongkew and Potung ; of

these 1,171 were males, 502 females, and 524 chiliren. The proportion of different

nationalities was 1,044 (or about one-half) British), 285 Portuguese, 230 American,

190 German, 76 Spanish , 41 French, 32 Davish, 57 of various other European

nationalities , 168 Japanese, and 74 Manilamı n and other Asiaties . While the adult

European male population has decreased since the cen - us of 1870 by 110, : be number

of women and children has increased by 641 , that is they have nearly trebled in ten

years. The Frinch Concession contains 350 foreigners, the greater proportion

being Frenrh and the remainder mostly from other European Continental countries.

These figures do not include the population afloat, which may be estimated at 1,000

or over . Although the Chinese have no right of residence within the Foreign Settle

ment, and indeed were expressly prohibited by the original Land R gulations, some

twenty thousand sought refuge within the boundaries from the rebels in 1854 , and

when the city was besieged by the Taipings in 1860 there were, it is saill , at least

four hundred thousand natives within the Settlements. As they found some amenities

from squeezing " when under the protection of foreig ers , and for- igners themselves

being able to obtain a much higher rental for their land , aid fiuding native house

property a very profitable invéstment, no opp .sition was made to the r residece. In

1865 there were in the three Settlements 146,000. The numbers by tle new census

( June, 1880) were: - In the British Settlement 68,652, in Hongkew 25,323 ,in Foreign

Hongs in both Settlem nts 5,218, in villages and huts 2,541 , in shipping and boats

6,078, total 107,812 . The native population of the French Concession is 34,000, and

the boat population about 5,000, say a totalfor the three Settlements and afloat of

147,000. Nearly two-thirds are adult males. A large proportion are natives of

Cbekiang and Kwangtung, those in the direct employ of foreigners being almost

exclusively from these provinces. The population of the native city is supposed to be

about 125,000 . The large congregation of natives in the Settlements is kept in

adınirable order by a Police force of 30 foreigners and 135 natiyes for the north of

the Yang-king pang, and 37 forei , ners and 33 natives for the French Concession.

Considering that the natives have to be tried by their own authorities, and that

bribery doubtless works its effects in Shanghai as elsewhere in China,the organization

and efficiency of this small force is highly creditable. In few places is life and

property more secure .

The climate of Shanghai is generally allowed to be fairly healthy . The death

rate amongst foreigners ashore and afloat had decreased from 34.3 per 1,000 in 1870

to 23 per 1,000 in 1876, a rate which compares favourably with that of large towns

in Europe. It rose to 28.3 in 1877 and to 31.3 in 1878, but fell again to 26 per 1,000

in 1880. Of the deaths amongst foreigners during 1877, 16 were owing toa partial

outbreak of cholera , and there was the same number from that cause in 1878 , but

only one case among residents. There were only two deaths from the disease in 1880.

If we exclude non-residents the rate was 19 per 1,000 in 1876, 23 in 1877, 24 in 1878,

21.5 in 1879, and 21.6 in 1880 ; amongst adult residents 16.14 per 1,000 in 1879

and 24.57 in 1880. The Halth Officer in his last report says, “ out of the seventy

five deaths r« gisterel, there were but nine which can in any sense be termed

climatic.” The thermometer ranges from 25 deg . to 100 deg . Fahrenheit, ihe mean

of eight years baving been 59.2 deg. ; winter being 39.1 , spiring 50.9 , summer 78.2,

and autumn 62.6 . Shanghai approaches nearest to Rome in mean temperature,

wbile tho winter temperature of London and Shanghai are almost identical. In

the months of October and November there is generally dry, clear, and charming

weather, equal to what can be found in any other part of the world ; but when the

winter has fairly set in the north -east win's are extremely cold and biting. Theheat
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in the summer is s metimes excessive, but general:y lists only a few days at a time.

The summer of 1879 was an exception, being the hottest that has been known for

many years, the thermometer reaching 99 deg. for several successive days, and the

average maximu n for July and August being 92.7. Last summer was cooler, but

there were one or two very severe gales. The aonul average of rainy days in

Shangbai during eight years was 124, the annual rainfall 42.464 inches ; 55 wet

days occurred in win'er, and 69 in summer ; th_beaviest shower wis on the 24th

October, 1875 , wben 7 inches fell in 3 hours. Errthquakes occasionally occur, but

have not been known to inflict any serious injury.

The streets of the English and French Settlements all run n rth an ] south and

east and west , mostly for the whole length of both settlements, crossing each other

at right angles . Notwithstanding the soft nature of the soil they are now kept in

remarkably good order, at least those near the river, the district chiefly occupied by

Europeans. Owing to the nature of the ground , expensive piling is necessary before

any foreign buildings can be erected , and all stone has to be brought from a long

distance. The Soochow Creek , between the English Settlement and Hongkew, is now

crossed by six bridges, three of which are adapted forcarriage traffic, and the French

is connected with the other Settlement by eight bridges . There are several good

driving roals extending into the country, two leading to Sicawei, a distance of five

and a balf miles , and one toJessfield, by the banks of the SoochowCreek, for about

seven miles. Another broad road,more recently constructed , runs by the side of the

river for six miles. It is intended ultimately to extend it to Woosung . Several

other roads have been proposed, but although foreigners are prepared to pay high

prices for the land the opposition of the officials has hitherto prevented their construc

tion . At the time the Taipings approachel Shanghai some roads for the passage of

artillery were made by the Britisb military authorities at the expense of the Chinese

Government, one of them extending for seventeen miles into the country ; but ex

cepting those close to the settlement they have now been turned into ploughed fields.

An inland carriage road to Woosung, made at the expense of Messrs. Jardine,

Matheson & Co, and others, has now also been reduced to a narrow footpath . The

foreshore in front of the settlement has recently been raised, turfed and planted with

shrubs. The trees planted some years ago having now attained a good height, and

several more imposing buildings having been completed, the English and French

Bunds form as magnificent a boulevard as any in the East.

Many foreign houses, nearly all of them with several mow of garden ground,

have been erected near the outside roads, especially on that leading to the Bubbling

Well, which is the nain outlet from the settlement,and from which most of the other

roads branch off. This road and its extension to Sicawei is planted with trees on

both sides , forming a fine avenue of over five miles in length . A small but well laid

out and admirably kept Public Garden was formed about 1868 on land recovered

from the river in front of the British Consulate.

Immense sums have been wasted in various attempts to drain the settlements ,

principally from the want of skilled direction ; but the great difficulties in this

matter, arising from the low lying and level nature of the ground, have now been

fairly overcome. The settlements are well provided with tel graphic fire alarms.

The water supply is at present obtained by means of buckets from the river, and is unfit

for cooking er drinking purposes unless both boiled and filtered . Toe désire of the

Municipal Councils to keep the nionopoly in their own hands retarded for many years

the inauguration of watır works, but sanction was given in August, 1880 to a public

company to establish the much needed works, which are now in progress and it is

expected will be iu operation this year.

Sbangbai can boast of several fine buildings of various and varied styles of

architectare . Trinity Cathedral, erected from a design by Sr Gilbert Scott, is one

of the finest specimens of modern ecclesiastical architecture to be found out of

Europe, but, from want of funds, the tower and spire, which is an essential part of

the design, has not yet been built. There is a Roman Catholic Courch in tbe French
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Coacession and another in Hongkew ; also a Chapel belonging to the London Mission

and one to the Am -rican Episcopalians, and a very pretty and prettily situated

Seamen's Church at Pootung, besides several Mission Chapels for natives. The

Jesuit Fathers have an extensive Mission extablishment at Sica wei, to which is

attached a valuable scientific observa'ory. The Saan zbai Club occupies a large

and elaborate building at one end of the English Bund. It cost Tis . 120,000, and

at that is said to havo ruined three contractors. It has passed through a varied and

peculiar history . There is a really fine Masonic Hall at the other en i of the Bund.

Amongst the other conspicuous buildings may be mentioned those occupied by the

Oriental and Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporations. There is a very fair

Theatre, but it is as yet devoid of internal decoration. The members of the German

(Concordia) Club have also a handsome little Theatre attached to their premises,

A monument to the memory of Mr. A. R. Margary , of the British Consular service,

who was murdered by Chinese in Yunnan, was unveiled in June, 1880. The principal

buildings on the French Cncession are the Municipal Hall and the Consulate.

Among the institutions of the place may be mentioned the Volunteer Defence

Force, consisting of Field Artillery, Light Horse, and Rifi, Brigade, the latter com

prising two companies. Originally formed in 1861 it gradually went to deely, until

the fear of attack after the Massacre at Tientsin in 1870 caused its revival with

considerable vigour . It again dwindled in numbers, but a recent effort to reorganise

it has proved successful , there being about two hundred effective members. The Fire

Brigade which is entirely volunteer, consists of seven Engine and two Hook and

Ladder Companies. It is pronounced to be the most efficient Brigade out of the

United States. There is a Hospital for foreigners , the new and commodious building

for which was completed in 1877, and severalHospitals for natives . The Temperance

Society has a good hall and well furnished library, and having latt- rly been conducted

on liberal principles is well supported by the community The other public institutions

may be enumerated as , a Subscription Library containing about 10,00 ) volumes, a

branch of the Royal Asiatic Society , with thenucleus of a Museu n , a Sailors' Home,

a Polytechnic Institution for Chinese, a Seamen's Library and Museum, a well sup.

plied Gymnasium , a Wind Instrument Band, which gives concerts in the Public Gar.

dens three times a week during the summer months, a Race Club, possessing a course

of a mile and a quarter, a Country Club on the Bubbling Well Roal, a Parsee, and a

Portuguese Club , also Pony Paper Hunt, Cricket , Rifle, Yacht, Racket, and various

other Clubs for recreation . The last named owns a building containing two spleouid

Courts, Bowling Green, Tennis Lawn, etc. There are ten or eleven Masonic bodies, with

over 500 members. In 1876 a District Grand Lodge for North China was con

stituted, with Shanghai as its head -quarters.

There are four Docks at Shanghai,the one at Tunkadoo, opposite them , baving

a length of 380 feet over all with a depth at spring tides of 21 fret ; the Oii Dock at

Hongk-w is 400 feet long and 18 feetdeep at springs, and the New Dock at Pootung

at the lower end of the harbour measures 450 feet on the blocks with a depth at high

water springs of about 21 feet. All steamers and most sailing vessels now discharge

and load at the various public and private wharves . The premises of the Associated

Wharf Company has a frontage of about three -quarters ofa mile. The Chinese bave

an Arsenal and shipbuilding establishment at Kaou Chung -mow , a short distance

above the city . The Great Northern Telegraph Company's cable was laid to Shanghai

in 1871 , and there are now two lines of communication with Europe. The Eastern

Extension Company bas an agency for the receiptof messages. A railway constructed

by a foreign company was opened to Woosung in June, 1876, but after running for

sixteen months it was purchased and taken up by the Chinese Authorities . During

the short time it was running the passenger traffic alone covered the working expenses,

leaving sufficient profit to pay a small dividend. In 1877 the property of the Sbang,

hai Steam Navigation Company, a foreign association owning the principal lines of

steamers trading to the Yangtsze and Northern ports, wasbought by the Chinese

Government, acting throughthe Chin: Merchants' Steam Navigation Company, for

the sum of two million tuels. The property then taken over consisted of about fifteen
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stru bers, a dock, anleite isive wharves and golowns in the French Settlement and at

H : kew .

The hotel accmmdation of Sha hai was formerly, like •hat of Hongkong

an ? Yokohama, of the most miserabled sertion, but by the opening of the " Central”

and the re- bu lding of the “ Astor House ” in 1876-77 , it is now in this respect

uno scelled by any port in the East. There are three daily newspapers, the North China

Da 'y Ners, morning ,avile Shangluri Courier and Shanghui Mercury, evening, also

tw , weeklis, the North ( hin Herald and the Celestial Empire. There are two

na'iva daily papers ; one them , the Shun -pao, sold at the pri e of eight cash,

eqal to a farthing and a half, bas a very large circulation ; the other is the organ of

the officials . In one mitter, that of Postal are mmodation, Shanghai is incor

Veniently over-supplied ,there being Britis'ı, French, American, Japanese, Local , and

Customs Post offices. It is boped that the Chinese Government may soon establish

a general postal departinus it in connection with the International Union, to be under

tly control of the Horiya Customs, or that failing this the other Authorities way

ľosent to all correspondence passing through either the British or Local Offices.

A l foreign hongs and even private houses bave to give themselves faucy Chinese

i.imes , hy which only are they known to tle natives. The system is , however, found

j have its convenienc s.

The currency of Shangi ai is the tail of silver, cast into “ shoes ” of fifty taels ,

:nore or less . The forvign bauks issue notes of the value of five taels and upwards.

Sivaller transactions are conducted in clean Mexican dollars and copp . r cash . There

are sevi n foreigo and innumerable native banks in the Settlement.

Shanghai is the great emporium for the trade of the Yangtsze and Northern

ports and to a considerable extent for Japan. The export of Tea from 1846 to 1850

averagel sixteen million pounds, and Silk during the same period seve :: teen thousand

b.sles . The total import and export trade of 1868 was sixty -five million Taels. It is

blow double that amount. The total tra le in foreign buttoms, import and export for

1880, as given by the Customs Statistical Department, was Haikwan Tls . 134,016,231,

equal to about $ 209,000,000 or a little under for'y millions s'erling. This exceeds

the amount in any previous year. It may be summarised as follows:

Imports of Foreign Ġoods from Great Britain ... Tls. 21,551,317

Imports of Foreign Goods from India ... 21,699,8 3

Imports of Foreign Goods from Hongkong
6,181,992

Imports of Foreign Goods from Japan 3,2 : 1,5 2

Imports of Foreign Goods from Continent of Europe
2.2.34 , 94

Imports of Foreign Goods from United States 1.186.890

Imports of Foreiirn Goods from Chinese Ports 1.070.635

Imports of Foreign Goods from other Countries... 950,690

Hk. Tls . 57,117,133

O iis amount there was re -exported , principally to the Northern and Yangtsze ports

and Japan to the value of Haikwan Tis. 42,541,209

Imports of Opium ... Tls 21,360,616

Imports of Cotton Goods 18,826,320

Imports of Woollen Goods 5,228,91

Imports of Metals 3,086,839

Imports of Cva ? 766,926

Imports of Seaweed 627,138

Imports of Timber... 572,668

Imports of Ginseng 507,015

Imports of Dyes and Colours 51 0,346

Imports of Kerosine Oil ... 372,170

Imports of Sundries 5,20 ” , 184

Hk. Tls . 57,117,133

Imports to the value of Tls. 864,672 were sent to the interior under Transit Passes.

The imports in foreign bottoms of native produce not re -exported amounted to

Hk. Tls. 7,589,731 .
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The total values of Exports and Re -exports to Foreign Countries, Hongkong,

and Chinese ports were :

Exports and Re-exports of Silk ... Tls . 25 , -8,868

Exports and Re-exports of Tea 12.684,369

Exports and Re-exports of Raw Cotton 5 , 191,330

Exp rts and Re-exports of Rice ( exclusive of Tribute ) 3,8 3,84 5

Exports and Ro-exports of Sugar 3,589,271

Exports and Re-exports of Paper 1,3.57,199

Exports and Re-exports of Copper Cash 1,261,191

Esports and Re-exports of Straw Braid 1,215,904

Exports and Re-exports of Tobacco 1,153,999

Exports and Re-exports of Medicines 1,145,418

E sports and Re-exports of Sundries ... 12,890,953

Hk . Tls. 70,209,367

Of this amount there was sent to

Great Britain Tls . 13,633,330

Continent of Europe 11 ,-57,584

United States 6,4'4,121

Japan 1,300,054

India 1,083,145

Other Foreign countries 1,890,576

Northeru Ports ... Tls . 10,161,005

Yangtsze Ports 11,014,75+

S. utbern Ports 10,057.324

Hongkong for Chinese Ports 2.797,473

To Foreign countries, II k . Tis 36,178,811 To Chinese Ports , Hk. Tls . 31,030,556

The goods for Export brought down under Transit Passes amount'd to only

Tls . 568,959, almost all of which was Waste Silk and Cocoons.

During the yı ar, there were employed 840 separate vessels, giving a to‘al of

entrances and clearanc s

teamers 3,472 Tonnage 3,026,36

ailing Vessels 1,079 Tonnage 200,932

4,551 3,317, 98

Of which 89 entrances and 200 clearances were in ballast . The total carrying trade

Was divil . d amongst the different flags as under :

Vessels. Tonnage. Foreign. Coast. Duties.

British
54 50.91 per cent. 68.35 per cent. 51.75 per cent. 71.86 per cent.

Chinese 92 34.63 1.20 44.84 6.51

French 24 3.64 18.64 (1.45 3.39

Japanese 4.95 7.71 3.99

American... 78 2.21 1.40 0.42 1.55

German 60 2.27 1.98 1.75 2.01

Other Countries 56 1.39 0.82 0.29 0.69

16

9

99

810 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

The total Customs Revenue for the year was Haikwan Tls . 4,220,722, consists

ing of

Import Duties Tls . 2,738,219

Export Duties 1,091,739

Coast Trade Duties ... 244,701

Tonnage Dues 115,41

Transit Dues 30,582

Hk. Tls. 4,220,722

Of the Imports at all the Treaty ports from foreign countries sixty -eight and &

balf per cat . passed through Shanghai, and of the Exports forty-six and a half per

cent.; more than half of the whole trade tbus belonging to " the commercial metro

polis of hina ."
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates and Public Offices . CONSULAT GENERAL DE FRANCE.

French Bund.

H.B.M.'s SUPREME COURT FOR CHINA

門街事領 總國 西麓法大
AND JAPAN .

Ta Fah -lan se Ya -men.

門 衙 司 使 錢 刑 英 大 B. Garnier, consul-general

F. Scherzer, interpreter (absent)

Ta -ying-hsing -sh'ien -sih - 88u -ya -mén.
J. de Bielke, acting interpreter,

N. J. Hannen , acting chief justice P. Lasserre , chancelier

R. A. Mowat, assistant judge
Hardouin, premier commis .

T. G. Smith , chief clerk and private sec.
Vte. de Villelume-Sombreuil, 2nd commis.

M. Jones , clerk , civil department
ChangTse-ying, writer

W. S. Percival, clerk, criminal department Shia Kin -ting, do .

T. Hore, chief usher

H. S. Wilkinson, barrister at-law , acting UNITED STATES CONSULATE -GENERAL.

crown advocate

門 衙 事 領 總 國 美 大

Hongkew Road .

BRITIITISH CONSULATE.
Huo-ye Koong-kwan.

The Bund. 0. N. Denny, consul-general

marshal, and clerk of Consular

門 衙 事 領 莫大 Court

Ta Ying ling-shi yot -mén J. J. Coffey , clerk of shipping.

P. J. Hughes, consul
F. D. Cheshire, interpreter, and assessor at

B. C. G. Scott, vice -consul (abs -nt) Mixed Court

W. R. Carles, acting vice - consul
Neil Macleod , physician

W. H. Tapp, shipping cerk and registrar F. W. Kennedy, jailer

of shipping (absent)

R. W. Hurst, assistant
RUSSIAN CONSULATE .

J. R. Coulthard, do. 7 , Vanking Road ,

Leong C. Weng , first linguist
術 國 斯羅俄 大

Dzaw Kee-woo, second linguist Ngoo- luo-sz Koung-kuan.

J. E. Reding, consul (absent)

Coxst'LATE Gaol.
J. W. Pad rin, acting cousul

Soochow Creek Chen Chan - shen , Chinese secretary

J. Johnston , M.D. , elicalofficer

GERMAN CONSULATE -GENERAL.
A. Barnes, chief constable

James Bowman, 2nd do.
Hongkew Bund .

門 街 事 領 總 國 德 大

BRITISH REGISTRY OFFICE OF SHIPPING Ta-te Kuo -tsung -'ing.shih Yamen.

FOR CHINA , AND JAPAN.
J. H. Focke, Dr. jur. consul-general ( absent)

W. H. Tapp, registrar (absen )
R. von Krencki, vice -consul in charge

R. W. Hurst , acting reg strar
P. G. von Möller.dorff, interpreter (absent)

K. J. Streich , officiating interpreter
Z. B. Barton , Gov. surveyor

W. Kölling, secretary

Leong C. Weng, clerk and linguist
M. Kock, usher

Tang, Chinese writer

署 總部工 英 大 V. Zachariae, M.D. , physician

Ta Ying -kung -pu Trung -shu. DANISH CONSULATE .

H, B. M. OFFICE OF WORKS FOR THE
At Messrs. Jardine, Matheson & Co.'s ,

TREATY PORTS OF CHINA, JAPAN , & SIAM .
The Bund.

Yuen -ming-yuen Road . 館 公 國 丹 大

F. Julian Marshall, surveyor Ta Tan Koong -kwan.

C. P. M. Donaldson W. Paterson , acting consul

-
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NETHERLANDS CONSULATE .

No. 10, Kiangse Road .

館 公 國 蘭 和 大

Who - lan Koong -kwan.

J. J. Bysterus -Heemskerk, consul for Shang

hai and the ports of the Yangtsze

F. Borchardt, chancelier

門 衙 事 領 總 本 日 大

Ta -jih-pen -trung-ling-shih -ya -men .

JAPANESE CONSULATE -GENERAL.

No. 13 , Whangpoo Road, Hongkow .

E. Shinagawa, consul-general

S. Go, interpreter

Y. Midzuno, secretary

J. Matzunobe, secretary

T. Murassi, K.Ukura, S. Uyeno , assistants
BELGIAN CONSULATE .

French Bund .

館 公事 領 國 時 利比 大

Da Pu-li-ze Koong -kwan .

C. Jantzen, acting cousul

SWEDISH AND NORWEGIAN CONSULATE.

At Messrs . Russell & Co.'s, The Bund .

館 公 國 威瑙 大

Ta Nau -wrty -lewok Koong kwan .

F. B. Forbes, consul-general

Dr. B. Christiernsson, vice -consul

PORTUGUESE CONSULATE-GENERAL

POR CHINA AND JAPAN ,

la , Foochow Road.

館 公事 領 總 國 洋 西 大

Se-yang Koong-kwan.

consul-general

SPANISH CONSULATE.

1 , Chaoufoong Road .

館 公 國 亞 泥 巴斯 日 大

Da Zeh.8 % -- pa -ne-ya Koong kwan .

Eduardo Toda, consul

A. M. de Oliveira , interpreter

Yu-cha-yung, Chinese secretary

MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENTS.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

British and American Concessions.

No.17, KeangseRoad ,corner of Hankow Road .

H. R. Hearn, chairman

W. C. Ward, vice- chairman

D. Brand

Fred . Bridge

H. Lester

E. Moses

J. F. Rodewald

A. G. Wond

R. F. Trburn, secretary

SECRETARY'S OFFICE .

I

Kung-boo.

R. F. Thorburn, secretary

J. A. Pond, accountant

G. M. Hart, assistant

E. A. Fabris, do,

A. Johnsford , tax collector

Chang Sang, linguist

SURVEYor's OFFICE,

Hankow Road .

楼 字 寫 務工 理 管部工

Kung-boo -sia -za-vong.

C. B. Clark , surveyor

A. A. Dallas, clerk

James Beckhoff, overseer of roads

J. Gould , do. do . (Hongkew)

Zee Lan -Char, linguist

S. Yung -Kiang, draughtsman

SANITARY DEPARTMENT.

E. Henderson, M.D. , officer of health

J. Howes, inspector of nuisances, markets,

and livery stables

M. Jordanı , G. W. Davies, F. Peters

MUNICIPAL POLICE .

Central Station , No. 14, Honan Road.

房聽捕巡

Dzing-boo -uoag.

C. E. Penfold , superintendent

A. Stripling, inspector, Hongkew Station

ITALIAN CONSULATE-GENERAL FOR

CHINA

1 , Kiu -kiang Road.

館 公 國 利大意 大

E -ta - lee Koong -lewan.

Ferdinand De Luca, minister resident and

consul -general

Chev. Joseph Haas, actin unsul

P. Tem , student interpreter

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN CONSULATE.

17 , Peking Road .

門 衙 事 領 國 加馬斯奥 大

Da Au Koong-kwan.

J. Haas, vice -consul, in charge

FIsia I-Ni, linguist

Dr. C. Zedelius, physician
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E. Henderson, M.D., surgeon

W. Kite , engineer

W. Fowler, inspector, Central Station

A. Wilson , ( do .) Lowza Station

8 sergeants and 21 constables ( European

8 do. 136 do. (Chinese)

8 detectives (Chinese)

SHANGHAI VOLUNTEER CORPs .

Major Commanding - Clas, J. Holliday

Artillery - Silength, 34

Captain - Barns Dallas

Lieutenant-G. W. Noel

Do. -Boyd

Horse Artillery - Strength , 8

Lieutenant - G . T. Tickell

Light IIorse - Strength , 35

Captain - J. J. Keswick

Lieutenant - B . A. Clarke

Do. -C. D. Whitty

Infantry : No. 1 Company, Mih Ho Loong

Riflex -- Strength, 65

Captain - Robt. Machenzie

Lieutenant - D . Glass

Do. -G . J. Morrison

Infantry : No. 2 Company - Strength , 77

Captain -- J. A. Harvie

Lientenant -- J . J. Tucker

Do. -G . Lanning

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

For the French Concession .

E. G. Vouillemont , chairman (absent)

P. Brunit

R. H. Artindale

A. G. T. Curnine

J. Chapsal members

P. L. Mengniot

G. Bluntschli

H. Lester

J. Bonabeau, secretary

SECRETARY'S OFFICE ."

局部公國法大

Fahion - se Koong-hoo -jooh.

J. Bonabeau, secrétaire

T. Giudicelli, comptable

A. Bottu do .

E. Ricco, percepteur

E. Romanet, do.

L. Guieu do.

E. Portier do.

Sergeant Major-C. Merritt

TRAVAUX PUBLICS .

0. de Lagerheim, ingenieur

C , Clement, agent voyer

A. Xicto, surveillant des travaux

FRENCH MUNICIPAL POLICE .

房 廳 捕 巡 國法 大

Fai-lan -8z Zing-boo-dong.

Central Station , Rue du Consulat.

J. Binos, chef

C. Berthelot, sous- chef

3 sergeants, 5 brigadiers, 28 foreign agents,

27 native agents, 4 interpreters, 2 detec

tives

Post Offices.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

所公龍水海上

Sz-long Koong -80.

No. 1 Company Engine Ilouse, 23, Kiangse

Road

No. 2 Company Engine House, 51 , Broad

way, Hongkew

No. 3 Company Engine House, Kin -le -yuen

Godowns, French Concession

No. 4 Company Engine House, 23, Kiangse

Road

No. 5 Company Engine llouse, French

Municipal Hall

No. 6 Engine House, French Gas Works

No. 7 Steam Fire Engine, Gibb, Livingston

& Co.'s Compound , Bund

No. 1 Hook and Ladder Company, Truck

House, Municipal Council Compound

No. 2 Hook and Ladder Company, Truck

House, 51 , Broadway, Hongkew

C. J. Ashley, chief engineer

engineer for district 1 , Hongkew

B. A. Clarke, engineer for district 2, Brit

ish concession

C. Minck , engineer for district 3 , French

concession

British Post OFFICE .

No. 7 , Peking Road.

能 信 書 英 大

Da-ying Su- sing kwan .

F. G. Machado, postmaster

G. S. S. da Silva, clerk

FRENCH Post OFFICE.

Yang King Pang Creek .

館 信 書 國法 大

Fah-lan-se Su -sing-kuan.

11. Maignan Champromain, postmaster

L. Broutin, assistant
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局 信書 國美

Medical Atten.lunts -- L . Pichon , M.D.,

Zachariae, M.D.

Hwo-ge Su -sing-jooh .

UNITED STATES Post OFFICE .
Returns Office.

Consulate -General, Hongkew . Deputy Commissioner - J. Mackey

0. N. Denny, consul-general and postal 488įstant, 4th class- H . A. Huntingte in

Assistant --E . D. de Segonzac

Ragent

J. J. Coffey, deputy postal agent
Clerk - A . Lewis

OUT-DOOR STAFF .

JAPANESE POSTAL AGENCY. Chief Tide-surr ?yor - W . C. Howa /

Cousu'ate -General, Hongkew . Tide-surveyor - F. Gallagher, T. N.Mers

E. Shinagawa, consul- general and postmaster Assistant Tide-surveyor - H . A. Mchub

T. Wooyeno
Chief E.caminer-T. Tolliday

K. Inayama
Examiners - G . Reeves , J. Ross , A. God .

win , W. Pollock , F. Diercks, P. W.

LOCAL Post OFFICE .
Sinnott, G. B. A. Castro

Assist. E.caminers - J. E. Delestre, J. G.
12, Hankow Road .

Hamlyn, O. E. Baily, G. A. Forsaidi ,

館 信書部 工 J. S. Boyol, W. G. Harling, A Bartolini

Koong -boo Su -sing-kwan.
Tidewaiters, 1st class - R.P.Carr, J. Moulis,

A. E. Jones, local postmaster M. B. J. Ström , J. H. Logan , G. W.

Luce, T. Phillips, J. Roberts ( ind diver)

Tidewaiters, 2nd cl.188 - . Felton, T. W' .
CUSTOMS POSTAL DEPARIMENT.

Laidler, G. D. Sharnhorst, J. C. IIolz , R.

Custom House, the Bund .
A. Carr, C. P. C. Lynborg

D. Perçebois
Tidewaiters, 3rd class - A . E. Brauer, J. W,

A. J. Reeks
Andrews, A. Martel, E. Belbin

Tid -waiters, 3rd buss on probation -E .
IMPERIAL MARITIVE CUSTOMS.

Bernard , W. Wilson , and diver)

Watchers — C . W. P. Teichert, P. O. Sjista ,
CUSTOM HOUSE .

J. Bannermau , H, Nelson, A. W.L. ,

開海南 江
L. Christens'n , F. J. Hegrat, D. ar .

shall, F. J. de Last , C. S. Sein, P.
Kiang-nan Hai-lewan .

Corich, A. E. Elder, E. Mill. , J.

Commissioner-J. H. Hart
Fetherstonhaugh

Deputy Commissioner - H . Æ. Sidford

Assistants, 1st class — R . Markwick, M. E.

Towell, R. Hough , R. M. Hobson HARBOUR MASTER'S OFFICE .

Assistants, 2nd class - H . de Sombreuil, J.

廳 船 理
F. Schönicke , J. van Stappen , A. P.

Happer
Li Ch'uan Ting.

Assistants, 3rd class - P.H.S.Montgomery, Coast Inspector and Harbour Master - A

J. Neumann, C. Le Bas Rickman
M. Bisbee

Assistants4th class -- G . J. Philips, P. M.G. 1st Berthing Officer-W. Carlson

de Galembert, E. Liot, H. C. Whittlesey, 2nd do . --W . H. Kraul

G. T Tickell, J. H. Lowry, (medical Clerk - T . S. Southey

officer), A. Henry, (medical officer), J. Signalmen - T. Sangster, C. Villanova

F. Wales, (medical officer) detached ], J.

C. Bodkin , (medical officer) [detached ],

H. Brosche, F. Ruhstrat
RIVER POLICE .

Assistants - R . J. Lent, E. D. de Segonzac

hili K *
Clerks - S . Paul; J. T. Pearson, E. J.

Smith, (transport department); D. Perçe
Shui Hsün -pu.

bois, A. J. Reeks, (postal department); Inspector - J. Howell

J. D. Poli Sergeant-J. Livin , stun

Consulting Physician-R. Alex . Jamieson , Constables - C . F. Luther, J. Petersen , C.

M.A. , M.D. H , Suits
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WOOSUNG INNER BAR STATION. Examiners-J . Liagre , J. Edwards

Berthing Officer in charge - A . Olsen Assistant Framiner - J. Mahon

Acting and Engineer R. C. Ling Feng - R.

LIGHTSHIPS IN SHANGHAI DISTRICT .
W. Landells ·

Tungsha.

Captain - R . T. Crighton STATISTICAL DEPARTMENT.

1st Wate - E . Osborn

2nd Lightkeeper B.-J. F. Thompson
處 册 造 開 海商 通

Kiutoan . Tung -shang Hai- kuan Tsao- ts'é-ch'u.

7, Peking Road .

Ca, tain-A . Getley

2nd Lightkeeper B.-T. Cunningham Acting Statistical Sec.-E. McKean

3rd do. A.-M. Vizenzinovich Acting Assistant do.-J. Acheson

Printing Office Manager - B . Palamountain

LIGHTHOUSES IN SHANGHAI DISTRICT. Proof Reader's--Wm. Bright, A. G. Mer

Woosung, Shaweishan, North Saddle, rilees

Gutzlaff, West Volcano

Lightkeepers, 2nd class A.-N. Smerdeley,
局 總 造 製 南 江:

G. W. Hayden
Kao chang -mioo.

Lightkeepers, 2nd class B.-F. M. Coffin, KIANGNAN ARSENAL.

C. W.Stone, B. Lewis, C. W. Bond

* Li-ta-jen , Director.
Lightkeeper, 3rd class A.-L. Antonio

Lightkeepers, 3rd class B.-J. Rodrigues, Atis Chai-ta -jen, do.

L. J. A. de Luz, J. M. Collaço John M. Allan , overseer marine engineering

| L. Bretschneider, drill instructor

ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT. John Mackenzie, supdt. gun manufactory

處 造營
Wm. Newton , supdt. moulder

Ying Tsao Ch’y .
J. D. Bishop, supdt. torpedo department

Engineer -in - Chief - D , M. Henderson , C.E. ,
Loong -hwa Branch Works.

M. Inst . C.E., London and Paris, M. Inst.
John Atkinson, supdt. gun -powder manu

M.E.
factory

Assistant Engineer - J. R. Harding supdt . cartridge factory

Clerks-W.B. Loam , M. Chaumont Translation Department .

Mechanics - A . Mason, A. Landells John Fryer, translator

Divers-J. Roberts, W. Wilson
V. P. Suvoong , M.D. , translator

Godown Keeper, Pootung Yard — C.C.Gram
Government School in Arsenal.

V. P. Suvoong, M.D. , teacher of English

REVENUE CRUISER “ KUA HSING."
Koo Shewti , teacher of French

Commander - N . P. Andersen

2nd Officer - R . Chenoweth

3rd do. -A . McKechnie Churches and Religious Missions.

First Engineer - R . W. Shaw

堂 拜禮 大

ON LEAVE FROM NORTHERN PORTS .
Ta - li-pay -tong.

Commissioners — R . E. Bredon , J. M. Daae, THE CATHEDRAL.

E. B. Drew , J. McLeavy Brown, C. L. Very Rev. Charles H. Butcher, D.D. , dean

Simpson, J. Smith
(absent)

Deputy Commissioners — T . F. Hughes. E. Rev. Thomas McClatchie , M.A. , canon

Ohlmer
W. H. Dalgliesh , W. C. Ward, trustees

First Assistants - F . Hirth, E , T. Holwill W.C. Ward , treasurer

Second Assistants — A . A. Fauvel, E. H. G. B. Fentum , organist

Grimani

Third Assistants— E. Rocher, F. J. Smith

Assistants— T . N. May, H. H. Hollins, C. 堂主 天

W. de St. Croix Tien -tsu -dang.

Postal Clerk - W . C. Castle ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION .

Tidesurreyors – J. S. Halsey , J. H. May, C. Monseigneur V. Garnier, S.J., Bishop of

D. Braysher, H. Vierow, R. J. Trannack Titopolis and Vicar Apost. of Kiang -nan
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Rev. E. H. Thomson St. John's College

Rev. W. J. Boone, do.

Rev. Y. K. Yen, do.

Dr. H. W. Boone, do .

E. K. Buttles do.

Miss Anna Stevens do .

ROMAN CATHOLIC CAURCU AND

St. XAVIER's School.

French Concession , Rue Montauban .

Rev. F. Basuiau, S.J. , supr.

Rev. F. Beaugendre, S.J.

Rev. F. Desjacques , S.J.

Rev. F. Ferrand, S.J. , proc. gen .

Rev. F. Pittar , S.J.

Rev. F. Tourpade, S.J., manager of school

J. Crochet, S.J.

Liger, S.J.

ji. V. Marinye, S.J.

P. Beauchef, S.J.

V. Moulv, S.J.

J. Templet, S.J.

ZI-KA-WEI OBSERVATORY .

Rev. F. Dechevrens, Director

BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS OF THE

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A.

堂 心 清 ; 六

Ta -nue -mung-nga -tsing -sing.dong.

Outside the South Gate .

Rev. J. M. W. Farnham , D.D.

Rev. Geo . F. Fitch

Rev. W. S. Holt (absent)

Rev. J. N. B. Smith

St. Joseph's INSTITUTION .

24, Rue Moutauban, French Concession

Mother Mary of St. Dominic, superioress

Mother Mary of St. Vincent, treasurer

several Sisters

館 書 華美

Mei-hua -shu -kuan .

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION PRESS.

Central Depository of American Bible

Society , General Agency for “ The

School and Text Book Series," Office

of “ The Chinese Recorder and Mis.

sionary Journal," Office of " The Tem

perance Union ."

18 , Peking Road .

Rev. W. S. Holt, superintendent (absent)

A. Gordon , acting superintendunt

et *

Tien-tsu- dang.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH,

Hongkew , Nanzing Road .

Rev. F. Couvreur

SEAMEN'S CHURCH .

Pooting Point.

UNION CHURCH.

Rev. A. J. Bamford, B.A. , minister (tem

porarily officiating )

館 報 男孩 小

组 给 新聞 艺

CHINESE ILLUSTRATED NEWS AND

Child's PAPER .

Outside South Gate.

Rev J. 1. W. Farnham , D.D. , editor and

publisher

LONDON MISSION.

圈 家 參

Mah -ka -cheuen .

Rev. W. Muirhead, Shantung Road

Rev. G. Griffiths

生 先 馬

Ma-sien - sang.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Rev. Thos . McClatchie, M.A. , canon of St.

John's Cathedral, Hongkong, and of the

Cathedral of the Holy Trinity , Shanghai,

and secretary of C. M. S. Mission in

China, Foochow Road

BOARD OF FOREIGN Missions, METHODIST

EPISCOPAL CHURCH, South U.S.A.

Rev. Young J. Allen , D.D., L.L.D., French

Concession

Rev. J. W. Lambuth , Yang-king Pang,

French Concession

WOMAN'S UNION MISSION,

Miss , M. R. Colburn

Miss , M. A. Burnett

Mise. M. Kirkby

BOARD OF MISSIONS OF THE PROTESTANT

EPISCOPAL CHURCH , U.S.A.

Rt . Rev. S. I. J. Schereschewsky, Bishop

of Shanghai, St. John's College

生 先 會 內

CHINA INLAND MISSION .

2 , Seward Road , Hongkew

Jas. Dalziel
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堂 善 首

Seu -zay -dong.

PROCURE DES LAZARISTES .

Ph. Meugniot , French Concession

Ch. Barrière

Clubs and Institutions,

SHANGHAI CLUB,

會總

T'soong -way.

2, Yangtsze Road.

J. Ashton, secretary

F. T. Williams, clerk

J. E. donnet, steward
Sun - tuh -dong.

PROCURE DES MISSIONS ETRANGERES .

29 , French Bund .

Rev. J. B. Martinet

房子彈 路 馬

Wu-mo-loo Dan-tsz -vong .

CLUB CONCORDIA .

Canton Road .BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY .

S. Dyer, agent, 4 , Shantung Road

院 書 英

Yung- su -yön.

HONGKEW School .

21 , Nanzing Road, Hongkew

Miss Martin, superintendent

COUNTRY CLUB .

Rubbling Well Road .

Committee--W. V. Drummond ( chairman ),

F. B. Forbes, E. G. Low, G. W. Coutts,

A. McLeod , J. J. Keswick, T. R. Whee

lock, C. D. Kerr (hon. secretary )

PORTUGUESE CLUB.

會 總 洋 西

Se-yang Tsoong -way.

32, Kiangse Road .

Committee-R. Markwick, J. Danenberg

(hon , sec .) , H. Pereira (hon . treas. ), F.

S. Oliveira, A. Yvanovich

Hospitals.

院 醫 濟 公

Kung -che E -yuan .

SHANGHAI GENERAL HOSPITAL.

North Socchow Road .

Dr. L. S. Little, physician

A, Thurburn secretary

院 醫 仁 體

Ti-jén E-yuan .

GUTZLAFF HOSPITAL.

N. side of Ningpo Road, close to Lowza

R. A. Jamieson, surgeon

D. Chung-wo, assistant

館 醫 濟 仁

Zring-tse -e-kwayn.

CHINESE HOSPITAL.

3 , Shantung Road

Johnston, James, M.D., medical officer

CATHOLIC CERCLE .

L. A. Tavares, president

J. P. da Silva, J. F. Pereira, vice presidents

L. A. Lubeck , secretary

J. F. de Senna, Jr. , treasurer

A. J. Dinez , C. M. de Senna, councillors

HjFHI

Ho-ming .

SHANGHAI GENERAL CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE.

Geo. R. Corner, secretary ; office, 19 , Sze

chuen Road

ROYAL ASIATIC Society, NORTH CHINA

BRANCH.

Upper Yuen-Ming -Yuen Road.

G. Jas. Morrison , president

Rev. W. Muirhead , vice- president

J. Acheson, secretary

M. Slevogt , hon . librarian

G, Kleinwächter, hon. treasurer

SHANGHAI MUSEUM .

D. C. Jansen, hon) , curator

館 醫 仁 同

Doong-zung-e -kwayn.

HONGKEW HOSPITAL.

21 & 22 Seward Road .

Drs . Henderson , Macleod, Zachariae,

and Boone, surgeons

順豐

Foong - zung.

SAILORS' HOME.

No. 27 , Hongkew Road

B. E. Huey, superintendent

RACE CLUB

Barnes Dallas , secretary
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PAPER HUNT CLUB.

E. G. Low , master

A. R. Burkill, hon . secretary

CRICKET CLUB .

F. Anderson , hon . secretary

W. H. Tottie, hon, treasurer

SHANGHAI TEMPERANCE SOCIETY ,

告 酒HYPE AB

Kai- chow Ui-tong.

18 , Nanking Road .

President - Rev. W. Muirhead

Vice do. -C. J. Bolton

Hon . Sec. and Treasurer - G . Lanning

Manager - J. Grimmer

Committee - Very Rev. Dean Butcher, Messrs.

J. G. Pur lon, R. M. Hobson, J. M. Ro.

gerson

Foot BALL CLUB ,

T. H. Rawson , captain

E. S. Perrot, vice -captain

Sir W. Jonston, J. A. Sullivan , G.

Grant, committee

AMATEUR DRAMATIC CLUB.

Drummond Hay, hon , secretary

R. M. Campbell , hon . treasurer

New LYCEUM THEATRE.

Geo . R. Corner, hon , secretary

場地

Pau gew -znin .

RACQUET Court .

Maloo

W. R. Carles, bon. secretary

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF Good TEMPLARS.

Meets at Temperance Hall

District Deputy for China - Rev. Dr. Farn .

ham

“ Star of Hope " Lodge, No. 1

Lodge Deputy - E. G. Wilson

“Star of Faith " Lodge, No. 2

Lodge Deputy-W. Wilson

“ Star ” Temple, No. 1

Degree Deputy - W . R. Kahler

D. Templar-- Rev. J. M. W. Farnham

D. Secretary - Miss F. Mackenzie

RIFLE CLUB .

Alex. Sim, captain

Duncan Glass, hon , secretary

INDEP IDENT ORDER OF GOOD TEMPLARS

OF THE WORLD.

Good " plar Hall

“ Shanghai Lodge,” No. 4

Lodge Deputy - C. R. England
ROWING CLUB .

C. J. Dudgeon , hon. secretary

YACHT CLUB .

W. V. Drummond, commodore

Dr. Macleod, vice -commodore

R. W. Croal, hon , secretary

SHANGHAI GYMNASIUM.

H. M. Schultz, hon . secretary

ST . ANDREW's SOCIETY .

P. McGregor Grant , hon . secretary

NAVAL TEMPERANCE LEAGUE,

15 , Nanking Road .

館 書 文 洋

Yag- văn-si -kauau .

SHANGHAI LIBRARY .

Upper Yuen -Ming- Yuen Road

G. J. Morrison , hon . secretary and treasurer

Mr. and Mrs. Gale, librarians

SEAMEN'S LIBRARY AND Museum,

Adjoining Seamen's Church, Pootung.

SHANGHAI PUBLIC BAND .

A. Nachtrieb , hon . secretary

M. Vela, conductor

Masonic .

CAINESE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION AND

READING ROOMs.

院 書 致 格

Ké-chi-shu -yuan .

Corner of Quangsi and Hoopeh Roads.

W. V. Drummond, chairmau

J. Fryer, hon . secretary

Hsü Hsueuh -tsun, hon . treasurer

Hwa Jeh -ting, resident curator

堂規矩

Kway-chü -dong

MASONIC HALL.

The Bund.

Thos. Hore, janitor

MASONIC LODGES-ENGLISH,

District Grand Lodge of Northern China

Royal Sussex , No. 501

Northern Lodge of China, No. 570

Tuscan Lodge, No. 1027
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SHANGHAI TANNERY COMPANY.

Works, Pootung.

Gibb, Livingston & Co. , general agents

T. N. Vandertak , manager

和平

Bing -oo .

Bird's WHARF, Hidr CURING , AND

WOOL CLEANIN PANY .

Hongkew

W. Birt

C. Oswald Liddell, bide inspector

T. Echardt

Joseph Butler

G. F. Bell, wharfinger

SCOTTISH .

Cosmopolit . Todge, 428

Bro . 2.1. Williams, R.W.M.

W. Bro, J. G. Thirkell, I.P.M.

W. Bro . W. Pollock , I M.

Bro . J. Bannerman, S.M.

Bro . J. Gould , S.W.

Bro . J. S. Trenwith, J.W.

Bro. F. Borchardt, Treas.

Bro , C. S. IIolland, Sec.

Bro. A. C. Ramsay, S.D.

Bro . G. B. A. Castro, J.D.

Bro. G. Nicholson , I.G.

Bro. T. Hore, Tyler

AMERICAN

Ancient Land Mark , Mass . C.

ROYAL ARCH CHAPTERS.

" Keystone," Am . C.

“ Rising Sun , ” No. 129 , S.C.

"Celestial Preceptory," EC.

“ Zion ,” R.A.C. , 570, E.C.

" Germania," Lodge

Public Companies .

房 火 來自 英 大

Da -ying -za - lay-hoo -vong.

SHANGHAI Gas COMPANY ,

G. J. Yeo, engineer and secretary

J. M. Rogerson , works foreman

F. Borchardt, clerk

C. Scheppelmann, do.

W. Goodfellow , foreman fitter

B. Trodd, meter inspector

H. Farrall,
do .

房 火 來自西蘭 法

Fah-lan-8-- - --100-00mg.

COMPAGNIE DU Gaz, DE LA CONCESSION

FRANCAISE

Yang-kin -pang Creek .

Schönhard & Co., agents

A. Deck , chef d'exploitation

SHANGHAI WATERWORKS COMPANY,

LIMITED .

Reservoirs, Yangtszepoo Road .

A. McLeod, H. R. Hear R. Mackenzie,

J. M. Ringer, membei. f committee

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., secretaries

J. W. Hart, engineer- in - chief

L. M. Hughes , assistant engineer

C. Campbell, pipelayer

B. McGee, assistant pipelayer

R. W. Astill , foreman engineer

F. Cliiton, foreman plumber

J. White, assistant

F. M Lean , do .

4 : 司 公 胎輪 火

1 -ying -koong- 82- ong.

PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL S. N. COMPANY.

24, Yangtzse Road

Adam Lind , agent

H. H. Joseph , chief clerk

A. D. UL ), clerk

E. A. Hesett, clerk

J. Vincent, clerk

H. Fryer, gunner

T. Harris , Sunner

司 公 船 輪 火 國法 大

Ta -fah -koo - ho -lan -so -kong -82.

COMPAGNIE DES MESSAG RIES MARITIMES.

French Bund .

Agent - J. Sapsal

Premier Commis . - H . de Possel- Deydier

2nd Commis. - B . Porte

Commis.ane Marchandises -- F . N. deCampos

MITSU Bishi MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Hongkew Bund .

Adolph Reis, manager

A. Ikay

Henry Sylva

Chas . Riddle

M. Okunomeiya

SHANGHAI STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

( in liquidation .)

Russell & Co. , agents

CHINA COAST STEAM NAVIGATION Co.

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents
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OLD NINGPO WHARF.

Primrose & Co. , agents

Osborne Middleton, manager

Shaw's GODOWNS, POOTUNG.

Little & Co. , agents

局 商 招 , 輪

Lin -sin - chu -sang-ku.

China MERCHANTS' STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY.

Offices, 1, Hankow Road .

Tong King-Sing , manager

Chu Yu-Chee , m ? . ? ... !!

G. Bolton, marir ' . ung rintendent

G. A. Butler, age ..

Thos . Weir, superintendent engineer

司 公 船 輪 古 太

Ta -koo -lin -shen -kung.sze.

French Bund .

CHINA NAVIGATION Co. , LIMITED .

Butterfield & Swire, agents

易 高

Kaou - yih.

SHANGHAI Dock COMPANY .

Myburgh & Dowdall, secretaries and legal

advisers , 21 , Foochow Road

POOTUNG DOCK COMPANY.

Myluigh & Dourla !), secretaries and legal

advisers, 21 , Foochow Road

OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Butterfield & Swire, agents 版 船 老

Luw -ztyn -tsang.

OLD Dock .

Foundry, Machine Shop, and Ship Yard .

S. C. Farnham & Co. , lessees

RUBATTINO & Co.'s ITALIAN MAIL

STEAMERS.

Carlowitz & Co., agents

AUSTRO -HUNGARIAN LLOYD'S STEAM

NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Melchers & Co., a

COMPAGNIE NATIO ALE DE NAVIGATION.

Cozon & Giraud, agents

agent

PooTUNG Dock.

S. C. Farnham & Co. , lessees

New Dock COMPANY.

Boyd & Co. , agents and owners

司 公 船 拖

SHANGHAI TUG BOAT ASSOCIATION .

R. W. Little , Captain Murray, C. P. Ble

then , directors

Morris & Co. , agents

Captain Murray, marine superintendent

C. H. McCaslin, A. Meldrum , J. Roberts ,

A. Sillar, masters of ings

J. Bannerman, R. Cooper, chie gineers

CHINA SHIPOWNERS ASSOCIATION.

Captain Geo. Murray, J. Simpson , John

Morris, directors

Morris & Co., agents

頭 碼泰順

Zung.t'a -mo-dow.

SHANGHAI AND HONGKEW AND JAR

DINE's AssociATED WHARVES.

Duncan Glass , acting manager

Robert Law , acting accountant

G. Henderson

W. Poignand

H. Cooper

F. Osborne

A. B. Severin

Ching - loong.

INDEPENDENCE PILOT COMPANY.

Office, Mustard & Co. , Nanking Road ;

Schooners S. C. Farnham and Syren

W. B. Bain

W. van Corbach

F. A. Kofod

J. Muller

R. Andersen

R. J. McCaslin

G. O. Dalrymple

John Snowden

J. Thomas

----

INDEPENDENT PILOTS .

E. Brand

D. C. Campbell

J. Jürgensen

C. McDonald

J. Peters

J. T. Tavlor

J. Vaughan

R. Williams

1
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Insurances.UPPER YANGTSZE PILOTS .

Harrison & Co. , agents, 22 , Rue du Con

sulat

P.S. Hickey

J. Robinson

A. McCappin

B. Clough

A. E. Flagg

H. Weber

G. Thompson

J. Carter

J. Brun

P. M. Petersen

Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

Lancashire Insurance Co. of Manchester

Pacific Insurance Co. , of Sydney

South Australian Insurance Co., of

Adelaide (Marine)

Mercantile Marine Insurance Company

of South Australia

London and Staffordshire Fire Insur

ance Company, Limited

Thames and Mersey Marine Insurance

Company

Arnhold , Karbe : g & Co. , agents

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Le Cercle-Transports, Société Anonyme

d'Assurances Maritimes, Marseille

Barnet & Co. , Geo. , agents

Scottish Imperial Insurance Company,

Fire and Life

Blain & Co. , agents ---

Commercial Union Fire Assurance Co.

行 線 電

Deen -seen -hong.

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH COMPANY,

Office, 5 , Nanking Road .

George J. Helland, K.D. , K.W. , K.S.C.D. ,

General Agent for China and Japan

Henrik Bohr, engineer- in -chief

C. Chr. Sonne, sub -engineer

Oscar Steglich, instrument maker

S. A. H. Green , accountant

Geo . Nicholsen

N. C. K. Petersen

A. Ibsen

V. Culmsee

J. Hansen

C. Rasmussen

T. Thomsen

J. Tim

A. A, i ozario

" OOSUNG STATION ,

F. Carlson

GUTZLAFF STATION .

C. Jensen

Store Nordiske, repairing steamer

E. Suenson, captain

Butterfield & Swire, agents

Royal Exchange Assurance Corpora

tion of London

British and Foreign Marine In

surance Company, Limited

London and Lancashire Fire In

surance Co.

Carlowitz & Co., agents

Hamburg Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Carter & Co. , agents

Phoenix Fire Insurance Company

Lancashire Fire & Life Insurance Co.
行 線 電

Deen- seen -hong.

EASTERN EXTENSION , AUSTRALASIA AND

CHINA TELEGRAPH Co., LIMITED .

The Bund

J, A. Gott, acting agent

P.A. Cordeiro

Chapman, King & Co , agents

Sun Fire Office, London

MY F1

Ho-ming.

REUTER'S TELEGRAM COMPANY, LIMITED.

19, Szechuen Road .

Geo . R. Corner, agent

Joaquim F. de Senna, Jr.

Pao -ning.

CHINA TRADERS' INSURANCE COMPANY

(LIMITED) , 7 , Nanking Road

J. E. Reding, agent ( absent)

B. Goldsmith, acting agent

Fred . Essex

R. F. Botelho
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裕 寶

Pau yu

CHINA & JAPAN MARINE INSURANCE

COMPANY ( in liquidation ) .

Little & Co. , liquidators

Assicurazion Genevati in Trieste

Italia and Helvetia Marine Insurance

Companies, Limited

Commercial Union Assurance, Life

Department.

Holliday, Wise & Co. , agents

Manchester Fire Insurance Company

London Assurance Corporation, Fire

and Marine

Iveson & Co. , agents

Royal Insurance Co. of Liverpool

China Merchants' Steam Navigation Com

pany, agents ,

China Merchants Insurance Company

Cozon & Giraud , agents

La Fonciere (Lyonnaise réunie ) Com

pagnie d'Assurance Maritimes

Dent & Co. , Alfred, agents

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society

Royal Exchange Assurance, Marine

Branch

Drysdale , Ringer & Co., agents

London and Pro incial Marine In

surance Co.

Positive Government Life Assurance

Company

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents-

Canton Insurance Office

Triton Insurance Company

Ocean Marine Insurance Co. of Bombay

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Alliance Fire Insurance Company

Lind , Adam, agent

Marine Insurance Company, Limited

Marine and General Mutual Life As.

surance Society

Little & Co. , agents

The Fire Insurance Association , Ltd.

Mackintosh, Dudgeon & Co. , agents

Union Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

Merchants Marine Insurance Company,

Limited

Caledonian Fire and Life Insurance

Company

Maclean & Co. , P. , agents

Joint Underwriters ' Union of Ams.

terdam

Evans, Pugh & Co. , agents -

Universal Marine Insurance Company ,

Limited

The City of London Fire Insurance

Company, Limited

Fearon, Low & Co., agents-

General Fire Assurance Company

Forrester, Lavers & C a gents

Lion Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Ocean Marine Insurance Company

Frazar & Co. , agents,

New York and Boston Board of Under

writers

American Shipmasters' Association

Queen Fire Insurance Company of

Liverpool and London

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Company

National Marine Insurance Company

of South Australia

Gibb , Livingston & Co. , agents

Lloyds'

Imperial Fire Insurance Co.

China Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Merchant Shipping and Underwriters'

Association of Melbourne

The Underwriting and Agency Asso

ciation, London

Societa Italia d'Assicurazione Marit

time Fluivali e Terrestri, Génova

Melchers & Co. , agents

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Austrian Insurance Co. ,Donau, Vienna

Germanic Lloyds'

Basler Transport Versicherungs Gesell

schaft

Algemeine Versicherungs Gesellschaft,

Helvetia

" Rhenania ” Versicherungs Actien Ge

sellchaft , in Köln

Providentia Frankfurter Versiche

rungs Gesellschaft

Bremen Underwriters

North German Fire Insurance Co. of

Hamburg

Swiss Lloyd Reinsurance Co.
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Morris & Co. , agents

British Marine Mutual Insurance

Association

The Dusseldorf Universal Marine In.

surance Company, Limited

The German Lloyd Marine Insurance

Company, Limited, of Berlin

The Union of Hamburg Underwriters

Telge, B. , agent

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company,

Hamburg

Prussian National Insurance Com

pany, Stettin

Turnbull , Howie & Co. , agents

Liverpool and London and Globe In

surance Company

行家保

Pau -kr-long.

NORTH CHINA INSURANCE COM'ANY.

HEAD OFFICE, SHANGHAI :

Hankow Road .

Secretary - Herbert S. Morris

Clerks-R. D. Starkey, W. Parun, A. S.

T. Clifton , B.C.T. Gray , J. F. do Rozario

Marine Surveyor - J. J. Tucker

HONGKONG BRANCH .

Agent-J. Kennard Daris

Clerks - C . U. Stuart, A. F. J. Soares, J.

M. Bastos

YOKOHAMA BRANCH.

Agent- W.G . Bayne (absent)

Acting Agent-- W . H. Percival

LONDON BRANCH , 25 , CORNHILL, E.C.

Agent - J. S. Mackintosh

Agents for the Commercial Union As

surance Company (Marine Branch )

Phipps, W. T. , agent and secretary to the

L caíB ard of the Standard Life As

surance Company

Turner & { ")., agents

Northern Assurance Company

Pau -an .

UNION INSURANCE SOCIETY OF CANTON,

6, Foochow Roa

Douglas Jones , agent (absent)

E. Moore , acting agent

C. W. Baird

A. da Rago

Agents for the Home and Colonial

Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

Vogel & Co. , agents

Standard Fire Office, London

Russell & Co., agents

North British and Mercantile Insur

ance Company, Fire

Schellbass & Co. , Ed . , agents

Transatlantische Gier Versicherungs

Gesellschaft , Berlin

Lübecker Feuer Versicherungs Ge

sellschaft, Lübeck

Magdeburger Allgemeine Versiche

rungs Gesellschaft

Consolidated Marine Insurance Com.

panies

“ Rhenania ” Versicherungs Actien

Gesellschaft in Colon

White & Welch , agents —

Scottish Union and National Insurance

Company

Wisner & Co. , agents

Guardian Assurance Company

YANGTSZE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION ,

Russell & Co. , secretaries

Sieber -Waser, agents

La Suisse Compagnie Assurances Mari

times

Banks .

Siemssen & Co. , agents

The Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance

Company

The Globe Marine Insurance Company

Limited, of London

The Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com

pany , Limited, of Hamburg

刺 加 T?

12 -ka - loh ,

Agra Bank, Limited , 4 , Kiukiang Road

F. W. Lemarchand, manager

R. M. Campbell, acting accountant

A. C. Cock , assistant

E. B. Gutterres

E. F. de Senna
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行 銀豐 德

Tuck - foong

National Bank of India , Limited, 16 , The

Bund

R. Horne Boyd, acting manager

A. M. Archibald, accountant

J. Noronha

F. V. Sanches

R. G. de Costa

利加麥

Ma -ka - le .

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and

China, Yangtsze Road

M. W. Boyd, manager

R. S. Smith , sub -manager and acct.

John Macmorran, sub-accountant

A. Diniz

S. J. Diniz

MU

Yew -lee.

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon

don, and China

W. S. Robilliard , manager

G. Wilson , accountant

J. E. Rozario

J. F. Pereira

行 銀 西蘭 佛

Fu- lan - se -ning-ong.

Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris, The Bund

M. Blum, acting manager

F. Cochinard , accountant

C. C. Inchbald , sub - accountant

H. Jorge

J. P. Xavier

F. L. Placé

J. R. Simoens

F. d'Almeida

如 麗

Le- tzu .

Oriental Bank Corporation , The Bund

B. H. Burns, acting manager

Sir Wm . Johnston , Bart. , accountant

John R. Haggitt, asst. acct . & cashier

P. M. de Carvalho

J. L. Pereira

Russian Bank for Foreign Trade, St. Pe

tersburg, Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c,

記 祥

Chang- kee.

Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.

Esoofally Bhaymia, manager

Mohammadaily Moola Cumroodin, Jr,

Abraham, Ezra & Co. , merchants

Shookar Abraham (Bombay)

Marcus D. Ezekiel do .

Isaac Ezra

Isaac Joseph

豐匯

Hwuyfoong.

Hongkong & ShanghaiBanking Corporation ,

The Bund

Ewen Cameron, manager

Andrew Veitch , sub -manager

G. R. Johnston (absent)

H. M. Bevis, acting accountant

P. Wilkie Anton

R. Wilson

David Jackson

G. H. Townsend

G. M. Byres

H. Hewat

J. C. Nicholson

T. J. Wright

A. J. Diniz

D. M. Gutterres

B. de Souza

S. J. Rangel

B. Ruttonjee

E. E. Soares

London and Westminster Bank, Limited ,

Bank of Montreal - Forrester, Lavers &

Co., agents for payment of circular notes

祥 天

Triin-zeang;

Adamson, Bell & Co., merchants, The Bund

F. H. Bell

Chas. Lyall Grant (absent)

F. M. Youd

G. B. Dodwell

Otto Meuser

A. J. H. Carlill

T. H. Rawson

J. W. H. Burgoyne

Alex. Stewart

C. M. Senna

J. C. d'Aquina

J. M. Botelho

T. M. Dermer ( Foochow )

F. H. Cave - Thomas (do.)

Fred . Dodwell (do. )

M. Woodley (do .)

H. B. Souza ( do .)
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F. D’Iffanger ( Yokohama)

E. Wex (do . )

G. J. Melhuish ( do.)

T. G. Williamson (Hongkong)

A. A. Botelho (do.)

F. Pacheco (do .)

R. Dunman

A. Burman (absent)

Wm . Allanson

Algar, Albert, twilor &c. , 23. , Nanking

Road

hu

Hip -wo Hong.

Anderson & Co. , Robt, merchants, 11 ,

Peking Road

Robt. Anderson

J. H. Anderson

P. McGregor Grant

E. T. Blair (Hankow)

W. J. Tucker

F. E. Nichol

J. T. McEwen

A. E. Allen

Tall

Tuh-le .

Baron, J. S. , ship and general agent

J. S Baron (absent) ;

E. Millot & Co., agents

PIL PE

Ba-ton

Barton, Captain Z. , surveyor to H.B.M.

Registry office of Shipping, Bureau Ve

ritas, American Lloyds' and local Insur

ance offices, 7, Canton Road

天 厘 卑

Be - le - u .

“ Belle Vue " Race Course

Mrs. O. Williams

門 治平

Pen -ge -man.

Benjamin, B. D. , merchant, 17A, Szechuen

Road

S. Down

行 洋 記 茂

Mow -kee -yung -hong.

Bidwell, H. S. , merchant

H. S. Bidwell

J. M. Fabris

行 洋 泰 乾

Yien - ta .

Bielfield, Alex . , auctioneer, broker, and general

commission agent, 4, Canton Road

Alex. Bielfield

J.J. Dorrinck , broker

E. A. von Amelunxen

昌 延

Yue -tsang .

Aretz, W. H., 7 , Upper Yuen Ming-Yuen

Road

W. H. Aretz

C. Bohnen

Arnhold , Karberg & Co. , merchants

Louis Mendel

A. Milsom , silk inspector

C. Beurmann

G. Sachau

F. X. Encarncao

發 永新

Sing-yoong-fah.

Ashley & Co. , sailmakers, 6 , Ming-hongRoad

C. J. Ashley

#FU

Le-20.

Astor House, Hotel , Billiard room and

Bowling Alleys , 11 , Hongkew Bund

D. C. Janser, proprietor and manager

M. D. Dziouk, clerk

Joseph Bruiné, cook

者 造機氣電

Deen -che-tsze Zau -chee.

Bishop, J.D. , C.E. , M.S.T.E., telegraph en

gineer and contractor, telegraph en

gineer to Municipal Council , and super

intendent of torpedo factory, Kiangnan

Arsenal

Tun-sin .

Barnet & Co. , Geo . , merchants, 1, Foochow

Road

C. M. Dyce

利 長

Chang-le.

Bisset & Co. , J. P. , land agents , share

brokers, &c . , 18 , Szechucn Road

Jas. Buchanan

W. Buchanan
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道 公 泰來字

Koong-ta. Beh -lay - t'a.

Blain & Co., merchants, 35, Nanking Road Prandt, O., bill, bullion, and genera

John Blain broker, and accountant, Bubbling We !

John Findlay Road, and the Club

W. S. Maclean (absent )

M, de Souza
南哈

Ha -nan .

泰福

Broom, Augustus, broker, Peking Road

Fooh ta .
Burcbardi, Fr. A. , merchant

Boulangerie Francaise, 30 , Rue du Consulat
F. A. Burchardi

J. A. St. Bois
G. J. Guterres

威 播 生 醫 之 培

Pui- che E - sang.
Poo-wai.

Bovet Brothers & Co. , merchants, 8 , Peking Burge, F , J., L.R.C.P. Lond., M.R.C.S.

Road
Eng. , L.M., A.K.C. , Riverbank, 71 ,

A. Bovet (absent) Broadway, Hongkew,

R. de Malherbe

茂祥

Dziang-meu.

# Tit Burkill , 1. R. , public silk inspector, 3, Kiu

Zeamg-sung . kiang Road

Boyd & Co., engineers and shipbuilders

P. V. Grant

T DE

Wm. Robertson
Hsin -pai-lee.

John Riach
Buse, J. , merchant, 15 , Canton Road

C. W. Hay

James Johnston

記 禮John Prentice

Le -ke.
James Mackenzie

The Deanery.
A. McCallum

Butcher, Very Rev. Chas. H., D.D., De
J. Liddell

of Trinity Cathedral, residence, 1
J. Ford

Kiangse Road (absent)J. Wallace

A. Roberts

J. Adrian
*

H. Shinagawa Ta -koo .

A. Duff Butterfield & Swire, Szechuen Road

Tbos. Ramsay John. S. Swire (England)

James Reynolds William Lang

A. Howes J. H. Scott

Joseph Colgan F. R. Gamwell (England )

G , N. Holmes E. Mackintosh (Hongkong )

F. B. Aulert

J. C. Bois

源 義 W. J. Robinson

E -yuen . A. Turrows

Brand Brothers & Co., merchants, 10, H. B. Endicott

Yangtsze Road Jas. Hall

David Brand J. L. Brown

Alex . Sim (absent) E. Tomlin

William Brand (absent ) H. Smith

C. H. King E. B. Dowley

G. R. Wingrove D. Nesbitt
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T. Ford

J. B. Fonseca

A. J. Noronha

F. P. do Rozario, compositor

J. F. d'Almeida do.

F. Maher

F. d'Aquino do .

A. do Rozario do .

do .

南 廣

Koang Tư .

Camajee & Co. , D. N., merchants, 24,

Keangse Road

D. N. Camajee

H. D. Camajee

Way-choong.

Central Hotel, corner of Nanki" g Road and

the Bund.

F. E. Reilly, manager

M. Benecke, chef de cuisine

Li-chung- ti.

Camp Hotel, swimming baths and sani

tarium , Yangtszepoo Road

A. Silverthorne, proprietor

EET

Na- nu-l - mo- uong

Central Livery Stables, 12 , Foochow and

Kiangse Riads

C. Edbrook & Co., carriage builders and

livery stable keepers

G. S. Roggers

0. Williams

和 禮

Lai-wo.

Carlowitz & Co. , merchants, 3 , Peking

Road

A. Krauss

R. Joergens

P. Blesky

A. Holin

Ch . Lafrentz

异 復 ,

Vooh-8 11g .

Chapman , King & Co. , merchants , Hankow

Road

F. Chapman (absent)

Thos. Butler

W. T. Phipps

E. F. d'Almeida

F!!

Chang lo .

Carter & Co. , silk brokers, 10 , Ilonan Rd.

W. H. Carter (ahsent)

W. H. Dalyliesli

A. C. W stall

F. Cummins

W. Lamond

W. D. Little

昌 廣

Kwong-ts'ang.

Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co., merchants, 3 ,

Kiangse Road

Cooverjee Rustomjee

Pestonjee Cooverjee

S. C. Khan

裕豐

Foony -yu.

China and Japan Trading Company, Li

mited, importers of, and dealers in ,general

merchandise, commission agentsand auc

tioneers ; Head Office, 32, Burling Slip ,

New York , Branches in ports of Japan ,

and Shanghai

Fred . Bridge, manager

A. J. Lines

H. L. Gordon

T. W. Barker

F. McKeige

A. H. da Silva

W. S. Emens
館 善 印 源 晋

Chun-yuen Yan-shu -koon.

Celestial Empire,” published weekly, and

“ Shanghai Courier,' every evening,

No. 26 and 28 , Kiangse Road

Athol Mayhew, lessee, manager and

editor

Jas. Carmichael, reporter

J. S. Trenwith, supdt. printer

R. F. Martins, foreman printer

館 編 更改 格

Ké-chih -wei -pien -kwan.

“ Chinese Scientific and Industrial Maga

zine." Address, care of Mackenzie & Co.

John Fryer, editor and proprietor

Lau Tsz -yang, snb -editor
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院 醫 英 大

Da -ying -e-yuen .

Churton & Co., C.S.,The British Dispensary,

1 , The Bund

Jas . W. Mactavish

Paul Lehmann

名 錦

King-ming.

Cumine & Co. , merchants, 1 , Siking Road

Chas. Cumine (absent)

A. G. T. Cumine

John Cooper

J. Valentine

行 洋 泰 復

Vooh -tá.

Dadabhoy Burjorjee, broker , 14, Kiangs

Road

City Bowling Saloon

H. Weber, proprietor

Ka -lah.

Clark , J. D. , commission merchant, valuer,

and broker, 3. Canton Road Dallas , Barnes, bill and bullion broker ,

Bubbling Well Road

Clataud & Co. , wine and spirit importers

and storekeepers , 22 , Nanking Road

J. Clataud

C. A. Xavier

Yeh -sung.

Daly , S. , broker, Thorne's buildings, 26 ,

Kiangse Road

克 可 四 密

Koo -ka.

Cook , M. H. , sail-maker and rigger,

373,374 and 375 , Broadway

M. H. Cook

順 寶

Pau -zung.

Dent & Co.,Alfred, merchants, 16, The Bund

Alfred Dent (absent)

H. R. Hearn

Edward Wheeley

E. C. H. Dent (absent)

H. P. Buckley

J. P. da Silva

BIJ FUI

Ho -ming.

Corner , Geo . R. , public accountant, 19,

Szechuen Road

Doong.wo,

Cory, J. M., architect, 1 , Kiukiang Road

J. M. Cory

Frank L. Marshall

1

Fuh -ts'ang.

Cozon & Giraud, successors to Lacroix

Cousins & Co. , 8, Yang-king-pang,

French Concession

G. Bluntschli

U. Giraud

G. Lajeat

G. Charvet

A. P. Campos

☆ PH

Tan -wun ,

Drummond and Latham, barristers -at-law ,

No. 4 , Balfour Buildings

W. V. Drummond, residence, Bub

bling Well Road

T. Latham

Lo Cheng Yee

Kwan Chi Ming

Cheng Ying Kwei

行 與 德

Tuh -hein ,

Drysdale, Kinger & Co. , 7 , Canton Road

J. M. Ringer

J. Danenberg

身 延

Yve-tsang.

Dufour Brothers & Co. , 7 , Upper Yuen-ming
Koong-ch ' ng .

Cromie, Charles , public silk inspector, 3,

Kiukiang Road

yuen Road

W. H. Aretz
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Fill ut

Pah-po-le .

29, French Bupd .

Ebrahimbhoy Pubaney, merchant

SoomarMowjee, manager

DA !

A - van Man doir -tien ,

“ Empire Steam Brewery and Aerated

Waters Manufactory," 7 , Ming Hong

Road , Hongkew

H. Evans, proprietor

A. Evans

HAN

Ya- 80ong.

Farnham & Co. , S. C. , shipwrights, engi.

neers, &c. , 14 , Broadway ; Old Dock

and Pootung Dock

James Simpson

F. W. Galles

G. Galles

J. S Knowles

A ( armichael

A. Webster

J. Dick

D. Cranston

D. T. Black

0. Armstrong

A. Robertson

J. Giles

C. A. Luther

L. Vanhamine

H. E. Snellgrove

W. H. Lister

W. Johnsford

G. L. Guibara

A, Johnson

隆 英

Ying-loong .

England , C. R. , auctioneer, commission

agent, furniture dealer, &c. , corner of

Nanking and Kiangse Road

i ft

Yau-lup -hak.

Eureka Hotel, Whangpoo Road

A. Silverthorne, proprietor

2

Pow wo .

Evans, Pugh & Co. , 5 , The Bund

J. H. Evans (absent)

W. Pugh (do. )

J. A, Hawes

R. H. Letchford

F. V. da Fonseca

W. Walter ( Hankow )

隆 協

Hip -loong.

Fearon , Low & Co.,merchants, 13 , Foochow

Road

J. S. Fearon

R. I. Fearon (New York,

E. G. Low

J. K. Cunningham , (Japan)

C. D. Kerr

C. H. Fearon

H. Winneberg

行 琴利德

Tuh le - jin .

Fentum , G. B. , professor of music, 20 ,

Szechuen Road
店頭饅凡埃

A-van Man - dow -tien .

Evans & Co. , shipchandlers, bakers, and

importers of wines and spirits, 7 , Ming

Hong Road , Hongkew ; town branch,

Szechuen Road

Henry Evans

A , Evans

2 *

Tai-ping.

Forrester, Lavers & Co. , merchants, 1 ,

Kiukiang Road

William Forrester

E. H. Lavers

H. J. Limby

棚奶牛英大

Da -ying New -na-bang.

Farm , The, The Maloo, opposite the Grand

Stand

A. Ferguson, proprietor; residence,

Poverty Hall

#

Ying-mow .

Franeis & Co. , R., 8, Peking Road

Robert Francis
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泰 豐 It

Foong-t'a. Mo- chang

Frazar & Co., merchants, Szechuen Road, Goolamally Mahomedazum , Mahomedan

corner Foochow Road Priest , Mahomedan Church, Chekiang

Everett Frazar (New York ) Road

W. S. Wetmore

John Lindsley (Yokohama) 1T X THE

R. F. Eastlack Tun-wo.

J. R. Macbeth Gore- Booth , E. H. , broker, 2 , Yangtsze

Geo. Butler
Road

M. G. de Souza

Green, Mrs., milliner and dressmaker,

A. G. Botelho
Foochow Road

行 洋 泰福

Fooh - t'a .

French Bakery, 30, Rue du Consulat

C. A. Fouque

Gronner, A. , merchant and commission

agent, 17a , Nanking Road

記 和

Wo-kee.

Groom, Francis A. , architect and land and

estate agent, Stonehouse Buildings, Bund

Herbert W. Dale
順 南

Nan -shun -tai.

Gesseit, A. , broker and general commission

merchant, 61 , French Bund

A. Gesseit

F. Tesseit

H. Chow

Got-poi.

Gubbay & Co. , M. S. , merchants

M. S. Gubbay

S. A. Nathan

J. A. Nathan (absent)

M. J. Moses
記 仁

Zung-ke.

Gibb, Livingston & Co., merchants, The

Bund

A. G. Wood

A. McLeod

F. G. White

H. W. Daniel

C. S. Sharp

B. Layton

H. Sheppard

E. Halton, Jr.

E. C. Ozorio

豐 恒 老

Laau-hung.foong.

Habibbhoy , Ahmedbhoy, merchant, Kiangse

Road

Jairazbhoy Luccumsey, manager

豐 恒 新

Sing - hung -foong.

Habibbhoy, Rehemoobhoy, merchant,

Keangse Road

Jairazbhoy Luccumsey, manager

异 馬星龍

Loong-sing -ma -vong.

Hall, H.E., veterinarian and shoeing

smith , Rue des Pères, French Concession

17 . Fall

Koong-Wo.

Gilmour, David , public silk inspector,

24, Kiangse Road

Claude A. Rees

Arthur Anderson

行 洋 隆與

Hsing -loong.

Gipperich, E. , merchant, 4 and 5, Szechuen

Road

E. Gipperich

O. Mordhorst

TIJ TE

Foo - le .

Hall & Holtz, shipchandlers , wine and

spiritmerchants, furniture manufacturers,

general storekeepers, tailors, and bakers,

Nanking and Szechuen Roads

H. Everall

W. H. Short
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Edward Henderson, M.D., F.R.C.S. , Edin .,

municipal surgeon and health officer 4,

H

Neil Macleodi, M.D., C.M., Edin . 9 , Kiang.

ng Road

se Road

H. Dyer

E. Byrne

H. J. Skeels

W. W. Clifford

H. Monument

W. Hayward

S. B. Remedios

F. Dallas

C. H. Nail

J. Wilgaard

D. O'Rourke, outfitting department

A. R. Bowman , tailoring department

A. C. Ramsay do

B. R. Grayston, furnishing depmt.

J. P. Cottam , drapery department

C. J. Rawlinson do .

利波

Poo-le.

Hermitage Hotel, Sicaway

Mrs. Anna Hoflich, manageress

Yeu -chong.

Hewett & Co., merchants, Peking Road

W. Hewett, Junr. (London )

F. Hewett, (do.)

H. J. Such

F. W. Such

F. Grose

E. da Silva

J. T. Taylor, pilot

太 華

Wah -tai.

Harris, Goodwin & Co. , merchants, 48,

Kiangse Road

E. E. Harris (London )

F. Goodwin ( Birmingham )

T. Harold Vale (absent)

G. E. F. Stamps

T. K. Steanes

S. S. Lowe (Hongkong )

W. Minke ( Singapore)

E. Whittall ( Japan)

順 隆

Loong - sing.

Hey , E. , general broker and commission

merchant, Club Chambers

Yuen -chang.

Hirsbrunner & Co., watchmakers, jewellers,

and general importers, 1 , Nanking Road

J. Hirsbrunner

J. Manz

R. Rietschler
成 茂

Mow -dzing.

Harris & Co. , Wilmer, merchants and com

mission agents, 5 , Canton Road

Wilmer Harris

Astle Greathead

in -mou .

# FA

Ha - lee - sun .

Harrison & Co. , storekeepers, auctioneers,

and general agents , Rue du Consulat.

Agents for Upper Yangtsze Pilots

G. Harrison

E. T. Rivera

Hirsbrunner, Ju.. , general merchant and

commission agent, 7 , Siking Road ,

corner of Honan Road

Jas . Hirsbrunner

Chas . A. Brunner

G, C. T. Rotatz (Tientsin)

pa na

Har -ma -hong.

Harvie , J. Alexr ., merchant and commission

agent, 28 , Kiangse Road

記 義

Ne-ke .

Holliday, Wise & Co. erchants, Kiangse

and Foochow Roads

C. J. Holliday

Joseph Beattie

C. J. Hughes

J. W. L. Williamson

F. Anderson

C. D. Wuitty

L. Barretto

A. da Rozario

生 醫

Pah - e -sung.

Henderson & Macleod , medical practitioners
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Hongkew Hair Dressing Saloon, 99 , 100

and 101 , Seward Road , near Astor House

Thos . Ignatio, proprietor

S. Gusman

Torakechee

W. H. Tottie

A. B. Rex

J. Ambrose

C. Iburg

記 利

Le-ke .

Jairazbhoy Peerbhoy, merchant, 44, Rue

du Consulat

A. Hassumbhoy, manager

M. Remtoolabhoy

肉羊 牛 順德

Tuh -unzg-niew -yang-nioh -tsong.

Hopkins, W. , butcher, and cattle dealer

Szechuen Road

Mrs. Lavinia Hopkins

里 采 密

Mih - giu-le.

Hotel des Colonies, Rue Montauban

A. Seisson , proprietor and manager

U. Videau , cook

Ch . Brown, steward

R. Godaert

利 廣

Kang:i.

Jamieson & Co. , brokers and commission

agents, French Concession

W. B. Jamieson

行 洋 厘

Wah - lee.

How, A. J. , 1 , Hongkong Road

FT !

Sing -yuen yang-hong.

Hyde, Hertz & Co. , 14 , Peking Road

Wm . W. Hyde (absent)

Henry Hertz

T. Craven

H. Maitland

生 醫 哲

Tseh -e -sung.

Jamieson , R. Alex . , M.D., etc. , consulting

surgeon to Imperial Customs, Shanghai,

18 , Keangse Road

HI

E - 200 .

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , merchants, Burd

W. Paterson

Herbert Smith

B. A. Clarke

D. Glass

E. Ward

R. P. Hunter

E. H. Kenney

H. T. Allan

E. J. Caldbeck

R. Inglis

E. G. Hillier

J. McKie

Robt. Macgregor

Roustan

Laurent

A. Yvanovich

E. J. de Couto

A. F. de Sá

L. A. Tavares

Lino J. Sá

Iburg, J. C. H. , teacher of music and piano

tuner

F #

Chang -foo.

Ignatio & Co., Thos., commission agents,

159, Market Lane, Kiangse Road

茂 公

Koong -mou .

Ilbert & Co. , merchants and auctioneers

A. Ilbert

S. Walker

PA

Koong-bing.

Iveson & Co. , merchants, 13 , Nanking Road

Egbert Iveson (absent)

A. A Ranken (London)

Robert H. Artindale

W.C. Ward

W. H. Anderson

Jeanrenand , Charles, 7 , Siking Road, corner

of Honan Road

生 醫 張

Tsam ? E Sẵng.

Johnston, James, M.D., 3 , Shantung Road ,

Medical Officer, Judicial Department

H.B.M. Consulate
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tot

Dzing -da.

Jürgens, H. , general broker, commission

agent, & auctioneer, 15 , Szechuen Road

洋 信 謙

Hym -sun -yan -hong.

Lembke & Co., Justus, merchants, 5 , Yuen

Ming Yuen Buildings

Justus P. Lembke (Hongkong )

Th . Bieber

喊 有

Ju -ray.

Juvet, Leo, importer of watches , clocks ,

musical boxes, & c . , 7 , Siking Road , cor

ner of Honan Road

James Hirsbrunner, agent for China

和 德

Tüh -00.

Lester, H. , architect , surveyor, and estate

agent, Masonic Hall, The Bund

1師 意 羅

Lo- €-8 .

Lewis & Hopkins, ship , freight, and coal

brokers, French Bund

G. Lewis

G. G. Ilopkins

發 別

Bih - fah.

Kelly & Walsh , printers, publishers, whole

sale and retail booksellers, stationers, news

agents and tobacconists, agents for the

Hongkong Daily Press

Thomas Brown

W. Brewer

John West

S. Colborn

W. S. Ewen

A. J. Dinez

德 立

Lih - tüh .

Little & Co. , merchants , 8 , Kiukiang Road

Archd. J. Little

R. W. Little (absent)

W. Cance

C. Comins

P. E. Holt

fit

Yew -hung.

Kingsmill, Thos. W., civil engineer and

architect, 24 , Nanking Road

利 順

Sun -lee.

Kirchner & Böger, merchants, Kiangse Road

A. Kirchner

H. Böger (absent)

J. Bahlsen

記 利

Le - ke.

Lalcaca, E. P., general broker, 4 , Kiangse

Road

醫 儘 李

Lee -jü - ee .

Little , L. S , M.D., F.R.C.S. , B.A. , physician

to Shanghai General Hospital, 10 ,

Kiukiang Road

T &

Pau-ka-hong.

Lloyds' Register of British and Foreign

Shipping, 21, Kiangse Road

Joseph J. Tucker, surveyor

It

Mow chang.

Lösch & Fairless , merchants and commis.

sioa agents , in liquidation, 3 , Canton

Road

J. D. Clark , liquidator

tunni

How - teh .

Lucas & Co. , merchants , 2 , Foochow Road

Clement Lucas

J. H. Pinckross

John Daeth

與 泰

T'a-hsing.

Lane, Crawford & Co. , wine merchants, ship

chandlers , &c . , Nanking Road

R. Mackenzie

W, Hewett

J. W. Stanford

J. Osborne

Ledyard, H. C. , surgeon dentist D. A. Darling
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生 醫 家 渡 麥

Ma-du -go E - sang

MacDougal, Dr. A. Mason, F.R.C.S.

Eng., L.R.C.P. Lond. &c . , care of

Hirsbrunner & Co. (absent)

E. P. Hague

G. W. Noël

E. G. C. Webb

F. J. Maitland

W. Church

E. F. Pereira

C. Thorne

茂 隆

Loong-mow .

MacKenzie & Co. , storekeepers, wine mer.

chants, commission agents, auctioneers,

and hydraulic press packers, 4 , Foochow

Road

Robert MacKenzie

W. H. Poate

Jas . Foster

I. W. Allen

F. C. Braga

查 美商 英

May -zo.

Major, Ernest, 197 , Shantung Ro.id

Malsch, Chas C. , civil engineer

Marshall, Thos, broker and commission

agent, French Concession

Auction Department , Canton Road

Thos. Wallace, auctioneer

F. H. Rozario

隆 电

Sun - loong.

Mackintosh, Dudgeon &Co., merchants

L. Mackintosh (absent)

C.J. Dudgeon

H. L. Beauchamp (absent)

A. A. Krauss

L. M. Gutterres

行 洋 時 最美

Mei- che - see.

Melchers & Co., merchants, 2, French Bund

Carl Jantzen

St. C. Michaelsen

Aug. Ehlers

John Palmer

Wm . Mendel

Joi . Thyen

F. J. d'Almeida

P. V. Rodriguez

盛 裕

Yü-zung .

Maclean, & Co., P. , merchants, 15, Foo.

chow Road

P. Maclean (absent)

G. A. Lindsay

J. J. Heemskerk

W. Watson

館 書 印 治 同

Tung-che Yin - shoa -kwan .

Mercantile Printing Office, 3m, Foochow

Road

C. do Rozario , proprietor

Art. do Rozario, manager

A. S. Oliveira , bookkeeper

José da Silva, Jr.

P. Cordeiro

J. Gonsalves

L. Carion

J. F. d'Aquino

Macomber, W. H., care of Adamson, Bell

& Co.

美 長

Chang-mae.

Maitland & Co. , J. , 41 , Rue Montauban

John Maitland

#TC

Yuen -fong.

Maitland & Co., merchants, la , Hankow

Road

J. A. Maitland (absent)

J. G. Purdon (absent)

隆 全順E

San -gee -loong.

Meyerink & Co., Wm ., merchants and com

mission agents, 15 , Canton Road

W. Meyerink

M. Tiefenbacher

M. Rolive

J. G. Pereira
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Me-lou .

Millot & Co. , E. , wine merchants and com

mission agents, Yang -king - Pang, next

door to tbe French Post Office ; agents for

Remi de Montigny, J. S. Baron, and A.

Grenot

E. Millot (absent)

A. Teillol

C. M. d'Almeida

甘 花 師 立馬

Ma le ou Fu - ke - shun .

Morriss and igusson , bill and bullion

brokers

Henry Morriss

Robert Fergusson

Moutrie, Sydenham , piano tuner and re

pairer, Kangse Road

豐 恒
士 地

Hung-foong. Der-a -zz .

Mody, P. C., general broker, 11 , Sunkiang Müller & Co. , J. W., merchants, 8 , Sze

Road chuen Road

J. W. Müller (ahsent)

HÆ H. Ruttmann do.

Sing-uo.
H. M. Schultz

Mody, S. K., bill, bullion, and opium broker
F. Gebhardt

16, Canton Road
C. E. Müller

賜 費
記 美

Lay- sz.

Möller, Nils , broker, ship and general agent,
May -ke.

Müller & Co. , H. , watch and chronometer

agent for tug boat Heron, Canton Road

Nils Möller
makers, jewellers, & opticians, 21 , Nanking

Road

Gustaf Oberg, marine superintendent
L. Pfaff

Chrys Möller
K. Agthe

C. Ismer

泰 廣

Kwang-thae.

隆 晋
Monteiro, J. X. , commission agent, French

Concession
Ching -loong.

Mustard & Co. , California Store and general

commission agents , agents for the In

摩 師 意 魯 dependence Pilot Company, Nanking

L00-e-sm -mo . Road

Moore, L. , broker, commission agent , and
R. W. Mustard

auctioneer, 13 , Kiangse Road , and 8,
C. C. Bennett

Canton Road
J. Fritz

Lewis Moore
G. E. Sawtelle

P. da Roza

師 立馬

Ma -le -8 %. 易 高

Morris & Co. , commission and ship agents, Kaou - yih.

Yang-king Pany, French Concession

John Morris
Myburgh& Dowdall, 21 , Foochow Road

A , N. Brown (absent)

A. Myburgh, barrister -at-law

H. Ollerdessen
Chas .Dowdall, solicitor

Geo . Lindsay

孫禮 瑪

Ma-le- sün . Fall

Morrison, G. James, civil engineer, l , Wo Cheong.

Kiukiang Road
Nickels, M. C. , 41 , Rue Montauban
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益 望

Wang- yi.

Noronha & Sons, printers, stationers and

book - binders, 12, Canton Road

L. Noronha

T. S. Pereira

J. M. Botelho

P. Hähner

房 藥 發 科

Ko-fa -yo -fong.

Pharmacie de l'Union, corner of Nanking

and Kiangse Roads

S. Voelkel, proprietor

Louis Grenard

Pichon , L. , M.D., medical practitioner

刺 筆

Pe-la .

Pila & Co. , Ulysse, 8a , Upper Yuen -ming

yuen Road

Ulysse Pile (absent)

J. Roustan

L. Pila

V. Faga

D. M. Gonsalves

# *

Zz-ling.

" North China Herald and Supreme Court

& Consular Gazette," and " North -China

Daily News,” 7 , Hankow Road

Pickwoad & Co. , proprietors

F. H. Balfour, editor

A. Greathead, manager and account.

F. F. Ferris, clerk

F. S. Oliveira, printing manager

P. J. Tavares

J. C. da Costa

U. A. Sanches

R. M. Senna

C. Mirranda

I. S. Nunes

F. Rozario

ké

Pol - Shè.

Place, T. , 30, Szechuen Road

Ź

Chi-ko - sze.

Point, The, swimming baths and sanitarium ,

Yangtsze-poo Road

A. Silverthorne, proprietor

源 通

Toong neuen.

Oliveira & Co. , general brokers, merchants,

and commission agents, 17, Rue du

Consulat

A. M. Oliveira

Hij het

Poo - le.

Polite, George, “ The Toilet Club " Nan.

king Road , opposite the Temperance Hall

George Polite

E. Vernet

Powell & Sanderson, storekeepers , 4 & 5

Ningpo Road

A. Silverthorne, manager

Thos. Russell

發 順gi

Zung.fah.

Overbeck & Co. , merchants, Macao Build

ings , Yuen -ming -yuen

Hermann Overbeck

C. F. Timm

C. W. Siegfried

記 裕

Yu - kee.

Paul, R. , shipchandler & compradore, French

Concession

寶 昇

Samgpa .

Primrose & Co. , commission agents, Stone

house, The Bund

W. M. Primrose

W. A. L. Tweedie

J. Simöes

隆 萬

Van -loong:

Provand & Co. , A. , merchants, 4 , Peking

Road

A. Provand (absent)

J. Macgregor do.

和 遂

Soe-wo.

Pestonjee, R. , general broker
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J. A. Sullivan

James Baird

F. X. Encariaçao

臺 子彈 理 修 記 趙

Zaw -chee.

Rago & Co. , billiard setters and repairers,

2, Boone Place, Hongkew

Chew Quay -chin, manager

行 洋 因 來

Lui-yin .

Rhein, G., storekeeper, 60, Rue Montauban ,

Frencb Concession

#

Sing-mow .

Rice , E. W. , commission agent and auc

tioner, The Bund

順 源

Yuen -zung.

Rivington, Charles, stock and share broker,

commission agent, and agent McClean's

Telegraphic Bureau

發 立

Lih -fah.

Raphael , R.S.,merchant, 10 , Soochow Road

R. S. Raphael

K. S. Kelly

C. Y. Soojaw
隆 阜

Fou - loong.

Roberts , John P. , Marine Surveyor 2 ,

Yangtsze Road

泰 履

Le-ta.

Reid , Evans & Co. , merchants, 2, Peking

Road

M. P. Evans (absent)

E. O. Arbuthnot

T. J. MacDonald

J. Samson

C. W. Wrightson

E. S. Perrott

R. C. Renny

Lee- chang.

Robins M., exchange office for foreign coins

and notes , 30, Kian se Road

M. Robins

隆阜

Forr - loong

Reid, Frank, commission merchant, 1 , The

Bund

生 皮 樂

Lo -be-sung.

Robinson , A. , solicitor, Yuen Ming Yuen

Buildings

##

T'a-00 .

威 化 阿

Ah -hwo way.

Rodewald & Co. , merchants, 4, Hongkong

Road

J. F. Rodewald

J. M. Young

F. Huchting

Reiss & Co. , merchants, 4, Hankow Road

Moritz Kalb

R. H. Percival , silk inspector

S. J. Crutch , tea inspector

F. S. Marçal

行 洋 順 和

Ho-zung yan -hong.

Rosenbaum & Co., stationers, and dealers

in cigars and smokers' goods

J. Rosenbaum

til)

Le-ming.

Remi de Montigny, merchant, Yang-king

Pang, French Concession

Remi de Montigny (absent)

E. Millot & Co., agents

查 南利

Le-nay-zo.

Reynolds, E.A. , auctioneer and broker, 20,

Nanking Road

li

Ke-chong.

Russell & Co. , merchants, The Bund

H. de C. Forbes

F. D. Hitch ( absent)

J. A. Ballard
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C. G. Beebe

P. Brunat

L. Gouilloud

F. J. Green

A. C. Hunter

L. A. Lubeck

R. G. Ogle

P. da Silva

N. Simoes

E. Stone

J. D. Thorburn

G. H. Wheeler

V. D'O . Wintle

司 公厘 些

Say-le-koong-sz.

Sayle & Co. , linen drapers, silk mercers,

tailors, & c., Nanking andSzechuen Roads

Robt. Sayle ( England)

E. H. Spring (absent)

T. W.Wright, manager

T. H. Sayle

E. Wheen

E. H. Latty

C. Kirby

T. Boyd

W. E. Bousfield

T. Jeffrey

J. B. Neilson

F. S. Smith

H. Buck

G. McKa! e

Mrs. Wheen

Mrs. T. H. Savle

泰順 永

Yoong-zung- t'a .

Russell , D. A. , commission agent, Quai des

Ramparts

Baki

So-sung .

Sassoon , Sons & Co. , David, merchants,

The Bund

E. M. Moses

R. A. Gubbay

J. S. Ezekiel

J. R. Michael

Marcus A. Sopher

A. J. Rahamim

R. S Judah

J. A. Sopher

Neuen -hang.

Schellhass & Co. , Eduard, merchants

French Bund

Eduard Schellhass (Hamburg)

Ludwig Beyer (Hongkony )

R. Buschmann ( Europe)

G. Harling

R. Abesser

J. Baesler

J. S. Gonsalvez

行 洋泰 匯

Way -t'a -yang -hong.

Schmidt, J. Meinhard, public accountant

and bill collector, 16 , Rue du Consulat,

opposite French Consulate General

孫 沙 新

Sing -80 -sung.

Sassoon & Co. , E. D. , merchants, 17,

Foochow Road

E. A. Solomon

N. I. Silas

J. Moosa

Y. A. Gubbay

S. S. Joseph

E, A. Cotton

A. E. Meyer

M. Nissim

生 載

Sin T'say-sung.

Schmidt & Co , merchants, 4, Rue Colbert

Charles Schmidt

Ed, Burmeister (absent)

Emil Burmeister

Arnold Ellert

F. Körner

館 象 泰森

Sung-ta Zeang-kcaag.

Saunders' Photographic Studio, 3 , Wang

poo
Road

W. Saunders

R. Millard

$$

Sz : -ta tsang.

Schönhard & Co. , 5 , Kiangse Road

G. Schönhard ( absent)

A. Nachtrieb

F. Fournel
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E. Wallace

F. Senna
I

Té -chring.

Schroers, Albert, merchant & silk inspector,

2 , Hongkong Road

生 醫 補

Poo- e -sang .

Shanghai Dispensary, 1 , Canton Road

Wm . Wallis

0. Holstins

豐 天

Tein -foong.

Shanghai Washing Company

Wilmer Harrls, acting secretary

Szung Nien, 1 ssee

Tu

Shun -wo.

Shun -wo, Foreign Refinery , Chapoo Road

Ernest Major, propri tor

館 報 中

Shun -pau -kwan.

“ Shun-pau " ( Chinese Daily News) , 197,

Shantung road

Ernest Major, general manager

H. A. Pereira, acting manager

Tsien Hing -peh, editor

Shun Pau - chan, do.

Ho Kuei-sing, do.

Two Reporters

Chan Yil -jon, accountant

飛龍

Loong-fe .

Shanghai Horse Bazaar, Race Course

Sewjee & Symons, proprietors

T. Sewjee

H. Symons

行 注 瑚 麻

Ma-W00 -yeong hong.

Shangbai Horse Repository, Carriage and

Harness Factory, Soochow and Hong

kong Roads

F. Mawhood, proprietor

A. Pawley

記 德 老

Loa - ti-ke .

Shanghai Medical Hall , 1 , Nanking Road

J. Llewellyn & Co.

J. Bradfield

F. M. Stickler

G. Glass

C. R. Riley

匯 文

Wen -wei,

“ Shanghai Mercury," evening newspaper,

3 , Canton Road

,

Clark

W. Macfarlane, assistant editor and

reporter

W. T. Milley , printing office ma

nager

F. Kennelly, accountant

W. A. Miller, foreman

M. E. Grogan

V. P. M. de Portaria

B. da Silva

A. Pereira

F. P. Xavier

G. G. da Costa

L, Rozario

昌 時

Tai-tsang.

Sieber-Waser, la , Hankow Rad

A. Baumann

F. Keller

A. Souza

臣 彈

Zal-căng .

Siemssen & Co.,merchants, The Bund

P. G. Hübbe

A. Gultzow

A. Wasserfall

P. A. W. Oitomeier

A. Siemssen

L. Mottet

J. F. Möller

R. Wartmann

行 洋 昌 義

Nee-chang-yang-hong.

Skeggs & Co. , C. J., public silk inspectors

and commission agents, Nanking Road

C. J. Skeggs

J. Xavier

Sloan, Dr. , 1 , The Bund
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和 廣
C. Burjorjee Tata

K. M. Tata

Kung-ho.

Smith & Co. , Geo . , wine, spirit, and beer

merchants, 7 , Foochow Road 豐 廣

George Smith Kwang-foong:

A. A. E. Farrar Taumeyer & Co., merchants,. corner

T. F. Rae Kiangse and Fouchow Roads

J. W. Gande Ernst Taumeyer

Branches : Hongkong, Queen's Road C'l .
Carl Paasch

Kobe, 14 , Concession J. Nolting

London , 21 , Gt. St. Helen's

Agencies : Chinkiang, Gearing & Co. 來 泰

Hankow, Alexr. Price T'a- lay.

Foochow , Newman & Co. Telge , B., merchant, French Bund

Amoy , R. B. Fen'on
B. Telge (absent)

Nagasaki, Holme, Ringer, & Co. 0. Fock

Yokohama, Alexr. W. Glennie P. Lieder

H. Mandi

行 洋 群

Siring -fuh-yang -hong.

行 洋 茂 義
Snethlage, H., general broker and auc

tioneer, 20 , Yangtsze Road
Ne-mow -yang-hong

Thurburn, A , share broker, 8 , Hankow

榮 康
Road

Yoong-kong.

Solomon Bros. , m rchants, 24 , Szechuen 齋 石 點

Road
Tienshihchai.

R. J. Solomon
Tien Shih Chai, photo -lithographic publish

S. J. Solomon
ing works, corner of Peking and Che

kiang Roads

Steinmetz , A. , merchant, 37, Szechuen Road Ernest Major, proprietor

J. E. Jansen

生 華
泰祥

Awo-sung.
Zeang - t'a .

Stewart & Osborne, tailor, drapers and out
Turnbull, Howie & Co., merchants, 18 ,

fitters, 4 , Kiukiang Road
Kiukiang Road

J. A. Stewart Wm . A. Turnbull (absent)

J. H. Osborne
Wm. Howie

J. W. Anderson J. W. Harding

H. W. Alston
J. L. Scott

C. J. Frischling, tailoring dept .
H. A. Jolinston

Mrs. J. A. Stewart, millivery dept.

Miss Colman , dressmaking dept.
記 華

Wha -kee.

Smidt, C. , furniture dealer and store keeper, Turner & Co. , merchants, 7a, The Bund

22, Kiangse Road
J. F. Cheetham

A. Shewan

" Sweetmeat Castle ," Patisserie Française,
J. L. Placé

27, Nanking Road

Lucien Poitevin, proprietor
A. R. Greaves (Hankow)

典 虎

Kang-hsing.

Tata & Co. , merchants, 6 , Szechuey Road

S. C. Tata (Bombay )

茂松

Soong-mov .

Twigg , Mrs. P. O'B . , undertaker, 32 , Sze.

chuen Road
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Vela , Signor and Signora, teachers of

music, 9 , Miller Road

H. Petz

V. Birck

行 洋 源 天

Tin -yuen yeong hong.

Vogel & Co. , merchants , 4, Honan Road

Heinrich Kirchhoff

M. Slevogt

J. P. Marques

利達亨

Hang -dah-le.

Vrard & Co. , L. , storekeepers and watch

makers, 2 , Kiangse lisad

H. Sillem

A. Laidrich

R. Pfaff

A. Grandguillaume

E. Vaucher

Wa -tul - foong.

Wheelock & Co., coal , ship and freight

brokers, French Bund

T. R. Wheelock

John Sharp

Drummond Hay

T. Pemberton

F. Gove

托 非 哈

Hah wo - t'oh .

Tilleuright, R. E. , solicitor, 3 , Balfour

Bui dings

R. E.
Wainewright

E. J. O. Rowland

Cha Gno.kee

庸 中

Tsoong - yoong.

White & Miller, bill and bullion brokers ,

32 , Nanking Road

Aug. White

J. I , Miller

W. Pak -chee

泰 謙

Him -tye.

White & Weleh, public tea inspectors and

general commission merchants

Willian White

Joseph Welch

Ed. Bois

W. V. Sentance
暑 藥 大

Ta-qua- tong .

Watson, & Co., A. S. , Shanghai Pharmacy,

pharmaceutical chemists, 24 , Nanking

Road

J. D. Humphreys ( IIongkong)

John Davey, manager

Jas . Jones

Wilck & Mielenhausen , tailors and out

fitters, 26 , Nanking Road

C. Wilck

J. W. Mielenhausen

ht

Sing-00.

Wilkinson & Co. , 3 , Peking Road

F. Stokes

A. F. Thompson

A. J. Bury

T. d'Aquino

FX tele

Wee kee .

Wecke & Co. , T. , drapers , outfitters, and

dr roods importers , Thorne's Buildings,

31 Kiangse Road

G. E. York

W. C. J. York

T. W. Barkham

.

Sing-mow .

W 11, Daniel , general broker and auction

( er, 2 , The Bund

豐 宜

Nee-foong.

Wernmohs & Co. , tailors and outfitters, 28

Nanking Road

E. Wennmohs

生 醫 牙

Nga E -sung.

Winn , H. H. , D.D.S., dental surgeon , 2,

The Bund

Hall, J. Ward, D.D.S. , do . do .

Wisner & Co. , merchants

J. H. Wisner

J. F. Seaman

Edward Davis

M. B. Botelho

Wolff, Marcus, bill broker, address,The Club
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FTXEL
Receiving Ships .

Khee-chang . 記 順

Wong & Co. , C. T., commission agents
Zung -ke.

and importers of general merchandise, “ Ariel,” British ship , Cawasjee Pallanjee

French Bund & Co. , owners

Wong Chin -tuan R. W. Croal , commander

Kwok Fai-ting L. A. Xavier, purser

:

行船 駁 泰 榮

Yoong-ta-poh-zayn-ong .
Sing-neuen .

Yang - Tye Cargo Boat Company , Szechuen Emily Jane, ” British ship, E. D. Sassoon :

and Hankow Roads
& Co.

L. Some-hai, manager W. C. Law , commander

C. Anderson, chief officer

S. P. de Castillo, purser

廠 冰 記 驛 C. Roberts, assistant purser

Yuh-ke ping-ts'ang.

Yuk - Kee & Co.'s Ice Stores, at Soochow - Wellington , ” British ship, D. Sassoon ,

Creek , Chue - hoong -pang Sons & Co.

Yuk-kee & Co. , agents J. H. P. Parker, commander

E. A. Roberts, chief officer

F. V. Fonseca, purser

生 醫 厘 架 則

Tsa -ka -lee E - sang.

Zachariæ , V. , M.D., physician to German 發源

Consulate, and medical attendant to
Yuen- fah .

Customs, 34 , Szechuen Road “ Yuen -fah,” Jardine, Matheson & Co.

W. Dobie, commander

Zedelius, C. , M.D., 12 , Kjangse Road U. Vieira, purser



海 SILANGILAI . 上

ROADS IN THE BRITISH SETTLEMENT.

NORTH AND SOUTH,

East END.

Yangtsze Road (The Bund)
路 了 洋

Lower Yuen-ming-yuen Road
路 園 圓 下

Upper Yuen-ming-yuen Road..
路園明園 上

Szechuen Road .... 路 川 四

Kiangse Road
路 西江

Honan Road 路 辛 河

Shantung Road ...
路 東山

Shanse Road 路西山

Chilli Road 路隸直

Fohkien Roal 路 建 福

Hoopel Road
路 北湖

Chekiang Road 路 江浙

Lower Quangse Road 路西 廣下

Upper Quangse Road 路 西 廣 上

Yunnan Road
路 南 雲

Lloyd Road 路合勞

Thibet Road ( Defence Creek ) 路 藏 西

WEST END.

EAST AND WEST.

SoUTH END..

Sung -keang Roal ( Yang King Pang)

King-loong-ka (or Woo woo Road)

Canton Road ....

Seking Road ....

Foochow Road

Hankow Road

Kiukiang Road

Nanking Road (upper portion known as The Maloo)

Tientsin Road

Taiwan Road .....

Ningpo Road....

Woo-sieb Road .....

Chefoo Road ....

Peking Road

Hongkong Road

Amoy Road

Soochow Road ....

NORTH END.

路 江 松

街隆金

路東廣

路淫酒

路 到 福

路口漢

路汀 九

路 京南

路津天

路灣臺

路波室

路鍋無

路府之

盛京 北

路港香

路 門 厦

路 州 蘇



ROADS IN FRENCH SETTLEMENT.

NORTH AND SOUTH .

Quai du Wampou

(The Bund)

Quai de France..

Quai des P'parts {

灘浦责 Rue du Marche )
街與寶

Français ..

沿 南橋 宮 天 Rue Discry.... 街來 劳

浦黄 Rue de la Porte? 街大門 北 老

du Nord .....

& TUNISIA TU Rue Protêt....
當 ? 恒

a Rue de l'Administ'n . 街 新

街安永 | Rue du Moulin ...... 佳 场 磨輪 火

## S !PAE Rue Touranne.... 往橋木家陳

街 堂 "Rue Hue. 街 橋 路馬西

街 星 | Rue des Pères..... 街 行 來自

街 拜 吉 | Rue de Saigun. 街西行 火 來自

街隆達 |Rue Palikao 路橋 八

Rue de la Guerre ...

Rue Montauban .

Hut .... …

Rue de la Mission ...

Rue Petit.....

Rue Durun...

EAST AND WEST.

Rue Colbert

Quais du Yang-king

}路演淫 羊
pang et Confucius...

Quisis de la Pagode.j 橋宫 后天

des Fossés , et de la

Brèche
濱河城

Rue du Consulat 路 馬 館

東街安永

路

街區

路波寧

Rue du Weikwé

Rue de Ningpo

ROADS IN AMERICAN SETTLEMENT (HONGKEW) .

NORTH AND SOUTH ,

WEST END.

North Honan Road 路北南河

North Kiangse Road 路北 西江

NorthSaechuen Road... | 北川 政

Chapoo Road ..... 路浦作

Woosung Road
路泌吳

Broadway (part runs

East & West)
匯 老 百

Astor Rad 路查禮

Woochang Road 路昌武

Ming-hong Road
路行閔

Nanzing Road
路 尋

Tsingpoo Road

Boone Road

Fearon Road

Dixwell Road

Taiping Road

Kee-cheong Road

Yuen-fong Road

Chaou - foong Road

Dent Road ......

Kung-ping Road

East End.

路浦 青

聪 師 監 文

践 倫斐

路威思狄

路平太

路昌旗

路芳元

路 豐 兆

路 順 寶

路平公

EAST AND WEST .

South End.

North Yangtsze Road ... 16FX

Wbang- poo Road .... 路浦黄

Broadway (part rups

North & South ) ..... 匯老百

Seward Road ....

Tiendong Road ..

Miller Road

Hanbury Road

NORTI END.

路德華西

路潼天

避 勒密

路禮壁漢



CHINKIANG.

The port of Chink avg (or Chên-kiang -fu ), which was declared open to foreign

trade by the Treaty of Tientsin, is situated on the Yangtsze, about 150 miles from

its mouth, and at the point where the Grand Canal enters the river.

The history of Chirkiang possesses but few features of interest. The position of

? she town, as a translation of its name implies ( “ River Guard ” ), was at one time of

considerable importance from a military point of view , when all the rice-tribute from

the south of China was transported to Peking by the interior route. The British

forces captured the place in July , 1842, and as the cutting off of supplies always

produces a powerful effect, the commanding situation thus secured was not long in pro

ducing the desired result upon the Central Government, for the Treaty of Nanking

was signed a month afterwards. The Taiping rebels entered the town in April, 1853,

and continued to occupy it till 1857, when they had to evacuale it from the same

cause which had mad ( the Government yield ten years before.

The city lies bezween one of the mouths of the Grand Canal and the right bank

of the Yangtsze. Most of the houses are built on level ground , but the surround

ing hillslend a pleasant app arance to the locality, which is enhanced considerably

by the bluff scenery of the island of Ts'io-slan. When the city was abandoned

by the rebel forces , its destruction was very nearly complete, and it has not yet

altogether recovered its former prosperous aspect. The foreign settlement occupies

a tract of land extending from the mouth ofthe Canal along the bank of the river.

The population of Chinkiang is estimated at 130,000 .

Considerable commercial importance was attached to the port wben it was first

opened. The largest vessels can approach it, and hopes were bigh as to the position

it would occupy in the development of inland trade with China. But, like the hopes

entertained respecting several of the otier Chinese ports, they have proved delusive,

and the trade on the Yangtsze seems to have centred at Hankow , farther up the river.

The net importation of Opium into Chinkiang in 1880 was 10,292 piculs, against

11,097 piculs in 1879. Thenet value of the foreigo imports for 1880 was Tis . 8,903,265.

The total value of the trade of the port for 1880 amounted to Tls . 14,297,319, and

in 1879 it was Tls . 13,674,598.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates .

BRITISII .

大 英 領事衙門

Ta-ying-ling -sze-ya-mun.

Consul - H . B. Brist ,w

Constable - Charles Nunn

DANISH .

大 丹 領事衙門

Ta -tan - ling - eze-ya -mun.

Consulm H. B. Bristow

NETHERLANDS .

Vice-Consul–J. G. W. Gearing

UNITED STATES, Imperial Maritime Customs .

大 美國 領事 官

Ta-mei-kwoh -ling.shih -kwan.
鏡 江 開

Consul - E . J. Smithers
Chin-kiang -kwan .

Vice-Consul and Interpreter - D. A. Emery Commissioner - R.B. Moorhead

Assistants — Pascal Martiu, R. S. Yorke, F.

FRENCH. Clayson, J. H. Fougerat

Consul- H . B. Bristow Medical Officer - R . G. White

Tide Surveyor and Harbour Master - J . H.

GERMAN. C. Gunther

Consul- H . B. Bristow Boat Officer - G . Nutter
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Examiners - G . Alcott, T. Macphail, M.

Mackenzie

Tide-waiters - G . L. Tebbutt , W. A.

Washbrook, F.A. Cartman, T. McGrath ,

S. Hancock, W. Schwidt, R. Braun, C.

P. Dawson

REVENUE CRUISER—Ch'iao-shan

it

Sew.foong.

Jerdein, M. S., merchant & commission agent

Public Companies.

Bean, Wm ., agent

Canton Insurance Office

*

Tai chang.

Wadliegh and Emery, merchan's and

commission agents

E. C. Wadliegh (New York )

I. A. Emery

Yü Fung

Li Chun-Fang

Carnie, F. , agent

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

China Navigation Company, Limited

Missionaries,

Dr. R. G. White, Castorns medical officer,

and conductor of medical dispensary and

hospital

Mrs. R G. White

Mrs. W. H. Williams

David , D. M. , agent

Union Insura ce Society of Canton

Gearing & Co., agents-

Soottish Imperial Fire and Life In

surance

AMERICAN METHODIST MISSION ,

Rev. M. L. Taft

Clubs.

Chinkiang Club

secretary

?

New Chinkiang Club

> secretary

Merchants and Agents.

Bean , Wm. , merchant, and agent Jardine,

Matheson & Co.'s steamers

同 泰 洋行

Tung-the-yang -hong.

Carnie, F. , commission agent

裕康 行

U-kong- hong.

David, D, M. , merchant and general com

mission agent, No. 1 , Bund

CHINA INLAND MISSION .

耶蘇 堂

Rev. E. Pearse , Nganking

Rev. H.and Mrs. Sowerby, Nyanking

Rev. J. S. & Mrs. Adams, Nanking

D. Thompson, Nanking

Miss K. Hughes, Ngarking

Miss E. Smalley, do .

Ed. Tomalin , Chinkiang

Miss Desgraz

Tien Tsu -dang.

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION .

Rev. F. Chevalier, S.J.

J. Goussery, S.J.

Receiving Ships.

Cadiz.-- F. Carnie

Hulk -keeper, S. Monsenares

E-ho-William Bean, agent

Hulk -keeper, A. Alsing

Masonic.

DORIC LODGE, No. 1433 E.C.

Worshipful Master-D. M. David

Past Master - D . A. Emery

Senior Warder - C . Nunn

Junior Warden and Secretary - G . Alicott

Senior Deacon - A . Fibin

Junior Deacon - A . Coniffy

Inner Guard - J. H. Parker

Tyler - P . Hickey

新 順昌

Sin- 80?n -chong.

Duff, Thos. W. , shipping and commission

agent

新 德 和

Hsui - teh - ho.

Gearing & Co. , merchanis

J.G. W. Gearing

E. Starkey



WUHU .

This port was opened to foreign trade, by the CH Foo Convention , on the 1st

April , 1877. It is situated on the river Yangtsze, in the yevince of Ar-hwei , and is

a balf-way port letween Chinkiang and Kiukiang, though nearer to the former . It

has the appearance of a thriving and busy town, ard is admirably located for trade.

This is mainly owing to the excellence of its water communication with the interior.

A large canal, with a depth of five to six fett of water in the winter and ten to twelve

feet in the summer, connects the port with the importart city of Ning-knob - fu, in

southern An -lwei, fifty miles distant. Another canal runs inland for over eight

miles in a south -westerly dir. ction to Taiping - hsien, an extensive tea district. This

canal , which is only navigable in the summer, passes through Nan-ling and King

hsi p , where the cultivation of silk is carried on and may some day be of importance .

Boats carrying from 200 to 300 piculs of tea can come from Tai-ping-hsien to Wuhu

in the summer and autumn , but in the winter the creek is partially dry , and naviga'ion

rendı red in possibly. The silk districts of Nan-l ng and King-bsein are situated

within fifty miles of Wuhu. Besides the carals leading to Ning-kuoh fu and Tai-ping .

hsien , there are two others communica ing with Su-an and Tung -pó. The Su-an

canal is navigal le for small boats in summer for nearly one bundred miles,and passes

through some silk producing country ; while that leading to Tung -pó can be traversed

by native craft of considerable size, f r about seventy miles. On the northern side

of the Yangtsze a fine broad canal , navigable in summer for vessels drawing ten

to twelve fiet of water, c npects Wubu with Lü-clow - fu , the chief mercantile depôt

for central Au-hwei .

It will be seen , from the above enumeration of the facilities for water carriage

from Wuhu, thit it is calculated to prı ve an emporium for commerce. A very fair

import trade has sprung up, and buth that and the export trade arı steadily growing,

The total net value of the foreign imų orts for the year 1880 was Tls . 2,374,575, com

pared with Tls 2,372,504 in 1879. 3,432 piculs of Opium were imported in 1880, as

compared with 3,141 picu's in 1879. Tie total value of the trade of the port for 1880

was T/s . 3,934,144 asagaiust Tls . 3,563,573 in 1879 .

The town is fairly will built, with rather broader streets than most Chinese

cities possess , and is tolerably paved . Its population is estimated at 40,000 inha .

bitants . The anchorage is good and resembles that of Cbinkiang .

大 英領事府

Tai-Ying-ling- ze- foo.

BRITISH CONSULATE .

Acting Consul — W . S. Ayrton

Constuble- G. Perkins

DIRECTORY.

Hulk - keeper - Out U-won

Clerk - Chan Yuk -ting

Hulks “ Szechuen ” and “ Geo . Washing

10 ..

MERCHANTS.

都 易

Tu - e.

Sassoon , Sons & Co. , D. , merchants

D. H. Silas

M. S. Kelly

IMPERIAL MARITIME CUSTOMS.

燕 湖 努 關

Wuhu H ir kw n.

Commissioner - J . Lloyd E. Palm

Assistants - J. W. Innocent, A S. Deane

Medical Officer - A . Sharp Dane, L.K. &

Q.C.P.I., LR.C.S.I. & L.M.

Tide- Surveyor and Harbour Master - H .

C. Müller

Examiner - W . Stebbiis

Assistant Examiner-- J. G. Rylander

Tidt waiters - A . Ramasse, C. A. Swanstrom

Chinese Clerk--Sung A Seu

Sassoon & Co , E. D. , m rulants

M. S. Perry

A. E. Meyer

Hag Chang.

Verril, Ed . , commission a , en !

E. Verril

Chong Chock- !00

CHINA MERCHANTS' STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY.

Manager- Lau Kit Lok

MISSIONARY .

Rev. Pére J. Seckinger, Sc eiety of Jesus



KIU KIANG .

Kiukiang is situated on the river Yangtsze, near the outlet of the Poyang Lake,

and is a prefectural city of the province of Kiang- si . It is distant about 137 geogra

pbical miles from Hankow and 445 miles from Shanghai.

Kiukiang was at one timea busy and populous city ; but it was occupied by the

Taiping rebels in 1853, and before it wis given up to the Imperial troops it was

utterly destroyed , presenting one of those melancholy spectacles which these hordes

of usurpers left so often behind them . A gentleman (Mr. Laurence Oliphant) who

visited it in 1858 speaks of the deso'a ion of tl : e city in the following terms: - " We

found it to the last degree deplorable. A single dilapidated strect, composed only of

a few mean shops, was all that existed of this once thriving and populous city ; the

remainder of the vast area comprised within its walls , five or six miles in circumference,

contained nothing but ruins, weeds, and kitchen gard.ns.” When the foreigu settle

ment was estall shed there, however, the population soon retur: ed , and it has con

tinued to increase rapidly : it is now estimated at 48,000.

Tie city is built close to the river, the walls ru: ning along the banks o : it for

some 500 yards . Their circumference is about five miles, but a considerable priion

of the space enclosed is not occupied. The city contains no features of interest.

There are several larg » lakes to the porth and west of it, and beyond the principal

suburb lies the foreign settlement . On the opening of the port considerable truuble

was experienced in securing the land on which to build the foreign residences, the

Chinese demanding extortionate prices for it . Indeed, so bitter was the opposition

manifested that before the ground could be cleared some of the native houses bad to

be forcibly demolished .

The idea which led to the opening of Kiukiang was, no doubt, its situation as

regards communication by water with the districts where the Green Tea is produced .

But the hopes entertained respecting Kiukiang have never been realised . The total

quantity of Tea exported in 1880 was 261,495 piculs, of which 57,015 piculs were

Green, the export for 1879 being 249,531 piculs. Opium was imported to the extent

of 2,290 piculs in 1880, and 2,153 piculs in 1879. The total annual value of the

trade of the port for 1880 was Tls. 12,741,616, and for 1879, Tis . 11,254,458.

DIRECTORY .

Consulates .

大 澳 領事 官

大 英 領事
Ta Ao Ling-shih -kwan.

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN CONSULATE .
Ta -ying Ling Shih Kuan .

Consul - George Jamieson
BRITISH CONSULATE.

Consul - George Jamieson

Constable - Charles Rowe
大 丹 國 領事 官

Ta - tan Ling- shih -kwan.

法 領事 官
DANISH CONSULATE.

Ta -fa Ling Shih Kuan . Consul---George Jamieson

FRENCH CONSULATE.

Consul - F . Scherzer (Hankow)
Imperial Maritime Customs,

大美國領事官 九江 新聞

Ta-mai-kwok- ling -shih -kwan.
Kiu -kiang -hsin -kwan.

UNITED STATES CONSULATE. Commissioner - G . B. Glover

Consul — I. F. Shepard, residing at Han- | Assistants -- S. Campbell, L. von Eries , H.

kow
de la Bestide

Harbour Master and Tide Surveyor - J.

大 荷蘭 國 領事 官 Armour

Tn-ho-lan-kwoh -ling -shih kwan. Examiner - T . G. Lant

NETHERLANDS CONSULATE. Assistant Examiners - J.Mesney, C. V. Bono,

Vice -consul – J . H. Anderson
E. V. Dalver
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Tide-waiters - W . J. Mason, J. F. Isaacson,

B. J. Sandström , C. A. Meyer, H. C.

Russell

W. J. Tucker

P. McGregor Grant (Shanghai)

A. E. Allen1

Municipal Council.

--

大 英 工部

Ta -ying -kung poo .

Geo . B. Glorer, chairman

B. J. Bousfield , hon . treasurer

Wallace J. Tucker, hon . secretary

One European constable

Six native policemen

FB

Teen -eu .

i Campbell, Alexander, merchant, and agent

steamers Ilanyang and W ". Cores de l'ries

Alexr. Campbell

Alexr. McInnes

Insurances.

德 與

Tuck -hing.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co. , merchants

B. J. Bousfield , tea inspector

Anderson & Co. , R. , agents

Canton Insurance Office

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

Cbinese Insurance Co.

China Fire Insurance Co.

Marine Insurance Company

Yungtsze Insurance Company

順豐

Shoon- foong.

rokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co. , merchants

T. N. Lavrentieff

Underwood, Geo . R. , M. B. Edinr . &c. ,

medical practitioner

Campbell, Alexr. , agent

North China Insurance Compiny

Missionaries .

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents---

China Traders' Insurance Company

British and Foreign Marine Insu

rance Company

North British and Mercantile Insu.

rance Company

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCA MISSIONS

Rev. Virgil C. Hart

Rev. T. C. Carter

Rev. J. R. Hykes

Rev. W. Kepter

B. Bagnall

CHINA NAVIGATION Co. , LIMITED.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

Hulk Sultan - J. Kofod, in charge

WOMEN'S FOREIGN MISSION , M.E.CHURCH

Miss Gertrude Howe

Miss Delia Howe

Miss Kate Bushnell, M.D.

Miss Ella Gilchrist, M.D.

CHARTERED MERCANTILE BANK OF

INDIA , LONDON AND CHINA.

Anderson & Co. , R. , agents

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY

John Thorne, agent

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

CORPORATION .

Alexr. Campbell, agent

INLAND MISSION .

J. E. Cardwell, Ta -ku-Tang

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c .

怡和

E -wo.

Anderson & Co. , R. , merchants

Robert Anderson (absent)

J. H. Anderson ( do .)

E. W. Tritton (do . )

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION ,

Kiaugsi Septentrional ( North Kiangsi .)

Bishop - Bray

Pères—Anot , Sassi , Portes , Moloney, Le .

felvre, Rougé , Vic, Ciceri , Dauverchain ,

Boscat, Bossu

Kiangei Méridional ( South Kiangsi.)

Apostolic Provicar - Rouger

Pères --- Boscat, Lagarde



HANKOW .

Hankow is situated on the river Han at the point where it enters the Yangtsze,

and is in lat. 30 deg . 32 min. 51 sec. N. , and long . 114 deg . 19 min. 55 sec . E. The

natives look upon Hankow as only a suburb of Hanyang, which it immediately

adjoins, and which is a district city of the provirce of Hupeb. These two towns lie

immediately facing the city of Wuchang-fu, the capital of the province, which is built

upon the soutlı bank of the Yangtsze. Hankow is distant from Shanghai about 600

miles .

Lord Elgin visited Hankow in 1858 , and must have been one of the first foreign

ers who ever entered this inland city. Attention was first drawn to it as a place

of trade by Huc , a French missionary, whose writings on China are less popular now

than they used to be , but it is generally believed that this reverend father bad never

been within many miles of the place, and had drawn largely on his fertile imagina

tion for his details. Sir James Hope and Sir Harry Parkes were in Hankow in 1861 ,

when the port was opened .

Captain Blakiston, in his work “ The Yangtsze," gives the following description

of the place and its surroundings : - “ Hankow is situated just where an irregular

range of semi-detached low bills crosses a particularly level country on both sides of

the main river in an east and west direction . Stationed on Pagoda Hill, a spectator

looks down on almost as much water as land even wben the rivers are low.. At his

feet sweeps the magnificent Yangtsze, nearly a mile in width ; from the west and

skirting the northern edge of the range of hills already mentioned, comes the river

Han , narrow and canal like, to add its quota, and serving as one of the highways of

the country ; and to the north -west and north is an extensive treeless flat, so litttle

elevated above the river that the scattered hamlets which dot its surface are without

exception raised on mounds, probably artificial works of a now distant age . A

stream or two traverse its farther part and flow into the main river. Carrying bis

eye to the right bank of the Yangtsze one sees enormous lakes and lagoons both to

the north -west and south -east sides of the hills beyond the provincial city ."

When the port was opened the natives , as at several other new ports, put many

difficulties in the way of fixing a site for the British Settlement . They demanded

excessive prices for the lots marked off for occupation, and it was not till the port

had been open for some time, and many residents bad temporarily taken up an abode

on the Hanyang shore, that an arrangement was arrived at. The site chosen is very

bad , both from a sanitary and commercial point of view . A French Settlement was

also fixed upon , but it has never been occupied . The population of Hankow is es

timated at 600,000 .

Great expectations as regards trade wereentertained respecting the opening of

Hankow . Foreign commerce would , it was thought, be brought into immediate

contact with the large internal populations of China, and a port established in the

locality of the great tea producing districts . These expectations , however, have been

but partially realised. Tea is, of course, the staple export, and it is at Hankow that

the first steamers for home take in their cargoes. The total export of Tea from

Hankow (including re- exports from Kiukiang) amounted in 1880 to 617,229 piculs ,

as coinpared with 541,212 piculs shipped in 1879. In 1880 Opium was imported to

the extent of 2,404 piculs as against 3,294.piculs in 1879. The total value of the

trade of the port in 1880 amounted to Tls. 42,285,209 , and in 1879 to Tls . 36,194,494.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates,

大 英 領事 府

Ta-ying -ling - sze-foo.

GREAT BRITAIN .

Consul — Chaloner Alabaster

Assistant-H. F. Brady

Post office Agent- H . F. Brady

Constable - T . Stevens

大法領事 官

Ta -fa - ling -82e -kwoon .

FRANCE .

Acting Consul-F. Scherzer

大美 領事 官

Ta-mi-ling -sze-kuoon.

UNITED STATES.

Consul - General Isaac F. Shepard

Vice-consul

Interpreter-M . A. Jenkins

Marshal- J. Brown

Imperial Maritime Customs.

江漢 關

Kiang -han kuan .

Commissioner- Francis W. White

Deputy Commissioner - J. Twinem

1st Assistant-- W . N. Morehouse

3rd do . -T . A. W. Hance

4th Assists .-F. A. Scherzer, P. Tanner

Medical Officer - Chas. Begg, M.B., (offi

ciating )

Tide-surveyor & Harbour Master-T. Moor

head

Assist. Tide-surveyor - J. Land

Chief Examiner - T, D. Burrows

E.raminer - J. Morgan

Assistant Examiners — A. W. Kindblad , E.

Brandon , L. Liedske, J. F. Large

Tide-waiters - T. J. Scott, F. G. Becke,

W. Creek, G. A. Meyer, T. H. S. Wade,

J. T. Green

大 奥 國 領事 府

Ta -o -kwok -Ling -sze -foo.

AUSTRO-HUNGARY.

Consul --Chaloner Alabaster

Municipal Council .

E. T. Blair, chairman ; A. E. Aliraham ,

M. F. Pia kofl, W. Walter, W. F. Sharp ,

secretary

Municipal Police .

Superintendent- Sergt. Ols n

Two Ningpo sergeants and eighteen

Chinese constables

LOCAL Post OFFICE .

Postmaster--Anders Olsen

Insurance Companies.

Adamson, Bell & Co. , agents

Commercial Union Assurance Company

大俄國领事官

Ta-ngo-kwok -ling-: ze-kwoon.

Russia .

Vice -consul- P . A. Ponomareff

大洋領事 公館

Ta-sai-yeun j-ling -sze-kung-kwoon .

PORTUGAL.

Consul

Anderson & Co. , Robt, agenta

Lloyds '

Scottish Imperial Ivsurance Co.

Canton Insurance Office

大 丹 國 領事 府

Ta tu .Kwok ling-sze -foo .

DENMARK.

Consul--Chaloner Alabaster

Drysdale , Ringer & Co., agents

Queen Insurance Company

China Traders' Insurance Company,

Limited

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company,

Limited

London and Provincial Marine Insur

ance Company

British and Foreign Marine Insurance

Company

大 荷蘭 國 領事館

Ta-ho -lan -kwok -liny-sze-kung-kwoon .

NETHERLANDS.

Vice-consul - W . Walter
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Evans, Pugh & Co. , agents

Phoenix Fire Insurance Company

North China Ilisurance Company

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Marine Insurance Company

Jerdein & Co. , agents

Union It surance Society ofCanton

China Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

密 架 釐

Ma-ka- lee.

CHARTERED BANK OF INDIA , AUSTRALIA

AND CHINA .

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

CHARTERED MERCANTILE BANK OF

INDIA, LONDON AND CHINA.

Robt. Anderson & Co. , agents

COMPTOIR D'ESCOMPTE DE PARIS .

Russell & Co. , agents

Gordon Bros. , agents

Swiss Lloyds' Insurance Company

North British and Mercantile Insurance

Company

Ramsay, H. F. , agent

Universal Marine Insurance Com

pany, Limited

Wei -fung.

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

CORPORATION.

W. G. Greig, agent

G. R. Johnston, acting agent

Royal Insurance Company, (Fire)

Russell & Co. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Company NATIONAL BANK OF INDIA (LIMITED) .

Turner & Co., agents

Turner & Co. , ageuts

Northern Assurance Company

P. & O. S. N. COMPANY,

Evans, Pugh & Co. , agents

麗 如

Lee - zu .

ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION

Jerdein & Co.. agents

MESSAGERIES MARITIMES COMPANY.

Gordon Brothers , agents

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., ngents

Professions, Trades , &c .

天祥

Tien -chang.

Adamson, Bell & Co. , merchants

YANGTSZE STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Robt. Anderson & Co. , agents

RUSSIAN VOLUNTEER FLEET SOCIETY.

P. A. Ponomareff & Co. , agents

HANKOW GENERAL CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE.

Alexander Price, secretary

HANKOW CLUB.

it for the

Polau.

Alexander Price, secretary

怡和

E -00 .

Anderson & Co., Robt., merchants, agents

for Messrs. Jardine, Matheson & Co.

Robt. Anderson

J. H. Anderson

E. W. Tritton

E. T. Blair

W. J. Tucker

P. McGregor Grant ( Shanghai)

F. E. Nichol (Kiukiang )

Jas. T. McEwen

A. E. Allen

St. John's ENGLISH CHURCH .

Rev. Arnold Foster, B.I., minister

Banks.

AGRA BANK, LIMITED .

H. F. Ramsay, agent

All

Ming-le.

Ballance & Co. , merchants

T. F. Ballance
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tt

Tai-koo

Butterfield & Swire, merchants

德 與

Tuk -hing.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., merchants

J. M. Ringer ( Shanghai)

Thos . Wood

B. J. Bousfield , tea inspector , (Kiu

kiang )

A. L. Robertson

D. A. Miller

T. Weatherstone, hulk -keeper

Fow -cheong.

Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co. , merchants

M. F. Piatkoff

J. M. Molchanoff

S. W. Letvinoff

N. N. Titoushkin

J. K. Panoff

N. K. Basoormanoff

P. A. Sobennikoff

T. Richards

S. J. Speshiloff ( Foochow )

F. J. Nemchinoff do.

A. P. Moskaleff do.

W. M. Koosnetzoff do.

P. N. Cheredoff do.

S. A. Chirkoff do.

A. A. Belogolovy, agent (Tientsin)

寶順

Po -shun.

Evans , Pugh & Co. , merchants, and agents

for P. & 0. S. N. Co.

J. H. Evans (absent)

W. Pugh do .

J. A. Hawes ( Shanghai)

W. Walter

恒順

Heng-shun .

Ponomareff & Co. , P. A. , merchants

P. A. Ponomareff

G. L. Hummel

N. J. Libacheff

N. N. Brianskih

J. P. Ignatieff

Fisher, E. , bill and bullion broker

隆泰

Lo0mg-tai .

Gordou Bros. , commission agents

W. G. Gordon Price, Alexander, bill and bullion broker

Grosclaude, E. & U. , watchmakers, &c.

E. Grosclaude

U. Grosclaude (Hiogo)

*

Tai-ping .

Ramsay, Hugh F. , merchant, and agent

steamers Hanyang and W. Cores de Vries

Wan - sang.

Hankow Printing Office

M. A. Jenkins

Reid & Begy, medical practitioners

A. G. Reid , M.D., F.R.C.S.E.

C. Begg, M.B., C.M.

Kung- tai.

Jenkins, M. A.
阿化威

Ho-hua -way.

Rodewald & Co., merchants
仁 記

Jin -kee.

Jerdein & Co. , merchants

F. Jerdein

A. F. dos Rrmedios

Titu

Sin -ho

Major & Co. , merchants.

F. Major

Hung-ch'ang.

Rodionoff & Co. , A. L., merchants

J. R. Lebedeff

L. P. Shirkoonoff

N. R. Lebedeff

C. W. Gordon

W. Lebedeff
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旗 昌

Kee- cheong.

Russell & Co. , merchants

R. G. Ogle

華 記

Wu -Ke.

Turner & Co. , merchants

A. R. Greaves

沙 遜

Receiving Ships.
Sa -soon .

Sassoon , Sons & Co. , D., merchants

E. J. Aaron, agent Princess of Wales - C . M. S. N. Co.

S. S. A. Benjamin Formosa , and Lancefield--Drysdale, Ringer

& Co. , (T. Weatherstone, in charge)

#

Poo-ho . Missionaries .

Sharp, W. F. , bill, bullion, and general LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY,

broker and agent Rev. Griffith John

Rev. E. Bryant (absent)

順豐
' Rev. Thomas Bryson (Wuchang)

Rev. Wm . Owen
Shun - fing.

Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co. , merchants
Rev. W. G. Mawbey, L.R.C.S. , L.R.C.P.

J. F. Tokmakoff ( Kiachta)

0. J. Molotkoff WESLEYAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY .

A. D. Startzeff ( Tientsin ) Rev. David Hill (absent )

N. A. Nölting Rev. Wm . Scarborough

S. Marsh Rev. John W. Brewer

T. N. Lavrentieff (Kiukiang) Rev. Arthur W. Nightingale (absent)

A. P. Malegin (Foochow ) Rev. William S. Tomlinson, Wucbang

J. E. Shoostoff do .
Rev. Thomas Bramfitt, Wu Sueh

M. S. Overin do. Rev. J. S. Fordham , do.

ICHANG .

This is one of the four ports opened to foreign trade on the 1st April , 1877,

according to the provisions of Clause I. of Section III. of the Chefoo Convention .

Ichang is a prefectural city, of considerable official importance, in the province of

Hupeb. It is situated on the river Yangtsze, about 363 miles from Hankow . The

navigation of the river up to this port is easy for vessels of light draught, but the

minimum depth of water at Ichang in only seven or eight feet . There is good anchorage

at and near the city. Few cities in China are more strikingly situated ; none can

surpass it for uncleanliness. The port is the centre of a fairly rich country . Be

sides the common productions of the great plain of Hupeh , the cultivation of the

tungtsze tree, from which the tung oil is expressed, begins on the hills near Ichang

and extends westward into Szechuen . Opium is grown in considerable quantities in the

district and greatly interferes with the import of the foreign drug . Ichang is conveni.

ently situated as a mart for the tea districts of Hob-fung-chow , the produce of which

might , it is thought, be made suitable for foreign use. It was generally supposed

that, as Ichang is situated at the head of steamer navigation on the Yangtsze and

occupies a good position for trade , the port would speedily become an important
commercial centre . For the first three years these auticipations appeared little like

ly to be realised : the port cut a miserable figure the first year of its existence as a

treaty port. The returns for 1880 show, however, that Icbang is becoming a con

siderable distributing centre, and its inward transit trade is now only second to that

of Hankow . The total value of the trade for 1880 amonnted to Tls. 2,093,780, as

compared with Tls . 612,508 in 1879 , and Tls . 71,014 in 1878. Scarcely any for :
en

Opium is imported at this port , the native drug being generally used . The estimated

population of the port is 33,569.
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British Consulate.

DIRECTORY.

Medical Officer - E . P. McFarlane, M.D.

Tide-waiter- W.F. Kahler

Chinese Clerk - An Kai Ting

To -ying -ling -shil -shit.

Consul- Donald Spence (absent)

Imperial Maritime Customs.

ESTABLISHED CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

Rev. George Cockburi., M.A., and Mrs.

Cockburn

Rev. Andrew Dousley, B.A. , and Mrs.

Dowsley

Peter and Mrs. Wood , colporteurs

Acting Commissioner - F . A. Morgan

Assistant Examiner - L . Le Breton

CHUNGKING.

Chungking, one of the most important places in the large inland province of

Szechun, is situated in lat. 29 deg. 33 min. 50 sec. N. , and long. 107 deg. 2 min . E. ,

and occupies a rocky peninsula at the junction of the river Kia -ling -kiang with the

Upper Yangtsze, some 1,250 miles from the mouth of that great river . It is enclosed

by somewhat low but strong walls, about five miles in circumference, which enclose

the entire peninsula, and have seventeen gates, only nine of which open. The walls

were r built in 1761 by tie then Vicery. The city is closely built, every available

bit of ground being e vire l wit buildings. The population is e -timated at 250,000,

which includes that ofKiang-pel Tiny, a suburb on the opposite side of the Kia -ling,

wrongly d scribed by Blakiston as Li-min .

The city is the healquarters of a large and thriving trala, and from its situation

must natur illy be a very important mırt, but its capabil'ties and trade bave been

over-estimat-d , as also have i he resources of the province of Sz chuen, of which it is the

c.mmercial capital, anl it will probably be sometime lefore foreiners will ask for it

to be opened o trad . Uwer the provisions of the Chefoo Covation, a Br tish Con

sular Agent is allowed to risile in Chungking to watch ih ? conditions of British trade

in Sz chuen, but no at'empt hisy -t been male to make the ascent of the Yaugtsze to

that point in steamers. A consileralle quanti'y of British an l foreign manufactured

goods, however, find their w..y to Chungking in native craft.uted for the navigation

of the rapids. The Yingtsze is about 800 yarls ' wide at Chungking, but it is na

vigable for boats of light draug it as far as Cieng-til. Frm Chungking to this city

thì Yangtze in proporly called the Min -kiang . The Kia-ling is a river of some

importane-, anld considerable traffic is done on it. C'mungking, like most Chinese

cities, thongli pli asingly and picturesquely situated, is dirty and repulsive up in close

inspectiou.

DIRECTORY.

BRITISH CONSOLATE .

do .
Ta ying -li -shih -shui.

Consular Agent - Alexr . Hosie

Miss Kidd (Kweyang )

G :0. and Mrs. Parker ( Faucheng)

Mr. Prien do .

Mr. Hunt

Geo. and Mrs. King (Hanchung )

Miss Wilson do.

Miss Fawcett ilo .

G. F. Easton (Cbincheo,-Kansub)

CHINA INLAND MISSION.

S. R. Clarke (Chuugking )

J. R. Riley do .

G. W. anirs. Clarke (Kweiyang )

J. F. Mrs. Broil ton do.

Frank Trach (Kwiyang)

Mrs. McCarthy do .

NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF

SCOTLAND.

Johu Wilson, agent
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Chefoo is situated on the northern side of the Shantung Promontory, in lat,

37 deg. 35 min . 56 sec. N , and long. 124 deg . 22 min . 33 sec . E. The designation

by which it is generally krown among foreigners is a misnomer, as the town of

Yentai is really theport to which the namo bas come to be applied. Chefoo is a

barbour in the locality of Yertai, but has no connection with it.

When the town was first o cupied by the merchants of other nations, it was in

the possession of a number of French troops , and no definito foreign settlement was

then markºd out. The consequence is thatno plan bas ever been adopted in the

arrangement of the houses, and many of th - m have been in time surrounded by native

buildings. The Cbinese town is squalid and unicteresting. It is built ov the shore,

and possesses a fire sandy beach . The surrounding country is gently undulated for

some little distar.ce from the town , and beyond that the hills rise to a considerable

height and lend to the lardscape an intereiting and varied aspect .

Chefoo of late ytars bas become the resort of many for ign residents in China

in consequence of its very saluérious climat ». It is said to be the bealthiest port in

China. In winter , when the Pei- ho is frozen , mercbandise and mails for Tintsin and

some of the more northern cities are landed at this port and conveyed to their destina

tions overland . The barbour is commodious and possesses sufficient depth of water

for vessels of consid - rablu draught, but it is exposed to s :rong gales which prevail at

certain seasons of the year. Chefoo will be benceforth noted as the place where Sir

Thomas Wade and Grand S. cretary Li Hung -chaug concluded ibe " Chefoo

Convention " in September, 1876, and thus brought to a termination the negotiations

which bad heen pending so long respecting the reparation demanded by the British

Government for the murder of Mr. A. R. Margiry in Yunnan . The population of

Chefoo is estimated at 35,000 .

The trade of Chefoo, like that of Nuwchwang, is principally in Bancake and

Beans, of which large quantities are annually exported to the southern ports of

China. In 1880, the net export of Beancake amounted to 967,717 piculs and of

Beans to 189,873 piculs as against 1,181,534 piculs of the former and 193,601 piculs

of the latter in 1879. The quantity of Opium inported in 1880 amounted to 2,402

piculs as compared with 3,536 picuis in 1879. This import steadily declined for

several years, owing partly to the increased cultivation of the poppy in Slanting

and partly to the dreadlul famines which bave desolated the province, but revived

again in 1878 and 1879, probably on account of a decreased production of the ra'ive

drug; last year it showed a large decline, owing to the poppy being again extensively

cultivated. The total value of the trade of the port for P380 was Tls. 9,905,815,

and for 1879 to Tls. 10,963,498 .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates,

大 英 領事 署

Ta-ying -ling-shi-shu.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Consul-H. P. McClatchie

Constable - W . Van Ess

比利時領事 署

Pi-li-shih -ling - shi-shu .

BELGIUM

Consul — T . T. Fergusson

大法 領事 署

Ta - fa -ling -shi- shu .

FRANCE.

Vice- consul - H . P. McClatchie

大美 領事 署

Ta-mei-ling-shi-shu.

UNITED STATES

Consular Agent - A . M. Eckford
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德意志 領事 署

Tay - eh - chu -ling-shi-shu.

GERMANY.

l'ice -consul - C . Hagen

布林 晏 領事 署

Poo-lin -yen -liny-shi-shu.

AUSTRIA - IIUNGARY.

Acting Consul-- H . P. McClatchie

$ 12

LIGHTHOUSES.

Chefoo Light - D. Wisas (light-keeper in

charg )

Shantung Tright-- C. G. Amy (light-keeper

in charge ), C. Sellinthin (light- keepers)

Houki Light ( light-keeper

in charge ), J. Anderson

“ LING FENG ' REVENUE STEAMER.

Commander - J. Farrow

First Officer - G . Hext

Second Officer --G . Rome (absent)

First Engineer - R. W. Wolfend n (acting )

Second Engineer --Armstrong (absent )

do . R. W. Wolfenden

Gunner - J. Phillips

Quartermaster - W . H. Legg

Insurance Offices.

Clarke , Head & Co. , agents

Marine Insurance Company, Limited

Imperial Fire InsuranceCompany

Cornabé & Co. , agents

Germanic Lloyds'

Royal Insurance Company of Liverpool

( Fire and Life)

Canton Insurance Office

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

每 星 署

Ta l'og - ling-shi -shu-kuoh.

Russia.

Vice-consul - T. T. Fergusson

瑞 獨 領事 署

S./-naon -Zing- shi-sha .

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

l'ice -consul - A . M. Eckford

丹 國 領事 署

Tan -kwoh -ling - shi-shu .

DENMARK .

Vice- consul-W. J. Clarke

大 荷蘭 領事 署

Ta-ho -lan -ting-shi-shu.

NETHERLANDS .

Acting Consul- A . M. Eckford

意大利 署

E -ta -lee-ling -shi-shu.

ITALY.

Consular Agent - . Balabio

大 日 大 領 享 署

Ta - jih -pen -ling-shi-shu.

JAPAN.

Consular Agent - G . F. Maclean

東海 聯

Tum IIai- .

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Commissioner - George Hughes

Assistants - F . S. Uuwin, C. A. Penning

ton , R. de Nully , H. C. Wadman

Chinese Clerk - Ho Pin Wên

Medical Officer - J. G. Brereton , L.R.C.S.I.

Tiderurveyor and Harbour Master - T. C.

Jennings

Boat Officer -- Thos. Cubbins

Examiner -- P . H. Purcell

Assistant Examiner - T . M. Campbell

Tile-waiters-W. H. Williams, G. Roberts

J.H.Wills,H , E. Taubert, H. H. Montell

Crasemann and Hagen, agents

Oosterling Sea and Fire Insurance Com

pany of Batavia

Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance

Company of Batavia

Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance Company

of Batavia

Berlin and Cologne Fire Insurance Co.

Bremen Underwriters

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Batavia Sea and Fire Iusurance Co.

E Shun & Co. , agents —

China Merchants' Insuravce Co.

On tai Insurance Company, Limited

Fergusson & Co., agents

Lloyds'

North China Insurance Company

North British and Mercantile Fire Insur

ance Company

China Fire Insurance Company

Merchants Shipping and Underwriters'

Association of Melbourne

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
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Maclean , Geo . F. , agent

Union Insurance Society of Canton

China Traders' Insurance Co. , Limited

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Scottish Imperial Insurance Company

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL S. N. Co.

Fergusson & Co., agents

寶與

Po-hing .

Crasemann & Hagen , merchants

E. Crasemann (absent)

C. Hagen

G. Gipperich

A. Balabio , silk inspector

F. Irans

CHINA COAST STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY.

Fergusson & Co. , agents

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Crasemann & Hagen, agents

烟台 輪船 招商局

CHINA MERCHANTS' STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY.

E Shun & Co. , agents

怡 順

E Shun .

E Shun & Co. , merchants

Chan U Ting

Chan King Ting

滋 大

Tseu-ta .

Fergusson & Co. , merchants

T. T. Fergusson

F. Ju Jardin

E. A. ThimmMITSU BISHI MAIL Co.

G. F. Maclean , agent

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANK .

Fergusson & Co. , agents

傅 利

Foo - lee.

Fuller, W. R. , architect and builder

Merchants, Professions, and Trades, Gardner & Co. , bakers and provisioners

Mrs. F. E. Gardner

Brereton , J. G. , L.K.Q.C.P.I., L.R.C.S.I. ,

L.M. , Medical Officer to I.M. Customs

Chefoo Filanda

Crasemann & Hagen , agents

A. Balabio, manager

Lyell , Thomas, marine surveyor

寶順

Pow-zun.

Maclean, Geo. F. , merchant

Platt, A.R. , M.D., medical practitioner

Clarke, Head & Co. , merchants

W. J. Clarke

R. L. Head 老 沙 遜

Lau-sa-soon.

Sassoon , Sons & Co. , D. , merchants

R. M. Moses

E. S. Kelly

Consterdine & Co. , H. , navy contractors and

storekeepers

W. R. Fuller

B. J. Price

J. L gg

和 記

新沙 遜

Sun - sa - soon .

Sassoon & Co., E. D. , merchants

A. J. Davil, manager

A. E. Moses

Ho kee ,

Cornabé & Co. , merchants

W. A. Cornabé (absent)

A. M. Eckford

A. R. Donnelly

J. C. Thomson

A. P. Seth

L. Allin

PA TU

Ha - lee.

witas & Co. , H. , naval contractors an

storekeepers

J. C. Biehl
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Ad . Hansen

H. A. Hansen

J. Block

W. Hillesley

H. Topp

J. R. Vincent

Smith & Co. , J. , storekeepers and com

pradores

J. Smith

J. Besse

Yentai Butchery, Park Lane

W. Knight, proprietor

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN Mission .

Rev. Joby L. Nevius, D.D. (absent)

Rev. Hunter Corbett

Rev. J. A. Lyenberger

Miss C. B. Downing

Miss Jennie Anderson

Hotels.

* Chefoo Family Hotel,” Tungslun, on

beach jo

E. Newman, proprietor and manager

UNITED PREBYTERRIAN CHURCH OF

SCOTLAND MISSION AND NATIONAL

BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

Rev. Alex . Williamson, B.A. , LL.D.

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION .

Rev. N. Jourdan

Rev. John Liu

14 29
Sea View House Hotel”

W. R. Fuller

* Beach Hotel ”
AMERICAN SOUTHERN BAPTIST Mission .

Mrs. N. P. Schütt , proprietrix Rev. T. P. Crawford , D.D.

Mis. T. P. Crawford (absent)
Glenvue llouse ”

Rev. Mr. and Mrs. McCulloch
Mrs. F. E. Gardner

Mrs. J. L. Holmes (al.seni)

Miss Lottie Moon
Missionaries .

AT TSINAN - FOO .
ENGLISH BAPTIST MISSION .

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION .
Rev. A. G. Jones ( Tsing clow -foo )

Rev. John Tate Kitts do . Rev. S. A. Hunter, M D.

Rev. Arthur Sowerby
Rev. J. Murray

Rev. J. Whitewrigit

AT TUNG -CHOW -FOO .

CHURCH OF ENGLAND MISSION
AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION,

Rt. Rev. Chas. P. Scott, Bishop in North Rev. C. R. Mills

China Rev. C. W. Mateer

Rev. Mis Greenwood, M.A. Mrs. E. 1. ( app

Rev. C. Corfe Mrs. J. M. Shaw

A. Capel Miss A. de M. H. Kelsie, M.D.

TAKU .

This village is situated at the mouth of the Pei-ho, on the southern side of the

river, about sixty - seven miles from Tientsin . The land is so flat at Taku that it is

dificult for a stranger to detect the entrance to the river. There are two anchorages ,

an outer and inner . The form.?r esiends from the Customs Junks to three miles

outside the Bar, seaward ; the latter from Liang - kia -yuan on the south to the

Customs Jetty, Tz'chu -lin, ou tte north . The village is a poor one, possessing few

shops, no buildings of interest except the forts, and the only foreign residents are

the Customs emplorés, some pilots, and the mernbers of the Vice -Consular establish

ment. A British Vice-Consul is stationed at Takı and receives the papers of all

British sailing vessels bound for Tientsin as will as Tiku ; steamers retain theirs

until arrival at Tientsin. A line of telegraph was constructed in the early part of

1879 fr Taku io Tientsin by the Provincial Authoriiies, and now regularly

* orked by them .
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Taku is mer rable on account of the engagements that have taken place

between its forts aui' the British and French naval forces. The first attack was made

on the 20th M. , 1858, by the British squadron under Sir Michael Symour, when

the forts were paused and Lord Elgin proceeded to Tientsin , where on the 26th June

he signed the famous Treaty of Tientsin. The second attack, which was fatally

unsuccessful, was made by the British forces in June, 1859. The third took place on

the 21st August , 1860, when the forts were captured, the booms placed across the

river destroyed, and the British ships sailed triumphantly up to Tientsin . From the

description of the place in “ The Treaty Ports of China , ” we gather that the water on

the bar ranges from about two to fourteen feet at the Springstides.. The Cinese

name of the bar is Lau -kiar. g-sha . At certain states of the tide , steamers are obliged .

to anchor outside until there is sufficient water to cross , but they are seldom detained

very long. Towards the end of autumn it sometimes happens that the river is so

low that vessels drawing over seven feet of water are unable to get up to Tientsin ,

but this is by no means a common occurrence. The river and the northern edge of

the gulf are generally frozen in about the 9th December, and few vessels attempt an

entry after the end of November. The ice breaks up, as a rule , about the second

week in March .

DIRECTORY.

Imperial Maritime Customs . TAKU PILOT COMPANY.

Assistant Tide-surveror - W . F. Stevenson A. G. Baxter | W. Blanchard

Tide waiter - W . Fiench W. Boad W. Grant

Signalman - H . A. Behnke
J. Young N. l'rurvlie

G. Mitchell C. B, Sherman

J. C. Hill Jas. Watts, secretary

Lihtship Taku .
G. W. Hicks | C. Parker, clerk

Captain - Jas Sloane

Mate-L. O. Mediens

TAKU TUG AND LIGHTER COMPANY .

Light Keeper - W . Kui ht
James Watts , secretary

C. Parker, clerk

IMPERIAL NAVAL YARD.

Directors – G . Detring and Mah, Taotai
Tow BOATS .

Secretary - W . F. Stevenson Pathfinder, J. M Nisbet, engineer

Superintendent Shipwright - W . Grant Peiho , Wm . Wells, do .

do . Engineer-L. Andersen Orphan, Elijah Wells, do .

Clerk--W. Boad, Jr. Insolent,

TIENTSIN .

Tientsin is situated at the junction of the Grand Canal with the Peiho river in

lat. 39 deg. 3 min. 55 sec. N. and long. 117 deg. 3 min . 55 sec. E. It is distant from

Peking by river about 80 miles. It was formerly only a military station , but towards

the close of the 17th century it became a place of some importance . The walled

portion is small compared with the burbs, the circumference of the walls being

only a little over three miles. The ecipal trade is carried on in the suburbs. The

purely native city has the reputation of being exceptionally dirty , and the stench

from open drains in and about the city is said to be the cause of a bighi rate of

mortality there. There are a number of soap-boiling works in the neighbourhood,

and the smell that arises from them is most disagreeable .

A number of foreigners live in the suburbs of the native city , but the concession ,

which is situated about a mile and a balf farther down on the south bank of the

river , bas been largely taken up during the last few years , and is now pretty wel):

covered with buildings .

Tientsin will always be famous for the Treaty signed by Lord Elgin in a

temple since called the Treaty Temple, or Elgin's Jois - house, on the 26th June, 1858 ;
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and known as the Treaty of l'ientsin . The port is also infamously notorious for

the massacre of the French Sisters of Charity and otber foreigners on the 21st June,

1870, by a Chinese mob , under circuinstances of shocking brutality. A small daily

paper called the Northern Post was started on the 1st December last. Tientsin is now

connected with Shangbai by telegraph , a line baving been constructed overland last

year and opened to traffic on the 28th December . The population of Tientsin is

estimated at 930,000.

There is a fair foreign trade done at Tientsin compared with the other open ports.

When the port was first opened , it is said that money was picked up very quickly

by the few merchants then on the scene. In course of time, however, the Chinese

began to make headway, and they have the trade now pretty well in their own hands .

A recent Customs' report speaks of one great advantage that natives here have over

foreign competitors. The former “ purchase their stocks in Shanghai when there is

a favourable market, rarely if ever insure their goods, and by selling in small quan

tities , and constituting themselves tbeir own salesmen, at once procure ready buyers ,

and save the standing commission to which the compradores of foreigners are

entitled .” The export trade of Tientsin is very small compared with the import .

Cotton is cultivated in the locality, and some years ago great expectations were

entertained concerning it . Coal , it is believed , will shortly be exported in large

quantities when the coal mines are in full working order. ' The Tea exported goes

principally to Russia and Siberia, via Kiachta. In 1889, 296,869 picuis were exported

by this route, compared with 400,004 piculs in 1879. Opium to the extent of

3,219 piculs was imported in 1880, as compared with 5,181 piculs in 1879. The

total value of the trade of the port in 1880 was Tls . 21,668,434 as compared with

Ts. 24,365,442 in 1879 .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates . DENMARK

GREAT BRITAIN . Acting Consul–C. Waeber

(For Tientsin and Peking. )

Acting Consul - T. L. Bullock
BELGIUM

Assistant

Consul - W . Forbes

Constable-H. Teomans PORTUGAL.

FRANCE.
Consul — John J. Hatch

Consul-C . Dillon
NETHERLANDS.

Chancelier Interprete – J. Hte . Frandin

Constable - J . Gall
Acting Consul-- T. L. Bullock

大 俄國 領事衙門 JAPAN .

Ta-ngo kwo ling -sz - ya -mun.

RUSSIA.

Consul for Tientsin , Newchwang and Che

foo - Shinichiro Takezoye

Consul-C . Waeber
Secretary - Hisasi Shiman ura

六 美國 領事 信 片

Ta-mi-kuo -ling -shih-ya-men.
AUSTRIA -HUNGARY..

UNITED STATES . Acting Consul - T . L. Bullock

Consul- Jas. C. Zuck

Vice -consul

Acting Interpreter - R . H. Maclay

工部

Marshal - Jacob Gall
Kung-pu .

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL .

大 德國領事衙門 Chairman - G . Detring

Ta te-kuo-ling-shih ya-men.

Hon . Treasurer-S. A. Hardoon

GERMANY.
IIon . Secretary - W . H. Gubbins

Acting Consul — P . G. von Möllendorff Members - A . D. Startseff, Wm. Forbes

Constable-H . Rubart
Superintendent of Police - S. E. Williams
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Imperial Maritime Customs .

津 海關

Ching-hai- kew m .

Commissioner --G . Detring

Assists . - J. W. Carrall , C.C. Clarke, T. F.

Oiesen, Hugh Lyall

Tide Surveyor and Harbour Master - IV .

N. Lovatt

Acting Asst. Tide Surveyor - W.F.Steve : .

son ( Taku )

Chief Examiner - A . B. Menzies

Examiner--C. C. de Castro

Assistant E.caminers -EF. Ottaway, E.

Malloy , E. MacCarty

Tide-waiters — W . French ( Taku ) R. Mac

gregor, F. Oehl, A. Ladage, H. J. H.

Kirchboff

Signalman - H . A. Behnke ( Taku )

Berthing Officer - 5. E. Williams

China Fire Insurance Company, Limited

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Meyer & Co., E , agents

Únion Insurance Society of Canton

Prussian National Insurance Companiy,

of Stettin

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

pilson , Jas . , agent

Sun Fire Office

輪船 招商 津局

CHINA MERCHANTS' STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY.

Managing Director — Tong King Sing

Manager - Wong Fa -Nung, agent China

Merchants Marine Insurance Co.

Assistants - Sib Chung Yung, Ng Yüt Mling,

Ching Pirg- foo

中國電報局

Choig -lucol -kit-1 -fong.

IMPERIAL CHINESE TELEGRAPH.

Wong Fa Nung, agent

Č . Shou Cheong

Hong Yee

CUSTOMS POSTAL DEPARTMENT.

Postal Clerk - P . Poletti

DETACHED,

Deputy Commissioner - W . H. Clayson

Captain - T. E. Cocker

First Officer - S. J. Johnstone

First Engineers - J. Kirkwood, R. Wolfen

den

Gunner - T . W. Leat

Insurances .

Collins & Co. , G. W., agents ,

London and Lancashire Insurance Co.

Cordes & Co. , A. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association

North China Insurance Company

Germanic Lloyds'

Berlin Cologne Fire Insurance Joint

Stock Co.

Scottish Imperial Fire and Life Insurance

Company

Hamburg Malgeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Forbes, William , agent

Imperial Fire Office

Lloyds'

China Traders' Insurance Company

North British & Mercantile Insurance

Company

Marine Insurance Company

開平礦務局

Hoi-ping -luong-mo -kook .

CHINESE ENGINE RING AND MINING

CUMPANY.

Tong King -ine, general manager

R. R. Burnett, M.I.C.E., engitter i : chef

C. W. Kinder, A.M.I.C.E., resid : : ; et ,

gineer

J. M. Molesworth , assistant engineer

J. Guest, foreman mechanic

J. Nichols, foreman sinker

J. Odger, winder

W. Edwards, do .

M. Jarvies, do.

J. Purcell , «verman

R. Simpson, do.

W. Jones, do .

S. Mitchell, sinker

C. Williams, do.

Ahmet Alle, platelayer

Hatch & Co. , agents

Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance

Company

ChiefWork in 1881-2 ; Tong Colliery, near

Kaiping, North China, Lüté Canal

Worksand Railway, North China

Address for forei ers, care of H.B.S.

Consulate, Tientsin
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HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

CORPORATION

F. de Bovis, agent

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Wm . Forbes, agent

Mitsu BISHI MAIL STEAMSHIP Co.

Wm . l'orbes, agent

仁 記

Yan - ke.

Forbes, William , merchant and commission

agent

W. Forbes

W. H. Forbes

Frazer & Irwin , medical practitioners

John Frazer

Andrew Irwin
CHINA SHIPOWNER'S ASSOCIATION .

Jas. Wilson, agent

Professions , Trades, &c .

Astor House Hotel

保 順

Po-shun.

Hatch & Co., merchants

John J. Hatch

阜 通

Foo - toong.

Belogolovy, A. A. , merchant

A. A. Belogolovy

P. A. Popoff

• L. A. Stoliaroff

廣 隆

Kacong-loong.

Henderson, James, merchant

Hirsbrunner, Jas . , merchant and commis.

sion agent

G. C. F. Rodatz

Fi- 2mg.

Blow & Co. , H. , wine and spirit merchants

and general storekeepers

H. Blow

H. Knox

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , merchants

W. H. Gubbins

A. E. Reynell

益 利

Ye- li,

Boodilin , W. T, merchant

W. T. Bocdilin

T. M. Volosatoff

Shih Chang.

Meyer & Co. , E. , merchants

E. Meyer (Hamburg)

G. Fischer

M. Jansen

C. Wolter

H. Ballauf

C. Rump

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, merchauts

Jas. Wilson, agent

PH

Kao -lin .

Collins & Co. , Geo . W., commission agents,

wine merchants , tailors, shipchandlers,

and general storekeepers

G. W. Collins

W.C. C , Anderson (London)

W. W. Dickinson

John Wilson

裕 順 和

Yui-shen - h 10 .

Myres, C. , merchant

PELIK

Loong - shun.

Nefedieff, N. A. , merchant

P. A. Ponomareff & Co. , agents
信 遠

Sin -yuen.

Cordes & Co. , A. , merchants

August C. Cordes (Hamburg)

H. von Dreusche

G. Hansen

J. Heick

C. Bruhn (Hamburg)

昌 豐

Fung -chong.

Pethick , Maclay & Co. , merchants

W. N. Pethick

R. H. Maclay
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Foo -chang.

Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co. , merchants

A. A. Belogolovy, agent

ENGLISH BAPTIT MISSION

Rev. Timothy Richard ( Tai-yuen -foo

Shansi)

Rev. A. Sowerby ( Tai-yuen -foo )

Miss Sowerby do .

恒順

Hung-shun .

Ponomareff & Co. , P. A. , merchants

P. A. Ponomareff (! Iankow)

J. N. Brianskih

J. E Melentieff

N. A. Cumming

METHODIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY,

TIENTSIN AND LAOLING .

Rev. J. Innocent and family

Rev. J. Robinson and family

Rev. G. T. Candlin and family

D. Steuhouse, M.D. and family

Rev. J. Hinds

ho

Rodinoff & Co. , A. L , merchants

A. D. Startseff, agent

AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS .

Rev. C. A. and Mrs. Stanley

Rev. A. H. and Mrs. Smith, Pang

Chia Tswang,Shantung

Rev. H. D. Porter, M.D. and Mrs.

Porter, Pang Chia Tswang Shantung

Sassoon , Sons & Co. , D. , merchants

S. A. Hardoun

G. J. Shekury

沙 宣

Sing-sa - sun .

Sassoon & Co. , E. D. , merchants

Abraham Ezra, agent

A. S. Silas

AMERICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL

MISSION

Rev. L. W. Pilcher

Rev. W. F. Walker

Miss L. A. Howard , M.D.

Miss Mary Q. Porter

順豐 ROMAN CATHOLIC .

Chun - fung.
Rev. F. H. Coqset

Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co., merchants

GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR EUROPEANS.A. D. Startseff

A. N. Kooznetsoff Sister Superior - M . Dutrouilh and six Sis

ters ofCharity
F. A. Borovitsky

D. Ivanoff

J. Kiseleff
Imperial Arsenal.

Superintendent Engineer - J. Stewart

Cartridge maker -- C . J. ShortlandVrard & Co. , L. , storekeepers

P. Loup

F. Loup INDEPENDENT ORDER OF GOOD

J. Krüger TEMPLARS.

***** Tientsin Lodge, No. 2.

Wilson, James, merchant and general com- c .Myers, H.D.G. W.C.T.

mission agent

J. McDonald, Lodge Deputy

Missionaries .
KALGAN .

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Rev. J. Lees

Rev. Dr. J. Kenneth Mackenzie

Rev. A. King

順豐

Chun -fung.

Tokmakoff, Sheveleff & Co., merchants

Molchapoff and Kokooin



PEKING.

The present capital of China was formerly the Northern capital oply, as its name

denotes , but it is now really the metropolis of the Central Kingdum . Peking is

situated on a sandy plain 13 miles S.W. of the Pei-ho river, and abou: 110 miles from

its mouth , in latitude 39 deg. 54 min . N. and longitude 116 deg . 27 inin . E. or nearly

on the parallel of Naples. A canal connects the city with the Pei-ho. Peking is ill

adapted by situation to be the capital of a great Empire, nor is it in a position to

become a great manufacturing or industrial centre. The products of all parts of

China naturally find their way to the seat of Government, but it gives little save

bullion in return .

From Dr. Dennys's description of Peking we quote the following brief historical

sketch : - “ The city formerly existing on the site of the southern portion of Peking

was the capital of the Kingdom of Yan . About 222 B.C. , this kingdom was over

thrown by the Chin dynasty and the seat of Government was removed elsewhere.

Taken from the Chins by the Khaitans about 936 A.D. , it was some two years after

wards made the southern capital of that people. The Kin dynasty subduing the

Khaitans, in their turn took possession of the capital calling it the Western

Residence .' About A.D. 1151, the fourth sovereign of the Kins transferred the court

thither, and named it the Central Residence . In 1215 , it was captured by Genghis

Khan . In 1264, Kublai Khan fixed his residence there, giving it the title of Chung

tu, or Central Residence , the people at large generally calling it Shun -t'ien - fu. In

1267 A.D. , the city was transferrel 3 li (one mile) to the North of its then site, and it

was then called Ta-tu - the Great Residence .' The old portion became what is now

known as the ' Chinese city'and the terms ' Northern ' and ' Southern'city , or more

commonly nei- cheng ( within the wall ) and wai-cheng (without the wall) came into

use . The native Emperors who succeeded the Mongol dynasty did not, however,

continue to make l king the seat of Government. The court was shortly afterwards

removed to Nanking, which was considered the chief city of the Empire until, in 1421 ,

Yung Lo, the third Emperor of the Ming dynasty, again beld his court at Peking,

since which date it has remained the capital of China."

The present city of Peking is divided into two portions, the Northern or Tartar

city and the Southern or Chivese. The former is being gradually encroached upon

by the Chinese , and the purely Manchu section of the capital will soon be very limited.

The southern city is almost exclusively occupied by Chinese. The general shape of

Peking may be roughly represented by a square placed upon an oblong, the former

standing for the Tartar and the latter for the Chinese city . The whole of the capital

is, of course, walled. The walls of the Tartar city are the strongest . They average

50 feet in hight and 40 in width , and are buttressed at intervals of about 60 yards.

The parapets are loop -boled and crenelated . They are faced on both sides with brick,

the space between being filled with earth and concrete. Each of the gateways is

surmounted by a three -storied dagoda. The walls of the Chinese city are about

30 feet in bigbt, 25 feet thick at the base, and 15 feet wide on the terre plein . The

total circumference of the walls round the two cities slightly exceeds twenty miles.

The Tartar city consists (Dr. Williams tell us) of three enclosures, one within

the other, each surrounded by its own wall. The innermost, called Kin - ching or

Prohibited City, contains the Imperial Palace and its surrounding buildings ; the

second is occupied by the several offices appertaining to the Government and by

private residences of officials ; while the outer consists of dwelling -houses, with shops

in the chief avenues. The Chinese city is the business portion of Pekiog , but it

presents few features of interest to the sigbt-seer, while the enclosure knownas the
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Prohibited City is, as its title denotes, forbidden to all foreign visitors. The

numerous temples, the walls, the Imperial Observatory, the Foreign Legations , and

the curio shops are the chief attractions to the tourist. The streets of the Chinese

metropolis are kept in a most disgraceful condition. In the dry season the pedestrian

sinks deep in noxious dust, and in wet weather he is liable to be drowned in the torrents

that rush along the thoroughfares, where the constant traffic has worn away the soil.

There is an air of decay about Peking, which extends even to the finest of the

temples. The population of Peking is not accurately known, but according to a

Chinese estimate, which is probably slightly in excess, it is 1,300,000, of whom

900,000 reside in the Tartar aud 400,000 in the Chinese city: There is no direct

foreign trade with Peking, and the small foreign population is made up of the

members of the various Legations , the Maritime Customsestablishment, the professors

at the College of Peking, and the missionary body .

DIRECTORY.

Legations.

大 俄國 欽差公署

大 苑 國欽差 公署
Ta 0 -kno Ch'in -ch'ai Kung -shu .

Ta Ying-kuo Ch'in - ch'ai Kung - shu . Russian .

BRITISH . Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
tentiary - E . de Butzow

poientiary, and Chief Superintendent of Militury Attaché - Colonel W. de Bodisco
Sect. of Legation — A . Koyander (abs nt)

British Trade in China.--Sir Thos.

Francis Wade, K.C.B.
First Intorpreter — P. Popoff

Secretary of Legation – The Hon . T. G. Physiez:---E . Bretschneider, M.D.

Grosvenor, C.B.
Student Interpreters. - J. Dmitrewsky , N.

2nd Secretary - C . T. Maude
Popoff

Chinese Secretary - E. C. Baber

Postmaster-N. Gomboyeff

Assistant Chinese Secretary - W.C. Hillier

(absent)

Acting Chinese Secretary - W . Warry
大 德意志 國 欽差公署

Accountant - A . E. Pirkis, C.B. Ta Té-i -chih -kuo Ch’in -ch'ai Kung-shu.

Surgeon -- S. W. Bushell, M.D. (absent) GERMAN.

Acting Chaplain --- Rev. W. Brereton

Students-- W.Warry, E. D. HomeFraser, Envoy Extraordinary andMinister Plenipo

tentiary-M. von Brandt

,Fulford,G.V.Fittock, P. O'Brien -Butler, Secretary of Legation---Count von Tatten .

bach

R. H. Mortimore, H. B. Joly

ActingSergeant of Escort - R . D. Herring Student Interpreters – Dr. Lenz, Baron von

Secretary and Interpreter - C . Arendt

Constables - Posnett, Wilkin, Bruce
Seckendorff, Baron von Ketteler

Constable - G . Ritter

大 法郎 西 國 欽差公署

Ta Fa -lang -hsi-kuo Ch'in -ch'ai Kung -shu.

FRENCH.
大 澳 斯馬加 國 欽差 公署

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

TaAo - s8u -ma -chia- kuo Ch'in - ch'ai Kung -shu.
potentiary - A . Bourée

First Secretary of Legation
AUSTRO -HUNGARIAN.

Second Sect. ofLegation - Vte. de Semalle Minister Resident and Consul-General for

Interpreter Chancelier - P. Ristelhueber China - Chevalier Hoffer von Hofferfeldt

Student Interpreters – V . Collin de Planey, (residing at Tokio)

M. Jametel, c . Imbault-Huart Interp . - J . Haas (residing at Shanghai)
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BELGIAN .

Minist Resident--Count C. E. de Noi

durig

Secrriary Interpreter-J. Michell

大 秘魯 國 欽差 曾

Ta Pi-lu kuo Ch'in - ch’ai Kung Kuan.

PERUVIAN .

Minister Resident

ITALIAN .

Minister Resident - Count Ferdinand de Luca

Chinese Secretary - N . N.

Imperial Maritime Customs.

總 稅務 司 署

Tsung- Shui-vu-88ü Kung- ehu .

INSPECTORATE GENERAL .

Inspector General- Robert Hart

Chief Secretary

Chinese Secretary - E . Farego

Audit do . -J. Smith

Private Secretary - B . M. Bredon

Statistical do . -E. McKean (Shanghai)

Non - Resident do.-J. D.Campbell(London)

Marine do. (vacant )

Acting Assistant Secietary - T. Piry

Acting Assistant Chinese Secretary - A. P.

Happer

Act ng Assist.Audit Secretary-H.M.Hillier

Acting Assistant Statistical Secretary - J.

Acheson ( Shanghai)

Assist W. F. Spinney, F. E. Taylor,

J. K. B azier, G. F. Montgomery, H,

Lyall, P. von Kebrberg J. Morris, L.

H. Volia palli

Posil Clie - J . P. Donovan

Gas Engin -Thos. Child , C. B. Mears

Medical Clieer - J. Dudgeon , M.D.

大和顏國欽差 八 字

Ta Ho -lan -kuo Ch’in -ch’ai Kuy-ehu.

NETHERLANDS.

Minister Resident- J H. Ferguson

Secretary Interpreter - J. Rhein

大 日 斯巴 尾牙 國 欽差 公署

TaJih -ssi -pa -ni-ya -kuo Ch'in - ch'ai Kung-shu

SPANISH .

Minister Plenipotentiary for China , Siam ,

& Annam - T. Rodriguez y Muñoz

1st. Sec. of Legation- R. Gil de Urbani

3rd do. - Luis de Agar

3rd do . --H. Ozorio

Interpreter- Juan de Licópolis Marzal

大 美國 欽差公署

Ta Mei-luo Ch'in - ch'ai Kung-shu .

UNITED STATES.

Envoy Estraordinary and Minister Plenipo

tentiary

Secretary of Legution, and Chinese Interpreter

- Chester Holcombe, Chargé d'Affaires

Assista t-C . Taylor

同 文 館

THẬ- cen-icon.

COLLEGE OF PEKING .

President - W . A. P. Martin, LL.D. (ab.

sent)

Professor of Chemistry - Anatole Billequin

Professor of Mathematics-- Li Shen -lan

Professor of Anatomy and Physics—J .

Dudgeon , M.D.

Professor of Astronomy and Meteorology

S. Marcus Russell, M.A.

Professor of French-C. Vapereau

Professor of German and Russian - Dr.

Pander

Professor of English - C . H. Oliver, M.A.

Profs. of Chinese Literature - Four Chinese

Chü- jin

Proctors-Four Chinese Officials

RUSSIAN OBSERVATORY.

Director . - Dr H. Fritsche

大 日本國欽差 公署

Ta- Jih -pen -kuo Ch'in-ch'ai Kung-shu .

JAPANESE .

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary

Secretary of Legation-- ] be Taiche Jugoi

Military Attaché - Kajiyama Teisuke

Medical Officer - Motchiyoshi Sakuma

Accountant - Nambu Hirosbi (absent)

Attaché - Nakashima Takashi

Medical Assistant - Ikari Kojiro

English Interpreter - Tamana Sadakatsu

Chinese Interpreter - Nakada Takanori

Student Interpreters - Goh Kèita , Teï Na

gikune

Missionaries .

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

J. Dudgeon , M.D. , C.M.

Rev. J. Gilmour, M.A.

S. E. Meech

Rev. Geo. Owen
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NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND . AMERICAN I'RESBYTIRIAN MISSON.

W. H. Murray, agent Rev. J. Wberry

Rev. D. C. McCoy (absent)

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY. Rev. J , L. Whiting

Rev. W. Brereton
B. E. Atterbury, M.D.

Miss D. M. Douw (alsent)

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR Miss M. E. Batt

FOREIGN MISSIONS U.S.A.

AT PEKING .
AMERICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Rev. Fenry Blodget, D.D. (absent) MISSION .

Rev. W. S. Ament
Rev. IIiram H. Lowry

W.C. Noble , treasurer and superintendent Rev. G.R. Davis

of press

Rev. J.H. Pyke (absent)

Miss J. E. Chapin
Rev. 0. W. Willits

Miss A. Haven
Rev. F. D. Gamewell

Miss Clara M. Cushman
AT TIENTSIN .

Miss Annie B. Sear's
Rev. C. A. Stanley

Miss E. U. Yates
Rev. W. P. Sprague

AT PANG CHIA (SHANTUNG .) FRENCH CATHOLIC MISSION .

Rev. H. D. Porter, M.D. MonseigneurL.G Delaplace, vicarapostolic

Rev. A. H Smith Revs. Alph. Favier, Sarthou , P. d'Addosio,

Miss M. H. Porter A. Humblot, J. B. Delemasure, J. Gar

rignes, J. B. Fioritti, F. Wijnhoven, A.

AT TUNG -CHAU .
Provost, S. Delebarre, J. Salette, Allofs

Rev. L. D. Chapin, se retary
Mother Jaurias and 3 ) Sisters of Charity

Rev. C. Goodrich

Rev. D. Z. Sheffield

Miss M. E. Andrews RUSIAN GRFEK ORTHODOX MISSION .

Miss J. G. Evans Archimandrite Favian

AT KALGAN .

TRADES , & c .
Rev. Mark Williams

Kierulff, P.,commission agent, storekeeper,
Rev. J. H. Roberts

and dealer in curios.

Rev. F. M. Chapin
P. Kierulff

Miss N. Diament

H. Kierulff
Miss E , M. Garr tson

Miss Murdack , M.D.

Vrarl & Co., L., storekeepers

AT PAC - 1 : Foo . 1. Tallieu , manager

Rev , I. Pierson

Rev. W. H. Shaw “ French Hotel ”

A. H. Peck , M.D. L. Vrard & Co. , prorietors

Miss L. B. Pierson C. Tullivu, manager

NEWCIWANG .

Newchwang is the most northerly port in Chinit open . ' foreign trade. It is

situated in the province of Shing -king, in Munchuria. It is called by the natives

Ying- tz, and lies about thirteen miles from the inouth of the river Liao, which falls

into the Gulf of Liao- tung, a continuation of the Gulf of Fechili.
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Before the port was opened, comparatively little was known of this part of the

Central Kingdom . Situated in a wild region, the greater part of which was a few

years since little else but a wilderness , it was never visited by outsiders. Manchuria

is now , however, being rapidly colonised by the Chinese, who already outnumber the

natives. The word Ying -tz means military station,and that was the only use formerly

made of the place . Between the years 1858 and 1860, the British fleet assembled in

Ta lienwan Bay, and early in 1861 the foreign settlement was established. The town

of Newchwang itself is distant from Ying-tz about thirty miles, and is a sparsely

populated and unimportant place.

The country about the port of Newch wang is bare and desolate , and in sailing

up the river one encountersanything but a pleasant prospect. Ying- tz issurrounded

by dreary marshes, and the land under cultivation produces .principally Beans.

The river is closed by ice for more th in three months every year, during which

period the residents are entirely cut off from the outer world . The climate, however,

is healthy and bracing . The population of the place is estimated at 60,000 .

The chief articles of trade of the port are Beans and Bean -cake, 2,120,819 piculs

of the former and 1,350,918 piculs of tbe latter being exported in 1880 as against

1,858,444 piculs and 1,800,503 piculs respectively in 1879. The trade in Beans and

Bean-cake bas shown a pretty steady increase during the last thirteen years. The net

quantity of Opium imported in 1880 was 1,186 picals as against 2,453 piculs in 1879 .

The quantity of Opium imported bas fluctuated a good deal during the last few

years, but generally speaking the decline bas been constant, the poppybeing largely

and successfully cultivated in Manchuria. The totalvalue of the trade of the port

for 1880 amounted to Tis . 6,725,036 as against Tls . 8,214,614 in 1879 .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates .

GREAT BRITAIN .

Consul— Herbert J. Allen

Constable -- Chas, Farmer

FRANCE.

Vice.consul - Herbert J. Allen

GERMANY.

rice -consul - Herbert J. Allen

Imperial Maritime Customs .

Commissioner - Walter T. Lay

Assistants - B . Seymour Leslie, J. II . Hunt,

E. V. Touzalin

Medical Officer-J. Watson , M.D.

Tide- Surveyor and Harbour Master — T . J.

Ballard ( cting )

Chief Examiner-W. J. Sayle

Assistant Examiner - J . Ecclestone

Tiderraiters - J . Loft, J. Edgar, G. With

lock , E. C. Trecillus, J. Keeble

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Vice-consul- E. Cousins

NETHERLANDS.

Consul - J . J. F. Bandinel

UNITED STATES.

Vice - Consul- J.J. F. Bandinel

REVENUE CRUISER “ Hwa Shu."

Master - G . Deiiz

AUSTRIA -HUNGARY,

Consul - Herbert J. Allen

LIGHTSHIP “ NEWCHWANG . "

Master - W . Trebing

First Mate - W . W.Orfeur

Second Mate -- G . Deitz (iu charge of Tender)

Third Light-keeper - J. H. Hammaren

DENMARK.

Vice - consul - Herbert J. Allen
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Insurance Offices.

Bandinel & Co. , agents

Imperial Fire Insurance

Germanic Lloyd's

Ker - li.

Clyatt & Co. , storekeepers, auctioneers,

commission agents, and coal merchants

W. B. Clyatt

Cousins & Co. , merchants

E. Cousins

Bush Brothers, agents

North China Insurance Company

China Traders Insurance Co., Limited

Canton Insurance Office

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Lloyds ' , London

Hongkong Fire Insurance Office

Lancashire Insurance Co.

Scottish Imperial Insurance Company

(Fire and Life)

The Underwriting and Agency Asso

ciation , London

Davies & Co., T. , shipchandlers and store

keepers

T. Davies

Heuckendorff, J. J. , surveyor for Lloyds.

agents , German Lloyds' and local offices'

Cousins & Co. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Union Insurance Society of Canton

North British and Mercantile In

- surance Company

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , merchants

Bush Brothers, agents

Schultze & Co. , F. A. , storekeepers, ship

chandlers, auctioneers, commission agents

and shipbrokers

J. J. lleuckendorff

J. Elberg

E. Pfankuchen

CHINA NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Bush Brothers , agents
Union Inu

H. Kempf, proprietor

CHINA COAST STEAM NAVIGATION Co.

Bush Brothers , agents

Watson , James, M.D., M. R.C.S.E.,physician

North CHINA STEAMER COMPANY.

Bush Brothers, agents

Irish PRESBYTERIAN Church Mission .

J. Hunter, L.R.C.P. Edin

Rev. J. Carson

OCEAN STEAM NAVIGATION CO,

Bush Brothers, agents

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF

SCOTLAND MISSION :

Rev. John Ross

Rev. J. MacIntyre
Mitsu BisilI MAIL STEAMSHIP Co.

Bandinel & Co. , agents

Professions, Trades, &c .

ROMAN ("ATHOLIC MISSION .

Monseigneur Dubail, vicar apostolic of

Manchuria

Rev. N. Emovet procureur

Chie- chang.

Banilinel & Co., merchants

J.J. F. Bandinel

PENSION DE LA STE . PROVIDENCE.

Sæur Ste. Croix , superintendent, and ten

Sisters

遠 來

Yün - lae,

Bush Brothers, merchants and commission

Pilots .

H. M.Thorn, B. F. Blackford, G. C. Ri

chards, A. F. Fredricksen, J.Plunkett, L.

andberg, A. L. R. Smith, B. Carlos,

J. Jörgensen, W. S. Banker, J. E. Place,

1. Jörgensen

"T

agt nts

Henry E. Bush

Fred. P. Cooper
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CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNMENT.

The system of government of the Japanese Empire is that of an absolute monarchy .

It was adopted in the year 1363, when the now ruling sovereigo overthrew, after

a short war, the power of the Shogun, together with that of the Daimios, or feudal

nobles , who on the 25th June, 1869 , resigned their lands , revenues , and retainers

to the Mikado, by whom they were permitted to retain one-tenth of their original in

comes, but oriered to reside in the capital in future . The sovereign bears the name

of Supreme Lord, or Emperor ; but the appellation by which he is generally known

in foreign countries is the ancient title of Mikado.

Mutsu-hito, the reigning monarch, was born at Kioto , on S - ptember 22nd , 1852 ;

succeeded his father, Komei Tenno, 1867 ; married December 28th, 1868, to Princess

Haru-ko , born April 17th , 1850, danghter of Prince Itchijo. The reigning Emperor

is the 123rd of an unbroken dynasty, which was founded 666 B.C. By the ancient

and regular law of succession the crown devolves apon the eldest son, and, failing

male issue, upon the eldest daughter of the sovereign. This law has often been

disregarded in consequence of the partiality of the monarch or the ambition of powerful

ministers, which was one of the principal causes that culminated in the dual system

of Government in Japan . The old law of succession has, however, been restored

during the present reign. The Throne has frequently been occupied by a female.

The power of the Wikado is really absolute, but its exercise is controlled to some

extent bycustom and public opinion. The Emperor himself, in 1875 , when the Senate

and Supreme Judicial Tribural were founded , solemnly declared his earuest desire to

have a constitutional system of government. Since that time any legislative measure,

before becoming law , must go before the Senate for discussion and pass that assembly

by a majority of votes . The Mikado bas long been regarded as the spiritual as well as

the temporalhead of the Empire, but although the present sovereign is favourable to

the Shinto faith , he does not actively interfere in religious matters, and all religionsare

tolerated in Japan. The Eclesiastical Department was in 1877 reduced to a simple

bureau under the control of the Minister of the Interior. The Mikado acts through an

Executive Ministry divided into ten departments, namely: -- The Kunai Sho (Imperial

Household ), Gai Mu Sho ( Foreign Affairs) , Nai Mu Sho (Interior) , 0 Kura Sho

(Finance), Ko Bu Sho (Public Works), Kai Gun Sho (Navy ) , Riku Gun Sho (Army) ,

Shillo Sho (Justice), Jom Bu Sho (Elucation ) and Kai Taku Shi (Colonization

Department ), which latter administers the affairs of the Island of Yesso. The

Government has been re -organized during the last few years. The Suin , or Left ,

was abolished in 1875 , and ibe Shoin, or Centre , in 1877. In place of these the Gen

Ro In ( the Senale ), and the Daisbin In (the Supreme Judijal Tribunal) bave

been established, ani , anited with the Dui-js-kwan (Imperial Council of State ), form

the Administrative Authority. The Di Ju Kwan, the centre of the Executive power,

consists of the Prime Minister, Vice- Minister, and the Singi or Councillors . The

Council is presided over by the likado. The ministers deciile ordinary questions,

only measures of Imperial importance being submited for the derision of the Mikado.

The Gen Ro In discusses and elaborates or modifies all laws prepared by the Dai Jo

Kwan for enactment. The Daishin In has the power of reviewing and annulling the

decrees of inferior courts. In S.ptember, 1881 , in a proclamation the Mikado

announced his intention of granting a constitution and representative Government

to Japan in the year 1890).

The Empire is divided for aduninistrative purposes into three Fu, or cities

( Tokio, Kioto, a vid Osak-), and thirty-seven Ken ,or districts , including the Loochoo

Islands, which have recently been couverted into a ken . These fu and ken are

governed loy prefects. The prefects of the three cities are of higher rank and have

more extensive powers than those of the kens . The latter are all on an equal footing,

are des control of the Nai Mu Sho, and have limited powers, being required to

submit every matter, unless there is a precedent for it, to the Minister of the

Interior. Nor bave they any concern in judicial proceedings since the establishment
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of the twenty - three local Courts and the fuor Supreme Courts at Tohio, Sendai,

Naga -aki, and Osaka, over wbich the Daishin In presides at Tokio.

Previous to the last change of Government, which restore the ancient Imperial

régime, the administrative authority rested with the Shogun (Miliary Commander)

whom foreigners were at first led to ricognise as the temporal sovereign , and with

whom theyneg tiated treaties of peace and commerce . The Shogunate was founded

in 1184 bg Yoritomo, a gec ral of great powers and ability, and was continued

thrJugh several dynasties until 1869 , when the Tokugawa family were disposted of

the usurped authority. Unler the Shogun two hundred and ilty Dainiios ( feudal

princes) shared the administrative power,being practically supreme in their res ective

domains, conditiona ly upon their loyalty to the Sbo un ; and the Mika'.o's power

was thus reduced to a shadow . A list of Daimios, published at Yedo (now Tokio)

in 1862, sta: ed their incomes to vary from 10,000 koku of rice to 1, 00,000, while that

of the Shogun is said to have amounted to 8,000,000 koku. All these prino, s , after

the overthrow of the Shogunate, surrendered at will their estat s and every tir.bute

of authority to the Mik do,and are now ranked as kuazoku (nobleinen ), quiet'y living

in Tokio .

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE .

The estimated total revenue of Japan for the year 1881-82 was given in official

returns at $68,573,995 , and the total expenditure at the same amount. The sources

of revenue and branches of expenditure were as follow :

REVENUE.

Customs Duty and Miscellaneous Incomes connected therewith $ 2,600,330

Land Tax 42,561,914

Mining Tax 14,165

Tax on Productions of the Northern Provinces 757,98

Tax on Alcoholic Liquors, &c.
10,500,566

Tax on 'Tobacio 348,674

Stamp Tax on Legal Documents 693,876

Postage Stamps 1,660,210

Various Taxes and License Fees 1,11 2,242

Income derived from Mines 483,516

Income derived from Railways and Telegraphs
1,115,008

Income derived from Mint under Finance Department
4: 27,500

Income derived from various Manufactures, etc.
1-11,750

Incime derived from Government Property
807,110

Miscellaneous Rceipts 4,721,400

Repayment of Debis due to Government ... $ 35,646

Total Estimated Revenue $68,573,995

EXPENDITURE .

Reduction of National Debt

Interest on National Debt

Civil List and Appanages of Imperial Princes

Various Pensions and Gratuities

Council of State (Dai Jo Kwan)

Serat. (Gen Ro In )

Foreign Department (Gai Mu Sho)

Home Department (Nai Mu Sho) ...

Fiuance Department ( O Kura Sho) ...

War Department (Riku Gun Sho)

Navy Department ( K : Gun Sho )

Educa'ional Department (Mom Bu Sho)

Public Works Department (Ko Bu Sho) .

$ 12,029,681

15,419,168

1,156,785

510,812

580,000

190,000

195,210

718,219

1,272,541

8,189,104

2,983,850

914,701

408,94

$ 44,655,265
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Brought forward ...

Judicial Department ( Shi Ho Sho)

Imperial Householl (Ku Nai Sho)

Colonization De; artment (Kai Taku Sho)

Agriculture and Commerce Department ...

Post Office

Cost of establishing Inrlu trial Undertakings ...

Repairs and Construktions, & c .

Administratiou of Cities and Prefectures ...

Police Expenditure ...

Shrines and Temples

Capital Funds for several Departments

Diplomatic and Consular Seitices

Relief Fund for Agricultural l'istress

Miscellaneous Expenditure ...

Contingent

$44,655,265

1,785,000

354,000

1,407,559

1,039,814

1,471,007

1,243,702

495,011

3,372,796

2,217,946

142,550

4,575,000

457,000

1,200,000

2,65,345

1,500,000

Total Estimated Expenditure...... $ 68,573,995

The dom st : c debt of Japan in 1881 was , inclusive of paper money in circulation,

Capitalized Pension Bonds, & c.,d ., $ 342,255,631. This also includes an Internal

Loan of $ 12,500,000 rai:ed by public subscription in 1878. The Foreign debt of

Japan was :

l'earing interest 9 per cont. $ 488,000

Bearing interest 7 per cent... 9,685,336

-- $ 10,173,336

ARMY AND Navy.

The armed force of Japan is divided into the Standing Army, the Reserve, and

the Militia, and the troops into five classes. The Standing Army comprises 40

battalions of Infantry, and one of Cavalry , 18 companies Artillery , 10 companies

Engineers , 6 companies of Transport Corps, and 9 companies Marine Artillery. When

on a peace footing the Army numbers about 32,300 men, and on a war footing 50,000

men. They are stationed in various parts of the Empire, which is divided into six

military districts , having headquarters at Tokio, Nagoya, Sendai, Osaka, Hiroshima,

and Kumamoto. Camps are established in 37 places. Not included in the above are

theImperial Guard , composed of about 3,700 picked troops, which bring up the strength

of the regular arny, in time of peace , to some 36,000. The army bas been organised

on the French system by officers sp cially selected by theFrench Governmer.t.

The navy of Japau consists of one ironclad frigate, three ironclad cory+ ttes, one

ironclad gunboat,five wooden corvettes, ten gunboats, sixdespatch vessels, and five

training ships , all steamers . The largest of these ships , the ironclad frigate Fu-80 ,

was built by Messrs.Samuda, Brothers, at Poplar, London, and despatched to Jaſan

in March, 1878. The Fu-so has a burthen of 3,700 tons displacement, with engines

of 3,500 horse- power. The armour is from 7 inches to 9 inches in thickness , wbile

the armament consists of four 15%-ton and two 54 -ton steel breechloaders by Krupp,

so arranged as to command every point of the horizon . The second largest ship of the

navy is an ironclad corvette , called the Kon-go, constructed at Earle's shipbuilding

yard, Hull, after the design of Sir E. J. Reed ,and which arrived in Japan in 1878. The

Kon -go has a burihen of 2,800 tons displacement, with engines of 2,500 horse-power,

and has a belt of armour 4 inches thick. The armament consists of 12 Kruppguns,

capable of throwing steel shells of 142 pounds. The Hi-yei, a sister ship to the Kon -go,

Wis also built at Hull, and arrived in Japan in 1878. The navy is manned by 4,241

officers and men, and carries 146 guns .

POPULATION, TRADE , AND INDUSTRY.

The total ar a of Japan is estimated at 156,604 square miles , with a population

of 35,768,584, namely, 18,140,857 males and 17,627,727 females, according to official

reports of the year 1879. The empire is geographically divitied into the four islands ,

Hondo, the central and most important territory ; Kiushiu , “ the nine provinces ,
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the south -western island ; Sikoku , “ the four states,” the southern island ; and Yesso,

the most northerly and least developed. The former three islands are sub-diviilid

into eight large roads, containing sixty -six provinces, ard the latter ( Yesso) is divided

into eleven provinces. Administratively, as before mentione ' , the Empire is divided

into fu and ken, each kin containing more than one province .

Education is very general in Japan, and is making greater progress than

before the revolution which made Japan a monarchy. In 1871 , the Mikado

appointed a Board of Public Instruction, wbich is reported to be very active . The

number of elementary schools in 1880 was 25,459, of which 24,281 were public schools

and 1,178 private schools. Of Middle Schools there are 31 public and 358 private

establishments. There are 98 Normal Schools ; and Colleges for special studies, such

as Law, Medicine, Mining , Agriculture, and Foreign Languages, bave been established ,

and are carefully fostered by the Government. In order to facilitate the acquiremeat

of foreign languages, the Government of the Mikado engaged many Euro'ean pro

fessors, and also sent, at the public expense , a large number of students to America

and Europe .

The total value of the foreign trade of Japan was, according to consular reports ,

as follows in each of the nine years 1872 to 1880 :

YEARS . IMPORTS . EXPORTS.

.
.
.

.
.
.

1872 ... ...
$ 26,188,411 $24,294,532

18 3 ... 27,444,068 20,660,99 1
..

1874 .. ... ... 24,223,629 20,001,637

1875 29,167,067 18,014,890

1876
...... ... ...

27,669,46624,087,515

1877 ... ... ... 25,900,54 21,692,121

1879
... ... : 3,334,392 26 , 29.4 9

1879 32,603,8 :38 27,372,976

1880 36,622 , -43 27,419,629

The following table shows the imports and exports of each port for the years 1879

and 18 :

1879 . 1880.

PORTS .

IMPORTS , EXPORTS . IMPORTS. EXPORTS .

Kanagawa

Hiogo

Osaka

Nagasaki

Niigata

Hakodate

$23,326,010

7,051,154

547,563

1,674,652

Nil .

4,459

$18,880,272

5,466,990

351,172

1,982,027

Nil .

692,515

$ 26,313,108

7,847,866

93,499

1,278,066

No returns.

221,704

$18,577,913

5,323,697

471,167

2,297,591

No returns .

749,261

$32,603,838 $27,372,976 S35,622,243 $27 +19,629

The two staple articles of import into Japan , in the year 1880 were cotton and

woollen fabrics , the for per of the value of $ 13,433,808, and the latter of the value of

$4,212,377 ; the value of mixed cotton and woollen goods was $ 1,881,770 . The two

staple articles of export in the year 1879 were raw silk , of tbe value of $ 9,962,879,

and tea, of the value of $ 7,497,922 . The commercial intercourse of Japan is carried

on mainly with two countries, namely, Great Britain and the United States of

America, the former alısorbing more than two -thirds of the whole .

By treaties made with a number of foreign Governments — with the United States

in March , 1854 ; with Great Britain in October, 18.54 ; with Russia and the Netherlands

in 1855; with France, in 1858 ; with Portugal , in 1860 ; with Prussia and the German

Zollverein, in 1861 ; with Switzerland , in 1864 ; with Italy and Belgium , in 1866 ;

with De wik in 1867 ; with Sweden and Norway and Spain in 1868 ; with Austria

in 1867 : and with China in 1871--the Japanese ports of Kanagawa (Yokohama),

Nag . Hiogo, Hakodate, Niigata, and the cities of Tokio ( formerly called Yedo)
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End ( aka were thrown open io foreign commerce. A revision of the treaties is

Cesir I by the Japan - se Government, and will probably be carried out during thu

current year .

The first line of railway, from Yokohama to Tokio, 18 miles long, was opened

for traffic on the 12t1 of June, 1872; a line was also opened from Hiogo to Osaka,

was extended in 1877 to the city of Kioto, and thence to Lake Biwa, and is now

being continued to the nort'ı - west coast of Japan. Several extensive schemes for the

connection of the principal cities of the Empire by rail have been projected , some of

wbich will shortly be undurtaken .

The ports of Yokobal'a, liogo, Osaka, Nagasaki, and Hakodate are connected

with each other, and with Froe, by lines of teligraph, and the telegraph system

bas lately been extended to all te important towns ofthe Empire. Japan has joined

the Universal Postal Uniu , ind for the past twelve months bas conducted the

international as well as domestic postal service .

on .

NAGASAKI.

Yagasaki is a city of great antiquity, and in the early days of European inter

course with theFar Eist was the most important seat of the foreign trade with

Japan. It is admirably situated on the south -western coast of the island of Kiushiu .

A melancholy interest attaches to the neighbourhood as the scene of the extinc

tion of Christianity in the kingilom and the extermination of the professors of that

religion in 1637. Near the harbour lies the celebrated island of Pappenberg , where

thousands of Christian mar yrs were thrown over the hish cliff rather than go through

th form of trampling on the cross. Not far from Nagasaki is als , the village of

Mogibay, where 37,000Cristia s suffered death in defending themselves against the

forces seit to subdue them . When the Chri:tian religion was crushed and the

foreigners exp lled, to the Dutch alone wus ext nded the privilege of trading with

Japan, anl th y were confined to a small patch of ground at Nagasakicalled Desima,

the monotony of their lite being I rok n only by the yearly arrival and departure of the

one or two shifis in wbich the tra le between Ji pan and the West was at :hatrimecarried

Byletreaty of 1858, Nagasaki was one of the ports openel to British trade on

the 1st July in the following year. On entering the barbour of Nagasakino stranger

can fail to le struck with the adn irable situation of the town and the beautiful

rano ama ofbilly scenery opened to his view . The harbour is a laudlocked irlet

ieeply indented with small lays, about three miles long with a width varying from

Lali a- mile to a mile. The native town is on the eastern side of the larbour, and is

sbouítwo miles long hy about three -quarters of a mile in extreme width . The foreign

Esertlment adjoins the native town on the sou'h side. The chief mercantile houses

are situated on the bund facing the harbour, behind whic's are a few streets running

parallel with it, and there are a number of private residences on the hill siile . There

are English andRoman Catholic churches and a commodious clubs. The climate of

Nagasaki.is mild and salubrious, but in summor it is hot during the day by reason

of its geographical position in a hollow surround d ly hills .

Aiter the opening of the port the trade for several years steadily develop d , but

the Cousular reports for the last few years show a continuous decline. Mr. Consul

Flowers in his report for 1876 speaks if good roads as being the great requirement to

corect the port with ihe traffic ofthe n « ighbourii g dis ricts , but, he says, the want

of mus, although it might account for a low development, or even for a stationary

Cordilion of tra , can scarcely le accepted as a rías n for the contiuual and lament

ali . falli : g ff wbic has been shown of late y ar-, This decline be ascribes to the

impoverislment caused by a tou severe drain of funds towards the central Govern

ment. The crun ry people in this portion of Japan, thongh pretty well off, so far as

actual necessaries are concerned , are not rich, bav og little proii able utlet for beir

surplus poductions; the r available funds are , therefore, soon absorbel, and the

hea'y lau tax imposed upon the population is much felt, and more 30 , doubtl ss ,
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since its collection in money instead of in kind, a firm rly. Latterly there hae

been some slight improvement in the export trade of the port.

The chief articles of import are cotton and woollen manufactures. The principal

articles of exports are coal, tea, camphor, river, vegetable wax, tobacco, and dried

fish . There are severalproductive coalmines on the islands near Nagasaki, of which

the Takasimi mine, which is under European managem nt, is the most important.

Mr. Consul Flowers says the probabilities are that one vast coal-field exists under the

sea running from the pevinsula of Nomo towards Matsushima and Hirado , and when

this field is enier d by safe means , through the overlaving islands, an enormous

extent of coal will be available. The Miike coal miues come next to the Takaima in

importance; the output from these in 1880 was 159,822 tons .

The value of the for ign import trade of Nagasaki during the year 1830 was

$ 1,278.('66 as compared with $ 1,674,652 in 1879, and that ofthe foreign exporttrade,

$2,297,591 as against $1,982,027 in 1879. Coal is the staple article of export.

The population of Nagasaki in 1876 was 47,412. The number of foreign

residents, as given in the Consular report for 1880, was 777 , of whom 522 were

Chinese, '103 British , 34 American, and the rest of various nationalities. A small

foreign weekly paper entitled the Rising Sun is publis: ed in the port.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.
GERMANY.

Consul - H . Iwersen

GREAT BRITAIN .

Consul-James Troup ITALY.

Assistant - H . A. C. Bonar Acting Consul — P . Run ine

Constable - S. F. Lawrence
BELGIUM

FRANCE
Acting Consul-- H . Iwersen

H.B.M.'s Consul in charge of French in CHINA.

terests - James Troup
Consul - U Tsing

Interpreter-Leony Dean Hiun
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Japanese Interpreter - Choy Zun Tah

Acting Consul-James Troup

Government Departments .

SPAIN.

H.B.M .: Consul in charge of Spanish in- W. Lang, superintendent
IMPERIAL JAPANESE DOCKYARD ,

terests-James Troup

IMPERIAL JAPANESE ENGINE Works
UNITED STATES.

F. R. Storie , superintendent

Consul - Gen . A. C. Jones

J. Dickson, assistant superintendentHon . Vice -consul - W . G. Furber

Marshal - Rodney H. Powers
IMPERIAL JAPANESE Post OFFICE.

M. Kato : i , postmasterRUSSIA .

Y Yamada , assistart

Consul - P . Rumine

IMPERIAL JAPANESE TELEGRAPHS.
PORTUGAL.

W. B. Mason, clerk in charge
Consul- T . B. Gluver

Insurance Companies.

DENMARK.

Consul - H . M, Fleischer Boeddinghaus, C. E. , agent

Transatlantic Marine Insurance Company

SWEDEN AND NORWAY. Hamburg and Bremen Underwriters

Consul - A . Reddelien Hanseatic Fire Insurance Co., Hamburg

NETHERLANDS. Fleischer, H. M., agent

Consul - A . Reddelien China Traders' Insurance Co. , Limited
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Banks.
Basler Transport Versicherungs Gesell.

schaft

Staffordshire Fire Insurance Company

Limited

Chartered Mercantile Bank

A. Reddelien & Co. , agents

Hellyer & Co. , agents

Commercial Union Ass trance Company

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corpn.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Holme, Ringer & Co. , age! t -

Union Insurance Society of m . ion

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

North British & Mercantile Insurance Co.

Yangtszy Insurance Association

Merchants, Professions, and Trades

Adams & Co. , M. C. , butchers and compra

dores

G. Sutton

“ Albion Inn "

W. Thomas

Anderson , John , storekeeper

Hunt & Co. , agents

Lloyds'

North -China Insurance Company

China Fire Insurance Company, Limited

London and Laucashire Fire Insurance

Company

The Underwriting and Agency Associa.

tion

Army and Navy Inn "

Horrowits and Tobias

“ Belle Vue Hotel”

Mrs. J. R. Mancini

Boeddinghaus, C. E. , merchant
Iwersen , H. , agent

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , agents

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company, Ltd.

Canton Insurance Office

“ Britannia Hotel”

I. Steinback

“ British Queen " Tavern

M. Goldman
Reddelien & Co. , A. , agents-

Northern Assurance Company

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Company

German Lloyd's

China and Japan Trading Company, Li

mited

Edward Rogers , manager

F. G. Stone

R. M. Scott

GLEN LINE OF STEAMERS.

Jardine , Matheson & Co. , agents

OCEAN STEAM SHIP COMPANY .

Holme, Ringer & Co. , agents

“City of Hamburg " Tavern

H. Goldenberg

Couder, J. C. , French BakeryP. & O. S. N. COMPANY.

Holne, Ringer & Co. , agents

Doel , P. , police inspctor

MESSAGERIES MARITIMES.

H. M. Fleischer, agent
“ Eureka Hotel”

Mrs. E. Felman

MITSU BISHI MAIL STEAMSHIP Co.

W. Jamieson, agent

J. Davison

T. A. Christensen , barge keeper

Fleischer, H. M. , merchant

REUTER'S TELEGRAM COMPANY, LIMITED .

H. M. Fleischer, agent

Ford, R. A., Stevedore and ballast con.

tractor

“ Falcon Hotel ”

H. Mills

U. S. NAVAL DEPOT.

W. W. Barry, Paymaster U.S.N., in charge

J. H. Barry, clerk

“ Germania Bowling Saloon

B. Felman , proprietor
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Ginsburg, M. , merchant Lake & Co. , Geo. W., shipeuandiers, &c.

G. W. Lake (absent)

Edward Lake

T. Scott

“ Globe Tavern

J. J. Johnson

“ London Taveru ”

H. Mills

Great Northern Telegraph Company

F. Kolvig, superintendent (absent)

J. V. Petersen, acting superintendent

V. Müller , electrician

H. Muradzumi

M. Ikuta

K. Watanabe

K. Takenouchi

Macpherson , A. , ship carpen .

“ Medical Hall ”

W. Hooper, proprietor

Mitchell & Co. , J. F. , shipbuilders, carpen

ters and blacksmiths

J. F. MitchellGower, E. H. M., civil engineer

Goldman, S. , storekeeper

Gordes & G. , photographers

Nagasaki Club

W. Jamieson , hon . sec.

S. R. de Souza , steward

" Oriental Tavern '

GreenbergGribble & Co. , Henry, merchants, in

liquidation

E. Rogers, trustee Pignatel & Co. , storekeepers

Victor Pignatel

C. Pignatel (absent)
Hellyer & Co., merchants

F. Hellyer

T. W. Hellyer

W. L. Tillyer

Potter, F. A. , mining engineer, Miike

Mines

Holme, Ringer & Co. , merchants

F. Ringer

J. C. Smith

R. M. Smith

A. B. Glover

A. Drewell

A. M, d'Almeida

Powers & Co. , R. H. , shipchandlers, ship

brokers, commission merchants and iUC

tioneers

R. H. Powers

E. W. H. Smith

E. Suute

Reddelien & Co. , A. , merchants

A. Reddelien

Hunt & Co. , merchants

H. J. Hunt (Hiogo )

A. Wright

G , Bozier
Renwick ,W.,L.R.C.P.,M.R.C.S ., L.S.A., & ç.

“ Imperial Hotel”

W. Brown

J. Williams

s Restaurant l'Union "

J. Briffow

International Hotel”

J. S. Massie

“ Rising Sun Nagasaki Express ” printing

office

C. Sutton , proprietor

A. Norman , manager

Iwersen, H. , merchant

San & Co., D2, merchants

E. de San ( Hiogo)

H. Knifiler

Jack, W.

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , merchants

R. Holm , agent

Alex. Glover

Smith, Capt. J. U. , surveyor to the local

Insurance offices
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Swi i ' . Hotel
CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY .

J. U. Smith Rev. H. Maundrell

E. S. Smith Rev. W. Andrews

Miss E Goodall

Sutton, C. , contractor and tow -boat pro- Miss F. J. Shaw

prietor

FRENCH ROMAN CATHOLIC .

“ Universal Saloon ” Right Rev. B. T. Petitjean, Bishop of My

J. Crevich riophyte, vicar apostolic of Nagasaki

Rev. 1 M. de Rotz

TAKASIMA COLLIERY OFFICE.
Rev, M. A. Salmon

Nagasaki Rev. A. C. A. Pélu

Kawada Koichero
Rev. T. P. Fraineau

T. B. Gl vir Rev. J , F. A. Bourelle

Wuriu Furuh
Rev. J. M. Corre

Shimamura Sheiske
Rev. J. F. Marmand

Akiba Shizuka
Rev. E. Raguet

M. B. Haskell Rev. M. Sauret

Takasima.
Rev. F. Bopne

Yamanaki Masakatsu
Rev. E. Puthod

J. M. Stoddart, mining engineer
Rev. J. B. Ferrie

T. J. Waters, mecha ::ical engineer

D. Robertson,assistant mechanicalengineer Rev. J. C'harvaux

Rev. J. E. Bæhrer

Tomida Hilezo Rev. R. J. Matrat

Hashegawa Yosinosuke

underground

Nambu Kingo
viewers

C. Brown

CONVENT DES SEURS DE LA SAINTE

Kishiyawa Kinpei, superintdt. No. 1 Pit

ENFANT JESUS .

Mat-bayash , Kojiro, supertdt. No. 2 Pit Sæur St. Elie , sup -rieur

W. Wake St. Mary

R. Abralam overseers St. Zacharie

J. Stewart
St. Suzanne

Kuga Katstaro, captain of tug steamer

Pilots.

Missionaries.
J. Breen

REFORMED CHURCH OF AMERICA. J. U. Smith
Nagasaki Harbour

Rev. H. Stout
J. White

Rev. E. S. Booth (absent)
M. Banks

0. Smith

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF W. Lees Gulf of Tokio to Nagasaki,

AMERICA. W. Harper
viâ Inland Sea

Rev. J. C. Davison J. F. Allen

Rev. C. S. Long
C. A. Fletcher, General Coast and Inland

Miss J. M. Gheer Sea

Miss E. Russell
A. Topping, Gulf of Tokio to Idzuminada

}

ورا



KOBE (HIOGO ).

Kobe is the foreig . port of the adjacent city of Hiogo and was opened to

foreign trade in 1868. It is finely situated at the gate of the far-famed Inland Sea .

The barbour is good and affords safe anchorage for vessels of almost any size.

The town , which is in the province of Settsu , is distant only sixteen miles from

Osaka, with which city it is connected by rail. This line , which has been extended

to Kioto (the ancient capital of Japan ), a distance of 27 miles from Osaka , was

formally opened to traffic along its whole length by the Mikado on the 5th February ,

1877 , and has since been worked with freedom and regularity. A further ex

tension from Kioto to Lake Biwa is now open , and this is now being carried

on to the north - west coast. The connection of Osaka with Hiogo by rail has

naturally tended to centralise trade at the port of shipment. Among the

exports , tea , tobacco, camphor, copper, vegetable wax , and fans take the lead .

The value of the forcign import trade for 1880 was $ 7,317,866 ; that of the

exports $5,323,697. In 1879, the value of the imports was $ 7,051,154, and that of

the exports $ 5,466,990. The quantity of tea shipped from Hiogo in theseason

1880-81 was 15,426,662 lbs . , compared with 13,710,439 !hs. in 1879-80, and

9,723,186 lbs . in 1878-79. The whole of this went to the United States of America

and Canada. The population of Hiogo , as given by the last censis , was 204,000.

The foreign residents in Kobe in 1880 numbered 889, of whom 516 wero Chinese,

216 British , 50 German , and 49 American. A foreign daily newspaper , styled the

Hiogo News, is published at this port.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates. ITALY.- 5 .

Acting Consul- Dr. H. Stannius, Junr .

GREAT BRITAIN . - 9 .

Acting Consul— W . G. Aston AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.-9.

Assistant and Interpreter – J. H. Longford Acting Consul — W . G. Aston

Constable - H . A. Miles

GERMAN EMPIRE.-5.

CHINA ,-Native Bund . Consul— Dr. H. Stinpius, Junr.

Consul- Liao Sik Ngan Interpreter - A . von Knobloch

Secretary and Interpreter - Cheung C. Leung Secretary -- H . Gutbrod

Amtsdiener-R. Bernhardt

BELGIUM.--118.

Acting Consul-J. K. Cunningham UNITED STATES .-15

Consul - J. Stahel

SWITZERLAND .-5 .
Marshal-F. J. H. Nienstead

Consul — Dr. H. Stannius, Jupr.
Interpreter — Teruwiel i Uyeno

HOLLAND. < 91.

Acting Consul- C . Braess PORTUGAL.-- 50 .

Acting Consul - J . A. Ailion

SPAIN.-9.

Acting Consul - W . G. Aston
RUSSIA .-5 .

Acting Consul - Dr. H. S'annius, Junr .

FRANCE .-9.

Acting Vice Consul-J. H. Longford SWEDEN AND NORWAY. - 91.

Consul - Chas. Brass

DENMARK.--91 .

Consul- Chas Braess Municipal Council.

The Governor of Hiogo-Morioka Masa

HAWAII.—7. zumi

Pice-consul - S . Endicott
The Consular Body
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Insurances .T. Lenz

H , St. J. Browne

A. C. Sim

H. Trotzig, superintendent

POLICE .

W. Toms (sergt . ) , J. Green , W. Rae, 2

Chinese, 9 Japanese

Hiogo aid raka General Chamber

i Commerce.

Committee-h. Hughes , chairman ); T.

Lenz, Carl Rasch , F. S. Goodison

Secretary

Ahrens & Co., H., agents

Staffordshire Fire Insurance Co. , Ltd.

Browne & Co. , agents

Union Insurance Society ofCanton

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

British & Foreign Marine Insurance

Company, Limited

Marine Insurance Company of London

China and Japan Trading Co. , Limited ,

agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai

CLUB CONCORDIA .

Manrger - E . Bonger

Imperial Government.

Cornes & Co. , agents,

Lancashire Insurance Company

Royal Exchange Assurance Corpora

tion (Mar ne)
CUSTOMS.

Superintendent - S. K. Takahashi

Appraiser - F. Upton

Chief Inspector- K. Ogata

Post OFFICE-Sakai Machi .

H. Midzashima

Delacamp, Macgregor & Co., a , ents

Hanburg Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Faber & Voigt, agents

Hamburg and Bremen Underwriters

Norddeutsche Feuer Ve.sicherungs

Gesallechaft, Hamburg

Consolidated Marine Insurance Co.

of Berlin and Dresden , London

KOBE & OSAKA RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.

( See Yokohama List.)

IMPERIAL TELEGRAPHS .

(See Yokohama List . )

KOBE KORITSU (GENERAL) HOSPITAL.

Dr. W. van der Heyden

Fearon , Low & Co., agents-

Boston Board of Underwriters

London and Lancashire Fire Insur

ance Company

Fischer & Co. , Ed . , agents

Canton Insurance Office

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company ,

Limited

AUSTRALIAN STEAM NAVIGATON

COMPANY .

Ed . Fischer & Co. , agents

COMPAGNIE DES MESSAGERIES

MARITIMES.

Scheuten, H. A. , agent

Gillingham & Co., Jno ,, sub -a , ents-

Scottish Union National Fire In

surance Company

Hagart & Co , Agents

Swiss Lloyds Marine Insurance Co.

P. & 0 . S. N. COMPANY.

Mourilyan , Heimann & Co. , agents Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. , sub agents

Phønix Assurance Company, London

London Assurance Corporation

Compagnie Lyonnaise
OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Fearon, Low & Co. , agents ---

REUTER'S TELEGRAM Co.

J. J. Cann, agent

Heinemann & Co. , P. , agents

Chiva Traders' Insurance Co. , Limited

Imperial Fire Insurance Company
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Hellyer & Co. , agents Stucken , Edmund, agert-

City of London Fire Insurance Co. Mannheim Iusurance Co. , Limited

Walsh, Hall & Co. , agents

Hughes & Co. , agents

Lion Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Commercial Union Fire Insurance Co.

The Queen Insurance Co. of Liverpool Watson, E. B., agent

and London
Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Royal Fire & Life Insurance Co.

Universal Marine Insurance Co.
Wilkin & Robison, agents

Lloyds '

Sun Fire Office

Illies & Co. , C. , agents

Transatlantische Feuer Versicherungs Professions and Trades.

Actien Gesellschaft of Hamburg

Abell, Jno . C. , bill & bullion broker--29

Scottish Imperial Insurance Co. , Fire

and Life

Ahrens , H. & Co. - 10

Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co. , agents-
H. Ahrens

Th. IIake
North British and Mercantile In

surance Company
G. B. Mosle

Berlin Koelnische Feuer Versicherungs
B. Fachtmann

Actien Gesellschaft
American Clock and Brass Co.--46

Hamburg Magdeburger Feuer Ver.
W. D. Townsend , agent

sicherungs Gesellschaft

Globe Merine Insurance Company,
Badge, Geo ., draper-18

Limited

Beer, de A.-18 Bund

Meyer & Co., agents-

Manchester Fire Insurance Co.
Bergeu , Mrs., milliner and dressmaker -- 21

Luleck Fire Insurance Company

North German Lloyds' Blackmore, J. , merchant-59

Board , W. K. , undertaker, & c.- Native

Bund

Bolens, W., merchant - 55, Native Buod

Mourilyan , Heimanu & Co. , agents

North China Insurance Company

Northern Assurance Co. , ( Fire & Life)

Rasch & Ruyter, agents

Hanseatische Feuer Versicherungs

Gesellschaft in Hamburg,

The Fire Insurance Association Li

mited, London

Bonger, W. C. , architect and surveyor

2 Yama

Browne, J , R. , M.D. - Yama

Scheuten II . A. , agent

Union Board of Underwriters of

Ainsterdam

Browne E Co. , merchants — 26

II . St. John Browne

M. T. B. Macpherson

Eugene H. Gill

C. Rickerby

Simon, Evers & Co., agents

Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Com

pany of St. Galls

Helvetia Marine Insurance Company

of St. Galls

Prussian National Fire Insurance Co. ,

Stettin

- Brunswick " Hotel-6

A. S. Arnold , pro ; rietor

Byrne, Ed. , bill & bullion brı ker and

marine surveyor--83

Smith , Baker & Co. , agents

Guardian Fire & Life Assurance Co.,

London

Cabeldu & Co. , P. S , tailors and general

outfitters - 16

P. S. Cabeldu
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Cean, J. J. , auctioneer-- 36 , Division St.

, , ,
Fearon , Low & ^n . , merchanto - 118

J. K. Cunr i zham

Carroll & Co. , J. D. , shipchandlers - 38
W. Fearon

Carroll's Block

F. C. Spooner (Yokohama)
Fischer & Co. , Ed . ,

C. Wiggins

merchants - 20

Ed. Fischer (Yokohama)
H. Titjen

J. Mackrill Smith

Carroll, J. D.--Yama
H. E. Reynell

Caswell , S. J. , engineer - Sakai Machi Fuss, Rev. H. J.- 13

Gillingham & Co. , Jno., merchants - 109,

Concession

Jno . Gillin bam

H. G lingi am

Green Geo.-11 Ikuta Baba

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India

London and China

Cornes & Co., agents

China and Japan Trading Company, Li

miteil - 4, Native Bund

T. F. McGrath , agent

W. R. Eastlack

H. Ziegfeld

Cornes & Co. , merchants

Fred . Cornes (London )

W, H. Taylor ( Yokohama)

Arthur Winstanley (New York )

F. S. Goodison

Saml . Endicott

Grosclaude, E. & U. , chronometer, clock

and watchmakers- 35

E. Grosclaude

Hagart & Co. , merchants -- 112

H. W. Hagart ( London )

Hansen , A. , Stevedore— Yama

Cosmopolitan Tavern - 33 Native Town

T. Cunwell Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. , merchants -- 22

H. Bröschen

Creagh , J. , solicitor- 1 Native Town

Crosby , J. , school teacher - Native Town

Crutchly F. , law agent-91

De Atb &Co. , A. , Hiogo Auction Mart-36

A. De Ath

A. Morris

Heinemann & Co. , P. , merchants, -8

P. Heinemann ( Yokohama)

Otto Reimers

M. Pors

S. G. McKenzie

S. da Luz

Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.-121

H. Delacamp

H. Macgregor

H. J. Hawkins

F. Schlueter

Helly r & Co. , merchants - 112

F. Hellyer

T. W. Hellyer ( Nagasaki)

N. Gutterres

W. L. Hellyer

Hiogo Dispensary, 55A, Native Bund

H. W. Tabor
De San & Co., E.- 70

E, de San

Domoney Geo.-81 Yama.

Durliam , H. G. , commission merchant-- 86

Ellerton, J .-- 2 Ikuta Road

Faber & Voigt, merchants -- 25

H. Faber

T. Lenz

Hiogo News " Office, F. Walsh & Co.

-1, Native Town

F. Walsh

W. G. Johnson

J. Creagh, editor

J. M. V , Ribeiro

“ Hiogo Hotel, ” 38, Carroll's Block

J. F. Gorham , manager
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Hiogo Gas Company - Ohno A.W.Gillingbam , hon. sec . & treasurer

Browne & Co., general agents and T. C. Thornicroft, medical director

secretaries A. Aarestrup, steward

E. Byrne, chairman

H. St. J. Browne Isaacs and Bros., R.-50

R. Maclagan Directors J. A. Ailion

A. Oestmann

R. Paton, engineer Kirby , E. C.-13a

Holme & Co.-81 Kobe Paper Mill

G. Sale (Yokoha na) Walsh, Hall & Co., proprietors

W. H. Lea R. Ĝ. Walsh, mill manager

M. F. Onodera, Japanese superin

Hongkong and Sharghai Banking Cor tendent

poration-2
J.J. Laing, machine tender

J. M. Grigor, agent
Geo . Wilson, beater engineer

G. W. Butt, cashier

S. Rangel

Kobe Hair Dressing Saloon
R. A. dos Remedios

F. da Canha

" Hotel des Colonies ” –56 .

M. Bandon Kobe Iron Works

E. C. Kirby & Co. , proprietors

Hudson & Co., merchants - 80 E. C. Kirby

John Hudson (absent)
Alfred Kirby

E. F. Kilby
Richard J. Kirby

J.J. Cowderoy

Hughes & Co., merchants - 53
J. H. Heck

Robt. Hughes
Thos . E. Beatty

H. Hort
J. Patterson

W. Yeoman, Jr. J. Harris

Hunt & Co.-62 A. Frazer

H. J. Hunt Pedro Akita

E. Hunt
Pedro Gomes

A. Wright (Nagasaki) L. P. Fernandez, storekeeper

J. R. Elliott

H. Schoening
Kobe Billiard Saloon – 63 Division street

F. Braga, proprietor

Hunter & Co. , merchants, agents Osaka

Irou works, Osaka-29 Kole Club - Ohno

E. H. Hunter Jno. Marshall, honorary secretary

J , C. May

Kobe Regatta and Athletic Club

Illies & Co. , C.-12
D. Fia-er, hun. secretary & treasurer

C. Jllies ( Yokohama) A. C Sim , captain

V. Roehr

A. Thuemena Kobe Ice Co. - Obno

Imperial Government Works,--Sbenden
C. Rasch, J. Chambers, O. Riemers ,

H. St. J. Browne, Ed , Byrne, direc
J. Lang, superintendet engineer

J. M. Hannah, shipwright
tors

J. H. Wignall, engineer
Browne & Co. , secretaries

J. J. Cann, agent

International Hospital of Diogo - Ikula

baba Kobe Fire Brigade

W. G. Aston
A. C. Sim , supcrintodent

H. Busch J. Marshall, hon , secretary
Trustees

H. Macgregor

R. Hughes Kuhardt, E.HM , storekeeper -- 31
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Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co. , merchants Oriental Inn

--82 A. C. Pinto

Th . Langgaard (absent)

Otto A. Kleinwort
Olson , John, stevedore, Benten -20 -hama

G. Kleinwort

H. Luther Phillips, C. , ship carpen'er - Ohno

Lang J.,-93a
Pilots,

0. Smith, W. Harper, W. Lees, In

Lucas & Co. , H. , merchants—21

land Sa and Coast

Henry Lucas
A. Topping, Yokohama to Kobe

MacArthur, J. -24
Prince of Wales' In - 86

L. Horsley

Mahnz, H .-- 18

Rasch & Ruyter, merchants - 28

Malcolm, J. W.-26 C. Rasch ( Yokohama)

J. L. Ruyter

Marshall, J.-- 93 Jobannes Ruyter

Mascarenbas, J. S. , s'oreke per - 15

Reid & Oastler, engineers, ship -builders,

Medical Hall - 18
blacksmiths, iron and brass founders,

A. C. Sim coppersuniths and general contractors -

T. Sbw Shinden

J. Reid

Meyer & Co., merchants — 91
W. Oastler

A. A. Meyer Juadzu

Chas . Braess

Richter & Co., commission merchants-70

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co. H. A. Richter

F. Plate, agent

Chas. Esdale Scheuten, H. A. , merchant - 87

H. Legye, barge master

G. H. Dunbar do . Schoning, H.-68

Mollison, Fraser & Co., merchants - 53

H. J. Bramwell
Sc : tt , W. - Ikuta Road

Mourilyan , Heimann & Co.,merchants--1

Walter Mourilyan (absent)

Chas. A. Heimann (Yokohama)

Arthur H. Grovm

W.J. Cruicksbank

A. W. Gillingham

W. H. Willoughby

F. Guterres

Simon , Evers Co ., - 101

Jul . Simon ( Hamburg )

Aug. Evers

M. Burchardt ( Yokohama)

H. Busch

E. Kruss

Muller, C. , Eureka Hotel - 18

Nicolle & Co. ,-1 Ikuta Road

P. A. Nicolle

Skipworth, Hammond & Co., tailors - 3

Division street

W. G. Skipworth

Smith , Baker & Co., merchants - 3

W. H. Morse

E. R. Smith

R. B. Smith

D. B. Taylor

G. H. Prichard

S. Yokoyama

S. Tanaka

Nickel, C. T. M., coal merchant - 18

Oriental Bank Corporation-11

G. W. Thomson, agent

D. Fraser, accountant
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Smith & Co., Geo . , wine merchants — 20 M. Voysey

H. E. Reynell
H, Xavier

J. W. Malcolm Lyeemoon

Star Tavern-35, Native Town

J. Brown
Wolff, Rev. C. H. H. , principal of private

aca demy

Stucken , Edmund, merchant--66 , Foreign

Concession
Young, George , storekeeper--43

Tabor & Co. , H. W. , compradores, con

tractors , and wholesale chemists

H. W. Tabor

H. P. Tabor

Y. Tomoson

UNION PROTESTANT CHURCH.

Rev. H. J. Foss

Walter F. Page , trustee

De Witt C. Jencks do.

Missionaries .

Thornicraft, T. C. , L.R.C.P. Ed. , L.M.,

M.R.C.S.E. , medical practitioner

Tiljin, H. - 46

Tillson & Co. , D. H. , compradores, & c . ,

--18, Native Town

D. H. Tillson

CATHOLIC Mission.

Notre Dame des sept douleurs, 37.

L'Abbe Jules Chatron , mission . apost .

L'Abbe Anselme M. C. Luneau

SISTERS OF CHARITY.--41.

Orphelinat des Sæurs du St. Enfant Jesus.

Rév. Mère Justine, Sup. (Osaka)

Sour Bernardine (Osaka)

Seur Borgia

Sæur Anne

Sæur Therèse

Sæur Andre

Sæur Morbert

Travellers' Billiard Room and Bowling

Alley-31B

J. Dutronquoy, proprietor

Van der Vlies & Co. , G. , merchants — 79

G. Van der Vlies

E. Bonger

Variety Store-43 , Native Town

L. Gottlinger

Walsh, Hall & Co. , merchants-2

John G. Walsh

Thomas Walsh (Yokohama)

Arthur 0. Gay do .

C. P. Hall

Warburton, W. , linling and shipping

agent — 97, Na: ive Bund

SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE

GOSPEL MISSION .

73 , Concession

Rev. H. J. Foss

Rev. E. C. Hopper

H. Hughes

Watson, E. B .-- 112

E. B. Watson (Yokohama)

G. Wauchope do .

Weton, E. - Yama

AMERICAN BOARD MISSION.

at Kobe

Rev. 0. H. Gulick (absent)

Rev. J. L. Atkinson

Rev. R. H. Davis

De Witt C. Jencks

Rev. J. T, Gulick

Miss J. E. Gulick

Miss J. E. Dudley

Miss Davis

Miss V. A. Clarkson

Miss M. A. Barrows

at Okavama.

J. C. Berry, M.D.

Rev. J. H. Pettee

Rev. O. Cary , Junr.

Miss E. Talcott

Wilkin & Robison , merchants - 26

H. St. J. Browne

Wilkinson, J. C.- .91

Whymark & Co. , Geo. , butchers, bakers,

compradores, general st keepers, and

agents Japan Gazette , 81 , Division St.

Geo. Whymark
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Masonic.
Hrogo & OSAKA LIGE, No. 498, S.C.

Officers for 1832 .

Right Worshipful Marter - Bro. J. F. Gor

RISING SUN LODGE, N. 1401, E.C. ham

Worshipful Master - Bro. J. Gillingham Deputy Master - Bro. G. Nankivell

1. Past Master. — Bro . T. R. Snervinton Senior Warden - Bro . W. Warburton

Senior Warden - Bro. W. Pitts Junior Warden-Bro. E. Bonger

Junior Warden - Bro. T. Bellamy Treasurer - Br»), H. W. Tab r

Hon . Sec. & Treasurer --Bro. T. C. Throni Secretary-Bro. H. A. Miles , P.M.

craft, P.M. Senior Deacon-Bro . W. Hall

Senior Deacon - Bro. G. W. Butt Junior Deacon - Bro, A. Aarestrup

Junior Deacon - Bro . J. Reid Master of Ceremonies - Bro. J. Hall

Inner Guard Inner Guard - Bro. D. Rynolds.

Tyler -- Bro. W. K. Board Tyler - Bro. W. K. Board

OSAKA .

Osaka is the second city in Japan in point of size and commercial importance, and

bas not inaptly been termed the Venice of the Far East, owing to the manner in wbich

it is intersected by canals . It is situated in the province of Settsu , and is built on the

banks of the river Ajikawa, about five miles from the sea . The river is only navigable

for small vessels , and on the opening of the railway to Hiogo the foreign trade of

Osaka commenced to decline . Almost all the foreign firms in the latter city have

removed to Hiogo, and there is now not a single British firm in Osaka. The most

imposing and at the same time the most interesting object to be seen in Osaka is the

Castle , erected in 1583 by one of the Shoguns , the famous Tai-ko -Sama. Though

less extensive than thatof Tokio, it is a much grander and more striking edifice, and is

indeed , on the whole, the first among the many hundreds of castles iri Japan. It is

now occupied by the Osaka garrison , and forms the beadquarters of one of the six

great military districts . The city is the seat of the provincial government , which is

called Fucho, in contradistinction to the other provincial governments, which are

termed Kencho. Osaka is the seat of numerous industries, and the ImperialMiot is

located there . In 1876 coins to the value of $ 6,613,405 were struck at this Mint, in

1877 to the value of $ 5,701.555, in 1878 to the value of $4,615,676 , in 1880 to the

value of $6,899,084, and a continuous supply of yen ( lollars) is issued from the

establishment, which are of similar weight and fineness to the Mexican dollar, but

owing to Chinese combination they only obtain currency in Cina and Hongkong at

a di count. The population of the city is given as 549,210 ; the number of foreign

residents in 1880 was 177 , of whom 133 were Chinese. The value of the imports

for 1880 was 931,499 , compared with 547,563 in 1879, and that of the exports

$471,167 as against $ 351,172 in 1879 .

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

SWITZERLA " !).

Consul - Dr. H. Stannius, Junr.

IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT MINT .

Kawasaki,

(For igo Staff ).

Wm . Gowland, F.C.S., technical adviser

chemist and assayer

R. MacLagar, M.I.M.E., engiueer

IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT RAILWAY.

( Sve Yokohama List) .

BELGIUM .

Consular Agent - L . Du Bois

Government Departments.

OSAKA SUPERIOR COURT.

Albert Beinet, counsellor-at-law

OSAKA ARSENAL .

D. Munster
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DOBUKU RIYO . CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN MISSION,

(Construction Section )
Rev, J. B. Hail

J. de Ryke, 14, Concession
Rev. A. D. Hail

IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT School.
EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION OF NORTB

C. H. H. Wolff
AMERICA , 17 , CONCESSION .

Dr. Frazer
Rev. A. and Mrs. Halmhuber

AMERICAN EPISCOPAL Mission .

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.
Rev. A. R. Morris, Yoreki Machi

The Governor of Osaka

The Consular Body
Rev. J. McKim , 14, Concession

Mrs. J. McKim, do.

Rev. C. F. Warren

Rev. H. Heitkim per
Miss B. T. Michie, 6, Concession

Miss M. Mead do
Rev. A. D. Hail , secretary

T. George, superintendent
H. Lanving, M.D.

Rev. T. S. Tyng, 14, Concession

Professions & Trades ,
Mrs. T. S. Tyng, do .

Billiard Saloon , 25, Concession

AMERICAN BOARD MISSION.

Rev. J. H. De Forest

G. Batt:ke

Rev. Wallace Taylor, M.D.

China and Japan Trading Company, Li- Rev. W. W. Curtis

mited
Miss F. H. Gardner

F. Kawaguchi, in charge
Miss Colby

Miss Kellogg

Favre - Brandt, C. & J. , watch and clock

importers-10
SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING FEMALE

C. Favre - Brandt (absent)
EDUCATION IN THE East.

J. Favre - Brandt (Yokohama) Miss Oxlad, 4, Concession

L. Du Bois

FRENCH CATHOLIC MISSION,

Furukawa Bachi.

Jouas, F. M. , 16, Concession
Mgr. Laucaigne, Bishop of Appolonia

Kawasaki Glass Works L’Aubé J. Cousin, pro-vicar apostolic

E. Skidmore, potter
L'Abbé M. P. J. Ple sis

do. H. Vasselon

Kirby & Co., E. C. , 17 , Concession
do . Paurientis

do. J. C. Com baz

Osaka Iron Works

E. H. Hunter & Co., agents SISTERS OF CHARITY.

J. F. Calder, managing engineer Rev. Mère Justine, superieure

J. W. Barry, supdt. shipwright Sæur Bernardine

Sæur Norbert

Osaka Ice Works
Sour André

J. D. Carroll & Co.

J. A, Weed, manager
KIOTO.

Rev. M. L. Gordon , M D.
Penn, H. , Dosbin Machi

Mrs Gordon

Rev. J. D. and Mrs. Davis

Rieser, P. , Honden

Rev. D. W. and Mrs. Learned

R. Lehmann
Missionaries .

Miss H. F. Parmalee

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY. Miss A. J. Starkweather

Rev. C. F. and Mrs. Warren C. H. Baldwin

Rev. H. Evington, M.A. Dr. G. Wagner

Rev. G. H. Pole, B.A. L'Abbe Aimé Villion , mission , apost,

Mrs. H. Evington Roman Catholic Mission



YOKOHAMA.

Yokohama is the principal Treaty port of Japan , and was opened to foreign trade

in July , 1859. It is situated on the Bay of Yokohama, a small bay on the Western

side of the Gulf of Yedo , in lat . 35 deg . 26 min . 11 sec . N. , and long. 139 deg. 39 min .

20 sec. , in the island of Hondo, and is distant about eighteen miles from the capital ,

with wbich it is connected by a line of railway . The settlement stands on what was

originally a swamp, and - tbe town having sprung up only since the site was select

ed for å treaty port instead of the little town of Kanagawa - possesses few attrac

tions for the visitor. The scenery around, however, is hilly and pleasing, and on a

clear day the snow-crowned summit of Fusiyama,a volcanic mountain 13,000 feet

high - celebrated in Japanese literature and depicted on so many native works of art

is clearly visible. Yokohama is compactly built of low houses with tiled roofs.

Thetown is divided into two nearly equal parts, the western half Leing occupied by

the foreign settlement. Beyond the plain on which tbe town is built rises a sort of

semicircle of low hills called “ The Bluff,” which is thickly dottel with handsome

villas and dwelling-houses in various styles of architecture, all standing in preity

gardens. From these dwellings charming prospects are obtainable . Along the

water-front of the foreign settlement runs a fine broad street called the Bund, on

which, facing the water, stand many of the principalhouses and hotels. The streets

in the foreign settlement are well paved , kerbed, and drained . There are Anglicar ,

French Catholic, Union Protestant, and native Mission Churches in the settlement."

Yokohama has greatly increased in importance of late years , but the export trade

does not make satisfactory progress. There are three English daily papers publish

ed in the port, namely, the Japan Gazette, the Japan Herald, and the Japan Daily

Mail ; the latter has also a weekly edition . In addition to these there are two French

papers, L'Echo du Japon and the Courrier du Japon .

The entire population of Yokohama was , according to a census taken in 1879,

67,499. The number of foreign residents in 1880 was 3,871,of wbom 2,505 were

Chinese, 567 British , 250 American, 200 German , 102 French , 51 Dutch , 45 Portu

gue e , 42 Russian , and the remainder of various nationalities.

The imports into Yokohama consist chiefly of cotton and woollen goods . In

1880, according to the British Consul's report, the value of the different classes of

inports was as follows :-Cotton manufactures, $ 11,200,918 ; woollen manufac

tires , $2,307,784 ; mixed cotton and woollen, $ 1,326,517 ; metals, $ 1,191,327 ; arms

aud ammunition , $ 187,399 ; miscellaneous foreign, $ 6,608,481 ; miscellaneous local ,

$3,5 20,682 ; total 26,348,108 . The total value of the exports was $ 18,577,913 . Silk

is the most valuable of the exports, being set down at $ 9,962,872. Tbe value of the

tea exported was $ 4,725,961. The total export of raw silk during the season from

1st July , 1880, to same date 1881, only half of which period is covered by the Con

sular returns, was , according to the returns of tbe Chamber of Commerce, 21,812

bales, of which 4,481 were for England , 12,387 for France, 5,376 for America , and

95 for other countries. The export of tea during the season from 1st May, 1880 , to

samedate 1881 , was 24,410,118 lbs . , all for America, with the exception of 191,108

lbs. for England.
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DIRECTORY,

Consulates .

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Minister Resident- Chevalier Ho " er von

Hoffenfeldt

Secretary-H. von Sie'vold

Acting Consul - J. J. Enslie

GERMAN EMPIRE .

Legation, Tokio.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni..

potentiary-K. von Eisendecher

Sect. of Legation - Baron von Zedtwitz

Interprete - F. Krien

Student Interpreter - L . von der Osten

Messenger - J, Hagenah

BELGIUM

Legation, 179 , Bluf, Yokohama.

Ministre Résident - Cb. de Groote

Consul — E . G. Scribe

Consulate, No. 81 .

Consul - Ed. Zappe

Interpreter - R. Gebauer

Assistant Interpreter-Horikoshi

Secretary-J . Puetz

Constables - C . H. Schmidt

DENMARK .

Representative
Diplomatique

-J. J. Van

der Pot

Consul Generil -- E1. T. de Bavier

CHINA .

Legation, Tokio.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni.

potentiary - Ho Ju -cbang

Vice do. Chay Sz-kwei

Secretary - Hwang Chun -biang

GREAT BRITAIN .

Koji-machi.

Legation, Tokio.

Envoy Extraordinary, Minister Plenipo

tentiary and Consul General - Sir Harry

S. Parkes, K.C.B.Gem.C

Sec . of Legation - W . J. Smijth

2nd. do . -G. W. Buchanan

JapaneseSecretary - Ernest M. Satow

Acting Vice-Consul and Chancelier.-J. H.

Longford

Student Interpreters -- F . W. Playfair, W

J. Kenny, R. de B. Lavard

Medical Officerin charye - 'Wm. Willis,M.D

Chaplain - Rev. A. C. Shaw , M.A.

Linguist-Ogita Masaichi

Consulate, 145 , Yokohama.

Consul - Fan Shi-pau

Secretary - Loo Quan

English Interpreter — Choy Chew

Japanese Interpreter-Low Bo Sum

FRANCE.

Legation , Nagata -cho Ni- chome, Tokio .

Envoyé Extraordinaire
et Ministre Pleni

potentaire – Gillaume de Roquette

ler Secrétaire-- Tony Conte

2me do . -Cte, de Diesbach

Attaché- Bon . Benoit Mechain

Attaché de Lapayrere

Attaché Militaire- Lieut . Bougoisin

Acting Interpreter - R . P. Evrard

ler Interprète -- Capt. Du Bousquet

2me Interprète - de Bielke

Consulate.

Consul- Russell B. Robertson (absent

Acting Consul - J . J. Enslie

2nd Assistant - L . W. Küchler

Gaoler - H . Vincent

Constable - F . E. White

Turnkey–J. S. Roberts

Consulate, No. 74.

Consul-Jules Jouslain

Chancelier - P . Larrouy

ler Commis.-E . Frandon

2me Commis . - L . Samie

Interprete Adjoint - A . Mellottée

Interprète - Č. Oueda

Interprète Auxiliare - I , Bastide

H. B. M.'s Court for Japan.

Judge - R . T. Rnni

Assistant Judge —Russell B. Robertson

Acting Assistant Judge -- J. J. Enslie

Acting Registrar and Crown Prosecutor -

J. J. Enslie

Acting Interpreter - L . W. Küchler

Acting Chief Clerk-C . D. Moss

Acting Court Usher - G . Hodges
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Secretary of Legation - D . W. Stevens

Interpreter - D . Thompson

ITALY .

Legation, Tokio .

Chargé d'Affaires - Cav. Eugenio Martin

Lanciarez

Consul — S . Careans

NETHERLANDS.

Legation .

Vinister Resident- J.J. von der Pot

Secrétaire Interprète- L. van de Polder

Consulate - General.

Consul General - General T. B. van Buren

Vice do. - Geo. E. Rice

Marshal - H . S. van Buren

Consular Clerk - Geo , H. Scidinore

Deputy Marshul-- Chas. Salmon

Office Clerk - Miura Rikitaro

PERU.

Consul - Carl Rohde (absent)

In Charge of Consulate General - E . von

der Heyde

Imperial Government,

IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

PORTUGAL.

27 ice-Consul.- F . Pereira

Acting Consul - E . de Bavier

Principal Japanese Officials.

Chief Commissioner -- Inouye Masaru

Assistant Commissioner - Noda Masubaru

Do. do . -Sugi Saninobu

Do, do . -Takeda Harukaze

Do. do . -Iida Toshinori

RUSSIA .

Legation, Tokio.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary - C. de Struvé

Secretary - Baron R. Rosen

Interpreter— A. Malende

Student Interpreter - B . Kostileff

Consulate, 171

Consul-A . Pelikan

SPAIN

Legation .

Chargé d'Affaires - Luis d 1Castillo y Tri

gueros

nd Secretary in charge of Consular

affairs — José Rica y Calvo (absent)

3rd Secretary - Manuel Ma de Arangurar

Interpreter - Mitani Nobuyoshi

Principal Foreign Officials.

(Construction and Maintenance .)

Principal Engineer (Kobe)-E.J. Hoctham ,

M.I.C.E.

Resident Engineer ( T kio )-J. Chambers,

Locomotive Superintendent (Kobe)-B. F.

Wright, A.Í.C.E.

( Trafic.)

Ayent and Traffic Manager-W. F. Page

Kobé

( Locomotive Department.)

Locomotive Supt.-- B , F. Wright, A.I.C.E.

Inspector of Locomotives (Kiot ) R. R. Horn

Asst. do. -F. H. Trevithick, (Tokio)

Engine Drivers, Fitters , &c . , & c. -T. Bel

lamy, H. Foster, M. Smith, J. Hall, J.

Gray, R. Hosking , G. Nankivell, T.

Pollock, W. Pitis , G. Impey, C. Feiris,

R. Wari, A. C al ' ', J. Anders in

(General.)

Sec. to Director and Chief Accountant - A

S. Aldrich

Clerk - R W. Thorp

SWITZERLAND .

Consulate,

Consul General - A . Wolff

Chancellor - C . Haenni

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Legation, Tokio.

Min ster Resident- J. J. van der Pot

Secretary Inte preter L. van de Polder

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Legation, Tokio.

Erooy E.ctraordinary and Minister Pleni

potentiary - Hon. John A. Bingham

Consulting Engineer -- W . Pule, F.I.S. (in

London )

London Ayents -- Malcolm , Brauker & Co.
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MUNICIPAL POLICE .

European.

Sergeant - W . Loxton

Constable - G . Schultz

IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPHS.

Japanese Officials, at Tokio .

Director General – T. Ishii

Assist int do. -S. Fukuda

Chief Assistunt -- W . H. Stone

English and French Teacher-G. E. Gre

gory

Clerks in charge-W. B. Mason , Nagasaki ;

W. S. Robertson , K be ; J. Stewart ,

Yokohama

H. B. M. NAVAL VICTUALLING YARD ..

117, Bluff.

Paymester in charge and Naval Accountan

--G . W. Muir, R.N.

Clerk - Chas. Ed. Stephens

LIGHTHOUSE SECTION, BENTEN.

1st Commissioner-Hara Takayoshi

Assist. do . -Funakoshi Hiroshi

Engineer in Chief - K . Fag cura

ROYAL NAVAL Hogi ITAL.

115 , Bluff.

Staff Surgeon in Charge -- Robert Nelson ,

R.N.

Surgeon – J. Dudley, M.B.

Steward - R . Warren

Assistant Stewards - Wm . Hooper, J. Reader

LIGHTHOUSE TENDER S.S. “ MEIJI MARU."

Captain -- R . H. Peters

Chief Officer - F . J. Brown

Chief Engineer ,W. G. Cameron

2nd do. --J. Douglass

U. S. NAVAL HOSPITAL.

99, Bluff.

Medical Inspector - N , L. Bates, U.S.N ..

Apothecary - E . EaglinTHE SAIBANSHO JUDICIAL COURT OF

KANAGAWA .

President - Nakamura Motoyoshi
JAPANESE HOSPITAL,

Nog

Director and Surgeon in Charge-T. W

Beukem , M.D.

THE KENCHO.

Governor - Oki Morikata

Secretary - Tsogai Seizo

do. -T-umagi Keusuke

Superintendeni of Police --KawaiHisayoshi

Foreign Secretary - Percival Osborn

IMPERIAL Post OFFICE.

Postmaster General - Y . Nomura

Director of Foreign Mails--S . M. Bryan

Clerk-W . L. Merriman

YOKOHAMA GENERAL HOSPITAL.

Committee -- A . J. Wilkin, H. Grauert, J ,

Ph . von Hemert, J. J. Enslie , A.0. Gay,

G. Blakeway, L. C. Masfen , H. Ahrens

Physicians – S. Eldridge, M.D., E. Whec

ler, M.D.

Steward - J. Lee Thompson

Assist. Steward-J. Miller

Nurse -- S . Kauppe

CEMETERY.

Committee - G . Blakeway, H. Grauert

Superintendent
--J.J. Jarmain

IMPERIAL CUSTOMS.

Superintendent - Montono Morimichi

do, -Ashiwara Kiyokazé

Chief ( ' lerk-J. Watanala

Chief Inspector and Appraiser-A. Tomita

Chief Accountant- H Kikun .

Assistant Tidewaiter - K. Nakamura

Chief Statistic Oflice - K . Yamaguchi

Stai ng Counsel- J. F. Lowder

AM 18 : r-H. M. Miller

Int-rpreter of English, French , and Japanese

-L. Wertheimer

YOKOHAMA JOCKEY CLUB.

Committit. - J. Walter, J. Wolf, Henry R.

Smith, L. von der Osten , A. W. Glen

nie, H. M. Perkins

Missionaries.

THE YOKOHAMA GAS COMPANY.

(Works at Noge . )

Japanese Director --. M . Asada

MUNICIPAL OFFICE.

Municipal Director - P . Osborn

AMEPLAN BAPTIST MISSIONARY UNION .

Rev. N. Brown, D.D. , 67, Bluff ; Rev.

A. A. Bennett, 67, Bluff, Riv. T. P.

Poate, 75 , Bluff, Miss. C. A. Sands ,

75 , Bluit ; Rev. H. H. Rhe es , 30, Tsu ..

kiji , Tokio, Rev. F. A. Dobbins, Tokio ,

Miss A. H. Kidder, Tsurugadai, Tokio
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NEWTON MISSION .

Rev. J. Goble, 75 , Bluff

( Yokohama.)

L'Abbé Félix Midon, pro - vicar apostolic

Léger G. Testevuide, missionaire

apostolic

Pierre Mugabure, missionaire

apostolic

AMERICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL

CHURCH Mission.

Rev. R. S. Maclay (absent )

Bev. I. H. Correll (absent)

Rev. Julius Soper, 222A , Bluff

Bev. M. S. Vail, 221 , Bluff

Rev. G. F. Drap r, 222B, Bluff

Mrs. Julius Soper

Vro. G. F. Draper

Miss Jennie S. Vail

.

9

SISTERS OF CHARITY ,

Persionnat du St. Enfant Jesus .)

Réves ne Mére S. Mathilde, supérieure ;

Seu St. Hubert

St. Gelase Tokio

St. Emmanuel

St. Grégoire

St. Philippe

Ste, Marthe

Ste. Dumitilie Yokohoma

S ' . Epi.rem

St. Xavier

Louise

AMERICAN P : SBYTERIAN MISSION .

C. Hepburn , M.D., LL.D. (absent)

J. C. Ballagh , 39, T kio

Rev. G. W. Knox, do .

;

AMERICAN REFORMED CHURCH

MISSION .

E ?v . J. H. Ballagh, 49 , Bluff ; Rev. G. S.

Booth , 178 , Bluff ; Mr. M. N. Wyckoff,

43, Bluff ; Mrs. M. N. Wyckoff, 48,

Bluff ; Miss H. L. Winn, 178, Bluff

CHRIST CHURCH.

Rev. E. C. Irwine, M.A. , iucumbent

A. J. Wikin

J. J. Enslie
Committee

Montague Kirkwood

A. H. Č. Haselwood, treasurer
WOM in's UNION MISSIONARY SOCIETY

OF AMERICA, 212 , Bluff.

Miss Julia N. Crosby, L. H. Pierson, Mrs.

A. Veile, Miss Nannie Fletcher

PARSONAGE SCHOOL.

S. C. Pass, teacher

SEAMEN'S MISSION.

In Union with the “ Mission to Seamen

Society ," of London , and the “ Ame

rican Seamen's Friend Society ” of New

York ; Royal Naval Seripture Readers'

Society of London

ionary - W . T. Austen

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE:

Chairman -- J. P. Mollison

Vice- Chairinan - A . Wolff

Committee- C . Stiebel , W. H. Taylor, A.

J. Wilkin , J. P. Reid, A. O. Gay, M.

Burchard , F. D'Ihanger

Secretary - G . K. Dinsdale

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, 42.

Henry Loomis, ag nt

Geo. Elmer

YOKOHAMA UNITED CLUB ,

President - Gen. T. B. Van Buren

Vice - President - F . Lowder

Hon. Secretary - W.J. S. Shand

Hon . Treasurer - J . Leckie

Committee - M . Engert , A. Milne

99

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS.

H. G. Mgr. Osouf, Pierre Marie, bishop of

Arsit oë, i.p.i. , and vicar apostolic of

Northern Japan

L'Abbé Felix Evrard , missionaire apostolic

Jean Marie Lemaréchal ,,

Louis Sutter,

Julien Langlais,

Urbain Faurie,

Honeste Balanche

Ernest Tulpin

Jos . Gueuin

Felix Ligneul

Dosithée Lecomte

CLUB GERMANIA.

President - H . Anderson

Vice - President - A . Wolf

Secretary

Treasurer - C . Stiebel

Steward - J . A Repenn
97 97

CRICKET ( LCB.

Secretary - Alex. Milne
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YOKOHAMA Foot BALL ASSOCIATION .

Hon . Secretary - A . H. Dare

YOKOHAMA AMATEUR ROWING CLUB .

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer - G . W. F.

Playfair

YOKOHAMA CHAPTER, No. 1,092,

2.-A. Langfeldt

H.-E. Fischer

J.-C. J. Strone

E.-J. Douglas

P. S.-H. Noss

Treasurer - C . H. Talas

P. Z .-- C . II . Dallas, C. A. Heimann, A

Mitchell, F. W. Sitton, W. H , Stre,

A. S. Fobes

Swiss RIFLE CLUB .

President

Secretary - G . Hurliman

Assessor - J. R. Merian

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF JAPAN.

President - E . Divers, M.D.

Councillors - Rev. J. L. Amerman, W.

Anderson , F.R.C.S. , B. H. Chamber

lain , W. S. Chaplin, C. H. Dallas , J. A.

Geerts , Ph. D. , J. C. Hepburn, M.D. ,

LL.D. , T. Walsh

Corresponding Secretary - Ernest Satow

Treasurer -- T. W. Hellyer

Recording Sec.-J. A. Ewing ( Tokio )

Librarian - Rev. C. T. Blanchet

YOKOHAMA LODGE -- 1,092, E.C.

Worshipful Master - I . W. Beauchamp

Senior Warden -- M . Kirkwood

Junior Warıl-1 - T.H . Tripler

Treasurer - J. Hunt

Secretary - A . T. Watson

Senior Deacon --- R . M. Gebauer

Junior Deacon -- E . C. Fenner

Inner Guaril - R . N. St. John

Tyler - A . Hearne

Past Master. - C . H. Dallas, W. Bourne,

E. J. Gerghegan, F. W. Sutton, Druny .

mond Has, T. R. H. McClatcbie, J. J.

Enslie, Wm . Gordon

NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND .

Agent--R . Lilley (absent)

YOKOHAMA FIRE BRIGADE.

Committee --G.W.F.Playfair,T. Brewer,

J, Dodds, James Walter

Hon. Sec. & Treasurer — W.JS Saand

VICTORIA VOLUNTEER STEAM FIRE

ENGINE COMPANY.

Foreman - James Walter

Right-Hose - J. D. Hutchison

Left- Hose - A . Milne

Sec, and Treasurer-c. Grant

OTENTOSAMA LODGE - 1,263, E.C.

Worshipful Master-H. Moss

Senior Warden - J. J. Gray

Junior Warden -- G . Booth

Secretary-Jesse W. Gray

Treasurer - J . J. Gray

Senior Deacon - w . Hooper

Junior Décroi?—E. Jacot

Director of Scimonies — I. W.Beaujo

Stewards. - B . Spain , C. E. Stephes ,

Inner Guard - A . Davies

Tyler --- A . Hearne

Past Masters-C. H.Dallas, A. L. fel!,

H. Moss, A. Meier, J. !ouglas.

Public Companies, & e .

DISTRICT GRAND LODGE OF JAPAN .

R. W. D. G. M.-C. H. Dallas

D. D. G. M.-F. W. Sutton

D G. S. W.-C. A. Heimann

D. G. J. W.-H. Moss

D. G. Chaplain --- E . C. Irwine

D. G. Treasurer - F . Prowse

P. G. Registrar - T. C. Thornicraft

P. of D. B. of G. P.-E. J. Geoghegan

D. G. Secretary - W . H. Stone

D. G. S. D.-A. Meier

D. G. J. D .-- T . R. Shervinton

D. G. S. of W.-A. Christensen

D. G. D. C.-I. W Beauchamp

D. G. S. B.-J. Gillingham

D. G. Organist-C. E. E. de Bavier

D. G. P.-Jesse W. Gray

D. G. Stewards - J . J. Gray, C. E. Fenner,

R M. Gebauer

INSURANCES.

Abbott, Edgar, agent

Queen Fire Insurance Company of

Liverpool

Queen Life Insurance Company of

Liverpool

Adamson , Bell & Co., agents

Globe Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Home and Colonial Marine Insurance

Co. , Limited

London and Provincial Marine Insta

rance Co. , Limited
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Bavier & Co., agents
Kingdon , Schwabe & Co., agents

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society Phænix Fire Insurance , London

Manchester Fire Insurance Company

Butterfield & Swire, agents The Union Marine Insurance Co.

Royal Exchange Assurance Corporation

(Marine) Lo Long Hing, agent

Cornes & Co. , agents
China Merchants Insurance Company

Lloyds'

Lancashire Fire Insurance Company

Macpherson, A.J. , agent

Royal Exchange (Marine)

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Underwriting Agency Association of
Mollison , Fraser & Co. , agents

Lloyds'
Thames and Mersey Marine Insu.

Mannheimer Versicherung Geslls
rance Company

cha't Assicurazioni Generali in
Imperial Life Insurance Company

Trieste Liverpool Underwriters Associati

Findlay, Richardson & Co., agents

North Britishand Mercantile Insurance
Mourilvan , Heimann & Co. , agents ,

Company (Fire and Li'e)
China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Fraser, Farley & Co. , agents North China Insurance Company

Boston Board of Underwriters
W. G. Bayne, agent (absent)

Standard Life Assura e Company W. H. Percival, acting agent

Scottish Union and National Fireand

Life Insurance Company Rhode & Co. , Carl , agents

Glennie, A. W. , agent
Hanburg Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Commercial Union Assurance Co. , Board of Hamburg Underwriters

Consolidated Marice Insurance Co.

Universal Marine Insurance Co. , Ltd.
of Berlin and Dresden, London

Grauert, H., agent

North German Fire Insurance Co.
Rickett, John, agent

The Marine Insurance Company

Hamburg

Grosser & Co. , agents

The Fire Assurance Association , Lid.
Schultze, Adolph, agent

German Lloyds'

Bremen Board of Underwriters
Royal Insurance Company

Hecht, Lilienthal & Co., agents-

La Fonciere (Compagnie Lyonnaise Shand, W. J. S , agent

d’Assurance Maritimes Réunie)
The London and Staffordshire Fire

London Assurance Corporation
Insurance Co. , Limited

City of London Fire Insurance Co. ,

Heinemann & Co. , Paul , agents Limited

China Traders' Insurance Co. , Limited Provident Clerks Mutual Life Assur

Hemert, J. Ph . von , agent

ance Association

Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insu

rance Company of Batavia
Siber & Brennwall, agents

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Company
Helvetia Marine Insurance Company

of Batavia
Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Co.

Hamburg -Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Illing & Co., C. , agents
Company

Transatlantische Feuer Versicherungs

Acticu Gesellschaft, in Hamburg
Simon, Evers & Co. , agents

Seotti luperial, Fire and Life
Hanseatic Fire Insurance Co. , Ham

Jardine, Matheson & C., agents burg

Canton Irsauce Ofte, Limited Prus-ian National Insurance Co. ,

Hugkong Fire Insurance Co. , Ltd. Stettin
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Smith , Baker & Co. , agents —

Guardian Fire and Life Assurance

Company, London

Strachan & Thomas, agents —

Northern Assurance Co. , Fire and Life

Strome, C. J. , agent

Star Life Assurance Society (of Lon.

don)

ORIENTAL BANK CORPO STION - 11

L. Cameron, agent

G. W. Thompson, accountant

G. W. F.Playfair, acting accountant

R. J. Rhode, assistant accountant

H. A. Herbert,
do.

Steam Transit Companies, &c.

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM

NAVIGATION COMPANY-15

J. Rickett, agent

J. S. Wong

W. Hood

Valmale, Schone and Milsom , agents

Schweiz Marine Insurance Company,

of Zurich

Walsh , Hall & Co. , agents ,

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Merchant Marin : Insurance and Co. ,

Limited London

Watson, E. B., agant-

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Wilkin & Robison , at junts

Sun Fire Orice

Ziegler & Co. , agents-

Swiss Lloyds ' Marine Insurance Com

pany, Winterthur

MESSAGERIES MARITIMES-9.

A. Conil, principal agent

E. Blanc

H. Juéry

Kataoka

A. Thomas

P. Jourdan, coal depôt

Y. Long, compradore

Pacific MAIL STEAMSHIS COMPANY - 41

F. E. Foster, general agent in China

and Japan (Hongkong)

C. D. Harman

E. H. R. Manley

J. S. Van Buren

E. Howard, supt. of coal yard

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP

COMPANY -- 13

Geo . B. Emory, general agent

H. N. Tileston

G. W. Baffey

E. Perretuo

REUTER'S TELEGRAM Co.

John Hattendon , agent

Banks.

CHARTERED BANK OF INDIA , AUSTRALIA,

AND CHINA—7

E. G. Moberly , acting agent

CHARTERED MERCANTILE BANK OF INDIA ,

LONDON & CHINA — 78

L. C. Masfen , manager

C. Cottell, sub accountant

Mits! BISHI MAIL S.S. Co.

Yeend Duer, agent

J. H. Curtis

E. Pallister

C. Pope

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING COR

PORATION-62

John Walter, Managsr

A. H. C. Haselwood, accountant

A. H. Dare, assistant accountant

E. J. Pereira, do .

R. N. St. John , do .

W. B. Thomsen , do.

G. Gower Robinson , do.

H. H. Vacher, do.

U. F. Gordo, chrk

G. F. Gordo, do .

J. Watanabe, do.

CHINA MERCHANT's STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY-- 190

Lo Lung Hling, agent

GERMAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

(Hamburg ) --25

Simon, Evers & Co. , agents

“ BEN " LINE OF STEAMERS-33

Mourilyan , Heimann & Co. , agents

WHEATLEY & Co.'s GLOBE PARCELS

EXPRESS, 85 & 45

Captain D. Scott, receiver
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Merchants, Professions, Trades , &c. Berger, E.-234, Bluff

Abbott, Edgar, bill, bullion & ship broker,28 Berrick Brothers, stationers , &c .-56

G. B. Berrick

J. BerrickAdamson, Bell & Co. , merchants - 36

F. D’Iffanger , manager

E, Wex

G. J. Melhuish

A. J. Correa

Bisset & Co. , J. , merchant: -78

J. Bisset (absent)

H. Prver

J. M. dos Remedios

Bland, C. S. , bill broker-78

Ahrens & Co. , H .-- 10

H. Ahrens

J. Winkler

H. Sengstack

A. Greppi ( Kobe)

R. Facht man do .

Bolmida, G. , merchant - 202

G. Bolmida

G. Triulzi

Allcock, Geo . H. , silk inspector--33

American Clock & Brass Co.-28

Bristol Brass and Clock Co.

Jas . R. Morse, atty.

C. W. Dimock

Drummond Anderson

Bourne& Co. , public tea inspectors, commis

sion agents, and auctioneers — 70 and 71

Wm . Bourne

F. W. Templemore

Bouvet & Co. H .,-- 95

Henri Bouvet

Anderson, W., carpenter, shipwright, & c. 277
Boyes & Co.-- 153

Fred . Boyes

Richard Reiff

J. Naudin (absent)

Annand & Co.-55

J. Annand

Aymonin & W., V., merchants-

V. Aymonin

A. Devèze

Busch, Schraub & Co.-- 92

E. Schraub

Bank Exchange -- 37

Butterfield & Swire, merchants - 7

James Dodds

E. J. Geoghegan

F. WalkerBavier & Co. , merchants - 76

Ed . de Bavier

A: de Bavier (absent)

Ernest de Bavier (absent)

0. Francke

C. Eymard

A Joelinke

E. Meregalli

V. de Bivier

S. Severim

Carroll & Co. , J. D. , comm'n agents — 50

F. C. Spooner

Charles Wiggins

H. M. Roberts

C. E. Churchill

A. W. Curtis

H. Titjen (Hiogo)

Carst, Captain Jan, Moto Bentev , and 98 ,

Bluff

Bay View House Academy—241 , Bluff

Mde. X. Salabelle

Mons . X. Salabelle

Miss A. Salabelle

Beato, F. , merchant - 24

F. Beato

H. Engelhardt

Caudrelier, L. , storekeeper and contrac

tor-77

L. Caudrelier

E. Andries

Cave du Medoc-51

A. Michel, managerBennett , W. R. , bill and bullion broker--32
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M. Lovell, Junr.

J. B. Maxwell

W. W. Till

China & Japan Trading Company, Limit

ed ; importers of, and dealers in , general

merchandise, commission agents — 89

A. S. Fobes, manager (absent)

Wm. Posch, acting manager

T. J. Morris

F. V. Samuels

T. L. Brower

Culty Frères, hairdressers - 51

A. Culty

Curnow & Co. , storekeepers — 83

A. Mitchell

M. Russell! J. Trading Company, Tea Depart

at-- 99

Marsball Bazing, manager Cuthbertson, R. B., pianoforte tuner--31

Clarke, Robert, bread and biscuit baker --129
Davis, Lewis , general trader - 108

Davis, Mrs. E. , millinery rooms - 66
Cliff Dairy-124

J. Helm, manager

Cobb & Co. , carriage builders and livery

stable keepers — 37

J. W. Sutherland

W. H. Henriques

T. Hing

Deschanel & Co. , A. , “ Hotel et Restau

rant des Colories ” -52

A. Deschanel

De Jong, Dr. C. G .-- 177

Cocking & Co., merchants - 75

Samuel Cocking, Jr.

A. Morton

Dell'Oro & Co. , merchants-91

Isidoro Dell'Oro (absent)

F. Biagioni

L. Colombo

R. Chauvin, silk inspector

Collyer, J. F. , Exchange Market - 42

Colomb & Co. , J. , merchants -- 10

Jules Colomb

Paul Colomb

ickins, Fred , Victor barristerwat - law (ab

sent) -- 32

H. Bellasis, solicitor

Commercial, The-31

R. B. Cuthbertson

Domoney & Co. , G. , butchers, ship com

pradores and storekeepers -- i7

G. Domoney

A. K. Noble

J. 0. Prior

Ah Yeong

Cook, Mrs. D. , milliner, and dealer in fancy

goods -- 72

Cook, Henry , shipbuilder - 115

Durand & Co., saddlers_77

U. DurandCook, H. L. , news agent --- 72

Cope, F. A. , merchant and culcuioneer - 51

and 52
Edwards, James, storekeeper -- 89

J. Edwards

F. Dumont

H. Dumont

Echo du Japon Office — 183

Copeland & Co., 123, Bluff

W. Copeland

J. L. 0. Eyton

Cornes & Co. , merchants — 34 and 35

Frederick Cornes ( London )

W. H. Taylor

A. Winstanley (absent)

R. A. Wylie

J. T. Griffin, silk inspector

Mons. Salabelle proprietors

}

F. Placé, compositor

Eldridge, Stuart, M.D.-67
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G. Natermann

Joseph Ishi

Favre Prandt, C. & J. , watch and clock im. !

ро .. --175

C. 1 avre Brandt

J Favre Brandt

C. Huot, signs per pro .

A. Baia

L. Du B is , signs per pro . (Osaka)

C. Du Bois

Findlay , Richardson & Co. , merchants - 6

Robert Johnstone

C. G. Dunlop (absent)

Matthew Brown, Jr.

C. B. Bernard

J. W. Gray

Fischer & Co. , Edward, merchants -- 14

Edward Fischer

H. W. Livingston (Hiogo)

D. Anderson

A. C. Barra das

Hall , J. W. , account. and general agent — 58

Harding & Co. , steam a rated watermanu

factory -- 88

H. Harding

Hecht, Lilienthal & Co. , merchants--8

F. von Fischer

J. Volfs

F. Schaal

J. Gilbert

H. Geslien (Hiogo )

H. Broeschen (do .)

H. Orth

Heinemann & Co. , Paul, merchants - 198

Paul Heinemann

Otto Reimers (Kebe)

W. E. Drummon

W. C. Gasper

Martin Pors ( Kobe )

Spencer McKenzie ( Kobe)

J. M. de Sa Silva

P. F. da Silva

S. da Luz (Kobe)

Hemert, J. Ph . von , merchant -- 25

M.F. Hagemann

R. A. Mees

Fraser , Farley & Co., merchants -- 143

Gustavus Farley, Jr.

J. A. Fraser

F. S. James

J. W. Doheny

Gabaretta , R. , “ The Relief Fire Brigade "

-228
1

TIepburn, J. C. , M.D.--149 , Bluff

Gargar, J.--88

Geffeney, C. H. , hairdresser — 60

Gillett, B. , merchant — 24B

Hotel et Café de l'Univers--168 and 187

Glennie, A. W., merchant and public tea

inspector - 96

A. W. Glennie

J. Eaton

Hudson & Co. , merchants - 70A

John Hudson (absent)

Cardross Grant

E. F. Kilby ( Hiogo)

J. H. Thompson

T. L. Boag

T. M, Isaka

« Golden Gate " Livery Stable - 277

A. Jaffray

Gorman & Co , H.J., furniture dealers-86

Goudareau, G. , wine merchant -- 166F

Illies & Co. , C. , merchants -- 54

C. Illies

V. Roehr (Ingo)

J. Witk

C. Oesti

C. Koepi ":

C. Falck, godown man

A. Thünena ( Hiogo)

ulGrand Hotel - 20

Grauert, I. , merchant - 75A

H. Grauert

Robt. Bleifus

Grosser & Co. , merchants -- 180

E. Grosser (absent)

F. Grosser

Jolis . Jantzu

Isaacs & Brother, R. , gen . merchants — 71

Israel Isaacs

R. Isaacs ( ahsent )

E. H. Tuska
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Ishikawa Dock & Engine Works .

Archibald King, manager

Keily & Co., booksellers, stationers, news

agents, tobacconists, &c .-28

J. B. S. Brinkworth

G. CharlesworthJacot & Co. , E.-52

E. Jacot

James & Wilson , dairymen--98

T. Herring, dairyman

Kingdon, Schwabe & Co.-89A

N. P. Kingdon , 16 & 17 , Bluff

R. S.Schwabe, 19, Bluff

T. F. Talbot

Japan Dispensary - 83

W. R. Brett

A. T. Watson

W. Davies

Kingsell & Co., F. , printers, stationers, and

bookbinders - 53

F. Kingsell

Japan Photographic Association - 17

H. Andersen

J. Douglas

D. Welsh

Kirby & Co. , E. C. ,-59

E. C. Kirby

B. A. Valantide

E. Powys

J. B. Coulson

W. Sullivan

F. V.C. Ribeiro

Japan Gazette Office - 70

W. H. Talbot

J. R. Anglin
proprietors

Alfred J. Clode

W. Vawdiey

J. M. Santos

}

Kirkwood , Montague, barrister -at-law

24A

M. Kirkwood

J.J. Rodrigues

Kniffer & C., L. , merchants, in liquidation

C. Illies a Co..

Japan Herald Office - 28

J. H. Brooke, proprietor and editor

J. F. Pinn , manager

J. A. Brooke, Juur ., reporter

J. Viney, foreman

B. Long , compositor

Japan Mail Office -- 16 , Bund

A. H. L. Cole , manager

Knoblauch & Co. , F. , commission mer

chants --121

Ludwig Wolf

S. Cope

H. Collins, foreman

F. Placé, compositor

Japan Punch

C. Wirgman, proprietor

Lane, Crawford & Co. , storekeepers and

commission merchants, auctioneers and

compradores, tailors and outfitters - 59

David R. Crawford (H’kong)

John S. Cox (do.)

Frederic Townley

G. Booth , manager tailoring and out

fitting department

T. 0. Eustace

T. G. Richmond

H. Lotz

Jardine, Matheson & Co. , merchants- ]

W. B. Walter

C. F. Hooper

G. L Montgomery

H. , cores

C. F. Reimers

A. C. Read

Jarmain , J. J. , merchant - 96, Bluff

Langfieldt & Mayers, storekeepers-73

A. Langfieldt

S. Mavers (San Francisco )

Jos. Deidenbach

Jos . L. Mayers

Lichtenstein , L.-28

Jubin & Co. , merchants- 17

E. Jubin absent)

G. Blakeway

C. Jubin Litchfield, H. C , barrister-at-law -- 32
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Lohmann & Co. , tailors, &c .-53

J. Peltzer

H. Lohmann

C. Weinberger

F. Schiff

Moss, E. J. , Yokohama Furniture Re

pository - 86 and 87Ludwig & Co. , H. , merchants - 166

H. Ludwig

R. Trub

Macarthur & Co., H. , ship and freight bro

kers-70

H. Macarthur

R. Abbey

Tom Abbey

Mourilyan, Heimann & Co. , merchants -- 33

Walter Mourilyan (absent )

Chas . A. Hein nn

Arthur H. Groon (Hiogo )

W. J. Cruickshank ( absent)

A. W. G'llingham (Hiogo )

A. Bellamy

M. I. R. Harris

J. J. Skinner

C. E. Fenner

W. H. Willoughby (Hiogo )

FF. Guterres do.

J. P. P. Ce llaço

Macpherson, A. J. , merchant

Maigre R. , engineer - 31

R Maigre

L. Maigre

Malcolm & Co. , merchants --- 73

W. A Malcolm (absent)

C. H. Dallas

“ New York Saloon " --179

E. Vollhardt

Mantelin , Madame-- 174

North, Thompson & Co., Medical Hall

an ! Dispensary---61

E C. Kirby

J. North

W. Rae

Marcus & Co. , S. , general importers - 56

S. Marcus

A. Marcus

E. Marcus

Owston , Snow & C « ., importers ---- 179

Alan Owston

H. J. SnowMartin & Co. , coal merchants -- 108

J. Martin

J. Martin , jun.

T. Burrell
Pass, S. C. , accountant - 184, Bluff

McDonald Wm . , bill, allion , and ship

broker -- 32, Water street

W. McDonald, Govt. surveyor, &c.

Pequiy not & Co. , French Livery Stables-137

M. Pequignot

E. Pineau

Perkins, Dr. H. M., dental surgeon - 75AMeiklejohn & Co. , R. , printers — 16

Merriman, J. Pestonjee, J. , mi hant and commission

agent - 87B

Mollison , Fraser & Co. , merchants--48

James P. Mollison

Evan J. Fraser ( absent)

George Hamilton

E.D. Murray

J. Hunt

H. N. Bramwell (Hiogo )

“ Peyre Frères' Hotel” —84

Samuel Peyre

Eugene Peyre

M. Bonafous

Pillon , T. , carpenter - 162

Morf & Co., H. C. , merchants - 176

F. Grunwald

H. C. Morf ( absent)

E. R. Feyerabend

Pohl Frères & Co.-67

John Pohl

H. Pohl

S. Pohl
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Pratt , Bird and Co. , baberdashers and

drapers

E. A. Bird

Simon, Evers & Co. , merchants-25

J. Simon (absent)

A , Evers (do .)

M. Burchard

Otto Münch

M. Kaufman

Reiss & Co. , merchants-30

C. Stiebel

G. Hurlimann, silk inspector

C. V. Marques

Retz , F. , jeweller, watch and clock inaker,

and general importer --214

F. Retz

Smith , Baker & Co. , merchants -- 178

W. H. Morse

E. R. Smith

R. B. Smith (absent)

N. F. Smith

A. T. Prichard

F. H. Olmsted

J. H. Richard

F. S. Morse

Rynaud, Z.-- 157

Rhode & Co. , C. , merchants - 12

Carl Rhode (al sent)

E. von der Heyde

H. Baehr

M. Ostermayer

s . Snug Saloon. ”--41A

J. B. Gibbs, proprietor

Roretz, A. von , M.D., Nagoya

Spahn & Co., R. , wine and beer depôt-- 52

R. Spaba

Rose & Co., T. , er gineers, &c .—113

Thos. Rose

Spring Valley Brewery-122

W. Copeland

J. L. 0. Eyton

Ruel, J. , wine merchant - 138

Spring Valley Beer Gardens -- 121, Bluff

Salvéry, A. , baker - 186

Stibolt & Co. , undertakers - 88

Mrs. N. Stibolt
Sargeut , Farsari & Co. , news agents, book

sellers and stationers-80, Main Street

E. A. Sargent

A. Farsari

Strachan & Co. , merchants—63

W. M. Strachan (absent)

J. D. Hutchison

J. P. Reid

G. Duff

T. Brewer

J. A. da Fonseca

Schinne & Francke, merchants-154

Otto Schinde

H. Francke (absent)

R. Walstab

Schultze, Adolph, merchant - 24

Scott, Capt. D. , broker, Customs agent, & c

Strome, C. J. , merchant-— 28

J. W. Beauchamp

Valmale, Schoene & Milsom , merchants

177

F. Schoene

Ad. Milsom (absent)

A. Mottu

Shand, W. J. S. , merchant - 32

Van Lissa Brothers , instrument makers

and armourers

A. M , van Lissa

Siber & Brennwald, merchants — 90

H. Siber (absent)

C. Brennwald (absent )

A. Wolff

J. Walter

C. Haenni

A. Dumelin

H. Abegg

Vincent, Mrs. E. A. , milliner and draper

-85

Mr3. E. A. Vincent
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Miss E. Martyn

Mrs. J. H. Curtis

Miss U. A. Vincent

Whitfield & Dowson , engineers, &c.;

Yokohama Iron Works-69

George Whitfield

Jules P. Darbier

W. Mann

J: Deniaud

F. Frischling

Waggott, public bill collector and commis

sion agent-88

Walsh, Hall & Co. , merchants — 2

John G. Walsh

Thomas Walsh

A. 0. Gay

Arthur Brent

A. Milne

C. P. Hall (Kobe)

M. Engert

A. Harmand

R. M. Varnum

R. J. Tilford

R. G. Walsh (Kobé)

Wilkin & Robison , merchants-3

Alfred John Wilkin

Richard Durant kobison (absent)

John Leckie

F. T. dos Remedios

J. T. Esdale

F. J. dos Remedios

Winstanley, J. , auctioneer and commission

agent - 70

Watson , E. B.-46

E. B. Watson

George Wauchope

W. H. Smith

Yokohama Butchery - 73

Langfeldt & Mayers, general store

keepers

Yokohama Drayage Coir pany - 124

Julius Helm

Ziegler & Co. , merchants - 47

Chas. Ziegler

J. R. Merian

P. Stingelin

A. Alioth

Weigert, P. , truck and drayman --122

Wheeler, Dr. E. - Bluff

Un

TOKIO .

The capital of Japan (until the Restoration called Y..do ] is situated at the north

of the Bay of Yedo, has a circumference of 24 miles, and vers a surface of nearly 36

square miles . The Sumida , or Great River, runs throuri ihe city, dividing Tokio

proper from the districts on the east side called Honjo and Fakagawa.

Tokio as viewed from the bay is a charming city, being well situated on

dulating ground, and possessing abundant foliage. The city is divided into fifteen

grand divisions, each of which is again subdivided into smallir sections. The houses,

and even the public officos, are all numbered, which method is adopted in every town

and village throughout Japan. The Castle of Tokio occupies al commanding position

on a hill a little to the westward of the centre of the city . It is enclosed in double

walls, and surrounded by a moat. Within the Castle formerly stood the Imperial

Palace andseveral public offices, but the destructive fire of the Srd of April , 372,

levelled these ancient and magnificent buildings, leaving only the surrounding lofty

turrets and walls . Since this great disaster, by which more than 5,000 houses were

destroyed , the Mikado has taken up his residence temporarily in one of the Dairios'

palaces at Akasaka, while the public off es are now located in new brick or stone

buildings in various places near the Castle. The Imperial Garden called Fukiage is

situated within the enclosure of the Castle . It is tastefully laid out in the pure

native style, and contains fine forest trees, rare and beautiful plants of all kinds, a

large pond, cascades,&c. , and is most carefully kept. This fine garden well repays

inspection, and admission can readily be obtained by visitors .
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Bitneen the Castle and the outer walls, a large area was until recently occupied

by the numerous palaces of the Daitnios, but nearly all those feudal erections have

now giver place to smart brick or stone buildings, used as Public Offices, Barracks,

Government Schools , &c. , so that at the present time hardly any of the Daimios'

palaces remain to illustrate wbat old Yedo was like in the time of the Shogunate,

They were , however, large plain long buildings of a single high storey , ordinarily

wbitewashed, and without any pretensions to architecture .

The remaining portion of the city outside the walls is very densely inhabited ,

and may be called the commercial district of Tokio . It bas a circumference of 24

miles and covers an area of about 20 sq are miles . The most important part of the

business quarter is on the east of this Castle , and is traversed by a nain street

running froin the north to the soutl - w . st under different names. À considerable

length of this thoroughfare, which is called Guinza, is lined with newly built brick

buildings in the European style ; the road is wide and well paved , and planted with

trees on either side. As it is in close contiguity to the railway station, it is always

very animated and thronged with vehicles and foot passengers.

The north end of the main street leads to the new public park or garden named

Ugeno, which was formerly occupied by the magnificent Temple founded and main.

tained by the Shoguns, and which was destroyed by fire during the revolution in

July, 1868. In these grounds the Industrial Exhibition of 1877 was erected, when

the gardens were at great expense converted iuto a public pleasure resort by the

Government. The second exhibition was beld on the saine site, in March last, under

the superintendence of a prince of the Imperial family. It is proposed to hold one

of these exhibitions every four years. It was in the Üyeno Garden that the Mikado

and General Grant were entertained by the citizens of Tokio in the summer of 1879

on a scale of magnificence unprecedented in the annals of the city ,

Among the places much resorted to by visitors is the ancient temple of Quannon,

at Asakusa, not far from Uyeno, one of the most beautiful , most venerated , and most

frequented temple in Japan. The temple is elevated about 20 feet from the ground,

A grand flight of steps gives access to the interior. There is a chief altar at the

extreme end of the temple, with side chapels at its right and left , containing a great

number of wooden images, which with the " glory ” round their beads, resemble the

images of Catholic saints. The interior of the temple is not very large, aud is not

so conspicuous for cleanliness as most of the public buildings in Japan . At the

ght of the temple there is a fine old Pagoda, and near it two colossal stone statues,

A new park wasalso opened close to the temple , about the same time as that of Uyeno,

Thus , with Shiba in the South West, where are to be seen some of the splendid shrines

of the Shoguns, there are three large public gardens within the city . The buildings

which are called the Temple of Confucius were formerly the University of Tokio , but

this has been superseded since the Restoration by the Tokio Di-gaku -ko (Tokio

University) , and other schools in which Foreign instructors are employed . There

were altogether 1,275 temples in Tokio in 1830 , some of which are iine edifices.

The districts of Honjo and Fukagawa form the quiet portion of the capital . This

quarter is connected with Tokio proper by five great bridges , some of which are

constructed of stone and some of wood. They are called , commencing on the north,

Adsuma Bashi, Umaya Bashi, Riogoku Bashi, Ohashi, and Yeitai Bishi respectively,

The quay on the banks of the Suwida forms a spacious and handsome street , and

may be especially recommended to a traveller who has only a few days to spend in

Tokio. In passing along the quay , he will see across the stream several fine temples

and great buildings, which stand on the western bank of the Great W.ver, and he

may get at the same time a very good idea of the animated river -life of the Sumida ,

whose waters are always covered with junks and boats of all descriptions.

A great part of the remaining area forming the district North of the Castle is

covered by paddy fields , in the midst of which rise picturesquely situated houses,

There are also extensive pleasure gardens, such as Aska-yama, aud neat little

villages . The surface covered by paddy fields and pleasure gardensmay he estimated

at 4 square miles. The part West of the Castle contains fifty temples,and a nuinber
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of nobles' palaces . The district on the South of the Castle, with an average surface

of 172 square miles , contains about sixty temples. The most remarkable among them

is the Tera of Meguro. In this part of Tokio is situated the Mausoleum of the

Shoguns, surrounded by several teinples.

Several great fires have during the last few years swept Tokio, more especially

that of April , 1872 , which led to great improvements and the widening of the streets.

Rows of fine louses in brick ai d store, and new bridges , in many cases of iron

or stone, have been built, and the city has in many portions been thoroughly

modernised. Themain streetsand those adjacent to them are lighted with gas. Lines

of telegraph, amounting in all to 200 miles, connect the various parts of the city

with one another, and with the country lines. A terrific tire occurred on the

26th December, 1879 , when upwards of 11,000 houses were destroyed. This

was followed on the 4th February, 1880 , by another fire, involving the destruc

tion of 2,500 buildings. Several great fires occurred early in 1881. The streets are

generally broad and wellkept, and improvements attend the work of reconstruction

öfter each conflagration. But as the city is in a transition state, it necessarily presents

many strange anomalies. Side by side with lofty stone buildings stand rows of rude

wooden houses. As with the buildings so with the people ; while the mass still wear

the native dress , numbers appear in European costume, and the soldiers are dressed

in uniform on the Western model. The environs of Tokio are very picturesque and

offer a great variety of pleasant walks or rides. Foreigners cannot do better than

spend their leisure hours in rambling over the country. The finest scenery is at the

northern and western sides of the city, where the country is surrounded by beautiful

bills, from which there is a distant view of the noble mountains of Hakone, while

beyond rises in solitary grandeur the towering peak of Fusi.yama, covered with snow

throughout the year. The population of Tokio was , according to the census of 1879.

1,101,496. The foreign residents numbered 565 in 1879, +19 of whom were in the

public empley ; ihey bave since decreased .

The native Press is represented by about forty newspapers, several of which are

dailies. Among them the Nichi Nichi Shimbun, the Hochi Shimbın, the Choya

Shimbun , and the Akibono Shimbun take the lead . Several others are .- 38 organs,

and two journals, the Yomiuri Shimbun and Kanayomy Shimbun, are tine advocates

of woman's rights. There are also several comic jourvais, and one illustrated paper

called the Yeiri Shimbun . There are 830 schools of different classes , including one

university, having an aggregate attendance of bouh sexes of from sixty to seventy

thousand.

DIRECTORY .

Legations. Consulate.

Koji-machi.

BRITISH .
M. Dohmen , vice -consul ( Yokohama)

Koji -machi.
Ernest M. Satow , acting vice-corsul

Sir Harry S. Parkes, K.C.B. , Envoy Ex- E. Dillon, constable

traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Legation Mounted Escort.

and Consul-General
P. Peacock , inspector

W. J. Smijth , secretary
A. Aberdien, sergeant

G. W. Buchanan, 2nd secretary
William Wood , constable

Ernest M. Satow , Japanese secretary E. Dillon
do .

J. A. Longford, acting vice - consnl and

chancelier FRENCH .

F. W. Playfair, W. J. Kenny, R. de B. Nagata-cho , Ni- cho -me.

Layard , student interpreters Gillaume de Roquette, Envoy Extraordin

W. Willis , medical officer ary and Minister Plenipoteni ,

Rev. A. C. Shaw , M.A., chaplain Coute Tony, Isi secretary

Ogita Masaichi, linguist Conte de Diesbach , 2nd Jo .
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DENMARK.

J. J. van der Pot, representantdiplomatique

Léon van de Polder, secretaire - interprete

Bor . Benoit Méchain , attaché

De Lapeyrère, attaché

Lieutenant Bougoisin , attaché militaire

Capt. Du Bousquet, lst interpreter

De Bielke, 2nd interpreter

M. P. Evard, interprete honnoraire

Dautremer, interprete adjoint

ITALIAN .

Tora -no -mon.

Cav . Eugenio Martin Lanciarez, chargé

d'affaires

L. Casti, interpreter

Toyoda, do.

RUSSIAN .

C. de Struvé, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary

Baron R. Rosen , secretary

A. Malende, interpreter

B. Kostileff, student interpreter

UNITED STATES .

Hon. John A. Bingham , Envoy Extraor

dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

D. W. Stevens, secretary

D. Thompson , interpreter

GERMAN

14, Nagata -cho.

K. von Eisendecher, Eivos Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary

Baron von Zedtwitz, sec. of Legation

F. Krien , 1st interpreter

L. von Osten, 2nd interpreter

J. Hagenah, butler

SPANISH .

Yokohama.

Don Luis del Castillo y Trigueros, chargé

d'affaires

PORTUGUESE.

F. Pereira, vice consul

E. de Bavier, acting consul

Swiss .

A. Wolff, consul-general

C. Haenni , chancellor

PERUVIAN .

C. Rohde, cousul (absent)

E. van der Heyde, in charge of consulate

general

CHINA.

Nag - cho.

Ho Ju-chang, Envoy Extraordinary , and

Minister Plenipotentiary

Chang Sz-kwei, vice -minister

Hwan Chuny hiang. vice -minister

Yal : g S110 , Siang Kiup -chung, it ter

preter's

Government Service.

Consulate.

23 , Tsukiji .

M. M. Bair, consul (absent)

AUSTRO -HUNGARIAN .

19 , Nagata - cho, Ichome, Koji-machi-ku.

Chevalier Hoffer von Hoffenfels , Minister

Resident for China, Sia and Japan

Henry von Siebold, secretary

A. von Roretz, P ysician

NETHERLANDS.

J. J. van der Pot, Minister Resident

Leon van de Polder , secretaire interprete

BELGIAN.

179 Bluff, Yokohama .

Ch . de Groote, Minister Resident

E. G. Seribe,

Daivo KUWAN (COUNCIL OF STATE . )

Sanjo Saneytemi, prime minister

Iwakura Tommi, senior vice -minister

Prince Arisugawa Taruhito, junior vice

minister

Yamagata Aritomo Sangi

Ito Hirobumi do .

Kuroda Kivotaka do.

Saigo Tsukumichi do .

Inouye Kaoru do,

Yamala Akioshi do .

Kawamura Sumivoshi do .

Matsugata Masa voshido.

( yama Iwao do .

Fukuoka Kotei do .

Sasaki Takatsura do .

G. Boissonade de Fontarabie, legal adviser

GAIMUSHO ( FOREIGN OFFICF .)

R. J. Beadon

H. W. Denison

Francois Sarazin

SHIHOSHO.

Boissonade de Fontarabie, legal adviser ard

teacher

Georges Appert, councillor-at-law

consul

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

J. J. van der Pot, Minister Resident

L. van de Polder, secretary -interpreter
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Ed. Divers, M.D. , professor of Chemistry

T. Alexander, C.F., professor of Civil Èn

gineering

J. Milne, F.G.S., professor of Mining

J. Conder, A.R.I.B.A. , professor of Archi

tecture

G. S. Brindley

GEN -RO- IN (SENATE. )

G. Boissonade de Fontarabie, legal adviser

2 & 7 Nagatamotchi itchiomé

NAIMUSHO (HOME DEPARTMENT.)

R. E. Beadon, barrister- at -law , standing

counsel and legal adviser to the Torishi

rabe Kioku of home department

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

Dr. Edmund Naumann, Director of the

Geological Survey of Japan

Oscar Korschelt, analytical chemist

Otto Schütt, chief topographer

NÖSHŌMUSHO (AGRICULTURAL AND

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT).

Kwan Sen Kwa (Marine Office ).

Kawase Hidebaru, chief superintendent

A. R. Brown, assistant superintendent

Tsukahara Shuzo, do .

TOBOKU K10KU (CONSTRUCTION SECTION . )

J. De Ryke, engineer (Osaka )

IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY OF TOKIO

(DAIGAKU ) .

Departments of Law, Science, and

Literature.

Kato Hiroyuki, president

Hattori, vice president

Foreign Professors - H . T. Terry , W. S.

Chaplin, W. A. Haughton, C. Netto, E.

F. Fenollosa , J. A. Ewing, G. V. Wa

gener, H. M. Paul, Dr. D. Brauns

Preparatory Department,

Hattori, superintendent

Foreign Instructors — F. W. Strange, W.

D. Cox, S. R. Frazier

KUWANNO KIOKU (BUREAU FOR IM

PROVEMENT OF HUSBANDRY) .

Dr. J. L. Janson

Carl Trvester

TOKIO DAIGAKU IGAKUBU (UNIVERSITY

OF Tokio) .

Department of Medicine.

Ikeda Kensai, president

Ishigura Tadanari do.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

(KOMABA.)

Dr. Oscar Killner , agricultural chemist

Dr. J. L. Janson

Dr. Carl Troester, veterinary surgeon

Foreign Professors- Dr. Erwin Baelz , Dr.

E. Tiegal, o . Korschelt, Dr. F. Disse , A.

Groth, J. Scriba

BOARD OF IIEALTH .

Dr. J. F. Eykman

Dr. A. J. C. Geerts (Yokohama

GWAIKOKU -Go -GAKKO (FOREIGN

LANGUAGE SCHOOL ).

Uchimura Riozo, director

Foreign Teachers - Otto Senn ,Adolph Helm

A. Kolenko, J. B. Arrivet, P Fouque,

E. BurgermeisterKURASHO (FINANCE DEPARTMENT) .

Tokio Surngalai, Fukuo Machi, 13

P. Maret, counsellor

KAITAKUSHI ( AGRICULTURAL DEPART

MENT .)

L. Boehmer, E. Dup, W. P. Brooks, J. C.

Cutter, Crawford , C. H. Peabody, J.

Summers, E. Perry, J. 1 ) . Briwne, II .

C : Hilleway, D. T. Strickland , J. Rey

uolds, J. Whelan

KAIGUNSHO (NAVAL DEPARTMENT).

Officers.

L. P. Willan , communnder

T. H. Jau es , navigiting lieutenant

A. G. S. Il wes, lieutenant

B. H. Chamberlain, instructor

W. H. Chipp, boatswain's mate

W. Ilammond, chief gunner's mate

Anna Löhr

F. Eckert, bandmaster

A. Wigzeil

KOBUDHO (PUBLIC WORKS).

KOBU-DAI GAKKO (ENGINEERING

COLLEGE) .

H. Dyer, M.A., BSc., C.E., principal

J. M. Dixon, M.A. , secretary and professor

of English

Mitsu BISHI MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

Head Office : Tokio.

Iwasaki Yataro

Iwasaki Yanoski
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Kawada Koichiro

Ishikawa Shichizai

Shoda Heigoro

Frederick Krebs

H. A. Howe

E. B, Jones

E. H. Duus

Walter Curtis

Alex . Macmillan , superintendent engineer

F. Neering Bogel, ship's constructor

Jules Les 153 ,civil engineer aud architect

P. Sarda, assistant do . do .

At Yokohama.

G. S. Burdis, superintending captain

Wm . Barrie, outside superint. engineer

And . Patterson, manager engine works

W. H. Devine, accountant do .

D. Crowe

J. Mackenzie

J. Hill

J. Wilson

J.
Macgregor

J. J Johnstone, stores department

S. D. Hepburn, do .

A. Montell

J. Donald , foreman sail loft

AGENCIES,

Yokohama.

Yeend Duer, agent

J. H. Curtis

E. Pallister

C. Pope

Kobe,

Ferd. Plate, agent

C. Esdale

G. H. Dunbar, barge “ Ikuta -mara

H. Legge, “ Sakurajima-maru ”

Nagasaki

Wm . Jamieson , agent

T. Daviesun

T. A. Christensen , barge “ Kozaki

maru "

Hakodate.

E. R. Holmes , agent

C. Johnstone, hulk " Atago -maru

Shanghai

Ad , Reis , agent

Henry Silva

Chas. Riddle

Hongkong.

H. J. H. Tripp , agent

Commanders.

H. J. Carrow str . Tamaura -maru

T. A. Christensen , barke Kosaki-maru

A. F. Christensen , str . Wakanoura -maru

G. G. Clarke, str. Yoshino -maru

G. B. Couner, str . Genkai-maru

F. Crichton , barque Awajisbima-maru

W. S. Davison , str. Shario -maru

P. A. Dithlessen, str . Kokonove- maru

J. Drummond, str. Kumamoto -maru

G. H. Dunbar, barge Ikuta -mara

J. W. Ekstrand , str. Kanagawa-maru

J. Frahm , str. Akitsushima -maru

P. Frıb . , str . Shuninove-maru

P. J. C. Franck, str., Saiyu -waru

E. W. Haswell , str. Hiroshima -marlı

G. Hay, str. Seirio -maru

R. IIog, str. Tokai-maru

I. C. Hubbard , str . Toyoshima -maru

H. Hubenet, str . Sumida -maru

C. Johnson , barce Otago -maru

J. Kilgour, str. Shinagawa maru

H. Legge, barque Sakurajimna - unaru

M. Lobo, str. Saikio.maru

F McFarlane, barque Kiinokuni-maru

C. Nye, str . Takachiho -maru

W. E. Pyne, str. Urada-maru

G. Ramay, str . Kwanko-maru

J. Spiegelthal, barque Sumanoura -maru

J. Steedman, ir. Tsuruga -maru

R. Swain , str . Tokio -naru

J. Thomas, str. Kiushiu -maru

G. W. Walker, str . Chishima-mar u

R. W. Walker, sir . Hiogo- unaru

W. Walker, str . Nigoya- maru

G. Withers, st . tug Yenoshima-maru

J. Wynn , str. Niigata -maru

C. Young, str . Takasago -maru

Arai Ya-ungsuke, str. Kworio-maru

Kato Katsusbiku, str . Tagonoura- maru

Matsum , to Machigoro, str . Chitose-maru

Sakai Tadatsuqu, str. Matsumaye-maru

Tsun Kakusaboro, str. Horai-maru

Chief Engineers.

T. Bachelor, str. Kiushiu -maru

G. Bell, str . Hiroshin.a -maru

T. Bell, sir . Naniwa -maru

Buckmaster, str . Atago -maru

J. Gallagher, str . Takasigo -maru

A. Ca' 101. , str . Niigata -naru

W. Graham , str . Tamaura -maru

R. Hamilton, str. Chishima -naru

L. Harlow, str . Tokio -maru

R. Inglis, str . Wakanoura -maru

F. Iversen , str . Kumamoto -maru

J. Kirkham , str. Yoshino -naru

E, S. Matthews, str. Kokonoye- maru

P. J. McCormick, str. Shinagawa-maru

E. Noble, s'r. Genkai-maru

J. Orr, str. Nagoya -maru
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| Mrs. C. T. Blinchet,

Mrs. W. B. Cooper,

Mrs. Woodman ,

Miss F. R. Pitman

38 Tsukiji

26

19

E. Oxley , str. Tokai -maru

T. Rainford, str . Kwanko -maru

D. Reid , str. liogo -maru

W. Robertson, str. Toyosbima -maru

J. Robinson, str . Suminoye-maru

D. Scott, str. Seirio -maru

H. Stomebrink, str. Horai -maru

D. Sutherland, str. Akitsushima -maru

Jos . Taylor, str . Takachino-maru

G. Todd, str. Kworio -maru

C. Vollie, str . Sumida -maru

J. Wallace, str. Matsumaye -maru

J. Walker, sir . Tagonoura -maru

A. Walter, str . Shario -maru

W. Wignall, str . Sekirio -maru

Asakura Kageharu, str . Urada -maru

Okuvama Ichira, str. Taiyu -maru

Unozawa, str . Tsuruga -maru

Yamada Shigejiro, str. Chitose-maru

AMERICAN METHODIST EPISCOPALMISSION .

Rev. C. Bishop , 15, Akashi chô, Tsukiji

Rev. M. C. Harris, do.

Mrs. C. Bishop,
do .

Mrs. M. C. Harris, do.

Miss Holbrook , 13, Akasbi-cbô, Tsukiji

Miss Spencer,
do .

Mrs. Van Petten,
do.

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF

SCOTLAND MISSION .

Rev. Hugh Waddell, B.A.

Rev. Rob. Davidson, absent

! Rev. S. G. McLaren , M.A.

Henry Faulds, L.F.P.S.

Rev. T. Lind -ay
Professions, Traces, &c .

Batchelder, Capt. J. M., No 1 , Foreign

Concession

Peadon, R. J. , barrister -at -law , 8 , Uraka

susumigaseki

Chamberlain , B. H. , 10, Shiba Sannai,

Tenjin -dani

Faulds, H. , L. F. P. S. 18 , Akashi-cho

Ts'kidji

Figuieredo, J. A. de 13 , Minami-Kinroku

cho

Here, A. J. , 13 , Minami-Kinroku -cho

AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSION .

Rev. H. H. Rhees, 30, Tsukiji

Miss A. H. Kidder, teacher

Miss Eva J. Munson, teacher

15, Kita Kogo Cho, Suruga Dai

ENGLISH BAPTIST MISSION .

Rev. J. White

RUSSIAN ECCLESIASTICAL MISSION ,

Bishop Nicolai

Rev. Gabriel

Rev. Lenetrius

Rev. Wladmir

Rev. A. Anatoly

I. Tihay

P. Lvowsky

Miss Mary Tcberkassova

Kniftler, F. T. H. , Shirokani

Lambert, E. B. , 13 , Sakuragawa-cho,

Atago-sbita

Meyer, F. A. , 5 , Minaui Okowara - cho

Stone, W. H. , 11 , Yamato Yashiki , Awoi.

cho

OKURASHO.

P. Mayet, 13 , Fukuromachi Surugadai

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION .

Rev. D. Thompson

Rev. W. Imbrie

Rev. 0. M. Green

Rev. T. T. Alexander

Rev. J. C. Ballagh

Rev. S. C. Smith

Rev. T. C. Winn

Rev. J. M. McCauley

Rev. G, W. Knox

Mrs. M. T. True

Miss K , M. Youngman , absent

Miss A. K. Davis

Miss L. Loot

Miss J. A. Lute

Miss Reade

Missionaries .

AMERICAN EPISCOPAL MISSION ,

Right Rev. C. M. Williams, 37 , Tsukiji

Rev. C. T. Blanchet, 38

Rev. W. B. Cooper,
26

Rev. E. R. Woodman, 19

J. McD . Gardiner,
37

"
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AMERICAN REFORMED CHURCH . D. leemte, H. Balanche, A. Tulpin,

Rev. G. F. Verbeck , D.D. J. Guenin

Rev. Rothesay Miller

Rev. J. L. Amerman
SISTERS OF CHARITY .

Tsukidji, No. 46

ENGLISH CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY. R v . Mère Ste. Mathilde, superieure

Rev. J. Williams, secretary Sænirs St. G'lase, St. Emmanuel, St. Hubert

ENGLISH CHURCH SOCIETY FOR EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION OF NORTH

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL. AMERICA.

Rev. W. E. H. Garrat, M.A.
F. Krecker, M.D.

Rev. W. B. Wright Rev. A. Halmhuber

Rev. A. C. Shaw , Rev. J. Hartzler

Mrs. Wright Miss R. J. Hudsin

Mrs. Shaw

Miss A. Hour TOKIO UNION TEEOLOGICAL SCHOOL,

Miss F. J. Shaw , Nagasaki Rºv . J. L. Amerinan

Rev. Win . Inbrie .

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS . Rev S. G. McLaren

H. G. Mgr. Osout, Pierrie Marie, Bishop of Rev. E. R. Miller

Arsinoe, i.p.i. , and Vicar Apostolic of

Northern Japan TSUKIJI HOSPITAL U. P. MISSION

L'Abbés J. Langlais , P. Vigroux, F. ( SCOTLAND . )

Evrard, L. Sutter, U. Faurie, F. Ligneul, Henry Fulds, L.F.P.S.

NIIGATA .

Niigata is situated on the west coast of Japan, and in the southern part of the

province of Echigo, at the mouth of the river Shinano-gawa. Though well located

for trade it has yielded the most disappointing results of all the Treaty ports of

Japan. Foreign goods find their way to Niigata in considerable quantities, but

since the opening of the port no direct foreign trade has been develope'i there .

Even the small coast trade carried on for a time in foreign bottoms bas ceased , and is

now conducted in native steamers and other craft. Trade migbt, howerer, be

attracted if the port could be rendered practicable for the admission of foreign

steamers.

The town , which is one of the cleanest and best laid -out in Japan, has been

materially improved within the last few years by the widening of the canals and

streets , the latter of which are now lighted with petroleum obtained in the district.

New Law Courts, Post-office, and Schools have been built, and the town is connected

by telegraph with Tokio and other cities of the Empire . A Government Hospital ,

attended by a European doctor, anda large English schoolunder English and American

masters, have been established here. A steam rice mill has been started and some

fresh industries have been commenced . Niigata is still famed for the number and

beauty of its women . The town covers an area of rather more than one square mile,

and contains 9,816 houses.' The population of the town is 36,000 . The number of

foreign residents in 1878 was 16, of whom 7 were British , and there has been no

increase since that date .

The value of the exports for 1878 was $524,167, compared with $ 24,000 iu

1877. No returns are given for 1879 or 1880 in the Consularreports. There were no

imports in foreign bottoms . As stated above, the whole of the trade is carried ou

in native craft .
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DIREC.."RY.

Consulates. CATHOLIC MISSION.

GREAT BRITAIN .

L'Abbé L. Droüart de Lezey, mission.apots.

Vice Consul- H S. Wilkinson (absent)

L'Abbé A. Clément, mission , apcbi .

GERMANY.

Merchants .

Consul-C . E. Adolph Leysner Koch & Co. , H. , merchants

Missions . Leysner, C. E. A. , mercbant ; agent for

ENGLISH CHURCI MISSIONARY
Berlin -Cologne Fire Insurance Joint

SOCIETY .
Stock Co., Berlin , and sub-agent for

Rev. P. K. Fyson Lloyd's

Mrs. P. K. Fyson

Hoening! aus , H.

EDINBURGH MEDICAL MISSIONARY

SOCIETY. Miola, Pietro

Theo. A. Palm , M.A. , M.B., C.M.

Mrs. Theo . A. Palm
Visscher , A. , merchant

>

HAKODATE .

This, the most northerly of the treaty ports of Japan, is situated in the south

of Yesso on the Straits of Tsugar, which divide that island froi Hoydo. The port

lies in latitude 41 deg . 47 min . 8 sec. N. , and longitude 140 deg . 4.5 min . 34 sec . E. ,

and the harbour is nearly land - locked . The surrounding country is hilly , volcanic,

and striking, but the town itself formerly possessed few attractions, and consisted

mainly of one long street of single-storied houses, the distinguisbing feature of

which was the roof, inade of thin wood shingle kept on by quantities of flat stones.

The greater part of the town was destroyed by a terrible fire in December, 1879.

That disaster was , however, productive of great improvements, leading to the

substitution of tiled for wooden roofs , and to the adoption of substantial walls

of brick, stone, or other fire-proof materials in the buildings, while the streets

have all been widened . The foreign concession has never been built upon,

the few foreign residents in the port having taken up their quarters in Japanese

buildings. A row of fine temples, with lofty picturesque roofs, occupying bigher

ground than the rest of the town , are the most conspicuous buildings . The climate

of Hakodate is healthy and bracing. The hottest month is August, but the ther

mometer tben rarely rises above 90 degrees Fahr. : in the winter it sometimes sinks

to 18 degrees. The mean temperature throughout the year is about 48 degrees.

The foreign trade of the port is small and has never been important. The

foreign shipping is annually decreasing and the direct imports have fallen off largely.

The imports for 1877 and 1878 were nil, for 1879 they only amounted to $ 4,459,

and for 1880 were nil, compared with $27,308 in 1876. The exports for 1880

amounted to $ 749,261 compared with $ 692,515 in 1879, $688,940 in 1878, and

$ 441,607,5 in 1877 . The agricultural resources of Yesso have been to some extent

developed under the auspices of the Kaitakushi or Colonization Department. The

rich pasture lands are well adapted for breeding cattle. In the valuable and

extensive fisheries the coasts , however, the chief exports of the future

from Hakodate are to be looked for. Increasing quantities of dried fisiand seaweed

are exprited annually, mostly to China, The mineral resources of Yesso , said to be

large, mar also some day yield a valuable addition to the exports of this port .

Hakodate in connected with the capital by telegraph. A railway from Otarunai to

Sapporo, 22 miles long, was completed in the autumn of 1880, and was opened

to public traie on thi 28th November. The population of Hakodate is about

11,001). The number of foreign residents in 1878 was 63 , of wbom 40) were Chinese ,

25 B itis!, Lud the remainder German , Russian, American, French , and Danish .

on
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DIRECTORY..

Consulates.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Consul — John J. Quin

Constable - T. B. Anthony

Thompson & Bewick , shipchandlers, naval

contractors, and ship carpenters

J. R. Thompson

Geo. Bewick

Missionaries.

FRANCE.

Acting Consul - John J. Quin

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Consul— John J. Quin

AMERICAN MISSION.

Rev. W. C. Davison

Mrs. W. C. Davison

Rev. L. W. Squier

Mrs. L. W. Squier

Miss L. Woodwcrth

Miss HamptonDENMARK.

Consul - John H. Dūūs

UNITED STATES .

Acting Consul - Rev. W. E. Davison

CHURCH OF ENGLAND MISSION,

Rev. W. Dening

Mr. J. Batchelor

Mrs. W. Dening

Miss Jane Caspari
Insurances.

Blakiston , Marr & Co. , agent

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

Limited

RUSSIAN MISSION.

Rev. Demetrius

Dūūs, John H. , agent

Marine Insurance Company

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION.

L'Abbé Alfred Pettier

do . J. Le Grand
Howell & Co. , agents

Chinese Insurance Co. , Limited

North China Insurance Company

SISTERS OF CHARITY.

Rev. Mère Marie Auguste, Superieure

Sour Onésime

do. Marie - Elise

do. Agathe Marie

do. Anastasie

Professions and Trades.

Blakiston, Marr & Co. , merchants

J. Henson

Dūūs, John H. , merchant

Howell & Co. , merchants

J. A. Wilson

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Company

E. R. Holmes, agent

KAITAKUSHI.

W. P. Brooks, Sapporo

E. Dun , do.

L. Bohemer, do.

J. C. Cutter, do .

C. H. Peabody, do .

J. D. Browne, Otaru

H. C. Holloway, do.

D. T. Strickland, do .

J. Reynolds, do.

J. Whelan , do .

E. Parry , Iwanai

J. Summers,
Sapporo

Schlüter & Strandt, compradores, & c .

P. G. H. Schlüter

H. L. E. Gosch



WLADIWOSTOCK .

This port, on some charts still called Port May, lies in latitude 43 deg . 7 min . N.

and longitude 131 deg . 5+ min. E. , at the southern end of a long peninsula reaching

into Peter the Great Bay. Of all the Russian ports on the sea of Japan in the

maritime province of East Siberia, it is by far the most important, both as a military

and commercial centre. It is a free port exceptfor the importation of alcohol , which

is subject to duty. Wladiwostock is one of the most magnificent barbours in the

East. From its peculiar long and narrow shape and the once supposed hidden

treasures in the slightly aariferous soil of its surrounding bills, it has not inappro

priately been called the Golden Horn . The entrances to the harbour are hidden by

the large Russian Island , still better known as Dundas Island , which divides the

fairway into two narrow passages , an eastern and a western one. This fine sheet of

water first runs for about half a mile in a northern direction and then suddenly

bends to the cast for a distance of about one mile . On all sides it is surrounded by

bills, low on the southern and higher on the northern shore, and which slope sharply

down to the water's edge . These bills, once verdant with foliage, have been com .

pletely denuded of trees by reckless felling . The harbour, capable of accom

modating an almost unlimited number of vessels of deep draught and large capacity,

affords asafe anchorage. It is usually closed by ice from about Christmas till the

beginning of April, but even then ships may safely approach the entrance by making

either for Diomed Bay or some of the numerous sheltered anchorages along the

eastern shore of Dundas Island . The transit of cargo is then effected to Vladivostock

over the ice .

This port, now the chief Naval station of Russia on the Pacific, is governed by

an Admiral appointed from home, but whose jurisdiction does not extend beyond

the peninsula . The Governor is independent of the Governor -General of the

province or of the Government of Irkutsk, receiving his instructions direct from

St. Petersburg. He is aided by a staff of naval and military officers, as well as by a

Mayor and Town Council elected by and from among the Russian civil community.

The town is built on the southern slope of the bills running along the northern

shore of the harbour. The entire area, with the exception of many unoccupied lots

intervening bere and there, is covered by buildings. Most conspicuous among these

are the Government Offices, the Barracks, and the Governor's residence, which is

surrounded by a Public Garden, while thehouses of the more afluent merchants are

well and substantially built. In the Public Garden the pleasing strains of a town

band may be heard twice a week during summer time. There is a Naval Club, to

which civilians are admitted as non -voting members ; two or three botels ; a Gym

nasium , or School for boys ; an Institute for young ladies ; and a General Hospital.

On the whole, the first inpression of Wladiwostock, as seen from the harbour , is

a pleasing one . It has all the appearance of a rising city , though of course it cannot

compare with either Shanghai or Hongkong. Not more than eighteen years ago the

site of Wladiwostock was little better than a wilderness, where wild beasts disputed

the possession of the soil with man. There was then but one merchant and a

detachment of about one hundred soldiers in the settlement ; the city now contains

some 10,000 souls, most of whom are of European extraction .
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DIRECTORY.

Local Government.
GOVERNMENT IRON WORKS.

William Lenny, manager
Governor - H.E . Admiral Feldhausen

Staff - Capt. Naoumoff SIDIMI COAL MIN " .

Capt . Papoff Sam . J. Morris , C.E.

Nilson Görtzh (secretary ) Kunst & Albers, agents

Store Department - J. Makoffsky, chief

commissioner J. KUSTER'S ASKOLT GOLD MINE.

Naval Department- Capt.Paléolock , clief J. Kuster

Government Treasury - E. Sidnikoff, chief

Port Captain-- Capt.- Lieut. Lawroff LUTHERAN CHURCH .

Chief Medical Adviser - Dr. Siebert Rv. Rumpeti-r, pastor

CIVIL ADMINISTRATION . HOTEL GALETZKI.

Mayor - M . Fedroff M. Galetzki, proprietor

Chief of Police, ad . int.- Capt. Landskay

Superintendent of Revenues - A, Schiloft MARINE INSURANCES OFFICES.

Assistant do.-E. Willberg Kunst & Allers, agents

Chinese Insurance Company, Ltd ,

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH OFFICE . Oesterreich Versicherungs Gesell

A. Di ner, chief schaft “ Dinau

A. Wittenburg

G. Lubbé
Merchants and General Storekeepers.

J. Kublmann

T. Heitmann
De Vries, merchant

E. Sologub C. De Vries

E. Nielsen

J. J. Krafzeff
Dolakewich , Paul , stevelore

GOVERNMENT SCHOOL .

J. Mazsing, teacher

J. Martinofr

Fabr , A. , proprietor of Rasdolny Steam

Saw Mill

A. Fabre

A, Moncet

Consulate .

JAPAN .

Feleroff, M. proprietor of Richnoy Steam

Saw Mill

Federoff

Cbs . Juvelius
K. Matsudaira, consul

Terami, interpreter

Public Companies, &c.

Goldenstädt, C. , horticulturist and navy

supplier

C: Gold nstädt

A Marpowich
GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH Co.

Th. Russell, agent

0. Meyer

Lieut. F. Irminger, R.D.A.

E. Paulsen

I. Russell

Hagemover, C. H. , merchaut

C. H. Hagemeyer

J. Iwanoff

NATIONAL VOLUNTEER FLEET.

N. Akimoff, agent

Harada & Co. , Japanese storekeepers

Harada

Tanoski

Mitsu Bishi Mail STEAMSHIP Co.

T. Sakaki , agent

Körner, Theo. , merchant

Tbeo. Körner (absent)
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0. Spengler

A. Rick

J. Goldenbaum

- Bush

Manacoff, stort keeper

Manacoff

Gramberg

Ménard, A. , baker and biscuit manufac

turer

Schultz, Carl, photographer and watch

maker

Semionoff, J. L., merchant

J. L. Semionoff

Kunst & Albers, mercbants

G. Kurst

G. Albers (Hamburg )

A. Dattan

G. J. Hansen

A. Nilsen

D. Donandt

W. Robde

M. Timitrief

J. Gordoff

J. Bulopoküdoff

T. Popoff

J. J. Panamoroff

Lango, J. photographer

Langelütje, J. H. , merchant

J. H. Langelütje

( liemna

11. Stein

G. Alberts

Skolnicoff, storeke per

Smith, O. , merchant

Oscar Smith

Steinbach , G. , merchant

G. Steinbach

E. Sarnigbausen

W. König

Tschuren & Co. , storekeepers

Tschuren (absent)

Inatieff, manager

Lindholin & Co. , merchants, proprietors

of Flour Mill

0. W. Lindholm (absent)

A. Waldeen

G. Brolin

D. Claus

Wladivostock Brewery

G. Steinbach

E. Statinsky. brewer



THE PHILIPPINES.

The Philippines are a rich group of islands , situate between lat . 5 , and 22 N. , and

long. 123 and 133 E., and held by Spain under military occupation. The islands

are over five hundred in number and contain an area of 52,647 English square miles ,

with a population, in 1876 , of 6,173,632 souls . They are divided into twenty-seven

provinces, thirteen of which are on the Isle of Luzon, four on the Isle of Negros,

three on Panay, and three on the Isle of Mindanao.

Early in the sixteenth century the celebrated navigator Magellan unfolded to

the King of Spain his brilliant project of reaching the Spice Islands by rounding

the southern extremity of the American continent, and , having been furnished with

men and ships , he set sail . Having passed through the straits which bear his name ,

he reached the islands, to which the name of the Philippines was afterwards given,

in the spring of 1521 , after a troublesome voyage of over eighteen months . The

foundation of Spanish authority in the archipelago was then laid , but the illustrious

navigator who first took possession in thename of bis Royal Master lost his life in

an attack upon one of the islands a month later, and the expedition , reduced to one

ship , returned. Other expeditions were dispatched , some of which proved fruitless,

but in 1565 the islands were formally annexed to the Crown of Spain, and in 1571

the city of Manila, which has been the capitalever since, was founded.

The early history of the Philippines is a record of continual trouble. Conflicts

between the civil and ecclesiastical authorities led to internal contentions, while

both Portugal and the Netherlands coveted these rich possessions and harassed the

Spaniards. Attacks were also made at different pointsby powerful Chinese piratical

fleets. In 1762 the capital was taken by the English, but was restored to Spain two

years afterwards for a ransom of £ 1,000,000 . The ransom , however, has never been

exacted .

After the discovery of the islands ecclesiastics flocked to tbem in large numbers,

and, undisturbed by the attacks on Spanish authority, the work of converting the

natives was carried on with great vigour. The clergy at the present time number

1,962 , and most of the natives brought under subjection profess the Roman Catholic

religion . In the Philippines there has been little of that cruelty to the aboriginal

population which so often cbaracterises the process of colonization, and the natives

are in general contented and well conducted , the priests exercising the almost

unbounded influence they possess with great effect in the preservation of order. In

the inaccessible mountainous parts of the islands there are still tribes of unsubdued

savages , but their number is comparatively small and the authority of the Govern

ment is being rapidly extended over them . In the last census retul as the number

of natives not subject to the civil government and paying noteis given as

602,853,while the number of natives paying tribute is returned as ,, ;1,356. There

is a considerable number of mestizos or half-castes, some of whom are the children

of Spanish fathers by native mothers and some the children of Chinese fathers. The

following is the latest (1876) census return :

Natives paying tribute 5,501,356

Clergy 1,962

Civilians and dependent 5,332

Spaniards,and Filippinos born in the Philippine islands from

} 13.265Spanish parents

Pagans, independent 602,853

Chinese 30,797

Foreigners ... 378

14,545

Navy 2,924

Total ... 6,173,632

The foreigners are divided as follows : - Americans 42, Austrians 7, Belgians 5

British 176 , Dane 1 , French 30, Germans 109 , and Italians 8. The native population

is rapidly mcreasing, the increase during the last twenty - five years being given as

1,785,115.

Army
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The chief articles of produce are sugar, bemp, and tobacco , the exports of which

in 1880 were valued as follows:-Hemp, $ 5,481,087; sugar, $11,408,966 ; tobacco,

$2,476,577. The value of piece goods imported was as follows :--Cotton , $ 7,843,104

woollen , $ 280,121 ; sill , $ 445,227 ; and other fabrics, $456,786. The total value of

the imports was $25,493,319, and that of the exports $23,450,285 , against imports

$18,031,547 and exports $ 18,813,452 in 1879. The total amount of customs dues

collected in 1830 was $ 2,019,833. There entered the different ports with cargoes

371 vessels of 301,288 tons (Spanish) , and 171 vessels of 148,649 t ns in ballast ; and

left with cargoes 488 vessels of 421,092 tons , and 37 vessels of 38,320 tons ir ballast .

The returus of the carrying trade show the curious fact of the carrying of mports

being nearly monopolised by the flag of one nation , while that of the exports is

tolerably equally distr.buted . This isaccounted for by the nature of the arrange

mients made by the Government with certain subsidised steamship lini's. The vessels

which carry the « xports arrive for the most part in ballast frow Hongkong or other

ports in the East where they have discharged a cargo. The following is a summary

of the value of the trade, taken from the Customs Returns for 1880 :

Imports. Exports.

Spain ... $ 833,171 $ 1,114,030

Spanish Possessions 738 99

England 6,377,877 6,070,809

English Possessions 16,319,399 5,099,301

China 768,005 39,563

United States 49,958 10,417,491

French Possessions 182,360 409,9-4

Dutch Possessions 89,464 48,384

Germany 284,968 60,503

Australia 31,888 185,625

Japan ... 50,62 4,505

Jolo 33,509

The subjoined statistics show the distribution of the carrying trade :--

Ir sorts. Exports.

Spanish flag $ 15.7.17,97 $ 5,900,085

English flag 8 , 32,501 5,911,615

American flag ... 231,596 7,667,678

German flag ... 342,849 3,334.864

Dutch flag 4,351 85,763

French flag 45,502 49,295

Italian flag 10,080 171,469

Danish flag 7,528 65,00 )

Norwegian flag 2,150

Russian flag 132.0-15

Belgian flag 222,665 46,387

Hawaii in flag
87,084

A Rojal decree , dated t e 26th June, 1881 , abolisbed the Government monopoly

in the growing of the tobacco l' af and manufacture of cigars , and 'rom the 1st July,

1882, the cultivation of the tobacco p ant and manufacture of cigars will be free

throughout the Puili, pines . To cover the anticipated deficit in the revenue from

this cause an export duty not exceeding 10 p r ceni. ? er quintal of leaf tobacco and

cigars will be imposed. Companies are being formed to engage extensively in the

tobacco and cigar production and manufacture.

The climate of the Philippines varies little from that of ot'er places in the same

latitude. The rang :of the thermometer during the year is from a little over sixty

degrees to about ninety. The rainy season usually lasts six months, and during this

time inundations of rivers are frequent a'ul travilling in the in'erior almost

impossible. Long continued droughts, bowever, sometimes occur , when the ground

becomes arched and the crops are utterly destroyed Husundry also suffers from

the ravages of locusts , which will sometimes alm .ntirely nude a wbole province

of herhage . Te principal part of the group comes within the unge of the typhoons,

and terrific storms are of frequent occurreno 'The islands are also the centre of
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great volcanic action. “ The destructive ravages and changes produced by earth

quakes," says Sir John Bowring, writing in 1859 , are nowhere more remark

able than in the Philippines. They have overturned mountains, they have filled

up valleys , they have desolated extensive plains; they have opened passages from

the sea into the interior, and from the lake into the sea . There are many tradi

tional stories of these territorial revolutions, but of late disasters the records are

trustworthy. That of 1796 was sadly calamitous. In 1824 many churches in Manila

were destroyed , together with the principal bridge, the barracks, great numbers of

private houses; and a chasm opened of nearly four miles in length. The inhabitants

all fled into the fields, and six vessels iņ tie port were wrecked. The number of

victims was never ascertained . In 1828, during another earı hquake, the vibration of

the lamps was found to describe an arch of four and a half feet ; the huge corner

stones of the principal gate of the city were displaced ; the great bells were set ringing.

It lasted between two and three minutes, rent the walls of several churches and

other buildings, but was not accompanied by subterranean noises, as is usually the

case." In 1863 also a very disastrous earthquake occurred , and another fraught

with disaster made 1879 memorable in the annals of Manila .

Persons visiting the Philippines are required to obtain a passport from their own

Government, and have it viséd at the Spanish Consulate at the port of embarkation ,

MANILA .

Manila , the capital of the Philippines, is situated in the island of Luzon , at the

mouth of the river Pasig, which empties itself into the Bay of Manila . The city was

founded in 1571. In 1645 it was almost entirely destroyed by an earthquake, in

which upwardsof three hundred lives were lost. In 1863 a great part of the city was

again destroyed from the same cause, and in July, 1879 another terrible upheaval

again made wreck of a great portion of it : the inhabitants are naturally in constant

fear of these visitations. The dwelling -houses are built with especial reference to

safety under such circumstances, and , although large, possess few pretensions to

architectural beauty . The streets, also, are narrow and bit small attention has been

devoted to securing shade by the growth of trees. There are several ancient churches

which are worthy of notice . The cathedral, founded originally in 1578, has been

several times destroyed by earthquakes and did not escape in 1863. It has been since

rebuilt , but again sustained considerable damage in 1880, when the tower was so

much shattered that it had to be pulled down . The city and its suburbs contain a

population of nearly 300,000 and are the seat of a considerable and yearly increasing

commerce . The principal articles of export are hemp, sugar, tobacco, cigars, coffee,

and indigo, wbile of tbe imports cotton goods form the chief item . Only a small

portion of the present city is enclosed within the walls . The anchorage is distant

some three miles from the shores. The river presents a scene of great animation,

being crowded with native craft interspersed with vessels of foreign build . The

passport system is in force and no one can enter or leave without previously obtain

ing a pass. Before landing passengers are obliged to pull alongside a Custom -house

guard boat stationed near the landing place to prevent smuggling. The garrison of

Manila consists of one European and several native regiments. The police of the city

is also under military discipline and is composed of natives. A very low average of

crime is said to exist , but the native classes are much addicted to gambling, an

offence punishable by law, although the Government reaps a large portion of its

revenue from the sale of lottery tickets . A rare meeting is held in the spring and

usually good sport is afforded. The chief standing amusement is the opera, very

good companies being induced to visit the islands by the liberal patronage they

receive. The orchestra is usually composed of natives, who possess a remarkably

good ear for music. The principal theatre was burnt dowu on the 13th October,
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1878, and Las not yet been rebuilt. There are three daily papers, El Diario de

Manila and Lu Oceania Española , published in the morning, and El Comercio, which

appears in the evening. The hot season commences in March and continues until

July , when the rains commence and continue to December, during which time the

roadsand streets get into a very bad condition . The maximum annual rainfall

recorded is 114 inches and the minimum 84 inches . The maximum of the ther

mometer is about 92, with a range of ten degrees during the twenty-four hours, a

cool sea breeze setting in at night and reducing the heat to an endurable tem

perature for sleeping. According to the census of 1873 there were residing in

Manila 250 foreigners of European origin, 4,189 European Spaniards, 15,157

Chinese , 46,066 Chinese mestizos (or walf - breeds) , 3,849 Spanish mestizos, and

160,896 pure natives. In 1880 there entered the port of Manila with cargoes

300 vessels of 253,984 tons , and in ballast 96 vessels of 92,163 tons ; and cleared

with cargoes 356 vessels of 308,777 tons, and in ballast 29 vessels of 34,217 tons ,

The value of the imports was $ 24,0 :6,767, and that of the exports $ 17,457,725.

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government. PLANA MAYOR FACULTATIVA DE

CAPITANIA GENERAL. ARTILLERIA .

Capitan General— S . E. Fernando P. de Ri. Subinspector-Brigadier L. Muro ( ausente )

vera, Marques de Estella
20. Gefe Coronel - B . Valdes

Ayudantes de S.E.-E.Leyba, C. Aymerieth, Secretario Capitan — B . Reina

D. Martinez
MAESTRANZA DE ARTILLERIA.

ESTADO MAYOR . Director Coronel - A . Pantoja

Gefe - Sabino Gamir
Capitanes - M . Caetelló, J. Brull

Coronel J.J. Moreno

Teniente Coronel - A . Olleros
PLANA MAYOR FACULTATIVA DE

Comandantes - M . Moxo , N. Pastor , J.

INGENIEROS .

Marina, G. Ruiz
Director Subinspector - F. Lacorte

Coronel-vacante

SECCION DE ARCHIVO . Teniente Coronel - F . Caballero

Capitan - M . Penado

Tenientes - J. Sanchez, I. Lladó
ESTAD MAYOR DE LA PLAZA .

Alfereces - M . Escribano Sargento Mayor-J. Sequera

Capitan - P. Serano

JUZGADO DE GUERRA. Ayudantes - D.Olva,M, Vida, E. Domingo

Presidente -- Capitan General

Asesor-E. Euciso
ADMINISTRACION MILITAR .

Fiscal-M. Conejos Intendente Militar de Division-R. Mon

Escribano - A , G. Garierez
tesoro

Sub - intendente Militar--A . Ibarra

SUBINSPECCION GENERAL DEL EJERCITO. Comisarios de guerra de 2a. clase- F . Es.

Subinspector -- A . M. del Villar tranch, B. Sallana , J. Sisson , B. Toda

Secretario-J. Rato

Ayudante de S.E.-M. Segura
GEFES Y OFICIALES DEL CUERPO DE

SANIDAD MILITAR.

ESCUELA DE CADETES DEL ARMA DE Director Subinspector - M . Lopez

INFANTERIA . Subinspector, Medico de la.-R. P. Torre

Plaza de la Fuerza de Santiago. jon

Director Coronelma. Pazos Subinspector. Medic de 2a.-- A . Trixido

Gefe de Estudios-- J. D'Harcourt Medicos Mayores-- F . Villalva, F. Farinos,

Profesores - E . Sanchez, M. Reguera , F. M. Gomez , P. Martin , R. Millan , A.

Celis Sancho, A. Planter, E. Bach, J. Franco
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Oficiales -- F . Muñoz, S. Olives, L. Ortiz, R.

Fajardo, E. R. Arellano J. Tijon, J. M.

Matute, A. Vazquez, L. Martinez, E. del

Pam , F. M. Perez

TESORERIA CENTRAL .

Tesorero--M . S. de Vizmanos

Gefe de Negociado - T. Pacheco

ADMINISTRACION CENTRAL DE IMPUESTOS.

Administrador - A . Capua (ausente)

Interventor - N , Dominguez

Medicos Primeros—A. L. de Guevara, E.

Solis , J. Lacruz, M. Rabadan , C. Cano,

P. Saura , F. Vizcaino, J. Fuentas, S.

Naranjo, C. L. Brea, J. Domingnez, A.

Suarez, J. Gonzalez, V. Romillo , P.

Cruz

Farmaceutico Mayor - J. G. y Gigó

Farmaceuticos Primeros - A . Barbera, D.

Botet , E. Perez, J. Pelaoz

Secretario de la Direccion -Subinspecion

J. Franco .

INTENDENCIA GENERAL DE HACIENDA.

Intendente General - J. Chinchilla

Sub- Intendente-E . de la Guardia

Inspectores - B . G. Bello, M. del Busto , J.

A. Guillen , M. Labora

Gefe Letrado- L . de la Puente y Olea

TRIBUNAL DE CUENTAS.

Presidente - D . de las Heras

Fiscal-M. G. Junquittu

Secretario Grat.-F. A. Santiesteban

Seccion Corriente

Ministro Letrado - F . Rovira

Id. -H. Fernandez

Contador Decano-V. Perez Bustillos

Contador de la clase -- P . Pavés y Sanchez

de Teba

II. -A. Camacho (absent)

Id . internio -- J . Lopes

Cantadores de 2a clase-J. F. Barbeito, L.

Bardoleto, F. Agndo

Contadores de 3a clase-R. Bernete, A.

Fors, P. S. Llanos, L. Pertierra, F. de

P. Martinez, J. Ruiz , C. Collada

Auxiliares - M . Santallana, J. G. Carbajal ,

V. de Alva, J. Mojica , M. Ruiz de

Arana, R. Rocha, M. Jei rer, 1 " . Gutier

rez , G. Fernandez, An luaya ( terino )

Seccion de Atrasos

Ministro - A . Augntta

Contailor 10 - G . Viano

Contadores 20-F. B. Calderon , P. Luceño

Contador 30-M. Sardá y Llaveria

Contador 40 -- D . Rodriguez

Auxiliares-M. Reina y Lopez, A. Mati

bran , J. Rivera, J. Marin y Roldan

ADMINISTRACION CENTRAL DE RENTAS

ESTANCADAS.

Administrador Central Gefe - F . Calvo

Muñoz

Interventor - F . Montyo y Robledo

Oficiales - L . R. Moreno ( interino - J.

Guijarro , A. España, F. Moreno

( interino ), F. Gonzalez, F. Bueno, S.

Santamaria, E. Chaves , M. Garrido, J ,

Galcerran.

Almacenes Generales.

Almacenero -- F . Coll

Interventor-- M . Suarer

Oficial - R . M. Alonso

ADMINISTRACION CENTRAL DE COLEC .

CIONES Y LABORES.

Administrador R. del Val

Intervenior - M . Sarton

Almacenes Generales.

Almacencro - J. Bird

Interventor --J. Beltran

Fábrica de Tabacos del Fortin .

Inspector - G . M. Ubago

Contador -- M , Piñeiro

Fábrica de Tobacos de Meisic.

Inspector - M . Serraller

Contador-E . Puig

Fábrica de Tabacos de la Princesa ,

Inspector-E . Garcia

Contador -- J. Jimeno

Fábrica de Tabacos de Arroceros,

Inspector - R , Cascarosa

Contador - B . Romeo

icrrencion de Aforo.

Interventor Gefe--I . Laguna

ORDENACION GENERAL DE Pagos.

Ordenador - M . de Mirasol

Interventor - E . Linares

CONTADURIA GENERAL DE HACIENDA.

Contador Gefe - S . G. Luna

Gefes de Negociado - M . F. Cano, A. Romea

y Diez, F. Correa, P. Luceño y Bulgarini ,

J. O. de Solorzana, A. Dominguez

ADMINISTRACION CENTEAL DE ADUANAE

Administrador -- M . Cuartero

Contador-F, A. Moreno

Vistas-N. Monteverde, S. Saavedra, F.

Giroute, M. Medina

Auxiliares ---J. Fozo, L. Llaveria , F. La

puerta
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Oficiales -- A . Marquerie, J. Sahagun , A. CASA DE MONEDA DE MANILA.

Monasterio Director-J. R. de Arellano

Marchamador - A . España Contador - L . Sagües

Alcaide -Almacenero - J. Cordova Tesorero -- J. Pereira

Interventor de Almacenes-- L . V. Arche Oficiales - A. Sn . Juan , J. Arenzana

Guarda- Almacen - B . Perdizero Guarda -Almacen - L . Campos

Recaud. dor - A . Cubero Ensavadors - F . Lafont, A. M. Ramos

Juez de Balanza -- J . Prats

JUNTA DE ARANCELES.
Fiel de Moneda - R . Roldan

Vocales Natos - Intendente General del Ha
Guarda -Cuños - A . Pasagali

cienda,Presidente ; Sub - Intendente Gene
Grabadores - J . Sancho, A. Estruch , A.

ral, Vice-presidente ; Contador General de
Garcia , M. Peña

Hacienda Publica, Administrador Central
Tornero - limador - J . Dizun

de Aduanas, Vice-presidente de la Socie

dad Economia de Amigos del Pais , un ADMINISTRACION DE HACIENDA

Vocal facultativo de la Junta de Sanidad PUBLICA .

y el Vice -presidente de la Junta Agri Adininistrador - J. P. de Rivera

cultura, Industria y Comercio, Adminis Interventor - L . R. de Elizalde ( interino)

trador de Estancadas y el de Colecciones

y Labores
CUERPO DE CARABINEROS MILITARES DE

Vocales Electivos -- A . Enriques, G. G. Es
FILIPINAS .

quivel, B. A. Barreto, J. F. del Pan, Z.
la . Comandancia que comprende las Pro

Y. de Aldecoa , M. Puig y Llagostera, F.
vincias de Manila, Zamboanga, Laguna ,

Muñoz, R. de Vera, A. O, de Zarate, E.
Cavite y Bulacan.

Vidal , J. Ynchausti
Plana Mayor.

Secretario - Contador de la Aduana Central
Teniente Coronel lo . Gefe - Errique G.

Marvar

| Comandante 20. Gefe -- F . Villa - A sille
JUNTA DE VALORACIONES .

Presidente-El Adminis'rador Central de
Capitan Habilitado - P . Deleito

Teniente Avudante - J. S. Llano
Aduanas

Vocales.
2a . Comandancia que comprende las Pro

Sec. central - Andrés O. de Zárate, Nonito
vincias de la Pampanga, Nueva Exija ,

Plandolit, Evaristo Batlle
Pangasinan, Ylocos Sur y Zambales.

Plana Mayor.

1a . sec.: Viveres yginados de todas clases-

Vicente Mila, J. B. Gomez Gazlembide,
Comandante lo . Gefe-- . Ostman

Telesforo Sertuch , Ildefonso Quesada
Teniente Ayudante - M . Marines y Mas

2 sec. : Cueros, pieles, peletería atalages
3a . Comandancia que comprende las Pro

vincias de Butangas, Mindoro , Tayabas,

y análogos - Angel Garchitorena, Juan
Camarines Sur y Albay.

NC. Reyes, Miguel Borri , Antonio
Plana Mayor.

Olona, Cayetano Alenaz

Comandante lo . GefT. Rodriguez

31. sc.: Merc-ria , baratillo, bisuteria ,
Teniente Ayudante M.P. Moreno

quincalla y me'ales finus - Juan Muñoz,

Leopoldo Varlomont, Manuel Ullmann
4a. Comandancia que comprende las Pro

42. sec. : Ferreteria, maquinaria , armas,
vincias de Cebu , Leyte , Samur, Yloilo,

maderas, piedras y barros -D nie ! Capiz , Ysla de Segros y Antique.

Plana Mayor
Earnsbaw, Mariano Bertoluci , Vicente

Comandante lo . Gore - E de la Vega y
Sainz

Palma
5a . sec. : Materias textiles y tejidos de todas

clases - José Cambrano, Juan Banco, Teniente Ayu'ante - M . G. Solen )

Baltasar Marti, Eduardo Kller

6a . sec . : Drogas y análigos - Rafa- 1 Fern GOBIERNO GENERAL.

andez, Gustavo Gruppe, Carlos Sar Gobernador General - S.E . F. P. de Rivera

torius, Pallo Schuster Junta de Autoridades.

7a. sec . : Exportaci: o de frutos del pais- Presidente --Gobernador General

Zoilo I. de Alec 1 , Emilio Sackermann Secretario-El del Gobierno General
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PRESIDIO DE MANILA .

Comandante - C . Fournell

Mayor - G . Lopez

Ayudante - J. Perez

Capellan -- C . del Rosario

Gefe del detall de las Comparias disiplinarias

--- Miguel Creus

Medico-Carlos Nalda

OBRAS PUBLICAS.

Inspector General - M . Ramirez

Ingenieros -- J. Garcia Morón , J. Rius , R.

Ortuzar, M.Lopez Bayo, E. Trompetay

A. de la Cámara

Ayudantes -- R . L. Hermosa, R. Guirao, L

M. Illescas, L. Freart, F. Garcia, J. M.

Fuentes, M. de Cámara, J. Echevarria, V.

Rodrigo, R. Escriña, D. Fálces, L. Pereira ,

M. Hernandez,J. Soriano, A. de Más, A.

Cuadrado, L. Cifuentes, R. Ruiz

Arquitecto-- L. Céspedes

Secretario de la Inspeccion - F . Casadeinunt

Oficiales -- R . Romero, C Coton

Pagadores - L. Avecilla, J. M. Vallejo, E

Martinez

Maestro de Obras-R. Janin

Secretaria del Gobierno General.

Secretario --F. Goicoechea у Echavarria

Gefe de Negociado-E . S. Orozco

Oficiales - Ă . de Vicente, J. Luis Maury,

T. Oca, J. F. Pareja

Interpretes de Lenguas-R. Blanco, P. Or.

tuoste

Seccion de Orden Publico .

Oficiales - E . Martinez Mesa, F. Boada, J.

Ruiz Rivera

Escribano - F . Dujua

CONSEJO DE ADMINISTRACION .

Gobernador General , presidente ; Coman

dante General de Marina , Arzobispo,

cuatro Obispos sufraganeos, Presidente

de la Real Audiencia, Director general de

Hacienda, Director general de Adminis .

tracion Civil , Fiscal de S. M. , Presidente

del Tribunal de Cuentas (ausente ), J. M.

Mourin , E. Gueri ero, F. Gil , F. Muñoz,

L. Calvo, J.J. de Ynchausti, Y. de Ycaza,

A. P. Casal, F. Govantes, A. O. de Zarate,

J. Rocha

Secretaria .

Secretario–J. M. Laredo

Oficial lo. Letrad --P. G. Mario

Oficia ! 20. Letrado-J. Molino

Oficial 3 , Letrado - M . Diaz de Liaño

DIRECCION GENERAL DE ADMINISTRA

CION CIVIL .

Director - Daniel de Moraza

Sub -Director - L . C. de Oglou

Contadores - R . de Vargas, Macfurca

Lefes de Seccion - M . de Villaba, M. J. de

la Romera

Gefes de Negociado - J. del Alcazar, J. M.

Ulloa, J. G. Al'Degner

GOBIERNO CIVIL .

Gobernador - M . Enriquez, Marqués de

Villa-Cartell

Secretario --- F . Robles y Marquez

Gefe de Negociado de 3a clase-G. Reti r

tillo (ausente)

Oficial lo. Depositario -- F. R. Savedra

Oficiales-C . R. de Reina (ausent ), A.

Cubero, R. de Pino

Medicos de Neves-- J . Graúp, M. S telo

Medico Titular - Dr José Antelo

Auxiliares de Fomento - M . Ibarra, F. de

P. Entrala , J. Alonso, J. Peña

Vacunador General — T . Espinosa

ADMINISTRACION GENERAL DE CORREOS.

Administrador General - J.Pereira (interino )

Interventor - R . Diaz

SERVICIO PARTICULAR DE LA CONSTRUC ...

CION DEL PUERTO DE MANILA .

Junta .

Presidente - M . Enriquez

Vocales–J. J. de Inchausti, J. Garcia Mo---

rón , A. de Churraca , F. Caballero, M.

Cuartero, E. Lopez Navarro, H. N. Pa!

mer, G. Tuason, N. Plandolit, R. Pozas ,

J. de la Pena, L. Louga

Secretario Contador-F. Casademunt

Pagadur - J. Guijarra

Oficiales - L . Vecin, C. Compagni, E.T. de

Andrade

Tenedor de Libros - L . R. de Elizalde

Direccion Facultativa de las Obras.

Ingeniero Gele Director - E . LopezNa2 **

Ayudante - F . Caballero

SERVICIO PARTICULAR DEL ABASTIJU

MIENTO DE AGUAS POTABLES A MANILA

Ingeniero Gefe Director - G . Palacios

Ayudantes -- S. Juve, F. Vara

Pagador - R . Romero

GOBIEENO ECLESIASTICO .

Arzobispo Metrapolitano- I. P. Payo

CLERO CATEDRAL .

Secretaria de Camara y Gobierno .

Secretario-Luis Remedios
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Vice- Secretario- (vacante )

Archivero-M. M. Perez

Juzgado Provisoral.

Provisor--F. Paja

Promotor Fiscal-P. F. Martinez

Notario Mayor-V. Cuyugan

do . Receptor - M . M. Perez

Escribano de Bienes de Difuntos -- A . G.

Gavieres

Jueces de la Capital .

Tondo - D . R. Pinzon (electo)

Quiapo--A.Cosin y Martin

Intramuros - E . M. Cardenal

Binondo – J. F. Giner

CABILDO ECLESIASTICO .

Dignidades .

Dean- (vacante )

Arcediano - T. Beamont

Chantre - M . Clemente

Maestre Escuela-J. Moreno

Tesorero -- J . S. Padilla

Canonigos.

Doctoral-S . Ramirez

Canonigo de Gracia lo.-F. R. de Valdivia

Canonigo de Gracia 20.-R. Delgado

Magistral - F. S. de Luna

Penitenciario – V . Garcia , interino

Prevendados.

Racioneros----P . F. Martinez, L. Remedios,

Cesar Avaya

Media -Riv ioneros - F . Revilla, J. de Dios

Adriano, B. del Rosario, J. Richard

Maestro de Ceremonias - Mariano Bar

tolome

Padre Sacristan - J . Layco

Capellanes de Coro-F. Sanchez , J. Daniel,

P. Dandan, L. Ygnacio, N. Pabalan, V.

Ocampo

Sochantre - P . Dandan

Primer Cura del Sagrario-P. Zamora

Segundo do . -V. Alcuas

Padre Sacıistan M.Marco

CUERPO GENERAL DE LA ARMADA.

Comandancia General del Apo-tauero.

Comandante General – J. Maymo (interino)

20. Gefe — J. Maymo

Mayor General - V . Montojo

Secretario 10.-F. Vila

id . 20.-J. R. Irujillo

Ayudante de la Mayoria General - M . For.

rontegui

Ayudantes de S. E.-J. D. Rodriguez, R.

D. Rodriguez

Arsenal.

Comandante General- J. Maymo

Secretario - J. Iturralde

Ayudante Mayor - J. Ibanez

Gefe de Armamentos-J. Warleta

Comandante de Ingenieros - J. Pirla

Comandante de Artilleria-F. Santalo

Capitania del Puerto de Manila y Cavite.

Capitan del Puerto - A . Terry

Avudantes - N . Vallarino, J. Cano -Manuel

Miedico del Puerto-V. Giau, J. Sotelo

Cuerpo Juridico.

Auditor - J . G. Cuesta

Fiscal - J . Vergara

Secretario de Causas - B . Rossello

Cuerpo de Administracion de la Armada

Ordenador - J. Negrin

Secretario - E . Nogeira

Interventor - L . Saralegui

Habilitado d la Plana Mayor - N . Onrubia

Sanidad de la imada .

Subinspector de Saindad - A . G. Trimiño

Medico del personal en Manila - M . Cuad

rado

REAL AUDIENCIA DE FILIPINAS .

Presidente - M . J. de Adriaensens

Presidentes de Sala - M . Sauz, J. F. Bus

tillo

Magistrados — C . G. Encinas, T. A. de Mena,

J. Pulido y Arroyo, L. O. de Faranco,

C. Villarragut, R. Castellote, J. A.

Guerra (ausente )

Suplentes - M Asensi , F. F. Mensayas , F.

G. Gari lis

Fiscal-P. Saball

Teniente Fiscal-E. Vidal y Sabates

Abogados Fiscals -- J . de la Cruz Cisneros,

E. Barrera , M. Garcia , J. M. Lacalle

Secretario - A . V. del Rosario

Relatores - F . T. Santos, 27. Aranllo, Q.

Zalvidea, B. Alcuas (interino)

EscribanosdeCamara-R . Momoy, J. Reyes

y Gabriel

CUERPO ADMINISTRATIVO DEL EJERCITO

FILIPINAS.

Intendente

Sub - Intendente - A . Ibarra

Comisario de la.-F. Joribio

Comisarios de 2a.-R. Rioja, F. Stracho,

B. Toda, M. Herranez, F. L. Loseido,

12 Oficiales los . , 16 Oficiales 2os .

SANIDAD.

Junta Superior de Sanidad .

Presidente - Gobernador General

Vice Presidente - Alcalde de la . Election
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Contaduria .

Contador - A . de Gorostiza

Auxiliar-J. Corrales

Tesoreria .

Tesorero -- J . Franco

Auxiliar--M. Gonzales

Abogado Consultor - Dr. M. Marzano

Direccion de Obras.

Arquitecto y Comandante del Cuerpo de

Peones Bomberos - A . Ulloa

Maestros de Obras - V . Villanueva, G. de

Ybarburu

Sobrestante Mayor- J. Abreu

3 Sobrestantes, 9 Capitans, y 80 Peones

Bomberos

Vocales - Capitan del Puerto , Regidor

Sir ... , RegidorDecano, Medico titular

de la Provincia, R. Burke medico) , Co

mandante del Resguardo

Secretario - Medico de Naves

Junta Central de Vacuna .

Presidente - Gobernador General

Arzobispo

Vice Presidente - Alcalde de la . eleccion

Provinciales de S. Agustin , de S. Fran

cisco , de P. P. Dominicos, de P. P. Re

colectos

ler Facultativo -- E . Lazcanotegui

20 . id . -J. Cap lo

Secretario l'acultativo-R. Ginard

Subdelegaciones.

De Medecina y Cirujia -- J. Antelo

De Farmacia-G. Grupe

Medicos Cirujanos Civiles — C . Nalda, P.

Nalda, M. Pina, J. A. Candelas, H. Fer

pandez, J. Blanco , F. Zamora , R. Burke,

P. Parientier, F. S. Magalhaes , J. Gon

zales , Q. Meynet, J. V. Vila, E. Lazca

notegui , J. Antelo, J. Burke, J. Capelo, C.

L. Arenosa , E. F. Fernandez, M.Cuad

rado, A. S. Roca, A. Reyes, C. Gonzalez,

J. M. Martin , R. Giuard, M. Calvo , P.

Grau, B. Rosello, M. Forrija

Farmaceuticos Civiles -- G . Grupe, A. Scha

denberg , R. Friedrich , C. Plilt, R. Fer

nandez, R. Boye, P. Shuster, T. Torres,

R. Sotelo, A. Merenguel, J. Ludewig,

I. Madrigal, F. Benites , U. Rodriguez,

E. Puigdollers , R. Garcia, N. Miret, v .

Javega

INSPECCION DE MINAS.

Inspector - J. Centeno

INSPECCION GENERAL DE MONTES

Inspíctor General - R . Jordana y Morera

Inge’ro Gefe de 2a clase-P. Bellido y Bona

id . id . -G. L. Olivas

SOCIEDAD DE FIANZAS MUTUAS DE

EMPLEADOS.

Directores --- J. Pereyra , J. A. Guillen, G.

M. Ubago

Secretario—R . Cascarosi

Delegado del Gobierno - L . Pertierra

DIVISION FORESTAL DEL ARCHIPIELAGO .

Primer Distrito, Sur de Luzon .

Ingeniero Gefe - P . B - llido y Bona

ler. Subdistrito , Manila , Cavite y Cala

mianes - Ayudante M. Jordana, Manila

la . Comarca - Damian Sanchez, Manila

2a . Comarca - A . Hernandez, Tamboboo

2o. Subdistrito, Laguna y Distrito de Mo.

rong - Rogelio A. del Olmo, Pagsanjan

3a. Comarca ( vacante)

3er . Subdistrito, Batangas y Tayabas

Genaro Valera, Unisan

4a. Comarca -- Ceferino Anastasio, Unisan

40. Subdistrito, Albay, Camarines, Burias

у Masbate-- Ayudante F. Dias, Daraga

5a. Comparca - Agapito Leaño, Daraya

6a. Comarca - A . de la Cuadra, Masbate

20. Distrito, Norte de Luzon.

Ingeniero Gefe - Gabriel Lopez Olivas

ler. Subdistrito, Ylocos, Abra, Lepanto ,

Tiagan y Bondoc-Ayudante Vicente

Bernis , Vigan

7a. Comarca- ilojo Rodriguez, Vigan

20. Subdisi rite , Pangasinan, Union y Ben

guet-Ayudante Juan G. Alonzo, Lin

gayen

8a. Čomarca - Alcantara de San Leandro,

Lingayen

3er. Subdistrito, Bulacan, Pampanga, Tar

lac, Bataan y Zambales -- Ayudante Fe

liciano Garcia, Calumpit

9a. Comarca - Cipriano Pinzon, Arayat,

AYUNTAMIENTO DE MANILA (1881.)

Presio te - G vernador Genera

Corregidor Vice - Presidente - M . Enriquez

Alcaldes de la . eleccion - M . Rosado

id . 2a. id . -P. P. Roxas

Regidores - A . G. Vildoscla, M. Fernandez,

M. Bertoluci, F. de P. Rodoreda, V.

Milla, B. Sainz, R. Aenlle, J. Orlanio, J.

Lago

Regidor Secretario - B . Mazzano

Secretaria .

Oficiales - J. A. Aenlle , G. Moreno, J. Gue

vara , M. Sarlabus
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10a. Comarca - Cristivo Alvarez , Orani Alfere Cis-- F . Cabrera, F. Martinez, M.

40. Subdistrito , Nueva Ecija , Principe y. Portella, J. Pujaule, P. Carreras, F.

Ynfanta - Ayudante Leon Bizcarra, San Muga

Ysidro

30. Distrito, Visayas.
TELEGRAPH EMPLOYES FOR THE

adefe Interino - Francisco Cabañas , Yloilo,
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,

Ser. Subdistrito, Yloilo, Capiz, Antique, Inspector General — José Batlle ,(absent)

Conception, Balabac, Paragua y Min
Clerks - Jose Costa , Emilio Buil, Victor

danao- Ayudante Francisco Cabañas,
Cirer , Marcelino Callicó , J. G. Rivera ,

* Yloilo Francisco Vigil

31a. Comarca - Teodoro Yamzon , Magaba

Officials First Division - Jose Perez Marin,
12a . Comarca - Baldomero de la Concep

Federico Tapia, Rafael Caro

tion, Conception
Officials Second Division- Joaquin G.

13a . Comarca- Martin Garcia , Yloilo

Cantillo, E. Rosada, A. Gregorio, V.

20. Subdistrito , Negros - Segundo Lopez, Crespo

Bacolod Secretary-Ricardo Regidor
30. Subdistrito, Cebu, Bohol, Samar y

Leyte - Manuel S. Moreno, Cebu

34a . Comarca - Miguel Sanchez, Cebu SOCIEDAD ECONOMICA DE AMIGOS

40. Subdistrito, Mindoro y Romblon
DEL Pars.

Ayudante Just Gallardo, Calapan Protector - Gobernador General

15a . Comarca - Enrique de Jesus, Gazan Junta Directiva.

16a Comarca - Juan Alvarran, Romblon Director - F . de la Córte

Vice-Director-C. Fourrell

COMISION DE LA FLORA Y ESTADISTICA Censor - L . Cespedes

FORESTAL . Vice -Censor-- J . Cisneros

Ingeni ro Gefe-Sebastian Vidal y Soler Secretario - F . Moreno Perez

Ingeniero de 2a. 20. Gefe-S. Ugaldezu Vice -Secretario - F . Gonzalez

biaur Tesorero - B . G. Bello

Ayudantes—R. Grcia y Basa, J. F. Bu Consiliario de Ciencias - S . Vidal

gallo Consiliario de Agricultura - M . del Busto

Preparador Conservador-Hugo Navarro Consiliario de Artes -- L . Rocha

Dibujantes -- F. Domingo, E. Garcia Consiliario de Comercio-C. Labhart

Escribientes- B. Arecheta, I. Gutierrez Letrado - T . de Velasco

Ayudantes Afcctos a la Inspeccion. Apoderado General - E . Nubla

1 yudante 20 Habilidad — Isidro G.Jiminez Revisores de Cuentas – A . Rrcha, V. Bus

Ayudantes 40.-F. Cabalen , S. Bonu, A. tillos

S. Herren

Guarda al servicio de la Inpeccion --- A . M. UNIVERSIDAD DE FILIPINAS.

del Castillo , H. B. y Gomez Rector - P . Perez

Guarda Capitan interiuo de Jardin Bota Vice- Rector-J. Cueto

tauico - B . G. del Rosario Secretario- Dr, A. Estrada

Profesores de Teologia - J. Vila, S. Payá,

J. M. Garcia

JARDIN BOTANICO ,
Profesor de Derecho Canonico - J . Cueto

Director -- Inspector General
Profesor de Disiplina Eclesiastica - B . Noza

Ingeniero--S. Vidal y Soler
leda

Encargado de Simbas y Plantios --- R .
Profesores de Derecho Civil- Dr. J. de Ar

Garcia

rieta , Dr. M. Marzano, Dr. F. de Mar
Capataz — V. Fernandez

caida , J. Cardell , J. A. Gomez

Profesores de Notoriado - Dr. T. de Velasco,

GUARDIA CIVIL VETERANA. B. Hazañas

Comandante, Gefe 10.-A. Diar Eranqueza Profesores de Medicina-M. Pina, J. Martin ,

Capitan - Tenientes - A . Ferrer ,, V. Prieto, C. Nalda, Q. Meynet, R.Ginard, J. Franco

T. Martinez, F. Lopez, A. Hops, A. d . F. Capelo, J. Antelo, J. Vila, M. Cuad .

la Esperanza
rado
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Profesores de Farmacia - I. Madrigal, F. Be Splentes - M . Rosado, M. Franco

nites, J. Gort , T. Torres, V. Javega Secretario - F . Domingo 0 tells

Profesores de Filosofia - G . Buitrago, N.

del Prad , M. Gomez MANILA JOCKEY CLUB,

Profesores de Estudio de Aplicacion-E: President -- A . O. de Zarate

Arias , C. Elera Vice - President - E . Sickermann

Profesor de Dibujo-F. Roxas Secretary - E . H. Warner

Treasurer - F . C. Parker

COLLEGIO DE SAN JUAN DE LETRAM Clerk of the Course - J Simeon Barlow

Presidente--Rupert » Alarcon Stewards - C.'j. Barnes, J. A. Guillen , o,

Vice -Rector - José A. Cienfuegos von Suhm , Geo. Armstrong, P. W.

Profesores de 2a. Easenanza-J. Cienfuegos, Mein

S. Fernandez , P. Vidal , J. Andreu

Consulates.

HOSPICIÓ DE SAN JSE.

Junta Directiva .
GREAT BRITAIN.

Presidente - M . J. Alriaensen
Acting Consul-G. K. Honey

Vice-Presidente--J. M. Mor no
Surgeon -John Burke, M.D.

Vocales J. M. Lago, M. Bertuluci, J. P.
UNITED STATES .

Casal, J. Reyes, E. Balbas, P. P. Roxas,

F. de P. Rodoreda
Consul — Edward A. Youngs

Clerk - José Ap. stol
Apoderado General - A . de Gorostirit

Tesorero - F . Muños
FRANCE.

Contador - L . Purtierra
Consul - Ernest Crampon

Empleados en el Establecimiento.
Chancelier - A . Brejard

Director-J. M. Sineriz

Capellan - V. D. d l Moral
SWEDEN AND NORWAY,

Medico - Q . Meynet
Consul-R. A. Lane

Mestre de Escuela - 1 . Floresca

Secretary - J. CarvajalSuperiora - Sr J. Rivas

Hermanis-Sor P. Echavarria , Sor M.Ga RUSSIA .

rin , Sor S. L. H ras, Sor V. Yglesias,
Vice -Consul – J . Heymaun

Sor J. Seminario, Sor M. R. Monholi,

Sor V. Gorzilez, Sor J. Errasquin , Sor GERMANY.

I. Gonz ılez, Sor C. Cañanaque, Sor M. Consul- P . Kempe' mann

F. Mary, Sor Dol res Alberdi, Sor F. Secretary -- G . Ronsch

Jugo
Surgeon - R. Köeniger, M.D.

JUNTA YNSPECTORA DEL HOSPITAL DE
AUSTBIA -HUNGAR ,

S. JUAN DE DIOS DE MANILA, Consul-J. C. Labhart

Presidente - R gente de la Audiencia
Secretary - M . Buck

Vocales -A. O. de Zarate, inspector del Surgeon R.Köeniger, M.D.

Hospital; F. Muñoz, tesorero é ins

pector de obras ; M. Asensi; M. Mar
ITALY.

zano ; J. G. Rocha Consul - E . M. Barretto

Sindico -Apoderado, Secretario de la Junta

y Administrador general del Hospital;
NETHERLANDS.

F. de P. Pavés Consul-John Ph . Hens

Abogado Consultor -- F . Godinez

Director de Obras-R. L. Hermosa BELGIUM

Consul - Join Ph. Hens
SOCIEDAD DE SEGUROS MARITIMOS

MUTUOS DE MANILA. DENMARK

Junta Directiva.
Consul - Geo. Mackenzie

Directores - I.Z . Y. de Aldecoa, J. M. Lago

Consiliarios - R . Aenlle, J. G. Guerrero, A.
PORTUGAL,

Goyent chea
Consul-- A . Hidalgo
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BRAZIL.

Consul- M . Henry

SWITZERLAND.

Consul - E . A. Keller

Chancelier - C . Schmid

Merchant Shipping and Underwriters

Association of Melbourne

Sun Fire Office

British and Foreign Marine Insurance

Company, Limited

Union Marine Insurance Co. , Ltd.

Insurances .
Klöpfer & Co., E. , agents

Berlin -Kolnische Feuer Versicherungs

Actien Gesellschaft
Aldecoa & Co. , agents

Comania Seguras Maritimes Mutual

Baer Senior Co. , agents,

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Globe Marine Insurance Co. , Limited

La Confiance, Compagine d'Assur

ances contre l'Incendie, Paris

Baer & Suhm , agents ---

Norddeutsche Feuer Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, Hamburg

Barretto, E. M., agent

Canton Insurance Office

Findlay, Richardson & Co. , agents

The Northern Assurance Company

Lancashire Insurance Co.

North British and Mercantile Ins . Co.

Labhart & Co. , agents

Germanic Lloyds'

The Transatlantic Fire Insurance

Company of Hamburg, Limited

HamburgMagdeburg Fire Insurance

Company of Hamburg

Lutz & Co. , C. , agents

Rheinish Westphäl Lloyd

Schweiz Transport Versicherungs Ge

sellschaft, Zurich

Rhenania Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, Coln

Ielvetia General Insurance Co., St.

Gallen

Magdeburger Allgemeine Versiche

rungs Gesellschaft, Magdeburg

Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Com

pany, St. Gall

Aachen Leipziger Versicher
ungs

Actien

Gesellschaft in Aachan

Vaterländische Transport Versiche

rungs Actien Gesellschaft, Elber

feld

“ Neuchâteloise,” Société Suisse d'As

surance des risques de Transport,

Neuchâtel

The Fire Insurance Association Ltd.,

London .

Forbes, Munn & Co., agents

Lancashire Insurance Company

The Maritime Insurance Company,

Limited, Liverpool

Guichard et Fils, agents

Societé Française de Prets à la grosse

de Paris

Heinszen & Co. , agents ,

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company,

of Hamburg

Transatlantic Marine Insurance Co. ,

Linjited
Macleod & Co. , agents

Underwriting and Agency Associa

tion ( Lloyds')

Holliday, Wise &Co., agents

Liverpool • d London and Globe Fire

Insu , .ce Company

North China Insurance Company

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company,

Limited

Martin , Dyce & Co. , agents-

Merchants' Marine Insurance Com

pany, Limited

Ker & Co. , agents

Lloyds

Lloyd Andaluz

Italian Lloyds'

Liverpool Underwriters' Association

China Traders' Insurance Company,

Limited

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

London Assurance Corporation

London and Lancashire Fire Insuranee

Company
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Peele, Hubbell & Co. , agents

Queen Insurance Company (Fire) of

Liverpool and London

China Fire Insurance Co.

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Yangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai

Marine Board of Underwriters of San

Francisco

New York Board of Underwriters

Petel & Co. , G. van Polanen , agents,

Oosterling Sea and Fire Insurance

Smith , Bell & Co., agents ,

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In

surance Company

Commercial Union Assurance Com

pany, (Fire and Marine)

Imperial Fire Office

Chinese Insurance Co. , Limited

" Emuy," Spanish str ., Inchausti & Co.,

agents

“ Esmeralda,” British str., Peele, Hubbell

& Co. , agents

“ Diamante," British str. , Peele, Hubbell

& Co. , agents

“ Brutus," British Steamer, Inchausti &,

Co., agents

Paz,” Spanish str. , Z. I. de Aldecoa,

agent

Cebu ," Spanish str . , M. L. Bernard,

agent

“ Butuan , " Spanish str., Macleod & Co.

agents

" Romulus,” Spanish str. , Macleod & Co.'

agents

“ Æolus," Spanish steamer, Macleod & Co.,

agents

“ Mindanao," Spanish str . , Macleod & Co.

agents

Pasig ," Spanish str. , J. Reyes, agent

Salvadora ,” J. Reyes, agent

“ Francisco Reyes,” Spanish str. , J. Reyes,

agent

' Espana, ” Spanish str., J. Reyes , agent

“ Mend - z Nuñez," Spanish str., R. Do

minguez & Co. , agents

“ Oriana," Spanish str., C. Buenaventura

& Co.

Stevenson , Walter F., agent

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Marine Tasurance Company, Limited

Scottish Imperial InsuranceCompany

Norwich Union Insurance Society

Sulzer & Co , agents ,

Swiss Lloyd Transport Insurance

Company, Winterthur

La Baloise Transport Insurance Co. ,

Basle

Deutsche Transport Versicherungs,

Berlin

Frankfurter Transport und Glas Ver

scherungs Actien Gesellschaft

Tillson , Herrmann & Co., agents

Guardian Fire and Life Insurance Office

Royal Insurance Co. , Fire & Life

Phænix Assurance Company

German Lloyds

Fortuna Insurance Co.

INTERIOR DE BAHIA.

“ Julieta ," Spanish str. , J. Peña & Co. ,

agents

“ Romeo ,” Spanish str. , J. Peña & Co.,

agents

“ Sevantes," Spanish str . , J. Peña & Co. ,

agents

" Ordonez ,” Spanish str. , J. Peña & Co.,

agents

" Sorsogon,” Spanish str. , Smith, Bell &

Co. , agents

“ Camiguin ,” Spanish str. , Smith , Bell

& Co., agerts

“ Bacolod," Spanish str. , Inchausti & Co. ,

Owners

Tuason & Co. , J. M., agents

LübeckerFeuerVersicherungs Gesell

schaft of Lübeck

North British and Mercantile In

surance Co.

La Union y El Fénia Español, Madrid,

(Marine Insurance Company . )

“ Isabel la.," Spanish str. , R. Dominguez

& Co. , agents

" Isabel 2a.” Spanish str. , R. Dominguez

& Co. , agents

“ Filipino," Spanish str. , Inchausti & Co. ,

agents

“ Manila ," Spanish str . , Inchausti & Co.,

agents

“ Mariposa," Spanish steam tug , Inchausti

& Co. , owners

Steam-ship Agencies.

“ Panay,” Spanish str ., J. Reyes, agent

“ Mariveles," Spanish str . , J. Reyes,agent
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“ Felisa , ” Spanish steamer, Inchausti & Co.,

owners

Tenedor de Libros --J. de Barrios

Cajero - R . Summers

Auxiliar del Secretario-M. S. de Vizma

nos y Lecaros

Auxiliar del Contador - J. Varela

Auxiliar del Cajero – J. V. de Velasco

MANILA AND LAGUNA.

“ Antipolo, Spanish str. , R. Pozas, agent

“ Bulacan ,” Spanish str ., R. Pozas, agent

“ Lipa," Spanish str., R. Pozas, agent

“ Binan,” Szanish steamer

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM

NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Walter F. Stevenson, agent

COMPAGNIE MESSAGERIES MARITIMES.

M. Henry, agent

R. RUBATTINO & Co.'s ITALIAN MAIL

STEAMERS.

Baer Senior & Co. , agents

OCEAN STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Tillson , Herrmann & Co. , agents

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN LLOYD's.

Baer Senior & Co., agents

CHARTERED BANK OF INDIA, AUSTRALIA,

AND CHINA,

Plaza de San Gabriel.

P. W. Mein , agent

F. W. Marshall, accountant

Walter H. Young, sub - accountant

A. S. Harper

E. R. Cordeiro

L. Medina

CHARTERED MERCANTILE BANK OF

INDIA, LONDON, AND CHINA .

Martin, Dyce & Co. , agents

EASTERN & AUSTRALIAN S.S. Co. ,

LIMITED.

Smith, Bell & Co. , a gents

HONGKONG & SHANGHAI BANKING CORP .

Plaza de San Gabriel, 7

C. I. Barnes, agent

John MacNab, accountant

J. S. Edyer, accountant (absent)

F. W. Barff

D. Crescini

J. WebbPACIFIC MAIL STEA SHIP COMPANY.

Peele, IIubbell & Co. , agents

Merchants , Professions, and

Trades .
OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAM SHIP

COMPANY.

Peele, Hubbell & Co. , agents Aldecoa & Co. , merchants, Barraca

Z. I. de Aldecoa

F. GonzalezNETHERLANDS INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY, LIMITED.

Martin , Dyce & Co. , agents Amigos del Pais , printing office

Ando F. Hidalgo, regent

LUZON SUGAR REFINERY .

4 , Calle Real, San Miguel

W. McGregor Smith , manager

SOCIEDAD MINERA CARBONIFERA.

Aldecoa & Co. , agents

Andrews & Co. , H. J. , merchants, Rosario, 24

H. J. Andrews (absent)

C. A. Rötschke do.

J. M. Ede

T. J. Broome

N. J. Robinson

H. Y. Dean

B. Woodhouse

N. Larcina

Banks.

Banco ESPANOL FILIPINO .

Directores.- J . J. de Inchausti, J. Rocha

Sindico Official -- E . de S. Orozco

Sindico de Eleccion -- I. Laguna

Consiliarios-J . Balbas, J. Rato , A, la

Puente, R. Arlegui, Z. J. de Aldecoa, A.

Casal

Secretario Consultor-B. S. de Vizmanos

Ayala & Co. , merchants

R. M. Abarca

J, de las Cagigas

Baer & Suhm , mercbants , Escolta , 37

G. A. Baer
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O. von Willemoes Suhm

Ed. Zietz

P. M. Gaedertz

Brown, Henry G., timber merebant,

Laguimanoc and Pitogo, Tayabas

H. G. Brown

F. Lozano

Calero, Federico, commission agent, auc

tioneer and stor keeper, Plaza de Sia

Cruz

Baer Senior & Co. , merchants, Augusto, 10

Sa'y Baer (absent)

J. Heymann

A Fabian (absent)

R Leusch

), un '

J. fi cedertz

G. Roesing

L. Prieto

0. Fischer ( Isabela )

“ La Casa de Berlin ,” Calle Nueva

R. Boll

W. Caswell ( Iloilo )

A. Krüger

“ Los Catalanes," Escolta , 9

M. Millat

B. Marti

E. T. Echevarria

“La Ciudad de Peking," Escolta

J. S. Tiaoqui

Balbas y Co., Hijos de, merchants, Cabildo

Manila, 22

J. Balbas y Ageo

V. Balbas y Ageo

Balut Rope Factory

Inchausti & Co. , owners

Barlow & Wilson, consulting engineers and

engineering agents

J. Simeon Barlow , M.S.E.

Frederic Wilson ( Iloilo )

J. C. Grant Wilson

Jules Sachenal

Euselio Estanislao

Barretto & Co. , Enrique M., foundry,

San Miguel

E. M. Barretto

V. Garcia , engineer & machinist

N. Santos

Barretto & Co. , E. M., merchants, San Miguel

E. M. Barretto

M. de las Reyes

M. Heras

R. Alburu

Dürr & Co. , merchants, Anloague, 17

Oscar Dürr

Edward Dürr

Walter Dürr

B. del Rozario

Earnshaw & Co., engineers, boati uilders

machinists, founders , &c . , Jaboneros, 3

Daniel Earnshaw , A.I.C.E.

R. ? . " Robertson

Juan Felizardo, clerk

II . Almario do .

F. Magno, mı ulder

Ayu, boilermakır

Elzinger Brothers, watchmakers, Escolta , 8

“ Establecimiento de Tejid s , " Crespo, 3

Felipa Herrera

Trinidad Herrera

“ La Estrella del Norte," Escolta

A. C. Leny

Eugster & Co. , L. , merchants, Auloague, 15

J. Eugster

E. Eugster

J. Munz

F. Eugster

Findlay , Richardson & ( '0. , merchants

James Sloan (absent)

Robert Wright

J. D. McGavin

George Collingwood

W. Urquhart

L. A. Barretto

Battle Hermanos & Co. , merchants and

bankers, Calle Real, 27

Evaristo Battle

Geronimo Martinez, cashier

C. Manotoc, accountant

“ El Bazar Espanol,” Escolta, 14

Aenlle Reyes & Co.

“ Bazar Filipino," Escolta , 37

L. Warlomont

P. Warlomont

H. Warlomont
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es

Flores, S. S weaving manufacturer of

Jute and Sui San Sebastian, 69

S. S. F

V. Floi :3

D. Flores

V. L. Flores

S. Flores

C. Flores

P. Flores

Guichard et Fils , merchants, S. Jacinto, 42

Auguste Guichard (Paris)

Eugène Guichard (Madrid)

Fr. Guignard ( Paris)

Victor Cherest do.

L. Génu

E. Aussenac, signs per pro.

M. Jacinto

N. Nieto

L. Eguia

Fucks & Co., commissi , agents, San Ga

briel , 3

Forbes, Munn & Co. , merchants

D. M. Forbes

D. Munn

J. N. Husband

R. F. Cullen

Andres de Guzman

Heinszen & Co., C. , merchants, Anloague, 4

Conrad Heinszen (Hamburg)

Nicolaus Heinszen ( do. )

Theodor Struckmann (absent)

C. W stendorf, signs per pro .

H. Bollhorst

W. Waege

E. Stulz

Franco & Co. , A. , merchants, in liquidation Holliday, Wise & Co. , merchants

S. Gabriel , 6 J.B. McCulloch

A. Ortiz
A. Grundy

H. Ashton

Fressel & Co. , C. , merchants, Calle Nueva, 35
L. P. Anilrors

Carl Fressel

A. R. Thistlethwaite
Ad . Wusinowski

J. M. Ysasi
G. Wieneke

M. Carrion

Y. Diaz Argüelles
Galian, M. G. , pawubroking agency, Jolo

No. 17

Incbausti & Co. , merchants, S. Fernando
M. J. Galian

J. J. de Inchausti
R. Gonzalez

J. M. Elizalde
R. Saavedra

V. Téus
L. de Leon

J. M. Yrisarry

Garchitorena y Hijo, E. carriage makers
M. T. Yrisarry

R. C. Inchausti
Escolta , 30

F. Guevara
Angel M. Garchitorena

V. Gloria
J. C. de Garchitorepa

D. Baitao

J. Buenaventura Ker & Co. , merchants, Collejon de S. Ga

briel, 11

Genato & Co. , auctioneers and commission
Thos. Worthington

F. Bolton
agents, Escolta, 30

M. Genato R. C. Smith

Vte . A. Genato J. Cembrano

T. Tuason C. J. Martin

Juan Reyes W. Collard

E. M. Martinez J. H. Grindrod

V. San Juan J. B. Arce

E. Pabalan J. Ogilvie

L. Cuejilo R. J. Patterson ( Iloilo)

G. Geronimo
R. Turner do.

A. Nieto J. P. Fischer do .

C. M. Chiene do.

Guerra, F., shipchandler, Anloague, 16 F. Escribano do .
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Marqueti, Manuel Perez, merchart, An

loague, 6

Manuel Perez Marqueti

Manuel Perez , hijo

J. Velasco

D. Serrano

Klöpfer & Co., E. , merchants , 3 , Calle Ar

loage

E. Klöpfer

A. Groth

Kock

A. Möckel

O. Sternberg

Labhart & Co. , merchants, Escolta, 6

J. C. Labhart

J. Ruppañer

T. Ott

H. Rothdauscher

M. Buck

Laine, Silva, watchmaker, Escolta, 9

Larrinaga & Co. , merchants, Barraca

E. de Olano

N. Longa

Liberia Española, Calle Real, 37

Eduardo Pineda

Martin , Dyce & Co., merchants, Isla de

Romero , 6

W. Johnston , signs per pro .

R. N. H. Gore-Booth, do.

L. Stuart

A. Buchanan

G. C. Pakenham

J. N. Sidebottom

T. D. Ogilvie

F. R. Fabie

M. de la Fuente :

Ramon Heras

Loyzaga & Cɔ. , Viud 1 de, printers; proprie

tors of “ Mercantile Review ," " El Comer

cio ,” afternoon paper, Vivac, 3

Carmen Ageo de Loyzaga

Francisco Diaz
у
Puertas

P. B. Ibañez

F. B. Ibañez

M , Calvo

L. S. Jozé

Matti and Sons, F. , watchmakers, Es

colta, 16

F. Matti

F. G. Matti

J. M. Matti

Mayer, R., photographer, Escolta, 9

Meyer E., tailor, Escolta , 21

E. Meyer

Morris , Samuel J. , ship and general broker

Muñoz, Juan, proprietor "Bazar Oriental,

S. Juan de Lebran, 3

.Paterno de Mora, Establecimiento de Bor

dados

Lutz & Co. , C. , merchants

C. Lutz ( absent)

Eduard A. Keller

Emil Sprürgli

Carl Sc! 0 : 1

Werner le cielin

J. G. Brunner

W. Meyer

Macleod & Co. , merchants, Carenero and

Muelle del Rey

N. Macleod ( Cebu )

Alex. S. Macleod

F. H. Hepper ( Cebu )

Wm . Colquhoun do .

J. F. Macleod

A. H. Macleod

J. B. Macleod

J. Fawcett

S. A , dos Remedios

D. Saraclio

Paterno de Calleja, Jolo, 21

Peele, Hubbell & Co. , merchants, Carenero, 1

Ogden E. Edwards

R. D. Tucker

R. A. Lane

H. N. Palmer

F. C. Parker

G. M. Curtis

E. A. Young's

E. H. Warner

W. A. Daland

J. Carvajal

P. Jorge

W. E. Blodgett

C.:'*.'118

F. W. R. Souza

V. Versoza

M. Zubeldia (Legaspi)

Marcaida, de, pawnbroking agency, S.

Jacinto, 47
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F. 0. Reyes

C. Rosa

H. J. Workinan (Calbayoy)

M. Gueve do.

.

Peña & Co. , J. , agents for the Marquis de

Campo's Spanish Royal Mail and Coast

ing Stea ers

Marqués de Campo (Madrid )

José de la Peña

Wm . A, Gardiner

Joaq. Armada

Isid . Armada

José Braga

José Vi leta

Antonio L. Rochi, marine inspector

Reyes, C. , naval effects manufacturer, Vivac, 4

Chisanto Reyes

M. Reyes

Reyes, J. N. C. , carriage builder, 7

Teatro, Viejo Street

Reynolds, T.J. , bill, ship and generalbroker

Richter, Alfo, hatmanufacturer,Escolta ,15

Adolfo Richter (memecher )

Bruno Richter

Reinhold Richter

Rocha, Antonio, L. , professor of mathe,

matics and navigation , marine surveyor

average stater, marine inspector for Mar

quis de Campo's mail steamers &c . ,

Solano, 11
Perez, Manuel, lithographer, S. Jacinto, 42

J. Oppel

Chr. Seitz

Gustavo Bergmann

G. Boerner

Petel & Co. , G. Van Polanen, merchants

and commission agents, David , 1

John Ph. Hens

Cr . Rocnsch

J. Carballo

B. Domingo

D. Enriquez

" El Progreso ," Real, 16

J. Varela

"La Puerta dil Sol,” Escolta, 11

J. F. Ramirez

C. S. de Aluaz

J. P. Carballo

J. Estialle

E. Somoza

C. Alcuaz

Roensch , A. , hat and military effects manu

facturer, Escolta , 21 , and Iloilo

A. Roensch (absent)

0. Roensch

C. Staude

E. Quade

M. Bertz

R. Crescini

J. Hagemann ( Iloilo )

Roxas , J. B. , merchant, Solano, 40 , S. Mi.

guel

José B. Roxas

Pedro P. Roxas

Joaquin V. Fernandez

Gregorio Granados

Pedro Francisco

Tadeo Viz Trinidad

Vicente Fernandez

Juair Granado

S. Ivodil

Ramirez & Giraudier, printers, lithographers,

newsagents, and proprietors “ El Diario de

Manila ," Magallanes, 3

B. Giraudier

A. Galiano

L. Giraudier

Reyes & Co., shipchandlers, Callejon de S.

Gabriel, 8

José M. Reyes

José M. Lago

J. Reves

J. Preysler

R. Reyes

J. Reyes y Mijare

M. Romero y R

Roxas , Reyes & Co., merchants, agents

Singer Manufacturing Company

F. L. Roxas

M. de los Reves

P. Javier y Rodriguez

R. S. Javier Martinez

J. de las Cajigas

J. Mijares

F. Reyes

Sainz , Vicente, pawnbroking
agency,

Jolo , 11

Vicente Sainz

Bonificio Sainz

Benito Sainz

P. Salamanca
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Santa Mesa Rope Factory

Peele, Hubbell & Co. , agents

C. Klinck, engineer

R. H. Wood

H. C. Hoskyn (Gubat)

C. R B Pickford (Cebu)

J. F. Stüben do .

E. V. Renny do.

F. S. Jones

H. P. Gray (Iloilo)

G. Shelmierdine do .

W. S. Fyfe do.

do .

Sartorius , Pablo, chemist and druggist,

Escolta , 25

G. Moerike (absent)

R. Boie

R. Friedrich

0. Siegert

K. Sartorius

M. G. Mendieta

H. V. Fabrice ( Iloilo)

J. M. Riu (Drago )

G. Escarrer (Lipa )

L. Ballarini ( San Fernando)

Spring & Co., drapers, mercers , and gene

ral outfitters, 23 , Escolta

C. A. Spring

Miss Spring

Sawyer, Frederic H. , consulting engineer

and importer of machinery and iron work,

Calle Real de S. Miguel, 18 ; London

Office, 4 Cullum St., E.C. , W.J. Rusby,

agent

Stevenson , Walter F. , merchant, 52, Isla del

Roinero

W. F. Stevenson

F. M. Heriot

Wm . Stevenson

Edwin Sutcliffe

Geo . D. Mackay

F. E. Coney

Jul B. Tuason

c , Tuason

Isidoro Francisco

Schneer y hermano, Simon, dealers in

diamonds, jewellery and watches, Es

colta, 9

Simon Schneer

Mayer Schneer

Schüren , Henry, photographer, Escolta, 9

Sulzer & Co. , merchants, Calle Nueva, 55

Oscar Sulzer ( St. Gall)

Arnold Germann do.

0. Tobler, signs per pro .

D. Halder

W. Lichtensteiger

H. Hieras

Secker & Co. , M. , hat manufacturers, Es

colta , 35

Engelbert Secker (absent)

Carl Moritz, manager

J. Secker

A. Secker

Tanduay Distillery

Inchausti & Co., proprietors

Sequera, M. , camisero , Carriedo (Sta . Cruz

Tillson , Herrmann & Co. , merchants, Anlo.

ague, 21
Smith , Bell & Co. , merchants

R. P. Wood (Liverpool)

G, B. Cadell do .

G. R. Young ( London )

D. A. Smith do .

G , Mackenzie

G. A. K. Honey

J. M. Wood

G. E. A. Cadell (absent)

A. B. Whyte

C. S. Walker

A. J. R. Cadell

E. G. Crummack

E. F. Birchal

H. H. Todd

Edward Parr (London )

Moritz A. Herrmann (Hamburg)

Richard B. Parr

E. Sackermann

Edwd. Herrmann

Wm . Harrison

H. Rampendahl

J. Javier

A. Bustamante

Tuason & Co., J. M , merchants and

bankers, Plaza S. Gabriel , 2

G. Tuason

J, P. Tuason
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T. P. Legarıla

V. Tuason

E. Tuason

A. Morelos

F. Paez

N. Morelos

M. Villena

J. Leon

L. Aguirre

C. Morelos

J. P. Santos

J. Morelos

G.Grupe, Subdelegado de Farmacia

Th . Meyer, sigus per pro

O. Boix

A. Krapfenbauer

H. Lindener

L. Vega

H. Grupe, perfumery department

E. Grupe, do .

J. Ludewig ( Binondo)

H. Wiechmann do

M. Ponce Leon ( Tondo)

Fr. Benavent ( Iloilo)

J. Knoop do .

Fr. Cacho do.

E. Fischer (Capiz)

V. Marti (Guagua)

A. Salamanca (Cavite)

G. Salamanca (Laguna)

R. Malantic ( Batangas)

C. Seneca (Daraga)

P. Santamaria (Zamboanga)

Tutuban Rope Factory

Eugster & Co. , L. , agents

Matias Feliciano, manager

B. Feliciano

Ullmann, Felix, Importador de Alhajas,

Anloague, 7

F. Ullmann, (Europe)

Emanuel Ullmann

B. Ullmann

S. Glotz

Valdezco, Catalino, watchmaker, Real, 23

C. Valdezco

J. Valdezco

Vara, R. de la, merchants

R. de la Vara

M. L. de Arenosa

R. de Celis

José de Celis

CUMERCIANTES CHINOS,

Ildefonso Son Tua , Escolta

José S. Tiao Qui, id .

Francico Cembrano Conkay, Anloague

Manuel Conling, id .

Ygracio Buncan, Teatro Vicjo

Sy Faico, Sto . Cristo

Vicente Sy Quia, id .

Joaquin Fan Janeo, id .

Joaquin BarreraLim Jar, Anloague

Carlos Palama, Rosario

Cirilo Cue Pin, id .

Juan Guidote , id .

M. Velasco, Calle Nueva

Wong Ponkin, Anloague

Fan Joco , Jolo

Chau Bioco

Domingo Ayala

“ La Villa de Paris,” Real, 37

Castillo Brothers

AGENI ES.

“ Agencia Maritima," Marallon

Jiminez & Co.

Watson & Co. , A. S. , chemists and druggists,

Escolta, 14

J. D. Humphreys (absent)

Alexr. Anderson

R. Garcia

G. Garcia

M, Rozario

Witte, Julius, ice manufacturer and distiller

of essential oils, engineer and steam

launch builder, Barraca, 32

Julius Witte

J. Wilson

H. Schwenger

E. de Mery

" Agencia Maritima," de A. Olona & Co.,

Murallon

A. Olona, agent

MARMOLISTAS.

Eizmendi, S. , Calle de Crisp , 12 (Quiapo)

Zobel, J. , chemist and druggist, Calle

Real, 13

J. Zobel ( Europe)

Fabian, N. C., Calle de S. Marcelino ( Paco)

Rodoreda, F de P. , Plaza de Santa Cruz 5 ,
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PINTOR ESCENOGRAFO .

Alberoni, C. , Quiapo

RESTAURANT.

El Fenix Filipino, Restauran Espejos,

Calle de S. Roque ( Sta. Cruz)

N. A. M. Patei no

J. Reyes

IMPRENTAS TIPOGRAFICAS.

Balbas, E. , printer, proprietor of " Nueva

Imprenta ," Calle de Cabildo

Chofré & Co., printers,proprietors of “ La

Comercial," Calle Real de Intramuros

ALMACENES DE BEBIDAS Y COMESTIBLES

DE EUROPA.

El Lucero, Plaza de Sta. Cruz, 5

M. Fernandez

Hidalgo Federico, printer, proprietor of

“ Los Amigos del Pais ," Calle de Anda

“La Oceania Espanola ,” Calle de S. Juan

de Letran, esquiva alá de Real

J. F. del Pan, director

J. Lafort, administrator

El Luzon , Plaza de Vivac , 6

A. Ortiz

R. Franco

El Vivac, Plaza de Vivac, 7

V. Milla

Loyzaga & Co., Viuda de, printers, pro

prietors of “ La Revista Mercantil,"

Vivac, 3

La Bilbaina, Escolta, 39 , 40 .

Fernandez & Co.

Perez, Junr ., M. , printers , Anloague, 6

M. Perez, Junr.
La Castellana, Esculta

A. Angulo

Plana & Co., printers , proprietors of “ La

Ciudad Condal,” San Gabriel
La Malagueña, S. Jacinto

J. B. Gomez

Ramirez y Giraudier, printers, proprietors

of " El Diario de Manila ," Calle de Ma

gallanes

La Sevilla , Puente de Binondo, 3

T. Santiago

La Vascongada, Plaza de S. Gabriel, 5

Labedan y Sartucha

Relogerio de Catalino Valdezco, Real, 23

La Villa de Burdeos, Real , 17

C. Alonzo

Los dos Hermanos, Beaterio, 10

P. Gutierrez

BOTICAS Y FABRICAS DE AGUAS GASEOSAS .

Jacobo Zobel, Real, 13

Mariano Kühnell, Cabildo, 14

Jorge Ludewig , Plaza de Binondo

Romualdo Boie , Sto . Cristo, 8

Aniceto Merenguel, Tondo

Pablo Sartorius, Escolta , 25

Carlos Plitt, Escolta , 9

Rafael Fernandez, Escolta, 37

Pablo Schuster, Plaza de Sta. Cruz

Antonio Romeu , Plaza de Quiapo

Tomas Torres, Plaza de San Gabriel

A. S. Watson & Co , Escolta, 14

Ulfirano Rodriguez, Camedo, 27

M. G. Mendieta, S. Fernando, 63

E. Pingdollers , S. Sebastian

Vicente Javaga, Escolta , 9

Sucursales de La Amistad , Escoltı y Plaza

de Quiapo

A. de la Puente

De San Vicente, S. Vicente, 3 .

F. Jornales & Co.

El Zaragozano, Escolta

B. Pastor

La Francesa , Barraca , 37

Lala Ari

CIRT, INOS DENTISTAS .

José Arevalo , Plaza de Quiapo, 6

Andres Cereso ,"Calle de Legaspi

Bonifacio Arevalo, Villalobos, 5 La Esperanza, Real
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M. G. Mendieta
Fonda " Francesa de Lala Ari," Barraca

Hotel de Madrid, Magull. nes, 36

Fonda “ El Zaragozano ," Parage de la Paz
Juan Frapaga

La Perla del Occano, Calle de ( aniedo Fonda “ IIotel de Madrid ,” Manila, Magul

(Quinpo ) lenes, 36

M. de Ocampo

CAFES

Fondas Ú HOTLLES.
Cafe “ El Singo," Plaza de Anda en Sta .

Forda “La Catalana, " Calle del Beaterio
Cruz

Fonda “ El Viuresso," Calle de Palacis, 12 Cafe " La Esperanza ," Re : 1 , 21

ILOILO .

This port, which is the chief town of the populous province of the same name in

the island of Panay, is situated in lat . 10 deg. 48 min. W., near the south- eastern

extremity of the island, close to the sea, on the border of the narrow channel formed

by the opposite island of Guimaras. The town is built principally on low marshy

ground , partly fronting the sea , and partly along the left bank of a creek, or inlet,

which runs towardsJuro, and after describing a semicircle again meets the sea near

Iloilo . Although the principal seaport and seat of the government of the province,

Iloilo is much smaller than many towns in its vicinity. The harbour is well protect

ed and the anchorage good , the island of Guimaras forming a sheltered passage. The

depih of water on the bar at the entrance to the creek or river Iloilo is about five

fathoms at low water, but at a short distance witbin it decreases to fifteen feet and

then deepens again . At spring tides the whole town is covered with water, but

notwithstanding this it is a very healthy place. The high ground of Guimaras forms

a kind of funnel with the Panay shore, and the result is that a calm is of rare

occurrence, there being almost always a breeze of some kind . The N E. breeze

blows very strongly. It is much cooler in Iloilo than in Manila . Although ships

are charged light dues, & r. , there is nota single light or buoy near the port . A light

house was built at the entrance to the river some six years ago, but, as the cost of

the oil has not yet been provided for in the estimates, it has never been lighted .

The better class of houses in Iloilo are built on strong wooden posts , two or

three feet in diameter, that reach to the roof, stone walls to the first floor, with

wooden windows above and iron roof. The poorer class of dwellings are flimsy struc

tures of pipa, built on four stout posts. The roads and bridges are in a deplorable

con « lition , and quite impassable in the rainy season.

The principal manufacture in Iloilo for local consumption and export to Manila

is that of piña, a cloth very finely made from the fibre of the pineapple leaf. Another

cloth called jusi is woven from silk , and ismade in wbite and colours . The Govern.

ment have recently very heavily taxed allkinds of industry, which tax is severely felt ,

as hitherto there had been comparative freedom from su h imposts. Each native

above the age of 14 pays tribute-- the men $4.03 , and the won ea $ 1.03 per annum .

The country round Iloilois very fertile and is extensively cul:iszted . Toe annual

crop of sugar is estimated at about a million piculs. Tobacco is also largely culti

vated , but having bitherto been a Government monopoly which must be sold at a

fixed price , it has been greatly neglected anl is of poor quality . Improvement in the

cultivation may now be expected as the monopoly is to be abulished this year. Rico

is grown on a considerable scale, but locusts are very plentiful in the islad and

often do great damage to the cane and paddy .

Typhoons visit the port about once a year and frequently work great l'avoc .

Earthquakes, however, seldom occur. Iloilo is about 254 nike ' istant from Manila .
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Iloilo has greatly increased in importance of late years. The chief articles of

export are sugar, tobacco, sapunwood, and hides. The principal traders are Chinese

mestizos, who are very numerous in the port . There is a tradition that the town of

Iloilo was once peopled by Chinese, and many ofthe inhabitants bear Chinese names.

In 1880 there entered with cargoes 15 vessels of 6,999 tons , and in ballast 38 vessels

of 37,415 tons, and there cleared with cargoes 55 vessels of 48,009 tons, and in ballast

7 vessels of 4,103 tons. The value of the imports was $549,419 , and that of the

exports $ ,468,679, sugar accounting for $4,051,411 of the total.

The island of Negros is extremely fertile and contributes three - fourths of the

sugar shipped froin Iloilo, the quality of which is improving very much every year .

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.
Interventores de Aforo - E . Aylion, L. Cos

tosa

Almacenero --S. Ordaz
GOBIERNO POLITICO Y MILITAR .

Gobernador-- Miguel Rodriguez Aguilar

Auxiliares de Fomento – V . Gay, F. Gomez,

E. Moriñigo

SEMINARIO CONCILIAR DE JARO,

Rector - S . Servallonga

Vice Rector - J . Miralda

Procurador - J. Jaime

Catedraticos--F. Saez, J. San Andreu

ALCALDIAS MAYORES.

Juez-J. M. Llaser

Promotor Fiscal-M. Torres Iloilo

Notario-M . G. Medina

Juez -V. Para

Promotor Fiscal - F . Lamas ( Pototan

Escribano - M . F. Mata

ABOGADOS.

C. Pineda, V. Massa, E. Valenciano, D.

Romero

JUNTA DE INSTRUCCION PUBLICA

El Gobernador de la Provincia

El Juez de la. Instancia

El R. Cara Parroco

El Administrador de Hacienda

ADUANA Y ADMINISTRACION DE

HACIENDA PUBLICA .

Administrador - José Pastors

Interventor - J . R. de Romero

Oficial 50 -- R . Telles

Almacenero-- A . Saliro

Vista de la Aduana - J . M. Jalon

Auxiliar de Vista ---- P . E. Lopez

JUNTA DE ALMONEDAS.

El Gobernador de la Provincia

El Juez de la. Instancia

El Administrador de Hacienda Publica

Secretario - El Interventor de Hacienda

GEFATURA DE OBRAS PUBLICAS .

Ingeniero Jefe - E . Trompeta

Ayudantes - M . de Camara, V. Rodrigo

PARROQUIA DE ILOILO .

Cura Parroco - Fr. M. Blanco

Coadjutor- C. Ledesma

JUNTA DE SANIDAD.

El Gobernador del Di- trito

El Capitan del Puerto

El Administrador de la Aduana

El Medico Titular

MEDICOS.

Titular y Subdelegado de Medicina--J .

Gomez

Particulares - S . Ordaz, J. Donelan , M La

berdure, E. Brias

CAPITANIA DEL PUERTO .

Capitan del Puerto-A . M. de Oly

Ayudante

INFERMERIA MILITAR.

Medico Mayor Gradua - C . L. Brea

INSPECCION DE ACOPIOS DE TABACO.

Inspector-D. F. Vallina

SUBDELEGACION DE FARMACIA DE LAS

ISLAS DE PANAY Y Negros.

Subdelegado - F . Cacho
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OFICINAS DE FARMACIA.

Iloilo-F. Cacho, F. Benavent

Jaro - E . Fabrice

Insurances .

Austen & Co. , ageuts

London Assurance Corporation

SUBDELEGACION DE VETERINARIA.

Subdelegado-Z. Robles

Ker & Co. , agents

London and Lancashire Fire Insurance

Company

Union Marine Insurance
Co. , LimitedADMINISTRACION DE CORREOS.

Administrador -- S . Sierra

Interventor - G . Arevalo

GOBIERNO ECLESIASTICO DE STA . YSABEL

DE JARO .

Obispo-M . Cuartero

Provisor-S. Magdalena

Secretario – J . M. Climent

Notario - N . Molina

COMANDANCIA DE CARABINEROS DEL

DISTRITO DE VISAYAS.

Comandante-E. de la Vega

Capitan - A . Gonzales

Teniente Habilitado - A . Gonzales

Comandante de Bahia-A. Jiminez

Loney, Robert, agent

Lloyds'

Luchsinger & Co. , agents

Java Sea & Fire Insurance Company

Queen Insurance Company

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Macgibbon , Thos., agent

Berlin-Cologne Fire Insurance Co.

Royal Fireand Life Insurance Co.

Guardian Fire & Life Assurance Co.

Phoenix Assurance Co.

German Lloyd

Fortuna Marine Insurance Co.

Martin, Dyce & Co. , agents

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Limited

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

London and Lancashire Fire Insurance

Company

Smith, Bell & Co. , agents

Netherlands India Sea & Fire Insur

ance Co.

Chinese Insurance Co. , Limited

Inperial Fire Office

Commercia
l
Union Assurance Co.

GUARDIA CIVIL .

Comandante-M. Castellon

Capitan -- M . Garcia

VAPORES .

“ Cabaubanan ," Capitan E. Inchausticta

, Lola ,” Capitan , A. Sesma

' Aquila , " Capitan , F. Echavarria

IMPRENTA .

E. G. , viuda de Escassi, proprietaria

Consulates .

GREAT BRITAIN .

Vice- consul- H . P. Gray

Merchants , &c .

Aldagaser, M., carriage keeper

Aldegner & Sons, merchants

M. Aldegner

GERMANY.

Vice- consul - F . Luchsinger (absent)

Acting Vice - consul – J. R. Steger

UNITED STATES.

Acting Vice- Consul-J. C. Tyler, Jr.

Aldon, A. , billiard room proprietor

Anderson, T. , engineer

Araneta, H., trader

Araneta, A. , trader

Arroja, T. , trader

Astorga, L. , trader

ITALY.

Consular Agent - H . P. Gray

PORTUGAL.

Consul - Claudio Lopez

Austen & Co. , merchants

George Austen (absent)
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Joseph C. Tyler, Jr. Hilado, C. , treler

E. A. Bellamy

Frederic Blumer
Hoskyn, R. F. , merchant

Felix Vital
R. F. Hoskyn

G, Medburst Saul

Badal, J. , trader
H. Dalton -Hawkins

Barlow & Wilson , consulting engineers Innes & Keyser, mercbants

and engineering agents
T. Innes

Frederic Wilson

A. Keyser
J. C. G. Wilson , signs per pro .

A. Downie

J. Cadenas
Balea, J. , chemist and druggist

Jalandoni, M. , trader
Bautista, A. J. , carriage keeper

Benedicto , J. , trader Jesena, D. , trader

Ker & Co. , merchants
Benedicto, E. , trader

R. J. Patterson

R. Turner
Bermejo, V. M. , timber merchant

J. P. Fischer

Bischoff & Co. , J. J. , merchants, watch F. Escribano

makers, &c. C. M. Chiene

J. J. Bischoff

J. S. Bischoff
La Iloz , H. , merchant

,

Boll , R. , hosier and outfitter
Ledesena, P. , merchant

,

Bono, J. F. , trader

Ledesma, F. , trader

Britanico , L., rice merchant

Lizarraga, T. , merchant

Cacho, F. , chemist and druggist

Loney& Co., merchants, in liquidationCapdevila, M. A. , hotel keeper
Ker & Co. , liquidators

Cortega, C. , trader
Luchsinger & Co., merchants

Cousing, V., trader Federico Luchsinger (absent)

J. R. Steger

Devesa, M. , trader Henry Streiff

R. Luchsinger
Diaz Fernandez, C. , solicitor

C. Hoesli

Donelan, Joseph, medical practitioner

Macgibbon, Thomas, merchant

Fabrice, E. , chemist and druggist

Mahometano, D. , timber merchant

Gerona, B. , trader

Mañano, Ruperto, medical practitioner

Gomez, José, physician

Mapa, V. , solicitor

Gonsalez, L. , photographer

Marin, P. , sugar manufacturer
Gonsalez , A. , trader

Habana, M. , trader Martin, Dyce & Co. , merchants

J. T. Cassels, signs per pro.

Hernaez, J., trader J. Hutton Balfour

C. E. Cassels

Higgin , Jos . L. B. , timber merchant

J. L. B. Higgin
Melliza, C. , auctioneer
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Navegaute, 11., engineer and boilermaker Reyna, J. , foundry

J. Reyna

Oppen, E. G. , trader
J. Anderson, engineer

Ordax, Sabino, medical practitioner
J. Withayn

Orozco, P. , hatmaker
Robles, Z. , milliner

Ortin, F. , carriage builder Robles, Z. , veterinary surgeon

Ortiz, J. , trader Rodrigues, A. , trader

Panadé, F. , timber merchant Roenscb , A. , hatmaker

Panez, S. , trailer
J. Hagemann, manager

Peccio, M., tiader
Russell & Sturgis (in liquidation)

Perez & Acha, liquidators

Pineda, C. , solicitor

Saez, T. , trader

Perez & Acha, commission agents and ge

neral storekeepers, agents for Messrs.

San Augustine, J. , carriage builder

Larrinaga & Co.
Servando, S. , trader

Pedro J. Perez

Marcos de Acha Sitchon , M., trader

A. de Acha

Sitchon, S , trader

Preciado, T. , wine merchant

Smith, Bell, & Co. , merchants

« La Puerta del Sol ”
H. P. Gray

J. F. Ramirez W. S. lyfe

R. Olaguer G, Shelureri'ne

M. Cruz Ai dres i willez

T. Belan

Withome, W., engineer

Ramirez & Co. , F. , merchants

F. Ramirez Yulo, T., trader

Ramos, C. , sugar manufacturer Zaroga , Y. , sugar manufacturer

Regalado, J. trailer Zulueta, C. , trader

CEBU .

This is an important port and city of the Philippinas. It is the capital of the

island of Cebu , and ranks next to Iloilo among the ports of the Philippines. It was

at one time the seat of the administration of revenue for ile while of the Bisayas, but

this was removed to Manila in 1849. Cebu is a well built towri and possesses fine roads,

but the people are devoid of commercial enterprise . The tra le of Cebu consists

principally in hemp and sugar. On accountof the low price ruling forLemp during

the last few years Cebu made no progress, but matters have improved during the

last twelve months, the exports showing an increase of more than one-third . The

neighbouring islands of Leyte, Mindanao, and Camiguin possess extensive hemp

plantations, a large proportion of the produce of which finds its way to Cebu for

shipment. The following figures show the trade of Cebu:-In 1880 there en'ered

the port with cargoes 10 vessels of 11,729 tons, and in ballast 24 vessels of 18,761

tons, and there cleared with cargoes 23 vessels of 23,992 tons. The value of the

imports was $ 22,889, and that of the exports, $ 1,923,881. There are some very

valuable and extensive coal deposits in the island of Cebu, but the mines have not

as yet been worked with any enterp .se.
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DIRECTORY .

Consulates .

GREAT BRITAIN ,

Vice-Consul-C. R. B. Pickford

MacLeod & Co., merchants

N. MacLeod

F. H. Hepper

W. Colquhoun

A. HL Macleod

V. Manuel

GERMANY.

Vice- Consul

UNITED STATES.

Ocampo, Valentin de, wine merchant
Consular Agent - C . R. B. Pickford

L. Quintanilla, clerk

ITALY.

Osmeña, Rita & Co. , hosiers, &c.
Consular Agent-C. R. B. Pickford

Tomas Osmeña

Victoriano Osmena
PORTUGAL

Vice- Consul - G . Velozo

Rothdauscher, Henry, apothecary, chemist

and drnggistUNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA .

H. Rothdauscher

Consul - G . Velozo
A. Rothdauscher

Insurances.

Macleod & Co., agents
Smith , Bell & Co. , merchants

Royal Fire & Life Insurance Company C. R. B. Pickford

Guardian Assurance Company E. V. Renny

Union Insurance Society of Canton C. T. St. Clere Vaisey

Yangtsze Insurance Association F. S. Jones

London and Lancashire Fire Insurance J. Vaño

Company E. Ferral

German Lloyds'

Fortuna Marine Insurance Co. Smith, James, commission agent

L. Espanol

Smith , Bell & Co. , agents

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In- Vario & Reyes, merchants and auctioneers,

surance Company 34 , Lutaos Street

British & Foreign Marine Insurance Bernab Tests

Company José Ballori

Imperial Fire Office B. Flores, storekeeper

Chinese Insurance Co. , Limited J. Borres, clerk

F. Rollen, godown keeper

COAL MINES, THE “ HOPE " AND

“ CHARITY." Velozo, G. , merchant

(Compostela Village. ) G. Velozo

Isaac Conui, proprietor R. Velozo

Pedro Pascual S. W. Monalits

Merchants, &c .
PORAC PAMPANGA,

Bania, Serafin dil, proprietor " Ciudad de

Petel, A. & A. , sugar estate owners
Cebu "

A. Petel, senior

Burger, Oscar, chemist and druggist A. Peter, junior

Escondrillas, D. , architect BOHOL.

Peilicer, Eugenio, merchant and agricul sist

Ferral y Mateo, F. , medical practitioner

Reves, J. J. , merchant

Gonzalez, Victor, perfume and essence dealer Juan José Reyes

S. Simon, bookkeeper

Jahrling, Valerio, naval storekeeper E. Circulado, godown keeper



COCHIN -CHINA.

SAIGON.

Saigon , the capital of French Cochin China, is situated on the Saigon river, a

branch of the Donnai, in latitude 10 deg. 50 mio . N.,and longitude 104 deg. 22 min. E.

Saigon was conquered by the Franco - Spanish fleet on the 17th February, 1859 , but

Lower Cochin China, ( comprising the provinces of Giadinh, Bienhoa, and Mytho, and

the Islands of Pulo Condor), was not definitely occupied until 1862, when it was

formally surrendered by treaty ; in 1867, three more provinces were conquered by the

French and added to their possessions, viz . , Chandoc , Hatien, and Vinhlong. The

actual boundaries of French Cochin China now are : on the North thekingdoms of

Annam and Cambodia, on the East and South , the China Sea, on the Westthe Gulf

of Siam and the kingdom of Cambodia .

French CochinChina is divided into six large provinces comprising in all pineteen

Inspections . Besides Saigon , which is the capital of Cocbin China and at the same

time of the province of Giadinh, the other chief towns bear the names of their

respective provinces, Bienhoa, Mytho, Chandoc, Vinhlong, and Hatien. The

colony measures in breadth about 80 leagues and in length an average of 50 leagues ;

its population amounts to 1,500,000 inhabitants. The European popuiation, exclusive

of the oficial element, is very small . The country resembles a vast plain with

small hills on the West and some mountains on the East and North ; the three

highest are Batlen 884 metres, Buria 493 metres, and the Moi mountains 550 and

600 metres in height. The principal rivers are the two Vaico , the Saigon River , and

the Bienhoa or Donnai river. The lower parts of French Cochin China are wrinkled

with small creeks or arroyos, giving easy and rapid communication to all parts of the

country. Of late numerous canals have been opened. The magnit, ent riverMei

kong, which descends from the Thibetan mountains, after running through different

territories crosses Cambodia, enters the lower provinces of French Cochin China

by two branches, and empties itself into the China Sea by five large outlets called

respectively Cua Tieu , Cua Bulai, Cua Cochien, Cua Dinh -an , and Cua Batac .

The principal product of French Cochin China is rice . It it planted in

almost every province except some of the Northern districts. At the present time

the country can produce from 7,000,000 to 9,000,000 piculs yearly , and a little over

5,000,000 piculs is annually exported. After this important grain the principalproducts
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are : -sugai cane, mulberry tree , pepper, betel-nut, cotton , tobacco , and maize ; cbina

grass, sesamun , palma- christi, indigo, saffron , gum -lac, sapan (dye-wood ) , and cinchona

also exist in pretty large quantities, with several other minor productions. The

principal salt pits are in the province of Baria . The forests contain large quantities

of five timber and abound with game of nearly every description, amongst which may

be named elephants, rhinoceros, tigers , deer, wild boars, and elands, while amongst

the feathered game the peacock, partridge, snipe, woodcock , jungle fowl or wild

cock, pheasant, & c ., may be mentionell. The rivers and creeks swarm with fish of

every description , and alligators abound in some.

In the chief towns of each province there is a citadel sufficientls garrisoned, and

numerous military posts in the interior maintain and watch over the security of the

inhabitants. The Annamese are a race devoted principally to agriculture ; they are

not so industrious as the Chinese and are indifferent trailers . The Chinese bold

the largest proportion of the trade in their hands. The budget of the colony for

1881 was put at 20,000,000 franes, and the reserve fund in the treasury is 6,500,000

franes . The two principal sources of revenue are opium and spirits.

Saigon is situated about 40 miles from Cape St. James and is accessible to the

largest vessels. Since its occupation by the French the clip has undergone a

very favourable change, owing to different sanitary works in the town, such as

drains , the filling up of pools, marshes, & c. The town presents a fine appearance,

the roads and throughfares being broad and regular. Amongst public buildings

Government House is the most remarkable ; several millions of franes have been

spent upon its construction and decoration. The other prominent public buildings

are the new “ Direction de l'Interieur,” the Treasury, the Post Office, the Land Office ,

Public Works Department, the Schools, and the Supreme Court. The Military

Hospital is a fine and handsome iron building, as are also the Arsenal, Barracks, and

Artillery parc. A stately new gothic Cathedral, of large proportions, was opened

on the ilth April, 1881. Saigon bas two public gardens, the " Jardin de la Ville ,"

which is maintained at the expense of the municipality , and the Botanical Garden.

There is one large rice -mill in Saigon belonging to a European firm and two more

in the town of Cholen , one of which belongs to a Chinese company. There are also

two steam brick -yards, one in each town. Cholen is the granary of the colony and

its commercial activity is enormous. Sugar-cane planting has been commenced in

several provinces and steam sugar mills are in course of erection, but the success of

this undertaking is as yet problematical. There is an iron floating dock and a new

was completed at the Arsenal in August, 1881, but sunk on the 1st September

while being lowered to take in the transport Mytho. The population of Saigon

may be estimated at about 40,000 inhabitants, chiefly Annamese and Chinese . The

town of Cholen , principally inhabited by Chinese traders , is three miles distant

from Saigon , and its population may be set down at 70,000. It has recently Leen

connected with Saigon by a tramway.

The M. M. steamers call twice a month at Saigon on their homeward and

outward trips, and another line of steamers from Marseilles will be run this year to

Saigon and ihe Far East . Easy communication is affordded with the principal towns

of the interior by subsidized mail steamers. All the principal towns of French Cochin

China possess telegraphic communication, and a sub -marine cable unites the colony

with Singapore, Hongkong, & c. The postal organization of the colony is very

complete and efficient . Correspondence can be sent daily to alm ist all parts of the

country. The Journal Officiel, which is also the Governmert Gazette , is published

twice a week, and there is a weekly paper called L'Ere Nouvelle. There is also an

Annamese paper called Gia-Sinh-Bao, published weekly .

In 1880 tbe arrivals of foreign vessels numbered 273, aggregating 207,793 tons

register , shewing a decrease in the number of vessels of 150 and in the tonnage of

172,771. The total export of rice amounted to 4,774,479 piculs, being a falling off

of 1,285,909 piculs from the export in 1879. The export from 1st January to 24th

December, 1881, was 4,450,908 piculs.

one
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DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government, Third Office.

Governor - His Excellency Le Myre de

Chief - Chavassieux

Sub- Chief - Torcapel
Vilers

First Clerk --Mrlet

Aides -de -Camp - Picard , navy lieutenant
Clerks -- Rembert, Gréterin , Chenieux,

Assist. do . -Boninais, captain

Officer of Ordnance-Louvel

Houdayer, de Gaillande, Perez de Cas

teras

English Interpreter - Frank Cowie

G VERNOR'S OFFICE .
Secretary Interpreter for the Annamite language

Chief of the Cabinet-- --Huc

Assist. do . -Cozics
Com . of Archives and Library - P . Clerc

Clerks - Jacquema' ,Gregoire Fourth Office.

Secretary Interpreter for the Annamite Chief-Mosy

Language - Putteaux (on leave) , Bouet Sub-Chirf - i cocq

Secretary of Embussy - T rant First Clerk - Audré

Clerk - Burguet Clerks - Neyrt, Bocquet, Campagne,

PRITY COUNCIL.
Guismar, Lepoux, Sabatti -r, Bjurdin ,

Steinam

President - H.E . he Governor

Official Members --- Alleyron , Serg.nt, H.

Immigration Office.

Chief

Rivière, Béli ırd, Bert

Ordinary Members - G . Vinson, G. Jame, Clerks - Grémouin, Vita'is

Sub - chief - Caffort

A. Denis

Secretary - A . Darracq GOVERNMENT OFFICERS.

Clerks - Martinet, Bitschner Commander of the Troops---Général Al

lerron

COLONIAL COUNCIL . Colonel Laurent

President - Jules Blancsubé Leut.- Col.-Ortus

Members - Viénot, Dus- utour, Carli, Ro- Director of the Marine Arsenal–H. Ri

que, Reynaud, Blanchy, Pillet, Ca )-van viéro

sanh, Do- Kien Phuoc Pian-cong-thanh, Director of the Engineers - Derbes

Nauyen -thanh -trung, G. Vinson, G. Director of the Mirine Artillery - Bernard

Jam , A. Denis, K. Schroeder Director of the Gendarmerie - Rott

Secretary - Bandier Director ofBotanicul Gardens - J.B . Pierre

Interpreters --- Potteux, Bonet, Bollon ( absent ), Corrov, acting

COMMISSION D'ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE .

DIRECTION OF THE INTERIOR. The Attorney -General, The Mayor of

Director-E. Biliard
Saigon, The Chief of the third Office,

Secretary -General -S. Moriu The Curate of Saigon , A. Denis, mer

First Clerk:--Psselègue
cbant, and a surgeon

Clerk-Liger

First Office.
CONSEIL DE DEFENCE .

Chief - Desmier President - His Excellency the Governor

Sub-Chief- E. Morin
Members - The General Commanding the

First Clerk
Troops, Commandant of Marine , Chief

Clerks- Lican, Igonel , Maheu, Arnier , Commissioner of Marine, Director of the

Martin, Chaumonot, Rocca, Jeauniret, Interior, Director of Artillery, Director

Feraud of Engineers

Second Office.
ADMINISTRATION OF MARINE .

Chief - De Lanneau
Commissioner --- Sergent, chief of the Ad

Sub -Chief - Pascal ministrative service

First Clerk - H . Lebrun
Commissioner - Littayé

Clerks --Pruche, Hédouin , Bay, Arnaud,

Geffroy, Blanchard , de Parceval, Bour
SECRETARIAT.

ville
Gulliod , sub - commissioner
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REVUES.

De Guillande, chief commissioner

Crémoux, assistant : '1b -commissioner

FONDS.

Jouannet, sub - commissioner

REGISTRAR OF THE COURT OF APPEAL

AND OF FIRST INSTANCE ,

Cleónie, registrar in chief

Marius Sicard, Canal, Ribière', Filatriau,

Baptiste, clerks

MARINE HOSPITAL.

Desvallons, chief commissioner

Marbot, Ballès , assistant commissioners

REGISTRAR OF ARCHIVES.

Brellier, registrar

Silva, Reilhac, Oudin, clerks

MARINE EQUIPMENT OFFICE .

Vacant

POLICE.

Girard , inspector at Saigon

Parillon, inspector of 2nd class at Saigon

A : artini, inspector of 2nd class at Saigon

illon , inspector at Cholen

SUBSIST NCES.

Augier de Maintenon , commissioner

Grassin, Prudhomme, assistant com uis

sioners

APPROVISIONNEMENTS .

Véron, chief com riisiner

Rougé, assist . commissioner

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE .

Elie , justice of the peace

Asse , registrar

TREASURY.

Frotier, treasurer

Genouilhac, assistant treasurer and chief

accountant

Séguy, Thiéry, Bonnel, Massé, assistant

treasurers

Loubens de Verdalle , Costa , Branquart,

De Custine, Arrauit, Ricard , Wattez ,

Brun, Poignand, Desray, Pariset, Treni

ty , La Rivière, Fernier, Sanmartin ,

Walch, Dupeux, Vie, Morand, de Giaf

feri, Augran, Brouard, Genoux Pra

chèe, Bouvert, clerks

ADMINISTRATION OF NATIVE AFFAIRS.

Inspectors --Rhein irt , d . Champeaux, Ey.

uard -Rapine, Libussière, Silvestre ,

Nuët

Admin'strators of 1st class - Villard , Par .

reau, Moty, Avinonier, H. de Verne

ville , Pourquier, Hector, Henry, B :

tail... Vansot, Brière, Nicolaï, de Sain

tar , (ringer, Gran :er, Rvaull, Sau.

drel , Dret, Gaillari

Adminii ratori of 2nd class -- Escobet,

Rouy, ot, Humel, Bougeault, Navelle,

Bertin , d'Avesnes, Marquis, Rossigneux,

Ponchon, Chauseaux, Bonnal, Dussol,

Landes, Jouve, Forestier, Fou es

Administrators of 3rd class --- Marquant,

Luceana, Tirant, Lebrun, Boequillon,

Langlais, Liotard, Dneos, Duc amp,

Morand , Marteliér ', Bertin, de Barbe,

Merlande Léchelle,Léchelle, Billy, Lacote,

Thonin , Miss, Bès d'Albiret, Byr,

Birquet,Lim the de Curier, Genev ix,

Dess y , Faura

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE .

A. Bert, procuror -général

Delort, first deputy do.

Muncbina, second puty

Gaigneron de Marolles, do .

FIRST CCURT OF APPEAL .

Esquer , president (absent)

Mirande, vice president

Lasserre, Maisonneuſve - Lacoste, Charrie : ,

Dussol, Bongeault, Poymiro, Bazanyeol ,

Leplore Sargence, counsellors

TRIBUNAL OF FIRST INSTANCE.

Boussion, president

Bosse, second judge (on leave)

Cabanne, deputy judge

FRENCH INTERPRETERS.

Potlanx,secretary- interpreter for the An

numite language

Bonne , s 'cretary interpreter do.

Bollin , Hue, 1st class do.

Frank Cywie, interpret r for the English

language

BAR OF FIRST INSTANCE .

Vuillez , attorney -general (absent)

Sicé, deputy attorney -general

Stéphan Portret , second deputy do .

REGISTRY OF LANDS,

Boilloux , chif registrar

Gers des Rivière, Marchal, Courriere, re

ceivers
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POSTS HELD BY FRENCH GOVERNMENT,

Chólen, Gocong, Tanan , Tayninh, Mytho,

Bienhoa, Baria, Thudaumot, Vinulong,

Travinh, Bentré, Chaudoc, Sadec, Soc

trang , Longxuyen, Cantho, Hatien,

Rachgia

HARBOUR MASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

Ropers, harbour master

J. Nartus, port master

Post OFFICE.

Ménétré, postmaster

Stibio, Richard, clerks

Geandey (al sent), Perrin , Tran-Pluoc,

distributors

C L.

Chief Gaoler - David

SURVEY OFFICE .

Bataille , chief surveyor

Bertaud, acting do .

NAVAL DIVISION er Cochin - CHINA.

" TILSITT."

Commander - H . Rivière

Second do . -de la Bounivière de Beau

mont

VESSELS IN COMMISSION .

" L'HMELIN " S.

Commander- Esenier

Lieutenant - Fischi

Nar. Sub - Lieutenants- Escande, Loyer,

Thomine

Paymaster - Lepreux

Surgeon --Comire

· LE PARCEVAL " S.

Commander-- Pontillon

Lieutenant - de Taubownet

Sub -Lieuts.-- Dartige du Journet, Deman,

Chapelle

PaymasterLourtis

Surgeon -- Sauvaget

“ ANTILOPE " S.

Commander -- de Veruinac de St. Maux

Sub - Lieuts - Fargues, Simon, Reynaud

Surgeon-Reynaud

« LE DRAC ” S.

Commander - Rivière de la Mure

Lieutenant- Porte

Nav . Sub - Lieuts. - Sourd, Gouts, Bladou

Payn aster - Serres

Surgeon -- Randon

RIVER GUN -BOATS .

“ HARPON," Ortolan , commander

“ MOUSQUETON,” Baller, commander

“ SAGAL ,” Kerlero du Crano, commander

“ HACH ,” Licroix , commander

“ YATAAN," Terlier, commander

“ JAVELINE," Chassin de Kergommeaux,

commander

IMPRIMEIRE NATIONALE .

Governm nt Printing Office ; office of

Journal official de le Cochinchina iran .

caise

Courthez , director

Municipal Department.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL .

Acting Mayor - E . Coruu

1st Adjutant - J, B. Coutel

2nd do. --- A . Lacaze

Members - Foulioux, Hudinet, Mirande,

Michelot, Cazaux, Custe, Cardi, Maver,

Truong Minh Ky , Le Van Van , Le Van

Thong, Nguyen Van Binh

SECRETARY'S OFFICE.

Chief Secretury - J. Révilliod

first Clerk and Accountant - H . Veaux

Assista , ts - Hustin, ace untant, Serre,

keeper of records, E. Veaux, clerk

PUBLIC ROADS.

Inspector -- Berge

Accoun'ant --

Clek- -P. Long

Overseer - Ti évenot

Overseer of Quays, &c.-Lousteau

Cimetery Superintendent - Vieux

Slaughter House Foreman-Mauss

Slorek eper - Reuchlin

Supt . of Public Gardens - Moreau

Forester - Mougeol

RIVER GUNBOATS IN TONQUIN.

“ LA SURPRISE .”

Pronteaux, commander

Ma stracci, de Gantès , Moreau , nav . sub

lieutenant

Nicolas, surgeon

“ MassUE,” Thomazi, commander

CARABINE," Douzans, commauder

OPIUM FARM.

Director - Boyer

Inspector - Silvestre

POLICE FORCE.

Inspector General - Girard

Deputy Inspector - Bouillon

do. -Albertini
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Inspector, Cholen-Tourillon

Sergeants - Ten

Under Sergeants - Eight

European Constables - Thirty five

Native Do. --One hundred and

seventy -eight

Interpreters - Four

Gocong - Hamon , 4th class

Hati n--Lacouture, 4th class

Longxuyen - Bissey, 2nd class

Mytho - Soueix, 2ud class

Poum -Penh- Pavie, 2nd class

Rachgia - Demars, 4th cla s

Sadec - Ronchaud, 3rd class

Soctrang-- Pesseau, 4th class

Tanan - Paviot, 4th class

Tayninh --Michel, 2nd class

Thudaumot-Mme. Aubeaud

Travinh - Le Clere de Fresne, 4th class

Vinh -Long - Estorges, 2nd class

Bourgon , Pignat, Lombard, chief overseers

Ormelise, store keeper

Boys' PUBLIC SCHOOLS .

Directo . -Carlier

Professors - Folliot, Van, Tai, Nanh

GIRLS' PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Mistress - Mme. Dussutour (on leave)

Acting do. Mme. Richard

Sub - Mistress - Mme. Bouteiller Consulates.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDING
BELGIUM

DEPARTMENT.
Consul-F. W. Speidel

Thévenet, engineer in chief of public works GREAT BRITAIN.

Section of Bridges and Roads. Consul - C . F. Tremlett

Pavillier, engineer

Dantony, Chanavat, assistant engineers
DENMARK.

Reymon 1 , Henry (père ), Créancier, Polak, Consul – F . W. Speidel

Châalons, Charict, Carteron, Clervoy,

Joret, Roze, Héran !, Lecocq, Grasset, GERMANY.

Pollet, Couëtoux, Henry (fils) , conduc Consul- E . Saltzkorn

tors

Barry, overseer

Section of Civil Buildings.
ITALY.

Foulhoux, architect in chief of buildings Consul - A . Bauermeister

Fabre, architect

Milhau, Maréchal, Sambet, Langlade, Gar NETHERLANDS.

dès, Rorh , Brohard, Hérissez, Jourdain , Consul- T . Speidel

conduc :urs

PORTUGAL.

TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
Vice Consul - J . C. Opstelten

Demars, chief of the service in Cochin.

China

Lourme, sub do. do . SPAIN.

Brou , chief of Saigon office Acting Consul- Manuel de Contreras

Commiss.rires.

Saigon - Vallance, Lemuet, Brien, 2nd AUSTRIA.

class ; Alzas , Eych nn , Combaluzier, Consul - J . C. Opstelt in

Lalance , Marcaillou, Désormeaux , Le

cot, 3rd class ; Delpratu, Paulic , 4th

class Public Institutions .

Baria - Pollin, 3rd class

Bentre-Gratias , 4th class CHAMBER OF COMMERCE .

Bienhoa - Saint-noy, 3r : l class President- A . Denis

Cautho - Vinet, 318 class Secretary - K . Schroeder

Cap St. Jacques - Barrel, 1st class ; Members -- Juvet, Taug Kong -ho, Hy. Ro

Lommé, 4th class
que, E.Cornu, Michelot, Blutstein, Ops

Chaudoc --Launey, 3rd class telten , Bauermeister, Apau

Cholen-Bellier, 3.c class Archiviste - E Grémouin
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RACE CLUB.

Hon . Presideut - H.E . The Governor

Hon . Members - The King of Cambodia,

the Director of the Interior, the Mayor of

Sa gon, the General Commanding the

Troops

President- A. Denis

Vice President- Vienot

Treasurer - Dantony

Secretaries-- A . Cornu, A. K. Schroeder

Committee-Blauchy , Roque, Gremouin,

Tang Keng-ho, Phu Phuong

COMPAGNIE POUR LE DECORTICAGE ET

BLANCHISSAGE DU R12 .

Administrator - A . Cahuzac (Paris)

Directors – A . Spooner, Ed . Cornu

Manager - A . Cornu, signs per pro.

Accountant- c . D - venet

Chief Engineer - Peignet

Engineer - Surel

do . —Teyssier

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

( Société Phillarmonique de Saigon ) .

President - J. A. Rivière

Secretary - Coste

Treasurer-A . Perrin

CHOLEN RICE MILL.

Agents--- A . Spooner, Ed . Renard & Co.

Manager -- A . Cornu , signs per pro.

Mechanics - B sse, Barret

EASTERN EXTENSION , AUSTRALASIA, AND

CHINA TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED.

Office : Cape Saint James

J. E. Hawes, superintendent

J. P. Collis

W. C. Langdon

C. Forbes

E. C. Cox -Smith

H. K. C. Fisher

W. G. Hale & Co. , agents , Saigon

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTION OF GENERAL

KNOWLEDGE.

(Ligne d'Enseignement).

President - Eymard Rapine

Vice Presidents - Foulh ux, Frottier

Secretaries- Virande, Roneoules

Treasurer -- Lacan

SAIGON ICE WORS.

Rue Nationale .

Reynaud & Co. , proprietors

Larne, engineer

TANJONG PAGAR Dock COMPANY,

LIMITED, SINGAPORE .

Hale & Co. , W. G., agents ---

MASONIC LODGE.

" Loge Réveil de l'Oricut," Rue d'Espagne

Fonlhoux , vénérable

Mirande, 1. r surveillant

Fenaillon , 2e do.

Eymard Rapine, oa'eur

Jules Doustin ,secretaire

Public Companies.

MESSAGERIES MARITIMES.

Agent - Martin des Pallières

Assistant -- Audibert

Clerk- Annoi

Storekeepers-Haeghens

Purveyor - Laur nt

Attendant - Ruuet

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM

NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Behre & Co. , agents

AUSTRO -HUNGARIAN LLOYDS.

Behre & Co., agents

COMPAGNIE NATIONALE DE NAVIGATION .

Denis Frères, agents

SOCIETE AGRICOLE ET INDUSTRIELLE

DE LA COCHIN CHINE, DU CAMBODGE

ET DE L'ANNAM .

1 , Rue Lafayette, Paris.

Acting Agent- A.Minard

Insurance Agencies .

Dehre & Co., agents

North China Insuraie Cumpany

Canton Insurance Ofree

Samarang Sea & Fir Insurance Co.

Deutsch Transport Versicherungs

" ellschaft

Diegs. Idorſer Allge veine Versiche

mys Gesellschait für See,

Fluss und Lui iransport

Ger anic Lloyds'

American Lloyds'

Registro Italiano

Verein Hamburger Assecuradeure

Verein Bremer Assicuradeure

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com

pany of Hamburg, Limited

Scottish Imperial Insurance Co.

Catoire, Amédée ,agent

Assurance Coloniale
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Chartered Bank of India in vralid, and

China

Bhere & Co. , agen

Denis Frères, agents

Maritime Insurance Companies of

Bordeaux, Paris , Marseilles, and

Havre

Le Cercle Tra ' sport Rivero and

Marine Insurance

Fire InsuranceCompany, “ Confiance"

Registre Maritime

Hongkong and Shanghai Panking Cor

poration

R. Horne Cook, acting agent

A. Perrin , clerk

Oriental Bank Corporation

Speidel & Co., agents

Professions, Trades, &c.

Angelucci, grocer and coffee -house keeper,

Rue Catinat

Hale & Co. , W. G. , agents-

Lloyds' , London

Western Clubs, Topsham

China Traders' Insurance Co. , Ltd.

union Insurance Society of Canton

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

China Fire Insurance Co. , Limited

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

North British and Mercantile Insu.

rance Company, London

Societa “ Italia ,” Genoa

General Insura ce Co. , Trieste

Oosterling Insurance Co. , Batavia

The Underwriting and Ag ney Asso

ciation, London

United Insurance Company, Lloyd

Austriace, Trieste

Baud & Co. , E. , contractors, lightfitters,

plumbers, &c. , Rue Catinat

Em . Baud

Dagregoris

Baudier, assistant

Estable do .

Bandran and Fargeot, Mesdames, dress

makers and milliners, Rue Catinat

Engler & Co. , F. , agents,

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Sun Fire Office

Austrian Insurance C mpany, “ Don

” of Vieppa

Behre & Co. , merchants, Rue d'Adran

G. Niederberger (Europe)

E. Saltzkorn (do. )

A. Bauermeister

G. Nissle (Europe )

B. Röver, signs per pro . (Cholen)

H. Schmidt

Wm . Mathisen

Wm . Gravenhorst

E. Geyer (Cholen )

Th . Edwards

au

Speidel & Co. , agents

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Zutphen and Netherlanden Fire In

surance Companies

Transatlantische Gueterversicherungs

Gesellschaft

Queen Fire Insurance Company

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Lubeck Fire Insurance Company

Bénézech , Antoine, tavern keeper, Rue

de Batavia

Benoist , P. , storekeeper, Rue Catinat

Blauchy , Paul, timber and stone mer.

chant and contractor, Bienhoa

Blancsubé, Jules , lawyer, Rue d'Adran

Boin, E. , tavern keepell, Rue Chasseloup

Laubat

Banks.

Banque de l'Indo - Chine

L. Michelot, manager

L. Diery , sub- manager

S. A. Huteau , cashier

Pinçon, clerk

Lauré, do.

B :nneford , B. , timber merchant and con

tractor, Rue MacMahon

Bourard , L. J. , architect and contractor,

Rue Tlabert

Charts red Mercantile Bank of India, Lon

don, and China

W. G. Hale & Co. , agents

Bourard, Henri L. , contractor, Rue Tha.

bert
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Branzell, A. , Con laitor, Rue Nationale Devise, hair dresser, Rue Catinat

Doriani Bouillac, Madame, milliner, Rue

Catinat

Drell , contractor, Rue du Cap St. Jacques

Dussol, H. , contractor, Quai de l'Arroyo

Chinois

Dussutour, A. , auctioneer, Rue Charner

Engler & Co. , F. , merchants

Frederic Engler (Europe)

J. C. Opstelten

A. Engler, signs per pro.

C. Lugo, do .

A. Lüders

“ Ere Nouvelle," weekly newspaper

J. Blancsubé, editor

J. C. Mathiez, manager

Farinole, J. B. , discount office, bureau

d'encaissement, Ruellivier

Brun & Chauv 1 , farriers, and barness

makers, Rue Rigault de Genouilly

Hippolyte Brun

Chauvin

Buisson , farrier, Rue Pellerin

“ Cafe Catinat," Rue Catinat

E. Böry , proprietor

“ Café de la Rotonde," Quai du Commerce

Malle . Moraly

Mulle. Desbois proprietor
s

" Café de la Musique,” Rue Rigault de

Genouilly

Angelucci, proprietor

Cardi , J. , medical practitioner, Rue Ca

tinat

Catoire, A., timber inerchant, Rue Rig

ault de Genouilly

Cazaux and Bertrand frères, retail dealers,

& c ., Rue O livier

Clerc , baker, pastry cook, liningrooms

Rue Catinat

Colas, carpenter, Rue Nationale

Colombier, horticultural gardener, Rue

Chasselou tubat

Cornaal, Jules, plumber and lightfitter,

Rue Catinat

Coutel, J. B., contractor, Rue Rigault de

Genouilly

Cretier, François, bookseller, stationer,

circulating library, Rue Catinat

V. Poirier, clerk

David and Son, blacksmiths, Rue Mac

Mahon

Fave, E. , boarding house, Rue Catinat

Férand , harness maker, Rue Ollivier

Fleith , Bernard, auctioneer and broker,

Rue Catinat

Gaillard, L. , hair dresser and dealer in

perfumery, Rue Catinat

Gassier, tavernkeeper, Rue Nationale

Gendre, Em ., contractor, Rue T'abrd

Hainard, watchmaker, Rue Catinat

Degoul, H. , law agent, Cholen

Denis Frères, merchants , Rue Catinat

Emile Denis ( Bordeaux)

Gustave Denis do.

Alphonse Denis

J. A. Rivière

A. Fonsales

G. Lataste

E. Laplace

D. Vincens

Hale & Co. , W. G. , merchants

C. F. Tremlett

W. Detmering

A. Bernard

P. Young

Hotel de l'Europe, Quai du Commerce

Mme. E.Journet-Chabanit,proprietor

“ Hôtel de l'Univers," Rue Vanvier

Olliver, proprietor

“ Hotel Fuve, ” Rue Catinat

Laval, proprietor

Hubert& Fünfgeld, merchants, Rue Catinat

Joseph Hubert (Europe)

Ernest Fünfgela
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Im burt , discount office , Rue Catinat Charton, J. signs per pro .

Bolliet, J. accountant

“ Imprimerie Comm « rciale , printing

and bookbinding office, Rue d'Adran Pellissier, M. dealer in provisions, Rue

C.Guillan , Catinat

C. Martinon ,
proprietors

C. Mathiêz, foreman
Péré , H. painter and contractor, Rue

H. de Silva, compositor
Rigault de Genouilly

M. da Cruz , do . H. Péré

R. Zuzarte , do .
Gardes

Mello, do . Lelievre

Ruchlin , do.

Pharmacie Normale, Rue Catinat

Tidore, Henri, bill collector Guerin , proprietor

Coste

Jame, G. , notary public, Rue Rigault de

G.nouilly
Plariche baker, Rue Olliver

Jordan, Ch, lawyer, Rue Rigault de Raypal, hair dresser, and dealer in per

Genouilly
fumery, Rue Catinat

Jouvet, A. , commission agent and publie Reynaud, N. , pharmacien -drougiste, Rue

accountant, Rue Rigault de Genouilly
Catinat

A. Jouvet, juur., clerk

Rhiel, butcher, grocer, dining rooms, Rue

Lacaze, A. , storekeeper, Rue Catinat Charner

Antoine Licaze

G. Lacaze Ricard, A. , medical practitioner

Lamacbe, P. , surgeon dentist, Quai de Richard, Madame, dressmaker, Rue Ca

l'Arroyo Chinois tinat

Loiseleur, contrıctor, Rue Thuduc Rivault , E. , Rue Catinat

Mayer, A. , contractor and timber mer Roque, V. , merchant, commission agent,

chant, Rue MacMahon engineer , boiler-maker, copper- smith

V. Roque (Europe)

Métayer, architect and contractor, Rue H. Roque, manager

Taberd
V. Candau, signs per pro.

J. Roze, ship's husband

Mont de Piété, Quui de l'Arroyo Chinois J. Jameson, sup. engineer

P. Lamache, clerk F. Ozoux, agent at Pnompenh

L. Gourg, accountant

Morice & Co. , strekeepers, Rue Catinat E. Gatinot

L. Coinbes

Niobey, E. , lawyer, Rue Catinat
M. Toutain

Ogliastro and Blutstein , Tamboi

Oligastro ( Europe )

Roussier and Silvin , contractors, Quai de

Blutstein
l'Arroyo Chinois

Du Crouzet
Salin , E. photographer, Rue Rigault de

Genouilly

Paté, Mme . , milliner , Rue Catinat

Sansserean , contractor , Re Taberd

Pelissier & Démolis, timber merchants

and contractors , Rue Lagrandiere (and Schroeder Frères, contractors and proa

at Tayninli)
prietors Steam Saw Mills at Kanhoi

Pelissier, V. (Europe) K. Schroeder

Demolis, J. M, ( Tayninb ) A. Schroeder
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Serviat , painter , Rue Catinat Waterson , Captain D. , surveyor to Ger

manic Lloyd's and Local Insurance

Solier, P. , tavern keeper, and sodawater Companies , Rue Lefebvre

manufacturer, Rue Nationale

Speidel & Co. , merchants
Willis , brewer, Rue Nationale

F. W. Speidel

RIVER PILOTS .

T. Speidel (absent)

E. Rayot
Arduzer, Duzinc, Marin , Pallas, Gavini,

H. Schnakenburg
Luperne, Roux, Castera , Carles , Denne

F. Woelz
mont, Michel, Guéd: n , Fischer, Dolo,

de Lachevrotière, Bonnet, Grégoire,
H. Kurz

Pollet
C. Molt, agent in Pnom -pen

(Cambodia )
SAIGON CATHEDRAL.

C. G.Rogge do .

| H. Le Mée, curate of Saigon

L. Tbinselin ,chaplain to the military his

Spooner, A. , Ed. Renard & Co., mer pital

chants, and proprietors Cholen Steam

Rice Mill
MISSIONS ,

A. Spooner (Europe) Monseigneur Colombert, lishop of Samo

Ed. Renard (Europe)
sate and vicar apostolic of the Mission

Ed. Cornu

of Cochin -China.

H. Renard (Europe)
C. J. Gernot, provicar general

A. Cornu, signs per pro.
F. Thiriet, provicár general

Prod homme, secretary to the bi-hop.

TangKengHo, merchant, Quai de l'Arroyo

Chinois
SAIGON SEMINARY.

J. Thiriet , superior

Tassin , G. , boarding house, Quai du Com J. A. Duinas, professor

Pugnet do .

F. Humbert do.

Toussaint,Madame Eugenie, milliner, Fire
L. Missard do.

Catinat A. Alonnel do .

J. M. Dépierre do.

M. A. Verney do.
Tournier, J. tailor and storekeeper, Rue

Catinat
P. Duoc do.

pierce

Vergonjeanne, blacksmith , Rue Vanvier

TAN -DINH SCHOOL.

P. M. La'lemant, director

A. Tho, prvfessor

Vienot, H. , lawyer, Rue Vannier, and Rue

Pellerdu TABERD SCHOOL.

A. J. Joubert, director

P. Provost , professor
Vinson, G. , lawyer, Rue Charner

Vuill. rmoz, watchmaker, Rue Catinat

D'ADRAN SCHOOL.

Bro: ber Louis, director



CAMBODIA .

Cambodia , or the Ki gilom of the Khmer, as it called by the natives, extends,

from 101 deg. 30 min . to 104 d.g. 30 min . longitude, and from 10 deg . 30 min . to

14 deg. latitude . It was reduced to its present proportions in 1860 by the

annexation of its two richest provinces, Angcor and Battain bang, to Siam Its area

is about 62,000 square miles. It is bounded on the south -west by theGulf of Siam ,

on the south -east by French Cochin China, on the north by the Laos , and on the north

west and west by Battambang and Angcor. The poble river Meikong flows through

the kingdom , and after passing through French Cochin China, empties itself, by a

number of mouths, into the sea . The Meikong is the grand waterway of Cambodia,

and , like the Nile in Egypt, lays the greater part of the country under water annually ,

greatly increasing its fertility. There are some other navigable rivers in the country,

but none that compare with this “ Great Father of Waters . ” The soil of Cambodia

is rich and productive, and rice, pepper, indigo, cotton, tobacco, sugar, maize, aud

cardamons are cultivated. Coffee and spices of all sorts could be grown. Among woods,

ebony, rose , sapan, pine, iron, and other valuable sorts exist, no less than eighty

different kinds of timber being found in the forests. Iron of good quality bas been dis

covered and it is affirmed that there are gold , silver , and lead mines in the inountains.

Animal life is abundant. Among others, the elephant, rbinoceros, tiger, buffalo,

deer of many species, wild boar, and the monkey may be mentioned. Reptiles of

every kind are to be found, from the alligator to the lizird. Winged game of all

sorts , including snipe, woodcock, pheasants, peafowl , teal , partridges, and wild ducks

swarm , Hares and rabbits are to be found everywhere. The fisheries of Cambodia

are very productive , and salt fish forms one chief article of export.

Cambodia was once an extensive and powerful state, and proofs that it possessed a

much higher civilisation than now prevails are to be found in the architectural

remnants of former grandeur. The noble ruins of the ancient city of Angcorare monu

ments of a people much superior to the feeble race which now inhabits Cambodia .

The Cambodians differ entirely from their neighbours the Annamese , both in features

and customs. Polygainy is practised among them . The prevailing religion is Bud

dhism . The people are apathetic and indolent, and allow the trade to fall into the

hands of Chinese, of whom there are about 100,000 in the country. The entire

population of the kingdoin is a little over 1,000,000.

The Government of Cambodia is an absolute monarchy, under French protection .

The present King, Somdach Pra Maba Norodom , is forty- five years of age and suc

ceeded his father King Ang Duong, who died in 1860. As in Siam , there is a Second

King, Maha Oberak, brother to the King, but his title is purely nominal and his

power equally so. King Norodom I. is intelligent and amiable, but wanting in

resolution. He has adopted European habits and mode of living, and is always

ready to lend his countenance to improvements and enterprises calculated to promote

the prosperity of the country .

Phnom -penh , the present capital of Cambodia and seat of the Government, is

situated on the river Meikong, nearly in the heart of the kingdom . The King's

palace is a large building, and the portion devoted to his use built and furnished in

European style. It contains some fine apartments. Attached to the Palace, and

inside the Palace walls , are the Hall of Justice , Audience Rooms, Treasury , Armoury ,

and some steam workshops and magazines. The King possesses three small steamers ,

and several steam launches. His workshops are superintended by European engineers

and a European has charge of the public works . Phnom -penh is improving under

the present rule. Good roads are being made, brick houses are gradually super
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seding less durable structures . There is a strong iron bridge, and a telegraph office.

Barracks are in course of construction . The French presentative resides in the

city and occupies a handsome building. The European fi . ms have erected substantial

and commodious prel ises . The population of the Phnon -penh is estimated at 35,000.

Trade at present is limited, and the country generally is entirely undeveloped.

It is practically shut out from foreign commerce, and has no seaports properly

speaking. The port of Kompot can on y be frequented by small coasting native

vessels from Siam and by Chinese junks. A railway from Saigon to Phnom -penh is

projected. It is probable that Cambodia will eventually become a province of

French Cochin- China.

DIRECTORY .

Supreme King - H . M. Somdach Pra Maba

Norodom Tippudey Kampouchia

Second King - H. R. H. Somdach Pra

Mana Obbarack

ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION .

Rev. Faiber Cordier (Pnom-jenh)

Rev. Father Lavastre do.

Rev, Father Mismer ( Cherouy Chongua)

Rev. Father Combes (Ba-num)

Rev. Father Lazare (Mot-Kasar)

CIVIL INHABITANTS (PNOMPENH.)

Andrieu, contractor

MINISTERS AND PRIVY COUNCIL.

Prime Minister, Chief Treasurer and Mi

wister of the Palace - Louk Prea Quang

Minister of War and of Marine-Louk

Pisalok(The Kralalom )

Minister of the Interior - Prince Presor

Sorivong

Minister of Justice - Prea Joumeraich

Blanc, catile dealer

Cadet, E. , hotel keeper

Governor of Campong Soay-Look Dit

Chiou

100. of Bap-Num - Louk Pra Bayik

an of Pursat - Louk Sou Kloop

din of Sroc Trang - Louk Sikloop

Caraman , F. T. , tobacco planter

Garcerie . A. , timber merchant and pro

prietor steam saw mill

Guerin , hotel keeper

Hunter R., planter, Takéo (Pnom-penb)

EUROPEANS IN H.M.'s EMPLOYMENT.

Fricart, chief engineer in charge of work

shop, and H.M 's steamers, with 3 other

E ropean assistants

Muller, farrier

Bon face Ferrer, interpreter

Marrot , Vve . , storekeeper

Marrot, Jr.

Brass

Margotin, lime-kiln ( Pnom - cau -long )

FRENCH PROTECTORATE .

Fourès, acting representative

Garrieu , secretary

Morand , administrator adjoint

Rux, physician

Drit, surveyor public works

Pavie, telegraph

Girnaille, surveyor do .

Tingon Liep, 1st interpreter

Berg r, schoolmaster

DeCoulgeans, clerk , telegraph office,

Kampot

Molt , C. , agent for Speidel & Co. (Saigon )

Roque , V. , mercbant, contractor for Steam

Navigation &c.

F. Ozoux , agent

Rüs . Il & Co. , storekeepers

H. Rüssel

E. Kirchhoff

OPIUM FARM .

Vaudelet

Dussutour



HAIPHONG.

This is the shipping port for Hanoi, Hai Duong, and Namdinh, the commer

cial centres of Tonquin . It is situato in lat. 20 deg. 51 min . N. , and long. 106 dig.

42 min . E. , on the river Cua Cam , i branch of that gr at river connecting Yunnan with

the Tonquin Guif, called the Song.koi,aboutsixteen and a -half miles from the light

house . The light-house at the entrance of the river, on the island of Hon -D.1!",

is visible at a distance of about six miles. The entrance to the port is obstructii

by two bars ; the outer one sanıl, the inner one mul. Hiphong is accessible , however,

by vessels drawing from 19 to 20 feet. There is plenty of wiiter in the river. Vess ls

anchor about a quarter of a mile from the shore in from 40 to 60 feet of witer

abreast of a creek communicating with the Sung -koi. The banks of the river are

low and consist of alluvial inul, from which the French Settlement and the town

have with great labour and expanse been reclaimed .

Haiphong proper is situated on both sides of the creek. The streets are narrow ,

repulsive, and dirty, and show no improvement under the French supervision. The

native buildings are wretchedly constructed of mud, bamboo, and matting. The

only decent buildings are those occupied by foreigners and Chinese. There are one

hundred French troops stationed here, beside two river gunboats, and there is

generally a man -of-warin port. The bulk ofthe foreign residents are French . There

is a French representative stationed here. The Custom House is under French

supervision, similar to that in the Treaty ports of China. l'he population of Hai.

phong is difficult to estimate, but certainly does not exceed 6,000. There are about

1,000 foreigners and Chinese.

Haiphong is distant from Hanoi, the former capital of Tonquin , about sixiy

miles as the crow flies , but by the main river (the Song-koi) the route is about 150

miles , and by the Cua Cam about 90 miles. There are six river steamers plying

regularly between Hanoi and Haiphong .

The port of Haiphong was opened in 1875 , and for the first three years trado

largely increased , by latterly has been less progressive. The nominal value of the

imports in 1880 was 5,467,315 fr. and of the exports 7,507,528 fr, making a total of

12,974,838 fr. , but this amount is far from representing the real volume of business.

The duty of five per cent, ad valorem is calculzied on a scale of prices considerably

below the real one, and 25 per cent. may added on this amount. If to the sun

thus obtained 2,000,000 fr. be added for specie mported, and 1,500,000 fr . for opium ,

which is not taken cognisance of by the Mixed Customs, 20,000,000 fr . may be taken

as reprecenting the real movement of the port for 1880. This result is a sensible

improvement on that of 1879, but this is solely owing to the export of grain ,

which was strictly prohibited in 1879 on account of scarcity. Of the imports Eu n

lish cotton goods and yarn account for 34 per cent. of the total value. Oſ the

ports, rice accounts for 39 per cent . , and raw silk and silk piece goods for 21 per

cent. The value of the German trade, import and export, was about 4,000,000 fr.

During the year 1880 there entered and cleared 253 European vessels with a total

tonnage of 114,197 tons, and 205 Chinese junks of 9,616 tons , the grand total being

123,813 tons, an inc ease of 4,500 tons on the precediog year. Nearly all the

European vessels wer · steamers , with an average toppage of 450. The trade was

divided between the different flags as follows :-Britisb, 35 per cent. of the total ;

American, 20 per cent; Chinese (vessels of foreign build , excluding juoks) , 23 , per

cent.; German, il per cent. ; Dutch, 5 ; per cent .; French, 5 per cent .

ing trade is almost entirely with Hongkong.

The following vessels entered in 1881 here up to date of the 1st December

last :-Steamers- Britisb, 46 ; German, 25 ; American, 23 ; Chinese, 20 : French, 13,

Sailing vessels, nil.

The carry
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DIRECTORY .

Government Offices.
Merchants, Professions, Trades, &o.

Bleume , photographer

Clement, restaurant keeper

Crestin , baker and butcher

Bellaux

Delmas, hotel keeper

Demetri , hotel and café restaurant

FRENCH CONSUI ATE .

Consul - L . Palasne de Champeaux

Chancelier-A . F. Fleuriot de Langle

Garde-meuble --Giraud

CUSTOMS.

Chief Commissioner-- De Rocca Serra

Chief Clerk -- Vidal

Second Clerk - De Montagniac

Assistant , Amy

Tide- Survey re-Regagnon , Augias,Fleary

de Ferry, Gavinni

HARBOUR MASTER'S OFFICE .

Harbour Master and Supdt.Native Police

A. Legrand

Pilots— Vlavianos, Georges, J. Crochet,

Bertaud, P. Carrique , Hervé, Lecoq

Lighthouse Keeper - Gervais

SERVICE ADMINISTRATIF DU TONQUIN .

Chef du Service Administratif - Boucard,

sous commissaire de la marine

Garde Magasin Colombani, commis , aux

écritures

Commis, aux Ecritures-Claude

Commis, aux Vivres - Pharot

Agent du Matériel - Decosta

Post OFFICE AND TREASURY.

Postmaster and Treasur r - H . Massé

Clerk - J . M. B. Sens-olive

Landstein & Co. , merchants

E. Constantin

Martin, “ Hotel-Restaurant du Tonquin "

Marty, A. R. , storekeeper and commis .

sion agent

A. R. Marty (Hongkong)

P. Marty

Merandini

Milienowitz , G. , contractor

Pagés, mécanicien

Peretti , storekeeper

Samuel, storekeeper

SERVICE DU GENIE.

Chargé du Service - Muro

Schriever & Co. , merchants and commission

agents

W. Schriever

0. von der i leyde (Hanoi)

J. F. Sobriever

HYDROGRAPHIC SERVICE.

Engineer - Favet

SPANISH MISSION,

Salvador Masso, prêtre Zelowich , coffee rooms

Agencies .

Schriever & Co. , agents

North China Insurance Company

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com

pany, of Hamburg

German "Steamsbip Company, of

Hamburg

MILITARY.

Com. of the Troops - Captain Charrier

First Lieutenant- Martin

Second do . .-Musquert

Surgeon - Bremaux

RIVER STEAMERS

" Tonquir ," B. Costa, captain

** Hanoi," Chyrriac, captain

NAVAL FORCE.

“ HAMELIN," Cruiser of 3rd class, 6 guns.

Commandant - Escudier

Lieutenant - Fiaschi

Ensigns — Escande, Tomine, Loyer
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Surgeons - Comme, Legrand SURPRISE , ” Gunboat of 2nd class ,

Officier d'Administration - Lepreux 2 guns.

Captain-E. Prouteaux

“ PARSEVAL ,” Cruiser of 3rd class, 4 guns.
Ensigns - De Gantes, Moreau , Maestra i

Commandant- Pintillon
Surgeon - Nicolas

Lieutenant - De Faubournet de Mont

ferraud
MẠSSUE,” River Gunboat, 1 gun ,

Ensigns - Dartige du Fournet, Chapelle, Captain - Thomasi

Deman

Surgeons - Sauvaget “ CARABINE," River Gunboat, 1 gun,

Officier d'Administration - Lourtis Captain - Dauzans

ILANOI.

The 61

Inoi, 1. capital of Tonquin, once an independent kinglom , but since 1802 a

province of Al 1, is sitaited on the Sinz-koi, or Red River, 110 miles from its

mouth . is built close on the river, here about a mile in width , and ,

being embovuteid trees, presents it pleusing appearance on being approched by

water , The citadel occupies the highest site, and is surrounded by a brick wall

twelve feet high and a inuit. Five yhes give access to it , and in front of each is

a redau strongly defended and mandel by troops. The Governinent buildings and

barracks are all inside the citalel. the city is situated between the citadel and the

river , and extend beyond the former in i westerly direction . The principal streets

occupied by Chiavse are wide and the houses well built of brick , but in the other

quarters of t city the shops and houses are mit erections . The streets, with the

exception of the Chinese quarter, aro unpaved, and in wet weather are simply

impassable on account of the mul. Toere is plenty of life and business in Hanoi,

and the shops and markets are well supplied with native goods and produce. The

Chinese number more than 3,0J0. The French Settlement is separate from the city

prol, and is formed on reclaimed land. Tae buildings in the French Concession

a.evi. very neat appearance and well constructed. There are 230 French 'soldiers

Set101. l in the city. Hindi would be in important centre of commerce under an

enligntenol Gyvernment. Tae population of the city may be estimated at from

60,6 ; 0 to 80,000, but anything like accuracy in numbers is difficult to arrive at.

The Sung-koi is navigable for ships of very light draught as far as Mang-hao, a

considerable irading city in Yunnan , some 305 miles above Hinoi, but the disturbed

condition of ibe frontier has hitherto prevented any systematic attempt to open

communication by this route with Western China. The French Government have

given no encouragement to merchants to try and establish trade in this direction

thus far, but it is vélieved that the prospects would be very favourable and measures

are about to be taken to open up the route, by force if necessary. The Tonquinese

are indolent and upathetic, averse to any exertion , and totally devoid of enterprise

owing to the oppression thuy have so long suffered under mandarin rule .
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DIRECTORY.

FRENCH CONSULATE , Merchants, Professions, Trades , &c.

Consul - Comte de Kergaradec
De Beire, café -restaurant

Chancelier - Aumotte

Gatty

CUSTOMS.

Chief Commissioner — Lalande

Perrin , restaurateur

Commis.- Messier, Larozière Sautucci

Tide- Surveyor - Roche

Schriever & Co. , merchants and commis .

SERVICE DES Vivres sion agents

Chargé du Service-- Felauneau W. Schriever, ( Haiphong)

0. von der Heyde

AGENCIES . J. F. Schriever, (Haiphong )

Schriever & Co. , agents , MILITARY.

North China Insurance Company

Commander of Troops - Berthe de Villers

t'nion Insurance Society of Canion Captains- Bouchet, Guillotau

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com- Lieutenants - Rayband, Petitjean Roset

pany of Hamburg
Sub - Lieutenants - L'Hermith, D'Hè rald de

Brésis

French MISSION. Paymaster - Bomis

Père Laudais, prêtre Surgeon - Hamon

HUE .

Hué, the capital of the kingdom of Annam , is situated on a small scarcely navigable

river called by the French the Ilué river, which debouches on the coast in about lat. 16

deg. 29 min . N. , and long. 107 deg. 38 min . E. Hué is a walled city and possesses an

arsenal . It has no imposing buildings such as distinguish most Orientals capitals,

and the streets are mean and dirty. There are no European residents in this place,

except the Roman Catholic missionaries andte Freuch Minister and attachés.

TURON.

Turon , situated about 40 miles south -east of Hué, is the sea port for the capital.

Turon has a fine harbour capable of giving shelter to any amount of shipping. The trade

of the port is entirely in the hands of the Chinese. As no French Custom House

exists, statistics are dificult to gather. The exports consist mostly of sugar, silk,

betelnuts, and oil ; the imports of rice, piece goods, &c. The trade is chiefly with

Hongkong. Rice is imported from Haiphong,Hai Duong, and Namdinh . Turon is

not, strictly speaking, an open port, but practically it is and has been so regarded for

some time. Coal mines have been opened here, but the quality proved rather disap

pointing , though it is believed that deeper workings would yieldbetter mineral.



QUINHON.

Quinhon was opened to foreign trade upon the conclusion of the treaty between

France and Annam , signed in March, 1874. It is situated on the coast of Annam in

about lat. 13 deg. 54 min. N. , long. 109 deg. 02 min. E. The entrance to the portis

obstructed by a bar, whicinay be crossed, however, by any vessel with a draught not

exceeding 10 to 16 ; feet. The chief article of export is salt. The population and

country being very poor, the commercial prospects of the port are not very brilliant.

What little tradeexists is chiefly with Hongkong and is at present all in the hands of the

Chinese. There are no European merchants established in Quinhon. A French Consul

and a body of troops are stationed there. The imports for the first three-quarters of

the year 1880 amounted to Tls. 82,093 ; the exports to Tls. 52,592.

DIRECTORY.

A. Hüyn de Vernéville, consul de France

Osmont, chancelier

Amauric, capitaine commandant la com

pagnie

Garcin, lieutenant

Millet, sous lieutenant

Brière, commissaire chargé du service

administratif

Magglioli , médecin

directeur des douanes



SIAM .

BANGKOK .

The kingdom of Siam , of which Bangkok i : the capital, extends from the latitude

of about 23 deg. north to the Gulf called a itself . It is bounded on the west by

Burmah and the Bay of Bengal, and on the east by the Lai Mountains. The

kinudom pr per lies in the va:le : of t.e Menam, the country of the true Siame:e.

The boundaries of Siam on th Bay of Bengal reach from he possessions of Great

Britain in Burman in a souihirly lior to tie boundry betwe n Perak and Que ah

in the Malavan Pninsula in the latitu e of 5 deg. south . Tie Island of Junck

Salong, con aining envrmous deposits of tin ore, is included in the t'rritores of

Siam . Te boundary liar !!ins neary east from Perak across the Peninsula in

about the same latitude between the provisc s of Triigano and Pa'ang to the China

Sea, thence noith toile cad of he Gufif Siam . The kingdom also comprises the

greater part of the ancient domain of Law and the rich and valuable possession of

Batambany, once a part of hek ugdom of Cambodia. The various dependencies and

outskirts are peopled by a variety of' races, 80 ne sui generis, o bers illustrating every

form and shade of tie iransition between the original race and th Annamese on the

easi , and the Malay. ansi Burmese on the south and rast. Th former capital of Siam

was Ayuthia, si uated on the Menam river ( literally the “ Mother of Wa'ers” ), about

90 miles from its mouth . In 1767 a series i bloody and desperate cou bats between

the Siames an' the Burmese culminated in the capture and destruction ofthat city by

the victori us Burman Gen ral anit e consequent exodus of tue conqu rcd . They

mover down t e river about 6. miles and tere founded the present p pulous and

flourishing city of Bangkok . The Chief of t.e Siamese Army rullie t'e scattered

troops an , building a walled city at l'outaboree, declared himseli King under the

titl of P'ya Tak. In 1712 t e reins of empire were seized by one of his most

distinguished generals named Yar : Fa, who found d the present dynasty, of which

His Majesty the pr sent hin (the 40th reigning monarch in Samfwion we

haveauy record) is the fifth in regular descent. The revenue of Siam is very large,

an i if prop rly collected w : uld be enormous, but the inertness of the nou lity and

tue frauds practised with the utmost boldness and impunity, have very seriously

in paired it . Oiche Custon revenue probably not one-eighth of the legiti nate

amount is ever coll cted The eneral revenue is farmed out to Ch nest, and a

triennial tax is also inposed upon all for igners unrepresented by a Cousul, such as

Chinese, Annamese, & : The Coris of Justice are hot ' eds of corruption , auri the

whole system of juri prud'nce is rot'en to the core. In the hands of a civilized

nation, Sian would ultimately develp into one of the richiest and most flourishing

countries in the East.

The native popula'ion of Siam , with Laos, Tavoyans, Peguans, and Burmese,

exclu ling those in der Coisilar protection , is variously estimated at fr m six to ten

millions . Po census vas
in tikel un il la - t ycar. This is in course of op -2

tion, and will p :olab y soon be vù op ' ; ed . The mum er of Coinese is the kingd :

is believed to be not less than on inllion hree hundr d thousand.

The city of Bangkok is situated on both sides of ihe Menam , about thirty

miles from where tois inayoidcent str an enties i self into the Gilf. On the

east bank of the river a !: Ei ļolicos of the two Kings, the foreign linngs, the

Consilat is , the princizi rice mills , and most of the Pubic Offices. The le t is

principally occupied by itsinnse a id Mihomedan residenis, though the Foreign

Offic and t e Ya nens oitie Prime Minister and his farher, the ex-Regent , are

situated on canals | adi giroin il . Tau bulk of the business is , however,

transactd on the east. Here a very fair road, the Chaw n Krung, extends from the

palace wall to Paklat, at the mouthoth riv r, and a telegrapi lino connects the

mouth of the river w.th the business portion of the ciiy. This line is now in progress

of extension b; cable to the out - r bar beyond the Light House. The principal trade of

Bangkok, and the fundation on which not only its prosperity but its actual existence

mainly rests, is rice. Tuis article is drawn in immense quantities, not only from the

ver b
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;

innumerable fields which line the fertile valley of the Menam , but from the adjacent

rivers which flow into the Gulf from the enormous watershed of the mountain

crescent which fringes the northern extremity of the kingdom . The ontturn of this

grain in favourable years is scarcely to be calculated. It not only furnishes support

to the native population of Siam and the Peninsula, but supplies China, Manila , the

Straits , and even Java and Sumatra. There is also a large and flourishing trade in

teak wood and ivory , with very many other minor articles of native produce which

are exported to China and the Straits. Tbere is a regular line of steamers, five in

number, to Hongkong, under the English flag, besides special boats only ritning

during the rice season ;while nine connect the kingdom with the Straits Settle onts,

one of which is Siamese, one German, the others British . These steamers ru '

stated intervals all the year round , and are only removed from the line for renaj

or in case of any sudden emergency. The sailing craft of every flag , rig, and de

nomination were innumerable, but are now much reduced. Of public institutions

for foreign ise , Bangkok can only boast an Episcopal Chapel and a Protest

ant Cemetery. There is also a Ladies' Library, in a flourishing condition .

An American Bowling Alley and two Hotels are now the only buildings devoted

to amusement and refreshment. The native palaces , temples, and public buildings

are magnificent and on a large scale. The architecture is of a kind peculiar to the

country, and there is more of novelty and interest to be witnessed by passing travel

lers in Bangkok in a few hours than can be found in China in many weeks. There

are three newspapers published in the city , two in the English language and one in

the native tongue. The first is a daily sheet containing merely the arrivals and de

partures of vessels and advertisements, the second is a weekly, and both are con

ducted by a missionary. The native journal is also a weekly, published by authority

of the Governmentand fulfilling the function of a Gazette.

The imports during the year 1880 , as reported by the Custom House, amoun

ted to $6,341,519 as compared with $6,489,817 in 1879 ; the exports to $9,704,318

as compared with $ 10,807,445 in 1879 ; but the actual amount of both was probably

much in excess of this value.

DIRECTORY .

Consulates and Government Offices. 1st Assistant - E. B. Gould

2nd Assistant- E . H. French

PORTUGUESE CONSULATE GENERAL.
Acting Assistant - E . Cordling

( Established 1820.)
Medical Attendant - G . Stevenson Smith

Consul for Siam and Straits Settlements — Constables - H . A. Gardner and natives

0 Commendador Henrique Prostes

Secretary and Chancelier-F. de S. B. FRENCH CONSULATE.

Xirvier (Established July, 1856.)

Interpreter and Clerk - A . F. da Luz
Commissioner and Consul

Messenger - Adoolah Chancelier - Interprète - E . Lorgeou

Gaolers - Uan and Dih
Native Interpreter - P. Niu

CONSULATE GENERAL OF U. S. AMERICA.
Clerk-P. Chin

( Established May 29th , 1856.)
European Constable — Mato Grbsich

Consul General — Gen . John A. Halderman

Danish CONSULATE .

(absent)

Vice-consul - Rev. N. A. McDonald
( Established 1858.)

Clerk of Consular Court - J . W. Torrey
Consul-F. S. Clarke

Chaplain - Rev. W. Dean , D.D.
AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN LEGATION AND

BRITISH AGENCY AND CONSULATE CONSULATE .

GENERAL ( Established March , 1866.)

(Established June 14th, 1856. ) Consul- J. J. Riechmann

Political Agent & Con , General - W . Gifford

Palgrave
SWEDISH AND NORWEGIAN CONSULATE.

Vice-consul_W... ivewman Consul- W . Müller
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NETHERLANDS CONSULATE GENERAL. H. E. THE KROMAHTAH'S YACHT.

Consul General - P . S. Hamel Captain- Leyser

Acting Secretary - P . B. Smith Chief Engineer-Wilson

Special Interpreter , S. J. Smith

Interpreter - J. Chuey CUSTOMS SERVICE.

Commissioner for Imports – J. T. da Costa

CONSULATE FOR THE GERMAN EMPIRE. Commissioner for Exports - A. Leyser

Consul — C . von Bassewitz Clerk - Nai Priem

Secretary - 0 . Breuer Tide-waiter—W. Kerr (Paknam)

Interpreter -- R . Hendriks

Second do .-Bua POLICE DEPARTMENT.

(Established April , 1862.)

ITALIAN CONSULATE.
Chief Police Magistrate and Acting Lord

Crsul- A . Jucker Mayor - H.R.H . Prince Krum Mun

Bhridhares Dhamrong Sakli

IIARBOUR MASTER'S DEPART. Assistant Magistrates - PhyaChedukRacba

MENT. Setti, Phya Rat Rong Muang, Phya

Harbour Master S. Master Attendant - Capt. Phison Sombat Bawriboon

John Bush Chief Clerks ofthe Court-Luang Surawat

Clerk - Swee Seong Nakaret, Khoon Nikon Khate Ka sem

Interpreters - Nai Yem , Thomas Wan si , Khoon Charu Nakou, Khoon Rart

Bar Lighthouse Keeper - H . Warnken
Pricha, Kheon Akhi Phinart

Lightship Keeper - Solomon Interpreter of the Court - Poh Mooie

Ghaut Sirang - Suloyman Superintendent of Police Force - Luang

Ratthiyak Tiban Bancha, (S. J. Bird

NAVAL DEPARTMENT. Ames )

Superintendent Engineer - A . Balfour 26 Malayan Officers , doing duty in thc foreign

248 Constables quarters and ut stations

“ REGENT, " S. s . District Inspector - F. Solomon ) doing duty

Captain-W. Trail, (senior captain ) 5 Siamese Officers nity of the

Chief Engineer — Covnell 80 Constables Wang Na

Second Engineer - Trail

Insurance Companies.

“ SIAM SUPPORTER," S. S. Borneo Company, Limited, agents

Captain - G . Avegno Lloyds'

Second Engineer - McKindan North China Insurance Co.

Northern Assurance Co. , Fire and Life

“ IMPREGNABLE,” S. S.
Hongkong Fire Insurance Company

Second Engineer - Clemintine

De Bay, Götte & Co. , agents

“ CORONATION," S. S.
Hamburg -Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Captain - W . Paulsen Company of Hamburg

Lieutenant - James Magdeburg General Insurance Com

in the vici

pany, Limited

“ SIAMESE CROWN," S. S.

Captain - G . P. Sleigh

Second Engineer - Melbye

" VESATRI," H. M.'s YACHT.

Captain - A . de Richelieu

Chief Engineer - Johnson

Malherbe, Jullien & Co. , agents

North British and Mercantile In

surance Company

Universal Marine Insurance Com

pany, Limited

Swiss Lloyd Transport Insurance

Company, of Winterthur

Markwald & Co. , A. , agents

Hamburg, Dresden and Bremen Une

derwriters

Canton Insurance Office

APOLLO , " H. G. The Ex-RRGENT'S

YACHT.

Lieutenant - Lang

Chief Engineer - Milne -
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Germanic Lloyds'—with power for

classing ships

German Transatlantic Transport In

surance Company, of Berlin

Westphalia Lloyds Insurance Company

“ Iakor,” of Moscau

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company, of

Hamburg

Rhenania Insurance Co. , of Cologne

German Lloyd Transport Insurance

Company, of Berlin

London and Lancashire Fire Insur

ance Co.

Transport Insurance Co. , of Basel

" Schweiz ” Transport Insurance Co. ,

of Zurich

Aachen Leipziger Fire Insurance Co. ,

of Aachen

Düsseldorf General Insurance Com

pany for Sea, River and Land

Transport

Transatlantic Insurance Co. of Berlin

Pickenpack , Thies & Co. , agents

Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

China Traders' Insurance Co. , Limited

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com

pany, of Hamburg, Limited

Windsor, Redlich & Co., agents

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance

Company

Public Companies.

BANGKOK DockCOMPANY.

( Established 1865.)

Managing Director - John Bush

Assistant — John H. Douglas

Docle Superinten lent-- Capt. T.Benedictsen

Eineer in Charie - Thos. Duncan

Clerks -- Swee Seong, and Nai Tee

Foremen - J . Chapman, and A'Pow

BANGKOK Saw MILL.

Ed. Bonneville, proprietor

R. Finck , signs per pro.

S. L. Shaw , assistant

F. Chalant, clerk

C. Simon, engineer

Geo . Hay, superintendent

James Chivers, do . upper yard

Nai Poon , Chupe, and Ab Lye

clerks, and 250 natives

Poon , clerk

CLYDE STEAM Saw MILLS AND TIMBER

YARD .

Borneo Company, Limited, proprietors

Engineer - A . Black

Clerk-A. Maclean

AMERICAN STEAM RICE MILL .

Pickenpack , Thies & Co. , proprietors

Miller and Millwright - Alonzo Moore

BORNEO COMPANY, LIMITED , STEAM

RICE MILL.

Engineer - J. Thomson

A. MARKWALD & Co.'s STEAM RICE MILL.

Engineer - A . Carl

Assistant-0 . Sweemoh

PATREW STEAM RICE MILL Co.

L. J. Sin , manager, Bangkok

John Cairns, chief engineer

Th . Wagner, assistant

H. W. Fricker, do.

Pon CHIN Soo's STEAM RICE MILLS .

Poh Chin Soo, proprietor

J. K. Black , engineer, Bangkok Mill

H. Lewis, engineer, Patrew Mill

CHIN TONG BEE, STEAM RICE MILL.

Tan Hok Poo, proprietor

LIANG Ann's STEAM RICE MILL.

Lio Liang Ann, proprietor

Engineer - E. T. Derrick

Por HEE's STEAM RICE MILL

Engineer - Leholinus

WINDSOR, REDLICH & Co.'s STEAM

RICE MILL .

W. Dunlop, engineer

Kroon Naa, assistant

Kim CHENG STEAM RICE MILL .

Tan Sian Kay, manager

H. L. Asmus, engineer

SAMSEN RICE MILL COMPANY.

Malherbe, Jullien & Co.

W. Sinclair

W. Webb, engineer

} proprietors

STEAMERS TO SINGAPORE .

“ BANGKOK. ”

Captain A. Hochreuter

Agent and Owner - Pohkien

“ PAKNAM ."

Captain - Stratton

“ BAN YONG SENG ."

Captain - W . P. Hyde
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“ KONGSEE."

Captain - Uldall

Agents — A . Markwalil & Co. ,

“ RANEE .”

Captain , Burgoine

« MARTABAN ."

Captain - Moore

“ Sanspareil,”

Captain – J. L. Main

Engineer

“ Cape Clear,"

Captain - J. Jessen

Engineer - J. Syme

BANQUE DE L’INDO CHINE .

Malherbe, Jullien & Co., agents

STEAMERS TO HONGKONG.

A. Markwald & Co. , ageuts

" ASHINGTON. ”

Captain - Allason

“ Sury WONGSE."

Captain - Rademaker

GERMAN STEAMSHIP Co. , HAMBURG ,

Pickenpack, Thies & Co. , agents

COMPTOIR D'ESCOMPTE DE PARIS .

Malherbe, Jullien & Co. , agents

CHARTERED BANK OF INDIA , AUSTRALIA ,,

AND CHINA.

A. Markwald & Co., agents

CHARTERED MERCANTILE BANK OF

INDIA , LONDON , AND CHINA.

Pickenpack , Thies & Co , agents

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

CORPORATION

Pickenpack, Thies & Co. , agents

ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION.

Borneo Company, Limited, agents

Merchants and Traders.

Alloin & Co. , merchants

J. M. Alloin

do.

HANDYSIDE STEAMSHIP LINE .

Windsor, Redlich & Co. , agents

“ DANUBE ."

Captain - A . Clanchy

Chief Officer - J. Jordan

Second do. -R. Murray

Chief Engineer— T. Patterson

Second do. -J. Brownhill

Third do. -J . Leslie

“ RAJANATTIANUHAR ."

Captain -- G . T. Hopkins

Chief Officer

Second do.

Chief Engineer – William Ramsay

Second do. -C. Heck

Third

« DALE."

Captain - P . H. Loff

Chief Officer - J. Mayne

Second do. A. McIntosh

Chief Engineer - J. Plage

Second do. -A. Crawford

Third do . --J. Hunter

" CONSOLATION ."

Captain - R . Young

Chief Officer - W . B. Lindsay

Second do.-J. McNaughton

Chief Engineer - R . Livingstone

Second do. - D. Todd

Third do. -J. Muirhead

“ PRINZ HEINRICH."

Captain - K . A. Hofmann

“ NORMANDY," Bangkok and Singapore.

Captain—W . Cutcliffe

Baskes, Pedro H., general storekeeper ,

commission agent and auctioneer

Bjurling & Co. , A. , general storekeepers,

commission agents, and importers of

European and American goods ; agents

for “ Hongkong Daily Press ”

A. Bjurling

A. Demianoff

Borneo Company, Limited, merchants and

owners of Steam Tugs & Steam Rice and

Timber Mills

F. S. Clarke, manager

F. R. N. Roger

Charles Leckie

A. L. Murray

Chit & Son , F. , photographers
SIAM STEAM TOWING AND NAVIGATION

COMPANY, LIMITED.

Borneo Company, managing owners Deuntzer, S. , M.D., medical practitioner
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Falck , Biamann & Beidek, merchants and

commission agents

Gustav Falck

Max . Brawann

Otto Beidek

de Barros

Nai Seng

Nai Pan

Nai Tai

Nai Ain

“ Globe Hotel ”

F. Sass & Co. , proprietors

Gowan , P. , M.D. , physician to His Majesty

the King of Siam

Graham , G. G. , schoolmaster

Knox & Co. , Ed ., ice and aerated waters

manufacturers, bakers and confectioners,

J. Ratlije

Gomard, master of postboat

W. Warnken, keeper Regent light

house

Lamache & Co. ,merchan's and storekeepers

E. Lamache's heirs

F. Herb

L. Lamache, Jr.

H. Schmid, signs per pro.

Malherbe, Jullien & Co. , merchants

L. Malherbe (absent)

St. Cyr Jullien (absent)

A. Jucker

H. Sigg, signs per pro.

B. E. Mohn

E. Roland

Markwald & Co. , A. , merchants

Paul Lessler (absent)

Wilhelm Masius (absent)

J. J. Riechmann

A. Kurtzhalss

F. Masius, signs per pro.

H. Pfeiffer

Manyoo, butcher and compradore

Möller & Meisner, merchants, storekeepers

and shipchandlers

H. A. Möller

C. F. Meisner

H. Busch

F. Mettlerkamp

Victor Krentz

Grassi & Brother, J. , architects , contrac

tors, sculptors, decorators , and teak tim

ber merchants, West side of the river

J. Grassi

A. Grassi

G. Grassi

W. F. Kemp

G. Geiringer

L. da Silva

Grimm & Co. , B. , d spensary, inside City

walls

B. Grimm

E. Müller

Branch House “ Siam dispensary ” east

side river

H. Breuninger, manager

Hewetsor, C. , professor of music

Hee, C. T. , M.D., physician and surgeon

to the Siamese Army

Hicks, F. G. , marine surveyor

Jesus & Co. , F. de, storekeepers and com

mission agents

F. M. de Jesus

F. V. de Jesus

Kim Ching & Co. , merchants and commis

sion agents

Tan Kim Ching (Singapore)

Tan Sian Kay , manager

Tan Peng Leng

Tay Keng Joo

Klopp, H. , merchant and commission

agent

H. Klopp

Several Natives

“ Oriental Hotel”

C. Salje, proprietor

H. Jarck do.

Pickenpack , Thies & Co. , merchants

Paul Pickenpack ( Hamburg )

W. Müller

W. Schaab

W. de la Camp, signs per pro.

Ramsay & Co., army contractors, outfitters

and storekeepers

R. H. Ramsay

H. A. Badman

C. J. Ramsay

J. Lewis

B. Rumjohn

E. Mumbux

A. C, Hong
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Ramsay, Badman & Co. , tailors, hosiers, &c.

R. H. Ramsay

H. A. Badman

G H. Pritchard

B. Bagga

S. A. Mier

A. Pooke

Mariners at Bangkok.

Buthmann, Berendsen , L. Bruhn, E. W.

Bentzen, A. F. Berendt, A. H. de Cam.

pos, Conception, Dentzau, P. J. S.

Dethleffsen , Evans, G. Eccleston , M. C.

Edlefsen, Gomard, A. Hochreuter, J.

Hansen, M. L. Hoff, W.J. Haley , L. A.

Hennings, W. P. Hivde, E. J. F. Jör

gensen , P. J. Kofoed , A. L. B. Kruse,

Kent , C. Lange, E. Mæller, C. Münchau,

Möllendorf, Michaelsen , Murray, A. H.

Moeller, Niedenfucher, Nisted, J. Otten ,

M.P. Olsen, G. Pettersen , J. R.Paulsen,

L. Paulsen, F. Plettner, P. Rademaker,

W. Reeves , Reynolds, C. Sæderstrom ,

V. Saxtorph, Stehmeyer, Schmidt,Stein

bring, Spencer, Schmiegelen, B. H.

Sandersen, C. Schlemming, L. G. Schu

macker, C. Stolze, J. C.Thomson, J.

Tulloch, C. Ulrich, P. W. Vorrath, C.

Wärgitzky, Wachtelbrenner

Printing Office .

BRADLEY's PRINTING , PUBLISHING, AND

BINDING HOUSE .

Manager - D . B. Bradley

Reus, C. F. , watchmaker

Ross, Henry C. , assistant architect to the

Siamese Government

Siam " Weekly Advertiser ”

Rev. S. J. Smith , proprietor and editor

Smith , S. J. , printer and publisher, Bang

k'olém Point, East side of the river

Smith, G. Stevenson , Surgeon to H.B.M.

Agency and Consulate General

Torrly, J. W., attorney and counsellor at

law , 871 , Charoen Krung Road

Union Hotel

H. Geehlsen, proprietor

Windsor, Redlich & Co. , merchants, and

owners of Steam Rice Mill

T. Windsor ( London )

Carl Rose

0. Weber

Paul Rose

Wee Chin Heng

Lao Koon Siew

Chin Lin

Kroon Naa

W. Dunlop , engineer

Europeans in Government Employ .

Rev. Dr. McFarland, superintendent

of education

Jas . W. Hendricks , assistant do .

J. Clunis, civil architect

J. Feitch, bandmaster to the 2nd King

A. J. Loftus, Govt. surveyor

H. Alabaster, tutor and translator

Royal Palace

H. de Sa, assist . interpreter For. office

A. F. de Jesus, clerk Foreign office

E.C. Davidson, Gov. telegraph engineer

Fusco, bandmaster

Ferrando, drill instructor

Gerini , do .

C. Bethje, telegraphist

S. Carlu, architectural
draftsman

A. J. Eakin , teacher in King's School

L. Xavier, clerk , Audit office

J. Ross

BANGKOK LIBRARY.

Rooms in the British Church.

PROTESTANT PLACES OF

WORSHIP

The British Episcopal Church , on the brink

of the River

Chapel of the American Presbyterian Mission

Chapel of the American Baptist Mission

Missionaries .

AMERICAN BAPTIST BOARD.

THE CHINESE MISSION AT BANGKOK , COM

MENCED BY REv. W. DEAN , 1835 .

Rev. William Dean , D.D. , and Mrs. Dean

The SIAMESE Mission, COMMENCED

BY THE REV . J. T. JONES , D.D., 1833 ,

Is now self supporting, and under the charge

of the Rev. S. J. Binith

AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN

MISSION .

( Established March, 1840.)

STATIONED AT BANGKOK .

Rev. Jas. W. and Mrs. Van Dyke (absent)

Rev. N. A. and Mrs. McDonald

Miss M. E. Hartwell

Miss H. H, McDonald

Miss L. A. Olmstead
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.en

STATIONED AT PETCHABURI. M. To, Alors, Church of St. François

E. A. Sturge, M.D. air, at Bangkok

Miss Sarah Coffman
M. Surfi er, Pierre Narcisse , Church of

Miss Mary L. Cort

Miss Mary H. MacDonald M. Saladin , Emile ; Salmon , P. A. , Church

STATIONED AT CHIANG MAI , (LAOS . ) of the Nativity at Ban - nok-kuak

Rev. D. and Mrs. McGilvary (absent) M. Rosseau , Pierre Louis, College of S.

M. A. Cheek, M.D. and Mrs. Cheek F , of Jesus

Rev. J. Wilson
M. C'jaumet, Benjamin Marie, Church of St.

Miss E. Cole Agnes , at Hatsakë

Miss M. Campbell M. Colombet, Emile Auguste , Church of

Miss Archibald
the Assumption , at Bangkok

M. Lombard, Emile; Dabin, G. A. M.,

MISSION DE SIAM.
Church of Mu'ang Prom

Vey, Right Rev. J. L. , bishop of Gerasen M. Prodhomme, Constant J. N. , Church of

and vicar apostolic of Siam , at Bangkok S. H, of Mary, at Saraburi

M. Martin, Jean Pierre,pro vicar-apostolic, M. Dessalles, Etienne; M. Fauque, Joseph,

Church of the Conception at Bangkok Church of Rosary, at Bangkok

M. Larnaudie, François Louis (absent) M. Petit, Charles, Church of S. H.of Mary,

M. Marin, Jean; Jung, Sebastian, Secretaries at Vat-Phleng

to the Mission M. Grand, Jean Pierre, Church of Kanburi

M. Ranfaing, Jean Baptist; M.Quentric ; M.

Jung, Sebastian, Church of the Con MAIL AND REPORT Boat.

ception, at Chant'aboon The Post boat leaves daily for Paklat and

M. Gibarta, Maurice, Church of Sta . Cruse Menam roads, and returns from outside

at Bangkok
the bar the same day

M. Schmitt, François Joseph, M. Perbet, Ed. Knox & Co., proprietors

Régis, at Petriu

M. Perraux , Renè Nicolas, Church of St. BANGKOK LICENSED PILOTS.

Joseph, at Jutlia
Office at the Harbour Master's.

M.Guégo, Mathurin; Voisin , J.M.A. , Church C. Aström , G. A. Berkeley, J. H. Christians,

of the Compassion, at Bang-pla-soi L. Lampe, H. Bloom, J. J. Witt



STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

SINGAPORE.

The town of Singapore, situated on the southern shore of an island of the same

name in lat . 1 deg. 16 min . N. and long . 103 deg . 35 min . E., is the seat of govern

ment of the colony known as the Straits Settlements, consisting of Singapore,

Malacca, Penang, Province Wellesley, the Dindings, and a small strip ofland opposite

Pulo Dinding.

The Island of Singapore is about 27 miles long by 14 wide , and is separated

by a narrow strait about one to two miles wide from the territory of Johore, which

occupies the southern extremity oftheMalay Peninsula. Originally taken possession

of ini 1819 by Sir Stamford Raffles, it was , until 1823, suhcrdinate to our then settle

ment in Sumatra. In that year it became an appanage of the Indian Government,

in which con lition it rmained until 1867, when it was placed under the Colonial

Office in conjunction with : he other Settlements above mentioned .

The town proper exten'Is for about four miles along the south -eastern shore of

the Island, spreading inland for a distance varying from balf to three -quarters of a

mile, thongbihe majority ofthe residences of the upper class Europeans lie, as a rule,

much iurther back , within a circle with a radius of three- and - a halt miles from the

Cathedral . This portion of the settlement is almost entirely level, the highest hill in

the island, indeed, about six miles from the south coast only rising to a height of

500 feet. The country roads are well kept, and , thanks to the luxuriance of tropical

vegetation, abouna in sbade. The town streets, on the otber hand, though wide and

well metalled, are, as regards arcbitectural matters, drains, and gutters , no great credit

to the Municipality which bas then , iu charge. Filth and obstructions of all sorts dis

tinguish the nat ve portion of tbe town, while as compared with nearly every other

Eastern city in European hands,the buildings of the business quarters are singularly

slialiby and mediocre. The Government Offices and City Hall, however, are fine

uildings, while the settlement possesses a new and bandsome Club, which compares

favourably with any in the East.

The populatior of Sngapore by the census taken in April , 1881 is 139,208, of

wh« m 86,766 were Chinese and 22,114 Malays . The Klings, wi: b a very few

Parsees, Arabs, & c ., furming perhaps a sixtieth part of the whole population-are

8s rule peaceful an l unambitious, and give but little trouble. The European com

munity consists in the main of Engiish and Germans, and numbers, with 783

military, a total of 2,768. A large balf-caste or Eurasian population, numbering

2,094, occupies the place elsewhere taken by the Asio - Portuguese.

The principal business quarter of Singapore is the Rafil s Square with its adja

cent quays and streets . The foreign stores are few in number, but are fairly well

supplied with necessaries, few of the luxuries, however, which are so prominent in

Hongkong or Shanghai establishments finding place. A general want of enterprise,

owing probally to the climate , is indeed a distinctive feature of Singapore life.

Singapore possesses a bandsome though small Protestant Cathedral ( its name

having been racently added to the title of the see of Labuan ), a neat Presbyterian

Ub: pel, and several Catholic churches of roomy proportious. The principal schools

are those of the Raffles Institute and the Christian Brothers, a Convent also provid

ing for the education of girls of the Roman Catholic persuasion. There is a country

Club witu a well built bungalow situated some three miles out of town, at which
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do .

Chief Clerk - Arthur Knight
Asst. Supt. of Works anel Surveys – J. H.

2nd do . -R. B. Leicester
Callcott , C.E.

3rd do. -A. Bulmer
Clerk of Works and Drijteman - Thomas

4th do . -F . R. Frois Parkes

5th do . -Martin Vierra
Draftsman - Babajee Rajahram

6th do. -G. Palmer
Draftsman and Computer - J. Melson

Temporary do . -G . D. McIntyre District Surveyor – J . E.Hogan

1st Class Surveyor - R. Young
SUPREME COURT.

Do. do . -R. V. Boswell
Chief Justice - Sir Thomas Sidgreaves , K+ .

Do.
--Lee Cheng KeatPuisne Judge-Theodore Thomas Ford,

2nd do. -A. Minjoot
( Europe)

Do. do. --J. Pennefather

PuisneJudge - Thomas LettWood ,Penang Apprentices - C. Fernandez, Othman bir

Clerk to Chief Justice - F . J. Radcliffe

Omar, E. D. de Souza
Clerk to Puisne Judge-Reginald D. W.

Store-keeper - J. H. BodestyneHall, Penang

Chief Clerk-W. J. Valberg
REGISTRY.

2nd do. -J . L. Pereira
Registrar - Charl s Eugene Velge

3rd do. -J. J. deMello

Deputy Registrar- James Charles Mitchell
4th do . -J. Nonis

Chief Clerk - William Anderson
5th do . - M.Grosse

Second do . -D. J. Pereira

6th do . -C . da Silva
Thirat do. -À . J. Monteiro

Fourth do . -Willi m Clarke

Fifth do . —F, J. de Souza
BOTANICAL GARDENS.

Sixth do. -C. H. Owen Superintendent—N. Cantley

Tamil Interpreter - William Thompson
Assist. Superintendent- Walter Fox

Do. do. - J. P. C. Pillay

Malay do. -A. A. Scully LAND OFFICE.

Do. do. -A. A. Mayer
Collector of Land Revenue

Chinese do . -Choo Ab Juh
Chief Clerk - John King

Do. do. --Chong B.on Swee Forest Ranger - A . B. Bodestyne

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT.

Sheriff - Geo. E. Evans
GENERAL POST OFFICE .

Senior Bailif-A. J. de Souza
Postmaster General - H . Trotter

Second do . -H. E. Kraal Chief Clerk - Noel Trotter

MarineSorter and lst Clerk-C. E. Mitchel

Second Clerk - H . W. Mitchell

ATTORNEY GENERAL. Third do.-P. Arikirstnasamy

Attorney General - Hon. T. Braddell Fourth do.-A. N. Cornelius

Clerk-Alexr . Mitchell Fifth do.-A. F. de Souza

Sixth do.-S. A. de Reis

PROTECTORATE OF CHINESE. Seventh do.-P. F. Marcus

Protector of Chinese - W . A. Pickering Eighth do.- Wee Boon Teck

Assistant do , -E. Karl , Penang Ninth do.-P. de Roza

Boarding Officer - B . H. Holmberg Temporary do.-J. J. Aroozoo

Student Interpreter - W . Cowan Prinier -- G . W. Keslar

1st Chinese Clerk - Quay Yan Hye CHINESE SUB-Post OFFICE.

2nd do. –Thung Boon Kiet Sub - Postmaster --Ong Kong Teng

3rd do. -Chau Ah Tah Clerk - G . Klyne

PUBLIC WORKS AND SURVEY

DEPARTMENT.

Col. Engineer, Surveyor General and Com

ptroller of Convicts - Hon. Major J. F. A.

McN» ir, R.A., C.M.G.

Supt. of Worl and Surveys — W . D. Bay

REVENUE STAMP DEPARTMENT.

Vendor - W . H. Mitchell (ac'ing )

MARINE DEPARTMENT.

Master Attendant and Shipping Master “ .

Henry Ellis

Deputy do.-E. Bradbery
liss, C.E.
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Clerk-G. S. Reutens REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT.

do. --J. C. Pestana Registrar Generai-- A . W. Vaughan Cou

do . -T. J. Minjoot sins

do. -M. Rodrigues Inspector - C. Phillips

do. -W. W. Norris Inspector of Gunpowder - C. F. Moore

do. -F. W. Eber Chief Clerk - Noor Mamat

2nd do. --Shaik Abis
IMPORT AND EXPORT OFFICE .

Registrar - Henry Ellis

Cle k - H . D. Chopard

MAGISTRATES' DEPARIMENT.

--Z . A. de Cruz
First Magistrate --R . S. O'Connor

Second do . -A . W. V. Cousins

us . -P. A. Rozario
Third do.

do. —R. S. Edwards
-N. B. Dennys , Ph.D.

do. -J. Vevhoizen
Mayistrate, Malacca -- D . F. A. Hervey

Boarding and Emigration Officer - T. A.
Chief Clerk - G . Raipa

2nd

de Cruze

do. -F. S. d'Souza

3rd do . -M . T. «I'Souza

Boarding Officers - M . G. Gonsalles, A.
4th do . -J. E Brinson

Pestana
5th do . -J . D. C. Stuart

Interp. & Storekeeper - Ung Chong Wat
6th

Light Keepers - M . Marcus,G. Lucas, R.
do. -A . C. Blankenheymi

7th do. --Abdu Hiji

P. Taylor, R. Taylor, D. D. Rozario.
8th do. -J. B K. Palmer

GAOL DEPARTMENT. Usher-F. G. Bateman

Inspector of Prisons — Major W. R. Grey do. – Ra'njee Bheem

Chief Warder - G . Mitchell Malay Interpreter - J. J. Millar

Warders — D . Harrington , J. McCully, E. do. -J. C. N ubronner

Rawlins, G. Stonehouse, T. Donovan , Tamil Interpreter - F . S. Moou'lly

E. Searle , J. Burke, R. Fold , T. A. do. -Syed Omar

Savage, J. Kemp, F. Zimmer, R. Ellis, Chinese Interpreters --- Voon Kon Shoon,

W. Day, W. Black , T. Guild . James Kin Sui , Hoo Weng Chew, Lim

Chinese Clerk and Interpreter - Kay Swee Hiong Seng

POLICE DEPARTMENT. COURT OF REQUESTS.

Inspector General — Major S. Dunlop, R.A. Acting Commissioner -- H . Trotter

Superintendent— C. E. Ona nay, Chief Clerk , William Anderson

Chief Inspector - E . Hogge , (Penang) ind do . -J . Rodrigues

do. -H . O. Newlan , (Acting) 3rd d . A. J. Monteiro

Detective Inspector - C . P. Richards Sworn Bailiff' and Appraiser --- Anthony

Inspectors — W . Warne, W. E. B. Kraal, H. Kiyne

A. M. de Fontaine , J. B. Allen

Sub- Inspectors — J. W.Woodford, C. Scott,
CORONER .

F. G.Bateman, G. Allen , OctaveGamas, Coroner - A.W . Vaugban Cousins

T. Shuckford

Chief Clerk - H . Holloway
MEDICAL D PARTMENT.

2nd Clerk and Chinese Interpreter — Tan Principal Civil Medical Officer - T. I.

Kim Keat Rowell, M.D.

3rd Clerk and Chinese Interpreter - T. R. Clerk - B . E. ' Aranjo

Narainasamy
Colonial Surgeons - M. F. Simon , M.B. ,

4th Clerk - Tan Tek Soon
A. J. M. Bentle , M.B.

5th do. -Ong Heng Soon
Apothecaries - J. J. L. Whatley, C. V.

Registrar of Hackney Carriages-Herbert Norri , R. R. Wale, A. B. Leicester,

Riccard
W. H. Cooper

Sub - Inspector of Hackney Carriages - S. GENERAL HOSPITAL, SEPOY LINES.

W. Augustin
Col. Surgeon Resident-Dr. M. F. Simon

Apothecary- W . H. Cooper

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. do . -C. V. Norris

Inspector of Schools — N . P. Trevenen PAUPER HOSPITAL, SIRANGUN ROAD .

Clerk - E , Chong Choon Colonial Surgeon - Dr. A. J. M. Bentley
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Apothecary - A . B. Leicester
Brigade Major-Major A. M. Paterson,

Superintendent - G . Wilson The Bedifor !shire Regt.

PRISON HOSPITAL , Brass Bassa Road. Commanding Royal Artillery - Major G.

In Charge -- The P. C. M. O.
G. Hannen (absent )

Apothecary-R. R. Wale
Commanding Royal Engineer - Lt. R, S.

Lock HOSPITAL, BUKIT TIMAH ROAD. Hedley

In Medical Charge - Dr. M. F. Simon Principal Medical Officer - Surgeon Major

Apothecary - J. J. L. Wheatley S. Arc'ier

LUNATIC ASYLUM. Senior Commissiriat Officer - Asst. Coni.

In Medical Charge-The P. C. M. O.
nissary General W. H. Christie

Apothecary -- A . B. Leicester snio Ordnance Store Officer - D'p. Asst.

Apprentice - W . Aeria Commissary General of Ordnacce 0.
LOCK HOSPITAL. Purchas

Visiting Surgeon -The P. C. M. O. District Paymaster - Staff Paymaster R.

Apothecary - A. B. Leicester Wolfe (hun . m . )

Matron - C . Hanson

MEDICAL STORES AND DISPENSARY. ROYAL ARTILLERY.

In Charge - P . C. M. 0. 7TH BRIGADE, 14 BATTERY.

Apothecary - A. B. Leicester Commanding Royal Artillery in China and

Apprentice - A . Hale Straits Settlements-- L.-Colonel G. A.

Crawford (Hongkong)

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Major - G .G.Hannen (absent)

Office of “ The Straits Settlements Captain - H . W. Brackenbury

Government Gazette," published
Lieutenant - J . P. Fell

do. -W. C. Hunter - Blairevery Friday.

H. L. Noronha, superintendent, r sidence

ROYAL ENGINEERS.
8, Beach Rad

Lieutenant - R . S. Hedley
J. A. Santa Miria, clerk

F. Nonis , foreman

D. Esbran , do .
'THE BUFFS (EAST KENT REGI

MENT ).

SECOND BATTALION ,

MUNICIPALITY .
(Late 2nd Battalion, 3rd Foot) .

Commissioners--Major S. Dunlop, R.A., Lieutenant- Colonel - H . Parnell, C.B,

president , Capt. Í E.MeCallum, R.E. Major - H . T. Halahan

Edwin Kock, L. J. Fraser, Syed Maho do. -C. J. Hamilt » (Penang)

med Alsagoff do. --H . D. Harrison

Seoretary and Assessor - H . W. Hewetson do. -G. A. Alexiinder

Assistant do. do .do . -D. G. Presgrave Captain - W . C. Howarth

Engineer - T. Cargill , M.I.C.E. do. -J. B. Backhouse

Assist. Engineer - H . Newton, A.M.I.C.E.
do. - N.Newnbam -Davis (Penang)

Lieutenant - B . F. Holme

FIRE COMMISSION .
do. -G . H. Chippindall (Penang)

Major McNair, R.A. , C.M.G. , president, do. -D. F. Lewis ( I. of M.)

Major S. Dunlop , R.A., W. D. Byliss, do. -H. R. Kuigb : (Penang)

T. Cargill , C.E. , H. Newton , C.E. do . -J. Hughes

do . -C. L. Con ellar (absent)

MILITARY do. -A . H. Tylden -Paitenson

Major General CommandingH.M. Forces do . -V. T. Bunburs (Pinang )

in China and Straits Settlements - Lt. do. -A. F. Campbell-Johnston

General E. W. Donovan (Hongkong) do. -H. St. D. Jarrtt

Assistant Military Secretary do. -R. L. Retallack

(Hongkong)
do . -G, G , H, D'Aeth

Aide-de-Camp - Captain E. Barton, do . -G. Rippon

R. Innis. Fus. (Hongkong ) do . -G. V. Dauglish

Commandant - L.-Colonel H. Parnell , do . -C . P. Lloyd

C.B. , 2nd . Bn . E. Kent Regt.
do. -R. B. Bayard
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:

Paymaster - A . W. H. Gelston (captain Consulates.

army pay dep '.)

I. of M.-D. F. Lewis ( lt . ) AUSTRIA -HUNGARY.

Adjutant - H . C. Som rset ( lt . ) Consul - A . G. Conighi (absent)

Quarter-master - W.G . Morgan ( h. capt . )

BELGIUM.

IMPERIAL TREASURY . Consul - H . Hinnekindt

Office, Pearl's Hill .
Acting Consul — W . R. Leisk

Treasury Chest Officer - Major Wolfe, Staff

Paymaster
BRAZIL .

Clerk-G. G. Pereira Consul- J. d'Almeida

ARMY PAY DEPARTMENT.

District Paymaster- Major Wolfe, Staff

Paymaster
CHINA.

Paymaster -- Captain J. M. Kerr (attached
55 , Hill Street.

to R. Indis. F :s.)
Consul — Tso Ping Lung

Acting Paymaster-- Major G. A. Alex. Private Secretary - Tso Tang

ander (2nd . Bn . The Buffs)
Chancellor --Soo Kwei Ching

Temporary Clerk- [Military]
Clerks — Soo Wun-foug, Tan Kee Cheng

COMMISSARIAT AND TRANSPORT

DEPARTMENT.
DENMARK .

Office : Pearl's Hill .
Consul – J. R. McArthur (absent)

Senior CommissariatOfficer 8. S.and Acting Acting Consul - R . G. Stiven

Naval Agent - Assist. Commissary Ge

neral W.H. Christie
FRANCE.

In charge of Barracks and Transport- Consul — Theodore Meyer (absent)

Deputy Assist . Commissary-General Acting Consul - Comte Louis de Jouffroy

Lewis A. Hope d'Albans

Superior Barrack Sergeant - G . Tyson Chancelier - Lucien Rochet

(Pearl's Hill )

Barrack Sergeant - J. Donohoe ( Tanglin ) GERMANY.
Principal Clerk - H . E. Gois

Consul— Dr. E. Bieber

Clerk - J . Fernandez
Secretary — 0 . Lohan

do , J. do Rozario

do. -E. R drigues
Physician -- C. Trebing, M.D.

do . —E. Schelkis

ITALY .

ORDNANCE STORE DEPARTMENT.
Consul - Chevalier C. S. Festa (absent)

Office : Arsenal Pearl's Hill .
Acting Consul - H . F. Maack

Deputy Assist. Commissary General of Ord

nance, and Senior Ordnance Officer,
NETHERLANDS .

Straits Settlements - Charles Purchas Consul General - W . H. Read

Chief Clerk - E . A. d'Souza Chief Clerk-S . H. Hoijer

Assist. do. -Chs. Ingham Clerk-A. H. de Vries

Foreman- P. McCarthy ( staff sergeant

Ordnance Store Corps)
OTTOMAN EMPIRE .

Assist. Foreman - Geo. Harrison (2nd cor Consul - Syed Junied bin Omar Al Junied ,

poral Ordnance Sture Corps) in charge

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
.

Office : Fort Canning.
PORTUGAL

Consul in Straits Settlements and Siam
Surgeon Major-S. Arcber

Surgeon-- W. P. Bridges (Penang )
Henrique Prostes

do. -B . M. Blepnerhasselt
Acting Consul - M . Ribeiro

do. -H . E. W. Barrington

Lieutenant of Orderlies – J. E. Ward, Russia.

Army Hospital Corps Vice - Consul — Daniel Hooglandt
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SIAM .

Consul & Commissioner - Tam Kim Ching

Assistants—Tan Soon Toh, l'an Swee.

hong.

Clerk - Wee Bian Siew

man of shop ; W. Collins, L. McLean,

boilermakers ; R. Ham lton, copper

smith ; H. R. Howat, A. Louden , R.

Murdoch , R. Scott, R. E. Thomson,

A. R. Polland, A. Crichton, T. H ,

Fletcher, G. W. Gomes, Jobn Arrais.

turners and fitters ; J. C. Holden , time

keeper

Steam Tugs- “ Pilot Fish " and " Sunda "

SPAIN.

Consul - A . Baldasalo y Topete

Vice - Consul - R . R. Diez

Chancelier - F . Lobato de Faria

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

Consul - R . B. Read

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Consul - Mujor A. G. Studer

Vice-Consul-Alex . Gentle

Clerk - M . J. de Souza

GOVERNMENT OF LABUAN .

Borneo Company, a vents

SARAWAK GOVERNMENT.

Johnston & Co. , agents

NEW HARBOUR Dock, Co. , LIMITED .

Paterson , Simons & Co. , agents

Charles Wisbart, manager

A. Buvers, foreman shipwright

J.McHardy, assist . do.

W. Ronaldson , chief engineer

George Sinclair, assist. do .

J. Milne, do . do.

G. Greig, do. do.

R. Dougall, do. do.

M. Hamilton, do. do .

P. Stormouth , do . do.

R. Carswell, do . do .

F. Reid , boilermaker

A. Taylor, do.

William Grant, blacksmith

John Skene, coppersmith

R Muir, do.

J. Leatham , mould r

W. E. Bird , clerk in town

J. R. Barclay, clerk at dock

E. A. Per ira , do.

J. R. Klyne, do.

P. R. Owin, do.

J D'Cruze, storekeeper

Baboo, overscer

JOHORE GOVERNMENT.

Peterson, Simons & Co., agents

Public Companies.

TANJONG PAGAR Dock Co. , LIMITED.

Office : 4, Collyer Quay.

Directors — Thos. Scott, chairman ; H.

Herwig, G. J. Mansfield, R. G. Stiven,

J. Brussel, T. Cuthb.rtson, James

Mill r

Managing Department - John Blair, acting

manager ; G. Drummond, accountant,

A. Sephenson , sub -accountant

Town Office — A . Desker, S. R. de Souza,

F. A. C.Pestana J. F. E. Stawaria , P.

Lazaro , Qua Tiang Ho, Bokar bin

Shaban , J. D. d'Souza , B. Frois, clerks,

Soh Hong Soon , casbier

Dock Department - A. C. Peterson, G.

Ge rge, shipwrights; P. da Silva, clerk

Store Department - C. J. Green, store

keeper ; L.de Silva, W. McIntyre, N.

Jeremiah, F. A. Hen «lricks, clerks

Wharf Department - J. Fletcber, Grabam

Wells, wharfingers

Warehouse-- T . W. Siddons , warehouse

man , G. Andrews, assistant

Police - J. Foley, inspector

Engineers' Department - Jackson Millar,

superintendent; James McInnes, fore

EASTERN EXTENSION, AUSTRALASIA AND

CHINA TELEGRAPH COMPANY,

LIMIT D.

Offices : 5 and 6, Princes Street.

Bennett Pell , general manager

R. W. Bernard,
superintendent (ab

sent)

C. J. Cole, acting superintendent

J. C. D. Jones , electrician

J. M. Donovan , a -sist. electrician

J. C. Cuff, do. do.

R. Hodsoll
operator

K. A. Sievens do.

W. Burridge do.

A. R. Herman do.

A. Y. Gabagan do.

J. A. McKinnon do.

F. Duberly do.

A. C. M. Weaver do.
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ICE MANUFACTORY.

( River Valley Road .)

Riley, Hargreaves & Co. , proprietors

J. McLare : 1 , managerdo .

Steamship Companies.

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM

NAVIGATION COMPANY,

Office, 1 , Collyer Quay.

H. W. Geiger, agent

F. G. Davidson , chief assistant

Sang Hoot Kiam , cashier

J. M. Rodrigues, clerk

N. A. Keun do .

H. Crockford, pilot

W. I. J. Marcus , godown clerk

S. Dick
operator

F. W. Edwards do .

G. E. Cole do.

J. C. Hendry

A. Butler do.

L. Shorrock do .

H. Dennys do .

A. Horgan do .

R. De Cotta, clerk

J. de Souza do.

H. Clipperton , clerk in charge check

office

J. Monis, clerk, check office

C. Pereira do.

C. J. de Conceição do .

J. Rodriguez do .

Maintenance Stea'er Sherard Osborn

F. Worsley, commander

C. A. F. Powell, chief officer

G. Derrick , chief engineer

J. Coghlan, cable splicer

J. Reid , cable jointer

Ma'ntenance Steawer Agnes

Robert S. Mackenzie , commander

E. C. Mackenzie, chief officer

T. E. Watson chief engineer

J. Hockaday, cable splicer

T. Fish , cable jointer

Storeship Southern Ocean

J. M. Miller , electrician in charge

S. Hancock , engineer

G. Gardner, cable foreman

E. Steuer, carpenter

SINGAPORE Gas COMPANY.

E. J. Wells, engineer, manager and

secretary

W. Wells, assistant engineer and

man lger

COMPAGNIE DES MESSAGERIES

MARITIMES .

Paul Brasier, agent

A. de Saavedra, assis'ant

P. C. Anchant, clerk

G. W. Reuters, do.

Ma bicu & Co. , ag nts , Penang

EASTERN & AUSTRALIAN S. S. Co. ,

LIMITED .

Guthrie & Co. , agents

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. COMPANY.

Gilfillan, Wood & Co. , agents

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL S.S. Co.

Gilfillan , Wood & Co. , agents

OCEAN S. S. COMPANY.

Mansfield & Co. , W., agents

GLEN LINE OF STEAMERS.

Martin , Dyce & Co. , agents

ORIENTAL COAL COMPANY, LIMITED.

Hamilton , Gray & Co., agents BRITISH INDIA S. N. Co. , LIMITED.

Hamilton, Gray & Co., agents

REUTER's TÉLEGRAM Co., LIMITED .

H. W. Geiger, agent

SINGAPORE STEAM SAW MILLS.

G. Orton

J. McLean

ROYAL NETHERLANDS S.S. Co.

Hooglandt & Co. , agents

NETH . INDIA S. N. Co. , LIMITED .

Hamilton, Gray & Co. , agents

BULLI Coal Co.

McAlister & Co. , agents

APCAR & Co's CALCUTTA & CHINA

STEAMERS .

Sarkies & Moses , agents

JOHORE STEAM Saw MILLS Co.

James Meldrum , partner and manager

Jas. Cumming, assistant

Job Bain , engineer

JARDINE, MATHESON & Co.'s CALCUTTA

AND CHINA STEAMERS .

W. R. Scott & Co. , agents
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JOHORE TEA COMPANY, LIMITED .

Paterson, Simons & Co. , agents

CHINAMERIANTS' S. N. COMPANY.

Kim Ching & C'0 ., agents

RUBATINO STEAMER LINE.

Maack & Co. , agents

CASTLE LINE OF STEAMERS.

Guthrie & Co. , agents, Singapore

TRAFALGAR TAPIOCA ESTATE .

Maclaine, Fraser & Co. , proprietor

and agents

Walter Knaggs , proprii tor and ma

nager

A. G. Richard , J. H. Smith , I. Ro

zells, V. Alwins , overseers

Pulo OBIN COFFEE AND C.coa Estate,

D. Brandt & Co. , agents

T. H. Hill

RED CROSS MUTUAL S.S. ASSOCIATION.

Guthrie & Co. , agents

BURMA S.S. COMPANY, LIMITED .

Maclaine, Fraser & Co. , agents

GERMAN S.S. Co. , OF HAMBURG.

Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co. , agents

SPANISH SINGAPORE-MANILA MAIL

STEAMERS.

Syme & Co. , agents

HERMELINE TAPIOCA ESTATE .

Teban and Tempinis District 600 acres.

H. B. Woodford, proprietor

J. H. P. Doral, manager

R. H. Woodford , suferintendent s

GLADSTONE (TEA) ESTATE .

J. Meldrum , proprietor

Adam Bruu.to " , manager

SIGLAP COCOANUT ESTATE.

R. Little, minager

OLANO, LARRINAGA & Co.'s STEAMERS.

Liverpool, Singapore and Manila.

E. & H. Hinnekindt, agents

ASIATIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Boustea ] & Co. , agents

COMPAGINE NATIONALE DE NAVIGATION.

Boustead & Co., agents

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN Lloyd's STEAM

NAVIG " TION Co.

D. Branit & C., agents

CHASSERIAU TAPIOCA PLANTATION.

Bukit Timah Road .

Le polls. Crasseriau, proprietor

Emile Chass riau, assistant

L'opoll Chasser au do .

Enneman David , do .

E. Nasch , engineer

MARQUES DE CAMPO's ROYAL SPANISH

MAIL STEAMERS.

Borneo Company, agents

GROVE COCOANUT ESTATE.

Crane Bros. , agents

T. Danman, proprietor

C. E. Crane, manag -rRUSSIAN VOLUNTEER FLEET.

Borneo Company, agents

ACHEEN LINE OF STEAMERS.

Katz Brothers, agents

ANNANDALE COCOANUT ESTATE.

Crane Bros. , agents

H. Armstrong, proprietor

Plantations .

BANDULAH COCOANUT ESTATE,

R. Jamie and others, proprietors
TEMPENIS TAPIOCA ESTATE.

H. B. Woodford

Jos . M. Cazala-, manager

PENANG SUGAR ESTATES COMPANY,

LIMITED .

Boustead & Co. , agents

CONFEDERATE COCOANUT ESTATE,

R. Little and others, proprietors

EMERALD HILL ESTATE.

Edwiu Koek, proprietor

JOHORE COFFEE COMPANY, LIMITED.

Paterson, Simons & Co. , agents

WOODBANK ESTATE .

Edwin Koek, proprietor
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PERSEVERANCE ESTATE.

J. Fisher, proprietor

RELIANCE Cocoa ESTATE.

R. Lambert, proprietor

J. de Souza, manager

THE SAILORS' HOME.

North Bridge Road

Committee—Hon . C. Č. Smith , C.M.G. ,

chairman , Paul Brasier, G. A. Siuder,

J. R. MacArthur, Major S. Dunlop, Dr.

Bieber, J. Henderson, E. Rinn, C. B.

Buckley

Finance Committee - H , W. Geiger, G.

Mansfield

Hon . Secretary and Treasurer - H . Ellis

Superintendent- C. Phillips

Steward - C . M. Smith

Institutions .

RAFFLES INSTITUTION .

Patron - H.E.Sır Fred.A. W d , K.C.M.G .

do. - His Honour Sir Thomas Sid

greaves

Trustees - Hon . Cecil C. Smith, C.M.G. ,
Hon .

president; Dr. T. I. Rowill, R. W. Hul

leit, vice -presidents ; Rev. W. Aitken ,

Hov. I. S. Bond , A. Genile, Hon . R.

Campbell, Hon . S. Giltillan, Hon. T.

Sbelford , Hon . F. C. Bisliop , A. Currie ,

J. Graham

ROCHORE Saw Mills.

Proprietors and Agents, Cameron, Dunlop

& Co. and McAlister & Co.

P. Houston, manager

Boys ' SCHOOL.

Principal - R . W. Hulleti, M.A.

Assistant Masters . - J . W. B. nskin , J. P.

Beal , W. A. Bicknell, H. H. Verdon,

E. H. Ashuess , T. d'C : uz , A. Braddock,

R. Browne, P. Xavier

RAFFLES LIBRARY AND MUSEUM.

Beach Road

Committee — The Hon . Cecil C. Smith ,

C.M.G. chairman, Hon. S. Gilfillan ,

Jas Graham , F. A. Swettenham

Acting Secretary-N. B. Denuss, Ph.D.

GIRLS' SCHOOL .

Head Mistress - Miss Nelson, M.C.P.

STRAITS BRANCH OF THE ROYAL

ASIATIC SOCIETY .

Patron-His Excellency the Governor.

President - Te Rt. Rev. Bishop G. F.

Hos ., M.A.

Vice - President - Hon . Cecil C. Smith ,

C.M.G.

Hony. Treasurer- E.Koek

Secretary - F . A. Swettenham

Councillors - N . B. Dennvs, Ph.1). , W.

A .Pickering, R. W. Hulett, M.A., Dr.

Bieber

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.

Teachers of English.

Singapore.

Chinese Branch , E. F'. Yzelman , H. Bate

man, J. Galriel

Tamil Branch - J. R. S thasivam

Malay Branch - Zin al Abedin

Kamp ng Glam .

Chinese Branch R. Wilmot, P. Gabriel

Tamil Bra'ich - D . Marsh

Malay Branch - D . A. Yzelman

SINGAPORE DEBATING SOCIETY.

Committee --- J . D. Vauban , president, G.

L. Davies, vice -president, N. Newton,

bony, treasurer, E. W. Birch , hony.

secretary, J. C. Cuff , T. Cargill , J. Y.

Kennedy, H, CrookfordMALAY COLLEGE.

Training Class --- Wohamed, 1. 0. Pestana,

(English Master )

General Class- Said Alwi

SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS .

Committee - Hon I. S. Bond, D.F.A.

Hervey, J. Miller

Hon. Secretary - A . M. Skinner

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS SCHOOL .

Visitor - Rev. Bro. Hermenigilde

Director - Rev. Bro , Andreu

FOR GIRLS.

Manager - Rev.J. P. Sta. Anna da Cunba

Head Mistress-- Mrs. Bucbanan

Assistant-Miss M. Durrie

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Committee - L . Glass , chairman ; Hon . T.

Shelford , eputy chairvian ; T. Cuth

berson, J. Brussel , J. Grabam , Hon.F.

C. Bishop, A. Currie

N
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SINGAPORE EXCHANGE.

Alex. Gentle, secretary

A. Pestana, clerk

Tay Kim Tye

Secretary - Alex. Gentle

Clerk - A . Pestana

SINGAPORE CLUB.

Committee - R . B , Read , chairman, Hon.

A. Currie, John J. Winton, Thos . Cuth

bertson, W. Krohn, F. A. Swettenham ,

J. Fraser, C. Stringer, W. H. Read

Secretary - W . B. Smith

Clerk - J. da Silva

Steward - Aboo Bakar

CLUB TEUTONIA.

(Founded in 1856 ; about 55 members ).

Committee - To . Sohst, president ; M. von

der Moeblen , vice- presid . t ; A. Hagens,

hon . secretary ; R. Dill, bon. accoun

ant ; Th. Weskandt, hon. treasurer

TangLIN CLUB.

Committee - Hon. Samuel Gilfillan, pre

sident ; Hon . F. C. Bishop , vice -pre

sident ; John Anderson , J. R. Cutb

bertson , T. Cuthbertson, Wm. Dougal ,

Alex . Johnson

Hony. Secretary - W . A. Cadell

STRAITS CRICKET CLUB,

Established 23rd February , 1876 .

Committee - D . M. Martia, president; C.

P. Anchant, bon . secretary ; J. W.

Ganno, hon . treasury; J. W. Ganno,

captain ; J. Pereir :, H. C. Jo !instone,

N. A. Keun, W. McFarlane, members

Insurances.

Almeida, José, agent

Lloyds' “ Andaluz," Spain , and Re

gistro Italian

Behn, Meyer & Co., agents

Board of Underwriters, New York,

Baltimore,Boston , Philadelphia,

Hamburg

Agrippina of Cologne

Nieder Rheinsche Gueter Assecuranz

Gesellschaft

Niederländische Allgemeine Versi

cherungs Gesellschaft

La Neuchateloise at Neuchatel

Rhenania Ins. Coy. at Cologne

Allgemeine Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft at Vienna

Düsseldorfer Allgemeine Versiche

rungs Gesellschaft

Rheinisch Westphaelischer Lloyd at

M. Gladbash

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company

Germanischer Lloyd

American Shipmasters' Association

Magdeburg General Insurance Co.

General Assura ce Company

North British and Mercantile Insur

ance Company, Fire Branch

Borneo Co., Limited, agents

North China Insurance Company

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Co.

Standard Life Assurance Company

“Cassa Marittima " of Genoa

Registro Italiano of Genoa

La Fiducia Ligure of Genoa

SINGAPORE YACHT CLUB.

Commodore - W . H Rad

Vice- Commodore_Capt. J. D. Ross

Hom. Tre8urer - G . Hedding

Hon. Secretary - T. de M. Braddell

Committee - Capt. A. H. Tilly , L. J. Fra

ser , Dr. Mugliston, J. P. Joaquim, J.

P. Beal

SINGAPORE SPORTING CLUB .

Committee - Hin. Col. H. Parnell, C.B.,

Hon . F. C. Bishop , J. J. Winton, W.

Krohn , W. H. Read, C. E. Velge, W.

A. Cadell, hon. sec. and clerk of the

Boustead & Co. , agents

China Traders' Insurance Co. , Ltd.

Thames and Mersey Mrine In.

surance Company, w ... trd

Royal Insurance Company of Liver

pool (Fire and Life )

Caledonian Insurance Co.

London and Lancashire Insurance

Company

course

SINGAPORE CRICKET CLUB.

Committee - C . String r, president; A. P.

Talbot, captain ; A. P. Talbot, hon .

treasurer ;- A. Y. Gihagan, hon, secre

tary ; W. A. Cadell , J. Anderson ,E. E.

Everett, Hon . Capt. McCallum, R.E.,

E. J. Nanson, members

Brandt & Co. , agents-

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company,

Hamburg
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Kümpers & Co. , agents

Ĝeneral Marine Insurance Company

of Dresden

Transatlantic Marine Insurance Co. ,

Berlin

Manchester Fire Insurance Co.

Cameron , Dunlop & Co. , agents

Scottish Imperial Fire and Life As

surance Company

Lancashire Insurance Co. , Fire and

Life

Newcastle A.1 Insurance Association

Imperial Marine Insurance Co.

Dundee Underwriters ' Association

New Zealand Loan and Nier antile

Agency Company, Limited

Geiger, H. W. ayeni---

Marine Insuranc Company of Lon

don

Maack & Co. , agents

Colonial Sea an 1 Fire Insurance Com .

pany of Batavia

Italia Marine Insurance Company,

Genoa

“ La France Maritime,” Marseilles

Gilfillan, Wood & Co., agents ,

Commercial Union Assurance Co.

British and Foreign Marine Ins. Co.

China Fire Insurance Company

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Maclaine, Fraser & Co. , agents

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In

surance Company

Home and Clonial Marine Insurance

Company, Limited

Phænix FireOffice

Sover igu Life Assurance Co.

Northern Assurance Co.

Jersey Mutual Insurance Society

Martin , Dyce & Co. , agents

Merchants' Marine Insurance Com.

Guthrie & Co. , agents-

London and Provincial Marine In

surance Company

Positive Government Security Life

Assurance Company, Limited

Triton Insurance Company

London Assurance Corporation

Chinese Insurance Company

Hamilton, Gray & Co., agents

North British and Mercantile Fire

and Life Insurance Company

Ocean Marine Insurance Company

pany , Limited

Sup Fire Office

Paterson , Simons & Co. , agents

Alliance Fire Assurance Company

Church of England Life Assurance

Company

Guardiau Life Assurance Company

Globe Marine Insurance Company

Uvi n Insurance Society of Canton

Mercantile Marine Insurance Com

pany of South Australia

Hooglandt & Co. , agents

Joint Underwriters Union at Amster

dam

Zutphen Fire Insurance Company

Nederlands Fire Insurance Company

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

East India Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Samarang Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Dutch Lloyds'

French Underwriters

Queen Insurance Company

Elberfeld Sea Insurance Company

Providencia Insurance Company

Powell & Co., agents

London and Staffordshire Fire In

surance Co.

Puttfarcken , Rheiner & Co. , agents

North German Fire Insurance Com.

pany at Hamburg

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com

pany, Limited, of Hamburg

Schweiz Marine Insurance Company,

of Zurich

Swiss Lloyd Reinsurance Company,

of Winterthur

Katz Brothers, agents ,

F. R. Priv. Austrian Insurance Com

pany, “ Donau ,” of Vienna

German Lloyd's, of Berlin

Kim Ching & Co., ag nts

China Merchants' Insurance Com

Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co. , ageuts

Bremen Underwriters

Antwerp do.
1 any, Limited
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Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co. C. Lowe

General Insurance Company, Helvetia N. E. Melson

Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Com Alphonso de Souza

pany in St. Gall Seck Choo

Berlin Cologne Fire Insurance Joint Khim Seng

Stock Company, Berlin Cheng Koon

Schweiz Transport Insurance Com Cbia Leong Cbuan, head shroff

pany in Zurich

German Transport Insurance Com Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor.

pany in Berlin poration

Sjo Assurans Foreningen (Finlard) J. J. Winton , acting agent

Providencia Insurance Co. of Frank R. T. Permewan , accountant

fort
D. B. Grant, assist. accountant

J. Anderson

Sarkies & Moses, agents A. M. Fernandes

Amicable Insurance Office H. J. H. Joseph

Reliance Marine Insurance Office

London & Westminster Bank

Scott & Co. , W. R. , agents Bank of Montreal

Canton Insurance office Hamilton , Gray & Co. , agents

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company, National Bank of India , Limited

Limited Borneo Co. , agents

Universal Life Office

National Bank of New Zealand

Staehelin & Stablknecht, agents
W. R. Scott & Co. , agents

Swiss Lloyd Transport Insurance Co.

Baloise Insurance Company Oriental Bank Corporation

Frankfurt Insurance Co. John C. F. George, acting manager

Lubeck Fire Insurance Co.
H. P. Lawrence, acting accountant

M. C. Kirkpatrick, assistant do.

Syme& Co., agents P. Henderson , do. do.

Lloyds ', London Chas. F. Keun

Liverpool Underwriters' Association Frank Bateman

Union Marine Insurance Co. , Limited
Ong Eng Tuan

Merchants Shipping and Underwrit Choa Yap Lee, head shroff

ing Association, Melbourne
Maclaine, Watson & Co. , agents , Ba

General Insurance Co. of Venice tavia

Lloyd Austriaco, Trieste

Savings Bank

Banks. Noel Trofter, secretary

Chartered Bank of India, Australia and

China
The Mercbants' Banking Co. , London

Thomas Neave, manager
Gilfillan , Wood & Co., agents

Thos. H. Whitehead, accountant

J. R. Parsons, sub -accountant Coutts & Co.; Drummonds'; Herries,

James McDonald do.
Farqubar & Co.; Dennell, Lawson

& Co. of New York

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon Guthrie & Co. , agents

don and China

F. C. Bishop, manager Deutsche Bank , Berlin

G. S. Murray, accountant Deutsche National Bank , Bremen

C. H. E. Robertson, sub-accountant Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co. , agents

E. J. Coxon, assistant accountant

J. M. Angus Bank of Rotterdam

J. L. Scheerder Netherlands India Discount Company

Ph , A. Reutens
Hooglandt & Co. , agents
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Brown, Shipley & Co.

Syme & Co. , agents

Banquedel'Etat St. Petersburg

Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris

Banque de l'Indo-Chine

Franco Egyptienne Banque

Johnston & Co. , A. L. , agents

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c.

Abrams, H. , horse dealer, trainer , aid

farrier, Horse Repository , Brass Bassa

Road

H. Abrams

A. Abrams

Chas. Fittock

C. de Menzies

Behn, Meyer & Co. , merchants, de Souza

Street and Collyer Quay

A. O. Meyer (Europe)

J. Brussel

J. Lütjens

A. Cadonau

0. Mühry

W. Edelmann

H. Eggers

Ed. Lorenz Meyer

W. Huber

E. T. Becker

J. P. Doral

Chien Swee Leong

Tang Eng Yeow

Bernard & Son, bill , bullion and stock

brokers, Raffles' Place

F. G. Bernard

Bing, A. C. , marine surveyor and pilot

“ Adelphi Hotel,” 54, Hill Street

A. Puhlmann, proprietor

Akber Ally , auctioneer and commission

agent, 10, Cominercial Square

Alexandra Gunpowder Magazine , Tanab

Merah ; Office, 1 , Bridge Road

Seab Cheo Sea , proprietor

John Monteiro ,keeper of roagazine

F. H. Marcus, clerk in town

Almeida, E. d ., mercbant, Bonham street

E. d’Almeida

H. Denholm

Chy Hun

Almeida, José d'J. P., commission agent

and broker, 8 , Commercial Square

Bond, Isaac Swinburne , M.L.C. , barrister

at -law, advocate, solicitor , proctor, and

notary public

I. S. Bond

A. H. Drew

Tan Kong Wee

F. N. Pereira

CG

Ann Bee & Co. , merchants

Syed Mahomed bin A. A. Sagoff

Khov Tiong Poh

Chiong Ann Bee

Lim Eng Keng

Gwee Chan Seng

F. Monteiro

Lim Joon

Tay Yam Kang

Yeo Bah Seng

Baumgarten, C., advocate and solicitor,

Raffles place

C. Baumgarten

H. W. Bristow

Yeo Bun Seng

W. D. Nicholson

Borneo Co. , Limited, merchants and

agents for H.M.'s Government of La

buan, No. 1 , Malacca Street

Andrew Currie, manager, residence

Neidjath ”

W. A. Cadell, residence “ Neid .

path ”

E. Festa, residence Monte Rosa,

River Valley Road

W. A. Harvey, residence “Neid.

path "

Claud Sugden, do . do .

A. W. Neubronner, residence

" Langlands,” River Valley Road

J. L. Neubronner, r'dence " Spring

Cottage,” Sirangoon Road

M. Beius

W. H. Rose, wharf supdt.

W. B. Haffenden, asst. wharfinger

Baxter, J., marine surveyor, 27, Battery

Road

Jobn Baxter

Boustead & Co., merchants, 19, Collyer

Quay

E. Boustead ( London )

J. Young do .
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Buyers & Robb, shipwrights and pro

prietors Bon Accord Dock

J. C. Buyers

D. Robb

J. Henderson ( London )

T. Cuthbertson

J. R. Cuthbertson

A. M. Aitken ( Penang)

J. Finlayson (Europe)

H. W. Gunn ( Penang)

R. Craig

A. M. Slen

A. J. Bird

F. Minjoot

A. J. McIntyre

J. G. Symons

N. McIntyre

Tan Tiang Ann

Tan Kang Chuan

Cameron, Dunlop & Co. , merchants, 32,

Raffles Place, and 11 , Collyer's Quay

Alex . Duff, signs per pro.

D. F. Rozario

J. H. Klassen

Tan Choon Eng

Tan Kim Leong

Chin Bee

Carapiet, M. J. , mercbant and commis .

sion agent, Raffles Place

M. J. Carapiet

G. G. Moses

Brandt & Co. , D. , merchants

D. Brandt

H. Muhlinghaus

H. Brinckmann

Brinkmann & Co. , merchants, Battery

Road

Ignazius Hiltermann

Tbeodor Hiltermann

John G. Brinkmann

Wilhelm Krohn, signs per pro.

Bernbard Gildemeister do .

Gustav Friedrich

J. B. Robertson

Brown & Co. , merchants and agents,

gutta percha manufacturers, nutmeg,

vanilla , coffee, and cocoa planters,

Mount Pleasant Estate

G. H. Brown

Mobomed Ibrahim

Bun Hin H ng , merchants, Malacca

Street

Khoo Tiong Poh

Quah Beng Hong, sign per pro.

Khoo Pbee Tiat

Tan Thian Quan

Lim Hin

Chong Beng Poh

Yeo Chin Seang

Tan Sim Pooy

Steamers. - Cheang Hock Kian, Caris

brooke, Pearl, Petrel

Cazalas & Son , J. M. , civil and mechani.

cal engineers, and contractors, iron and

brass founders, &c. , Victoria Street

R.M.Cazalas, proprietrix

H. C. Hogan , manager

E. L. M. de Souza

Anthony de Dier, foreman

Joseph Mills

J. Gasper, turner

Edgar Mills, fitter

Cheang Hong Lim, Chop “ Wanseng "

merchant, 116 , Havelock Road

Cheong Hong Lim , manager

Low Jim Yin , assist . mana ger,

siuns per pro .

Lim Kwee Eng

LW Thuan Loeke

Lim Thean Geow

Coeong Hing Liap

Choe Sin Seang

Mamatsah

Khoo Tin Chang, English clerk

Loe Thean Teat, Chinese book .

keeper

Lim Heng Chwan, Chinese clerk

Loe Buon San, Chinese clerk

Clarke & Co., F. , livery and bait stables,

37 , North Bridge Road

F. Clarke

P. H. Gandart

Quak Yan Tin

Kum Tek San

Kong Tuan

Hadje Hassan

Bosahman

25 coachmen , 30 grooins

Burjorjee Khodadad & Co. , merchants

B. K. Eranee

1. C. Rutnagur

Perojskaw Pestonjee

Rustomjee Pestonjee

Mustan
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Colonial Aerated Water Works, 360,

Queen Street , office, New Dispensary

H. B. Woodford , proprietor

Colonial Press, 12 , Raffles Place

D. Zuzarte , proprietor

L. L. Hendricks, compositor

H. Monteiro ao.

Colonial Dispensary

R. A. Miles , proprietor

R. A. Miles , Jr.

Commercial Press , Queen Street

F. J. Hansen, proprietor

T. J. G. Hansen , manager

Abdulkadir, lithographer

Drummond, Gaggino & Co. , shinchandlers.

Maurice Drummond ( Europe)

G. Gaggino, Coleman St.

S. C. Hodges, Institution Hill

A. Kontz, Sophia Roal

Anderson

W. Specht

Tan Ching Gum

Bachee

D. Nicolls

Hajce Elias

Eastern Dispensary, 586 , North Bridge

Road

R. M. Keun, propriitor and manager

Edgar & Co. , merchants, Raffles Place

Galastan Edgar

J. S. Sarkies ( Batavia )

M. M. Zorab (Sourabaya)

J. A. Mesrope do.

M. Marcar do.

P. A. Seth , signs per pro.

John Edgar

Emmerson's tiffin , billiard and reading

rooms , Cavanagh Bridge

C. Emmerson, proprietor

Emmerson's Hotel, facing the harbour,

next to Raffles' Institution Buildings

C. Emmerson , proprietor

Cork , T. F. , conveyancer, and notary

public, Woodsville House', Serangoon

Road

Crane, Bros., auctioneers, estate and com

mission agents, and agents Globe parcel

Express

Ĉ . E. Crane

L. H. Percival

L. M. Cordeiro

Cheang Kiat

Ong Su Kiat

Tay Yam Long

Davies, D. , sulmaker

De Cotta, Joze L. , pianoforte instructor,

tuner, and repairer, 576, VictoriaStreet

Everett , E. E. , wine and spirit merchant,

Battery Road

Fezoolabhoi Abdoolali, merchant , 24 , Bat

terv Road

Allibboi Adumjee manager

Nuzurali Fuzulali

Desker & Co. , butchers, Serangoon Road

H. F. Desker

Dispensary, The, 50, Commercial Square

J. H. Robertson , M.D. , Edinr , pro

prietor, residence, L.onie Cottage

Tanglin

A. Mackay, manager

Wee Kim Chuan

Tan Cheng Liap

Fisher, Jobn, rice merchant, proprietor

Singapore Rice Mills, Magazine Street,

Campong, Malacca, and distiller and

essential oil manufacturer, Persever

ance Estate , Gaylong

John Fisher

C. M. Allen, manager

Friser, John ,, bill broker and agent, 1 ,

Exchange BuildingDonaldson and Burkinshaw , advocates,

solicitors, proctors and notaries public

A. L. Donaldson

J. Burkinshaw

J. G. R. d’Almeida

B. M. Sheriff

Arthur P. Pennefather

Frederick W. Scott

Geok Teat & Co. , Battery Road

Tay Geok Teat

Tay Lim Tee, signs per pro

Goh Chin Tye

Gok Seong

Hadjee Abdol Ganny
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Gilfillan , Wood & Co. , merchants

S. Gilfillan (Europe )

W. Adamson ( Europe)

H. W. Wood (Europe)

James Miller

James Sword

T. E. Earle

G. P. Owen

R. T. Peake

J. Donough

J. Joakim

W. Strugnell

L. F. Rodrigues

T. R. Richards

M. D. Nahapiet

C. H. H. Wilsone (Glasgow )

J. R. MacArthur, agent,London

R. G. Stiven , signs per pro.

A. W. Stiven

E. Tessensohn

A. B. Carlos

E. Desker

A. de Souza

Cheong Aun Jean

Yeo Hock Chuan

Harris, Goodwin & Co. , importers of

hardware, &c.

Wm . Menke, agent

Hartwig & Co., shipchandlers, sailmakers,

and auctioneers

F. von Hartwig

H. C. Verloop

H. Roblk

Graham , J. , chronometer, watch and

clock maker, jeweller, optician, &c. ,

25, Battery Road

Grunberg Brothers, merchants

Marcus Grünberg, (Europe)

Friedı ich Grünberg

Gubbay Brothers, 10, Raffles Place

R. A. Gubbay

D. A. Gubbay, ( Calcutta )

E. d . Solomon

Hieber & Co., G. , merchants, commis

sion agents and warehousemen

H. Frank

W. Koger

Hinnekindt, E. & H., merchants

Henri Hinnekindt

W R. Leisk

H. Hinnekindt, Jun. , signs per pro .

E. Hinnekindt

Abdool Rahman

Gunn , Alexander James, broker and

public accoun'ant, 13, Raffles Place

Hoon Keat & Co. , mercbants

Tan Hoon Keat

Lim Geok Swee

Tock Choon Gwan

Lim Pit Seng

Tan Gin Hock

Tan Gwan Keng

Guthrie & Co., merchants

Thos. Scott

Louis R. Glass (Europe)

John Anderson, signs per pro .

Alex . Johnston, do.

R. M. Salmon

Henry G. Millar

John S. Sturrock

Theo. C. Barclay

S. Aroozoo

Kho Tiang Bee

Wee Lim Gwan

Tan Boon Chin

J. Nonis

Teo Boon Hee

London House-Scott & Co., 8 Idol,

Lane, Gt. Tower St.

Hormusjee Pestonjee, merchant and com

mission agent , 11 , Raffles Place

Hakimjee Rajbhoy & Co. , merchants,

19, Raffles Place

Allybboy Adamjeo

Å . M Mohommadally

Hamilton , Gray & Co. , merchants, Boat

Quay and Battery Road

Hock Mow & Co. , merchants , 16, Teluk

Ayer Str, et

Low Jim Yim

Ko Pit Thok, manager

Yeo Gwan Chai

Yeo Chin To, assistant manager

Wee Bon Chwan

Coa Geok Hoe, Thang Yean, Ko

Thean Seong, clerks

Ho Ah Chong, shipwright, Sandy Point

S. Stubbs, manager

F. Montario
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R. Barclay Read

W. E. Hooper

T. Davidson

R. S. Jambu

A. E. de Souza

Hooglandt & Co., merchants, Boat Quay

J. D. Hooglandt (Europe )

L. D. M. A Hooglandt

W. H. Diethelm

W. Stiefel

J. Hoynek van Papendrecht

A. Overhoff

R. Moss

R. l'Agellier

Branch House ; Hooglandt & Riedt

man , Amsterdam

* Hotel de la Paix ,” 4 , Coleman St.

J. D. Loff, proprietor

Thos. Francisco

Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co. , merchants

G. Kaltenbach ( Paris )

H. Fischer ( Europe)

H. Huber

G. Bueler, signs per pro.

G. Hedding

R. Dill

*Hotel de l'Europe, " Esplanade

Albert Recker

W. H. L. Siegfried

G. A. Faesy

J. F. de Conceiçao

Katz Brothers, merchants, storekeepers,

and general warehousemen, commission

agents &c . , Commercial Square

H. Katz (Europe)

A. Hüttenbach do.

Max Behr

L. Hüttenbach

Meyer Behr, signs per pro.

J. Heim

C. Riegler

F. Lederer

E. Rein

A. W. Minjoot

B. Buanseng

Howarth , Erskine & Co. , “ River Valley

Engine Works," River Valley Road

S. Erskine

R. Anderson

M. Malden , clerk

H. Oehlers, foreman

Ken You

Yek Lin

Imprimerie Commerciale, Limited, Com

mercial Square, above Messrs. John

Little & Co.'s Stores

H. da Silva , foreman

A. Danker, compositor

. Monteiro do.

W. Minjoot do.

Kim Ching & Co. , merchants and com

mission agents, 26, Boat Quay

Tan Kim Ching

Tan Soon Toh

Tan Kek Giang

Buk Kim Tian

Tan Kim Chuan

Joaquim , Parsick Joaquim, 36, Raffles

Place

P. J. Joaquim , barrister -at-Law

T. de M. Lee Braddell, barrister-at

Law

John P. Joaquim

Jobn W. Ganno

H. S. D. Burnett

J. G. Symons

F. R. R. Frois

Tan Chin Tye

Khoo Boon Chnan

T. V. Durelsamy, Tamil interpreter

KhoKeng Sind ,Chineseinterpreter

Kim Seng & Co. , merchants, 8 , Bat Quay

Tan Beng Swee

Tan Beng Gum

Tan Beng Guat

Tan Jiak Kim, signs per pro.

Lee Cheng Wee

Yeo Chin Cheang

Quek Siew Soon

Choo Chin Koon

Yap Giang San

Koek, Edwin , advocate, solicitor, and

notary public , De Souza's Buildings

E. Koek, advocate and solicitor

J. W. Cashin

D. J. Hendriks

H. A. Koek

B. S. Frois

J. A. Varella

Johnston & C., A. L., merchants, Collyer

Quay

William Henry Macleod Read
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T. Josephs, clerk

T. Schelkis, storekeeper

Maack & Co. , merchants, Collger Quay

H. F. Maack

C. Swee Tiong

Tan Eng Guan

Tan Kong Lee

Tan Tek Chy

Madarsah

Kugelmann, Gustav, farrier, horsebreaker,

and livery stable keeper

Kumpers & Co. , merchants

È . N. Kumpers (Europe)

Victor Sergel, manager

M. von der Mohlen

Robert Sick

McAlister & Co. , ship brokers, chandlere

general merchants and commission

agents

E. McAlister (Europe)

C. C. N. Glass

J. S. Neave

J. M. L. Cornelius

J. Grant

W. Cann

J. Fletcher

C. Whye Teck

A. Mahomed

Lambert Brothers, coach builders , Singa

pore Carriage Works and Livery

Stables, Orchard Road

R. Lambert

E. Lambert

B. Ramdans

Lin Bab Chick

Ong Seng Wbatt

Cho Hun Kiang

Lambert & Co. , G. R. , photographers

J. C. van Es .

J. F. Charles

Yakoob Mahomad Taher

Abdullah Rachmat

Maliomad Tayeb

Mackertoom & Co. , commission agents

Rafles Place

J. G. Mackertoom

Zechariah Petrus

Maclaina, Fraser & Co. , merchants, Buat

Quay and Battery Road

L. J. Fraser

G. J. Fraser (London)

J. P. Campbell, signs per pro .

G. Hewitt

P. A. Reuters

J Minjoot

J. B. Dahim

Little & Co. , John , warehousemen and

commission agents, Raffles Place ; Lon

don Branch , 26, Cannon St.

J. M. Little ( London )

M. Little do.

A. M. Martin

C. J. F. Banister

S. R. Carr

W. Hutton

E. S. Russell

Daniel Maw

Geo . Clarke

F. Pooles

F. W. Banks

W. Blunn

W. Downie

C. B. Hall

C. H. Keun

Manasseh , Aaron & Co. , merchants

S. Manasseh

A. N. Aaron (Calcutta )

E. Josph

Mansfield & Co. W. , merchants

G. J. Mansfield

T. C. Bogaardt ( Penang)

J. W. Middleton

A. P. Adams

S. Burgess

Wee Choon Lim

Lyons & Co.,J. M., engineers, millwrights,

ironfounders, and contractors ; Albion

Engine Works

J. M. Lyon

G. Stewart, manager

T. Scott, foreman

Martin , Drce & Co. , merchants

T. H.Campbell (Glasgow )

J. M. Martin do.

R. M. Wenley do.

R. Campbell

A. Maccoll ( Java )

G. Martin , Junr. , (Manila )
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C. H. Campbell (Glasgow )

J. Y. Kennedy, signs per pro.

E. J. Robertson

G. A. Derrick

McKerrow & Co. , merchants

Wm . McKerrow

R. C. McKerrow

C. B. Hawkshaw

Aung Tek Leong

Yeo Kong Hee

Medical Hall, Collyer Quay, opposite Ex

change

Cb. Trebing, M.D. , A.O. & Co.D.

H. Perkins, manager

Old Singapore Hotel , Hill St.

T. Scoti, proprietor

F. W. R. Scott, manager

Opium and Spirit Farms, 12 , South Canal

Road, and 67, Kling Street

Koh Cheng Hooi, manager

Khoo Teong Poh, do .

Tan Keng Swee, do.

Koh SeangTat, ( Penang)

Tam Kiu Fuan

Ong Beng Tek , (Penany )

Lim Quee Eng

Khoo Thean Poh, (Penang)

Lim Eng Bee, asst. and cashier of

opinm farm

Choa Boon Oh, asst. and cashier of

spirit farm

Koh T. eam Siew, agent of farmer

Khoo Thye Saw , opium tester

Quah Beng Chin

Wooi Boon Chan

Oan Tbean Kuan

Cban Heng Teng

Khoo Boon Chuan

Neo Sean Tye

Tan Hoe Sam

Tan Im Seng, chif revenue officer

Tan Ab Ah, do.

Seah Ah Sye, do .

Yeo Teang Kee, do.

Tan Eng Ann, do.

Mercantile Press , Raffles Place

B H. Especkerman , proprietor

R. Francisco, manager

Moses & Co., watchmakers and jewellers,

Battery Road

M. C. Moses

M. Baker

Moses & Co. , photographers, Stamford

Road

M. C. Moses

Motion , James, watch and chronometer

maker and jeweller, Flint Street

Jas . Motion (Europe )

Win . Lawson , manager

Netherlands Trading Society

J. Martens, agent

D. Sybrandi

R. O. Norris

H. S. Baptist

Paterson , Simons & Co., merchants, and

agents for Johore Government

W. Paterson (London )

H. M. Simons do .

T. Sheliord , M.L.C.

W. G. Gulland (London)

A. T. Gray

C. Stringer

F. Warrack

A. Eber

G. Hendricks

Ong Whatt

Tan Saik Cheow

Netbersole & Co., Singapore aerated water

manufactory, 26, High Street

H. Net ersole

New Dispensary, Kling Street

H. B. Woodford

J. C. Scheerder

Nuy, P. , architect and contractor, Com

mercial Square

P. Nay

A. J. Monteiro

Vicente J St. Maria

J. B. Pereira

Gen Chiang

Pilot Club, cffice Tanjong Pagar.

H. Clapperton

W. Burrows

G. L, Harrison

M, H. John

J. C. Davies

A. C. Bing

A. H. Tilly

H. Crockford

F. M. Darke
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Powell & Co. , auctioneers, house and estate

agents, valuers, and proprietors " Singa

pore Auction Gazette "

John Lloyd

Charles Dunlop

W. H. Derrick

C. P. Derrick

Tan Ting Choon

Tan Keng Siong

Tan Chow Keat

T. Loveridge

S. R. Robinson

H. Herron

W. R. Fox

Alex . Fox

Miss A. Lowther

Rodyk and Davidson, advocates and soli,

citors

Bernard Rodyk

Jas . Guthrie Davidson

C. B. Buckley

E , J. Nanson

Purvis, J. M. , broker and commission

agent, Raffles Place

Puttfarcken, Rbeiner & Co.

0. Puttfarcken (Hamburg )

E. Ritter (Europe)

Th. Sohst

J. H. Trachsler, signs per pro.

C. Th . Eilers

C. A. Schmitz

A. Seiler

Chr. Friedrichsen

Kim Toon

A. Denker

Low Cheng Chuan

H. A. Chopard

P. J. Woodford

J. L. Eber

J. Borgonah

G. C. de Souza

Leow Boon Seang

Suliman Daud

Lee Kee Cheong

M. Pallunjee

C. S. A. A. Gaphoor

Supramany

Kho Wan TyeRautenberg , Schmidt & Co., merchants ,

Malacca St.

F. Küstermann (Hamburg)

C. Sturzenegger (Schaffhous )

M. Suhl (Hamburg )

H. Herwig

R. Klünder (Penang )

R. Brenner

A. Behncke, signs per pro.

H. Jürgensen

C. Meyer

C. A. Rauch

H. Ruegg

J. von Bargen

Ross , John D. , Boat Quay and Battery

Road, owner of stiam sbips Borneo

Cleator, and Far East

John D. Ross, Junior

E. Mvisello

H. B. Dunlop

S. Especkerman

B. G.d'Souza

Kob Say Keat

Koh Say Liu

Branch house - Roos and Carpenter,

Amboina

Sarkies & Moses , merchants, Raffles Place

C. Moses

A. C. Moses

N. C. Moses

Riley, Hargreaves & Co. , engineers and

iron founders, Merchants' Road

E. J. Wells

P. A. Fulton

J. R. Allan

E. Rose, clerk

W. Jardine, foreman, shop

W. Heard, outdoor foreman ;

A. Murray, moulder

L. Rozario , turner

S. Holemberg do .

Sayle & Co. , merchants aad warehouse

men ; agents for “ Hongkong Daily

Press, ” and “ China Mail, ”Cominercial

Square and Kling St.

Robert Sayle (England)

Robert Liddelow

F. H. Elliott (absent)

J. E. Polglase

G. Scaife

T. H. Denton

Robinson & Co. , drapers , milliners, dress

makers and tailors, Johnston's Pier

P. Robinson (London)
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G. Murray

F. Jackson

W. Henderson

B. Eichhorn

Miss Rickard

Chong Yee Loong

Too Kim Boon

F. H. Elliott (Penang)

C. Bean do.

" Straits Times " Office , 10 , Collyer Quay,

Daily Times published every evening ;

Weekly Straits Times, every Saturday ;

Overland Journal weekly, for despatch

by each Messageries and P. &. 0.

mail

Alexr. Duff, editor

C. H. Westlake, sub -editor and

superintendent

B. M A. Cornelius, clerk

André Frois, foremanScott & Co. , W. R. , merchants, Collyer

Quay

W. R. Scott

T. S. Thomson, signs per pro .

Cbas . Bernard

Streiff & Co. , indertakers, Orchard Road

E. J. Streiff

Singapore and Straits Printing Office

J. Fraser and D.C. Neave, proptors.

D. C. Neave , manager

- Chisholm , overseer

J. B. Arozoo, foreman

N. Tiam Joon

Syme & Co. , merchants, Collyer's Quay

J. C. Bolton (Glasgow)

Wm . Ker do.

G. McMicking (London )

R. Jardine do.

J. Ross (Glasgow

James Graham

J. F. Nichlson

L. de S. Place

H. H. Edwards

J. H. Wallace

H. Dannenberg

Singapore Dispensary

R. Little, M.D., F.R.C.S.E.

Thos. S. Kerr , M.B. , C.M. , Edinr.

R. Jamie , managing partner

Singapore Rice Mills, Kampong Malacca Tay Eng Ke, Chop “ Bee Guan Chan ,"

John Fisher , proprietor
commission agent, 25 , Malacca Street

Smith, William Buchanan, bill and share | Trebing, Ch ., M.D. oculist, aurist, &c.

broker, 15, Raffles' Place

Union Hotel , High Street

Soon Chong & Co., Rice Mill Kampong
J. Lowell, proprietor

Glam , Beach Road

Goh Ah Nee
United Service Hotel , High Street

G. Buchanan, proprietor

Staehelin & Stahlknecht, merchants, 12 ,

Collyer's Quay
Valtriny & Co. , V. Ch .

C. G. Stahlknecht (Bremen )

Egmont Hagedorn Vaughan ,J.D., barrister-at- law and notary

J. B. Müller, signs per pro. public, solicitor of Supreme Court,

A. Hagens Grange Road

Johs . V. Leesen J. D. Vaughan

F. Tobler Khoo Bom Lim

Lim Hup Kiat V. A. Fernandez

Chye Seng Ong Kim Chie

Aun Lock Eu Kim Choon

Tan Chew Siang S. K. Souparayeloo

Branch House ; Stahlnecht & Co. , M. S. Moottoo

Bremen M. A. Doorasamy

Kadierajah

Straits Dispensary, 17 , Battery Road

G. H. Stephenson , pharm . chemist, Wells, E. W. , C. E. , M. Inst. M.E. , engi

manager
neer and architect
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Rev. L. Page

Rev. T. J. V. Cesbron

Rev. J. Damais

Rev. H. C. Letessier

Whampoa & Co., commission agents,

warehousemen and general merchants,

Boat Quay and Bonbam Street

Cheah Hee Lin , proprietress

Hoo Ah YipWh'poa,, sigus per pro.

Tchun Chun Fook do.

Kannoo Pillay

Tchun WingFook

Lee Chee Woon

FRENCH PROCURATION OF THE MISSIONS

ETRANGERES.

Rev. L. J. Holbaun

Rev. N. J. Couvreur

Churches, Mission , &c.
FRENCH CATHOLIC MISSION, LAROOT.

Rev. C. Mazery

ST. ANDREW'S CATHEDRAL.

Bishop af Labuan and Sarawak - Rt. Rev.

G. F. Hose

Archdeacon of Singapore

Registrar of the Diocese

Colonial Chaplain -- Rev. - Meredith

Curate -- Rev. J. Holland

Organist and Choir Master - E . Salzmann

Clerk - W . McFarlane

Trustees — The Colonial Chaplain, chair

man, The Colonial Secretary, The

Colonial Engineer, Hon . T. Shelford

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

Minister ---Rev. W. Aitken , M.A.

Finance Committee - J . D. Ross, John

Anderson

Secretary and Treasurer - J . D. Ross

PORTUGUESE MISSION.

CHURCH OF ST JOSEPH."

Victoria Street.

Vicar and Superior of the Mission - Rev.

Nicolau I. T. Pinto

Coadjutor - Rev. Joze P. St. Anna da

Cunha

Organist - M . A. Baretto

JEWISH SYNAGOGUE “ MAGAIN ABOTH."

Waterloo Street.

Rabbi – Rev.Abdoolah Zahya ,(officiating )

Trustees - D . A. Gubbay, R. Meyer, S.

Manasseh, E. A. Solomon, J. R. Joshua

Treasurer - Abraham Solomon

Secretary - Jos. J. Nathan

ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH MISSION.

Committee - The Trustees of theCathedral,

if subscribers, Rev. W. H. Gomes, J.

Cooper, A. Gentle

President - Hon. C.C. Smith, C.M.G.

Hon . Secretary - The Colonial Chaplain

Treasurer - A . Gentle

Superintendent- Rev. W. H. Gomes

“ BETHESDA" CHRISTIANMEETING HOUSE :

Brass Bassa Road .

Minister -- Alex . Grant, M.A.

Trustees - Philip Robinson, William Mac

donald

SINGAPORE BIBLE SOCIETY

Brass Bassa Road.

Tamil Catechist in charge of Depository

Peter Tychicus
ST. ANDREW's SEAMEN'S MISSION.

Hon . Secretary and Treasurer - G . Mans

field

ARMENIAN CHURCH OF ST. GREGORY.

Hill Street

Vicar - Rev. D. S. Nabapiet

Warden - P . A. Seth

Treasurers-- G . Edgar, C. Jacob

MISSION TO THE CHINESE.

Missionary - Alexander Grant, M.A.

do . -Philip Hocquard

CHINESE GOSPEL HOUSE.

North Bridge Road .

Pastor-Tan Seo Boo

FRENCH ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION .

Rt. Rev. Dr. E. Gasnier, bishop of Eucar

pia

Very Rev. P. Paris, pro vicar

Rev. L. A. Daguin

Rev. L. Poguet

Rev. C. Salielles (Bukeh Timah)

Masonic Lodges.

DISTRICT GRAND LODGE OF THE

EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO .

D. G. M.-W. Bro. W. H. Read

D. D. G. M.-W. Bro. Major S. Dunlop

D. G. S. W.-W. Bro . J. D. Vaughan

D. G. J. W.-W. Bro. Cargill
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D. G. Treas - Bro . R. O. Norris

D. G. Secy - Bro. T. C. Loveridge

D. G. S. D.-W. Bro. G. Lavino

D. G. J. D.-W. Bro. N. B. Dennys

D. G. S. of W. - Bro .

D. G. D. of 0. - Bro. H. Clipperton

D. G. S. B.-Bro. E. C. Billows

D. G. Pursuivt - Bro . J. Polglase

D. G. Steward , Bro. D. Harrington

do. - Bro, W. Tbompson

D. G. Tyler - Bso. W. Thompson

LODGE ST. GEORGE, No. 1,152.

W. M .-- N . B. Dennys

S. W.-C. Dunlop

J. W.-J. P. Joaquim

Treasurer - J . D. Vaugban

Secretary - H . Cousins

Organist- G . S. Gottlieb

8. D.

J. D.-J. P. Joaquim , Jr.

I. G.-C. Emmerson

Tyler - R . O. Norris

MASONIC HALL BUILDING Fund. LODGE “ ZETLAND IN THE East, No. 508.

Trustees — W . Bro. J. D. Uaugban, W.
W. M.-J. P. Joaquim

Bro. T. Cargill, W. Bro. S. Dunlop,
S. W.-J. P. Beal

Cro. J. P. Joaquim , Bro. D. Harrington J. W. - John P. Joaquim

Treasurer - W . Bro . T. Cargill Treasurer - J . D. Vaughan

Hon . Secretary - Bro. J. P. Joaquim Secretary - C. B. Hall

Auditors — Bro. C. Dunlop, Bro . C. Polgase Organist

S. D.-S. M. Moses

J. D.-J. Gray

DALHOUSIE ROYAL ARCH CHAPTER,
D. C.

No, 508.
Steward

I. G.-A. M. de Fontaine

MOUNT CALVARY CHAPTER, D.D. Tyler - W . Woodworth

MALACCA.

The settlement of Malacca excites more interest from a historical point of view

than either of its sister towns, but has so completely fallen to the rear since the

establishment of Penang and Singapore as to merit but brief notice in this compila

tion . Seldom v siled by foreigners except for relaxation, its white population, including

the troops stationed there, seldom reaches fifty individuals, the actual residents

numbering only six or seven. Originally settled by the Portuguese in 1511, it retained

its importance as the one foreign entrepotin the East until the founding of Penang,

when its fortunes rapidly declined. At the present moment it is the least European

of all our Settlements in the East, tbough the facts that it has given its name to the

Peninsula and that it was the cradle of Anglo-Chinese study attest its former

importance. Its area is embraced by boundaries some 42 miles in length, with a

breadth of from 8 to 25 miles . It is governed by a Resident Councillor in subordina

tion to Singapore.

Its one point of interest is its location as a natural history centre, the majority

of its casual visitors being attracted thither for sport or science. Beyond this it

possesses no points of interest except to those who like to visit scenes famous in the

annals of discovery for the bloody fights they bave witnessed between the natives and

the European nations who contended for their possession. Its population in 1881

amounted to 93,579 individuals, of whom 52,059 were males and 41,250 females, an

increase since 1871 of 15,823.
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DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.

RESIDENT COUNCILLOR'S OFFICE .

Resident Councillor - Hon . C. J. Irving

Chief clerk - L . H. Velge

Second clerk - C . J. da Silva

Office keeper - A . J. Sta . Maria

Guardian of Stadt House - J. do Rozario

Malay writer--Abdollah bin Harun

MAGISTRACY.

Magistrate and Commissioner of the Court of

Requests — James Kortright Birch

Clerk Court of Requests — J . A. Rodyk

Clerk to Magistrate - A . W. Hendriks

Chinese Interpreter - Tan Quan Cheek

Tamil do. -Sarna Mootoo

Malay
do. --Md. Yusope

CORONER'S DEPARTMENT.

Coroner - E . Hayward
COLONIAL TREASURY.

Officer in charge - J. K. Birch

Chief clerk - F. de Souza

2nd do . F. A. de Souza

MARINE DEPARTMENT.

Officer in charge - E . Hayward

Chief clerk - Á . A Rodrigues

Second do. --J. W. Minjoot

Boarding officer -- J. A. Hendorff

Tindal - Haji Serat

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

Colonial Surgeon — W . T. B. Falls

General Hospital.

Apothecary - W . R. Angus

Dresser - Jobn Bachelor

Pauper Hospital.

Dresser - Floriano Nunis

do. -J. Nunis

Apprentice - Edward Thexeira

Guardian Leper Hospital - M . J. Nunis

Lock Hospital.

Apothecary - W . R. Angus

Matron-Minah

Public Vaccinator- Theophilus de Souza

Steam Launch .

Engineer — Vacant

Serang - A . Spykerman

Stoker - P . Sequeira

Signal Station and Pulau Undan

Light-house.

Senior Light keeper - H . Gomes

2nd do . -L . J. Astrock

Cape Rachado and Screw Pile Light-house.

Senior Light keeper - R . Taylor

2nd do. -T. W.Warwick

3rd do . -D. do Rozario

POLICE DEPARTMENT.

Superintendent – E . Hayward

Inspector — R . W. Herne

do, -A. Fraser

do. acting - C . Scott

Sergeant major - Dollah

do . -Mobamat

Sergeants - Four

Corporals - Twenty -nine

1st Class constables — Thirty - five

2nd do . -Eighty

3rd do . -One hundred & twen .

ty - five

Chief clerk - S . P. de Souza

2ndClerk and Interpreter - Yap Soon Guan

SUPREME COURT.

Registry.

Registrar - W . Rodyk

Senior sworn clrrk - N . J. Rozells

Second clerk - Mohan at Syed bin Hoosain

Tamil Interpreter - Sarvamootoo Chitty

Malay Interpreter - A . Neubronner

REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT.

Deputy Registrar - E . Hayward

Clerk - F . C. Klyne

Inspector C. D. 0.-J.H. Vieira
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LAND DEPARTMENT.

Chief clerk - Bernard Gostelow , Bandar

Ilir

Second clerk - A . C. Velge , Bandar Ilir

Third clerk - Richard Nonis , Bandar Ilir

Fourth clerk-John C. Velge, Bandar Ilir

Fifth clerk — R . N. P. do Rozario, Trankira

Forest Ranger - P.J. Holmberg , Bandar Ilir

do. -John J. Dias, Bandar Ilir

Bailiff - Kechot bin Ali , Bungaraya

Malny writer - David C. St. Catharina,

Bandar Ilir

Professions and Trades.

Baumgarten, H. A. , advocate and soli

citor at the Supreme Court

H. A. Baumgarten

Paul do Rozario

Charles de Rozario

Nio Ong Yew

Abraham Jozé Gomes

DeWind & Co. , planters

A. A. DeWind

Ed. Neubronner

PRISON DEPARTMENT.

Superintendent and Gaoler ~ W . Boyd

Warder - W . Morris

Sub warder - F . F. Nunis

Native warders - Six

Matron - E . Nunis

Clerk - A . W. de Wit

Eastern Extension , Australasia and China

Telegraph Co. , Limited , The Fort

A.J. Collier, superintendent

E. Atkinson

Lee Keng Liat, opium and spirit farmer

Bennett de Broins, agent

Tay Quan Hin , manager, opium

farm

Lee Keng Chee, manager, spirit

farm

Seow Pee Boh , clerk

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

Supt. of Works & Survey - R . C. Sheppard

Draftsman and computer - R . H. Young

Surveyor 1st class- Wee Eujeau

Do. 2nd do . -D . E. L sslar

Do. 2nd do . –M. Pereira

Field assistant- Hoosman bin Oomar

Apprentice-- A . E. Jansen

Overseer - K . C. Fernandez

Do. -M. Ismail

Acting chief Clerk-J. D. do Rozario

Do. 2nd do. -J . Nonis

Third clerk - W . J. Nonis

Neubronner & Co., commission agents

and agents for B. I. S. N. Co.'s strs .

The Fort

Post OFFICE.

Officer in charge - J. K. Birch

Clerk - A . A. Rodrigues

Tan Chin Hoon, land owner, Fort Road

Tan Choon Bock & Co. , planters, and

agents for s.s. Benmore and Japan ,

Heeren Street

Tan Hoon Guan & Co., planters, and

owners of s.s. Louisa III., owners of

rice mill and ice machine, and agents

for s.s. Mayflower, Bukit China

Tan Teck Guan , landowner and planter

Tan Teck Guan

Neo Ong Tew

Tay Seng Way, agent Singapore

Tan Kim Seng & Co. , agents for s.s.

Rainbow , Blacksmith St.

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT.

Sheriff – J. E. Westerhout

Bailiff - R . J. Shepherdson

ECCLESIASTICAL DEPARTMENT.

Chaplain - Rev. L. C. Biggs, M.A.

Clerk - A . Neubronner

MUNICIPALITY.

Commissioners-Hon . C. J. Irving, presi

dent, H. D. Richards, Chan Teck

Cheang, Tan Teck Guan, J. E. Wes

terhout

Secretary - James Rodyk

Clerk - T. M. Beins

Inspr. of Nuisances - G . C. Sharnhorst

Tan Tek Yen , agents for s.s. Pyah Pekhet,

and for Burmah Steamship Company ,

Limited, River Side

Tan Tek Yew

Tan Yang Tee

J. de Wit

J. H. Velge , Fort Road
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Woods, L. H. , advocate and solicitor, 3rd Teacher - André Nonis

Fort Street, River Side, 75 4th do . -Francis Sta. Maria

L. H. Wood

Martinho P. do Rozario THE CONVENT .

John C. Esbran Rev. Mother St. Marcianne

Phillipe Jansen Sæur St. Denis

Sangra P. T. Pillay Sæur Philomena

Jose Gomes

ST . PETER'S CHURCH .

High School. Very Rev. Vicente de Sta . Catharina,

Alex. Armstrong, B.A. , head master
vicar general and superior of mission

J. L. Green, assistant master
Rev. R. L. de Souza, president of com

C. Drury , do,
mittee

E. Neubronner do.
P. do Rozario, secretary

L. Lazaroo, treasurer

ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL.

Manager - Rev. E. F. Délouette , mis . apos .
ST. FRANCIS CHURCH.

1st Teacher - Rev. M. de Souza Vicar - Rev. E. F. Délouette, mis. apos .

2nd do. Justinian de Souza Assistant - Rev. M. de Souza

PENANG.

Penang, or Prince of Wales' Island (the latter name baving only been officially

abandoned within the last few years) is an island situated on the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula in 5 deg . North latitude and with a strip of land on the opposite

coast known as Province Wellesley, from which it is separated by a strait varying

from 2 to 10 miles in width , constitutes the second in importance of the three

governments known as the “ Straits Settlements." The island contains an area of

about 107 square miles, being 15 miles long and 9 broad at its widest portions ,

while Province Wellesley extends for a distance of 45 miles along the coast, and has

an average width of 8 miles. The chief town of Penang is George Town , but the

name ofthe island (which signifies “ Betel nut island”) has become so identified

with the town that the specific designation has almost dropped out of use .

Penang was ceded' to the now famous Captain Light for the East India

Company in the year 1785 for an annual payment of $ 10,000 to the Rajah of Quetta,

a step which was followed 13 years later by the cession of Province Wellesley . In

the year 1806, Penang was elevated to the rank of a presidency, its rising fortunes

even then bidding fair to eclipse those of Malacca, while Singapore was as yet un

known as a settlement. In 1825 Singapore and Malacca were incorporated with

Penang, and the three were designated by the title they still retain . But as the

fortunes of Singapore brightened, those of Penang declined , until the former quite

overshadowed her older sister, and in 1832 tho principal seat of Government was

transferred to Singapore.
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The settlement of Penang is nominally governed by a Lieut-Governor (future

occupants of the post are to be termed Resident Councillors) , but is in effect an

appanage of Singapore , a resident merchant representing it in the Singapore Council .

An important department of its trade lies in the business transacted with the

Dutch settlements in Sumatra, and much excitement was caused during the Acheen

war, by what its merchants deemed the undue restrictions placed on their trade by

the Dutch authorities . Penang will always remain of certain importance, although

it is not likely to again assume the position in the commercial world it formerly

held . It is much looked to as an enigration centre for the labour required by the

Dutch planters at Acheen and elsewhere. It is a convenient coaling and man-of- war

station , and is of yet greater necessity as the virtual seat of government as regards

Province Wellesley, which when the Peninsula is placed under British protection ,

as it must, sooner or later ,be, will be an important centre of British influence.

George Town is built on a plain , at the back of which rises the hill which , as

Penangites declare, renders life on the island endurable. The shops , chiefly kept by

Babas, or native -born Chinese, are fairly well supplied with necessaries. The census

of 1881 gave 190,597 as the population, in which return , however, were included

the population of Province Wellesley and the Dindings .

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.
Chief Clerk -- J. Gawthorne

Second do. –P. A. Gregory
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR.

Lieut.-Governor — Major General A. E. H. Tamil Interpreter - Mahd. Hashim
Third do. -R. R. Robless

Anson , C.M.G. (absent)
Chinese do . -Oh Chin Seng

Acting Governor Major J. F. A. McNair,

C.M.G.
Bailiff - R . P. Jeremiah

Chief Clerk --- W . Dragon
Under Bailiffs- Meab Khan , Mahomed

Second do. -S. F. Aeria Ally

Third do. -J . A. Thomas Process Servers - Kader Puckir, Abdul

Fourth do, --Kader Imail Kader

Fifth do. -W. McK. Young

Malay Writer - Mohamed Hashim
POLICE COURT.

Senior Magistrate - C . W. Sneyd Kyn
SUPREME COURT,

nersley
Judge- T. L. Wood

Second do .
Clerk -_R . D. W. Hall

-H. A. O'Brien

Registrar— Walter Clution
Magistrate Province Wellesley - E . S. Ise

Deputy Registrar - J. W. N. Kyshe
monger

Senior Clerk - Conolly Stewart Chief Clerk - S . Leicester

2nd do . - Jno. Joseph Jambu Second do.-A. A. Surin

3rd do. --Palmer i Third do.-

Tamil Interpreter-Jobn Henry Lincoln Fourth do.-A. Divinada Pillay

1st Malay Intptr.-William Balbetchet Fifth do.-A. C. Thomas

2nd do. --Charles Nelligan Sixth do.-Jerome Reutens

Chinese do. -Lee Ayoon Seventh do.-A. Jambu

Malay Interpreter — Che Mat

COURT OF REQUESTS, Tamil Interpreters - Shaik Meydin, Ka

Senior Commissioner - F . II . Gottlieb
ther Meydin

Second do . --H . A. O'Brien Chinese Interpreters-Oh Koon Choon ,

Acting Third do. -E . C. Hill Chan Lye Seng
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INDIAN IMMIGRATION DEPMT.

PROTECTOR'S OFFICE .

Protector - A . M. Macgregor

Inspector -- H . Evans

Clerk - A . C. Thomas

Tamil Interpreter - J. Adder Kalanaden

PROTECTORATE OF CHINESE.

Protector of Chinese - E . Karl

First Chinese Clerk - Lim Kok Cheng

Boarding Officer — John A. Perkins

PUBLIC WORKS AND SURVEY

DEPARTMENT.

Deputy Col. Engineer and Surveyor C'eneral

in charge - Capt. H. E. McCallum , R.E.

In Charge Province Wellesley

Clerk of Works - J. Fright

Draftsman - D . Nathaniel

Draftsman and Computer- Ah Chong

District Surveyor - J. A. St. J bn

Do. -B. Rudyerd

Overseer 1st class . -T . Krishnasamy

Do. 2nd do. --Soon Seow Kee

Do. 2nd do . -Mahomed Zein

Field Assistant - H . C. J. Bacon

Storekeeper - Neow Tajk Wee

Chief Clerk - Yeow Sew Beow

Second do. - Koh Choon Teat

Third do. --V . A. Ramdass Naidoo

Fourth do . -Mahomed Kassim

Temporary Draftsman and Overseer-- W .

H. Sledge

POST OFFICE.

Postmaster - A . J. G. Anson

Chief Clerk-J. Miles

Second do , -A . W. Hendriks

Third do. -Y. Hean Eng

Fourth do -L. S. Aeria

Butterworth -- Sub Postmaster, F. Felix

Bukit Tamboon -- Sub Postmaster, J. E.

V. Jeremiah

Niebong Tabal — P . Moothia

REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT.

Deputy Registrar - R. W. Maxwell

Deputy Inspector - J. R. McFarlane

Clerk E.J. Gregory

do . -R. G. Woodford

Interpreter - Cheong Kim Quee

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

Senior Medical Officer - F . K. Hampshire

Apothecaries - F . A.Baptiste, M. E. Scriven

Dressers - M . Emuang, J. Francis, L.

Hendriks, W. A. Aeria

Apprentices -- C . S. Scully , Teo Tai Hoon,

H. G. Shepherdson , T. J. Rodrigues,

J. G. Dragon

Clerk -- J. J. Monteiro

Vaccinator – J.T. Albuquerque

Province Wellesley.

Colonial Surgeon - J. H. McCloskey

Apothecaries - J.R . Forsyth , S. A O'Keeffe,

J. R. Bruce, J. J. D’Vaz

Apprentices — Soondrum Pillay, F. Nicholas

Clerk-R. Mcodlier

LAND OFFICE .

Collector of Land Revenue - F . G. Penney

Chief Clerk- (Vacant)

Second do. -H. J. Tbomas

Third do. -Mohamed Sheriff

Fourth do . -S. H. Badruddeen

Forest Ranger . - P . W.-F. Nicholas

do . Penang - A . M. Cassim Ally

Bailiff, P. W .-- E . Scully

do ., Penang - Mohamed Hoosain

Temporary Clerks – M . Rozells , S. S. Aeria,

P. M. Andrews, B. C. Doral

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

Superintendent- E . C. Hill

MARINE DEPARTMENT.

Harbour Master, Marine Magistrate, and

Registrar of Importsand Exports -- Lieut.

T. A. Fox , R.N.R.

Chief Clerk-M. Thomas

Second do . --Z . C. Aeria

Third do . -J. W. Jeremiah

Fourth do. -H. Loureiro

Fifth do. -A. Fletcher

Sixth do. -Mahomed Issa

Seventh do . -J. L. Woodford

POLICE DEPARTMENT.

Superintendent - R . W. Maxwell

Assistant Superintendent - H.J.H . Riccard

ChiefInspeetor — E.H.Beil,CentralSiation

do . -E . Hogge

Inspectors — J. Smith, Pitt Street Station ;

E. Mustan, Prangin Station ; C. C.

Newland, Ralau Station ; R.C. Falkner

and G. Ruscoe, Central Station

Sub - Inspectors — J.G . Bailey, CentralSta

tion ; J. W. Carter, Marine Station ; S.

M. Peralta, Chowrusta Station ; J. Wat

kins, Chowrusta Station
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ITALY.

Consular Agent - Fritz Hirzel.

Institutions.

Province Wellesley.

Inspectors--- C . H. Ord , (absent), Penaga

Station ; Acting, P. B. Thorpe, Penaga

Station ; J. T. Timmins, Permatang

Pow Station ; E. Holmyard, Bukit Tam

bun Station

Sub - Inspector - R . Bartlett, Butterworth

Station

Chief Clerk - R . H. Mitchell

Second do . -J. Aeria

Third do. -Mahomed Ismail

Fourth Clerk and Chinese Interpreter - Oh

Koon Pek

Fifth Clerk and Chinese Interpreter - Ma

bomed

PENANG CLUB.

President - R . Padday

Trustees — J. Buttery, F.J.Ross, R. Klun

der, R. Padday

Committee - C . C. Wiget, V. Krieger, G. T.

Addis, G. Lavino

Hon . Treasurer - W . E. Smith

Hon . Secretary - E . W. Presgrave

Clerk - W . A. Dragon

PENANG RIFLE CLUB.

Hon . Secretary - C . C. Wiget

GAOL DEPARTMENT.

Gaoler - T . H. Lamb

Chief Warder - J. F. McCarthy

Warders — W . Penegar, J. H. Lamb, T.

Harman , T. Guild , J. Cardwell , G.

Acton , W. Brewer, J. Loughlin , J.

Williams, C. Oates

MASONIC LODGE .

Royal Prince of Wales Lodge, No. 1555

PENANG LIBRARY.

President-- Hon. Maj.-Gen . Anson , C.M.G.

Committee --Rev. H.M.D. Courtney, John

Allan, John C. Budd, Walter Clutton ,

E. C. Hill, J. Lamb, D. C. Presgrave

MILITARY.

Major - C . J. Hamilton, The Buffs

Captain - N . Newnham -Davis, do .

Lieut-G. H. Chippendall, do.

do . —H. R. Knight, do.

do, -V. T. Bunbury, do .

Dpty. Asst. Commissary General-E. S.

McMurray

Surgeon - W . P. Bridges

CHINESE CLUB .

102, Penang Road.

Committee - Yeap Hup Keat , Ong Ceng

Tek, Yeow Sew Beow , Lye Nuee Quee,

Lim Pek Lean , Oh Tek Lecng,Choong

Kew Hoe, How Teang Wan, Lim Kam

Hin , Khoo Oon Keong, Yeap Guat

Suan

Hon. Secretary & Treasurer - Lim Hoe

Lip

Consulates.

NETHERLANDS.

Consul - Geo , Lavino

Chief Clerk - J.J. M. Fleury

Clerk - Chong Moh

ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH.

Chaplain - Rev. J. Walker, M.A.

Organist - E . Hallifax

Clerk-H. LoureiroUNITED STATES .

Consular Agent - Andrew Muir Watson

AUSTRIA -HUNGARY,

Consul-R. Klunder

DENMARK..

Vice - Consul— V. Krieger

PENANG FREE SCHOOL.

President - Hon . Major-General A. F. H.

Anson , C.M.G.

Managing Committee - Rev. J. Walker,

Captain Fox, Shaik Eusoof, Foo Tye

Sin, E. Karl, F. H. Gottlieb, D. C.

Brown, J. Budd, A. Neubronner, Ong

Boon Tek, Koh Seang Tat

Treasurer - Chew Sin Jong

Secretary - A . J. G. Anson

Auditors - Shaik Eusooff, Koh Seang Tat

Head Master - George Griffin

FRANCE.

Consular Agent-T . C. Bogaardt

GERMANY.

ConsulR. Klunder
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Assistant Masters - J . B. Quavs, R. L.

Hene!son , W. Donough, R. Peterson ,

J. B. Doral, J. Surin, Lim Teang Gim ,

A. Kozario , V. Rozario

Insurances .

Anthony & Co., A. A. , agents

Reliance Marine Ilsurance Office

Union Insurance Society of Canton

China Fire Insurance Company,Ld

GENERAL COLLEGE OF Pulo PENANG.

Superior - Rev. M. Laigre

Assistants -- E . Wallays, J. J. Gerard, M.

C. Laumondais, J. Teurtrie , F. Gueneau

Boustead & Co. , agents

Chiva Traders' Insurance Co. , Ld.

Thames and Mersey Marine In

surance Company, Limited

Royal Insurance Company of Liver

pool ( Fire and Life )

Caledonian Insurance Co.

London and Lancashire Insurance

Company

Public Companies.

EASTERN EXTENSION AUSTRALASIA AND

China TELEGRAPH Co. , LIMITED.

Beach Street.

Walter Judd, superintendent

H. W. McPherson, chief clerk

W. Browuridge, operator

H. D. Wilkinson do .

W. Leggatt do .

P. J. Nelson do .

A. Barilev do.

J. H. D. Jones do .

J. C. Fonseca do.

H. H Gilby do .

P. Langan do.

J. Hosey do.

G. A. Surin, counter clerk

Ismail do.

Hall & Co. , W. , agents

North -China Insurance C mpany

Globe Marine Insurance Company

Ocean Marine Insurance Company

Standard Life Assurance Company

London Assurance Company

Scottish Imperial Assurance Co.

Alliance British and Foreign Fire

and Life Assurance Company

Mathieu & Co. , agents

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Hamburg-Magdeburg Fire Iasurance

Company

La Balvoise Insurance Company

Helvetia Insurance Company

REUTER'S TELEGRAM COMPANY, LTD.

Wai worth Allen , agent

OCEAN STEAM SHIP COMPANY.

Mansfield , Bogaardt & Co. , agents

PENANG PLANTATIONS COMPANY.

W. Hall & Co. , agents

PENANG SUGAR ESTATE Co. , LIMITED .

Boustea l & Co., agents

TASSEH ESTATE, PROVINCE WELLESLEY.

Henry Sinith & Co. , agents

GLEN AND CLAN LINES OF STEAMERS.

Saudilands, Buttery & Co., agents

Sandilands, Buttery & Co. , agents

Lloyds'

Glasgow Underwriters

Imperial Fire Insurance Co.

Merchants' Marine Insurance Com

pany, Limited

Chine e Insurance Company,Limited

Yangtsze Insurance Associati
on

,

Shanghai

City of Glasgow Liſe Assurance As .

sociation

CASTLE LINE OF STEAMERS.

Sandilands, Buttery & Co. , agents

APCAR & Co.'s STEAMERS.

A. A. Anthony & Co. , agents

Schmidt, Kustermann & Co., agents

Allgemeine Versicherungs Gesell

scbaft, Helvetia, St. Gall .

Lubecker Feuer Versicherungs Ges .

Berlin Cologne Fire Insurance Co.

Transatlantic Marine Insurauce Com .

pany, Berlin

Bremen Underwri
ters

As reurs Maritime
s
d'Anvers

Dresden Insuranc
e
Company

Sun Fire Office

DOUGLAS LAPRAIK & Co.'s STEAMERS.

A. A. Anthony & Co. , agents

COMPAGNIE NATIONALE DE NAVIGATION.

Buustead & Co. , agents
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Maliomed Suttan

Abdul Kader

Assicurazioni Generali, Trieste

Rbeinisch Westfaelischer Lloyd

Allgemeine Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft in Wien

Deutscher Lloyd , Transport Versi .

cherungs Gesellschait, St. Gallen

Sjó Assurans Foredningen in Finland

Elementar Versicherungs Actien Bank

in Wien

Magdeburger Allgemeine Versiche

rungs Actien Gesellschaft

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Ban Aik & Co. , merc'hants, 52, Beach St.

Lee Chin Thuare

Tau Kim Kung

Lim Poh Chuan

Neoh Chu Chve

Lock Soo Tean

Ooi Yeow Kee

Cheang Eng Hin

Chew Cboo Heang

Tan Cheng Chye

Tan Khay Teong

Lee Chin Soon

Blaze , Rudel & Co. , chemists and drug

gists, Beach Street

D. S. Blaze

R Rudel

C. Abrains

Smith & Co. , Henry, agents

Lancashire Insurance Company

Banks.

HONGKONG & SHANGNAI BANKING

CORPORATION .

Boustead & Co. agents

CHARTERED MERCANTILE BANK OF

INDIA , LONDON , AND CHINA.

8, Beach Street.

G. T. Addis, manager

W. E. Smith , accountant

S. Teng Garu

T. Tock Saing

C. Kim lo

T. Kheam Hok

Boon Eng & Co. , merchants, 25, Beach

Street

Lye Nhu Quee

Boey Teang Beng

Lim Hoe Lip

Khoo Guan Bee

Le Phu Chuan

Ung Tbeam Kheng

Kiam Seong Khay

Joo Moin Nan

Teoh Soon Tun

Cheall Tueam Hock

Eob Cheng Seong

Lim Toh Be

Khoo Kbek Sin

CHARTERED BANK OF INDIA, AUSTRALIA ,

AND CHINA .

33 , Beach Street,

John C. Budi , acting manager

sub -accountant

Cheah Ha Seaag

Phau Syn Fat

Lee Ab Seng

Goh Aik Chiew

Gol Tuan Bing

Boon Tek & Co., 29, Beach street, sole

agents for the Dei and Langkat Cigar

and Cigar tte Co. , Limited

Khoo Aing HongORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION.

Sandilands, Buttery & Co. , agents

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c.

Alexandra Hotel, Waterfal: Road

Cheah Choo Kin , proprietor

Allen , Whitworth , bill broker, Beach

Street

Boustead & Co., merchants , 11 , Beach

Street

Edward Boustead (London )

Jasper Young do .

I. lend 'rson do.

T. Cuthbertson ( Singapore )

J. R. Cuthbertson do.

A. M. Aitken

J. Finlayson ( Europe)

H. W. Gunn

H. Y. Macdonald

H. Lesslar

J. F. de Mello

Anthony & Co. , A. A. , merchants, 56 ,

Beach St.

Joseph M. Anthony

Seth Anthony

J. Nonis
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D. Logan, barrister -at-law , soli i or

general

Frederick J. C. Ross, barrister-at -law

T. H. Kershaw , do .

J. P. de Murat, managing clerk

P. B. Pereira

Chua Khee Fong

Hassan Nuddin

Hussain

Oy Kun

Shaik Ahamad Miah

J. da Silva

E. Jeremiah

Lim Sa Kung

Lim Eu Sean

London House, E. Boustead & Co. ,

34 , Leadenhall St. , E.C.

Cheng Hooi & Co. , merchants, 15 , Beach

Street

Koh Cheng Hooi

Koh Cheng Keat

Koh Cheng Sean

Koh Kbay Beng

Song JooTeng

Song Joo Wah

Oh Nan Soon

Ung Boon Hean

DeMello & Kudus, brokers and general

agents, 34, Beach Street

L. T. DeMello

H. Kudus

Hajee Abdullah

Hossain

Abdul Cawder

Shaik Choonoo

Manfield, Bogaardt & Co., merchants

T. Cornelis Bogaardt

G. J. Mansfield (Singapore)

A. P. Power

E. H. Russell

N. Sultan Merican

Mahomed Hashim

Mathieu & Co. , merchants and commis .

sion agents , Beach Street

CasparConrad Wiget

Fritz Hizzel

G. Juchler

V. C. de Oliveiro

J. P. Martin

J. Brandts (Olebleh , Acheen)

G. Merican bin Kakersha

Chiah Teck Swee

Rowten

Shaik Mabomed

Duke, F. W. , barrister-at-law, advocate ,

and solicitor of the Supreme Court, 7 ,

Beach Street

Francis Worge Duke

Mahomed Hashim

Mahomed Slaymun

Friederichs & Co. , merchant

Victor Krieger

A. H. Friederichs , signs per pro .

Edward Bollhalder

W. Rutimeyer

F. Rieniets

Maynard, H. R. , chemist and druggist ,

Penang Dispensary

· Penang Gazette ,” Union Street

W. A. B. Cullin , proprietor

Matthew Gregory, publisher

Hall & Co. , W. , merchants

A. C. Padday (Europe)

R. Padday

C. S. Teunent

David Comrie

W. H. Thomas

Ed . E. Lesslar

H. H. Peterson, Jr.

E. Bain

Robinson & Co. , drapers, milliners, dress

makers and tailors

P. Robinson (London)

T. Loveridge ( Singapore)

J. Spurgin

A. Sinclair

Mrs. Croucher

A. Langlan

Hampshire, F. K. , M.B., colonial surgeon ,

Nortbam Road

Sandilands , Buttery & Co. , merchants, 1 ,

Beach St.

Jolin Buttery (London )

G. M. Sandilands do.

John Allan

Jas . Gibson

Logan & Ross , advocates and solicitors of

the Supreme Court, 2 , Union Street ,

George Town
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Tan Choo Kay Thomas, E. F. , advocate and solicitor,

G. B. Thomas 34, Beach Street

E. F. Sutly Edward F. Thomas

Tan Ching Seng
L. T. de Mello, managing clerk

Tau Sely Key Koon Tuck Choon

Oh Paik Sun Paul McIntyre

Teol Ching Ycan Goh Aik Boo

Malomed Noordin

Van Someren & Anthony , advocates and
Schmidt, Kus ermann & Co. , merchants

solicitors, 1 , Union St.

Franz Kustermann (Hamburg) R. G. van Someren

C. Sturzenegger ( Schaffhausen )
G. Anthony

Martin Suhl (Hamburg )
Leow Kim Leong

H. Herwiy (Singapore )
B. P. Pereira

R. Klünder (Penang )
Sbak Yin Fook

R. Brenner (Singapore)

H. Jebsen

H. Gröngröft
Watson, A. M. , merchant and commission

R. Morstadt
agent

Edward Rozario
Andrew Muir Watson

Ho Tek Jew
Goh Tuan Leam

Ho Tek Cheong
Lam Pehek Chuan

M. Cassin
Lin Geok Lee

M. Hussain
Cheaii Choo Kin

Hussain

FRENCH CATHOLIC MISSION .

Smith & Co. , Henry, merchants, ship Rev. M. J. F. Allard (Pulo Tikus )

brokers, and commission agents , 33, Rev. L. C. Manissol

Beach Street Rev. P. Sorin (Province Wellesley )

Henry L. Smith Rev. L. J. Galmel (Balek Pulao)

Soon Yew Rev. C. A. C. Grenier

Mydin Rev. R. M. M. Fee



THE CHINA AND JAPAN ORDER IN COUNCIL, 1881 .

PRESENT :

THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

WHEREAS Her Majesty the Queen bas rower and jurisdiction in relation to Her

Majesty's subjects and others in the dominions of the Emperor of China and the do

minions of the Mikado of Japan .

Now , therefore, Her Majesty, hy virtue and in exercise of the powers in this be

half by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts , 1843 to 1878, or otherwise, in Her vested , is

pleased , by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby or

dered , as follows:

Preliminary.

1.-This order may be cited as the China and Japan Order in Council , 1881 .

2.- This Order shall, except as otherwise expressed , commence and take effect

from and immediately after the 31st day of December, 1881 , which time is in this

Order referred to as the commencement of this Order.

3.- In this Order

“ China ” means the dominions of the Emperor of China :

Japan ” means the dominions of the Mikado of Japan :

“ Minister " means superior Diplomatic Representative, whether Ambassador,

Envoy, Minister Plenipotentiary, or Chargé d'Affaires :

“ Consular Officer ” includes every officer in Her Majesty's Consular Service,

whether Consul-General, Consul, Vice -Consul, or Consular Agent, or per

son authorised to act in any such capacity in China or in Japan :

“ British subject ” means a subject of Her Majesty, whether by birth or by na

turalisation :

“ Foreigner” means a subject of the Emperor of China or of the Mikado of

Japan , or a subject or citizen of any other State in anity with Her Ma

jesty :

“ Treaty ” includes Convention, and any Agreement, Regulations, Rules, Ar

ticles, Tariff, or other instrument annexed to a Treaty , or agreed on in pur

suance of any stipulation thereof :

“ Month ” means calendar month :

Words importing the plural or the singular may be construed as referring to

one person or thing, or more than one person or thing, and words import

ing the masculine as referringto females (as the casemay require).

Repeal.

4.-- Subject to the provisions of this Order, Articles Eighty -five to Ninety -one,

inclusive, of the China and Japan Order in Council , 1865 , authorising the making of

Regulations for the purposes and by the authority therein mentioned, and the Re

gulations made thereunder, dated respectively 11 July, 1866 , and 16 November,

1866 , relating to mortgages , bills of sale, and proceedings against partnersbips or

partners or agentsthereof, and Rule 252 of the Rules of the Supreme Court and

Other Courts in China and Japan of 4 May, 1855, relating to proceedings by or

against partnerships, and Articles One hundred and seventeen and One bundred

and eighteen of the China and Japan Order in Council , 1865, relating to foreigners
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and foreign tribunals, are hereby repealed, as from the commencement of this Order ;

but this repeal does not affect any right, title, obligation , or liability acquired or

accrued before the commencement of this Order.

Confirmation of Requlations not Repealed.

5.-Such Regulations as are described in the Schedule to this Order, being

Regulations made or expressed or intended to be made under or in execution of the

powers conferred by Articles Eighty -five to Ninety-one of the China and Japan Order

in Council, 1865 , and all other Regulations made or expressed or intended to be so

made and having been approved, or, in case of urgency, not disapproved , under that

Order , before the commencement of this Order, except the Regulations expressed to

be repealed by this Order, are hereby confirmed, as from the passing of this Order,

and the same, as far as they are now in force, shall be in force, and shall be deemed

to have always been of the like validity and effect as if they had been originally

made by Order in Council .

Authority for further Regulations.

6.-HerMajesty's Minister in China may from time to time, subject and according

to the provisions of this Order, make such Regulations as to buin seem fit for the

peace, order, and good government of British subjects , resident in or resorting to

China.

7. — The power aforesaid extends to the making of Regulations for securing

observance of the stipulations of Treaties between Her Majesty, Her Heirs and

Successors, and the Emperor of China, and for maintaining friendly relations between

British subjects and Chinese subjects and authorities.

8. - Her Majesty's Minister in China may, as he thinks fit, make any Regulation

under this Order extend either throughout China, or to some one or more only of the

Consular districts in China.

9.—Her Majesty's Minister in China, in the exercise of the powers aforesaid,

may , if he thinks fit, join with the Ministers of any foreign Powers in amity with

HerMajesty in making or adopting Regulations with like objects as the Regulations

described in the Schedule to this Order , commonly called the Shanghai Land

Regulations, or any other Regulations for the municipal government of any foreign

concession or settlement in China;and, as regards British subjects, joint Regulations

so made shall be as valid and binding as if they related to British subjects only.

10 .-- Her Majesty's Minister in China may, by any Regulation made under this

Order, repeal or alter any Regulation made under the China and Japan Order in

Council , 1865 , or under any prior like authority.

11.- ( a ) Regulations made under this Order shall not have effect unless and

until they are approved by Her Majesty the Queen, that approval being signified

through one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State,-save that , in case of

urgency declared in any such Regulations , the same shall take effer:t before that

approval,and shall continue to have effect unless and until they are disapproved

by Her Majesty the Queen, that disapproval being signified through one of Her

Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, and until notification of that disapproval has

been received and published by Her Majesty's Minister in China.

(6 ). That approval, where given, shall be conclusive , and the validity or regularity

of any Regulations so approved shall not be called in question in any legal proceeding

whatever.

12. - Any Regulations made under this Order may, if Her Majesty's Minister in

Cbina thinks fit, impose penalties for offences against the same.

13.-Penalties so imposed shall not exceed the following , namely :-For any

offence imprisonment for three months, with or without hard labour, and with or

without a fine of $500, or a fine of $500 without imprisonment, — with or without

a further fine for a continuing offence of $25 for each day during which the

offence continues after the original fine is incurred .

14 .--Regulations imposing penalties shall be so framed as to allow in every case

of part only of the bigbest penalty being inflicted.
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15 .--All Regulations made under this Order, whether imposing penalties or not,

sball be printed, and a printed copy thereof shall be affixed, and be at all times kept

exhibited conspicuously, in the public office of each Consulate in China.

16.-Printed copies of the Regulations shall be kept on sale at such reasonable

price as Her Majesty's Minister in China from time to time directs .

17.—Where a Regulation imposes a penalty , the same shall not be enforceable

in any Consular district until a printed copy of the Regulation has been affixed in

the public office of the Consulate for that district, and has been kept exhibited

conspicuously there during one month.

18.-- A charge of an offence against a Regulation made under this Order,

imposing a penalty, shall be inquired of, heard , and determined as an ordinary

criminal charge under the China and Japan Order in Council , 1865 , except that

(notwithstanding anything in that Order) where the Regulation is one for securing

observance of the stipulations of a Treaty , the charge shall be heard and determined

in a summary way, and (where the proceeding is before a Provincial Court) without

Assessors.

19.-A printed copy of a Regulation , purporting to be made under this Order,

and to be certified under the band of Her Majesty'sMinister in China, or underthe

band and Consular seal of one of Her Majesty's Consular Officers in China, shall be

conclusive evidence of the due making of the Regulation , and of its contents.

20. — The foregoing provisions authorising Regulations for Cbina are hereby

extended to Japan, with the substitution of Japan for China, and of the Mikado of

Japan for the Emperor of China, and of Her Majesty's Minister in Japan for Her

Majesty's Minister in China, and of Her Majesty's Consular Officers in Japan for

Her Majesty's Consular Officers in China.

Prison Regulations.

21.—The respective powers aforesaid extend to the making of Regulations for

the governance, visitation , care, and superintendence of prisons in China or in Japan,

and for the infliction of corporal or other punishment on prisoners committing

offences against the rules or discipline of a prison ; but the provisions of this Order

respecting penalties, and respecting the printing, affixing, exhibiting, and sale of

Regulations, and the mode of trial of charges of offences against Regulations do not

apply to Regulations respecting prisons and offences of prisoners .

Mortgages

22.- A deed or other instrument of mortgage, legal or equitable, of lands or

houses in China or in Japan , executed by a British subject, may be registered at any

time aftor its execution at the Consulate of the Consular district wherein the property

mortgaged is situate .

23. - Registration is made as follows: - The original and a copy of the deed or

other ivstrument of mortgage, and an affidavit verifying the execution and place of

execution thereof, and verifying the copy , are brought into the Consulate ; and the

copy and affidavit are left there.

24.-If a deed or other instrument of mortgage is not registered at the Con

sulate aforesaid within the respective time following (namely ) :

(i) . Within fourteen days after its execution, where it is executed in the Consular

district wherein the property mortgaged is situate :

(ii) . Within two months after its execution , where it is executed in China or

Japan, elsewhere than in that Consular district , or in Hongkong :

(iii) . Within six months after the execution , where it is executed elsewhere than

in China, Japan , or Hongkong :

then , and in every such case, the mortgage debt secured by the deed or other instru

ment, and the interest thereon, shall not have priority over judgment, or simple con

tract debts contracted before the registration of that deed or other instrument.

25.- Registered deeds or other instruments of mortgage, legal or equitable, of

the same lands or houses have , as among themselves, priority in order of registration.

26.- (a) . The provisions of this Order do not apply to a deed or other instru .

ment of mortgage executed before the commencement of this Order.
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( b ). As regards a deed or otber instrument of mortgage executed before the

commencement of this Order, the Regulations repealed by this Order shall, rotwith

standing that repeal , be in force, and shall be deemed to have always been of the

like validity and effect as if they had originally been made by Order in Council.

27.—The power conferred on the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court for China

and Japan by Article 127 of the China and Japan Order in Council , 1365 , of fraining

Rules from time to time, is bereby extended to the framing of Rules for prescribing

and regulating the making and keeping of indexes , and of a general index, to the re

gister of mortgages, and searches in those indexes , and other particulars connected

with the making, keeping, and using of those registers and indexes, and for authoris

ing and regulating the unregistering of any deed or other instrument of mortgage, or

the registering of any release or satisfaction in respect thereof.

Bills of Sale.

28. — The provisions of this Order relating to bills of sale

( i .) Apply only to such bills of sale executed by British sv bjects as are intend

ed to affect cbattels in China or in Japan :

( ii . ) Do not apply to bills of sale given by sheriffs or others under or in execu

tion of process authorising seizure of chattels.

29.- (a .) Every bill of sale must conform with the following rules (namely) :

(1.) It must state truly the name, description , and address of grantor.

(2.) It must state truly che consideration for which it is granted .

( 3.) It mi i have annexed thereto or written thereunder an inventory of the

cbattels intended to be comprised therein.

(4.) Any defeasance, condition, or declaration of trust affecting the bill not con

tained in the body of the bill must be written on the same paper as the bill.

( 5.) Tbe execution of the bill must be attested by a credible witness , with his

address and description.

( b.) Otherwise, the bill is void in China and in Japan to the extent following ,

but not further (tbat is to say) :

( i .) In the case of failure to conform with tbe rule respecting an inventory , as

far as regards chattels omitted from the inventory ; and

(ii.) In any other case , wholly.

( c.) The inventory, and any defeasance, condition , or declaration as aforesaid ,

respectively , is for all purposes deemed part of the bill.

30.-A bill of sale conforming, or appearing to conform , with the foregoing

rules, may be registered , if it is intended to affect chattels in China, at the Supreme

Court ; and if it is intended to affect chattels in Japan , at the Court for Japan ; or in

either case at the Consulate of the Consular district wherein the chattels are ; within

the respective time following and not afterwards ( namely ) :

( i .) Within fourteen days after its execution , where it is executed in the Con

sular district wherein the cbattels are :

(ii . ) Within two months after its execution, where it is executed in China or in

Japan, elsewhere tban in that Consular district , or in Hongkong :

( iii.) Within six monthsafter its execution , where it is executed elsewhere than

in China, Japan , or Hongkong.

31.-Registration is made as follows: The original and a copy of the bill of sale ,

and an affidavit verifying the execution , and the time and place of execution , and the

attestation thereof, and verifying the copy, are brought into the proper office of the

Court or the Consulate ; and the copy and affidavit are left there .

32.—If a bill of sale is not registered at a place and within the timebythis Order

appointed and allowed for registration thereof, it is , from and after the expiration

of that time, void in China or in Japan, according as that place is in China or in

Japan, to the extent following, but not further (that is to say ) :

( i .) As against trustees or assiguees of the estate of the grantor, in or under

bankruptcy, liquidation, or assignment for benefit of creditors ; and

(ii.) As against all sberiffs and others seizing chattels under process of any

Çours, and any person on whose behalf the seizure is made; but only
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( iü .) As regards the property in , or right to, the possession of such chattels

comprised in the bill as , at or after the filing of the petition for bankruptcy or liqui

dation , or the execution of the assignment, or the seizure , are in the grantor's pos

session , or apparent possession.

33. — Registered bills of sale affecting the same chattels have as ainong tbem

selves priority in order of registration.

34 .-- Chattels comprised in a registered bill of sale are not in the possession ,

order, or disposition of the grantor within the law of bankruptcy .

35.-If in any case tbere is an unregistered bill of sale, and within or on the

expiration of the time by this Order allowed for registration thereof, a subsequent

bill of sale is granted affecting the same or some of the same chattels , for the same

or part of the same debt, then the subsequent bill is, to the extent to which it com

prises the same chattels and is for the same debt, absolutely void , unless the Supreme

Court for China and Japan , or the Court for Japan, as the case may require, is

satisfied that the subsequent bill is granted in good faith for the purpose of correct

ing some material error in the prior bill , and not for the purpose of unlawfully

evading the operation of this Order.

36. — The registration of a bill of sale must be renewed once at least every five

years .

37. - Renewal of registration is made as follows :-An affidavit stating the date

of and parties to the bill of sale, and the date of the original registration, and of

the last renewal, and that the bill is still a subsisting security, is brought in to the

proper office of the Court or the Consulate of original registration, and is left there .

38.-If the registration of a bill of sale is not so renewed in any period of five

years, then on and from the expiration of that period the bill is deemed to be

unregistered.

39. - The provisions of this Order relating to renewal apply to bills of sale

registered under the Regulations repealed by this Order .

40. - A transfer or assignment of a registered bill of sale need not be registered ;

and renewal of registration is not necessary by reason only of such a transfer or

assignment.

41. — Where the time for registration or renewal of registration of a bill of sale

expires on a Sunday, or other day on which the office for registration is closed , the

registration or renewal is valid if made on the first subsequent day on which the

office is open.

42.-If in any case the Supreme Court for China and Japan, or the Court for Japan,

as the case may require, is satisfied that failure to register or to renew the registra

tion of a bill of sale in due time, or any omission or misstatement connected with

registration or renewal, was accidental or inadvertent, the Court may, if it thinks

fit, order the failure, omission , or misstatement to be rectified in such manner, and

on such terms, if any , respecting security , notice by advertisement or otherwise, or

any other matter, as the Court thinks fit.

43.- (a .) The provisions of this Order, except as regards renewal of registra

tion , do not apply to a bill of sale executed before the commencement of this Order .

(6. ) As regards a bill of sale executed before the cominencement of this Order,

the Regulations repealed by this Order sball , notwithstanding that repeal, be in force,

and shall be deemed to have always been of the like validity and effect as if they

bad originally been made by Order in Council .

44. - The power conferred onthe Chief Justice of the Supreme Court for China

and Japan by Article 127 of the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865, of framing

Rules from time to time, is hereby extended to the framing of Rules for prescribing

and regulating the making and keeping of indexes, and of a general index, to the

registers of bills of sale, and searches in those indexes, and other particulars con

nected with the making, keeping, and using of those registers and indexes, and for

authorising and regulating the unregistering of any bill of sale , or the registering

of any release or satisfaction in respect thereof.
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Own name.

Suits by or against Partners.

45.- (a .) The following are Rules of Procedure of Her Majesty's Courts in

China and in Japan, under the China and Japan Order in Council , 1865 :

( 1. ) Persons claiming or being liable as partners may sue or be sued in the firm ,

name, if any.

( 2.) Where partners sue in the firm name, they must, on demandin writing on

behalf of any defendant, forib with declare the names and addresses of the partners.

( 3. ) Otherwise, all proceedings in the suit may, on application , be stayed on

sucb terms as the Court thinks fit.

(4. ) When the names of the partners are so declared , the suit proceeds in the

same manner, and the same consequences in all respects follow, as if they had been

named as the plaintiffs in the petition.

(5. ) All subsequent proceedings , devertheless, continue in the firm name.

(6.) Where partners are sued in the firm name,the petition must be served

either on one or more of the partners within the jurisdiction, or at the principal

place of the partnership business within the jurisdiction on some person baving thon

and there control or management of the partnership business .

( 7. ) Where one person , carrying on business in the name of a firm apparently

representing more persons than one, is sued in the firm name, the petition may be

served at the principal place of the business within the jurisdiction on some person

having then and there control or management of the business.

(8. ) Where partners are sued in the firm name, they must appear individually

in their own names.

( 9.) All subsequent proceedings, nevertheless, continue in the firm name.

( 10.) Where a person , carrying on business in the name of a firm apparently

representing more persons than one, is sued in the firm name he must appear in his

( 11. ) All subsequent proceedings nevertheless continue in the firm name.

( 12.) In any case not herein before provided for, where persons claiming or being

liable as partners sue or are sued in the firm naine, any party to the suit may , on

application to the Court, obtain a statement of the uames of the persons who are

partners in the firm , to be furnished and verified on oath or otherwise , as the Court

thinks fit.

( 13 . )-Where a judgment is against partners in the firm name, execution may

issue

( i.) - Against any property of the partners as such ; and

( ii . )—Against any person who has admitted in the suit that he is a partner, or

who bas been adjudged to be a partner ; and

( iii . ) Against any person who has been ser red in the suit as a partner, and has

failed to appear.

( 14.) If the party who has obtained judgment claims to be entitled to issue

execution against any other person, as being a partner, he may apply to the Court

for leave so to do ; and the Court, if the liability is not disputed, may give such

leave, or if it is disputed may order that the question of the liability be tried and

deierrined as a question in the suit , in such manner as the Court thinks fit .

(6. ) The foregoing Rules may be from time to time varied by Rules of Proce

dure inade under the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865.

( c. ) Printed copies of the foregoing Rules must be exhibited conspicuously in

each Court and Consulate in China and Japan , with the other Rules of Procedure

for the time being in force under the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865, and

be sold at such reasonable price as the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court from time

to time directs .

( d .) A printed ropy of the foregoing Rules purporting to be certified under tbe

hand of the Chief Junction of the Supreme Court and the seal of that Court is for all

purposes conclusive evidence thereof.

46.-- (a .) The provisions of this Order do not apply to proceedings instituted by
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or against partnerships or partners or agents thereof, before the commencement of

thisOrder .

(b.) As regards proceedings instituted by or against partnerships or partners

or agentsthereof before the commencement of this Order, the Regulations repealed

by this Order shall, notwithstanding that repeal, be in force, and shall be deemed

to have always been of the like validity and effect as if they had been Rules of

Procedure made under the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865 ; and, as regards

the same proceedings, the Rule of Procedure (252) repealed by this Order sball

continue to bave effect, notwithstanding that repeal, subject always to the operation

of the Regulations repealed by this Order.

Suits by or against Foreigners.

47 .- (a .) Where a foreigner desires to institute or take a suit or proceeding of

a civil nature against a British subject, or a British subject desires to institute or

take a suit or proceeding of a civil nature against a foreigner, the Supreme Court

for China and Japan, and the Court for Japan,and a Provincial Court , according to

the respective jurisdiction of the Court, may entertain the suit or proceeding and

hear and determine it ; and , if all parties desire, or the Court directs, a trial with a

jury or assessors, then , with a jury or assessors, at a place where such a trial might

bebad if all parties were British subjects, but in all other respects according to the

ordinary course of the Court.

(6.) Provided , that the foreigner first obtains and files in the Court the consent

in writing of the competent authority of his own nation to his submitting, and that

he does submit , to the jurisdiction of the Court, and , if required by the Court , gives

security to the satisfaction of the Court , and to sucb reasonable amount as the Court '

directs, by deposit or otherwise, to pay fees, damages, costs and expenses, and abide

by and perform the decision to be given either by the Court or on appeal.

(c. ) A counter-claiin or cross-guit cannot be brought or instituted in the Court

against a plaintiff, being a foreigner, who has submitted to the jurisdiction, by a

defendant, except by leave of the Court first obtained .

(d . ) The Court, before giving leave, requires proof from the defendant that his

claim arises out of the matter in dispute, and that there is reasonable ground for it ,

and that it is not made for vexationor delay .

( e.) Nothing in this provision prevents the defendant from instituting or taking

in the Court against the foreigner, after the termination of the sui :or proceeding in

which the foreigner is plaintiff , any suit or proceeding that the defendant migbt

have instituted or taken in the Court against the foreigner if no provision restraining

counter-claims or cross-suits had beeninserted in this Order.

( f.) Where a foreigner obtains in the Court an order against a defendant being

a British subject, and in another suit that defendant is plaintiff and the foreigner is

defendant, the Court may, if it thinks fit, on the application of the British subject,

stay the enforcement of the order pending that other suit , and may set off any

amount ordered to be paid by one party in one suit against any amount ordered to

be paid by the other party in the other suit.

( g.) Where a plaiotiff, being a foreigner, obtains in the Court an order against

two or more defendants being British subjects, jointly, and in another suit one of

them is plaintiff and the foreigner is defendant , the Court may, if it thinks fit, on

the application of the British subject, stay the enforcement of the order pending

that other suit, and may set off any amount ordered to be paid by one party in

one suit against any amount ordered to be paid by the other party in the other suit ,

without prejudice to the right of the British subject to require contribution from his

co -defendants under the joint liability .

(h. ) Where a foreigner is co -plaintiff in a suit with a British subject who is

within the particular jurisdiction, it is not necessary for the foreigner to make

deposit or give security for costs, unless the Court so directs ; but the co -plaintiff

British subject is responsible for all fees and costs.

Chinese, Japanese, or Foreign Tribunals.

48.— ( a .) Where it is shown to the Supremeor other Court that the attendance
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of a British subject to give evidence, or for any other purpose connected with the

administration of justice, is required in a Chinese orJapanese Court, or before a

Chinese or Japanese judicial officer or in a Court , or before a judicial officer of any

State in amity with Her Majesty, the Supreme or other Court may, if it thinks fit,

in a case and in circumstances in which it would require bis attendance before itself,

order that he do attend as so required .

(6.) A Provincial Court, however, cannot so order attendance at any place

beyond its particular jurisdiction .

( c.) If the person ordered to attend , having reasonable notice of the time and

place at which he is required to attend, fails to attend accordingly, and does not

excuse bis failure to the satisfaction of the Supreme or other Court, he is, indepen

dently of any other liability , guilty of an offence against this Order, and for every

such offence, on conviction thereof, by summary trial, is liable to a fine not exceeding

$ 500, or to imprisonment for not exceeding one month, in the discretion of the
Court.

The SCHEDULE to which the foregoing Order in Council refers.

I.-Regulations made by Sir Rutherford Alcock, while Her Majesty's Minister in

China , intituled or designated as Land Regulations, Regulations, and Bye -Laws

annexed to the Land Regulations, and the foreign quarter of Shanghai north of the

Yang-King- Pang, and commonly called the Shanghai Land Regulations.

II.—Port , Consular, Custoins, and Harbour Regulations applicable to all the

Treaty ports in China, dated 31st May, 1869 .



ORDER OF HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN COUNCIL,

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF HER MAJESTY'S

SUBJECTS IN CHINA AND JAPAN.

AT THE COURT AT WINDSOR, THE 9TH DAY OF March, 1865 .

PRESENT :

THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

WHEREAS an Act of Parliament was passed in the Session of the Preamble.

sixth and seventh years of Her Majesty's reign ( chap'er eightv) “ for 6 & 7 Vict . c . 80 .

the better government of Her Maj -sty's subjects resorting to China " :

And whereas, by that Act it was enacted (among other things)

that it should be lawful for Her Majesty, by any Order or Orders

made with the advice of Her Privy Council, to ordain for the

government of Her Majesty's subjects being within the dominions

of the Emperor of China, or being wit in any ship or vessel at a

distance of not more than one bundred miles from the coast of

China, any law or ordinance which to Her Majesty in Council might

seem meet, as fully and effectually as any such law or ordinance could

be made by Her Majesty in Council for the government of Her

Majesty's subjects being within Her Majesty's Island of Hongkong :

And whereas, another Act of Parliament was passed in the same 6 & 7 Vict. c. 94,

Session (chapter ninety -four) " to remove doubts as to the exercise of

rower and jurisdiction by Her Majesty within divers countri's and

places out of Her Majesty's dominions, and to render the samemore

effectual” (to which Act the expression The Foreign Jurisdiction

Act when hereafter used in this Order refers ) :

And whereas, by The Foreign Jurisdiction Act it was enacted

(among other things) that it was and should be layful for Her

Majesty to hold , ex rcise, and enjoy any power or jurisdiction which

Her Majesty then had , or might at any time thereafter have, within

any country or place out ofHer Majesty's dominions, in the same and

as ample a manner as if Her Majesty bad acquired such power or

jurisdiction by the cession or conquest ofterritory :

And whereas, Her Majesty has had and now has power and

jurisdiction in the dominions of the Emperor of China, and in the

dominions of the Tycoon of Japan :

And whereas, Her Maje ty was pleased from time to time, by and

with the advice of Her Privy Council, by Orders in Council of the
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several dates in the Schedule to this Order spec'fied, to ordain laws

and ordinances for the better government of Her Majesty's subjects

being within the dominions of the Emperor of China, or being within

certain ships or vessels at a distance of not more than on hundred

miles from the coast of China, and to make provision for the exercise

of Her Majesty's power and jurisdiction aforesaid in the dominions

of the Emperor of China and of the 'Tycoon of Japan respectively :

And whereas, it has seemed to Her Majesty, by and with the

advice of Her Privy Council, to be expedient at the present time to

revise the provisions of the said Orders, and to ordain further and

other laws and ordinances for the better government of Her Majesty's

subjects being within the dominions of the Emperor of China, or

being within such ships or vessels as aforesaid , and to make further

and other provision for the due exercise of Her Majesty's power and

jurisdiction aforesaid and particularly for the more regular and

efficient administration of justice among Her Majesty's subjects

resident in or resorting to the dominions of the Emperor of China

or of the Tycoon of Japan :

And where: is , unler the authority of provisions in th : behalfin

the first -recited Act contained , ordinances for the peac ', order, and

good government of Her Majesty's subjects being within the dominions

of the Emperor of China , or being within cerain ships or vessels at a

distance of not more than one hundred m les from the coast of China ,

have been from time to time made by the Superintendent of the Trade

of Her Majesty's subjects in China ( such Superintendent being also

the Governor ofHongkong ),with the advice oftheLegislative Council

of Hongkong, which ordinancrs are known as Consular Ordinances :

And whereas, such of those Consular Ordinances as are described

in the Schedule to this Order are now in force , wholly or in part, but

they are liable to repeal by order of Her Majesty in Council, and it

is expedient that they be repealed , such of their provisions as are

not intended to be abrogated biing consolidated with this Order :

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue of the powers in this

behalf by the first recited Actand The Foreign Jurisdiction Act, or

either of them , or otherwise in Her vested , is pleased, by and with

the advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered,

as follows :

1.- PRELIMINARY.

1. This Order may be cited at The China and Japan Order in

Council, 1865.

2. In this Order

The term “ China ” means the dominions of the Emperor of

China :

The term “ Japan ” means the dominions of the Tycoon of

Japan :

The term “ Minister " means the superior diplomatic repre

sentative of Her Majesty for the time being, whether

Ambassador, Envoy, Minister Plenipotentiary , or Chargé

d'Affaires.

The term “ Chief Superintendent of Trade” means the

Superintendent of the trade of Her Majesty's subjects in

China for the time being, or any person for the time

being authorized to act as such :

The term “ Consular Officer ” includes every officer in Her

Majesty's Consular Service, whether Consul-General,

Consul, Vice-Consul , or Consular Agent, or person

authorized to act in any such capacity in China or Japan :

Bhort Title.

Interpretation

:
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The term “ British vessels ” includes every vessel being a British

ship within the meanirg of The Merchant Shipping Act,

1854, or any other Act of Parliament for the time being in

force for the regulation of merchant shipping ,--and any

vessel owned wholly or in part byany person entitled to be

the owner of a British ship in i he sense a'oresaid , -and

any sess I provided with sa ling -letters from the Governor

or Officer administering the Governm nt of Hongkong,

or from the Chief Superintendent of Trade :

The term “ Treaty ” includes Convention, and any Agreement,

Regulations, Rules , Articles, Tariff, or other instrument

annexed to a Treaty , or agreed on in pursuance of any

stipulation thereof:

The term “ month ” means calendar month :

Words importing the plural or the singular may be construed

as reierring to one person or thing or more than one

person or thing, and words inporting the masculine as

referring to females (as the case may require) .

3. The provisions of this Order relating to British subjec's apply British subjects .

to all subjects of Her Majesty , whether by birth or by naturalization.

The provisions of this Order relating to foreigners apply to Foreigners.

subjects of the Emperor of China and of the Tycoon of Japan

respectively, and subjects or citizens of any State other than China

or Japan (not being enemies of Her Majesty).

II.-GENERAL PROVISIONS RESPECTING HER MAJESTY's .

JURISDICTION

4. All Her Majesty's jurisdiction exerciseable in China or in Her Majesty's

Japan for the judicial hearing and determination of matters in jurisdiction tobe

difference between British subjects, or between foreigners and to this Order.

British subjects ,-or for the administration or control of the property

or persons of British subjects,-or for the repression or punishment

of crimes or offences committed by British subjects,
--or for the

maintenance of order among British subjects, --shall be exercised

under and according to the provisions of this Order, and not

otherwise .

5. Subject to the other provisions of this Order, the civil and Law of England to be
administered.

criminal jurisdiction aforesaid sball , as far as circumstances admit,

be exercised upon the principles of and in conformity with the

Common Law, the Rules of Equity, the Statute Law, and other Law

for the time being in force in and for England , and with the powers

vested in and according to the course of procedure and practice

observed by and before Courts of Justice and Justices of the Peace in

Englanl, according to their respective jurisdictionsand authorities .

6. Except as to offences made or declared such by this Order, or What to be deemed

by any Regulation or Rule made under it

Any act other than an act that would by a Court of Justice

having criminal jurisdiction in England be deemed a crime or offence

making the person doing such act liable to punishment in England,

shall not, in the exercise of criminal jurisdiction under this Order,

be deemed a crime or offence making the person doing such act

liable to punishment.

III.-- CONSTITUTION OF HER MAJESTY'S COURT .

I. - The Supreme Court at Shanghai.

7. There shall be a Court styled Her Britannic Majesty's Style and sealof

Supreme Court for China and Japan .

The Supreme Court shall have a seal bearing its styles and such

criminal acts .
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Place of sitting

Judge.

Appointment.

Qualification.

Deputy of Judge,

Acting Judge .

device as one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State from

time to time directs .

8. TheSupreme Court shall hold its ordinary sittings at Shanghai,

or, on emergency, at any other place within the district of the

Consulate of Shanghai; but may at any time transfer its ordinary

sittings to any such place in China as one of Her Majesty's Principal

Secretaries ( f State or Her Majesty's Minister in China approves.

9. There shall be one Judge of the Supreme Court.

He slall be appointed by Her Majesty, by warrant under Her

Royal sigu manual.

He shall be a subject of Her Majesty (by birth or naturalization)

who at the tine of his appointment is a nember of the bar of England,

Scotland, or Ireland, of not less than seven years' standing, or has

filled the office of Assistant Jude or Law Secretary in the Supreme

Court , or the office of Judge or Legal Vice-Consul or Law Secreiary

in Her Majesty's Consular Service.

10. The Juge may from time to time, in case of his absence or

intended absence from the district of the Consulate of Shanghai ,

either in the discharge of his duty or with permission of one of Her

Maj sty's Principal Secretaries of State, or in case ot illness, appoint,

by writing under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court, a fit

person to be bis deputy for the time therein mentioned ; but every

such appeintment shall be revocable, al pleasure, by the Judge, by

writing under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court .

The person so appointed shill , dur ng the continuance of bis

appointment, have all the like power anů authority as the Judge.

11. During a vacancy in the office of Judge , or on emergency, a

fit person approved by one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

Statı, or ( in the absence of notice to Her Majesty's Minister in China

of any such approval) by Her Majesty's Minister in China, may

temporarily be and act as Acting Judge, with all the powers and

authority of the Julge.

12. There shall be attach d to the Supreme Court

( 1. ) An Assistant Judge.

( 2. ) A Law Secretary .

(3.) So many officers and clerks as one of Her Majesty's

Principal Secretaries of State may from time to time

think fit .

13. The Assistant Judge shall be appointed by Her Majesty, by

warrant under Her Royal sign manual.

14. The Assistant Julge shall bear and determine such matters

and questions arising in suits and proceedings of a civil nature,

originally instituted in the Supreme Court, as are from time to time

especially referr d to bim by the Judg ; but in every such case any

party to the suit or proceeding shall be entitled as of course to a

re -hearing before the Julge.

15. The A - sistant Judge shall bear and determine in summary

way such criminal charges originally brought before the Supreme

Court as may be lawfully so beard and determined, and as are from

time to time referred to him by the Julge .

16. In case of theabsence or illn ss of the A -sistant Juilge , or

during a vacancy in the office of A-s stant Judge, or during the

temporary employment of the ' ssistant Julge in any other capacity,

or on emergency, the Judge mav, by writing inder his hand and the

seal of the Supreme Court , appoint the Law Secretary, or any fit

person approved by one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State, or by Her Majesty's Minister in Cuina, to act as Assistant

Assistant Judge, Law

Secretary, Officers,

and Clerks.

Appointment of

Assistant Judge.

Duties of Assistant

Judge in civil cases .

In criminal cases .

Acting Assistant Judge .
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Judge for the time therein mentioned ; but every such appointment

shall be revocable, at pleasure, by the Juilge, by writing under his

band and the seal of the Supreme Court.

The Law Secretary, or other person so appointed, shall, during

the continuance of his appointment, have all the power and

authorities of the Assistant Julge.

17. The Law Secretary shail be appointed by Her Majesty by Appointment of
Law Secretary.

warrant undır Her Royal sign manual.
18. The Law Secretary shall be the Registrar of the Court. Law Secretary to be

Registrar.

19. The Law Secretary shall bear and determine such matters Duties of Law Secretary
in civil cases .

and questions arising in sui's and pr. ceedings of a cvil ·nature

originally instituted in the Supreme Court as the Judge from time to

time for the de-patch of urgent business thinks fit to refer especially to

him , but in every such case any party to the suit or proceeding shall

be entitled , as of course, to a rehtaring before the Judge.

20. The Law S :cretary shall discharge such duties in connexion In criminal prosecutions,

with the conduct of criminal prosecutions as the Judge from time to

time directs.

21. The Law Secretary shall hear and determine in a simmary In hearing criminal

way such criminal charges originally brought before the Supreme cases.

Court as may be lawfully so heard and determined, and as the Judge

from time to time for the despatch of urgent business thinks fit to

refer specially to bim .

22. In case of the absence or illness of the Law Secretary, or Acting Law Secretary .

during a vacancy in the office of Law Secretary, or during the temporary

employmeit of the Law Secretary in any other capacity, or on

emerg ncy, the Judge may, by writing under bi: hand and the seal of

the Supreme Court, appoint any fit p rson approved by one ofHer

Majesty's Principal Secretariesof State, or by Her Majesty's Minister

in China, to act as Inw Secretary for the time tverein mentioned ;

but every such appointment shall be revocable, at pleasure, by the

Judge, by writing under his band a d the seal of the Supreme Court .

The person so appointed shall, during the continuance of

his appointment, have all the power and authority of the Law

Secretary .

23. The Judge, Assistant Judge, and Law Secretary shall bold Tenure ofoffice of

office during te plasure of Her Majesty , but any warrant of and Law Secretary.

appointment to the office of Julge,Assistant Judg ', or Law Secretary

shall not be varated by reason only of a demise of the Crown .

In case at any time Her Majesty thinks fit by warrant under Her

Royal sign manual to revoke the warrantappointing any person to be

Judge, As-istant Julge, or Law Secretary , -- or while there is a Judge,

Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary in office , thinks fit by warrant

under Her Ro al sign manual to appoint another person to be Judge,

Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary ( as the case may be ), — t'en and

in every such case, until the warrant of rivocation or of new

appointment is notified by Her Majesty's Minister in China to the

person holding offi'e, all powers and authorities vested in that person

shall continueand he deemed to have ontinue lin as full force , -and

he shall continue and be deemed to have continued entitled to all the

privileges and emoluments of the office as fully , and all things done

by him shall be and be deemed to have been as vali / in law, -as if

such warrant of revocation or new appointment had not been

made.

24. One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State may, and Consular officers

Her Majesty's Ministers in China and Japan respectively, with the temporarily attached,

approval of the Judge of the Supreme Court in each instance first
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Seal,

obtained , may from time to time temporarily attach to the Supreme

Court anypersons holdingappointm nts as Consuls or Vice-Consuls.

Every person so attached shall dischargesuch duties in connexion

with the Court as the Judge from time to time, with the approval

of one of Her Majesty's Princijal Secretaries of State , directs, and

sball bave t'e like p wir and authority as the Assistant Judge or

Law S cretary las , according as in each case the nature ofthe duties

directed to be discharged by the person so attached may require.

II. - The Provincial Courts.

Provincial Courts to be 25. Earh of Her Majesty's Consuls-General, Consuls, and Vice

held by Conxuls corvice Consuls (holding a comission as such from Her Majesty), resident

or by Acting Cusuls in China or in Japan (with the exception of Her Majesty's Consuls at

or Vice -Conguls .

Shanghai,and with such oiher exceptions as one of Her Maje - ty's

Principal Secretaries of State at any time thinks fit to make),-or any

person acting temporarily, with the approval of one of Her Majesty's

Principal s crétaries of State or of Her Majesty's Minister in China

or in Japan, as and for a Consul-General, Consul, or Vice Consul,

so commissioned as aforesaid ,-shall for and in his own Consular

district, hold and form a Court styled Her Britannic Maj sty's Court

at ( Canton or as the case may be], hereafter in this Order called a

Provincial Court.

Each Provincial Court shall have a seal bearing its style and

such device as one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State

from time to time directs .

IV . - JURIES.- ASSESSORS.

Qualifications of jurors. 26. Every male British subject resident in China or in Japan ,

being of the age of 21 years or upwards, -b ing able to speakand

read English,-having or earning a gross income at the rate of not

less than 250 dollars a year,-not i aving been attainted of treason

or felony, or convicted of ar.y crime that is infamous ( unless he has

obtained a free pardon) , and not being under outlawry,—sball be

qualified to serve on a jury.

Exemptions. 27. All persons so qualified shall be liable so to serve, except

the following :

Persons in Her Majesty's Diplomatic, Consular, or other Civil

servic - in actual employment.

Officers, clerks, keepers of prisons,messengers, and other persons

attached to or in the service of any of Her Majesty's Courts ;

Officers and others on full pay in Her Majesty's Navy or Army,

or in actual employment in the service of any Department

connected t' erewita ;

Persons holling appointments in the Civil service, and Com

missioned Officers in the Naval or Military service of the

Emperor of China or of the Tycoon of Japan .

Clergymen and ministers in the actual discharge of pr fessional

dutiis ;

Advocates and attorneys in artual practice;

l'hysicians,
surgeons, and apothecari s in actual practice ;

And exc.pt persous disabled by mental or bodily infirmity.

Making of jury list. 28. On or before the 14th dav of September, in t'e year 1865 ,

and on or before the 14 h day of January in every subsequent year,

each Court shall make out a list of the persons so qualified and

liable , resident within its district.

The list shall, on or before the 21st day of the same respective

month, be affixed in some conspicuous place in the Couri , and shall be

there exhibited until the end of that month , with a notice annexed
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that on a day specified , not being sooner than the 7th or later than

the 14th day of the then next month, the Court will hold a special

sittin ' for the revision of the list .

The Court sball hold such special sitting accordingly, and at such

sitting, or at some adjournment thereof(ofwhich public notice shall be

given) , shall revise the list by striking out the name of any person

appearing to be not qualified or not liable to serve , and by inserting

the name ( f any person omitted and appearing to be so qualifid and

liable, either on the applica'ion of the person omitted , or on such

notice to bim as the Count thinks fit.

The list shall be finally revised and settled not later than the

21st day of October in the year 1865 , and not later than the 21st day

of February in every subsequent year, and when settled shall be

affixed in some cor spicuous place in the Court , and be there exhibite

during not less than two months.

Such list, as settled, shall be broughtinto use in the
year 1865 ,

on the 1st day of November, and in every subsequent year on the 1st

day of March, and in every case shall be used as the jury list of the

Court until the 1st day of March next after the time of its being

brought into use .

29. Where, in pursuance of this Order, a jury is ordered, the Summoning and

Court shall summon so many of the persons comprised in the jury

attendance of jurors,

list, not fewer that fifteen , as serm requisite .

Any person failing to attend according to such summonsshallPenalty.

be liable to such fine, not exceeding 50 dollars, as the Court thinks

fit to impose.

Any such fine shall not be levied until after the expiration of

14 days. The proper officer of the Court shall forthwith give

to the person fined notice in writing of the imposition of the fine,

and require him within six days aftor receipt of the notice to file

an affidavit excusing his non -attendance (if he desires to do so) .

The Court shall consider the affidavit, and may, if it deems proper,

remit the fine .

30. A jury shall consist of five jurors.
Number of jury.

31. In civil and in criminal cases the like challenges shall be Challenges ,

allowed as in Euglind, with this ad lition , -- that in civil cases each

party may challenge three jurors peremptorily.

32. A jury shall be required to give an unanimous verdict . Unanimity.

33. Where a l'rovincial Court proceeds, in pursuance of this Provincial Consular

Order, to hear and determine any case, civil or criminal, with

Court, --Assessors,
their number ;

Assessors, the Court shall nominate and summon as Assessors not qualifications;

less than two and not more tlan four indifferent British subjects of

good repute, resident in the district of the Court.

Wh re, bowever, by reason of local circumstances, the Court is

able to obtain the presence of one fit pers in only as Assessor, the

Court may sit with him alone as Assessor; and where for like

reason the Court is not able to obtain the presence of any fit person

as Assessor, the Court may (notwithstanding anything in this Order)

sit without an Assessor; but in every suci case the Court shall

record in the minutes of proceedings its reasons for sitting with one

Assessor only, or without an Assessor.

34. An Assessor shall not have voice or vote in the decision of and functions.

the Court in any case, civil or criminal ; but an Assessor di- senting

in a civil case from any decision of the Court, or in a criminalcase

from any decision of the Court, or the conviction, or the amount of

punishment awarded , may record in the minutes of proceedings his
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Ordinary original

jurisdiction of

Supreme Court.

Jurisdiction of

Proviacial Court .

Concurrent jurisdiction

of Supreme with

Provincial Courts.

Visits to Provincial

Courts .

Reference of case

by Provincial to

Supreme Court.

dissent and the grounds tereof; and an Assessor dissenting shall

be entitled to receive gratis a certified copy of the minutes.

V.- JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITIES OF HER MAJESTY'S COURTS .

I. - In General.

35. All Her Majesty's jurisdiction, civil and criminal , exercise

able in China, shall, for and within the district of the Consulate of

Shanghai, be vested exclusively in the Supreme Court as its ordinary

original jurisdiction.

36. All HerMajesty's jurisdiction,civiland criminal, exerciseable

in China, beyond the district of the Consulate of Shanghai and not

under this Order vestid exclusively in the Supreme Court, —and all

Her Majesty's jurisdiction, civil and criminal, exerciseable in Japan

and not under this Order vested exclusively in the SupremeCourt,

shall, to the extent and in the manner provided by this Order, be

Vested in the Provincial ( 'ourt, each for and within its own district.

37. The Supreme Court shall have, in all matters civil and

criminal, an extraordinary origival jurisdiction tiiroughout China

an 1Japan , concurrent with the jurisdic:ion of the several Provincial

Courts, such extraordinary jurisdiction to be exercised subject and

according to the provisions of this order.

38. The Judge of the Supreme Court may, from time to time,

visit in a magisterial or judicial capacity any Provincial Court, and

there inquire of , or hear and determine, any case , civil or criminal ,

pending in that Court, or arising within its district,-or, from time

to time, may appoint the Assistant Judge or the Law Secretary of

the Supreme Court to visit in the like capacity and for the like

purpose any Provincial Court .

39. A Provincial Court may, of its own motion , or on the

application of any prson concerned, report to the Supreme Court

the pendency of any case , civil or crimival, which appears to the

Provincial Court fit to be heard and determined by the Supreme

Court.

The Supreme Court shall t'ereupon direct in what mode and

where the case shall be heard and determined, and ( cotwithstanding

anything in this Order) the same shall be so heard and determined

accordingly .

40. Every Court shall, in the exercise of every part of its

respective jurisdiction, be a Court of Record.

41. The Judge of the Supreme Court may from time to time

admit fit pers ins to pract ce in the Supreme Court as barristers ,

attorneys, and solicitors, or in any of those capacites.

The Judge of the Siprem Court mar, from tine to time,

subj'ct to the a proval ofone of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries

of State, make Rulis fr rrg ula'ing the almission of persous to

practice as aforesaid in Provincial Courts.

42. HrMajesty's Consul at Shangbai shal have all the powers

and authorities of tie Sheriff of a county in England, with all the

privil ges and immunities of the office, and as suci Sheriff shall be

charged with the execution of all decrees, orders , and sentences made

and passed b , the Supreme Court, on the requisition in that behalf

of the pureme Court.

41. Each Provincial Court shall exreute a'y writ, order , or

warrant issuing from the Supreme C'urt and directed to the

Provincial Court, —and may take s curity from any persons named

therein for his appearance personal y or by attorney, according to

the writ, order, or warrant ; or may cause such person to be taken

Courts of Record,

Barristers, attorneys,

and solicitors.

Consulat Shanghai

to be Sherit!

Execution by Provincial

Court of writs, te ., from

Supreme Court.
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Otlicers,

48

in custody or otherwise, to the Supreme Court, or elsewhere in

China or Japan, according to the writ, or ler,or warrant .

44. Any of Her Majesty's Courts in China or in Japan may Execution of writa, & o ,

ex cut any writ, order, or warrant issui'g from the Supreme Court from Hougkong.

of Hongkong, an l accompani d by a request for such execution in

writing under the scal of that Court ; -and may take security from

any person named in any such writ , order, or warrant for his

appearance personally, or by attorney, at Hongkong ; or may cause

any such person to be taken in custo ly or viherwise, to Hongkong,

according to the writ , or ler, or warrant.

45. Any of Her Majesty's Judicial or Consular Officers shall Protection ofConsular

not be liable to action for the escape of any person taken under any

writ, oriler, or warrant of the Supreme Court of Hongkong .

46. Hr Majesty's seviralCourts in China and Japan shall be Courts to be auxiliary.

arixiliary to one another in all particulars relative to the adminis

tration of justice, civil or crimival .

47. Each Provincial Court shall every six months furnish to Report byProvincial

the Supreme Court for China and Japan a report rspecting every

to Supreme Court,

case, civil and criminal, brought be'ore it , in such form as the Judge

of the Supreme Court from tim : to time directs.

II.-- In Civil Matters.

RECONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION .

Every Court may promote reconciliation, and encourage Settlement of litigation,

and facilitate the settlement in an amicable way of any suit or

proceeding pending before it .

49. A Court may, with the consent of the parties, refer to Reference to arbitration

arbitration the final determination of any suit or proceeding pending by Court.

before it, or of all matters in difference bitween t'ie parties, on such

terms and with such directions as to appointinent of an arbitrator

and other things as may seem fit, and may if it think fit, take

from the parties, or any of them , sicurity to abide by the result of

the reference .

any such case the award shall be final anl conclusive.

On the application of any party a decre of the Court may be

entered in conformity with the award , and such decree scall not be

open to any appeal or l'e -hearing whatever.

50. Every agreement for reference to arbitration, or subīnission Reference to arbitration

tvarbitration, byconsent may, on the application of anyparty, be made made rule of Court,

a rule of a Court having jurisdiction in the matter of the reference

or submissi',n, wich Courtshallth- reupon have power and authority

to enforce the agreement or submission and the awarl made

ther un ler, and to control and regulate the procee lings before and

after the award in such manner and on such terms as may be just.

General Auhorities of Courts.

51. The Supreme and every other Court shall be a Court of Law and Equity .

Law and Equity.

Special Authorities of Courts .

52. The Supreme and every other Curt shall be a Court of Bank'uptcy.

Bankrupicy, and as suci shall, as far as circumsta'ices admit, have

(as to a Provincial Court, for and within its own district) , with

respect to Britis'ı s'ibjeets and to their debtor; ani creditors, being

either British subjects or fore gners sulmitting to the jurisdiction

of the C urt, all such jurisdiction as for the time being belongs to

the Court of Bankruptcy and th . County Cur's in England,

or to any other judicial authority baving for the time being

jurisdiction in Blokruptcy in England.

In
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.

Coroner.

Admiralty.

Lunaey.

Matrimonial Causes .

53. The Supreme and every other Court shall (as to a Provincial

Court, for and within its own district) bave and discharge all the

powers, rights, and duties appertaining to the office of Coroner in

England,-summoning whennecessary a jury of not li ss than three

persons comprised in the jury list of the Court .

Any person failing to attend a cor ling to such summons shall

be liable to the like fine, to be levied in the like manner , as

in this Order provided with reference to juries in civil and criminal

proceedings .

54. The Supreme Court shall be a Vice-Admiralty Court , and as

such shall, for the within China and Japan , and for vissels and

persons coming to and withia China or Japan, have all such

jurisdiction as for the time being ordinarily belongs to Vice

Admiralty Courts in Her Majesty's possessions abroari.

55. The Supr me Court shall, as far as circumstances admit,have

in itself exclusively, for and within China and Japan, with respect to

British subjects, all such jurisdiction relative to the custody and

management of the persons and estates of persons of unsound mind ,

as for thetime being belongs to the Lord Chancellor or other person

or persons in England intrusted by virtue of Her Majesty's sign

manual with the care and commitment of the custody of the persons

and estates of persons found by inquisition in England , idiot ,

lunatic , or of unsound mind .

56. The Supreme Court shall be a Court for Matrimonial Causes,

and as such sball, as far as circumstances ailmit, have in itself

exclusively, for and within China and Japan, with respect to

British subjects, all such jurisdiction, except the jurisdiction

relative to dissolution or nullity or jactitation of marriage, as for

the time being belongs to the Court for Divorce and Matrimonial

Causes in England.

57. The Supreme Court shail be a Court of Probate, and as such

shall , as far as circumstances admit , have for and within China and

Japan, with respect to the propertyof British subjects havingat the

time of death th « ir fixed places of abode in China or Japan, all such

jurisdiction as for the time being belongs to Her Majesty's Court

of Probate in England .

A Provincial Court shall, however, also bave power to grant

probate or administrations, wbere there is no contention respecting

the right to the grant, and it is proved on oath that the deceased

bad at the time of his death his fixed place of abode within the

jurisdiction of the Provincial Court.

Probate or alministration granted by a Provincial Court shall

have effect over all the property of the deceased within China and

Japan, and shall effectually discharge persons dealing with an

executor or administrator thereunder, and that, notwithstanding any

defect afterwards appears in the grant .

Such a grant shall not be impeachable by reason only that the

deceased bad not at the time of his diath his fixed place of abode

within the particular jurisdiction .

58. Any person having in his possession or under his contr 1

any paper orwriting of a deceased British suinject, being or purporting

tobe t s amentary, shall forth with bring the original to the Court

within the district whereof such person is at the time of his first

knowledge of the death of the deceased, and deposit it there .

Any person n glecting to do so for ourteen days after having

knowledge of the leath of the deceased , shall be lial le to such penalty,

not exceeding 250 dollars , as the Court thinks fit to impose.

Probate and

Administration.

Testamentary papers to

be deposited in court.

Penalty.
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59. From the death of a British subject , baving at the time of Property of intestate

death his fixed place of abode in China or Japan, intestate, until

administration is granted, his personal property within China and

Japan shall be vested in the Judge of the Supreme Court, as the

personal property of an intestate in England is vested in the Judge

of Her Majesty's Court of Probate there.

60. If any person , other than one of Her Majesty's Consular Penalty on administering
without probate,

Officers, takes possession of and in any manner administers any part

of the personal property of any person deceased, without obtaining

probate or administration within three months after the death ofthe

deceased ,-or within one month after the tırmination of any suit or

dispute respecting probate or a 'ministration ( il there is any such

which is not ended within two months after the death ofthe deceased) ,

he shall be liable to such penalty not exceeding 500 dollars as the

Court having jurisdiction in the matter ofthe property of the deceased

thinks fit to impose ; and in every such case the same fees shall be

payable by the person so administering as would have been payable

by bim if he had obtained probate or alministration.

61. Where a British subject, not having at the timeofdeath his Taking possession of

fixed place ofabede in China or Japan , dies there, the Court within property of deceased,

whose district he dies shall , where the circumstances of the case appear

to the Court so to require , forthwith on the death of the deceased, or

as soon after as may be, take possession of his personal property

within the particular jurisdiction, or put it under tle seal oftheCourt

(in either case, if the nature of the property or other circumstance

so require , making an inventory) and so keep the property until it

can be dealt with according to law .

Trial with a Jury.

62. Were a suit originally instituted in the Supreme Court Cases for trial withjury.

relates to money , goods, or other property, or any matter at issueof

the arount or value of 1,500 dollars orupwards,-or is brought for

recovery of damages of the amount of 1,500 dollars or upwards, -- the

suit shall,on the di mand of either party, be, under order ofthe Court,

tried with a jury.

In any case (except where, according to the Rules of the Court,

the suit is to be heard and determined in summary way) a suit so

instituted may be ' ried with a jury , if the Court of its own motion

or on the application of either party, thinks fit so to order.

One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of state may, by

order under h s hand , extend the present provision to any Provincial

Court, where it appears to him there is a sufficient Jury list .

Trial with Assessors.

63. Where a suit instituted in a Provincial Court relates to Provincial Consular

money, goods, or other property of a less amount or value than 1,500 Assessors.

dollars,-or does not relate to or involve, directly or indirectly , a

question respecting any matter at issue of the amount or value of

1,500 dollars ( r upwards -- or is brought for recovery of damages of a

less amount than 1,500 dollais, —the Court may hear and determine

the cse without Assessors.

In all other cases the Court ( subject to the provisions of this

Ordr respecting inability to obtain an Assessor) shall hear and

determine the case with Assessors.

III . - In Criminal Matters.

64. Every Court may cause to be apprehended and brought Power ofapprehension
over British subjects.

before it any British subject being within the district oftheCourt and

charged with having committed a crime or offence in China or in

Court ,-cases for
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Accused escaping to

ancther district,

Backing of war rant
issued in British domi

nions,

Japan , and may dialwith the accused according to the jurisdiction

of the Court and in conformity with the provisions of this Order;

or where the crime or offence is triable, and is to be tried , in Her

Majesty's dominions, may take the preliminary examination, and

commit ihe accused for trial , and cause or allow him to be taken to

the place of intended trial .

65. Where a person charged with having committed a crime or

offence in the district of one Court est'apes or removes from that

district, and is found within the district of another Court, the Court

witbin the district of which he is found may proceed in the case to

examitation, indictment, trial , and punisl.ment, or in a summary way

(as the case may require) in the saine manner as if the crime or

offence had been committed in its own district ;-or may , on the

requisition or with the consent of the Court of the district in which the

crime or offence is charged to have been commit : ed endhim in custody

to that Court, or require him to give security for his surrender to tlat

Court, there to answer the charge, and bedealt with according to law.

Where any person is to be so sent in custody, a warrant shall be

issued by the Court within the district of which he is found, and such

warrant shall be sufficient authority to any person to whom it is

directed to receive and detain the person therein named, and carry

him to and deliver him up to the Court of the district within which

the crime or off'nce was committed according to the warrant.

66. Where a warrant or order of arrest is issued by a competent

authority in Her Majesty's dominions for the apprehension of a

British subject, who is charged with having committed a crime or

offence within the juris liction of the authority issuing the warrant

or order, and who is, or is supposed to be, in China or Japan, and

the warrant or order is produced to any Court, the Court may back

the warrant or order ; and the same,when so backed , shall be sufficient

authority to any person to whom the warrant or order was originally

directed and also to any constable or other officer of the Court by

which it is backed , to apprehend the accused at any place where the

Court by which the warrant or order is backed has jurisdiction , and

to carry bim to and deliver him up in Her Majesty's dominions

according to the wariant or order.

67. Where any person is charged with the commission of a

crime or offence, the cognizance whereof appertains to any of Her

Majesty's Courts in China or Japan, and it is expedient that the

crime or offence be enquired of, tried, determined, anl punished

within Her Majesty's dominions, the accused may (under The Foreign

Jurisdiction Act, s'ction 4) , be sent for trial to Hongkong.

The Judge of the Supreme Court may, where it appears expedient

by warrant under his band and the seal of the Supreme Court,

cause the accused to be taken for trial to Hongkong accordingly.

Where any person is to be so taken to Hongkong, the Court

before w ich he is charged shall take the preliminary examination,

and shall send the deposition to Hongkong, and ( if it seems

necessary or proper) may bind over such of the proper witnesses as

are B'itish subjects in their own recogniza ces to appear and give

evid nce on the trial .

68. All crimes which in England are Capital shall be tried by

the judge of the Supreme Court with a jury.

Other crimes and offences above the degree of mislemeanour,

tried before the Judge, Assistant Julgº, or Law Secretary of the

Supreme Court, and not heard and determined in a summary way,

sball be tried with a jury .

Sending ofprisoner to

Hongkong for trial.

Supreme Court ,-Jury.
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Any crime or offence tried before the Judge, Assistant Judge , or

Law Secretary of the Supreme Court, may be tried with a jury, where

the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary so directs .

Subject to the foregoing provision , such classes of criminal cases Summary jurisdiction.

tried before the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary of Supreme

Court, as the Judge, baving regard to the law and practice existing

in England , from tine to time directs , shall be heard and determined

in a summary wav .

69. Where any person is sentenced to suffer the punishment o Sentence of death.

death , the Judge of the Supreme Court shall forth with send a report

of the sentence, with a copy of the minutes of procee, 'ings and notice

of evidence in the case , and with any observations the Juge thinks

fit , to Her Majesty's Minister in Cina or in Japan, according as the

crime is committed in China or in Japan.

The sentence shall not be carried into execution without the

direction of Her Majesty's Minister in China or in Japan (as the case

may be) in writing under luis band .

In any such case, it Her Majesty's Minister in ( hina or in Japan

(as the case may be) does not direct that the sentence of death be

carried into execution , he shall direct wlat punishm nt it lieu of the

punishment of death is to be inflicted on the person convicted, and

the person convicted shall be liable to be so punished accordingly.

70. Where the crime or offence with which any person is charged Provincial Congular

before a Provincial Court is any crime « r offence other than assault,

endangering life , cutting, maiminy, arson , or house-breaking, and

app ars to the Court to be such that, if proved ,it would be adequately

punished by imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term

not exceeding thr e months, or by a fine not exc eding 200 dollars,

the Court shall hvar and determine the case in a sumn ary way, and

without Assessors.

In other cases the Court shall hear and determine the case on

indictment and with Assessors (subject to the provis ons of this

Order respecting inability to obtain an Assessor).

71. A Provincial Court may impose the punishment of imprison- ar l extentof Punish

mint for any term not exceeding twelve months, with or without hard

labour, and with or without a fine not exceeding 1,000 dollars , or the

punishmentofa fine notexce ding 1,000 dollars without imprisonment.

72. Where the crime or offence with which any person is charged Riservation of case byProvincial for Supreme

before a Provincial Court appears to the Court to be sucb t at, if

proved , it would not be adequately punished by such punishment as

the Court has power to impose, and the accused is not to be sent for

trial to Her Majesty's dominions, the Court sball reserve the case t )

be heard and determined by or under the special authority of the

Supreme Court.

The Provincial Court shall take the depositions, and forthwith

send them , with a minute of other evidence, if any , and a report on

the case, to the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court sball direct in what mode and where the

case shall be heard and determind, and (notwithstanding anything

in this Order) thesame shall be so heardand determined accordingly.

73. Every Court and authority in imposing and inflicting Punishment in England
to be regarded.

punishments, and Her Majesty's Ministers in China and in Japan

in directing what punishment is to be inflicted in lieu of the

punishment of death , shall have regard as far as circums'ances

admit , and subject to the other provisions of this Order, to the

punishments impos- d by the law of England in like cas''s, and to

the mode in which the same are inflicted in England .

n.ent .

Court .
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Payment of expensos by 74. Any Court (but, in the case of a Provincial Court, subject to

offender ;
the approval of the Supreme Court), may order any person convicted

before it of any crime or offence to pay all or any part of the

expenses of, or preliminary to, his trial, and of his imprisonment

or other punishment.

or by accuser 75. Where it appears to any Court that any charge made before

it is malicious, or is frivolous and vexitious , the Court may order all

or any part of the expenses of the prosecution to be paid by the

person making the clar: e .

Recovery of expenses. 76. In either of the two last -mentioned cases , the amountordered

to be paid shall be de med a debt due to the Crown, and may, by virtue

of the order, without further proceedings, be levied on the property

of the person convicted or making the charge, as the case may be.

Mitigation or remission 77. Where any punishment bas been awarded by the Supreme or

ofpunishment.

any other Court, then, if the circumstances of the case make it just or

expedient, the Judge ofthe Supreme Court may at any time,and from

time to time, reportto one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State, or to Her Majesty's Minister in China or in Japan ( according

as the crime or offence was committed in China or Japan) , recom

mending a mitigation or remission of the punishment ; and on such

recommendation any such punishment may be mitigated or remitted

by direction of the authority to whom the report is made.

But no such recommendation shall be made with respect to

any punishment awarded by a Provincial Court, except on the

recommendation of that Court, or on the dissentofan Assessor (if any)

from the conviction, or from the amount of punishment awarded .

Place of imprisonment 78. The Judge of the Supreme Court may, wbere it seems ex

in China or Japan .

pedient , by warrant under bis hand and the seal of the Supreme Court,

cause any offender convicted before any Court and sentenced to

imprisonment, to be taken to and imprisoned at any place in China

or in Japan, from time to time approved by one of Her Majesty's

Principal Secretaries of State as a place of imprisonment for offenders.

A warrant of the Supreme Court shall be sufficient authority

to the Governor or keeper of such place of imprisonment, or other

person to wbom it is directed , to receive and detain there the person

therein named , according to the warrant.
Imprisonment in British

dominions.
79. Where any offender convicted before a Court in China or in

Japan is sentenced to suffer imprisonment in respect of the crime or

offence of wbich he is convictel, and it is expedient that the sentence

be carried into effect withinHer Majesty's dominions, the offender

may (under The Foreigo Juris Šiction Act, section 5) be sent for

imprisonment to Hongk ng.

The Judge of the SupremeCourt may,where it seems expedient,

by warrant under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court ,

cause the offender to be taken to Hongkong, in order that the

sentence passed on him way be there carried into effect accordingly.
In criminal cases, reports

to Secretary of State.
80. The Judge of the Supreme Court shall , when required by

one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, send the

Secretary of Sate a report of the sentence passed by the Judge,

Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary of the Court in every case not

heard and determined in a summary way, with a copy of the minutes

of proceedings and notes of evidence, and the Judge may send with

such report any observations be thinks fit.

Every Provincial Court shall forth with send to the Judge of the

Supreme Court a report of the sentence passed by it in every case not

heard and determined in a summary way, with a copy of the minutes

of proceedings and notes of evidence, and with any observationsthe
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War, &c.

Court thinks fit. The Judge of the Supreme Court shall, when

required by one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State ,

transmit the same to the Secretary of State, and may send therewith

any observations he thinks fit.

VI.--WAR, INSURRECTI ' N , OR Rebellion .

81. If any British subject com uits any of the following offences, Punishment for levying

that is to say ,

(1.) In China, while Her Majesty is at peace with the Emperor of

China, levies war or takes part in any operation of war

against the Emperor of China, or aids or abets any person

in carrying on war, insurrection, or rebellion against the

Emperor of China.

( 2. ) In Japan, whil . Her Majesty is at p ace with the Tycoon of

Japan , levies war or takes part in anyoperation of war against

the Tycoon of Japan, or aids or abets any pers in in carrying

on war, insurrection , or rebellion, against the Tycoon of

Japan; every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanour, and on conviction thereof shall be liable (in

the discretion of the Court before which he is convicted) to

bº punished by imprisonment for any term not exceeding

two years , with or without hard labour, and with or without

a fine not exceeding 5,000 dollars, or by a fine not exceeding

5,000 dollars without imprisonnent.

In addition to such punishment every such conviction shall of

itself, and wit out further proceelings, make the person convicted

liable to deportation ; and the Court before which he is convicted may

order that he be deported froin China or Japan to such place as the

Court, directs.

82. If any British subject, without the licence of Her Majesty Punishment for serving

(proof whereof shall lie on the party accused) takes part in any of Chinawithout licence,

operation of war in the service of the Emperorof China againstany

persons engaged in carrying on war, insurrection , or rebellion against

the Emperor ofChina, be shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour,

and on conviction thereof sball be liable ( in the discretion of the

Court before which be is convicted ) to be punished by imprisonment

for anyterm not exceeding two years, with or without hard labour,

and with or without a fine not exceeding 5,000 dollars, or by a fine

not exceeding 5,000 dollars without imprisonment.

83. If the Court before which anyperson charged with having Report by Provincial

committed such a misdemean ur as in the two last preceding Articles Court.

mentioned is brought is a Provincial Court, the Court shall report to

the Judge of the Sipreme Court the pin ency of the case.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct in what

mode and where the case shall be heard and determined, and

(notwithstanding anything in this Order) the case shall be so heard

and determined accordingly.

VII. - TREATIES AND REGULATIONS.

84. If any British subject in China or in Japan violates or fails Penalties for violation of

to observe any stipulation of any Treaty between Her Majesty, her Treaties,

heirs , or successors , and the Emperor of China, or the Tycoon of

Japan, for the time being in force, in respect of the violationwhereof

any penalty is stipulated for in the Treaty, be shall be deemed

guilty of an offence against the Treaty, and on conviction thereof

under this Order shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding the

penalty stipulated for in the Treaty.

85. Her Majesty's Minister in China may from time to time Regulations for China.

make such Regulations as seem fit for the peace, order, and good
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Penalties,

A

Publication.

Government of British subjects resident in or resorting to China, and

for the observance of the stipulat ons of Treaties between Her

Majesty, ber heirs or successors, and the Emperor of China, and for

the maintenance of friendly relations between British subjects and

Chinese subjects and au horities , and may make any such regulations

apply either throughout China or to some one or more of the

Cunsular listricts in China, and may by any such Regulations repeal

or alter any Regulations made for any such purpose as aforesaid

before the commencem : nt of this Order.

Any such R «gulations shall not have effect unless and until they

are approved by Her Majesty, such approval being signified through

one of Her Majesty's Principal Secr taries of State, -- save trat in

case of urgency, declared in any such R gulation , the same shall

bave effect unless and until they are disapproved by HerMajesty,

such disapproval being signified through one of Her Majesty's

Principal Secr tarits of State, and notification of such disapproval

is received and publisbıd by Her Majesty's Minister in China .

86. Such Regulations may impo -e penalties for offences against

the same, as follows ; namely , -- for each offenc impris nment for any

term not exceeding three months, with or without hard labour, and

with or without a fine not exce ding 500 dollars,or a finenot exceeding

500 dollars without imprisonment ,-and with or without further

fine for continuing offenres not exce ding in any case 25 dollars for

each day during bich the « ffence continues after the original fine is

incurrer), - butso that all such Regulations be so framed as to allow

in every case of part only of the maximum penaity being inflicted.

87. All such Rxgulations shall be printed, and a printed copy

thereof shall be affixed and at all times kept exhibited conspicuously

in the public office of each Cousular Officer in China, to whose district

the Regulations apply.

Printed copies of the Regulations applicable to each district

shall be provided and sold therein at such reasonable prices as Her

Majesty's Minister in Chia from time to time directs.

88. No per alty shallbe enforced in any Consular district for any

offence against any such Regulation until the Rogulation h s been so

affixed and kept exhibited in the public office of the Consular officer

for that district during one month .

89. For the purpose of convicting any person committing an

offence against any such Regulation and for all other purposes,

a printed copy of the Regulation, purporing to be certified unler

the haid of Her Majesty's Minister in China, or under the hand

and Co !'sular seal of one of Her Majesty's Consular Officers in

China, shall be conclusive evidence of the Regulation ; and no proof

of the hand -writing or seal purporting to certify same shall be

required .

90. The foregoing provisions relative to the making, printing,

publication , enforcement, and proofof Regulations in and for China

shall extend and apply, mutatis mutandis, to the making, printing,

publication, enforcement, and proof of Regulations in and for Japan ,

with the substitution only of Japan for Chiva, and of the Tycoon of

Japan for the Emperor of China, and of Her Majesty's Minister in

Japanfor Her Majesty's Minister in China , and of Her Majesty's

Consular Officers in Japan for Her Majesty's Consular Officers in
China .

91. Any charge under this order of an offence against any Treaty

or against al y such Regulation as aforesaid , shall be enquired of,

heard, and determined in like manner in all respects a- any ordinary

When penalties enforce
able.

Proof of Regulations.

Regulations for Japan ,

Trial offences,
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Court .

criminal charge may be inquir d of, heard, and determined under

this Order, subject only to this qualification, that ( notwithstan ing

anything in this Ord r) every charge of an offence against any Treaty

or against any Regulation for the observance of the stipulations

of a: y Treaty shall be heard and determined in a summary way,

and (where the proceeding is before a Provincial Court) without

Assessors .

VIII.- UNLAWFUL TRADE WITH JAPAN .

92. All trade of British subjects in , to, or from any part of Trade except to open

Japan, excep' such ports and towns as are for the time being opened

ports unlawful.

to British subjerts by Treaty betwe n H -r Majesty, her heirs or

success rs , and the Tycoon of Japan , is hereby declared unlawful.

If any person engages in such trade as a pricipal, ag nt,

ship -owner, ship -master , or supercargo, he shall bi deemed guilty

of a misdemeanour, and on conviction thereof shall be liable to be

punished ( in the disretion of the Court before which he is con

victeil ) by imprisonment for any term pot « xceeding two yi ars with

or'wi'hout bard labour, and with or without a .fine not exceeding

10,000 dollars without imprisonment.

93. If the Court before which any person charged with baving Report of Provincia

committed such a misdemeanour is brougit is a Provincial Court,

the Court shall report to the Judye of the Supreme Court the

pendency of the case.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupın direct in what

mode and where the case shall be heard and determined, and

(notwithstanding anything in this Order) the case shall be so heard

and determined accordingly.

94. The officer commanding any of Her Majesty's vessels of Seizure of vessel, &o ,

war, or any of Her Majesty's Naval Officers authorised in this behalf

by the Ollic r having the Command of Her Majesty's Naval Forces

in Japan , by writing under his band, may seize any Britisb vessel

engaged or reasonably suspected of being or having been engaged

in any trade by this Order declarad unlawful, and may either detain

the vessel , with the maste " , offic rs, supercargo, crew , and other

perso s engaged in navgating the vessel, or any of them , or take or

cause to be taken the vessel, and the master, officers , supercargo,

crew , and other persons aforesaid, or any of them , to any port or

place in Japan or elsewhere, cnvenient for the prosecution of a

charge for the mis lemianour alleged to have been committed .

Any such vessel, ma -ter, officers, supercargo, crew , and
persons

may lawfully be detained at the place of seizure, or at the port or

place to which the vessel is so taken, under the authority of any such

officer, or of any of Her Majesty's Consular Officers in China or

Japan, until the conclusion of any proceedings taken in respect of

sucb misdemeanour.

IX . - JAPANESE WATERS .

94. When and as often as it appears to Her Majesty's Minister Tirgulations as to enter
in waters, & c.

in Japan that the unrestricted entrance of British vessels into, or

the unrestricted passage of British vessels through, any straits or

other water in Japan maylead to acts of disturbance or violence, or

may otherwise endang -r the maintenance of peaceful relations and

intercourse between Her Majesty's subjects and the subjects of the

Tycoon of Japan, Her Majesty's Minister may make any regulation

for prohibi: ing or for restricting , in such manner as seems expedient,

the entrance or passage of any British vessel (other than à vessel
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Seizure of vessel.

of war of Her Majestv ) into or through any such strait or other

water as aforesaid , as defined in the Regulation .

Her Majesty's Minister may from time to time revoke or alter

any such Regulation .

Penalties and
96. The foregoing provisions of this Order relative to the

proceedings.

making, printing , publication, enfo: cement, and proof of Regulations

10 be made by Her Majesty's Minister in Japan, and to the mode

of proceeding in respect of any charge for an offence against any

such_Regulations, shall extend and apply , mutatis mutandis, to

any Regulation made by H - r Majesty's Minister in Japan, as last

aforesaid .

97. If any person navigating a British vessel wi'fully violates,

or wilfully attempts to violate, any such Regulation, the officer

commanding any vessel of war of Her Majesty, or in charge of any

boat belonging to such vessel of war, may use force for the purpose

of compelling bim to desist from the violation or attempted violation

of the Regulation , and if it appears necessary or expedient may seize

the vessel, and su :h Commanding Officer may either detain ber at

the place of seizure , or take her, or cause her to be taken to any port

or place in Japan or elsewhere where the offender may be more

conveniently prosecuted for such offence.

Any such vessel may lawſully be detained at the place of seizure ,

or at the port or place to which she is so taken, under the authority

of any suchCommanding Officer, or of any of Her Majesty' Consular

Officers in Japan, until the conclusion of any proceedings taken in

respect of the offence.

X. - PIRACY.

Jurisdiction as to 98. Any British subject being in China or in Japan may be
piracy.

proceeded against, tried , and punished under this Order for the

crime of piracy wherever committed .

Report by Provincial 99. If the Court before which a British subject charged with

the crime of piracy is brought is a Provincial Court, the Court shall

reportto the Julge of the Supreme Court the pendency of the case.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct in what

mode and where the case shall be heard and determined, and

(notwithstanding anything in this Order) the case sball be so heard

and determined accordingly.

XI. - OFFENCES AGAINST RELIGION .

Punishment in gummary 100. If any British subject is guilty of publicly der ding,

way for public insult
to religion or religious mocking, or insulting any religion established or observed in China

institutions.
or in Japan-or of publicly offering any insult tú any religious

service, feast, or ceremony established or kept in any part of China

or in Japan , or to any place for worship, tomb, or sanctuary belonging

to any such religion, or to the ministers or professors thereof,--or

of wilfully committing any act tending to bring any such religion or

its ceremonies, mode ofworship, or observances into hatred, ridicule,

or contempt, and thereby to provoke abreach of the public peace,

he shall be liable ( in the discretion of the Court before which he is

convicted) to imprisonment for any term not exceeding two years ,

with or without hard labour, and with or without a fine not

exceeding 500 dollars , or to a fine not exceeding 500 dollars without

imprisonment.

Notwithstanding anything in this Order, every charge against

a British subject of having committed any such offence sball be

heard and determined in a summary way, and any Provincial Court

shall have power to impose the punishment aforesaid.

Court,
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Her Majesty's Consular Officers shall take such precautionary

measures as seem to them proper and expedient for the prevention

of such offences.

XII.-AUTHORITY WITHIN 100 MILES OF THE COAST OF CHINA .

101. Where a British subject, being after the commencement of Jurisdiction of Courts in

this Order in China or in Japan, is charged with having committed ,

either before or after the commencem nt of this Order, any crime or

offence within a British vessel at a distance of not more than 100

miles from the coast of China,-or within a Chinese or Japanese

vessel at such a distance as aforesaid ,-or within a vessel not lawfully

entitled to claim the protection of the flag of any State , at such a

distance as aforesaid ,-any of Her Majesty's Courts in China or in

Japan within the Jurisdiction whereofhe is found may cause him to

be apprehended ,and brought before it, and may take the preliminary

examination and commit him for trial .

102. If the Court before which the accused is brought is a Report by Provincial

Provincial Court the Court shall report to the Judge of Supreme

Court thependency of the case .

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct in what

mode and wbere the case shall be heard and determined, and

( notwithstanding anything in this Order) the case shall be so heard

and determined accordingly.

103. The provisions of this Order relative to crimes and offences, Application of other
provisions .

and proceeding in criminal matters , shall in all respects, as far as

maybe, extend and apply to every such case , in likemanner as if the

crime or off-nce had been committed in China or Japan.

104. Where a British subject, being after the commencement Jurisdiction at

of this Order in Hongkong, is charged with baving committed, either

kefore or after the commencementof this Order, any crime or offence

within any British, Chinese, Japanese, or other such vessels at such

a distance as aforesaid, the Supreme Court at Hongkong shall have

and may exercise authority and jurisdiction with respect to the crime

or offence as fully as if it had been committed in Hongkong.

105. Her Majesty's Minister in China or in Japan, the Judge Military and Naval

or Assistant Judge of the Supreme Court, and any of Her Majesty's

Consular Officers in China or in Japan , or the Governor or person

administering the Government of Hongkong,on receiving satisfactory

information that any soldier, sailor, marine,or other person belonging

to any of Her Majesty's Military or Naval forces , bas deserted

therefrom , and bas concealed himself in any British , Chinese ,

Japanese , or other such vessel at such a distance as aforesaid, may,

in pursuance of such information , issue his warrant for a search

after and apprehension of such deserter, and on being satisfied on

investigation that any person so apprehended is such a deserter ,

shall cause bim to be with all convenient speed taken and delivered

over to the nearest military station of Her Majesty's forces or to

the officer in command of a vessel of war of Her Majesty serving in

China or Japan , as the case may require.

XIII.- DEPORTATION.

106. (i . ) When it is shown on oath, to the satisfaction of any Deportation in what

of Her Majesty's Courts in China or in Japan thatthere is reasonable

ground to apprehend that any British subject in China or in Japan is

about to commit a breach of the public peace, or that the acts or

conduct of any British subject in China or in Japan are or is likely

to produce or excite to a breach of the public peace,-the Court

within the jurisdiction whereof he happens to be may cause him to

cases .
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Court ,

be brought before it, and require him to give security to the

satisfacti n of the Court, to keep the peace, or for his future good

behaviour, as the case may require.

( ii . ) Where any Bri ish subject is o nvicteil, under this Oriler,

of any crime or « ffence the Court within th jur sdiction whereof

he happens to be may require him to gives curity to the satisfaction

of the Court for bis future good behaviour.

In either of the cases, if the person required to give security

fails to do so, the Court may oriler that he be deported from China

or Jajan to such place as the Court directs.

Place of Deportation , 107. In any case where an order of deporia'ion is made under

this Order the Court shall not, without the consent of the p.rson to

be deported, direct the deportation of any person to any place other

than Hongkong or England.

Report by Provincial 108. A Provincial Court shall fort! with report to the Judge of

the Supreme Court any order of de , orti n male by it , and the

grounds thereof.

The Judge of the Supreme Court may reverse the order, or may

confirm it wiib or withont variation, and in case of confirmation,

shall direct it to be carried into effect.

Time of deportativn. 109. The person to be deported shall be detainel in custody

until a fit timeand opportunity for bis deportation arrive .

The Judge of the Supreme Court shallthep (and in ti e case of a

person convicted , either after execution of the sentence or wbije it is

in course ofexecution ),by warrant cause bim to be taken to the place

of deportation.

Order for expenses. 110. Tie Judge of the Suprem Court may order that the

person to be deported do pay all or any part of the expenses of, or

preliminary to , his deportation.

Report of deportation. 11 ) . The Judge ofthe Supreme Court shall forthwith report to

one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State any order of

deportation made or confirmed by him , and the yrounds thereof,

and shall also inform Her Maj-sty's Mini- ters ip China and Japan

of the sanje .

Deportation to and from 112. Where any person is deported to Hongkong, he shall on

Hongkong.
his arr val there be d livered, with the warrant under which he is

deported, into the custody of the Chief Magistrate of Police of

Hongkong, or other officer of Her Majesty there lawfully acting as

such , wbo ,on receipt of ti e person deported, with the warrant, shall

detain bim and shall forthwith r port the case to the Guvernor or

person a , ministering the Government of Hongkong, who shall either

by wariatit (if the circumstances of the case a spear to him to make

it expedient) cause the person so deported to be taken 10 England,

and in the meantime to be de'ained in custody (so that the period

of such detention do not exceed three months ), or else shall discharge

him from custody.

Punishment for
113. If any person deported returns to Chinar J pan without

returning .

the permission ofone of Her Maje -ty's Principal S cr taries of State,

in writing under his band (which perinission the Secretary of State

may give) he shall be guilty of an office against this Order, and

shall be liable on conviction thereof10 punisimint ( in the discretion

of the Court before which he is convicie .) by impri-oment for any

term not exceeding one month , with or without hard labour, and with

or without a fine not exceeding 200 dollars, or by a fine not exceeding

200 dollars, withoui imprisonment, and also to be forth with again

deported in manner bereinbefcre provided.
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XIV.-REGISTRATION OF BRITISH SUBJECTS.

114. Every British subject resilent in Chinaor Japan , -being Anaual registration of

of the a ye of 21 years or upwards, or being married, or a widower residents.

or widow, though under that age, -shall, in the month of January

in the year 1866, and every subsequent year, register himself or

herself in a register to be kept at the Consulate of the Consular

district within which he or she resides, -subject to this qua'ification,

that the registration of a man shall be deemed to include the

registration of his wife (unless she is living apart from him ), and

that the registration of the head of the family , whether male or

female , shall be deemed to include the registration of all females,

being relatives of the head of the family ( in whatever degree of

relat onship ) living under the same roof with the head of the family

at the time of his or her r gistration.

Every British subject not so resident arriving at any place in Registration of

China or Japan where a Consular Officer is maintained, wless borne

on the mustár rollo 2 British vesse ! there arriving, shall, within

one month after his or ber arrival, register himself or herself in a

register to be kit at the Consular Office, but so that no such

person shall be r: quured to register bumself or herself more than

once in any year , r« ckoued from the 1st day of January.

Any person tailiny so to register himself or herself , and not Penalty .

excusing his or her failure to the satisfaction of the Consular Officer,

shall not be entitied to be recognized or protocted as a British

subject in China or jpan, and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding

ten dollars for woh instance of such failur-,

115. Every person s'all on every registration of himself or Fce ,

herselt pay a fee of such a nount as one of Her Majesty's Principal

Secretaries of State from time to time by order under bis hand

appoints, such itmount either to be in form for all persons, or to vary

according to the circunstances of different classes, as the S'cretary

of State from time to time by such order directs.

116. The Consular Offier shall issue to every pers in so Certificate.

regis'ered a cer : if ate of rigistration under his hand and Consular

seal ; and the name of a wife (unless she is living apart from her

husban l) shall be indorsed on her husband's cerificate ; and the

names and descriptions of females whose registration is ineluled in

that of the had of the family shall be indorsed on the certificate of

the bead of the family.

XV.-FOREIGNERS . FOREIGN TRIBUNALS .

117. Where a foreigner desires to institute or take any suit or Suits by foreigners

proceeding of a civil nature against a British subject, the Supreme subjects .

or other Court according to its jurisdiction , may entertain the same,

and where any such suit or proceeding is entertained shall hear and

determine it according to the provision of this Order, and of the Rules

made under it applical »le in the case', -- either by the Judge, Assistant

Judge, Law Secretary, or proper Consular Officer sitting alone (or

with Ass ssors when the case so requires), or, if (in any case where

a trial with a jury may be had under this Order) all parties desire,

or the Court thinks fit to direct, a trial with a jury , then , but not

otherwise, by the Judge, Assistant Judge, Law Secretary, or proper

Consular officer , with a jury .

118. Wher: it is showu to any of Her Majesty's Courts that Compulsory attendance

the attendance of a British subject to give evidence ,or for any other before foreign tribunals.

purpose connected with the administration of justice, is required in

a Chinese or Japanese Court, or before a Chinese or Japanese judicial
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officer, or in a Court or before a judicial officer in China or Japan

of any State in amity with Her Majesty, the Court may, in casts and

under circumstanc s wbich would require the attendance of that

British sulject before one of Her Majesty's C urts in Cina or Japan,

and if it seems to the Court just and expe.lient so to do, make an

order for the atter dance of the British subject in such Court or

before such judicial officer and for such purpose as aforesaid ,-but

so that a irovincial Court shall not bave power to make an order

for such attendance of a British subject at any place beyond the

particular jurisdiction or the Court.

Ary British subject, duly served with such an order, and with

reasonable notice of ihe t me and place at which bis attendance is

required , failing to attend accordingly and not excusing bis failure

to the satisfaction of t < Court making the order, shall be iible to

a fine not exceeding 3.0 dollars, or to imprisonment for any term

not exceeding ( ne mouth , in the discretion of the Court.

XVI.- APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT .

I. - In Civil Cases.

Leave to appeal to be 119. Where any decision of a Provincial Court sitting with or

obtained

without Assessors, is given in a civil case in respect of a sum or

matter at issue of the amount or value of 250 dollars or upwards , or

determines, directly or indirectly, any claim or question respecting

property of the amount or value of 250 dollars or upwards,-any

party aggrieved by the decision may apply to the Prov ncial Court

for leave to appeal to t! e Supreme Court, and shall be entitled to

leave on the terms prescribed by the Rules made under this Order,

and subject to any restrictions and exceptions therein contained.

In any other case the Provincial Court may, if it seems just ard

expedient,give leave to appeal on like terms.

In any case the Suvreme Couit may give leave to appeal on

such truns as seem just.

II. - In Criminal Cases.

On conviction on
120. Where any person is convicted otherwise than in a sum

indictment, question

of law may be reserved. mary way of a crime or offence the Court or officer trying the case

may, if it siems fit, reserve for the considıra ion of the Supreme

Court any question of law ar sing on trial.

The Court or Officer sball then stat a special case, setting out

the question reserved, with the facts and circumstances on which it

arose, and shall send the case to the Supreme Court.

On summary conviction 121. Where any person is convicted in a summary way of a

appeal on point of law

to lie, crime or off ne ', and is dissatisfied with the conviction as being

erroneous in point of law , the Court or Officer trying the case may,

on his application in writing, and on compliance by bim with any

terms prescribed by the Rules made under this Order, state a special

case, setting ( ut the fact ; and the grounds of the conviction , for the

opinion of the Suprem Court, and send it to that Court.

Postponement of

judgment or esecut on . 122. Wsere a special casº is stated , the Court or Officer stating

it shall, as seems fit, either postpone judgment on the conviction, or

respite execution of the judgment, and either commit the person

convicted to prison, or take proper security for him to appear and

receive judgment or render himself in exi cution (as the case may

require, at an appointed time and place.

Authority of Supreme
123. The Supreme Court shall hear and determine the matter,

and thereupon shall reverse, affirm ,oramend, the judgment,conviction,

or sentence in question ,-or set aside the same, and order an entry to

Court.
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case .

case on summary con

be made in the minutes of proceedings to the effect that in the

judgment of the Supreme Court the person convicted ought not to

have been convicted,-or arr st the judgment, or order judgment

to be given at a subsequent sitting of the Court or Officers stating

the case, or make such other order as justice requires - and shall

also give all necessary and proper consequential directions.

124. The julgment of the Supreme Court shall be delivered in Proceedings to be

open Court after the public hearing of any argument offered on public.

behalf of the prosecution or of the person convicted.

125. Before delivering judgment the Supreme Court may, if Amendment of special

necessary, cause the special case to be amended by the Court or

Officer stating it .

126. If on an application for a special case , on a simmary Refusal to state specia

conviction , it seeins to the Court or Other that the application is viction.

merely frivolous , but not otherwise, the Court or Officer may refuse

to state a case.

A Court or Officer so re using sball forthwith send to the

Supreme Court a report of the sentence, with a copy ofthe minutes of

proceeding and notes of evidence, and any observation the Court or

Officer thinks fit , and with a copy of t ' : e application for a special case.

The Supreme Court shall examine the report and documents so

sent , and , unless the Supreme Court is of opinion that the application

Was merely frivolous, shall on the application in that behalf of the

appellant, ifmade withinone month after the refusal of a special case,

proceed to hear and determine the matter according to the foregoing

provisions as nearly as may be as if a special case had been stated .

XVII.---RULES OF PROCEDURE.

127. The Judge of the Supreme Court may, from time to time, Rules to he framed by

frame Rules for any purpose for which it is b'fore in this Order Judge of SupremeCourt,

expressed orimplied that Rules ofprocedureor pra tice are to be made,

and also for the regulation of procedure and pleading, forms or writs,

and other proceedings, expensesofwitnessesand prosecutions, costs and

fees, in c.vil and in criminal cases, in the Supreme Court and other

Courts , including the regulation of cross -suits and the admission of

counter -claims, and the regulation of proceedings thereon and for the

regulation of appeals to the Supreme Court from the other Courts in

civil and in criminal cases, and of r hearings before the Judge of the

Supreme Court, and may therely impose reasonable penalties .

Rules affecting the conduct of civil suits shall be so framed as

to secure, as far as may be, that cases shall be decided on their

merits according to substantial justice, without excessive regard to

technicalities of pleading or procedure, and without un..ecessary

delay.

Rules framed by the Judre shall not have effect unless and until

they are approved by one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State , -- save that in case of urgency declared in any Rules framed by

the Julge, with the approval of Her Maj- sty's Minister in China,

the same all have effect, unless and until they are disapproved by

one of Her Majesty's Principal Secre'aries of State , and notification

of such disapproval is received and published by the Judge.

128. A Copy of theRules for the time big in force shall be Publication ofRules.

kept exbibited conspicuously in each Cori anl Consula e in China

and Japan.

Printed copies shall b . providel and sold at such r.asonable

price as the Judge of the Supreme Court from time to time directs.

No penalties shall be enioro d in any Courtfor the breach of any

Rule until the Rule bas been so exhibited in the Court for one month .
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Rules .

Evidence of Rules. 129. A printed copy of any Rule , purporting to be certified under

the band of the Judge o the Supreme Court an ! the seal o ' that

Court shall be for all purposes conclusive evidence of the due

framing, approval, and publication of the contents thereof.

Revocation of existing 130. From and after the commencement ofany Rules made by

the Julge of the Supreme Court under this Orler, all Ruls and

Regulations theretofore made by the Chief Su , erintendent of Trade

in China, or by Her Majesi y's Consul-General in Japan , in respect

of any matter in respect whereof the Judge of the Supreme Court is

by this Order authorised to make Rules s'all cease to operate.

XVIII . - APPEAL TO HER MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Appeal on question of 131. Where any final decree or order of the Supreme Court is
law from Supreme

Court in Civil cases made in a civil case in respectofa sum or matter at issue of theamount

involving 2,500
dollars or upwards . or value of 2,500 dollars or upwards,-or detroines directly or

indirectly any claim or question respecting property of the amount

or value of 2,500 dollars or upwards, -- any p r y aggrieved by the

decree or order may, wit : in fifieen days aft'r the saeis mide, apply

by motion to the Supreme Court for leave to appeal to Her Majesty

in Council

Execution or suspension , 132. If leave to appeal is applied for by a party a ljudged to pay

money or purform a du y, the Supreme Court shall direct either that

the decree or order appealed fro ' : be carried into execution , or that

the execution thereof be suspended, pending the appeal, as the

Court considers to be in accordance with substantial justice.

Security on execution . 133. If the Court directs the d cree or order to be carried into

execution, the party in whose favour it is made shall, before the

execution of it , give s curity to the satis action of ihe Court for the

due performance of such order as Her Majesty in Council may think

fit to make.

Security on suspension, 134. If the Court dire ts the execution of the decree or oriler

to be suspended pending the appeal, the party against whom the

decree is made, shall, before any order for suspension of execution ,

give security " the satisfaction ofthe Court for the due performance

of such orl r is Her Maj -sty in Conncil may think it to make.

Security on appeal.
135. In all cases security sh ill also be given by the appellant

to the satisfaction of the Court to an amount nt exreding 2,500

dollars for the prosecution oftheapp al,andf's paymentofall such

costs as may be awarded to any respondent by Her Majesty in

Council, or by the L rds of the Judicial Committee of Her Majesty's

Privy Council.

Leave to appeal .
136. If the last -mentioned security is given within one month

fron the filing of motion paper for leave to a peal, t'en, and not

ot'erwise, tie Supreme Court shall give loo; V * O 2pal.
Leare in other cases

137. In any case other than the cas s herinbefore I seribad,

the Suprem . Court may po love to app'al on t ' ! . !! us and in

the manier aforesaid if it considl rs it just or Xp deat lo so .

Liberty to appeal
138. In every case were leave to appeal is given ai aforesaid ,accordingly .

the ap,ellant, shall be at lib rty to prefer anil pr s crt. his appeal

to Her Majers' in Council a'cording to the rules for the time being

in force rspecting appeals to Her Majesty in Council from Her

colonies, or such other rules as H -r Maj sty in Council from time

to time tsinks fit to make concerning appels from the Supreme

Court.

Saving for other rights

of appeal, 139. Nothing in this Order shall affect the richt of H'r Maj 'sty

at any time , on the humble petition of a party wygrieved by a

deci -ion oft e Supreme Court in a civil cane , to admit his aj peal

tiereon on sucia terms and such manner as Her Majesty in Council
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litigation,

may think fit, and to deal with the decision aſpealed from in such

manner as may be just.

140. Where any judgment, order, or sentence of the Supreme Appealon question of

Court is given, made , or passed in the exercise, of either original or Court in criminal cases.

appellato criminaljurisdiction, the party charged with the crine or

offence, if he considers the judgment, order, or sentence to be

erroneous in point of law, may appealtherefrom to Her Majesty in

Council, provided that the Supreme Court declares the case to be a

fit one for such appeal, and that the appellant complies with such

conditions as the Supreme Court establishes or requires, subject

always to such rules as from time to time Her Majesty in Council

thinks fit to make in that bebalf.

XIX.-GENERAL PROVISIONS .

141. Nothing in this Order shall be deemed to affect Her Saving forprorogative

Majesty's prerogative of pardon .
of pardon,

142. Except as in this Order expressly provided , nothing in this Saving for generalConsular powers.

Order shall preclul any of H - r Majesty's Consular Officers in China

or in Japan from p rforming any act not of a judicial character, that

Her Majesty's Consular Officers there might by law or by virtue of

usage or sufferance, or otherwise, have performed if this Order bad

not been made.

143. Every of Her Majesty's Consular Officers s'all, as far as Reconeiliation before

there is proper opportunity, promote reconciliation, and encourage

and facilit te tae settlement in an ain'cable way, and without

recourse to litigation, of matters in difference between British

subjects in Cuina or in Japan .

144. Every signature or seal affixed to any instrument purporting Presumption asto

to be the signature of the Julge of the Supreme Court, or of any

siguatures and seals ,

officer or person acting under this Order, or to be the seal of any
of

Her Majesty's Courts in China or in Japan, shall for all purposes

under this Order, without any proof thereof, be presumed to be

genuine, and shall be taken as genuine until the contrary is proved.

145. In every case , civil or criminal, hearl in any Court, proper Minutes of proceedings,

minutes of the proceeding: shall be drawn up , and s'all be signed

by the Judge or Office before whom the proceedings are taken,and

sealed with the seal of the Court, and shall where Assessors are

present, he open for their inspcion, and for their signature if

concurred in by them .

The minutes, with depositions ofwitnesses and notes of evidence

taken at the trial , by the Judge or Officer, shall be preserved in the

public office of the Court.

146. In a civil case any Court may order such cost or costs, Costs in civil cases,

charg -s, and expenses, as t the Court seem reasonable, to be paid

by any party to the proceedings, or out of any fund to which the

proceeding relat s .

147. Any Court, either of its own motion , or, iu civil cases , on Witnesses :British

the application of any party to any suit or proceeling or re erence, subjects .

may summon as a witness any Britis' subject in China or in Japan,

but so that a Provincial Curt shall have power so to suinmon

British subjects in its own district only.

AnyBuitish subject, luly served with such a summons, and with

reasonable notice of tre time and place at which bis attendance is

required, failin , to attend according'y an :l not excusing his failure to

the satisfaction ofthe Court, shall, over and alove any other liability

to which he may be subject, be liable to a fine not exceeding 500

dolları, or to inprisonment for any term not xceeding one month ,

in the discretion of the Court .
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Expenses of witnesses

in Civil cases.

Examination on oath .

Perjury.

Enforcing payment of

costs, penalties, and

other m neys,

Application of fees and

other moneys .

Mode of removal of

prisoners, & c.

148. In civil cases any Court may, where the circumstances appear

to justify it, order that the expenses of a witness, on bis appearing

to give evidence, shall be detrayed by the parties or any of them .

149. Any person appearing before a Court to give evidence in

any case ,civil or criminal,may be examined or give evidence on oath

in the form or with the ceremony that he declares to be binding on

his conscience .

150. Any British subject wilfully giving false evidence in any

suit or proceeding, civil or criminal, or on any reference, sball , on

conviction thereo", be deemed guilty of wilful and corrupt perjury.

151. All costs ani all charges and expenses of witnesses,

prosecutions, punishments, and deportations, and other charges and

expenses, and all fees, fines, ferfeitures, and pecuniary penalties

payable under this Order, may be levied by distress and seizure and

sale of ships, goods , and lands ; and no bill of sale, or mertyage, or

transfer of property, made with a view to security in regard to

crimes or offences committed, or to be committed , shall be of any

avail to defeat any provisions of this Order.

152. All fees , fines, forfeitures, confiscations, and pecuniary

penalties levied under this Order, except confiscations and pecuniary

penalties by treaty api ropriated or payable to the Government of

China, or to that of the Tycoon of Japan, shall be carried to the public

accounts, and be applied in diminution of tee public expenditure on

account of Her Majesty's Courts in China and Japan ; but if the

Governm'nt of Chiva or that of the Tycoon of Japan declines to

receive any confiscation or pecuniary penalty by treaty appropriated

or payable to it, the same shall be applied as other confis ations and

pecun'ary penalties are applicable.

153. Whenever under this Order any person is to be taken in

custody or otherwise, for trial or imprisonment, or by way of

deportation, or for any other purpose, to the Supreme Court or

elsewhere, in China or Japan or to Hougkong, Eng ind, or elsewhere,

the Court or other authority by this Order authorized to cause him

to be so taken, may fur that purpose ( if necessary ) cau - e him to be

embarked on board one of Her Majesty's vessels of war, or if there is

no such vessel availabl , tien on board any British or other fit vessel ,

at any portorplace whether within or beyond the particularjurisdiction

ordistrict ofthat ('ourt or authority, and in order to such embarkment

may (if necessary ) muuse bim to be taken, in custody or otherwise , by

lanů or by water, iron any place to the port or place o : embarkment.

The writ , order, or warrantof the Supreme Court for China and

Japan , or ofa Provincial Court in China or Japan , or of the Supreme

Court of Hongkong, or the warrant of the Governor or person

administeri g the Lovernment of Hongkong (as the case may be) ,

by virtue whereof any person is to be so taken , shall be sufficient

authority to every onstable, officer , or other person acting there

under, and to the command r or master of any vessel of war, or

other vessel (whether the constable, officer, or other pers ' n , or the

vessel or the commander or master thereof, is named therein or

not ), to receive, detain , take, and deliver up such person , according

te t'e writ , order, or warrant.

Where the writ, order , or warr nt is exeented under the

immediate direction of the Court or auth rity issuing it , the writ,

order , or warrant shall be delivered to the coalie, officer, or otber

person acting her under, and a dup'icat the pas s'all be delivered

to the commander or mast: r of any vessel in which tie person to

who'n the writ , order, or warrant relates is embarked.
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Where the writ, order, or warrant issues from the Supreme Court

for China and Japan , and is executed by a Provincial Court in China

or Japan ,--and where the writ, order, or warrant issues from the

Supreme Courtof Hongkong, and is executed by any of Her Majesty's

Courts in China or Japan ,-a copy thereof, certified under the sealof

the Court executing the same, shall be delivered to the constable,

officer, or other person acting thereunder, and to the commander or

master of any vessel in which the person taken is embarked ; and any

such copy sbali be for all purposes conclusive evidence vi the Order

of which it purports to be a cozy.

154. Subject to the other provisions of this Order, all expenses Expenses ofremovalof

of removal of prisoners and other from or to any place in China or prisoners, & c .

Japan , or from or to Hongkong, and the expenses of deportation and

of the sending of any person to England, shall be defrayed as the

expenses relating to distressed British subjects are defrayed or in

such other manner as one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State from time to time directs.

155. If any British subject wilfully obstructs, by act or throat, Punishment for

an officer of a Court in the performance of his duty,
obstructions or

disturbance of Court

Or within or close to the room or place where a Court is sitting

wilfully behaves in a violent, threatening, or disrespectful manner,

to the disturbance of the Court , or the terror of the suitors or others

resorting thereto,

Or wilfully insults the Judge, Assistant Judg , or Law Secretary

of the Supreme Court , or any Consular Officer, or any Juror or

Assessor, or any clerk or officer of a Court during his sitting or

attendance in Comt or in going 10 er returning from Court,---

He sha l be liable to be iminediately apprehended by order of

the Court, and to be detained until the rising of the Court, and

further , on due inquiry and consideration , to be punished with a fine

not exceeding 25 dollars, or imprisonment for any term not exceed

ing seven days, at the discretion of the Court, according to the

nature and circumstances of the case .

A minnte shall be ma .e and kept of every such case of punish

ment, recording the facts of the offence and the extent ofthe punish

ment, and in the case of a Provincial Conrt, a copy of such minute

shall be forth with sent to the Silj leme Court.

156. If any clerk or offi« er of a Court acting under pretence of Miscondues. » oBice

the process or autbority of the Court is charged with extortion , or

with not duly paying any money levied , or with other misconduct ,

the Court may (without prejucice to any other liability or punish

ment to which the clerk or officer would in the alısence of the present

provision be liable ), inquire into the charge in a summary way, and

for that purpose summon and enforce the attendance of all necessary

persons in like manner as the attendance of witnesses and others

may be enforce ] in a suit, an'l may make such order thereupon for

thepayment of any money extorted or for the due payment of any Order for re - payment.

· morey levied, and for the payment of such damages and costs as the

Court thinks just ; and the Court may also, if it thinks fit, impose

such fine upon the clerk or officer, not exceeding 50 dollars for each Fine.

offence, as seems just.

157. Any suit or proceeding shall not be commenced in any of Suits for things dono

HerMajesty'sCourts in China or Japan or in any Court of Hongkong,

against any person for anything done or omitted in pursuance or

execution or intended execution of this Order, or of any Regulation

or Rule made under it, unless notice in writing is given by the

of Court.
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Backing of warrant

or order.

Jurisdiction at Macao.

intending plaintiff or prosecutor to the intended defendant one month

at least Velore the commencement of the suit or proceeding, nor unless

it is commenced within three months next after the act or omission

complained of, or, in case of a continuation of damages, within three

months next after the doing of such damage has ceased.

The plaintiff in any such suit shall not succeed if tender of

sufficient amends is made by the defendant before the commencement

thereof ; and if no tender is made, the defendant may, by leave of

the Court, at any time pay into Court such sum ofmoney as he

thinks fit, whereupon such procee ling and order shall be had and

made in and by the Court as may behad and made on the payment

of money into Court in an ordinary suit .

XX.-HONGKONG.

158. Where a warrant or order of arrest issued by any of Her

Majesty's Courts in China or Japan for the apprehension of a British

subject, who is charged with having comm tied a crime or offence

within the jur sdiction of the Court issuing the warrant or order :

and who is or is supposed to be inHongkong, and the warrant or

order is proluced to any of H'r Majesty's Justices of the Peace in

and for Hongkong, suchJusticemayback the warrant or order, and

the same wh in so backed shall be sufficient authority to the person

to whom the warrant or order was originally directed, and also to

any constable or other peace officer in and for Hongko: g, to

apprehend the accus d in Hongkong, and to carry him to and deliver

him up within the jurisdiction of theCurt issuing the warrant or

order, according to the warrant or order.

159. The Supreme Court of Hongkong may take cognizance of

offences committed by British subjects within the peninsula of

Macao, and of suits originating ther , when the party off nding or

the party sned comes or is found within the jurisdiction of thatCuurt;

but that Court shall not have power to issue any warrant or writ to

be executed or served within that peninsula.

160. Save as expressly provided by this order, al juris liction ,

power, an l authority of the Supreme Court of Hungkoi « Xirciseable

in relation to British subjects resident in or resorting to China or

Japan, shall, from the commencement of this Order, absolutely cease .

XXI. - REPEALS.

161. From and immediately a ter the commencement of this

Order, the orders in Council or any Consular Ordnances described

in the Schedule to this Order shall be r pealed ; tut this repeal shall

not affect the past operation of any such Order or Ordinance, or any

appointment made or thing done, or right, title , obligation, or

liability acquire.l or accrued thereunder before the commencement

of this Order.

XXII.-- PENDING PROCEEDINGS .

162. N thing in this Order, or in any Rules made under it, shall

apply to or in any mann r affect any suitor proceeding, either of a

civil or of a criminal nature pending at the commente Pilt of this

Order, either with reference to the original proceedings therein

or with reference to any appeal ther - in , or otherwise, subject

nevertheless, to the following provisions and qualifications :

(1. ) All suits and proceedings, whether of a civil or of a

criminal nature , instituted or tak n before the commence

ment of this Order in the district of the Consulate of Shang

bai , and pending at the commencement of this Oriler, are

hereby transferred to the jurisdiction of the Supreme

Abolition of jurisdiction

of Court in China and

Japan.

Order and Ordinances

repealed .

Saving for pending

proceedings.
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suits .

3

..

Court, and the same may be carried on and shall be tried ,

heard , and determined in and by the Supreme Court in

like manner as nearly as may be in all respects as if the

same had been instituted or taken in the district of the

Consulate of Shanghai after the commencement of this Order.

(2. ) In any suit or pro eeding, whether of a civil or of a

criminal nature, the Court belore which the same is pending

at the commencement ofthis Order, after hearing the parties

either of its own mot on, or on the application of either

party, or hy consent may , if it sees fit, from time to time

direct that the procedure and practice prescribed by this

Order, or by any Rule made under it , be followed in ary

respect.

163. Nothing in this Order shall take away any right of appeal Appeals in pending

of any suit of a civil nature p'rding at the commencement of tbis

Order,---or interfere with the bringing or prosecution of any appeal

in anysuch suit that might have been brought or prosecuted if ihis

Order had not been made ,-or take away or abridge any jurisdiction,

power, or authority ofany Court, Judge, Officer, or person in relation

to any appeal in any such suit, or to the execution or + nforcement of

anyjudgment,decree, or order made before or after the comm «ncement

of this Order, in or respecting any appeal in any such suit; and

notwithstanding this Order, any appeal in any such uit shall lie and

may be brought and prosecuted. and any such judgment, d cree, or

order may be made, executed , and enforced in like manner and with

the like effect and consequences in all respects as if this Order had

not been made, subject only to this qualification : that in case of any

appeal, which, if this Oider had not been made, would bave lain or

been heard and determined by the Chief Superintendent, or to or

by Her Majesty's Consul-Gen « ral in Japan, the same shall lie to

and be heard and determined by the Supreme Court in a like course

of procedure as nearly as may be in all respicts as if this Order lad

not been made .

XXIII.-- COMMENCEMENT AND PUBLICATION OF ORDER.

164. This Order shall commence and have effect as follows :

( 1. ) As to the making of any warrant or appointment under

this Oriler, immediately from and after the making of

this Order :

( 2. ) As to the framing of Rules by the Judge of the Supreme

Court, and the approval thereof by one of Her Majesty's

Principal Secretaries of State, immediately from and after

the first appointment under this Order of a Judge of the

Supreme Court :

( 3. ) As to all other matters and provisions comprised and

contained in this Order, immediately from and after the

expiration of one month after this Order is first exhibited

in the public office of Her Majesty's Consul at Shanghai;

for which purpose Her Majesty's Consul at Shanghai is

hereby required forth with, on receipt by him of a copy of

this Order, to aflix and exhibit the sani e conspicuously in

his public office, and he is also hereby required to keep

the same so affixed and exhibited luring one month from

the first exhibition threof; and of the time of such first

exhibition notie shall, as soon thereafter as practicable,

be published in every Consular District in China and

Japau, in such manner as Her Majesty's Ministers tbere

respectively direct.

Times of commencemen
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Proclamation of Oriler.

And, notwithstanding anything in this Order, the time of

the expiration of the said month shall be deemed to be the

time of the commencement of this Order.

165. A copyof this Order shall be kept exhibited conspicuously

in each Court and Consulate in China and in Japan.

Printed copies shall be provided and sold at such reasonable

price as Her Majesty's Minister in China directs .

And the Right Honourable the Earl Russell , and the Right

Honourable Edward Cardwell, two of Her Majesty's Principal

Secretaries of state, and the Lords Commissionersof the Admiralty,

are to give the necessary directions herein as to them may respectively

appertain .

( Signed ,) EDMUND HARRISON.

The SCHEDULE to which the foregoing Order refers .

Orders in Council Repealed.

CHINA. JAPAN .

9 DECEMBER ,

4 JANUARY,

24 FEBRUARY,

2 OCTOBER ,

17 APRIL,

13 JUNE,

2 FEBRUARY,

3 MARCH,

12 SEPTEMBER ,

9 July,

1833 (Two Orders . ) 23 JANUARY, 1860

1843 4 FEBRUARY, 1861

1843
12 SEPTEMBER, 1863

1843 7 JANUARY , 1864

1844

1853

1857

1859

1863

1864

Consular Ordinances Repealed.

No. 1.-- 19 JANUARY , 1854. Deserters.

No. 2 .--- 31 MARCH , 1855. Lunatics ; Coroner.

No. 1.-17 JANUARY, 1855. Neutrality.

No. 1. - 5 MARCH, 1856. Insolvents.

No. 2.-29 MAY, 1856. Removal of Prisoners, &c .
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THE CHINA AND JAPAN ORDER IN COUNCIL, 1877 .

AT THE COURT AT WINDSOR, THE 30TH DAY

OF APRIL, 1877.

PRESENT :

THE QUEEN'S JOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas by The China and Japan Order in Council, 1865 ,

Her Majesty the Queen was pleased, by the a lvice of Her Privy

Council, to make provision for the exercise of Her Majesty's

power and jurisdiction over Her M jesty's subjects resident in or

resorting to Caina or Japan :

And whereas in China and Japan additional ports may be from

time to time opened to foreign tradle, and it is expedient to provide

for the exercise at those ports of Her Majesty's power and jurisdic

tion before the establishment there of Comm ssioned Consular

Officers :

Now, therefore, Her Muj-sty, by virtue of the powers in this

behalf by the Foreign Jurisdiction Act+ , 1883 to 187.) , and by the

Act of the Session of the Sixth andSeventh years of Her Majesty's

Reign, chapter eighty, " for the better government of Her Majesty's

subjects resorting to China," or otherwise, in Hrvested, is

pleased , by and with the a lvice of Her Privy Council, to or ler, and

it is hereby ordered , as follows :

1. - The provisions of Article 25 of The China and Japan Order

in Council, 1855, and all provisions of that Order consequent thereon

or relative thereto , shall extend and apply to every person (not

holding a Consular Commission from Her Majesty ) from time to

time appointed by Her Majesty's Minister in China or Japan to be

Acting Consul, and to be resident at a port in China or Japan,

which is for the time being open to foreign trade, and at which no

Commissioned Consular Officer of Her Majesty is resident.

2.-For the purposes and within the meaning of the said

Order, every person so appointed as an Acting Consul shall be

deemed a Consular Officer , and the district for which he is appointed

to act shall be deemed a Consular District, and the Court held by

him shall be deemed a Provincial Court.

3.— Words in this Order have the same meaning as in the said

Order.

C. L. PEEL,
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AT THE COURT AT OSBORNE HOUSF, ISLE OF WIGHT , THE 14TH DAY

OF AUGUST, 1878

PRESENT :

THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL .

Whereas Her Majesty the Queen bas power and jurisdiction over Her Majesty's

subjects resident in or ri sorting to China and Japan :

Now, therefore , Her Majesty, by virtue of the powers in tlis bel alf by the

Foreign Jurisdiction Arts, 1843 to 1875, and by the Act of Parliament of the session

of the sixth and seventh years of Her Majesty's reign (chapter 80 ), “ for the better

government of Her Majesty's subjects resorting to China," or otherwise , in Her

vested , is pleased , by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is

hereby ordered , as follows :

Preliminary .

1.- This Order may be cited as “ The China and Japan Order in Council , 1878. "

2.- This Order shall con mence and have effect as follows:

(a . ) As to the making of any warrant or appointment under this Order, imme

diately from and after the n aking ol this Order.

(6.) As to all other matters ard pre visions comprised and contained in this Order,

in mediately from and after the expiration of one month after this Order is first

exbibited in the public office of Her Majesty's Consul-General for the district of the

Consulate of Shanghai ; for which purpose Her Majesty's Consul-General or other

principal Consular Officer for tle time being for that district is hereby required forth

with , on receipt by bim from Her Majesty's Minister in China of a copy of this Order,

with instructiors in this behalf, to affix and exhibit this Order conspicuously in that

public office , and to keep the same so affixed and exbibited during one monih tbere

after; of the time of which first exiibition notice shall be published as soon there

after as practicable in each Cinsular district in China and Jajan , in such manner as

Her Majesty's Ministers there respectively direct ; and the time of the expiration of

that month shall be detmåd the time of the commencement of this Order.

3.- (1 . ) Articles 9 to 22, Loth inclusive, of the China and Japan Order in C« uncil ,

1865 , are herehy revoked .

( 2. ) Articles 26 and 37 of that Order are terely revoked as regarde Japan only.

( 3.) In this Order “ The Eecreti ry of State ” means one of Her Majesty's Prin

cipal Sicretaries of State.

(4.) Subject to the f regoing provis'ous , this Order shall be read as one with

the ( bina and Japan Order in Council , 1865.

(5. ) A copy of this Order shall be kept exhibited conspicuously in eachi Court

and Consulate in China and in Japan.

(6.) Frinter copies thereof shall be provided, and shall be sold at such reasonal le

price a. Hir Maje: ty's Ministers there respectively direct .
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Supreme Court for China and Japan.

4.- ( 1 .) There shall be a Chief Justice and an Assistant-Judge of the Supreme

Court for China and Japan.

(2.) The Assistant -Judge shall be the Registrar of the SupremeCourt ; and the

office of Law Secretary of the Supreme Court is hereby abolished.

(3. ) The Assistant-Judge shall bear and determine such causes and matters,

civil a d criminal, and transact such other part of the business of the Supreme Court,

as the Chief Justice from time to time by gºneral orler, or othı rwise, directs ; and

for that purpose the A -sistant-Judge shall bave all the like jurisdiction, power, and

authority as the Chief Justice.

( 4.) Any party to a suit or proceeding wherein any matter or question is heard

and determined by the Assistant Judge shall be entitled , as of course, to a rehearing

before the Chief Justice , sitting with the Assistant-Judye, or , in the unavoidable

absence of the Ass stant-Juilge, alone.

(5. ) If, on any such rehearing, there is a difference of oninion between the Chief

Justice an : the Assistant -Judge, the opinion of the Chief Justice shall prevail .

(6. ) Throughout the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865 , and the Rules

marle the reunder, the Chif Justice of the Supreme Court sall, as regards China, be

deemed to be therein substituted for the Judge of the Supreme Court.

(7.) There shall be attached to the Supreme Court a Chief Clerk, and so many

officers and clerks as the Secretary of State from time to time thiuks fit.

Court for Japan .

5.- ( 1 .) There shall be in and for Japan a Court styled Her Britannic Majesty's

Court for Japan.

(2.) The Court for Japan shall have a seal , bearing its style and such device as

the Secretary of Stue from time to time directs.

(3.) The Court for Japan shall hold its ordinary sittings at Kanagawa, or, on

emergency, at any other place within the district of te Cousu'ate of Kanag wa, but

may at any time iransfer its or linary siitings 10 any place in Japan approved by the

Secretary of State or by Her Majesti’s Minister in Japan.

(4.) Tiere shall be a Judye and an A - sistant- Judge of tie Court for Japan .

(5.) The Assistant Judge shall bear and determine such causes anil matters,

civil and criminal, an'l transact such other part of the business of the Court, as the

Juilge from time to time by gene al « rd ' r, or other rise, directs ; and for that purpose

the Assistant-Judge shall have ail the like jurisdiction , puwer, and authority as the

Judg :

(6.) Any party to a suit or proceedng wherein any matter or question is heard

and determined by the Assistant-Judge shall be entitled, as of course, to a rehearing

before the Judge, sitting with the Assistait-julge, or, in the unavoidable absence of

the ssistant -Julge, alone.

(7.) If on any such rehearing, there is a differ nce of opinion between the Judge

and te Assistant Judge, the opinion oi the Judge sball prevail.

(8.) In Japan, per: ons accused of crimes wh ci in England are capital shall be

tried by the Judge of the C urt for Japan , wi h a jury, and not otherwise.

( 9.) There sha : l be attached to the Court for Japan a Chief Clerk , and so many

officers and clerks as the Secretary of State from time to time thinks fit.

Jurisdiction in Japan.

6.-(1 . ) Her Majesty's Consu ! for the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa

shall crase to holl and orm a Provincial Court.

( 2. ) Unless and until the Secretary of State otherwise directs, Her Majesty's

Consul for tbe time being or the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa shall be the

Assistant- Judge if the Court for Jajan .

(3. ) All Her Majesty's juri-diction , civil and criminal , exerciseable in Japan

shall, for and within the district of the C nsulate of Kanagawa, be vested in the Court

for Japan as its ordinary ori_iv al juris liction .

(4.) All Her Miijesty's jurisdiction, civil and criminal, exercistable in Japan

beyond the distr.ct ofthe Co-sulate of Kanagawa, and not unler this Order vested
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in the Court for Japan, shall , to the extent and in the manner provided by the China

and Japan Order in Council , 1865, as mod fied by this Order, be vested in the Pro.

vincial Courts in Japan , each for and within its own district .

( 5 ) The Court for Japan shall have, in all matters, civil and criminal, an extra

ordinary original jurisdiction throughout Japan, concurrent with the jurisdiction of

the several Provincial Courts in Japan, the sameto be exercised subjectand a cording

to the provisions of the China and Japan Order in Coucil, 1865, as modified by this

Order .

7.- ( 1 . ) Subject to the provisions of this Order, the provisions of the China and

Japan Order in Council , 1865 , and the Rules in force in the Suy reme Court and other

Courts in China and Japan made under that Order , shall extend and a , ply to the

Court for Japan, as if the same were a Court (not a Provincial Court) established

under that Order.

(2.) For the purpose of the application thereof to the Court of Japan , in Articles

23, 24, 38 , 39, 41 , 42,43, 47 , 54 to 57 , 59 , 61, 62 , 67, 68 , 69 , 72, 74, 77 to 80, 83, 93,

99, 102 , 10:7, 108 to 111 , 117, 119 , 120 to 126 , 147, 153 , 155 , all inclusive, of that

Order, and throughout those Rules, there shall , as regar's Japan , le deemed to be

substituted Japan for China or for China and Japan, Kanagawa for Shan hai, the

Court for Japan for the Supreme Court for China and Japan, and the judge and

Assistant-Judge of the Court for Japan for the Judge and As- istant-Judge of the

Supreme Court; but not so as to affect those Articles or Rules as regards operation

thereof in and for China .

8.-- ( 1.) Article 119 of the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865 , relative to

appeals in civil cases to the Supreme Court for China and Japan, shall extend and

apply to appeals from decisions of the Court for Japan, as if the same were a Pro

vincial Court within that article ; and that Article, and the Rules therein referred to,

shall accordingly, notwithstanding anything in this Order, apply to appeals from the

Court for Japan to the Supreme Court for China and Japan; but the last mentioned

appeals shall not be heard except by the Chief Justice ofthe Supreme Court, sitting

with the Assistant- Judge of that Court, or, in the unavoidable absence of the Assistant

Judge , alone.

( 2.) If, on any such appeal, t ? ere is a difference of opinion between the Chief

Justice and the Assistant- Jud e , the opinion of the Chief Justice shall prevail.

(3.) Articles 120 to 126 , both inclusive, of the China and Japan Order in Council,

1865, relative to appeals to the Supreme Court for China and Japan in criminal cases,

shall extend and apply to appeals to that Court in criminal cases from decisions of the

Court for Japan , both in cases originally tried in the Court for Japan and in cases

brought by virtue of this Order before that Court, under those Articles, by way of

appeal from any Court or Officer in Japan ; and, for the purposes of this Article, the

Court for Japan shall, in cases so brought before it by way of appeal, be deemed to

be the Court trying the case .

Judges in China and Japan.

9.- (1 . ) The Chief Justice and Assistant-Judge of the Supreme Court and the

Judge and Assistant-Judge of the Court for Japan shall each be appointed by Her

Majesty by warrant under her Royal Sign Manual, subject and according to Article

23 of the China and Japan Ord r in Council, 1865.

( 2.) The Chief Justice and the Judge sball each be a subject of Her Majesty

by birth or naturalization, who, at the time of his appointment , is a member of the

Bar of England , Scotland , or Ireland , of not less than seven years' standing.

10.-(1 . ) In case of the death or illness, or the absence or intendud absence from

the district of the Consulate of Shanghai,of the Chief Justice or of the Assistant Judge

of the Supreme Court, Her Majesty's Minister in China may appoint a fit person to be

the Acting Chief Justice or to be the Acting Assistant-Judge (as the case may re

quire) ; but, unless in any case the Secretary of State otherwise directs, the Assistant

Judge, if present and able to act, shall always be appointed to be Acting Chief Justice,

( 2.) In case of the death or illness , or the absence or intended absence from the

district of the Consulate of Kanagawa,of the Judge or of the Assistant- Judge of the
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Court for Japan , Her Majesty's Minister in Japan may appoint a fit person to be the

Acting Judge or to be the Acting Assistant -Judge (as the case may require).

Vice-Admiralty Jurisdiction.

11.-Any proceeding taken in China or Japan against one of Her Majesty's

vessels, or the officer comman ling the same, as such, in respect of any claim cognisable

in a Court of Vice -Admiralty, shall be taken only in the Supreme Court or in the

Court for Japan, under the Vice-Admiralty jurisdiction thereof respectively.

Pending Proceedings.

12. - Nothing in this Order shall affect any suit or proceedings, civil or criminal,

pending at the commencement of this Order, with reference either to the original

proceedings therein, or to any appeal therein, or otherwise ; save tbat all suits and

proceedings, civil or criminal, instituted or taken in the district of the Consulate of

Kanagawa before and pending at the commencement of this Order are hereby trans

ferred to the jurisdiction of the Court for Japan; and the same may be carried on

and shall be tried , heard , and determinel, in and by the Court for Japan, as nearly

as may be, as if the same had been instituted or taken in the district of the Con

sulate of Kavagawa after the commencement of this Orler.

And the Most Honourable the Marquis of Salisbury, and the Right Honourablo

Sir ilichael Edward Hicks- Beach , Baronet, two of Her Majesty's Principal Secreta

ries of Slate, and the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury , and i he Lords Commis ,

sioners of the Admiralty, are to give the necessary directions herein as to them may

respectively appertain .

C. L. PEEL.



THE FOREIGN JURISDICTION ACT, 1878 .

41 AND 42 VICTORIA, CHAPTER 67 .

AN ACT FOR EXTENDING AND AMENDING THE FOREIGN

JURISDICTION Acts (16TH August, 1878) .

Second Schedule ,

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, ly and with

the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and

Commons, in this present Parliament assembled , and by the autho

rity of the same, asfollows : (tiat is to sa' ),

Construction of Act and 1 .- (1.) This Act shall le construed as one with the Foreign

short titles .

6 and 7 Vict . c . 94. Jurisdiction Acts 1843 to 1875, and those Acts together with this

28 and 29 Vict., c. 116. Act , may be cited as Foreign Juris liction Arts, 1843 to 1878, and

29 and 30 Vict. , c. 87 .

38 and 39 Vict ., c . 85 , this Act may be cited separately as the Foreigo Jurisdiction Act,

1878 .

( 2.) The Acts wher of the titles are given in the First

Schedule of this Act may be cited by the respective short titles

given in that Sebedule .

Repeal of enactments in 2.- The Acts mentiored in the Second Schedule to this Act

are hereby repealed to the extent in the third coumn of that Sche

dule mentioned ; provided that,

( 1. ) Any Order in Ciuil, commission, or instructions

made or issued in pursuance of any enactment b - roby

repealed, and in force at the passing of t ) is Act , shall

continue in force until aliere i or revoked by Her

Majesty ; and

( 2. ) This repeal shall not affect anything one or suffered ,

or any right accrued or liability incurred before the

passing of this Act ; and

( 3. ) Any action , suit, or other proceeding affected by any

enactment i errby repealed may be carried on in like

manner as if this Act had not bein passed .

Power for Queen in 3.- ( 1 ) It shall be lawful for IIer Majesty the Queen in

Council to extend

enactments in First Council, if it seems fit, from time to time, by Order, to direct that

Schedule.
all or any of the evactments described in the First Schedule to this

6 and 7 Vict . , c . 94

Act , or any enactments for the time being in force amending or

substituted for the same, sha'l extend, with or wit out any excep

tions, adaptations , or modifications in the Order mentioned, to any

country or place to which for the time being the Foreign Jurisdic

tion Act , 1843, applies.

(2.) Ther upon those enactments shall operate as if that

country or place were one of Her Maj; sky's Col nics, and as if

Her Majesty in Council were the Legislature of that Colony .
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--

4 .-- An Orler in Council purporting to bemade in pursuance Validity of orders made

of the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, or any of them , Jurisdiction acts .

shall be deemed a Colonial law within the Colonial Lws Validity banda o istic:24

Act, 1865, that is to say, the Act of the session of the twenty-eighth 29 and 30 Vict. , c. 87.

and twenty ninth years of the reign of Her present Majesty , chapter 38 and 39 Vict., c . 85 ,

sixty-three, “ to remove doubts as to the validity of colonial lawsS ;'

and any country, or place to which any such Order extends shall be

deemed a colony within that Act .

5.- In any country or place out of Her Majesty's dominions, Extension of Foreign

in or to which any of H -r Majesty's subjects are for the time being Her Majesty's subjects

resident or resorting, and which is nt subject to any government residing in Countries

from whom Her Majesty might obtain power and jurisdiction by governments

treatyorany of the other meansmentioned in the Foreign Jurisdic- 6 and 7 Vict, c . 94.

tion Act, 1813, Her Majesty shall by virtue of this Act have power

and jurisdic'ion ovir Her Majesty's subjects for the time being

resident in or resorting to that country or place, and the same shall

be deemed pwer and jurisliction had by Her Majesty therein

within the Foreign Jurisiliction Act, 1843 .

6.-It s'all b . lawful for Her Majesty the Queen in Council, Tumsdiction over ships
in

from time to time, by Orler, to make, for the government of Her

Majesty's subjects being in any vessel at a distance of not more

than one hun ired miles rom the coast of China or of Japan , any

law that to Her Majesty in Council may seem meet, as fully and

effectually as any such law might b ; mide by Her Majesty in

Council for the gvernment of Hr Maj-sty's subjects being in

China or in Japan .

7. - Every O. der in Council made in pursuance of the Foreign Orders in Council to bo

Jurisdiction Acts, 18 13 to 1878, or any of them , shall be laid before 6 and 7 Vict.,c. 91.

both Houses of Parliament furthwith after it is made if Parliament

be then in session, and if not, forthwith after the commencement 38 and 39 Vict. , c. 85.

of the then next session of Parliament.

8 .--- (1.) An action, suit, prosecution, or proceedinz against Provisions for protection

any person for any act done in pursuance or execution or intended foreign Jurisdiction

execution of the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 18 13 to 1878, or any of 6und 7 Vict.,C,94,

them, or of any Ord r in Council male under the same, or of any 29 and 30 Vict, €:57

such power or jurisdiction of Her Majesty as is mentioned in the 38 and 39 Vict . , c . 85.

said Acts or any of them , or in respect of any alleged neglect or

default in the execution of the said Acts or any of them , or of any

such Order in Council, power, or jurisdiction as aforesaid , shall not

lie or be instituted -

(a . ) In any Court within Her Majesty's dominions, unless

it is commenced within six months next after the act,

neglect, ordefault complained of, or in case of a con

tinuance of injury or damage, within six months next

after the ceasing thereof, or wbere the cause of action

arose out of Her Majesty's dominions, within six

months after the par ies to such action, suit , prosecu .

tion , or proceeding have b en within the jurisdiction

of the Court in which the same is instituted ;

(b . ) Nor in any of Her Majesty's Courts withoutHer Ma

jesty's dominions, unless the cause of action arose

within the jurisdiction of that Court, and the action is

commenced within six months next after the act,

neglect, or default plained of, or, in case of a con

tinuance of injury or damage, within six months next

after the ceasing thereof.

28 and 29 Vict., 116 .

29 and 30 Vict , c. 87 .
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( 2. ) In any such action , suit , or proceeding, tender of

amends before the save was commenced may be pleaded in lieu of

or in addition to any other plea. If the action, suit, or proceeding

was commenced aftır such tender, or is proceeded with afte pay

ment into Court of any money in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim,

and the plaintiff does not recover more than the sum tendered or

paid , he shall not recover any costs incurred after such tender or

payment, and the defendant shall be entitled to costs , to be taxed

as between solicitor and client, as from the time of such tender or

payment ; but this provision shall not affect costs on any injunction

in the action , suit, or proceeding .

( 3. ) So far as regards any action, suit, prosecution , or

pr . ceeding instituted after the passing of this Act, the provisions

of this Section shall superse le any provision for a like purpose

which is contained in any Order in Council under the Foreign

Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878 , and is in force at the passing of

this Act, and such provision shall cease to have any effect.

6 and 7 Vict , c. 91.

28 and 29 Viet, c . 110 .

29 and 30 Vict ., c . $7 .

88 and 39 Vict., c . 45 .

SCIIEDULES .

FIRST SCHEDULE (Sections 1 and 3) .

ENACTMENTS REFERRED TO.

SESSION AND CHAPTER . TITLE. SHORT TITLE.

6 and 7 Vict. , c . 34 . An Act for the better Fugitive Offenders Act,

apprehension of cer 1813

tain offenders.

12 and 13 Vict. , c . 96 . An Act to provide for Adiniralty Offences Colo

the Prosecution and nial Act, 1849.

Trial in Her Ma .

jesty's Colonies of

offences committed

within the jurisilic

tion of the Admi

ralty

14 and 15 Vict . , c . 99 . An Act to amend the law Evidence Act, 1851 .

Sections vil and of evidence .

eleven .

17 and 18 Vict . , c . 101. The Merchant Shipping

Part X. Act, 1854 .

19 and 20 Vict . , c . 113 . An Act to provide for Foreign Tribunals Evi

taking evidence in dence Act, 1856.

Her Majesty's do

minions in relation

to civil and commer

cial matters pending

before Foreign Tri

bunals .

22 Vict . , C. 20 . An Act to provide for Evidence by Commission

taking evidence in Act, 1859.

Suits and Proceed

ings pending before

Tribunals in Her

Majesty's Domi.

nions, in places out

of the jurisdiction

of such Tribunals.
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FIRST SCHEDULE.

ENACTMENTS REFERRED TO .

SESSION AND CHAPTER . TITLE . SHORT TITLE .

22 and 23 Vict ., c . 63 . An Act to afford Facili. ' British Law Ascertain

ties for the more cer ment Act , 1859.

tain Ascertainment

of tie Law admin

istered in one part of

Her Majesty's Domi

nions, when pleaded

in the Courts of an

other part thereof.

23 and 24 Vict. , c . 122. An Act to enable the Le- Admiralty Offences Colo

gislatureof Her Ma nial Act , 1860 .

jesty's Possessions

abroad to make En

actments similar to

the Enactinent of

theAct ninth George

the Fourth , Chapter

thirty -one, Section

eight.

24 and 25 Vict. , c . 11 . An Act to afford facilities Foreign Law Ascertain

for the better ascer ment Act, 1861 .

tainment of the Law

of Foreign Countries

when pleaded in

Courts within Her

Majusty's Domi

nions.

30 and 31 Vict. , c . 124 , The Merchant Shipping

Section eleven. Act, 1867.

37 and 38 Vict, c . 94, The Conveyancing (Scot

Section fifty -one. land ) Act, 1874.

SECOND SCHEDULE. (Section 2) .

ENACTMENTS REPEALED.

BESSION AND CHAPTER . TITLE . EXTENT OF REPEAL .

6 and 7 Vict . , c . 80 . The Whole Act .An Act for the better

government of Iler

Majesty's subjects

resorting to China.

6 and 7 Vici . , c . 94. Section Seven .The Foreign Jurisdic

tior. Act, 1843 .
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RULES OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S SUPLEME

COURT, AND OTHER COURTS IN CHINA

AND JAPAN .

Frawed under the Order of Her Majesty in Council of the 9th

day of March , 1865 , by the Juden of Her M jesty's Supreme Court ,

and approved by One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State.

Dated the 4th day of May, 1865.

In what cases this

proceeding applicable .

Issue .

Money payment.

1.- DECISION OF QUESTIONS WITHOUT FORMAL SUIT.

Questions of Fact.

1. Where the parties between whom a suit might be instituted

are agreed as to any question of fact to be determined between them ,

they may by consent and by order of the Supreme Court or other

Court on summons,—which order the Court may make on being

satisfied that the parties have a real interest in the determination of

such question , and that the same is fit to be tried ,-proceed to the

trial of any question of fact, without any petition presented or other

pleading

2. Such question may be stated for trial in an issue (Form 1 ) ,

and such issue may be set down for trial, and tried accordingly , as

if the question stated were to be determined at the hearing of an

ordinary suit.

3. The parties may, if they think fit, enter into an aureement

in writing, which shall be embodied in an order of the Court, that

on the finding of the Court in the affirmative or negative of such

issue, a sum of money, fixed in the agreement, or to be ascertained

by the C - urt, upon a question inserted in the issue for that purpose ,

sball be paid by one of the parties to the other, with or without

any costs.

On the fir ding of the Court in any ·uch issue, a decree may he

entered for the sum so agreed or asceriain « d , with or without costs,

as the case may be.

4. Where no agreement is enterel into as to costs , the costs of

the whole proceedivgs shall be in the discrtion of the Court.

5. The issur and proceelings and decree shall be recorded , and

the decree shall have the same eff ct as a decre in a contested suit .

Questions of Law

6. Where the parties between whom a suit might be instituteil

are agreed as to any question of law to be determined b 'tween them ,

they may by consent and by order of the S prem or other Court on

summons,—which order the Court may make on being satisfied that

the parties have a real interest in the determination of such question ,

and that the same is fit to be determined , - state any question of

law in a spe.ial case for the opinion of the Supreme Court, without

any petit on presented or other leading

Costs,

Efect of decree .

In what cases .
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When the case is stated under order of a Provincial Court, the Special case for Supreme

Court shall send the case to the Supreme Court; and the Supreme

Court may direct the case to be re - stated or to be amended, or may

refuse to determin- the same if tbe facts are not sufficiently stated,

or if the question thereon is not properly raised , or if the parties

cannot agree on an amend d case ; and may draw inferences of fact

from the facts stated in the case .

7. The parties may, if they think fit, enter into an agreement Money payment.

in writing (wh ch shall be embodied in the order for stating the

special case or in some subsequent order) , that u on the judgment

of the Supreme C urt being given in the affirmative or negative of

the questions of law raised by the sprcial case, a sum of money

fixed in the agreement, or to be ascertained by the Supreme Court,

or in such manner as it may direct, shall be paid by one of tbe

parties to the other, with or without any costs.

On the judgment of the Supreme Court, decree of the Supreme

Court or of the Provincial Court under whose order the case was

stated (as the case may be) , may be entered for the sum to be agreed

or ascertained , with or without costs, as the case may be.

8. Where no agreement is entered into as to costs , the costs of Costs.

the whole proceedings shall be in the discretion of the Supreme

Court.

Decree.
9. Tie special case 'and proceedings and decree shall be re

corded , and the decree shall bave the same effect as a decree in a

contested suit.

II. - SUMMARY PROCEDURE FOR CLAIMS UNDER 100 DOLLARS .

10. Where the claim which any person desires to enforce by In what cases.

proceedings iu the Court relates to money, goods, or other property,

or any matter at issue of a less amount of value than 100 dollars,

or is for the recovery of damages of a less amount than 100 dollars,

-proceedings - ball be commenced by summons (Form 2) , and the

suit shall be beard and determined in a summary way.

11. Te summons shall issue without application in writing. Courts ofprocedura

It shall be addressed to the defendant or defendants against

wbom the claim is made.

It shall state briefly and clearly the nature and particulars of

the claim , and the amount sought to be recovered .

It shall be served on the defendant or defendants within the

time an ' in the manner directed by the Court.

A defendant shall not be bound to attend personally to answer

the summons, unless required expressly by the summons so to do,

but he must attend personally if summoned as a witness.

The provisions of these Rules, relative to suits for sums of 100

dollars and upwards, shall beapplicable mutatis mutandis to suits for

sums of less iban 100 dollars , and shall be so applied accordingly

(except as far as the Court may in any case for tbe avoiding of delay

and furtherance of substantial justice think fit otherwise to direct ),

particularly as to the matters following:

The service of summons, notices, and orders.

The summoning of witnesses .

The taking of evidence .

Tue postponement or adjournment of the hearing .

T'he allowance of costs .

The contents and effect of orders, and the enforc ment thereof.

The recording of the proceedings.

The mode of appeal.
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Power of Court to direct
12. When , either on the application for a summons or before,

petition ,

or at the hearing thereof, it appears to the Court ( for reasons to be

recorded in the minutes of proceedings) that the nature and

circumstances of the case render it unjust or inexpedient to hear and

determine the claim in a summary way, the Court may direct

proceedings to be taken and carried on by petition, as in suits for

sums of 100 dollars and upwards.

III . - SUMMARY PROCEDURE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF

PROPERTY OF DECEASED PER ONS.

In what cases.
13. Any person claiming to be a cr ditor or a legatee, or the

next of kin , or one of the next of kin , of a deceased person , may

apply for and obtain , as of course, without petition filed or other

preliminary proceeding, a summons from the Court (Form 3) ,

requiring tle executor or administrator (as the case may be) of the

deceased to attend before the Court , and show cause why an ord r

for the administration of the property of the deceased should not be

made .

Order,
14. On procf of due service of the summons, or on the

app 'arance of the executor or administrator in person, or by counsel

or attorney, and on proof of such other things (if any) as the Co' t.

requires, the Court may, if in its discretion it thinks fit so todo?

make an immediate order for the administration of the property o

the deceased, and the order so ma le shall have the force of a decree

to the like effect made on the hearing of a cause between the same

parties .

The Court shall have full discretionary power to make or refuse

such order, or to give any special directions respecting the carriage

or execution of it, and in the case of applications for such au order

by two or more different persons or classes of persons, to grant the

same to such one or more of the claimants or class ' s of claimants as

the Court thinks fit.

If the Court thinks fit the carriage of the order may

subsequently be given to such person and on such terms as the

Court directs.

Custody of property . 15. On making such an order, or at any time afterwards , the

Court may, if it thinks fi ', make any such further or other order as

seems expedient for compelling the executor or alministrator to

bring into Court, for safe custody, all or any part of the money, or

securities , or other property of the deceased , from time to time

coming to the hands of the esecutor or administrator, or such other

order as seems expedient for the safe keeping of the property of the

deceased, or any part thereof, until it can be duly alministered

under the direction of the Court for the benefit of all persons

interested.

Proceedings er -officio. 16. If the extreme irgency or other peculiar circumstances of

any case appear to the Court so to require, the Court may issue

such a summans a'd make such an order or such orders as aforesaid ,

and may cause propar proceedings to be taken thereon , of its own

motion ex -officio, or on tie information of any leer of the Court ,

and without any such application by a creditor or legatee, the next

of kin , or one of the next of kin, as is before mentioned.

Minute of reasons. 17 The reasons of the Court for making any order under the

present provision shall be recorded in the minutes of proceedings .

IV .---SUMMARY PROCEDURE ON BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND

PROMISSORY NOTES.

wbat cases .

18. Suits on bills of exchange or promissory notes, instituted

within six months after the same become due and payable, may be
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commenced by summons ( Form 4) , and may be heard and

determined in a summary way as hereinafter is provided .

19. The Court shall, on application within seven days from Leave to defend , when ;

the service of the summons, give the defendant leave to defend the

suit on his paying into Court the sum indorsed , or on evidence on

oath showing to the satisfaction of the Court a good legal or

equitable defence , or snel farts as would make it incumbent on the

holder to prove consideration, or such other facts as the Court

deems suffi« ient to support the application , and on such terms as to

security a'd other things as to the Court seems fit; and in that case

the Court may direct proceedings to be taken and carried on by

petition in the ordinary way.

20. If the defendant does not so obtain leave to defend, the Decree .

plaintiff, on proof of due service of the summons, shall be entitled

as of course at any time after the expiration of such seven days , to

an immediate absolute decree for any sum not exceeding th . sum

indorsed on the summons, together with interest at the rate specified

(if any) to the date of the decree , and a sum for costs to be fixed by

the Court in the secree .

21. After decree the Court may, under special circumstances, Proceedings after

set aside the decree , andmay, if necessary , set aside execution, and

may yive leave to defend the suit, if it appears to the Court

rason ble so to do, and on such trms as to the Court may seem

just, the reasons for any such order being recorded in the minutes

of proceedings.

22. In any proceedings under the present provisions, it shall Deposit of bill.

be competent to the Court to oriler the bill or note sought to be

procrerled on to be forth with deposited in the Court, and further to

order that all proceedings be stayed until the plaintiff gives security Security for costs .

for costs

23. The holler of a dishonoured bill or note shall have the Holder's expenses.

same remedies for recovery of the expenses incurred in the noting

of the same for non -acceptance or non- paying, or incurred otherwise

by reason of the dishonour, as he has under the present provisions

for recovery of the amount of the bill or note .

24. The b lder of a bill or note may, if he thinks fit, obtain One summons against a
or any of the parties,

one summons under the pres nt provisions against all or any of the

parties to tie bill or note ; and such summons shall be the

comm ncem nt of a suit or su ts against the parties therein named

resp ctively ; and al the subsequent proccedings against such

re pective parties shall be carried on , as far as may be, as if separate

suwmous s had issued .

But the summons or its indorsem nt must set forth the claims

against the parties respectively ,according totheir respective alleged

liabilities, with sufficient precision and certainty to enable each

defendant to set up any defence on which he individually may

desire to rely.

25. Ar app alfrom a Provincial Cour' to the Supreme Court Appeal .

in respect of any decision, decrie, or order given or made in any

sucb suit does not lie, exiepi by siecial leave .

V.-SUITS FOR SUMS OF 100 DOLLARS AND UPWARDS .

Petition .

26. Subject to the foregoing provisions, where the claim In what cases.

which any l'erson desir's to entorce by proceedings in the Court

relat st. money, gools, or other propriety of the amount or value

of 100 de llars or upwards, –--or relates to or involves dire tly or

indirectly a question respáctiug auy matter at issue, of the amount
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Contents ofpetition .

or value of 100 dollars or upwards - or is for the recovery of

damages of the amount of 100 dollars or upwards --- proceedings

shall be commenced by the filing of a petition (Form 5).

27. The petition shall c ntain a narrative of the material

facts, matter, and circumstances on which the plaintiff relies, such

Darrative being divided into paragraphs numbered consecutively,

each paragraph containing, as nearly as may be , a separate ard

distinct statement or allegation, and shall pray specially for the

relief to which the plaintiff may conceive himself entitled, and also

for general relief.

The petition must be as brief as may be consist nt with a clear

statem nt of the facts on which the prayer is sought to be supported,

and with information to the defendant of the nature of tle claim

set un

In what cases .

nts must not be unnecessarily set out in the petition in

hac verba , lut so much only of them as is pertinent and material may

be set out, or the eff ct and substance of so much only of them as is

pertinent and material may be given , without needless pro ixity .

Dates and sums shall be expressed in figures and not in words.

The pe ition may not contain any statement of the mere evidence

by which the facts alleged are intend d to be proved, and may not

contain any argument of law.

The facts material to the establishment of the plaintiff's right

to recover shall be alleged positively,briefly , and as clearly as may be,

so as to enable the defendant by bis answer e ther to admit or deny

any one or more of thematerialallegations, or else to admit the truth

of any or all of the allegations, but to set forth sone other substance

matter in his answer, by reason of which he intends to contend that

the right of the plaintiff to recover or to any relief capable of being

granted on the petition has not yet accrued , or is released or barred

or otherwise gine .

Particulars of Demand.

28. Where the plaintiff's claim is for money payable in respect

of any contract, express or iniplied ,-or to recover the possession or

the value of any goods wrongfully taken and detained by the

defendant from the plaintiff, it shallbe sufficient for the plaintiff to

state his claim in the petition in a general form , and to annex to the

petition a Schedule stating the particulars of his demand, in any

form which shall give the defendant reasonably sufficient information

as to the details of the claim .

An application for further or better particulars may be made

by the defendant before answer on summons.

The plaintiff shall not at the hearing obtain a decree for any

sum exceeding that stated in the particulars, except for subsequent

interest and the costs of suit, notwithstanding that the sum claimed

in the petition for debt or damages exceeds the sum stated in the

particulars.

Particulars of demand shall not be amended except by li ave of

the Court ; and the Courtmay,on any application for leave to amend ,

grant the same, on its appearing that the defendant will not be

prejudiced by aniendment . Otherwise the Court may refuse leave

or grant the sameon such terms as to notice, pusi ponement of trial ,

or costs, as justice requires.

Any variance betwet n the items contained in the particulars

and the items proved at the hearing may be amended at the bearing ,

either at once or on such terms as to notice , adjournment, or costs ,

as justice requires.

Efect of particulars.

Amandment.

Tarianer.
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Where particulars are amended by leave of the Court, or where Time.

further or better particulars are ordered to be given , the order shall

state the time within which the amendment is to be made or the

further or better particulars are to be given ; and the order for

service of the aminded or further or 1 tter particulars shall state

the time which the defend' nt is to have to put in bis answer .

Ppers Anwend.

29. Where the plaintif seeks (in adı ition to or without any In what cases .

order for tle a ment of money by the d.ferdan ) to it in , as

against any person, any general or special declaration by the Court

of his rights under any contract or instrument, -or to set aside any

contract,-or to have any bond, bill, note , or instrument in writing

delivered ир to be canc - l d ,-or to restrain any defendant by

injunction, or to have any account taken between himself and

any other or others ,—and in such other cases as the nature of the

circumstances makes it nee'ssary or expedient,-the plaintiff in his

petition may refer to and briefly describe any papers or documents

on the contents of which ne intends to rely, and may annex copies

of such papers or documents to the petition , wheresuch papers or

documents are brief, or may s'atr any reason for not annexing copies

of such papers or documents, or any of them respectively (asto their

length, possession of copies by the defendant, loss , inability to

procure o pies ), that he may have to allege. The plaintiff shall, in Inspection.

his petition, offer to allow the defendant to inspect such papers and

documents as aforesaid , or such of them as are in his possession

or power.

Amendment.

30. Any plaintiff not giving sufficient information to enable the (in application of
Defendant.

defendant reasonably to understand the nature and particulars of

the claim set up against him , may be ordered , on the application of

the defendant before answer, to amend his petition .

The plaintiff may be ordered to annex copies of, or produce for

inspection such papeis or documents in his possession or power as

he bas referred to in the petition , and as the defendant is entitled

to inspect for the purpose of the suit .

The Court may in such cases make such order as to costs as Costa,

justice requires, and stay proceedings untilthe order is complied with .

31. If any petition contains libellors or needlessly offensive Libellous or offensiva

expressions , the Court may, either of its own motion before service expressions.

thereof, or on the applicat on of the defendant, order the petition to

be amended, and make such order as to costs as justi.e requires.

32. A petition may be amenili at any time before answer by Amendmenton

leave of the Court , obtained ex parte.
application of Plaintiff,

Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant within

such time and in such manner as the Court directs.

Equity.

33. Every petition is to be taken to imply an offer to do equity Effect of petition,

in the matter of the suit commenced by it, and to admit of any

equitable defence, and, on the other band , to enable the plaintiff to

obtain at the hearing any such equitable relief as he may appear

entitled to from the facts stated andproved , though not specifically

asked , it it may be granted without hardship to the defendant.

Parties.

34. Persons entitled to sue and suing on behalf of others, as Suit on behalf of others,

guardians , executors, or administrators, -or on behalf of themselves

and others, as creditors in a suit for administration ,-must state the

character in which they sue .
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Joint cause of suit, 35. All persons having a joint cause of suit against any

defendant ought ordinarily to be parties to the suit.

Joint and several 36. Where the plaintiff has a joint and several demand against

demand
several persons , either as principals or as sureties , it is not

necessary for bim to bring before the Court as parties to a suit

concerning such demand all the persons liable thereto, but he may

proceed a ainst one or more of the persons severally liable.

Non -joinder or 37. If it appears before or at the hearing that any person not

mis -joinder.
joined as plaintiff or as defendant ought to be so joined,-or that

any person joining as plaint ff or as defendant ought not to be so

joined, --the Court may order the petition to be amended , with

liberty to amend the other pleadings ( if any ), and on such terms

as to time for answering, postponement or adjournment of bearing,

and costs, as justice requires.

But no person shall be so joined as plaintiff without satisfactory

evidence to the Court of bis consent thereto.

Nor shall the name of any plaintiff be struck out unless it

appears to the satisfaction of the Court either that he was originally

joined as plaintiff without his consent, or that he consents to his

name being struck out.

Defendant sued as agent . 38. Where a plaintiff sues any person as agent for some other

person , not seeking to fix such agent with any personal liability, the

Court , on the fact cim ng to its knowledge, shall, if the person

really sought to be fixed with liability is within the particular

jurisdiction , forthwith order his nameto be substituted, and stay

proceedings until the order is complied with . But if he is not

within the particular jurisdiction, shall refuse to proceed further in

the matter, unless and until the person sued as agent undertakes,

by writing under bis hand, to ( eiend the suit, and personally to

satisfy any decree or order for debt or damages and costs ther in .

In the latter case the person sued as agent shall íur ther , within

such time as the Court orders and before the bearing of the suit,

procure and file with the proceedings a suffi 'ient authority in writing

from the party on wbose behalf such ayent is affectivg to act, to

substitute the name of the principal as deiend nt for his own ,

and to defend the suit, or otherwise act in it on behalf of such

principal

Suco agent shall not, however, he deemed discharged by such

authority and substitution from his personal undertaking and

liability to satisfy any decree or order in the suit, such anthority

and substitution beiig in all cases stricily required as a protection

against collusive decrees which might affect alisent persons.

Distinot causes of suit in 39. In case a petition states two or more distinct causes ofsuit,

one petition,
by and against the same parties, and in the same rights, the Court

may, either before or at the hearing, if it appears inexpedient to try

the different cau -es of suit together, or that different records be

made up, make such order as to adjournment and costs as justice

requires .

In case a pesition states two or more distinct causes of suit,

but not by and against the same parties, or by and against the

same parties but not in the same rights, tie petition may, on the

application of any defendant, be dismissed .

In case such application is made within the time for answer,

the petition may be dismissed, with substantial costs to be paid by

the plaintiff to the defendant making the application ; but in case

the application is not made within the time for answer , the petition ,

when the defect is brought to the notice of the Court , may be
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dismissed without costs , or on payment of Court fees only, as to the

Court seems just.

Defective Petition .

40. Where a petition is defective on the face of it by reason of staying o - oceedings

non -compliance wiib any provision of these Rules, the Court may,

eitier on application by a defendant or of its own motion, make an

or ler to stiy pri ceedings until the defect is remedied.

The Court shall, of its own motion , make an order to stay

proceedings on a defective petition, where the defect is patent and

serious , and comes to the knowlelge of the Court before service of

the petition on the defendant.

Copies of Service.

41. Where there is only one defendant, one copy of the petition, Number of copies .

and of any schedule thereto, for service, is to be left with the Court,

together with the original; where there are two or more defendants,

as many copies as t ere are parties to be served are to be left,

together with the original.

Serrice of Telition .

42. The plaintiff on filing his petition must obtain an order Order for service.

for service of it on the defendant.

Every order or service shall specify a reasonable time after

service, ordinarily not more than eight days, within wbich the

defendani must put in his answer .

Defence on Ground of Law

43. Where a di fondant conceives that le has a good legal or Motion that petition ba

equi'ahle de fence to the petition, so that even if the allegations of dinwie einwithoutreny

fact in the peution were aimited or clearly est iblished, yet the

plaintiff would not be entitled to any di cree against him ( the

defendant), he may raise this defence by a motion that the petition

be dismissed without any answer being required from him .

The motion paper shall be filed withių the time allowed for

puttin : in an answer .

It munt state briefly the grounds of law on which the defendant

intends to r ly at the hearing of the motion,

The motion shall be heard and disposed of at as early a time

as may be .

For the purpos's of the motion the de'endlant shall be taken to

arlmit ihe truth of the allegations of fact in the pe ition, and no

evidence as to matters of fact or discussion of questions of fact shall

be arlmittel at t'e hearing of the motion.

On baring the motion the Court shall either dismiss the Order.

petition or reler the defendant to put in an answer within a short

time, to be named in the order, andmygive leave to the plaintiff

to amend Lisjetition if it appears requisite, and may impose such

terms as just ce requires.

Wuere, on the hearing of the motion, any grounds of law a re Costs.

urged in sil port of the mo ion be und tiose stated in the motion

papr, and the grounds stated therein are disallowed , the defendant

shall be liab e to pay the same costs as if the motion wer '

rfusid, alth ugh the grounds of aw vewly uvel are allowed,

unless tle Court thinks fit in any case to order otherwise.

Answer.

44. The defendant may oltain further time for putting in his Further time to answo

answer vi siunions, stating lurther time required, and the reason

why it is required.

wliolly
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Hotof defendant not

mwezing .

Iceto answer after

fupeslowed.

The application when marle , unless consented to, must be

supported by affidavit or by oral evidence on oath , showing that

there is reasonable ground for the application , and that it is not

made for the purpose of delay .

45. Where a defendant does not put in any answer he shall not

be taken as admitting the allegations of the petition, or the plaintiff's

right to the relief sought; and at the hearing (even though such

defendant does not appear) the plaintiff must open his case , and

adduce evidence in support of it , and take such judgment as to the

Court appers just.

46. A defendant neglecting to put in an answer within the time

or further time allowed, shall not be at liberty to put in any answer

without leave of the Court.

The Court may grant such leave by order on the ex parte

application of the defenſant at any time before the plaintiff has set

down the cause, or applied to bave it set down for hearing.

Where the canse bas been set doun or he plaintiff has applied

to have it set down for bearing, the Court shall not graut such lave

exce; t on return of a summons to the plaintiff, giving notice of the

defendant's ar plication, and on such terms as to costs and other

matters as seem just.

47. The answer ( Form 6) shall show the na- ure of the defend .

ant's defence to the claim sit up by the petition , but may not set

forth the evidence by which such defence is intended to be sup

ad contents of

porti d .

It should be clear and precise, and not introduce matter

irrel vant to the suit , and th rules before laid down respecting te

setting out of documen's and the contents of a petition generally

shall be observed in answer, mutatis mutandis.

It must deny all such material allegations in the petition as the

defendant intends to deny at the hearing.

Where the answer denies an allegation of fact, it must deny it

directly, and not by way or ne_ativ ; pri gnant: as (for example)

where it is alleged that the definuant has ruceived a sum of money,

the answer mus : deny that he has r ceived that sum or any part

thereor, or else set forth what part he has received . Aud so, where

a matter of fact is alleged in the petition with certain circumstances,

the answer must not deny it literally as it is alleged, but must answer

the poiut of substance positively and certainly.

The answer mu-t specifically admit such material allegation

in this petition as t.e deenda't knows to be true or desires to be

taken as admitteil. Suci admission, if plain and specific , will

prevent the plaintiff from oitaining the cost of proving at the

bearing any matters of fret so admitid.

All material all -gations of fact alınitted by a defendant shall

be takın an established against him , without proof thereof by the

plaintiff at the hearing. But the plaintiff sual be bound to prove

as against exh deendant all alle çations of act not admitted by

bim , or tot stated by him to be true to his beli f .

be answer must alleg any matter of fact not sta'ed in tie

petition on which the devendent relies in defence, -as establishing ,

for instance, iraud on the part of the plaintiff, or showing that the

pla ntili's right to recover, or to any relief capable of being granted

on the petition, has not yet accrued, or is released or barred or

otherwise gone.

5
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48. The answer of a defendant shall not debar him at the Effect ofanswer at

hearing from disproving any allegat on of the p - tition not admitted hearing.

by bis answer, or from giving evidence iu support of a def nie not

expressly stt up by the answer,-except where the defence is such

as, in the opinion of the Court, ought to bave been expressly set up

by the answer - or is inconsistent with the statements of the answer

-or is , in the opinion of the Court, lik ly to take the plaintiff by

surprise, and to raise a fresh issue or rish issie's of fact or law pot

fairly ar sing out of the pleadings as they stand, and such as the

plaintiff ought not to be tuen called upon to try.

Specific Answer.

49. Were the defendant does not answer, or puts in a'i answer Summons to oczapel,

amounting only to a ge ieral denial of the plaintiff's claim , the

plaintiff may apply by summons for an or ler to compel bim to

answer spi cifically to th- several material allegations in the petition ;

ad the Court, it'such all gations are briefly , positively, separately,

and distinctly marle , and it thinks that justice so requirs, may

grant such an order.

The defendant shall , within the time limited by such order, put Nature of answ:

in his answer accordingly, and shall therein answer ile several

ma: erial llegations in the petition, either admitting or denying the

truth vf such allegations seriatim , as the t uth or tals hooi of each

is within his knowledge, or (as t.e case may be ) statiny is to any

o'le or more of the ailegations that he does not know whether such

allegation or allegations is or are true or otherwise.

The defen lant so answering may also set up by such answer

any de ence to the suit, an I may explain away the effect of any

admission therein made by any other allegation of facis .

Interrogatories.

50. Where an answer so pui in fals substantially to comply In what cases.

with the terms of the or ler, by reason of ny one or more of the

material all gations not being i-ither denied or a lujitel therely, or

not being met ly a statement in the ansver that the defin lant does

not know whether such allega'ion or allegations is or are true or

otherwise, the plaintiff may apply to the Court to examine the

defendant on writtın interrogatories ; ind t e Court may, if it sles

fi ', examine the defendant accorlingly 012 written interrogariis

allowed by the Court , and embolying ma'erial allevations of the

petition in an interroga'ive form , and may reduce the answers ofthe

defen iant to writing.

Such answers shall be taken for the purposes of the suit to be

a part of the defendant's answer to the pečition.

Oath .

51. The Court may, wher» the circums'ances of the case appear Power ofCourt to
require.

to require it , order the defendant to put in an answer on vatn .

Tender.

52. A deferce alleging ten ler by the defondant must be Payment into Court

accompamed by payment into Court of the amount allege ? to have

been tendered .

Set- off.

53. A defence of set -off to a claim for money, whether in debt Particulars.

or in damages, must be accompani d by a statement of particulars

of set-off'; and if pleaded as a sole delence, unless extending to the

whole amount of the plaintiff's claim , must also be accompanied by
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Payment into Court .

Costs .

Cross suit.

Answer.

payment into Court o the amount to which , on the defendant's

sbowing, the plaintiff is entitled ; and in default of such payment

the lefendant shall be liable to bear the costs of the suit, even if he

succeeds in his defence t , the extent of the set - off pleaded .

Where a defendant in his answer raises a defence by way of

set off, which , in the opinion of the Court, is not admissible as

set-off, the Court may either before or at the hearing, on his

a; plication , give him liberty to withdraw such r'e ence , and to file a

cross petition, and may make such order for the hearing of the suit

and cross suit together or otserwise, on such terms as to costs and

other matters as stem just.

Payment into Court.

54. Payment into Court by the defendant must be accompanied

by an answer. The answór must state distinctly, thit te money

paid in is pa'd in satis action of the plaintiff's claim generally, or

(as the case may be ) in satisfaction of some specific part of the

plaintiff's claim , where he claim is stated in the petition for distinct

sums or in respect of distinct matters.

Pavinent into Court, whether made in satisfaction of the

plaintifi's (laim generally or in satisfaction of some specific part

thereof, operates as an admission of liabili'y to the extent of the

amount | aid in , and no more , and for no other purpose.

Where tle defendant pays money into Court, the plaintiff shall

be at liberty to accept the same in full satisfaction and discharge of

the cause of suit in respect of which it is paid in ; and in t'at ( ase

the plaintiff'may for hwith a ply by 11.otion or payment of the money

out of Court to liim ; ani on the hearing of the m ton the Court

sball make such order as io stay of further proceedings in the suit,

in wbole or in part, and as to costs and other matters, as se ms just.

If the plaintiff does not so apply, he shall be considered as

insisting that he has sustainel damages to a greater amount , -- or

(as tbe case may be ) that the defndant was and is indebt d to him

in a grater amount than the sum paid in ; and in that case the

Court, in determining th suit and disposing of costs at the hearing,

shall have rezard to the fact of the payment into Court having been

made and not accepted.

Effect.

Acceptance plaintif.

Non -acceptance.

Costs.

Cross petition in same

suit ,

Counter - claim .

55. Where a defendant in his answer raises any specific defenre,

and it appears to the Court that on such de ence being established

he way be entitled to rel et against the plaintiff in respect of the

subj ct-matter of the su t , the Court may, on the application of the

d fendant either before or at the hearing, if u der the cirenm - tances

of any case it thinks fit , give lıb rty to him to file a counter claim

by a cro -s -peti ion in the same suit, asking for relief against the

plaintiff, and ау make such order for th . haring o'the suit anil

counter-claim tu_etue or otherwise , and in such m.mer an !

S11c trns as to costs its al other matt is as seem just, and may, it

in any case it seems lit , require the plaintiff'to give security to te

satisict:0i on the Court (l deposit or otherwise ) to abide by and

perform the dee sion oft e Couit on the cunter -clai..).

On

No pleading after

Proceedings after Ansuer .

56. No repul cation or ot er pliadiog a.ter answer is al 5 : 1

except by special leave of the Court.

Oswer .
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57. Where the plaintiff consiilers the contents of the answer to Amendment of petition

be such as to render an amendment of the petition necessary or
after answer ,

desirable, he may obtain ex parte an order to amend the petition, on

satisfying the Court that the amendment is not intended for the

purpose of d lay or vexation, but b - cause it is considered to be

material for the plaintiff's case.

Notice of the am ’ n:Iment shall be given to the defen lant within

such time and in such manner as the Court in each case directs .

Settlement of Issues.

58. At any time before or at the hearin the Court may, if it Before or at hearing.

thinks fit, on the application of any party or of its own motion,

proceed to ascertain and determine what are the material questions

in contr versy betwen the parties, although the same are not

distinctly or properly raised bị the pledings,and may reduce such

questions ir writing and settle them in the form of issues ; which

issu's when s ttled mav state questions of law on admitted facts , or

questions or disputed fact , or qu stions partly of the one kind and

partly of the oriler.

In settling issues th · Court may or ler or allow the striking out Amendment of pleadings.

or amendment of ani pllling or part of a plealing so that the

pleadings may finally courespond with the issues sıttled, and may

orler or allow the striking out or amenlment of any pleading or

part of a pleading that appears to be so framed as to prejudice,

embarrass, or delay the trial of the cause .

Where the application to the C urt to settle issue is made at Application viva voce .

any stage ofthe procedings, at which all parties are actually present

before the Court, either in person or by counsel or attorney, or at

the hearing, the application may be made viva voce , and may be

disposed of at once, otherwise the application must be made and

disposed of on summons.

Reference of Account.

59. Where it appears to the Court at any time after suit In whatcases .

instituted , t at the question in dispute relates eitherwholly or in part

to matters of mere arcount, the Court may, according to the amount

of public business pending, either deciile such question in a summary

way , or order that it be referred either wholly or in part to some

person agrı ed on by the parties, or in case of their non -agreement,

appointed by the Court.

The referee shall enter into the account and hear evidence, and

report on it to the Court , according to the order ; and the Court after

hearing the parties may adopt the conclusions of the report, either

wholly or in part, or may direct a further report to be ii ade by the

referee, and may grant any necessary adjournment for that purpose.

Setting down of Cause for Tearing.

60. No cause can be set down for hiring without order of the Order for setting down,

Court first obtained .

61. At the expiration of th time allowed for answering , the When plaintiffmay
apply.

plaintiff may apply ex parte for an order to set down the cause for

hearing

62. Where the defendant has put in an answ r , the plaintiff When and how far

must carefully consider the answer, and if he finds that upon the Padretide to enter into

auiswer alone there is sufficient ground for a fival decree or order,

he must proceed upon the answer without entering into evidence

preparatory to or at the bearing.

Or, if it is needful to prove a particular point, he must not enter

into evidence as to other points that are not necessary to be proved .

On summons ,
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In the first case, if he enters into evilence at all , and in the

second case , if he enters into evidence as to such other points, he

renders himself liable to pay the costs thereof.

Order for setting down 63. An ord: r to set down th : cause may be made on the applica

onapplication ci

Cofondant. tion of the difen; ant by summons, if itappea 8tihe Court, having

regard to the state of the plearlings, that the cause is ready to be

beard , and that there has been delay on the part of the plaintiff in

obtaining an order for setting down the cause, for which the plaintiff

has no reasonable excuse (as the absence or illness of a material

witness ), an thatthe def nilant is prejudiced or may rea onably be

expected to be prejudiced by such delay.

Dismissal for want of Prosecution.

In what cases.
64. Where this paintiff does not ob ain an order for setting

down the cause within three months from the time at which he

might fir - t apply for such an order, the defendant may apply ty

motion for an order to dismiss the petition for want of prosecution.

On sub application, the Court may, if it thinks fit, make an

order dismissing the p . tition, or make such o her order, or impose

such terms as the Court thinks just and reasonable.

Postponement of Hearing.

Inwhat cases.
65. The Court may at any time on a summons taken out by

any party postpone the hearing of a cause set dow ' , on being

satisfie i by eviderce on oath that the postponement will bave the

effect of better ensuring the hearing and determination of the

questions between the parties on the merits.

Where such an applicati n is made on the ground of the

absence of a witness, the Court shall require to be satisfied that his

evidence is material, and that he is likely to return and give evidence

witbiu a reasonable time .

Where such an application is made for the purpose of enabling

the party applying to obtain the evidence of a witness resident out

of the particular jurisdiction, the Court shall require to be satisfied

that the evidence of the witness is material , and that he is likely to

give evidence, and that he is permanently resiling out of the

jurisdiction , or does not intend to come within the jurisdiction

within a reasonable time. The party making such application must

also apply for an order for the examination of such witness out of

th jurisdictio!), or for leave to use an affilavit to be made by such

witness as evidence at the hearing.

Hearing List and Hearing Paper.

Tobe kept. 66. There shail be kept a General Hearing List for ( auses and

a Hearing Paper.

Order of causes . 67. Where a cause is set down for hearing it shall be placed in

the : eneral hearing list , and shall be transferred to the hearing

paper strictly in its turn and order, according as the general hearing

list becom s exhausted .

The regular order sball in no case be departed from without

special inrection .

Notice to parties. 68. When a case is about to be transferred from tle general

hearing list to the bearing papir, notice shall be served on the

parties ( Form 7) ; and unlessthe Court in any particular ca e directs

otherwise, ten days shall be allowed between service of such notice

and the day of hiaring .

Causes taken out of turn . 69. When any cause or matter bas been specially directed by

the Court to be h -ard on a particular day, or out of its ordinary
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Court.

turn, the name of the cause or matter shall be placed in the hearing

paper, with the words “ by order subjoined.

70. In case of any adjournment of the bearing from the day Adjournment.

appointed in the hearing paper by reason of the preceding causes

in the hearing paper not having been got through, or under any

order of the Cor: rt marle during the sitting on that day , no further

notic to cither party of the adjournme: t day shall be requisite ; and

the adjourument day shall, unless otherwise ordered by the Court ,

be the next ordinary Court day.

Sittings of Court .

71. The sittings of the Court for the bearing of causes shall be, on w“ , t..ys.

where the amount of public business so warrants, held on fixed and

stated dars.

The Court may, at its discreti - n , appoint any other day or days

from time to time for the hearing of causes, as circumstances

require .

72. The sittings of the Court for the bearing of causes shall Publicity ,

ordinarily be public ; but the Court may, for a reason to be specified

by it on the minutes, hear any particular cause or matter in the

presence only of the parties and their legal advisers and the officers

of the Court.

73. On the app'ication of either party at the commencement of Keeping witnesses out a

the proceedings, or of its own motion, the Court may order witnesses

on both sides to be kept ont of Court until they bave respectively

given their evidence ; but this rule does not extend to the parties

themselves or to their respective legal advisers, although intended

to be called as witnesses .

74. Subject to special arrangements for any particular day, the Order of business a

busii ess of the day shall be taken , as nearly as circumstances permit, sittings.

in the following order :

( i . ) At the commencement of the sitting, judgment shall be

delivered in matters standing over for that purpose, ard appearing

for judgmert in the paper :

( ii . ) Ex parte motions and motions by consent shall next be

taken , in the order in which the motion papers bave been sent in :

(ii.) Opposed motions on notice, and arguments on showing

cause aga'nst orders returnable on that day , shall then be taken, in

the order in wbich these matters respectively stand in the hearing

paper :

( iv .) The canses in the bearing paper shall then be called on,

in their ord r, unless the Court sees fit tu vary the order.

Hearing.

75. When a cause in the hearing paper has been called on , if Non -appearance ofbei

neither party appears, either in person or by counsel or attı rney,

the Court, on bi ing satisfied that the plaintiff has received notice of

the heariny, shall, unless it ser's good reason to the contrary, strike

the cause o t of the hiaring paper.

76. If the plaintiff does not appear in person or hy counsel or Non appearance of

attorney, the Court, on being satisfied that the plaintiff has received paintitl

notice of the hearing, shall, unless it ses g vor reasın to the con

trary, strike out the cause,and make such orders as to costs in favour

of any defendant ap earing as seems just.

77. If the plaintiff appears, but the defendant or any of the Non-appearance a

defendants do not appear, i person or by counsel or attorney, the defendant,

Court shail , be ore bearing the cause , inquire into the service of the

petition and of notice of hearing on the absent party or parties . '

parties.
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If rot satisfied as to the service on every party, the Court shall

direct that furth - r s rvice be made is it directs, and adjourn the

hearing of the cause for that purpose.

If satisfied that the defendant or the several defendants bas or

have been duly served with the petition and with notice of the

hearing, the Court may proceed to hear the cause, notwithstanding

the absence of the defendant or any of the defendants, and may, on

the evilence adduced by the plaintiff, give such julgment as appears

just. The Court, however, shall not be abs lutely bound to do so,

but may order the tearing to stand over to a further day, and direct

fresh notice to be given to the defendant or defendants, in case

justice seems to require an adljournment.

Rehearing for defendant , 78. Where t e Court bea's a caus : and gives julgment in the

absence of and against any defen lant,it may afterwa ds , if it tlinks

fit, on such terms as seem jus ', set as de the decree and rehear tie

cause , on its being established by evidence on oath to the satis art

of the Court that thedofinant's absence was not wilful, an Ithat he

has a detence upon the merits.

Restoration of cause to 79. Where a caise is struck out by reason of the absence of the

List for plaintiff.
plaintiff, it shall not be restored without leave of the court, until it

bas been set do ynagiin at the bottom of the g'neral hearing list,

and been transferre , in its regular turn to the hearing paper.

Non -appearance of
80. Where a cause bas bein once struck out, and has be 'n a

plaintiff a second time.

second time s« t down, and has come into the hearing paper, and on

the day fixed for the hearing the plaintiff, having received due notice

thereof, fails to app'ar either in person or by counsel or attorney

when the cause is called on , the Court, on th . aplication of the

defendant, and if the non - appearance of the plaintiff appears to be

wilful and intended to barass the defendant, or to be likely to

prejudice the defendant by preventing the hearing and letermination

of the suit , ma make a order on the plaintiff to show cause why

a day should not be fixed for the peremptory hearing of the cause ;

and on the return to that or er, if no cause or no sufficient cause

be shown, the Court shall fix a day accordingly, upon such notice

and other terms as se m just.

I ' case the plaintiff' dois not appear on the day so fixed, either

in person or by couns l or a : torney , the Court shall, unless it sees

good rea -on t , the contrary, dismiss the petition, which dismissal

shall have the same effect as a dismis al on the m rits at the

hearing

Jury.

Time for demand of or 81. Notice of demand of a jury, or of application for a jury

application for jury.
mu - t be filed severlars at leay before the d :: O !' ' erinin

Appal.
82. An appeal Lou's not lie against the reusal ofan application

for a jury.

Adjournment for jury. 83. Where noticeose ar l of a jury has 110. be in ^ ?. 1 in due

time, or if at the heariu : bo‘h parties desire a j ry , tie Conrt may,

on such terms as seem just,iljourn the hearing, in or ' er that a jury

may be summoved.

Proceeding to the Icaring.

Order of proceeding. 84. The order of proceeding at the liearivg of a cause shall be

as follows :

T.e plaintiff shall state the polea ' ings.

Tue par y on whom the burden of proof'is thro va by the nature

of the waer al issues or questions betwentie parties has the right

to begin ; be shall aldi ess the Court and ope his case .

H skall be call bis evidence an l xamine his witnesses in chiet.

:
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When the party beginning has concluded his evid nce, he shall

ask the other party if he intends to call evidence ( in which terms

is included evil ince taken by affidavit or deposition, er under

commission , and docu ventary evidence not already read or takin as

read) ; and if answered in the negative , he shall be entitled to sum

up the evidence already given , and comment thereon; but if answered

in the affirmative, he shall wait for his general reply.

When the party beginnin - bas concluded his case , the other

party shall be at liberty to a ldr 'ss the Curt, and to call evidence ,

and to sum up and comment thereon.

I no evid nce is call d or ral by the latter party, the party

beginning ( saving the rig it of the Crown ) shall have no right to

reply, unless he has been prevented fro" su nming up his case by

the statement of the other party of his intention to call evidence .

The case on both sides shall then be considered closed .

If the party opposed to the party beginning calls or reads

evidence, the party beginning sball be at liberty to reply general'y

on the wbole cas ' ' , or be may call fresh evidence in reply to the

evidence given on tie other side , on points material to the

determination of the issu's, or any of them , but not on collateral

matter.

Where evidence in reply is tendered, and allowed to be given ,

the reply against whom the same has been adduced shall be at

liberty to a dress the Court, and the party beginning shall be

entitled to the general reply.

85. Each witness, after examination in chief, shall be subject to Cross - examination and

cross-examination by the other party, and to re- examination by the re -examination ,

party calling him , and after re -examination may be questioned by the

Court, and shall not he recalled or further questionel save through

and by leave of the Court.

86. The Court shall take a note of the substance of the viva voce Notes of evidence .

evidence in a narrative form , but shall put down the ternis of any

particular question or answer, if there appears any special reason

for doing so .

No person shall h. entitled as of right, at any time or for any

purpose , to inspection or a copy of the Court's not s.

87. All objections to evi ence must be taken at the time the objection to evidence.

question objected to is put, or , in case of written evidence, when the

same is about to be put in, and must be argued and decided at the

time.

88. Where a question pu' to a witness is o ? jected to, the Court, Note of objection.

unles, the objection a pear frivolous, shall take a note of the

question and objection, il repaired by either party, and shall

mention on the notes whether the question was allowed to be put

or not, and the answer to it , if put.

89. Where any evidence is by afli lavit, or has been taken by Evi enez by affidavit .

com nission , or on deposition, the party adducing the same may read

ad comment on it, either immediately after his opening,or after the

viva voce evidence on his part has been concluded.

90. The Court may , at its discretion, if the interests.of justice Admission of affidavit

appear al solately so to require (for reasons to be recorded in the alth ... 113 er isso

minutes of procedi: gs) , admit an affidavit in evidence, although it

is showr that the party against whom the affi lavit is offereel 10

evidene ka ! 10 opportunity of cross- examining be person making

the affidavit, on suh terus, if any , as seein jul.

91. Documentary evidence must be put in and read , or taken Documentary evidence.

as read by consent.

exal Tion .
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Every document put in eviden, e shall be marked by the Court

at the time , and sball be retained by the Court during the hearing,

and returned to the party who put it in , or from whose custody it

carne, immediately after th » judgment, unless it is impounded by

order of ihe Court.

Variance of evidence.
92. Where the evidence adduced at the hearing varies

substantially from the allegations of the respective parties in the

pleading, it shall be in the discretion of the Court to allow the

pleading to be amended.

Amendments, 93. The Court may allow such amendment on such terms as

to adjournment, costs, and other things as sem just, so as to avoid

surprise and injury to any party ; but all amendments necessary for

te d - termination in te ex sting suit of the ral question in

controversy between the parties shall be made if duly applied for.

Pleadings prejudicing 94. The Court may at the hearing order or allow , on such

fair trial.

terms as seem just, the striking out or am ndment of any pleading

tiat avpears so framed as to prejudice, embarrass, or delay the fair

trial of the real questions in controversy between the parties.

Judgment.

Publicity . 95. Decisions and judgments shall be delivered or read in open

Court, in presence of the parties and their iegıl advisers.

Summons to hear 96. If the judgmentof the Court is reserved at the hearing,

judgment.
parties to the suit shall be summoned to hear judgment, unless the

Court at the hearing states the day on which judgment will be

delivered , in which case no summons to hear judgmentshall be issued.

Notice to parties of 97. All parties shall be deemed to have notice of any decision

judgment.
or judgment, if the same is pronounced at the bearing of the

application or suit.

All parties duly served with notice to attend and hear

judgment shall be deemed to bave notice of the judgment when

pronounc d .

Minute of judgment. 98. A minute of every judgment, whether final or interlocutory,

shall be made, on which the decree or order may be drawn up on

the application of any of the parties.

Special Case .

Decision , judgment, or 99. Any decision or judgment may be given , or verdict taken

verdict subject to subject to a special case to be stated for the opinion of the Supreme

special cases ,
Court .

Rehearing. New Trial.

General power of Court 100. The C urt may, in any case , on such terms as seem just,

as to rehearing or

Dew trial. order a rehearing or new trial , with a stop of proceedings.

Time for application 101. An application for a new trial may be made and deter

for new trial .
mined on the day of hearinr , if all parties are present, or on notice

of mo‘ion, filed rot latır tan 14 days after the hearin r.

Such notie . shail 101 of its It operate as a stay of proceedings;

but any money in Court in the suit shall be retained to abide ibe

result of the motion or the further order of the Cowi.

After the expiration of such 14 days, an applicati in for a new

trial shall not be admitted, except by special leave of the Court, on

such terms as spem just.

Jury may be demanded 102. On an order for rel earing or new trial, either party may de

on new trial. mand a jury for the second trial, though the first was not with a jury.

Court may order jury. 103. The Court may, it it thinks fi , make it a condition of

granting a rehearing or new trial that the trial bu'l be with a jury .

On appeal jury mathe 104. Where the Sup'eme Court, or a ? a from a Court where

crdered for second trai. trial with a jury can be bad, thinks fit to direct a rehearing in the

Corri blow , it may direct that the second trial shall be with a jury ..
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decree or order,

Decrees and Orders.

105. A decree or order shall bear date of the day in which the Date of decree or order.

decision or judgment on which the decr'e or order is founded is

pronounced .

106. Decrees and orders shall be drawn up in form only on Drawing up of decreo

the application of some party to the suit , and shall then be passerl , or order.

certified by the seal of the Court, and entered , and shall then form

part of the record .

No decree or order shall be enforced or appealed from , nor

shall any copy thereof be gran'e : d , until it has been so drawn up,

passed, and entered .

107. Any party to the sui is entitled to obtain a copy of a Certified copies.

decree or order, when drawn up , passel, and entered , such copy to

be certified under the seal of the Court .

108. Where an order is made ex parte, a certified copy of the Erparte orders .

affidavit or deposition on which the order is granted must be served

on the party affected by the order, together with the order.

109. Where in any suit or matter a decree or order directs statement oftime in

any person to pay money or do any other act, the same or some

subsequent decree or ordr shall state the precise time within which

the payment or other act is to be made or done, reckoned from the

date or from the service of the decree or order in which the time is

stated, or from some other point of time, as seems fit .

110. A decree or order may direct the payment to be made, or Imniediate payment,

act to be done, immediately after service of the decree or order, if,

under special circumstances, the Court thinks fit so to direct.

111. Where the decree or order is one directing payment of Jpdorsement on decres

mone , there shall be endorsed on the copy of it served on the money payment ;

person required to obey it, a memorandum in the words, or to the

effect, following :

“ If you, the within -named A.B. , neglect to obey this decree

Cor order] by : he time therein limited, you will be liable

"to have a writ of execution issued against your goods;

“ under which they may be seized and sold, and will also

“ be liable to b . summoned by the Court , and to be ex

“ amined as to your ability to make the payment directed

“ by this decree (or ordert, and to be imprisoned in case

“ of your not answering satisfactorily .”

112. Where the decree or order is one directing some act to or for other act .

be done other than payment of money , there shall be indorsed on

the copy of it served on the person required to obey it, a memo

randum in the words , or to the effect, following : --

If you , the within -named A.B. , neglect to obey this decree

or order ] within the time therein limited , you will be

" liable to be arrested under a warrant to be issued by the

“ Court, and will also be liable to have your property

sequestered , for the purpose of compelling you to obey

“ this decree (or order ]."

113. A decree or oriler may direct that money directed to be Instalments .

paid by any person be paid by such instalments as the Court thinks

fit.

114. All money directed by any decree or order to be paid by How payment to be
made.

any person, shall be paid into Court in the suit or matter, unless

the Court otherwise direct .

115. Every person not being a party in any suit, who obtains an Enforcement of order

order or in whose favour an order is made, is entitled to en'orce not parties to suit,

obedience thereto by the same process as if he were a party to the suit.
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)

other suit .

And every person not being a party to any suit against whom

obedience to any order may be enforced, is liable to the same

process for enforcing obedience to such order as if be were a party

to the suit.

Execution of Decrees and Orders.

Obedience without
116. A person directed by a decree or order to pay money, or

demand made.

do any other act, is bound to obey the decree or order on being

duly served with it, and without any demand for payment or per

foriuance.

Execution against goods , 117. Where the decree or order is one directing payment of

money, and the person ( lirect : d to make payment refus ' s or ne žlects

to do so according to the exigency ofthe decree or order, the person

prosecuting the decree or order shall be entitled to ap to the

Court for ex'cution agaiust the goods of the disobedient person .

Instaiments , 118. Where a decree or order directs payments of m ney by

instalment, execu ion shall not issue until after default in payment

of some instalment according to the order : and execution, or

succ ssive executions, may then issue for the whole of the money

and costs then re naining unpail, or for such portion thereof as the

Court orders, either at th time of making the original decree or

order or at any subsequent time.

Stay of Execution .

Power to stay, pendng 119. The Court may, if under the circumstances of a'y cise it

think fit, on the application of a defendunt, and on such terms as

seem just , stay execution of a decree or order pen ling a suit in the

same or any other Court in which that defen :lant is plaintiff, and

the person who has obtained such decree or order is defendant.

Seizure and Sale of Goods .

Warrant of execution 120. The Court shall , unless it sees good reison to the con

against goods ,
trary , on the application of the persona prosecuting the decree or

order, issue under the seal of the Court a warrant of execution,

directel to a proper Offic r, who shall be thereby empowered to

levy the money or lered to be paid (with the costs of execution ) by

distress and sale of the goods of the disobelient person, wheresoever

found within the particular jurisdiction.

What n ay be seized . 121. The Officer executing the warrant may by virtue thereof

seize any of the goods of the person against whom execution issued

(except the wearing apparel and be lding of himself or his family,

and the tools and impl-ments of his trade, to the value of 25 dollars,

whic , shall to that extent be protected from seizure), and may also .

seize any money, bank notes , chequ's, bill of exchan e, promissory

notes, bonds, or securities for money belonging to him .

How bills, notes, and 122. The Court shall hold any cheques, bills of exchange,

other securities to be

dealt withi . promissory notes, bonki, or securities for money so seized, as

securi y for the amount cirected to be levied by the execution, or

so much thereof as is not otherwise levied , for the benefit of the

person rosecuting the decree or or ler, who may sue in the name

of the person agains' whom execution issues, or in the name of any

person in whose nam he might have sued, for tie recovery of the

mon y secured or ma le paya'ile thereby when the time of payment

arr ves .

Ble .
123. The sale of goods seized in execution shall we con lucted

under the order of the Court, and by a person nominated by the

Court, but n ') step shall b . taken therein without the demand of

the person prosecuting the decree or order, who shall be liable for
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any damage that ensues from any irregularity or from any improper

or illegalproceeding taken at bis instance .

124. The Court shall not ord r any gools to be sold unless Adverse claimsto

satisfied prima facie that they belong to the person against wliom

execution is issued , and are in a place where the Court has the

right to exercise jurisdiction .

Where a claim is mad . by a t'ird party to gools seized in

execution, the same , if made bi a British subject, shall be decided

by the Court on summons, and in a summary way, as between the

claimant and the person prosecntin , the decree or orler.

If the claim is made by a for igner, the Court shall either

oblige the person prosecuting the decree or order to establish his

claim before selling the goods, or allow him to sell the goods and

defend any claim , as appears just.

125. A sale of goods seized in excution shall not be made until Wien sale to be made.

after the end of five duys at least next foll wing the day of seizure,

unless the goods are of a perishable nature, or on the request in

writing of the prson whose goods have been seized ; and until sale

the goods shall be ileposited by the officer in some fit place, or they Custody in meantime.

may remain in the custols of a fit prson approved liy the Co rt

and put in possession ly the officer .

126. Every warrant of execution shall be returned by the officer, Return ofwarrant.

who shall certiíy thereon how it has b en executed .

127. In or on every warrant of ex on the Court shall cause Payment before sale.

to be inserted or indorsed the sum of money and costs adjudged,

with the sums allowed as increased costs for the execution of the

warrant ; if t'e person against whos ? gools esecution is issued

before ac'ual sale of the go ds, pars, or causes to b paid into Court,

or to the officer bolling the warrant. the sum of money and costs

adjudged , or such part thereof as the person entit ed thereto agrees

to accept in full sati-faction thereof, together with all fees, he

execution shall be superseded , and the goods seizd shall be dis

charged and set at libriy.

128. In case any officer of the Court, employed to levy any Nerlert, connivance, or

execution, by neglect, condivance, or omission lises the opportunity

oflvying the same, then on complaint of the person agrieved and

on the fact alleged being proved on oath to the satisfaction of the

Court, the Court may oriler the officer to pay such da'nages as the

person complaining appears to have sustained ther by, not excee ling

in any case the sum of money for which th : execution is uel ; and

the officer shall be liable thereto ; and on deman ] being male

thereof, and on his refusal to pay the same, payment thereof shall

be enforced as any decree or order of the Churt directing tie pay

ment of money.

Summons to Judyment Debtor.

129. Where decree or orler directing payment of money in what cases .

remains who ly or n pirt unsa istied (whether a wariant of ex'cuiion

bas issu: d or 11 1), the person posecuti g the decree or oriler ay

apply to the Court for a summons, requiring the person by wion

paynntis dir (td to be made to appear and b examined resp.cting

bis ability to make the payment d rected, and the Court shall, unless

it sees good reason to tie contrary, issue such a summons .

13 ). On tre appearance of the person against whom the sum- Examinition,

mons is issu , he may be exam n l on oath by or on benalf of the

person prose :u'ing the decres or orler, and by tie Court rspecting

his abil ty to pay the money directed to be paid, and fortie discovery

om'ssion of oficery.

A
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Commitment.

or property applicable to such payment, and as to the disposal which

he may have been made of any property.

He shall be bound to produce, on oath or otherwise , all books,

papers, and documen s in his ?" ssession or power, relating to

property applicable to such paymcat.

He may be examined as to the circumstances under which he

contracted the debt or incurred the liabilitv in respect of which the

payment money is by the decree or order dir . cted to be made, and

as to the means or expe tation be then had of paying the debt or

discharging the liability.

He shall be bound to sign his examination when reduced into

writing

Whether the person simmoned appears or not, the person

prosecuting thr decree or order, and all other witnesses whom the

Court thinks requisite, may le examined on oath or otherwise

respecting the matters aforesaid .

The Court may, it it thinks fit, adjourn the hearing of the

summons from time to time, and require from the person summoned

such security for his appearance at the adjourned learing as seems

fit, and in default of his finding security , may , by warrant, commit

him to prison , there to remain until the aljourned bearing, unless

sooner discharged.

131. In any of the following cases,

(i . ) If it appears to the Court by the examination oftheperson

summoned or other evidence , that be then las or since the

making of the decree or or ler has had sufficient means to

pay the money directeil to be paid by him , and he refuses or

negl cts to pay the same according to the decree or order ; or

(ii . ) Thal, with intent to defraud his creditors, or any of

them , he has male or suffered any gift, delivery, or

transfer of any property, or changed , removed, or cancelled

any property ; or

(ii .) T at the debt or liability in question was contracted or

incurred by him , by or by reason of fraud or false pretence,

or breach of trust, committed by him ; or

(iv . ) That forbearance i hereof'was obtained by bim by fraud

or false pretence ; or

(v . ) That the debt or liability was wilfully contracted or

incurred by bim without his having had at the same time

a reasonable expectation of being able to pay or discharge

it ; or

(vi.) Was contracted or incurred by him hy reason of any

prosecution or proceeding wherein he was f und guilty

of any crime or offence, or by reason of any proceeding

fi'r libel, slander, assault, blitury, adultery, seduction,

breach of promise of marriage, malicious arrest, malicious

or frivolous and vexatious prosa inition , milicious trespass,

malicious injury , or ihe malicious filing or prosecution of

a petition for adjudication of ins lrency or bankruptcy, -

then and in such case the Court mıy, if it ihiuks fit, order that the

person summoned be committed to prison for any time not exc 'eding

forty days,and may issue a warrant for his commitment accorlingly.

132. In places where there is no B : it sli prison, or no other place

for the detention of a debtor in custoly exce; t the prison of the

Chinese or Japanese authoriti- s, the Curt shall not commit the

debtor, if it appears that the last-mentioned prison is unfit, regard

-

Place of imprisonment,
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in prisoa.

heing had to the requirements of hea th and decency, for the con.

finement of a Britisi subject under civil process.

133. The expens ' s of the d -btor's maintenance is pris n must Expenses of maintenanet

be defrayed in the first instance by the person prosecuting the decree

or order, and may be recovered by him in such manner as the Court

directs.

Such expenses shall be estimated by the Court, and shall be

paid at such time and in such manner as the Court direets .

In default of payment the debtor may be discharged if the

Couit thinks fit.

134 Imprisonment under such a warrant does not operate as Effect of imprisonment.

a satisfaction or extinguishment of the debt or liability to which the

decree or oriler relat s, or prot. ct the person imprisoned from being

anew summoned amd imprisoned for a jy new fraud or other default

rendi ring him liable to be imprisoned, or deprive the person pro

secutii the decree or order of any right to have execution against

his goods, if ther : had not been such imprisonment.

135. Any person so imprisoned , w o vays the monry by the Dischargefrom prison
on payment.

decree or order directed to be paid , in the instalments thereof

payable, and costs ren aiving due at the time of his commitment,

and all subsequent costs and expenses, shall be discharged from

custody.

136. On the hearing of any such summons as aforesaid , the Rescinding or variation
of order for payment .

Court , if it thinks fit , whether it makes any order for the commitment

of the per -oc summond or not , may r -mind or alter any decree or

order previonsly made against him for the payment of money by

instalment or otherwise, and mak any further or other order, itler

for the payment of the wholether offorth with , or by any instalments,

or in any other manner as the Court thinks reasonable and just.

Execution out of Jurisa iction .

137. Ordinarily a warrant of excution of comini ment shall not Warrant of execution of
commitment, where tu

be executed oui ofibe par icular jurisdiction , except unler an order se executed.

made for that purp ise, on the request or the Court issuing the

warrant, by the Curt within whose jurisiliction it is to be executed ,

which Court may take such steps as if it bad orijinally issued the

warrant, but shall iltimatıly serd any money produced by the

execuion or the person apprehenderi ( as the ca - e may be) to the

Court from whiva the warrant issued , to be there dealt with

according to law .

But where the urgency or other peculiar circumstances of the

case apj.ear to the Cour issuing the warrant su to require, the Court

( for reisons to be róc rded in the minut s of proceedings) may oriler

it to b . executed out of the particular jurisdiction , and it may be so

executed accordingly.

Arrest.

138. When the decree or riler is one directing some act to be In what cases,

done oth r than paym ut of mo..ev, and the person directed to do

the act refuses or neglects to do it according to the exiy -ncy of the

decree or order, tu pers n proseku i thedecree or order shall be

ent tle ] to apply to thu Court ivril warrant of arrest against the

disubidient p rsın .

139. The Court shall, unless it sers good reason to the contrary, Warrant.

on the applicatiou of the per on pros'cuting the decree or order,

issue , under the stal of the Court, a wariant of arrest directed

to a poper officer, who shall be ther by empowered to take the

body of the disobedient person and dtain him in custody until
furtber order .
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In what cases .

In what cases,

Warrant.

Sequestration .

140. In case the person aga nst whom the warrant of arrest

issues is not and cannot be found , --or is taken and deained in

custody under the warrant without obeying the decree or order, --

ten the person prosecuting the decree or order shall be entitled to

an order of sequestration against his property.

Commitment for Disobedience.

141. Whire any person over whom the Court bas jurisdiction

is guiliy of wiltul dis bedience to a decree or or'er, the person

prosecuting the decree or ord r shall be entitled to apply to the

Court for an order on the d sobedient person to show cause why he

should not be punished for the disobedience. The Court, unless it

sers good r ason to the contrary, shall on such application make an

order accordingly.

The Court shall not grant the order except on evidence on oath

establishing such a «ase as , if uncontraélicies and unexplained, would

justifi the in ,mediate commitment of the di-obedient person.

A certified cour of the aflii avit or deposition on which the

order is grauted shall be served on the party to whom the order is

directeil, together with the order, and he may fil. counter affidavits.

142. On the return day of the order, if the pirson to whom it

is directed dors not attend, a'd does not establish a sufficient excuse

for not attending, and if the Court is satisfied that the wrdır bas

been duly servel, -- or if he attends an / does not sbow cause to the

satis action of the Court why he should not be punished for the

disobedience, -- the Court may issu > a warrant for his commitment

to prison .

The Court may enlarge the time for the return to the order, or

may, on the ri turn of it , and under circumstances which would

strictly justify the immediate commitment of the person guilty of

the disobedience, direct that the warrant for his commitment shall

issue only afier a certain time, and in the event of his continued

disobi.ience at tiat time to the decree or order in respect of which

he has been guilty of disobedience.

143. A person committed for disobedience to a decree or order

is liable to be detained in custody until he has obeyed the decrer or

order in all things that are to be immediat ly performel, and given

sucn security as the Court thinks fit to obey the other parts of the

decree or orde: (if any) at t'e future times thereby appointel, ---or

in case of his no longer havingt'e power to obey the decri e or order,

then wil he has been imprisoned for such time or until he has

paid such fine as i he Court directs.

VI. - INTERLOCUTORY PROCEEDINGS.

144. Interlocutory applications may be made at any sta e of a

suit or proceeding.

They shall be maile either by motion or on a ;' l.lication for a

Duration of detection,

Form of q'er ( utory

application,

Summons .

Moti 18.

Motion - paper.
145. Motions must le reluced to writing in the terms of the

ord r sought from the Cout; and a wotion shall not be entertained

until t e party o oving has file in the Court a writien motion pa ; er

distinctly stating the terms of the orrer sought ( F rm ) .

The motion way in its terms ask for an oriler « ireiing more

than one thing to be done, and 1 ay also be an in alternative form ,

ask ng that i ne or another oriler be male, so only that the whole

order sought be therein substantially expressel.
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If the motion-paper contains any matter by way of argument

or other matter except the proper particulars of the motion itself,

the Court shall direct the motion -paper to be amended, and shall

make no other order thereon, until it is am nded accordingly by the

striking out of such argument or other matter.

Ti: re shall be filed with the motion - paper all affidavits on Evidenco.

which the person moving intends to rely .

No other evidence can be used in support of the motion except

by leave of the Court .

Nopaper acompanying themotion -paper other than an affidavit

shall be received .

146. The person filing the motion -papir may then either move M »tion in Court;

the Court while sitting, and on such days and at such times, if

any, as are by the regulations of the Court appointed for hearing

motions,-or in cases of urgency at any time while the Court is

sitting, and not engig d in hearing any other matter,—or send a or by writing.

writ'en request to the Court for an order according to the motion

paper, with such argument stated in writing in support of his

motion as he thinks fit.

147. All motions shall be maile er parte in the first instance, Notice ofmotion.

unless the Court giveleave to give a notice of motion for a certain day.

148. On a motion ex parte the party moving shall apply for Application ex parte.

either an immediate absolute order of the Court in the terms of the

motion -paper on his own shewing and evidence, or an order to the

other party to appear on a certain das and show cause why an order

should not be maile in the terms of the motion - paper.

Any party moving in Court ex parte may support bis motion by

arguments adilressed to the Court on the facts put in evidence by

the affidavits filed in support of the notion : and no party to the

suit or proceeding, although presen “, other than the party moving,

shall be entitled to be then heard.

149. On a motion coming on , the Court may allow the motion- Order on motion ,

paper to be amended .

It
may allow additional evidence to be produced by affidavit or

depositions.

It may direct the motion to stad over .

It may refuse the motion .

It may make an order in terns of the motion.

Where an immdiate order absolute is asked, and the right

thereto clearly a pars, it may grant such order.

It may grant an order to show cause why the order sought

should not be ma le.

It may allow a motion on notice to be made .

If the motion as originally framed, or as arrended , is sub

stautially divisible into two or more parts , it may divide the same,

and deal in « ifierent ways with tle separate parts thereof, as tho

case may r quire.

If it app ars to the Court on the evidence alduced in support

of the mot.on, or on any a lditional<-viilenee which the Court permits

to be a lduced in support thereof, that the party moving is entitled

to an order alısolute, or to show cause different from the order askerl ,

and tie pary moving is willing to take such different order, the

Court may so ord r accorlingly.

If he is not wil ng to take such different order, the Court shall

refuse the motion .

150. Where an ordır is made on a motion ex parte, any party Varying or discharge

affected by it may, within seven days after service of it,apply to the of order.
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Return-day.

Counter affidavit.

Proceedings on return

day .

Court by motion to vary or discbarge it; and the Court, on notice to

the party obtainin the order, either may refuse to vary or discharge

it , or may vary or discharge it with or without imposing t rms as to

costs or security, or other ti ings, as seems just.

Orders to show cause .

151. An order to show cause shall specify a day when cause is

to be shown, to be ca'l d the return-day to the order, which shall

ordinarily be not less than four days after service .

A person served with an order to show cause may, before the

return -day, file affi lavits in order to contradict the evidence used in

obtaining the order , or settivg forth other facts on which he relies ,

to induce the Court to discharge such order.

On the return -day, if the persons served do not appear, in

person or by couns l or attorney , and it appears to the Court that

the service on all proper parties has not been duly effected, the

Couri may enlarge the time and direct further service, or make

such order as seems just.

If the persons served appear, or the Court is satisfid that service

on all proper parties has been duly effected , the Court may proceed

with the matter.

The Court may eitier discharge the order, or make the same

absolute,-or adjourn the consideration thereof - or permit further

affidavi's to be filel in support of or against the crder,--and may

modify the terms of the order so as to meet the mi rits of the case,

-and may make the order so modified al solute -- and may, if the

order against which cause is shown is substantially divisible into

two or more parts, divide the same, and deal in different ways with

the separate parts as seems fit ; and the Court, as part of its order,

may impose terms as to costs or other things on the parties, or any

of them, as seems just .

Summons.

152. An interlocutory application for a summons need not be

made in writi1:9, but may be ma le in person either by the applicant

himself , or by bis counsel or attorney.

If the Court considers that a summons ought to be granted, it

may issue a summons ordering the person to wliom it is directed to

attend at the time and place specifi d therein, ei her in person or by

counsel or attorney, anil briefly but distinctly setting furth the nature

of the particular application.

The sunimons shall be headed in the suit or other proceeding.

On the return day of the summons, if the person to whom the

summons is directe attends, or in his absence on proof of service,

the Court may, on the application of the person obtaining the

summons, consider and d al with the application in a summary way .

The Court shall take a note of the material evidence, if taken

viva voce.

The Court may adji urn the bearing of any sumwons when

vec ssary .

VII.-APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT.

I. - In General.

153. An appeal does not lie from an order made ex parte.

Any person aggrieved by such an order nust apply to the

Court by which it is made to vary or discharge it.

154. Application for leave to appeal must be made to the Court

whose decision is to be appealed frm , by motion, ex parte, ordinarily

within seven days after the decision to be appealed from is given ,

afterwards by " pecial leave of the Court.

Application for

Contents of.

Proceedings on return .
day .

Ex parte orders.

Time for application or

Cave ,
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155. If leave to appeal is applied for by a person dir cted by a Execution of deeree or

decree or order to pay money, or do any other act, t'ie Court below order pending appeal,

shall direct either that the decision appealed from be carried into

executio , or that t'ie execution thereof be suspended pending the

appeal, as the Cou't considers to be in accordance with substantial

justice.

If the Court directs the decision to be carried into execution, Security ,

the person in whose favour it is given shall , before the execution of

it, give security to the satisfaction of the Court for the du- per

formance of such order as the Supreme Court may make.

If the Court directs the execution of the decision to be suspended

pending the appeal, the person against whom the decision is given

shall , before any order for suspen-ion of execution, give security to

the satisfaction of the Court for the due performance of such order

as the Supreme Court may miku.

In all cases security shall also be given by the appellant to the

satisfaction of the Court, to an amount not exceeding 250 dollars,

for the prosecution of tha'peal, and for pay nent of all fees and

charges in the Court below and in the Supreme Court, anl of all such

costs as may be awarded to any respondent by the Supreme Couri .

If the last-mentioned security is given within fourteen days leave to appeal , when.

after motion made for leave to appeal , ther, and not otherwise, the

Court below shall give leave to appeal, and the appellant siall b .

at liberty to prefer and prosecute his a ; peal accordingly.

In any case other than the case hereinbefore described, the

Court below , if it considers it just or expedient ( for reaso's to be

recorded inthe minutes of proceeding) to do so, may give leave to

appeal on th terms and in the manner aforesaid.

156. Where there are more plaintiffs than one an appeal cannot appeal by plaintiffs;

bu prosecuted except by all the plaintiffs jointly .

Where there are more defendants than on , any one or more of by defendants .

them may prosecute an appeal separately ; but defendants severing

in appeal do so at the risk of costs if this verance is improper.

157. The Supr ·me Court may require any pariy to an appeal to Personal appearance.

appear personally before it on the hearing of the appeil, or on any

occasion pending the appeal: oth -rwise personal appearance shall

not be requisite.

158. It is not open, as of risht, to any party to an appeal to Evidence.

adduce new evidence in sup; ort of his original case ; but a party may

allege any facts essential to the issue that have e me to liis knowledze

after the decision of the Court below, and adduce evidence in support

of such allegation ; and fir the furtherance of justice the Supreme

Court may, where it tiinks fit, allow or require new evidence to be

adduced.

159. The Court below shall not, except for some special cause, Original documents .

take upon itself the responsibility of the charge or of the transmission

to the Supreme Court of original letters or documents produced in

evidence in the suit.

Such origina ' letters and documents shall be returned t the

resp 'ctive parties producin the saine, and only copies thereof duly

certified shall be transmittel in the appeal recoril.

The respective parties must, however, be prepired to produce

the originals, if required by the Supreme Ciurt, before or at the

hearing of the appeal.

160. After the expiration of six months from the date of a Limitation of time

decree or order, leave to appeal against it shall not be given by a
for appeal.

Provincial Court.
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Application for leave to appeal must in that case be made to

the Supreme Court, which shall grant such leave if on consideration

of all the circumstances of the case, it app ars just and expedient

that an appeal should be allow.d , but not otherwise, and may

impose such terms as to security and other things as spem just.

Application of foregoing 161. The for going Rules apply to su'ts for 250 dollars or
Rules.

uprarils, witirrespect to which a rig t of appealis giv n bytheOrder

in Council under which these Ru'es are framed, and shall also be

applied , as far as may be, mutatis mutandis, in cases where special

leave to appeal is applied for to a Provincial or the Supreme Court.

Appeal petition, Motion. 162. An ap: eal from a decree ord r made at the bearing of

a suit shall be made by petition.

Other app als s'all le made by motion .

II. - From Decrees or Orders at Hearing .

Appeal petition ; Time 163. The appellant must file his petition of appeal in the Court
for filing

below within fourteen days after leave to appeal is given .

Contents.
161. The petition of appeal shall contain an exposit on of the

appellant's case as supported by evidence alrea :ly b fore the Court,

and by the record as it stands, and may not refer to any matter of

fact not appearing hy surh record or evidence, or which may not by

argu' ent and inference b. fairly dei'uced therefrom .

It shall set forth the grounds of appeal, and the particulars in

which the decree or order appealed from is consider d by theappellant

to be ei ronions or defective, and shall pray that the same may be

reserved or varied, and that the Court above may make the particular

order to wl.ich on t e record and evidence as it stands theappellant

conceives himself entitled , or such other order as the Court Thinks

just.

It may contain aliy matter by way oi argument in support of

the appeal.
Service ,

16. ) . Tie petition of appeal slall be served on such persons as

the Court directs .

Respondent's answer.
166. Any person in whom the petition of appeal has been

served my, within fourte ' n days after service, file in the Court

below an answer to the pitition ofarreal.

The aliswi r s'all contain an exposition oft'e respondent's case

as supported by the evilence already before the Court, and by the

record a- it stands, and may not refer to any matter of fact not

al pearing by such record or evilence, or no : by argument and

inference fairly de lucille therefrom .

It shall simply conclude with a demand that the appeal be

dismissed .

It my contaiv any matter by way of argument against the ·

appeal.

Copies furnished
167. Copiesof the answer shall be furnished by the Court to

such persons as it thinks fit.

Objections in answer. 168. All matter of objection to any appeil, as bein out of

time, or on an grunds o'! r than on the merits of the case itself,

must lies.bstantially raisi d by the party desiring to rlvibereon, in

and by the answer to the petition of appeal, and if not so raisel, or

where no answer is put in , no such objection s'ali be permitted to

be raised at the hearing of the ap : eal.

Effect of not answering. 169. The absence of an answer shall not preclude any person

interested in supporting the decree or oriler from supporting the

same on the merits at the hearing of the appeal.

Record of appeal, 170. Out e expiration of the time for answering, the Court

below shall, without received anl further pleading in appeal, make
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up the record of appeal, which shall consist of ( 1 ) the petition,

pleadings , order, and proceedings, and the decre : or order in the

suit, (2) a copy of all written and documentary evidence a Imitted ,or

tendered, and of the notes of the viva vice evidence, (C ) the petition

or petitions of appeal, and (+ ) the answer or answ.rs thereto.

Toe whole record shall be fastened tog ther, the several pieces

shall be numbere l , and the whole shall be secured by the s - al of

the Court below .

171. After the record of appeal has been made up, and until Power of SupremeCourt
over suit in which appeal

the appeal is disposed of, the Supreme Court shall be deemed in
is pending

possession of thewhole suit as betw.en the partie ; to the appeal.

Every application in the suit shall be mule to the Supreme

Court and not to the Court below , but any application may be made

through the Court bel w .

172. The Supreme Court mưy from time to time make such Power of Supreme Court

ord-rs as seem necessary for determining the ral questions in to herwise proceditotherwise proceed in it,

controversy btween the parties, -- anl for t'iat purp se mav, as

between the parties to the appeal, amend any defects or errors in

the record of appeal, -and may diríet the Court below to inquire

into and certify its finding on any question as between such parties,

or any of them , which it may b . necessary or expedient to determine

before final julgment in the appeal --- and generally shall, as between

the parties to the appeal, have as full and ample jurisdiction over

the whole suit as if the same had been iustitutel and prosecuted in

the Supreme Court itself as a Court of first instance, by parties

subject to its ordinary ori inal jurisdiction - anl may rehe ir the

whole case ,-or may reunit it to the Court below to be reheard, or to

be otherwise dealt with as the Supreme Court directs.

173. The Supreme Court shall, on receiving the record of app 'al , Day for hearing.

fix a day for the hearing thereof.

Such day shall be fixel as will allow of the Court giving notice

thereof through the Court below to the parties to the appeal, and

as will allow of the parties attenling either in person or by counsel

or attorney, if the : or any of them desire to do so.

174. In case all the several parties to an appeal appoint Appearance by counsel

persons at the place of sitting of the Supreme Court to represent

or attorney .

them as their respective counsel or attorn.y in the matter of the

appeal, and cause the same to be notifi d tot ie Supreme Court, the

Court sball allow the app alto be set down in the general hearing

list at once, and shall proced to dispose of the appeal in its turn

without furtber notice to the parties or any of them ; and the

respective representatives of the parties shall be bound to watch for

a'd, take notice of the day for the bearing of th » appeal.

III. - Not from Decrees or Orders at Haring.

175. The appellant shall file his app'al motion paper in the Appeal motion ,

Court below within seven days after leave to appeal is given .

He inay at the same time file in the Court below any argument

he desires to submit to the Supreme C urt in support of the appeal.

The motion -paper and the argument ( if any) shall be served on

such persons as the Court directs .

176. Any person so servd may , within seven days after service, Respondent's argument,

file in the Court below any argument he desiris to 'submit to the

Supreme Court against the appeal.

Copies of such last-mentioned argument (if any) shall be

furnished by the Court below to such persons as it thinks fit.

177. On the expiration of the timefor filing such last -mentioned Record of appeal.

argunent, the Court below shall make up the record of appeal, which
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Notice to parties

shall consist of ( 1 ) the petition and such portion of the pleadings,

orders , proce din: s , and evidence as relat to the particular decision

appealed from , with ( 2) the appeal motion paper and any argument

or arguments filed .

The ri cor sha'l be made up as on appeal from a decree .

178. The Court si all not cause notice to be given to the parties

of the day when the ap.eal motion will be disposed of, unless under

special circumstances it thinks fit to do so .

But wen any pary to the appeal motion notifies to the

Supreme Court his desire to attend iu person, or by counsel or

attorney, when the motion is being disposed of , he shall be at liberty

to do so, and the Court shall bear bim , or his counsel or attorney,

before disposing of the motion .

In what cases .

Recognizance.

Paration of order.

VIII . -SUMMARY ORDERS BEFORE SUIT .

179. Where the extreme urgency or other peculiar circums

tances of the case appear to the Court so to require, the Court may

on evidence on oath, without a petition baving been previously

presented, make ex parte an crder of injunction, or an order to

sequest r o oney or goods ,--or to stop a passpor',-or the clearance

of a ship , -- or to hold to bail.

180. B'fore making such an or ' er the Court shall require the

person applying for it to enter into a recognizance (with or without

à surety or sureties as t'e Court trinks fit ), signed by the party

applying (and his surety or suretics if any), as a security for his

being answerable in damages to the person against whom the order

is sought, or to give such other security fır that purpose by deposit

or otherwise as the Court tbinks fit.

181. Any such order shall not remain in force more than 24

hours , and shall at the end of that time whelly cease to be in force

unless within that time a suit is re , ularly instituted by the person

obtaining the order.

Any such order shall be dialt with in the suit as seems jusi.

182. An order to hold to buil shall state the amount ( including

costs ) for which bail is required.

It shall be executed forthwith .

The person arrested under it sl all be entitled to be dischar ed

from custoly under it on bringing into Court the amount stated in

the order, to abide the event of any suit instituted, or on entering

into a recognizance, (with or without a surety or sureties as the

Court thi: ks fit), siguel by lim (and his surety or sureties if any) ,

as a security that he will abide by and satisfy any decree or order

of the Court in any suit instituted, or on giving such oter security

for t ' at purpose by deposit or otherwi- e as the Court thinks fit.

The person arrested shall be liable to be detained in custody

under the order for not more than s ven days, if not sooner dis.

charged ; but the Court ! ay , from time to tima, on evidence on

oath , renew the order, so , however, that no person be kept in custoly

under any such order, a d renewed order or orders, for a longer

time in the whole thar: thirty days .

Arrest od ther pro.

ceedings under order

to hold to bail .

Testator may deposit

will ,

IX.- PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION .

Deposit of Will in Lifetime.

183. Any British subject may in his lifetime deposit for sale

custody in the Supreme or other Court bis own Will, sealed up

under bis own sal and the seal of the Court .
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Proceedings on Death .

184. The Supreme Court and every other Court sball endeavour Notice of death ,

to obtain , as early as may be, information of the death of every

British su ' ject dying within the particular jurisdiction , and all

such information respecting the affairs of the deceased asmay serve

to guide the Court with r . spect to the securing and administration

of his property

On receiving information of the death of a British subject the

Court shall put up a notice th reof at the place where its sittings

are ordinarily held , and shall keep the same there until probate or

administration is granted, or where it appears to the Court that

probate or admini-tration will not be applied for, or cannot be

granted, for such time as the Court thinks fit.

185. Where it is shown to tle satisfaction of the Supreme or Compulsory production

other Court, t at any paper purporting to be testamentary is in the testamentary paper

possession or under the control of any person , the Court may, in a

summary way, whether a suit or proceeding as to probate or

administration is pending or not, order bim ( Form 24) to produce

and bring into Court such paper.

Whire it appears to the Supreme or other Court that there are

reasonable grounds for believing that any person bas knowledge of

any paper purporting to be testamentary, (although it is not shown

to the satisfaction of the Court that the paper is in his possession

or under his control), the Court may , in a summary way,-whether

a suit or proceeding for probate or administration is pending or not,

---order him to attend for the purpose of being ex.mined respecting

the same in open Court, or on inte rogatories and after examination

to produce the paper and bring it into Court.

Any person failing to attend or to be examined, or to produce

and bring in the paper accordingly, shall be liable to the same

consequences as he would be liable to if be were a pa ty to a suit

in the Court, and had made like default .

186. The Court may of its own inotion, oron the application Notice to erecutorto
come in and prove.

of any person clairning an interest under a will , give notice to the

executor or exécutors ( if any) therein named, to come in and prove

the will or to renounce probate: and the executors or executor so

named , or some or one of them , must within fourteen days after

notice come in and prove or renounce accordingly .

1.-Probate or Administration in General.

187. Probate (Form 13) or letters of alministration with Wil Time after death when
probate or administration

annexed (Form 14) shall not is ue until after the lapse of seven may be granted.

days fro n the leath of the deceased , except under the direction of

the Judge of the Supreme Court, or in cas of great urgıncy,

Lotiers of alministration ( not with Will annexed ) s all not

issue (Foim 15) until after the la : se of fourteen days from the

death of the deceased, except under the dirertion of tle Judge of the

Supr me gurt, or in case of great urgener.

188. Were probate or administration is, for tie first time , Application after three

applied for after the lase of threr years fr in the death of the years.

deceas d , a grant shall not be male xept under the direction of

the Jurge of the Supreme Court.

189. In any case a giantof probate or administration may be Grants by Supremeon

made by the Supreme Court, wheresover i C'i 'na or Japan the request of Provincial

deceased had at the time in his dwith his place ofabode ; but where

the deceased had at the time of his death bis fixed place of abode in

the district of a Provincial Court, the application for the grant shall
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In disputed or doubtful

cases, directions of

Supreme to Provincial

Court.

Evidence to found

jurisdiction of

Provincial Court .

Identity .

Value of property .

Satisfactory answer to

Court's inquiries
before nt.

Cases in which Judge of

Supreme Court alone

may make grant.

not be entertained by the Supreme Court, except on the request of

the Provincial Court.

190. Where any dispute or question arises in relation to the

grant or the application for it , -or it appears to the Provincial Court

doubtful whether or not the grant should be mad» ,--the Prov ncial

Court shall communicate with the Judge of the Supreme Court, who

shall either direct the Provincial Court to proceed in the matter

according to such instructius as the Judge thinks fit, or may direct

that no furth r proceeding be taken in the matter by tiie Provincial

Court, but that any party concerned may apply for a grant to the

Supreme Court itself .

191. The Provincial Court, before proceeding in the matter of

any application , shall take care to ascertain that the deceased had at

the time of bis death his fixed place of abode in the district the

Court, and shall not for this pursose consider itself bound to rest

satisfied with such evidence as is offered by the person applying for

the grant.

192. The Court shall, where it deems it necessary, require

proof, in addition to the oath of the executor or alministrator, of

the identity of the diceas d or of the party applying for the grant.

193. The Court shall take care to ascertain the value of the

property of the deceased as correctly as circumstances admit.

194. In no cise shallthe Court allow probate or letters of

administration to issue until all inquiries which it sees fit to institute

have been answered to its satisfaction.

The Court shail, however, aff rd as great facility for the

obtaining of probate or administration as is consistent with the due

regard to the prevention of error aud fraud .

195. In the following cases of probate or alministration , a

grant shall not issue exc -pt from the Supreme Court under the

immediate direction of the Judge, namely :

Probate, or administration with will annexed, where the will

was executed before the 1st day of Jaruary, 1838, and

there is no testamentary paper of a later date than the 31st

day of Dcember, 1837 :

Probate, or administration with will annexed , the will being

simply an execution of a sprcial pwer, or being the will

of a married woman made by virtue of a power :

Administration for the use or benefit of a minor or infant, or

a lunatic or person of unsound mind :

Admi istration (with or without will annexel) of the pro

perty of a bastard dyin ; a lachelor ir sister, or lving

a widuwer , or widow without issue, or of a person dying

without known rantire :

Limited administration :

Ailministration t be granted to a perso : not resident within

China or Jajan .

196. Revocation or alteration of a grant of probate or ad.

ministration shall not be made except by the Supreme Court, under

the immediate dir - ction of the Judge.

197. An tice to prohibit a grant of probate or almini-tration

( foriu 28) may be filed in the Sipreme Court, or in any Provincial

Court.

Imreliately on such a lotice being filed in the Supreme Court,

a copy thereof sha'l be sent to the Court o ! the district (if any ) in

which it is alleged the deceased had at the tim of his death his

Revocation or alteration

of grant.

Notice to prohibit

grant,
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fixed place of abode, and to any other Court to which it appears to

the Jude of the Supreme Court expedient to send a copy,

Immediately on such a notice being filed in a Provincial Court,

the Court shall send a copy thereof to the Supreme Court, and also

to the Court of any other district in which it is known or all ged

the deceased had at the time of his death a place of abode.

Such a notice shall remain in force for three months only from

the day of filing : but it may be renewed from time to time.

Any such notice shall not affect any grant made on the day on

which the notice is filed , or on which a copy of the notice is received.

as the case may be.

The person filing such a notice shall be warned by a warning

in writing, under the seal of the Court (Form 29) , being delivered

at the place mentioned in the notice as the address of the person

filing the notice.

After such a notice has been filed in a Provincial Court, or

after a copiy of such a notice las been received by a Provincial

Court (as the case may be ), the Provincial Court shall not make a

grant of probate or a ministration , but any grant shall be made

only by the Supreme Court, under the inm diate direction of the

Judge.

198. Notices in the nature of citations shall be given by Notices in nature of

publication in such nwsợapers, or in such other mauner as the citations.

Court, in each case , direts.

199. Suits respecting probate or administration shall be in- Procedure in suits

stituted and conductedas nearly as may be in the same manner as ministeredin

suits for claims of 100 dollars an l upwards.

200. All original wills , of which probate or administration with Custody of original wills

will annexed is granted , shall be filed and kept in the public office

of the Supreme or other Court from which the grant issues, in such

manner as to secure at once the due preserva'i n and the convenient

inspection of the same ; an l no original will shall be delivered out

for any purpose without the express and special direction in writing

of the Judge of the Supreme Court.

An official copy of the whole or of any part of a will, or an oficialcopiesand

official certificate of a grant of administration, may be obtained from

the Supreme or other Court where the will has been pruved or the

administration granted, on payment of the proper fees.

201. On the first day of February, and the first day of August Half-yearly returns.
to.

in every year, «very Provincial Court shall send to the Supreme Supreme Court,

Court,

A list ( Form 3^) of tle grants of probate and administration

mad by it up to :he last preceuing first day f January and first

day of July respectively, and not included in any previoiis list .

And, also , a copy, c'rtified by the Provincial Court to be a

correct cops, of evers will to which any such proba e or administra
tion relates.

II.- Probate and Administration with Will Ann' red .

202. In the following rules respecting probate and administra- Interpretation of " there.

tion the expression “ the proper officer ” means, as to the Pro- proper Officer,"

vinces, t'e Consul-General, Consul, or Vice - Consul holding and

forming a Court ; as to the Supreme Court, such one of the officers

aitabel thereto as for the time being arts in matters of probate

and adıninistration by the authority a id unler the direction of the

Judge.

203. On receiving an application for probate or for administra . E mination of will
as io mode oſ executione

tion with will annexed, the proper officer must inspect the will, and

certificates,
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Examination of

attestation clause.

Proof of execution

acoording to Acts

of Parliament.

see wl.ether it appears to be signed by the ti stator, or by some other

person in his presence and by bis direction, and subscribed by two

witnesses, according 10 the provisions of the Arts of Parliament, 7

Will. 4, & 1 Vict. c. 26 sect . 9 ,* and 15 & 16 Vict. c . 24 sect. 1 , †

and in no case may he pr ceed further if the will d es not appear

to be so signed and subscribed .

204. If the will appears to be signed by or for the testator, and

subscribed by two witnesses, the officer nast then refer to the

attestation clause (if any ), and consider whether the wording thereof

shows the will to bave been in fact executed in accordance with the

provisions of the said Acts.

205. If there is no at'estation clause to the will , -- or if the

attestation clause thereto is insufficient,-- the officer must require an

affidavit (Form 9) from at least one of the subscribing witnesses,if

either of them is living, to prove that the will was in fact executed

in accordance with the provisions of the said Acts .

The affidavit must be engrossed and form part of the probate,

so that the probate may be a complite document on tle face of it.

If on perusal of the affidavit it appears that the will was notin

fact executed in accordance with tie provisions of the said Acts, the

officer must refuse prolate.

If on perusal of the affidavit it appears doubt u ' whether or not

the will was in fact executed in accordance wth the provisions of

the said Acts, the officer must lav a statement of the matter before

the Judge of the Supreme Court for lis directions.

If both tle subscribing witnesses are dead,-or if from other

circumstances no affidavit can be obtained from eitser of them ,

resort must be had to other persons ( if any) who were present at

the execution of the will ; but if no affidavit of any such other

person can be obtained , evidence on ( aib must be procured of that

fact, and of the handwriting of the deceased and of the subscribing

witnesses , and also of any circumstauces that miy raise a presump

tion in favour of the due ex cution of the will.

206. The offic.r ball not allow probate of the will , or ad

ministration with the will annexed , of any blind person , or of any

obviou -ly illiterate or ignorant person , to is- ue , unless he bas pre

viously satisfied himself, by what appears on the face of the will or

** And he it further enacted , that no will shall be valid unless it shall be in writing and executed

in mauer berrimatiet mentionedl ; (that is to say ?, It shall be siunid at the foot or end thereof by the

testator, or by some other person in his presence and hy luis direction ; and such signature shall be

mude or achininterred by the testator in the presence of two or more witnesses present at the same

time, ad such witnes its sueittestand shatisuliseribe the wall in illa presence of the testator, but

no forni of attestation shall be necessary.
† " Wherets by an te praced in the first years of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

intituled , ' An ictorile fiindment of the lus with respet to Willy, it is enacted , that no will

shall be vald un ',ss it still be held at the foot or end thereof hy testator, or by some other

person in his prese11C , and in his direction. Eith will still, we fai only as rewards the position of

the signature of tui cur or of the person sining for him its corsa . be deemed to be valid

within the saileketebi, ita explained bians 14t, if the nature small be so plucullut or after, or

following, or under , o bisit Ur opposite to the cud of the will that it shall be piperunt on the face

of the will that the testiturinn to give effect ht such his siunature to the writingsioneel as his

will, and that no uh will shall be affected by the circumstance that the signature shall not follow or

be immediately after the foot or end of the wail or by the circumstance that a blank space shall

in het ween the concluding word of the will and thestart, or by the ricumstance that the

Cate be plaeed anosthe words of the instimonium ch use or of the clase ofattestation, or

8. - 10 i or be after or mer the cause of attestation, either with or without a blank space

in uning , or su: || follow or be afier or wider or bestilles the ride or one of the names of the

su scubing witnesses, or by the circum -tat ce that the wunature shull lit on a side or page or other

portion of the paper or papers containing the wi ! ' wherun no clause orpracrapii or disposing part

of the will shall be written above the signature or by the circunst:1336 that there shall appear to be

sufficient space in or at the bottom of the priceding sido ori . :: portion of the same paper

on which the will is watton to contain the signature ; ant! ??!! 11 . of the above circumstances

shall not restett , mis of thescenecmeil, like this
dr the said Act or this

fra shul! " ang stative effect to my disposition or metion which 18 underneath or which
fuiiius it , nor and it sufffect to any disjstion or direction inserted after the signature shall be
midde ."

'Will of testator, blind,

Obviously illiterate,

or ignorant.
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by evidence on oath , that the will was read over to tie deceased

before its execution, or that the deceased had at that time knowledge

of its contents .

Where this information is not forthcoming, the officer must

communicate with the Judge of the Supreme Court.

207. Having satisfie i himself that the will was duly executed , Interlineations, alters.
tions, erasures, or obt

the officer must carefully inspect the same to see whether there are terations.

any interlineations or alterations or erasures or obliterations appear

ing in it , and requiring to be accounted for.

Interlinear ions and alteration are invalil unless they existed

in the will at the time of its execution , or,-if made afterwards,

unless tliey have been executed and attested in the mode required

by the sail Acts of Parliament,-or unless they have been made

valid by the re--xecution of the will — or by the subsequent execution

of some codicil thereto .

Where interlineations or alterations appear in the will (unless

duly executed or recited in or otherwise identified by the attestation

clause ), an affidavit or affidavits in proof of their having existed in

the will before its execution , must be filed.

In like manner, erasures and obliterations are not to prevail

unless proved to have existed in the will at the time of its execution,

-or unless the alterations thereby effected in the will are duly

executed and attested ,-or unless they have been made valid by the

re-execution of the will , or by the subsequent execution of some

codicil thereto .

If no satisfactory evidence is adduced as to the time when the

erasures or obliterations were made, and the words erased or

obliterated are not entirely effacel, and car , on inspection of the

paper, be a certained,they must form part of the probate .

In every ca -e of word , having been erased which might have

been of importance an affidavit must be required.

If reasonable doubt exists in regard to any interlineation,

alteration , erasure, or obliteration, the officer shall,before proceeding

further in thematter, comn :unicate with the Judge of the Supreme

Court for his directions.

208. Where a will contains a reference to any deed, paper, Deed, paper,or doctor

memorandum , or other document, of such nature as to raise a
ment referred to ina

question whether it ought or ought not to form a constituent part

of the will , th production of the deed, paper, memorandum , or other

document must be required , with a view to a certain whether or not

it is entitled to probat ; and if not produced the non -production of

it must be accounted for by evidence on oath .

Any deed , paper, memorandum , or other document cannot form

part of a will or codicil , unless it was in existe nce at the time wben

the will or codicil was eexecuted .

If the re are any vestiges of sealing was or wafers or other marks or annexed or attached

on the testamentary paper, leading to the inference that some paper,

memorandum , or other document has heen annexed or attached

thereto, they must be satisfactori'y acconnted for by evidence on

oath, or the production of such paper, memorandum , or other docu

ment must be required ; and if not produced, the non produccion of

it must be accounted for by evidence on oath.

If doubt exists as to whether or not any such deed , raper,

memorandum , or other document is entitled to probate as a con

stituent part of the will, the officer shall, before proceeding further

in the matter, communicate with the Judge of the Supreme Court

for his directions.
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Marking of will or copy
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Administration not
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Administration bond .

209. The foregoing rules respecting wills apply equally to

codicils .

210. Every will or copy of a will, or other testamentary paper

to which an executor or an alministrator with will annexed is sworn,

shall be marked by such executor or a Iministrator and by the person

before whom he is sworn .

211. The officer shall take care that the copies of wills to be

annexed to prolates or letters of administration are fairly and

properly written, and to reject those which are not so.

III. - Administration .

212. The duties of the proper officer in granting administration

( not with will annexed ) are in many respucts the same as in cases of

probate.

He shail ascertain the time and place of the deceased's death ,

and the value of the property to be covered by the administration.

213. Where an executorappointed in a will survives the testator,

but either dis without having taken pr.bałe, or being summoned or

called on by the Court to take probate does not appear, his right in

respect of the executorship wholly ceases, and the representation to

the testator and the administration of his effects without further

renunciation go, devolve, and may be committed in like manner as

if he had not been appointed executor.

214. Where administration is applied for by one or some of the

next of kin only , there being another or other next of kin equally

entitled thereto, the p oper officer shall require proof by affilavit that

notice of the application has been given to the other next of kin .

215. Every person to whom alministration is granted sball give

bond (Forus 18, 19), withtwo or more responsible British subjects

as sureties, to the Judge of the Supreme Court, to enure in favour

of the Judge for the time being, conditioned for duly collecting,

getting in, and administering the personal ( state of thedeceased .

Where, bowever, the property is under the value of 250 dollars

only one such surety need be taken.

The bond shall be in a penalty of double the amount under which

the personal estate of the deceased is sworn, unless the properofficer

in any case thinks il expedient to reduce the amount , for reasons to

be forth with certified by himto the Judge of the Suprem - Court.

The proper officer may also in any case direct that more bonds

than one shall be given , so as to limit the liability of any surety to

such amount as the officer thinks reasonable.

216. The Judge of the Supreme Court may , on application, in

a summary way, and on being satisfied tiat the condition of any

adminisération bond has been bruken, assign the same to some

person , who shall thereupon bjentit'ed to sue on the bond in his own

name, as if the samehad been originally given to him instead of

to the Judge of the Supreme Court, and shall be entitled to recover

thereon, as trustee for all persons interested, the full amount

recoverable in respect of any breach of the condition of the bond .

X .-- ARBITRATION.

217. The following rules respectin arbitration apply exclusively

to cases where the agreement for reference to arbitration or

submission to arbitration by consent is made a rule of Court.

218. Arbitrators shall make their award within one calendar

month after they have entered on the reference, or been called on to

act by a notice in writing from any party , unless the document

authorizing or making the reference contains a different limit of

time.

Assignment of and suit

on bond.

In what cases these

rules apply .

Time for award
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219. The Court may, if it thinks fit, on reasonable notice to all Enlargement of time.

parties, from time to time enlarge the time for making the award

for such time as it thinks fit, the reasons for such enlargement being

recorded in the minutes of proceedings.

220. An umpire may enter on the reference in lieu of the When umpiremay enter

arbitrators, if the latter i ave allowed their time or their extended on reference,

time to expire without making an awarl, or have filed, in the Court,

a notice in writing th t they cannot a ree .

221. The authority of an arbitrator or umpire is not revocable Revocation of authority

except by the Court.

222. Wher it appears to the arbitrators or upire that any Special case .

difficult question of law is involved in, or raised by, the facts as finally

ascertained by them or him , they, or he may , if it seems fit, state the

award (as to the whole or any part thereof) in the form of a special

case for the opinion of the Court having juris liction in the matter,

or of the Supreme Court .

The Court shall consider and deliver judgment on such case,

and shall be at liberty to draw inferenes of fact from the facts

stated , and to amend the case or remit it for an alment by reason

of any irre_ ularitv, mistake, or impe fection .

223. 1he arbitrator or umpire shall have power to award low costs .

the costs of the ri ference shall be borne, in the whole or in part ; but

any awarl as to costs shall not preclude the party or parties against

whom costs are awarded from applying to the Court to tax the costs ;

and on such application the costs, including the remuneration ( if any)

of the arbitrators and umpir , or any of them , shall be taxed at a

reasonable rate by the Court, and the Court shall make such order

regarding the costs of taxation as justice requires.

224. Every award must be in writ ng, signed by the arbitrators Form and contents of

or umpire maki' g the same.

It must contain a conelusiv fin ling, and may not find on the

contingeney of any matter of fart being afterwards substantiated or

deposed to

It must comprehend a finding on each of the several matters

referred

Arbitrators or an umpire may, however, from time to time nake

several awards on several parts of a matter or on several matters

referred , so asthe'atest of the awards is made within the time limited .

2:25. Th arbitrators or umpire making an award shall within Deposit of award .

the time limited deposit the award in the Court, enclosed in a

sealed envelope , and indorsedwith the names of the parties to the

reference, and th amount claimed by the arbitrators and umpire

for remuneration .

Notice or the award having been deposited shall be given by Notice thereof.

the Court to the parties, who shall be at liberty to read the award,

and to have copies of it on paym nt of the proper 'ees.

226. Any person interested may within seven days after notice Application against

of the award apply to the Court by mution to prevent the award , or

any specitiel part of it , being (arri d into effect.

227. It no such motion is made the Court shall proceel, on Order of Court .

reasonable notice to all parties, to make such order for carrying

into eff ct the award or any part thereof, and as to costs and other

things as seem just .

228. he Court sall have power at any time, and from time Re nitting of matters

to time, to remit the matters referred, any of them , to the
referred .

reconsideration and redetermination of the arbitrators or umpire,

on such terms as to costs and other things as seem just.

award .

award.
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5 "

Irregularity 229. The Court shall not refrain from carrying an award into

effect merely on the ground of irregularity in the submission, or

during the refer«nce, where such irregularity has not been sub

stantially prejudicial to the party applying against the award .

XI. - AFFIDAVIT AND OTHER EVIDENCE .

Affidavits.

Language. 230. Every affidavit used in the Court must be either in English ,

or in the usual and familiar language of the witness swearing it.

An affilavit in any language otber than English must be

accompanied by a sworn translation into English , procured by and

at the expense of the person using the affidavit.

Form .
231. Every affi lavit , sworn before any British judicial or Con

sular officer in China or Japan, in the matter of any suit or other

proceeding in Her Majesty's Court in China and Japan, must be

headed in the Court, and in the suit or proceeding in which the

affidavit is to be used .

It must state the full name, trade or profession , address, and

nationality of the wituess.

Contents , It may le in the first or in the third person, and may be

divided into convenient paragraphs, numbered consecutively.

232. Every affidavit used in the Court must contains only a

statement of facts and circumstances, to which the witness swears,

either on his own personal knowledge, or from information wich

he believes to be true .

It must not contain any extraneous matter, by way of objection ,

prayer, or legal argument or conclusion ; and every statement must

be as brief and positive as may be consistent with proper fullness

and with truth .

The matter of fact sworn to, whether in affirmation or denial,

if within the knowledge of the witness, must be sworn to positively

and certainly.

Where a witness swears to his belief in any matter of fact,

such belief arising from any source other than his own personal

knowledge, he must set forth explicitly the facts and circumstances

forming the ground of his belief .

Where the belief in the truth of the matter of fact sworn to

arises from ii furmation received from another person , the name of

such person vust be stated , and such particulars must be given as

to the informant, and as to the time, place, and circumstances of

the information, as may afford mans to other parties to verify or

contradict the same.

Erasures, interlineations 233. Where an affidavit is to be sworn before a British judicial

alterations, bad writing.
or Consular officer in China or Japan, any erasure , interlineation, or

alteration made before the affidavit is sworn, shall be attested by

the officer, who shall affix his signature or initials in the margin

immediately opposite to the erasure, interlineation, or alteration .

Where there are many erasures, interlineations, or alterations ,

so that the affidavit proposed to be sworn is illegible , or difficult to

read, or is in the judgment of the officer before whom it is proposed

to be sworn so written as to give any facility for being added to or

in any way fraudulently altered , he may refuse to take toe affidavit

in its existing form , and may require it to be re-written in a clear

and legible and unobjectionable manner.

Hefore whom affidavits 234. An affidavit sworn before any British judicial or Consular

may be sworn .
officer, authorized to take affidavits, - before any Judge, Officer, or

other person in the United Kingdom , or in any British colony or

possession, authorized to take affidavits, before any Mayor or other
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form.

Magistrate in any foreign country authorized to alminister an oath ,

--or in the case of a foreigner in China or Japau before his own

proper Consular or other authority , -may be used in the Court.

235. An affidavit may be used , notwithstanding it is defective Affidavit defective in

in form according to these Rules, if the Court is satisfied that it

has been sworn before a person duly authorized , and that its form

is in accordance with the law and customs of the place where it is

sworn .

236. An afli lavit shall not be a imitted wbich is proved to have Afidavit,sworn before

bien sworn before a person on whos behalf the same is off-red , or

attorney in suit ,

before his a -torney, or before a partner or clerk of bis attorney .

237. Every affidavit sworn before a British judicial or Con- Signature of witness ,

sular officer in China or Japan must be signed by the witne -s ; or

in case the witness ( aunot write his name, his mark must be sub

scribed ; such signature or mark to be male in the presence of the

officer.

238. The jurat should be written without interlineation or Jurat .

erasure, immeil ately at the foot of the affidavit, and towards the

left sid.. of the paper, and must be signed by the ju licial or Con

sular officer before whom the affidavit is sworn, and be sealed with

the seal of the Court of which he is an officer, or with his Consular

or ot er official seal (as the case may be) .

It must state the date of the swearing of the affidavit, and the

place where it was sworn .

It must staʻe that the affidavit was sworn before the judicial or

Consular officer.

Where the witness is blind or illiterate it must state that fact,

and tbat the affidavit was read over to him in the presence of the

officer , and that the witness appeared perfectly to understand it .

Where the witness cannot write his name, and therefore

subscribe bis mark , the jurat must state those facts , and that the

mark was made in the presence of tbe officer.

Where two or more persons join in making an affidavit, their

several nam s must be written in the jurat, and itmust appear by

the jurat that each of them bas bren sworn to the truth of the

several matters stited by him in the affidavit.

239. The judicial or Consular officer wust not allow an affidavit , Alteration and

when orce sworn, to be altered in any manner whatever without

being re -sworn .

If the jurat has been added and signed , a new jurat must be

added if the affidavit is re sworn ; and in the new jurat mention

must be made of the alteration .

Any offic r before whum an aſlidavit is proposed to be re sworn

after alteration, may refuse to allow the same to be re -sworn, and

may , in li'u thereof, require the witness to make a fresh affidavit.

240. A defective or erroneous affidavit may be amended and Amendment,

re-sworn , by special leave of tle Court in which it is to be used , on

such terms as to time, costs, and other things, as seem just.

241. Where an affidavit used in the Court is not in accordance Costs .

with these rules, the Court may ma'e such order respecting the

costs of, or connected with , the affidavit as spems just.

2442. Before an afli lavit is used in the Court, the original Filing of original. Office

affidavit must be filed in the Court ; anl the original , or an office copy .

copy there. f (ibatis, a copy sealed with the seal of the Court as

evidence of its being a correct copy, and either made under the

direction of the Court or produced to the Court for examination and

sealing ), shall alone be rec ignized for any purpose in the Court.

re -swearing
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Other Evidence.

Virå roce evidence on 243. On the hearing of any interlocutory or other application

interlocutory or other in a suit or matter, the Court may, if it thinks it just and expedient,

application.

for reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceelings, suinmon a

British subject to attend to produce documnts before it , or to be

examined, or to be kross -examined and re-examinel, viva voce, by or

before it , in like manner as at the hearing of a suit.

Such notice as the Court in ach case, accordin : to the circum

stances, considers r . a onable, shall be given to the person summon

el , ard to such persons (parties to the suit or proceedling or otherwise

interestel) as the Court considers entitled to inspect the documents

to be produced, or to examine, cross -examine, or re -examine the

personsummoned, or to be pr sent at his examination, cross

examination, or re -examination, as the case may be .

The evidence of a witness on any such examination, cross

examination , or re -examination shall be taken in like manner as

nearly as may be, as evidence at the hearing of a suit.

Fird roce evidence take a 244. Where the circumstances of the case appear to the
ay preparatory to

hearing Court so to require, for reasons to be record d in the minutes of

proceedings, the Court may, in like manner, take theevilence of any

witness at any time in the course of the proceedings, in any suit or

application as preparatory to the hearing of the suit or application,

and the evidence so take n may be used at the hearing of the suit or

application , saving just exceptions.

The evidence shall be taken in like manner , as nearly as

may be, as evidence at the hearing of a suit , and then the note of

the evidence shall be read over to the witness and tendered to him

for siunature ; and if he refuse to sign it, the Court sball add a note

of bis re'usal, and the evidence may be used as if he had si ned it.

Evidence before suit 245. Evidenc may be taken in like manner on the application

instituted .

of any pers 1 , before suit instituted , where it is shown to the

satisfaction of the Court on oath that the person applying has good

reason to apprehend that a suit will be instituted against him in

the Court, and that some į erson , within the particular jurisdiction

at the time of application, can give material evidence respecting

the subj ct of the apprebended suit, but that he is about leave

the pari i ular jur'sdiction, or that from some other cause the

person applying will lose the benefit of his ev.dence if it be not at

once taken.

Witness dead , insane, or not a parinj.

Proof of former
246. Where any person who might give evidence in any suit or

evidence,

matter is dead , or insane , or unavoidably absent at the time his

evidence might be taken , or for any rea'on considered sufficient by

the Court cannot app arto give evidence in the suit or matter, the

Court mar, if it thinks fit, receive pr ofof any evidence given by

him in any fermer jud cialpre ceeding; provided that the subject

matter of such former judicial proceeding was substantially the

same as that of the existing suit, and that the parties to the existing

suit were parties to it or bound by it , and in it iad cross-examined

or had an opportunity of cross -examining the wi n' ss of whose

eridence proof is so to be given .

Oath .

247. On any occasion the Court may, if it thinks it ju - t and

expedient, for reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings,

take without oath the evidence of any person objectiug on ground of

couscience to take an oathi , --the fact of the evidence having been so

taken without oath being also recorded in the minutes of proceedings.
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Admission of Documents.

248. When all parties to a suit are comptent to make admis- Notice to admit,

sions, any party may call on any other party, by notice filed in the

Court, and served under order of the Court, to admit any document,

savii g just exceptions.

In case of re usal or neglect to admit, the costs of prorf of tle Costs.

documen: shall be paid by the party refusing or n'g'ecting, whatever

be tie result of the cause , u ' less t'e Court is of pinion that the

refusal or neglect to ałmit was reason :ble .

No costs of proof of any dieument shall be allowed unless

such notice has been given , except in cases where the omiss on to

give the notice has in the opinion of the Court produced a saving

o expense.

XII . -- MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Attorneys and Agents.

249. Every person doing any act or taking any.proceding in In whose name, and how

the Court as paintiff, or otherwis " , must do so in his own name and proceedings to be taken ,

not otherwise, and either by himsel, or by his a torney, procurator,

or agent thereunto lawfulls authorizid in writing.

2:50. Wh re such act is done or proceeding taken by an Filing of power of
attorney .

attorney, procurator, or agent, the pow r of attorney, or instrument

constituting the pro'urator or a rent, or an authenticated copy

thereof must be filed in the Court before or at the commencement

of thi . proceedings.

Where te authority is special, and bas reference only to the

particular proc edin ; to be taken , the original document itself must

be filed .

Wher- the authority is general , or has r ference to other matters

in which the attorney, procurator, or agent is empowered to act, an

authenticated copy of such document may be filed.

The authority ,whether general or special, mu - t be distinct and

clear, so as t . , satisfy the Court that the person professing to act

thereon was such authority as he claims to exerc :se .

251. Any persop doing any act or taking any proce ding in Person proceedingwithout authority.

the Court in the name or on behalı of another verson, not being

lawiuily au horized thereunto, and knowing himself not to be so

authorized, is guilty of a contempt of Court.

Proceelings by or against Pirtnerships.

252. Proceedings by or on behalf of or against a partnership, In what names.

solely or joi: tly , must be taken in the several names of the partners

as individuals , and not in the nam of the firm or o herwise.

Plaintiff' out of Jurisdiction .

253. Where a plaintiff, whether su'ng a'one or suing jointiy, Piace for service.

is ont of the jurisdiction of the Parti ular Court , or is only tempo

rarily résident within it, he must file in the Court, at or by fire

the commencement of pri ce di gs a written s'atement of a fit

place within the jurisdiction where notice er process is ay be served

on him .

H. must al -o give socurity for cists anl fees by deposit, or by Security for costs.

bond in the wenal sun of 500 olars.

The Court may at any time durirg the suit or proceeding,

either on its own motion or on tle arheatin of any defeudant,

order him to give further ir beter security for cos's and fies , and

any d rect proceedings to be siayed in the mea !,while.
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How to be made.

Personal service .

Other service.

Service.

254. Service of a petition, notice , summons, decree, order, or

other document of which service is required by these Rules, or

according to the course of the Court, slall be made by an officer of

the Court, unless in any case the Court thinks fit otherwise to direct ;

and service sball not be valid unl ss it is made under an order of the

Court (in writing under the seal of the Court) , wiich may be either

indorsed on or subscribed or annexed to the document to be served.

255. Unless in any case the Court thinks it just and expedient

ot'ıerwise to direct, service shall be personal,—that is, the document

to be served shall , t.gether with the order of service ( indorsed ,

subscribed, or annexed ), be delivered into the banus of the person

to be served .

256. Where it appears to the Court ( either wi h or without any

attempt at personal servici) that for any riason personal service

cannot be conveniently effi cted , the Court may order that service be

effected either

( i . ) by.delivery of the document to be served , togetb r with

the order for service, to some adult inmate at the usual or

last known place of abode or business within the particular

jurisdiction of ihe person to be served ; or

(ii.) by delivery thereof to some agent within the particular

jurisdiction of the person to be served, or to some other

person wi bin the particular jurisdiction tbrough whom it

appears to the Court there is a reasona ule probability that

the document and order served will come to the knowledge

of the person to be served ; or

( ii.) by advertisement in some newspaper circulating within

the particular jurisdiction ; or

(iv. ) by notice put up at the Court , or at some other place of

public resort within the particular jurisdiction.

257. Ordinarily serv ce shall not be made out of the particular

jurisdiction, except under an order for that purpose mai'e by the

Court within whose jurisdiction service is to be made, which order

may be made on the request of any other Court, and shall in each

case direct in which of the modes above-mentioned service is to be

effected .

Where, however, ti'e urg ncy or other peculiar circumstances of

the case appear to any Couri so to require (for reasons to be recorded

in the minuti s of proceedings), theCourt may order that service be

made out of the particular jurisdiction.

258. Any order for service may be varied from time to time

with respect to the mode of service directed by the order, as occasion

r quires.

259. Service of a documentnot required to be served personally

must be made before five o'clock in the evening .

Ii ' made after that hour on any day but Saturday, it shall be

considered as made on the following day .

It made after that hour on Saturday, it shall be considered as

made on the fllowing Monday.

260. No service in a civil suit shall be made on Sunday ,

Christmas Day, or Good Friday.

Absconding Defendant.

261. Wbere the Court is satisfied by evidence on oath that there .

is good reason to believe that a defendant means to abscond in order

to avoid the process of the Court , after suit or other proceeding

instituted , the Court may make an irder to hold bim to bail, and may

Service out of

urisdiction ,

Vamation of order,

Hours for service.

Sundays and holydays,

Bail,
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defendant .

pauper .

require of him such security as seems fit for his remairing within

the particular jurisdiction, anl abiding ly and performing any

decree or order to be made in the suit or proceedins, and for costs

and fees.

Costs.

262. The costs of the whole suit and of each particular pro- Discretion of Court.

ceeding therein are under the discretion of the Conrt; but the

Court shall not order the successful party in a suit to pay to the

unsuccessful party the cost of the suit generally, alt ough the Court

may order him , notwithstanding his success in the whole suit , to

pay the costs occasioned by any particular proceediig therein .

263. The Court may, if in any case it seems fit, r quire any Security for costs.

party to any suit or procredi'g, either at the commencement or at

any time during the progress thereof, to give security for costs to

the satisfaction of the Court by deposit or otherwise,

Paupers.

264. The Court may almit any person to su , in forma pauperis Pauper plaintiff';

on being satisfied of his poverty, and that he has prima ficie a case

proper for some relief in the Court ; and may admit any person to

defend in forma pauperis ou bing satisfied of his poverty.

265. If in any case the Court thinks fit to assign a counsel Counsel or attorney for

or attorney to assist a person alınittel to sue or defend in forma

pauperis, the counsel or attorney so assigned may not refuse his

assistance, unless he satist's the Court of some good reason for

refusing

266. If a pauper gives or agrees to give any fee , profit, Pauper dispaupered for
giving fee ;

recompense, or reward for the despatch of his business in Court, he

shall be deemed guilty of a contempt of Court, and he shall also be

forthwith di paupered , and s'all not be afterwards admittel again

in that suit to sue or defend in forma pauperis.

267. A person admitted to sue or defend in forma pauperis may or for in -ufieunt

be dispaupérid, by order of tie Court, on its appearing that he was

not when ailpittel, or no longer is , of suffi'ient poverty, or that he

is abusing his privilege by vexa'ious proceedings.

Computations of Time.

268. Where by ties . Rules, or any special order or the course Days.

of the Court , any limited tiine from or after any dat- or event is

appointed or allowed for the ding ofany act or the taking of any

proceeding, and such time is nit limited by hours, the computation

of such limited tim does not include the day of such date or of the

happening of such event, but commences at the beginning of the

next, following day, ani the art or proceeding must be done or taken

at the latest on the last day of such limited time ac ordin ; to such

computation .

269. Where the limited time so appointed or allowed is less Sundays and h viy laya,

than six days, the following days shall not be reckoned in the when not reckoned.

computation of such time : namely, Supday, Good Frilay , May

and Tuesday in Easter wek, Christmas Day, and the day before

and the day next after Christmas Day.

270. Where the time for the duing of any act or the taking of lime espiring on

any proc eding expires on one of the days last-mentioned, the act Surday or holyday.

or pr« ceeding shall be considered as done or taken in due time if

done or taken on the next day afterwards, that is , not one of the

last- mentioned days.

271. The day on which an or ler that a plaintiff d give security Time in case of security

for costs is servei , and the time thenceforward until and including

poverty

)

for costs.
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Facts or circumstances

occurring after suit.

Change or transmission

of interest or liability.

Ciu

Power of Court

the day on which such security is given , shall not be reckoned in

the computation of the time allowed to a lefendant for putting in

his answer .

Supplemental Stalement.

272. Facts or circumstances oce irring aft'r t'ie insitution of

a su't, may, by leav- of the Court, bę intru luc d by way of amend .

ment into the poetuiu or an - wer (aí the case may require ) at any

stage of the proe 'edings, and the Court may make such order as

seems just ris, ect ng the rooi of such fats or circunstanc -s, or

for affrong all parties cuernd leave and opportunity to meet

the statemplits so inir d.cred.

Death if. Purty and other Chinje.

273. Where, pending a suit , any cban : e or transınission of

interest or liability occurs in relation to any party to the suit, or

any party to be suit dies or (being a woman) marriis, or the suit

is in any other way rindered deftc ive or ineid, able of being carried

on , any person interested may, on motion ex parte, obtain from the

uch order as is requisite for curin : the defect, or enabling

or compelling proper parties to carry on, the proe dings,

But it shall be open to anyiron served with such an order

within such time, not exceeding fourteen days, as the Court in the

order directs , to apply to the Court by motiin to.discharge such

order .

Alljournment.

274. Nothing in thes. Riles shall affect the power of the Court

( for reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedling :) to defer

or adjourn thi h aring or determina ion of any su t, matter, pro .

ceeding, or application, 'or such time and on sh terms ( if any) as

justice r quires.

Amendment.

275. Nothinz in these Rules shall affect the power of the Court

(for reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings) to or ler

or allow any amendment of any partition , an -wer, ntice, or other

document whatever, at any time, on such terms ( if any) as justice

requirt s .

Poup of Court is to Time.

276. Nothin : in the Rules shall att et the power of the Court

(for reasons to becorded in theait des o processings) to enlarge

or abridge the linapont d or all,wit for the doing ofany act

or the taking of any pr cee'ing on sel terms ( if any) as josti o

requires

277. Where the Court is hy thºse Rils or otherwise autho

rised to appoint tetime for the dring of any act or be taking of

any prou eling, --- ,-or to enlarge t'e time appointed or allowed for

that p.pos : iyihis. Rules or the wise, --te Court may for her

enlarge any time by appointed or enlargia y it on such ierms ( if

any) as seem just, provi led that the a pication for further clarge.

ment is made beint th : (exp rution of iletim arkly allowel,aad

thit: such further enlar emint a pass to the Court (i ir

bre,orlel in the minats of p :outlings) to be r quired for the

pu poses of justic ', an . not to be soight mir ly for delay.

Gurrdion for Purpos's of Suit.

273. Where on diftit made by me.onllant in answ2ing or

otherwise ue.ending te sunt a.ter due service of the p ti ion , it

appeurs to be Court that he is an inant or pisono w akur

uusouind wind (not so found by inquisition ), su tuai oe is unable of

Power of Court.

Enlargement or

abridgment,

Further enlargement.

I Casons to

In what casco .
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himself to defend the suit, the Court mar , on the appletion of the

plaintiff or of its own moiion, ap : 'ont some fit person to be guardian :

of the def ndant for the purpose of the suit, by whom he may

defend the same.

But no such oriler s'all be made except on notico, after expira- Notice .

tion of the ti ne för answering, and four days at leasi before the

day named in the notie for ti heariny of theapplication, rlor the

Courtpoceeting (as the casomybe), served on or lift attie dwelling

house of tbe persoa with whom or un er whose care the defendant

was at the time of service of the petition, and also, in the case of an

infant not residing with or under the care of his father or guardian,

served on or left at the de.linz-house of such father or gnardian ,

unless the Court thinks tit in any case to dispens- with such last

mentioned service .

XIII.--CRIMINAL MATTERS .

I. - In General.

2799. In t'e collowin : Rilis ( 11.der the healing * Criininal Interpretation of "the

Court."

Mu'ter " ) as far as they relyt totie Supreme Court, the expres

sion “ the Court " m - ans or in illes (as the case may requir ) apy

officer of, or per312 a'tthe to , ihe Supreme Comrt from time to

time author zeit , exercise or assist in the exercise of any part of

th : cri nin:2/ juris lietion of thit,Cuci.

280. A person making a criminal charg (Form 31) a rainst How charge to be made,

another before the Supreme or ot' er Couri, mu - t do so.in person ,

or by attorney or ("o'lisel, or an a rat ! ww ully thereunto au'ho'jzed .

281. In every caº, whether to charge is or is not such as Summons or warrant.

must or may be herrl and determine i in a sumary wav,th . Court

shall proceed, if the critzel is not alra ly in custoly, either by way

of sumino:is to him (Form 3 ?) or by wtv of warrant for his apprehen

sion in the fi: st my ance (Form 33), recorling as the nature and

circumstances o ' the cere1 ure .

Sunnnons.

232. For the insuring of a summing the charge ned not be put Form of charge.

in writing or be swim to, unless the Court s . ) directs.

A summons shall be served by the delivery of it to the person Service.

summoned personally, or if ! e cannot ha enveniently not with ,

then by i s being let at iis usual or las' known place of-abɔde or

busin ss within the varicular jurisdiction .

The perso : ellicting service must attendat the time and place Proof ofservios,

mentioned in the summo.is , t ) pr ve service if necessary.

Iarrant.

283. If the pers ' n simm vel does not obey the silumons, the In what cases.

Court may (itfter proof on oath of due service of the summons) issue

a warrant for his apprehension ( Form 34 ).

Not vithstanding thissuing o ' a summ2/ s , a warrant (Form 33)

may be issued at any time before or after the inne appointed in the

summonz for the ap; earance of the arcusel.

A war ant shall not be issued i tie first instance unless the

charge is in wri ing on the wath of the person layin; the charge, or

of some winest.

A warrant need not be made r furnable at any particular time,

but may remain in forcentil executel.

Itmay be executi'd by the apprehension of the accused at any Execution ;

place within the pas ticular jurisdiction, and in case of fresh pursuit

it may be executeil at any place in another Consular district, without In anotherConsular

district, when,

any application to the Court of that district .
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Force .

:

Summons,

Search Warrant.

In what cases .
284. Where positive proof or prolable suspicon is shown to

the Court by evidence on oath tiat'anything on, by, or in respect

of which a crime or offence cognizable by the Court has been

committed , is in any iouse or lice over which, by reason of the

nationality of t e occupier thereof, the Court has jurisdiction , the

Court may issue a warrant to search te b use or place, and if

ar ything searched or is found, to seiz. it , and apprehend the

occupier of the house or place.

Contents.
The warrant shall be directed to some officer by name, who

alove shall be entrusted with its ex cution , but he may be accom

panied by anyperson or persons nécessary to assist him in iis search .

A general warrant to starcii shall not be granted, but the

particular hou :e or place must be indicated in it .

If the bouse or place is closed , and the officer is denied

admis-ion after de mandling aımission and disclosing bis authority

and the object of his visit , it may be forced open .

Day: night,
1 h re there i- probable suspicion only, the warrarit must be

executed in the day iime; where there is positive proof, it may be

executi d in the night time.

Witnesses.

285. Where it is shown to the Court, on oath , tbat
ang

British

subject within tre particular jurisdiction is lik ly to give material

evidenc ., either for the prost cution or fi ribe delence, and will not

voluntarily attend to give evidence at the preliminary examination ,

or in summary cases at the heariig of the charge, the Court : shall

issue a summons (Form 35) for bis attendance.

Warrant after summons . 286. If any person summoned does not obey the sumirons, and

does not excuse his failure to the satisfaction of the Court, then

(after proof on oath of the service of the summons) the Court may

issue its warrant (Form 36) to compel his attendance.

Warrant in first 287. Where it is shown to the Court, on oath , that
any British

instance,
subject within the particular jurisdiction is likely to give material

evidence, either for the prosecution or for the defence, and tnat it is

probable he will not attend to give vidence at the preliminary

examivation, or in summary cases at the hearing of the charge ,

unless compelled to do so , then instead of issuin : a summons the

Court may issue a warrant ( Form 37 ) in the first instance.

Refusal to take oath 288. If on the appearance of the person summoned, either in

or to answer . obedience to a summons, or on being brought up by virtue of a

warrant, he refuses to take an oatlı, -or, l'aving taken an oath , to

answer any question put to bin , -- and does not excuse his refusal to

the satisfaction of the Court, then the Court miy, by wairant,

(Form 38) commit him to prison, there to remain for not more

than sev. n diys, unless he in the meantime consents to answer duly

on oath .

Issuing, & c ., of Warrant on Sunday or Holyday.

In what cases .
289. A warrant for apprehension or commitment or other

purpose , or a search warrant, may be issued and may be executed

on a Sunday, Good Friday, or Christmas Day, as well as on any

other days, where the urgency of the case so requires.

II.- Proceedings by Prvliminary Examination and Indictment.

Extent of following
290. The following Rules (under the sub -beading " Proceedings

Rules .

by Preliminary Examination and In lictment " ) apply exclusively

to cases where the charge is to be heard and determined not in a

summary way, but on indictment.
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Preliminary Examination .

291. Where the accused comes before the Court on summons or Depositions .

warrant, or otherwise, the Court before committing bim to prison

for trial , or admitting him to bail, shall in his presence, take the

depositions on oa h (Form 39) of those wlio know the facts and

circumstances of the cas , and shall put the same in writing .

292. The accused shall be at liberty to put questions to any Questions by accused,

witness prodnced against him , and the statements ofany witness in

answer thereto sha'l form part of that witness's diposition .

293. The deposition of tach witless s'all be read over to the Signature of deposition,

witness , and shall b- signed by him .

294. If on the trial of the accusel it is provelon oath that any Witness de ed or ill.

person whose deposition has been taken is deal, or is so ill as notio

be able to travel , and tbat his deposition was taken in the presence

cf the accus'd , and that he or his counsel or attorney cross.

examined , or had full opportunity of cross -examining the witness,

the deposition may be real as evidence in the prosecution without

further proof thereof.

295. No objection at the preliminary examination to any charge , Variance of evidence, ·

summons, or warrant, for any d. fect in substance or form , or for any

variance between it and the evidence adduc d on the part of the

prosecution, shall be allowed : but ifany variance app ars to the Court

to be such that the accused has been thereby deceived or misled , the

Co'irt nay, on the request of the accused, adjurn the examination ,

and in the meantime remand the accused or admit him to bail.

Statement of Accused.

296. After the examination ofall the witness's on the part of How to be taken,

the prosecution is completed, the Court shall, without requiring the

attendance of the witnesses , read over to the accused thedepositions

taken against him , and shall then say to him these words :

" Having heard the evidence, do you wish to say anything

in answer to the charge ? You are not obliged to say

anvthing unless you desire todo so . but whatever you say

will be tak n down in writing , and may be given in

evidence again -t you on your trial. And I give you clearly

to understand that you have nothing to hope from any

promise of favour, and nothing to fear from any threat

that may have been held ont to you to induce you to make

any admission or confission of your guilt ; but whatever

you now say may be given in evidence against you upon

your trial, notwithstanding such promise or threat.”

Whatever the accused then says in answer thereto shall be

taken down in writing ( Form 40 ) and shall be read over to him ,

and shall be kept witn the depositions of the witnesses, and after

wards , on the trial of tie accused, the same may be given in evi

dence against him without further proof thereof.

297. Noting in the foregoing Rules , however, is to prevent Confession,

the prosecutor from giving in evidence any a lmission or confession

or other statement of the accused made at any time, which would ,

by law, be almissilile as evidence against him.

Publicity.

298. The room or place in which the preliminary examination Examination of this

is held is not an open or public Court for that purpose ; and the

* kind and public,

Court may, in its discretin , in case it ap ; ears to it tb t the ends of

justice will be best answer d by so doing, order that no person have

access to, or remain in , the room or place w.th ut the special

permission of the Court.
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Prosecutor or witnesses

to enter into recog

nizance ,

In what cases .

sering

Custody during rcmand .

Recognizance to Prosecute or give Evidence.

299. The Courtmay, at the preliminary examination, bind by

recognizance (Form 41) ih pr secutor and every witness to appear

at the Court at w . ich the accused is to be tried, to prosecute, or to

prosecute and give evidence, or to give evidence (as the case may be ).

A notice of each recoguizance (Form 42) sball at the same

time be giveu to te person bound thereby :

If a witness refus s to enter into a rei ognizance, the Court may,

by warrant (Form 43), con mit him tv prison , there to remain untii

after the trial of the accused, unless in the meantime he duly enters

into a recogniza: ce.

But if afterwards, from want of sufficient evidence or other

cause, the accused is pot either committed for trial or ield te , bail ,

the witness shall be disclarged from custody by direction of the

Court.

Remand .

300. If from the absence of witnesses or any other r asovalle

cause the Court consilers it nere -sary oradvisable to defer or avljourn

the prelimivary examination, the l'ourtmay, by way rant ( For.ui 44 ),

from time to time remand the accused for such time as

reasonable, not exceeding fourteen days, to some prison or otier

place of security :

Or, if the remand is for not more than eigit days , the Court

may, by word of mouth, or ler the officer or person in whos.custody

the accused is , or any other fit officer or person, to cont'nun or k ep

the accus d in lis custody, and to bring bim up at the time

appointed for commencement or continuanie of the examination .

During the period of remand the Court may, nevertheless , order

the accused to be brought before it .

Instead of detil ning the accused in custo ly during the p riod

of remart the Court inay dise arve him , on his entering into a

recognizanc ., with or without a surety or surei ies, as the Court may

think fit (Form 15 ) , or is appearance.

A notice of each re'ognizance (Form 46 ) shall at the same time

be given to ach person bound ther by.

Commitment.

301. When all the cviilenee ailduced at the preliminary

examination on time part of the prosecution has bien hi-ard, if the

Court is of opinion that it is not suifi'ient to put the accused on bis

trial, the Court shali fort' wit'ı ord'r him , if in custdy, to be

discl arged as to the particular charge in question.

It, on the contrary, t.e. Court is of opinion that the evidence

is sufficient to put th acused on his t ial, the Cour s'all either

by warrant ( Forn 17) commit him to pr son , there to remain til

d livered by due cours ' of law , or admit him to tu: i '

Bail.

( 2. Where the accused is charged with.-

Folony ;

Assault with intent to commit felony ;

Attempt to con mit elony ;

Obtaining or attempting to ołtain property by false

pri tences ;

Receiving stolen property, or property obtained by false

pretences;

Perjury , or subornation of perjury ;

Concealing the birth of a child' by secret burying or

otherwise ;

-

In what cases .

Where diseretionary,
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to acoused .

Wilful vinderent exposure of the person ;.

Riot ;

Assaul on a constable or officer of the Court in tle execu

tios sibis luty, or any person acting in his ail ;

Negle t or breach of duty as a constable or officer of the

Count ;

it s'all be in ti discretion of the Court to admit him to bail , either

in the first instance, insteal of committing him to prison for trial ,

or at any time iiter his cun mitinent and before trial.

Where the accused is charşıd with any indictable misdemeanour where ordinarily

other tian those herein before described ,the Court shall ordinarily
to be tukea .

admit bim to bail..

303. A person chargnl with murder or treason can be admitted Ia murder or treasure

to bail by the Judge of the Supreme Curt only.

304. Tie Judze of th : Supreme Court may, on good grounds, Power of Judgeof

almit any persoa to bail, although the Provincial Court b - fore

which the cliarge is muda dies nut think fit to do so .

305. !' he accused who is to be a Imitted to bail is to produce Form ofbail.

such surety or sirties as, in the opinion of the Court, will b3

sulfiient to ensure his appearance at the time and plac when and

where he is to be tried , a'il wth such sirety or sureti's to ' ent.r

into a recognizince accorlingly (Form 45) .

A notic . of each recogu zance (Form 46 ) is at the same time to

be given to ea il person bunl thereby.

I'rivileg's of Accused .

396. At any time afer the preliminary examination has been copies of depositions

completed, the accuse l is entitl.d to have copies of the depositions

on wuich he has bien com uitted for trial, or held to bail, on payment

of a reasonable sim , not exc eding sixpence for every one hundred

words , or grati«, ii' the Court s directs.

The Court shall, at the time of com'uitment or of hulding to

bail, inform the accused of his rights in this respect.

Preparations for Triul.

307. The written charge ( ii any), the p.sitions, the statement Transmission of

of the accuse_l, the recognizince of pr secutor and witnesses, and the depositions and other

recognizance or baul (if any) soll be careiully transmitted in proper

time to the Cour, at which the trial is to be held .

Indictment.

308. A trial before the Judge or an officer of the Supreme Course of proceedings

Court, with a jury, and the proceedings before and after trial relative in trials on indictments

thereto, shall be conducted as nearly as may be as a criminal trial

before a Judge with a jury and the corr spouding proceedings is

and are conducted in England.

Oth r criminal trials, with or without a jury, or with Assessors ,

anil the proceedings before inl af er trial relative thereto, shall be

conlict in like manner, mutatis mutandis.

309. In criminal cases to b : tried on indičtment before the conduct of prosesaties

Judge or Assistant Juage of the Supreme Court, whether with or before Supreme Court

without a jury , the depositions when completed shall orthwitn be

delivered to tne Law Secretary, as prosecu or on behalf of the Crown,

who shall thereupon, in person or by so re proper representat.ve

appointed by him , in any case by writing under his band, take all

proper steps for in licting and bringing to trial the accused, and

conduct the pr sucution in Cirt at the trial; and no such

pros'cutiu shall be under the direcion or conduct of any private

prosecutor.

5
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Any private prosecutor may, however, retain any member of

the English, Irish, or Scotish Bar, or any regular and duly qualified

advocate of foreign nationality , to assist in the prosecution ; and

such barrister or advocate may, with the assent of the prosecutor

for the Crown , appear in Court at the trial and take part in the

prosecution ; but no such prosecution shall be withdrawn or

abandoned without the express consent of the Law Secretary, as

prosecutor for the Crown , or of his representativ., given in open

Court .

III.- Summary Proceedings.

Extent of following 310. The following Rules (under the sub -heading “ Summary
Rulos,

Proceedings ” ) apply exclusively to cases where the charge is to be

heard and determined not on indictment, but in a summary way.

Hearing.

Non -appearance of 311. Where the accused conies before the Court on summons,

prosecutor. or warrant, or otherwise, either originally or on adjournment, then

if the prosecutor, having had due notice of the time and place

appointed for the bearing or adjourned hearing of the charge,

does not appear in person, or by counsel or attorney , the Court shali

dismiss the charge, unless for some reason it thinks proper to

adjourn or further adjourn the hearing, with or without imposing

any terms.

Custody in case of 312. In case of adjournment the Court may commit the accused

adjournment.
in the meantime to prison, or to such other custody as it thinks fit,

or may discharge him on his entering into a reconizance (Form 45)

with or without a surety or sureties, at the discretion of the Court,

for Lis appearance at the time and place of adjournment.

A notice of each recogvizance ( Form 46) is at the same time

to be given to each person bound thereby.

Both parties appearing. 313. If both parties appear in person, or by counsel or attorney,

the Court shall proceed to hear and finally determine the charge.

Cenduct of charge.
314. The prosecutor shall be at liberty to conduct ihe charge,

and to have tie witnisses examined and cross-examined by counsel

or attorney on his behalf.

O defence. .315 . The accused shall be admitted to makehis full answer and

defence to the charge, and to bave the witnesses examined and

cross-examined by counsel or attorney on his behalf ; and if he does

not employ counsel or attorney, be shall, at the close of tbe examina

tion of each witness for the prosecution, be asked by the Court

whether he wishes to put any questions to the witness .

If he puts any question to a witness, the witness may be

re- examined for the prosecuti n .

Pablicity.
316. The room or place in which the Court sits to hear and

determine the charg . is an open and publi.. Court, to which the

public generally may bave access as far as the room or place can

conveniently contain them .

Admissionof charge 317. The substance of the charge sball be stat d to the accused ,

by aconsed ,
and he shall be asked if he has any cause to slow why he should

not be convicti d .

If be thereupon admits the truth of the charge, and does not

show sufficient cause why he should not be convicter , the Court

may convict him accordingly.

Evidence for prosecution. If he does not almit the truth of ihi charge, the Court shall

proceed to bear the prosecutor and such witnesses as he examines,

and such « ther evidence as he adduces in support of his charge.

Defence.
On the termination of the whole evidence in support of the

charge, if it appears to t'e Court tbat a prima facie case is made out
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and evidence.

against the accused, be shall be asked by the Court .il be wi hes to

say anything in anjwer, or bas a'y witnesses to examine or other

evidence to adduce in his defence ; and the Court shall then hear

the accused and his witnesses and other evidence, if any.

318. If the accus d a duc's any evidence in his defince the Evidence in reply.

prosecutor may adduce evidence in reply thereto: but the prosecutor

shall not in any case be allowed to make any obs- rvationsby way of

reply to the evidence adduc d by the accused , nor sball the accused

in any case be allowed to make any observations on evidence

adduced by the prosecutor in rxpl!.

319. A variance betw . en thing I 73 ° anıl the evidence adduced Fariance between charge

in support of it as to the time , which the alleged crime or offence

was committed is not material, if it is proved that the charge was

in fact made within the time (if any) limited by law for t e making

thereof.

But if any variance between the charge and the evidence

appears to the Courtto be such that the accused has been thereby

deceived or misled , the Court ray adj. urn the hearing .

Adjournment.

320. At any time before or during the hearing of the charge Hearing maybe

the Court may, in its discr -tion, for any good cane recorded in the adjourned indiscretion of Court.

minutes of proceeding, adjourn the hearing.

An adjournment ordered for any cause shall be made to a

certain time and place, to be at the time of the adjournment

appointed and stated in the presence and hearing of the parties , or

their respective counsel or attorn ys.

During the period of adjournient the Court may in its discre- Custody during

tion, according to the nature and circumstances of each case, either adjournment.

suffer the accused to gat la ge or commit bim by warrant (Form 44 )

to such prison or other place of se urity, or to such , other safe

custody as the Court thinks fit, or may discharge bin on his entering

into a ricognizance (Form 45) with or without a surety or sureties,

at tho disertion of the Court, for his appearance at the time and

place of adjournment.

A notice of each recognizance Form 46) is at the same time to

be given to each person bound thereby.

If at any time and place of adjournment of a hearing, which

has once bugun, the accusel does not appear in person or by counsel

or attorney ,the Court my in its discretion proceed with the further

hearing as if the accused were present.

Decision.

321. The Court having heard what each party has ' o say as Conviction or dismissal.

aforesail, and the witnesses, and the evidence a duced, shall con

sider the whole matter and finally determine the same, and shall

either convict the accused or dismiss the charge .

Conviction ,

322. In case of conviction a minute thereof shall be made, and Minute.

the conviction (Form 48, 49) shall afterwards be drawn up in form ,

to be preserved among the records of the Court .

Dismissal.

323. In case of dismissal of the charge the Court may, if it Certificate.

thinks fit, on being requested so to do, make an order of dismissal

(Form 55) and give the accused a certificate thereof ( Form 56) ,

which certificate sball on being produced , without furtber proof, be

a bar to any subs quent charge for the same matter against the

sanie person,
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Costs.

On conviction . 324. In case of conviction the Court may, in and by the con

viction , award and order that the person convicted do pay to the

prosecutor such costs as seem ju t aud reasonable, to be specified in

the conviction .

Op dismissal,
325. In case oi dismissal the Court may, in and by the order

of dismissal, award and order that the prosecutor do puy to the

accused such costs as seem just and reasonable, to be specific d in

the order of dismis -al.

Exccution of Conviction or Order of Dismi-sal.

ruprignment 326. Where a conviction does not ailju lge the payment of

• money , but adjudges that the offender be imprisoned , the Court

sball issue a warrant of commitment (Form 50) accordingly.

Levying of penalty or 27. Whre a conviction or order of dismissal adjndges any

other moneys .

money iv b ' paii by any person convicted or any prosecuit r for

penatan cumleusation, costs, charges, orotherwise , themoney to

be paid may be levied on the goods of the person ailju ' ged to pay

the same bi distress and sale under warrant ( Forms 52 , 57) .

Commitment for want , 328. If the oilicer hvins the execution of the warrant returns

of distress ,

(Form 53) tatile ( uld fiuduog ods orno sufficient goods wbirtou ,

to levy the many mentioned in the warrant, together with costs ,

the Court hay by warrant (Forms 54, 58) commit the person

adjulgrado make the paynient to prison for not more tidan two

montlis , unless the money adjudged to be paid, anil alle sts and

charges of the distress, commitment, and conveyanci to prison, to

be specifi'd in the warrant of commitment, a: e sooner paid .

Commitment in lieu 329. Where it appears to the Court that such distress and sale
of distress .

of goods as aforesaid woull be ruinous to the person orihired to pay

the money and bis family, or (by confession of that person or

otherwise ).t' at he has no goods whereon a distress may be levied ,

then the C urt, if it thinks fit, may, iystead of issuing a warrant of

distress, commit him to prison, with or without hard labsur, for not

mor : than two moths, unless the money adjudged to be pail, and

and charys of the comm tment and conveyance to prison,

to be specili d in te warrat of commitment, are sooner paid

( For » 51 ).

Paymeni crtender 3:36 ). Any pro ! nun-t whoin a varrant of distress issues
before distress,

may pay or tnler to the officer having the execution of the warrant

the sum threin mentivi d, tog ther with the amount of the expenses

of the distress up to the time of such payment or tender, and

therep. n the vilicer shall cease to execute the same.

Tayment after
331. Any person committed for non -payment may pay the sum

paramitment,

mentioned in the rant of com'nitment, tigether with th :amount

of costs and charg's tiercin mentioned (if any) to the person in

wh se custody he is , who shal thereupon discharge h m , if he is in

custo : 1or 10 oti er 1 atter.

XIV .--APPEAL TO SPPRIME COURT IN CRIMINAL Cases.

Ime in summary ea4e8. 337. The applicatin for a sp cial cas ', 01: a summary convic- '

ti« , shall be made within 43 hours after the sentence .

Furm of application , 333. Ti aplivation for a sp cial (as shall state shortly the

grounds on which the appellant consilers the conviction erroneous

in point of law , and may contain any argument in support of the

appeal , r mas inclue an appl cation that ime be allowed for the

filin : o ' such an arınmnt, which may be allowed accordingly.

Time for akutement .
$ 34. The special ( 3.5 " , when grand, stall be stated within ten

Jars trappol cation for the same, or after expiration of the time

allowed for filing sich argument.

all cos -

--
--
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prosecutor,

335. A copy of the appellant's application for a special case , Copy of applieation .

and of any argument filed by him in support thereof, shall be

annexed to the special case .

336. The appellant shall give security to the satisfaction of the security .

Court , by recognizance, deposit, or otherwise, to prosecute the

appeal wth ut delay, and to submit to tie judgment of the Supreme

Cout, and to pay any costs awarded against him .

337. The ap; ellant, if in custody, shall be liberated on his Discharge from custody

further giving security to the sa ' isfaction of the Court, by recog.

nizance, dan -it, or o herwise ,to appear and recriveju lgnentat an

appointed time and place, unless tie conviction is set aside by the

Suprim- Court.

338. The prosecutor shall be entitleri, on payment of the Copy ofthem to

proper fees , to have a copy of any sp cial case or other documents

sent to the Supr meCourt on any appeal in a criminal case.

XV . - GENERAL PROVISIONS (CIVIL AND CRIMINAL MATTERS) .

339. In all matters not in thes. Rules expres-ly provided ! or, Chorranceof procedur

the procedure of the Superior Courts and of Justices of the Peace in Englund.

in England in like cases shall, as far as possible , be followed, save

that with risp « ct to mattı rs arisirg unler the Admiralty or other

: . special juris liction, the procedure of the Courts having such jurisdic

tion in England shall , as far as possible, b . followed.

340. Notices, summonses, warrants, decre's, orders , and other Saling of notices, & e.

documi nts issuing from the Court shall be sealed with the seal of

the Court.

341. In those Rules the words “ oath and affidavit," and Interpretation. ***

words referring thereto, or to swearing, include aflirmation and

declaration and refer thereto, or to the making of an affirmation or

declaration, where an affirmation or declaration is admissable in lieu

of an oath or affidavit .

Terms used in these Rules have the same meaning as in the

Order in Council under which these Rules ar framed .

342. 'The Forms appended to these Rules may be used with forms .

such variations as the circumstances of each case rı quire .

343. The Fees specified in the List appended to these Rules Fees.

sball be paid .

The Court may, however, renit any such fee, wbolly or in part,

if it thinks fit .

344. These Rules shall commence and have effect at the same Commencement,

time as the older in Council under which they are framed.

( Signed ) EDMUND HOIUN BY,

Approved : Judge.

( Signed ) RUSSELL.

66
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FORMS.

Issue for Decision of Questions of Fact without formal Suit.

In H. Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[Saturday] the C ] day of

18

1

Between A.B.

and

C.D.

This Court has ordered that the above-named A.B. of

[ gentleman) and the above-named C.D. of [merchant]

may proceed to the trial of the questions of fact to be determined

between them without any petition presented or other pieading.

This Court therefore now further orders that the following

questions be tried .

1. Whether, &c .

2. Whether, &c .

the said A.B. maintaining the affirmative, and the said C.D. the

negative thereof respectively.

( Seal).

2.

Summons in Summary Procedure for Claim under 100 dollars .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Saturday ] the ] day of [

18

7
]
]

Between A.B. Plaintiff,

and

C.D. Defendant,

[or

In the matter of E.F. an infant]

To C.D. of (gentleman the above -named

Defenılant.

You are bereby commanded, in Her Majesty's name, to attend

this Court at [ ] on [ ] the [

day of [ Įat [ ] o'clock in the [

noon on the bearing of a claim (or an application ] on the part of

A.B. of [merchant] the above -named Plaintiff

( state the precise nature and particulars of the claim , and the amount

sought to be recovered or the precise object of the application , as the

case may be)

(Seal) .

The following note is to be added to the original summons, and

when the time is altered by indorsement, the indorsement is to be

refcrred to as below .

NOTE.If you do not attend either in person or by counsel or

attorney at the time and place above -mentionel [or at the place

above-mentioned at the time mentioned in t'ie indorsement hereon ),

such order will be made and such proceedings taken as the Court

may think just and expedient .
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3 .

] 18

Summons to Administrator or Erecutor for Summary

Administration .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at Canton ].

[ Saturday] the C ] Jay of [

In the matter of the property of A.B., late of

deceased .

Between C.D. Plaintiff',

and

E.F. Defendant.

To E.F. of
the above - nam . d Defendant,

executor of the above-namel A.B.

On the application of C.D. of
Esq ., the above

named Plointiff, who claims to be a creditor of the said A.B.

You are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name to attend
this Court on

at [ ] o'clock in the [.
the [ . ] noon , and

show caus-, if you can, wlay an orci r for the administration of the

property of tbe said A.B , under the direction of this Court should

not be granted.

(Seal ) .

The following note is to be alded to the original summons, and

when the time is allowed by in lorsement, the indorsement is to

be referred to as belor .

NOTE.--If
you

do
no attenl either in p'rsou or by counsel or

attorney at the tim anl plac above-mentioned for atthe place above

mentioned at the tim u mentionel in the indors :ment hereon ), such

order will be made and such proceedings taken as the Court may

think just aad expedient.

4.

Special Summons on Bill of Edchange or Promissory Note,

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at (Canton) .

Thursday ] the
] day of [. | 18

Between A.B. Plaintiff,

and

C.D. Defendant :

TO C.D. of
the above -named Defendant.

You are hereby copmandel in Her Majesty' name to attend

this Court withın sev 'u duys at r service of this summons on you,

inclusive of the Jay of service, and obtain leave from this Court to

defend this siit : otherwise A.B. of
the above-named

Plaintiff, will be entitled, as of cours ?, to an inmediate absolute

decree a ainst you .

( Seal).

[In lorscannt of Summons.]

The Plaintiff claims [
) pounds sterling, principal

and interest (or balance of principal and interest ] due to him as the

payee (or indorsee] of a bill of exc'lange or promissory note, of

which the following is a copy

[ Here copy bill or note and all indorsements on it. ]

And if the amount thereof be paid to the Plaintiff within [ ]

days from the service hereof, further proceelings w.ll be stayed.
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NOTICE .

If the Defendant does not within seren days after having been

served with this summons, inclusive of the day of service , obtain

leave from the C urt to defend this suit , the Plaintiff will be entitled,

as of course, at any time after the expiration of those seven days,to

an immediate al.olute decree, from wbich there is no appeal, for

any amount not exceeding the sum above claimed , and such sum as

may be fixed by the Court for costs .

Leave to defend th . suit may be obtained on app'i ation ex parte

to the Court, supported by evidence on oat', showing that there is

a defence to the suit on the merits, or that it is reasonable that the

Def ndint should be allowed to delend the suit: or on paymintinio

Court of the sum hereon indorsed .

5 .

The p

1

Petition.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

Between A.B. Plaintiff,

and

C.D. and

E.F.

To X. Y., Esquire, Her Britannic Majesty's Consul at [ Canton ].

tition of A.B. of
[Merchant ], the above-named

Plaintiff.

Shows as follows :

1. (On the 1st day of June, 1859, the Defenrlant, &c. )

2. (On the next day the Plaintiff wrote and sent a liter to

the Defendant, the material parts of which were as follow ,

&c. )

3.

4.

Ths Plaintiff therefore prays :
1. [ That an account may be taken of wlat is due for

principal and interest on . & .]

2. [ That the Defendant may be decreed to pay to the

Plaintiff the amount which shall be so found due wiihin

one calendar month , & c.]

3. [ That t'e Plaintiff may have such further or other relief

as the nature of the case may r . quire ].

The Defi ndan's to this Pitition are ,

C.D. of [merchant ],

EF. of ( widow ].

A.B.

.A.B . the Plain‘iff,

by L.M. bis Atiorney.

or

6.

Answer ,

In Her Britannic Maj sty's Court at [ Canton ).

Butsen A.B. Plaintiff,

and

CP and Def ndants.E.F.

The answer of C.D., one of the above -naniei Defendants, to the

petition of the above - named Paintiff.
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In answer to the said petition 1 , C.D. , say as follows:

1 .

2 .

3.

C.D.

[or C.D., the Defendant,

by N.O. , bis Attorney ).

]

o
d
}

7 .

Notice of Transfer of Caure to Fearing Paper.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

[ Suturday , the [ ] day of I 18

Between A.B. Plaintiff,

and

C.D. and
Defendants .

EF.

TO A.B. , the above -named Plaintiff,

[ or

To C.D. , one of the above -named De'endants .

This case will be transferred from the General Hearing List to

the Hearing Paper for the day of

18 , and will come on to be lear 1 in its turn on that day , if the

business of tie Court permits, or otherwi- e on some adjournment

day, of which you will receive no further notice .

You are desired to pay attı'ntion to the following uirections :

If the Plaintiff fails to attend in person or by counsel or

attorney on the day appointed, the case iſ called on may be struck

out , and the Plaintiff will be liable to pay to the D - fendant such

costs as may be fixed by the Court. Also , the case must be set

down in the General Hearing List afresh , by which the Plaintiff

will incur delay and expense.

If the Defendant fails to attend in person or by counsel or

attorney on the day appointed, the case if called on may, if the

Court so directs , be heard and determined in lis absence *on the

evidence adduced on behall of the plaintiff, and the Court will issue

execution of the judgment so obtained .

If either party has any application to make to the Court to

postpon the hearing, it should be made as soon as possible, on

application for a summous for that purpose, and if the appli ation

is based on any matter of fact, as the absence of a ma'e : ial witness

or the like , tlie lac's relied on must be set out and verified in one or

more affidavit or aflidavits filed in the Court be ore such apprication.

If eit er party considers that the questions between the parties

are not fairly raised or put in issue by the pleadings, or thinks i hat

the questions raised are obscur', and that he is prejudiced thereby,

he may apply to the Court on summ ns to settle issues, and such

application should be made at once .

The parti s are wai nel that at the hearing they are required to

adduce all the testimony , wri ten and oral, which each of them

d sires to rely on, in support of his own case and in contrarliction

of tha ' , of his oppon nt. The proof will be required at the hearing

and not on a sul sequent day, anil paries failing to bring their

testim : ny f rward at the proper time may find thenselves ab olutely

precluded from add cing i' at all , or at bes on y allowed to do so

on payment of subs antial costs to the other side, and on such other

termsas tie Court thioks fit to impose.
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Parties desirous to enforce the attendance of witnssos should

anply at once to the Court to issue to or to procure from the national

authority of the witness requi ed a summons för att: ndance.

It is indispensable that the application should be made so as to

allow time for a reasonable notice to the witness required .

If the witness is required to bring tooks or papers, theymust

be particularized in tle summons sufficiently to enable him clearly

to understand what is meant.

Any party summoning a witness through the Court, thereby

becomes liable to pay such witness a reasonable sum of money to

be summarily fixed by the Cour for his expenses and loss of time.

The Court will not enforce the attendance of a witness unless

such sum has been deposited in the Court.

If either party desir to ise in evidence at the hearing any

book, paper, or docunient in the possession or power of the other

party, he must give the other party reasonable notice in writing to

produce it at the hearing, failing which he will not be allowed to

give any secondary evidence of its contents.

No persou is excluded from giving evidence by reason of inter

est or relationship. The parties themselves, their wives , relations,

partners, and servants respectively are competent witnesses.

( Seal) .

8 .

Motion Paper.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

Between A.B. Plaintiff,

and

C.D. Defeudant.

The Plaintiff (or as the case may bej moves.

that there síule the terms of the motion .

9 .

>

>

Affidavit of attesting Wi'nuss in proof of the due Execution of a

Will or Codicil dared after 31st December, 1873.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court it ( Canton ].

In the matter of A.B. deceased .

I, C.D. of make oath and say that I am

one of the subscribing witnesses to the last Will [or Codicil, as

the case may be, ] of A.B. , late of dec aseil the

said Will (or Codicil being now hereto annexed, bearing date

and that testator executed the said Will (or

(1 ) If the signature is in Colici'] on the dav of the date thereof, by signing his name a ' the

thetestimonium clause foot or in thereof (or in the testimonium c ause thereof, or in the
or attestation clause,

insert, " intending the attestation clause thereto, as the case may be ] , as the same now

game for his final sig ,

nature to his will . ” appears thereto, (1) in the presence of me and of

the other subscribed witness tereto, both of us being present at the

same time, and we thereupon attesteland subscribed the said Will

[or Codicil] in the presence of the testator.

C.D.

Sworn at this>

day of

18 before me,

XY .
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10 .

Oath for Erecutor .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ]. ( 1 ) Insert besides the

In tie matter of A.B. deceased .
name, & c ., of the depo.

nent, his relationship ,

I , C.D. of ( 1 )
make oath and say that I believe any, to the testator.

the paper writing (or the papar writings] her to annexedand marked

by me (2) to contain the true and original last Will ( or last Will with (2)Each testamentary

Codicils) of A.B. late of paper is tobemarked
by the persony sworn

deceased , and that I am the sole executor and the person adminis

[or one of the executors] therein named (or executor according to

tering the oath.

the tenour thereof,executor during life, executrix during wilow

hood or as the culse muy be , ] and that I will faithfully administer

the personal property of the testator by paying his just debts aud

the legacies vivèn ly his Will (or Will and

Codicils ), so far as his personal prop'rty shall extend and the law where more executors

bind me ; that I will exhibit an inventory, andrender an account of than one rere appointedo

my executorship, whenever lawfully required ; that the testator died memorandum should be

at on the da o '
inade in the margin of

che oath that power is

18 tbat at the time of his death he to be reserved to the

had his fixed place of abode at within the executor, or that

jurisdiction ofthis Court; and that the whole of his personal property theyhaveor he has

does not amount in value to the sum of to the

best of my knowledge, information , and belief.

C.D.

Sworn at this

.
other erecutors or

>

day of

18 7
before me,

E.F.

11 .

Oath for Alministrator, Will annexed .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

In the matter of 1.B. dece.sel.

I , C.D of make oath and say that

I believe the paper writing (or the paper writings] here'o annexed,

and marked by me ( 1 ) to contain the true and original last Will (or (1) Enchtratamentary

last will with Codicils) of A.B. , late of dec ased : paper is bemarked

that the executor therein nainel is dead without having taken probite and the person admini

thereof (or as the fact may be ] ; tat I a'n the residuary legalee in storing the outlı.

trust nained therein (or as the fact may be, stating the relationship, if

any, of the deponent to the testator] : that I will faithfully adininister

the personal property of the testator, by payinghis just dehts and the

legacies giving by his Will For Willand Codicils ), so far as his

persoual property shall extend and the law bind me, and distributing

the residue of his personal property according to law ; that I will

exbibit an inventory and render an account of my administration,

whenever lawfully required ; that the testator died at

on the dav of 18 ; that at the time of

bis death he had his fixed place of abode at within the

jurisdiction of this Court; and that the whole of his personal property

does not amount in value to the sum of to

the best of my knowledge, information , and belief.

C.D.

Sworn at this

day of

18 , before me,

E.F.
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12 .

Oath for Administrator (not with Will annexed).

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

In the matter of A.B. deceased .

I , C.D. of make oath and say

that A.B. , late of , deceased,

died intestate , a hachelor, without parert, brother or sister, uncle or

aunt, nephew or niere, and that I am bis iawlul cous n -german and

one of his next of kin [this must be altered in accordance with the

circumstances of the case ]; that I will faithfully administer the

persoi al property of the deceased, by paying bis just. debts, and

distrilutii g the residue of his properiy according to law ; that I will

exhibit an inventory and render an account of my administration

wbenever lawfully required ; tl at the decea : « d died at

on tlie av of 18 ; that at the time

of his death he had his fixed place of abode at

willin the juris, jet on of this Court ; and that t’e whole of his

personal properły does not amount in value to the sum of

to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

C.D.

Sworn at this

day of

18

E.F.

before me ,>

13 .
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Probute.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ] .

Be it knwn that on the day of

18
the last Will [or the last Will with Codicils]

(a copy whereof is bereto annexea ) of A.B. , late of

deceased, who died on at

and who at the time of his death bad his fixed

place of abode at within the jurisdiction of this

Court, was provel and registered in this Court ; and that the

adm nistration of ti e personal property of the siid deceased was

grante ) by this Court to C.D. , the sole exưent r (or as the case may

bej named in the said Will, he having been first d ly sworn .

X.Y.

H.B.M. Consul at (Canton ].

( Swal).
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14 .

Letters of Administration with Will annexed.

In Her Britannic Maj str's Court at [ Canton .

Be it known, that A.B. , late of deceased ,

who died on the day of at

and who had at the time of his death his fixed

place of abode at wit in the jurisd ction of this

Court, made and duly executed his last Will (or his I si Will with

Codic Is thereto ), and did therein name (according to the facts ]

And be it fu tler known , thi on the

18 Lett'l's of Alpinist :ation wit : the said Will (anri Codicils]

annexed of the personal property of the decease I were granted by

>

das o
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this Court to C.D. , [ insert the character in which the grant is taken ],

he baving been first July sworn .

X.Y. ,

H.B.M. Consul at (Canton ).

( Seal) .

15 .

Letters of Administration (not with Will annered ).

In Her Britannic Majesty's Csurt at (Canton ).

Be it known, that on the day of

18 , Letters of Adininistr
ation of the personal property of A.B. ,

late of deceased, who died on

at intestite, and who had

at the time of his death his fixed place of abode at

within the jurisdiction of this Court, were granted by this Court to

C.D. of
t a widow (or as the casemybej uithe said

intestate , she having been first duly sworn .

X.Y.,

H.B.M. Consul at [ Canton .

( Seal) .

18
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day of

of

16 .

Double Probate.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

Be it known, that on the

18 the last Will (with Codicils) of 4.B. , late

deceased, who died on

at

and who at the time of his death had his fixed place of abode at

within the jurisdiction of this Court, was proved and

registered in this Court, and that alministration of his personal

property and any way concerning his Will , was granted by this Court

to C.D., one of the executors na nelin the said Will ( or Codicil], he

having been first July swoin , power being reserved of making the

like grant to E.F., the other executor named in the said Will . And

be it further known, that on the

18 the said Will of the said

deceased was also proved in this Court, and that the like alıninis- Former grant, Jan, 13

tration was granted by this Court to the said E.F., be having been under the same sum ,

first duly sworn .

H.B.M. Consul at Canton ].

(Seal).
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17.

Letters of Administration de Bonis non .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at Canton ].

Be it known , that A.B. , late of deceased , died on

18 at , intestate , and had

at the time of his death his fixed place of abode at

within the jurisdiction of this Court, and that since bis death,

namely, on the day of 18 Letters of

Advinistration of his personal provrty were grated by this Court

to C.D. [ insert the relationship or character of administrator] (which

Letters of Administration now remain on record in tiis Court) who

after taking such administration upon him partly administered
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>

the personal property of the deceased, and afterwards, on

died leaving part thereof unadmirist red

and that on the day of 18 Letters

of Administration of the personal property so left unadministered

were granted by this Court to
be baving

been first duly sworn .

X.Y. ,

H.B.M. Consul at ( Canton ].

( Seal).

18.

Administration Bond .

Know all men by these presents, that we, A.B. of

C.D. of and E.F. of

are jointly and severally bound muto G.H., the Judge of

Her Britannic Majesty's Supreme Court for China and

Japan , in the sum of

to be paid to the said G.H. or the Judge of the said Court

for the time being ; for which payment we bind ourselves,

and each of us, for the whole , our and each of our heirs,

executors and administrators, firmly by these presents.

Sealed with our seals . Dated the

day of 18

A.B. (L.S. )

C.D. (L.s. )

E.F. (L.S.)

The condition of the above -written obligation is such , that if

the above -named A.B. , the intended Administrator of the personal

property of I.J. , late of de ased , who died on the

day of left unadministered by ] do make a true and

perfect inveut ry of the personal property of the di casel [ so left

unadministered ), which has or shall come into [his] possession, or

into the possession ofany p - rson for him ], and the ran e so made

do exhib.t into Her Britannic Majesty's Supreme Court or Her

Britannic Majesty's Court at (Canton ], whenever r’quired by law so

to do ; and the same prsonal property, and all other the personal

property of the deceas d , which shall atany time after the making

an exhibition of such inventory come into the possession of the

said A.B. or of any person for (bim ], do well and truly administer

according to law (that is to say) , to pay the dibis which the

deccas d owedat [his death, and all the residue of the said personal

propety do deliver and pay to such person or persons as shall be

entitled thereto und stie Act of Parl ament intituled “ An Act for

the better seltling of Intestates' Estates ;” and further do make a true

and just account of his administration whenever law ully required ;

and in case it shall be reafter appear that any Will was made by the

deceased, and the executor or executors therein named do exhibit

the samefor probatı , then if the said A.B. , being thereunto required,

to duly render and deliver up the Letters of Administration granted

to him, then this obligation shall be void, and otherwise shall

remain in full force.

Signed , sealed , and delivered before this Court.

( Seal).
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19.

Administraſion Bond for Administrators with Will annexed .

Know all men by these presents, that we, A.B. , of

C.D. of and E.F of

are jointly and severally bound unto G.H. , the Judge

of Her Britannic Majesty's Supreme Court for China

and Japan , in the

sum of to le

paid to the said G.H. or Judge of the said Court for

the time being, for which payment we biud ourselves

and each of us , for the whole, our and each « f our

heirs, executors, and administrators, firmy by these

presents. Sealed with our seals . Dated the

day of 18

A.B. ( L.S )

C.D. (L.8 .)

E.F. ( L.S. )

The condition of the above -written obligation is such that if the

above-named A.B., the intended Administrator with Will annexed

of the personal property of I.J., late of
de eased, who

died on the day of do make a true and perfect in

ventory of the personal property of the deceased , left unadministered

by which has or shall come into [ his] possession, or

into the possession of any person for [him ], and the same so made

do exhibit into Her Britamic Majesty's Supreme Court or Her

Britannie Majesty's Court at (Canton) , wherever required by law so

to do, and the same personal property (so left uradministered ] and

all other the personal property of the deceased which shall at any

time after the making and exhibition of such inventory come into

the possession of the sad A.B., or of any person for him ), do well

and truly aswinister, ( that is to say), to pay the debts which the

deceased owed at [his] death , and then the legacies given by the

said Will annexed to the said Letters of Administration as far as

such p rsonal property will extendi, and the law binds [him ], and all

the residue of the said personalproperty shall deliver and pay unto

such person or persons as shall be by law entitled thereto, and

further to make a true and just acconnt of [hi-] sa d Administra

tion wherever lawfully required , then this obligation shall be void ,

and therwise shall remain in full force.

Signd, sealed , and delivered before this Court.

( Seal) .

20 .

Declaration of the Personal Property of a Testator or an

Intestate.

In Her Bitannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

A true declaration of all the personal property of A.B. , late of

deceasel, wi.o died on the

dry of at and had at the time

of his death his fixed place of abode at

within the jurisdiction of this ourt, which have at any time since

bis death come to the possession, or knowledge of C.D., the admi.

nistrator with the Will antiexed of the said A.B. , (or administrator,

as the case may be), made a d exbibited upon and by virtue of the

oath (or solemn affirmation] of the said C.D. as follows:

>
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First, I declare that the deceased was at the time

of his death poss :ssed of or entitled to

[ The details of the deceased's property must be here

inserted, and the value inserted posite to each

particular.]

Lastly, I say that no personal property of the deceased has at

any time since his death come to my possession or knowledge, sare

as is hereinbefore set forth .

C.D.

On the
day 18 the said C.D.

was duly sworn to for solemnly affirmed the truth of the

above -writt : 1 inventory.

Before me ,

of >

[person authorized to administer oaths,

21 .

Justific tion of Sureties .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at ( Canton ].

In the matter of A.B. deceased .

We, C.D. and E.F.

of
severally makeoath and say , that we are

the proposed sureties in th- penal sum of

on behalf of 61.11 ., the intended administrator of the personal

property of A.B. , late of deceased, for his

faithful administration thereof ; and I the said C.D.

for myself make oath and say , that I am , after payment of all my

just debts, well and truly worth in money and effects the suin of

and I the said E.F. for

myself make oath and _ay, that I am , after payment of all

debts , well and trily worth in money and effects the sum of

Sworn by the deponents, C.D. aud

C.D.
E.F., at

E.F.
this dar of 18

;

my just

Before me,

X.Y.

7

22 .

Renunciation of Probate and Administration with Will annexed.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at ( Canton ).

In the matt r of A.B., dectasid .

Whereas A.B. , late of deceased, died

on the day of 18 .it

having bad at the time of his death his fixed za ut abode at

within the jurisdiction of tiis Court; and walleis he made and duly

executed bis last Will , « lated the

(1) If there are codicils day of 18
( 1 ) , and ther of appointed C.D.

their dates s) oul i be

alsoi nserted , executor and residuary leg it e in trust (or as the case may be] .

Now I, the said C D. , do bereby declare , that I have not

intermeddled in teprsoral properly of the deceased, and will not

here.fter intermeddle therein , with intent to de.raud creditors, and

further do hereby expressly renounce all right to probate of thsaid

Will (and Codicils, if any , and to Administration of the said Will

[and Codicils, if any ], annexed, of ti.e jersonal property of the

deceased .
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In witness where I have bereto set my hand and seal , this

day of 18

C.D. (LS.)

Sigued, sea !:), and delivered by the above named C.D. in the

presence of

G.H.

23 .

Renunciation of Administration .

In Her Britanric Muj sty's Court at [ Canton ].

Wueras A.B. , late of deceased , died on the

day of 18 at intestate , a

widower, having hal at the time of his death his fixed place of abode

at within tbe juris iction of this Court ; and

whereas I , C.D. , of am his lawful child , and his

only next of kin (or as the case may be] :

Now, [ , the sail C.D. , do hereby declare that

I have not intermel lled in the personal property of the deceas d ,

and further do hereby expressly ren junce all rightto Administration

thereof .

In witness whereof I have hereto set my hand anl seal, this

day of 18

C.D. ( L.S. )

Signed , sealed, and deliver d by the said C.D. in the presence

of

G.H.

day of

day of

>

24.

Order to a Person to bring in a Paper purporting to be

testamentary.

In Her Britannic Mujes'y's Court at [ Cunton ].

The 18

To C.D. , of

Whereas it appears by a certain aſli lavit filed in the Court on

the 18 and male by

of that a certain original

paper, being or purporting to bì, testa nentary , namely (here describe

the paper ], bearing date th day of

18
is now in your pos ission or undór your

catrol:

Now this is to commanl you , in HerMajesty's name, that within

eight days after servire hereofon you , inclusive of the day of such

service, you to bring into an I leave in i bis Court the said original

paper, or in case the said original piper be not in your possession

or under your control, that you, within eight days a ter the service

hereoi on voi, inclusive of tie lvy of sui servius, d ) file in this

Court an affi levit to trat effici , and therein set forth what

knowledge you have of and respecting the said paper .

( Seal).

9

25 .

Affidavit of Handwriti g .

In Her Britanie Maj :sty's Court at ( Canon ).

In the matter of C.D. , desd.

I , A.B. of make oath and say, I knew and was

well acquainted with C.D., late of
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9deceased , who died on the day of at

for many years before and down to his death, and that during that

time I have frequently seen him write and sign his name, whereby

I have become will acquainted with his handwriting and signature,

and having now with care and attention inspected the paperwriting

bereunto annexed, purporting to be the last Will of the said C.D.

beginning thus , ending thus

dated the dav of

and signed thus, “ C.D.," I say that I believe the whole body and

contents of the said Will , together with] the signature

theret , to be of the bandwriting of the said C.D. , deceased.

A.B.

Sworn at

this day of

18 before me

E.F.

“ C.D.”

>

day of

26.

Affidavit of Finding and Condition of Will.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

In the matter of E.F. deceased .

I , A.B. , of make oath and say , that

I am the sole executor named in the paper writing bereto annexed,

purporting to be the Will of E.F., late of

deceased , (who died on the day of

at
and had at his death his fixed place of abode

at
within the jurisdiction of this Court) the said

Will bearing date the beginning

thus , ending thus and being signed tbus

“ E.F., ” and that [here describe the finding of the Will, and the

various obliterations, interlineations, frisures, and alltrations ( if any),

and the general condition of the Will, and state any other matters

requiring to be accounted for, and clearly trace the Will from the

goussession of the deceased in his lifetime up to the time of the making of

ihis atidavit"; and I lastly say , that the sameparer writing is now

in all respects in the same condition as whın found for us the case

may be ].

A.B.

Sworn at this

18 before me,

1.J. ))

>

day of

This form of affidavit is
27 .

to be used when it is

shown by affidavit that Affidavit of Search.

deither the subscribing

witnesses nor any other In Her Britannic Maje sty' Court at (Canton ] .

person can dcpose to the

precise time of the ere.
In the matter of C.D. deceased .

cation of the will. I , A.B., of make oath and say , that I am the

sole executor named in the paper writing bereto annexed , purporting

to be the last Will of C.D., late of

deceased , who died on the day of 18

at aud bad at the time of his death his fixed

place of abode at within the jurisdiction of this Court,

the said Will beginning thus , ending thus,

“ In witness whereof, I bave hereunto set my band this day

iv the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
w of
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"and fifty -four ” (or as the case may be) , and being signed thus,

“ C.D.” And referring particularly to the fact that the blank spaces

originally left in the said Will for the ir sertion of the day and the

month of the date tbereof have rever been supplied (or that the

said Will is without date, or as the case may be] , I further say, that

I have male enquiry of [ E.F., the solicitor of the said deceased ] ,

and that I have also made diligent and careful search in all places

where the said deceased usually kept his papers of moment in order

to ascertain whether he had or bad not left any other Will. And I

last say, that I believe the deceased died without having leſt any

Will, Codicil, or Testamentary Paper whatever ther than the said

Will by me herein before deposed to.

A.B.

Sworn at this

day of

18 before me,>

G.H.

2

28 .

Notice to prohibit Grant of Probate or Administration.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

In the matter of A.B. , doc ased .

Let nothing be done in the matter of A.B., late of

deceased , who died on the day of at

and had at the time his fixed place of abode at

within the jurisdiction of this Court , witnout warning being given

to C.D. ,
(or to E.F., of

the attorney of G.H., of ] .

Datedthis
day of 18

(Signed ) C.D., of ( or E.F. of

the attorney of G.H. ] , of (

]

9

29 .

Warning to Person filing Notice to proživit Grant.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ]

In the matter of A.B. , late of deceased .

To C.D. , of (or to E.F., of

attorney of G.H. , of 7 .

You are hereby warned , within six dars after the service of this

warni' g upon you inclusive of the day of such service, to come to

this Court and file therein an affidavit setting forth your or your

client's ] interest in this matter ; and in default of your so doing this

Court will proceed to all such acts and things as shall be needful

to be done in this patter.

NOTE . — The warning is issued at the instance of R.S. , of

There state what interest R.S. has, and if under a Will or Codicil state

its date)

(Seal) .
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31 .

Charge.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at (Canton] .

[ Thursday] the
18

C.D. of
[ labourer] [being first duly sworn] charges

that [&c. , state the offence ].

( Seal) .

day of

day of

32 .

Summons to Accused.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at ( Canton ].

[ Thursday ] the day of 18

To A.B. of [ labourer)

You have this day been charge [on oath ] before this Court for

that you ( obc . , stating shortly the offence charged ].

Ther fore you are hereby commanded, in Her Majesty's name,

to appear before this Court on [ Saturday next] the

at [ 10 o'clock in the forenoon) at

to answer to the sail charge, and to be further dealt with according

to law .

(Seal) .

33 .

Warrant infirst instance for Apprehension of Accused.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday] the dar of 18

To X. Y. Police officer, and other officers of this

Court.

A.B, of [labourer ] has this day been charge (on

oath before this Court for that he [&c. , stating shortly the offenc

charged ].

Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name

forthwith to ap ri bend t'e said A.B. , and to bring him before this

Court to a'swer to the sa d charge, and to be further dealt with

according to law .

( Seal).

>

34.

Warrant of Apprehension of Accused where Summons is

disobeyed.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court ut (Canton ].

[ Saturday] the day of 18

To X.Y. Police officer, and other officers of this Court.

A.B. of
[labourer] was on the day of

18 charged ( on vath ] before this Court for that

[&c. , as in summons ).

And the said A.B. was by summons of this Court commanded to

appear before this Court on at

at
to answer to the sail charge, and to be further

dealt with according to law .

And as it has now been provel to this Court, he was duly served

with the summons. But he bas not appeared according to the said

summons.

1 here'ore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name

foribwith to appr bend the said A.B. , and to bring him before this

Court to answer to toe said charge, and to be further dealt with

according to law .

( Seal).
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35 .

Summons of a Witness.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

Thursday the day of 18

To E.F. of [ labourer ]

A.B. of labourer bas been charged before this

Court for that [ & c., as in simmons or warrant against the accused] .

And it appears to this Court that you are likely to give material

evidence concerning the said charge.

Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name

to appear before this Court on [ saturday next] the

day of 18 at 10 o'clock in the forenoon)

at to testify what you shall know concerning the

said charges

(Seal) .

36.

Warrant where Witness hus not obeyed Summons.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Conton ].

[ Thursday] the day of 18

To X. Y. Police Officer, and other officers of this

Court.

A.B. , of [ labourer) has been charged before this

Court for that (& c., 48 in summons).

And it appearing to the sail Court that E.F. of

[ labourer) is likely to give material evidence concerning the said

charge, the said E.F. was by summons of this Court

commanded to appear before this C urt on
at

at to testify what he should

know concerning the said charge.

And (as it bas now been proved to this Court ) he was duly

served with the said summons.

But he has not appeared according to the said summons, and

has not excused his failure to do so to the satisfaction of this Court.

Therefore you are hereby commanded, in Her Majesty's name,

to bring and bave the said E.F. before this Court on

at ( ten o'clock in the forenoon ] at to testify what

he shall know concrning the said charge.

(Seal) .

37.

Warrant for Witness in first Instance .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at Canton ].

[ Thursday, the day of 18

To X.Y., Police Oificer, and other officers of this

Court .

A.B, of [labourer ] bas been charged before this

Court for that (as in summons] .

And it appears to this Court that E.F. of [ labourer)

is likely to give material evidence concerning the said cbarge, and

that it is probable he will not attend to give evidence unless com

pelledto do so.

Therefore you are hereby commanded, in Her Majesty's name,

to bring and have the said É.F. before thisCourt on
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day of[ Saturday next] the

110 o'clock in the forenoon ) at

knows concerning the said charge.

18 at

to testify what he

( Seal . )

18

38 .

Warra t of Committent for Fin 83 for refusing to be sworn

or to give Eridence.

In Her Britannie Najesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursd vy ] the day of

To X. Y. Police Officer of this Court, and to the

keeper of (Her Britannic Majesty's ] Prison at

A.B. of
[labourer) has been charged before tbis

Court for that [ & r., as in summons ].

And E.F. of labourer now being before this Court

to testify what he knows concerning the sail charge in pursuance

of a summors (or warrant) issued by this Court, and being required

refuses to take an oth or having taken an oath , refus -s to answer

a certain question now put to him concerning the said charge] and

does not exense bis reíusal to the satisfaction of this Court.

Therefore you are her by companied in Her Majesty's name,

you the above-named X.Y., to take the said E.F. and convey him

safely to the above -named prison, and there deliver him to the

keeper thereof, tog ther with this warrant.

And you, the keeper of the prison, to receive the said E.F. into

your custody in the sail prison , an'l to krep him there safely for

(seven) days, unless he in the meantime consents to answer duly on

oath .

(Seal . )

39 .

Deposition of Witness on Preliminary Eraming'i in before

Inlirtment.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Coart at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday, the day or 18

A.B. of [labourer ] sands charged b'fore this Court

for that he [ & e., as in summons].

And in the presence and boring of ihe said A.B. C.D.

of [labourer ], and E.F. of [ labourer.]

depose on nath as follows :

First, the said C.D. sıys as follows : - [state the deposition of the

witness as nearly as possile in the very words he uses. When his

deposition is compkte let him sijn it ] .

Secondly, the sail E.2. say's as follows : - [state his deposition in

same manner ).

(Sal).

40.

Statement of the Acused on Prelimi z try Ecumination ,

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court a : [Canton ].

[ Thursday ] the day of 18

A.B. of [ labourer ) stands charged before the Court

for that [&c. , as in summons].

And the said charge having been read to the said A.B. , C.D.

and E.F., witnesses for the prosecution, having been severally
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examined in his presence and hearirg, and their respective deposi.

tions baving been rad over to the said A.B , th : se words are now

said to the said A.B. by this Court, namely

“ Having heard the evilence, do you wish to say anything in

answer to the charye ? You are not obliged to say anything un ess

you desire to do so, but whatever you say will ne takın di ww in

writin !, and may be g ven in evidence against you on your trial.

Avd I give you clearly to understan / that you bave nothing to hope

from any promise of favour, and noiling to fear from any threat,

that may have been held out to you to in luce you to make any

admissi n or cofession of y ur guilt ; but what dryou now say

may be given in evidenc against you upon your trial, notwith

stan«lin such promise or threat.”

Whereupon the said A.B. savs as follows : - [state whatever the

accused suys, and as nearly as possible in the very words he uses.
Get

him to sign the statement if he will ].

[A.B.]

( Seal).

day of 18

>

at

41 .

Recognizance to prosecute or give Evidence.

In Her Britannic Majesty's C urt at [Canton ]

[ Thursday] the

C.D. of [labourer comes persor ally I fore this

Court and acknowledges himself to owe to Our Sovereign Lad : the

Quren the sum of to be levied on his goods if he

fails in the condition bereon indorsed .

( Signed ) C.D.

( Seal).

Condition indorsed .

The condition of the within -written recognizance is as follows:

A.B. o
[labourer] bas been charged before this

Court for that [&c. , as in summons .

If, therefore , the within -named C.D. appears before this Court on

* and then and there prefers

an indictment against the said A.B., for the said offence, and duly

prosecutis the same [and gives evidence thereon * ], then the said

recognizance shall be void , and otherwise shall remain in fuil force.

[ Where the recognizance is only to give evidence, substitute for

the words between the asterisks * * the following :-) and then and

there give evidence on an indictment, to be then and there preferred

against the said A.B. for the said offence.

42 .

Notice of Recognizance to be given to Prosecutor and each of his

Witnesses.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court al Canton ].

[Thursday] the 18

C.D. of
[ labourer ).

You are bound in the sum of

before this Court on at

and then and there to prosevute and give evidence against [or to

prosecute or to give ev den« e against] A.B. of

( labourer) and unliss you do s , the recognizance entered into by you

will be forthwith levied on your goods.

( Seal) .

day of

to appear
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day of

43 .

Commitment of Witness for refusing to enter into Recognizance.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ),

[ Thursday] the 18

To X.Y. Police Officer of this Court, and to the keeper

of (Hr Britannic Majesty's Consular prison at

A.B. of labourer) has been charged before this

Court for that [&c. , as in summons ].

And E.F. of [ labourer) having been now

examined before this Court concerning the said charge, and being

required , refuses to enter into a recognizance to give evidence against

the said A.B.

Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name,

you the above-named X. Y. to take the said E.F., and convey him

safely to the above-named prison, and there deliver him to the keeper

thereof, together with this warrant.

And you, the keeper of the said prison , to receive the said E.F.

into vour custody in the said prison, andto keep bim there safely until

after the trial of the said A.B. for the said offence, unless the said E.F.

in the meantime conserts to enter into such recognizance as aforesaid .

( Seal).

day of

44 .

Warrant remanding the Accused, or (in summary cases) committing him

for safe custody during an adjournment of the hearing , or where the

hearing is not at once procerded with.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton] .

[ Thursday ] the 18

To X. Y. Police Officer of this Court, and to the ke per

of (Her Britannic Majesty's Consular] prison at

A.B.
[ labourer] has been charged before

this Court for that [&c. , as in summons ].

*And it appears to this Court to be necessary to remand the said

A.B.*

Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name,

you the above-named X. Y., forth with to convey the said A.B. to the

above-mentioned prison , and there deliver him to the keeper thereof,

together with this warrant. And you , the keeper of the said prison ,

to receive the said A.B. into your custody in the said prison, and there

safely keep him until the day of instant,

and then to bave him before this Court at (ten o'clock in the forenoon ]

of the same day at to answer furtber to the said charge ,

and to be further dealt with according to law.

(Seal ).

In summary cases substitute for the words between the asterisks

* * the following :

And the hearing of the said charge is adjourned ( or cannot be at

once proceeded with ] , and it is necessary that the said A.B. should

in the meantime be kept in safe custody.

45 .

Recognizance of Bail instead of remand on an adjournment ofpreli

minary examination, or for surrenderfor trial, or ( in summary cases)

an adjournment of hearing, or where hearing is not at once proceeded

with .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday] the day of
18
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We A.B., of [ labourer ] L.M., of

( grocer ,] and N.O., of [butcher,] come

personally before this Court , and severally acknowle ige ourselves to

owe to Our Sovereign Lady the Queen the several sums following,

namely , the said A.B. , the sum of and

the said L.M. and N.O. the su u of each ,

to be levied on our several goods if the said A.B. fails in the

condition hereon indorsed .

A.B.

L.M.

N.O. ( Seal).

Condition indorsed .

The condition of the within -written recogoizance is as follows:

The within -bounden A.B. has been charged before this Court

for that [&c. , as in summons ].

If therefore the said A.B. appears * before this Curt on

at o'clock , at to

answer (further] to the said charge, and to be [ further] dealt with

according to law ,* then the said recognizance shill be void , and

otherwise shall remain in full force.

Where the recognizance is for surrender for trial, substitute for

the words between asterisk's* the following : before

at o'clock

at
and then and there surrender himself into

the custody of the keeper of the prison there,

and plead to such indictment as may be preferred agiinst bim for

the offence aforesaid, and take his trial thereon, and not depart

from the Court without leave .

7

* >

on9

9

day of '18

and9

>

46 .

Notice of Recognizance to be given to Accused and each of the

Sureties.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at (Canton] .

[ Thursday ], the

To A.B. , of [ labourer ] L.M. of

[ grocer,] and N.O., of [butcher] .

You A.B. are bound in the sum of

your sureties, L.M. and N.O., in the sum of

each , that you
A.B. appear before* this Court on the

day of at o'clock , at

to answer [fuither] to the charge made against you by C.D. , and to

be further dealt with according to law *; and unless you A.B. do

so, the recognizance entered into by you A.B. , L.M., and N.O. will

be forth with levied on your respective goods .

( Seal) .

Where the recognizance is for surrender for trial, substitute for the

words between asterisks * words corresponding to the terms of the

condition .

47.

Warrant of Commitment of Accused for trial .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at ( Canton ].

[ Thursday] the day of

T'o X.Y., Police Officer of this Court, and to the keeper of

[Her Britannic Majesty's Consular) pristn at

A.B. stands charged before this Court on the oath of C.D. , of

, [labourer and others for tbat & c., as in

summons]

>

18
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Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name,

-you the above -mentioned X.Y. , to convey the said A.B. to the

above-mentioned prison , and there to deliver him to the keeper

thereof, together with this warrant . And you the said keeper of the

said prison to receive the said A.B. into your custody in the said

prison , and there safely keep him till he is thence delivered in due

course of law .

( Seal).

48.

Summary Conviction where the Punishment is Imprisonment and

no Penalty .

In Her Britannic Maj sty's Court at Canton ].

[ Thursday] the day of 18

A.B. labourer) is this day convicted b fore this Court

for that [& c., state the offence and the time and place when and where

committed

And this Court adjudges the sail A.B. for his said offence to be

imprisoned in Her Majesty's Cossular] prison at

there to be kept to hard labour for the space of

And this Court also adjudges the said A.B. to pay to the said

C.D. the sum of for his costs in this behalf.

And if the same be not paid forth wit? (or on or before

next] then* this Court orders that the same be levied by distress

and sale of the goods of the said A.B.

And in default of sufficient distress * this Court adjudges the

said A.B., to be imprisoned in the said prison [to be there kept to

hard labour] for the space of to commence at and from

the termination of his imprisonment aforesaid , unless the sum for

costs be sooner paid .

(Seal ) .

Where the issuing of a distress warrant would be ruinous to the

person convicted and his family, or it appears that he has no goods

whereon a distress could be levied , then substitute for the words between

the asterisks * * the following : -

Inasmuch as it has now been made to appear to the Court that

the issuing of a warrant of distress in this behalf would be ruinous

to the said A.B. and his family ( or that the said A.B. has no goods

whereon the said sum could be levied by distress ) .

49.

Summary Conviction for a Penalty to be levied by Distress, and in

default of sufficient Distress, Imprisonment, or for a Penalty, and

in default of Payment Imprisonment.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday] the 18

A.B. of
[labourer) is this day convicted before this

Court for that (& c., state the offence, and time and place when and

where committed ].

And this Court adjudges the said A.B. for his said offence to

forfeit and pay the sum of [state the penalty and also the

conpensation if any] to be paid and applied according to and

also to pay to the said C.D. the sumof

for his costs in this bebalf.

And if the said sums be not paid forthwith (or on or before

next] then* this Court orders hat he same be levied by distress

and sale of the goods of the sa d A.B.

day of
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And in default of sufficient distress ,* this Court adjudges the

said A.B. to be imprisoned in (Her Britannic Majesty' Consular]

prison at there to be kept [to bard labour] for

the space of unless the said sums and all costs

and chargest of the said distress and † of the commitment and

conveyance of the said A.B. to the said prison ] be sooner paid.

(Seal) .

Where the issuing of a distress warrant would be ruinous to the

person convicted and his family, as it appears that he has no goods

whereon a klistress could be levied, then substitute for the words between

the asterisks ** the following :

Inasnjuch as it has now been made to appear to this Court that

the issuing of a warrant of distress would be ruinous to the said

A.B. and his family or that the said A.B. has no goods whereon

the said sunı can te levied by distress ].

Where the conviction is for a penalty, and in default of pay.

ment, imprisonment, omit the words between the asterisks * * and also

the words between the marks + f.

day of 18

day of

50 .

Warrant of Commitment on a Conviction where the Punishment

is imprisonment and no penalty.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday the

To X.Y. Police Officer, of this Court, and to the keeper of

prison at

A.B. of [ labourer] stands convicted before this

Court by a conviction dated the

for that (& c., is in conviction ).

And it is in and by the said conviction adjudged that the said

A.B. for his said offence should be imprison d in the

prison at and there be kept to hard

labour for the space of

Therefore you are hereby commanded, in Hr Majesty's name,

you the above-named X.Y., to take the said A.B. , and convey him

to the said prison, and there deliver him to the keeper thereof,

together with this warrant. And you , the said keeper of the said

prison, to receive the said A.B. into your custody in the said prison,

and there to imprison him [and keep him to bard labour) for the

space of

( Seal).

51 .

Warrant ( on Conviction for a Penalty ) for Commitment of the person

convicted in the first Instance without previous Warrant of

Distress .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at (Canton ].

[ Thursday] the day of 18

To X. Y. Police Officer of this Court, and to the keeper of

prison at

A.B. of [ labourer] stands convicted before this

Court by a conviction dated the day of for

that, [ & c., as in conviction .

And it is in and by the said conviction adjudged that the said

A.B. should for his said offence forfeit and pay ( & c., as in conviction ),

and should also pay to the said C.D. the sum of

for his costs in that behalf.
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day of

And that if the said sums should not be paid forthwith ( or on

or before the day of ), the said A.B. should

be imprisoned in the above mentioned prison (and be there kept to

hard labour] unless the samo [and the costs and charges of the

conveying of the said A.B, to the said prison ) should be sooner paid .

And the said A.B. being required to pay the said sums

according to said conviction has not done so .

Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name,

you the above-named X. Y., to take the said A.B. and convey him

to the said prison, and there deliver him to the keeper thereof,

together with this warrant. And you the said keeper of the said

prison to receive the said A.B. into your custody in the said

prison, and there to imprison him (and keep him to bard labour]

for the space of unless the said several sums (and

the costsand charges of the conveying of him to the said prison

amounting to the further sum of ] be sooner paid .

( Seal).

52 .

Warrant of Distress upon Conviction for a Penalty, or where the

Person convicted is to pay Costs but no Penalty.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [Canton ].

[ Thursday ] the
18

To X.Y. Police Officer of this Court

A.B, of [labourer] stands convicted before this

Court by a conviction dated the for

that [&c. , as in conviction

And it is in and by the said conviction adjudged that the said

A.B. should, * for his said offence, forfeit and pay [& c. as in convic

tion ], and should also * pay to the said C.D. the sum of

for his costs in that behalf.

And that if the same should not be paid forthwith [or on or

before the day of ] the same should be

levied by distress and sale of the gools of the said A.B.

And the said A.B. , although required to pay the same according

to th said conviction , has not paid the same.

Therefore you are hereby commanded, in Her Majesty's name,

that you furthwith make distress of the goods of the said A.B , and

if within the
space

of
days next after the making of such

distress , the said sums† tog -ther with the reasonable charges of the

making and keeping of the said distress be not paid, then that you

sell the said goods by you distrained , and pay the money arising

thereby into this Court, in order that it may be applied according

to law, and that the overplus, if any , may be rendered on demand

to the said A.B. , and that if no such distress can be found, then

you certify the same to this C urt, in order that further proceedings

may be had according to law .

( Seal) .

Where the person convicted is topay costs but no penalty, omitthe

words between the asterishs **, and for the word " 8ums marked t,

substitute “ sum . ”

day of

53 .

Officer's Return, if no sufficient Distress, to be in lorsed on Warrant.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ] .

[ Thursday, the day of 18
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I , X. Y. of Police Officer of this Court, do hereby

certify to this Court that virtue of the within written warrant,

I have made diligent search for the goods of the within named A.B.,

and that I can find no sufficient good of the said A.B. , whereon the

sums within mentioned can be levied.

XY .

18 2

54 .

Warrant of Commitment for Want of Distress.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday , the day of 18

To X.Y., Police Officer of this Court, nd to the keeper of

prison at

[ Proceed as in warrant of distress ( Form 52) , down to the

commencement of the commanding part, and then thus :-)

And on the day of this Court

issued a warrant to you, the above-named X. Y., commanding you to

levy the said sum of
apd

(or the said sum of

for costs] by distress and sale of the goods of the said A.B. ,

and it now appears to this Court, as well by the return of you the

said X.Y. to the said warrant as otherwise, that you have made

diligent search for the goods of the said A.B. , but that no sufficient

distress whereon the said sums could be levied could be found .

Therefore you are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name, you

the said X.Y. , to take the said A.B. and conv y him safely tothe

above-mentioned prison , and there deliver him to the keeper thereof,

together with this warrant . And you the said keeper of the said prison

to receive the said A.B. into your custody in the said prison , and there

to imprison him and keep him to hard labour] for the space of

unless the said sums (or sum ) and all the costs and

charges of the said distress and of the commitment and conveying

to the said prison of the said A.B. amounting to the further sum of

be sooner paid .

( Seal).

55 .

Order of Dismissal of Charge .

In Her Britannic Maj sty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday] the day of 18

A.B. of [ labourer ] was on the

18
charged before this Court for that (&c. , as

in summons or warrant].

And now both tie said parties appear before this Court in order

that it may bear and determine t.e said charge (or the said A.B.

ap, ears before this Court, but said C.D. , although duly called ,

does not appear ].

Whereupon, the matter of the said charge bring by this Court duly

considered ,* it manifestly appears to this Court that the said charge

is not proved , and* this Court dismisses the same .

And adjudges that the said C.D. do pay to the said A.B. the sum

of for his costs in this behalf, and if the same be

not paid forth with (oron or before
] this Court orders

that the same be levied by distress and sale of the goods of the said

C.D., and in default of sufficient distress, this Court adjudges the said

C.D.to be imprisoned in

[ and there kept to hard labour unless the

said sum and all costs and charges ofthe said distress(and of the

day of

prison at
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commitment and conveying to the said prison of the said C.D.] be

sooner paid.

(Seal ) .

Where the person making the charge does not appear at the hearing

the words between the asterisks * * may be omitted .

day of

56.

Certificate of Dismissal of Charge to be given to Accused .

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at ( Canton ).

[ Thursday] the
18

This is to certify that a charge made on the

by C.D. , of , ( labourer ], against

A.B. of Flabourer), for that & c ., as in

summons or warrant] is now considered by this Court, and is by this

Court dismissed with costs) .

( Seal ) .

day of

day of

day of

18

57 .

Warrant af Distress for Costs to be paid by the Person making the

Charge, on an Order for Dismissal of the Charge.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at [ Canton ].

[ Thursday ] the day of 18

To X. Y., Police officer of tbis Court .

A.B., of [ labourer] was on the

18 , charged before this Court for that

[ & c., as in summons or warrant.]

And afterwards, namely on the

both parties appeared before this Court in order that it should

hear and determine thesaid charge (or the said A.B.appeared before

this Court, but the said C.D., although duly called , did not appear ], and

thereupon the matter of the said charge being duly considered by this

Court,* and it manifestly appearing to this Court that the said

charge was not proved,* this Court did dismiss the same, and

adjudged that the said C.D. should say to the said A.B. the sum of

for his costs in that behalf, and that if the said sum should

not be paid forthwith [or on or before ] then the same

should be levied by distress and sale of the goods of the said C.D.

And the said C.D., although required to pay the same according

to the said order has not paid the same.

Therefore you are hereby commanded

Proceed as in the commanding part of Form 52 , only substituting

the name of C.D., the prosecutor, for the name of A.B. , the accused, and

for the word “ at the mark + read “ sum .”

(Seal) .

58.

Warrant of Commitment for Want of Distress in the last Case.

In Her Britannic Majesty's Court at ( Canton ].

[ Thur lay] the day of 18

To X.Y , Police Officer of this Court , and to the keeper of

prison at

Proceed as in last form down to the commencement of thecommanding

part, and then thus:

And on the day of 18

this Curt issued a warrant to you, the above-named X.Y. [ proceed

as in Form 54 , only substitutiny the name of C.D., the prosecutor, for

the name of A.B. , the accusedl].

(Sal).

Sums
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FEES .

... . ...

..

...

For service ofsummons,petition , motion -paper, notice , warrant, decree, order,

or other document (except an answer) on a party, witness, juror, assessor, or

other person under any branch of the civil jurisdiction

Doliars.

Within one mile (English) of Court
1

Beyond, for every further complete mile
0

Serving of an answer

Decision of Questions without formal Suit .

On Summons for issue or special case
7

On issue or special case
5

On hearing 7

Summary Procedure for Administration of Property af

Deceased Persons.

On summons 10

On order 10

Summary Orders before Suit.

On application for order

On recognizance 5

On order 2 )

Bankruptcy and Arrangement.

On petition for adjudication
20

On order of adjudication 10

On appointment of each assignee
5

For every meeting or adjourned meeting
10

For every notice (exclusive of printing expenses)
5

On order of discharge

On petition to annul a ljudication 10

On order annulling a ljudication

To Official assigne

On trust deed for benefit of creditors or other instrument of | One half per cent. on

arrangement rigistered

Maritime Cases .

On application for commission of survey 10

On appointment of commission 5

To each surveyor

For extension of Report of survey and copis
Such sum as the Court

(but in the case of a

On petition for appointment of adjusters
Provincial Court,

subject to the appro

To each adjuster
... val of the Supreme

On extending average bond
Court) thinks fit

...

To agent or owners of cargo... ... ...

o
r
O
R

A
T

cent. on assets

Led .{" u

alue of estate.

...
and reasonable .
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On Summons

or Petition .

on amount, cent . on amount.

Probate and Administration . Dollars .

On application for probate or administration
5

On oath of Every executor, administrator, and surety
3

The like sum as is for

the time being pay .

able in England

for Stamp duty in

On probate or letters of administration
like cases, with one per

cent additional in

case of appoint .
ment of official

administrator.

On filing account 5

On passing account...
10

Ordinary Suits .

every suit of any kind whatever, other than such as are before specified :

Dollars. Dollars.

On Hearing

Where amount involved is

Under 100 dollars
1 1

100 dollars and under 250 dollars 2 2

250 dollars or upwards
ŞOne per cent . One and a half per

Where judicial relief or assistance is sought, but not

the recovery of money
10 10

On every summons, motion , application , or demand, taken out ,

made, or filed (not particularly charged)

1

On every decree or order (not particularly charged )
1

On motion for new trial after trial with a jury
5

On order for adjournment of hearing rendered necessary by default

of either party (to be paid by that party)
3

On every warrant of execution against goods

For less than 250 dollars ...
2

For 250 dollars or upwards

For keeping possession , per diem
3

Appeal to Supreme Court.

Dollars. Dollars.

Where amount
involved is 1,250

involved is under

upwards.
1,250 dollars

On motion for leave to appeal 5

On every security 5

On order for leave to appeal 10

On Hearing.

..

Where amount

dollars or

On Petition or

Motion

20

20

On appeal against adjud cation of bankruptcy 20

On appeal against allowance, suspension, or refusal

of order of discharge in bankruptcy 20

On appeal where judicial relief or assistance is

sought, but not the recovery of money
10

Two per cent .
On any appeal other than such as are before s

7 involved .

Appeal to Her Mijesty in Council.

On motion for leave to appeal

0:1 every security ...

On or ier for leave to appeal

On record of appeal ( including expense of transmission)

10

Two per cent.

on amount

involved.

on amount

sp cified

15

15

25

Suci su isthe

& Court directs ,
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Dollars.

Two and a half

per cent, on

amount .

...

1
1

Such sum as the

Court directs.1
1

Two per cent.
on amount

0.

1

Such sum as the Court

directs .

Miscellaneous .

On deposit of money

On deposit or registration of bill of sale, will , deed of partnership,

or other document

On notice of bill of sale filed
5

For taking inventory, per diem
5

For protest of a bill of exchange, and copy
2

... ...

For noting same

For taking an affidavit ...

For drawing a will

For certifying signature or seal

For attendance at a sale :

Where the purchase moner is under 500 d llars

Where 500 dollars or upwards

On a reference to the archives ...

For certified copy of document in the archives

For first 100 words

For every further 100 words
0

FoJapanesejadcertified translation of any document in Chinese, }

For an official certified translation of a docoment in any other

language

For first 200 words 10

For every further 200 words ...
23

For communication between two Courts

For communication in writing to a foreign Consulate, or to local

Chinese or Japanese authority ...
5

For attendance of anyof Her Majesty's officers at Chinese or

Japanese office oftribunal:

Where amount involved is

Under 1,250 dollars
5

1,250 dollars and der 2,500 do rs 10

2,500 dollars and under 5,000 dollars
20

5,00 dollars and upwards 50

II . - CRIMINAL MATTERS.

On ev ry summons or warrant, unless specially directed by the

Court to be issued

On hearing in summary case

On warrant of commitment

On reconizance or other security

For service of notice on each juror or assessor

On trial with a jury

On record of sentence on trial with a jury

For copies of documen's

Appeal to Supreme Court.

On application for special case on summary conviction ...
5

On argument filed separately from application 5

On special case on summary conviction 5

Ou special case on point of law reserved

On ricogniz.nce or oiher security 5

A peal to Her Majesty in Council.
The like fee as on the

On ea b stp reqnirel
corresponding step in

civil appeals to Her

(Majesty in Council.

...

As in civil cases



RULES OF PROCEDURE TO BE OBSERVED IN HER MAJESTY'S

SUPREME COURT FOR CHINA AND JAPAN,

IN ADMIRALTY.

Whereas it is of urgent nec ssity that Rules of Procedure in Admiralty causes

should be framed for the guidance of suitors, and wbereas, by virtue of provisions

contained in 26 and 27 Viet . , c . 24 (“ An Act to facilitate the appointment of Vice

Admiral and Officers in Vice- Admiralty Courts in Her Majesty's possessions abroad,"

&c . , & c.), which provisions are , by the 54th section of the China and Japan Order in

Council 1865 , extended to the Supreme Court in China and Japan, the said Supreme

Court, as a Vice -Admiralty Court, bas jurisdiction in (amongst other things) the

matters following :

( 1 ) Claims for Seamen's wages .

(2) Claims for Master's wages, and for his disbursements on account of the ship ;

( 3) Claims in respect of pilotage ;

(4) Claims in respect of salvage of any ship , or of life or goods therefrom ;

(5) Claims in respect of towage ;

(6) Claims for damage done by any ship ;

(7) Claims in respect of bottomry or respondentia bonds ;

(8 ) Claims in respect of any mortgage where the ship has been sold by a decree

of the Vice- Admiralty Court, and the proceeds are under its control ;

(9) Claims between the owners of any ship registered in the possession in which

the Court is established, touching the ownership, possession , employment,

or earnings of such ship ;

( 10) Claims for necessarius supplied, in the possession in which the Court is

established, to any ship of which no owner of part owner is domiciled

within the possessionat the time of the necessaries being supplied; and

( 11 ) Claims in respect of the building,equipping,or repairing within any British

possession of any ship of which no owner or part owner is domiciled

within the possession at the time of the work being done :

It is ordered that, for the regulation of the practice and procedure to be observed

in the Supreme Court as a Vice- Admiralty Court , the followin. Roles shall be

establislied :

1.-All proceedings in Almiralty must be so headed .

Note.-- Proceedings “ in Admiralty ” are either in remor in personam . Actions in persoaan sl .

way as all other actions of a similar nature, according to theRules of Procedure prevailing in the Sii

Law and Equity. The following outline of procedure will, therefore, be understood to refer only

against the Res, in other words, the subject matter of the action .

2.-The name and nationality of the ship against which the proceedings are

taken must appear, as also that of the master; and when the owners are known, their

names and residences should likewise be given.

Notr . - To give the Court jurisdiction in claims Nos . 10 and 11 (see above ), the fact of the owners not being domiciled

within the jurisdiction of the Court should be stated .

3 .--Any number of persons having a common interest may join in one action

according to the practice of Admiralty Courts in England ; and there may, in

accordance with the same practice, be one action against several Res .

Notr. - Such consolidation of separate claims may likewise be ordered on the application of the defendant, or by the Court
of its own motion ,

4.- Proceedings inrem must be commenced by an application for the arrest of

the Res. This application must state the nature of the debt or claim and the amount

be conducted in the sam

cine Court in matters o

w uctions in rem, that is
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sought to be recovered (which should include the estimated costs of the suit).
It

must be supported by an affidavit of all the circumstances which justify its being

made, and a fee is to be paid on its being granted.

NOTE.-The application must be flled in triplicate,-one copy for service on the vessel, another for the Court, and the third

for service on any party who may appear to the action.

( 2) It shall beinthe discretion of the Court to require and take security from the applicant for the prosecution of thesuit,

as wellas to cover any damages which may be awarded againsthim , inconsequence of the impropriety, frivolity, or maliciousness
of the application.

(3 ) Àll payments into Court shall be made in such currency and at such exchange as the Court shall direct.

5.-On the application being made in due form , a warrant will issue to the

officer of the Court, to arrest the Res and cite all persons, having an interest in the

subject-matter of the arrest, to appear within a time mentioned in the warrant and

answer to the plaintiff in his cause .

6.- The arrest shall be executed by the arresting officer affixing a certified copy

of the warrant to the principal mast or to some other conspicuous part of the ship,

aftur having previously read the original warrant to the officer or other person in

charge of the vessel .

NOTE. - The warrant extends to the apparel, appurtenances,& c. of the ship, although all or part may have been detached

from her and sent on shore . If the entire cargo be still on board the vessel, the service on the mastarrests the former as well

as the latter, and shouldthe action be against the freight,thislatter is considered to be arrested simultaneously with the cargo .

But should the cargo have been landed ,and deposited ina public or private warehouse, a separate and distinct arrest ofit must

bemade- providedthe warehouse be within the jurisdiction of a British Court. In this case, theofficer of theCourt will affix a

certified copy ofthewarrant on such separatecargo,and do thelike if the cargo has been transhipped to a British ship; Butif

thewarehouseman, or person in chargeof the cargo, will not permit accessto it,the officerwill serve him instead of the Res

with thewarrant, by showing to him the originaland leaving with him acopy of it.

( 2) The fact of arrest is to be certified by endorsement under the hand of the officer making it.

7.-A person nominated by the Court shall be left in charge of the Res.

Nore . — A fee will be charged on each of the three last named steps (5-7), that is to say, for the warrant, the service and
arrest, and the expenses connected with and arising out of the custody of the ship, & c.

8. -The fact of the arrest and the citation to appear shall be advertised in the

usual way.

9.- At any time before the trial of the case, the owner or Captain or any one

interested in the vessel or in the cargo orfreight attached , may come in and give an

undertaking to appear or to appear and give bail to the action. Such an undertaking

shall operate as a stay of all proceedings for twenty-four hours, after which time, or

such extended time as the Court may see fit to grant, if no appearance is entered or

no bail given , the proceedings shall continue as if no such undertaking had been

given .

Note.-If bail-which also implies appearance - be given, the Res arrested shall be released, and the action proceed .

(2) If only an appearance is entered, the Res shall be detained under arrest.

3. On bail being tendered and an appearance entered, it shall be competent for the Court to require security for costs .

( b On tender of bail, it shall be competent for the Court to accept the same, or to call on the petitioner to accept the same,

or to nuke an order for justification of the bail,

10.-- A petition shall be filed within three days after the arrest is completed,

unless a longer time shall on application be allowed by the Court ; and such petition

shall be served in the same way as the order of arrest, as well as upon any parties

who may have appeared in answer to the citation .

11.-The Rules prevailin in the SupremeCourt with reference to answers, setting

down the cases for hearing , and hearing, shall be applicable to causes in Admiralty .

12. -At any stage of a cause, either party may pray for an appraisement of the

Res, and it shall be competent for the Court to order such appraisement on such

terus a , to costs and expenses as it sees fit to impose.

13. - All Interlocutory Proceedings and all proceedings before and on the trial

of the case , shall , as far as circumstances admit, be conducted in conformity with

the General Rules of Procedure in the Supreme Court.

NOTE - For formalities to be observed in causes of damage, see Appendix A.

14. - On the cause being heard, the Court shall give judgment and decree the

release of the Res or in the event of a decision adverse to the ship, and should no

bail have been given in the suit, or no satisfaction of the judgment of the Courtbe

off red by the party ( if any) who appeared to defend the suit- the sale thereof, The

date at which such sale shall take place, and the manner-whether by public auction
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or otherwise, as shall seem to the Court must advantageous - shall be specified in the

decree of the Court and notified by advertisement.

15. — The proceeds of the sale shall be paid into Court , and therefrom shall the

decree or decrees, on a day fixed for the appearance before the Court of the parties

interested for the marshalling of their claims, be satisfied ; and the surplus shall

remain in Court until the person or persons claiming to be entitled thereto shall

establish their claim or claims .

Note.- It shall be competent for any person , at any period in a suit , to file in Court a petition that he be decreed to share

in the proceeds or in the balance thereof and anyproceedings of this description shall be conducted in the same way as such a

claim would have been conducted against the Res itself.

16.-It shall be competent for the Court to refer any matter requiring investiga

tion , or having reference to accounts, rate of interest, repairs done to any ship, &c . ,

to the Registrar alone , or to the Registrar as- isted by one or two mercbants or

shipmasters to be appointed by it ; and such reference shall take place within ten

days from tbe date of the order therefor. Leave shall, when prayed for by cither

party, be given to file affidavits and counter-affidavits, provided always that the Juuge

shall have power to extend the time within which the referen is to take place

whenever the filing of affidavits and counter-affidavits necessitates such extension .

Witnesses may be produced before the Registrar, provided four days' notic of

an intention to examine them be given ; and it shall be optional with the Registrar

to permit or refuse to allow the attendance of Counsel or Solicitors at the hearing

before him , and no costs shall be allowed for such attendance if the Registrar shall

be of opinion that it was unnecessary .

The Report of the Registrar shall be filed within ten days of tbe bearing before

him , and notice of any objection to be made thereto shall be filed by the party maning

it, within five days ofthefiling of the Report.

All questions of cost of the reference shall be in the discretion of the Registrar,

subject to the decision thereon of the Chief Justice.

17.-In all cases tle Court shall apply the English Law as administered in

Admiralty Courts in England ; and all matters of procedure, not otherwise provided

for in these Rules or in the General Rules of Procedure for this Court, sball be

governed, as far as may be , by the Rules in force in Her Majesty's High Court of

Admiralty.
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APPENDIX A.

Causes of Damage.

In causes of 'au.age each party sball, at the time of filing his petition or answer,

bring into and deposit in the Registry a sealed packet containing a statement of the

following particulars : --

1. The names of the two vessels which came into collision , and the names of

their respective masters.

2. The time of the collision as nearly as can be stated .

3. The l cality of the collision.

4. The direction of the wind at te time.

5. The state of the weather.

6. The state and force of the tide .

7. The course and spe .d of the vessel when the other was first seen .

8. The lights , if any, carri'd by her .

9. The distance and bearing of the other vessel when first seen .

10. The lights, if any , of the other vessel which were first seen .

11. Whether any lights of the other vessel other than those first seen came into

view before the collision .

12. Wbat measures were taken, and when , to avoid the collision .

13. The parts of each vessel which first came into contact.

Such packets shall remain sealed and shall not be opened, save by order of the

Judge, until the pleadings and proofs are filed ; they may be referred to at the

hearing of the cause .

APPENDIX B.

$ 5.00

15.00

15.00

2.50

5.00

Fees to be taken by the Supreme Court sitting in Admiralty.

1. On every precipe

2. On every warrant or citation

3. On every detainer

4. On retaining possession of a ship , or of a ship and goods, to include

the cost of a ship keep, if required, per day

5. On every release

6. On every commission , monition, decree, requisition, attachment, or

other instrument for which a fee is not specially provided ...

7. On every bail bond

8. On every affidavit or justification

9. On every subpæna

10. On every minute, including the entry of an order, if any ...

11. On every summons, including the entry ofthe Judge's or Registrar's

order

12. On every notice of sale, or notice of proceedings in a cause of posses

sion , with fee on advertisement]

15.00

5.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

...

...

2.00

5.00
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13. On every notice of motion , including the entry of the Judge's order 5.09

14. On every petition 1 per cent . on filing

15. On every notice to have a cause placed on the list for hearing, in

cluding the entry of the Judge's order , if the cause be by default $ 5.00

16. Placing cause on hearing list i per cent,

17. On the examination of any witness viva voce , either in Court or

before the Registrar $ 1.00

18. On administering an oath, for each deponent 1.00

19. On every document, on the same being filed , sive an exhibit or any

instrument or document previously issued from the Registry or

the Marshal's office 3.00

20. On every exbibit, including the marking thereof 1.00

21. For every office copy of a document in the English language, per

sheet , not exceeding 10 folios, including the Registrar's signature 2.00

22. If required to be collated in the Registry, per sheet not exceeding

10 folios , in addition to the above 1.00

23. On a reference to the Registry ... 25.00

24. If the attendance of one or two merchants is required, to each mer

chart ... 25.00

25. In cases of great intricacy and large amount, to the Registry and to

each merchant 50.00

26. When the amounts to be investigated dɔ not amount to $ 1,500, to

the Registry and to each merchant 15 to 25

27. When the accJunts tobe investigated do not amount to s500 , to

the R ·gistry and to each merchant
7 to 15

28. On drawing the R -port and Schedule in cases in which the claim

exceels $ 500 10.00

29. On drawing the R -port and Schedule in cases where the claim does

not exceed $ 500
5.00

30. On taxing any bill of cost“ , per sheet not exceeding 10 folios, from

each party to the taxation 2.00

31. On taxing any bill of costs, per sheet not exceeling 10 folios if but

one party attenl the taxation 4.00

32. On every order for payment of money out of the Registry
2.00

33. Poundag: on moneys pail out of the Registry in any cause, if the

sum does not exceed $250 1.00

31. Poun lazz on moneys paid out of the Rögistry in any cause ,

exceeds $ 250 but does not exceed $ 500 2.00

35. Poundlage on moneys paid out of the Registry in any cause, if it

exceeds $ 500 but does not exceed $ 1,000 5.00

36. For every additional $500
2.00

if it

Approved ,

( Signed ) RUTHERFORD ALCOCK ,

H.B.M. Enroy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking,

(Countersigned )

EDMUND HORNBY,

Chief Julge.

5th June, 1867 .

Approved by Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, in

Despatch No. 8 of September 9th , 1867 .

-
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CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE-HONGKONG .

ORDINANCE No. 13 OF 1873 .

SIR ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, K.C.M.G. , C.B. ,

Governor and Commander-in - chief.

An Ordinarce er acted by the Governor of Hongkong, with the Advice of the

Legislative Council thereof, to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to the

Process , Practice, and Mode of Pleading in the Supreme Court of the Colony,

and to provide a Uniform Code of Procedure at Common Law and Equity.

[30th S ptember, 1873.]

INTRODUCTION.

Whereas it is expedient to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to the

Process, Practice, and Mode of Pleailing in the Supreme Court of the Colony, and to

provide a Uniform Code of Procedure at CommonLaw and in Equity: Be it enacted

by the Governor of Hongkong, with the advice of the L gislative Council thereof,

as follows :

1. — This Ordinance may be cited for all purposes as “ The Hongkong Code of

Civil Procedure.”

II .-The following terms and expressions shall be understood as hereinafter

defined or explained, unless there be something in the subject or context repugnant

to such definition or explanation ; that is to say :

Court” sl all mean the Supreme Court , and shall include the Chief Justice

and Puisne Judge of the Supreme Court, sitting together or separately,

in Court or in Chambers.

Full Court" shall mean the Chief Justice and the Puisne Judge sitting

together.

“ Registrar " shall mean the Registrar of the Supreme Court.

“Sheriff ” shall include a Deputy Sheriff,and any person lawfully authorized

to execute the process of the Court.

“ Code ” shall mean the Code of Civil Procedure introduced by this

Coderlishad

“ Cause of Action ” in suits founded on contract shall not necessarily mean

the whole Cause of Action, but a cause of action shall be deemed to

have arisen within the jurisdiction, if the contract was made therein ,

though the breach may haveoccurred elsewhere, and also if the breach

occurred within the jurisdiction , though the contract may have been

made elsewhere.

“ Within the Jurisdiction " sball mean within the Colony, and shall not

include the jurisdictionexercis d by the Supreme Court under Article

159 of the Order of Her Majesty the Queen in Council of tbe 9th of

March , 1865, for the Government of Her Majesty's Subjects in China

and Japan .

III .—Nothing in this Ordinance contained sball be deemed :

( a . ) To affect the Rights, Privileges, or Remedies of the Crown ;

( 6.) To affect the existing Jurisdiction or Powers of the Supreme Court ;

( c.) To affect the Procedure and Practice of the Supreme Court in matters

or causes testamentary under Ordinance No. 8 of 1870, nor under “ The

Bankruptcy Ordinance, 1864,” nor under “ The Companies Ordinance,

1856 , ” vor further nor otherwise than is herein expressly enacted ;
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as

(d. ) To affect the Procedure and Practice of the Vice -Admiralty Court of

the Colony ;

( c .) To affect any Suit, Action , or other Proceeding institute ? at the time

of the commencement of this Ordinance ;

Provided always that in case the parties to any such last-mentioned Suit,

Action , or other Proceeding shall desire to carry on and continue the same,

so far as may be practicable, under the provisions of this Code, the Court

may, in its discretion, permit them so to do upon such terms and conditions

it may think reasonable.

Old Procedure and Practice.

IV . — Except so far as may be otherwise sprcally providel in this Code , or the

enactments contained in any Ordinances of the Colouy, or in any Acts or Parts of

Acts of the Imperial Parliament in force therein relating to the procedure and practice

of the Court in its common law and equity jurisilietion ,and all rules and orders of the

Supreme Court (including all unwritten rules of practice, and all rules or orders of

any Court of law or equity in England, which are now in force in the Colony) shall ,

from and after the commenerment of this Ordinance, and during the continuance there

of, be suspended in their operations, so far as they relate to such procedure and

practice, subject to the proviso next hereinafter contained , that is to say : Provided

that as regards any matters for which no special provision may have been ma'e by

this Code, the said Ordinances, Acts, or Parts of Acts, Rules, or Orders hereby

suspended, shall be deemed to remain in force so far as the same shall not conflict,

or be inconsistent with , the Code of Procedure introduced by this Ordinance, and

can be made auxiliary thereto .

New Procedure and Practice.

V.-From and after the commencement of this Ordinance, the procedure and

practice of the Supreme Court in its common law and equity jurisdiction shall be

assimilated, and all civil suits shall be instituted and carried on in manner Lerein

after prescribed.

PART I.

FROM THE INSTITUTION OF A SUIT TO THE HEARING .

CHAPTER 1.—THE INSTITUTION OF SUITS.

Register of Civil Suits.

VI. — The Registrar shall keep a Bo'k called the Register of Civil Suits, which

shall be in the firm contained in the Schedule to this Code, or as near thereto as

circumstances permit, and shall contain the entries specified in the said form, and

every suit or proceeding, however instituted under the provisions of this Code, shall

be numbered in each year according to the order in which the same shall be com

menced .

Attorneys and Agents.

VII. - Every person doing any act, or taking any proceeding in the Court as

plaintiff, or otherwise, must do so in bis own name, and not otherwise, and either by

bimself or by his attorney, procurator, or agent thereunto lawfully authorised in

writing

2.- Where such act is done, or proceeding takın by an attorney, procurator, or

agent, the Court may order that the power of attorney, or instrument constituting

the procurator or agent, or an authenticated copy theri of, be filed in the Court before

or at the commencement of,or during the proceedings.

3. - Where the authority is special and has reference only to the particular

proceeding to be taken, the original document itself must he filed ; but where the

authority is general or has reference to other matters in which the attorney , pro

curator, or agent is empowerel to act, an authenticated copy of such document may

be filed.
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4.- The authority, wbether general or special , must be distinct and clear, so as

to satisfy the Court that the person professing to act thereon has such aut.:ority as

he claims to exercise.

5 .--Any person doing any act or taking any proceeding in the Court in the name

or on heliali of another person, not being lawfully autorised thereunt , and knowing

himself rot to be so au’horisel, sh ill be dermed guilty or' a contemp: of Court.

Services of Process.

VIII. — No service in a Civil Suit sball be made on Sunday, Christmas day , or

Good Friday .

2.-Unless in any case tse Court thinks it just and expelient otherwise to direct,

servier shall be personal, that is , the docuinent to be served shall be delivered into

the hands of the person to be served : Provided always, that where the duly autho

rised attorney of the person to be served shall undertake to accept service on behalf

of bis client, service upon such attorney shall be equivalent to personal service on the

client, and all furt'ier service in the suit or proceeding, may be made by delivering

the instrument to b : served to such attorney, or by leaving the same at his place of

business.

3.- Where it appears to the Court that for any reason personal service of a writ,

petition , notice, summons, decree , order, or other document of which service is required

cannot be conveniently effected, the Court may order that service bu effected cither:

( a .) By delivery of the document to be servei, together with the order for

servie , to some alult inmate at the us al or last known place of abode

or business within the Colony of the person so served ; or,

(b .) B : delivery thereof to some arent within the Colony of the person to

be served , or to some other person within the Colony througo whom it

appears to the Court there is a resonable probability that the

document and order served will come to the knowledge of the person to

be servid ; or,

( ..) By advertisement in some newspaper circulating within the Colony ; or,

(d.) By notice put up at the Courthouse, at some other place of public

resort , or at the usualorlast knwn place of abode or business of the

person to be served, within ihe Colony.

4.- When ihe defendant is in the service of the Government the Court may

transmit a copy of the document to be served to the head officer of the department in

wbich the defendant is employed, for the purpose of being served on him , if it shall

appear to the Court that the document may be most conveniently so served.

5. — When the suii is against a British Corporation, or a Company authorised

to sue and be sued in the name of an officer or trustees, the document may be served

by giving the same to any director, secretary , or other principal officer, or by leaving

it at the office of the Corporation or Company.

6. - Whin the suit is against a foreig i Corporation or Company having an office

and carrying on business witi in the Cology, and such suit is limited to a cause of

action which arose within the jurisdictio3, the document may be served by giving the

same to the principal officer, or by l -aving it at the offi e of such foreign Corporation

or Company within the Colony.

7. - When the suit is against a defendant residing out of the jurisdiction, but .

carrying on business in the Colony in his own name, or under the name of a firm

through a duly authoris d agent, and such suit is limited to a cause of action which

arose within the jurisdiction , the document may be served by giving it to such a gent,

and such service shall be equivalent to personal service on the defendant.

8 .-- The Court may direct s. rvice to be made out of the jurisdiction in all cases

in which tbe Court is satisfied by affidavit or otherwise that the suit is limited to a

cause of action which arose within the jurisdiction.

9.--In every case in which the Court shall direct service to be made out of the

jurisdiction, it shall be lawful for the Court, in its discretion , to fix the time within

which an appearance shall be entered by the defendant and to give any other

directions with reference to such service which it may think fit, and to receive any
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affidavit or statutory declaration of such service having been effected as primâ facie

evidence thereof.

10. – Any order for service may be varied from time to time with respect to the

mode of service directed by the order, as occasion requires.

11.- Whenever the service of Process by the sheriff shall be attended with

expenst's, he shall not (except by order of the Court) be bound to effect the same,

unless the reasonable expenses thereof shall have been previously tendered to him hy

the party requiring such service ; and such expenses shall be costs in the cau -e .

Suits to be commenced by Writ of Summons.

IX . - Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained as to the institution of

special suits and proceedings in ceriain cases , all suits in the Supreme Court shallbe

commenced by a general writ of summons to be issued by the Registrar on the filing

of a Precipe for the same.

2.- The writ shall be prepared by the plaintiff, or his attorney, and shall specify

the name, description , and place of abode of the plaintiff and of the defendant so lar

as they can be ascertained, the subject matter of the claim , and the relief sought for,

and such writ shall be tested in the name of the Chief Justice , and bear date ti e day

whereon the same shall be sued out.

3.-Any alteration in the writ, without leave of the Court , and without being

re- sealed before service, shall render the writ vid .

4.-In case service of the writ shall not have been effected within six months

from the date thereof, the same shall become void : Provided always that the Court

may, before the expiration of the then current period , in its discretion , from time

to time renew the operation of the writ for a further period not exceeding six months

at one time.

5.--Nothing in this section contained shall be deemed to apply to proceedings

which may now be heard on petition without preliminary service on any party, but

all petitions shall be subject to the rules contained in Section XXIV. , so far as they

are applicable to the subject matter thereof.

Of Summoning the Defendant.

X.-The plaintiff shall cause a copy of the writ of Summons tobe served on the

defendant,and such copy siiall contain a Memorandu'n endorsed thereon requiring

the defendant to enter an appearance to the suit within eight days from the day of

such service, or in cases of service out of the jurisdiction, within such time as the

Court shall have ordered ; and every such writ sball, within eight days after the

service thereof, or in cases of service out of the jurisdiction, within such time as the

Court sball have order d, be returned into the Registrar's office with a memorandum

endorsed thereon « f the date and mode of service.

Appearance .

XI.-- The defendant shall within eight days from the day of service upon him

of the writ of summons, or in cases of service out of the jurisdiction, within such

time as the Court shall have ordered , cause an appearance to the suit to be entered

for him in the Supreme Court.

2.—In all cases of s rvice of a writ of summons out of the jurisdiction, the entry

of appearance thereto shall specify the name and address of some attorney, agent,

or other person within the jurisdiction on whom substituted service of all further

process against the defendant in the suit may be effected while the defendant ri-mains

out of the jurisdiction, ard in default thereot, the Court may proceed with the suit as

if no appearance had been entered .

Consequence of Non -Appearance.

XII .-If the defendant shall lail to enter an appearance within the time

hereinbefore limited in that bebalf, and it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the

Court that the writ was duly served, the Court may give leave to the plaintiff to

proceed with the suit ex parte. The plaintiff may thereupon file bis petition and

apply forthwith to have the cause set down for bearing .

2. - If the defendant enter au appearance at any timebefore the hearing of the

suit, he may, upon such terms as tue Court may direct as to the payment of costs
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or otherwise, be heard in answer to the suit, in like manner as if he bad duly entered

an appearance wit ' in the time limited as aforesaid .

3. - Wben the cause has been called on , the Court may proceed to bear the same

ex parte, and may , on the evidence adduced by the plaintiff, give such judgment as

appears just ; but it si all not be obligatory on the Court to decide ex parte in the

absence of the defendant, and it shall be at the discretion of the Court to issue a

warrant to arrest him and detain bin till anoi her day appointed for the hearing of

the cause , and, in the meanwhile, to attach bis property.

Writs specially Indorsed .

XIII. - In all cases in which thedefendantis within the jurisdiction of the Court ,

and the claim is for a debt or liquidated demand in money, whether founded on a legal

or equitable right, the plaint fi' shall be at liberty to make upon the writ of summons

and copy thereof, a special a kivisement of the particulars and amount of his claim

anl ofany interest payable there on by law or under any contract expresst d or implied ,

and in difauit of appearance, he shall be entitled to judgment for any sum not ex

ceeding the sum in orsed on the writ together with interest, if any, payable thereon

as aforesaid, to the date of the judgment,and the amount of the taxed costs : Provided

always that the Court may, never heless , let in the defendant to defend upon an

application , supported by satisfactory affidavits accounting for his non -appearance

and disclosing a defence upon the merits.

2.- If the defendant has appeared, the plaintiff shall be entitled, upon filing an

affidavit verifying the cause of action, and swearing that in his belief there is no

defence , to take out a summons to show cause why be sbould not proceed to judgment

and execution , and upon such summons, snch order may be made as the justice ofthe

case may require.

3.- I like manner, in cases of ordinary account, as in the case of a partnership,

or executorship, or ordinary trust account, where nothing more is required in tlie first

instance than in account, the writ may be specially indorserl, and in default of

appearance , or aft r appearancs, unless th . defendant shall satisfy the Court that

there is really some preliminary question to be tried , an order for the account, with

ail usual directions, may be forthwith male.

4.- It shall also be lawful for the Court, in such cases , on summary application

in Chambers or elsewhere, to direct, if it th nk fit, any necessary inquiries oraccounts ,

notwithstanding it may appear that there is some special or further relief sought, or

some special matt r to be tried , as to which it may lie proper that the suit proceed

in the usual manner .

Proceedings by or against Partnership Firms.

XIV.- Proceedings by or on behalf of or against a partvership ,solela, or jointly,

must be taken in the sevé ral names of the partners as individuals, and not in the

name of the firm or otherwise : Provided always that where some of the members of

a partnership carrying on business within the Colony are unknown, or are absent

from tiie Colony, every such partnership may be sued in the nam of any one or more

members thereof within the jur sdiction, and every judgment obtained or order made

in any such suit shall have the same effect and operation upon the prsous and

property , both moveable and immovealle, of such partnership and of the several

members thereot, whether such property be joint or separate, as if every member of

such co-partnership had been actually, and in fact , a defendant in the aciion, and had

been duly served with process , and every such julgment or order 1.ay le enforce ), as

in ordinary cases , of tie like natur .

Guardian for Purpose of Suit .

XV.- Where on default made by a defendant in entering an appearance to the

suit after due service of the writ of summons, it appears to tie Court that he is an

infant, or a person of weak or unsound mind (not so found by inquisition ), so that

be is u able or himself to de end the suit, the Court may, on the application of the

plaintiff, or of its own motion, appoint some fit person to be guardian ofthe defendant

for the purpose of the suit, by whom hi may defend the same.
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2.-No such order shall be made excent on notice , after expiration of the time

for appearance, and four days at least before the day named in the notice for the

hearing of the application ; such notice shall be left at the dwe ling -house of the

person with whom or under whose care the defendant was at the time of service of

the writ of summons, and also , in the case of an infant not residing with or under the

care of his father or guardian, served on or left at the dwelling -house of such father

or guardian, unl.ss the Court thinks fit in any case to dispense with such last

mentioned service.

CHAPTER II .-ARREST OF ABSCONDING DEFENDANT-INTERIM ATTACHMENT

INJUNCTIONS-DETENTION OF SHIPS .

Arrest of Absconding Defendant.

XVI. - If in any suit, not being a suit for land or ot'er inmoveable property,

the defendant is about to leave the juris liction of the Court, or has dis ; osed of or

removed from the juri-diction of the Court bis property, or any part thereof, the

plaintiff may, either at the institntion of the suit, or at any time thereafter until final

judgment, make an application to the Court that security be taken for the appearance

of the defendant to answer any ju lymentthat may be passed agzinst him in the suit.

2.-If the Court, aftr making such investigation as it may consider necessary,

shall be of opini in that there is proiable cause for believing that the defendant is

about to leave its jurisdiction, or that he has disposed of or removed from the

jurisdiction of the Court bis property, or any part thereof, and that in either case,

by reason thereof, the execution of any decree which may be made against bim is

likely to be obstructed or delayed, it s all be lawful for the Court to issue a warrant

to the sheriff eujoining him to bring the defendant before the Court that he may

show cause why ne should not give good and sntficient bail for his appearance.

3.-If the defi'n lant fail to show such ca11s ', the Court shall order bim to give

bail f.r his appearance at a ly time wh -n called upon while the suit is pending, and

until execution of satisfaction of any decree that may be passed against him in the

suit ; and tie surety or sureties shal: undertake, in default of such appearance, to pay

any sum f mon y that may be adjudged against the defendant in the suit, with costs.

1. - Sh vull à defendant offer, in licu of bail for his appearan « e, to deposit a sum

of money, or ther valuable property, sufficient to answer the claim ag iinst him , with

the cost of the suit, the Court may accept sie deposit.

5.- In the event of the defendant neither furnishing security por offering a

sufficient deposit, he may be committed to custody until the decision of the suit, or if

judgment be given agaivst the defendant, until the execution of the decree, if tue

Court shall so order.

6.-If it shall appear to the Court that the arrest of the defendant was applied

for on insufficient g onds, or if the suit oi the plaintiff is dismissed , or judgment is

given against him by default or otherwise, and it shall appear to the Court that there

was no pr bable ground for institutig tie suit, the Court may (on the application

of the defendant) awarl against the plaintiff sich amount, not exceeding thesumof

one tiousand dollars, as it maydem a rea - onable compensation to the def ndant for

any injury or loss which he may have sustained by reasou of such arrest : Provided

that the Court shall not zward a larger amount of compens ion unier this Section

than it is competent to such Couri to derree in an action für damages. An award of

compensation unler this section shall bar any suit for da vages in respect of such

arrest.

Interim Attachment of his Property .

XVII. - If the defendant, with the intent to obstruct or delay the execution of

any decree that day be passed against him , is about to d spós- of his property, or any

part thereof , or to remove any such property from the jurisdiction of ile Court, the

plaintiff may apply to the Court, « ther at the time of the institution of the suit

or any time thereafter until final julgut, 10 call upon the defendant to furnish

sufficient security to fulfil any decree that may be a a le ag -inst him in the suit, and
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on his failing to give such security, to direct that any property, moveable or

immoveable, belonging to the defendant, shall be attached until the further order of

the Court .

2.— The application shall contain a specification .fthe property required to be

attached , and the estimated value there f , so far as the plaintiff can reasonably

ascertain t e same ; and the paintiff' shall , at the time of making the application ,

declare that to the best of his in ormation and belief , the defendant is about to

dispose of or remıve his property with such intent as aforesaid .

3.- If the Court, after making such investigation as it may consi er necessary ,

shall be satisfied that the defendant is about oilispose of or remove his property,

with intent to obstruct or de'ay tie execution of tle i'ecree , it shall be lawful for the

Court 10 issue a warrant to the sheriff, commanding him to call upon the defendant,

within a time to be fixed by the Court, either to furnish security in such sum as may

specified in the order, to produce and place at tue disposal of the Court when

required the said property, or the value of the same, or such portion there of as may

be sufficient to fulfil thedecree, or to appear, and show cause why he should not

furnish security. The Count may also in the warrant direct he attachment until

further orler of the whole or any portion of the property specified in the application .

4.-- If the defendant fail to show such cause or to furnish the required security

within the time fixed by the Court, the Court may direct that the property specified

in the application, if not already attached, or such portion thereofas shall be sufficient

to fulfil the decree, shall be attached until further order. If the defendant show such

cause or furnish tre required s.curity , and the property specified in the application,

or any portion of it, shall have been attacbed, the Court sball order the attachment

to be withdrawn .

5.—The attachment shall be made according to the nature of the property to be

attached, in the manner hereinafter prescribed for the attachment of roperty in

execution of a decree for money.

6.—The a tachinent shall not affe : t the rights of perso's not parties to the suit,

a " : l in the event of any claim being preferred to the property attached before

judgment, such claim shall be investigated in the manner bereinafter prescribed

for the investigation of claims to property attached in execution of a decree for

money.

7.-- In all cases of attachment befor judgmen , the Court shall at any time

remove the same, on the defendant furuishing security as above required, together

with security for the costs of the attachment.

8.-If it shali appear to the Court that the attachment was applied for on

insufficient grounds, or if the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed, or judgment is given

against bim by default or otherwise, and it shall appear to the Cour! that there was

no probable ground for instituting the suit, the Court may (on the application of the

defendant) award against the plaintiff such amount, not exceeding the sum of one

thousand dollars , as it may deem a reasonable compensation to the defendant for the

expense or injury occasioned to him by the attachment of his property : Provided

that tue Court sbali not awaril a larger amount of compensation under this section

than it is competent to such Court to decree in an action for damages. An award

of compensation under this section shall bar any suit for damages in respect of such

attachment.

Injunctions.

XVIII.- In any suit in wbich it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the Court

that any property wlich is in disiute in the suit is in danger of being wa -ted, dama ed ,

or alienated by any party to the suit , it shall be lawful for the Court to issue an

injunction to such party, commanding him to refrain from doing the particular act

complained of, or to , ive such other order for the purpose of st.ying and preventing

him from wasting, damaging , or ali nating the property, as to the Court may seem

meet , and all cases in which it may appear to the Court to be necessary for the

preservation or the better management or custody ofany property which is in dispute

in a suit , it shall be lawful for the Court to appoint a receiver or manager of such
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property , and if need be , to remove the person in whose possession or custody the

property may be from the possession or custody thereof, and to commit the same to

the custody of such receiver or manager, and to grant to such receiver or manager

all such powers for the management or the preservation and improvement of the

property and the collection of the ri nts and profits thereof, and the application and

disposal of such rents and profits, as to the Courtmay seem roper.

2.- In any suit for restraining the defendant from the committal of any

breach of contract or other injury, and whither the same be accompanied by any

claim for damages or not , it shall be lawful for the plaintiff, at any time after the

commencement of the suit, and whether before or after julgment, to apply to the

Court for an injunction to restrain tbe defendant from the repetition or to continu

ance of the breach of contract or wrongful act complained of , or the committal of any

breach of contract or injury of a like kind a'ising out of the sam ' contract or rela :ing

to the same property or right: and such injunc ion may be granted by the Court on

such terms as to the duration of the injunction, keeping an account, giving security ,

or otherwise, as to the Court shall seem reasonable and ju t, and in case of

disobedience, such injunction may be enforced by imprisonment in the same manner

as a decree for specific performance : Provided always that any order for an injunc

tion may be discharged or varied, or set asiile by the Court, on application made

thereto by any party dissatisfied with such order .

3.-The Court in every case before granting an injunction may direct such

reasonable notice of the application for the same to be given to the opposite party as

it shall see fit.

4 .-- If it shall appear to the Court that the injunction was applied for on

insufficient g ourds, or if the claim of the paintitt is dismissed, or judgment is given

against him by default or ot .erwise, and it s . all appear to the Court that there was

no probable ground for institusing the siit, the Court may (on tie application of tlie

defendant) award against the plaintiff such sum , not exceeding one thousand dollars,

as it may deem a reasonal le compensation to the defendant for the expense or injury

occasioned to him by the issue of the injunction : Provided that the Court shall not

award a larger amount of compensation under this section than it is competent to

such Court to decree in an action for damages. An award of compensation under this

section shall bar any suit for damages in respect of the issue of the injunction .

Detention of Ships.

XIX.- Where the extreme urgency or other peculiar circumstances of the case

appear to the Court so to require, it shall be la vfulfor the Court , on the application

of any plaintiff, or of its own motion , by warrant under the sal of the Court, to stop

the clearance or to order the arrest and detention by the sheriff of any ship about to

leave the colony (other than a ship enjoying immunity from civil process) and such

clearance shall be stopped or the ship arrested and detained accordingly : Provided

always that no sneh warrant shall be issued at the instance of any plaintiff un'ess the

application for the issue thereof shallbe supported by an affidavit of the facts.

2.--If it shall appear to the Court ihat the warrant was applied for on

insuffic'ent grounds, or if the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed, or judgment is given

against him by default or otherwise, and it shall appear to the Court t' at there was

no probable ground for instituting the suit, the Court may award against the

plaintiff sich amouut, not exceedlin : the sum of one thousand dollars, as itmay deem

a reasonable compensation for the the expense or injury occasioned by the issue of the

wariant, and such comp«nsation shall be paid to such parties as the Court shall

direct: Provided that the C urt shall not award a larger amount of compen-ation

under this section than it is competent to such Court to decree in an action for

damages . An award of compensation under this section sball bar any suit for

damagesir respect of such detention of a ship.

3. — The Court may at any time r lease a ship detained under this section upon

such terms as it shall deem reasonable .

..
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CHAPTER III .-RELIEF FROM ADVERSE CLAIMS-DEATH, MARRIAGE,

OR BANKRUPTCY OF PARTIES .

Relief from Adverse Claims.

XX . – Upon application made on behalf of any defendant, and supported by

affidavit showing that such defendant does not claim any interest in the subject

matter of the suit, but that the right thereto is claimed, or supposed, to belong to

some other party who has sued or is expected to sue for the same, and that such

defendant does not in any manner collude with such other party , but is ready to bring

into Court, or to pay or dispose of the subject matter of the suit in such manner as

the Court or any judge thereof may direct, it shall be lawful for the Court in all suits

or proceedings whatsoever, and although the titles of the claimants have not a common

origin , but are adverse to and independent of one another, to make rules and orders

calling upon such other party to appear and to state the nature and particulars of his

claim , and maintain or relinqnish the same, and if he maintains it, to make himself

defendant in the same suit ; or with the consent of the plaintiff and such other party,

may dispose of the question h 'tween them in a summary manner. The sheriff may

obtain relief under this section iſ the adverse claimants have given him notice of their

claims, though none of them may have commenced procredings.

Death of Parties .

XXI.—The death of a plaintiff or defendant shall not cause the suit to abate if

the cause of artion survive.

2.-If there be two or more plaintiffs or defendants, and one of them die, and if

the cause of action survive to the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs alone, or against the

surviving defendant or de endants alone, the suit shall proceed at the instance of the

surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs , and against the surviving defendant or defendants .

3.--- If there be two or more plaintiffs, and one of them di ' , and if the cau e of

action shall not survive to the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs alone, but shall survive

to them and the legal representative of the deceased plaintiff jointly, the Court may,

on the a'plication of the legal representative of the dec ased plaintiff, ent r the name

of such representative in the register of the suit in the place of such deceased plaintiff,

and the suit shall proc ed at the instance of the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs, and

suen Igal representative of the deceased plaintiff. If no application shall be made

to the Court by any person claiming to be the legal representative of the deceased

plaintiff, the suit shall proceed at the instance of the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs;

and the legal representative of the deceased pla otiff shall be interested in and shall

be bound by the julgment given in the suit, in the same manner as if the suit had

pruceeded at his instance conjointly with the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs.

4. - In case of the death of a sole plaintiff, or sole surviving plaintiff, the Court

mav , on the application of the representative of such plaintiff, enter the nameof such

representative in the place of such pliintiff in the register of the suit, and the suit

shall thereupon proceed ; if no such application shall be made to the Court within

what it may cor-iler a reasonable time by any person claiming to be the legal

representative of the deceased sole plaintiff or solė surviving plaintiff, it shall be

competent to the Court to make an orier that th : suit shall abate , and to award to

the defendant the reas inable costs which he may have incurred in defending the suit,

to be r erered froin t'e estate of the deceas d sole plaintiff or surviving plaintiff ; or

the Court may if it tiik proper, on the application of the defen lant, and upon such

terms as to costs as wl ? y seen fit, make such other order for bringing in the legal

representatives of the deceased sole plaintiff or surviving plaintiff, and for proceeding

with the suit in order to a final determination of the matters in dispute, as may

appear just and proper in the circumstances of the case .

5.- If any dispute rise as to who is the legal representative of a deceased plais

tiff, it shall hi competent to the Court either to stay the suit until the fact bas been

duly dete 'min d in another suit, or to decide at or before the hearing of the suit who

sha'l be admited to be such le ral ripresentative for tie purpose of prosecuting the suit.

6. - I there he two or more defendants, and one of th m dir, and the cause of

action shall not survive against the surviving defendant or defendants alone, anp
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also in case of the death of a sole defendant, or sole surviving defendant,where the

action survives, the plaintiff may make an application to the Court, specifying the

name, description, and place of abide of any person whom the plaintiff alleg s to be

the legal repres ntative of such defendant, and whom he disires to be made the

defendant in his st-al; and the Court shall thereupon enter the nam ? of such

representative in the register of the suit in the place of such defendant, and shall

issue an order t him to appear on a day to be thereia mentioned to defend the suit ;

and the case shall t'iereupon proceed in the same manner as if such representative

had originally been made a defendant,and had been a party to tie former proceedings

in the suit .

Marriages of Parties .

XXII.-The marriag of a female plaintiff, or def n lant, shall not cause the suit

to abate, but the suit may notwithstanding be proceeded with to judgment, and the

deere thereupon may be executed upon the wife alone; and if ti e case is one in

which the husband is by law liable for the debts of his wife , the decree ray, by

leave of the Court , be execut d against the husband also ; and in case of ju igment

for the wife, execution of te decrea may, by leave o the Court, be i - sued upon

the application of the husbanl, where the husband is by law entitled to the money

or things which may be the su. ject of t'e decreo ,

Bankruptcy of l'arties .

XXIII.--The lankruptcy of the plaintiff in any suit which the assignee might

maintain for the benefit of the creditors, sball not be a valid objection to the

continuance of such su t, unle -s the assignee shall d cline to continue the suit and to

give sucurity for the costs thereof within such reasonable time as the Court may

order ; if the assignee velict or refuse to continue the suit, and to give sue's security

within the time limited by the order, the def-n lantmay , within eight daysaftersuch

neg'eet or refusal, plead the bankruptcy of the plaintiff as a reason for abating

the suit.

CHAPTER IV .—THE PETITION .

Form and Contents.

XXIV.--After the appearanc of the defendant to the suit, or in case of non

ap , earance, then , by leave of the Court, the plaintiff may file in the Supreme Court a

petition which shall contain the names , descriptions, and places of abo:le of the

plaintiff and of the d - fendant, so far as they can be ascertain d, and shall correspond

in those particulars with the writ of summons.

2.-- The petition si all then st out by way of narrative tłe material facts, matters,

and circumstanies on wliich the plaintiff r ·lies, such narra ive being divided into

paragraphs numbered consicutively, and each paragraph containing, as nearly as

may b ', a s parate anl distinct statement or allegation. The petition shall pray

specifically for the relief to w ich the plaintiff may conceive himself entitled , and also

for general relief.

3 .-- T e pitition must le az i rief as may be consistent with a clear statement of

the facts on which the prayer is sought to be supported, and with information to the

defendant of the nature of the claim set up .

4.- Documents must not be unneceecessarily set out in the petition in hæc verba,

but so much only of them is is p rtinent and material may be set out , or the effect

and substance of so vuch only of them as is pertinent and material may be given ,

without needless prolixity.

5.-Dates and sums shall be expressed in figures and not in words.

6.-The peti- ion may not contain ang satement of the mere evidence by which

the farts all- g d are intended to be proved, and may not contain any argurent of law.

7. - The facts material to the establishment of the plaintiff's right to recover

shall be alleg d positively, briefly, and as clearly as may be, so as to enable the

defendant by his answer either to adınit or deny any one or more of the material

allevations, or else to admit the truth of any or all of the allogations, but to set forth

some utu r substantive matter in his answer, br reason of which he intends to contend
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that the right of the plaintiff to recover, or to any relief capable of being granted on

the petition, has not yet accrued , or is released or barred or otherwise gone.

8.–Subject to any general rule or order relating thereto, the petition must be

signed by the plaintiff or his counsel in all cases, unless the plaintiff obtain the leave

of the Court to dispense with such signature.

9.- The Court may , where the cireumstances of t ? e case appear to require it ,

order the plaintiff to verify his petition, or any part thereof, on oathi or by affi javit.

Particulars of Demand .

XXV.- Where the plaintiff's claim is for money payable in respect of any contract,

expres-ed or implied , or to recover tle possession or the value of any goods wrongfully

taken and detained, or wr , ngfully detained by the defendant from the plaintiff, it

shall be sufficient for the plaintiff to state his claim in the petition in a general form ,

and to annex to the petition a schedule stating the particulars of his demand in any

form wbich shall give the defendant reasonably sufficient information as to the details

of the claim .

2 .-- An application for further or better particulars may be made by the defendant

before answer, on summons.

3.-The plaintiff shall not at the bearing obtain a judgment for any sum exceeding

that stated in the particulars, excpt for subsequent int rest and the cost of suit,

notwithstanding that the sum claimed in the petition for debt or damages exceeds the

sum stated in the particulars.

4.- Particulars of demand shall not be amended except by leave of the Court ;

and the Court may , on any application for leave to amenil, ç'rant the same on its

appearing tlat the defendant will not be prejudiced by the amendment. Otherwise

the Court may refuse leave, or grant the same on such terms as to notice , postponement

of trial , or costs , as justice requires.

5.- Any variance between the items contained in the particulars and the items

proved at the hearing may be amenred at the hearing either at once or on such

terms as to notice, adjournment, or costs, as justice requires.

6.-When particulars are amended by leave of the Court , or where further or

better particulars are ordered to be given , the order shall state the time within

which the amen 'ment is to be made, or the further or better particulars are to be

given ; and the order for the amended or further or better particulars shall state

the time which the defendant is to have to put in this answer.

Papers Annered.

XXVI.--Where the plaintiff seks (in addition to or without any order for the

payment ofmoney by the defendant) to obtain , as against any person, any general

or special declaration by the Court of bis riglits under any contract or instrument,

or to set aside any contract, or to have any b ind , bill, note, or instrument in writing

delivered up to be cancelled , or to resirain any defendant by injunction, or to have

any account taken between himself and any other or otbers, ani in such other cases

as the nature of the circumstances makes it necessary or expedient, the plaintiff

in his petition may refer to and briefly describe any papers or documents on the

contents of which he intends to rly, and may annex copies of such papers or

documents to the petition , where such papers or documents are brief, or may

state any reason for not annexing copies of such papers or di cuments, or any of

them respectively [as, their length, pesession of copies by the defendant, loss, inability

to procure copies ), that he may have to allege. The plaintiff slall, in his petition,

offer to al'ow the defendant to inspect such papers and documents as afori said , or

such of them as are in his possession or power.

Equitable Relief and Defence.

XXVII .-Every petition is to be taken to imply an offer to do equity in the

matter of the suit and to admit of any equitable defeuce, and , on the other hand , to

enable the plaintiff to obtain at the hearing any such equira' le reli-f as he may

appe r entitled to from the frets stated and proved , though not specifically asked , if

it may be grant d without haris'ip to the defendant.
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Parties.

XXVIII.-- Persons entitled to sue and suing on behalf of others, as guardians,

executors , or administrators, or on behalf of themselves and others as creditors in a

suit for admini-tration, must state the characters in which tier sue .

2.-All persons having a joint cause of snit against any di ndant onght ordin

arily to b » parties to the sui'.

3 .--Where the plaintiff has a joint and several demand against several persous,

either as principals or as snreties, it stall not be necessary for him to bring before the

Court as parties to a snit concerning such de wand all the persons liable thereto, but

he may proc
el agriust one or more of the persons severally liable .

4. - If it appear to the Court, at or before the hearing oi a suit , that all the

persons who may be entitled to , or who clain some sbare or interest in the subjici

matter of the suit, and who may be likely to be affected by the result, have not been

made parties to the suit, th : Court may aljourn the hearing of the suit to a fu’ure

day to be fixelby the Court, and direct that such persons shall be maile either

plaintiffs or det lidants in the suit, as the case may be. In such case , the Court

shall issue a notice to sich persons in the manner provided in this code for the

service of a writ o ' -ummons on a defendant, and on proof of due service of such

notice , the person so sorvel, whether he shall have appeared or nut, shall be bound

by all procedimus in the cause .

5.-In case a petition states two or more distinct causes of suit , by and against

the same parties, and in the same rights, the Court may, either before or at the

hearing, if it app ars inexpedient to try the diffrent causes of suit together, order

that different i cords be male up, and make such ord ' r as to adjournment and costs

as justice requires.

6 .--In case a petition states two or more distinct causes of su't, but not by

and again -t the summa parties, or by and against the same parties , but not in the

same rights, the petition may, on the application of any defendant, be amended or

disinissed .

XXIX .-As soon as practicable after the filin of the petition , the plaintiff shall

cause a copy thereof nniler tl'e seal of the Court to be serv.d upou every defendant

to the suit, and such copy shall contain a memorandum endorsed thereon requiring

the defenda't to file an answ'r to the petition within t'n days from the day of such

service , or in cases o ' service ontof the juris liction, within such time as the Court

shall have or lered : Providel always that no «uch service of the petition shall be

required to be marlı,upon any defendant who his failed to enter an appearance and

as against wboin the plaintiff has obtain.d the leave of the Court to procecd with

his suit ex parte.

2. - Wbre sirvice of the writif summons is directed to be mare out of the

jurisdiction, th · Couri mly order that the petition be filed forthwith , and that a copy

thereof un ler the seal of the Court be served upon the defendant concurrently with

the writ .

Staying Proceedi ys for Defect in Petition .

XXX . - Where a petition i defctive on the face of it by reaso: O non -compl ance

with any provision of the code, the Court may, either on application by a defendant

or of its own motion, make an < rder to stay proceedings until the defect is remedied .

2.- The Couri may, of its own motion, make an order to stay proceedings on a

defect v petition , where the defect is patent and comes to the knowlerg : of the

Court before service of the petition on the defendant.

Dismissal of Petition on Ground of Law .

XXXI. --Where a defendant conceives that he has a good legal or equi' alle

defence to the petiti n , so that even if the allegations of fact in the petition were

admitted or clearly established, yet the plaintiff would not be entitled to any decree

against him (thedefendant), he may raise this defence by a motion that the jutition

be dismissed without any auswer being required from him .
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Amendment of Petition .

XXXII.-Any plaintiff not giving sufficient information to enable the defendant

r.asonably to understand the nature and particulars of the claim set up against him ,

may be ordered, on tbe application of the defendant before answer, to amend his

petition .

2. - The plaintiff may be ordered to annex copies of, or produce for inspection ,

such papers or documents in his poss ssion or power as he has referr d to in the

petition, and as the defen lant is entitlel to inspect for the purposes of the suit.

3. - The Court may , in such cases , make such order as to costs as justice requires,

and stay proceedings until the order is complied with .

4.-If any petition contains libellous or needlessly off-nsive expressions , the

Court may, either of its own motion before service thereof, or on the application of

the lełen lant, order the peti ion to be a mended , and make such order as to costs as

justice requires.

5.-A petition may be amended at any time before answer by leave of the Court

obtained ex parte,

6.-Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant within such time

uud in such manner as ibe Couri directs .

CHAPTER V. - THE ANSWER - REPLICATION - INTERROGATORIES

SETTLEMENT OF ISSUES .

Form and Contents.

XXXIII.-Unl.se an answer shall be dispensed with by leave of the Court, or by

consent of parties, or in certain ( ases by any general rule or order of Court, the

defondant must file in the Court an answer to the peti! ion within tın days from the

dače of the service thereof, or in cases of s.rvice out of the jurisdiction within such

t'me as t'ie Couri shall have ord rd : Providid always that he muy obtain further

time to answer, wil s'immons, stating the further time required and the reasons why

it is required.

2. --The application when made, unless consented to, must be supported by

affidavit , or if the Court in its discretion shall permit, by oral evidence on oath,

showing ihat there is reasonable groun l for the application and that it is not made

for thepurpose of delay .

3. - Where a defendant does not put in any answer ( or such answer is

Dispensed wito in nenner aforesaid ) , he shall not he taken as admittin ; the

alle catious of t'ie petition, or the plaintiff's right to the relief sought; anl at the

hearing (even thong'ı such d'fend int d es not appear ) the plaintiff must open bis

case, and alluce evidence la support of it , and tike such judgment as to the Court

appears just.

4. A defendant negle'ing to put in an answer within the timeor further time

allowed, shall not be at liberty to put in an answer without leave of the Court, or

consent of parties.

5. - The Court may grant such leave by order on the ex parte application of the

adefendınt at any time before the plaintiff his sit down the cause , or applied to have

it sat down for hearing.

6 .--Where tie cause has be n set down, or the plaintiff has applied to have it set

down for bearing, the Court shall not grant such leave exce; at on return of a su i mons

to the plaintiff giving notice of defendant's application, and on such terms as to costs

and thr matters as seen just.

7. - The des ver shall show the natur of the d fendant's defenre to the claim

54 up by the petition , but may not set forth the evilence by w ich such defence is

intended to !, supported .

8.- It should be cleır and precise, and not introduce matters irrelevant to the

suit, an ' the rules before laid down respeting the settin : out of the documents and

the contents of the petitiou gen rally shall be observed in the answer mutatis

mutandis.
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9 .-- It must deny all such material allegations in the petition as the defendant

intends to deny at the bearing.

10. — Where the answer denies an allegation of fact, it must deny directly as ( or

example) where it is alleged that the defendant has received a sum of money, the

answer must deny that he has rexeived that sum , or aby part thereof, or else set forth

what part he has received . And so, where a matter of fact is alleged in the petition ,

with certain circumstances, the answer must not deny it literally , as it is allegel , but

must answer the point of substane positively and certainly.

11. – The answer must specifically admit such materialallegations in the petition

as the defendant knows to be true, or desires to le taken as aılmited . Such admission,

if plain and specific, will prevent the plaint ff from obtaining the cost of proving at

the hearing any mattırs of fact so admitted.

12.- All material alle atins of lact aılmitted by a defendant shall be taken as

established against l'im without proof thereof by the plaintiff at the hearing. But

the plaintiff shall be bound to prove as against each defendant all allegations of fact

not admitted by him , or not stated by him to be true to his belief.

13. — The answi r must allege any matter of fact not stated in the petition on

which the def n lant r : lies in defence, as establishing , for instan« e, fraud on the part

of the plaintiff, or showing that the plaintiff's right to recover , or to any relief capable

of being granted on the petition, has not yet accrued , or is rikasel, or barred or

otherwise gone.

14.- The answer of a defendant shill not debar him at the hearing froin

disproving any allegation of the petition not admitted by his answer, or from giving

evidence in support of a defence not expre: sly set up by the auswer, except were the

defence is such as, in the ovinion of the Court, ought to have been expressly sit u ,

by the a'swer, or is inconsistent with the stat :ments of the answer, or is , in the

opinion of the Curt, likely to 'ake the plaintiff by surprise , and to rais a fresh issue

or fresh issues of fact or law not fairly arising out of the pleadings as t ' ey stand and

such as the plaintiff'onght not to be the called upon to try.

15. - Sulij ct to any general rule or orler r -lating thereto , the answer must be

signed by the defendant or his counsel, unless the defendant obtain th , leave of the

Court to dispense with such signature.

16. — The Court may, where the circumstances of the case appear to r «quire

it , order the defendant in v . rify bis answer, or any part thereof, on oath or by

affidavit .

Tendler.

XXXIV . - A defence alleging tender by the defendant must be accompanied by

payment into Court of the amount alleg d to have been tendered .

Payment into Court.

XXXV.–Payment into Court by the defendant must be accompanied by an

answer. The answer must state distinctly that the money paid in is paid in satisfac:ion

of the plaintiff's clain g 'n rally, or (as the case may he ), in satisfaction of some

specific part of the plaintiff's claim , where the claim is statel in the petition for

distinct sums or in respect of distinct matters.

2. - Payment into Court , whether ma le in sati faction of the plaintiff's claim

ginerally, or in sat sfaction of some specific part thereof, operates as an admission of

liability to the extent of the amount paid in and no more, and for no other purpose.

3.-Where te defendant piys money into Court, the pl.intiff shall be at liberty

to accept the same in full satisfaction and discharge of the cause of suit in respect of

wbich it is paid in ; and in that cas' , the plaintiff may forth with apply by summons

for payment of the money out of the Court to him ; and on the hearing of the

sum nons, the Court shall make such order as to stay further proceedings in the

suit, in whole or in part, and as to costs and other matters, as seem just.

4.-If the plaintiff does not so apply, he shall be considered as insisting that he

ha sustained damagís to a greater amount, or (as the case may be) , that the

defendant was and is indebted to him in a greater amount than the sum paid in ;

and in that case the Court, in determiningthe suit and disposing of costs at the
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hearing, shall have regard to the fact of the payment into Court having been made

and not an epted .

Set -off

XXXVI.- 4 defence of set -off to a claim for money, whether in debt or in

samg 5 , must le a companied by a statement of the particulars of the set -off ; and

if pleased as a sole defence, unless extend ng to tie whole amount of the plaintiff's

claim , must also be accompanied by payment into Court of the amount to wbich, on

the defendant's sbowing, tie plaintiff is entitled; and in default of such payment, the

defendant shall be liable to bear the costs of the suit, even if h succeeds in his

defence to the extent of the set- off pleaded.

2. - Whir a defe dant in bis auswer raises a defence hy way of set- off which, in

the opinion of the Court , is not admissible as set- off, the Court may either before or

at the hea.ing, on bis application, give him liberty to withdraw such defence , anl to

file a cross-petition ,and may make such order for the bearing ofthe suit and cross -suit,

together or otherwise, on s.ch terms as to costs and other matters as seem just .

Counter - Claim .

XXXVII. - Where a defendant in his answer raises any specific defence, and it

appears tv th- Court that on such defence being entablished be m y be entitled to

rhef against the plaintiff in respect of the subject na'ter of the suit, the Court may,

on the application of the defendant, either before or at the hearing, if under the

circumstances o ' any case it thinks fit, give liberty to him to file a counter-claion by a

cross -putiti n in the same suit , asking for relief against the plaintiff , and may make

such order for the h aring of the suit and counter-claim , together or otherwise, and

in such manner and on such terms as to costs and other matters as seem just , and

way, if in any case it seems fit, require the plaintiff to g ve security to the satisfaction

of the Court (bs deposit or otherwise) to abide by and perform the decision of the

Court on the counter -claim .

Specific Answer.

XXXVIII . - Wheretl e defendant does not answer (an answer not being dispensed

with in manner afor said ), or put in an answer amounting only to a general

de ial of the plaintiff's claim , the plaintiff may apply bysummons for an order to

com el him to answer sprcifically tithe several material allegations in the petition ;

and the Court, if such allegations are briefly, positively , separately, and distinctly

made, and it thinks that justice so r: quires , may grant such an order.

2.- ' he defendant shall , within the time limited by such order, put in his answer

accordingly, and shall therein answer the several material allegations in the petition,

either a Imitting or denying the truth of such allegations seriatim , as the truth or

falsehood of each is within his knowledje, or (as the case may be) , stating as to any

one or more of the allegations that he does not know whether such allegation or

allegations is or are true or otherwise.

3.- The defendant so answering may also set up by such answer any defence to

t'ie suit, and may explain away the effect of any admission thereia made by any other

allegation of facts.

Replication.

XXXIX.- No replication or other pleading after a..swer shall be allowed , except

by special leave of the Court.

2.- Where the plaintiff considers the contents of the answer to be such as to

render an amendment of the petition necessary or desirable, he may obtain cc parte

an order to amend the petition, on satisfying the Court tiat the amendment is not

intended for the purpose of d -lay or vexation, but because it is considered to be

material for the plaintiff's case .

3. - Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant within sucis time

and in such manner as the Court in each case directs .

Settlement of Issues.

XL.-At any time before or at the bearing, the Court may, if it thinks fit, on the

application of any party, or of its own motion , proceed to ascertain and determine

what are the material questions in controversy between the parties , although the
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same ar- not distinctly or properly raised by the pleadings , and may reduce such

questions into writing and settle them in the form of issues ; which issues, when

settled, may state questions of law on admitted facts, or qu 'stions of disputed fact, or

questions partly of the one kind and partly of the other.

2.- In settling issues , the Courtmay order or allow the striking out or amenilnient

of any pleading or part of a pleading, so that the pleadings may finally correspond

with the issues setti d , and may or ler or allow the striking out or amendment of any

pleading, or part of a plea lins , that appears to be so fra ved as to prejulice, embarrass,

or delay the trial of the cause.

3.—Where the application to the Court to s ttle issues is made at any stage of

the proceedings at which all part es are actually present before the Court, either in

person or by counsel or attorney , or at the hearing, the application may be made

viva voce, and may be disposed of at once , otherwise the application must be made

and disposed of on summons. It shall be in the discretion of the Conrt to direct

which issues shall be first lisposed of.

4. -At any time before the decision of the case , the Court may amend the

issues or frame a lditional issues on such terms as to it shall seem fit, and all such

amendments as may be necessary for the purpose of determining the real question or

controversy between the parties shall be so made.

Interrogatories-- Discovery - Unwilling Witness.

XLI.-In all suits , the plain'iff and i le defendant, or either of them , may , by

order of the Court, deliver to the opposite party or his attornev (provided such

party, if not a body corporate, would be liable to b3 called and examined as a witness

upon such matter), interrogatories in writing up n any matter as to which discovery

may be sought,and require such party, or in the case of a body corporate, any of the

officers of such boily corporate , within ten days to answer the questions in writing by

affi lavit, to be sworn ani filed in the ordinary way ; a :d any party or officer omitting,

without just cause, sufficiently to answer all questions as to which a discovery may bu

sought within the above time, or such extended time as the Court shall allow , sball

be deemed to bave committed a contempt of the Court, and shall be liable to be

proceeded against accordingly.

2. - The application for such orler shall be ma le upou an affidavit of the party

proposing to interrogate, and his attorney or agent, or in the case of a body

corporate, of their attorney or agent, stating that the deponent believes that the

party proposing to interrogate , whether plain iff or defendant, will derive material

benefit in the cause from the discovery which he seeks, that there is a good cause of

action or defence upon the merits, and if the application be made on the part of the

defendant, that the discovery is not sou vht for the purpose of delay : Provided that

where it shall happen , from unavoidable circumstances, thatthe plaintiff or defendant

cannot join in such affidavit, the Court may, if it think fit, upon affidavitof such

circumstances by which the party is prevented from so joining therein, allow and

order that the interrogatories may be delivered without such « ffidavit.

3.-In cases of omission, without just cause, to answer sufficiently such written

interrogatories , it shall be lawful for the Court, at its discretion , to direct an oral

examination of the interrogated party, as to such point as they or be may direct ,

before the Court or Registrar ; and the Court may, by such ord r, or any subsequent

order, command the attendance of such „ arty before the person appointed to take such

examination , for the purpose of being orally examined as afor said, or the production

of any writings or other documents to be mentioned in such order , and may impose

therein such terms as to such examination, and the costs of the application, and of

the proceedings therein , and otherwise, as to such Court shall seem just.

4.- The Court may, on the application of the party interrogated , strike out or

permit to be amended any interrogatory which , in the opinion of the Court, may be

exceptionable.

5.-Any party to a suit, or other civil proceeding requiring affidavit of a

person who refuses to make an affidavit, may apply by suinmuns for an order to such

person to appear and be examined upon oath before the Court or Registrar , to whom
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mayit be most convenient to refer such examination, as to the matters conceruing

which he bas relused to make an affidavit : and tie Court may, if it think fit, make

such order for the attendance of such person before the person therein appointed to

take such examination, for the purpose of being examined as aforesaid, and for the

production of any writings or documerts to be mentioned in such order, and may

thereupon impose such terms as to such examination, and the costs of the application

and proceedings therein, as it shall think just.

6.- Upon the application of either party to any suit or otler civil proceeding

upon an affidavit of such party of his lelief that any document, to the production of

which he is entitled for the jurpose of discovery or otherwise, is in the possession or

power of the opposite party , it shall be lawful for the Court to order that the party

against whom such application is made, or if such party is a body corporate, that

some officer to be named of such body corporate , sball arewer on affidavit, stating

what documents he or they has or bave in his or their possession or power relating

to the n atters in dispute, or what he knows as to the custody they or any of them

are in , and whether be or ihey objects or object (and if so on what grounds), to the

production of such as are in bis or tl eir possession or power ; and upon such affidavit

being made, the Court may make such further order thereon as sball be just.

7.-- All such interrogatories, answers, depositions, and affidavits as aforesaid,

sla!! be filed in Court in the suit or other civil proceeding, and the evidence so taken

may be used at the hearing thereot , saving just exceptions.

CHAPTER VI.-INTERLOCUTORY PROCEEDINGS.

Motion and Summons.

XLII. - Interlocutory applications may be made at any stage of a suit or

proceeding.

2. — They shall be made either by motion in Court or by summons in chambers,

and shall be headed in the suit or other proceeding.

3. - Subject io any general orders, the Court shall, in each case , decide whether

the application is a proper one to be made by motion in Court, or by sum ions in

chambers, and may , at or before the hearing, if it shall think fit, remove the same

into Court or into chambers, as the case may be .

Motion .

XLIII.-No motion s all be entertained until the party moving has filed in the

Court a written motion -paper, distinctly stating the terms of the order sought .

2. - The motion may in its terms ask for an order directing more thanone thing

to be done, and may a'so be in an alternative form asking that one or another order

be made, so only that the whole order sought be therein substantially expressed.

3.- If the motion-paper contains any maiter by way of argument, or other

matter except the proper particulars of the motion itself, the Court may direct the

motion-paper to be av :ended , and make no order the reon , until it is amended

accordingly by the strikingout of such argument or other matter.

4.- There shall be filed with the motion - paper all affidavits on which the erson

moving intends to rely.

5.- No other evidence can be used in support of the motion,except by leave of

the Court.

6.- The person filing the motion-paj er may more the Court , in casts ofurgency,

at any time wbile the Court is sitting, and not engaged in beariig any other matter.

7.-All motions shall be made ex parte in the first instance, unless the Court

gives leave to give a notice of motion for a certain day .

8.- On a motion ex , arte , the party moving shall apply for either an immediate

alsolute order of the Court in the terms of the motion -paper on his own shuwing

and evidence, or an order to the otbır party to appear, on a certain day, and show

cause why an order should not be n ade in the terms of the m « tion -paper.

9.-Any party moving in Court ex parte may support his motionby argument

addressed to the Court on the facts put in evidence by the affidavits filed in support
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of the motion ; and no party to the suit or proceeding, although present, other than

the party moving , shall , unless by leave of the Court, be entitled to be then heard .

10. - On a motion coming on , the Court may allow the motion-paper to be

amended, and alditional evidence to be produced by affidavit or declaration, or may

direct the motion to stand over ,

11.-If it appears to the Court on the evidence adduced in support of the motion ,

or on any additional evidence which the Court permits to be a Iduced in support

thereof, that the party moving is entitled to an order absolute, or to show cause

different from the order asked, and the party moving is willing to take such different

order, the Court may so order accordingly.

12.- Where an order is made on a motion ex parte, any party affected by it may,

within seven days after service of it, or within such further time as the Court shall

allow , apply to the Court hy motion to vary or discharge it ; and the Court on notice

to the party obtaining the oriler, eit'ier may refuse to vary or discharge it , or may

vary or discharge it with or without imposing terms as to costs , security , or other

things , as seemsjust.

Order to show Cause ,

XLIV . - An order to show ( anse shall specify a day when cause is to be shown ,

to be called the return -day to the order, which shall ordinarily be not less than four

days after service .

2.-A person served with an order to show cause may, bufore the return -day,

file affidavits to contradict the evidence used in obtaining the order, or setting forth

other facts on which he relies , to induce the Court to discharge such order.

3.-On the return-day , if the person served do not appear in person or by

counsel or attorny, and it appears to the Court that the service on all proper parties

has not been duly effected , the Court may enlarge the time, and direct furth - r service,

or make such other order as seems just .

4. - If the person served appear, or the Court is satisfied that service on all

proper parties has b -en duly effected,the Court may proceed with the matter.

5.– The Court may either discharge the order or make the same absolute , or

adjourn the consideration threof, or permit further affilavits to be filed in support of ,

or against the ord ºr, and may modifythe terms of the order so as to meet the merits

of the case .

Summons.

XLV.-Every summons shall be issued out of the Registrar's Office, and, before

it can be issued , an application for the same to the Registrar must be made in

writing, and signed by the applicant or his attorney, and headed in the suit or other

proceeding

2.- The application for the summons shall distinctly set forth the nature of the

particular application .

3.- The Registrar may thereupon issue a summons setting forth the nature of

the application, ordering the person to whom it is directed to appear at the time and

place directed by the Registrar and specified on the summons.

4.—On the return - day of the summons, if the person to whom the summons is

directed appears , or in his absence, on pro f of service, the Court may, on the

application of the person obtaining the summons, consider and deal with the

application in a summary way.

5. - The Court shall take a note of the material evidence, if taken viva voce .

6. - The Court may adjourn the bearing of any summons when necessary.

7.-The Court may order any proceedings in chambers to be heard in private.

Evidence in Interlocutory Proceedings.

XLVI .—The evidence at the bearing of any interlocutory or other application

in a suit or matter, shall , as a general rule, be by affidavit, but the Court may, if it

thinks it expedient, summon any person to attend to produce documerts before it, or

to be exawined, or to be cross -examined viva voce by or before it , in like manner as at

the hearing of a suit .
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2.-- Such notice as the Court in each case, according to the circumstances , con

siders reasonable, shall be given to the person summoned,and to such persons (parties

to the suit or proc eding otherwise interestesi) as the Court cous.ders entitled to

inspect the documents to be produc d , or to examine the person summoned , or to be

present at bis examination , as the case may be .

3.-The evidence of a witness on any such examination, siall be taken in like

manner as nearly as may be , as at the hearing of a suit.

Stay of Proceedings .

XLVII. - No summons or notice ofmotion shall operate as a stay of į roceedings,

except by direction of the Registrar endorsed tl'ercon , and, in such case, it shall so

operate from time of the service thereof or the opposite party.

2.- Every order made in chambers shall have the same force and effect as an

order of Court, and the Court sitting in c.ambers shall have the same power to

enforce, vary, or deal with any such order, hy attavbment or otherwise, as if sitting

in Court.

PART II .

FROM THE HEARING OF A SUIT TO JUDGIENT AND DECREE .

CHAPTER VIT . - I'RELIMINAPITS OF TRIAL.

Setting down of Cause for Hearing.

XLVIII.- No cause shall be set di wn for hearing witi out an order of the Court

first obtained on siinmons.

2. - At the expiration of the time allowed for answering, and whether an answer

shall have been fileil or not, the Court may, on the ap; lication of the plaintiff, order

the cause to be set down for learnig.

3.-An order to set down the cause may be made on the application of the

deferdant by summons, if it appears to the Court, laring regard to the state of the

pleadings, that the cause is ready to be heard, and that ihcre bas been delay on the

part of t'e plaintiff in obtaining an order for setting down the carise , for which the

plaintiff bas no reasonable excuse (as the absence or illness of a material witness ),

and that the defendant is prejudiced, or may reasonably be expected to be prejudiced

by such delay.

Dismissal for Want of Prosecution .

XLIX . – Where the plaintiff does not obtain an order for setting down the cause

within one month from the time at which he might first apply for such an order, the

defendant may apply by motion for an order to dismiss the petition for want of

prosecution .

2.- On such application, the Court may, if it thinks fit, make an order dismissing

the petition, or make such other order, or impose such terms as the Court thinks

reasonable .

Postponement of Ilearing .

L. - The Court may , at any time, on a summons tanen out by any party, postpone

the hearing of a cause set down , on being satisfied by evilence on oath that the

pos: povement will have the effect of better ensuring the bearing and determination of

the questions between the parties on the merits,

2.-W. ere such an appliation is made on the ground of the absence of a

witness, the Court shall require to le satisfied tat his evidence is matrrial, and that

he is l kely to return and give evidence within a reasonable time.

3.- Where such an iplicat on is niade for the purpose of enabling the party

applying tobtain the evidence of a witness resident ont of the jurisdiction , the Court

shall r quire to be satisfied that the evilence oi tbe witness is inaterial, and that he

is permanentiy residing out of the jurisdiction , or does not intend to come within the

juris iton within a reasonable time.

Hearing List and Fearing Paper'.

LI.-- Ther shall be kept a general hearing list for cats, and a bearing paper
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2.-When a cause is set downfor heiring it shall be placed in the general

hearing list , and shall be transferred to the hearing -pap r strictly in its turn and

order , according as the general bearing list becomes exhausted.

3. - The regnlar ord r shall in no case be departed from without special

direction .

4. - When a canse is about to be transferred from the general hearing list to the

hearing pap r , notice shall be served on the parties, and, unless the Court in any

particular case direct otherwise, ien days sball lie allowel between service of such

notice and day of heari: g.

5 .--- When any cause or matter has been specially directed by the Court to be

heard on a particular day , or out of its or linary turn , the nameof the cause or matter

shall be placed in the bearing paper with the words “ by order ” subjoined.

6. - In the case of any ailj jurn :nent of the hearin , from the dav appointed in the

hearing paper by reason of the price ling causes in the hearing paper not having

been got through, or under any order of the Curt made during the sitting on that

day, no further notice to either party of the adjournment dły shall be requisite, unless

oth'rwise or lered by the Cour .

Sittings of Court.

LII. - The sittings of Court for the hearing of causes shall be , where the amount

of the business so warrants , held on fixed and stated days.

2.- Th · Court may, at its discretion, appoint any other day or days, from time

to time, for hearing of canses, as cirıımstani's require.

3. - The sitting of Court for the hearing of causes shall ordinarily be public ;

but the Court may bear any particular cause or matter in the pres nce only of the

parties and their i gal advisers and the officers of the Court.

4. - Subject to special arrangements, for any particular day, the business of the

day shall be iaken, as nearly as circumstances permit, in the following order :

(a . ) At the commencement of the sitting, judgments shall be delivered in

matters standing over for that purpose and appearing for judgment in

the hearing paper ;

(b . ) Er parte moti ' n or motions by consent shall next be taken , in the

order in which the motion papers bave been sent in ;

(c . ) Opposed motions on notice , and arguments on showing cause against

orders returnable on that day, shall then be taken , in the order in which

these matters respectively stand in the hearing paper;

(d. ) The causes in the hearing-paper shall then be called on , in their order,

unless the Court sưes fit to vary the order.

Mode of Trial - Juries.

LIII.- The trial of a suit may, according to circuinstances, take place in either

of the following modes :

(a .) By a Judge with or without a Jury.

(b.) By the Full Court with or without a Jury.

2. - The summons for stting down the cause for hearing shall specify the mode

of trial desired by the party making the application.

3.- The Court on the hearing of the summons shall make such order as to the

mode of trial as it shall think fit : Provided always that if either party shall desire

a trial by jury before one of the two judges , he shall be entitled ther: to as of right.

4.-If it shall appear expedient at the hearing of any cause before the Court

without a jury that the cause should be tried with a jury, the Court may make such

order for the trial of the cause with a jury, and for the adjourn'nent thereof in the

meanwhile, on such terms as to costs and otherwise as it shall deem reasonable .

5.- Either party shall be at liberty to apply to the Court for an order for the

inspection by the jury , or by himself, or by bis witnesses, of any moveable or

immoveable property, the inspection of which may be material to the proper

determination of the question in dispute, and the Court may make such order upon

such terms as it may deem just.
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6.-11 shall be lawful for the Court to make such rules or orders upon the Sheriff

or other person as may be necessary to procure the attendance of a special or common

jury for the trial of any cause or matter depending in the Court, at such time and

place and in such manner as the Court may think fit.

7.-All the existing laws relating to juries shall be deemed to continue in full

force and effect so far as the same way not be inconsistent with any provision of

this code .

CHAPTER VIII.-- EVIDENCE AT THE HEARING.

Exeting Rules - New Provisions.

LIV . - The existing rules of evidence shall continue in full force and effect so

far as the same are not modify any provisions of this code.

2.—The Court shall have power, in its discretion, to permit that the evidence in

any case , or as to any particular matter , should be taken by affidavit, or that affidavits

of any witnesses be read at the trial : Provided always that every witness making an

affidavit so received shall be liable to cross-examination in open Court , unless the

Court shall direct the cross-examination to take place in any other manner.

3.- The Court may, in its discretion , if the interests of justice appear absolutely

so to require, adnitan affidavit in evidence , although it is shown that the party

against whom the affidavit is offered in evidence has had or will bave no opportunity

of cross -examining the person making the affidavit.

4.-No affidavit of any witness shall be read at the trial under the provisions

hereinbefore contained , except in pursuance of an order of Court obtained on summons

before trial, unless the Court shall think fit under the circumstances otherwise to

direct, upon such terms as seem just .

5. - If the Court at any time think it neressary for the ends of justice to examine

any person other than a party to the suit, and not named as a witness by a party

to the suit, the Court mas, of its own acc rd , cause such perso. t . be summoned as a

witness to give evidence , or to produke any document in his possession on a day to be

aprointed, and may examine such person as a witness.

6. - The following persons only shall be incompeten? to testify :

(a .) Children under seven years of age, unless they shall appear capable of

receiving just impressions of the facts respecting which they are

examined and of relating them truly :

(6. ) Persons of unsound mind, wio, at the time of their examination, appear

incapable of rºceiving just impressions of the fac's respecting which

they are examined or of relating them truly ; and no p rson who is

kuown to be of unsound mind shall be liabl, to be summoned as a

witness, without the consent previously obtained of the Court or person

before whom his attendance is reqnired.

7. - If a witness be asked any question relating to a matter not relevant to the

suit or proceeding, except in so far as it affects the credit of the witness by injuring

his character, the Court shall decide whether or not the witness shall be compelled

to answer it, and may, if it think it, warn the witness that he is not obliged to

answer it .

8.- No sucis question shall be asked, unless the person asking it bas reasonable

grounds for believing that the imputation it conveys is well founded.

9.-The Court mav forbid any questions or inquiries which it regards as indecent

or scandalous, although such ques'ions or inquiries may have some bearing on the

questions before the Court, unless they relate to facts in issue, or to matters necessary

to be known in order to determine whether or not the facts in issue existed.

10. — The Court shall forbid any question wisich appears to it to be intended to

insult or anroy , or which , though proper in itself, appears to the Court needlessly

offensive in form .

Documentary Evidence.

LV.-Entries in books of account kept in the course of business with such a

reasonable degree of regularity as shall be satisfactory to the Court, shall be admissible
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in evidence, whenever they refer to a matter into which the Court has to inquire, but

shall not alone be sufficient to charge any i ison with liability .

2.—The Hongkong Gazette and any Government Gazette of any country, colony, or

dependency under the dominion of the British Crown, may be proved by the bare

production thereof before the Ccurt.

3.-All proclamations, acts of state , whether legislative or executive, nominations,

appointments , and other official communications oftheGovernment, appearing in any

such Gazette , may be proved by the production of such Gazette, and shall be prima

facie proof of any fact of a public nature which they were intended to notify.

4. — The Court may, on matters of public history , literature , science, or arts, reler ,

for the purposes of evidence , to such published books, naps, or charts as the Court

sball consider to be of authority on the subject to which ihey relate.

5. — Boks printed or published under the authority of the government ofa foreign

country , and purporting to contain the statutes, code, or other written law of such

country, and also printed and published books of reports of decisions of the Courts of

such country, and books proved to be commonly admitted in such Courts as evidence

of the law of such country , shall be a 'missible as evidence of the law of such for ign

country .

6.- All maps made undr the authority of any government, or of any public

municipal body, and not made or the purpose o : any litigated question, shall prima

facie be deemed to be correct, and shall be admitted in evidence without further proof.

Affidavits,

LVI.-- Every affilavit used in the Court must be in the English language .

2. - It must be in the first person , and must be divided into paragraphs numbered

consecutively.

3.- Every affidavit used in the Court must contain only a statement of facts and

circumstances as to wbich the witness swears , either on his own pers nal knowledge,

or from information which he believes to be true.

4.- Where the belief in the truth of the mat'er of fact sworn to arises from

information received from another person , the name of such person must be stated .

5. - Whure there are many erasures, interlineations, or alterations, so that the

affidavit proposed to be sworn is illegible or difficult to read , or is , in the judguent

of the officer before whom it is proposed to be sworn, so written as to give any facility

for being a lde i to , or in any way fraudulently altered, he may refuse to take the

affidavit in its existing form , and may require it to be re-written in a clear and legible

and unobjectionable manner.

6.- Any affidavit svorn he'o eran : judge, officer , or other person in the United

Kingilom , or in any British Colony, possession, or settlement, authorized to take

affidavits, or before anycommission 'r duly authorized by the Supreme Court to take

affidavits in the United King.lom or abroid, may be used in the Court in all cases

where affidavits are admissible .

7.-Any affidavit sworn in any foreiga part out of Her Majesty's dominions

before a julge or magistrate, being authenticated by the official seal of the Court to

which he is attached or by a public notary, or before a British minister, consul, vice

consul, or consular agent, may be used in the Court in all cases where affidavits are

admissible ,

8.—The fact that an affidavit purports to bave been sworn in manner hereinbefore

prescribed by paragraphs 6 and 7shall be prima facie evidence of the seal or signature,

as the case may b ', of any such court, judg » , magistrate, or other officer or person

therein mentioned appended or subscribed to any such affidavit, and of the authority

of such court, juge, ma istrate, or other officer or person to administer oaths.

9. - The Court may permit an affidavit to be usei, notwithstanding it is defective

in form according to these rules, if the Court is sari-fi d that it has be n sworu before

a person duly authorised .

10.-An affidavit shall not be admitted which is proved to have been sworn before

a person on whose behalf the same is off red , or before his attorner, or before a

partner or clerk of his attorney.
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11.-A defective or erroneous affidavit may be amended and re sworn , by special

leave of the Court, on such terms as to time, costs, or o herwi- e as seem reasonable.

12.- Before an affidavit is used, the origin il must h fill in the Court ; and the

original , or an office copy therio , s all alone be recognised for any purpose in the Court .

Evidence de Bine Esse.

LVII.- Where the circumstanies of tie case appear to the Court so to require,

the Court may take the evidence of any wi'ness at any time in the course of the

proceedings in any suit or application b fore the hearing of the suit or application, or

may direct the Rgistrar to take such evidence in like manner, and the evidence so

taken may be used at the hearing of the suit or application , saving just exeptions.

2. — The evidence shall be taken, as nearly as may be , as evidence at the hearing

of a suit, and then the note of the evidence shall be read ov rt) tie witness and

tevlered to him for signature ; and if he refuse to siyu it, the Court, or the Revistrar,

as the case may be, shall add a note of his refusal , and the evidence in ay be used as

if he had signed it .

3. - Evidences may be taken in like manner on the application of any person,

before suit instituted , where it is shown to the sa : isfaction oi the Court on oath that

the pers n applying has good reason to apprehend that a suit will be instituted

against him in the Court, and that some person , within the jurisdiction at the time

of application , can give material evidence respecting the subject of the apprehended

suit, but that he is about to leave the jur sdiction, or that from some other cause the

person applying will lose the bene- fit of his evidence if it be not at once taken :

Provided always that the Court may , upon granting such application , impose any

terms or conditions with reference to the examination of such witness and the

admission of his evilence as to the Court may seem reasonable.

Witness Dead, Insane, or not Appearing .

LVIII.---Where any person who might give evidenre in any suit or matter is

dead , or insane , or unavoidably absent at the time bis evidence might be takin , or

for any reason considered sufficient by the Court, cannot appear to give evidence in

the suitor matter, the Court may, if it thinks fit, receive priof of any evidence given

by him in any former judicial proceeding: Provi led that the subject matter of such

former judicial proceeding was substantially the same as that of the existing

suit , and that the parties to the existing suit were parti- s to it or boun ) by it , and in

it had cross-examined orhad an opporiunity of cross-examining the witness of whose

evidence proof is to be given.

Admission of Documents and Facts.

LIX . - Where all parties to a suit ara competent to make almission , any party

may call on any other party, by notice filed in the Court and served under order of

the Court , to admit any document, or any fact, saving just exceptions .

2. - In case of refusal or neglect to admit, the cos's of proof of the document or

fact shall be paid by the party r fusing or neglecting , whatever be the result of the

cause, unless the Court is of opinion that th' refusal or ne_lect to admit was reasonable .

3.-No costs of proof of any document or fact shall be allowed unless such

notice bas been given, except in cases where the omission to give the notice has, in

the opinion of the Court, produced a saving of expense.

Inspection and Production of Documents .

LX.- The Court may, in its discretion , on the application ofany of the parties to

any suit or proceeding, compel any other party to allow the applicant to inspect all

or any documents in the custody or under the control of such other party relating to

such suit or proceeding,and, if necessary, to take examined copies of the same or to

procure the same to be duly stamped .

2. - Wenever any of the parties to a suit is desirous that any
document,

writing, or other thing , which he believes to be in the po-session or power of another

of the parties thereto , shall be produced at any hearing of the suit, he shall , at the

earliest opportunity, serve the party in whose possession or power he believes the

document, writing , or otber thing to be, with a notice in writing , calling upon bim

to produce the same.
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3.-In case it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court that there is reasonable

ground to believe that such document or thing will not be produced pursuant to such

notice, the Court may make an order for the production of the same at the bearing of

the suit by the party served with such not ce .

4.- À witness , whether a party or not, shall not be bound to produce any

document relating to affairs of State, the pro luction of which would be contrary to

good policy , nor any document held by him for any other person who would not be

bound to produce it if in his own po -session.

5.-Any person present in Court, whether a party or not, may be called upon

and compelled by the Court to give evidence , and produce any document then and

there in his actual possession, or in his power, in the same manner and subject to the

same rules as if he had been summoned to attend anl give evidence, or to produce

such document , and may be punisiel in like manner for any refusal to obey the order

of the Court.

6.-Any person , whether a party to the suit or not , may be summoned to produce

a document without being summoned to give evilence, and any person summoned

merely to produce a document, shall be deemed to have complied with the summons,

if he cause such document to be producel instead of attending personally to produce

the same.

CHAPTER IX.-THE HEARING.

Non -attendance of Parties.

LXI. - When a cause in the bearing -paper bas been called on , if neither party

attend in person or by counse), the Court, on being satisfied that the plaintiff has

received notice of the hearing, shall, unless it sees good reason to the contrary, strike

the cause out of the hearing-paper.

2. - If the plaintiff does not attend in person or by counsel , tie Court on being

satisfied that the plaintiff has received notice of the hearing, shall , unless it sees good

rrason to the contrary, strike out the cause , and make such order as to costs in favour

of any defendant appearing as seems just .

3.If the plaintiff attends,butthe defendant or any of the defendants does or

do not attend in person or by counsel, the Court shall , b -fore h -aring the cause,

inquire into service of the writ of summons and petition and of notice of hearing

on the absent party or parties.

4.-If not satisfied , as to the service on every party, t'ie Court shall direct such

further service to be made as it shall think fit, and adjourn the hearing of the cause

for that purpose .

5. - If satisfied that the defendant or the several def'ndants bas or bave been

duly served with the writ of sum nons and petition , and with notice of the hearing,

the Court may proceed to hear the cause notwithstanding the absence of the defendant,

or any of the defendants, and may, on the evidence adduced i v the plaintiff , give

such judgment as appears just . The Court, however, shall not be bound to do so ,

but mayorder the hearing to stand over to a further day , and direct fresh notice to

be given to the defendant or defendants, in case justice seems to require an adjourn

ment.

6 .-- In all cases where the plaintiff has obtained leave to proceed ex parte for

want of ap : earance to the writ of summons, and in all other cases where the Court

hears a cause and judgment is given in the absence of and against any defen : lant , the

Court may afterwards, if it thinks fit, on such terms as seem just, set aside the

judgment and re-hear thecause, on its vins established by evidence on oath to the

satisfaction of the Court that tie defendant's absence was not wilful , and that he has

a defence upon the merits .

7. -Where a cause is struck out by reason of the absence of the plaintiff, it shall

not be restored without leave of the Court, until it has been set down again at the

bottom of the general hearing list , and been transf rrud in its regular turn to the

hearing-paper.
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8.-Where a cause has been once struck out, and has been a second time set

down , and has come into the hearing paper, and on the day fixe :1 for the hearing the

plaintiff, having received due notice thereof, fails to attend either in person or by

counsel when the case is called on , the Court, on the application of the defendant,

and if the non - attendance of the plaintiff appears to be wilful and intended to barass

the defendant, or to be likely to prejudice the defendant by preventing the hearing

and determination of the suit, may make an order on the plaintiff to show cause why

a day should not be fixed for the peremptory hearing of the cause ; and on thereturn

to that order, if no cause, or no sufficient cause be shown , the Court shall fix a day

accordingly upon such notice and other terms as seem just.

9.-In case the plaintiff dois not attend on the day so fixed , either in person or

by counsel, the Court sball , unless it sees good reason to the contrary, order judgment

to be entered for the defendant.

Order of Proceeding.

LXII. - The order of proceeding at the hearing of a cause shall be as follows :

1.- The plaintiff shall state the pleadings .

2: - The party on whom the burden of proof is thrown be the nature of the

material issues or questions between the parties bas the right to begin : he shall

address the Court and open bis case .

3.—He shall then produce bis evidence and examine his witnesses in chief.

4.- When the party beginning has concluded his evilence, he shall ask the

other party if he intends to cail evidence ( in which term is included evidence taken

by affidavit or deposition , or under commission, and documentary evidence notalready

read or taken as read ) ; and , if answered in the negative, he shall be entitled to sum

up the evilence already given and comment thereon ; but if answered in the affirma

tive, he shall wait for his general re ; -ly .

5.- W 'en the party beginning las concluded his case, the other party shall be

at liberty to address the Court, and to call evidence and to sum up and comment

thereon .

6.-If no evidence is called or read by the latter party, the party beginning shall

have no right to reply, unless he bas been prevented from summing up his case by

the statement of the other party of his intention to callevidence.

7. — The case on both sides shall then be considered closed .

8.-If the party opposed to the party beginning calls or reals evidence, the party

beginning shall be at liberty to reply generally on the whole case , or he may call fresh

evidence in reply to the evidence given on the other side, on points material to the

determination of the issu 's , or any of them , but not on collateral matters.

9.-Where evidence in reply is tendered , ani allowed to be given, the party

against whom the same has been adduced shall be at liberty to address the Court,

and the party b.ginning shall be entitled to the general reply.

10. - Each witness after examination -in -chief, shall be subject to cross -examina

tion by the other party, and to re -examination by the party calling him , and after

re-examination may be questioned by the Court, ani shall not be recalled or further

questioned saveby leave of the Court,

11. — The Court s'all take a note of t ' ; . qui pra muwe evidencr, n ] } put down

the terms of any particular question or answer , if there appears ini si ' cial reason

for doing so.

12.- No person shall be entitled as of right , at any time or for any purpose, to

inspection or a copy of the Court's notes .

13.--All obj.ctions to evidence must be taken at the time the question objected

to is put, or, in case of written evidence when the same is about to be put in, and

must be argried and deriled at the time.

14.- Where a question put to a witness is objected to , the Court, unless the

objection a pars frivolous, shall take a note of tle question and objection , if required

by either party, and shall mention on the notes whether the question was allowed to

be put or not, and the answer to it , if allowed .

15 .-- Where any evidence is by affidavit, or bas been taken by commission , or on
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deposition, the party auducing the same may read and comment on it, either imme.

diately after his opening or after the viva voce evidence on his part has been concluded .

16. - Documentary evidence must be put in and read , or taken as read by consent.

17.—Every document put in evidence shall be marked by the officer of the Court

at the time, and shall be retained by the Court during the hearing , and returned to

the party who put it in , or from whose custoly it came, immediately after the judge

ment, unless it is inipounded by order of the Court.

18 .-- Where the evidence l'uced at the hearing varies substantially from the

all gations of the respective par ies in the plea:ling, it shall be in the discretion of the

Court to allow the pleadings to be amended .

19.-The Court may allow such amendment on such termsas to adjournment,

costs, and other things as seem just, so as to avoid surpris? and injury to any party

but all amendments necessary for the determination in the existing suit of the real

question in controversy between the parties shall be made if duly applied for.

20 .--The Court may, at the heari g , order or allow, on such terms as seem just,

the striking out or amendment of any pleading that appears so framed as to prejudice,

embarrass, or delay the fair trial of the real questions in controversy between the parties,

Supplemental Statement.

LXIII.- Facts or circumstances, occurring after the institution ofa suit, may, by

leave of the Court, be introduced by way of amendment into the petition or answer

(as the case may require) at any stage of the proceedings, and the Court may make

such order as seems just r: specting the proof of such facts or circumstances, or for

afforling all parties concerned leave and opportunity to meet the statements so in

troduce : I .

Reference of Account

LXIV .-- In any suit or other judicial proceeding in which an investigation or

adjustment of accounts may be necessary, it shall be lawful for the Court, at orbefore

the hearing, to appoint any competent person to be a commissioner for the purpose of

making such investigation or adjustment, and to direct that the parties, or their

attorneys or counsel, shall attend upon the commissioner during such investigation or

adjustment. In all suih cases, the Court shall furnish the commissioner with such

part of the proceedings and such detailed instructions as may appear necessary for

his information and guidance; and the instructions sball distinctly specify whether

the commissioner is merely to transmit the proceedings which he may hold on the

inquiry, or also to report his own opinion on the point referred for his investigation,

The proceedings of he commissioner shall be received in evidence in the case, unless

the Court may have reason to be dissatisfied with them , in which case, the Court shall

make such further inquiry as may be requisite, and shall pass such ultimate judgment

or order as may appear to it to be right and proper in the circumstances of the case,

2. - Whenever a commission is issued for an investigation into accounts, the

Court, before issuing the commission, may order such sum as may be thought

reasonable for tle expenses of the.commission to be paid into Court by the party at

whose instance or for whose benefit the commission is issued .

Incidental Powers.

LXV.-The Court may at the trial , without consent of parties, direct a nonsuit,

or a verdict for the plaintiff or defendant to be entered, or it may reverse any point

of law , or direct a verdict subject to a special case to be stated for the opinion of the

Court .

2.-Every such point of law so reserved , and every such special case sball be

beard before the full Court.

3.- Fvery such special case shall be settled by the parties , and in case of difference

by the full Court.

4 .--- The Court may order any point of law reserved to be set down for argument

without any previous application.

5.—TheCourt shall, upon motion for a new trial, have power to order a nonsuit

or verdict to be entered, although no leave bas been reserved at the trial .
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Withdrawal and Adjustment of Suits.

LXVI . - If the plaintiff, at any time before final judgment, satisfy the Court that

there are sufficient grounds for permitting him to withdraw from the suit with liberty

to bring a fresh suit for the same matter, it shall be competent to the Court to grant

such permission on such terms as to costs or otherwise as it may deem proper. In

any such fresh suit , the plaintiff shall be bound by the rules for the limitation of

actions in the same manner as if the first suit had not been brought. If the plaintiff

withdraw from the suit without such permission , he shall be precluded from bringing

a fresh suit for the same mattir.

2.-If a suit shall be adjusted by mutual agreement or compromise, or if the

defendant satisfy the plaintiff in respect of the matter of thesuit, such agreement,

compromise, or satisfaction shall be recorded , and the suit shall be disposed of in

accordance thert with .

3.- Notice of such agreement, compromise, or satisfaction shall be given by the

plaintiff, or in case an attorney shall be emplored, by his attorney 10 the Registrar,

tog ther with such partienlars as may be required of him , within one week after the

same shall bave been made, and in default thereof he shall be deemed guilty of a

contempt o ' Court.

CHAPTER X.-JUDGMENT AND DECREE .

LXVII.—When the cau - e is tried by the Court with a jury , the verdict shall be

recorded and judgment shall be entered up by the Registrar as the Court shall direct ;

and when the cause is tried by the Court without a jury, the judgment shall be

pronounced in open Court, unless the Court shall otherwise direct, or it may be read

by the Registrar if so ordered .

2.- If the judgment of the Court is reserved at the hearing, parties to the suit

sball be summoned to hear judgmont, unless the Court at the hearing states the day

on which judgment will be delivered , in which case no summons tohear judgment

shall be issued.

3 .-- All parties shall be deemed to have notice of any judgment, if the same is

pronounced at the hearing of the application or suit.

4.- All parties duly served with notice to attend and hear judgment shall be

deemed to have n tice of the ju lgment when pronounced.

5 . A minute of every judgment, whether final or interlocutory, shall be made

by the R «gistrar, and every such minute shall be a decree of the Court, and shall

have the full force and effect of a fo:mal decree : Provided always that the Court

may order a formal decree to be drawn up on the application ofeither party.

6. - When the suit is for a sum of money due to the plaintiff, the Court may, in

the decree, order interest, at such rate as the Courtmay think proper, to be paid on

the principal sum a ljudged from t'ie date of the suit to the date of the judgment, in

addition to any intere -t adjudged on such įrincipal sum for any period prior to the

date of the suit, with further interest on the aggregate sum so adjudged and on the

costs of the suit from the dat : of the decree to the date of payment.

7.-In all ju Igments for the payment of money, the Court may, for anysufficient

reason , order that the am :sunt shall be paid by instalments with or without interest.

8.-If the defendant shall have been allowed to set -off any demand against the

claim of the plaintiff, the judgment shall state what amount is due to the plaintiff,

and what amount (if any ) is due to the defendant , and shall be for the r covery of

any sum which shall appear to be due to either party. The j'idgment of the Ciurt

with respect to any sum awarded to the defendant sball bave the sameeffect and be

subject to the same rules as if such sum had been claimed by the defendant in a

separate suit against the plaintiff.

9.- A person directed by a decree or order to pay money, or do any other act, is

bound to obey the decree or order without any demand for payment or performance.

10. - Whenever the Court shall deliver a writien judgment, the original or a copy

thereof signed by thjudge shall be filed in the suit or other proceeding .
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R -view of Julgment-Re-hearing-New Trial.

LXVIII.--The Court may in any case, on such terms as seem just, review any

julgment, or order a re-bearing or new trial , with or without a stay of proc edings

2 .-- Any application for a review of judgment or for a re-hearing or n'w trial

must be made on notice of motion filed not later that furten days after such

decision or hearing or v rdiet .

3. - Such notice shall not of itself operate as a stay of proceedings; but any money

in Court in the suit shall be r stained to abide the result of themotion or the further

order of the Court.

4 .-- After the expiration of such fourteen days, an application for such review,

re -bearing, or new trial shall not be ad nitted, except by special leave of the Court,

on such terms as seem just.

5. - On an order for re -hearing or new trial, either party may demand a jury for

the second trial , thongh the fi :st was not with a jury .

6. — The Court mav, if it thinks fit , make it a condition of granting a re- hearing

or new trial that the trial s'all be with a jury .

7. -The discovery of new matter or evidence which was not within the knowledge

of the applicant, or could not be a !duced by him at the trial, may be a ground fora

new trial, but the improper admission or rejection of evidence shall not be a ground

of itself for a new trial or reversal of any judgment in any case, if it shall appear

tu the Court, that, in dependently of the evidenceobjected to and admitted, there was

sufficient evidence to justify the judgment, or ibat if the rejected evidence bad been

received it ought not to have varied the judgment.

8. - When an application for a revi - w of judgment, re-hearing, or new trial is

granted, a not thereof shall be made in the r gister of suits , and the Court shall give

such order in regard ther to as it may deem proper in the circuinstances of the case.

PART III .

PROCEEDINGS TO ENFORCE THE DECREE.-EXECUTION.

CHAPTER XI.

Investigation as to Property of Judgment Debtor .

LXIX. - Where a decree directing paymont of money remains wholly or in part

unsatisfiel (whether a writ of execution has issued or not), the person prosecuting the

decree may apply to the Court for a summons, requiring the person by whom

payment is directed to le made to appear and be examined respecting his ability to

make the paymentcirected , and the Court shall, unless it sees good reason to the

contrary , issue such a summons.

2.-On the appearance of the pers ' n against whom the summons is issued, he

may be examined on oath hy or on behalf of the person prosecutint the decree, and

by the Court, respecting ri zbility to pay the money directed to be paid , and for the

discovery of property applicable to such payment, an l as to the disposal which he

may have ma le of any property .

3.- He shall be boun i to proluce on oath , or otherwise, all books, papers , and

documents in bis possession or power relating to property applicable to such payment.

4 .--Whether the person su nmoned appears or not, the person prosecuting the

decree, and all other wituesses whom the Court thinks requisite, may be examined on

oath , or otherwise, respecting the matters aforesaid.

5.--The Court may, if it thinks fit, adjourn the bearing or the summons from

time to time, and require from the person summoned suc'i security for hisappearance

at the adjourned hearing as seems fit, and in defau't of his finding security ,may, by

warrant, commit him to prison , there to remain until the adjourned bearing, unless

sooner discharged .

6.- The Court may, upon such investigation as aforesaid , make any interim

order for the protection of any property applicable or available in discharge of the

decree, as it shall think expedient .
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Mode of enforcing Decrees.

LXX . - If the decree be for land or other immoreable property, the di cree holder

shallbe put in possession thereof, if necessary, by the Sheriff or other officer executing

the decree.

2.-If the decree be forany specific moveable, or for the specific performance of

any contract or other particular act, it shall be enforced by the seizure, if practicable,

of the specific moveable and the delivery thereof to the party to whom it shall have

been a ljudged , or by imprisonment of the party against whom the decree is made, or

by attaching his property and keeping the same under attachment until further order

of the Court, or by both imprisonment and attachment if necessary : or if alternative

damages be awarded, by levying such damages in the mode provided for the execution

of a decree for money.

3.- If the decr e be for money , it shall be enforced by the imprisonment of the

party agairst whom the decree is nade, or by the attachment and sale of his property,

or by both , if necessary; and if such party be other than a defendant, the decree may

be enforced against him in the same manner as a decree may by enforced against a

d . fendant.

4.-If the decree be for the execution of a deed , or for the indorsement of a

negotiable instrument, and the party ordered to execute or indorse such deed or

negotiable instrument shall neglect or refuse so to do, any party interested in having

tie same execu'el or indorsed may prepare a deed or indorsement of tie instrument

in accordance with the terms of the decree , and tender the same to the Court for

execution upon the proper stamp (if any is r . quired by law) , and the signature

thereof by the Registrar s'all have the same effect as the execution or indorsement

thereof by the party ordered to exe ute .

5.-- If the decree be against a party as the representative of a dee ased person ,

a d such decree be for money to be paid out of the property of the deceased person,

it may be executed by the attachment and sale on any such property, or, if no such

property can be found and the defendant fail to satisfy the Court that he has duly

applied such property of the deceased as s'all be proved to have come into his

possession, the decree may be executed against the defendant to the extent of the

property not duly applied by him in the same manner as if the decree had been

against the defendant personally.

6 .-- Whenever a person has become liable as security for the performance of a

decre , or of any part thereof, the decree may be executed against such per on to the

extent to which he was rendered himself liable, in the samemanner as a decree may

h enforced again.t a defendant.

ī . The following property is liable to attachment and sale in execution of a

deriee, namely, laud , houses, goods , money , lank -notes, cheques, bills of exchange,

promissory notes, government securities, bonds, or other securities for money, debts,

shares in the capital or joint stock of any public company or corporation, and all

ether property whatsoever, moveable , or immoveable, belonging to the defendait, and

whether the sme be lield in his own name or by another person in trust for him or

or his behalf.

8.-- All moueys payable under a decree shall be paid into Court, unless the Court

shall otherwise direct. No a ljustment of a decree , in part or in whole, shall be

recognised by the Court unless such adjustment be made t -rough the Court, or be

certified to the Court by the person in whose favour the d cree has been made, or to

whom it has been transf: rred .

Immediate Execution .

LXXI.--- The Court m.y, at the time of making the decre on the verbal application

of the party in whose favour the decree is made, order immediate execution thereof,

except as to so much as relates to the costs, and that the decree s'all be executed as

to coats as soon as the amount thereof s'all be ascertained ly taxation .

Application for Execution in ordinary Cases .

LXXII. - When any party in wh« se favour a deeree has been made is desirous of

enforcing the same, be stall apply t , tie Revi - trar for execu'ion . Such application
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must be in writing, and shall specify the number of the suit or proceeding anl the

names of the parties.

2. - If there be cross -decrees between the sam : parties for the payment of mony,

execution shall be taken out by that party only wio shill have obtained a decree for

the larger sm and for so much only as shall remain after deducting the smaller sum ,

and satis action for the smaller sum shall be entere ] on the decree for the larger

sum as well as satisfaction on the decre for the smaller sin , and if both sums shall

be equal, satisfaction s'all be entered upon bo h decrees .

3.- Whenever a suit sha l be pending in the Court a rainst the holder of a previous

decree of the Court, by the person a zainst whom t'ie deeree was mide, the Courtmay,

if it appear just and reasonable to do so, stay execution ofthedecree either absolutely

or on such terms as it may think just , untila decree s'all be made in the pending

suit.

4. - I' any person against whom a dee: ee bas been made shall dic before execution

has he ' n fully hal thereon, application for esecration thereof may be ma'le against the

legal representative, or the estate of the p . rson so dying as aforesaid ; and if the

Court shall think proper to grani suei aplication, the deer e mly be executed

accordingly.

5.-I' the decree be order d to be executed against the l gal representative, it

s'all be executed in the manner provided in Section LXX ., Par. 5 , f r the execution

of a d cree for min ”y to be paid out of the property of deceased pers is.

6 .--The Registrar on receiving any application for execution of a deer e, con

txining the particulars above-mentioned, shall make a note of the application, and the

date on which it was made.

7.-The Registrar may, at any time, take the direction of the Court as to any

applicati in for execution , and in the manwbile refuse to issue the writ.

8.-All writs of execution shall be issued in the or er of application for the same,

unl ss the Court shall otherwise direct .

Measures in certain Cases preliminary in the Issue of Excecution .

LXXIII. - If an interval of more tian one year shall have elapsed between the

date of the decr e and the application for its execution, or if the enforcement of the

decree be applied for against the representative of an original parts to the suit, the

Court shall issue a notice to the party against who n execution may be applied for,

requiring i.im to show carse , within a limited period to be fixed by the Court, why

the decree shoull not be executed against him : Provided that no such notice shall

be necessary in consequence of an interval of more than one year having cla; sed

between the date of the decree and the application for execution, if the application

be made within one year from the date of the last order obtained on any previous

application for execution ; and provided further that no such notice shall be necessary

in consequence of the application being against such representative, if upon a previous

application for execution against the same person , the Court shall have ordered

execution to issue against him .

2.—When such notice is issued, if the party shall not appear,or shall not show

sufficient cause to the satisfaction of the Court why the decree sbould not be forthwith

executed , the Court sjall order it to be executed accordingly . If the party shall

appear and shall offer any objection to the enforcement of the recree ,the Court sball

make such order as in the circumstanes of the case may seem to be just and

proper.

Issue of the Writ of Execution.

LXXIV. - Upon the application of the decree-holder the Registrar shall , subject

to the provisions of the last two preceding sections, issue the proper writ for the

execution of the decree,

Execution of Decrees for immoveable Property.

LXXV. - If in the execution of a decree for land or other immoveable property,

the officer executing the same shall be resisted or obstructed by any person, the person

in whose favour such decree was made may apply to the Court at any time within one

morth from the time of such resistance or obstruction . The Court shall fix a day for
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investigating the complaint, and shall summon the party against whom the complaint

is made to answer the same.

2.- Il it sball appear to the satisfaction of the Cour that the obstruction or

resistance was occasioned by the defendant, or by some person at bis insti; ation, on

the ground that the land or other im moveable priperty is not included in the d cree,

or on any other ground, the Court shall enquire into the matter of the complaint,

and make such order as may be proper under the circums ances of the case .

3.-If the Court shall be satisfied, after such investigation of the facts of the

case as it may deem proper, that the resistance or obs'ruction complained of was

without any just cause, and that the complainant is s'ill resisted or obstructed in

obta nin . effectual possessio . of the property adju i ed to him by the decree, by t'e

defnda' t or so e person at bis ins igation , ihe Court may, at ibe instance of the

plain: iff, anl withi ut prejudice to any proceedings to which such delendant or other

person may lt liable for such resistance or obstruction, commit the defendant or -uch

other person tu puison for such period not exceeding thirty days as may be necessary

to preve: t the continuance of such obstruction or resistance.

1.- I ! it shall appear in the satisfaction of the Court that the resistance or

obstructiou to the exe'ution of the dieree has been occasioned by any person , other

than the defendant, claimiiy bona fide to be in possession of the propertyon his own

account or on account of soweither person than the defendant, the claim shall be

numbered and registered as a suit between the decree -i older as plaintiff and the

claimant as derinant, and the Court shall,without prejudice to any proceedings to

which tłe claiu ant may be liable for such resistance or obstruction, proceed to

invi stigate the claim in the same mamer and with the like power as if a suit for the

projerty bad been ins:itured by the decree-holder against the claimant under the pro

visions of this Code, and shall make such order for staying execution of the decree,

or ex cuting the same as it may deem proper in the circumstance
s

of the case .

5 .---- If any p rson other than the defendant shall be dispossessed of any land or

other immovealle property in execution of a decree , and such person shall dispute

the right of the deeree-holder to disposs ss bim of such property under ti e decree, on

the ground that the property was bona fide in his possession on his own account, or

on account of some other person than the de endant, and that it was not included in

the di cree , or if included in the decree, that he was not a party to the suit in wbich

the decree was made, he may apl' y to the Court within one month from the date of

such dispossession ; and if, after examining the applicant, it shall appear to theCourt

there is probable cause for making the application, the application shall be num

bered and registered as a suit between the applicant as plaintiff and the decrie -holder

as defendant, and the Court shall proceed to investigate the matter in dispute in the

same manner and with the like powers as if a suit for the property had been instituted

by the applicant against the decree -bolder.

6. - The decision of the Court under the provisions contained in either of the last

preceding paragraphs shall be of the same force or effect as a decree in an ordinary

suit; and no fresh suit shall be entertained between the same parties or persons

claiming under them iv respect of the same cause of action.

CHAPTER XII.-- EXECUTION OF DECREES FOR MONEY BY ATTACHMENT

OF PROPERTY .

LXXVI.- If the decree be for money, and the amount thereof is to be le vied

from theproperty of the person against whom the same may have been pronounced ,

the Court shall caus.. the property to be attach d in the manner following :

2.- Where the property shall consist of goods, chattels, or other moveable pro

perty in the possi'ssion of the defendant , the attachment shall be maile by actual

seizure , and the Sheriff or other officer shall keep the same in his custody, and shail

Le responsible for the due custoily thereof.

3.- Where the property sh ill consi- t of goods, chattels, or other moveable

property to which the defendant is entitled subject to a lien or right of some other

person to the immediate possession thereof the attachment shall bemade by a written
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order prohibiting the person in possession from giving over the proprty to the

defendant,

4.- Where the property shall consist of lands, houses, or other immoveable

property , or any interest therein either at law or in equ.tv, i he attachment shall be

made by a written order prohibiting the defendant from alienating te property by

sale, gift, or in any other way , and all persons from receiving the same by purchase,

gift, or otherwise .

5. - Wnere the property shall consist of debts not being negotiable instruments,

or of shares in any puble cimpany or corporation , the attachment shall be made by

a written order prohibiting the creditor from receiving the debts,and the debtor from

making payment thereof to any person whomsoev'r, until the further order of the

Court, or prohibiting the person in whose name the shares may be standing from

making any transfer of the shares or receiving payment of any dividends thereof, and

the manag - r, secretary , or other proper officer of the company or corporation from

permitiing any such transfer or making any such payment, until such further order,

6.- Property in the custoily or unler the control of any public officer in his

official capacity shall be liable ti attachment in execution of a decree with the consent

of the Attorney-General,and property in custodia legis shall be liabl. also to attachment

by leave of the Court. In such cases, the ord : r of attachment must be served on such

public officer, or on the Registrar, as the case may be .

7.-Where the property shall consist ofa ne otiable instrum nt, and attachment

shallbe made by actual se zure, andthe Sieriff or other officer shall b.ing the same

into Court, and such instrument shall be hell subject to the further orders of the

Court.

8. - In the case of goods , c'attels, or other moveable property not in the

possession of the defendant, an office copy of the order shall be delivered to the person

in possession of the property. In the case of lands, bouses, or other immoveable

property, or any interest therein, an office copy of the order shall be registered in the

Land Office under Ordinance No. 3 of 1814. In the cases of debts, office copies of the

order shall be delivered to or served upon each individual debtor. Anil in case of

shares in the capital or joint-stock of any puble company or corporation , an office

copy of the order shall be delivered to or served upon the manager, secretary, or other

proper officer of the company or corporation.

9. - After any attachment shallhave been made by actual seizure, or by written

order as aforesaid, and in the case of an attachment by written order, after it shall

have been duly intimated and made known in manner aforesaid , any alienation

without leave of the Court ofthe property attached , whether by sale , gift , or otherwise,

and anypayment of the debt or debts or dividends,or saares to the defendant during

the continuance of the attachment, shall be null and void .

10. - In every case in which a debtor shall be prohibited from making payment

of his debt to the cre litor, he may pay the amount into Court, and sucb payment

shall have the same effect as payment to the party entitled to receive the debt.

11.-In all cases of attachment under this chapter, it shall be competent to the

Court, at any time during the attachment, to direct thatany part of the property so

attached as shall consist of money or bank -notes, or a sufficient part tbereof, ball be

paid over to the party applying for execution of the decree, or that any part of the

property so attached as may not consist of money or bank -notes, so far as may be

necessary for the satisiaction of the deciee, shall be sold, and that the money which

may be realized by such sale, or a sufficient part thereo , shall be paid to such party.

12. — When the property attached shall consist of debts due to the party who

may be answerable for the amount of the decree, or of any lands, houses, or other

immoveable property, it shall be competent to the Court to appoint a manager of the

said property with power to sue for the debts, ani to collect the rents or other

receipt and profits of the land or other immoveable property, and to execute such

deeds or instruments in writing as may be necessary for the purpose, and to pay and

apply such rents, profits, or receipts toward the payment of the amount of the decree

and costs : cr wben the property attached shall consist of land , if the judgment debtor
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can satisfy the Court that there is reasonable ground to believe that the amount of

the judgment may be raised by the mortgage of the land , or by letting it on lease , or

by disposing by private sale of a portion of the land, or any other property

belonging to the judgment debtor , it shall be competent to the Court, on the

application of the judument debtor, to postpone the sale for such period as it may

think proper, to enable the judgment debtor to raise the amount. In any case in

which a manager shall be appointed under this section , such manager sball be bound

to render due and proper accounts of his receipts and disbursements , from time to

time, as the Court may direct .

13. - Iftheju gment debtor shall be absent from the Colony , and it shall appear to

the satisfaction of the Court that the public sale of any of bis property which has been

attached , consisting of lands, houses, or any interest therein, is objectionable, and

that satisfaction of the decr: e may be maile within a reasonable period by a temporary

alienation of such property, the Court may , of its own motion, instead of proceeding

to a public sale of such property, order that provision be made for the satisfaction

of the decree by mortgage thereof, and may authorize the Registrar , if necessary , to

execute the mortgage deed in lieu of the judgment debtor, or any other necessary

parties, and maymake such orders in relation to such mortgage as may be requisite

to carry out this provision ; and the execution of such mortgage died by the Registrar

shall have the same effect as the execution thereof by the judgment debtor, or other

necessary parties .

14. If the amonnt decreed with costs and all charges and expenses which may

be incurred by the attachment be paid into Court, or if satisfaction of the decree be

otherwise made, an orler shall be issued for the withdrawal of the attachmeut; and

if the defendant shall desire it , and shall deposit in Court a sum sufficient to cover

the expens ', the ordershall benotified in the samemanner as hereinb. fore prescribed

for the notificati in of the attachment ; and such steps shall be taken as may be

necessary for staying further proceedings in execution of the decree .

Of Claims to Attached Property.

LXXVII. - In the event of any claim being preferred to, or objection offered

against, the sale of lands or any other immoveable or moveable prop -rty which may

have been attached in execution of a decree or under any order for attachment made

before judgment, as not liable to be sold in execution of a decree against the defendant,

the Court shall, subject to the proviso contained in the next succeeding section,

proceed to investigate the same with the like powers as if the claimant had been

originally made a defendant to the suit, and if it shall appear to the satisfaction of

the Court that the land or other immoveable property was not in the possession of

the party agairst whom execution is sought, or of some person in trust for him , or in

the occupancy of persons paying rent to him at the time when the property was

attached, or that being in the possession of the party himself at such time, it

was so in his possession not on his own account, or as his own property, but on

account of, or in trust for, some other person, the Court shall make an order for

releasing the said property from attachment. But if it shall appear to the

satisfaction of the Court that the land or other immoveabl
e or moveable property was

in possession of the party against whom execution is sought, as his own property, and

not on account of any other pers n , or was in the possession of some person in trust

for him , or in the occupancy of persons paying rent to him at the time when the

property was attached , the Court shall disallow the claim . The party against whom

the order may be given shall be at lilerty to bring a suit to establish his right at any

time within one year from the date of the order.

2. - Tbe claim or objection shall be made at the earliest opportunity to the

Court ; and if the property to which the claim or objection applies shall have been

advertised for sale , the sale may (if it appears necessary) be postponed for the

purpose ofmaking the investigation mentioned in the last preceding paragraph :

Provided that no such investigation shall be made if it appear that the making ofthe

claim or objection was designedly and unnecessarily delayed , with a view to obstruct

ܗ
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the ends of justice, and in such case, the claimant shall be left to prosecute bis claim

by a regular suit .

Of Sale in Execution of Decrees.

LXXVIII.- Sale in execution of decree shall be made under the direction of tie

Registrar, and shall be conducted accoriling to such oders, if any, as the Comimay

make on the application of any parti s concernel,and all such sales shall be made liy

public auction : Provided that it shall be competent to the Court to authorize the

saie to le male in such other manner as it may d :em advisable.

2.-At any time within ten days from the da'e of the sale of any immovable

property, application may be male to the Court to set asiile the sale on the ground

of any material irregularity in the conduct of the sale , but no sale shall be set asile

on the ground of such irregularity unless the applicant shall prove to the satisfaction

of t : ' e Court that he has sustained substantial injury by reason of such irregularity.

3.- If no such application as is mentionell in the last preceding paragraph be

made, the sale shall be deemed absolute. If such application be made and the

objection be disal owed , the Court shall make an ord r confirming the sale ; and in

like manner if the objection be allowed , the Court shall make an order setting aside

the sale for irregularity.

4.- Wienever a sale of immovable property is set aside , tłe purchaser shall be

entitled to receive back any money deposited or paid by him on account of such

sale with or without interest, to be paid by such parties and in such manner as it

may appear prop r to the Court to direct in each instance.

5.-- Aftera sale of immoveable property shall have bec me absolute in manner

aforesaid, the Court shall grant a cer ificate to the person who may bave been declared

the purchas''r at suci sale, to the effect that he has purchased the right, title , and

interest of the defendant in the property so'd , and such certificate shall be liable to

the same stamp luty as an assignment of the same property, and when duly stamped

as afori-saill, shallbe tak n anı (leerred to be a valil transfer of such right, title , and

interest, and may be registi red in the Land Office under Ordinance No. 3 of 1811.

6.-Where the property sold shall consist of goods , chattels , or otlier move ble

property in the possession of the defendant, or to the immediate posssesion of

which the defendant is ent tl d , and of which actual seizure has been made, the

property shall be deliverel to the pure 'aser.

7.- Where the property sold sball e nsist of goods, chattels, or other moveablo

property to which the defendant is entitlel, subject to a lien or right of any person to

the immediate poss ssion thereof, the delivery to the purchaser shall, as far as prae

ticable, be made by the Sieriff iving notice to the persou in possession prohibiting him

from delivering possession of the propertyt any person except t'e purchaser thereof.

8.-If the property sold shall consist of a louse, land , or other immoveable, pro

perty, in the occupancy of a defendaz-, or some pers n on his behalf, or of some person

claiming under a title crated by the defendant subsequently to the attachment of

such properly, the Court shall, on the application of the purchaser, order delivery

thereof to be ma le by putting the party to whom the house, land, or other imwove

able property may have been soll, or any , erson whom he may appoint 10 receive

delivery on his be alf, in possession thereof, and, if need be, by removing any person

who may refuse to vacate the same.

9. - If the property sold shall consist of a b use, land , or oth r immoveable pro

perty in the occupancy of other persons entitled to occupy the same, the Court shall ,

on the application of the purc' aser, order delivery ther of to be made by affixing a

copy of the certificate of sale in some couspicuous ilace on the house, land, or other

immoveable property, in the Supreme Court building.

10 .-- Where the property sold shall consist of debts not be ng negotiable instru.

ments, or of shares in any , ublic company or corporation, the Court shall, on the

application of the purchaser, make an order prohibiting the creditor from receiving

the debts and the debtor from maki g payment thereof to any person or persons

except the purchaser ,or prohibiting the pirson in whose name the shares may be

standing, from making any transier of the shares ſo any p rson except the purcbas- r,
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or receiviny payment of any dividends thereon, and the manager, secretary , or other

proper officer of the company or corporation from permitting any such trans'er or

making any such payment to any person except the purchaser.

11.--Were the property sold shall consist of negotiable securities of which actual

seizure has been made, the same shall be delivered to the purchaser thereof.

12. - If tue indorsement, transfer, or conveyance of the party in whose nameany

negutiable security or any share in a public company or corporation is standing, or in

whom any mortgage or equity of redemption shall be vested, shall be required to

transfer the same, the Registrar may indorse the security or the certificate of the share,

or may execute such other document as may be ni cessary for transferring the same.

The indorsement or execution sball be in the following form , or to the like effect :

" A. B. by C. D., R « gistrar of the Supreme Court of Hongkong ; in a suit by E. F.

versus A. B.” Until the transfer of such security or share', i he Court may by order,

appoint some person to receive any interest or dividend due thereon, and to sign

receipts for the same; and any indorsement made or document executed, or receipts

signed, as aforesaid , shall be as valid and effectu il for all purposes, as if the same had

been made or executed or signed by the party himself.

13. - If the purchaser of any immoveable property sold in execution of a decree

shall, notwithstanding tie order of the Court , be resisted or obstructed in obtaining

possession of the property, the provisions contained in Siction LXXV. , relating to

resistance or obstruction to a party in whose favour a suit has be_n decreed in

obtaining possession of the property adljulged to bim , sball be applicable in the case

of such resistance or obstruction .

14 .-- If it shall appear that the resistane or obstruction to the delivery of

possession was occasioned by any person other than the defen:lant, claiming a right

to the possession of the prop rty sold as proprietor, mortgagee, lessee , or under any

other title, or in the delivery of possession to the purchaser, any such person

claiming as aforesaid shall be dispossessed, the Court , on the complaint of the pur

chaser, or of such person claiming as aforesaid, if made within one month from the

date of such resistance or obstruction, or of such dispossession , as the case may be,

shall enquire into the matter of the complaint, and make such order as may be proper

in the circumstances of the case. The party against whom it is given shall be at

liberty to bring a suit to establisb his right at any time within one year from the date

thereof.

Of the Execution of Decrees by Imprisonment.

LXXIX . - When a defendant is committed to prison in execution of a decree , the

Court shall fix whatever monthly allowance it shall think sufficient for bis subsistence,

not exceeding twenty -five cents per day, which shall be paid by the party at whose

instance the decree may have been executed, to the superintendent of the gaol , by

monthly payments in advance, before the first day of each month , the first payment

to be made for such portion of the current monta as may remain unexpired before

the defendant is committed to prison.

2.- In case of the serious illness of any d - fendant imprisonel under a decree for

debt, it shall be lawful für the Court, on the certificate of the Colonial Surgeon , to

make an order for the removal of the defen 'ant to the Gov rument Civil Hospital,

and for his treatment there under custody until further order, and the period of the

defendant's stay in hospital sball be counted as part of his term of imprisonment for

debt, and his subsistence money shall be paid as if no such order bad been nade.

3.--A defendant shall be released at any time on the decree being fully satisfied,

or at the request of the person at whose instance he may hav: been imprisoned , or on

such persou omitting to pay the allowance as above directed. No person shall be

imprisoned on account of a decree for a longer period than one year, or for a longer

period than six months if the decree be for payment of money not exceding five

bundred dollars, or for a longer period than three months if the decree be for the

payment of money not exceeding one hundred dollars .

4. - Sums disbursed by a plaintiff for the subsistence of a defendant in gaol shall

be added to the costs of the decree, and shall be recoverable by the attichment and
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sale of the property of the defendant; but the di fendant shall not be detained in

custody or arrested on account of any sums so disbursed .

5.- Any person in confinement under a d cree may apply to the Court for his

discharge. The application shall contain a full account of all property of whater.r

nature belonging to the applicant, whether in expectancy or in possession, and whether

held exclusively by bimse If or jointly with others, or by others in trust for him(except

the necessary wearing apparel of himself and his family and the necessary implements

of his trade), and of the places respec ively where such property is to be found ; and

such application shall b . subscribed by the applicant and verified on affidavit.

6.- On such application being maile, the Court shall cause the execution creditor

to be furnished with a copy of the accountof the defendant's property and shall fix a

reasonable period within which the execuiion creditor may cause the whole or any

part of such property to be attached and sold, or may make proof that the defendant's

inability to satisfy the decree is attributable to unjustifiable extravagance in living , or

that the defendant, for the purpose of procuring his discharge without satisfying the

decree , has wilfully concealed property, or his ri ht or interest therein , or fraudulently

transferred or removed property , or committed any other act of bad faith . If the

execution creditor shall fail to make such proof, the Court shall cause the defendant

to be set at liberty. If the execu'ion creditor shall within the time specifieil , or at

any subsequent period, make such proof to the satisfaction of the Court, the Court

shall retain the defendant in confinement unless he shall bave alrealy been in con

finement on account of the decree for the full term of his imprisonment.

7.--A defendant once discharged shall not again be imprisoned on account of

the same decree, but his property shall continue liable , under the ordinary rules , to

attachment and sale until the decree shall be fully satisfiel .

8 .--All questions regarding the amountof any mesne profits which ly the terms

of the decree may have been reserved for adjustment in the execution of the decree ,

or of any mesne profits or interest which may he payable in respect of the subject

matter of a suit between the date of the institution of the suit and execution of the

decree, as well as questions relating to sums alleged to have been paid in discharge

or satisfaction of the decree or the like, and any other questions arising between

the parties to the suit in which the decree was made and relating to tbe execution of

the decree , shall be de'ermined by order of the Court .

Enforcement of Orders.

LXXX.-- Any order of the Court made in any suit or proceeding may be enforced

by leave of the Court , in the mannır hereinbefore provided for the enforcement of

decrees .

Commitment for l'isobedience to a Decree or Order .

LXXXI.- Where any person is guilty of wilful disobedience to a decree or order,

the person prosecuting the decree or order shall be entitlel to apply to the Court for

an order on the person disobeying such decree or order to show cause why he should

pot be punished for the disobedience. The Court, unless it sees good reason to the

contrary, s all , on such application, make an order accordingly.

2. - The Court shall vot grant the order except on evidence on oath or affidavit

establishing such a case as, if uncontrad cted and unexplainel, would justify the

immediate commitment of the person disobeying the decree or order.

3.-A certified copy of the order and of the affidavit or deposition on which the

order is granted shall be served on the party to whom the order is directed .

4. - On the return -day of the order, if the person to whom it is directed does not

attend and does not establish a sutficient excuse for not attending, and if the Court is

satisfied that the order has been duly served ,--or it' he attends and does not show

cause to the satisfaction of the Court why he should not be punished for the

disobedience, -- the Court may issue a warrant for his commitment to prison .

5.— The Court may enlarge the time for the return to the order, or may, on the

return of it and under circumstancts which would strictly justify the immediate

commitment of the person guilty of the disobedience, direct tbat the warrant for bis
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commitment shall issue only after a certain time, and in the event of his continued

disobedience at that time to the decree or order in respect of which he has been

guilty of disobedinc ?.

6.- A person committed for disobedience to a decree or order is liable to be

detained in custody until he has obeyed the decree or vrder in all things that are to

be immediately per ormed, and given such security as the Court thinks fit to obey

the otber parts of the decree or order (if any) at the future times tiereby appointed,

-or in case of his no longer having the power to obey the decree or order, then until

he Las been imprisoned for such time or until he has paid such fine as the Court

directs .

PART IV..

FOREIGN ATTACHMENT AND OTHER SPECIAL SUITS.

CHAPTER XIII .

Foreign Attachment.

LXXXII.--Procer dings by forei: n attachment may be taken in manner herein

after prescrib : d in all suits founded on contract or for detinue or trover, provided

that the cause of action arose within t e jurisd:ction :

2. - Upon t'e filing in Court by the paintiff' in any such suit of an affidavit to

the following effect , that is to say :

(a .) That the cause of action arose within the jurisdiction ;

(b .) That theplaintiff has taken outa writ of summonsagainst the defen lant,

but that the defendant is absent from the Colony, or that there is pro

bable cause to believe that the defendant is concealing himself to evade

proceedings ;

( C.) l'hat the defendant is beneficially entitled to lands, or to any interest

therein within the jurisdiction , or tw any moneys, s curities for money,

goods, chattels, or other property wliat- o ver, within the jurisdiction,

in the custody, or under the c ntrol of anyther person withXn tlie

jurisdiction, or tí at such other person (hereinafter called the garnisee)

is indebted to tlie defendant ;

the R vistrar may issue a writ of general attachment against all the p :opertymoveable

and immoveable of the dendaut within the juris fiction, which shall be called a wifit

of “ fore.gn .ttachment” and shall be ma le returnable not less than fourteen dats

after the date ti eroof except by s ecial leave of the Court.

3. - Absence from tle Colony shall for the purpose of proc edin s by foreign

attachirent be taken to lie absence for the time being, whether the party shall ever

have been wit in the Colony or not.

4.- Before any such writ shall issue, the plaintiff, or some one oubis be'alf, shall

enter into a bond with one or more sufficient sureties to be approved by the R gistrar

in a penal sun equal to tw ce the amount of the claim , or in anyless sum by special

leave of the Couit, the condition of which said bond shall be that in case the defendant

shall, at any time within the period limited by this Ordinance in that beball, cause

the writ to be s.'t asiile, or any julgment which may be given in the suit to be r.versed

or varied , the „ laintiff will pay to the defendant all such sums of money, damagos,

costs , and charges as the Court may order and award on account of or in relation to

the said suit, and the said attachment, or eit jer of i hem : Provides that the Court

shall not award a large amount of damages t'ian it is coinpet nt t» decree in an action

for damages, and such awari shall bar any suit fur damages in respect of such

attac! ment.

5. - The bond shall be in such forri as the Court may, from time to time, or in

any particular case , a ; prove and direct, and shall be entered into before the Registrar

and depos ted in Court; and wherever it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction

of the Court, upon aflidavit or otherwis , that under the circum - tances it is expedient

tbat the writ should issue forth with and before the bond slall have been entered into
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as aforesaid, the Court may order the writ to i-sue accordingly, upon such terms as

it shall think fit, and by the same order shall limit the time, not exceeding seven days

from the date of the issue of the writ , within which th : bond must be entered into

and deposited as aforesaid ; and in the case of default of complyin ' with the require.

ments of such order within the time thereby limited, the Courtmay dissolve the writ,

and thereuponmay award costs and dainages to the defendant in the manner herein

before provided in the case of a writ being set aside or a julg nent in the suit being

reversed or varied .

6.- All writs of foreign attachment against moveable property shall be executed

by the Sb riff.

7. — Where two or more writs of foreign attachment shall is - 11e at the suit of

different plaintiffs , ther shall take priority respectively acc rding t the date an i time

at which they reach the hands of the Sheriff for execution. The Sheriff shall indorse

upon the writ the date and time of the receipt thereof.

8. — Property in the custody or under the control of any public offi ial in his

official capacity shall be liabl- to attachment with the cons nt of the Attorn'y -G'ueral;

and pr perty in custodia lejis shall be liable to atta- hment by l ave of the C urt. In

such cases,the writ of foreign attachment must be served on such public Officer, or

on th- Registrar, as the case may b .

9. - Where the defendant is b'neficially entitlelto lands or any interest therein ,

a memorial containing a copy of the writ of foreign attachment shall be registered in

the Land Office establishment under Orlinance No. 3 of 18++ in a sp cial book to be

kept for the purpose, and to be called the “ Foreign Aftachment Boik ;" and the date

and time of such registration shall be duly noted and entered in the said book; and

in case such writ of forrign attachment shall be dissolved , or the judgment in the

suit shall be satisfied , a certificate to that off -et under the banl of the Registrar

andthe seal of the Cout may be filed at the Land Office, and thereupon thememorial

shall be deemed to have been cancelleil. The fees payable to the Land Office shall

be, for the rgi-tration of such me rorial, one dolar ; and for the filii g of such

certificate, one dollar ; and no other fees shall be chargeable by the Land Office in

respect thereof.

10.-From the time of the registration in the Land Office of the memorial of a

writ of for ign attachment, all lan ls within the jurisdiction, or any interest terein

to which th defen lant mentioned in such writ is then beneficiilly entitlel, whether

solely or jointly wib others, sha'l, to the exent of his interest therein , and subject to

Crown debts and to any bona fide prior title ther , to , to lien or charge ther on, and to

the rigts and powers of prior ircumloraniers, be attreed to satisfy the claim of the

plaintiff.

11.- From the time of the service upon the girnishee of a writ of formign attach

ment, all property whatsoever,within the jurisdiction, other than lands, or any interest

therein to which the defendant mentioned in such writ is then beneficially entitled ,

wbether solely or jointly with others, an ? which is in the custody or under the control

of the garnishee, 'a: d all debts then due or accruing due by the garnishee to the

defendant, shall, to the ext- nt of the defendant's interest therein, and subject to Crown

debts and to any bonii fiile prior title thereto, or lien or charge thereon, and to the

rights and powers of prior incumbrai cers , be respectively attached in the bands of

such garnishee, to satisfy the claim of the plaintiff.

12.- The Court may, at any time bifore judyment , upon such grounds as it shall

diem sufficient, order any pro eriy , other tian lands, or any interest therein, attached

under suc' wiii , to be sold in such mauner as it shall direct , and the ret proceeds to

be paid int , Court.

13. -- Any garnishce who shall without leave or order of the Court, at any time

after th service of the writ and before the attachment shall b . Jis olved , knowingly

and wilfully part with the custody or control of any prop - ity attached in his hands,

or remove the same ont of tle jurisdiction of the Court, or sell or dispose of the same,

or pay over any debt due by him to the defendant, excepting only to er to the use of

the plaintiff, shall pay such damages to the plaintiff its the Court shall award , and he
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shall be deemed guilty of contempt of Court : Provided that the Court shall not award

a larger amount of damages than it is competent to di cree in an action for damages,

and such award shall bar any suit for damages in a spect of such attachment.

14.- In all cases where it shali le made to ap; ir to the satisfaction of the

Registrar by affi lavit or otherwise that there is reasonable cause to believe that any

property at ached is in danger o ; bug removel out of the jurisdiction , or of being

sold, or otherwise disposed of, the Registrar may, by an orler in writing, direct the

Sheriff to seize such property and detain the same subject to the order of the Court ;

and the Sber ff shall ther upon seize and detain such property accordingly.

15.-Notice of the issue of the writ of iore gn a tachment shall be in -erted twice

in the Guzette, and twice in some local newspaper, unle - s the Court sball , by reason

of the def ndant bavirg entered an appearance, or upon any other ground, dispense

witi ihe publication of such notic ?.

10. - In cases where the place of residenceof the defendant out of the jurisdiction

shall be known, the Court may, if it shall think fit, upon the application of the

garnishee, or of any fri nd or agent of the defendant, or of its own motion, and upon

such terms as it may deem reasonable, order that notice of the wrt be sei ved upon

the defendant out of the juris luction, and that further proceedinys be stayed until

further order, but without prejudice to the attachment under the writ .

17.- After the issue of the writ of foreign attachment (but subject to the

provisions ofthe last preceding paragraph ),the plaintiff may f rthwith file his petition ,

and upon such day after the return of the writ as the Court shall appoint, may

proceed to estallist his claim as in ordinary suits in wbich there has been vue service

of the writ ofsummons and leave has been obtained to proceed ex parte.

18.--Upon the hearing of the petition, the Curt shall proceed to enquire and

deterniine whether in fact the plaintiff's case is within i he provisions herein contained

relating to foreign attichment, and whither the plaintiff has established his claim , and

shall pronounce judgment accordi gly ; and if the plaintiff shall obtain a judgment,

the Court may, at the same or any suls quent sitting, examine, or permit the plaintiff

to examine, the garnishe and any other persons , and determine what property

moveable or immovable is subject to attachment under the wrii issued .

19.-The Court may, of its own motion or at the instance of any person interested

in the enquiry, summon any person whom it may think necessary and examine him

in relation to such property, and may require the garuisbee, as well as the person

summoned as aforesaid, to produce all deeds and docum’nts in his possession or power

relating to such property.

20.--If the plaintiff shall obtain judgment, the Court may, at the time of pro

nouncing the decree in favour of the plaintiff, or at any subsequent sitting, order

that execution do issue against all or any of the property attached which the Court

shall have declared to be liable to satisfy the plaintiff's claim , and all the provisions

of this Code relating to executi in of decree in ordinary suits shall apply to execution

so ordered against the said property .

21. - If the plaintiff shall fail to obtain judgment, the Court shall t'ereupon

dissolve t e writ of foreign attachment issu d at bis suit.

22.-- Whenever there shall be two or more adverse claimants to any gooils laden

on board of any ship , and such ship shall be attached in a snit against the shipowner

for the non delivery of such goods, the Court msy, in its discretion, on the application

of the master, or of the agent of the shipowner, stay the proceedings upon such ternis

as the Court shall deem reas nable, and or ler such goods to be landed and warehoused

in custodia legis without prejudice to the master's lien thereon, and may dissolve the

attachment against the ship , and may make such orders as may be necessary for the

determinatiou of the rights of such adverse claimants upon such terms, as to security

and other matters, as may seem just.

23.-Whenever there shall be severalclaimants of any property attached or to

any interest therein , the Court may , in its discretion, summon before it all the

clain ants and may make such orders for the ascertaining of their respective rights

and for the custody of the property in the meanwhile as it sball, in its discretion ,
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think fit, either under th's provision or the provisions of this Code relating to adverse

claims and to claims to attached property.

24.- The Court may stay proceedings in any suit commenced against a garn shee

in respect of property attached in his bands, upon such terms as it shall think fit.

25.- The Court at any time before julgment, upon be ng satisfied by affidavit or

otherwise that the de’endant has a substantial ground of defence, « it der wholly or in

part, to the suit on the merits, may give leave to the defendant to defind the suit,

without prejudice tothe attachment under the writ .

26.- Thedefendant, at any time before any property attaced in the suit sball

bave been sold in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim , may apply to the Court up in

notice of motion for an order to di - solve the attachment under the writ as to the

whole or any part of the property attached, upon security bing giving to answer the

plaintiff's claim , and the Court may make such order, eii her absolutely or upon such

terms as it may deem riasonable, and in the meanwhile may stay or postpone any sale .

27.—The defendant may at any time within two years from the date of the judg .

ment, notwithstanding that the property attached , or any part thereof, shall have been

sold in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim , apply to the Court upon notice of motion

for an order to set aside the judgment and for the re-hearing ofthesuit , and for leave

to defend the same; and if it si all appear to the satisfaction of the Court that the

defendant had no notice or knowledge of the suit, and could not reasonably have made

an earlier application to the Court, and that he bad at the time of the obtaining of

the judgment and still has a substantial ground of defence, either wholly or in part,

to the suit on the merits, it shall be lawful for the Court to grant such order upon

such terins as it may deem reasonable .

28.- The reversal or setting aside of a judgment , or the disso'ving or setting

aside of any writ of foreign attachment , or any subsequent proceedings , shall not

affect the title of any bona fide purchaser for valuable consideration of any property

sold in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim .

CHAPTER XIV.

Claims against the Government.

LXXXIII.— All claims against the Government of the Colony of the same nature

as claims within the provisions of “ The Petitions of Right Act, 1860,”may, with the

consent of the Governor, be preferred in the Supreme Court, in a suit instituted by

the claimant as plaintiff against “ The Attorney General ” as defendant.

2.-It shall not be necessary for the plaintiff to issue a writ of summons, but

the suit shall be commenced by the filing and service of the petition upon the Crown

Solicit r.

3.- The Crown Solicitor shall transmit the petition to the Government, and in

case the Governor shall grant his consent as aforesaid , the suit may proceed and be

carri -d on under the ordinary procedure provided by this Code .

4. — The petition a d all other documents, notices, or proceedings, which, in a suit

of the same nature between private parties would be required to be served upon the

deeplant, shall be served upon the Crown Solicitor.

5.- Whenevir in any such suit a decree shall be made against theGovernment,

no execution shall issue thereon, but a copy of such decrie under the seal of the Court

shall be transmitted by the Court to the Government.

CHAPTER XV.

Summary Procedure on Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes.

LXXXIV . - Suits on Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes , instituted within

six months after th same becam . due andpayable, may be heird anddetermined in

a summary way as hereinafter is provid d .

2.-T.e Court shall,on application, within sev.in days from the service of the

writ of summons, give the defendant leave to defend the suit on his paying into Court

the sum indorsed , or on evidence on oath showing to the satisfaction of the Court a

good, legal , or equitable defence, or such facts as would make it incumbent on the
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huller to prove consideration, or such other facts as the Court deems sufficient to

support the application and on such terms as to security and other matters , as to the

Court seems fit ; and in that case, the Court may direct proceedings to be taken and

carried on by petition in the ordinary way.

3. - If the defendant does not so obtain leare to defend , the plaintiff, on proof of

due service of the writ of summons, shall be entitled as of courseat any time ater tbe

expiration of such seven days, 10 an immediate absolute decree for any sum not

exie, ding the sum indorsed on the writ of summons, together with interest at the

rate specified, to the date of the jułgment and with costs .

4. - After judgment the Court may, uider special circumstances, set aside the

judyment, and may stiyor set aside execution, and may give leave to do fend the suit,

if it appears to the Court reasonable so to do, on such terms as to the Court may seem

just.

5.-In any proceeding und r this section, it shall be competent to the Court to

oriler the bill or note sought to be procve led on to be forthwith deposited in Court,

and further to orler that all proceelings be saved until the plaintiff gives security

fucts.

6 .-- The holder of a disonoured bill or note shall have the same remedies for the

recovery of the expenses incurred in the voting of the same for non -acceptance or

non -payment, incurred otherwise by reason of the dishonour, as he has under this

section for the recovery of the amount of the bill or vote .

7.-The holder of a b ll or note may, if he thinks fit , obtain one writ of summons

ua ler the present provisions against all or any of the parties to the bill or note ; and

such writ of summons shall be the commencement ofa suit or suits against the parties

th rein named respectively; and all subsequent proceedings avainst such respective

parties shall be carried on, as far as may be, as if separate writs of summons had

issueil.

8. - The writ of summons or its indorsement must set forth the claims against

the parties respectiv ly , accoriling to their respectiv alleged liabilities , with suffiient

pr. cis'na and cirtainty to enable each defen ant to set up any defence on which he

inlivi nally may desire to rely.

CHAPTER XVI .

Mandamus.

LXXXV. - The plaintiff in any action except R plevin and Ejectment, may indorse

u on the writ and copy to be served , a notice that the plaintiff intends to claim a

writ of Mandamus, and the plain iff may thereupon claim in the petition either

tegether with any other demand which may now be enforced in such action, or

separa ely, a writ of Mandamus commanding the defendant to fulfil a : y duty in the

fulfilment of which the plaintiff is personally interest» .

2. - The petition in such action shall set forth sufficient grounds upon which such

claim is founded, and shall set forth that the plaintiff is personally interested ti erein ,

a : d that he sustains, or may sustain, damare by the non -performanc. of such duty

ard that performance thereof has been demanded by him , and reiused, or neglected.

3. - The proceedings in any action in with a writ of Mandamus is c2.2d shall

be the sam in all respects, as nearly as may be, as in an ordinary acti u for the

recovery of damag's.

4.- In case jud. mest s'all be given for the plaintiff that a Mandamus do issue,

it shall be lawiul for the Court, if it sha'l se : fit to issue a peremptory writ of

Mawlamus to the defendant, commanding bim fortlıwith to perform the duty to be

enforced, an l such writ in case of disobedience may be enforced by attachment.

5. - The writ of Mandamus need not contain any recita's , but shall simply

command the performane of the duty, and in other respects shall be in the form of

an ordinary wiit of ex cution , exceptthat it shall be directed to the piriy and not to

the Sheriff, and returnable f rthwith ; and no return thereto, erthpt that of com

pliance , shall be allowed , but time to return it may, upon sufficient grounds, be

allowed by the Court, either with or without terms.
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6. — The Court may, upon application by the plaintiff, besides riustead of pro

ceeding against the disobedient party by attachment, direct that tie act required to

be done may be done by the plaintiff, or some other person appointed by the Court,

at the expense of t e de:endant; an l upon the act being done, the amom of such

expense may be a sp ; tainelby the Court its lf, or by reference to the R gistrar, as

the Court may thi k fit to order; and the Court may order payment of th amount

of such expenses a'd costs , and enforce payment thereof by execution .

CHAPTER XVII.

Suits in Forma Pauperis.

LXXXVI. -Any por person , b - fore commencing or defending any a tion or

suit in the Court in his owi right or becoming poor during the pro- ressthereof,may

ap ly to the Court hy petition for leave to sue or ilefiend as a pauper, which petition

shall be snpport by an affi lav't of the peti ioner, and of twò househol ers living

in his neighbourhool, that he is not possessed of pr.perty to the am vant of fifty

dollars in valu ' , excepting wearing apparel and the matter or thing claim ] by hiin

in the action or suit if he be plaintiff, and thereupon it shall be riförel to a

barrister to ensiler the case ; and upon the petitioner pro lucing a certidentv, signed

by such barrister, that he has considre l the case , and believ : s him to have a good

canse of action or detence, as the case may be, it s'all be lawful for tine Chirt to

admit the petitionºr to stor de:end, as the cas muy be, in formi pauperis ; and

also to appoint a barrister and attorney to appear for him .

2.- No person shall be admitted to sue in forma pauperis, unless he shall bave

filed in Curt an affi lavit containing a fuil strement of ail the material fa -'ts of the

case to the best of his blief.

3.-- It in any case the Court thinks fit to ass:un a counsel or attorney to assist a

person admitted to sue or defend in form i paupris, or to consiler the case a d give

such certificate as aforesaid , the cunsel or at orney so as -igned may not refus his

assistance, unless he satisfies the Court that ie has some goo I reason for rfusing.

1.- No fe shall be t ken by any barrister or attorney so assignel, nor shall any

fees of Court be demanded by any officer or the Court from any person applying or

admitted to sue or defend as a pauper ; but if he succeed , and the costs should be

awarled to be paid by his opponent, then the barrister and the attorney so assigned,

shall be entitled to and shall receive all such fees is the Registrar of the Court shall

allow to them on taxation , and such Court fees as would, in other cases, be charge

able shall be charged and recovered .

5. - Any person having be- n admitted to sue or def nd as a pauper, and becoming

of ability (luring the progress of the cause , or mislehavin , bimself therein by any

vexatious or improper conduct or procedit, or wilfully delaying the cause , s'all, on

the same being shown to the Court, be deprivedl of all the privileges of such a loi sion .

PART V.

PROCEEDINGS BY AGREEMENT OF PARTIES.-ARBITRATION .

- MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Issure by Agreement of Parties.

LXXXVII. - When the parties to a suit are agreei as to the qu 'stion or ques.

tions of fact or of law to be decided between them , thy may state the same in the

form of an issue, an l enter into an agreement in writing, which shall not be subject

to any stamţ duty , that upon the finding of the Court in theaffirmative or the ne atire

of such issu ., a sum of money specified in the agreement, or to he ascertained by the

Court upon a question inserted in the issue for that purpose, shall be paid by one of

the parties to the other of them , or that upon such finding some property specified in

the agreement, and in dispute in the suit, shall be delivered by one of the pati's to

the other of them , or that upon such finding one or more of the parties shall lo or

perform so're particular act, or shall refrain from doing or performing some particular

act, specified in the agreement, and havin , reler nee to the matter in d spute .
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2. - If the Court shall be satisfied, after an examination of the parties and taking

such evidence as it may deem proper, that the agreement was duly executed by the

parties, and that the parties have a bona fide interest in the decision of such question,

and that the same is fit to he tried and decided , it may proceed to try the same, and

deliver its finding or opinion thereon in the manner as if the issue had been framed

by the Court, and may, upon the finding or decision on such issue give judgment for

the sum so agreed on, or so ascertained as aforesaid, or otherwise according to the

terms of the agreement; and upon the judgment which shall be so given, decree shall

follow and may be executed in the same way as if the judgment had been pronounced

in a contested suit .

Hov Questions may be raised forr the Decision of the Court by any persons interested.

LXXXVIII.— Parties interested or claiming to be interested in the decision of

any question of fact or law , may ent into an agreement, which shall not be

subject to any stamp duty, that upon the finding of the Court in the affirmative or

negative of such question of fact or law , a suo of money fixed by the parties, or to be

detained by the Court, shall be paid by one of the parties to the other of them ;

or that some propòrts, mov ableor immoreable, specified in the agreement sł all be

delivered by one of the parties to the other of them ; or that one or more of the

parties shall do or per orm some particular act or shall refrain from doing or

performing sone partie ila : art specified in the agreement. Where the agrement is

for the delivery of some property, moveabl., or immoveable, or for the doing or

performing or the refraining to do or p r.or any particular act, the estimated value

oitie property to be di livered , or to wbich the act specified may bave reference, shall

be stated in the agreement.

2. –The agrement shall be filed in Court, and , when so filed, shall be numbered

and registered as a suit between the parties interested as plaintiffs and defendants,

and all the parties to it shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Court, and shall

be bound by the statements contained ther in .

3.- The case shall be set down for hearing as an ordinary suit ; and if the Court

shall be satisfied, after hearing the parties and taking such evidence as it may deem

proper, that the agreement was duly executed by the parties, and that they have a

bona fide interest in the question of fact or law stated therein, and that the same is

fit to be tried or decid. d , it shall proceed to try the same, and deliver its finding or

opinion thereon in the same way as in an ordinary suit ; and shall, upon its finding

or deciding on the question of fact or law, give judgment for the sun fixed by the

parties, or so ascertained as aforesaid , or otherwise, according to th · terms of the

agreement, and upon the judgment which shall be so given, decree shall follow and

may be execu :ed in tle sameway as if the judgment had been pronounced in an

ordinary suit.

CHAPTER XIX .

Reference to Arbitration .

LXXXIX.- If the parties to a suit are desirous that the matters in difference

between them in the snit, or any of such matters shall be referred to the final decision

of one or more arbitrator or arbitrators, they may apply to the Court at any time

before final judgment for an order o'r ference , and such order shallbe filed with the

proceedingsin the suit.

2.- Thearbitrators shall be noninated by the par ies in such manner as may be

agreed upon between them . If the parties cannot agree with respect to the nomina

tion of the arbitrators, or if the persons nominated by them shall refuse to arcept the

arbitration, “ nd the parties ar desirous that the nomination shall be made by the

Court, the Court shall a point the arbitrators.

3.-The Court shall , by an order under its seal , refer to the arbitrators the

matters in difference in the suit which they may be required ' o determine, and shall

fix such time as it ma think reasonable for the relivery of the award, and the time

80 fixed sball be specified in the order .
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4.-If the reference be to two or more arbitrators, provision shall be made in

the order for a difference of opinion among the arbitrators, by the appointment of an

umpire, or by declaring that the decision shall be with the majority, or by empowering

the arbitrators to appoint an umpire, or otherwise, as may be a greed upon between

the parties ; or if they cannot agree, as the Court may determine.

5. - When a reference is made to arbitration by an order of Court, the same

process to the parties and witnesses whom the arbitrators, or umpire, may desire to

have examined , shall issue as in ordinary suits ; and persons not attending in com

pliance with such process, or making any other default, or refusing to give their

testimony , or being guilty of any contempt to the arbitrators, or umpire during the

investigation of the suit, shall be subject to the like disadvantages, penalties, and

punishments, by order of the Court on the representation of the arbitrators or

umpire , as theywould incur for the same offences in suits tried before the Court.

6. - When the arbitrators shall not have been able to complete the award within

the period specificd in the order from want of the necessary evidence or information,

or other good and sufficient cause , the Court may, from time to time, enlarge the

period for delivery of the award, if it shall think proper. In any case in which an

umpire s'all have been appoint :d, it shall be lawful for him to enter on the reference

in lieu of the arbitrators , if they shall have allowed their time, or their extended time,

to expire without making an award or shall have delivered to the Court, or to the

umpire, a notice in writing stating that they cannot agree : Provided that an award

shall not be liableto be set aside only by reason of itsnot having been completed

within the period allowed by the Court, unlss on proof that the delay in completing

the award arose from miscon luct of the arbitrators, or umpire, or unless he award

shall have been male after the issue of an order by the Court superseding the

arbitraticn and recalling the suit .

7. - If, in any case of reference to arbitration by an order of Court, the arbitraʻor

or umpire shall die, or refuse or become incapable to act, it shall be lawful for the

Court to appoint a new arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire in theplace of the person

or persons so dying or refusing or becoming incapable to act. Where the arbitrators

areempoweredby the terms of the order or reference to appoint an umpire , and do

not appoint an umpire, any of the parties may serve the arbitrators with a written

notice to appoint an umpire; a d if within seven days after such notice shall have

been served no umpire be appointed, it shall be lawful for the Court, upon the

application of the party having served such notice as aforesaid and upon proof to its

satisfaction of s'ich notice having been servel , to appoint an umpire . In any case of

appointment undºr this section, the arbitrators or umpire so app vinted shall have

the like power to act in the reference as if their names had been inserted in the

original order of r - ference ,

8.-It shall be lawful for the a bitrators or umpire upon any reference by an

order of Court, if they shall think fit, and it is not provided to the contrary, 'o state

their award as to the whole or any part there if in the form of a special case for the

opinion of the Court.

9.-The Court may, on the application of either party , moliy or correct an

award where it appears that a part of the award is upon matters not referred to the

arbitrators , provided such part can be separated from the other part and do's not

affect the decision on the matter referred ; or where the award is imperfect in form ,

or contains any obvious error which can be amended with ut affecting such decision .

The Court may also, on such application, make such order as it thinks just respecting

the costs of the arbitration , if any qu stion arise respecting such costs and the award

contain no sufficiert provision concerning them .

10.-In any of the following cases the Court shall have power to remit th “ award

or any of the matt rs referred to arbitration for reconsideration by the arbitrators or

umpire, upon such terms as it maythink proper, that is to say :---

( a .) If the award has left undetermined some of the matters referred to

arbitration, or if it has determined matters not referred to arbitration ;

( 6.) If the award is so indefinite as to be incapable of execution ;
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( c.) If an objection to the legality of the award is apparent upon the face of

the award .

11.- No award shall be liable to be set saide exc pt on the groun l of perversevess

or misconduct of the arbitrator or umpirº. Any application to set aside an award

shall be made within fifteen days after the publication thereof.

12.-If no application shall l ave been make to set aside the award , or to remit

t . same, or any of the matters referred for reconsideration , or if the Court shall have

refuse lany such application, either party nay file the award in Court, and the award

shall thereupon have the same force and effect for all purposes as a judgment.

13. - When any person shall be an instrument in writing agree that any

differences between them , or any of them , shall be referred to the arbitration of any

persons named in the agreement, application may be made by the parties thereto, or

any of them , that the agreement be filed in Court. On such application being made,

the Court shall direct such notice to be given to any of the parties to the agreement,

otlier than the applicants, as it may think neces-ary, requiring such parties to show

e use, within a time to be specified , why the agreement should not be filed.

The application shall be numbered and registered as a suit between the parties

interested as plaintiffs and defndants. If no sufficient cause b2shown against the

filing of the agreement, the agreement, shall be filed and an order of reference to

arbitration shall be made therton. The several provisions of this chapter, so far as

they are not inconsistent with the terms of any agreement so filed, shall be applicable

to all proceedings under the order of reference and to the award or arbitration and to

enforcement of such award .

14. -When any matter bas been referred to arbitration without the intervention

of the Court and award has been made, any person interested in the award may,

within six months from the date of the awarı, make application to the Court that

the award be filed in Court . The Court shall direct notice to be given to the parties

to the arbitration other than the applicant, requiring such parties to show cause ,

within a time to be specified , why th award should not be filed . The application

shall be numbered and registered as a suit between the applicant as plaintiff and the

other parties as defendants. If no sufficient cause be shown against the award the

awarl shall be fild, au I shall thereupon have the same force and effect for all purposes

as a julyment.

CHAPTER XX . - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Aliurament.

XC . - Nothing in the Code shall affect thpower of the Court to defer or aljourn

1.6h2iing or determination of any sui , matter, proceeding, or app'ication, for such

time a ! on such ternis as justice requires.

Amendment.

XCI.-- Norhing in this Cucle shall affect the power of the Court to order or allow

qiy amendment of any writ, vetition , answer, notic ., or other document whatever, at

time on suh terms as ju tice r quir -s.

Pourer of Court as to Time.

XCII.-- .Noting in the Cole shall affect the power of the init to enlarge or

al jy the timeapo ntelor allowed f'r the doing of any act, or the taking of any

g on such i rois as justice liquires.

2.- Where tlp Cour: is by this Cole, or oth rwie, authorised to appoint the time

for the doing of a!.! act, or this taking of any proces dings, or to enlarge the time

21. juuntei or a lowed for that purpose by this Codle, or otherwise, and Court may

further e : lurg any time so appointed or enlarged hy it on such tertus as seem just,

w ? thereapplicatin for further oularg mentbe maile before or after the expiration

0 . !!..lme alreadly allowed . Pri vided that no such .urther enlargement shall be made

as it appears to the Court to lip requ red for the purposes of justice and not

FU , ht mirely for delay.

proce ?
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deem propr.

Computation of Time.

XCIII. - Where by this Code , or any special order or the course of the Court,

any limit: d time from or after any date or event is appointed or allowed for the doing

of anyart or tle taking of any proceding, and suc'i time is not limited by hours, the

co :nputation of such limited time shall not include the day of such date or of the

happening of such event, but siall comme ice at the beginning of the next following

day, and the act or proceeding must be done or taken at latest on the last day of

such limited time, according to such computation.

2.- Where the limited time so app vinted or allowed is less than six days , tits

foll : wing days shall not be reckoned in the computation of such time ; namely :

Sunday , Good Friday , Monday and Tuesday in Easter Week, Christmas Day, and

the day next before a d next after Christmas Day, and any public holiday or day set

apart as a fast or thanksgiving dav.

3 .--Where the time for the doing of any act or the taki.g of any proceeding

expires on one of the days last-men'ionel, the act or proceeling shall be consiue red

as done or taken in due time if de or taken on the next lay afterwards , that is , not

one of the last -menti nel days.

4.- The day on which an orler that a plaintiff lo give security for costs is serr - t,

and the timethenceforward uutil and including the day on which s . ch security is

given , shall be reckoned in the computation of the time allowed to a defendant ir

puttinz in his answer.

5. - lhe p riod of varation of te Supreme Court shall not be includ - 1 in tie

computation of time exeptly leave of the ('ourt.

Pouer of Court as to Costs .

XCIV . - The costs of the whole suit and of each parti«ular pr. ceeling terrin,

and of every proceeling befi* the Court, shall be in the discretion of the Court ; and

the Curt shall bave full power to a vard and apportion costs in any 11 :0011r it mily

2.-- Under t'ie d n mina : on of costs are includel the whole of the expenses

n - cassarily incarrel hy ei her party on a count or the suit, and in euforcing the deeree

made therein, such as the expense of summ iing the paries and witnesses, and of

other process, or of procuring cories of documents, law costs, costs of special juries,

chars's of witnesses , ar l espe ses of commissioners either in taking vidence or in

investigating accrunts.

3. -Until a new sưale of Court fees and fees and costs of counsel and attı rney

shill have been provile l for use under ti is Ordinance by any general rule or order

of the Supreme C urt, or otherwise, and so far as any such new scale may be

incomyle'ı, ail questions relating to the amouit ofsuch fees and costs shall be referred

to the R - istrar,who is her by empow red to determine the same ou taxation , either

with or wi : hout r. feren e to the existing sale, havin . regarl to the skill, laber, and

responsibility involved, subject nevertheless to a r view of such deter ination on

summary app'ication to the Court in chambers; and the payment of the costs all wed

on such taxation or review may be enforcod in the same manner as if the same l'ad

been fixed by any generil rule or order.

4. - The Curt may, if ' n any case it deems fit, require any party to any suit or

proceeling, either at the comnencement or at any time during the progress thereof,

to give security for costs to the satisiaction of the Court by deposit or otherwise : and

in the case of a plaii tiff, may tay proced ngs until such security be given .

Cross- Action against absent Plaintiffs.

XCV.- Whenever a suit sha'l be institutet by a pl intiff residing out of the

juris-liction , and it shall b .. mad to appear on oath or atti iavit to the satisfaction of

tlie Court that the defendant has a bona fide claim agai: st such „ laintiff which can

be conveniently tried by the Supreme Court , it shall be lawful for the Court in its

discret on to stay proceedings in the suit so instituted by the absent plaintiff until le

shall bave enter d a prarance to any cross -action institut d up the defe , dant

against the absent plaintiff in respect of such claim , upon such terms as justice

requiris.
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Seal of Court.

XCVI.--Every writ, summons, warrant, decree, rule , order, notice and other

document issuing from the Court shall be sealed with the seal of the Court, and be

returned for the purpose of being filed in Court.

Publication of Notices .

XCVII .-In all cases in which the publication of any notice is required, the same

may be made by advertisement in the Gazette, unless otherwise provided in any

part.cular case by this Code, or otherwise ordered by the Court.

Forms.

XCVIII .-Until special forms shall be prescribed for use under this Code, by any

general rule or order of Court , and so far as the same may be incomplete, all forms

at present in use in the Supreme Court , with such variations and additions asmay be

required to be made therein , may be used for the purpose of carrying out the pro

visions of this Code, and shall , as regards the form thereof, be valid and sufficient.

Amendment of Code.

XCIX.-Any amendinent in the provisions of this Ordinance, whether by way of

repeal, variation,substitution, or addition, may, if deemed expedient, be made by a

resolution of the Legislative Council , to be published in the Gazette ; and every

amendment so made and published shall have the same force and effect for all pur

poses as if the same had been made by Ordinance, and shall in like manner come

into immediate operation, subject to disallowance by Her Majesty.

Commencement of Ordinance.

C. — This Ordinance shall commence and take effect on such day as shall here

after be fixed by proclamation under the hand of the Governor.
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STANDING ORDERS AND RULES

FOR

THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF HONGKONG .

GENERAL RULES.

I.-Two days' notice shall be given of a'y meeting of Council to each member

by the Clerk of Councils ; but, in cases of urgency, the Governor may dispense with

the necessity of the two days' notice.

Should circumstances occur to render a meeting on any day appointed for the

same inconvenient, the Council may be adjourned to such early dav as the Governor

shall appoint by a notice in writing, to be transmitted to each member by the clerk

one day prior to the period which h'd been appointed.

II. - The hour of meeting, except under special circumstances, shall be at 2.30

P.M.; and if any member shall move that the Council do adjourn , and if such motion

be seconded , it shall be put to the vote .

III.--No member shall absent himself from Council, without com.sunicating to

the Governor his inability to attend .

IV. -As soon as five members, exclusive of the Governor, shall be present after

the hour appointed for the meeting of Council, the Governor shall take the chair,

and will direct the clerk to read the minutes of the last meeting, which , having been

approved , or corrected if necessary, shall be confirmed by the Governor.

V. - Should a quorum of members not be present at the expiration of fifteen

minutes from the time for which the Council shall have been summoned on any

particular day, the meeting shall stand adjourned to such time as shall be directed

by the Governor. Notice of the said a ljournment sball be sent by the clerk to the

Members.

VI.- Any member desiring the minutes to be corrected, shall propose such

correction iminediately after the minutes are read, and such correction shall be

forthwith admitted or rejected by the Council .

VII. —No question shall be asked in Council or proposed for debate without

notice of at least three days to the Clerk of Councils. All such questions shall be

entered in a book called “ The Order Book ” (wbich shall be kept by the clerk ), in

the order of priority of time at which the same shall bave been transmitted. Measures

proceeding originally from the Governor need not be inserted in the Order Book.

VIII.— With the exception of questions of privilege, which shall take precedence

of all others , all business shall be taken in the order in which it appears in the Order

Book : unless , on motion made by permission of the Governor, and carried,preference

be given to any particular subject.

IX.- The Governor shallpreserve order, and decide on all disputed points of

order.

X.—Every motion or amendment, except for adjournment, must be in writing,

and must be seconded before it can be put to the vote .

XI.—No member shall be allowed to read any speech, but may obtain permission

to introduce documentary matter.
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XII.- Every member in discussing any question shall address the Governor ;

and should le wish to allude to the speech or opinion of any other member, should

avoid employing his name. Official members may be designated by their appoint

ments.

XIII. - If two or more members wish to sp.ak at the same time, the Governor

shall call on the one entitled in his opinion to pre-audience.

XIV. - On any question being put, every memler present is required to give his

vote in the distinct terms “ Aye ” or “ No , leginning with the junior,—the clerk

minuting the vote of each member; after which le sball declare the number of votes

for and against the question.

XV . - Any member may protest in writing against any decision of the Council,

provided le give notice of his intention immediately after such decision , and that

such written protest be delivered to the clerk within seven day after such decision .

It shall be competent tu the Council to expunge any passage deemed offensive in

such protesto

XVI.-- The members of Council shall have fr edom of spiech , and s'all not at

any time be questioned by Government for anything they have said therein .

XVII.- In the general discussion , no member shall be at liberty to speak more

tlan ene ', except in explanation, or on the clanses of a Bill in committee, but a

reply sivell balit wed to a member who has made a substantive motion , not being an

amendment.

XVIII.- In the abs -nce of the Governor at any meeting of the Council, the

member who shall be first in precedence of those pres nt shall preside and ex reise

all such powers as may be vested in the Governor by these Standing Or lers.

CLERK OF COUNCIL.

XIX . - The Clerk , unless otherwise or lered by the Governor, shall read all

matters brought before the Council. He shall keep a journal in which shall be

entered, in the order in whici they occur, the minutes of the proceedings of the

Council.

XX.- All existing and future records and papers, and all papers heretofore or

hereafier to be laid before the C : uneil, shall le deposited with tie Clerk, who shall

be responsible for the safe custody thereof, and shall have all such pa: ers ready to

be produced lefore the Council,wbenever the same way be required by aiy member,

and such papu rs , and t'e order and journal books, shall be at all reasonable t'mes

open to the ii spection and peiusal of any member.

PETITIONS.

XXI.--Petitions may be pri sinted to the Governor by any member, immediately

after the minuts of the previous lieting have been confirmed ; and every member

presenting a petition s all satisfy Limseli tl at the petition is respectful and deserving

of presentation.

XXII . - Any memb, r may meve that such petition le real, but in so doing lie

s'all state the purport of the petition, with his reasons for wishing it read, and the

mation being seconded, the question may be put-- " whether the petition slall be

read ? "

PROGRISS OF BILLS .

XXIII. - On moving the first reading of every Bill , the grounds and reasons

upon wh ch it is found it shall be stated , « ither by the Governor, or by any official

mimler called up in by bim for the purpose ; but no discussion shall take place

ther: ( n .

XXI . - At the first reading of every Bill , the Clerk shall read the title only,

aud, ip ir iat ly after, s me day was le appointed for the second realing . Except

in «asis ciemer.eney, ieven days sball e'a ; se between the first and second reading

ora B !.
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XXV.-- Every Bill presented to the Council shall, after the first reading, unless

otherwise ordered, be published in the next issue of the Government Gazette ; and a

printed copy of such Bill sball be furnished to each member witb couvevient

despatch.

XXVI.-- An adjourr ment of the discussion to any question may be moved at

any time, and , if seconded, shall forthwith be put to the vote .

XXVII.-Aus member may prop se av amendment at any time during the

progress of a Bill , but no amendment may be proposed upon an amendment which is
under discussion . '

XXVIII.- No question can be put to the vote during the discussion of a Bill

which is substantially the same as one on which the julgment of the Council has

already been expressed),-unless for the purpose of correcting an ei ror, and with the

consent of the Governor.

XXIX.-Upon the motion for the second reading of a Bill , its general merits

and principles shallbe discussel , and if such second reading be assented to, the title

onlyof the Bill shall be read, and thereupon the Council sball go into committee

immediately on the clauses of such Bill, or shall appoint a future day for that

purpose.

XXX.-It shall be competent for the Council , with the consent of the Governor,

to appoint a special cammittee for the purpose of examining into and reporting to

the Council on the clauses of any B'll .. On the Bill being committed or re- committed,

the committee shall discuss its several provisions, and any proposed amendments,

and aljourn such discussion from time to time, as occasionmay require.

XXXI.--After a Bill has been approved in committee, the question to be put

shall be, " That this Bill do pass ? ” and if the question be carried in the affirmative,

tle Clerk shall read the title only of the Ordinance.

XXXII.-When any Bill shall be proposed whereby vested rights and interests

of property will be unavoidably affectel, due notice shall be given to all parties

concerned by notification in the Government Gazette, one month before the first

realing of such Bill ; and such notification shall appear at least three times in the

said Gazette ; and before going into committee on the said Bill, the same shall be

published three times in the said Gazette .

XXXIII.-- In cases of emergency, or where no amendments whatever, or only

amendments of an unimportant nature,s'all be proposed to be madeto a Bill, it may

be moved that the Standing Rules relative to the reading and commitment oftheBill

be suspended ; and if adopted by two -thirds of the members present , and sanctioned

by the Governcr, it may be carried through its several stages at one sitting.

PRIVAT RIGHTS.

XXXIV.-- IO any case where individual rights or interests of property may be

peculiarly affected by any proposed Bill , all parties interested may , on motion made,

s corded, and carried , be heard before the Council, or any committee thereof, either

in person or by their advocate .

WITNESSES.

XXXV . - When it is intended to examine any witnesses , the member, or the

petitioner, ri quiring such witnesses , shall deliver to the Clerk a list containing the

names and residences of such witnesses, at l - ast two days before the day appointed

for their examination . The evidence of every such witness shall be taken down by

the clerk and be signed by the witness .

XXXVI. - The Standing Rules and Orders of the 12th day of July , 1858, are

hereby rescinded .

Passed the Legislative Council of Hongkong, this 2nd day of July, 1873 .

L. D'ALMADA E CASTRO,

Clerk of Councils,



TREATIES WITH CHINA .

GREAT BRITAIN .

TREATY BETWEEN HER MAJESTY AND THE EMPEROR OF CHINA.

SIGNED IN THE ENGLISH AND CHINESE LANGUAGES, AT NANKING,

29TH AUGUST, 1842. -

Ratifications Exchanged at Hongkong, 26th June, 1843 .

.
.

Her Majesty, the Qu en of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Irelant ,

and His Majesty the Emperor of China, being desirous of puting an end to the

misunderstandings and consequent hostilities which have arisen betwe n the two

countries, have resolved to conclude a treaty for that purpose, and have therefore

named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say : Her Majesty the Queen of Great

Britain and Ireland, Sir H. nry Pottinger, Bart., a Major-General in the service of

the East India Company, &c ., & c.; and His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China,

the High Commissioners Ke-ying, a Member of the Imperial House, a Guardianof

the Crown Prince , and General of theGarrison of Canton : and lipú, of the Imperial

Kindred, graciously permitted to wear the insignia of the first rank,and the distinc

tion of a peacock's leather, lately Minister and Governor-General, & c ., and now

Lieut.-General commanding at Chapú : - Who, after baving communicated to each

other their respective full powers, and found them to be in good and due forin , have

agreed upon and conclud d the following Articles :

Art . I.--- There shall henceforward be peace and frien Iship between Her Majesty

the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and His Majesty the

Emperor of China, and between their respective subjects, who sball enjoy full security

and protection for their persons and property within the dominions of the other .

Art. II. –His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees that British subjects, with

their families and establishments, shall be allowed to reside, for the prirpose of carry;

ing on their mercantile pursuits, without molestation or restraint, at the cities and

towns of Canton, Amoy, Foo-chow-foo , Ningpo, and Shanghai; and Her Majesty the

Queen of Great Britain , &c . , will appoint superintendents, or consular officers, to

reside at each of the above- named cities or towns , to be the mediuin of communication

between the Chinose authorities and the said merchants, and to see that the just

duties and other dues of the Chinese Government, as hereafter provided for, are duly

discharged by H - r Britannic Majesty's subjects.

Art. III. - It being obviously necessary and d sirable that British subjects should

bave some port whereat they may careen and refit their ships when r :quir d ,and keep

stores for that purpose, His Majesty the Emperor of China cedes to Her Majesty the

Queen of Great Britain , & c., the Island of Hongkong, to be possessed in perpetuity

by Her Britannic Majesty, her heirs and successors, and to be governed by such laws

and regulations as Hår Majesty the Q ieen of Great Britain, & c., shall see fit to direct.

Art . IV.-The Emperor of China agrees to pay the sum of six millions of dollars .

as the value of the opium which was delivered up at Canton in the month of March,

1839 , and as a ransom for the lives of Her Britannic Majesty's Superintendent and sub,

jects who had been impris ued and threatened with death by the Chinese high officers
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Art . V.-TheGovernment ofChina baving compelled the British merchants trading

atCanton to deal exclusively with certain Chinese merchants, called Hongmerchants ( or

Co- Hong) , who had teen licensed by the Chinese Government for that purpose, the

Emperor of China agrees to abolish that practice in future at all ports where British

merchants may reside, and to permit them to carry on their mercantile transactions

with whatever persons they please ; and His Imperial Majesty further agree to pay to

the British Government the sum of three millions of dollars , on account of debts due

to British subjects by some of the said Hong merchants, or Co -Hong, who have become

insolvent, and who owe very large sums of money to subjects ofHer Britannic Majesty,

Art. VI. - The Givernment of Her Britanic Majesty having been obliged to send

outan expeditionto demand and obtain redre- s fort e violent andurjust proceedings

of the Chinese high authorities tow irds H r Britannic Maje ty's officers and subjects,

the Emperor of China agrees to pay the sum of twelve millions o : dollars, on account

of expenses incurred ; and Her Britannic Majesty's pleni; otevtiary voluntarily agrees,

on behalf of Her Majesty , to deduct from the said amount of twelve millions of

dollars, any sum wbich may have ben received by Her Majesty's combined forces,

as ransom for cities and towns in China, subsequent to the 1st way of August, 1841.

Art. VII. - It is agreed that the totalamount of twenty-one millions of dollars ,

described in the three preceding artiel s, shall be paid as follows:

Six millions imm d'ately.

Six millions in 1843; that is , three millions on or before the 30th of June, and

three millions on or befor the 31st of Decembr.

Five millions in 1844 ; that is , two millions and - a -half on or before the 30th of

June and two millions an , a - half on or before tlie 31st December.

Fur millions in 1845 ; that is, two millions on or before the 30th of June, and

two millions on or before the 31st of December.

And it is further stipulated , that interest, at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum ,

shall be paid by the Government of China on any portion of the above sums that are

not punctually discharged at the periods fixed.

Art. VIII .-The Emperor of China agrees to release, unconditionally, all subjects

of Her Britannic Majesty (whether natives of Europe or India ), who maybe in confine

ment at this mou nt in any part of the Chinese Empire.

Art . IX . - The Emperor of China agrees to publish and promulyatı-, under His

imperial sign manual and seal, a full and entire amnesty and act of indemnity to all

subjects of China, on account of their having resided under, or baving had dealings

and intercourse with , or having entered tle service of Her Britannic Majesty, or of

Her Majesty's officers ; and His Imperial Majesty further en ages to release all

Chinese subjects who may be at this moment in confinement for similar reasons.

Art. X.-His Majesty the Emperor of Chiva agrees to establish at all the ports

which are, by the second article of this treaty, to be thrown open for the resort of

British merchants, a fair and regular tariff of exportand import customs and other

dues, which tariff shall be publicly notified and promulgated for general information ;

and the Emperor further engages that, when British merchandise shall have once

paid at any of the said ports the regulated customs and dues, agreeable to the tariff

to be hereafter fixed, such merchandise may be conveyed by the Chinese merchants

to any province or city in the interior of the empire of China, on paying a further

amount as transit duties , which shall not exceed per cent. on the tariff value of

such goods.

Art. XI.—It is agreed that Her Britannic Majesty's chief high officer in China

shall correspond with the Chinese high officers, both at the capital and in the provinces

under the term " communication ;" the subordinate British officers and Chinese high

officers in the provinces under the term " statement, ” on the part of the former, and

on the part of the latter, “ declaration," and the subordinates of both countries ou a

footing of perfect equality : merchants and others mit holding official situations, and

therefore not included in the above , on both sides to use the term “ representation ”

in all papers addressed to , or intended for, the notice of the respective governments.
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Art . XII . - On the assent of the Emperor of China to this treaty being received ,

and the discharge of the first instalment of noney, Her Britannic Majesty's forces

will retire from Nanking and ihe Grard Canal , and will no longer molest or stop the

trade of China. The mil tary post at Chinhae will also be withdrawn; but the islands

of Koolangsoo, and that of Chusan, will continue to be held by Her Majesty's forces

until the money payments, and the arrangements for opening the ports to British

merchants, be completed.

Art. XIII. - The ratification of this treaty by Her Majesty the Queen of Great

Britain , &c . , and His Majesty the Emperor of China, shall be exchanged as soon

as the great distance which separates England from China will admit ; but, in the

meantime, counterpart copies of it, signed and sealed by ti e plenipotentiaries on

behalf of their respective sovereigns, shall be mutually delivered, and all its provisions

and arrangements shall take effect .

Done at Nanking, and signed and sealed by the plenipotentiarics on board Her

Britannic Majesty's ship Cornwallis, this 29th day of August,1842 ; corresponding

with Chinese date, twenty -fourth day of seventh month, in the twenty -second year

of Taou Kwang.

HENRY POTTINGER,

Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary.

And signed by the seals of four Chinese Commissioners.

CONVENTION AND TREATY OF PEACE BETWEEN GREAT

BRITAIN AND CHINA, 1858-1860 .

PROCLAMATION ,

The Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, K.T. , G.C.B. Her Britannic Majesty's Special

Ambassador in China, &c. , &c . , has much satisfaction in informing Her Majesty's

subjects in China that a Convention for re -establishim nt of Peace between Great

Britair and China was concluded , and the Ratification of the Treaty of Tientsin of

the Year 1858 , duly exchang d at Peking, on the 24th of October, 1860 .

Tie Earl of Egin now publishes for general information the text of the said

Convention and Treaty, together with the text of the tariff and rules which form part

of the Treaty , and were a :reed to by him and the Plenipotentiaries of the Emperor

of China at Shanghai, on the 8th of November, 1858 .

The Earl of Elgin trusis that by a considerate treatment of the natives with

whom they may come into contact, and a faithful observance of their obligations

towards the Chinese Government, Her Majesty's subjects in China will do what in

them lies to reconcile the people and authorities of China to the changes in their

relations with foreigners which are about to be introduced under the interuational

compacts herewith promulgated - cbanges wiricb, if they be carried into effect in

such manner as to afford greater scope to the commercial activity of theChinese

people, without doing unnecessary violence to their habits and traditions , will , it may

be hoped, prove beneficial to them , and to all who have dealings with them .

Due potice will be given whenever the arrargements for carrying into execution

the provisions of this Convention and Treaty, at the Ports thereby opened to British

Trade, shall be completed .

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN .

Dated at Tientsin , i his twentieth day of November, A.D. 1860.

ELGIN AND KINCARDINE.
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CONVENTION OF PEACE BETWEEN HER MAJESTY AND

THE EMPEROR OF CHINA .

SIGNED AT PEKING , 24TH OCTOBER, 1860.

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland , and His Imperial Majesty

the Emperor of China, being alike desirous to bring to an end the misunderstanding

at presentexisting between their respective Gvernments, and to secure their relations

against further interruption , bave for this purpose appointed Plenipotentiaries, that

is to say :

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland , the Earl of Elgin and

Kincardine; and His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China, His Imperial Highness

the Prince of Kung ; wio having met and communicated to each other their full

powers, and finding these to be in proper form , have agreed upon the following

Convention , in Nine Articles : ---

Art . I. --A breach of friendly relations having been occasioned by the art or the

Garrison of Taku, which obstructed Her Britannic Majesty's Representative when on

his way to Pekin” , for the purpose of exchanging the ratifications of the Treaty of

Peace, conclu led at Tientsin in the month of June,one thousand eight hun Ired and

fifty -eight, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China expresses his deep regret at

the misunderstanding so occasioned .

Art. II. - It is further expres -ly declared, that the arrangement entered into at

Shanghai, in the month of October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty -eight,

between Her Britannic Majesty's Ambassador the Earl of Elgin avd Kincardine, and

His Imperial Majesty's Commissioners Kweiliang and Hwashana , regarding the

residence of Her Britannic Majesty's Representative in China, is hereby cancelled, and

that , in accordance with Article III. of the Treaty of one thousand eight hundred

and fifty -eight, Hr Britannic Majesty's Representative will henceforward reside

permanently or occasionilly, at Peking, as Her Britannic Majesty shall be pleased to

decide .

Art. III.-It is agreed that the separate Article of the Treaty of one thousand

eight hundred and fifty - eight is bereby apnuiled , and that in lieu of the amount of

inde unity therein specified, His ImperialMajesty the Emperor of China shall pay

the sum of eight millions of taels, in the following proportions or instalnients,namely,

-at Tientsin, on or be'ore the 30th day of November, the sum of five hundred

thousand taels ; at Canton , on or before the first day of December, one thousand eight

hundred and sixty , three hundred and thirts -three thousand and thi ty -three taels,

less the sum which shall have been advanced by the Canton authorities towards the

completion of the British Factory site of Shameen ; and the remainder at the puits

open to foreign trade , in quarterly payments, which stall consist of one-fifth of

the gross revenue from Customs there collected ; the first of the said payments being

due on the thirty -first day of December, one thousand eight hundrel and sixty, for

the quarter terminating on that day.

It is further agreed that these moneys shall be paid into the hands of an officer

wbom Her Britannic Majesty's Representative shall specially app . int to receive them,

and that the accuracy of the amounts shall, before payment, be duly ascertained by

British and Chinese officers appointed to discbarge this duty.

In order to prevent future discussi in it is moreover declared that of the eight

millions of taels herein guaranteed , two millions will be appropriated to the

indemnification of the British Mercantile Community at Canton, for losses sustained

by them ; and the r maining six millions to the liquidation of war expenses.

Art. IV.-It is agred that on the day on which this Convention is signel, His

Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China shall open the port of Tientsin to trade, and

that it shall be thereafter compet nt to British subjects to reside and trade thera,

under the con litions as at any other port of China by Treaty open to trade.

Act . V.-As soon as the ratifications of the Treaty of one thousand eight hun red

and fifty -eight shall have been exchanged, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of

mm
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China, will, by decree , command the high authorities of every province to proclaim

throughout their jurisdictions that Chinese, in choosing to take service in British

Colonies or other parts beyond sea, are at perfect liberty to enter into engagements

with British subjects for that purpose, and to ship themselves and their families on

board any British vessels at the open ports of China ; also , that the high authorities

aforesaid shall, in concert with Her Britannic Majesty's Representative in China,

frame such regulations for the protection of Chinese emigrating as above as the

circumstances of the different open ports may demand.

Art. VI.- With a view to the maintenance of law and order in and about the

harbourof Hongkong, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to cede to

Her Majesty the Queen of Griat Britain and Ireland, Her heirs and successors, to

have andto hold as a dependency of Her Britannic Majesty's Colony of Hongkong,

tuat portion of the township of Kowloon in the province of Kwang-tung, of which a

l-ase was granted in perpetuity to Harry Smith Parkes , Esquire,Companion of the

Bath, a Member of the Allied Commission at Canton , on behalf of Her Britannic

Diajesty's Government, by Lau Tsung-kwang, Governor General of the Two Kwang.

It is further declared that the lease in question is hereby cancelled, that the

claims ofany Chinese to property on the said portion of Kowloon shall be duly

investigated by a mixed Commission of British and Chinese officers, and that

compensation shall be awarded by the British Government to any Chinese whose

claim shall be by that said Commission established, should his removal be deemed

Lettssary by the British Government.

Art . VII.- It is agreed that the provisions of the Treaty of one thousand eight

hundred and fifty-eight, except in so far as these are modified by the present

Convention , shall without delay come into operation as soon as the ratifications of

the Treaty aforesaid shall have been exchanged. It is further agreed, that no separate

ratification of the presint Convention shall be necessary , but that it shall take effect

from the date of its signature, and be equally binding with the Treaty above mentioned

on the high contracting parties.

Art. VIII. - It is agreed that, as soon is the ratifications of the Treaty of the

year one thousand eight hundred and fifty -eight shall have been exchangud, His

Imperial Maji sty the Emperor of China shali, by decree ,commandthe high authorities

in the capital, and in the provinces, to print and publish the afort said Treaty and the

foresent u invention for general information .

Art. IX . - It is agreed that, as soon as the Convention shall have been signed ,

the ratification of the Treaty of the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty - eight

shall have been exchangel, and an Imperial Decree respectin , the publication of the

said Convention and Treaty shall have been promulgated, as provided for by Article

VIII. of this Convintion , Chusan shall be evacuated by Her Britannic Majesty's troops

there stationed , and Her Britannic Majesty's force now lefore Peking shall commence

its march towards the city of Tientsin,the forts of Taku, the north coast of Shan - tung,

and city of C'int »n , at each or all of waich places, it shall be at the option of Her

Majesty the Quren of Great Britain and Ireland, to retain a force , until the indemnity

of eight millions of taels , guaranteed in Article III . , shall have been paid .

Done at Peking , in the Court of the Board of Ceremonies, on the twenty - fourth

day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundrel and sixty.

( L.s. ) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE.

Seal of Signature of

Chinese Chinese

Plenipotentiary Plenipotentiary .



TREATY

OF PEACE , FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION,

BETTEEN IIER MAJESTY AND THE EMPEROR

OF CHINA .

SIGNED AT TIENTSIN , 26TH JUNE , 1858 .

Ratifications Echanged at Peking, 24th October, 1860.

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingilom of Great Britain and Ireland

and His Majesty the Emperor of China, being desirous to put an end to the existing

misunderstanding between the two countries, and to place their relations on a more

satisfactory footing in future, have resolved to proceed to a revision and improvement

of the Treaties existing between them ; and , for that purpose, lave named as their

Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland , the Right Honourable the

Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, a Peer of the United Kingdom , and Knight of the

Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the Thistle ;

And His Majesty the Emperor of China,the High Commi- sioners Kweiliang, a

Senior Chief Secretary of State , styled of East Cabinet, Captain -General of the

Plain White Banner of the Manchu Banner Force, Suprintendent-General of the

Administration of Criminal Law ; and Hwashana, one of His Imperiał Majesty's

Expositors of the Classics , Manchu President of the office for the regulation of the

Civil Establishment, Captain -General of the Bordered Blue Banner of the Chinese

Banner Force, and visitor of the office of Interpretation ;

Who, after having communicated to each other their ri spective full powers , and

found them to be in good and due form , have agreed upon and concluded the following

Articles :

Art . I. - The Treaty of Peace and Amity between the two nations, signed at

Nanking on the twenty ninth day of August,in the year eighteen hundred and forty

tw , is hereby renewed and confirmed .

The Supplem ntary Treaty and Gen ral Regulations of Trade having been

amended a d improvedl, and the substance of their provisions having been incorpor

atd in this Treaty, the said Supplementary Treaty and General R gulations of Trade

are hereby abrogated .

Art . II.- For the better.preservation of hirony in futur , Her Majesty the

Queen of Grat Britain and His Majesty theErrofChina mutually agree that,

in accordance with the universal practice o : great and fri ndly nations , Her Majesty

the Queen may, if she see fit, appoint Amb.ssadors, Ministers, or other Diplomatic

Agents to the Court of Pekiig; and His Majesty the Emperor of China may, in like

manner, if he se fit, appoint Ambassadors, Ministers , or other Diplomatic Agents to

the Court of St. James.
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Art . III.--His Majesty the Emperor of China hereby agrees that the Ambassador,

Minister, or other Diplomnatic Agent, so appointed by Her Majesty the Queen of

Great Britain, may reside, with his family and establishment, permaneutly at the

capital, or may visit it occasioually at the option of the British Government. He

shall not by called upon to perford any ceremony derogatory to him as representing

the Sovereignof an in lependentnation on a tootingof equality with tbat of China.

On the other hand, he shall use the same forms of ceremony and respect to His

Majesty the Emperor as ar employed by the Ambassa lors, Ministrs, or Diplomatic

Agents of Her Majesty towardsthe Sovereigns of independent a d equal European

nations.

It is further agreed , that Her Majesty's Government may acquire at Peking a

site for building, or may hire houses for he accommodation of Her Majesty's Mission ,

and that the Chicese Gyvernment will assist it in so doing.

Her Majesty's Representative sliall be at liberty to choose his own servants and

attendants, who shall not be subjected to any kind of molestation whatever.

Any person guilty of disrespect or violence to Her Majesty's Representative, or to

any member of his family or establishment, 'n deed orworl,shall be severely punished.

Art. IV.-It is further agreed that n ) obstacle or difficulty shall be made to the

free movement of Her Majesty's Representative, and that be , anl the persons of his

suite, may come anl go , and travel at their pleasure. Hºshall, moreover, have full

liberty to send and receive his corresp 'n lence to and from any point on the sea -coast

that he may select ; and his letters and effects shall be hell sacred and inviolable.

IIe may employ, for their transmission, special couriers who shall meet with the same

protection and facilities for travelling as the persons employed in carrying despatches

for the Imperial Government; and , generally, be shall enjoy the same privileges as

are accorded to officers of the same rank by the usage and consent of Western natious.

All expenses attending the Diplomatic Missiva of Great Britiin shall be borne

by the British Government.

Art . V.-His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to nominate one of the

Secretaries of State, or a President of one of the Boards, as the high officer with

whom the Ambassador, Minister , or other Diplomatic Agent of Her Majesty the Queen

shall transact business, either personally or in writing, on a footing of perfect equality.

Art. VI.—Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain agrees that the privileges

hereby secured shall be enjoyed in her domivions by the Ambassadors, Ministers , or

Diplomatic Agen's of theEmperor of Chiua, accredited to the Court of Her Majesty.

Art. VII. - Her Majesty the Queen muy appoint one or more Consuls in the

dominions of the E nperor of China ; anl such Consul or Consuls shall be at lib :rty

to reside in any of the open ports or cities of China, as Hör Muj- sty the Queen may

consider most expedient for the interests of British commerce . Taey shall be treated

with due respect by the Chinese authorities, and enjoy the same privileges and

immunities as the Consular Officers of the most favoured nation .

Consuls an ! Vice-Consuls in charge shall rank with Intendants of Circuit ; Vice

Consuls , Acting Vice -Consuls, and Interpreters, with Prof ets. Taey shall have access

to the official residences of these officers, communicate with them, either personally or

in writing, on a footing of equality, as the interests of the public servirà may require.

Art. VIII.- Tu Christian religion, as professed by Protestants or Roman

Catholics, inculcates the practice of virtu » , ad teaches man to do as he would be

done by. Personsteaching it or professing it , therefore, shall alike be entitled to the

protection of the Chinese authorities, nor sball any such , peaceably pursuing their

calling and not offending against the laws, be persecuted or interfered with.

Art. IX.-British subjects are hereby authorised to travel , for their pleasure or

for purposes of trade, to all parts of the interior, under passportswhich will be issued

by their Consuls, and countersigned by the local authorities. These passports , if

demanded, must be produced for examination in the localities passed through . If

the passport be not irregular, the bearer will be allowed to proceed , and no opposition

shall be offered to his hiring persons, or hiring vess'ls for the carriage of his baggage

or merchandise. It be be without a passport, or if he conmit 2 :1y offence agaiust the
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law, he shall be hinded over to the nearest Consul for punishment, but he must not

be subjected to any ill-usage in excess of necessary restraint . No passports need be

applied for by persons going on excursions from the ports open to trade to a

distance not excee ling 100 li , and for a period not exceeding five days.

The provisions of this Article do not apply to crews of ships, for the due restraint

of whom regulations will be drawn up by the Consul and the local authorities.

To Nankio ", and otler cities , disturbed by persons in arms againt the Govern

ment, no pass sual be given , until they shall have been recaptured .

Art. X.- British merchant -ships shall have authority to trade upon the Great

River (Yang-tsze) . The Upper and Lower Valley of the river beiny, however,

disturbed by outlaws, no port shall be for the present opened to trade, with the

exception of Chinkiang, which shall be opened in a year from the date of the signing

of this Treaty.

So soon as peace shall have been restored, British vessels shall also be adınitted

to trade at such ports as far as Hankow , not exceeding three in numb• r , as the British

Minister, after consultation with the Chinese Secretary of State, may cletermine shall

be ports of entry and discharg ..

Art . XI. - In addition to the cities and towns of Canton, Amoy, Fuoclor, Ningpo

and Shanghai, opened by the Treaty of Nankiny, it is agreed tliat British subjects

may frequent the cities and parts of Newchwang, Tang-Chow (Cheloo ) Taiwan

( Formosa ), Chao -Chow (Swatow ), and Kiung -chow (Hainan ).

They are permitted to carry on trade with whomsoever they please , anl to proceed

to and fro at pleasure with their vessels and merchandise.

They shall enjoy the same privileges, advantages, and immunities at the said

towns and ports as they enjoy at the ports already openel to trade, incluling the right

of residence, of buying or renting houses, of leasing land therein, and of building

churches, hospitals, and cemeteries .

Art. XII. - British subjects, whether at the ports or at other places, desiring to

build or open houses, warehouses, churches, hospitals, or burial srounds shall make

their agreement for the land or buildings they require, at the rats prevailing among

the people, equitably, and withont exaction on either side.

Art. XIII. - Tue Chinese Government will place no restrictions whatever upon

the employment by British subjects of Chinese subjects, in any lawful capacity.

Art. XIV.--British subjects may hire whatever boats they please for the transport

of goods or passengers, and the sum to be paid for such boats shall be settl d between

the parties themselves, without the interference of the Chinese Government. The

number of these boats shall not be limited, nor shall a monopoly in respect either of

the boats or of the porters or coolies engag d in carrying the goods, be granted to any

parties. If any smuggling takes place in them , the off nders will, of course, be

punished according to law .

Art. XV. - All questions in regard to rights whether of property or persən, arising

between British subjects, s'all be subject to the jurisd ction of theBritish authorities,

Art. XVI. - Chin se subjects who may be guilty of any criminal act towards

British subjects shall be arrested and punished by Chinese authorities according to

the lars ofChina.

British subjects who may commit any crime in China, shall be tried and punished

by the Consul, or other public fuuctionary authorised thereto, according to the laws of

Great Britain .

Justice shall be equitably and impartially administered on both sides.

Art. XVII.- A British subject , having reason to complain of a Chinese, must

proceed to the Consulate, and state his grievance. The Consul will inqu're into the

merits of the case, and do his utmost to arruge it amicably. In like manner, if a

Chinese have reason to complain of a British subject, the Consul shall no le s listen

to his co :nplaint, and endeavour to settle it in a friendly manner. If disputes take

place of such a nature that the C insul cannot arrange them amicably, then be shall

request the assistance of the Chinese authorities, that they may to rether examine

into the merits of the case, and deci le it equitably
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Art. XVIII.—The Chinese authorities shall at all times afford the fullest

protection to the persons and property of British subjects, whenever these shall have

been subjected to insult or violence. In all cases of incen liarism or robbery, the

local authorities shall at once take the necessary steps for the recovery of the stolen

property, the suppression of disorder , and the arrest ofthe guilty parties, whom they

will punish according to law .

Art. XIX.-If any British merchant-vess. 1, while within Cinese waters, be

plundered by robbers or pirates , it shall be the duty of the Chinese authorities to use

every endeavour to capture and punish the said robbers or pirates and recover the

stolen property, that it may be handed over to the Consul for restoration to the

owner.

Art. XX.-If any British vessel be at any time wrecked or stranded on the coast

of Chiva, or be compelled to take refuge in any port within the dominions of the

Emperor of China, the Chinese autl orities , on being apprised of the fact, shall

immediately adopt measures for its relief and security ; the persons on board shall

receive friendly treatment, and shall be furnished , if necessary , with the means of

conveyance to the nearest Consular station .

Art. XXI .-It criminals , subjects of China, shall take refuge in Hongkong or

on board the British ships there, they s'all, upon due requisition by the Chinese

authorities, be searched for, and, on prooi of their guilt, be delivered up.

In like manner, if Chinese offenders take refuge in the houses or on board the

vessels of British subjects at open ports, they shall not be barboured or concealed ,

but s'all be delivered up , on due requisition by the Chinese authorities, addressed to

tie British Consul.

Art . XXII. - Should any Chinese subject fail to discharge debts incurred to a

British subject, or should he fraudulently abscond, the Chinese authorities willdo their

utmost to effect his arrest, and enforce rocovery of the debts . The British authorities

will likewise do their utmost to bring to justice any British subject fraudulently

absconding or failing to discharge debts incurred by him to a Chinese subject.

Art . XXIII.--Should natives of China who may repair to Hongkong to trade,

incur debts t eie , the recovery of such debts must be arrang d forby the British

Court of Justice on the spot : but shoull the Chinese debtors abscond, and be known

to bave property, real or personal,within the Coinese territory, it shall be the duty of

the Chinese authorities, on application by, and in concert with , the British Consul, to

do their utmostto see justice done between t . e j arties .

Art. XXIV .-It is agreed that Britih subjects shall pay, on all merchandise

imported or exported by them , the duties prescribed by the tariff; but in no case shall

they be called upon to pay other or higher duties than are required of the subjects of

any other freign nation .

Art. XXV. - Import duties shall be considered payable on the landi: g of the

goods , an i duties of export on the shipment of th- same.

Art. XXVI. - Whereas the tariff fixed by Article X. of the Treaty of Nanking

and which was estimated so as to impose on imports and exports a duty of about the

rate of tive per cent, ad valora'm , has been found, by reason of the fall in value of

various articles of mercban-lise, therein enumerate , to impose a duty upon these

considerably in excess of the rate originally assumed , as above,to be a fair rate, it is

reel that the said tariff shall be revis..d, and that as soon as the Treaty shall have

ben signel, application shall be made to the Einperor of China to depute a high officer

of the Board of Revenue to meet , at S anglai, officers to be deputed on bhalf of the

British Government, to consider its revision together, s ) that the tariff, as revised ,

may comeinto operation immediately after the ratification of this Treaty.

Art . XXVII.-It is agried that either of the high contracting parties to the

Treaty may den and a further revision of tariff, and of the Commercial Articles of bis

Treaty, at the end of ten years:; but if no demand be made on either side within six

months of the end of the first t - n years, then the tariff sball remain in force for

ten years more ,reckoned from th : end of the preceding ten years ; and so it shall be

at the end of each successive ten years.
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Art. XXVIII. — Whereas it was agreed in Article X. of the Treaty of Nanking

that British imports, having paid the tariff duties, should be conveyed into the interior

free of all further charges, except a transit duty, the amount whereof was not to

exceed a certain percentage on tariff value; and whereas no accurate information

having been furnished of the amount of such duty , British merchants have constantly

complained that charges are suddenly and arbitrarily imposed by the provincial

authorities as transit duties upon produce on its way to the foreign market, and on

imports on their way into the interior, to the defriment of trade; it is agreed that

wit in four months from the signing of this Treaty, at all ports now opento British

trade, and within a similar period at all ports that may hereafter be opened , the

authority appointed to superintend the collection of duties shall be obliged, upon

application of the Consul , to declare the amount of duties leviable on produce between

the places of production and tie port of shipment , and upon imports between the

Consular port in question and the inland market named by the Consul ; and

that a notification thereof shall be published in English and Chinese for general

information .

But it si all be at the option of any British subject desiring to convey produce

purchased inland toa port, or to convey imports from a port to an inland market, to

clear his goods of all transit duties, by payment ofa single charge. The amount of

this charge shall be leviable on exports at the first barrier they may have to pass , or,

on imports, at the port at which they are landed ; and on payment thereof a certificate

shall be issued ,which shall exemptthe goods from all furtherinland charges whatsoever.

It is further agreed that the amount of this charge shall be calculated,as nearly

as possible, at the rate of two and a half per cent. ad valorem , and that it shall be fixed

for each article at the conference to be held at Shanghai for the revision of the tariff.

It is dist nctly unders'ood that the payment of transit dues , by commutation or

otherwise, shall in no way affect the tariff duties on imports, or exports, which will

continue to be levied separately and in full .

Art. XXIX . - British merchant vessels , of more than one hundred and fiity tons

burden , shallbe charged tonnage-dues at the rate of four mace per ton ; if of one

hundred and fifty tonsand under, they shall be charged at the rate of one mace per
ton.

Any vessel clearing from any of the open ports of China for any other of the open

ports, or for Hongkong, shall be entitled , on application of the master, to a special

certificate from the Customs, on exhibition of which she shall be exempted from all

further payment of tonnage -dues in any open port of China, for a period of four

morths, to he reckoneit from the date of her port-clearance .

Art . XXX. - The master of any British merchant-vessel may, within forty -eight

hours after the arrival of h s ves.cl, but not later , decide to depart without breaking

bulk , in which case he will not be subject to pay tonnage-dues. But tonnage dues

shall be held due after the expiration of the sai i forty -eight hours. No other lees or

charge upon entry or departure shall be levied .

Art. XXXI. - No tonna ' p - dues shall be pa : able on b a's eniminred by British

subjects in the conveyance of passengers, baggage , letters , articles of provision, or

other articles not subject to duty, between an of the open ports. Il cargo -boats,

however, conveying merchandise subject to duty shall pay ti nnage-dues once in four

months , at the rate of one mace per register ton.

Art. XXXII. - TheConsul and Superintendent of Customs shall consult toge her

regarding the erection of beacons or lighthouses, and the distribution of buoys and

lightships, as occasion may demand .

Art. XXXIII.-Duties sball be paid to the bankers, autiorized by the Chinese

Government to receive the same in its behalf, either in sycee or in foreign money,

according to the assay made at Canton on the thirteenth of July , one thousand right

hundred and forty -three .

Art . XXXIV . - Sets of standard weights and measures, prepared according to

the standard issued to the Canton Custom -house by the Board of Revenne, shall be

delivered by the Superintendent of Customs to the Consul at each port , to secure

uniformity and prevent confusion .
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Art . XXXV.--Any British merchant vessel arriving at one of the open ports

shall be at liberty to engage the services of a pilot to take her into port . Iu like

manner, after she has discharged all legaldues and duties and is ready to take her

departure, she shall be allowed to select a pilot to conduct her out of port.

Art . XXXVI.- Whenever a British mercbant vessel shall arrive off one of the

open ports, the Superintendent of Customs shall depute one or more Custoins ' officers

tó guard the ship .' They shall either live in a boat of their own , or stay on board the

ship, as may best suit their convenience. Their fool and expenses shall be supplied

them from the Custom-house, and they shall not be entitled to any fe's whatever

from the master or consignee. Should they violate this regulation, they shall be

punished proportionately to the amount exacted .

Art . XXXVII. - Within twenty four hours a'ter the arrival, the ship's papers,

bills of lading, & c . , shall be lodged in the hands of the Consul, who will within a

further period of twenty-four hours report to the Superintendent of Customsthe name

if the ship, her registered tonnage, and the nature of her cargo. If, owing to neglect

on the part of the master, the above rule is not complied with, within forty -eight

hours after the ship's arrival , he shall be liable to a fine of fifty taels for every day's

delay; the total amount of pinalty , however, shall not exceed two hundred taels.

The master will be responsible for the correctnessofthe manifest, which sball

contain a full and true account of the particulars of the cargo on board . For

presenting a false manifest, he will subject himself to a fine of five hundred taels ; but

he will be allowed to correct, within twenty- four hours after delivery of it to the Customs'

officers , any mistake he way discover in his manifest, without incurring this penalty.

Art . XXXVIII. - After receiving from the Consul the report in due form , the

Superintendent of Customs shall grant the vessel a permit to open batches . If the

master shall open hatches, and begin to discharge any goods without such permission,

Le shall be fined five Lundred taels, and the goods vischarged shall be confiscated

wholly.

Art. XXXIX.- Any British merchant who has cargo to land or ship, must apply

to the Superintendent of Customs for a special permit , Cargo landled or shipped

without such permit, will be liable to confiscation.

Art. XL . - No transhipment from one vessel to another can be ma-le without

special permissi/ n , under pain of confiscation of the goods so transhipped .

Art. XLI. - When all dues and duties shall have been paid, the Superintendent

of Customs shall give a port- clearance, and the Cousul shall then return the ship's

papers , so that she may depart on ber voyage.

Art . XLII.-- With respect to articles subject, according to the tariff, to an ad

valorem uty, if the British merchant cannot agree with the Chinese officer in affixing

à value ' , then each party shall call two or three mercbants to look at the goods , and

the highest price at which any of these merchants would be willing to purchase them

si all be assumed as the value of the goods.

Art. XLIII.-- Duties shall le charged upon the net weight of each article ,

making a decluction for the tare, weight of congee, &c. To fix the tare on any articles ,

such as tea, if the British merchant cannot a ree with the Custom -house officer, then

each party shall choose so many chests out of every hundred, which being first

weigbed in gross, shall afterwarus be tared , and the average tare upon these chests

sball be assumed as the tare upon the whole ; and upon this principle shall the tare

be fixed upon all other goods and packages. If there shou'd le any other points in

dispute which cannot be settled, the British merchant may appeal to his Consul, who

will communicate the particu'ars of tle case to the Superintendent of Customs, that

it may be equitably arranged. But the appeal musi be made within twenty -four

hours or it will not be attended to . While such points are still unsettled, the

Superintender t of Customsshall postpone the insertion of the same in his books.

Art . XLIV . - Upon all damaged goods a fair reduction of duty shall be allowed ,

proportionate to their d. terioration. If any disputes arise , they shall be settled in

ihe immory pointed out in the c'ause of this Treaty having reference to articl's wrich

pay duty and culorill.
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Art . XLV. British merchants who may bave imported merchandise into any of

the open ports , and paid the duty thereon , if they desire to re - export the same, shall

be entitled to make applic tion to the Superinter.dent of Customs , who in order to

prevent fraud on the revenue , shall cause examination to be made by suitable officers,

to see that the duties jaid on such goods, as entered in the Custom -house books,

correspond with the representation made, and that the goods remain with their

original marks uncl anged. He sball then make a memorardum on the port-clearance

of the goods, and of tie an ount of duties paid , and deliver the same to the merchant,

and shall also otrufy the facts to the officers of Customs of theother ports. All which

being done, on the arrival in port of the vessel in which the goods are laden, every

thing being found on examination there to correspond, she shall be permitted to break

bulk, and land the said goods, without being subject to the payment of any additional

duty thereon . But it , on such examination, the Superintend nt of Customs shall

detect any fraud on the revenue in the case , then the goods shall be subject to con

fiscation by the Chinese Government.

British merchants desiring to re -export duty-paid imports to a foreign country

shall be entitled, on complying with the same conditions as in the cas of re- exporta

tion to another ort in China, to a drawback -certificate, which shall be a valid tender

to the Customs in payment of import or export duties .

Foreign grain brought into any port of China in a British ship, if no part thereof

has been landed, may be re-exported without hindrance.

Art . XLVI.-The Chinese authorities at each port shall alopt the means they

may judge most proper to prevent the revenue suffering from fraud or smuggling.

Art. XLVII.- British merchant-vessels are not entitled to resort to other tian

the ports of trade declared open by this Treaty, they are not unlawfully to enter other

ports in China or to carry on clandestine trade along the coast thereof. Any vessel

violating this provision, shall, with her cargo, be subject to confiscation by the Chinese

Government.

Art . XLVIII.-If any British merchant-vessel be concerned in smuggling, the

gools, whatever their value or nature, shall be subject to confiscation by the Chinese

authorities, and the ship may be prohibited from trading further, and sent away as

soon as her account shall have been adjusted and paid.

Ait. XLIX . --All penaties enforced, or confiscations made, under this Treaty,

shall belong and beappr , riated to the public service of the Government of China .

Art , L. - All oficialc immunications, addressed by the Diplomatic and Consular

Agents of Her Majesty the Queen to the Chinese authorities, shall, henceforth, be wri:

ten in Eglish. They will for the present be accompanied by a Chinese version, but it

is understood that, in the eventof there being any difference of meaning between the

English and Cizivese text, the English Government will hold the sense as expressed in

the English text to be the correctsense. This provision is to apply to the Treaty now

negotiated , he Chinese text ofwhich has been carefully corrected by the English original.

Art . LI.--It it is agreel henceforward the character “ I” (barbarian) shallnotbe

applied to the Government or subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, in any Chinese official

document issued by the Chinese authorities, either in the capital or in the provinces.

Art . LII .-- British ships of war coming for no hostile purpose , or being engaged

in the pursuit of pirates, shall be at libertyto visit all ports within the dominions of

the Emperor of China, and shall receive every facility for the purchase of provisions ,

procuring water, ard, if occasion require, for the making of repairs. The commanders

of such ships shall hold intercourse with the Chinese authorities, on terms of equality

and courtesy .

Art. LIII. - In consideration of the injury sustained by native and foreign

commerce from the prevalence of piracy in the seas of China, the high contracting

parties agree to concert measures for its suppression.

Art. LIV. - The British Government and its subjects are hereby confirmed in all

privileges, immunities, andadvantages conferred on them by pr -vious Treaties ; and

it is hereby expressly stipulated tbat the British Government and its subjects will be

allowed free and equal participation in all privileges , immunities, and advantages that
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may have been , or may be liereafter, granted by His Majesty the Emperor of China

to the Government or subjects of any other nation.

Art . LV . - In evidence of Hr desire for the continuance of a friendly under

standing, Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain consents to include in a Separate

Article,which shall be in every respect of equal validity with the Articles of this

Treat , the conditions affecting indemnity for expenses incurred and losses sustained

in the matter of t'e Canton question .

Art. LVI .–The ra'ificat ons of this Treaty, under the band of Her Majesty the

Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the Emperor of China, respec

tively , shall be exchanged at Peking, within a year from this day of signature .

In token wher of,the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this.

Treaty . Done at Tientsin, this twenty -sixth day of June , in the year of our Lord one

thousand tight hundred and fifty -eight ; corresponding with the Chinese (late , the

sixteenth day, tifth non, of the eighth year of Hien Funç.

( L.S.) ELGIN ÅND KINC RDINE.

Signature of Firs : Chinese Plenipotentiary. Signature of Second Chinese Plenipotentiary.

Sequarute A tiele animeerd to the Treuty concluded between Great Britain and China on the

twenty -sisth duy of June, in the yeur One Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifty -eight.

It is hereby agreed thata sumo two millions of taels , on accountofthe losses sustained

by British subjets through the misconduct of the Chinese authorities at Canton, and a

further sum of two millions of taels on a count of the Military expenses of the xpedition

which Her Majest: theQueen has been compelled to send out for the purpose of obtaining

rdress, and of enforcing the due observanc . of Treaty provisions, shall be paid to Her

Majesty's Representative in China by the authori ies of the Kwang-tung province.

The necessary arrangements with respect to the time and mode of effecting

these payments shall be determined by Her Maj. sty's Represe, tative, in concert with

the Chinese authorities of Kwang -tung.

When the above amounts sball have been discharged in full, the Briti -b forc -- s will

be withdrawn from t'e city of Canton . Done at Tientsin, this t'enty -sixth day of June

in the year o r Lord one ibousand eight bundred and fifty -eig'it, corresponding with

the Chinese date, the sixteenth day , fifth moon, of the eighth year oi Ilien Fung.

(L.s.) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE.

Signature of First Chinese Plenipoterit Signature of Second Chinese Plenipotentiary.

AGREEMENT IN PURSUANCE OF ARTICLES 26 AND 28 OF THE

TREATY OF TIENTSIN.

SIGNED AT SHANGHAI, STH NOVEMBER, 1858 .

Whereas it was provided , by tie Treaty of Tientsin , that a conference should be

held at Shanghai between Officers deputed by the British Government on the one part,

and by the Chinese Government on the other part, for the purpose of determining the

amount of tariff duties and transit dues to be henceforth levied, a conference has been

held accordingly ; and its proceedin is having been submitted to the Right Honourable

the Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, Hich Commissioner and Plenipotentiary of Her

Majesty the Quren, on the one part : and to Kweiliang, Hwashana, Ho Kwei tsino,

Ming-shen , and Twan Ching-shih , High Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries of His

Imperial Majesty the Emperor, on the other part, these High Officers have agreed

and determined upon the revised Tariff hereto appended, the rate of transit dues

therewith declared, together with other Rules and Regulations for the better explana

tion of the Treaty aforsaid ; and do hereby agree that the said Tariff and Rules the

latter being in ten Articles, thereto appended - shall be equally binding on the

Governnients and subjects of both countries with the Treaty itself.

In witness whereof, they liereto affix their Seals and Signatures .

Done at Shanghai, in the Province of Kiangsu , this eighth day of November in

the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and fifty -eight, being the third day, of the

tenth moon, of the eighth year of the reign of Hien Fung.

(L.8 . ) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE.

Seal of Chinese Plenipotentiaries.
Signature of the Five Chinese Plenipotentiaries.



CUSTOMS' TARIFF, IN ENGLISH AND CHINESE .

[ Agreed upon at Shanghai in November, 1858, between the British Plenipotentiary

and Chinese Commissioners, and accepted at the same time by the Plenipoteza

tiaries of France and the United States. ]

I.-TARIFF ON IMPORTS.

No, Articles.

i No. in

Chinese

Tariff

Chinese Characters. Duty.

t . m . c. c .

1

TE per 100 catties0 1 5 060

2 13 Bir 無 0 6 5 0

3 4 1 0 0 0

4

Agar-agar

Asafætida ...

Beeswax , Yellow .

Betel-nut....

Husk ....

Beche-de-mer, Black

White ...

21 0 1 5 0biti

續 衣
33 0 0 7 5

6 1 5 0 0

7 53 0 3 5 0

49

50

白海參

上 燕窩

中 距离

per catty 0 5 5 0

0 + 5 0

2

51

leaned

5
7 0 1 5 0

42

16

0 0 5 5
per 87033

per catty
1 3 0 0

15
79

0 Ÿ 2 0

93 per piece 0 4 0 0

26 per 100 catties 1 000

S Birdnests, Ist qnality .....

9 2nd

10 3rd ,, or uncleaned

11 Buttons, Briss ...

12 Camphor, Baroos, clean ..

13 refuse ..

14 Canvas & Cotton Duek,

not exceeding 50 yards

long

15 Cardamous, Superior ....

16 Interior, or

Grains of Paradise.... S

17 Cinnamon

18 Clocks .....

19 Cloves .

20 Mother...

21 Coal, Foreign

22 Cochineal..

23 Coral .....

24 Cordage, Manila ...

25 Cornelians .

Beads ..

34 0 5 0 0

35 1 5 0 0

鈕扣

上 冰片

Toket

MULTI

É

砂仁

HE

自 鳴 讀

丁香

#TT

媒

呀喂米

珊瑚

呂宋繩

ELEHEN

FIEMEE

90

16

17

per ton47

65

5 per cent. ad valurin .

per 100 catties 0 5 0 0

0 l 8C

0 0 5 0

per 100 catties 5 0 0 0

per catty 0 1 0 0

per 100 catties 0 3 5 0

per 100 stones 0 3 0 0

per 100 catties 7 000

159

154

15526
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Articls.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff

No.
Chinese Characters . Duty.

t.m. c . c .

per 100 catties ( 3 5 096
27 Witt

97
原色 布 per piece

0 0 8 0

29
98

白色布
every 10 yus. 0 0 20

99
無 花布

per piece 0100

100 斜紋 布 ,
0 0 7 5

101 大小原 布
0080

33

Cotton, Raw .

28 Cotton Piece Goods,--

Grey, White, Plain, &

Twilled, exceeding 34

in . wide, and not ex

ceeding 40 yds. long ..

Cotton Piece Goods,

exceeding 34 in. wide,&

exceeding 40 yds, long.

30 Cotton Piece Goods,

Drills and Jeans, not

exceeding 30 in . wide,

and not exceeding 40

yards long ...

31 Cotton Piece Goods,

not exceeding 30 in .

wide, and not exceed

ing 30 yards long ....

32 Cotton Piece Goods ,

T-Cloths , not exceed

ing 34 in . wide, and

not exceeding 48 yds.

long ..

Cotton Piece Goods,

not exceeding 34 in .

wide , and not exceed

ing 24 yards long....

34
Cotton - Dyed, Figured ,

and Plain , not exceed

ing 36 in . wide, and not

exceeding 40 yds. long:

35
» Fancy White Bro

cades and White Spotted

Shirtings, not exceed

ing 36 in . wide, and not

exceeding 40 yds. long.

36
Printed Chintzes and

Furnitures, not exceed

ing 31 in . wide, and not

exceeding 30 yds . long.

37 Cambrics, not exceed

ing 16 in , wide, and not

exceeding 24 yds. long.

38 Cambrics, not exceed

ing 46 in . wide, and not

exceeding 12 yds , long.

39 ' , Muslins, not exceed.

| ing 46 in , wide, and not

exceeding :4 vas. long .

0 0 4 0
102

小 原 布

01 5 0
103

色 布

HTTÉE É

點 布

0100

104

105
EPITETTI

007 0

106
袋装布

0 0 7 0

107
崇 布

0 0 3 5

108 袋炭布
00 7 5
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No. Articles .

No, in

Chinese Chinese Characters.

Tariff.

Duty.

t. , C. C

109 「 黎

加 :

per piece 0035

110
級 布 0200

1

111 便条 布
0065

113

毛布各色
第 0035

120
per dozen 0025

118
per piece 0200

手帕

回械

花剪絨

線

133 0150

114

115
11

18

40 Cotton , Muslins, not ex

ceeding 46 in . wide,

and not exceeding 12

yards long.....

41
, Damasks, not exceed

ing 36 in . wide, and not

exceeding 40 yds. long.

42 Dimities, or Quilt

ings, not exceeding 40

in . wide , and not ex

ceeding 12 yards long .

43
„ Ginghams, not exceed

iny 28 in . wide, and

not exceeding 30 yards

long

44 Handkerchiefs, not ex- )

ceeding 1 yard square.

45
Fustians, not exceed

ing 35 yards long ....

46 Velveteens, notexceed

ing 34 yards lony ...

47 Threads...

48 Yarn....

49 Cow Bezoar, Indian ......

50 Cutch ...

Eleplants' Teth , Whole,

52 Broken ,

53 Feathers, Kingfishers',

Peacocks'

Fishmaws .

Fish-skins..

56 Flints.....

57 Gambier..

58 | Gamboge

59 Ginseng, American,

Crude....

60 American , Clarified ....

61 Glass , Window ....

62 Glue ....

63 Gold Thread, Real ....

Imitation ...

65 Gum, Benjamin ....

66 Oilof....

67 Dragon's Blood ....

per 100 catties ( 7 2 0

0700

per catty 1500

per 100catties
0180

4000

19

31 173

174 3000

177
per

54
57

59

40

hundred 0400

per 100 catties 1 000

0200

0030

0150

1000

20

牛黃

兒茶

象牙

象牙碎

翠 毛 孔雀 毛

魚肚

魚皮

火石

檳 膏

蔡 黃

美國參下

據 凈 參 參

玻璃片

皮 膠

真 金 線

假 金 線

安息香

安息 油

血竭

72

33 6000

23

158

1

121

64

8000

lbox of100 sq.ft.0 150

per 100 catties 0 1 5 0

per catty 1600

0030

per100 catties 0 600

0600

0450

122

6

7

1

38
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No , Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tarifi.

Chinese Characters.
Duty.

25

t , n . C. C.

per 100 catties0450

045069 24

161 0500

沒 费

乳香

生牛皮

星 皮

牛角

鹿角

71 176 0420

160 0250

。

37

30

0250

2000

69
小說 0180

065070 ,
,43

162

漆器

誌 牛皮

116 「 想 離 布

1000

042013

per piece 0500

coarse , as Linen

117 020011

39
大風 子 per 100 catties 0 0 3 5

26

68 | Gum, Myrrh....

Olibanum ..

70 Ilides, Buffalo and Cow ..

Rhinoceros

73 Horns, Buffalo ..

3 Deer,

Rhinoceros ...

75 | Indigo, Liquil....

76 Isinglass.

77 Lacquered Ware....

73 Leather.....

79 Linen , fine , as Irish or

Scotch , not exceeding

50 yarels loing......

80

and Cotton, or Silk and

Linen mixtures, not

exceeding 531 ) ydls. long

61 Lucraban Seed ....

82 Mace....

$3 Mangrove Bark ....

84 Metals --Copper,manu

factured , as in Sheets,

Rods, Nails ....

85 , Copper, unmanufac

tured, as in Slabs....

S Copper, Yellow Me

tal, Sheathing, and

Nails ......

87 Copper, Japan .

88 Iron, manufactured,

as in Sheets, Rods,

Bars , Hoops.. … .……

89 Iron ,unmanufactured,

as in Pigs.....

90 „ Iron , Kentledge.....

91 Wire .....

92 „ Leal in Pigs ....

93 in Sheets...

94 Quicksilver.......

93 Spelter (saleable only

under Regulation ap

pended ) ..

73

皮

1000

0030

141
1500

1000

151 0900

148 0600

143
0125,

热 铜片 铜 资

140 上傳

黄铜 黄皮 銀

日本鋼

鐵 如 條 板

生鐵 如 望 轉

商船 壓 载 鐵

鐵絲

鉛塊

鉛片

水銀

白鈴

142
0075

12 0010

153
0253

0250
144

1497 0550

200031 1

150 1250
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No. Articles..

No. in

Chinese

Tarif

Chinese Characters.
Duty.

t . 1. C. C.

per 100catties 0250

1250动

馬口鐵

雲母 殼

八音 琴

淡菜

肉菜兰蔻

橄欖

鴉片 洋 藥

黑 胡 板

白 胡 板

0400

0200

5 per cent. ad valorem ,

per 100 catties 0 2 0 0

2500

0180

30000

0360

050017

0360

0600

本 香

0150

蘇 合 池
1000

018017

硝
0500

96 | ,Metals , Steel..... 145

97 Tin ... 146

98 Tin Plates ..... 147

991 Mother- o ' - Pearl Shell... 41

100 Musical Boxes .. 94

101 Mussels, Dried .. 63

102 Nutmegs.…… 27

103 Olives , Unpickled, Salt

138
ed ,or Pickled ......

104 | Opium .... 34

105 | Pepper, Black.. …… . 10

106 White ... 9

107 Prawns , Dried . 62

108 ' Patchuck... , 29

109 Rattans... 74

110 Rose Maloes.. 2

111 Salt Fish .....
58

112 | Saltpetre,(saleableonly

under Regulation ap 3

pended ) ....

113 Sandalwood... 8

114 | Sapanwood..... 67

115 Seahorse Teeth.... 172

116
Sharks' Fins , Black ... 54

117 White....

118 Skins ....
64

119 Silver Thread, Real ....
123

120 Imitation ,
124

121 Sinews, Buffalo & Deer...
61

122 | Skins, Fox,large...… . 164

13
165

Marten .... 167

125 Sea Otter......
163

126
Tiger & Leopard 166

127 Beaver ... 170

128
Doe, Hare, &

Rabbit ..
175

129 Squirrel 11

檀香
040011

? 0100

2000

050017

12

海牙

黑色 切

白鱼

演色 皮

真 線

假 擊 線

牛鹿筋

大狐狸皮

小 狐狸皮

骆 及

海龍皮

虎皮豹皮

海螺 皮

皮 鹿皮

鼠 皮銀鼠皮

1500

per hundred 2000

per catty 1300

0030

per 100 catties 0 5 5 0

each 0150

0075

small .. ………

7 )

124
0150

17 1500

0150

perhundred 5000

, 0500

0500
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No. Articles .

No. in

Chinese

Tariff

Chinese Characters. Duty.

168

169

t . m . c . c .

per hundred 2000

2 0 0 0

per 100 catties 1 500

7 2 0 0

赖皮

骆灌皮

大青

鼻 因 外國

紫檀

柴魚

硫黃

66

139

68

9

0 3 0 097

56 0 5 0 0
92

er
e 0 2 0 0

93 FTAR 5 per cent . ad valorem .

36 per
100 catties 1 5 5 0

76
each 4 0 0 0

130 Skins, Land Otter....

131 Racoon ....

132 Smalts .....

133 Spuff, Foreign ....

134 Sticklac..

135 Stockfish

136 Sulphur and Brimstone,

( saleable only under

Regulation appended )

137 Telescopes, Spy &Opera

Glasses, Looking Glas

ses and Mirrors....

138 Tigers ' Bones....

139 Timber,-Masts and

Spars, Hard -wood , not

exceeding 40 feet ....

140 not exceeding 60 feet ..

141 xceeding 60 feet......

142 Soft-wood , not exceed ?

ing 40 feet ....

143 not exceeding 60 feet ...

144 „ exceeding 60 feet ......

145 Beams, Hard -wood ,

not exceeding 26 feet

loug, and under 12 in .

square...

146 Plauks, Hard -wood ,

not exceeding 24 feet

long , 12 in . wide, and

3 in . thick ..

147 Planks, Hard -wood,

not exceeding 16 feet

long , 12 in , wide, and

3 in . thick ....

148 Planks, Soft-wood .....

6 0 0 0

10 0 0 0
78

輕重不 倫

2 0 0 0
79 9

80
4 5 0 0

6 5 0 0
81

01 5 0
82

time

83 per hundred 3 500

木板

84 2 0 0 0

85 p 1,000 sq.ft.0700

149 86Planks, Teak ....

Tinder......150 48

151

152

156

157

45

藤 栗 板

* 械

EEE

Et 碎

樣 傘

剪裁

時辰 鋼

珠 時辰 鏢

each cubic ſt. 0 0 3 5

per
100 catties 0 3 5 0

per catty 0 2 5 0

0 0 7 2

each 0 0 3 5

Tortoise Shell......

Broken .....

Umbrellas.....

Velvets, not exceeding ?

34 yards long .

Watches

émaillées à perles.

153

154

137
0 1 8 0

per piece

per pair155 91

92

1 0 0 0

4 5 0 0156 37
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No. Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff

Chinese Characters. Duty.

1
-

t.m.C. C.

per 100 catties0650

003088

75

日本蠟

毛 柿

烏木

沉香

香柴

0150

11 2000

46 0450,

89 呀爛冶木
each 0800

12 per 100 catties 0 1 4 5降香

紅木78 0115

132 床 per pair 0200

166

125

157 Wax, Japan .

158 Woods, Camagon .....

159
Ebony .

160 Garroo

161
Fragrant.....

162 Kranjee, 35 ft.

long, 1 ft. 8 in .

wide, and 1 ft.

thick .

168 Laka ...

164 Red ...

165
Woollen Manufactures,

viz.:Blankets......

Woollen Broadcloth and

Spanish Stripes, Habit

and Medium Cloth , 51

to 64 in . wide ...

167 Woollen Long Ells , 31

in . wide ....

168 Woollen Camlets, Eng

lish , 31 in.wide ....

169 Woollen Camlets, Dutch ,

33 in.wide.....

170 Woollen Camlets, Imi

tation and Bomba

zettes.....

171 Woollen Cassimeres,

Flannel and Narrow si

Cloth....

172 Woollen Lastings ,31 in .

wide ..

173 Woollen Lastings, Imi

tation and Orleans, 34

in.wide ....

够躍呢
0120per chang

126 0045

128

啤端

朝粒

朝級

0050

127 0100

129 朝網 0035

130 小 番 械 零 類 0040

134 綾 0050

135 小結 0035

174

119 布 per piece 0200

175

Woollen Bunting, not

exceeding 24 in . wide

40 yards long ...

Woollen and Cotton

Mixtures, viz.: Lustres,

Plain and Brocaded,

not exceeding 31 yards

long

113
絨 棉布各樣

0200

176 | Woollen , Inferior Span- )

ish Stripes ..

136 per chang 0100
下等級

織線
1771 Woollen Yarn ... 131 per 100 catties3000
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II . - TARIFF ON EXPORTS.

No. Articles.,

No, in

Chinese Chinese Characters.

Tariff.

Duty.

1

1

2

t . m , C , C.

per 100 catties 0 0 4 5

0100

0500

白赞

青赞

八角

八角渣

1

12

14 0250

3
八角 油

5000
1

045011

18 0450

156 「 杏仁

信石

紙 花

竹器

料手鎖

62 1500,

44 0750

43 事 )

记非非 ,

0500

0060

0035

1500

12

Alum ...

2 Green or Copperas ..

3 | Aniseel, Star.....

4 Broken....

5 Oil ......

6 Apricot Seeds, or Al

monds...

7 Arsenic, ..

8 | Artificial Flowers.....

9 Bamboo Ware ...

10 | Bangles , or Glass Arm

lets ..

11 Beans and Peas .

Bean Cake .....

13 Bone and Horn Ware ..

14 Brass Buttons ....

15 Foil ...

16 Ware ...

17

18 | Camphor....

19 | Canes....

20 | Cantharides...

21 | Capoor Cutchery.. … ..

22 Carpets and Druggets .

23 Cassia Lignea ..

24 Buds ....

25 Twigs ...

26

27 Castor Oil

8 Chestnuts .

168

169

88

104

64

103

营餅

牛骨 角 器

鈕扣
3000

1500

1000
11

Wire ... 105

17

黃銅器

鋼絲

樟腦

各色 竹竿
108

32

16 ??

104

1150

< 0750

per thousand 0500

per100 catties2000

0300

per hundred 3500

per 100catties 0 600

0800

0150

9000

0300

19

20

三 奈 三 赖

觀 毯

桂皮

桂子

23 桂皮

桂皮油

草蒜油

172 「栗子

7

Oil
... 4

9

0100
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No. Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

Chinese Characters. Duty.

21

89

90 ,

71

111

112

12

Silk ...

2
63

77

106

107 ,

91

45
11

123
11

121

31

46

22
11

29 China Root ....

30 Chinaware, Fine ....

31
Coarse ....

32 |Cinnabar...

33 Clothing, Cotton ...

34

35 | Coal .. … .

36 | Coir ....

37 | Copper Ore .. … ..

38 Sheathing, Old ..

39
and Pewter Ware

40- | Corals, False ,..

41 | Cotton , Ray .

42 Rags.

48 Cow Bezoar

44 Crackers, Fireworks..

Cubebs ....
45

46 Curiosities, Antiques..

47 | Dates , Black....

48
Red.....

49 Dye, Green.

50 | Eggs, Preserved .....

51 Fans, Feather

52 Paper

Palm Leaf, trimmed
3

Palm Leaf, un
54

trimmed

Felt Cuttings
55

, Caps

57 Fungus, or Agaric ....

58 Galangal.

Garlic ....

60 Ginseng , Native...

61
Corean or Ja

pan , lst quality )

62 Coreanor Ja- )

pan, 2nd quality

63 Glass Beads...

55

173

t . 10. C. C.

土茯苓 per 100 catties 0 1 30

細 磁器
0900

粗 磁器 0450

硃砂 0750

布衣服 1500

網衣服
10000

土二 集 0040

标
0100

生銅 0500

銅片 0500

紫黃銅 1150

假珊瑚
0350

化
0350

舊 棉絮 0045

牛黄
per catty 0360

各色爆竹
per 100 catties 0500

澄 茄

1500

古玩
5 per cent. ad valorem .

黑
per 100 catties 0 1 50

紅蛋
0090

膠 per catty 0800

皮蛋 per thousand 0 3 5 0

本局
per hundred 0750

紙扇
0045

葵扇 per thousand 0360

相 葵扇
0200

碎 per 100 catties 0 100

perhundred 1250

木耳 per 100 catties 0 6 0 0

具 羌
0100

蒜頭
0035

關 東 人參 5
per cent. ad valorem .

高麗 日 參 } per catty 0500

高麗日本參下

0350

各色料珠 per 100 catties 0 5 0 0

174

80

154

47

3

56

2

57

56

61

116

159

164

17159

37

27

28

49
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Vo. Articles .

No, in

Chinese Chinese Characters.

Tariff

Dauty.

t . n . C. C.

per 100 catties( 5 0 0

2500

0750

0100

003011

0030門

64 Glass or Vitrified Ware.

65 Grasscloth , Fine ....

66 Coarse....

67
Ground -nuts.....

68 Cake......

69 | Gypsum, Ground , or

Plaster of Paris ....

70 Hair , Camels...

71 Hair, Goats ...

72 [ Jams ,

73 Hartall, or Orpiment...

74 Hemp.. …

75 | Honey .. ………

76 Horns, Deers ', Young...

77

1060

0180

0550

0350”

Old....

78 India Ink ....

48 料器

118 夏布

119 「 粗 夏布

165 花生

166

花生 餅

40 石盖

58 駱駝 毛

60 羊毛

153 火腿

24 石 黄 ,

78
藤 ,

42 蜜蜂

29 嫩 鹿草

30 「 老鹿茸

75

86 1 土雞

93 「 象牙 器

15. 時辰 香

50 雨遮 印紙 遮

94 漆器

79 | 燈草

65 紅丹

69

鉛粉 白

70 黄丹

皮器

85 暴录皮

162 荔枝

金針菜

電子

39 甘草

160 「 桂圓

161
桂圓 肉

87 坑 砂

1 雲石

0350

0900

per pair 0900

per 100catties1350

4000

1000

per catty
0150

per 100catties0 2 0 0

per hundred 0500

per 100çatties 1 0 0 0

0600.

0350

0350 .

0350

79 | Indigo , Dry ...

80 | Ivory Ware ……

811 Joss-sticks.....

82 | Kittysols , or Paper )

Umbrellas

83 Lacquered Ware.....

84 | Lianmp wicks . ,

85 Lead , Red, ( Minium ) ..

86 White ( Ceruse ) ..

Yellow (Massicot).

88 Leather Articles, as )

Pouches, Purses ..... )

89 Green ...

90 | Liches .

91
Lily Flowers, Dried.....

2 Seeds or LotusNuts

93 | Liquorice ...

94 | Lung-ngan...

95 without the

Stone .....

96 Manure Cakes,Cakes, or ?

Poudrette .

97 Marble Slabs ..

87

101 150012
善

1800
7

0200

0270,158

163
5 , 0500

0135

0250

035011

0090

0200
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No. Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

Chinese Characters. Duty.

蒂子 各懷

地精

瓜子

雲母 發 器

1. me , C 、 C 、

per hundred 0 2 0 0

roll of 40 yds . 0 2 0 0

per 100 catties 0 1 0 0

per catty 0100

per 100 catties 1 5 0 0

per catty 0900

per 100catties1500

爵 查

土布各色

五貝子

油

油紙

0500

0300

0450

0300

155

0090

0450

骗設

漆線

棉被胎

紙上 等

紙 下 等

假珍珠

per hundred 2 7 50

per100catties 0700

0400

98 Mats of all kinds ...... 137

99 Matting ..
1.138

100 Melon Seeds........ 167

101 Mother - o ' - Pearl Ware... 99

102 | Mushrooms 157

103 | Musk 13

104 | Nankeen and Nativel
120

Cotton Cloths .....

105 | Natgalls . …….. 41

106 |Oilas Bean , Tea,Wood , )
8

Cotton & Hemp Seeds

107 Oiled Paper...
74

108 Olive Seed ..

109 Oyster-shells, Sea -shells 84

1.10 Paint, Green .... 33

111 | Palampore, or Cotton )
122

Bed Quilts ....

112 Paper, 1st quality : 72

113 2nd 3

114 | Pearls , False.... 54

115 | Peel, Orange... 34

116 Pumelo, 1st quality

117 36

118 | Peppermint Leaf...... 38

119 Oi.....

120 Pictures and Paintings.. 68

121 Pietures on Pith or

Rice Paper .....
52

122 | Pottery, Earthenware .. 102

18 Preserves, Comfits,

and Sweetmeats .
141

124 Rattans, Split . 109

125
Battan Ware ...

" 96

126 Rhubarb ... 25

127 Rice or Paddy, Wheat,

Millet, and other 170

Grains

128 | Rugs of Hair or Skin .. 139

129 Samshoo ... 151

130
Siancialwood Ware. 97

131 Seaweed ... 12

2000

0300

0450
35

J

2nd , ,

9

柚皮 上等

柚皮 下等

薄荷葉

薄荷油

油漆 畫

遠紙畫

窑 貨

蜜餞 糖菓

療 內

各樣 應 器

大黄

米麥雜粮

毛毯

0150

0100

3500

each 0100

per hundred 0100

per100catties 0 0 5 0

0500
??

0250

0300

1250

0100

檀香器

海 荣

each 0090

per 100 catties 0 1 5 0

per catty 0100

per 100catties0150
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No. Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff。

Chinese Characters. Duty.

}

132 Sessamun Seed .... 164

133 Shoes and Boots, Lea
118

ther or Satin ...

134 | Shoes, Straw ...
114

135 Silks , Raw and Thrown.. 124

136 Yellow, from Sze
129

chuen

137 Reeled from Dupions 130

138 | Silk , Wild Raws , 125

139 186

t.m.C. C.

芝 蒂
per 100 catties () 1 3 5

靴鞋 皮 級 各色 per100 pairs3000

0180

湖絲土絲 per 100catties10000

川 黃 絲 700

同功絲 5000

野 蠶絲
2500

亂 蒜頭 1000

,

Refuse ....

,

140 135
3000

。

141

142

143

Cocoons

Floss, Canton ....

from other Provinces

Ribbons and Thread

134

133

126

就

各 少 钱

絲帶欄杆桂 帶

4300

10000

10000

144 Piece Goods,-

Pongees, Shawls,

Scarfs , Crape,

Satin , Gauzes,

Velvet and Em

broidered Goods

127

籍 線各色

羅紋 帽 網 紗 綾

點 剪絨 繡 手 貨

類

12000

131

131

115

128

98
金針 器

148

142

117

145 PieceGoods --Sze )

chuen, Shantung )

140 Tassels

147 Caps....

148 | Silk & Cotton Mixtures.

149 | Silver and Gold Ware ..

150 | Snuff ....

151 | Soy

152 Straw Braid .....

153 | Sugar, Brown...

154 White

155 Candy

156 | Tallow , Animal ,

157
Vegetable .......

158 | Tea (see Note at the )

end of the Tariff ..

159 | Tin Foil .....

160 Tobacco, Prepared

川 關 山 舖 關
4500

緯線 10000

per hundred 0900

蘇格 雜貨 per 100 catties 5 5 0 0

10000

鼻烟 士
0800

0400

草帽練
0700

0120

白糖
0200

冰
0250

牛油
0200

白油

0300

茶葉
2500

錫薄
1250

烟綜各樣

0450

144

143

145

,

6

7

11

166

146
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No. Articl s .

No, in

Chinese Chinese Characters.

Tariff

Duty.

147

95

t m. C. C.

per 100 catties 0 1 5 0

per catty 0 2 0 0

per 100 catties 1 500

0 1 0 0

100

26
77

161 | Tobacco , Leaf.....

162 | Tortoiseshell Ware ....

163 Trunks, Leather ....

164 Turmeric ....

165 Twine Ilemp, Canton ..

166
Soochow .

167 Turnips, Salted .

168 Varnish, or Crude Lac- >

81 0 1 5 0

82

FI 殼 器

皮皮積

書 即姜黄

東 索

蘇州索

大 野菜

漆

份额

0 5 0 0>

149
0 1 8 0

76
0 5 0 0

150
01 8 0

67

10

2 5 0 0

1 5 0 0

169 Vermicelli.....

170 | Vermillion ....

171 | Wax, White or Insect ..

172 Wood --Piles, Poles,&

Joists ..

173 | Wood Ware .

174 | Wool .......

白蠟

本桥柱
110 each 0 0 3 0

92
* per 100 catties 1 1 5 0

0 3 5 095
羊毛

TEA . - Coarse unfired Japanese Tea imported for local consumption . - Since February, 1861 ,

it has been the practice of the Shanghai Customs to charge duty od valorem on Tea of this

description .

Tea imported from Japon for the purpose of being refired and re-exported to a Foreign country.-

Since the 1st of April, 1861, Japanese Tea imported for re - exportation has been dealt with at

Shanghai according to the following rule :

“ Tea imported into this port from Japan for the purpose of being refired and re -exported to

a Foreign country will be allowed a reduction on the actual weight imported of Twenty per cent.

onthe Import duty, and when re- exported a Drawback i'ertificate for the entire amount of duty

paid will be granted on applnation in the usual manner, provided that theterms of Article XIV.

of the Treaty between Grimaun Britain and China be complied with, and that the weights, &c ., &c.

be correctly declared.”

Brick Tea. - In the Tariff appended to the Russian Regulations of 1862, the Export duty on

Brick Tea is fixed at 6 mace per picul .



RULES.

Rule 1. – Unenumerated Goods. - Articles pot enumerated in the list of exports,

hut enumerated in the list of imports , when exporte) , will pay the amount of duty

set ajainst them in the list of imports : and , similarly , articles not enumerated in the

list of imports, but enumerated in the list of exports, when imported, will pay the

amount of duty set against them in the list of exports.

Articles not enumerated in either list, nor in the list of duty-free goods, will pay

an ad valorem duty of of 5 per cent. , calculated on their market value.

RULE 2. - Duty -free Gouds.--Gold and silver bullion, foreign coins, flour, Indian

meal , sago, biscuits, preserved meats and vegetables, cheese, butter, confectionery,

foreign clothing, jewellery, plated -ware, perfumery , soap of all kinds, charcoal,

firewood, candles (foreign ), tobacco ( foreign ), cigars (foreign) , wine, beer, spirits,

household stores , ship's stores , personal baggage, stationery, carpeting , druggeting,

cutlery, foreign medicines , glass, and crystal ware.

The above pay no import or export duty, but, if transported into the interior

will , with the exception of personalbaggage, gold and silver bullion, and foreign coins ,

pay a transit duty at the rate of 2., per cºnt.ad valorem .

A freight, or part freight of duty-free commodities ( personal bazgage , gold and

silver buliion, and foreign coins, excepted) will render the vessel carrying them , though

no other cargo b » on board , liable to tonna ge dues .

RULE 3 .---Contraband Goods. - Importand export trade is alike probibited in the

follossing articles : Gunpowder, shot, cannon, fowling- piec 's, rifl - s , muskets, pistols,

and all of her munitions and implements of war, and salt.

RULE 4. --- Weights and Measures,-In the calculation of the Tariff, the weight

of a picul of one hundred catties is held to be equal to one hundred and thirty -three

and one -t vird pounds avoir lupois ; and the length of a chang of ten Chinese feit to

he equal to one hundr : d and forty -one English inches.

One Chinese chib is held to be equal to fourteen and one -tenth -inches English ;

and four yards English , less three inches, to equal one chang .

RULE 5 .-- Regarding certain Commodities heretofore Contraband . – The restrictions

affectiny trade in opium , cash , grain, pulse, sulphur, brimstone, saltpetre, and spelter

are relaxed , under the following conditions:

I.-- Opium will henceforth pay thirty taels per picul import duty. The importer

will sell it only at the port. It will be carried into the interior by Chinese only, and

only as Chinese property ; the foreign trader will not be allowed to accompany it.

Toe provisions of Article IX . of the Treaty of Tientsin, by which British subjects are

authorized to proceed into the interior with passports to trade, will not extend to it ,

nor will those of Article XXVIII. ofthe same treaty, by which the transit-dues are

· regulatel. The transit-dues on it will be arranged as the Chinese Government see

fit : nor in future revisions of the Tariff is the same rule of revision to be applied

to opium as to other goods.

II. Copper Cash . — The export of cash to any foreign port is prohibited ; but it shall

be lawfulfor Bri ish subjects to ship itatone of theopen portsof China to another,

on compliance with the following Regulation : The shipper shall give notice of the

amount of cash he desires lo sbip, and the port of its destination, and shall bind

himself, either by a bond, with two sufficient sureties, or by depositing such otber
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security as may be deemed by the Customs satisfactory, to return, within six months

from the date of clearance to the collector at the port of shipment, the certificate

issued by him , with an acknowledgment thereon of the receipt of the cash at the port

of destination by the collector at that port, who shall thereto affix bis seal ; or failing

the production of the certificate, to forfeit a sum equal in value to the cash shipped.

Cash will pay no duty inwards or outwards ; but a freight or part freight of cash,

though no other cargo be on board, will render the vessel carrying it liable to pay

tonnage du s.

III.--- The export of rice and all other grain whatsoever, native or foreign, no

matter where grown or whence importeil , to any foreign port , is prohibited ; but these

commodities may be carried by British merchants from one of the open ports of China

to another, under the same conditions in respect of security as cash , on payment at

the port of shipment of the duty specified in the Tariff.

No import duty will be leviable on rice or grain ; but a freight or part freight of

rice or grain, though ro other cargo be on board, will render the vessel imperting it

liable to tonnage dues .

IV.-* The export of ,ulse and beancake from Tung-chau and N -wehwang, under

the British flag , is prohibited. From any other of the ports they may be shipped, on

payment of tue tariff duty, either to other ports of China, or to foreign countries.

V. - Saltpetre, sulphur, brimstone , and spelter, being munitions of war, shall not

be imported by British subjects, save at the requisition of the Crinese Government, or

for sale to Chinese duly authorized to purchase them . No permit to land ihm will

be issued until the Customs bave proof that the necessary authority has been given to

the purchaser. It shall not be lawful for British subji cts to carry these c'menities

up the Yang -tsze- kiang , or iuto any port other than those open on the seabo rd, nor

to accompany them into the interior on behalf of Chinese. They must be sold at

the ports only , and, except at the ports , they will be regarded as Cuivere property.

Infrartions of the conditions, as allove set forth, ur der which trade in opium ,

cash , grain , pulse, saltpetre, brimstone , sulphur, and spelter may be henceforward

carried on , will b . punishable by confiscation of all the goods concerned.

RULE 6. - Liability of Vessels entering Port.- Tothe prevention ofmisunderstand

ing, it is agreed that the term of twenty - four hours, within which British vessels must

be reported to the Consul under Article XXXVII. of the Treaty of Tientsin , shall be

understood to commence from the time a British vessel comes within the limits of

the port ; as also the term of forty -eigbt hours allowed her by Article XXX . of the

same Treaty to remain in port without payment of tonnage dues .

The limits of the p rts shall be defined by the Customs, with all consideration

for the convenience of trade, compatible with due protection of the revenue ; also the

limits of the anchorages within which landing and discharging is permitted by the

Customs ; and the sa ' e shall be notified to the Consul for public information.

RULE 7. — Transit Dues.-It is agreed that Article XXXVIII. of the Treaty of

Tientsin shall be interpreted to declare the amounts of transit dues legally leviable

upon merchanilise imported or exported by British subjects, to be one-half of the tariff

duties, except in the case of the duty -free goods liable toa transit duty of2 , per cent.

ad valorem , as provided in Article II. of these Rules . Merchandise shall be cleared of

its transit dues under the following conditions :

In the case of Imports.- Notice being given at the port of entry , from which the

Imports are to be forwarded inland, of the nature and quantity of the goods , the ship

fron which they have teen landed , and the place inland to which they are bound,

* NOTIFICATION .

BRITISI CONSULATE, SHANGHAI, 24th March, 1862.

Article IV of Rule No. 5 appended to the Tariff of 1858 is rescinded.

Pulse aud bean -cake may be henceforth exported from Tangchow and Newelwang, and from allother ports in China

open by Treaty, on the same terms and conditions as are applied to other Native produce by the Regulations bearing
date the bth December last ; that is to say , they may be shipped on payment of Tariff duty at th port of shipment, and

discharged atany Chinese port on payment of half-duty, with power to claim drawback of the half- duty if re -exported.

By order, WALTER H. MEDFIRST, Consul.
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with all other necessary particulars, the Collector of Customs will, on due inspection

zrade, and on receipt of the transit- duty due, issue a transit-duty certificate. This

must be produced at every barrier station, and viséd . No further duty will be leviable

oron imports so certifica no matter how distant the place of their destination .

In the case of Exports.-- Produce purchased by a British subject in the interior

will be inspected, and taken account of, at the first barrier it passes on its way to the

po t of shipment. A memorandum showing the amount of the produce and the port

at which it is to be shipped, will be deposited there by the person in charge of the

produce ; he will then receive a certificate, wbich must be exhibited and viséd at every

barrier , on his way to the port of shipment. On the arrival of the produce at the

barrier nearest the port, notice níust be given to the Customs at the port, and the

transit -dues due thereon bein : paid , it will be passed. On exportation the produce

wil , pay the tariff -duty *.

Any attempt to pass goods inwards or outwards, otherwise than in compliance

wil th : rule here laid down , will render them liable to confiscation .

Unauthoriseil sale , in transitu , of goods that have been entered as above for a

port, will render them liable to confise tion. Any attempt to pass goods in excess

of the quantity specified in the certificate will runder all the goods of the same

denomination , nameri in the certificate, liable tu confiscation . Permission to export

produce, which cannot be proved to bave paid its transit -dues, will be refused by the

Customs until the trausit-dues shall have been paid. The above being the arrange

ment agred to regarding the trai sit -dues, which will thus be levied once and for all,

the notification required under Article XXVIII. of the Treaty of Tientsin, for tie

information of British and Chinese subjec's, is hereby dispensed with.

RULE 8. - Foreign Trade under Passport. - It is agreed that Article IX . of the

Treaty of Tientsin shall not be interpreted as au : horising British subj.cts to enter

the capital city of Peking for the purposes of trade.

RULE 9. - Abolition of the Meltage Fee. - It is agreed that the percentage of one

tael two mace, hiberto charged in excess of duty payments to defray the expenses of

melting by the Chinese Government, shall be no longer levied on British subjects .

RULE 10.- Collection of Duties under one System at all Ports . - It being by Treaty

at the option of the Chinese Government to adopt what means appear to it best

suit d t protect its revenu accruing on British trade , it is agreed that one uniform

system shall be enforced at every port.

The high officer appointed by the Chinese Government to superintend foreign

trade will, accordingly, from time to time, either himself visit, or will send a deputy

to visitthe differentports. The said high officer will be at liberty,ofhis own choice,

and independently of the suggestion or nomination of any British authority, to select

any British subject hemay see fit to aid him in the administration of the Customs'

revenue , in the prevention of smuggling, in the definition of port boundaries, or in

discharging the duties of harbour master; also in the distribution of lights , buoys,

beacons, and the like, the maintenance of which shall be provided for out of the

tonna.e - dues.

The Chinese Government will adopt what measures it shall find requisite to

prevent smuggliig upon the Yang-tsze kiang,when that river shall be opened to trade.

Done at Shanghai, in the province of Kiang-su, this eighth day of November, in

the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and fifty -eight, being the third day of the

tenth moon of the eighth year of the reign of Hien -Fung.

( L.s. ) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE .

Seal of Chinese

Plenipotentiaries.

Signature of Five Chinese

Plenipotentiaries .

See Chefoo Convention , Section III . , Article +



RULES FOR JOINT INVESTIGATION IN CASES OF

CONFISCATION AND FINE BY TILE CUSTOM HOUSE

AUTHORITIES *

Agreed to and Promulgated by the British Minister at Peking, 31st May, 1868 .

RULE I.-It shall be the Rule for all business connected with the Custom House

Depariment to be in the first instance transacted between the Commissioner of

Customs and the Consul, personally or by letter ; and procedure in deciding cases

shall be taken in accordance with the following Regulations.

RULE II.- Whenever a ship or goods belonging to a foreign merchant is scized

in a port in China by the Custom House officers , the seizure sliall be r «ported without

delay to the Kien-tuh , or Chinese Superintendent of Customs. If he considers the

seizure justifiable, he will depute the Shwui-wu - sze, or foreign Commissioner of

Customs, to give notice to the party to whom the ship or goods are declared to belong

tuat they have been seized because such or such an irregularity has been comunitted,

and that they will be confiscated, unless, before noon on a certain day, being the sixth

day from the delivery of the notice, the Custom House aut ? : orities receive from the

Consul an official application to have the case fully investigated .

The merchant to whom the ship or goods belong, it prepared to maintain that

the all- ged irregularity has not been conmitted, is fr e to appeal, within the limited

time, irectly to the Commissioner, who is to in orin the Superintendent. If satisfied

with his explanations, the Superintendent will direct the release of the ship or goods;

otherwise, if the merc ant elict not to appeal to the Customs , or if , after receiving

bis explanations, the Superintende it still decline to release the ship or goods, he may

appeal to his Consul, who will inform the Superintendent of the particulars of this

appeal, and request him to name a day for them both to investigate and try the case

publicly.

Rule III. - The Superintendent, ou receipt of the Consuls communication , will

name a day for meeting at the Custom House ; and the Consul will direct the merchant

to appear with his witnesses there on the day namel, and will himself on that day

proceed to the Custom House. The Superintendent will invite th : Consul to take

his seat with bim on the bench ; the Commissioner of Custoins will also be seatel to

assist the Superintendent.

Proceedings will be opened by the Superintendent, who will call on the Customs'

employés who seized the ship or gools to state the circumstances which occasioned

the seizure,and will question them as to their evidence. Whatever the merchant

may have to advance in contra liction of their evidence he will state to the Consul,

who will cross -examine them for him . Such will be the proceedings in the int -rest

of truth and equity. The Consul and Sup rintendent may, if they see fit, appoint

deputies to meet at the Custom House in their stead , in which case the order of

proceeding will be the sam’ as if they were present in person.

RULE IV .-Notes will be taken of the statements of all parties examined, a copy

of which will be signed and sealed by the Consul and Soprinten lent. The room

will then be clearel, and toe Superintendent will inform the Consul of the course he

proposes to pursue. If he proposes to confiscate the vessel or gools, and the Consul

dissents, the merchant may appeal and the Cousul, havin , given notice of the appeal

to the Superint- ndent, they will forwar I certified copies of the above notes to Peking .

-the formar to his Minister, and the latter to the Foreign Office, for their decision.

If the Consul agrees with the Superintndent that the ship or goods ought to be

confiscated , the merchant will not have the right of app -al ; and in no case will the

release of ship or goods entitle bim to clai a indemnity for their seizure, whether they

be released after the investigation at the Custom House, or after the appeal to the

bigb authorities of both nations at Pekin 5 .

RULE V.—The case having been referred to superior authority , themerc'iant

interested shall be at liberty to give a bond, bin ling himself to pay the full value of

* Substituted for the Rules agreed upon in 1865 between the Chinese Government and Her Britannic

Majesty's Plempotentiary.
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the ship or goods attached should ibe ultimate decision be against him ; which bond

being sealed with the Consular seal , and deposited at the Custom House, the Super

intendent will restore to the merchant the ship or goods attached ; and when the

superior authorities shall have decided whether so much money is to be paid, or the

whole ofthe property seized be confiscated, the merchant will be called on to pay

accordingly. " If he decline to give the necessary security, the shipor merchandise

attached will be detained . But whether the decision of the superior authorities be

favourable or not, the appellant will not be allowed to claim indemnity.

RULE VI.- When the act of wbich a merchant at any port is accused is not one

involving the confiscation of ship or cargo, but is one which , by Treaty or Regulation ,

is punishable by fine , the Commissioner will report the case to the Superintendent,

and at the same time cause a plaint to be entered in the Consular Court. The Consul

will fix the day of the trial, and inform the Commissioner that he may then appear

withthe evidence and the witnesses in the case . And the Commissioner, either

personally or by deputy , shall take his seat on the bench , and conduct the case on

behalf of the prosecution.

When the Treaty or Regulations afix a specific fine for the offence , the Consul

shall on conviction give judgment for that amount, the power of mitigating the

sentence resting wit£ the Superintendent and Commission -r. If the defendant is

acquitted, and the Commissioner dois not demur to the decision, the ship or goods ,

if any be under seizure, shall at once be released, and the circumstances of the case

be communicated to the Superintendent. The merchant shall not be put to any

expense by delay, but he shall have no claim for compensation on account of hindrance

in his business, for loss of interest , or for demurraye. If a difference of opinion

exists between the Commissioner and Consul, norice to that effect shall be given to

the Superintendent, and copies of the wbole proceedings forwarded to Peking for the

consideration of their respective high authorities . Pending their d cision , the owner

ofthe property must file a bond in the Consular Court to the full value of the pro

posed fine, which will be sent to the Custom House authorities by the Consul , and

the goods or ship will be released.

Rule VII.-If the Custom House authorities and Consul cannot agree as to

whether certain duties are leviable or no ' , action must be taken as Rule V. directs ,

and the merchant must sign a bond for the value of the duties in question. The

Consul will affix bis seal to this document, and send it to the Custom House autho

rities , when the Superintendent will release the goods without receiving the duty ;

and these two functionaries will respectively send statements of the case to Peking, -

one to his Minister, the other to the Foreign Office .

If it shall be decided there that no duty sball be levied, the Custom House

authorities will return the mercbant's bond to the Consul to be cancelled ; but if it

be decided that a certain amount of duty is leviable , the Consul shall require the

merchant to pay it in at the Custom House.

RULE VIII.- If the Consul and the Cu -tom House authorities cannot agree as

to whether confiscation of a ship, or a cargo, or both of them toget ! : er, being the

property of a foreign merchant,shall take plac", the case mu-t be referred to Peking

for the decision of the Foreign Office, and the Minister of his nation . Pending their

decision, the merchant must , in accordance wiih Rule V. , sign a bond for the amount ,

to which the Consul will affix bis seal , and send it for deposit at the Custom House .

As difference of opinion as to the value [of ships or goods] may arise, the valua

tion of the merchant will be decisive ; and the Custom House authorities may, if they

see fit, take over either at the price afor said.

If after such purchase it be decided that the property seized ought to be

confiscated , the merchant must redeem his bond by paying in at the Custom House

the original amount of the purchase -money. If the decision be against confiscation,

the bond will be returned to the Consul for transmission to the merchant, and the

case then be closel. The sum paid to the Custom House authorities for ship or

goods being regar led as their proper price , it will not be in the merchant's power,

by a tender of the purchase-money, to recover them .



THE CIIEFOO CONVENTION .

SIGNED, IN TRE ENGLISH AND CHINESE LANGUAGES, AT CHEF0o,

1314 SEPTEMBER, 1876.

Ratified by the Emperor of China 17th September, 1876.

Agreement negotiated between Sir Thomas Wade, K.C.B. , Her Britannic

Majesty's Envoy Ex raordinary and Mini-ter Plenipotentiary at the Court of China,

and Li, Mnister Pienipotentiary of His Majesty the Emperor of China, Senior Grand

Secretary, G vernor-General of the Province of Chih - li, of the First Class of the

Third Order of Nob lity.

The ni gotiation be ween the Ministers aboveramed has its origin in a despatch

receivid by Sir Thomas Wade, in the Spring of the presºnt y ar, from the Earl of

Derby, Principal Secretary of State for Forwign Affairs, dated 1st January, 1876.

This contained instructions regarding the dispo-al of three questions, first, a satis

factory settlement « f the Yünnan affair; secondly, a faithful ſulfilment of engagements

of last year respecting intercourse between the lighi officers of the two Govtrnments ;

thirdly, the adoption of a uniform system in satisfaction of the understanding arrived

at in the month of September, 1875 (8th moon of tlie 1st year of the reign Kwang

Su ), on the subject of reciification o conditions of trade. I is to this despatch that

Sir Thomas Wade has referred himseli in discussions on these questions with the

Tsung - li Yamên , farther reference to wbich is here omitied as superfluous. The

conditions now agreed to between Sir Thomas Wade and the Grand Secretary are as

follow :

Section I .--- Settlement of the Yunnan Case.

1.-A Memorial is to be presented to the Throne, whether by the Tsung- li

Yamêp or by the Grand Secretary Li is immaterial , in the sense of the memorandum

prepared by Sir Thomas Wade. B -fure presentation the Chinese text of the Memorial

is to be shown to Sir Thomas Wade.

2.-The Memorial having been presented to the Throne, and the Imperi: lDecree

in reply received , the Tsung -li Yimêr will communicate copies of tie Memorial and

Imperial Decree to Sir Thomas Wade, t.gether with copy of a letter from the

Tsung-li Yamên to the Provincial Governments, instructing them to issuea proclama

tion that sball emboly at levgib the above Memorial and Derree. Sir Thomas Wade

will thereon repli to the effert that for two years 10 cone cfficers will be sent by the

British Minister to different places in the privinces to see ibat be proclama'ion is

posted . Or application from the British Minister or the Consul of any port insiructed

by him to make application , the high officers of the provinces wil depute competent

officers to accompany those so sent to the places which ther go to observe.

3. - In order to the fraining of such regulat ons as will be needed for the conduct

of the frontier trade between Burmah and Yunnan, the Memorial submitting the

prop -sed etilement of the Yünnan affair will contain a r quest that an Imperial

Decree be issued d recting the Gov r or-G neral and Governor, wherever the British

Gove' nment s'all send officers to Yünna ' , to eket a competint officer of rink to

coufer with tbew and to conclude a satisfactory arrang -ment.

4.- The British Government will be iree for fiv .. veurs, from the 1st of January

next, being the 17th day of the llib moon of the 2nd y , ar of the reign Kwang Su,
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to station officers at Ta-li Fu , or at some other suitable place in Yünvan , to observe

the conditions of trade ; to the end that they may bave information upon which to

base the regulations of trade when these have to be discussed. For the consideration

andadjustment of any matter affecting British officers or subjects , these officers will

be free to address themselves to the authorities of the province. The opening of the

trade
may be proposed by the British Government as it may find best at any time

witbin the term of five years, or upon expiry of the term of five years .

Passports having been obtained last year for a Mission from India into Yünnan,

it is open to the Viceroy of India to s nd such Mission at any time he may see fit.

5. — The amount of indemnity to be paid on account of the families of the officers

and others killed in Yünnan , on account of the expenses which the Yünnan case has

occasioned , and on account of claims of British merchants arising out of the action

of officers of the Chinese Goveroment up to the commencement of the present year,

Sir Thomas Wade takes upon himself to fix at two hundred thousand taels, payable

on demand.

6.—When the case is closed an Iinperial letter will be written expressing regret

for what bas occurred in Yünnan. The Missionbearing the Imperial Letterwill

proceed to England immediately. Sir Thomas Wade is to be informed of the

constitution of this Mission for the information of his Government. The text of the

Imperial Letter is also to be communicated to Sir Thomas Wade by the Tsung-li

Yamên.

SECTION II. - Official Intercourse.

Under this heading are included the conditions of intercourse between high

officers in the capital and the provinces, and between Consular officers and Chinese

officials at the ports; also the conduct of judicial proceedings in nised cases.

1.-In the Tsung- li Yamên's Memorial of the 28th September, 1875 , the Prince of

Kung and the Ministers stated that their object in presenting it had not been simply

the transaction of business in which Chinese and Foreigners might be concerned;

missions abroad and the question of diplomatic intercourse lay equilly within their

prayer.

To the prevention of farther misunderstanding upon the subject of intercourse

and correspondence, the present conditions of both baving caused complaint in the

capital and in the provinces, it is agreed that the Tsung-li Yamên sball address a

circular to the Legation , inviting Foreign Representatives to consider with them a

code of etiquette, to the end that foreign officials in Cbina, whether at the ports or

elsewhere, may be treated with the same regard as is shown them when serving

abroad in oiber countriesand as would be shown to Chinese agents so serving abroad.

The fact that China is about to establish Missions and Consulates abroad renders

an understanding on these points essential .

2.-The British Treaty of 1858 , Article XVI. , lays down that " Chinese subjects

who may be guilty of any criminal act towards British subjects shall be arrested and

punished by Chinese authorities according to the laws of China."

“ British subjects who may commit any crime in China shall be tried and punished

by the Consul, or any other public functionary authorised thereto, according to the

laws of Great Britain .

“ Justice sball be equitably and impartially administered on both sides."

The words " functionary authorised thereto " are translated in the Chinese text

“ British Government."

In order to the fulfilment of its Treaty obligations , the British Government has

established a SupremeCourt at Shanghai, with a special code of rules, which it is

now about to revise. The Chinese Goveryment has established at Shanghai a Mixed

Court ; but the officer presiding over it, either from lack of power or dread of

unpopularity, constantly fails to enforce bis judgments.

It is now understood that the Tsung-li Yamên will write a circular to the Lega

tions , inviting Foreign R presentatives at once to consider with the Tsung- li Yamên

the measures needed for the more effective administration of juctice at the Ports

open to Trade
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3.- It is agreed that, whenever a crime is committed affecting the person or

property of a British subject, whether in the interior or at the open ports, the British

Minister shall be free to send officers to the spot to be present at the investigation .

To the prevention of misunderstanding on this point, Sir Thomas Wade will

write a Note to the above effect, to which the Tsung- li Yamên will reply, affirming

that this is the course of proceeding to be adhered to for the time to come.

It is farther understood that so long as the laws of the two countries differ from

each other, there can be but oneprinciple to guide judicial proceedings in mixed cases

in China, namely, that the case is tried by the official ofthe defendant's nationality ;

the official of the plaintiff's nationality merely attending to watch the proceedings in

the interests of justice. If the officer so attending be dissatisfied with the proceedings,

it will be in his power to protest against them in detail . The law administered will

be the law of the nationality of the officer trying the case. This is the meaning of

the words hui t'ung, indicating combined action in judicial proceedings, in Article

XVI. of the Treaty of Tientsin ; and this is the course to be respectively followed by

the officers of either nationality

SECTION III.-Trade .

1.- With reference to the area within which, according to the treaties in force,

lekin ought not to be collected on foreigo goods at the open ports , Sir Thomas Wade

agre s to move his Government to allow the ground rented by foreig.ers (the so -called

Concessions) at the different ports, to be regarded as the area of exemption from

lekin ; and the Government of China will thereupon allow I -ch’ang in the province

of Hu-pei; Wu-bu, in An Hui; Wen -Chow , in Che- Kiang ; and Pei-hai (Pak -boi),

in Kwang-Tung to be ad led to the number of ports open to trade and to become

Consular stations. The British Government will farther be free to send officers to

reside at Ch’ung K’ing, to wa'ch the conditions of British trade in Ssu Cl’uen.

British merchants will not be allowed to reside at Ch'ung K'ing, or to open establish

ments or warehouses there so long as no st amers have access to the port. When

steamers bave succeeded in ascending the river s ) far, farther arrangements can be

taken into consideration .

It is farther proposed as a measure of compromise that at certain points on the

shore of the Gr at River, namely , Ta -t'ung and Ng in -Ching , in the province of An

Hui ; Hu-Kou, in Kiang- Si ; Wu- sueh, Lu -cbi kou, and Sha -shih in Hu -Kwang;

these being all places of trade in the interior, at which, as they are not open poris,

foreign merchants are not legally authorised to land or ship goods, steamers shall be

allowed to touch for the purpose of landing or shipping passengers or goods ; but in

all instances by means of native boats only and subject to the regulations in force

affecting native trade.

Produce accompanied by a half- duty certificate may be shipped at such points

by the steamers, butmay not be landed by them for sale . And at all such points,

except in the case of imports accompanied by a transit duty certificate or exports

similarly certificated, wbich will be severally passed free of lekin on exhibition of such

certificates, lekin will be duly collected on all goods whatever by the native authorities,

Foreigo merchants will not be authorised to reside or open houses of business or

warehouses at the places enumerated as ports of call .

2.- Atall ports open to trade, whether by earlier or later agreement, at which no

settlement area has beʼn previously defined, it will be the duty of the British Consul ,

acting in concert with bis colleagues, the Consuls of other Powers, to come to an

understanding with the local authorities regarding the definition of the foreign

settlement area.

3.-On opium , Sir Toomas Wade will move his Government to sanction an

arrangement different from that affecting other imports . British merchants, when

opium is brought into port, will be obliged to have it taken cognisance of by the

Customs, and leposited in bond, either in a were'ouse or a receiving bulk, until such

time as there is a sale for it . The importer will then pay the tariff duty upon it

and the purchaser the lekin ; in order to the prevention of evasion of the duty. The
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amount of lekin to be collectel will be decided by the diff-rent Provincial Govern.

ments according to the circumstances of each .

4 —The Csinese Government agre's thai Transit Duty Certificates shall be

framed under one rule at all ports, no diff -rence being ma'le in the conditions set forth

ther in ; and , that so far as imports are concerned, the nationality of the person

possessing and carrying there is imma erial . Native produce carried from an Ioland

Centr to a Port of Shipment, if bonâ fide iutt nded for shipment to a foreign port,

may be, by treaty, « ertificated by the British subject interested, and ex mpted by

payment of the half duty from all charges d manded upon it en route. If produce be

not ihe property of a British subject, or is being carriei to a port not lor exportation ,

it is not entiiled to be exemption that would be secured it by the exhibition of a

Transit Duty Certificate. The British Minister is prejar d to agre' with the Tsun : -li

Yamên upon ruls that will secure the Chinese Goverpinent against abuse of tbe

privil ge as affecting produce.

The words nei-ti , inland, in the clause of Article VII. of the Rules appended to

the Tariff, regarding carriace of imports inlaid, and of native produce purchased

inland , apply as much to places on the sea coasts and river shor: 8, as to places in the

inte rior not open to foreign trade; the Chinese Government baving the right to make

arran ements for the preventi n of abuses ther at.

5.-- Article XLV. of the Treaty of 1858 prescrilies no limit to the term within

which a drawback may be caimed upon duty paid Imports. The British Minister

agrees to a lerm of ihree years, after expiry of which no drawback shall be claim d .

6 .--- The foregoing stipulations, that ceriain ports are to be opened to foreign trade,

and that landing and shipping of goods at six plac 8 on ihe Great River is 10 be

sanctioned , shail be given effect to within six mon hs after receipt of the Imperial

Decree approvii g the memorialof the Grand Scre ary Li . The date for giving i ffect

to the stipulati ns affecting exemption of mports from lekin taxation within the

foreigu settlemer.ts, and the coil criou of lekin upon o ium ly the Customs Inspec.

torat at the same time as tie Tariff Duty upon it, will be fixed as soon as the

British Government bas arrived at an understanding on the subjec! with other foreign

Governments.

7. — The Government ofH ngkong baving long complained of the interference

of the Cauton Customs Revenue Cruisers with the junk irade of the Colony , the

Chinese Government agrees to the appointment of a Commission to consist of a

British Consul , an officer of the Hongkong Government, and a Chinese officia ! of

equal rank, in crder to the establi-hm nt of some system that shall enable the Chinese

Government to proiect its revenue without prejudice to the int: rests of the Colony ,

Separate Article.

Her Majesty's Government haviug it in contemplation to send a Mission of

Exploration next y ar by way of Peking ihrough Kan. Su and Koko-Nor, or by way of

Ssu -Chu'ın, t . , Thibet, ani thence to India , the Tsung- li Yamên, baving due regard

to the circumstances, will, when the time arrives, issue the veci'ssary passports, and

will addr: ss let'ers to the high pr. vinvial authorities and to the Resident in Tiibet.

If ib . Mission should not be sent by these routes, but should'le proceeding across

the Indiai frontier to Thibet, the Tsung-li Yamên, on receipt of a comunication to

the above effect from th . Brirish Minister, wiil write to tre Chin se Resident in

Thibet.and the Resident, with due regard to the circums' ances, will send officers to

take due care of the Missiod; and passporis for the Mission will be issued by the

Tsun - li Ya'niên i hai its pasage bu vot ol structed .

Da ne at Chefoo, in the province oi San Tuvg, this Thirteenth Day of Septembr,

in the year of Our Loid One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy- six,

[ L.8.]

( L.S. ]

THOMAS FRANCIS WADE,

CHINESE PLENIPOTENTIARY.



FRANCE .

TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGA TON

BETWEEN FRANCE AND CHINA.

SIGNED, IN THE FRENCH AND CHINESE LANGUAGES, AT TIENTSIN , 27TH JUNE, 1858,

Ratifications Exchanged at Peking, 25th October, 1860 .

His Majesty the Emperor of the French and His Majesty the Emperor of China

being desirous to put an onl to the existing misunders'anding between the two

Empir, s, and wishing to re-establish and improve the relations of frien Iship, com

merie, and navigation between the two powers , have resolved to conclude a new

treaty based on the cum non interest of the two cuntries, and for that purpose have

named their plenipotentiaries , that is to say :

His Majesty th . Emperor of the French, Baron Gros, Grand Officer of theL gion

of Honour, Grand Cross of the Order of the Sa riour of Greece, Commander of the

Order of the Conception of Portugal, & c., &c . , & c .;

And His Majesty the Emperor of China, Kweiliang, Imperial Hgh Com

missioner of the Ta Tsing Dynasty, Grand Minister of the Eas : Palace, Dir ctor

Ge eral of the Council of Justice , & c., & c., & c.; and Hwasbana, Imperial High

Commissioner of the Ta - Tsing Dynasty, President of the Board of Finance, General

of the Bor lered Blue Banner of the Chinese Binner Force, &c. , &c . , &c .;

Wuo, having exchanged their full powers, which they have found in good and

due form , have agreed upon the following Artiles :

Art. I. - There shall be perpetual piace and friends ' ip between His Majesty the

Emperor of the French and His Majesty tiie Emperor of China, and between the

suljects of the two Empires, who shall enjoy equally in the respective states of the

higo contracting parties full and entire protection for their persons and property.

Art . II. - In order to maintain tie peace so happily re-established between the

two empires it has been agr -ed b tween the high contracting parties that, following

in this respect the practice amongst Western nations the duly acer dited diplomatic

agents of His Maje -ty the Emperor of the French to His Majesty the Emperor of China

sball have the right of resorting to the capital of the empire whenimportant affairs

call them there. It is agreed between ihe bigh contracting parties tbat ifan
y one

of the powers baving a treaty with China obtains for its diplomatic agents the right

of permanent
ly resiling at Peking , Frince shall immediate

ly enjoy the same right.

The diplomatic agents shall reciprocally enjoy , in the place of heir r. sidene,

the privileges and immunities accorded to them by international law , i hat is to say,

that their persons, their families, their houses, and their correspondence, shall be

inviolable, that they may take into their service such emp'oyés , couriers, interpreters ,

servants, etc., *tc . , as shall be necessary to them .

Tbe expense of every kind occasioned by the diplomatic missions of France in

China shall be supported by the French Government. The diplomatic agents which
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it shali please the Emperor of China to accredit to His Majesty the Emperor of

the French , shall be received in France with all the horo irs and prerogatives wbich

the diplomatic agents of other nations accredited to the court of His Majesty the

Emperor of the French enjoy.

Art. III . -The official comm nications of tbe French diplomatic and consular

agents with the Chinese authorities shall be written in French, but sball be accom

panied, to facilitate the service, by a Chinese translation ,as exact as possible , until

such time as the Imperial Government of Peking, having interpreters speaking

and writing French correctly , diplomatic correspondence shall be conducted in this

language by the French agents and in Chinese by the officers of the empire.

It is agreed that until then , and in case of difference in the interprétation , in re

ference to the French text and Chinese text of the clauses beretofore agreed upon

in the conventions marle by common accord , it shall always be the original text and

not the translation which shall be Leid correct. This provision applies to the

present treaty, and in the communications between the authorities of the two

countries it shall always le the original text and not the translation which sball be

held correct .

Art. IV . - Henceforth the official correspondence between the auihorities and the

officers of the two coun ' ries shall be regulated according to their respecʻive ranks and

conditions and upon the basis of the most absolute reciprocity. This correspondence

shall take place between the high French officers and the high Chinese officers, in

the capital or elsewhere, by dispatch or communication ; hetween the French sub

or linate officers and the high authorities in the provinces , on the part of the former

hy statement, and on the part of the latter by declaration.

Between the officers of lower orders of the two nations, as above provided , on

the footing of a perfect equality .

Merebants and generally all persons not having an official character shall on both

sides use the form of representation in all documents addressed to or intended for the

notice of the respective authorities.

Wbenever a French subject shall have recourse to the Chinese authority, his

representation shall first be submitted to the Consul, wbo, if it appears to him

reasonable and properly addressed, sball forward it ; if it be otherwise, tbe Consul

sball cause the tenour to be modified or refuse to transmit it. The Chinese, on their

part, when they have to address a consulate, sball follow a similar course towards the

Chinese authority, who shall act in the same manner.

Art . V.--His Majesty the Emperor of the French may appoint Consuls or Con

sular Agents in the coast and river ports of the Chinese empire named in Article VI.

of the present treaty to conduct the business bitveen the Chinese authorities and

French merchants and subjects and to see to the strict observance of the stipulated

rules. These officers shall be treated with the consideration and regard wbich are

due to them . Their relations wità tbe authorities of the place of their residence sball

be established on the footing of the most perfect equality. If they shall have to

complain of the proceedings of the sail authorities, they may address the superior

authority of the province direct, and shall immdiately advise the Minister Plenipo

tentiary of the Emperor thereof.

In case of the absence of the French Consul , captains and merchants shall be

at liberty to bave recourse to the intervention of the Consul of a friendly power, or,

if this be impossible, they shall bave recourse to the chief of the Customs,who shall

advise as to the means of assuring to the said captains and merchants the benefits of

the present treaty.

Art. VI. - Experience having demonstrated that the opening of new ports to

foreign commerce is one of the necessities of the age, it has been agreed thatthe

ports of Kiung.chow and Chao -chow in the province of Kwangtung , Taiwan and

Tamsui in the island of Formosa (province of Fobkien ) ; Tang-chow in the pro

vince of Shantung, and Nanking in the province of Kiangsu, shall enjoy the same

privileges as Canton, Sbar ghai , Ningpo, Amoy, and Foochow . With regard to
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Nanking, the Fr-rch agents in China shall not deliver passports to their nationals

for this city until the rebels shall bave been expelled by the Imperial troops .

Art . VII. - Frınch subjects and their families may establish themselves and

trade or pursue their avocation in all security , and witbout bindrance of any kind ,

in the ports and cities enumerated in the preceding article.

They may travel freely between them if they are provided with passports, but

it is expressly forbidden to them to trade elsewhere on the coast in search of

clandestine markets, under pain of confiscation of both the ships and goods used in

such operations, and this confiscation sball be for the benefit of the Chinese Gover -

ment, who, however, before the seizure and confiscation can be legally pronounced ,

must advise the French Consul at the nearest port.

Art . VIII. - French subjects who wish to go to interior towns, or ports not open

to foreign véssels , may do so in all security, on the express condition that they are

provided with passports written in French and Chinese, legally delivered by the

diplomatic agents or consuls of France in China and viséd by the Chinese authorities.

In case of the loss of his passport, the French subject who cannot present it

when it is legally required of him , shall, if the Chinese authorities of the place refuse

him permission to remain a sufficient time to obtain another passport from the

consul , be conducted to tie nearest consulate and sball not be maltreated or insulted

in any way .

As is stipulated in the former treaties, French subjects resident or sojourning

in the ports open to foreiyn trade may travel without passports in their immedi ite

neighbourhood and there pursue their occupations as freely as the natives, butthey

sball not pass certain limits which sball be agreed upon between the consul and the

local authority . The French agents in China shall deliver passports to their

nationals only for the places where the rebels are not established at the time the

passport shall be demanded .

These passports shall be delivered by the French authorities cnly to persons

who offer every desirable guarantee.

Art. IX .-All changes marle by common consent with one of thesignatory powers

of the treaties with China on the subject of amelioration of the tariff now in force, or

which may bereafter be in force, as also all rights of customs , tonnage, importation ,

transit, and exportation, shall be immediately applicable to French trade and mer

chants by the mere fact of tueir being placed in execution.

Art. X.-Any French subject who, conformably to the stipulations of Article

VI . of the present treaty, shall arrive at oue of the ports open to foreign tra le, may,

whatever may be the length of his sojourn , rent houses and warehous s for the

disposal of bis merchandise, or lease land and himself build houses and warehouses.

French suljects may, in the samo manner, establish churches, hospitals , religious

houses, schools, and cemeteries. To this end the local au hority , after baving

agreed with the Consul, shall di siguate the quarters most suitable for the residence

of the French and the sites on which the above -mentioned structures may bave

place.

The terms of rents ard lases shall be freely discussed between the interested

parties an / regulated , as far as possible, according to the average local rates .

The Chinese authorities shall prevent their nationals from exacting or requiring

exorbitant prices , and the Consul on bis side shall see that French subjects use no

violence or constraint to force the consent of the proprietors. It is further under

stood that the number of houses ard the extent of the ground to be assigned to

French subjects in the ports open to foreign trade shall not be limited , and that they

shall be determined according to the needs and convenience of the parties. If Chinese

subjects injure or destroy French churches or cemeteries the guilty parties shall be

punished with all the rigour of the laws of the country .

Art. XI .-French subjects in the ports open to foreign trade may freely engage,

on the terms agreed upon between the pa ties, or by the sole intervention of the

Consul, compradores, interpreters, clerks, workmen , watermen , and servants . They

sball also have the right of engaging teachers in order to learn to speak and write
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the Chines, language and any other languare or dialeci used in the empire, as also

to secure their aid in scientific or nterary works. Equally they may teach to Chinese

suljcts their own or foreign languag 8 and sell without obs'ach : French books or

themselves purchase Chinese books of all descriptions.

Art. XII. - Pr „perty ofany kind appertaining to French subjects in the Chinese

empire shall he consi lered by the Chinese inviolable and shall always be respected

by them . The Chines , authorities shall not, under any circumstances wbatever,

place French vessels und r embargo nor put them under requisition for any service,

be it public or private.

Art . XIII. - The Christian r.ligion having for its essential object the leading of

men to virtu-, the members of all Christian communities shall enjoy entire security

for their persons and property and the free exercise of their religion, and efficient

pr. tection shall be given io missionaries who travel peaceably in the interior

furnished with passports as provided for in Article VIII.

No hindrance shall be offered by the au horities of the Chinese Empire to the

recognised right of every in livi lual in China to embrace, if he so pleases , Chris

tianity and to follow its practices wit out being liable to any punishm'nt therefor.

All that has previously be ' n written , proclaimed , or published in China by

order of the Government against the Christian religion is completely abrogated and

remains null and void in all provinces of the empire.

Art , XIV.-No privileged commercial society shall henceforward be established

in China, and the sam- shall apply to any organised coalition baving for its end

the exercise of a monopoly on tra le . In case of the contravention of the present

article the Chinese Authorities, on the representation of the Consul or Consular

Agent, shall advise as to themeans of dissolving such associations , of which they are

also bound to pr vent the existence by the preceding probibitions, so as to remove

all that may siand in he way of free competition.

Art . XV.- When a French vessel arrives iu the waters of one of the ports open

to foreign trade sho shall be at liberty to engage any pilot to take ber immediately

into the port, and , in the same manner, wien , having discharged all legal cbarges,

she shall be ready to put to sea, she shall not be refused pilots to enable her to leave

the port without bindrance or delay.

Any individual who wishes to exercise th professin of pilot for French vessels

may, on the presentation of three certificates from captains of ships, be commissioned

by the French Consul in the same manner as shall be in use with other nations .

The remuneration payable to pilots shall be equitably regulated for each parti.

cular port by th- Consul or Consular Agent, who shall fix it having regard to the

distance and circumstances of the navigation.

Art. XVI.-- After the pilot has brought a French trading ship into the port,

the Superintendent of Customs shall depute one or two officers to guard the ship and

privent fraud. These officers may, according to their convenience, remain in their

own buat or stay on board the ship .

Their pay, fod, and expenses shall be a charge on the Chinese Custoons, and

they shall not demand any fee or remuneration whatever from the captain or consignee.

Every contraven ion of this provision shall ertail a punishment proportionate to the

amount exacted, the which a so shall be returned in full .

Art. XVII.-Within the twen'y -four hours following the arrival of a French

merchart vessel in one of the ports open to foreign : rade, the captain, if he be not

unavoidably prevent d , and in bis default the supercargo or consignee, shall report

at the French Consulate and place in the hands of the Consul ihe ship's papers, the

bills of ladin ., and the manifest. Within the twenty -four hours next tollowing the

Consul shall send to the Superintendent of Customs a detailed note indicating the

name of the v -s8-1, the articles , tue tonnage, and the nature of the cargo ; if,in

consequence of the neglig nce of the captain this cannot be accomplis ied within the

forty- eight hours loll ,wing the ar ival of the vess !, the captain shall be liable to a

pevalty of 50 dollars fir each day's delay to the profit of the Chinese Government ;

but the said penalty shall in no case exceed the sum of 200 dollars.
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Immediately after the reception of the consular note the Superintendent of

Customs shall give a permit to open hatches. If the captain , before having received

the said permit, shall have opened hatches and commer.ced to discharge, he mav

be fined 500 dollars, anl the goods discharged may be seizel, the whole to the profit

of ihe Chinese G vernment.

Art. XVIII. - French captains and merchants may hire whatever boats and

liglters they please for the transport of goods and passengers, and the sum to be

paid for such boats s'all be settled between the parties themselves, without the

intervention of the Chinese authority and, consequently , without its guarantee in case

of accident, fraud , or disappearance of the suid boats." The number of these boate

shall not be limited, nor shall a monopoly in respect either of the boats or of the

carriage of mercban lise by porters be granted to any one.

Art. XIX . - Whenever a French merchant sball have mercbandise to load or

discharge he shall first romit a detailed note of it to the Consul or Consular A genta

who will immediately charge a recognised interpreter of the Consula'e to communicate

it to the Superintendent of Customs. The latter shall at once deliver a permit for

slipping or landing the goods. He will then proceed to the verification of the goods

in sub manner that there shall be no chance of loss to any party .

Tue Frınch merchant must cause himself to be represented ( if he dors not prefer

to attond himself) at the place of the verification by a person possessingthe requisite

knowledge to protect his interests at the time when the verification for the liquida.

tion of the dues is ma le ; otherwise any after claim will be null and of no eff.ct.

With respect to goods subject to an ad valorem duty, if the merchart cannot

agree wich the Chinese officers as to their value, then each party sball call in two or

three merchants to examine the gols, and the highest price which shall be offered

by any of ihem shall be as -umed as the value of the said goods.

Duties shall be charged on the net weight, the tare will therefore be deducted ,

If the French merchant cannot agree with the Chinese officer on the amount of

tare, each party sball choose a certain number of chests and bales from among the

goods respecting wbich there is a dis ute ; these shall be first weighed gross, then

tared, and the avera re tare of these shall betaken as the tare for allthe others.

If during the course of verification any difficulty arises which cannot be settled,

the French merchant any claim the intervention of the Consul, who will imm diately

bring the subjec. of d -spute to the notice of the Superinte ident of Customs, and both

will endeavour to arrive at an amicable arrangem nt, bui the claim must be made

within twenty four hours ; otherwise it will not receive attention. So long as the

result o " the dispute remains pending, the Superinten lert of Cus:oms shall not enter

the matter in his books, thus leaving every latitude for the examii ation and solution

of the difficulty .

On goo is imported which have sustained damage a reduction of dutins propor

tionate to their d -preciati »n shall be ma ie. This shall be equ tably determined, and,

if necessary, in the mann - r above stipulated for the fixing of ad valorem duties .

Art. XX .- Any vessel having entered one of the ports of China an1 which has

not yet used the perinit to open latches mentioned in Article XIX., may, within two

days of arrival , quit this port and proced to another without having to pay either

tonnage lues or customsduties , but will discharge tien ultimately in the pit where

sale of the gols is effected .

Art. XXI.-It is established by common consent , tiat import duties shall be

discharg -d by the captains or French merchants after the landing nd verification

of the goods. Export duties shall in the same manner be paid on the shipment of

the goods. When all tonnage dues and Customs duti's shall have been paid in full

by a French vissel th .. Superintendent of Custom : s'all give a general quit :ance, on

the exhibition of which the Consul shall return the ship's papers to the captain , nd .

permit him to depart on bis voyage. The Superintendent of Custo:ns giall name

one or several banks, who sball h au horisd to receive the sum du, by Frenci

merchants an account or the Government, in the receipt of these banks Por all

payments which have been made to them s'ali be considered as recipts of the
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Chinese Government. These payments may be made in ingots or in foreign money

the relative value of which to sycee shall be determined by agreement between the

Consul or Consular agent and the Superintendout of the Customs in the different

ports , according to time, place, and circumstances.

Art . XXII.-- * After the expºration of the two days vamed in Art. XX. , and

łefore proceeding to discharge her cargo, every vessel s all pay tonnage -dues accord

ing to the following scale :-Vessels of cne hundred and fifty tops and upwards at

the rate of four mace per ton ; vessels of less than one hundred and fifty tous mea

surement at the rate of one mace per too .

Any vessel clearing from any of the open ports of China for any other of the

open ports, or trading between Chira and such ports in Cochir -China as belong to

France, or any port in Japan, sl all be entitled, on application of the master, to

a spec al certificate from the Superintendent of Customs, on exhibition of wbich

the said vessel shallbe exempted from all further payment of tor nage-dues in any

open port of China for a period of four months, to be reckoned from the date of

her port-clearance ; but after the expiration of four months she shall be required to

pay tonnage -dues again .

Small French vessels and boats of every class, whether with or without sails ,

shall be reckoned as coming within the category of vessels of one hundred and fifty

tons and under, and shall pay tonnage dues at the rate of one mace per ton once

in every four months .

Nat ve craft chartered by French merchants shall in like manner pay tonnage

dues once in every four months.

Art. XXIII. - All French goods, after having discharged the Customs duties

according to the tariff in one of the ports of China, may be transported into the interior

without being subjected to any furtier charge except the transit dues according to

the amended scale now in force, which dues shall not be augmented in the future.

If the Chinese Customs Agents, contrary to the tenour of the present Treaty,

make illegal exactions or lery bigher dues , they shall be punished according to the

laws of the empire .

Art . XXIV . – Any French vessel entered at one of the ports open to foreign

tradeand wisbing to discharge only a part of its goods there, shall pay Customs dues

only for the part discharged ; it may transport the remainder of its cargo to another

port and sell it there. The duty shall then be paid .

French subjects, having pad in one port the duties on their goods, wishing to

re -export them and send bem for sale to another port, shall noti y the Consul or

Consular Agent. The latter shall inform the Superintendent of Customs, who, after

having verified the identity of the goods and the perfect integrity of the packages,

sball send 10 the claimants a declaration attesting that the duties on the said goods

bave been paid . Provided with this declaration the French merchants on their arrival

at the other port sball only have to present it through the medium of the Consul or

Superintendent of Customs, who will deliver for this part of the cargo, without

deduction or charge,a permit for discharge free of duty; but if the authorities

discover fraud or anything cor traband amongst tbe goods so re-exported, these sball

be, after verification , confi -cater to the profit of ihe Chinese Governm -nt.

Art . XXV . - Trai shipment of goods shall take place only by special permission

and in case of urgency; if it be indispensable to effect this operation the Consul

shall be referred to , who will deliver a certificate, on view of which the transhipment

Buail be authorised by the Superintendent of Customs. The latcer may always

delegate an employé of his administration to be pres nt.

Every unautborised transbipment, except in case of peril by delay , will entail

the covfiscation, to the profit of the Chinese Government, of the whole of the goods

illicitly transhipped.

Art, XXVI. - Iu each of the ports open to foreign trade the Superintendent of

Customs shall receive for himself, and shill deposit at the French Cousulate, legal

Substituted for the original article in 1865,
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scales for . goods and silver, the weights and measures agreeing exactly with the

weights and measures in use at the Canton Custom -hous ”, and laring a stamp and

seal certifying this authority. These scales shall be the base of all liquidations of

duties and of all payments to be made to the Chinese Government. They shall be

referred to in case of dispute as to the weights and measures of goods, and the decree

shall be according to the results they show .

Art. XXVII.-- Import and export duties levied in China on French commerce

shall be regulated according to the tariff annexed to the present treaty under the

seal and signature of the respective plenipotentiaries . This tariff may be revised

every seven years in order to lie in harmony with ihe changes brought about by time

in the value of the products of the soil or industry of thetwo empires .

By the payment ofthese duties , the amount of which it is expressly provided

shall not be increased nor auguented by any kind of charge or surtax whatever,

French subjects shall be free to inport into Coina, from French or foreign ports, and

qually to export from China to any destination , all goods which shall not be, at the

date of the signing of the present treaty and according to the classification of the

annexed tariff, the object of a special probibition or of a special monopoly . The

Chinese Government renouncing therefore the right of augmenting the number of

articles reputed contraband or subjects of a monopoly, auy modification of the

tariff shall be made only after an understanding has been come to with the French

Government and with its full and entire consent.

With regard to the tariff, as well as every stipulation introduced or to be in

troduced in the existing treaties, or those which may 'bereafter be concluded, it

remains well and duly established that merchants and in general all French citizens

- in China shall always have the same rigbts and be treated in the same way as the

most favoured natiun .

Art. XXVIII.-- The publication of the regular tariff doing away heuceforth with

all pretext for smuggling, it is not to be presumed that any act of this nature may

be committed by French vessels in the ports of China. If it should be otherwise,

all contraband goods introduced into these ports by French vessels or merchants,

whatever their value or nature, as also all prohibited goods fraudulently disc 'arged ,

sball be seized by the local authority and confiscated to the profit of the Chinese

Government. Fur her, the latter may, if it see fit, interdict the re-entry to China of

the vessel taken in contravention and compel it to leave immediately after the settle

ment of its account .

If any foreign vessel frau lulently make use of the French flag the French

Government shall take the necessary measures for the repression of this abuse .

XXIX . – His Majesty the Emperor of the French may station a vessel of

war in any principal port of the empire where its presence may be considered nec ssary

to maintain good order and discipline amongst the crews of merchant v sscls and to

facilitate the exercise of the Consular authority; all nec :ssary measures shall be

taken to provid- that the presence of these vessels of war sliall entail no inconvenience,

and their commanders shall receive orilers to cause 10 be executed the provisions of

Article XXXIII. in respect of the communications with tle land and the policing of

the crews. The vessels of war shall be subject to no duty.

Art. XXX.- Every French vessel of war cruising for be protection of commerce

shall be received as a friend and treated as such in all the ports of China which it

shall enter. These vessels may there procure the divers articles for refitting and

victualling of which they shall have need, and , if tley bave suffered damage, may

repair there and purchase the materials necessary for such repair, the whole without

the least opposition .

The same skall apply to French trading ships which in consequence of great

damage or any other reason may be compelled to seek refuge in any port whatsoever

of China.

If a vessel be wrecked on the coast of China, the nearest Chinese authority, on

being informed of the occurrence, shall immediately send assistance to the crew,

provide for their present necessities, and take the measures immediately necessary
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for the salvage f the ship and th pres 'rvatiou of the carg ). Te wbole shall then

be brought to the knowledge of the nearest Consul or Consular Agent, in order that

the latter, in concert wit : the competent authority , may provide means for the

reliet of the crew and the salva ze of the débris of the ship and cargo .

Art. XXXI. - Should China be at war with an ther power, this circumstance

shall not in any way interfere with the free trade of France with China or with the

opposing nation. French vessels may always, except in the case of effective blockade,

sail wi ! hout obstacle from the ports of the one to the ports of the other, trade in the

ordinary manner, and import aid export every kind of merchand se pot probibited .

Art. XXXII. - Should sailors or other persons desert from French ship -of-wars,

or leave French trading vessels, the Chinese authority , on the r quisition of the

Consul, or failiny the Consul that of the capiain, shall at onc use ev ry mans to

discover and restore the aforesaid fugi'ives into the bands of one or the other ofthem .

In the same manner , if Chinese deser'ers or p'isons accused of any crime take

refuge in French houses or on board of French vessels, the local authority shall

address the Consnl, who, on proof of the guilt of the accused , shall immediately take

the measures neces -ary for their extradi:ion . Each party shall car fully avoid

cor cealment and connivance.

Art. XXXIII. - When sailors ci me on shore they shall be under special dis

ciplinary regulatious framed by the Consul and communicate l to the local authority,

in order to prevent as far as possible all occasion of quarrel b tween French sailors

and the people of the country.

Art. XXXIV. - In case of French tradinį vessels being attacked or pillaged by

pira'es wiihin Chinese waters , the civil a id military authorities of the nearest place,

upon learning of the oceurre.c ” , shall actively pursue tue authors of the crime and

shall neglect nothing to secure their arrest and punishment accoriling to law . The

pirated goods, in watever place or state they may be found, shall be placed in the

halds of ! he Consul, who shall restore them to the ovners. If the criminals cannot

be seized , or the whole of the stolen property cannot b ' recoverel, the Chinese officials

shall -uffer the penalty inflicted by the law in such circum -tances, but they shall not

be held pecuniarily r -sponsible.

Art. XXXV. - When a French subject shall have a complaint to make or claim

to bring against a Chinese, be sballfirst state bis case to the Consul, who, after

baving examined the affair, will endeavour to arranye it amicably , In the same

mann r, when a Chinese has to complain of a French subject, the Consul shall

attentively hear hi, claim and en ' eavour to bring about an amicable arrangement.

But if in either case this be impossible, the Consul shall require the assi tance of a

competent Chinese official, and these two, after having conjointly examined the affıir,

shall decide it equitably.

Art . XXXVI. - It hereafter French citizens suffer damage, or are the subjects of

any insult or vexation on the part of Chinese subjects , the latter shall be pursued

by the local authority, who shall takı. the necessary measures for the defence and

protection of French subjects ; if ill-doers or any vagrant part of the population com

merce to pillage, destroy, or burn the houses or warehouses of Freich subjects or

any other of tveir establishments,the same authoriry, either on the requi-ition of the

Consul or of its own wotion , sball send as speedily as possible an armed force to

dis; erse the riot and to arrest the crimina's, and shall deliver the latter up to the

severity of the law ; the whole without prejudice to the claims of the French subjects

to be indemnified for proved losses.

Art. XXXVII.-- If Chinese bicome, in future, indebted to French captains or

merchants and involve them in loss by fraud or in any other manner , the latter shall

no longer avail themselves of the combination which existed under the former state

of things; they may address themselves only through the medium of their Consul to

the local authority, who shall neglect nothing after having examined the affair to

compel the defaulters to satisfy their ergagements according to the laws of the

country. But, if the debtor cannot be found , if he be dead, or lankrupt, and is not

able to pay, the French merchants cannot claim as against the Chinese authority.
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In case of fraud or non -payment on the part of Frevch merchants, the Consul

shall, in the same manner, aff rd every assistance to the claimants, but neither he

nor bis Goverıment shall in any manner be held responsible .

Art. XXXVIII . - If unfortunately any fight or quarrel occurs beteen French

and Chinese subjects, as also if during the course of such quarrel one or more persons

be killed or wounded, by firearms or otherwise, the Chinese shall be arr s'ed by the

Chinese author ty, who will be re-ponsible, if the charge be proved, for the.r punish

ment according to the laws of the country. Wih regard to the French , they shall

be arrested at the instance of the C nsul, who shall take the necessar measures that

they may be dealt with in the ordinary couise of Fr. nch law in accordance with the

forms and practice which shall be afterwards decided by .he French Government.

The same course shall be observed in all similar circumstances not enumerated

in the present convention , the principle being that for the repression of crimes and

offences commi'ted by them in China, French subje« ts shall be dealt with accrding

to the laws of Frince.

Art. XXXIX. -Disputes or diff-rences ar sing betw en French subjects in China

sball , « qually , be settled by the French autliorities. It is also stipulated that the

Chinese authorities shall not in any manner interfere in any dispute betwein French

subjícts and ot :: er foreiguers. In the same way they shall not exercise any authority

over French vessels ; ti ese are responsible only to the French authorities and the

captain.

Art. XL .-- If the Government of His Majesty the Emperor of the French shall

consider it desirable to modify any of the claus s of the present rety it shall be at

liberty 10 open negotiations to this effect with the Chine - e Government af er an

interval of ten years from the date of the exc aiige of the ratifications. It is a'so

understood that no obligation not expressed in the present conrent on shall be

imposed on the Consuls or Cousular Agents , nor on their nation als , but , as is

stipulated , Freuch sul jerts sball enjoy all the rights, privileg 's, immuni ies, and

guirantees whatsvever which have been or shall be accord d by the Chinese Govern

ment to other powers .

Art. XLI. - His Majesty the Emperor of the French, wishing to give t His

Majesty the Emperor of China a proof of bis friendly sintiments, agres to stipulate

in separate articles, having the same force and effect as if they wire inserted in the

present treaty, the arraigements come to between the two governments on the

matiers antecedent to the events at Carton and the expenses caused by them to the

Government of His Majesty the Emperor of i be French .

Art.XLII. - The ratifications of the presei t ir aty of friend bip, commerce, ao : l

navigation , shall be exchanged at Peking within one year after the day of signature,

or sooner if possible.

After the excbange of the ratifications the treaty shall be brought to the

knowledge of all the superior authorities of the Empire in the provinces and in the

capital, in order that its publication may be well established.

In token whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the present treaty

and affixed their seals thereto ,

Done at Tientsin , in four copies, this twenty -seventh day of June, in the year of

Grace one th usand eight bundle and fifty-eight, c rrespouding to the sever.teenth

day on the fif h moon of the eighth year of Hien Fung,

( Sigred ) ( L.9 . ]

[ L.8 . ]

( L.A. )

BARON GROS.

KWEL-LIANG.

HWASHANA .
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Separate and Secret Articles completing the Treaty concluded between His Majesty the

Emperor of the French and His Majesty the Emperor of China, at Tientsin, in the

Province of Chihli, 27th June, 1858 .

Art . I.- 'I he magistrate of Si-lin Hien , guilty of the murder of the French

miss onary Auguste Chappedelaine, shall be degraded and declared incapable hence

forth of holding any office .

Art. II.- HisExcellency the Minister of France in China shall be notified by

official communication of the execution of this measure, which sball also be duly

published in explanatory terms in the Peking Gazette.

Art. III.- An indemnity shall be paid to the French subjects and others under

the protection of France whose property was pillaged or burut by the populace of

Canton before the taking of that town by the allied troops of France and England.

This indemnity shall be divided amongst them pro rata to their losses.

Art. IV.-- The expenses occasioned by the large armaments wbich the obstinate

refusal of the Chinese authorities to accord to France the satisfaction and indemnity

claimed has rendered necessary shall be paid to the Government of His Majesty the

Ein prior of the French by the Customs at Canton .

These indemnities and military expenses amount to a sum of above two million

taels (Tls . 2,000,000) ; this amount shall be paid into the hands of the Minister of

France in China, who shall give a discharge for it. This sum of two million taels

shall be paid in yearly instalments of one-sixth for six years to His Excellency the

Minister of France in China by the Cariton Custoins; payment may be made in money

or in Customs bonds , which shall be received by that administration in payment of

export and import duties, and for a tenth only of the sum which would have to be

paid, that is to say, if a merchant owes, for example, to the Canton Customs a sum

of ten thousand taels for importor export duties he may pay nine thousand in money

and one thousand in the bonds.

The first sixth shall be paid duriug the course of the year following the signature

of the present treaty, counting from the date of signature.

The Customs of Canton will not , if they so desire, be bound to accept in payment

of duties more than the sixth of the bonds issued , that is , not more than a sum of

333,333 taels A mixed commission named at Canton by the Chinese authorities

and the Minister of France shall decide in advance the mode of issuing these bonds

and the rules which shall determine their form , value, and mode of destruction when

they shall have served their purpose .

Art. V.—The French troops shall evacuate Canton as soon as possible after the

integral payment of the sum of two million taels stipulated above, but in order to

hasten the departure of these troops, Customs bonds may be issued in advance for

a series of six years and lodged with the Legation of France in Cbina .

Art. VI.--The above Articles shall have the same force and value as if they

were embodied word for word in the treaty, of which they form a part, and the

respective plenipotentiaries have signed them , &c.

Done at Tientsin , 27th June , 1858.



CONVENTION OF PEACE BETWEEN FRANCE AND CHINA.

SIGNED AT PEKING, 25TH OCTOBER, 1860,

Translated from the Chinese Tert,

Their Imperial Majesties, the Emperor of China and the Emperor of the French,

being desirous to resume the amicable relations that of yore exi - ted , and to effect a

peaceable settlement of the points in which their Government disagre », have for this

purpose appointed Plenipotentiaries, that is to say : -- His Imperial Majesty tho

Emperor of China, His Imperial Highness the Prince of Kung, and His Imperial

Majesty the Emperor of the French , Baron Gros , who, having communicated to each

other their full powers, and finding the same to be in proper order, now append the

Articles of the Convention , as by them determined.

Art. I.-His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China deeply regrets that the

Representative of His ImperialMajesty the Emperor of the French ,wien on his way,

in 1859,to Peking, for the purpose of exchanging Treaty Ratifications, should have

been obstructed on his arrival at laku by the soldiers that were there.

Art. II. - The Representative of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of the French

when visiting Peking to exchange Treaty Ratifications, shall, whether on the way or

at the capital, be treated by all Chinese officials with the highest consideration .

[ Literally, “ shall rec - ive from ail Chinese officials the most polite and most

considerate treatment due to an Ambassador, so that he may without prejudice assert

his position , authority, or rights.” ]

Art. III.-- The provisions of the Tientsin Treaty of 1858 , and of the Supple.

mentary Articles , except in so far as modified by the present Convention ,shall without

delaycome into operation, as soon as the Ratifications of the Treaty aforesaid shall

ve been exchanged.

Art. IV . — The fourth Article of the Treaty concluded at Tientsin in the year 1858,

by which it was provided that an Indemnity of Two Millions of Trels should be paid

by the Chinese Government, is hereby annulled ; and it is agreed, in the stead thereof,

that the amount of the Indemnity shall be Eight Millions of Taels . [Of that sum ]

the Canton Customs last year paid Three hun Ired and thirty -three thousind three

hundred and thirty -three Taels ; the remainder (Tls . 7,666,666 ) shall be collected from

the various Custom Houses, which shall pay quarterly on 3 - fifth ofthe duties received by

them , and the first quarterly payment shall be due on the 31stDecember, 1860. Tae

payments may be ineither Hai -kwan Sycee or foreign coin , and shall be made to

either the Representative of France resident in China, or the officer by him deputed.

But, on or before the 30th November, there shall be paid at Tientsin a sum of five

hundred thousand Taels . The Franch Representative and the Chinese high officers

shall hereafter respectively appoint deputies to consult together and arrange the

manner in which the instalments are to be paid and receipts granted.

Art. V.–The money to be paid by China is on account of French military

expenditure, and losses sustained by French merchants and others under French

protection, whose hongs and chattels at Canton were burnt and plundered by the

populace. The French Government will at a future period divide the money in fair

proportion among such sufferers, --the amount to be appropriatel for the losses anl

injuries incurred by such French subjects an others protected to be One Million of

Taels . The remainder will be retainel for military expenses .
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1

Art, VI.-It shall be : romulgated throughout the lens th and breadth of the

land , in the terms ofthe Imperial Edict of the 2016 Fibruary, 1846 , that it is permitted

to all people in all paris of China to propagate and practice the “ teacı ingsof the Lrd

of Heaven ,” to meet together for the preaching of the doctrine , to build churchesand

to worship ; further, all such as indiscriwinately arrest (Christ'ans) shall be duly

punished ; and such cburches, schools, cemeteries, lands, and builings, aswere owned

on former occasions by persecuted Christians shall be paid for, and the money banded

to the French Representative at Peking, for transmission 10 the Christians in the

localities concerned . It is , in addition , permitted to French M ssiona ies to rent and

purchase land in all the provinces, and to erect buldings thereon at p easure.

Art. VII. - On the day on which the Ministers of ihe two couvrries affix their

seals and sigratuies, the port of Tientsin, in the province of Chih-li , shall be opened

to trade on the sameconditions as the other ports. The provisions of the present

Convention shal take effect from the day on which it is sigued , no separate Rattica : ion

of the same leing necessary; 1hey sbal' be observed and enforced jus! as if forming

part of the text of the Trea'y of Tientsin. And on the receipt of Five hundred

Thousanu Taels at Tienisi:, ti e French forces, Naval and Military, shall retire from

Tients in and occupy th two ports of Taku and Yen - tai (Chefoo) , where they are to

remain until the payment in full of the Indianity , -upon which the Freuch forces,

at whateves places statione !, shall ore and all be withdrawn from Chinese territ ry ;

but the Naval and Military Commanders in Chief may encamp so diers f'r the winter

in Tien ! sin , and on the paym 1.t of the ready money indemnity [ ? t e Taels 500,000

to be paid 301h November, at Tientsin) the force shall retire rom Tientsin .

Art. VIII.- On the exchange of the Ratifications of the Treaty of 1858, Chu-an

ahall at once be evacuated by the Fr nch forces now stationed there ; and on the

payu ent in full of the sum of Five hundred thousand Tae!s, for which this

Convention provides with the exception of [that ortion o1 ] the force wbih being

about to winter at Tieptsin , will remain there for a time, and which it is con idered

convenient to at once wit draw , as is s ated in the seventi Article, the various

forces ocupying Tientsin shall be withdiawn from ibat ci'y, and sball retire 10 the

Taku forts, tue North Coast of Tang-chow, and the city of Canton, where they will be

stationed until the Indemnity of Eight Millions of Taels , guaranieeu by this

Convention, shall have been paid in full ; the occupant forces, as above referred to ,

shall be entirely withdrawn .

Art. IX .- On the exchange of the Ratifications of the Treaty of 1858, His

Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China will , by Decree, notify to the High Au borities

of every Province, that Chinese choosing to take service in the French Colonies, or

other ports beyond the sea, are at perſeci liberty to enter into engagem nts with

French subjects for that purpose, and to ship themselves and their families on board

any vessel at any of the open ports of China ; also that the Hig !! Authorities afor- said

shall, in concert with the R presentative in China of His Imperial Majesty the

Emperor of the French , frame such regulat ons for the protection of Chinese

emigrating as above, as the circumstances of the diff rent poris may demand .

Art. X. - A mistake having crept into the text of the 22nd Article of ıhe Traty

concluded at Tientsin in the year 1858, to the effect that Tonnage Durs would be

charged on French ships over one hundred and fifty tons burthen at ibe rate of Five

Mace per te n, it is now agreed that on vessels of more than one !undred and filty

tons Tonage Dues shall bekvied at the rate of Four Mace por ton : 01 vessels of

less than one bundred and fifty tons, One mace per ton shall be collected . From

benceforth, French vessels entering port shall each and all pay Tonvage Dues in

accordance with the rates hereby fixed.

Signed and Sealed at Peking, ly the Plenipoter tiaries of China and France, on

the 25th day of October, in the year 1860, being the 121b day of the 2nd month of

The 10th year of the reign of Kien -Fung .

(Signed) (18 ] BARON GROS.

L.8.] PRINCE KING,



GERMANY.

TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION BETWEEN

PRUSSIA AND CHINA .

SIGNED IN THE GERMAN, FRENCH, AND CHINESE LANGUAGES AT TIENTSIN ,

2ND SEPTEMBER, 1861 .

Ratifications Exchunged at Shanghai, 14th January, 1863 .

Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation , between the States of the German

Custoins' Union, the Grand Duchies of Mecklenburg -Schwerin and Mecklenburg

Strelitz , and the free Hanseatic Towns of Lubeck , Bremen, and Hamburg on the one

part , and China on the other part.

His Majesty the King of Prussia, for himself, as also on behalf of the other

members of the German Zollverein, that is to say :-The Crown of Bavaria , the

Crown of Saxony, the Crown of Hanover, the Crown of Wurtemberg, the Grand

Duchy of Baden, the Electorate of He-se, the Grand Duchy of Hesse, the Duchy

of Brunswick, the Grand Duchy of Ollenburg, the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, the

Grand Duchy of Saxony , the Duchies of Saxe Meiningen , Saxe Altenburg, Saxe

Coburg Gotha, the Duchy of Nassau , the Principalities Waldeck and Payamont,

the Duchies Anhalt, Dessau, Koethen, and Anlalt Bernburg, the Prin ipalities

Lippe, the Principalities Schwarzburg Sonders' ausen and Schwarzburg Rudolstadt,

Reuss the Elder, and Reuss the Younger, Line, the Free City of Frankfort, the

Grand Baillewick Meisen eim of the Landgravate Hesse , the Bailewick Hamburg

of the Landgravate Hesse , also the Giand Duchies Mecklenburg -Schwerin and

Mecklenburg - Strelitz, and the Senates of the Hanseatic Towns, Lubeck, Bremen, and

Hamburg, of the one part, and IIis Majesty the Emperor of China of the other part,

being sincerely desirous to establish friendly relations be'ween the said States and

China, have resolved to confirm the same by a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce,

mutually advantageous to the subjects of both HighContracting Parties, and for that

purposehavenamed for their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

His Majesty the King of Prussia, Fre lerick Albrecht Count of Eulenburg,

Chamberlain , His Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,

Knight of the Red Eagle, Knight of St. John, & c., &c . , & c.; and His Majesty the

Emperor of China, Cheong-meen, a member of the Imperial Ministry of Foreign

Affairs at Peking, Director-Gen ral of Public Supplies, and Imperial Commissioner ;

and Cheng-hee , Honorary under -Secretary of State, Superin'endent of the three

Northern Ports, and Deputy Imperial Commissioner, who after having communicated

to each other their respective full powers, and found the same in good and due form ,

have agreed upon the followirg articles :

Art. I .---' 'here shall be perpetual peace and unchanging friendship between the

contracting States . The subjects o : both States shall enjoy full protection of person

and property.

Art. 11.-His Majesty the King of Prussia may, ifhesee fit, accredit a diplomatic

agent to the Court of Peking, and His Majesty the Emperor of China may, in like

manner, if he see fit, nominate a diplomatic agent to the Court of Berliv .

The diplomatic agent nominated by His Majesty the King of Prussia sball also

represent the other contracting German States, who sball not be permitted to be

represented at the Court of Peking by diplomatic agents of their own. His Majesty

the Emperor of China hereby agrees that the diplomatic agent, so appointed by His

Majesty the King of Prussia, may, with bis family and establishment, permanently

reside at the capital, or may visit it occasionally, at the option of the Prussian

Government.

Art. III. — The diplomatic agents of Prussia and China shall , ał their respective

residences, enjoy the privileges and immuniti's accorded to them by international law .
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Their persons, their families, their residence, and their correspondence shall be held

inviolable. They shall be at liberty to select and appoint their own officers, couriers ,

interpreters, servants , and attendants without any kivd of molestation.

All expenses occasioned by the diplomatic missions shall be borne by the respective

governments.

The Chinese Government agrees to assist His Prussian Majesty's diplomatic

agent, upon bis arrival at the capital , in selecting and renting a suitable house and

other buildings .

Art. IV.—The contracting German States may appoint a Consul-General, and

for each port or city opened to foreign commerce, a Consul, Vice -Consul, or Consular

Agent as their interests may require.

These officers shall be treated with due respect by the Chinese authorities, and

enjoy the same privileges and immunities as the Consular officers of the most favoured

nations .

In the event of the absence ofa German Consular Officer, the subjects of the

contracting German States shallbe at liberty to apply to the Consul of a friendly

Power, or in case of need, to the Superintendent of Customs, who shall use all efforts

10 secure to them the privileges of this treaty.

Art. V.-All official communications addressed by the diplomatic agent of His

Majesty the King of Prussia, or bythe Consular Officers of the contracting German

States, to the Chinese authorities, shall be written in German . At present and until

otherwise agreed, they shall be accompanied by a Chinese translation ; but it is bereby

mutually agreed, tbat in the event of a difference of meaning appearing between the

German and Chinese text, the German Government shall be guided by the sense

expressed in the German text.

In like manner shall all official communications addressed by the Chinese autho

rities to the Ambassadors of Prussia, or to the Consuls of the contracting German

States , be written in Chinese, and the Chinese authorities shall be guided by this

text . It is further agreed that the translations may not be adduced as a proof in

deciding differences.

Inorder to avoid futuredifferences, and in consideration that all diplomatists of

Europe are acquainted with the French language, the present treaty has been executed

in the German, the Chinese , and the French languages. All these versions have the

same sense and signification ; but the French text shall be considered the original

text of the treaty , and sball decide wherever the German and Chinese versions differ..

Art. VI.-- The subjects of the contrac'ing German States may, with their

families, reside, frequent, carry on trade or industry, in the ports , cities , and towns of

Canton, Swatow or Chao-chow , Amoy , Foochow, Ningpo, Shanghai, Tangchow or

Chefoo, Tientsio , Newchwang, Chinkiang, Kiukiang, Hankow , Kiungchow (Hainan),

and at Taiwan and Tamsui in the Island of Formosa. They are permitted to

proceed to and from these places with their vessels and merchandise, and within

these localities to purchase, rent, or let houses or land , build , or open churches,

church -yards, and hospitals.

Art . VII. - Merchant vessels belonging to any of the contracting German States

may not enter other ports than those declared open in this treaty. They must not,

contrary to law , enter other ports, or carry on illicit trade along the coast . All vessels

detected in violating this stipulation, sball, together with their cargo, be subject to

confiscation by the Chinese Government.

Art. Vill. Subjects of the contracting German States may make excursions in

irhood of the open ports to a distance of one hundred li , and for a time

five days.

nus of proceeding into the interior of the country must be provided

sued by their respective Diplomatic or Consular authorities, and

be local Chinese authorities. These passports must upon demand

„uthorities shall be at liberty to detain merchants or travellers,

( the contracting German States, who may have lost their passport,
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until they have procured new ones, or to convey them to the next Consulate; but they

shall not be permitted to subjectthem to ill-usage or allow them to be ill -used.

It is, however, distinctly understood that no passports may be given to places at

present occupied by the rebels until peace has been restored .

Art. IX . - The subjects of the contracting German States shall be permitted to

engage compradores, interpreters, writers, workmen , sailors, and servants from any

part of China, upon a compensation agreed to by both parties, as also to hire boats for

the transport of persons and merchandise . They shall also be permitted to engage

Chinese for acquiring the Chinese language or dialects, or to instruct them in foreign

languages . There shall be no restriction in the purchasing ofGerman or Chinese books.

Art. X. - Persons professing or teaching the Christian religion shall enjoy full

protection of their persons and property, and be allowed free exercise of their religion.

Art. XI. --Any merchant-vesselof any of the contracting German States arriving

at any of the open ports, shall be at liberty to engage the services of a pilot to take

her into port . In like manner, after she has discharged all legal dues and duties, and

is ready to take her departure, sbe shall be permitted to select a pilot to conduct her

out of port.

Art. XII.- Whenever a vessel belonging to any of the contracting German States

has entered a harbour, the Superintendent of Customs may, if he see fit, depute one

or more Customs' officers to guard the ship, and to see that no merchandise is

smuggled. These officers shall live in a boat of their own, or stay on board the ship ,

as may best suit their convenience. Their salary, food, and expenses sball be defrayed

by the Chinese Customs ' authorities, and they shall not be entitled to any fees what

ever from the master or consignee. Every violation of this regulation shall be

punished proportionately to the amountexacted, which shall be returned in full .

Art . XIII. — Within twenty -four ( 24) hours after the arrival of the ship, the

master, unless he be prevented by lawful causes, or in his stead the supercargo or the

consignee, shall lodge in the hands of the Consul the ship's papers and copy of the

manifest.

Within a further period of twenty-four (24) hours the Consul will report to the

Superintendent of Customs the name of the ship, the number of the crew, her

registered tonnage, and the nature of the cargo .

If owing to neglect on the part of the master the above rule be not complied

with within forty -eight hours after the sbip's arrival he shall be liable to a fine of

fifty (50) dollars for every day's delay ; the total amount of penalty , however, shall

not exceed two hundred (200) dollars.

Immediately after the receipt of the report, the Superintendent of Customs shall

issuea permit to open batches.

If the master shall open the hatches and begin to discharge the cargo without

said permit, be shall be liable to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, and the

goods so discharged without permit shall be liable to confiscation.

Art. XIV . - Whenever a merchant , a subject of any of the contracting German

States, has cargo to land or ship , he must apply to the Superintendent of Customs

for a special permit. Merchandise landed or sbipped without such permit shall be

subject to forfeiture.

Art. XV.–The subjects of the contracting German States shall pay duties on

all goods imported or exported by them at the ports open to foreign trade according

to the tariff appeuded to this treaty ; but in no case sball they be taxed with higher

duties thay,at present or in future,subjects of the most favoured nations are liable to .

The commercial stipulations appended to this treaty shall constitute an integral

part of the same, and sball therefore be considered binding upon both the high

contracting parties.

Art. XVI.-With respect to articles subject to an ad valorem duty, if the

German merchant cannot agree with the Chinese officers as to their value, then each

party shall call in two or three merchants to examine and appraise the goods, and

the highest price at wbich any of these merchants might declare himself willing to

purchase them shall be assumed as the value of the goods.
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Art . XVII.- Duties shall be charged upon the net weight of each article , tare

therefore to be deducted . If the German merchant cannot agree with the Chinose

officers on the exact amount of tare, then each party shall choose from among the

goods , respecting whi h there is a difference, a certain number of chests or bales,

which being first weighed gruss , shall afterwards be tared and the tare fixed accord

ingly. The average tare upon these chests or bales shall constitute the tare upon the

whole lot of packages .

Art . XVIII.-If in the course of verification the re arise other points of dispute,

which cannot be settled , the German merchant may appeal to bis Consul, who will

communicate the particulars of the differer ces of the case to the Superintendent of

Customs, and both will endeavour to bring aloutan amicable arrangement. But the

appeal to the Consul must be made within twerty-four hours, or it will not be

attended to .

As long as no settlement be come to , the Superintendent of Customs shall not

enter the matter at issue in his books, in order that by such entry a thorough

investigation and the final settlement of the difference be not preju liced.

Art . XIX .-- Should imported goods prove to be damaged , a fair reduction of

duty shall be allowed, in proportion to their deterioration. If any disputes arise,

they shall be settled in the same mar ner as agreed upon in Art . XVI. of this treaty

having reference to articles which jay duty ad valorem .

Art. XX. - Any merchant vessels belonging to one of the contracting German

States having enterid any of the open ports, and not yet opened the hatches, may

quit the same within forty-eight hours after her arrival, and proceed to another pori ,

without being subject to the payment of tonvage-dues, duties, or any other fees or

charges ; but tonnau e -durs must be paid after the expiration of the said forty - eight

hours.

Art. XXI. - Import duties shall be con - idered payalle on the landing of the

goods , and duties of export on the shipping of the same. When all tonnage-dues

and duties shall bave been paid , the Supermtendent of Customs shall give a receipt

in full (port-clearance ), which being produced at the Consulate, the Consular Officer

shall then return to the captain the ship's papers, and permit him to dcpart on his

voyage .

Art . XXII. - The Superintendent of Customs will point out one or more bankers,

authorized by the Chinese Government to receive the duties on its behalf. The receipts

of these bankers shall be looked upon as given by the Chinese Government itself.

Payment n ay be maile in lars or in foreign coin , whese relative value to the Chinese

Sycee silver shall be fixed by special agreement, according to circumstances, between

the Consular Officers and the Superintendent of Customs.

Art. XXIII.-Merehant-vessels belonging to the contracting German States of

more than one hundred and fifty tons burden, shall be charged for mace per ton ;

merchant- vessels of one hundrd and fifty tons and under, shall be charged at the rate

of one mace per ton .

The captain or consignee having pail the tonnage-dues, the Superintendent of

Customs shall give them a special certificate, on exhibition of which the ship shall be

exempted from all further payment of tonnage -dues in any open port of China which

the captain may visit for a period of four months, to be reckoned from the date of the

port-clearance mentioned in Art. XXI.

Boats employed by subjects of the contracting German States in the conveyance

of passengers , baggage, letters, articles of provisions, or articles not subject to duties,

shall not be liable to tonnage-dues . Any boat of this kind, however, conveying

merchandize subject to duty , shall come under the category of vessels under one

bundred and fifty tons , and pay tonnage dues at therate of one mace per register ton .

Art . XXIV . - Goods on which duties bave been paid in any of the ports open to

foreign trade, upon being sent into the interior of the country, shall not be subject to

any but transit duty. The same shall be paid according to the tariff now existing

and may not be raised in future. This also applies to goods sent from the interior

of the country to any of the open ports.
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the same.

All transit duties on produce brought from the interior to any of the open ports,

or importations sent from any of the open ports into the interior of China, may be

paid once for all .

If any of the Chinese officers violate the stipulations of this article by demanding

illegal or higher duties than allowed by law , they shall be punished according to

Chinese law .

Art. XXV.-If the master of a merchant vessel belonging to any of the

contracting German States, having entered any of the open ports, should wish to land

only a portion of his cargo, he shall only pay duties for the portion so landed. He

may take tbe rest of the cargo to another port , pay duties there, and dispose of

Art. XXVI. - Merchants of any of the contracting German States, who may have

imported merchandize into any of the open ports and paid duty therron, if they desire

to re -export the same, shall be entitled to make application to the Superintendent of

Customs, who shall cause examination to be marle to satisfy bimself of the identity of

the goods and of their baving remained unchanged.

On such duty -paid goods the Superint-nl nt of Customs shall , on application of

the merchant wishing to reexport them to any other open port, issue a certificate,

testifying the payment of all legal du ies thereon.

The Superintendent of Customs of the port to which such goods are brought,

shall, upon presentation of said certificate, issue a permit for the discharge and

landing of ti em free of all duty, without any additional exactions whatever. But if,

on comparing the goods with the certificate , any fraud « n the revenue be detected ,

then the goods shall be subject to confiscation .

But if the goods are to be expor'ed to a foreign port , the Superintendent of

Customs of the port from which tley are exported shall issue a certificate, stating

that the merchant who exports the gools bas a claim on the Customs equal to the

amount of duty paid on the goo is. The certificate shall be a valid tender to the

Customs in payınent of import or export du'ies.

Art. XXVII.— No transhipment from onevessel to another can b : mal without

special permission of the Superintendent of Customs, under pain of confiscat on of

the goods so transhipped , unless it be proved that ibere was danger in delaving the

transbipment .

Art. XXVIII. - Sets of s'andard weights and measures, such as are in use at the

Canton Custom Hous-, shall be delivered by the Superintendent of Customs to the

Consul at each port open to foreign travle. These measures, weights, and balacees

shall represent the ruling standard on which all demands and payment of duties ara

made andincase of any dispute they shall be referred to.

Art. XXIX . - Penalties enforced, or confiscations made for violati n ofthisTreaty,

or for the appended regulations , shall belong to the Chinese Government.

Art. XXX . - Snipe-of-war belonging to the contracting German States cruising

about for the protection of trade, or being engaged in the pursuit of pirates, shall be

at liberty to visit, without distinction , all parts within the dominions of the Emperor

of China. They shall receive every facility for the purchase of provisions, the

procuring of water, and for making repairs. The commanders of such ships shall

hold iutercourse with the Chinese authorities on terms of equality and courtesy. Such

sbips shall not be l'able to the payment of duties of any kind.

Art. XXXI. - Merchant vessels belonging to any of the contracting German

S'ates, from injury sustained, or from other caus s, c mpelled to seek a place of

refuge, sball be permitted to enter any port within the dominions of the Emperor of

China without being subject to the payment of tonnage dues or duties on the goods,

if only landed for the purpose ofmak ng the necessary repairs of the vessel, and

remaining under the supervision of the Superint ndent ofCustoms. Should any such

vessel be wr cked or stranded on the coast of China, the Chirese authorities shall

immediate'y adopt measures for rescuing the crw and for securing the vessel and

cargo. The crew thus saved sball receive friendly treatır ent, and, if necessary,
all

be furnished with the means of conveyance to the nearest Consalar station.
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Art. XXXII .-If sailors or other individuals of ships -of-war or merchant

vessels belonging to any of the contracting German Statis, d sert their sh'ps and take

refuge in the dominions of the Emperor of China, the Chinese authorities shall, upon

due requisition by the Consular Officer, or by the captain, take thenecessary stips for the

detention of the deserter, and hand him over to the ConsularOfficer or to the captain.

In like manner, if Chinese deserters or criminals take refuge in the houses or on

board sbips belonging to subjec's of the contracting Germ n States , the local Chinese

authorities shall apply to theGerman Consular Officer, who will take the necessary

measures for apprehinding tie said deserter or criminal, and deliver him up to the

Chinese authorities.

Art . XXXIII. - If any vessel belonging to any of the contracting German States,

while within Cbin se waters , be plunder d by pirates, it shall be the duty of the

Chinese authorities to use every mca's to capture and punish the said pirates, to

recover the stolen property where and in whatever condition it may be, and to hand

the same over to the Consul for restoration to the owner. If the robbers or pirates

cannot be apprebended , or the property taken cannot entirely be recovered, the

Chinese authorities shall then be punished in accordance with the Chinese law,

but they shall not be held pecuniarily responsible.

Art. XXXIV.--If subjects of any of the contracting German States have any

occasion to address a communication to the Chinese authorities, they must submit

the same to their Consular Officer , to determine if the matter be just , and the langu

age he proper and respectful, in which event le shall transmit the same to the proper

authorities, or return the same for alterations. If Chinese subjects bave occasion to

address a Consul of one of the contracting German States, they must adopt the same

course, and submit their communication to the Chinese authorities, who will act in

like manner.

Art . XXXV.-Any subject of any of the contracting German States having reason

to complain of a Chinese, must first proceed to the Consular Officer and state his

grievance . The Consular Officer having inquired into the merits of the case, will

endeavour to arrange it amicably. In like manner, if a Chinese have reason to

complain of a subject of any of the contracting German States, the Consular officer

shall listen to his complaint and endeavour to bring about a friendly settlement. If

the dispute , however, is of such a nature that the Consul cannot settle the same

amicably, be shall then request the assistance of the Chin se authorities, that they

may conjointly examine into the merits of the case , and decide it equitably.

Art. XXXVI.-- The Chinese authorities shall at all times afford the fullest

protection to the subjects of the contracting German States, especially when they are

exposed to insult or violence. In all cases of incendiarism, robbery, or demolition,

the local authorities shall at once dispatch an armed force to disperse the mob, to

apprehend the guilty, and to punish them with the rigour ofthe law . Those robbed

or whose property has been demolished , shall have a claim upon the despoilers of

their property for indemnification, proportioned to the injury sustained.

Art. XXXVII.- Wherever a subject of His Majesty of China fails to discharge

the debts due to a subject of one of the contracting German States or fraudulently

absconds, the Chinese authorities, upon application by the creditor, will do their

utmost to effect his arrest and to enforce payment of the debt . In like manner the

authorities of the contracting German States shall do their utmost to enforce the

payment of debts of their subjects towards Chinese subjects, and to bring to justice

any who fraudulently abscond . But in vo case shall either the Chinese Government

or the government of the contracting German States be held responsible for the

debts incurred by their respective subjects .

Art . XXXVIII.— Any subject of His Majesty the Emperor of China, having

committed a crime against a subject of one of the contracting German States, sball be

appreher.ded by the Chinese authorities and punished according to the laws of China.

In like manner, if a subject of one of the contracting German States is guilty of

a crimeagainst a subject of His Majesty of Cbina, the Consular Officer shall arrest

him and punish him according to the laws of the State to wbich he belongs.
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Art . XXXIX.-All questions arising betw . en subjects of the contracting German

States in reference to the rights of property or person shall be submitted to the

jurisdiction of the authorities of their respective States. In like manner will the

Chinese authorities abstain from interfering in differences that may arise between

subjects of one of the contracting German States and foreigners.

Art. XL. - The contracting parties agree that the German States and their

subjects shall fully and equally participate in all privileges, immunities, and advantages

that have been , or may be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the Emperor of China to

the Government or subjects of any other nat on. All changes made in favour of any

nation in the tariff, in the customs duties, in tonnage and barbour dues, in import,

export, or transit duties , shall, assoon as they take effect, immediately and without

a new treaty be equally applied to the contracting German States and to their

mcicbants, shipowners, and navigators.

Art. XLI. - If in future the contracting German States desire a modification of

any stipulation contained in this treaty, they shall be at liberty, after the lapse of ten

years, dated from the day of the ratification of this treaty, to open negotiations to that

effect. Six months before the expiration of the ten years itmust be officially notified to

the Chinese Government that modifications of the treaty are desired , and in what these

corsist . If no such notification is made, the treaty remains in force foranother ten years.

Art. XLII. Thepresent treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications be exchanged

within one year, dated from the day of signature ; the exchange of the ratifications

to take place at Shanghai or Tientsiv , at the option of the Prussian Government.

Immediately after the exchange of ratifications has taken place, the treaty sball be

brought to the knowledge ofthe Chinese authorities, and be promulgated in the capital

and throughout the provinces of the Chinese Empire, for the guidance of the authorities .

In farth whereof we, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the high contracting

powers , have signed and sealed the present treaty.

Done in four copies , at Tientsin , this second day of September, in the year ofour

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty - one, corresponding with the Chinese date

the twenty-eighth day of the seventh moon of the eleventh year of Hien Fung.

( Signed) L.s. ) COUNT EULENBURG.

(L.S. ] CHONG MEEN.

L.s.] CHONG HEE.

Separate Articles.

Art. I.-In addition to a treaty of amity , commerce, and navigation concluded

this day between Prussia, the other states of the German Customs Union, the Grand

Duchies of Mecklenburg -Schwerin and Mecklenburg - Strelitz, the Hanseatic towns of

Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg of the one part , and China of the other part, which

treaty shall take effect after exchange of the ratifications within twelve months from

its signature, and which stipulates that His Majesty the King of Prussia may nominate

a diplomatic agent at the Court of Peking with a permanent residence at that capital,

it bas been conveued between the respective Plenipotentiaries of these States, that,

owing to and in consideration of disturbances now prevailing in China, His Majesty

the King of Prussia shall wait the expiration of five years after the exchange of

ratifications of this treaty, before he deputes a diplomatic agent to take his fixed

residence at Peking.

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have hereunto set their signa

tures and affixed their seals.

Done in four copies at Tientsin, this second day of Septeinber, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty -one, corresponding to the Chinese date of

the twenty-eighth day of the seventh inoon of the eleventh year ofthereign of Hien Fung.

(Signed) [L.s. ] COUNT EULENBURG .

[L.s. ] CHONG MEEN .

[L.s. ] CHONG HEE,
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Art . II . - In addition to a treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation, concluded

between Prussia, the other States of the German Customs Union , the grand Duchies

of Mecklenburg -Schwerin aud Mecklenburg - Strelitz, and the Hanseatic towns of

Lubeck , Bremen, and Hamburg on the one part, and China on the other part.

It bas been separately agreed that the Senates of the Hanseatic towns sball have

the right to nominate for themselves a Consul of their own at each of the Chinese

ports open for commerce and navigation.

This separate article shall bave the sawe force and validity as if included word

for word in the above -mentioned treatv .

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this present s'parate

article, and affixed their seals.

Done in four copies at Tientsio, the second day of September, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, corresponding to the Chinese date of

the twenty -eighth day of the seventh mo n of the eleven : h year of the reign of Hien

Fung.

( Signed) L.s.)

L.S.

L.S.

COUNT EULENBURG.

CHONG MEEN.

CHONG HEE.

SUPPLEMENTARY TREATY BETWEEN GERMANY AND CHINA.

SIGNED AT PEKING, IN THE GERMAN AND CHINESE LANGUAGES,

ON THE 31st MARCH , 1880.

[ Not yet ratified .]

His Majesty the Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, &c . , in the name of the

German Empire, and His Majesty the Emperor of China, actuated by the desire to

secure the better performance of the treaty of friendship, navigation, and commerce,

of the 2nd September, 1861 , in fulfilment of the stipulation contained in the 41st clause

of this treaty, by which the High Contracting German States shall, on the expiry of

ten years , have a right to demand a revision of the treaty, have determined to

conclude a supplementary Cenvention to this treaty. For this purpose they have

nominated as their Plenipotentiar es, viz . : --

His Majesty the Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, & c., his Ambassador

Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to His Majesty the Emperor of China,

Mix August Scipio von Brandt.

And His Majesty the Emperor of China, the Secretary of State, Assistant

Member of the Grand Secretariat and President of the Board of War, Shen Kue- fin ,

and the Secretary of State and President of the Board of Finance, Ching-lien.

Who, after having communicated their powers to each other and having found

the same in good and due form , have agreed to the following articles :

Art. I. - Chinese Concession. Theports of Ich’ang in Kupeh, Wubu in Anhui,

Wênchow in Chekiang, and Pakhoi in Kwangtung, and the landling places Tatung

and Anking in Anhui, Hukow in Kiangsi, Wusieh, Luchikow and Shashih in

Hukuang, being already opened , German vessels shall also further be permitted to

stop for a while in the port of Woosung in the province of Kiangsu to embark or

discharge merchandise.' The necessary regulations for this purpose sball be prepared

by the Taotai of Shang' ai and other compet nt officials .

German Concession . In the case of concessions made by the Chinese Government

to another Government with which special joint stipulations of execution are con

nected, Germany, while claiming these conce -sions for itself and subjects, will also

give its consent to the stipulations of execution combined with them . A 40 of

the treaty of 2nd S.ptember, 1861 , is not affected by this stipulation and is hereby
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expressly confirmed. If, by virtue of the same, subjects of the German Empire claim

privileges, immunities, or advantages which may be granted by the Chinese Govern

ment to another Government, or to the subjecis of any other nation , they shall also

be subjected to the stipulations of execution connected with them .

Art. II. — Chinese Concession.-German ships which have already paid tonnage

dues in China shall be allowed to visit all the other opin ports in China, as well as

all non -Chinese ports without excoption , without being required to pay tonnage dues

again within the term of four months. German sailing vessels which lie longer than

14 days in one Chinese port sball only pay the half of the tariff rate of tonnage dues

for the time b yond this period .

German Concession.- The Chinese Government sball also have the right to appoint

Consuls to all those places in Germany to which Consuls of other powers are admitted,

and they shall enjoy the same rights and privileges as the Consuls of the most

favoured nation .

Art. 1II. - Chinese Concession . - In all the open ports of China where it is cona

sidered desirable by the foreign trading community, and the local circumstances appear

to render it practicable , the Cninese Commissioner of Customs and the other officials

concerned sball themselves take in hand the erection of entrepôts (bonded warehouses)

and at the same time prepare the requisite regulations .

German Concession .--German vessels visiting the open ports in China must hand

in a manifest containing exact statements of the quality and quantity of the wares.

Errors which may have crept in it may be correctedwithin twenty -four hours ( Sundays

and holidays not included) . False statements of the quantity or quality of the wares

shipped will be punished by the confiscation of the wares concerned, and further by a

money fine levied on the captain, which , however,may not exceed five hundred Taels ,

Art . IV.-Chinese Concession.-- On native Chinese coal , which is exported by

German merchants from the open ports, the export duty is hereby reduced to three

(3) mace per ton ; on coal exported from those ports where a lower duty is already

established, this lower rate is still to subsist.

German Concession . - When any one, not in possession of the prescribed certificate,

shall pursue the trade of pilot for any kind of vessels , he shall be subject to a money

fine, wbich may not exceed one hundred Taels for each case . Regulations for the

exercise of due control over sailors also be agreed to as speedily as possible .

Art . V.-Chinese Concession.-German ships requiring repairs in consequence of

damage sustained either in port or out of it shall not have to pay tonnage dues for

the time-to be fixed by the Customs House - occupied for the repairs.

German Concession :-Chinese- wned ships may not make use of the German flag,

Neither may German ships make use ofthe Chinese flag.

Art. VI. — Chinese Concession.- In the event of German ships which have become

unseaworthy being broken up in an open port in China, their materials may be sold

without import duty being levi d on them . However, when the materials are to be

landed , a “ permit to di-cisarge ” must first be obtaine i for them in the same way as

takes place for wares.

German Concession . - If German subjects, without being in possession of a pass

issued by the Consul and stamped by the authorised Chinese fficial, betake themselves

to the interior for pleasure journeys , the local officials are conceded the right to send

them back to the nearest German Consulate for the exercise of the nec ssary super

vision over them . Offenders shall , besides, be subject to a fine to the extent of three

hundred Taels .

Art . VII. - Chinese Concession . — Materials for German docks are duty free. A

list of those articles which, by reason of this stipulation , may be imported duty free

is to be prepared and published by the Inspector-Generalof Customs.

German Concession . — Inland passes for wares of foreign origin issued to German

subjects, as well as travelling passes issued to German subjects,shall be valid only

for the period of th'rteen Chinese months, counting from the day of issue .

Art . VIII. — The settlement of questions concerning the exercise of justice in

mixed cases, the taxation of foreign wares in the interior, the taxation of Chinese
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wares in the possession of foreign merchants in the interior, and the relations between

foreign and Chinese officials is reserved for special negotiations , into which the

respective Governments hereby declare themselves ready to enter .

Art . IX .-- All the stipulations of the former treaty of the 2nd September, 1861 ,

wbich are not altered by this agreement, are hereby again confirmed, as both parties

expressly declare. But with those articles which are affected by the present agree

ment, the altered construction (wording) shall be considered as binding (ruling).

Art. X.-The present supplementary Convention shall be ratified by the

respective High Authorities , and the ratification protocols shall be exchanged within

one year from the day of signature in Peking. The stipulations of this agreement

come into operat on on the day of exchange of ratifications.

In witness whereof the Plenipotentiaries of the two High Contracting Parties to

the above agreement have signed with their owr hands andaffixed their seals to four

copies each in German and Chinese text which have been compared and been found

to agree with each other.

Done in Peking tbe 31st day of March , in the year of Our Lord 1880, correz

ponding with the 21st day of the 2nd month of the 6th year Kuang Sü .

(S'gned) M. VON BRANDT.

SHEN KUE -FEN .

CHING LIEN .>

SET OF SPECIAL STIPULATION OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY CONVENTION .

In the interest of greater distinctness and completeness it bas appeared desirable

to complete the Supplementary Convention by a number of special stipulations . The

following stipulations must be adhered to by the subjects of the two contracting

parties in the same manner asthe stipulations of the treaty itself. In witness whereof

the Plenipotentiaries of both States have affixed their seals and signatures thereto.

1.-In consequence of the newly granted privileges for the port of Woosuug in

the Kiangsu province, it is there permitted to German ships to receive and to dis

charge merchandise, which is either intended for Shanghai or come from Shanghai.

The Customs Taotai in Shanghai and the other competent officials shall, forthis

purpose, have the right to prepare regulations for the prevention of duty defrauda

tion and improprieties (irregularities ) of all kinds , which shall be binding on the

trading communities of both countries . German mercbants are not allowed to build

landing-places, mercantile houses, or warehouses at the said place.

2.-An attempt to see if entrepôts ( bonded warebouses) can be established in the

open ports of China shall shortly be made in Shanghai . For this purpose the Com

missioner of Customs at the said place and the Inspector-General of Customs shalt

prepare regulations appropriate to the local circumstances, and the establish

ment of this bonded warehouse shall then be taken in hand by the said Commissioner

of Customs and his colleagues.

3.-If anywares on board a German vessel, for whose discharge a written permit

of the Custom House is requisite , are not entered on the manifest,the offence (mis

take) of a false mauifest sball thereby be held to be constituted , no matter if a

certificate signed by the captain of the receipt on board of these wares is existent or

pot.

4.-If a German ship has become in want of repairs in consequence of damage

bustained in one of the open ports in China, or out of the same, the time required for

the repairs sball be taken into account for the term at the expiry ofwhich tonnage dues

have to be paid ; should it appear, however, that only a pretence has been made and

that the intention is to evade legal payments to the Customs, the vesselin question

shall be subjected to a money fine corresponding to double the amount of the tonnage

dues which it was attemptedto evade payment.

5. - Vessels of all kinds belonging to Chinese subjects may not make use of the

German flag. If, however, decided grounds for suspicion present themselves that

this bas taken place, the Chinese official co..cerned shall address an official communica

tion to the German Consul on the subject , and should it be proved, in the course of
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the enquiry instituéed by him , that the vessel is, in fact, not justified in flying the

German flag, the vessel, as well as the wares on board , so far as they belong to

Chinese mercbants, shall at once be deliverel to t'e Chinese officials for their further

disposal. Should it be shown that German suljects bave knowledge of the circum

stances , all the wares found in the vessel belonging to these concerned in the

irregularity , will become liable to confiscation , and they themselves to the legal

penalty. If a German vessel flies the Chinese flag in an unauthorised manner, in

the event of its being proved on an enquiry conducted by the Chin se officials that

the vessel is , in fact, not justified in flying the Chinese flag, the vessel, as well as the

wares on board , so far as they belong to Grman merchants, shall forthwith be

surrendered to the German Consul for further disposal anil punishment of the

offenders. Should it be shown that German owners of wares have knowledge of the

circumstance and bave taken part in this irregularity , the wares belonging to them

found on board the vessel will become liable to confiscation by the Chinese officials.

Wares belonging to Chinese can at once be confiscated by the Chinese officials.

6. -If in one of the open ports in China, at t'e sale of the broken -up materials

of a vessel which has become unseaworthy, an attempt is made to include ( smuggle

in) wares belonging to its carg ) , these wares shall be liable to confiscation ; and ,

further, a fine shall be levied corresponding to dvuble the amount of the import duty

which would otherwise have been levied .

7 .-- If German subjects with foreign wares go into the interior or undertake

travels in the interior of the country, the passes or certificates issurd to them shall

be valid only for thirteen Chinese months reckoned from the date of issue, and may

not be used any more after the expiry of this period. The expired passes and certi

ficates must be returned for cancellation to the Customs official within whose official

district they were issued .

Note. If a pleasure journey be undertaken in such distant regions that a period

of one year does not appear sufficient for its completion, this mustbe noted on the pass

at the time it is issued, by agreement between the Cousul and the Chinese official.

Should the return not be made, no pass will again be issued to the concerned

until this is done. Should the pass be lost, no matter if ithappens within the period,

or after expiry of same, the concerned must forth with place on record a truthful

statement about it with the nearest Chinese official. The Cuiuese official concerned

will then take further steps concerning the invalidation of the pass . Should the

statement puton record be shown to be untrue, if the transport ofwares is concerned ,

the wares sball be confiscated, but it a journey is concerned, the traveller shall be

taken to the nearest Consul and be handed over to him for punisbment.

8. — Materials for German docks enjoy the privilege of duty free importation into

open ports only in sofar as they are actually to be applied to the repair of vessels.

The Customs official has the right to convince himself of the manner in which these

materials are made use of, by the evidence of officials sent to the dock for that pur

pose. In the case of the building of a new vessel, duty will be calculated on the

materials used in it, in so far as these are included by name in the import or export

tariff, at the tariff rate ; on those articles not included in the tariff, at five per cent.

ad valorem , and the merchant concerned will be held bound to pay this duty sub

sequently to the Custom House. Any one desiring to build a dock must obtain a cost

free concessionary certificate, and sign a written obligation whose contents and

wording are to be settled in appropriate form by the Customs office concerned .

9.- Article 29 of the Treaty of 2nd S -ptember, 1861 , shall bave applica ion to

the monetary fines settled by the present Supplimentary Convention.

Done in Peking, the 31st day of March in the year of our Lord 1880 , corres

ponding with the 21st day of the 2nd moon o : the 6th year of Kuang Sü.

( Signed)
M. VON BRANDT.

SHEN KUE-FEN.

CHING LIEN .
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CONVENTION BEI WEEN RUSSIA AND CHINA.

SIGNEN, IN THE RUSSIAN , FRENCH , AND CHINESE LANGUAJES , AT PEKING,

ON THE 14TH NOVEMBER, 1860 .

Ratified at St. Petersburg, 20th Der mber, 18 0 .

TRANSLATED FROM THE CHINESE TEXT.

Their Imper'al Majesties the Emperors of China and Russia, having made

themselves fully acquainted with the terms of the Treaty concluded in the year 1858,

propose to establish certain regulations with a view to the consolidation of amits ,

commerce, and alliance between the two States, and in order to provide against all

misunderstanding and disputes, for this purpose have appointedPlenipotentiaries,

that is to say : -His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China, His Imperial Highness

the Prince Kung ; His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia, His Excellency Privy

Councillor F -ko-na- te-yay -fuh :* --who,after communicating to each other their full

powers, have conjointly agreed upon the following convention .

Art. I.-In accordance with the first article of the Treaty concluded at Gaehwan

(Ay-Kom , on the Amoor) on the 2nd of June, 1858, and the ninth article of the

Treaty concluded atTientsin, on the 13th of June of the same year, it is agreed that

tbe Eastern boundaries, separating Russian from Chineseterritory, shall be as follows:

From the junction of the rivers Shib-lih- ngih -urh (Songai River and Koona ),

that is to say, down the Amoor to its junction with the Uxuri, thecountry to the North

belongs to Russia, and that to the South , as far as the mouth of the Usuri, to China ;

from the mouth of the Usuri , southwards, to Lake Hin-Ka, the rivers Usuri and

Songatchan shall be the bouvdaries,—that is to say , the tract of country cast of the

said rivers belongs to Russia, and that west of the sameto China ; from the source of

the Songatchan, the boundary shall traverse Lake Hin -Kain a right line from the

Songatchan to the Pih -ling; and from the mouth of the Pih-ling, it shall follow the

range of mountains to the Houptou's mouth , from which it shall pass to the mouth

of the Toumen, running along the Houchun and the Hae-chung-keen range, -- that is

to say , the country east of the boundary line thus indicated (from Lake Hin -Ka to the

mouth of the Toumen ) belongs to Russia , and that lying to the west thereof to China.

From the point at which the frontiers of the two countries meet at the Toumen to the

mouth of the said river, there shall be neutral territory , separating the Russian from

the Chinese possession , 20 li in width . Further, in accordance with the ninth article

of the Tientsin Treaty, it is agreed that a chart shall be made, in which the portion

coloured red shall indicate the frontiers, and on which shall be written the Russian

words“ A -pa-wa-kih -ta -yay-jene-keae-e-yih -gih -la -mu-na-wo-pa-lu-81-600 -woo,” in order

to facilitate accurate reference; and the said charts shall be duly authenticated by the

seals and signatures of the High Ministers of the two countries.

The tract of country above referred to is unoccupied waste land . Should Chinese

squatters be found in any part of it, or should any portions be used by Chinese as

fishing or hunting grounds, Russia shzil not tak possessivn of such , but the Chinese

shall be allowed to fish and to hunt as they have been wont to do.

From the time of setting up the boundary marks there shall never be any changes

made; and Russia engages not to encroach upon the Chinese territory in the vicin ty

of tle frontiers , nor will ground be seized in any other part of China.

This is the Chinese expression for Ignatieff, the Russian Plenipotentiary's bame.- Trauslator,
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Art . II.- Following the range of bills along the Amoor's course, the long

established Chinese frontier posts, and the marks put dowu in the 6th year of

Yung-ching's reign ( 1728) at Sha-peen Ti-pa -ba, ( in the vicinity of Tarbagatai), it

is agreed that, where these marks terminate, the West rn boundaries, not yet laid

down , shall commence ; they shall extend westward to the Lake Tse-sang -cho- urh,

from which, after running in a south -westerly dir ction along the Tih mih-urh

Too-choo- rh of the Tee-shan range, they shall go southwards to Klokand.

Art . III. - Should t iere her after occur disputes or misunderstandings in respect

of frontier boundaries, it is agreed that they shall be determined by the two preceding

articles. With reference to the placing ofboundary marks in the tracts ofcountry lying

on the East , between Lake Hin -Ka and the Tormen, and on the West, between

Sha-peen Ta-pa-ya and Khokand, it is agr -ed that trustworthy officers shall be

appointed by the two governments for that purpose . For the placing of ihe marks

along the eastern frontiers the officers appointed shall meet at the mouth of the Usuri

in May, 1861 ; and for similar duty on the wistern frontiers, officers shall meet at

Tarbagatai, but the time of meeting it is unnec ssary to fix. The offic -rs appointed

for the above work shall act with all fairness and justice ; and , as in accordance with the

boundaries indicated in the First and Second articles of this convention , they shall

make four charts, two of which shall be Russian and two either Manchurian or Chinese,

and the said charts having been duly signed and sealed by the officers in question ,

shall be deposited, two ( one in Russian and one in Munchurian or Chinese) in Russia ,

and two (one in Russianand one in Manchurianor Chinese) in China. On t'ie inter

change of these charts , they shall be appended hereto as fórming part of this article.

Art . IV . - At all places along the frontier agreed upon in the First article of this

convention, Russian and Chinese subjects may hold intercourse at pleasur . There

shall not in any case, be duties levied ; and all frontier officers shall afford protection

to merchants quietly carrying on trade.

In order to grate precision , the substance of the second article of Gae- liwan

(Ay Kom ) is bereby again enunciated.

Art . 1. - Russian merchants, in addi'ion to trading at Kiachta, may, when

passing in the old established manner from Kiachta to Peking, dispose of sundries at

Koo-lun and Chang-kia - how . A ( Russian ] Consul with a limited (retinue may be

stationed at Koo -lun, he shall himself supervise the building of a consulate, but

the site, the number of buildings, and the land for pasturage of cattle, shall all be

determined by the high officers stati ned at Koo-lun .

Chinese merchan's, desirous of so doing, are at liberty to repair to Russia, and

therecarry on tra le.

Russian merchants visiting the Chinese marts shall be under no restrictions ,

whether as to the time at which they may visit such places or the duration of their

stay ; but the number of merchants at any one place shall not exceed two hundred.

The Russian officers station d on the frontiers shall supply each party of merchants

with a passport, in which shall be specifiedthe name of the chiefmerchant, the number

of people that accompany him , and the place about to be visited by them for trade .

The merchants shall themselves provide funds for the expenditure attendant on their

business and for the purchase of food an l cattle.

Art. VI. - In the establishment of trade, the same regulations shall be applied at

Kashgar as at Ili and Tarbagatai. At Kasbgar, China agrees to make a grant of land

whereon to build residences, warehouses, and churches, in order to suit the convenience

of such Russian merchants as may live there; ground shall likewise be granted for burial

purposes, and , as at Ili and Turbagatai , a tract of pasture land for cattle. The bigh

officer stationed at Kashgar shall be officially directed to determine the amount of

ground to be granted for the purpose , and to make the other requisite arrangements.

Should persons from the outside enter the Russian concession at Kasbgar, and

plunder the property of Russian merchants trading there , China will not take any

action in the matter,

Art . VII.— Themerchants of both countries may trade as they please at the various

marts , and shall not be subjected to any obstruc ions on the part of the officials ; they
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may at pleasure frequent the shops and markets for trade and barter, and they may

there make ready money payments, or if they trust each other, open credit accounts ;

and as to the time that the merchants of the one may sojourn in the other country,

the only limit shall be the merchants' own pleasure and convenience.

Art. VIII. - Russian merchants in China, and Chinese merchants in Russia , shall

receive due protection from the government of the country .

In order to the due control of merchants, and to provide agair st inisunderstand.

ings and disputes, Russian Consuls, &c . , may be stationed at the various trading

marts; and, in addition to those at Ili and Tarbagatai, Consuls shall be appointed

for Kashgar and Koolun. China is at liberty to station Consuls at St. Petersburg,

or atsuch other places in Russia as she may see fit. Such Consuls, whether Russian

or Chinese, shall reside in houses to be built by their government; but they may

likewise, without obstruction , rent houses belonging to the people of the places at

which they may chance to be station d .

The Consuls and the local officials shall correspond and hold intercourse on terms

of equality, provided for by the second article of the Tientsin Treaty. In matters

in which the merchants of both countries are concerned, the officers of the two

governments shalltake conjoint action; criminals shall be punished in accordance with

the laws of their country , as directed by the seventh article of the Tientsin Treaty.

In all cises of disputes originating in the non-payment of money due in

mercantile transactions, the parties concerced shall themselves call in arbitrators,

the Russian Con suls and the Chinese local officials shall merely take such action as

may tend to bring about an amicable settlement, and shall not in any way be called

upon or beld responsible for the payment of bad debts .

At the trading marts the merchants may register, at the offices of the Consuls

and local authorities, agreements in reference io property and houses. In such cases ,

should either of the principals refuse to carry out the terms of the registered

agreement, the Consuls and officials shall enforce their fulfilment.

In cases otber than those arising from mercantile transactions, as quarrels and

such like small matters, the Consuls and local officers shaliact conjointly in theexamina

tion , and shall punish the guilty parties respectively, as under theirseveraljurisdictions.

Russians secreting themselves in Chinese houses, or absconding to the interior of

China, shall, on the requisition of the Consul, be sought for and sent back by the

Chinese authorities; anıl Russian officials shall act reciprocally in the event of Chinese

biding in Russian houses, or escaping to Russian territory .

In such serious cases as murder, robbery , wounding, conspiracy to kill , incen

diarism , &c. , &c . , the guilty party , if Russian, shall be delivered for punishment to

the Russian authorities ; if Chinese, he may be punished, as the laws direct, by the

Chinese authorities, either at the place where the crime was committed, or at such

other placeas the Chinese officials maydeem proper. In all cases, great or little, the

Consuls and local officials sball each deal with their own countrymen ; they shall not in

an irregular mannerarrest , detain, or punish [people not subject to their jurisdiction ] .

Art. IX .-As compared with former years trade is now much increased, and ,

moreover, new bourdaries have been laid down. Thus the condition of affairs differs

much from what it was at the times of making the Treaties of Nipchu* and Kiachta,

and the supplementary stipulations of succeeding years ; and circumstances that gave

rise to disputes between the various frontier officers no longer remain the same. Such

changesin existing regulations as are necessitated [by tlie altered state of affairs ]

are hereby included in newly drawn up stipulations.

Heretofore official communications treating of frontier business have only passed

between the High Official at Koo lun and the Koo -pib -urb -na -to -urh ( ? the Governor )

of Kiachta, and between the Governor-General of Western Siberia and the Tartar

General stationed at Ili . For the future, in addition to the officers just named ,

frontier business may be transacted by the Koo -pih -urh -na- to-urb of the Amoor and

Tung -bae -peen ( Eastern Sea- shore) provinces in communication with the Tartar

General, stationed in Hib -lung-keangand Kee - lin .

• In Latitude 51 49 N.
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Matters in which Kiachta is concerned shall be attended to by the Ko -me -sa -urb

( ? Commissioner or Commissary) stationed on the Kiachta frontier, in communication

with the officer of the board at Kiachta . All (such communications, &c. ] shall be in

accordance with the provisions of the eighth article of this convention.

The said Generals, Governors, and other officers shall correspondon terms of

equality, in accordance with the second article of the Tientsiv Treaty. Moreover, if

thedespatches written refer to business that ought not to be entered upon, vo attention

sball be paid to them .

In respect of frontier business of great importance, the Governor -General of Eastern

Siberia shall communicate thereon with either the Privy Council or ibe Foreign Office ,

Art . X.-All frontier business , whether of importance or otherwise , shall be

managed by conjoint action on the part of the frontier officers, as laid down in the

eighth article of this convention; and , as provided for by the seventh article of the

Tientsin Treaty, offenders shall be tried and punished in accordance with the laws of

that one of the two countries to which they may belong.

Should cattle stray or be decoyed across the frontier boundaries , the officer of the

locality, on being informed of the fact by official communication, shall , without delay,

dispatch people to search for them ; they shall likewise give full information to the

soldiery at the frontier posts, who shall be bound to recover and send back such cattle,

whether straying or stolen , in accordance with the numbers reported in the original

communication ;and who, should they fail to restore the property that is missing ,

sha'l be punished, as the laws direct, in a manner proportionate to the value of what

is lost. No claim for compensation shall be entertained.

In the event of runaways crossing the frontier, measures shall be taken for their

discovery and arrest immediately upon the receipt ofan official requisition to that effect;

and on the arrest having been effected, the prisoners, with whatever property may be

found in their possession , shall be handed over to the nearest frontier officer, whose

duty it shall be to ascertain the place from which such persons may have absconded .

The runaways, while onthe return journey under arrest, shall be supplied with

food , and , if nak d , with clothes ; and they shall neither be maltreated nor insulted

by the soldiers. Runaways arrested prior to the receipt of any such official requisi

tion , shall ,also be dealt with in like manner.

Art. XI.-- Answers shall be returned to communications transmitted through

intermediate officers by the High Officials on the frontiers. The despatches of the

Governor -General of Eastern Siberia and of the Koo-pih -urh - na-to -urb ( ? Guvernor)

of Kiachta sball be handed to the Ko -me-sa -urh (? Commissioner or Commissary .

General) of Kiachta for transmission to the officer of the board. The despatches of

the High Officer stationed at Koo-lun shall be banded to the officers of the board

for transmission to the Ko -me - sa - urh of Kiachta . The despatches of the Koo - pihe

urh -na -to- urh of the Amoor province sball be forwarded to the Tartar General at

Hib -lung -keang thiough the Adjutant General , who shall likewise transmit the

despatches of the Kee-lin General. Despatches passing between the Koo-pih -urb -na

to-urh of the Tung-bae-peen province andthe General stationed at Kee-lin , shall be

transmitted through the officers at the frontier posts of Hongchun in the Usuri

territory. Communications between the Governor-General of Western Siberia and

the General stationed at Ili , shall be transmitted through the Russian Consul at

Ili . Whenever the business in question is of great importance, official messengers

sball be employed . The Governor-General of Eastern and Western Siberia andthe

various Kno-pih - urh -na -to -urb ( ?Governors of Provincial Districts ) together with the

High Officer at Koo -lun, and the Tartar General stationed at Hih -lun -keang, Kee-lin ,

and Ili, in the transmission of official communications, may entrust them to trust,

worthy Russian officers.

Art. XII. - As was stipulated for in the eleventh article of the Tientsin Treaty,

the timeallowed forthe conveyance of official documents and parcels from Kiachta

to Peking is berein defined .

Letters shall be forwarded once a month , parcels and boxes from Kiachta to Peking,

sball be forwarded once every two montbs, and quarterly from Peking to Kiachta,
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Official documents shall not be more than twinty nor parcels more than forty days en

route ; and as regards parcels, there shall never be more than twenty packages for.

warded at a time, and no single package shall exceed 120 catuies in weight . Letters

shall not be delayed , but shall be forwarded on the day they are barded in for

despatch. In the event of any delay or neglect the culpable parties shall be visited

with severe punishment.

Couriers in charge of letters or parcels between Kiachta and Peking shall call

at the Koo-lun Consulate, and deliver to the Consul all letters or pai cels to his

address, and they shall likewise take charge of whatever despatches or parcels the

Consul may hand to them .

Whenever parcels are despatched from Kiachta or Koo- lun , the High Officer at

Koo-lun must be supplied with a list of thesame; in like manner, when despatching

parcels fr m Peking, the Foreign Office shall be supplied with a list . Such lists shall

specify the number and weights of the packages, as also the date of their being

despaiched ; and on the outside of each package shall be written, in Russian and

Manchurian or Chinese characters , its weight, & c .

Merchants forwarding letters and parcels for purposts of trade, if willing to hire

porters themselves and to make other arrangements, shall be at liberty to do so ;

having obtained pei mission, after the report of the circumstances, from the local

authorities , to obviate the ſundue] incurring of expense by the Government.

Art. XIII.- Official communications passing between the Russian Minister for

Foreign Affairs and the Chinese Privy Council, or bet wien the Governor-General of

Eastern Siberia and the Privy Council or Foreign Office, shall be forwarded by the

regular post , and shall be under no restrictions in respect of time ; and should any

delay or detention be apprehended, in cases of importance, trustworthy Russian

Officers may be charged with the speedy conveyance of such despatches.

While resident at Peking despatches on important business, for or from the

Russian Minister , may be transmitted by officers appointed by the Russian Gevern -

mest. Officers conveying such despatches shall not at any place be delayed or detained ,

and , in every instance, such bearers of despatches shall be Russians.

As regards the movements of such despatch - bearers, if travelling from Kiachta

to Peking, the Ko-me-sa -urh shall notify the officer of the Board on the day preceding

their departure. In like manner, if starting from Peking, a day's notice shall be

given to the Board of War.

Art . XIV .-- Should any of the arrangements in respect of land commerce here

inafter prove inconven'ent to both paries , the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia

and the Chinese High Officers of the Frontiers shall consult together, and determine

the matter in accordance with the articles of this Convention ; but new demands must

not be preferred. There shall be no further departure from the provisions of the

Twelfth article of the Tientsin Treaty .

Art . XV.- On the termination of the present conference, the Chinese Minister

Plenipotentiary shall translate the original text of this convention into the Chinese

language, and shall furnish the Russian Minister Plenipotentiary with a a copy of the

Chinese translation, duly authenticated by signature and seal, who, on his side, shall

likewise trans'ate into Chinese the original text of the convention, and shall supply

the Chinese Minister Plenipotentiary with a copy of the same, in the manner duly

authenticated hy seal and signature.

The articles of the present convention, without waiting for the ratifica'ion of the

same by their Imperial Majesties the Emperors of the two countries, shall be in

force, and for ever observed , from the day on which the translations into Chinese of

the original text shall have been interchanged by the Ministers Plenipotentiary, who

sball each forthwith issue whatever commands may be necessary for the carrying into

effect of the provisions of the couvention.

Signed and scaled on the 2nd day of the 10th moon of the 10th year ofHin Fung,

i,e.,the 2nd of the month No-ya-poo-urh , in the year 1860 [ 4th November, 1860) .

L..] NICHOLAS IGNATIEFF.

L.S.) PRINCE OF KUNG .
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AMENDED TREATY BETWEEN RUSSIA AND CHINA.

SIGNED, IN THE RUSSIAN , CHINESE, AND FRENCH LANGUAGES,

AT ST . PETERSBURG , 1881 .

Ratified same year.

TRANSLATED FROM THE CHINESE TEXT.

His Majesty the Emperor of China and His Majesty the Emperor of Russia,

being desirous to bring to a satisfactory conclusion the questions of the frontier and

of trade in the interest of the two countries, and in order to preserve friendly rela

tions, for tbat purpose bave named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

His Majesty the Emperor of China, Tsêng, Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia ,

of the First Class of the Second Order of Nobility, Sub-Director of the Grand Court

of Revision ;

And His Majesty the Emp ror of Russia, M. Giers , Member of the Council,

Minister for Foreign Affairs, and President of the Senate ; and M. Butzow , Minister

Plenipotentiary to China ;

Who, after having communicated to each other their respec:ive full powers,and

found them to be in good and due form , have agreed upon and concluded the follow

ing articles :

Art. 1.- His Majesty the Emperor of Russia hereby argees to restore to China

the territory of Ili which has been beld on bebalf of China by Russian troops since

the year 1871, whereupon that part in the West of Ili, the boundaries of which are

d -fined in Art. VII. of this Treaty, will become Russian territory .

Art. II .-His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to issue a Decree to the

effect that the inhabitantsof Ili , whether during the rebellion or after its pacification,

will, without distinction of race or creed , be neither tried nor punished for anything

they may have done , nor will their property be interfered with ; and the Chinese

officials will , previous to taking over Ili, issue a proclamation to the inhabitants of

Ili in accordance with the terms of the gracious decree of His Majesty the Emperor

of China.

Art. III.—The inbabitants of Ili are free either to remain where they are and

become Chiriese subjects or they may go over to Russian territory ; but previous to

the rendition of Ili they must be asked distinctly whether they wish to go over to

Russia, and a space of one year from the date of the rendition of Ili will be given

within which they may go over and take their property with them , and the Chinese

offic als will not prevent them .

Art . IV. - Russians who bare purchased land within the territory of Ili will ,

after the restoration of Ili , retain their property as before; but those inhabitants of

Ili who, at the time of the restoration of that territory,go over to Russia, cannot

adduce this article as a law affecting them . Land owned by Russians, with the

exception of the allotments granted for tradir.g purposes by Art. XIII. of the Treaty

of Commerce signed at Kuldja in the year 1851 , will pay the same taxes as land

owned by Chinese .

Art. v.-High officers will be deputed by both countries , the one side to band

over, and the other to take over Ili. They will conduct their negotiations in all

matters affecting the transfer in accordance with the stipulations of the Treaty in the

town of Ili ; and the Governor-General of the provinces of Shensi and Kansub, and

the Governor -General of Turkes!an will decide the manner and order of the negotia

tions to be conducted by the High officers. The Governor-General of Shensi and

Kansuh will , on receipt of His Majesty the Emperor of China's commands assenting

to the Treaty, depute a proper official to carry this information to the Governor.

General of Turkestan ; and within three months at most after the arrival of this

official at Tasbikan the transfer of Ili will be completed .
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Art . VI.-- His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to pay to Russia the

sum of 9,000,000 roubles as an indemnity for the military expenses incurred by

Russia in bolding and protecting Ili on behalt of China since the year 1871, and in

satisfaction of all claims by R issian merchants for losses by pillage within Chir:esa

territory, and by Russians whose families have been maltreated ; and this sum will

be paid in two years from the date of the ratification in the manner laid down in tbe

separate Article attached to this Treaty.

Art. VII .-A tract of country in the West of Ili is ceded to Russia, where those

who go over to Russia and are thereby dispossessed of their land in Ili may stt :le .

The boundary line of Chinese Ili and Russian territory will stretch from the Pieb

chên-tao mountains along the course of the Ho êrh -kwo.ssü River to its junction

with the Ili River , thence across the Ili River and South to the East of the village

of Kwu-li -cha-tê on the Wu -tsung-tao mountains, and from this point South along

the old boundary line fixed by the agreement of Ta Chêng in the year 1864.

Art . VIII .—The boundary line to the last of the Chi-sang Lake fixed in the

year 1864 by the agreement of Ta Chêng baving prov d unsatisfactory , High officers

will be specially deputed by both countries jointly to examine and alter it so that a

satisfactory result may be attained. That there may be no doubt what part of the

Kbassak country belongs to China and what to Russia, the boundary will colisist in

a straight line drawn from the Kwei Tung mountains across the River Hei-i-êrh -tê

shili to the Sa- wu-erh range, and the High officers deputed to settle the boundary

will fix the new boundary along such straight line which is within the old boundary.

Art. IX . - Hitherto no boundary stones have been erected , but with regard to

the boundary lines now fixed by Articles VII. and VIII . , it will be the duty of the

two countries specially to depute officials to erect boundary stones, and the said

officials will mcet at the place and time agreed upon by the two Givernments. As

to the boundary on the west between the province of Fei-êsh-kan , which is subject to

Russia , and Chinese Kashgar, officials will be deputed by both countries to examine

it , and they will fix the boundary line between the territories at present actually

under the jurisdiction of either country , and they will erect boundary.tones thereon.

Art . X. - By previous Treaties, Russia appointed Consuls at Ili , Tarbagatai,

Kashgar, and Urga, and it is row agreed that Russian Consuls be appointed at

Suchow , otherwise called Kia -yü -kwan , and at Turfan. Whọn trade springs up at

Kobdo, Uliasutai, Hami , Urumt'si, and Ku- cl'êng, negotiations will be entered into

for the additi nalappointmeniof Russian Consuls atthese places. It will be the duty

of the Russian Consuls at Suchow , otherwise called K'a yü-kwan , and at Turfan, to

deal with all matters affecting Russian subjects in the vicinity of these two places.

Kia-yü -kwan and Turfan will comeunder Articles V. and VI. ofthe Treaty concluded

at Peking in the year 1860, whereby permission is granted to erect residences and

other buillings, and until Consulates are erected the local authorities will assist the

Consuls in leasing temporary residences. Russian Consuls in Monoglia aud in the

South and North of the Tien -shanmountains may come and go and forward their

correspondence ; and by Art . XI . , of the Treaty of Tientsin, and Art. XII. of the

Treaty of Peking, they may use the Government post statii ns. The Chinese officials

will , on request beingmade to them by Russian Cousuls, give the necessary dir ctions .

The appointment of a Consul at Turfan, which is not a trading place, will not be

considered as a precedent, and will not affect the various places open to trade nor

places in the interior of the eighteen provinces and in Manchuria .

Art. XI.-Russian Consuls resident in China, when they have important

official business to transact which calls for immediate s ttlement, will correspond

officially with the local and other high autborities , and the officials of the two

countries will in their p rsonal interviews treat each oiher with that courtesy which

becomes the officials of friendly powers . Should trouble arise between traders of

the two countries in China, the Consul and the local authority will jointly deal with

the matter. In disputes connected with trade both sides may produce witnesses and

appoint arbitrators; but should such arbitration prove unsucces - ful, the officials of

the two countries will jointly deal with the case . In settling for goods and the
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import of goods , and in lea - ing shops and houses where the subjects of the two

countries are concerned , contracts will be drawn up and laid before the Consul and

the local authority , who will sign and seal the same in proof of such contract ; and

should the subjects of the two countries fail to draw up contracts the Consul ard the

local authority will take steps to compel them so to do.

Art . XII. - Russians may trade in Mongolia and with the Mongolian tribes

( whether or not there ar- Chinese officials stationed there) without paying duty , as

formerly ; and they may trade at Ili, Tarbagatai, Kashgar, and Urumt’si , and at the

various towns to the North and South of the Tien -shan, without paying duty for the

time being ; but when trade springs up a fixed tariff will be drawn up and agreed

upon by the two countries and the du'y-free rate will be abolished . At the various

places inChina mentioned above , where Russians may trade in foreign and other

merchandise, the system of ready money or barter may be employed ; and Russians

may also pay their debts with various kinds of goods.

Art. XIII. - At the places at which Russian Consuls are to be appointed and at

Kalgan Russians may build shop , houses, and godowns, wiether they themselves

purchase the land or it i- granted to them by the local authorities for building purposes

in accordance with Art III. of the Rules drawn up in the year 1851 for the regula

tion of trade at Ili and Tarba çatai. But this concession, allowing Russians to build

shops, houses, and godowns at Kalgan , where there is no Consul, shall not be

adduced as a precedent with regard to other places in the interior.

Art. XIV. - Russian merchants conveying gods overland into the interior of

China for purposes of trade may, as formerly, pass through Kalgan and Tungchow

to Tientsin , whence the goods may be exported to other ports. They may also

dispose of their goods at the above-mentioned places in the interior. Russian

merchants may convey overland to Russia by the same route goods purchased at the

above-mentioned towns and trading places , and in the interior. Russian merchants

may also proceed to Suchow (Kia -yü-kwan) for purposes of trade, but their caravans

will stop there. The same facilities will be granted as at Tientsin.

Art. XV. - Russians in the interior of China and beyond the Wall engaged

in the overland trade will abide by the Regulations attached to this Treaty. The

Articles relating to trade contained in this Treaty and the Overland Trade

Regulations attached thereto may be revised after a lapse of ten years from

the da'e of the ratification ; but if notice is not given within a period of six

months before the expiration of the ten years of the modifications desired, they

will remain in force for a further period of ten years . Russian merchants trading on

the seaboard of China willabide by the regulations affecting other countries; and

should it afterwards be found necessary to revise and modify such regulations,

negotiations will be entered into for that purpose between the two countries.

Art. XVI.--When the Russian overlanıl trade becomes prosperous , the two

contracting Powers will agree upon and fix a tariff of duties on goods exported from

and imported into China, which will prove even still more satisfactory than the

present tariff. Generally speaking, the duty on imports and exports will be fixed at

the rate of five per cent . ad valorem . Until the tariff of duties is fixed, the export

duty on the various second class teas, which at present pay the same duty as teas of

the first class, will be reduced ; and within one year after the ratification of this

Treaty the Tsung- li Yamên and the Russian Minister at Peking will jointly discuss

and agreeupon the duties to be paid on teas of allkinds.

Art. XVII.-As disputes have arisen with reference to the construction to be

put upon Art. X. of the Treaty concluded at Peking in the year 1880, the meaving

thereof is distinctly stated in this Article. The meaning of the words , " the cattle

shall be sought for and returned, ” is that when cattle have been stolen and carried

off, the cattie will, as soon as the robler is arrested, besought for and returned ; and

should the cattle stolen not be found, the robber will bave to paytheir value as

compensatioa. Should , however, the robber not have the means of making good the

loss, the local authorities will notmake it good on hisbehalf. The frontier authorities

will , in accordance with the laws of their respective countries, punish severely robbers
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of cattle. They will also take measures for the pursuit and return of fugitives and

stolen cattle ; and descriptions thereof shall be communicated by them to the soldiers

on the frontier and to the headmen of the country round about.

Art . XVIII. - By the Treaty concluded at Aighoun on the 16th day of May,

1858, permissiðn is given to Chinese and Russian subjects on the Arcoor, the Sungari,

and the Usuri to trade with the peoplo living on the banks of these rivers. As a

clearer statement should be made as to how this may be carried out, the two Powers

shall take the matter into consideration and decide thereupon.

Art. XIX.- The Article of Treaties previously concluded between the two con

tracting Powers not affected by the present Treaty shall still remain in force .

Art. XX . — When assent has been given to this Treaty by the respective Powers,

it shall be published for general infortation and obedience, and the ratifications

thereof shall be exchavged at St. Petersburg in six months from the date of

signature.

This treaty is executed in dupl cate in the Russian, Chinese, and French lan

guages, and is signed and sealed by the Plenipoten iaries of the respective Powers.

The three versions have been compared and found to have the same m - aning; and

in case of dispute the French version shall rule.

SEPARATE ARTICLE .

By Art . VI. of the Treaty now concluded by the Plenipotentiaries of the two

Powers, China will complete in two years the payment to Russia of a sum of 9,000,000

roubles as an indemnity for the military expenditure incurred in holding and pro

tecting Ili by Russian troops on behalf of China, and in satisfaction of the claims of

Russian subjects , and the Plenipotentiaries have agreed that this sum shall be paid in

the followirg manner :

The said sum of 9,000,000 roubles, equivalent to £ 1,431,664 2- . sterling shall

be cleared off by six instalmen !s. At each payment ( and the expense of remitting

need not be borne by China ) China sball hand over to the Bank of Messrs. Baring

Brothers (?) in the city of London the suw of £238,610 13s. 8d . sterling, one paypient

to be made every ſour months and two years respectively from the ratification of the

Treaty .

This separate Article differs in no respect from the terms of the Treaty now

concluded, in witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have bereunto set their

hands and seals .



UNITED STATES .

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CHINA .

SIGNED , IN THE ENGLISH AND CHINFSE LANGUAGES , AT TIENTSIN,

18TH JUNE, 1858 .

Ratifications exchanged at Pehtang, 16th August , 1859 .

The United Stats of America anl the Ta - Tsing Empire desiring to maintain

firm , lasting, and sincere friendship, have resolved to renew , in a manner clear and

positive, by means of a Treaty or g'neral convention o ' peace , amity , and commerce,

the rules which sł all in future be mutually observe t in the intercourse of their

respective countries; for which most desirable object the President of the United

States and the August Sovereign of the Ta - Tsing Empire have named for their

Plenipotentiaries, to wit : the President of the United States of America, William B.

R ed, Envoy_Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo entiary to China ; and His

Majesty the Emperor of China , Kweiliang, a member of the Privy Council and

Superintendent of the Board of Punishment; and Hwashana, President of the Board

of Civil Office, and Major-General of the Bordered Blue Banner Division of the Chinese

Bannermen, both of them being Imperial Comm ssioners and Plenipotentiaries ; and

the said Ministers, in virtue of the respective full powers they have received from

their governments, have agreed upon the following articles.

Art. I. - There shall be, as there has always been , pace and friendsliip between

the United States of America and the Ta - Tsing Empire, and between their people

respectively. They shall not insult or oppress each other for any trifling cause, so as

to produce an estrangement between them ; and if any o‘ber nation should act

unjustly or oppressively, the United States will exert their good offices, on being

informed of the cise, to bring about an amicable arrangement of the question, thus

showing their friendly feelings.

Art. II .-In order to perpetuate friendship, on the exchange of ratifications by

the President, wi h the advice and co :18ent of the S nate of the United States , and by

His Majesty the Emperor of China, this Tr-a'y shall he k - pt ani sacredly guarded in

this way, yiz . : The original Treaty, as ratified by the Pr: silent of the United States,

shall be depositel at Peking, the capital of his Majesty the Emperor of China, in

charge of the Privy C.uncil; and , as ratified by liis Majesty the Emperor of China,

shall be dep siie at Washington, the capital of the Unitel States, in c'erse of the

Secretary of State.

Art. III. - In order tiat the people of ihe two countries may know and obey the

provisions of this Treaty, the United States of America agree , immediately on the

exchange of ratifications, to proclaim the sam ) and publish it by proclamation in the

Gazettes where the laws of the United S : ates of America are published by authority ;

and his Majesty the Emperor of Chini, on the exchange of ratifications, agrees

immediately to direct the publication of the same it the capital and by the governors

of all the provinces.

Art . IV . - In order further to perpetuate frienilship, the Minister or Commis

sioner, or highest diplomatic repres'ntative of the United States of Am rica in China,

shall at all tim's have the right to correspond on terms of perfect equality and

confidence with the officers of the Privy Council at the capital, or with theGovernor

General of the Two Kwang, of Fuhkien and Chekiang, or of the Two Kiang ; and

whenever he desires to have such correspondence with the Privy Council at the capital

he shall have the right to send it through either of the said Governors-General, or by

general post; and all such communications shall be most carefully respected. The

Privy Counciland Governors-General, as the case may be, shall in all cases consider

and acknowledge such communications promptly and respectfully.

Art. V.- TheMinister of the United States of America in China, whenever he has

business , shall have the right to visit and sojourn at the capital of His Majesty the
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Emperor of China, and there confer with a member « f the Privy Council , or any other

high officer of equalrank di puted for that purpose , on matters of common interest and

advantage. His visits shall not exceed one in each rear, and be shall complete bis

business without unnecessary delay. He sball allowed to go by land or come to

the mouth of ihe Peilio, into which he shall not br vg ships -of-war, and he shall inform

the authorities at that place in order that boa's may be provided for bim to go on

bis jourrey . He is not to take advan'age of this stipulation to request visits to the

capital on trivial occasions. Whene er he means to proceed to the capital he shall

communicate in writing bis intention to the Board of Rites at the capital, and

thereupon the said Board shall give the necessary directions to facilitate his journey ,

and give him nect ssary protection and respect ou bis way . On bis arrival at the

capital he shall be furnished with a suitable residence prepared for him , and he shall

defray his own expenses ; and his entire suite shall pot exceed twenty persous

exclusive of bis Chinese attendants, none of whom shall be engaged in trade.

Art. VI . - If at any time His Majesty the Emperor of China sball , by treaty

voluntari'y made, or for any other rea on , permit the representative of any friendly

nation to reside at bis capiial for a long or short time, then , without any further

consultation or express permission, the representative of the United States in China

shall bave the same privilege.

Art . VII. - The superior authorities of tht United States and of China in

correspondence together shall do so on terms of equality and in form of mutual

communication (chau -hwui). The Consuls and the local officers, civil and military ,

in corresponding together shall likewise employ the style and form of mutual

communication (chau-hwui). When inferior officers of the one government address

the superior officers of the otber they si all do so in the style and form of memorial

(shin-sħin ). Private individuals, in addressing officers, shall employ the style of

petition (pin ching). In no case sball any terms or styles be used or suffered which

sball be offensive or disrespectful to either party. And it is agreed that no presents,

under any pret xt or form wbatever, shall ever be demanded of the United States by

Cbina, or of China by the United States.

Art. VIII. - In all future personal intercourse between the representative of the

United States of America and the Governors-General or Governors the interviews

shall be held at the ..fficial residence of the said officers, or at their temporary resi

dence, or at the residence of the representative of the United States of America,

wbichever may be agreed upon between them ; nor shall they make any pretext for

declining these interviews. Current matters shall be discussed by correspondence,

so as rot to give the trouble of a personal meeting.

Art . IX - Whenever national vessels of the United States of America, in cruising

alorg the cast and among the ports opened for trade for the protection of the commerce

of their country, or for the advancement of science, shall arrive at or near any of the

ports of China, commanders of said ships and the superior local authorities of

Government sball, if it be necessary , bold intercourse on terms of equality and

courtesy, in token of the friendly relations of their respective rations; and the said

vessels shall enjoy all suitable facilities on the part of the Chinese Government in

pr curing provisins or other supplies, and making nec ssary repairs. And the

United States of America agrı e that in case of the sbipwreck of any American vessel,

and its being pillaged by pirates , or in case any Americau vessel shall be pillaged or

captured by pirates on the seas adjacent to the coast, without being shipwrecked, the

national vessels of the United Sta'es shall pursue tle said pirates, and if captured

deliver them over for trial and punishment.

Art. X.- The United States of Am rica shall have the right to appoint Consuls

and other commercial agents for the protection or trade , to re sideat such places in the

dominions of China as shall be agreed to be opened, who sball hold official in rcourse

and correspondence with the local officers of the Chinese Government (a Con -ul, or a

Vice-Consul in charge taking rank with an intendant of circuit or a prefect ), either

personally or in writing, as occasion may require, en termsof equality and reciprocal

respect . And the Consuls and local officers sball employ the st le of mutual
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communication. If the officers of either nation are disrespectfully treat: d, or aggrieved

in any way by the other authrities, they have the rig it to make representation of

the same to thesuperior officer of the respective Governments, who sha l see that full

inquiry and strict justice shall be had in the premises. And the sail Consul and

agents shall carefully avoid all acts of offence to the officers and people of China.

On the arrival of a Consul duly accredited at any port in China, it s'all be the duty

of the Minister of the United States to notify thesame to the Governor-General of

the province where such port is , who shall forthwith recognize the said Consul and

grant him authority to act.

Art. XI. - All citizens of the United States of America in China, peaceably

attending to their affairs, being placed on a comm n footirg of amity and good

will with subjects of China , shall receive and enjoy for thems Ives and everything

appertaining to them the protection of the local authoritiis ofGovernment,who shall

defend them from all insult or injury of any sort. If their dwellings or property be

tbrea'ened or attacked by mobs, incendiaries , or other violent or lawless persons, the

local efficers, on requisition of the Consul , shall immediately despatch a military force

to disperse ihe rioters , apprebend the guilty individuals , and punish them with the

utmost rigour of the law. Subjects of China guilty of any criminalact towards citizens

of the United States shall be punished by the Chinese authorities according 10 the laws

of China, and citizens of the United States , either on shore or in any merchant vessel,

who may insult, trouble, or wound the persons or injure the property of Chinese , or

commit anyother improper act in China, shall be punished only by the Consul orother

public functionary thereto authorizei, according to the laws ofthe United States . Arrest

in order to trial may be made by either the Chinese or the United Sta'es authorities.

Art . XII.-- Citizens of the UnitedStates, residing or sojourning at any of the

ports open to foreign commerce, shall be permitted to rent houses and places of

business , or bire sits on which they can themselves build bouses or hospitals,

churches, and cemeteries. The parties interested can fix the rents by mutual and

equitable agreement; the proprietors shall not demand an exorbitant price, nor shall

the local authorities interfere, unless there be sme objectious offered on the part of

the inhabitants respecting the place. The legal fees to the officers for applying their

seal shall be paid . The citizens of the United States shall nut unr asonably insist

on particular spots, but each party shall conduct thems lves with justice and

moderation. Any desecration of the cemeteries by natives of China shall be severely

punished according to the law . At the places where the ships of the United States

anchor, or their citizens reside, the merchants, seamen , or o: hers can freely pass and

repass in the immediate neighbourhood ; but in order to the preservation of the

public peace, they shall not go into the country to the villages and marts to sell their

goods unlawfully, in fraud of the revenue .

Art. XIII . - If any vessel of the United Statesbe wrecked or stranded on the

coast of China and be subjected to plunder or other damag-, the proper offic rs of the

Government, on receiving information of the fact, shall immediately adopt measures

for its relief and security; the persons on board shall receive friendly treatment, and

be enabled to repair at once to the nearest port, and shall enjoy all facilities for

obtaining supplies of provisions and water. If the merchant vessels of the United

States , while within the waters over which the Chinese Government exercises

jurisdicion , be plun lered by robbers or pirates , then the Chinese local authorities ,

civil and military, on receiving information thereof, shall arrest the said robbers or

pirates , and punish them according ' o law , and shall caus all the property wbich can

be recovered ! o be restored to the owners, or pl.ced in the hands of ihe Consul . If,

by reason of the extent of territory and num rous population of Ciina, it shall in any

cas happen that the robbers cannot be apprel.ended, and the properly only in part

recovered , the Chinese Government shall not make indemnity ' or the goods lost ; but

if it shalı be proved that the local authorities have been in collusion with the robbers,

the same sball be communicated to the superior authorities for memorializing the

Throne, and these officers sball be severely punished and their property be confiscated

to repay the losses .
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Art . XIV.-The citizens of the United States are permitted to frequent the ports

and cities of Canton and Chau-chau , or Swatow, in the province of Kwangtung ; Amoy,

Foochow, and Ta -wan in Formosa , in the province of Fobkien; Ningpo in theprovince

of Chekiang ; and Sbangbai in the province of Kiangsu, and any other port or place

hereafter by treaty with other powers or with the United States opened to commerce;

and to reside with their families and trade there, and to proceed at pleasure with their

vessels and merchandise from any of the : e ports to any other of them . But said vessels

shall notcarry on a clandestine and frau lulenttrade at otherports of China,not declared

to be legal, along the coast thereof ; and any vessel under the America : flag violating

this provision shall , with her cargo, be subject to confiscation to the Chinese Govern .

ment; and any citizen of the United Stat's who shall trade in any contraband article

of merchandise shall be subject to b: dealt with by the Chinese Government, without

being entitled to any countenanco or pro :ection from that of the United States; and

the United States will take measures to prevent their flag fro u being abused by the

subjects of other nations as a cover for the violation of the laws of tbe Empir ”.

Art. XV.-At each of the ports open to commer.e, citizens of tie United States

s'all be permitted to import from abroad , and sell , purchase, and exporl all merchan

dise , of which the importation is not proibited by the laws of the Empire. The

tariff of duties to be paid by the citizens of the United States , on the export and

import of goods from and into China, shall be the sameas was agreed upon at the

Treaty of Wanghia, except so far as it may be modified by treaties with other nations,

it being expressly agreed that citizens of the United States shall never pay big her

duties than those paid by the wost favoured nation .

Art. XVI.-- Tonnage duties shall be paid on every merchant vessel belonging to

the United States entering either of the open ports, at the rate of four mace per ton of

forty cubic feet, if she be over one hundred and fifty tons burden ; and one mace per

ton of forty culic feet if she be of the burden of one hundred and fifty tons or under

according to the tonnage specified in the register ; which, with her other papers, shall

on her arrival be lodg d with the Coasul, who shall report the same to the Commis

siouer of Customs. And if any vessel baving paid tonnage duty at one port, shall

go to any other port to complete the disposal of her cirgo, or being in ballast, to

purchase an entire or fill up an incomplete cargo , the Consul shall report the same to

the Commissioner of Customs, who shill note on the port-clearance that the tonnage

duties have b : en paid and report the circumstances to the collectors at the other

Custom -houses ; in which case, the said vessel shall only pay duty on her cargo , and

not be charg d with toonage duty a second time. The collectors of Customs at the

open ports shall consult with the Consuis about the erection or beacons or light

houses, a'il where buoys and light ships should be placed .

Arl . XVII. - Citizens of the United States shall be allowed to engage pilots to

take their vessels into port, and, when the lawful uties have all been paid , take them

out of port. It shall be lawful for them to hire at pleasure servants, compradores,

linguists, writers, labourers, ceamen , and persons for wha'ever necessary service, with

passage or cargo-boats, for a reason able compensation, to be agreed upon by the

parties or determined by the Consul.

Art. XVIII. - Wheneer merchant ves - els of the United Stat: s sball enter a port,

the Collector of Customs s'all, if he seo fit, appoint ('ustom -house offi er to guard

said vessels, who may live on board the ship ortise'r own boats, at their convenience.

The local authoritirs of the Chinese Goverument shall cause to be apprehended all

mutineers or deserters from on board the vessels of the United States, in China, on

being informed by the Consul , and will d . liver them up to the Consuls orother officers

for punishment. And if crimin ıls , subjects of China, take refuge in the houses, or on

board tbe vessels of citizens of the United States, they shall not be barboured, but

shall be deliver d up to justice on due requisition by the Chinese local officers,

a Idre: sed to those of the United States . The merchants,seamen,and other citizens

of the Unitel States shallbe und r the superintendenc of the appropriate officers of

their government. If individuals of either nation commit arts of violenc : or disorder,

Use arms to the injury of others, or create disturbances en langering life, the officers of
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the two governments will exert themselves to enforce order and to maintain the

public peace, by doing impartial justice in the premises.

Art. XIX . - Whenever a merchant vessel belonging to the United States shall

cast anchor in either of the said ports, the supercargo, master, or consignee, shall ,

witkin forty -eight hours, deposit the ship's papers in the hands of the Consul or

person charged with his functions , who shall cause to be communicated to the Super

intendent of Customsa true report of the name and tonnage of suchvessel, the number

of her crew and the nature of her carzo , which being done, he shall give a permit for

her discharge. And the master, supercargo, or consignee, if he proceed to discharge

the cargo without such permit, shall incur a fine of five hundred dollars, and the goods

so discharged without permit shall be subject to forfeiture to the Chinese Goverument.

But if a master of any vessel in port desire to discharge a part only of the cargo, it

shall be lawful for him to do so, paying duty on such part only, and to proceed with

the remainder to any other ports . Or if the master so desire, he may, within forty.

eight hours after the arrival of the vessel, but not later, decide to depart without

breaking bulk ; in which case he shall not be subject to pay tonnage, or other duties

or charges, until, on his arrival at another port, hesl:all proceed to discharge, when

he shall pay the duties on vessel and cargo, according to law. And the tonnage

duties shall be held due after the expiration of the said forty -eight hours. In case

of the absence of the Consul or person charged with his functions,the captain or

supercargo ofthe vessel may have recourse to the consul of a friendly power ; or, if

he please ,directly to the Superintendent of Customs, who shall do all that is required .

to conduct the ship's business.

Art. XX --The Superintendent of Customs, in order to the collection of the

proper duties shall, on application made to him through the Consul , appoint suitable

officers, who shall proceed, in the presence of the captain, supercargo, or consignee,

to make a just and fair examination of all goods in the act of being discharged for

importati in ,or la len for exportation , on board any merchant vessel of the United

States . And if disputes occur in regard to the value of goods subject to ad valorem

duty, or in regard to the a nount of tare, and the same cannot be satisfactorily

arranged by the parties, the qustion may, within twenty -four hours, and not after

wards, be referred to the said Cousul to a ljust with the Superintendent of Customs.

Art. XXI. --- Citizens of the United States who may have imported merchandise

into any of the free ports of Chin , and paid the duty thereon, if they desire to

re- export the same in part or in whole to any other of the said ports, shall be entitled

to make applic.tion , thrugh ibeir Corsul, to the Superintendent of Customs, who,

in or ler o prevint fraud on ihe revenue , shall caus examinati n to be made, by

suitable officers , tu see that ihe dul ies pa d on such goods as are entered on the Custom

house books correspond with the representation made, and that the goods remain

with th ir original marks unchanged, and shall then make a memorandum in the

port clearance of the goods and the amount of duti's paid on the same, and deliver

the same to the mercliant, and shall also certify the fact to the officers of Customs

at the other ports ; all which being done, on the arrival in port of the vessel in

which the goods are laden, and everything being found, on examination there, to

correspond , sie shall be permitted to break bulk, an 1 land the said goods, without

being subject to the payment of any additional duty thereon . Bit if, on such

examination , the Superintendent of Customs shall detect any fraud on the revenue in

the case , then the goods shall be subject to forfeiture. Foreign grain or rice brought

into any port of China in a ship of the United States , and not landed , may be

re - exported without bindrance.

Art. XXII.-- The tonnage duty on vessels of the United States shall he paid on

their being a 'mitted to entry . Duties of impit shall be paid on the discharge of tbe

goods, and duties of export on the la ling of the same . When all such duties shall

have been paid , and not before, the Collector of Customs shall give a port-clearance,

and the Consul shail return the ship's papers . The duties shall be paid to the hroffs

authorized by the Chinese Gov rnunent to receive the same . Duties shall be paid and

received either in sycee silver or in foreign money , at the rate of the day. If the
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Consul permits a ship to leave the port before the duties and tonnage dues are paid ,

he shall be responsible therefor.

Art. XXII.–When goods on board any merchant vessel of the United States

in port require to be transbipped to another vessel application shall be made to the

Consul, who shall certify what is the occasion therefor to the Superintendent of

Customs, who may appoint officers to examine into the facts and permit the

transhipment. And if any goods be transbipped without written permits, tbey shall

be subject to be forfeited to the Chinese Government.

Art. XXIV .-- Where there are debts due by subjects of China to citizens of the

United States , the latter may seek redress in law; andon suitable repr. sentation being

made to the local authorities , through the Consul , they will cause due examination in

the premises , and take proper steps to compel satisfaction. And if citizens of the

United States be indebted to suljects of China, the latter way Stek redress by

representation through the Consul, or by suit in the Consular Court; but neither

governm.nt will hold itself responsible for such debts.

Art. XXV . - It shall be lawful for the officers or citizens of the United States to

employ scholars and people of any part of China, without distinction of persons, to

teach any of the languages of the Empire, and to assist in literary labours , and the

persons so employed shall not for that cause be subject to any injury on the part

either of the Government or individuals ; and it shall in like manner be lawful for

c'izens of the United States to purchase all manner of books in China.

Art . XXVI.-- Relations of peace and amity between the United States and China

being established by this treaty, and the vessels of the United States being admitted

to trarle freely to and from the ports of China open to foreign commerce ; it is further

agreed that, in case at any time hereafter China should be at war with any foreign

pation whatever, and should for that cause exclude such nation from enteringher

ports , still the vessels of the United States shall not the less continue to pursuetheir

commerce in freedom and security , and to transport goods to and from ibe ports of

the belligerent powers, full respect being paid to the neutrality of the flag of the

United States, provided that the said flag shall not protect vessels engaged in the

transportation of offic rs or soldiers in the enemy's ships, with thir cargoes, to enter

any of the ports of China ; but all such vessels so offending shall be subject to

forfeiture and confiscation to the Chinese Gorernment.

Art . XXVI.—All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person,

arising between citizens of the United Stat.s in China, shall be suliject to the

jurisdiction, and be regulated by the authorities of their own government; and all

controversies occurring in China between citizens of the United States and the

subjects of any other government shall be regulated by the treaties existing between

the United States and such governments respectively, without interference on the

part of China .

Art. XXVII.-If citizens of the United States have especial occasion to address

any communication to the Chinese local officers of Government , thy shall submit the

same to their Consul or other officer, 10 determine if the language be proper and

resp ctful, and the matter just and right, in which event he sball iransmit the same

to the appropriate authori'ies for their consideration and action in the premises. If

subjects of China have occasion to address the Consul of the United States they may

address him directly, at the same time they inform their own officers representing the

case for his consideration and action in the premises ; and if controversies arise

between citizens of the United States and subjects of Cbina, which cannot be amicably

settled otherwise, the same sball be examined and decided conformably to justice and

equity by the public officers of the two nations, acting in conjunction. The extortion

of illegal fees is expressly prohibited . Any peaceable persons are allowed to enter

the Court in order to interpret, lest injustice be done .

Art. XXXI.— The principles of the Christian Religion, as professed by the

Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches , are recognized as teaching men to do good ,

and to do to others as they would have oibers do to them . Hereafter those who

quietly profess and teach these doctrines shall not be harassed or persecuted on
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account of their faith . Any person , whether citizen of the United St tes or Chinese

convert, who, according to these tenets, peacrably teaches and practices the principles

of Christianity, shall in no case be interfered with or molested.

Art. XXX.—The contracting parties hereby agree that should at any time the

Ta -Tsing Empire grant to any nation, or the mirchants or citizens of any nation, any

right, privilego, or favour, connected eitber with navigation, commerce, political or

other intercourse, which is not conferred by this Trea ! y, such right , privilege, and

favour shall at once freely enure to the benefit of the United States, its public officers ,

' merchants , and citizens.

The present Treaty of peace , amity , ard commerce shall be ratified by the

President of the United States , by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,

within one year, or sooner, if possible, and by the August Sovereign of the Ta Tsing

Empire forthwith ; and the ratificati ins shall be exchanged within one year from the

date of the signatures thereof.

In faith whereof, we, the respective plenipotentiaries of the United States of

America and of the Ta-Tsing Empire, as aforesaid, have signed and sealed these

presents.

Done at Tientsin, this eighteentb day of June in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight bundred and fifty -eight, and the Independence of the United States

of America the eighty-second , and in the eighth year of Hien Fung, fifth moon, and

eighth day ,

(L.s. ] WILLIAM B. REED.

L.S. KWEILIANG.

L.S.] HWASHANA.

[Appenled to the foregoing Treatyare a Tariff and Rules identical with those

annexed to the British Treaty of Tientsin .]

ADDITIONAL ARTICLES TO THE TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA AND CHINA

OF 18TH JUNE, 1858 .

SIGNED, IN THE ENGLISH AND CHINESE LANGUAGES , AT WASHINGTON,

28TH JULY , 1868 .

Rotifications Exchanged at Peking, 23rd November, 1869 .

Whereas, since the conclusion of the treaty between the Unised States of America

and the Ta - Tsing Empire (China) of the 18th of June, 1858 , circumstances bave

arisen showing the necessity of additional articles thereto: the President of the

United Statesand the August Sovereign of the Ta- Tsing Empire bave named for

their Plenipotentiaries : to wit,the President of the United States of America, William

H. Seward, Secretary of State ; and His Majesty the Emperor of China, Anson

Burlingame, accredited as bis Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipot ntiary ,

and Chih-kang, and Sun - chia-ku, of the second Chinese rank , associated hig Envoys

and Ministers of bis said Majesty ; anl lle said Plenipotentiaries, aft i having

exchanged their full powers, found to be in due and proper form , have agr ed upon

the following articles

Art. I.-- His Majesty the Emperor of China, being of tb opinion that in making

concessions to the citizens or subjects of foreign powers , of the privilege of r siding

on certain tracts of land, or resorting to certain waters of that Empire, for purposes

of trade, he has by no means relinquishe 1 his right of eminent domain or dowinion

over the said lan is and waters , h reby agrees that no such concession or grant shall

be construed to give to any power or party which may be at war with or bostile to .
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the United States, the right to attack the citizens of the United States, or their

property, within the said lan'ls or waters : Ad the United States , for themselves ,

hereby agree to abstain from offensively attackivg the citizens or subjects of any

power or party , or ti eir property, with wbic', they maybe at war, on any such tract

of land or waters of the said Empire. But nothing in this article shall be construed

to prevent the United States from resisting an attack by ary hostile power or party

up in their citizens or their property.

It is further agreed that if any right or interest in any tract of land in China

has been , or shall hereafter be, granied by the Government of China to the United

States or their citizens for purposes of trade or commerce, tbat grant shall inno

event be construed to divest the Chinese Authorities of their right of jurisdiction

over persons and property witbin said tract of land except so far as the right may

bave been expressly relinquished by treaty:

Art. II. - The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of China,

elieving that the safety and prosperity of commerce will thereby best be promoted,

agree that any privilege or immunity in respect to trade or navigation within the

Chinese dominiors whichmay not have been stipulated for by treaty, shall be subject

to the discretion of the Chinese Government, and may be regulated by it accordingly,

but not in a manneror spirit incompatib'e with the Treaty stipulations of the parties.

Art. III. — The Emperor of China shali have the right to appoint Consuls at

ports of the United States, who sball enjoy the same privileges and immunities as

those which are enjoyed by public law and treaty in the United States by the Consuls

of Great Britain and Russia or either of them.

Art. IV . - The 29th article of the Treaty of tue 18th Jun , 1858, having stipulated

for the exemption of the Christian citizens of the United States and Chinese cor verts

from persecution in China on accoun : of their faith ; it is further agreed that citizens

oftle United States in China of every religious persuasion, and Chinese subjects in

the United S ates , shall enjoy entire liberty of conscience, and shall be exempt from

all disability or pers'cution on account or their religious faith or worship in either

country . Cemeteries for sepulture of the dead, o whatevrnativity or vationality,

shall be held in respect and free from disturbance or profanation .

Art. V.-The United S'at's of America a d the Emperor of China cordially

recognize the inherent and inalienable right of man to chang his home and allegiance,

and als ; the mutual advantage of the free migration and emigration of their citizens

and subjects respectively from the one country to theother for thepurpose ofcuriosity,

of trade, or as permanent residents . The bigh Contracting Parties, therefore, join in

reprobating any other than an entirely voluntary emigration for thes purposes. They

consequently agree to pass laws, making it a peral offence for a citizen of the United

States, or a Chinese subject, to take Chinese subjects either to the Unit.d States or

to any other foreign country ; or for a Chinese subject or citizen of the United States

to take citizens of the United States to China, or to any other foreign country, without

their free and voluntary consent respectiv. ly .

Art . VI.- Citizens of the United States visiting or residing in China , shall enjoy

the same privileges, immunities, or exemptions in respect to travel or residence as may

there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the most favoured vation . And,

reciprocally, Chinese subjects vis ting or residing in the United Stat s , shall enjoy the

same privileges, immunities, and exemptions in respect to travel or residence as may

there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjecis of the most favoured nation . But nothing

herein contained shall be held to confer naturalization upon citizens of the United

Sta: es in China, nor upon the subjects of China in the Unit d States .

Art. VII - Citizens of the United States shall enjoy all the privileges of the

public educational institutions under the control of the Government of China ; and

reciprocally Chinese subjects shall enjoy all the privileg s of the.public educational

institutions under the control of the Government of the United States, which are

enjoyed in the respective countries by the citiz ns or subjects of the most favoured

nation. The citizens of the United States may freely establish and maintain schools

within the Empire of China at those places where foreigners are by treaty permitted
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to reside; and reciprocally, the Chinese subjects may enjoy the same privileges and

immunities in the United States .

Art . VIII. - The United States, always disclaining and discouraging all practices

of unnecessary dictation and intervention by one nation in the affairs or domestic

administration of another, do lereby freely disclaim and disavow any intention or

right to intervene in the domestic administration of China in regard to the construc

tion of railroads, telegraphs, or other material internal improvements. On the other

band , His Majesty the Emperor of China reserves to himself the right to decide the

time anl manner and circumstances of introducing such improvements within his

dominious. With this mutu il understanding it is agreed by the contracting parties

that, if at any tiine her after his Imperial Majesty shall determine to construct, or

cause to be constructed, works of the character mentioned witrin the Empire, and

shall make application to the United States, or any other Western Power for facilities

to carry out that policy, the United States will in that case designate or authorize

suitable engineers to be employed by the Chinese Government, and will recommend

to other nationis an equal compliance with such applications; the Chinese Government

in that case protecting such engineers in their persons and properly, and paying

them a reasonable compensation for their services.

In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries bave signed this treaty and

thereto affixed the seals of their arms.

Done at Washington, the 28th day of July , in the year vi Our Lord one thousand

eight bundred and sixty-(ight.

[L.s. ] (Sign : ) WILLIAM H. SEWARD.

L.s.] ANSON BURLINGAME.

CHIH KANG .

(L.s. ]
SUN CHIA-KU.

L.S.

IMMIGRATION AND COMMERCIAL TREATIES BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA.

SIGNED AT PEKING, IN THE ENGLISH AND CHINE E " AVGUAGES,

ON THE 17TH NOVEMBER, 1880.

The Immigration Treaty.

Whereas, in the eigbth year of Hien Fung, Anno Domini 1858, a treaty of pea e

and friendship was concluded between the United States of America and China, and

to wbich were added in the seventh year of Tung Chi , Anno Domini 1868, certain

supplementary articles to the advantage of both parties , which supplementary articles

were to be perpetually observed and obeyed ; and

Whereas the Government of the United States, because of the constantly in

creasing immigration of Chinese labourers to the territory of the United States , and

the embarrassments consequent upon such immigration , now desires to negotiate a

modification of the existing treaties wbich will not be in dir ct contravention of their

spirit ; now therefore, the President ofthe United States of America appoints James

B. Angell, of Michigan ; John F. Swift, of California ; and William H. Trescott, of

South Carolina , ashis Commissioners Plenipotentiary ; and His Imperial Majesty

the Emperor of China has appointed Pao Chun, amember ofHis Imperial Majesty's

Privy Council and Superintendent of the Board of Civil Office ; and Li Hung Tsao, a

member of His Imperial Majesty's Privy Council, as bis Commissioners Plenipo .

tentiary ; and the said Commissioners Plenipotentiary, having conjointly examined

tbeir full powers , and baving discussed the points of possible modifications in exist

ing treaties, have agreed upon the following articles in modification :

Art. I. — Whenever, in the opinion of the Government of the United States, the

coming of Chinese labourers to the United States , or their residence therein, affects,
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or threatens to affect, the interests of that country, or to endanger the govd order of

any locality within the territory thereof, the Government of China agrees that the

Government of the United States may regulate , limit,or suspend such coming or

residence, but may not absolutely prohibit it . The limitation or suspension shall be

riasonal·le, and shall apply only to Chinese who may go to the United States as

labourers , other classes not being included in the limitation. Legislation in regard

to Chinese lal ourers will le of such a c'aracter only as is necessary to enforce the

regulation, limitation, or suspension of immigration, and immigrants shall not te

subject to persona' maltreatment or abuse .

Art . II. - Cuinese subjects, whether proceeding to the United States as traders

or students, merchants, or from curiosity , together with their body and household

servants , and Chinese labourers who are now in the United States , shall be allowed

to go and come of their owu free will and accord, and shall be accorded all the rights,

privileges, immunities , and exemptions which are accorded to the citizens and subjects

of the most favoured nations .

Art. III. -If Chinese lalourers, or Chinese of any other class , now either

permanently or temporarily residing in the territory of the United States, meet with

ill-treatment at the bands of any other persons, the Government of the United States

will exert all its power to devise measures for their protection , and secure to them

the same rights, privileges , immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the

citizens or subjects of the most favoure l nations, and to which thiy are entitled by

treaty.

Art . IV . - The high cntracting Powers , baving agreed upon the foregoing

Articles , whenever the Government of the United States shall adopt legislative

measures in accordance therewith , such measures will be communicated to the

Government of China, and if the measures, as effected, are found to work hardship

upon the subjects of China , the Chinese Minister at Washington may bring the

matter to the notice of the Secretary of State of the United States, who will consider

the subject with him , and the Chinese For ign Office may also bring the matter to

the notice of the U.S. Minister at Peking, and consider the subject with him , to the

end that mutual and unqualified benefit may result. In faith whereof, the Plenipo

tentiaries have signed and sealed the foregoing at Peking, in English and Chinese,

there being three originals of cach text of even tenor and date, the ratification of

which shall be exchanged at Peking within one year from the date of its execution .

Done at Peking, this 17th day of November, in the year of our Lord 1880,

Kuang Sü, sixth year, tenth moon, fifteenth day. Signed and sealed by the above

named Commissioners of bo: h Governments.

The Commercial Treaty .

The following is the text of the commercial treaty signed at the same place and

time:

The President of the United States of America and his Imperial Majesty the

Emperor of China, because of certain poirts of incompleteness in the existing treaties

hetween the two Governments have named as their Commissioners Plenipotentiary :

The President of the United States of America , James B. Angell , of Michigan; John

F. Swift, of California ; and William H. Trescott, of South Carolina, as his Com

missioners Plenipotentiary ; and His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China has

appointed Pao Chun , a member of His Imperial Majesty's Privy Council and Super

intendent of the Board of Civil Office ; and Li Hung Tsao, a memberof His Imperial

Majesty's Privy Council, as his Commissioners Plenipotentiary; and the said Com

missioners Plenipotentiary, baving conjointly examined their full powers, and baving

discussed the points of possible modifications in existing treaties, bave agreed upon

the following additional articles:

Art. I.-The Governments of the United States and China, recognizing the

benefits of tbeir past commercial relations , and in order to still further promote such

relations between the citizens and subjects of the two Powers, mutually agree to give

the most careful and favourable attention to the representations of either as to such

special extension of commercial intercourse as either may desire.
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Art. II .-The Governments of China and of the United States mutually agree

and undert ke that Chinese subjects shall not be permitted to import opium in any

of the ports of the United S ates , and citizens of the United Sta'es shall not be

perinitted to import opium into any of the open ports of China, or transport from

one open port to any other open port , or to buyand sell opium in any of the open

porls of China. This absolute prohibition, which extends to vesels owned by the

citizens or subjects of either power, to foreign vessels employed by them , or to vessels

owned by the citizens or subjects of either Power, and employed by other persons

for the transportation of opium , shall be enforced by appropriate legislation on the

part of China and the Unit d States, and the benefits of the favoured nation clauses

in existing treaties shall not be claimed by the citizens or subjects of either Power

as against the provisions of this article.

Art. III. - His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China berely promises and

agrees that no other kind or higher rate of tonnage dues or duties for imports or ex

ports or coastwise trade shall be imposed or levied in the open ports of Cnina upon

vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States or upon the produce, manu

factures, or merchandise imported in the same from the United Siates or from any

foreign country, or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise exported in the

same to the United States, or to any foreigu country, or transported in the same from

one open port of China to another, than are imposed or levied on vessels or cargoes

of any other nation , or on those of Chinese subjects. The United States hereby pro.

mises and agrees that no other kind or higher rate of tonnage duties and dues for

imports shall be imposed or levied in the ports of the United States upon vessels

wholly belonging to the subjects of his Imperial Majesty, coming either directly or

by way of any foreign port from any of the ports of China which are open to foreign

trade to the ports of the United States , or returning therefrom either directly or by

way of any foreign port to any of the open ports of China, or upon the produce, manu .

factur- s, or merchandise imported in the same from China, or from any foreign coun

try, than are imposed or levied on vessels of any other nations, whichmake no dis

crimination against the United S : ates in tonnage dues or duties ou imports, exports,

or coastwise trade, or than are imposed or levied on vessels and cargoes of citizens of

the United Satis.

Art. IV . — When controversies arise in the Chinese Empire between citizens of

the United States and subjects of His Imperial Majesty, which need to be examined

and decided by the public officers of the two nations, it is agreed between the

Governments of the United States and China that such cases shall be tried by the

proper official of the nationalityof the defendant. The properly authorized official

of the plaintiff's nationality shall be freely permitted to attend the trial , and shall

be treated with the courtesy due to his position. He shall be granted all proper

facilities for watching the proceedings in the interest of justice, and if he so desire,

be shall have the right to be present and to examine andto cross -examine witnesses ,

If he is dissatisfied with the proceedings, be shall be permitted to protest against

them in d. bate. The law alministered will be the law of the nationality of the

officer trying the case .

In faith whereof, the re -pective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed the

foregoing, at Peking, in English and Chinese , there being three originals of each

text, of even tenor and date, the ratification of which shall be exchanged at Peking

within one year from the date of its execution .

Dune at Peking, this 17th day of November, in the year of our Lord 1880 , Kuang

Sü sixth year tenth moon, fifteenth day.

( Signed )

)

JAMES B. ANGELL.

JOHN F. SWIFT.

WILLIAM H. TRESCOTT,

PAO CHUN .

LI HUNG TSAO .
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TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE , AND NAVIGATION, BETWEEN

THE REPUBLIC OF PERU AND HIS MAJESTY THE

EMPEROR OF CHINA .

SIGNED , IN THE SPANISH, ENGLISH , AND CHINESE LANGUAGES, AT TIENTSIN ,

26TH JUNE , 1874.

Ratifications exchanged at Tientsin , 7th August, 1875 .

His Excellency the President of the Republic of Peru and His Majesty the Em

peror of China , being sincerely desirous to establish frierdly relations beiwien the

two countries, have resolved to confirm the same by a Treaty of Friendship, Com

merce, and Navigation, with the view oflaying the foundations of mutual intercourse ;

aud , for that purpose, have named as their Plenipotentiaries , that is to say :

His Excellency the President of Peru, Don Aurelio Garcia y Garcia, a Post

Captain in the Peruvian Navy, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of

that Republic for the Empires of China and Japan ; and

His Majesty the Emperor of China, Li, Minister Plenipotentiary, Imperial Com

missioner, Gravid Guardian of the Heir Apparent, Grand Secretary , a President of

the Board of War, Governor -General of the Province of Cbih - li , and invested with

the dignity of the second order of nobility ;

Who, after baving examined and exchanged their respective full powers, have

together agreed upon the following Treaty for the benefit and protection of the mer

chants and people of the two countries :

Art. I. - There shall be peace and friendship between the Republic of P. ru and

His Maje ty the Emperor of China. Their respective citizens and subjects shall re

ciprocally enjoy in the territories of the High Contracting Parties full and perfect

protection for their persons and property.

Art. II . - In order to facilitate friendly intercourse in future, His Excellency the

President of Piru may, if he see fit , appoint a Diplomatic Agent to the Court of

Peking, and His Majesty the Emperor of China may, in the like manner, if he see fit ,

appoint a Diplomatic Agent to the Government of Peru .

His Majesty the Emperor of China hereby agrees that the Diplomatic Agent so

appoivted by the Gevernment of Peru may, with his familyand the persons of bis

suite, perman« ntly reside at Peking, or may visit it occasionally , at the option of the

Peruvian Goverpment.

In like manner, the Diplomatic Agent of China may, with his family and the

persons of his suite permanently reside at Lima , or may visit it cccasionally at the

option of the Chinese Government.

Art . III. - The Diplomatic Agents of each of the Contracting Parties, shall , at

their respective residences, enjoy all privileges and immunities accorded to them by

international usages.

Ait . IV . – The Government of Peru may appoint a Consul.General, and for such

open ports or cities of China where it may be considered most expedient for the

interest of Peruvian Commerce , Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Consular Agents. These

officers sl all be trated with due respect by the Chinese Authorities, and enjoy the

same privileges and immunities as the Consular officers of the most favoured nation .
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His Majesty the Emperor of China may appoint a Consul-General, Con -uls ,

Vice-Consuls , or Consular Agents at any port or town of Peru where Consular

Officers of any other Power are admitted to resile. All of these Officers s'all enjoy

the same rights and privileges as those of ihe most favoured nation in Pe u .

It is further agreed that the appointirent of the said Consular Officers shall not

be made in merchants residing in the locality .

Art. V.—Peruvian citizens are at liberty to travel for their pleasure or for

purposis of trade in all parts of China under express condition of being proviled

with passports written in Spanish and Chinese, issued in due form by the Consul- of

Peru and vi- éd by the Chinese Auth rities. These passports, if demanded, must be

produced for examination in the localities passed through. If the passport be not

irregular, the bearer will be allowed to proceeil, ind no opp sition shall be offered to

bis hiring persons , or hiring vessels or carts for the carriage of bis baggag .. or

mercbandi-e, and the said merchandise shall be conveyed in accordance with the

General Regulations of Foreign Trade.

If the traveller be without a passport, he shall be handed over to the nearest

Consul in order to enable him to procure one. The ahove provision will in like

manner be applicable to cases of a Peruvian citizen committii g any offence against

the laws of C ina. Bit be shall in no case be subj cted by the Chinese Authorities

to any kind of ill -treatment or insult.

The citizens of Peru may go un excursions from the open ports or cities to a dis.

tance not exceeding 100 li and for a period not exceeding five days , without being

provided with a passport .

The above provisions do not apply to the crews of ships, who, when on shore,

sball be subject to the disciplinary regulations drawn up by the Consul and the local

Authorities,

Chinese subjects shall bave the liberty to travel at their pleasure throughout the

territory of Peru, as long as they behave peaceably and comu it no offence a , ainst

the laws and regulati ns of the country.

Art . VI.— The Republic of Peru, and the Empire of China cordially recognize

the inherent and inalienable right of man to change his h ' me. Their citizens and

subjects respectively may consequently go freely from the one cuntry to the other

for the purposes of curiosity, trade, labour, or as permanent residents. The High

Contracting Parties therefore agree that the citizens and subjects of both countries

sball only emigrate with their free and voluntary cnsent ; ard join in reprobating

any other than an entirely voluntary emigration for the said purposes, and every act

of violence or fraud that may be employed in Macao or ihe ports of China to carry away

Chinese subjects. Toe Contracting Parties likewise pledg themselves 10 punisl severe

ly, accorling to their laws, their respective citizens and subje« ts who mav viol te the

present stipulations, and also to proceed judicially against i h -ir respective sbipis i hat

may be employel in such unlawful operation.s, imposing the fi es which for such cases

are established by their laws.

Art . VII.- İt is further agreed, that for the better understandirg and more

efficient prottction of the Chinese subjects who reside in Pero , ihe Peruvian Govern

ment will appoint official Interpreters of the Chines language in t e Prefoc urt's of

the Department of Peru where the great entres of Chinese immigration exist.

Art . VIII.--- The merchant ships belonving to Peruvian citizensshall be permitted

to frequent all the ports of China open to foreign trade, and to proceed to and fro at

pleasure with their merchandise, enjoying thesame rights and privileg s as those of

the most favour d nation .

In like mann r, the merchant ships beloi ging to Chinese suhjects may visit

all the ports of Peru open to foreign commisce and trade in thim, enjoying tiesime

rights and privileges which in Peru are grated to the citizens or subjects of the

most favoured nation .

Art. IX.- Peruvian citizens shall pay at the ports of China open to foreign trade,

on all the goods imported or exported lyihim ,th duties enam rated in thetariff which

is now in force for the regulation of foreign commerce; but they can , iu no case, be
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called to pay higher or other duties than those required now or in future by the

citizens or subjects of the most favoured vation .

No other or higher duties shall be imposed in the ports of Piru on all goods

imported or exported by Chinese subjects than tho -e which are or may be imposed

in Peru on the commerce of the most favoured nation .

Art . X. - The ships of war of each country respectively shall be at liberty to

visit all the ports within the territories of the other to which the ships ofwar of other

nations are or may be peru itt to come. They shall enjoy every facility, and meet

no obstacle in purchasing provisions, coals, procuring water and making necessary

repairs. Such ships shall not be lial le to the payment of duties of any kind.

Art . XI.- Any Peruvian vessels, being from extraordinary causes compelled to

seek a place of refuge, shall be permitted to enter any Chinese port whatever, without

being subject to the payment of tonnige dues or duties on thegoods, if only landed

for the purpose of making the necessary repairs of the vessel , and remaining under

the su ervision of the Superintendent of the Customs.

Should any such vessel be wrecked or stranded, the Chines Authorities shall

immediately adopt measures for rescuing the crew , and for securing the vessel and

cargo. The crew thus saved slall receive friendly treatment, and , if necessary, sball

be furnished with the meins of conveyance to the nearest Consular station.

If any Chinese vessels be wrecked or compelled by stress of weather to seek a

place of refuge on the coasts of Peru , the local maritime Authori'ies shall render to

them every assistance in their power ; the goods and merchandise saved from the

wreck shall not be subject to duties unless cleared for consumption ; and the ships

shall enjay the same liberties which in equal cases are granted in Peru to the ships

of other nations.

Art. XII.- Peruvian citizens in China having reason to complain of a Chinese,

shall proced at once to their Consular Officer and state to hit their grievance. The

Consul will inquire into ihe case , and do his utmost to arrange it amicably.

In like manner, if a Chinesehave reason to complain of a Peruvian citizen in

China, the Consular Officer shall listen to his cmplaiit, and endeavour to come to a

friendly arrangement.

Should the Consular Officer not succeed in making such arrangement, then he

shall request the assistance of the competent Chinese Officer, that they may together

decide the matter according to the principles of equity.

Art. XIII. - Cbinese subjects guilty of a criminal action towards a Peruvian

citizen in China , shall be arrested and punished by the Chinese Authorities, accord.

ing to Chinese laws .

Peruvian citizens in China who may commit any crime against a Chinese sub

ject, shall be arrested and punisbed according to the laws of Peru, by the Peruvian

Consular Officer.

Art. XIV.- All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person,

arising between Peruvian citizens in China, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the

Peruvian Authorities. Disputes between citizens of Peru and those of other Foreign

Nations shall be decided in China according to the Treaties existing between Peru

and those Foreign Nations. In all cases, however, of Chinese sulijects being con

cerned in the matter, the Chinese Autborities may interfere in the proceeding

according to Articles XII . and XIII . of this Trı aty.

Art. XV . - Chinese subjects in Peru shall have free and open access to the

Courts of Justice of Peru for the prosecution and d -fence of their just rigbts ; they

sball enjoy in this respect the same rights and privileges as native citizens, and sball

also be treated in every way like the citizens and subjects of other countries resident

in Peru .

Art. XVI . -The Contracting Parties agree , that the Gyvernment, Public Officers,

and citizens of the Republic of Peru shall fully and equally participate in all pri

vileges, rights, immunities, jurisdiction , and advantagesthat may bave be -n , or may

be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the Emperor of China, to the Government,

Public Officers , citizens, or subjects of any otler nation .
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In like manner, the Government, Public Officers, and subjec's of the Empire of

China, shall enjoy in Peru all the rights, privileges , immuniti s, and advantages of

every kind which in Peru are enjoyed by the Government, Public Officers, citiz ns, or

subjects of the most favoured nation .

Art. XVII.-- In order to prevent for the future any discussion, and considering

that the Englsh language, among al foreign languazs, is the most generally known

in Coina, this Treaty is written in the Spanish, Chinese, and English languages, and

signed in pine copi -s, threu in each language. All th se versions have the same

sense and signification, but when ver the interprétation of the Spanish and Chinese

versions may differ, then reference shall be made to the English text.

Art. XVIII. - If in future the High Contracting Pirtis desire a modification

of any stipulation contained in this Treaty , they shall be at liberty after the lapse of

ten years, dated from the day of the exchange of the ratifications of ihis Treaty, to

opin negotiations to that effect. Six months before the expiration of the ten years,

either of the Coutracting Pariies may oilicially notify to the other, that modifications

of the Treaty are de - ired, an l in what these consist . If no such notification is made,

tbe Treaty r mains in force for another ten years .

Art. XIX . – The present Trea y shall be ratified by His Excellency the Pre

sident of Peru after being approved by the Peruvian Congress, and by His Majesty

the Emperor of China ; and the raiifications shall be exchanged at Shanghai or

Tientsin, as soon as possible.

In token whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealt d this

Treaty .

Done at Tientsin , this twenty-sixth day of the month of June, in the year
of the

Lord One Tacusand Eight Han (red and Seventy -four, corresponding to the Chinese

date, the thirteenth day of the fifth moon of the thirteenth year ot Tung-Chi.

[l.s. ] (Signed) AURELIO GARCIA Y GARCIA .

( L.S.] LI HUNG-CHANG,92

SPECIAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN PERU AND CHINA.

The Undersigned Aur lio Garcia y Garcia, a Post-Captuin in the Peruvian Navy,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the Repu 'lc of Peru for the

Empires ofChina and Japan, and

Li, Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the Emeror of China, Imperial

Commissioner, G and Guarlian f the Heir Apparent, Grand Secretary, a President

of the Board of War, Governor -General of the Province Chih - li, and invested with

the dignity of the second order of nability.

Have concluded the following Special Agreement:

Inasmuch as at present, Chinseare known to be residing in great numbers within

the territory o !Peru, and in view of the representations that have been made to the effect

that some of these are sufferiug grievances, now then the respective Plenipotentiaries,

being desirous of establisbiny amicable relations between the two countries , agree,

on the one hand , that a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Mutual Intercourse

shall be concluded, and on the other , that with the view of e tablishing a thorough

friendly understanding, the Chinese Government shall send a Coramission to Peru.

The said Commission stall institute a thorough investi ation into the condition

of Chinese Immigrants in all parts of Peru , to whom the stali mke known the

objects in view by means of Public Notifications .

The Government of Peru , on their side, will give the full est possible assistance

to the Commission in the fulfilment of its duties, and will treat it with all due

courtesy .

On the arrival of the Commission in Peru, the Peruvian Government will order

all Local or Provincial Authorities to give to the Commission all the assistance in

their power for the performance of its duties.
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In case it should be ascertained that Chinese Immigrants whose contracts have

not expired, he their numbers what thy may, are actually suffering ill-treatment, it

is now agreed that the Commission shall communicate the particulars concerning

them to theLocal Authorities. In case the employers of such Chinese Immigrants

decline to acknowledge the ill treatment, the Local Authorities shall then send the

complaints in question before the Tribunals for judicial inquiry and decision .

If the Immigrants in any case be dissatisfied with the decision of the primary

Judge, it sbail be open to the aggrieved parties forth with to appeal to the higher

Courts of Justice of Peru for further investigation.

The Chinese Immigrants will be placed on a footing of equality as regards legal

procedure with that enjoyed by the subjects of the most favoured nation residing in

Peru.

From the date of the ratification of this Special Agreement by the Peruvian

Government, the said Goverment will compel the employers of Chinese Immigrants

wbose contracts have expired, and in which it may have been stipulated that they

shall be sent back to China, to provide them with passages back to their native

country , it they be desirous of returning to China.

In the case of Chinese Immigrants in whose contracts no stipulation is made for

the return passag- on the expiry of the contracts, and provided that the Iminigrants

sball express a wish to return to China, but shall be without the means of providing

their own passage , the Peruvian Government will cause thein to be repatriated

gratuitously in the ships which leave Peru for China .

The present Agreement is written and signed in six copies, viz . : two in Spanish,

two in Chinese , and two in English . All these versions have the same meaning and

intention .

The present Agreement shall be ratified by His Excellency the President of the

Republic of Peru, after being approved by the Peruvian Congress, and by His Majesty

the Emperor of Cuina ; and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Shanghai or

Tienisin .

In token whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have sigoed and sealed this

Agreement.

Dene at Tientsin this twenty -sixth day of the month of June, in the year of the

Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy -four, corresponding to the Chinese

dale, the thirteenth uay of the filth moon of the thirteenth year of Tung-Chi .

(L.8 . ] (Signed ) AURELIO GARCIA Y GARCIA .

(L.8 . ] LI HUNG-CHANG.
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EMIGRATION CONVENTION BETWEEN SPAIN AND CHINA.

SIGNED, AT PEKING, IN SPANISH, FRENCA , AND Chinese, 17TH NOVEMBER, 1877.

Translated from the Chinese Text.

His Majesty the King of Spain and His Majesty the Emperor of China, being

very desirous of establishing on a new basis i he Emigration of Chinese subjects to tlie

Island of Cuha, and in order to avoid any furth r complication which might h reafter

arise, bave n minated for their Plenipotentiaries, as follow :

His Majesty the Emperor of China, Their Excellencies Shen , Mao, Tung, Ch'eng ,

and Hsion , Members of the Tsung -li Yamên .

His Majesty the King of Spiin, Don Carlos Antonio de España, His Minister

Plenipotentiary to China, Annain, and Siarn , Grand Cross of the Royal Order of

Isabella the Catholic, etc., etc. , who have a creed to all the articles which foll ) w :

Art. I.-The High Contracting Parti's hereby agree that the emigration of

Chinese subjects as contained in Art. X. of the Trea'y concluded in Tientsin on the

10th October, 1864, becomes and is hereby abrogate. Only the stipulation in the

said article concerning the delivery by the Authorities of those who are claimed as

deserters , criminals , and accused ones, remins in force.

Art. II.- The difficulties to which the application of the dispositions of the

Treaty of Tientsin regarding the emigration gave ri - e having been dispersed , the two

Governments renounce eaen for itself every pecuniary indemnity.

Art. III.-- It is agreed between the two High Contracting Parties that tie emi

gration of their respective subjects, whether accompanied by their families or not,

shall be in future free and voluntary ; they disapprove of every act of violence or

trickery which might be committed in the ports of China or anywhere else for the

purpose of expatriating Chine e subjects against their will .

The two Governments engage them elves to pursue with all the rigour of the

laws any contravention of the preceding stipulation and to imposy penalties

established by their respective legislatures upon the persons and ships who may

violate this stipulation.

The Government of H. M. the King of Spain enga res itself to that of China to

treat the Chinese subjects staying now in Cuba or who may com- there hereaft:r on

the same footin ; as the foreigners there of the same category and subjects of the

most favoured nation .

Art. IV.-The Government of His Majesty the Emperor of China will authrize

the departure of the einigrants of both sexes at their o.vn expense for the island of

Cuba from all parts of the Empire, open to foreign tra lo ; they engage themselves

not to place any impediment to the free emigration of Cainese su'vjects and to forbid

the authorities ofthe said ports, and principally the Customs' Taotais, to raise

difficulties, be it eitlier towards the freight or placem :nt of the ships under any fag

whatever destined to the transport of Chinese passengers, or towards the operations

of the ship wners, consignees, or agints , provided always that they conforin them

selves to the stipulations of the present convention.

Art . V. -It is well understool that the Custom Taotais and the Chinese

Authorities of the open ports will have the right to imforın theinselves whether the

emigration is effectel according ' o the spirit and the terms of the present convention .
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The Customs Taotais will prepare printed passporis, with which they will

provide every emigrant who has dicidel to ship himself. These passporis have to

be viséd by tie Consul of Spain in the port of depart ire and will be handed over to

the Chinese Consuls by the competent authorities of the island of Cuba on the

arrival of the ship carrying emigrants.

The Customs Taoiai of the port of departure of the ship carrying emigrants will

moreover have the right to nominate Chinese delegates, who, together with those

chosen by the Consul of Spain , will go on board of the ships ready for departure in

order to ascertain that the passengers embarked leave by their own free will and

accord.

Those passengers who in the moment of departure are found not carrying the

necessary documents are to blanded at once . In any case, on the arrival of a ship

at ber destination, when passing rs are found having no document, the Spanish

Authorities can , in accord with the Consuls of China, a lopt such measures as they

see fit for the occasion .

In order that the visit of the delegates above-mentioned can take place and bave

an effective re-ult, the captain or shipowner will be bound to declare in advance the

hour of the departure of the ship .

If the captain of a ship which carries einigrants does not submit to this condition,

and if he declares his intention of leaving previously to the visit of the delegates,

the Consnl of Spain , aftır au official communication having been made to bim to this

effect, must refuse to him the delivery of the ship's papers and the ship will be

detained and treated according to the laws of her country, until all the formalities

prescribed by the present convention have been duly coinplied with .

Art. VI.-- 1 he Government ofHis Majesty the Emperor of China will nominate

& Consul-General in Havana, and will have also ihe righị to nominate Consular Agents

in all the towns where the Spanish Government admits those of other nations .

It is well understood that these nominations will be made according to the

conditions agreed upon by common accord between tie high contracting parties.

The Spanish Government will grant to the Chinese Consuls the same prerogatives

as those which the Consuls of other nations residing in Cuba eujoy.

Ti e local authorities in Cuba will accord to the Consul-General as well as to the

Consuls and Vice-Consuls of China all the facilities connected with the exercise of

their functions for placing them in communication with their nationals and for giving

them tue means of affirling protection 10 those wbo are entitled to it .

Ar. VII. - Chinese subjecis can leave the i - land o : Cuba when ver they wish,

provided that they are not under judicial pursuanc ',

Moreover, in order to facilitate the free circulation and settlement of the Chinese

subjects in Cuba, and in order ibat they may enjoy the rights which are given to

thein by Art. III. of the present convention , the Spanish Government, together with

the Chinese Representative in Madrid, or the Authorities in Havana, together with

the Consul-Gení ral of China, will establish regulations, which, without deviating

from the existing laws of the publ.c good order and peace or from those which might

be established in future , will grant to the Chinese subjects treatment equal to

that of for igners of the same category and subjects of the u.ost favoured power.

The Spanish Autiorities have besides to deliver to the Chinese subjects a pass

of circulati n similar to those with which other foreigners are furnished .

Art . VIII. - Cbinese subjects will have the faculty to appeal to the Spanish

tribunals in order to defend or pursue their rights; they will in this respect enjoy

the same rights and privileges as the subjcts of the most favoured nation .

Chinese subjects will have the faculty to be accompanied to the tribunals by

lawyers and interpreters, be they Spaniards or for- igners, wbo, according to the

Spanish law , are qualified to be present at the sitting of the tribunals and who could

be designated by the Chinese Consuls r. siding on the island of Cuba .

The complaints wbich Chinese suljects actually residing on the island of Cuba

bave to forward in regard to i:l treatment , which they pretend to have suffered

previously to the exchange of the ratifications of the present convention , will be
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examin.d by the Spanish tribunals and judged equitably in the same manner as it

is the practice to do in regard to the subjects of the most favoured nation .

Art. IX . - The Consul-Generalof China in Havana and the competent anthorities

on the island of Cuba will establish, as speeilily as possible and in common accord,

the regulations which the Chinese emigrants actually residing in Cuba, and those

who may hereafter arrive , ought to observe in order to obtain a certificate stating

their entry in the Register kept by the Chinse Consuls. The Chinese Consuls will

deliver to them a cert ficate of registration,which will be vised by the Superintendent

of Police , or any other compet nt authority in the district, town, or plantation of the

prefecture where the emigrant will establish his residenc .

The authorities of Cuba will communicate to the Chinese Consuls all the in

formation concerning the number and names of the Chinese subjects in the different

localitis of the island and will enable them to obtain the means to personally ascer

tain the state of the Chinese engaged as labourers on the plantations.

Art . X .-- Ships of whatever nation wishing to carry Chinesa emigrants must,

besidi's conformiig themseves to the stipulations of ihe present convention, also

submit themselvesto the resulations of their country regarding the carrying of

passengers, of provisions, and health .

If th y do not obey these two conditions they slall then not be allowed to carry

emig ants .

Art. XI.-- The Gvernment of His Majesty the King of Spain desiring to give to

theGovernment of His Minjesty the Emperor of China a proof of friendship and good

will, engages itself to sendhome at its own expense as soon as the present convention

shall be ratifid, those Chinese who a tually can be founl on the island of Cuba, who

formerly made in China literary studies their vocation, also those who bad an official

rank, andindividuals who belong tofamilies of these categories . Their r patriation

will be eff cted accorling to the information giveu by the Chinese Consular Agents

and duly verified by the Spanish Authoritie-.

Likewise will be repatriated old persons prevented by age from working and who

may ask to go back to China, also all Chinese female orphans not married and who

may wish to return to their country.

Art. XII . — The Spanish Government will order the masters of those Chinese

emigrants whose contracts bave expired and who according to the terms of these

contracts have the right of returning bome, to fulfil the obligations which they have

contracted with these emigrants.

Concerning those who have fulfilled their engagements but who have no right

to be sent home at the expense of their masters, and who are without means to

maintain themselves, the local authorities will iogether with the Chinese Consuls in

Cuba adopt the measures which they think pecessary for repatriating thein .

The emigrants at present residing on the island of Cuba and whose contracts

are expiriny, will receive, as soon as the present convention comes into force, a

certificate in which it will be stated that they bave fuifilled their engagements ; by

this they will obtain the right o enjoying all the advantages secured to other Chi

nese according to regulations mentioned inArt. VII. ofthe present convention, and

will be free either to remain on or to leave the island of Cuba.

Art. XIII. - The authorities of the island of Culia can , if the circumstances

demand it , an i regardless of the regula ions already mentioned, oppose themselves

to the movements and the residence of Chinese subjects in all the localities where

they tbink convenient, if for special reasons they find that the accumulation of the

ind viduals in the respective localities might be detrimen al to the preservation of

public order. In such cases the local authoritis will observe towards Chinese

subjects the same rules as towards other foreigners and will communicate to the

Consul of China the decision they have taken .

Art. XIV .-- The labourers who have still obligations to p rform according to

the terms of their contracts, must under any con ·lition fulfil ibe obligations, but they

enjoy , regarding certificates, etc., the benefits which will be accorded to their

countrymen recently landed or to those whose engagements have expirı d .
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Likwise all tue Chine e subjects who might bave been detained in the Govern.

ment depô s on the island of Culia will be set at lib :rty as soon as the present

coi.vention comes into force ; they will be furnished with such documents as the

regulations provide for, and created in the same way as other Chinese.

Erom the preceding clause are excepted all those who are found in the Govera

ment prisons " ther n consequence of a juugment or of an accusation.

Art. XV. -The Government of His Maj -sty the Emperor of Ciina and the Go

vernm nt of His Majesty the King of Spain agree that if hereafter one of thein

thinks i convenu ent to make mo lifications of some of the articles of the present con.

vention or to cancel them , neg tia ions to t'is effect can only be opened at the expira

tion of at least one year after the notification of such wish shall have buen made by

one or the high contracting parties to the other.

It is also understood that, if her after the Chinese Government shall grant to

any ot er power advant ges not men ioned in the present convention reg irving the

em gration of Chinese subjecis, such advantages will also be acquired by the

Spanish Gov ruunt.

Art . XVI. - The present convention will be ratified and the ratifications ex

changed in Peking within a period of eight months, or sooner if possible.

The present couvention is made in Spınish, French , and Chinese, in two copies,

which bave be n compared and found correct .

Signed and seale I,on the 13th day of the 10th moon of the 3rd year of Kwang

Sü ( 17th November, 1877) .



JAPAN .

TREATY OF PEACE, COMMERCE , AND NAVIGATION, BETWEEN

THE EMPIRES OF CHINA AND JAPAN .

SIGNED , IN THE CHINESE AND JAPANESE LANGUAGES, AT TIENTSIN ,

1313 SEPTEMBER, 1871 .

Ratified by the Emperor of China, September, 1871 .

Ratified by the Mikado of Japan , with modifications,* 1st November, 1871 .

The Empire of China and the Empire of Japan having been on terms of friend

ship for a long period of years , now d -sire by common action to cement their ancient

relations, and to make the intercourse subsisting between the two countries more close.

To this end Li , by Imperial appointment, Minister Plenipotertiary of the Elopire

of China for the manage nent of commercial affuirs, Senior Guardian of the Heir

Apparint, Assistant Grand Secietary, President of the Board o . War, Guvernor.

General of the Province of Chih - li, and invest d with the first degree of the third

order of mobility ; and Ita, Minister Plenipot -ntiary of the Empireof Japanı , & c, &c.;

each acting in obedience to the Der es of their respictive Suvereigus, have conferred

together, and have agred to årticles for the recoustruction of relations ; to the end

that they may be obs- rvel with good faith on both sides in perpetuity.

The Articl :s agreed upon are as follow :

Art. I.+ - Relations of amily shall henceforth be maintrined in redoubled force

between Chiva and Japan, in m asure as boundless as the heaven and the earth . Ia

all that regards the truitorial possessions of either country the two Governments

shall triat each the other with proper courtes ,, without the slightest infringement or

encroachinent on either side, to the end that there may be for everinore peace between

thom urdisturbed .

Art. II. - Friendly intercourse thus existing between the two Governments, it is

the duty of each to sympathize with the other, inl in the event of any other nation

acting unjustly or treating either of the two Puwers with contempt, on notice being

given [by the one to the other ), mutual as istance shall be rendered, or inedia ion

offered for t'ie arrangement of the difficulty, in fulfilment of the duty imposed by

relations of friendship.

Art. III. - The system of Government and the penal enactments of the two

Governments being different from each other, each shall be allowed to act in eutire

independence . There shall be no interference offer.d, nor shall requests for innova

tions be obtruded . Each shall aid the other in enforceinent of the laws, nor shall

either allow its subjects to entice the people of the other country to commit acts in

violation of the laws.

Art. IV . - It will be competent for either Government to send Ministers Pleni

potentiary, with their famili's and suites, to reside in the capital of the other, either

See Articles II and XI. It wasalso stipulated , on ratificat 'on oftheTreaty,bytheMikadoofJapan, thatita
commercial clauses should be held subject to modification on any future revision of tho Treation between Japin and tho
European Powers.

This Article was excluded from ratification by the Mikido of Japan, on the ground of its being unnecesabry,

all needful obligations in respect of the matter to which it relates being embraced within the ordinary provision of
international law .
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permanently or from time to time. Their travelling expenses, as they pass through

the country, will be defrayed by themselves. In the matter oftheir biring ground or

buildii gs to serve as legations, of the passage of their baggage to and fro , of the

conveyauce of their correspondence by special couriers, and the like , due assistance

shall be rendered on either side .

Art. V.-Although the functionaries of the two Governments have fixed grades,

the nature of the offices conferred are different on either side. Officers of equivalent

ra: k will meet and correspond with each other on a footing of equality . When an

officer visits a superior, the intercourse between them will be such as is prescrired

by the rites of hospitality. For the transaction of public business, the officials of the

two countries will addrıss communications to officers of their own rank, who will

report in turn to their superiors. They will not address the superior officer dnectly.

In visits, (ards with the official title of the visitor shall be seni on either side. All

officials senton the part of either Goveryment to the other shall present for inspection

a letter bearingan official stamp, in order to guard agaivst false personation.

Art. VI.-In official correspondence, China will use the Chinese langnage, and

Japan will either use the Japanese language accompanied by a Chinese version, or a

Chinese version alone, as may be found on her side preferable.

Art . VII.- Friendly intercourse having been established between the two

Governruents, it will bebove them both to ippoint certain ports on the seaboard which

their merchants will be authorized to frequent for purposes of trade, and t » lay down

separately regulations of trade , that their respective mercantile communities may

abide by in perpet uity,

Art. VIII .-At the ports appointed in the territory of either Government, it will

be competent for the other to station Consuls for the control of its own merchant

community. All suits in wbich they (the Consul's nationals) are the only parties,

the matter in dispute being money or property, it will fall to the Consul to adjudicate

according to the law of bis own state. In mixel suits , the plaint having been laid

before the Consul , he will endeavour, in the first instance , to prevent litigation by

friendly counsel. It this be not possible, he will write officially to thelocal au hority,

and in concert with lim will fairly try the case and decide it . Where acts of theft

or robbery are committed , and where debtors abscond , the local authorities can do no

more than make search for and apprehend the guilty parties. Tuey shall not be held

liable to make compensation.

Art. IX.-At any of the ports appointed , at which no Consul shall have been

stationed, the control and care of the trade rs resorting thither shall devolve on the

local authorities. I case of the commission of any act of crime, the guilty party

shall be apprebended, and the particulars of his offence communicated to the Consul

at the nearest port, by whom be shall be tried and punished according to law ..

Art X. - At the ports vam d in either country , the officials and people of the

other shall be at liberty to engage natives for service, or as artisans, or io atteud to

commercial business . The persons so engaged shall be kept in order by the person

80 engaging them , whoshallnot allow them to perpetrate acts of fraud under any

pretext. Still less shall he give rise to cause of complaint by giving ear to s'alements

advanced from illicit motives. In the case of any offence being committed by any

person employed in the manner above mentioned , the local authority shall be at

liberty to apprehend and punish the delinquent. The employer shall not favour or

prot - ct bim .

Art. XI. — Whereas it is the duty of the subjects of either Power residing at the

ports declared open in either country to live on friendly terms with the native inha

bitants, it is provided that they shall not be allowed to wear arms . Infraction of

this rule will be punishable by a finº, accomanied by the confiscation of the arms.*

Residents as aforesaid shall allend peaceabl, to their own avocations, and whether

residing permanently or for the timebeing at a port, they shall submit to the autho

rity oftheir Consul. They shall not be allowed to adopt the costume or the country

* Ratification of these clauses, relating to the wearing of arras, refused by the Mikado of Japan.

--
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in which they may re-ide, nor to obtain local rígistration and compete at the literary

examinations, lest disorder and confusion be produced.

Art. XII.-If any subject of either Power, baving violated the law of his own

country, secrete himself in an official building, merehani vessel , or warehouse of the

other state, or escape to any place in the territory of the other, on official application

being made by the authority of the state of wbich such off nder is a subject to the

aut ority of the other, the latter shall immediately take steps for the arr- st of the

offender, without show of favour. Wuilst in custoly, he shall be provided with food

and clothing, and -ball not be subjected to ill-us:ige.

Art, XIII. - If any subject of either Power connect himself at any of the open

ports with lawless offenders for purposes of robbery or other wrong doing, or if any

work bis way into the interior andcommit acts of incendiaris ), murder, or robbery,

active measures for bis appr hension sball be taken by the proper authority, and

notice shall at the same time be giv in without delay to the Consul of the offender's

nationality . Any off oder who shall venture, with weapons, of a murderous nature,

to resist capture, may be slain in the act without farther cous quences ; but the cir

cumstances which have led to his life being thus taken shall b . investigated at an

inquest which will be beld by the Consul and the local authority together. In the

event of the occurrence taking place in tire interior, so far from the port that the

Consul cannot arrive in time for the inquest, the local authority shall communicate a

report of the facts of the case to the Consul .

When arrested and brought up for trial , the offender, if at a port , shall be tried

by the local authority and the Consul together. In the ivterior he shall be tried and

dealt with by the local authority , who will officially communicate the facts of the case

to the Consul.

If subjects of either Power shall assemble to the number of ten or more to

foment disorder and commit excesses in the dominions of the other, or sball induce

subjects of the other therein to conspire with them for the doing of injury to the

other Power, the authorities of the latier shall be free at once to arrest them . If at

a port, their Consul shall be informed, in order that he may take part in their trial .

If in the interior, the local authority sball duly try them, and shall officially com

municate particulars to the Cousui . In either case capital punishment shall be in

flicted at the scene of the commission of the offence.

Art. XIV.–Vessels of war of either Power shall be at liberty to frequent the

ports of the other for the protection o . the subjects of their own cuntry, but they

shall in no case enter ports not d clared open by treaty , nor rivers, lakes, and streams

in the interior. Any vessels infringing this rule shall be placed under embargo and

fined. This stipulation shall not, however, apply to vessels driven into port by stress

of weather.

Art . XV.-If either State of the two should be involved in war with any other

Power, measures for the defence of the coast bing thereby enta led ,on notice being

given , trade shall be suspended for the time being, together wib the entry and

departure of ships, lest injury befall them . Japanese subjects ordinarily establis ied

in the appointed ports of China, or being in the seas adjoining China, and Chinese

subjects ordinarily established at the open ports of Japan, or being in the seas

adjoining thereunto, shall not be permitted to engage in collisions with subjects of a

hostile power , or to attack and plunder them .

Art. XVI.—No Consul of either Power shall be allowed to trade, or to act as

Consul for a Power not in Treaty relations with the other. In the case of any

Consul so acting as to render bimseli generally unacceptable, on substantial pru :of to

this effect being produ 'ed , it shall be competent for the Government iuterested to

comin unicate officially with the Minister Plenipotentiary, who, when he shall bave

ascer:ained the truth, shall remove the Corsul, in order that the friendly relations of

the two Governments may not suffer detriment through the misconduct of a single

individual .

Art. XVII.—The flags carried by the vessels of cither country are ofa fixed

design . If a vessel of either having falsely assumed the colours of the other, shall
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do that which is contrary to law, the vessel and gods shall be confi - cated , and if it

appear that the false col vurs were given by an official, he shall be denounced and

removed from his post.

The subjects of eit er coun'ry shall be at liberty to purchase the books of the

other, if desirous ol studying its literature.

Art . XVIII.-- The fore oing articles are agreed to by the two contracting Powers

in order to the prevention of misunderstan : lings, to te end that perfect confidence

and improved r . lations may sulisist between them . In testimony wher of the

Ministers Plenip tentiary of the two con ra :ting Powers do now accordingly sign and

affix their seals hereto. So soon as the present Treaty shall bave been ratified by

their respective Sovereigis and ratified copies or it exchanged, it shall be printed

and published, and circulated throughout the dominions of eitler Power, for the

informa'ion of the subject of both countries, to the end that there may be a good

understanding betweeu them for evermore .

Dated the 29th day of the 7th moon of the 10th year of Tung Chi, corresponding

to the 4th year of Mei ſi according tu the Japanese reckoning (September 13th , 1871).

[L.s.] (Signed ) LI HUNG-CHANG.

(L.s. ) ITA.

--- Mayers' “ T.eities. "



TREATIES WITH JAPAN .

GREAT BRITAIN .

TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, AND COMMERCE, BETWEEN

HER MAJESTY AND THE TYCOON OF JAPAN.

SIGNED, IN THE ENGLISH , JAPANESE , AND DUTCH LANGUAGES,

AT TOKIO, AUGUST 26Th, 1858.

Ratifications Erchanged at Tokio , July 11th , 1859 .

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and

His Majesty thi Tycoon of Japan, leig 'ts rous tv placi» the relations butween the

two countries on a permanent and friendly footing, and to facilitate commerrial

intercourse betwren their respective sulijecis, and having for that purpo:e resolved

to enter into a Treaty of Peace , Amity, and Commerce, have ramed as their Plenia

potentiaries, that is to say :

Her Majesty ihe Queen of Great Britain an'l Ireland, The Right Honourable i he

Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, a Perr of the United Kingiom , and Knight of the

Most Ancient and Most N ble Order ofte Thistl. :---

And His Majesty the Tycon of Japan, Madzuo Ts kfogono Kami; Nagai Gem

bapo Kami; Inonwye Sivano po Kami; Kori Oribeno Kami; In ase Higono Kami ;

and Isuda Hauzalro .

Art. I. - Thereshall ba perp -tual peace and friendship between Her Majesty the

Queen of the Unit d Kingdomof Great Britain and Irland, her heirs a ' d successors,

and His Majesty i be Tycoon of Japan, and between their respective dominions and

subjects .

Art . II.-- Her Majesty, the Queen of the United Kingdom of Gr.at Britain and

Ireland may appoint a Diplo ! atic Ag'nt to reside at the city of Tokio, and Consu's

or Consular Agents 10 reside at any or all the ports of Japan which are opene ! fur

British commerce by this Treaty .

The Diplomatic Agent and Consul-Gereral of Great Britain shall bave the right

to travel freely to any part of the Empire of Japan.

His Majesty the Tycoon of Jap.in may ay point a Diplomatic Agent to reside iw

London , and Consuls or Consular Agents at any or all the poits of Great Britain .

The Diplomatic Ag nt and Consul-General f Jajan shall bave the right to travel

freely to any part of Great Brilain.

Art. II.- T e poits anii towns of H kodate , Kanagiwa, and Na 'asaki, shall

be opened to British subjects on ile 1st of July, one ti ousand eigh : hundred and

fifty -nine. In addition to which , the following poris and towns shall be opened to

them at ib dates bereinafter specified :

Niigata, or, if Niigata be found to be unsuitable as a barbour, another convenient

port onthe west coast of Nipor, on the first day of January, one thousand eight

hundred and sixty.

Hiogo on the first day of January, one thousand eight bun lred and sixty-three.

In all the foregoing ports and towns British : ubj cs may ermanently reside

They shall bave the right to le ise ground, and purchase the buildings thereon, and..

1
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may erect dwellings and warehouss; but no fortification, or place of military strength,

shall bı erected under pretence of building dwellings or warehouses ; and to see that

this Article is observed , the Japanese authorities shall have the rigbt to inspect, from

time to time , any buildings which are being erected, altered, or repaired .

The place which British sunjects shall occu'y for their buildings, and the harbour

regulations, shall be arranged by the British Consul ard the Japanese authorities of

each place ,and if they cannot agree ile matter shall be referred to and settled by

the British Diplomatic Agent and the Japan se Government. No wall, tence , or gate

shall be erected by the Japanese around the places where British subjecis reside, or

anything done which may prevent a free egress or ingr ss to the same.

British suljects shall be free to go where they please, within the following limits,

at tbe open ports of Japan.

At Kanagawa to the River Loge (which empties into the Bay of Yedo, Kawasaki,

and Sinogawa) and ten ri in any direction .

At Hakodate ten ri in any directiun.

At Hiogo ten ri in any direction, that of Kioto excep'ed , which city shall not be

approached nearer than tin ri. The erws of vessels resorting to shall not cross the

River Ecgawa, which mpties into the Bay between Hiogo and Osaka.

The distinc shall be measured by land from the goyoso, or town ball, of each of

the foregoing ports, t n ri being equal to four thousand two hundred and seventy-five

yards English measure.

Ai Nagasaki, British subjects may go into any part of the Imperial domain in

its vicinity.

The boundaries of Niigata , or the place that may be substituted for it , shall be

settled by the British Diplomatic Agent and the Government of Japan .

From the first day of January , one thousand eight bundred and sixty -two, British

subjects slall be allowed to re-ide in the city of Yedo, and from the first day of

January , one thousand eight hundred and sixty -three , in the city of Osaka, for the

purposis of trade only. In each of th se two cities a suitable place, within which they

my hire horses, and the distance they may go, shall be arranged by the British

Diplomatic Agent and the Government of Japan.

Art. IV .-All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person,

arising between British subjects in the dominions of His Majesty the Tycoon of

Japan, sball be subject to the jurisdiction of the British authoriti- s .

Art. V :-Japanese subjects, who may be guilty of any criminal act towards

British subjects, shall be arrested and punished by the Japanese authorities, aecording

to the laws of Japan.

British subjects who may commit any crime against Japanese subjects, or the

subjects or citizens of any other country, shall be tried and punished by the Consul

or other public functiorary authorized thereto, according to the laws of Great Britain .

Justice sball be equitably and impartially administered on both sides .

Art . VI. - A British subject having reason to complain of a Japanese must

proceed to the Consulate and state bis grievance.

The Consul will inquire into the merits of the case , and to his utmost to arrange

it amicably . In like manver, if a Japanese have reason to complain of a British

subject, the Consul shall no less listen to his complaint, and endeavour to settle it in a

friendly manner. If disputes take place of such a nature that the Consul cannot

arrange them amically, then he shall request the assistance of the Japanese Authorities,

that they may together examine int ) the merits of the case , and decide it equitabiy.

Art. VII. - Shouli ang Japanese subject fail to discharge debts incurred to a

British subject , or should he frau lulently abscond , the Japanese authorities will do

their utmost to bring biin to justice, and to enforce recovery of the debts ; and should

any British subject fraudulently abscond or lail to discharge debts incurred by him

co a Japanese sulje :t, the British authorities will , in like manner, do their utmost to

bring him 10 justice, and to enforce reco iery of the debts .

Neither he British nor the Japanese Government are to be held responsible for

Che payment of any debts contracted by British or Japanese subjects.
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Art. VIII.--The Japanese Government will place no restrictions whatever upon

employment of Japanese, by British subjects , in any lawful caparity,

Art . IX .-- British suljects in Japan shall be allowed free exercise of their religion,

and for tbis purpose shall bave the right to erect suitable p'aces of wors ip.

Art. X. -All foreign coin shall be current in Japan, and shall pass for its

corresponding weight in Japan se coin ( f the same description.

British and Japanese subjects may freely use foreign or Japanese coin in making

payments to each other.

As some time will elapse lefore the Japan se will become acquainted wi’h the

value of foreign coin , the Japanese Government will , for the period of one year after

the opening of each port, furnish British subjic.s with Japanese e vin in exchange for

theirs, equal weightbeing given , and no disc unt tak n for recoinage.

Coins of all descriptions ( with the exception of Japanese copper coin ), as well as

foreign gold and silver uncoin.d , may be exported from Japan.

Arl. XI.- Supplies for the use of the British navy may be landed at Kanagawa,

Hakodate, and Nagasaki, and s orel in warehouse's, in the custody of an officer of

the British Goverument, without the payment of any duts ; if any such supplies are

sold in Japan, the purchas ' r shall pay the proper duiy to the Japanese authorities,

Art. XII. - If any British vessel be at any time wrecked or stranded on the coast

of Japan or be compelled to take refuge in any port within the dominions of the

Tycoon of Japan, the Japanese authorities, on being apprised of the fact, shall

imm diately render all the assistance in their power; the persons on board shall

receive friendly treatment, and be furnished, if necessary, with the means of conrega

ance to the nearest Consular station.

Art. XIII .-Any British merchant vess•l arriving off one of the open ports of

Japanshallbeat libertytohirea pilot to take her into port. In like manner, after

she has discharged all legal dues, and is ready to take her departure she shall be

allowed to hire a pilot to conduct her out of port.

Art. XIV.-At each of the ports open to trade British subjects shall be at full

liberty to import from their own or any other ports , and sell there and purchase

therein, and export to their own or any other ports , all manner of merchandise not

contraband, paying the duties thereon as laid down in the Tariff annexed to the

present Treaty, and ro other charges whatsoever. With the exception of munitions of

war, which shall only be sold to the Japanese Government and foreigners, they may

freely buy fr m Japanese and sell to them any articles that either may have for sale,

without the intervention of any Japanese officer in such purchase or sale , or in

receiving payment or the same, and all classes of Japanese inay purch ise, sell, keep,

or use any articles sold to them by Bricish subjects.

Art. XV.-If the Japanese Custom -house officers are dissatisfied with the value

placed on any goods by the owner, they may place a value thereon, and offer to take

the goods at that valuation. If the owner refuses to accept the offer, he shall pay

duty on such valuation . If the offer be accepted by the owner, the purchase money

shall be paid to him without delay, and without any abatement or discount.

Art. XVI. - All goods imported into Japan by British subjects , and which have

paid the duty fixed by this Treaty, may be transporied by the Japan'se into any part

of the Empir” , without the payment of any tax, excise, or transit duty whatever.

Art . XVII.-Brit s ' merchants who may have imported mrchandise into any

open port in Japan, and paid duty ther on, shall be entitled , on obtaining from the

Japanese Custoin -house anthorities a certificate stating that such payment has been

made, to re -export the sama, and land it in any other of the open ports, without the

payment ofany additi nal duty whatever.

Art. XVIII. - The Japanese authorities at each port will adopt the means that

they may ju lge most proper for the prevention of fraud or smuigeling.

Art. XIX.-All penalties enforced, or confiscations made under this Treaty, shall

belong to and be appropriated by, the GovernmentofHis Majesty the Tycoon of lapan.

Art . XX . -The Articles for the regulation of trade, which are appended to this

Treaty, shall be considered as forming part of the sam , and shall be equally binding
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on both ihe Contracting Parties to the Treaty ,and on their subjects. The Diplomatic

Agent to Great Britain in Japan , in conjuretion with such persor. or jersons as may

be appointed for that purpose by the Japanese Goveri ment, sball / avepower to make

such rules as may be required to carry into full and complete ffect ti e provisions of

this Trı aty. ai d the provisions of iheArticles regulating tradeappended tbert to .

Art . XXI.- This treaty being written in the Englislı, Japanese, and Dutch

language's, and all the versions lavi g the fame mtaring and intention, the Dutch

version shall be considered the origii al ; lut it is understood that all official

como unications addressed by the Diplomatic and Consu'ar agents of Her Majesty the

Qend of Great Britain 10 the Japanese authorities, shall henceforward be wristen in

English. In order, lowever, to facilitate the transaction of business, they will , for a

period of five years from ihe signature of this Treaty, le accompanied by a Dutch or

Japanese version ,

Art. XXll.-- It is agreed that eit ) er of the High Contracting Parties to this

Treaty , on giving one year's 7 revious r otice to i be other way demand a revision thercof

on or after the first o July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy - two, with a view

to the in :ertion therein of such anei dmenis as experience shallproveto be desirable.

Art . XXIII. - It is berel y expressly sti; ulated that the British Government and

its subjects will le alle wed free and qual participation in all privileges , immunities,

and advantages that may have l een or n ay be hereafter granted by His Majesty the

Tycoon of Japan to the Goverr ment or subjects of any other nation.

Art . XXIV.- The ratifications of this Treaty, under the band of Her Majesty tbe

Queen of Great B'ritain and Ireland, and under the nameand seal of His Majesty the

Tycoon of Japan, respectively, shall be exchanged at Yt do , within a year from this

day of signa ure. In token where of, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and

sealed this Treaty.

Done at Yedo , tbis twenty -sixth day of August, ore thousand eight bundred and

ffty-riglt, corresponding to the Japanese date the eighteenth day of the seventh

month of the fifth year of Ansei Tsusinon yemma.

(Signed) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE .

MIDZO TSIK FOGONO KAMI.

NAGAI GEMBANO KAMI.

INOUWYE SINANO NO KAMI.

KORI ORIBENO KAMI,

IWASE HIGONO KAMI.

ISUDA HAUZABRO.



REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH BRITISH TRADE IS

TO BE CONDUCTED IN JAPAN .

REGULATION I. - Within forty-eight hours (Sunday excepted )after the arrival of a

British sbip in a Japanese port, the captain or commander shall exhibit to the Japanese

Custom -house authorities the receipt of the Br tish Consul , showing that he has

deposited all tbe ship's papers, the ship's bills of lading, &c . , at the British Consulate,

and he shall then make an er try of his ship, by giving a writt n paper, stating the

name of the ship, and the name of the port fr m which she comes , her tonnage, the

name of her capt : in or commander, the names of her passengers (if any ), and the

number of her crew, which paper shall be certified by the captain or commander to be

a true statement, and shall be signed by him : he stall, at the same time, deposit a

written manifest of his cargo, setting forth the marks and numbers of the packages,

and their contents, as they are described in his bills of landing, with the names of the

persons or person to whom they are consigned . A list of the stores of the ship shail

be added to the manifest. The captain or commander shall certify the manifest to be

a true account of all the cargo and stores on board the ship, and shall sign bis name

to the same.

If any error is discovered in the manifest, it may be corrected within twenty-four

bours ( Sunday excepted ) wi ' bout the payment of any fees, but for any alteration or

post entry to the manifest made after that time, a fee of fitte en dollars shall be paid.

All goods not entered on the manifest shall pay double duties on being landed.

Ary captain or commarder that shall neg'ect to enter bis vessel at the Japanesa

Custom -house within the time prescribed by this regulation, shall pay a penalty of

sixty dollars for each day that he shall so neg'ect to enter his ship.

RegULATION II.-The JapaneseGovernment shall bave the rightto place Custom

house officers on board of any ship in their ports (men -of-war excepted ). All

Custom -house officers shall be treated with civility, and such reasonable accommoda

tion shall be all tted to them as the ship affords.

No goods shall be unaden from any ship between the hours of sunset and sunrise,

except by special permission of the Cusiom h vuse authorities , and the hatch way, and

all of her places ofentrance into that part of the ship where the cargo is stowed , may

be secured by Japanese officers between the hours of surst and sunrise , by fixing

seals, locks, or other fastening ;andif any person shall , without due permission, open

any entrance that has been affixed by the Japanese Custom -house officers, every

person so off nding shall pay a fine of sixty dollars for each offence.

Any goods that shall be discharged from any ship with. ut baving been duly

entered at the Japanese Custom- bouse as hereinafter provided, shall be liable to

seizure and confiscation).

Packages of goods made up with an intent to defiaud the revenue of Japan,

concealing therein articles of value which are riot sit forth in the invo.ce, sball be

forfeited .

If any British ship shall smiggle, or attempt to smuggle goods, at any of the

non -opened harbours of Japan, all such goods shall be forfeited to the Japanese

Government, and the ship shall pay a fine of one thousand dollars for each offence.

Vessels needing repairs may land their cargo for that purpose, without the

payment of duty. All goods so lauded shall remain in charge of the Japanese

autborities, and all just charges for storage, labour, and supervisio !), shall be paid

thereon . But if any portion of such cargo be sold, the regular duties shall be paid

on the portion so disposed of.

Cargo may be transbipped to another vessel in the same harbour without payment

of duty, but all transhipment shall be made under the supervision of Japanese officers,

and after satisfactory proof bas been given to the Custom -house au : horities of the

bonâ fide nature of the transaction, and also under a permit to be granted for that

purpose by such authorities.

The importation of opium being prohibited , any British vessels coming to Japan

for the purposes of tra le , and baving more than three catties' weigbt of opium on

board , the surplus quantity may be seized and destroyed by the Japanese authorities ;
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and any persons smuggling, or attempting to sinuggle opium , shall be liable to

pay a fine of fifteen dollars for each catly of orium so smuggled or attempted to be

smuggled.

REGULATION III. — The owner or consignee of any goods , who desires to land

them , shall make entry of the same at the Japanese Custom -house. The entry

shall be in writing, and shall set forth the name of the person making the entry, and

the nameof the ship in which the goods were imported, and the marks, numbers,

packages , and the contents thereof, with the value of each packag ?, extended separately

in one amount, and at the bottom of the entry sball be placed the agyregate value of

all the goods contained in the entry. On each entry , the owner or consignee sball

certify in writing that the entry then presented exhibits the actualcost of the goods ,

and that nothinghas been concealed whereby the Customs ofJapan would be defrauded,

and the owner or consignee shall sign his name to such certificate.

The original invoice or invoices of the goods so entered shall be presented to the

Custom -house authorities, and shall remain in their possession until they have

examined the goods contained in the entry.

The Japanese officers may examine any or all of the packages so entered , and for

this purpose may take them to the Custom - house ; but such proceeding shall be

without expense to the importer or injury to the goods ; and , after examination,

the Japanese officers shall restore the goods to their original condition in the

packages (so far as may be practicable ), and such examination shall be made without

any unreasonable delay,

If any owner or importer discovers that bis goods bave been damaged on

the voyage or importation before such goods have been delivered to him , he may

notify the Custom-house authorities of such damage, and he may have the damaged

goods appraised by two or more competent and disinterest d persons, who, after

due examination , shall make a certification , setting forth the amount per cent. of

damage on each separate package, describing it by its mark and number, which

certificate shall be signed by the appraisers, in presence of the Custom-house

authorities, and the importer may attach the certificate to his entry, and make a

corresponding deduction from it . But this shall not prevent the Custom -house

authorities from appraising the gools in the manner provided in Article XV. of the

Tr aty , to wrich these Regulations are appended.

After the duties have been paid , the owner shall receive a permit, authorizing the

delivery t ) him of the goods, whether the same are at the Custom -house or on ship -board.

All goods intended to be exported shall be entered at the Japanese Custom

house before they are placed on ship-board. The entry shall be in writing, and shall

state the name of the ship by which the goods are to be exported, with the mark and

number of the packages, and the quantity, description , and value of their contents.

The exporter shall certify, in writing, that the entry is a true account of all goods

contained therein, and shall sign his name thereto.

All goods that are put on board of a ship for exportation before they have been

entered at the Custom house, and all packages which contain prohibited articles,

shall be forfeited to the Japanese Government .

No entry at the Custom -house shall be required for supplies for the use of the

ships, their crews, and passengers, n or for the clothing, & c ., of passengers.

REGULATION IV . - Ships wi-hing to clear shall give twenty -four hours' notice at

the Custom -house, and at the end of that timz they shall be entitled to their clearance,

but if it be refused, the Custom - house authorities shall immeliately inform the

captain or consignee of the sip of the reason why the clearance is refused ; and they

shall also give the same notice to the British Consul.

British ships of war shall not be required to enter or clear at the Custom-house,

nor shall th y be visited by Japiuese Custom -house or police officers.

Steamers conveying the mails from Great Britain may enter and clear on the same

day, and they shall not be r: quired to make a manifest, except for such passengers

and gods as are to be landed in Japan. But such steamers sball, in all cases, eoter

and clear at the Custom -bouse.

)
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Wbale ships touching for supplies , or ships in distress , shall not be required to

make a manifest of their cargo ; but if they subsequently wish to trade, they shall

then deposit a manifest, as required in Regulation I.

The word “ ship ” whenever it occurs in these Regulations, or in the Treaty to

wbich they are attached, is to be held as meaning a sbip ,barque,brig, schooner, sloop ,

or steamer.

REGULATION V.-Any persons signing a false declaration or certifica'e, with the

intent to defraud the revenue of Japan, slall pay a fine of one hundred and twenty

five dollars for each offence .

RegulaTION VI .—No tonnage duties shall be levied on British ships in ports of

Japan, but the following fees shall be paid to the Japanese Custom - house authorities .

For the entry of a ship , fifteen dollars ; for the clearance of a ship, seven dollars ; for

each permit , one dollar and a balf ; for each bill of health , one dollar and a balf ; for

any other document, one dollar and a balf.

REGULATION VII .—Duties shall be paid to the Japanese Government, on all

goods landed in the country, according to the following Tariff.

Class 1.-- All articles in this class sball be free of duty :

Gold and Silver coined or uncoined .

Wearing apparel in actual use.

Household furniture and printed books not in'ended for sale , but the property

of persons who come to reside in Japan.

Class 2.-A duty of five per cent. shall be paid on the following articles : --

All articles used for the purpose of building, rigging , repairing, or fitting out of

ships. Whaling gear of all kinds, Salted provisions of all kinds, Bread and Bread

stuffs, Living animals of all kinds , Coals, Timber for building houses , Rice, Paddy,

Steam machinery, Zine, Lead , Tin , Raw Silk , Cotton and Woollen Manufactured

goods.

Class 3.-A duty of thirty- five per cent . shall be paid on all intoxicating liquors,

whether prepared by distillation, fermentation, or in any other manner.

Class 4.- All goods r.ot included in any of the preceding classes shall pay a duty

of twenty per cent .

All articles of Japanese production which are exported as cargo shall pay a duty

of five per cent . with the exception of gold and silver coin and copper in bars .

Riceand wheat, the produce of Japan, shall not be expor'ed from Japan as cargo,

but all British subjects resident in Japan , and British ships for their crews and

passengers, shall be furnished with sufficient supplies of the same.

Foreign grain , brought into any open port ofJapan in a British sbip, if no part

thereof has been landed , may be re-exported without hindrance.

The Japanese Government will sell, from time to time, at public auction, any

surplus quantity of copper that may be produced.

Five years after the opening of Kanagawa, the import and export du ies shall be

subject to revision , if either the British or Japanese Government desires to.

( Signed) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE .

MIDZUO TSIKFOGONO KAMI .

NAGAI GEMBANO KAMI.

INOUWYE SINANO NO KAMI.

KORI ORIBENO KAMI.

IWASE HIGONO KAMI.

ISUDA HAUZABRO.

* This Tariff is abrogated under the New Convention ,



CONVENTION BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE , THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND HOLLAND ,

WITH JAPAN .

SIGNED , IN THE ENGLISH, FRENCH, DUTCH , AND JAPANESE LANGUAGES,

AT TOKIO, 25TH JUNE , 1866 .

Tbe Representatives of Great Britain , France, the United States of America, and

Holland, having received f om their respective Governments identical instuctions for

the modification of the Tariff of Import and Export duties contained in the Trade

Regulations annexed to the Treaties concluded by the aforesaid Powers with the

Japanese Goverment in 1868, which modification is provided for by the Seventh of

those Regulations :

And the Japanese Government having given the said Representatives, during

their visit to Osaka, in November, 1865, a written engagement to proceed immediately

to the Revision of the Tariff in question, on the general basis of a duty of five per

cent . on the value of all articles Imported or Exported :

And the Government of Japan being desirous of affording a fresh proof of their

wish to promote trade, and to cement the fri ndly relations which exist between their

country and foreign nations :

His Excellency Midzuno Idzumi no Kami , a member of the Gorojin and a

Minister of Foreign Affairs , has been furnished by the Government of Japan with

the necessary powers to conclude wiib the Representatives of the above -named four

Powers , that is to say :

Of Great Britain ,

Sir Harry S. Parkes, Knigl't Commanderof theMostHonourable Order oftheBath,

Her Britannic Majesty's Envy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan ;

Of France,

Monsieur Leon Roches , Commander of the Imperial Order of the Legion of Hon

our , Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the Emperor of the French in Japan ;

Of the United States of America,

A. L. C. Portman, Esquir , Cbargé d'Affaires ad interim ;

And of Holland.

Monsieur Dirk de Graeff van Polsbroek, Knight of the Order of the Netherlands

Lion, Political Agent and Consul-General of His Majesty the King of the Netherlands ;

The following Convention, comprising Twelve Articles.

Art. I.-The contracting parties declare in the names of their respective

Governments that they accept,and they hereby do formally accept , as binding upon

the subjects of their respective Sovereigns, and the citizens of their respective

countries, the Tariff hereby established annexed to the present convention.

This Tariff is substituted not only for the original Tariff attached to the Treaties

concluded with the a ? ove-named four Powers, but al- o for the special Conventions

and arrangements relative to the same Tariff, wbich bave been entered into at different

dates up to this time between the Governments of Great Britain, France, and the

United States on the one side, and the Japanese Government on the other.

The New Tariff shall come into ffect in the Port of Kanagawa ( Yokohama ), on

the first day of July next, and in the ports of Nagasaki and Hakodate on the first

day of the following minth.

Art . II. - The Tariff attached to this conv ntion being incorporated from the

date of its siguature in the Treaties concluded between Japan and the above -named

four Powers, is subjects to revision on the first day of July , 1872.

Two years, however, after the signing of the present convention, any of the

contracting parties, on giving six months' notice to the others, may cla'm a re-adjust

ment of the duties on Tea and Silk , on the basis of five per cent. on the average

value of these articles, during the three years last preceding. On the demand also

of any of the contracting par ies, the duży on timber may be changed from an

ad valorem to a specific rate six months after ihe signature of this convention.
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Art. III. - The permit fee hitherto leviel under the Seventh Regulation attached

to the above-named Treaties is hereby abolished. Permits for the landing or ship

ment of cargo will be required as formerly, but will hereafter be issued free of charge .

Art. IV .-On and from the first day of July next , at the Port of Kanagawa

( Yokohama), and on and from the first day of October next, at the Ports of Nagasaki

and Hakodate, the Japanese Government will be prepared to warehouse imported

goods on the application of the importer er ownr, without payment of duty. The

Japanese Government will be responsible for the safe custody ofthe goods so long as

they remain in their charge, and will adopt all the precautions necessary to recder

them insurable against fire. When the importer or ihe owner wishes to remove the

goods from the warehouses, be must pay theduties fixed by the Tariff, but if he should

wish to re-export them, he may do so without payment of duty . Storage charges will

in either case be paid on delivery of the goods. The amount of these charges, together

with the regulations necessary for the management of the said warehouses, will be

established by the common consent of the contracting parties .

Art. V.-All articles of Japanese production may be conveyed from any place

in Japan to any of the Ports open to for -ign trade, free of any tax or transit duty

other than the usual tolls levied equally on all traffic for the maintenance of roads

or navigation.

Art. VI.-In conformity with those articles of the Treaties concluded between

Japan and Foreign Powers which stipulate for the circulation of foreign coin at its

corresponding weight in native coin of the same description, dollars bave hitherto

been received at the Japanese Custom -house in payment of duties at their weight in

Boos (commonly called Ichiboos) , tbat is to say, a rate of three hundred and eleven

Boos per hundred dollars . The Japanese Government being, however , desirous to

alter this practice, and to abstain from all interference in the exchange of native for

foreign coin , and being also anxious to meet the wants both of native and foreign

commerce by securingan arlequate issue of native coin , have already determined to

enlarge the Japanese Mint, so as to admit of the Japanese Government exchanging

into vative coin of the same intrinsic value , less only the cost of coinage, at places

named for this purpose, all foreign coin or bullion, in gold or silver, that may at any

time be tendered to them by forcigners or Japanese . It being essential, however, to

the execution of this measure, that the various Powers with whom Japan has

concluded Treaties should first consent to modify the stipulations in those Treaties

which relate to the currency, the Japanese Govercment will at once propose to those

Powers the adoption of the necessary modification in the said stipulations, and on

rece 'ving their concurrence will be prepared from the first of January , 1868, to carry

the above measure into effect.

The rate to be charged as the cost of coinage - hall be determined hereafter by

the common consent of the contracting parties .

Art . VII.-In order to put a stop to certain abuses and inconveniences complained

of at the open Ports, relative to the transaction of business at the Custom -house, the

landing and shipping of cargoes and the hiring of boats, Cuolies, servants , &c. , the

contracting parties have agreed that the Governor at each open port shall at once

erter into negotiations with the foreign Consuls with a view to the establishment, by

mutual conseut, of such regulations as shall effectually put an end to those abuses

and inconveniences, and afford all possible facility and security both to the operations

of trade and to the transactions of individuals .

It is h « rely stipulated that in order to protect merchandise from exposure to

weather, these regulations shall include the covering in at each port of one or more

of the landing places used by foreigners for landing or shipping cargo.

Art. VIII. - Any Japanese subject shall be free to purchase, either in the open

Ports of Japan or abroad, every description of sailing or steam vessel intended to

carry either passengers or cargo ; but ships-of-war niay only be obtained under the

authorization of the JapareseGovernment.

All foreign vessels purchased by Japanese subjects shall be registered as Japanese

vessels on payment of afixed duty of three Boos per ton for steamers , and one Boo
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per ton for sailing vessels. The to : nage of each vessel shall be proved by the foreign

register of the ship, wbich shall be exhibited through the Consul of the party

interested, on the demand of the Japanese authorities, and shall be certified by the

Consul as authentic.

Art . IX .-In conformity with the Treaties conclu led between Japan and the

aforesaid Powers, and with the special arran : ements made by the Envoys of the

Japanese Government in their note to the British Government of the sixth of June,

1862, and in their note to the French Government of the sixtb of October of thesame

year, all the restrictions on trade and intercourse between foreigners and Japanese,

alluded to in the said notes, have been entirely.removed , and proclamations to this

effect bave already been published by the Government of Japan .

The latter, however, do not hesi:ate to dec'are that Japanese merchants and

traders of all classes are at liberty to trade directly, and without the interference of

Government officers, with foreign merchants, not only at the open ports of Japan , but

also in all Foreign countries on being authorized to leave their country in the manner

provided for in Article X. of the presect convention , without being subject to higher

taxation by the Japanese Government than that levied on the native trading classes

of Japan in their ordnary transactions with each other.

And they further declare that all Daimios , or persons in the employ of Daimios ,

are free to visit, on the same conditions, any foreign country , as well as all the open

ports of Japan , and to trade there with foreigners as thy please , without the in

terference of any Japanese officer, provided always they submit to the existing Police

regulations and to the payment of the es ablished duties.

Art. X.-All Japanese subjects may ship_goods to or from any open Port in

Japan , or to and from the Ports of any Foreign Power, either in vessels owned by

Japanese, or in the vessels of any nation having a Treaty with Japan . Furthermore,

on being provided with passports through the proper Department of the Government

in the manner specified in the Proclamation of the Japanese Government, dated the

twenty -third day ofMay, 1866 , all Japanese subjects may travel to any foreign country

for purposes of study or trade. They may also accept employment in any capacity

on board the vessels of any nation having a Treaty with Japan .

Japanese in the employ of foreigners may obtain Government passports to go

abroad on application to the Governor of any open Port.

Art. XI. - The Government of Japan will provide all the Ports open to Foreign

trade with such lights, buoys, or beacons as may be necessary to render secure the

navigation of the approaches to the said Ports.

Art. XII. - The undersigned being of opinion that it is unnecessary that this

Convention should be submitted to their respective Governments for ratification,

before it comes into operation, it will take effect on and from the first day of July,

one thousand eight hundred and sixty - six .

Each of the Contracting Parties having obtained the approval of his Government

to this Convention, shall make known the same to the others, and the communication

in writing of this approval shall take the place of a formal exchange of ratifications.

In witness whereof the above - named Plenipotentiaries bave signed the present

Convention, and have affixed thereto their seals

Done at Tokio, in the English , French , Dutch, and Japanese languages , this

twenty -fifth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty - six .

[ L.s.] HARRY S. PARKES,

Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiery, in Japan .

(L.s.] LEON ROCHES,

Minister Plenipotentiare de S. M. L'Empereur des Francais, au Japon ,

[L ... ] A. L. C. PORTMAN ,

Chargé d'Affairs a. i. of the United States, in Japan .

[ L.s. ] D. de GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK ,

Politiek Agent en Consul-General der Nederlanden, in Jupan .

[L.8.] MIDZUNO IDZUMI NO KAMI.
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IMPORT TARIFF.

CLASS I.-SPECIFIC DUTIES .

Boos.PER

100 catties....

0

No. ARTICLES.

1 Alum

2 Betel Nut

3 Brass Buttons

4 Candles ...

5 Canvas and Cotton Duck

6 Cigars ...

7 Cloves and Mother Cloves

8 Cochineal

9 Cordage

10 Cotton, Raw

Gross.

100 catties .

10 yards.

catty

100 catties.

CENTS .

15

44

22

25

25

25

00

00

1

... 21

25

...ܢ 25

COTTON MANUFACTURES.

10 yards .

0B.

C.

84

10

111

17

11 Shirtings, Grey, White, and Twilled ; White,

Spotted, or Figured Drills and Jeans ; White

Brocades, T -Cloths, Cambrics , Muslins, Lawns,

Dimities, Quilting, Cottonets; All the above

Goods Dyed, Printed Cottons, Chintzes and

Furnitures :

A. not exceeding 34 inches wide

40

46

D. exceeding 46

12 Taffachelass, not exceeding 31 in

exceeding 31 in . and not exceeding

43 inches

13 Fustians, as Cotton Velvet, Velveteens, Satins ,

Stainets, and Cotton Damask , not exceeding 40

inches

14 Ginghams, not exceeding 31 inches .

not exceeding 43

15 Handkerchiefs ...

16 Singlets and Drawers ...

17 Table Cloths ...

18 Cotton Thread , plain ordyed, in reel or ball ...

19 Cotton Yarn , plain or dyed ... ...

0 25

> >

dozen

20

6

9

5

30

6

50

...

each

100 catties. 7

100 -1 00

100 catties .

100 in No.

100 catties .

0

1

0

0

3

75

· 50

12

45

...

{ 75

350
box of 100

square feet.

100 catties.

20 Cutch

21 Feathers ( Kingfisher, Peacock, &c . , )

22 Flints

23 Gambier

24 Gamboge

25 Glass, Window

26 Glue

27 Gum Benjamin and Oil of Ditto

28 Dragons' Blood, Myrrh , Olibanum

29 Gypsum

30 Hides, Buffalo and Cow ...

31 Horn , Buffalo and Deer

32 Horn, Rhinoceros

Hoofs ...

34 Indigo, liquid ..

35 Indigo, dry

36 Ivory - Elephants' Teeth , all qualities

37 Paint- as Red, White and Yellow Lead (Minium ,

Ceruse, and Massicot) -- and Paint Oils

38 Leather

39 Linen , all qualities

40 Mangrove bark

41 Matting, floor

W
O
O
C
O
O
N
O

60

40

80

8

20

5

50

30

75

75

00

9

100 catties .

33

...

...

15

50

00

20

15

75

10 yards.

100 catties .

roll of 40 yds.

.
.
.

...
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IMPORT TARIFF.

Boos.

3

2

CENTS .

50

50

30

15

6

80

... 80

00

60

60

60

0

70

0

0

30

15

00

.
.
.

2

6

25Luo

1

0

1

00

50

45

00

75

25

40

I. >

1

7

17

0

No. METALS. PER

42 Copper and Brass in Slabs, Sheets, Rods, Nails ... 100 catties .

43 YellowMetal, Muntz's Metal Sheathing and Nails

14 Iron, Manufactured, as in Rods, Bars, Nails

45 Iron, Manufactured , as in Pigs

46 Iron, Manufactured , as in Kentledge

47 Iron , Manufactured, as in Wire

48 Lead, Pig

49 Lead, Sheet

50 Spelter and Zinc

51 Steel
...

59 Tin ...

53 Tin Plates ...
s box of not ex

" . ...
c'ding 90 cat.

54 Oil Cloth for flooring 10 yards.

55 Oil Cloth or Leather Cloth for Furniture

56 Pepper, Black and White
100 catties .

57 Putchuk

58 Quicksilver

59 Quinine catty.

60 Rattans 100 catties.

61 Rhubarb

62 Salt Fish ...

63 Sandal Wood ...

6+ Sapan Wood

65 Sea Horse Teeth

66 Narwhal or “ Unicorn ” Teeth ... catty

67 Sharks' Skins ... ... 100 catties .

68 Snuff catty

69 Soap, Bar ... 100 catties .

70 Stick Lac
...

71 Sugar, Brown and Black ...

72 Sugar, White ...

73 Sugar, Candy and Loaf ...

74 Tobacco

75 Vermillion ...

No. WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES.

76 Broad , Habit, Medium , and Narrow Cloth :

not exceeding 34 inches 10 yards.

not exceeding 55 inches ...

exceeding 55 inches ...

77 Spanish Stripes

78 Cassimeres,Flannel, Long Ells, and Serges ..

79 Bunting

80 Camlets, Dutch

81 Camlets, English

82 Lastings, Crape Lastings, and Worsted Crapes ,

Merinos and all other Woollen Goods not

classed under No. 76 :

A. not exceeding 34 inches

B. exceeding 34

83 Woollen and Cotton Mixtures, as Imitation Cam

lets, Imitation Lastings, Orleans (plain and

figured ), Lustres, (plain and figured ) Alpacas,

Baratheas, Damasks, Italian Cloth , Taffache

lass , Tassell Cords, Cassandras , Woollen

Fancies, Camlet Cords, and all other Cotton

and Woollen Mixtures :--

A. not exceeding 34 inches

B. exceeding 34

84 Blank ts and Horse Cloths 10 catties .

85 Travelling Rugs , Plaids, and Shawls each .

86 Figured Woollen Table Cloths

87 Wollen Singlets and Drawers dozon .

88 Woollen and CottonSingletsand Drawers, ...

89 Woollen Yarn, plain and dyed 100 Catties .

00

50

30

50

75

40

75

00

80

00

0

1

0.
.
.

1

0

60

00

25

75

45

15

75

40

30

45

30

45

50

50

75

00

60

00

1

10
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CLASS II.-DUTY FREE GOODS.

All animals used for food or draught; Anchor and chain cables ; Coal ; Clothing,

not being articles named in this Tariff, Gold and silver, coined and uncoined ; Grain,

including rice, paddy, wheat, barley, oats, rye, peas, beuns, millet, Indian corn; Flour

and Meal prepared from above; Oil cake ; Packing maitting; Printed books; Salt ;

Salted meats in casks ; Saltpetre ; Soller ; Tar and piteb ; l'ea -firing pans and baga

kets ; 'Tea lead ; Travelling Baggage.

CLASS III.-- PROHIBITED GOODS.

Opium .

CLASS [V.-GOODS SUBJECT TO AN AD VALOREM DUTY OF FIVE

PER CENT. ON ORIGINAL VALUE.

Arms and munitions of war ; Articles de Paris ; Boots and shoes ; Clocks,

watches, and musical boxes; Coral; Cutlery; Drugs anl medicines, such as

ginseng, &c.; Dyes; European porcelain and earthenware ; Furniture of all kinds,

new and second -hand; Glass and crystal ware; Gold and silver lace and thread;

Gums and spices not named in Tariff; Lamps; Looking glasses; Jewellery ,

Machinery and manufactures in iron or steel; Minufactures of all kinds in silk , silk

and cotton, or silk andwool, as velvets, da’nasks,brocades, & e.;Paintings and

engravings; Perfumery, scented soap; Platedware ; Skins and fur:'; Telescop-s and

scien.ific instrumen's ; Timber ; Wines,mult and spirituous liquors, table stores of

all kinds .

AND ALL OTHER UNENUMERATED GOODS .

Note.- According to the vil[th Article of the Convention of Yedo, a duty willbe charged on the saie

of Foreign Vessels to Japan of 3Boos perton for Steamers aud 1 Boo per ton for Sailing Vessels.
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.

EXPORT TARIFF.

CLASS I.-SPECIFIC DUTIES .

PER

100 catties .

Boos.

3

0

...

.
.
. 1

CENTS .

00

08

80

75

30

25

04

3 )

.
.
.

...

...
25

45

2

0

0

1

...

..
.
.

...

...
...

75

05

90

45

00

05

90

00

60

25

...

1

0

3

...

...

SO

No. ARTICLE.

1 Awabi

2 Awabi Shells

3 Camphor

4 China Root (Bukrio)

5 Cassia

6 Cassia Buds

7 Coal

8 Cotton (Raw )

9 Coir

10 Fish, dried or Salted, Salmon and Cod

11 Fish , Cuttle
...

12 Gallnuts

13 Chinang or Icio

14 Hemp

15 Honey

16 Horns, Deers’ , Old

17 Irico or Beche de Mer

18 Iron , Japanese

19 Isinglass

20 Lead

21 Mushrooms, all qualities

22 Oil, Fish

23 do., Seed

24 Paper, Writing

25 Paper, Inferior

26 Peas, Beans, and Pulse of all kinds

27 Perny Bark (Botanpi)

28 Potatoes

29 Rags

30 Saké, or Japanese Wines or Spirits

31 Seaweed, Uncut

32 Seaweed, Cut...

33 Seeds, Rape

84 Seeds, Sesamum

35 Sharks' Fins

36 Shrimps and Prawns, Dried Salt

37 Silk - Raw and Thrown ...

38 Tama or Dupioni

39 Noshi or Skin Silk

40 Floss Silk

41 Cocoons, Pierced

42 Cocoons, Unpierced

43 Waste Silk and Waste Cocoons

5

0

.
.
.

3

1

3

0

0

0

0

00

30

05

00

00

30

75

15

12

90

30

60

45

90

80

80

00

00

... ...

...
...

...

...

1

75

20

7

20

7

12

50

...
00

00

00

25

...

Sheet .

100 catties.

07

45

30

50

..

44 Silk Worms' Eggs ...

45 Soy ...

46 Sulphur ...

47 Tea

48 Tea, quality known as “Ran cha ” (when ex

ported from Nagasaki only) ... ...

49 Tobacco, Leaf ... ... ...

50 Tobacco, Cut or prepared

51 Vermicelli
... ...

52 Wax, Vegetable

53 Wax, Bees ... ...

0

0

75

75

50

45

50

60>>

CLASS II .-DUTY FREE GOODS.

Gold and silver , coined , gold, silver, and copper, uncoined of Japanese

production , to be sold only by the Japanese Government at Public Auction,
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CLASS III.--PROHIBITED GOODS.

Rice , paddy, wheat , and barley ; Flour made from the above ; Saltpetre.

CLASS IV.-GOODS SUBJECT TO AN AD VALOREM DUTY OF FIVE

PER CENT. TO BE CALCULATED ON THEIR MARKET VALUE.

Bamboo ware ; Copper utensils of all kinds ; Cbarcoal ; Ginseng and unenume

rated drugs ; Horns, deer, young or soft; Mats and matting ; Silk dresses, manufac .

tures or embroideries; Timber.

AND ALL OTHER UNENUMERATED GOODS .

RULES .

RULE I. - Unenumerated Imports if mentioned in the Export list sbail not pay

Duty under thai list, but shall be passed ad valorem ; and the same rule shall

apply toany un numerated Exports that may be named in the Import list .

RULE II . - Foreigners resident in Japan , and the crews or passengers of foreign

ships , shall be allowed to purchase such supplies of thegrain or flour named

in the list of Exports as they may require for their own consumption, but

the usual shipping permit must be obtained from the Custom House before

any of the aforesaid grain or flour can be shipped to a foreign vessel .

RULE III. — The catty mentioned in this Tariff is equalto one pound and a third

English avoirdupois weight. The yard is the English measure of three

feet, -- the English foot being one- eighth of an inch larger than the Japanese

kaneshaku. The Boo is a silver coin weighing not less than 134 grains

Troy weight, and containing not less than nine parts of pure silver,and

not more than one of alloy. The cent is the one hundredth part of the

Boo .

(L.s.] HARRY S. PARKES,

Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan .

[L.s. ] LEON ROCHES,

Ministre Plenipotentiare de S. M. L'Empereur des

Francais au Japon .

( L.s. ] A. L. C. PORTMAN.

Chargé d'Affaires a . i . of the United States in Japan.

[L.s. ] D. DE GRAEFF VAN POLSBROEK,

Politiek Agent en Consul-General der Nederlanden in

Japan .

( L.s. ]
MIDZUNO IDZUMI YO KAMI.



SUPPLEMENTARY TREATY BETWEEN FRANCE AND JAPAN .

SIGNED AT PARIS ON THE 20TH JUNE, 1864 .

His Majesty the Emperor of the French and His Majesty the Emperor of Japanı,

desiring to consolidate by marks of mutual confidence the relations of friendship and

of commerce which exist between the two countries , bave resolved to settle by com

mon accord and by special arrangement the difficulties which have ari : en between

their Governments since the year 1862 .

In consequence , His Excellency M. Drouyn de Lhuys, Minister, Secretary of

State for the Department of Foreign Affairs of His Majesty the Emperor of the

French ; and their Excellencies Ikuda Tdikougo no Kami,Kawałsou Idzou no Kami,

Kawada Sagami no Kami , Ambassadors of His Majesty the Tycoon, duly authorised

to that effect, have agreed upon the following articles :

Art. I. - In reparation of the act of hostility committed in the month of July,

1863, against the ship King Cheng, of the Imperial navy, upon which sbots were fired

in the province of Nagato, the Japanese Government undertake to pay into the hands

of the Minister of the Emperor of the French at Yedo, three months after the return

of their Excellencies the Ambassadors of the Tycoon to Japav, an indemnity of 140,000

Mexican piastres, of which 100,000 piastres will be paid by the Government itself, and

40,000 piastres by the authorities of the province of Nagato.

Art . II.-- Tbe Japanese Government also undertakes to put an end , within three

months after the return to Japan of their Excellencies the Ambassadors of the Tycoon,

to the bindrances which French ships that wish to pass the Straits of Simonosaki

meet with at present, and to keep that passage free at all times by recurring, if neces

sary , to the employment « f force and by acting, if nied be , in concert with the Com

mandant of the French naval division .

Art. III .- It is a reed between the two Governments that in order to promote

the regular development of commercial exchange between France and Japan , the tariff

reduction recently accorded by the Government of His Majesty the Tycoon to foreign

commé rce, shallbe maintained in favour of the articles imported by French merchants ,

or under the French flag, during the entire duration of the treaty concluded at Yedo

between the two countries on the 9th October, 1858. In consequence , while that treaty

remains in force, the Japanee Customs shall admit free the following articles intended

for the preparation and package of tea : -tin foil, solder, ma ting, rattans, oils for

painting, indigo, gypsum , pans , and baskets. It will simply impose a duty of five per

cent. ad valorem upon wines and spirits, while sugar, iron ani tin, machinery and

detached pieces of machinery, linen tissues, cloths, watches, watch chains, glass,

medicines, and a duty of six per cent. upon plate glass, mirrors, porcelain, jewellery,

perfumery, soaps, arms, cutlery , books, papers, engravings, and drawings.

Art. IV . - This arrangement will be considered as forming an integral part of the

treaty of the 9th October, 1858, between France and Japan, and it will be immediate

ly put in execution , without its being necessary to submit it to the ratification of the

respective sovereigns .

In witness whereof the undermentioned plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed

the present arrangement.

Done in Paris, in duplicate, the twintieth day of the mouth of June , of the year

eighteen hundred and sixty -four.

( Signed ) DROUYN DE LHUYS .

IKUDA TDIKOUGO NO KAMI.

KAWATSOU IDZOU NO KAMI.

KAWADA SAGAMI NO KAMI.

[ The Tycoon refused to ratify the foregoing ).



UNITED STATES .

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND THE JAPANESE EMPIRE.

SIGNED , IN THE ENGLISI , JAPANESE , AND DUTCH LANGUAGES,

AT YEDO, 29TH JULY , 1860.

Rotifications Exchanged at Washington , 22nd May, 1860.

is to say :

The President of the United States of Americi , and his Majesty the Tycoon of

Japan, desiring to establish on firm and lasting foundations the relations of prace and

friendship now happily existing between the two countries, and to secure the best

interest of their respective citizens and subjects, by encouraging, facilitating, and

regulating their industry and trade, hive resolvel to concludea treaty of amity and

commerce for this purpose , and bave therefore named as their plenipotentiaries, that

The President of the United Statis, His Excellency Townserd Harris , Consul

General of the United States of America for the Empire of Japan ; ard bis Majesty

the Tycoon of Japan , their Exellencies Inouwye , Prince of Sinano, and Iwase,

Prince of Iligoro , who, after baving communicat d to each other their respective full

powers, an I found them to be in good and due form , have agreed upon ardconcluded

the following ar. icles :

Art. 1. - There shall benceforward be perptual peace and friendship betwcen the

United States of America and his Majesty the Tycoon of Japan and his successors .

The Pre-ident of the United States may appoint a diplomatic agent to reside at

the city ofYedo, and consuls or consular agents to reside at any or all of the ports in

Japan which are opened for American commerce by this treaty. The Diplomatic

Agent and Consul-Generalof the United States shall have the right to travel freely

in any part of the empire of Japan from the time they enter on the discharge of their

official duties .

TheGovernment of Japan may appoint a diplomatic agent to reside atWasbington,

and consuls or consular agents for any or all of the Ports of the United States . The

Diplomatic Agent and Con -ul-General of Japan may travel freely in any part of the

United States from the time tłey arrive in the country .

Art. II. --The President of the United States, at the request of the Japanese

Government, will act as a friendly mediatorin such maiters of difference as may arise

between the Government of Japan and any European power. The ships of war ofthe

United States shall render friendly aid and assistance to such Japanese vessels as they

may meat on the high seas, so far as can be done without a breach « f neutrality ; and

all American consuls residing at ports visited by Japanese.vessels, shall also give them

guch friendly aid as may be permitted by the laws of the respective countries in which

they reside.

Ari . III. - In addition to the ports of Simoda and Hakodate, the following ports

and towns shali be opened on the dates respectively appended to them , that is to

say :- Kanagawa on the (4th of July , 1859) fourth day of July , one thousand eight

hundred and fifty-nine. Nagasaki on the (4th of July, 1859) fourth day of July,one

thousand eight hundred and fifty- nine . Niigata on the (1st January, 1860) first
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day of January one thousand eight hundred and sixty . Hiogo on the (1st of January,

1863) first day of January, one thousand eight bundred and sixty -three.

If Niigata in found to be ursuitable as a harbour, another port on the west

coast of Nipon shall be selected by tle iwogovernments in lieu thereof. Six months

after the opening of Kanagawa , the port of Simoda shall be clos d as a place of residence

and trade of American citizens. In all the foregoing ports and towns, American

citizens may permanently reside ; tbey shall have the right to lease ground and

purchase the buildings thereon, and may erect dwellings and warehouses. But no

fortification or place of military strength shall be erected under pretence of building

dwellings or warehouses; and to see that this article is observed, the Japanese

authoriti s shall have the right to inspect, from time to time, any buildings which are

being erected, altered, or repaired. The place which the Americans shall occupy for

their buildings and the harbour regulations shall be arranged by the American Consul

and the authorities of each place, and if they cannot agree, the matter shall be refer.

red to and settled by the American Diplomatic Agent and the Japanese Government.

No wall, fence, or gate shall be erected by the Japanese around the place of residence

of the Au ericans, or anything done which may prevent a free ingress to the same and

egress . From the ( 1st of January , 1862) first day of January, one thousand eight

hundred and sixty - two , Americans shall be allowed to reside in the city of Yedo ; and

from the ( 1st o: January, 1863) first day of January , one thousand eight hundred and

sixty-three, in : he city ofOsaka, for the purposes of trade only . In each of these cities , a

suitable placewithin which they may bire houses, and the distance they may go, shall be

arrang dbythe American Diplomatic Agent and the Government of Japan. Americans

may freely buy from Japanese and sell to them any articles that eitber may have for

sale, without the intervention of any Japanese officer in such purchase or sale, or in

making or receivin , payınent for the same, and all classes of the Japanese may

purchase, sell , keep, or use, any articles sold to them by the Americans . The Japanese

Government will cause this clause to be made public in every part of the empire , as

soon as the ratifications of this treaty sball be exchanged . Munitions of war shall

only be sold to the Japanese Government and foreigners.

No rice or wheat shall be exported from Japan as cargo, but all Americans resident

in Japan , and ships , for their crews and passengers, shallbe furnished with sufficient

supplies of the same. The Japanese Government will sell from time to time , at public

auction, ayy surplus quantity of copper that may be produced . Americans residing

in Japan shall have the right to employ Japanese as servants or in any othercapacity,

Art. IV.-Duties shall be paid to the Goveron.ent of Japan on all goods landed

in the country, and on all ar icles of Japanese production that are exported as cargo ,

according to the tariff hereunto appended. If the Japanese Custom-bouse officers are

dissatisfied with the value placed on any goods by the owner, they may place a value

thereon, and offer to take the goods at that valuation. If the owner refuses to accept

the offer, he shall pay duty on such valuation . If the offer be accepted by the owner,

the purchase money shall be paid to him without delay , and without any abatement

or discount.

Supplies for the use of the United States navy may be landed at Kanagawa,

Hakodate, and Nagasaki , and stored and warehoused, in the custody of an officer ofthe

American Government, without the payment of any duty . Butif any suchsupplies

are sold in Japan, the purchaser shall pay the proper duty to the Japanese authorities.

The importation of opium is prohibited, and any American vessel coming to Japan,

forthe purpose of trade, having more than (3) three catties (four pounds avoirdupois)

weight of opium on board , such surplus quantity shall be seized and destroyed by the

Japanese authorities. All goods imported intoJapan, and which have paid the duty

fixed by this treaty, may be transported by the Japanese into any part of the empire

without thepayment of anytax, excise, or transit duty whatever.

No higher duties shall be paid by Americans on goods imported into Japan than

are fixed by this treaty, nor shall any higher duties be paid by Americans than are

levied on the same description of gools, it imported in Japanese vessels , of any other

nation .
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Art. V. --All foreign coin shall be current in Japan, and pass for its corresponding

weigbt of Japanese coin of the same description . Americans and Japanese may freely

use foreign or Japanese coin in making payment to each other. As some time will

elapse before the Japanese will be acquainted with the value of foreign coin, the

JapaneseGovernment will,for the period ofone year after the opening of each harbour,

furnish the Americans with Japanese coin in exchange for theirs, equal weights being

given and no discount taken for recoinage. Coins of all descriptions ( with the

exception of Japanese copper coin) may be exported from Japan, and foreign gold

and silver uncoined .

Art . VI. - Americans committing offences against Japanese shall be triel in

American consular courts, and when found guilty shall be punished according to

American law . Japanese committing offences against Americans shall be tried by the

Japanese auihorities, and punished according to Japanese law. The consular courts

shall be open to Japanese creditors, to enable them to recover their just claims against

American citizens,and the Japanese courts shall in like manner be open to American

citizens for the recovery of their just claims against Japanese.

All claims for forfeiture of penalties for violations of this treaty, or of the articles

regulating trade , which are appen led hereunto, shall be sued for in the consular

courts, and all recoveries sball be dilivere l to the Japinese authorities. Neither the

American nor the Japanese Governm 'nt are to be held responsible for the payment

of any debts contracted by their respective citizens or subjects.

Art. VII.-In the opened harbours of Japan ,Americansshall be free to go where

they pleas ?, within the following limits : -At Kunagawa, the river Logo (which

empties into the Buy of Yelo between Kuwasaki and Sinigaw . ) and ( 10 ) ten ri in

any other direction . At Hiko late, ( 10 ) ten si in any direction. AtHogj, (10) ten

ri in any direction ,that of Kioto excepte l , which , city shall not be approached netrer

than ( 10) ten ri. The crews of vessels resorting to Hiozo shall not cross the river

Enagawa, wbich empties into the bay between Hiozo an l'Osoka. Tae distance shall

be measured from th : goyoso or towj-hall of each of the foregoing harbours, the ri

being equal to (4,275) tour thousand two hundred anl seventy-fiv , yards Am rican

me.lsure . À1 N v gasaki, America's muy go into any part of the imperial dom vin in

its vicinity . Tae boundaries of Niigata , or the place that my be substituted for

it, shall be settled hy th : A'nerican Diplo natic Agentandthe Government of Japan,

America's who may have been coaviciel of felony, or twice convicted of

misd :meanour, shall not go mre than ( 1 ) one Japanese ri inlan 1 , from the places of

their respective residences, anl all persons so convicted s'ail lose their right of

perm inent residence in Japın, and the Japanese authorities may require thein to

leave the country. A reasonable time shall be allowed to all sucı persons to settle

their affairs, and the American consular authority sball, after an examinition into the

circumstances of each case , determine the tim : to be allowed, bit suc'ı tim : shall not

in any case exceed on 3 year, to be calculited from the ti'ne the person shall be fras to

attend to his affairs ,

Art. VIII.--Amərica'ns in Japan shall be allowed free exercise of their religion ,

and for this purpose shall have the right to erect suitable places of worship. No injury

shall be done to such buildings, or any insult be offere l to the religious worship of

the A neric ıns, American citizens shall not injury any Japanes, temple or mia , or

offer any insult or injury to Japanese religious ceremonies, or to the objects of their

worship. The Americans and. Japanese shall not do anything that may be calculated

to excite religious animosity. The Government of Japan has already abolished the

practice of trampling on religious emblems.

Art . IX.-When requested by the American Consul, th ) Japanese authorities

will cause the arrest of all deserters and fugitives from justice, receivo in jail all

p ?rsons held as prisoners by the Consul, and give to the Consul such assistance as

may be required to enable hiin to enforce the observanca of th , law3 by the Aneris

cans, who are on land, and to maintain order a'nong the shipping. For all such

services , anl for the support of prisoners kept in confinem int, the Consul siall in all

cases pay a just compensation,
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Arı . X.--The Japan ' se Government may purchase or construct in the United

Sates, ships of war , steamers, merchant ships, whale -ships, cannon , munitions of war

and arms of all kinds, and any other things it may require . It shall have the right

to engage in the United States, scientific, naval , and military men, artisans of all

kinds , and mariners, to enter into its service. All purchases mide for the Government

of Ja an may be exported from the United States, and all persons engaged for its

service may freely depart frou the United States . Provided -That no articles that

Are contraband of war shall be exported , nor any persons engaged to act in a naval

or military capacity , wbiie Japan shall be at war with any power in amity with the

United States.

Art . XI.-- The articles for the regulation of trade, which are ap;jended to this

treaty , shall be covsidered as forming a part of the same, and shall be equally binding

on both the Contracting Parties to the Treaty, and on their citizens and subjects.

Art. XII.-Such of the provisions of the Tr -aty, ma le by Commodore Perry, and

signed at Kanagawa, on the 31st of March, 1854, as conflict with the provisions of

this Treaty, are bereby revoked ; and as all the provisions of a convention executed

by the Consu !-Gene ral of the United States andthe Governor of Simoda, on the 17th

of June, 1857, are incorporated in this Treaty, that convention is also revoked .

The persón charg d with the diplomatic relations of the United States in Japan,

in conjunction with such person or persons as may be appointed for that purpose by

the Japanese Government, shall have power to make such rules and regulations as

may be required to carry into full and complete effect the provisions of this Treaty,

and the provisions of the articles regulating trade appended thereunto.

Art. XIII. - After the (4'h of July, 1872) fourth day of July , one thousand eight

hundred and seventy-two, upon the desire of either the American or Japavese

Goveriment, and on one year's notice given by either party, this Treaty, and such

portions of theTreaty of Kanagawa as remain unrevoked by this Treaty, together

with the regulations of trade hereunto annexed, or those that may be hereafter

introduced, shall be subject to revision by commissioners appointed on both sides for

this purpose, who will be empowered to decide on , and insert therein , such amend

ments as experience shall prove to be desirable.

Art . XIV.- ' bis Treaty shall go iuto effect on the (4th July, 1859) fourth day

of July , in the year of ourLord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-uine, on or

before wbich day the rat fications of the same shall be exchanged at the city of

Washington ; but if from any unforeseen cause, the ratifications cannot be exchanged

bythat time, the Treaty shall still go into effect at the date above -mentioned.

The act of ratification on the part of the United States shall be verified by the

signature of tie President of the United States, countersigued by the Secretary of

State, ard sealed with the sial of the United States. The act of ratucation on the

part of Japan si all be verified by the nameand seal of His Majesty the Tycoon, and

by the seals and sigvatures of such of bis bigh « fficers as he may direct .

This Treaty is executed in quadruplicate, each copy being written in the English,

Japanese , and Dutch languages, all the versions having the same meaning and

intention, but the Dutch version shall be considered as being the original .

In witness wbereof, the above -named Plen potentiaries bave hereunto set their

hands and seals , at the city of Yedo, this twenty-vinth day of July, in the year of

our L ' rd one ihousand eight hundred and fixty -eigbt, and of theIndependence of the

United States of America the eighty-third, coi responding to the Japanese era the

nineteenth day of the sixth month of the fifth year of Ansei Mma.

[ ..s .]

[ ...]

L.S.)

TOWNSEND HARRIS.

INOUWYE SINANO NO KAMI .

IWASE HIGONO KAMI.



REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH AMERICAN TRADE IS TO BE

CONDUCTED IN JAPAN.

REGULATION [. - Within (43) forty -eight hours (Sunday excepted ) after the

arrival of an Am 'rican ship in a Japanese port, the captain or commander shall

exhibit to the Japanese Custo n -bouse authorities the receipt of the American Consul,

showing that be bas d -posited the ship's r.gister andother papers, as required by

the laws of the United Stat.s, ai the American Consulate ; and he swall then make

an entry of his ship by giving a wr:tten paper, stating the name of the ship and

the name of the port from which she coues, her tonnage, the name of her cap'ain

or commander, the names of her passengers ( if any ), and the number of her crew,

whicb paper shall be verified by the captain or commander to be a true staʻement,

and shall be signed by bim ; he shall at the sametime deposit a written manifest of

his cargo, setting forth the marks and uumbers of the packa ges and their cont'nts

as they are descıibed in his bills of lading, with the nami-s of the person or persons

to whom they are consigned. The captain or commander shall certify the manifest

to be a true account of all the cargo and stores on boar ithe ship, an.I shall sign his

name to the same.

If any error is discovered in the manifest, it may be corrected within (24)

twenty -four hours ( Sunday excepte .), withont the payment of any fee, but for any

alteration or post entry to the manifest made after that time, a fee of ($ 15) fifteen

dollars shall be paid. All goods not entered on the manifest shallpay double duties

01. being landed. Auy captain or commander ibat s all neglect to enter his vessel

at the J panes Custom -house within the time prescribed by the r« gulation, shall

pay a penalty of ($60) sixty dollars for each day that he shall so neglect to enter

his sbip .

REGULATION II.-- The Japanese Government shall havethe right to place Custom

house officers on board of any ship in their port (men -of war excepted ). All Custom

house officers sball be treated with civility and such reasonable accommodation shall

be allotted to them as the ship affords. No goods shall be unladen from any ship

between the hours of sunset and sunrise, except by the special permission of the

Custom - house authoriti's, and the hatches, and all other places of eltrance into the

part of the ship where the cargo is stowed , may be secured by Japanese officers

between the hours of sunset and sunrise, by affixing seals, locks, or other fastenings ;

and if any person shall, without due permission, op'n any entrance that has been so

secur « d , or shall brak or rem sve any seal , lock, or other fastening that has been

affixed by the Japanese Cu - tom -house officers, every person offending shall pay a

fine of ($60) sixty dollars for each offence.

Any goods that shall be discharged or attempted to be discharged from any ship ,

without having been duly entered at the Japanese Custom -bouse, as hereinafter

provised, shall be liable to seizure and confiscation . Packages of goods made up with

an intent to defiaud the revenue of Japan, y concealing therein articles of value

wbich are not set forth in the iuvoice, shall be forf: ited . American ships that shall

smuggle, or attempt to smuggle goods in any of the non -opened harbours of Japan,

all such goods shall be forfeited to the Japanese Government, and the sbip shall pay

a fine of ($ 1,000 ) one thousand dollars for each offence.
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Vesse's needing repairs may land their cargo for that purpose without the pay

mentof duty. All goods so landed shall remain in charge of the Japarese authorities,

and alljust charges for labour, storage, and supervision shall be paid there in . But if any

portion of such cargo be sold, the regular duties shall be paid on the portion so disposed of.

Cargo may betranshipped to anot er vessel in the same barbour without the

payment of duty; but all such transhipments shall be made under the supervision of

Japanese officers, and a ter satis actory proof has been given to the Custom -house

auihorities of the bona fide val ure or the transaction, and also und -r a perinit to be

granted for that purpose by such authorities .

The importation of opium being prohibited, if any person or persons shall

smuggle , or attempt to smuggle any opium , he or they shall pay a fine of ($15 )

fifteen dollars for each catly of opium so smuggled, or attempted to be smuggled ;

and if more than one person shall lie engaged in the offence, they shall collectively be

held responsible for the parment of the foregoing penalty .

REGULATION III.—The owner or consignee of any goods, who desires to land

them , sball make an entrv of the same in the Japanese Custom -house. The entry

shall be in writing and shall set forth the name of the person making the entry, and

the vame of the ship in which the goods were imported, and the marks, numlers,

packages, and the contents thereof, with the value of each package extended separately

in the one amount, and at the bottom of the entry shall be placed the aggregate value

of all th goods contained in the entry . On each entry the owner or consignee shall

certify in writing that the entry then presented exbibi's the actual cost of the goods,

and that nothing has been concealed whereby the Customs of Japan would be defrauded ;

and the owner or consignee shall sign his name to surh certificate.

The original invoice or invoices of the gcods so entered shall be presented to the

Custom-house authorities , and shall remain in their possession until they bave

examined the goods contained in the entry. The Japanese officers may examine any

or all of the packagi's so entered, and for this purpose may take them to the Custom

house , but such examination sball te without expense to the importer or injury to the

goods, and after examination the Japanese shall restore the goods to their original

condition in the packages (so far as may be practicable), andsuch examination shall

be maile without any unreasonable delay.

If any owner or importer discovers that his goods have been damaged on the

voyage of importation before such goods have been delivered to him, he may notify

the Custom-h use authorities of such damage, and he may have the damaged goods

appraised by two or more competent and disinterested persons, who , after the

examinatiov , shall make a certificate setting forth the amount percent.of damageon

each separate package, describing it by its marks and number, which certificate shall

be signed by the appraisers in presence of the Custom-house authorities , and the

importer may attach the certi fi ate to his entry, and make a corresponding deduction

from it. But this shall not prevent the Custom -house authorities from appraising

the goods in the manner provided in Article IV . of the treaty , to which these

regulations are appended .

After the duties have been paid, the owner shall receive a permit, authorizing the

delivery to him of the gods, whether the same are at the Custom -bouse or on ship

board. All goods intended to be exported shall be entered at the Japanese Custom

house bt fore they are placed on sbip - bourd. The entry shall be in writing, and shall

state the name of the ship by which the goods are to be exported , with the marks and

numbers of the packages, and the quantity, description, and value of their contents.

The exporter shall certify in writing that the entry is a true account of all the goods

contained thrrein , ar.d shall sign bis name thereto. Any goods that are put on board

of a ship for exportation before they have been entered at the Custom -house, and

all packages which contain prohibited articles, shall be forfeited to the Japanese

Govero mert. No entry at the Custom -house shall be required for supplies for use

of sbirs, their crews and passengers, nor for the clothing , & c ., of passengers.

REGULATION IV. - Ships wishing to clear shall give (24 ) twenty-four hours' notice

(Sunday excepted at the Custom-bruse, and at the end of that time they shall be
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entitled to their clearance, but if it be refused, the Custom-house authorities sball

immediately inform the cap'ain or consignee of the ship of the reasons why the

clearance is refused, and they shall also give the same notice to the American Consul.

Ships of war of the United States shall not be required to enter or clear at the

Custom -house, nor shall they be visited by Japanese Custom house or Police officers.

Steamers carrying the mails of the United States may enter and clear on the same

day, and they shall not be required to make a manifest, except for such passengers

and goods as are to be landed in Japan . But such steamers sball , in all cases, enter

and clear at the Custoin -house.

Wbale-ships touching for supplies, or ships in distress, shall not be required to

make a manifest of their cargo, but if they subsequently wish to trade, they shall then

deposit a manifest as required in Regulation I. The word ship , wrerever it occurs

in these regulations, or in the Treaty to which they are attached, is to be held as

moaning ship, barque, brig, schooner, sloop, or steamer.

REGULATION V .-- Any person signing a false declaration or certificate, with the

intent to defraud the revenue of Japan, shall pay a fine of ($ 125) one hundred and

twenty -five dollars for each offence.

REGULATION VI. -No tonnage dut es shall be levied on American ships in the

ports of Japalı , but the following fees shall be paid to the Japanese Cust m -house

authorities. -

For the entry of a ship ( $ 15) fifteen dollars.

For the clearance of a ship ( $ 7 ) seven dollars.

For each permit ($11 ) one dollar and a half.

For any other document ( $ 11) one dollar and a half.

REGULATION VII. - Duties shall be paid to the Jap inese Government on all goods

landed in the country , according to the following tariff :

Class 1.-All articles in this class shall be free of duty. Gold and Silver , coined

or uncoined ; wearing apparıl in actualuse ; household furniture and printed buoks

not intended for sale, but this property of persons who come to reside in Japan ,

Class 2 .-- A duty of (5) five per cent. shall be paid on the following articles :

All articles used for the purpose of building, rigging, or fitting out of ships, whaling

gear of all kinds, coals , tinber for building bouses, rice, pa ddy, steam machinery,

zinc, lead , tin , raw silk .

Class 3.-A duty of (35) thirty -five per cent. shall be paid on all intoxicating

liquors, whether prepared by distillation, fermentation, or in any other manner.

Class 4.-All goods notincluded in the preceding classes, shall pay a duty of (20)

twenty per cent. All articles of Japanese production which are exported as cargo,

shall pay a duty of (5) five per cent. , with the exception of gold and silver and copper

in bars.

Five years after the opening of Kanagawa, the import and export duties shall be

subject to revision, if the Japanese Government desire it.

[L.s. ]

[L.s. ]

[L.s. ]

TOWNSEND HARRIS.

INOUWYE SINANO NO KAMI.

IWASE HIGONO KAMI.



TREATY BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES.

SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, 25TH JULY, 1878.

Ratifications Exchanged at Washington , 8th April, 1879.

Convention revising certain portions ofexisting commercial Treaties and further

extending commercial intercourse between Japan and the United States ,

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan and the President of the United States of

America, both animated with the desire ofmaintaining the good relations which bave

so happily subsisted retween their respective countries , and wishmg to strengthen, if

possible, the bond of friendship and to extend and consolidate cominercial intercourse

between the two countries by means of an additioval Conventior , have for thal, pur

pose named as their r spective Plenipotentiaries; that is to say :-His Majesty the

Emperor of Japan, Jushie Ysbida Kiyovari, of the Order of the Rising Sun, and of

the Third Ca-s, and His Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Mir is er Plenipoten

tiary to the United States of America; and the President of the United States ,

William Maxwell Evarts , Secretary of State of the Uni'ed States, who, after reci

procal communication of their full powers, found in good and due form , have agreed

upon the following Ar icles :

Art. I. - It is agreed by the higli Contracting Parties that the Tariff Convention

signed at Yedo on the 25th day o . June, 1866 , or the 13th of the 5th month of the

second year of Keio, by the respective representatives of the United States, Great

Britain , France, and Holland on the one hand, and Japan on the other, together with

Schedules of Tariff on imports and exports, and the bonded war ', se Regulations,

both of which are a tached to the said Convention, shall her li he annulled and
become inoperative is between the United Statts and Japan ui the condition

expressed in Article X. of this present Conven'ion ; and all such provisions of the

Triaty of 1858, or the fifth year of Ansei, signed at Yedo, as appertain to the

Regulations of Harbours, Customs, and Taxes, as well as the whole of the trade

Regulations which are attached to tie said Treaty of 1858 , or the fifth year of Ansei,

shall also cease to operate .

It is further understood and agreed that from the time when this present

Convention shall take effect, the United States will recognize the exclusive power

and right ofthe Japanese Government to adjust the Customs Tariff and Taxesand to

establish Regulations appertaining to f rei n commerce in the open ports of Japan.

Art . II. - It is , however, further agreed that no other or higher duties shall be

imposed on the importation inio Japan of all articles of merchandise from the

United States than are or may be imposed upon tie like articles of any other

foreign country ; and if the Japanese Government should prohibit ihe exportation

from , or importation into, its dominions of any particular article or articles, such

prohibition shall not be discriminatory against the products, vessels , or citizens of

the United States.

Art . III.- It is further agreed , that, as the United States charge no export

duties on merchandise shipped to Japan , no export duties on merchandise sbij ped

in the latter country for the United States shall be charged after this Treaty shall go

into eff ct .

Art. IV . - It is further stipulated and agreed, that so long as the first three

sentences which are comprised in the first paragraph of Article VI. of the Treaty of

1858 , or the fifth year ofAnsi, shall be in force, all claims by the Japanese Govern
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ment of forfeitures of penalties for violations of such existing Treaty, as well as for

violations of the customs, bor ded -warehouse, and harbour Regulations which may,

under this Couventi n , from time to time, be established by that Government, sliall

be sued for in the consular courts of the United States, whose duty it shall be to

try each and every case fa rly and render ju 'gment in accordance with the provisions

of such Treaty and of such Regulations ; and the amount of all forfeitures and fines

shall be d livere l to the Japanese authorities.

Art . 7.-It is understood and declared by the high Contracting Parties , that

the right of controlling the coasting trad . of Japan belongs solely , and shall be

strictly reserved , to the Goveriment of that Empire.

Art. VI.-- It is , how v. r, agreed that vessels of the United Stat s arriving at

any port of Japan open to foreign commerce may uuload, in conformity with the

custodis laws of that country', such portions of their cargoes as may be desired , and

that they may depart with the remainder, without paying any duties, imposts, orcharges

whatsoever, except for that part which shall have been laided and which shall be so

noted on the manifist. The said vessels may continue their voyage to one or more

other open ports of Japan, there to lardthe part or resi luo of their cargoes d sired

to be landed at sneh port or ports. It is understood, however, that all duties,

imposts , or charges whatsovr, which are or may become chargeable upon the

vessels themselves, are to be paid only at the first port where they shall break bulk

or unload part of their cargo ; and that at any subsequent port used in the same

voyage only the local port charges shall be exac!ed for the use of such port.

Art. VII. - In view of the conce sions made by the United States in regard to

the Customs Tariff, and the Customs and other Regulations of Japan , as above

stipulated in Art . I., the Government of Japan will , ou be principle of reciprocity,

make the following concessions, to wit : --That two additional ports (whereof one

shall be Shimo-no-seki, and te other shall be hereafter decid d upon by the

Contracting Pariies jointly) from the date when th present Convention may go into

effect, shall be open to citizens and vessels of the United States, for the purposes of

residence and trade.

Art. VIII. - It is also agr ed that , as the occasion for Article V. of the Treaty

of 1858, or the fifth year of Ansei, between the two countries is considered to have

passed away, that Article shall, afier the present Treaty shall bave gone into effect,

be regarded as no longer binding.

Art. IX .-It is further agreed, that such of the provisions of the Tr aties or

Conventions heretofore concluded between the two countries, and not herein expressly

abrogat: d , as conflict with any provisions of the present Conventi n are hereby

revoked and annulled ; that the present Convention shall be consilered to be and

form a part of the existing Treaties between the two countries; that the revision of

such portions of t! e said Treaties as are not modified or revoked by the present

Convention, as also the revision of the present Convention itself, may be demanded

hereafter by either of the high Contracting Parties; and that this Conventiou , as

well as the previous Treaties as modified thereby , shall continue in force until, upon

such a revision of the whole , or any part ther-of, it shall be otherwise provided .

Art. X –The present Convention shall take effect when Japan shall have

concluded such Conventio : s or Revisions of existing Treaties with all the other

Treaty Powers holding relations with Japan as shall be similar in effect to the

present Convention and such new Conventions or Revisions shall also go into effect .

The present Convention shall be ratified and the ratifications shall beexchanged

at Washington as soon as may be within fifte in months from the date hereof.

In faith whereof the above nimed Plenipotentiaries have bereunto set their

hands and seals, at the city of Washington, this twenty -fifth day of July , one

thousand eight bundred and seventy -eight, or twenty - fifth day of the seventh month

of the eleventh year of Meiji.

[L.s. ] WILLIAM MAXWELL EVARTS .

[L.8 . ] YOSHIDA KIYONART,



COREA .

TREATY OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN THE EMPIRE OF

JAPAN AND THE KINGDOM OF COREA (CHOSEN.)

SIGNED AT KOKWA , 26TH FEBRUARY, 1876 .

The Governments of Japan and Chôsen being desirous to resume the amirable

relations that of yore existed between t'em , and to promote the friendly felings of

boih nations to a still firmer basis, have, for this purpos.', appointed their Pleni

potentiaries, that is to say : -- The Government of Japan, Kuroda Kiyotaka, High

Commissioner Extraordinary to Chốsen, Lieutenant-General and Member of the Privy

Council, Minister of the Colonization Depırtment, and Iuoüye Kaoru , Associate

High Commissioner Extraordinary to Chồsen, Member of the Genrôin ; and the

G veroment of Chosen, Shin Ken, Han -Choo - Su -Fu - Ji, and In -jishô, Fu - So-Fa ,

Fuku - sô Kwan, who according to the powers received from their respective Govern

ments, have agreed upon and concluded the following Articles :

Art. I. - Chộsen being an independent s : ate enjoys the same sovereign rights

as do s Japan.

In order to prove thesincerity of the friendship existing between the two nations,

their intercourse shall berceforwari be carried on in terms of equality and courtesy,

each avoiding the giving of offenre by arrogance or manifestati ns of suspicion.

In the first instance, all rul s and precedents that are apt to cbstruct friendly

intercourse shall be totally abrogatel, and, in their stead, rules, liberal and in general

usage fit to secure a firm and perpetual peace , shall be establisbıd.

Art. II.—The Government of Japan, at any time within fifteen months from the

date ofthe signature of this Treaty, shall have the right to send an Envoy to the capital

of Côsen , wher : he shall be admitted to confer with the Rei-sohan-sho on matters

of a diplomaticnature. He may either reside at the capital or return to his country

on the completion of his mission.

The Government of Chosen in like manner shall have the right to send an Envoy

to Tokio, Japan, were be sball he admitted to confer with the Minister for Foreign

Affairs on matters of a diplomatic nature. He may either reside at Tokio or return

home on the completion of bis mission.

Art. III .-All official communications addressed by the Government of Japan

to that of Chosen shall be written in the Japanese language , and , for a period of ten

years from the present date, they shall be accompanied by a Chinese translation .

The Government of Chosen will use the ( hinese language.

Art . IV . - Sorio in Fusan , Chôsen , where an official establishment of Japad is

situated, is a place originally opened for commercial intercourse with Japan, and

trade shall henceforward be carried on at that place in accordance with the provisions

of this Treaty, whereby are abolished all former usages, such as the practice of Sai

ken-sen (junk annually sent to Chosen by the late Prince of Tsusima to exchange a

certain quantity of articles between each other) .

In addition to the above place, the Government of Chôsen agrees to open two

ports, as mentioned in Article V. of this Treaty, for commercial intercourse with

Japanese subjects,

In the foregoing places Japanese subjects shall be free to lease land and to erect

buildings therron, and to rent buildings , the property of subjects of Chốsen .

Ait. V.- On the coast of five provinces, viz : Keikin, Chiusei, Jenra, Keisho,

and Kankio, two poris, suitable for commercial purposes, sliall be selected, and the

time for opening these iwo ports shall be in the twentieth month from the second

month of the ninth year of Meiji , corresponding with the date of Chosen , the first

moon of theyear Hei-shi,

Art. VI .-- Whenever Japanese vessels either by stress of weather or by want of

fuel and provisions cannot reach one or the other of the open ports in Chôsen, they

may enter any port or harbour either to take refuge therein, or to get supplies of
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wood, coal , and other necessities, or to make repairs ; the expenses incurred thereby

are to be defrayed by the ship's master. In such events both the officers and the

people of the locality sha'l display their sympathy by rendering full assistance, and

their liberality in supplying the n cessities required .

If any vessel of either country be at any time wrecked or stranded on the coasts

of Japan or of Chosen , the people of tre vicinity sball immediately use every exertion

to rescue ber crew , and shall inform the local authorities of the disaster, who will

either send the wr-ckel persons to their native country or band them over to the

officer of their country, residing at the nearest port.

Art . VII. — The coasts of Chôsen, having hitherto been left unsurveyed, are

very dangerous for vessels approaching them, and in oriler to prepare charts showing

the positious of islands , rocks, and reets , as well as the depth of water, whereby all

navigators may be enabled safely to pass between the two countries, any Japanese

mariner may freely survey said coasts .

Art. VIII . — There shall be appoiited by the Government of Japan an officer to

reside at the open ports in Chôsen for the protection of Japanes merchants resorting

there, provided that such arran xem nt be deem d necessary . Should any question

interesting both nations arise, the said officer shall confer with the local authorities

of Chộsen and settle it .

Art. IX . - Friendly r · lations having been established between the two contract

ing parties , their respective subjects may freely carry on their business without any

interference rom the officers of either Government, and neither livitation nur pro

hibition shall be made on trade.

In cise any fraud be committed, or payment of debt be refused by any merchant

of either country, the officers of either on or of the other Government shåll do their

utinust to bring the delinqnent to justic and to enforce recovery of the debt .

Neither the Japanese nor the Chosen Government shall be held responsible for

the payment of such debt.

Art. X. - Should a Japanese subject residing at either of the open ports of

Chosen commit any offence against a subject of Chộsen, he sliall be tried by the

Japanese authorit es . Should a subj ct of Chôsen commit any off nce against a

Japanese subject, he shall be tried by the authorities of Chosen . The offenders

shall be punished according to the laws of their respective countries . Justice shall

be equitably and iinpartially administered on both sides .

Art. XI. - Friendly relations having been established between the two contract

ing parties, it is necessary to prescribe trade regulations for the beuefit of the

merchants of the respective countries .

Such trade regulations, together with detailed provisions, to be added to the

Articles of the present Treaty to develop its meaning, and facilitate its observance,

shall be agreed upon at the ſ'apital of Chosen or a : Kok’wa Fu in the country, within

six months from tije present date by Special Comissioners appointed by the two

countries.

Art. XII .--- The foregoing el- ven articles are binding from the date of the

signing hereof, and shall be observed by the two contracting parties , faithfully and

invariably, wh reby perpetual friends ' ip shall be secured to the two countries.

Toe present Treaty is executed in duplicate and copies will be exchanged

between the two contiarting parties.

In faith wher: of we , the respective Plenipot ntiaries of Japan and Chôsen , have

affixed our seals hi runto this twenty -sixth day of the second month of the ninth

year of Merji, and the two thousand five hundr d anl thirty -sixth since the accession

of Jimmu Tenno ; and , in the era of Chôžen, the second da of the second moon of

the year Heishi , and of the founding of Chosen the four hundred and eighty -fifth .

( Signed )
KURODA KIYOTAKA .

INOUYE KAORU.

SHIN KEN.

IN JI-SHIO.



SUPPLEMENTARY TREATY BETWEEN JAPAN AND COREA .

Whereas, on the trenty-sixth day of the second month of the ninth year Meiji ,

correspon ling with the Corean date of the second day of the second month of the

year H «ishi, a Treaty of Amity and Friendship was signed and coucluded betwe n

Kuroda Kiyotaka, High Commissioner Extraordinary, Litutenant-General of H.I.J.M.

Army, Memler of the Privy Council, ani Minister of the Colonization Department,

and Ivouyé Karu, Associate High Commisioner Extraordinary and Member of the

Genrô -In, both of whom had been directed to proceed to the city of Kokwa in Corea

by the Government of Japan ; and Shin Ken, Dai Kwan, Han-cho -soofugi, an In

Jishô, Fuku Kwan, Tosofu, Fukuso Kwan, both of whom had been duly commissioned

for that purpose by the Government of Cor'a :

Now therefore, in pursuance of Article XI. of the above Treaty , Miyamoto

Okadzu, Commissioner despatch d to the capital of Corea, Daijô of the Foreign

Department, and duly empowered thereto by ihe Givernment of Japan, and Chio

Inki, Kôslioo Kwan, Gisheifudôshô, duly empowered thereto by the Government of

Corea, have negotiated and concluded the following articles :

Art. I. - Agents of the Japanese Government stationed at any of the open ports

shall hereafter,whenever a Japanese vessel has been stranded on the Corean coasts

and has need of their presence at the spot, have the right to proceed there on their

informing the local authorities of the facts.

Art. II.- Envoys or Agents of the Japanese Government shall hereafter be at

full liberty to despatch letters or other commun cations to any place or places in

Corea, either by post at their own expense, or by hiring inbabitants of the locality

wherein they reside as special couriers ,

Art . III.-Japanese subjects may , at the ports of Corea open to them , lease land

for the purpose oferecting residences thereon, the rent to be fixed by mutual agree

ment between the lessee and the owner.

Any lands belor.ging to the Corean Government may be rented by a Japanese on

bis paying the same rent thereon as a Coran subject would pay to his Government.

It is agreed that the Shumon (watch -yate) and the Shotsumon (barrier) er eted

by the Corean Gov. rnment near the Kokwa (Japanese official establishment) in

Sorioko, Fusan, shall be intirely removed, a d that a new boundary line shall be

estat lished according to the limits ht reinafter providel. In the other two open ports,

the same steps shall be tak n .

Art . IV . - The limits within which Japanese subjects may travel from the port

of Fusan shall be comprised within a radius of ten ri, Corean measurement, the

landin, pa e in that port being taken as a centre.

Japanese subjects shall be free to go wliere they please within the above limits,

and shall be therein at full liberty either to buy articles of local production or to sell

articles of Japanese production.

Tbe lowu of Torai lies ou side of the abuve limits , but Japanese shall bave the

same privileges as in those plac s within thew .

Art. V .-- Japanese subjects shall at each of the open ports of Corea be at liberty

to employ Crean suljects.

Corean subjects, on obtaining permission from their Government, may visit the

Japanese Empire.

Art. VI .-In case of the death of any Japanese subject residing at the open

ports of Corea, a suitable spot of ground shall be selected wherein to inier bis remains.

As to the localities to be selected for cemeteries in the two open ports other than

the port of Fusan, in determining them regard shall be had as to the distance there

is to the cemetery already established at Fusan .
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Art . VII.--Japanese subjects shall be at liberty to traffic in any article owned by

Corean subjects, paying therefor in Japanese coin. Corean subjects, for purposes of

trade, mayfreely circulate among themselves at the openports of Corea such Japanese

coin as they mayhave possession of in business transactions.

Japanese subj. cts shall be at liberty to use in trade or to carry away with them

the copper coin of Corea .

In case any subject of either of the two countries counterfeit the coin of either of

them, he shall be punished according to the laws of his own country .

Art. VIII. - Corean subjects shall have the full fruition of ali and every article

which they have become possessed of either by purchase or gift from Japanese

subjects.

Art. IX . - In cas ; a hoat despatched by a Japanese surveving vessel to take

soundings along the Core in coasts, as pro ideal for in Article VIL of the Treaty of

Amity and Friendship, should be prevented from returning to the vessel, on account

either of bad weather or of the ebb tide , the headman of the locality shall accom inodate

the boat party in a suitable house in the neighbourbood. Articles required by them

for their comfort shall be furnished to them by the local authorities, and the outlay

thus incurred shall afterwaris be refund - d to the latter.

Art . X. - Although no relations as yet exist between Corea an 1 foreign countries,

yet Japan has for many years back maintained frien lly relations with them ; it is

therefore natural that in case a vessel of any of the countries of which Japan thus

cultivates the friends bip should be stranded by stress of weather or otherwise on

the coasts of Corea, those on board shall be treated with kindness by Corean subjects,

and should such persons ask to be sent back to their homes they shall be delivered

over by the Corean Government to an Ag nt of the Japanese Governin 'nt residing

at one of the open ports of Corea, requesting him to send them back to their native

countries, which request the Agent s'all never fail to comply with.

Art. XI.--The foregoing ten articles, together with the Regulations for Trade

annexed hereto, shall be ofequaleffet with the 'Tr -aty of A nity and Friendship,

and therefore shall be faithfully observed by the Governments ofthe two countries,

Should it, however, be found that any of the abovearticles actu illy causes embarrass

ment to the commercial intercourse of the two nations, and that it is necessary to

modify them , then either government, submitting its propositions to the other, shall

negotiate the modification of such articles on giving one year's previous notice of

their intention .

Signed and sealed this twenty -fourth day of the eighth mouth of the ninth year

Meiji , and two thousand five hundred and thirty-sixth silice the acce - sion o : H. M.

Jimmu Tenno ; and of the Corean era, the sixth day of i he se veuth month of the year

Heishi, and of the foun lin ; of Corea the four hundred and fifi h .

( Signed ) MIYAMOTO OKADZU,

Commissioner and Daijú of the

Foreign Department.

(Signed) CHO INKI,

Kôshoo Kwan , Gisheijudosh ,

REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH JAPANESE TRATE IS TO BE

CONDUCTED IN COREA.

Art. I.-Within three days after the arrivalin a Corean port of a Japanese

ship (Japanese men -of-war or ships exclusively used for the transportation of the

Japanese mails excepted ), to establish her nationality the owner or captain shall

exhibit to the Corean authorities the receipt of the Agent of the Japanese Government,
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showing that he bas deposited , as required by the Japanese regulations now in

existence, all the ship's papers , the register, sea -letter, etc. , in the hands of the said

Agent, which documents shall remain in his custody during her stay in port ; he shall

then make an entry of his ship by giving a written paper, stating the name of the

ship and the name of the port whenre she comes , her capacity in tons or in kokus, the

name of the captain, the rames of passengers, if any, and thenumber of the crew ,

which paper shall be signed by the owner or captain ; he shall at the same time

deposit a written manifest of his cargo, setting forth thí marks and numbers of the

packages , if mentioned, and their contents, with ibe name of the person or persons to

whom they are consigned ; a list of the stores of the ship shall be added to the

manifest.

The manifest and all other papers shall be written in the Japanese language and

shall not be accompanied by a Chinese translation .

Art . II. - The own'r or corsignees of any goods desiring to land then shall

make an entry of the same at the Corean Government office, setting forth thenames

of the goods, the quantity and number of packages ther of, and their original cost ;

on receipt of the entry , the Corean authorities shall immediately give a permit to

land the goods.

Art. III. — The owner or consignee may lan :) his goods after he has received the

permit referred to in Ragulation II . The Cor an anthorities may examine any or all

of th ” packages , bu such ex imination must be ma le carefully without any injury

to the goods.

Art. IV.-All goods inten led for export shall be entered at the Corean Govern

ment office before they are pla ed on shipboard. The entry shall be in writing and

shall state the name of the sbip by which the goods are to be exported, with the

number of packages and descripti n of their contents, as in an entry of import

descr:bed in Regulation II. On ri ceipt of the entry, the Corean authorities sball

give a perm't immediately, but the owners shall not refuse, if required , to have the

goods examined by the Corean authorities.

Art . V.—Ships wishing to clear shall give notice to the Corean authorities before

noon o the day previous to their inten led departure; on receiving notice, the Corean

authorities shall issue a clearance and at the same time shall return all the papers

belonging to the ship deposited in their hands.

Ships carrying the Japanese mail muy clear without observation of this regula

tion , but shall give notice to the Corean authorities of their sailing.

Art . VI.-- Esportations of rice and other grain shall hereafter be allowed in any

of the open ports of Corea.

Art. VII.-- The following tonnage dutins shall be levied on Japanese ships :

For merchant sailing ship with more than one mast ...

For merchant steamer

For one-masted merchant ship of more thau 500 kokus capacity

For ditto of less than 500 kokus capacity. 17 yen .

Boats attached to the vessel free from duty . Ships belonging to the Japanese

Government -ballpay no tonnage duies.

Ar ' . VIII.-Jipanese merchant ships may be chartered by the Corean Govern

ment or by individlu ils for the transportation of goods to any of the non - open ports

of Corea. Wben chartered by individuals, they shall only be employed under con

ditions sp cified in a permit to be given by the Corean Government for the purpose.

Art. IX. - Japanes. ships found to be erga red in smuggling , or in attempting

to smuggle goods into any nor -open port of Coria, shall be seized by the Corean

local authorities and delivered to the Agent of the Japanese Government re- iding at

the nearest port; such goods to be confisca'ed hy bim and to be harded over to the

Corean authorities.

Art. X.-The sale of opium is strictly prohibited.

Art. XI. - The above R'gulations having been agreed upon by the two con-racing

parties sball come into eff ct from the present date, anl may be revised , whenever it

may be found necessary, by C mmissioners appointed by each country .

5 yen .

5 yen .

2 yen .



TREATIES WITII SIAM .

GREAT BRITAIN .

TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND COMMERCE BETWEEN HER MAJESTY

THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE

KINGS OF SIAM.

Ratifications Eachin yed at Bon ;kok, 5th April, 1856 .

succe sors .

Art . I.--There shall henceforward be perpetual peace and friendship between

Her Majesty and her successors, and Their Majesties the Kings of Siam and their

All British subjects coming to Siam shall recive from the Siamese

Government full protection and assistance to enabie them to reside iu Siam in all

security, and trade with every facility, free from oppression or i jury on the part of

the Si mese , and all Siamese subjects going to an English country shall receive from

the British Government the same complete pr tectiin and assistauce that shall be

granted to British subjects by the Government of Siam .

Art . II. - The interests of all British subjects coming to Siam shall be placed under

the regulation and control of a Consul, who will be appoin'ed to reside at Bangkok:

he will himself conform to, and will enforce the observance by British sulijects of all

the provisiors of this treaty , and such of the former treaty negotiated by Captain

Burney, in 1826, as shall still remaiu in operation. He shall also give effect to all

rules or regulations that are now or may bereafter be enacted for tbe government of

British subjects in Siam , and conduct of their trade, and for the prevention of viola

tions of the lawsof Siam. Any disputes arising between British and Siamese subjects

sball be heard and determined by the Consul, in conjunction with the proper

Siamese officers ; and criminal offences will be punished, in tbe case of English

offenders, by their own laws , through the Siamese authorities. But ihe Consul shall

not interfere in any matters referrinz solely to Siamese, neither will the Siamese

authori ies interfere in questions which only corcern the subjects of Her Brilannic

Majesty.

It is understood, however, that the arrival of the British Consul at Bangkok s all

not take place b fore the ratification of this treaty, nor until 10 vessels owned by

British subjects sailing under British colours and with British papers, shall have

entered the port of Bangkok for the purposes of trade, subsequent to the signing of

this treaty .

Art. III. - If Siamese in the employ of British subjects offend against the laws of

their country, or if any Siamese baving so off.nded , r lesiriug o des ri , tak refuge

with a British subject in Siam , they shall be searched for, and, upon proof ( f their

guilt or desertion , shall be delivered up by th - Consul to the Siamese authorities. In

like manner any British offenders resident or trading in S'am , who may desert, « scape

to , or hide themselves in Siamese territory, shall be apprehended and delivered over

to the British Consul on bis requisition. Chinese not able to prove themselves to be

British subjects, shall not be considered as such by the Britisb Consul, nor be entitled

to his protection .
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Art. IV .- British subjects are permitted to trade freely in all the seaports of Siam ,

but may reside permanently only at Bangkok , or within the limits assigned by this

Treaty. British subjects coming to reside a: Bangkok may rent land , and buy or build

houses, but cannot purchase land within a circuit of 200 sen (not more than 4 miles

English ) from the city walls , until they shall have lived in Siam for ten years, or shall

obtain special authority from the Siamese Government to enable them to do so . But

with the exception of this limitation, British residents in Siam n ay at any time buy or

rent houses, lands, or plantations, situated anywhere witbin a distance of twenty- four

hours' journey from the city of Bangkok, to be computed by the rate at which boats of

the coun'ry can travel. Iv order to obtain possession of such land or houses , it will be

necessary that the British sulject shall, in the first place, make application through the

Consul to the propır Siamese cfficers ;and th- Consul having satisfied himself of the

bonest intentions of the applicant,will assist him in settling, upon equitable terms, the

amount of the purchase money, will mark out and fix the boundaries of the property,

and will convey the same to the British purchasers under sealed deeds . Whereupon

he and his property shall be placed under the protection ofthe Governor of the district

and that ofthe particular local authorities; he sball conform , in ordinary matters, to

any just directions given him lıy them , and will be subject to the same taxation that is

levied on Siamese subjects. But if ihrough negligence, and want ol capital or other

cause, a British sulject should fail to commence the cultivation or improvement of the

lands so acquired within a term of three years from the date of receiving possession

tbercof, the Siamese Government shall have the power of resuming the property , upon

returning to the British subject the purchase-money paid by him for the same.

Art. V.-All British sulijects intending to reside in Sam shall be registered at

the British Consulate . They shall not go out to sea, ror proceed beyond the limits

assigned by this treaty for the residence of British subji cts, without a passport from

the Siamese authorities, to be applied for by the British Consul ; nor shallthey leave

Siam, if the Siamese authorities show to the British Consul that legitimateobjections

exist to their quitting the country. But within the limits appointed under the

preceding article , British subjects are at liberty 10 travel to and fro under protection

of a pass, to be furnisbad them by the British Consul and counter-sealed by ihe proper

Siamese officer, statii g, in the Siamese character, their names, calling, an idescription.

The Siamese officers at the Government stations in the interior may, at any time,call

for the production of this pass, a : d inmediat ly on its being exhibited, they must

allow the parties to proceed : but it will be their duty to detain those persons who, by

travelling with ut a pass from the Consul , render themselves liable to the suspicion of

their being deserters ; and such detention shail be immediately reported to the Consul .

Art. VI.-All British subjects visiting or residing in Siam , shall be allowed the

free exercise of the Christian religion and liberty to build churches in such localities

as shall be consented to by the Siamese authorities . The Siamese Government will

place no restrictions upon the employment by the English of Sam se subjects as

servants , or in any other capacity. But when ver a Siamese subject belongs to or owes

service to some particular master, the servant, who engages himself to a British

subject without the consent of his master, may be rei laimed ly him ; and the Siamese

Government will not enforce an agreement between a British sulij ct and any Sianese

in his employ, unless made with the knowledge and consent of the master, who has

a right to dispose of the services of the person engaged.

Art. VII.-British ships of war may enter the river, and anchor at Paknam , but

they sball not proceed above Paknam , unless with the consent of tue Siamese

authorities, which shall be given when it is necessary that a ship shall go into dock for

repairs. Any British ship of war conveying to Siam a public functionary accredited

by Her Majesty's Government to the Couriof Bangkok, shall be allowed to come up to

Bangkok, but shall not pa s the forts called Pong Pbrac! amit and Pit-patch -nuck,

upl ss expressly pirmitted to do so by the SiameseGovernment; but in the absence of

a British ship of war, the Siamese authorities engage to furnish the Consul with a

force sufficient to enable him to give effect to his authority over British subjects, and

to enforce discipline among British shipping.
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Art . VIII.- The measurement duty h therto paid by British vessels trading to

Bangkok under the treaty of 1826 sball be abolished from the date of this treaty

coming into operation, and British sh :pping and trade will henceforth be only subject

to the paymentof import and export duties on the goods landed or shipped. On all

articles of import the duties shall be three per cent., payable at the option of the

importer, either in kind or money , calculated upon the market value of the goods .

Draw back of the full amount of duty shall be al owed upon good, found unsaleable

and re-exported. Should the British merchant and the Custom -house officers dis

agree as to the value to be set upon imported articles, such disputes shall be referred

to the Consul and proper Siamese officer, who shall each have the powerto call in an

equal number of merchants as assessors, not exceeding two on either side, to assist

them in coining to an equitable de ision.

Opium may be imported free of luty, but can only be sold to the opiuin farmer

or his agents. In the event of no arrangement being effec'ed with them for the sale

of the opium , it shall be re -exported , and no impost or duty shall be levied thereon.

Any intringement of this regulation shall subject the opium to seizure and con

fiscation.

Articl s of export from the time of production to the date of ship'nent shall pay

one impost only, whei her this be levied under the name of inland tax, transit duły, or

duty on exportation. The tax or duty to be paid on eich article of Siamese pro luc ?

previous to or upon exporta ion , is specified is the tariff attachel to this Treaty ; and

it is distinctly agreed ibat goods or pro luce which pay any description of tax in the

interior , shall be exempted from any further piment of the duty on exportation.

English merchants are to be allowed to purchase directly from the producer the

articls in which they tradle, anu in like manner to sell their goods directly to the

parties wishing to purchase the same, without the inter erence , in either case , of any

other person .

The rates of duty do in in the tariff attacied to this Tr aty are those that are

now paid upon goods or procluc shipped in Siamese or Chinese vessels or junks ; and

it is agreed that British shipping shall enjoy all the privileges now exercised by , or

which hereafter may b : granted to , Siamese or Chinese vessels or junks.

Bri'ish subjects will be all wed to build ships in Siam , on obtaining permission

to do so from the Siamese aui horities .

When ver a scarcity may be apprehen led of salt, rice, or fish , the Siamese

Government res arve to themselves the right of prohibiting, by public proclamation,

the exportation of these articles.

Bullion or personal effects may be imported free of charge.

Art. IX.- The code of regulations appended to this Treaty sball be enforced by

the Consul , with the co-operation of the Siamese authorities; and they, the said

authorities and Consul, shall be enabled to introduce any further regulations which

may be found necessary in order to give effeci to the objects of tbis Treaty.

All fines and peualties inflicted for infraction of the provisions and regulations

of this Treaty shall be paid to the Siamese Government.

Until the British Consul shall arrive at Bangkok , and enter upon his functions,

the consignees of British vessels shall be at liberty to settle with the Siamese autho

rities all questions relating to their trade.

Art. X.- The British Government and its subjects will be allowed free and equal

participation in any privileges that way have been , or may ber after be granted by

the Siamese Governmen to the government or sulijects of any other nation.

Art. XI.- After tbe lapse of ren years from the date of the ratification of this

Treaty, upon the desire of either the British or Siamese Government, and on twelve

months' notice being given by either party , the present and such portions of the

Treaty of 1826 as remain unrevoked by this Treaty, together with the Tariff and

Regulations hereunto anvexed , or those tha' may hereafter be introduced , shallbe

subject 10 r«vi ion by Commissioners appointed on both sides for this purpose, who

will be empowered to dec de on and insert therein such amendments as experience

sball prove to be desirable.



GENERAL REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH BRITISH TRADE

IS TO BE CONDUCTED IN SIAM .

Art. I.-The master of any English ship coming to Bangkok to trade must,

either before or after entering the river, as may befound convenient, reportthe arrival

of his vessel at the Custom -house at Paknam , together with the number of his crew

and guns, and the port from whence he comes . Upon anchoring his vessel at

Paktam , he will deliver into the cus'ody of the Custom -bouse officers all his guns

and ammunition ; and a Custom-house officer will then be appointed to the vessel,

and will proceed in her to Bangkok.

Art. II.-A vessel passing Paknam without discharg ng her guns and ammu

nition as directed in the foregoing regulation, will be sent back to Paknam to comply

with its provisions, and will be fined eight hundred ticals for having so disub`yed.

After delivery of ber guns and ammunition she will be permitted to return to

Bangkok to tra le .

Art . III .-When a British vessel shall have cast anchor at Bangkok , the master,

unless a Sunday should intervene, will within four-and -twenty hours after arrival

proceed to the British Consulate,and depositthere bis ship's papers, bills of lading,

&c . , together with a true manifest of his import cargo ; and upon the Consul's

reporting these particulars to the Custom- bouse, permission to break bulk will at once

be given by the latter.

For n'glecting so to report bis arrival, or for presenting a false manifst, the

master will subject himself, in each instance, to a penalty of four hundred icals; but

he will be allowed to correct, within twenty -four hours after delivery of it to the

Consul , any mistake he way discover in bis manifest, without incurring the above

mentioned yenalty .

Art. IV.-ABritish vessel breaking bulk, and commencing to discharge, before

due permission shall be obtained, or smuggling, either when in the river or outside

the bar, shall be subject to the per alty of eight hundred ticals, and confiscation of

the goods so smuggled or discharged.

Art. V.- As soon as a British vessel shall have discharged her cargo,
and

completed her outward I ding, paid all her duties , and delivered a true manifest of

her outward cargo to the British Consul , a Siamese port-clearance sball be granted

her on application from the Consul, who, in the absence of any legal impediment to

her departure, will then return to the master bis ship’s papers, and allow the vessel

to leave. A Custom -house officer will accompany the vessel to Pakram ; and on

arriving there she will be inspected by the Custom -house officer of that station, and

will receive from them the guns and ammunition previously delivered into their

charge . The above regulations, numbered from 1 to 5 , are obligatory under the

treaty concluded between Great Britain and Siam ; those which follow , numbered

from6 to 14, are equally to be observed by masters of British vessels and their crews.

Art. VI.-Masters of British vessels when reporting their arrival at Her Majesty's

Consulate, at the port of Bangkok , as directed ly the fourth regulation above quoted,

sball notify in writing the names of all passengers and persons not forming part of

the registered crew .

Notice must likewise be given of the number and names of persons, who, as

passengers or in any other capacity (seamen borne on the muster-roll excepted ) in

tend to leave Siam in a British vessel.

Art. VII.-- Seanien, lascars, and others belonging to British vessels in the port

are strictly prohibited to wear side knives and ether weapons while on shore.

Art. VIII. - Siould apy seaman or apprentice absent bimself without leave, the

master will report bis absence , it such exceeds twenty -four hours, a: the Consulate

office.

Art. IX . - Any British subject who entices a seaman or apprentice to desert,

incurs, according to the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, paragraph 257, a penalty not

exceeding ten pounds; or any such subject who wilfully harbours or secretes a person

deserted from his ship, incurs a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, if it be proved

that he had knowledge of bis being a deserter.
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In default of the payment of such fines, the offender is to be iinprisoned in the

Consular gaol for any term not exceeding three months, with or without hard labour.

Art . X.-All cases of death , and especially of sudden death, occurring on board

of British vessels in the port of Bangkok, must be immediately reported at the

Consulate .

Art. XI.—The discharge of guns from vessels anchored in the port of Bangkok,

without notice having been previously given , and permission obtained though H.M.

Consul from the proper Siamese authority, is forbidden, under a penalty not exceed

ing ten poundls.

Art. XII. - It is strictly prohibited to shoot birds within the precincts of the

Wats or Temples, either in Bangkok or elses here within the Siamese dumiìions,or to

injure or dam ige any of the statues or figures, the trees or shrubs in such localities

of Siamese worship ; any British subject or seaman of a British vessel guilty of such

an actrenders himself liable to a penalty not exceeding twentypounds, or in default

thereof to an imprisonment in the Consular gaol for a period of not more than one

month .

Art. XIII. —When a vessel under the British flag is ready to leave the port of

Bangkok, the master will give notice at the Consulate office, and hoist a blue peter

twenty -four hours before her departure, which is to fly until she breaks anchorage .

Art. XIV . - Should any vessel take in or discharge cargo subsequent to the issue

of the Siamese port clearance, as directed by the filth regulation above quoted, the

master , as in a case of smuggling, subjects himself to a penalty of 800 Ticals (equal

to £100) , and goods so taken or dischar_od will be liable to confiscation.

Art. XV. - Every fine or penalty levied under these regulations is (if not paid

in sterling money ) at the rate of eight ticals Siamese currency for one pound .

0

0

0

Tariff of Export and Inlind Duties to be levied on Articles of Trade .

I.-The undermentioned Articles shall be entirely free from Inland or other

taxes, on production of transit, and shall pay Export Duty as follows :

TICAL. SALUNG. FUANG , Hun.

1. Ivory 10 0 0
O per picul ,

2. Gamboge 6 0 0 0

3. Rhinoceros' horns ... 50

4. Cardamons, best 14 0

5. Cardamons, bastard 6

6. Dried mussels ... 1

7. Pelicans' quills 2

8. Betel nut, dried 1

9. Krachi wood

10. Sharks' fins, white 6

11 . Sharks' fins, black ...
3

12. Lukkrabau seed 0

13. Peacocks' tails
...

10

14. Buffalo and cow bones
...

0 0
3 pei picul,

15. Rhinoceros hides ... 2

16. Hide cuttings
... 1

17. Turtle shells 1

18. Soft ditto 1

19. Béche-de -mer 3

20 . Fish maws 3

21. Bird's nests, uncleaned 20 per cent.

22. Kingfishers' feathers ... 6 0 0 per 100

23. Cutch 2
0 per picul,

24. Beyche seed (NuxVomica) "

25. Pungtarai seed
2

26. Gum Benjamin 0

27. Angrai bark

28. Agilla wood

29. Ray skins 3 0

30. Old deers' horns 1

31. Soft, or young ditto 10 per cent. per 100 hid.
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TICAL. SALUNG. FUANG . Hun .

82. Deer hides, fine ... 8 0 0 0 per 100 hides.

33 . Deer hides, common ... ... 3 0 per picul.

34. Deer sinews ...
4

35. Buffalo and cow hides ... ...
1

36. Elephants' bones

37. Tigers' bones

38. Buffalo horns 0

39. Elephants' hides
1 0 per skin.

40. Tigers' skins 0 per picul.

41. Armadillo skins
0

42. Sticklac 1 1

43. Hemp ... ...
1

44. Dried Fish Plaheng 1

45, Dried Fish Plusalit
...

1

46. Sapan Wood 0

47. Salt meat 0

48. Mangrove bark

49. Rosewood

50. Ebony
1 0

51. Rice 4 0 per koyan.

II . — The undermentioned Articles being subject to the Inland or Transit duties

bı rein named, and wbich shall not be increased, shall be exempt from Export duty.

TICAL. SALUNG. FUANG . HUN .

52. Sugar White
2 0 0 per picul.

53. Sugar Red 0 1 0

64. Cotton , clean and uncleaned 10 per cent .

55. Pepper 1 0

56 . Salt fish, Platu,
1 0 O per 10,000 fish

57. Beans and Peas
one twelfth

58. Dried Prawns one twelfth

59. Tilseed one twelfth

60. Silk , raw one twelfth

61 . Bees' was one fifteenth

62 . Tawool 1 0 o per picul .

63. Salt 6 0 0 0 per koyan.

64. Tobacco 2 0 Oper1,000 bdls .

III.-All goods or produce unenumerated in this Tariff shall be free of Export

Duty, and shall only be subject to one Inland Tax or Transit Duty , not exceeding

the rate now paid.

0

1

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE PEACE, ORDER, AND GOOD

GOVERNMENT OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S

SUBJECTS IN SIAM .

Art. I.-- Her Britannic Majesty's Consulate- office shall be open for the transac

tion of public business from 10 o'clock A.M. to 4 o'clock p.M. daily, excepting Sundays

and those holidays upon which offices in Euglard are closed .

Art. II.-- British subjects intending to reside within the dominions of the Kings

of Siam , are required , in conformity with the 5th article of the Treaty concluded

between Her Majesty and the Kings of Siam, to enrol themselves in the register of

British residents kept for that purpose at the Consulate. Failing to do so within

fourteen days after their arrival, without there is valid reason to account for the

omission, they are not entitled, conformably to the Order of Her Majesty in Council,

dated at the Court of OsborneHouse, Isle of Wight, the 28th day of July, 1856, to

protection under the Consul's authority .
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British subjects on leaving Siam as a residenc. are equally required to report

themselves at the Consu'ate, at least forty eight hours before their di-parture.

Seanen borne on the muster -roll of a British vessel are exempt from this obligation.

Art. III. - In comhliance with the Order of Her Majesty in Council, dated the

1st of May, 1858, a ré gister of all births and death occurring amongs: Bri'ish subjects

in Siam is kept at the Consulate. The registration fee of each case is two shillings

and sixper.ce.

The period in which snch registration can take place after the occurrence of the

event in foreign countries bas been fixed by Her Maj sty's Government to be seven

years ; tbis being the utmost limit that can be alowe fir such registration .

Art . IV.-In the ev'nt of a sudden death , either by accident or otherwise,

amongst the subjects of Her Majesty residing here, it must forı hwith be reported at

Her Majesty's Consulate in order that such measures may be taken as the circum

stances require .

Art. V.-British subjects in Siam desiring to trade beyond the limits stipulated

by the Treaty, must apply for a passport to the Consulate a r - asonable time before

their intende i departure; as ibat document must be countersigned by the proper

Siamese authority.

Persous travelling without a pass render themselves liable to be treated as de

serters, and will be detained at the government stations in the interior until the case

having been repored to the Consul, ins ructions on the subject have been rec- ived .

Art. VI. - In all cases of loss of British p'operty by theft or fraud, assault or

felony, whether committed on shore or on board of a British vessel iu barbour, the

occurrence must be forth with reportel at the Consulate-office, and in cases of theft,

peculation , or assult where Briti - h and Siamese suljects are both concerned , a

Siamese, if guilty of any criminal act , may be co ' veyed to Hir Majesty's Consulate,

provided 1b re is no responsible officer of his country at haad to wh. m tbe offender

might be delivere l . But British subjects will not be permitted to use violence to

Siamese offenders, or take sieps for the redress of their grievances, under peril of

rendering themselves liable for the prosecution of an assault.

Art. VII. - It is strictly forbidden a British subject, whether permanently or

temporarily residing in Bangkok , or in any ot! er part o Siam , to enter the precincts

of a Wat or Siamese Templefor the purpose of shooting p geons or otner birds ; nor

is it permitted to injure the edifices, or the symbols of Siamese worship of their tombs,

or to damage any of the trees and shrubs within the last. Any infringement of this

rule will subject the offender to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds, or in default of

such payment, to imprisonment in the Consular gaol for a period not exceeding one

month, w.th or without hard labour.

Art . VIII.- No British subject residing in Bangkok or in any other part of Siam

may establis either a boarding or eating -house without the sanction of the Consul,

and unless security has been giv in pot to harbour any seaman who sails to prove

that he has been legally discharged. Any person thus licensed as boarding or ea'ing

honse keeper, must use every precaution that the inma'es and frequenters of his

house do not conduct themselves in a riotous mann r, or break the peace, otherwise

be will be renderid responsible , an 1 bis licence may be withdrawn.

Art . IX . - Any British suliject resid nt in Bangkok , who wilfully barbours or

secretes any seaman or apprentice who has deserted irom a British ship , knowing or

having reason to believe such to be the case, shall, confirmably to ibe “ Merchant :

Shipping Act, 1854 " (paragraph 257) , incur a penal y not exceeding twenty pounds,

in default he may be imprisoned in the Consular gaol for any term not exceeding three

months, with or without hard labour.

Art. X.-It is strictly forbidden to British subjects to enter the houses of the

Siamese people against their will , or to ceaie disturba‘ces at their abodes . Any

infringement of this rule subjects the offend r, or if more than one , each of the

offenders, to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or in default thereof to imprison

ment in the Consular gaol for the period of not more than one month , with or without

hard labour.



GERMANY .

TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE , AND NAVIGATION, BETWEEN

THE GERMAN CONFEDERATION AND SIAM.

SIGNED, IN THE GERMAN, SIAMESE, AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES,

AT BANGKOK, 7TH FEBRUARY, 1862 .

Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation, between the United States of the

German Customs and Commercial Union , and the Grand Duchies of Mecklenburg

Schwerin and Mecklenburg- Strelitz on the one part , and the Kingdom of Siam on

the other part.

His Majesty the King of Prussia , in his own name, and as representing the

Sovereigns , States, and Territories united to the Prussian system of Customs and

Imports, that is to say , Luxemburg, At halt Dessau Koethen, Anbalt Bernburg

Waldeck and Pyrmon ", Lippe and Meisenheim , as well as on he alf of the other

States belonging to the German Zollverein , namely, Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover,

Wurtemberg, Baden, Electoral Hesse , Grand -ducal Hesse (the bailiwick of Hamburg

iucluded ), the States forming the Thuringian Customs and Commercial Union, to,

wit : Saxe Weimar Eisenach , Saxe Meiningen, Saxe Altenburg, Sixe Coburg Gotba,

Schwartzburg Rudolstadt, Schwartzburg Sonderhausen, the El ter Branch of Russ,

and the Younger Branch of Reuss , Brunswick , Oldenburg, Nassau, and the Free

Town of Frankfort, as likewise in the name of the Grand Duchies of Micklenburg

Schwerin and M - cklenburg -Strelitz on the one part, and their Majesties l'hra Bard

Somdech, Phra Paramenda Maha Mongkut, Phra Chan Klan Chau Yu Hua, the

First King of Siam , and Phra Bard Somdetch, Phra Pawarendr Ramesr Mahiswaresr,

Phra PinKlan Chan Yu Hua, the Second Kingof Siam, on the other part : --

Being sincerely desirous 10 establish friendly relations between the afore-named

States and Siam , have resolved to secure the same by a Treaty of Peace and Com

merce, mutually advantageous and profitable to the subjects of theHigh Contracting

powers, and for tbis pupose bave named as their pl nipotentiaries :

His Majesty the King of Prussia ,

The Cbamberlain Frederick Albert, Count of Eulenburg, bis Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary, Knight of the Order of the Red Eagle, and of the Order

of St. John ;

And their Majesties the First and Second Kings of Siam ,

His Royal Highness Prince Kromonatuang Mugsa Fierat Sanneet ; His

Lordship Chowpriya Suriwongs Samnha Prakralahome, Commander- in chief of

the Forces,and Governor- General of the South West rn provinces ; His Lördship

Chowpraya Rawiwong Maba Kosarihodee, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Governor.

General of the Eastern Coast of the Gulf of Siam ; His Lordship Ch w Pya Yamarat,

Governor of the City of Bangkok and its vicinities ; His Excellency Praya Montree

Prakrulahome Fighnear, Governor-General of the Northern provinces; who after

having communicated to each other their respective full powers, and found them to

be in gooland due form , have agreed upon the following articles :

Art. I .-- Betwe:n the Contracting German States and their Majesties the First

and the Second Kings of Siam , their heirs and successors, as well as between their

respective subjec's, there shall be constant peace and perpetual amitv .

The subjects of each of the High Contra ting Parties shall enjoy in the dominions

of the other full security of person ard property.
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There shall be full and entire freedom of commerce and naviga ion for the

subjects and vessels of the High Contracting parties , in every portion of their

respective territories where trade and navigation are actually allowed or may

hereafter ho allowed to the subjects or vessels of the most favourd nations.

Art. II. - The High Contracting art:es re ognise reciprocally their right to

appoint Cnsuls-General. Consuls, Vice -Consuls, and Consular Agents in the ports

and towns of their re -pective States, and thesi . officers are to enjoy the same privileges ,

immuniti's , powers , an l exemptions, as are or may be accorded to those of the most

favoured nation . The sail Consular Officers shall , however, not begin to exercise

their functions until they shall bave receivid the Exequatur of the local government .

The Contracting German States will appoint one Consular Officer only for each port

or town, but for those places where they app int a Consul-General or a Consul, they

shall have the right of nominating a Vice -Consul or Consular agent besides, to act

for the Consul-General or Consul in case of his being absent or unable to attend.

Vice-Consuis or Consular Agents may also be appointed by the Consuls -General or

Consuls , their chiefs.

The German Consular Officer shall have undr his protection , superintendence,

and control the interests of all subjects of the Contracting German States , who reside

or who arrive in Siam . Heshall conform to all provisions of this Treaty himself, and

enforce tlie observance of the same by German subjects .

He shall also promulgate and carry out all rules and regulations which are now

or may hereafter be enacted for the observance of German citizens with regard to the

conducting of their business , and their due obedience to the laws of Siam .

Should the German Consular officer be absent, subjects of the Contracting

Grman States visiting Siam or residin , in it may have recourse to the intervention

of a Consul of a friendly nation, or they may a ldress themselves directly to the local

authoriti s , who then shall take m’ans to secure to the said German subjects all the

benefits of the present Treaty .

Art . III.--Subjects of the Contracting German States visiting Siam , or taking

up their residence there, shall be allowed free exercise of their religion, and they shall

be at liberty to build churches in suoh convenient localities as shall be consented to

by the Samese authorities, and such consent shall not be withheld without sufficient

reason being assigned .

Art. IV . - Subjects of the Contracting German States wishing to reside in the

Kingdom of Siam must be registered at theGerman Consulate , and a copy of this

registrati'n must be furnished to the Siamese authorities. When ver a subject of

any of the Contracting German Statęs has to refer to the Siamese authorities, his

petition or claim must be first submitted to the German Consular Officer, who shall

forward the same, is it appear to him reasonable, and conceived in proper terms, or

else si all modify its contents.

Art. V. - Subjects of the Contracting German States who may wish to take up

their residence in Siam shall for the present do so only in the city of Bangkok, or

within a district defined by the following boundaries, namely:

On the North : The Bang -patsa canal from its junction with the Choupya river

up to the old walls of the town of Lobpury, and a straight line from thence to the

Pragnam landing place, n ar the town of Saraburi on ihe river Pasak.

On the East: A straight 'ine urawn from the Pragnam landing place to the

junction of the Klongkut caval with the Banypakong river; and this river from thence

to its mout' . Ou the coast between the Ba'gpakong and th island of Simaharaja

German subjects may settle at any place within a distance of twenty - four bours'

journey from Bangkok .

On the South : The island of Simabaraja, the Seechang Islands , and the walls

of Petchaburi,

On the western coast of the gulf German citizens may sett'e at Petchaburi, and

anywhere between that city and the river Meklong , within a journey of twenty -four

hours from Bangkok. From the mouth of the Meklong that river shall form the

boundary up to the town of Raypuri; trom thence a straight line drawn to the town
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of Supannaburi, and thence to the mouth of th- Bangputsa canal nto the Cowpya

river. Nevertheless German sulijects may reside beyond these boundaries on obtain

ing permission to do so from the Siamese authorities.

All subjects of the Contracting German States are at liberty to travel and trade

througbout the entire Kingdom of Siam , and to buy and sell all mercbandise not

probibited, from ani to wh'in soever they please.

They are not bound to purcbase from , or to sell to officials or monopolists, nor is

anybody permitted to interfere with them or hinder them in their business.

Art. VI. — The Siamese Government will place no restrictions upon the employ

ment of Siamese subjects in any capacity whatever by German sulojects. But when

a Siamese subject belongs or owes service to some particular master, he may not

engage himself to a German su vjec : without the consevt of the same. Should he,

however, do so , the contract for services is to be looked upon as concluded for three

months only , unless a still shorter period should have been greed upon, or the

German subject be willing to discharge the Samese at once ; and during this period

the German subject is bound to par two -tbirds of the stipulated wages, not to the

Siamese in his employment, but to the person to wbom he belon : 8 or owes service.

If Siamese in the employment of a German subject offend against the laws

of Siam , or if any Siamese offenders or fugitives take refuge with a German subject

in Siam , the German Consular Officer shall, upon proof of the guilt or desertion ,

take the necessary steps to ensure their being delivered up to the Siamese

autborities .

Art. VII . - Subjects of the Contracting German States shall not be detained

against their will in ihe Kingdom of Siam , unless th- Siamese authorities can prove

to theGerman Consular Officer that tbere are lawful reasons for such detention.

Within the boundaries fixed by Article V. of this treaty, subjects ofthe contracting

German States shall be at liberty to travel without hindrance or delays of any kind

whatever, provided they are in possession of a passport signed by Their Consular

Officer, containing in Siamese characters their names, pressions, and a description of

their person , and countersigned by the competent Siamese autbority .

Should they wish to go beyond the saiu limits and travel in the interior or the

Kingdom of Siam, they shall procure for themselves a passport, which shall be delivered

to them at the request of the Consular Officer by the Siamese authorities, and such

passport shall not be refused in any instance except with the concurrence of the

Consular officer of the Contracting German States.

Art. VIII. - Within the limits specified in the fif h article, sulujects of the

Contracting German Sta'es may buy and sell , take, or let on lease, land and plantations,

and may build, buy, rent, sell , or let houses. The right, however, of owning land

situated :

1. - On the left bank of the river within the city of Bangkok proper, and on the

piece of ground between the city wall and the Klong -padung- kung-krasem canal &c. ;

2.-On the right bank of the river between the points oppositethe upper and the

lower month of the Klong padung -kung -krasem canal, within a distance of two Eugl.sh

miles from the river, sball orly belong 10 such as have received a special permission

from the Siamese Government, or have sp -nt ti'n years in Siam .

In order to obtain possession of such property, German subjects may make an

application through the ConsularOfficer to the Siamese Government, which thereupon

will appoint a functionary, who, jointly with the Consnlar officer, shall equitably adjust

and settle the amount ofthe purchase-mony, and make out and fix the boundaries of

the property. The Siamese Governinent wil then convey the property to the German

purchaser. All landed property of German subjects shall be under the protection of

the district Governor and the local authorities, but the proprietors shail conform in

ordinary matters to an equitable direction proceeding from the said antborities, and

shall be subject to the same taxation as th subjecis or citizens of the most favoured

Dation .

Subjects of the Contracting German States shall be at liberty to search for and

open mines in any part of Siam , and the matter bing distinctly set forth to the
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Consul he sliall in conjunction with the Siamese authorities arrange such suitable

conditions and terms as shall admit of the inines being worked . German suljects

sball likewise be permitted to engage in and carry on in Siam any description of

manufacture not contrary to law , upon like reasonable terms arranged between the

German and the Siamese authorities.

Art . IX . - Wh n a subject of one of the Contracting German Slates , residing

permanently or temporarily in the Kingdom of Siam , bas auy cause of complaint or

any claim rigainst à Siamese , he shall first submit his grievance to the German

Consular Officer, who, after having examined the affair, shall end avour to seti le it

amicably. In th- same manner when a Siamese shall have a complaint to make against

any German sulject the Consular Officer shall listen to uis complaint, but if in such

case this proves impossible ,the Consular Officer shall apply to the competent Siamese

functionary, and having conjointy examined the affair, they s ! all decide thereon

according to eqnity.

Art. X.—If a crime or any offence be committed in Siam , and the offender be a

subject of any of the Contracting German States , he shall be punished by the Consular

Offio'r in conformity to the respective German laws ; or be sent to Germany for

punishment. If the offonder be a Siam ' se, be shall be punished by the Siamese

authori'ies according to the laws of the country.

Art. XI. - Should any act of piracy be committed on vessels belonging to any of

the Contricting German States on thecoast or in the vicinity of the kingdom of Sam ,

the authorities of the nearest place , on heing informed of the same, shall use all means

in their power towards the capture of the pirates, and the recovery of the stolen

property, which shall be delivered to the Consular Offic'r, to be restored by him to the

owners. The same course shall be followed by the Siamo se authorities in all ac's of

pillage or robbery directed a ainst the property of German subjects on shore. The

Siamese Government shall not b : held responsible for property stolen from German

subjects , as soon as it is proved that it has emploved a l means in its power for the

recovery of the same; aid this principle shall equally bold good with regar 1 to Siamese

subjects living under the protection of any of the Contracting German States, and to

their property

Art . XII. -On the German Consular Officer sending a written application to the

Siam se amhorities, he shall receive from them every aid an : support in detectivg or

arresting German -ailors or other subjects, or any individual under the protection of

a German flig. The German Consular Officer shall also , at his request, receive from

the Siamese authorities every vecessary assistance , and a suffici -nt force to give due

effect to h s authority ov'r German subjects, and to keep up discipline among German

shipping in Siam . In like manner, whinever a Siam se, guilty of deertion or any

other crime, shail take refuse in the house of a subjíct of any of the Contrating

German Sia’es, or on board of German vessels , the local authorities shall address

themselves to the German Consular Officer, who, on proof of the culpability of the

accused, sball inmediately authorise bis arrest . All concealment and connivance

shall be carefully avoided by botb parties.

Art. XIII . — Should a subject of any of the Contracting Gerinan States, engaged

in business in the kingilom of Šiam , become bikrupt, the German Consular Officer

shall take possessio of all his goods, in order to distribute them proportionately

among the creditors, for which end he shall receive every aid from the Siamese

authorities ; he shall also neglect no means to seize, on behalf of the creditors, all

the giods which the said bankrupt mav posses: in other countries. In like manner

in Siam the authorities of the kingdom shall adjudicate and distribute the effects of

Siamese subjects who may become insolvent in their commerc al transactions with

subjects of the Contract ng German States.

Art. XIV . - Should a Siamese subject refuse or evade the payment of a d bt to

a German subject, the Siamese authorities shall afford the creditor every aid and

facility for recovering what is due to him . In like manner the German Consular

Officer shall give every assistance to Siam se suljects to recover the debts wbich may

be due to them by subjects of the Contracting German States .
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Art . XV.-In case of the decease of any of their respective subjects in the domi

nions of one or the other of the High Contracting Parties, his property shall be delivered

unto the executor of bis will , or, if noe bave been aſ printed, unto the family of the

deceased , or unto his partners in business. If the defunct possesses neither family

nor partners in business, bis property sl all, in the dominious of both of the High

Contracting Parties , he plac d , as far as the laws of the land permit it, under the

charge and control of the res ; eclive Consular officers, in order that they may deal

with it in tb" customary manner, accoraing to the laws and usages of their country.

Art. XVI. - Men -of-war belonging to any of the Contracting German States may

enter the river and anchor at Paknam , but in case they intend to proceed to Bangkok

they must first inform the Siamese authorities, and come to an understanding with

the same respecting the anchorage.

Art. XVII.- Should a Gei man vessel in distress enter into a Siamese port, the

local authorities shall offer every facility for her being repaired and revictualled, so

that she may be able to continue her voyage. Shouli a German vess: 1 be wrecked

on the coa- ť of the kingdom of Siam , the Samese authorities of the nearest place,

being informed thereof, shall immediately afford every possible assistance to the crew ,

and ake all measures dicessary for the relief and security of the vessel and cargo .

They shall thereupon inform the German Consular Officer of what has taken place iu

order that he may, in conjunction with the competent Siamese au: nority, take the

proper steps for sending the crew home, and dealing with the wreck and cargo.

Art . XVIII .-By paying the in port and export duties mentioned bereafter,

vessels belonging to any of the Contracting German States and their cargoes , s' all be

free in Sam of all dues of tonnage, pilotage, and anchorage, or other dues whatever,

as well on th : ir arrival as their departure. They shall enjoy all privileges and

immunities which are or shall be granted to junks , Siamese vessels, or vessels of t.e

most favoured nation .

Art . XIX .-- The duties to be levied on merchandize imported into the kingdom

of Siam by vessels belonging to any of the Contracting German States shall not exceed

three per cent . on theirvalue. They shall be paid in kind or in money, at the choice

of the importer. If the importer cannot agree with the Siamese Custom -house

officers as to te value of the merchandiz imported , the matter shall be referred to

tbe Consular Officerand a competent Siamese functionary, who, if they consider it

necessary, will each invite one or two merchants to act as advisers, and will settle the

difference according to justice.

After payment of the said import duty of ihree per cent., the merchan lize may

be sold by wholesale or retail,freeof any charge whatsoever. Should goods be landed

and not sold, and be again shipped for exportation , the whole of the duties paid on

them shall be reimbursed ; and in general no duty shall be levied on any cargo not

sold . Nor shall any further duties, taxes , or charges be imposed or levied ou imported

goods after theyhave passed into the hands of Siamese purchasers.

Art. XX.- The duties to be levied on Siamese produce, either before or at the

time of shipment, shall be accurding to the tariff annexed to the present Treaty.

Every article of produce subject to duties of exportation according to this tariff shall

be free of all transit and other dues throughout the whole kingdom of Siam , and it

is likewise agreeil that no Siamese produce, which shall bave paid transit or other

duties, shall be subject to any tariff, duty , or other charge whatsoever, either before

or at the time or shipment.

Art. XXI. - On paying the duties above mentioned , which are not to be

augmented in future, subjects of the Contracting German States sball be at liberty to

import into the kingdom of Siam from German and foreign ports , and likewise to

export for all destipa : ions, all goods which in the day of the signing of the present

Treaty are not the object of a formal prohibition or a si ecial monopoly. The Siamese

Government reserves to itself, however, the right of prohibiting the exportation of

rice, whenever it shall find reasun to apprehend a dearth in tbe country. Butsuch

prohibition , which mustbe published one month before being enforced, shall not

interfere with the fulfilment of contracts made bona fide before its publication ;
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German merchants sball , however, inform the Siamese authorities of any bargains

they have concluded previously to the prohibition . It shall also be permitied that

sbips which I ave arrived iu Siam at the time of the publication of said prohibition,

or are on their way to Siam from Chinese ports or from Singapore, if they have left

those ports before the probibition to export could be known there, may be laden with

rice for exportation. Should the Siamese Guveriment thereafter reduce the duties on

goods imported or exported in Siamese or other boitoms, vessels belonging to any of

the Contracting German States , which import or export similar produce, sball imme

diately participate in the benefit accruing from such a rıduction .

Art. XXII.—The Consular Officer of : be Contracting German States, shall see

that German inerchants and seamen conform themselves to the regulations annexed

to the prest nt Treaty , and the Siamese autiorities shall aid them herein . All fines

levied for infractions of the present Treaty slall belong to the Siamese Government.

Ar . XXIII.-The Contracting German S.ates and their subjects shall be allowed

free and equal participation in all privileges that may bave been or may hereafter be

granted by the Siamese Government to the government, subjects, or citizens of any

other nation .

Art. XXIV . — After the lapse of twelve years from the date of ratification of this

Treaty the Contracting States may propose a revision of the present Treaty and of

the regulations and tariff thereunto annexed, in order to introduce such alterations,

additions, and amendments as experience may prove to be desirable. Notice of

such an intention must, however, be given at least a year beforehand .

Art . XXV . - Thepre- ent Treaty is execut d in four-fold copies, in the German,

the Siames ”, and the English languages. All these versions bave one and the same

meauing and intention, but the English text shall be looked up in as the original texů

of the Treaty, so that, il any different interpretation of the German and Siamese

versions shall ever occur, the English text shall determive the sense.

The Treaty shall take effect immediately, and its ratifications sball be exchanged

at Bangkok within eigbteen months of the present date .

In wituess whereof the Plenipotentiaries named at the beginning have signed and

sealed the present Treaty at Bangkok , on the seventh day of the mouth of February,

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty -two, corresponding to

the Siamese date of the eighth day of the tbird moon, in the year of the Cock, the

third of the Decade, elev nth of the present reign, and one thousand two hundred

and twenty-third of the Siamese civil era.

Here follow the seals and sigvatures of the Commissioners.

TRADE REGULATIONS.

I.—The master of every ship, b ·longing to any of the Contracting German States,

which comes to Bangkok to t :ade, mus' either before or aft » r entering the river, as

he may coose, riport the arrival of his vessel at the Paknam Custom -house, and the

number of bis crew and grins, and the name of the port from whence he comes. As

soon as his vessel bas anchored at Pakman , he shall deliver up all his guns and

ammunition into the custody of the Custom -house Officer, and a Custom - house Officer

will then be appointed to accompany the vessel to Bangkok.

II. - Every merchant vessel passing Paknam , without discharging her gu's and

ammunition as directed in the foregoing r- gulation , will be sent back to Paknam to

comply with its provisions, and will be lia le to a fine not exceeding eight hundred

ticals. After having given up her guns and ammu : itivn , she will be permitted to

return to Bangkok .

III. - Whenever a German merchant vessel shall have cast anchor at Bangkok, the

master shall, unless a holiday intervenes, proceed within four and twenty hours to the

German Consula'e, and there deposit the sbip's papers, bills of lading, &c . , together

with a true manifest of his cargo, and upon the Consular Officer reporting these

particuli rs to tbe Custom- house, permission to break bulk will at once be given by

the latter. Should the Custom - house delay granting such permission for more than
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twenty - four bours, the Consular Officer may give a permit, which shall bave the same

validity as if it " rocee led from the Custom house.

For neglecting to report bis arrival or for presenting a false manifest, the master

will be liable to a , enaltı not exceeding four hundred ticals, but he will be allowed

to correct, within twent -four hours after delivery of it, any mistake he may discover

in bis manifest , without incurring any penal: y.

IV .-A German vessel breaking bulk and commencing to discharge before having

obtained due permission, or smuggling on the river or outside the bar , shall be suloject

to a penalty not exceeding cight hundred ticals, and to confiscation of the goods so

smug led or discharg. d .

V.—As soon as a German vessel shall have discharged her cargo and completed

her outward lading, paid all her dutie . and delivered a true munifest of her outward

cargo to the German Consular Officer, a Siamese port clearance shall be granted to

her, and, in the absence of any legal impedim nt to her d - parture, the German

Consular Officer will then return the ship's papers to the master and allow the vessel

to leave. A Custom-house Offic r will accompany the vessel 10 Pakuam , and there she

will be inspected by the Custom -louse Officers of that station , and will receive back

from them the guns and ammunition previously delivered into their charge.

VI ---All Custoin -house Officers shall carry a badge, by wbich they can be

distinguished when acting officially, and only two Custom -bouse Officers shall be

allowed on board a German viss ») at one time, unless a greater number should be

required to effect the seizure of smuggled goods.

TARIFF .

Here follows the Tariff of Import, Export, and Inland Duties to be levied on

Articles of Trade, which is precisely the same as that attached to the English Treaty,

with the subjoined a ditions :

Tre duties on goJs imported into the Kingdom of Siam in vessels belonging to

any of the Contracting German States shall not exceed three per cent. on their

value, and sbali be paid either in kind or in mon - y, at the choice of the importer.

Fur- ign coins, gold and silver in bars or ingots, gold leaf, provisions, and

personal eff cts may be imported or exported duty free.

Such Consular Officers of the Contracting German Stat's as shall be prohibited

by their Governments from engaging in trade are at liberty to import duty free all

objects of furniture, ou fit, and consumption they may require for their own private

Opium maybe imported duty free, but can be sold only to the opium farmer or

his agents. In like manner guns and ammunition may also be sold to the Siamese

Government or to the Cousui of the same .

use.
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His Royal Highn ss Prince Krom Hluang Wongsa -dirat-sanidt, Superinteudent of

Customs, legs to inform all who are interested in this documont, that having

consulted with all the Consuls in Siamabout the Imports and Exports, he has

agreed with them upon the following Regulations, wisich , from this date , are the

Jaw of the land :

20th January, 1863.

I.-Merchants or other persons importing merchandise for sale into Bangkok,

shall pass sight entries at the Custom -house within twenty - four hours after the vessel

shall have en'ered in the Consulate or Master-attendant's office,and upon such entries

being made pirmission shall be granted to land the goods. But in order that the

discharge of the importing vessels shall not be delayed , the Siamese Custom -house

authorities are at liberty to land and store all goods for which permits have not been

lodged with the Custom -house officer on board in time for good delivery, and all

charges for landing and storing shall be paid by the importers or consignees.

II. - Forty-eight hours aft r the discharge of the goods shall be allowed the

consignees for completing the entries .

III. - Munitions of war are prohibited from being sold by merchants or other

persons without reporting to the authorities and obtaining permission to do so .

IV .-Mat bags, imported by merchants or other persons, shall pay a duty of

three per cent,either in kind ormoney, but upon proof being given of their having

been u-ed by the importer for his own exportation, a drawback to the full extent of

the duty on the bagsso used shall be allowed .

V.--Masters of vessels shall report to the inspector of Customs any ship stores,

provisions, or other merchandise they may bave for sale, and obta :n a permit to

discharge the same previous to doing so .

VI. - Merchants or other persons having import d merchandise, and found it

unsaleable, and desiring to re-export i ' , shall report the par iculars to the inspector

of Customs, and receive drawback to the rull amount of the duty paid by them in the

said goods .

VII.- Masters of vessels , or Supercargoes purchasing produce generally liable

to export duty, to be consumed by the crews of vessels on a voyage, sball report to

the inspector of Customs the quantity purchased .

VIII. - Merchants or other persons exporting produce either in for ign or native

vessels, shall enter with the inspector of Customs tue quanuiy, description, and value

of export previous to vessel's obtaining port clearance .

İX --The inspector of Customs shall bave authority to search passengers' baggage

when hede'msit necessary, but it s'all be passed within half an hour after tắe

vessel's arrival in Bangkok. The cargo shall also be discharged under the inspection

of a Custom -house officer according to the manifest furnisne d by the inspector of

Customs; in the absence of the Custom-house officer appointed to be on board during

legal hours, the master shall nevertheless have liberty to deliver cargo .

X. - Should the inspector of imports an I exports nave reason to doubt the correct

ness of any en ry , he may place under seal the goods so suspected, to be afterwards

examined, but such examination shall not be delayed by the inspector or consignee

beyond i be period of three montbs, and the mercbandise 'thus under seal shall not be

transferred nor exported ; if upon examination the goods are found to have been

incorrectly entered , they shall be reclosed under the joint seals of the insp.ctor of

Customs and the consignee or importer, and aball be at once removed to th . Cus'om

house godowns pending adjudication by the Cunsul to whose jurisdiction ibe case

belongs, and the Superintendent of Customs jointly.
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XI.- Masters and supercargoes of vessels shall ordivarıly neither receive nor

discharge cargo but ietween the hours of 6 A.M. and 6 P.M. , when an officer will be

in attendance on board . Special permission will have to be obtained from the

Inspector of Customs to receive or discharge cargo at other than the above stated

times .

XII.—That should permission not be granted by the Siamese authorities for a

vessel to break bulk within 24 hours after her due entry, the Consul of the nation to

whom the vessel belongs shall bave power to order the discharge.

XIII. - That the Siamese Government will be liable for damages in the case of

any vess: 1 having been detained by the inspectors of imports and exports upon

suspicion, which on examination appears to have been unfounded.

XIV . - That all cases arising from a breach of these regulations shall be laid

before the Consul coi cerued, who will then with the Superintendent of Customs

enquire whether the infraction has been intentional or through ignorance, and only

in cases of wiltul infringement of the r « gulations, shall they impose the full fine ; in

cases where there is no proof of the infringement being intentional they shall propor

tion the fine to the offence.

XV.-The native vessels shall be under the same strict control as vessels of other

nations .

Should it appear to the Cinsuls of this place that those whose interests are

committed to them trade at a disadvantage in this last ríspect, they will withdraw

their consent to the regulations .

LAWS CONCERNING VESSELS BELONGING TO SIAM, AND VESSELS FROM FOREIGN

PORTS , LARGE Vessels AND LIGHTERS WHICH COME INTO THE CHOW

Phya RIVER, OR INTO ANY OF THE RIVERS OF THE

PROVINCES BELONGING TO SIAM .

I.-If a vessel come into the Chow Phya river, she shall cast anchor at the

Guard Station at Paknam . Her master shall then report his name, the name of his

vessel, from whence she comes, bo : many men she has on board , and whatmercban

dise she has, so that the officer at the station may first examine his vessel. If she

bave guns and ammunition on board, the master sball deliver these to the care of

the officer in charge . If the vessel going out be a merchant vessel belonging to a

foreign port, or a vessel belonging to Siam , having a European or American captain ,

then she shall first be reported to Luang Wisuth Sakaratith , the Harbour-master,

and then a pass be obtained for her at the Custom -office. But vessels belonging to

the country, under Chinese or Mussulman flag, according to the custom of either, shall

be reported to the officers of the port in the service of the Kromato of the right hand ,

or the Kromato of the left hand (accorling to whose business it is), and request a

pass for the vessel according to the custom . When the vessel shall have dropped

down to the Guard Station at Paknam . the pass shall be presented to the officer of

the station , and , when the said officer discovers no cause why she should be detained ,

she may pass on .

In case a vessel that is coming in or going out do not stop at the Guard Station ,

and thus violate the treaties, she shall forfeit the sum of ( igbi hundred ticals , as the

treaties bave stipulated. And if a vessel shall go into any port of the provinces, or

come out of any such port, she shall cast anchor at the Guard Station (at the mouth

of such river] and report herself to the officer of the station , and whatever le shall

direct the master to do in the premises, that must be done which is according to

the treaties .

Light on Vessels, and Mooring Ships.

II. - When any ship or vessel shall have entered intoany river she shall keep a

light burning three fathoms above her upper d ck from early twilight to clear morning
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light. Andwhen she shall have arrived ap the river, within the precin « ts of the town,

ber master shall first report bimself to the Harbour-master, who will direct bim to a

berth for his vessel , wbich direction he must follow. She shall be moored by two

anchors, one for the flood, and the other for the ebb tide, and rig her jib -boom in.

Masters of vessels art prohibi'ed from quitting the place of anchorage which has

been assigned to them, without having first cbtained the sanction of the Harbour

master. Every infraction will be punished by a five.

The Line of Mooring.

III.- The Harbour-master sball direct the masters of vessels not to moor their

vessels very near the shore. The vessels shall Le so moored as that they will not be

liable to swing round and strike any floating hou -e . They shall not be moored at the

mouth of any canal, but shall be arranged in a line up and down the river. Masters

of vessels are hereby forbidden to ' fasten their cable to the shore , so as to forma

obstructions to the passage of loats near the shore.

Collision and Sinking of Vessels.

IV.-If vessels come into collision with one another, and are injured, and

persons lose their lives by the accid nt, and property be lust, or damaged 10 whatever

amount, report mustbe made of it to the Harvour.master, whowill then examine

the matter, and report to the proper authority, who will adjudicate the case .

If a vessel coming in or going out shall spring a leak, and sink in the channel of

the river, the master of the sameshall employ men to remove that obstruction . But

should be not do this , the Harbour-master shall cause it to be done, and wbatever

be the cost of that work it sliall be paid by the master of the said vessel .

Liabilities of Vessels not properly Moored .

V. - If the master of any vessel do not abide by the 2nd and 3rd articles as

above stated , and a large vessel dropping down or com'ng up the river shall run

against such a vess 1 and injure her, damages may not be claimed from the vessel

thus causing the injury.

If a small vessel shall run against a vessel not properly moored, and the small

vessel be suik thereby, and property damaged or lost, to whatever amount,the master

of the large vessel shall paythe value ofall property lost or damaged and pay a fine

of one hundred and sixty ticals, because he did not take care to follow the directions

given in articles 2nd and 3rd .

All cases of this class that exist at the pres nt time, or that may arise in the

fuiure, and the person required thereby to pay damages shall bave any doubt as to

the true worth of the property damaged or lost, the owner of tle said property shall

under oath , administeri d according to the cu-to'n of bis own religion, afford satisfac

tory evidence that the property lost was of the value claimed .

In all cases where a fine is imposed on masters of vessels fur carelessness of the kind

above stated, the money tbus obtained shall become the property of the Government .

Cable and Ropes connecting with the shore.

Art . VI . - If a master of a vessel shall remove from his berth and moor close

in shore for the purpose of receiving merchandise, or for any ot1 er advantage, and

shall in the day time fasten ropes to ihe land to bring her in to shore, it shall not be

unlawful . But the ropes must not be thus engaged in the night time.

If a vessel shall remove from her berib to receive merchandise, and be fastened

close to a wharf, one or two abreast of each other, but not so that the way for he

passing of boats outside shall be obstructed - or shall put into shore to cast out ballast,

or do anyıbing else, and the vessel be in close contact with the shore or wliarſ, and

there be left no passage for boa's between her and the shore, ropes may in such cases

be extended from her to ihe shire, for the purpose of retaining her place.

The Royal Barges, sea's of either the first or second king, are alloweil to be

moored in front of the royal palaces; and although their cables and ropes be made

fast to the shore, it shall not be unlawful , because they are near the seats of the kings

on the bank of the river, it not being suitable that any persons besides those engaged

in royal service should come near to them .
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to piss.

If any one attempt to pass between i he said Barg's and the Royal seats on the

river's bank, and run against their cables, or ropes, and the boat be capsized , all

damage- thus resulting shall be suffered by the owner of the boat, because the act

had een forbidden . Th re are « nly two sneh plac's, viz.: one in front of the First

King's Palace , and one in iron of the Second King's Palace. Again, masters of boats

in the canals, lader with gocds coming out to moor in the river with th : view to sell

their merchandise, if they wish to ancher near the shore may do so, provided they

leave an open passage between their boats and the shore sufficient for small boats

According to Article IV . , if a small boat get entanglel in the ropes or chains of

vessels, by which they are held in their proper plac's according to those laws, or run

against a vessel thus orderly mooied , and be capsized , and property be lost by the

accident in whatever way , the owner of the beat capsized shall not claim any damages.

Respect to be paid to the Kings when passing.

VII .-If either of tbeir Maje- ti's the Kings of Siam desire to pass on the river,

and a vessel riding at anehor shallin any wise interrupt the way, and the Harbour

master or other officer in charge shall order said vessel to move out of the way, then the

diaster of the vessel shall be bound to obey that order withinethe space of tliree hours.

And concerning all vessels of commerce lying ai anchor in the river, whenever

the Royal Bargès bearing either of their Majesties the Kings of Sam shall appro.ch

near them , it is requested that their colours be drawn up to bestow a Royal salute

according to custom . And te people who may be on board these vessels at the time

can at their pleasure either retire out of sight of the King as he pass - s, or come

out an1 salute him , according to the custom of he country and the languageto which

they belong. But let them not walk back and forth, or get up and sit down on the

bulwarks with their feet daugling down the sides of the vessels, or go up the mast, or

perform work thereon at the time,because this would be regarded by the Siamese as

an insulı off red to the King.

If such offence be commit:ed, or the vissel fail to be removed out of the King's

way, and she be one belonging to the kingdom of Siam , the Siamese officer in charge

shall inflict the punishment due. But if the vessel be a merchant vessel belonging

to a foreign port , coming under the jurisdiction of either of the Consuls, complaint of

the same shall be made to the Consul .

Collision of Vessels.

VIII.-In case a large vessel, coming up or going down the river, runs into

another vessel , or into a floatingbruse, or any building that is orderly moored, and

damage property, the master of said vessel shall cause to be made a due estimate of

the «la magedone, and pay it, be the same little or much . But if the vessel which did

the damage be herself injured to wba'ever amunt, she shall not claim any damages

of the vessel, or flating house, or other float by which she was thus damag d,because

she herself alone ran into the other.

Again , steamboats in Siam , which are to be maliy in the fu !ure, when they

come or go with or against the tide, shall not pass near the shore, but between the

lines of large vessels a : anchor. The reason of this law is , that steamboats bave

great power and speed, so that small craft will be likely not to have time to get out

of their way .

A



FRANCE AND CAMBODIA .

TREATY BETWEEN THE PRINCE OF CAMBODIA AND THE

EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

SIGNED AT UDONG , AUGUST 11th , 1863 .

This Treaty baving been duly considered and concluded between the Admiral, on

the part of the Emperor of the French , and the Prince of Cambodia, in order that

Cambodia may be in peace and prosperity ( with Lower Cochin -China ], and its the two

nat ons are contiguous, the Cainbodians must not be on unfriendly terms with the

French . For this reason the Emperor of the French instructed the Commandler-in

chief, Vice-Admiral de la Grandière, Governor of Saigon, to consult with the Prince

of Cambodia, and make it publicly known that the Emperor of the French will assist

to protect Cambodia. For carrying into effect this ohject the Commander-in -chief,

Admiral de la Grandière, Governor of Saigon, and the Somdeich Phra Mala Ujerat,

Governor of Cambodia , bave concluded the following treaty :

Art. 1. -The Emp. ror of the French will assist and protact Cambodia.

Art. II .—The Emperor of the French will appoint a French officer as Consul to

reside near the Prinre of Cambodia , to enforce the observance of this treaty by both

nations. Tuis French officer will be under the orders of the Commander -in -chief at

Sigon. The Prince of Cambodia will appoint a Cambodian officer t ) reside with the

Commander -in -chief as Consul.

Art. III. - If a French officer resi e in Cambodia in the above -mentioned capacity ,

he is to be con ider d as a norile of high rank , and to be respected anlf -ared as such .

Art . IV .-- If any other Foreign nation desire to appoint a Consul in Cambodia ,

the Prince of Cambodia and his chief nobles will consult with the French Commai der

in -chief at Saiyon, and if all agree , then that Forei.n nation can appoint a Consul ,

If the Prince of Cambodia and his nobles willnot consent to allow any foreign nation

to appoint a Consul in Cambodia the Admiral Commander -in - chief at Saigon will also

refuse his con -ent.

Art. V. - If any French subjects desire to travel about for the purposes of trade,

or to build houses in Cambodia, they must inform the Cambodian authorities, who

will provide them with docuinents to do so .

Art . VI. - If any Cambodian subjects go to the French territories , they sball

have like privileges and powers.

Art . VII. - If French subjects and Cambodians have disputes together, they must.

complain to the French Consul , and if after in ' estigation the case is not settled, the

Consul and the Cambodian officers will consult together and arrange the matter

justly. If Cambodiaus have disputes , the French Consul will not interfere in the

matter. If French subjects have disputes among themselves the Cambodian officer

will not interfere. If foreigners, natives of Euiope , have disputes with the French ,

the French officers will settle the case. If a French subject, having committed an

offence, fly to Cambodia, the Cambodian authorities will assist the French Consul to

convey the defaulter to the C mmander - in - chief at Saigon for judgment. If there be

no French Consul or Officer in Cambodia , the Frinch Commander -in - chief will have

power to act for the Censul in arranging such matters.

Art. VIII. - If a French subj. ct wish to reside in Cambodia he will register

himself at the French Consula e, and the French Cousul will inforın the Cambodian

authorities of the circumsta ce.

Art . IX.- If a Cambodian wish to reside in French territory , and there is no

impediment to his deing so , be will be registered by the Cam'o.ian authorities

themselves , or by theCambodian officer appointed by the Prisce of Cambodia to

reside at Saigon.

Art . X.-If traders bring merchandise of any discription from foreigo poris , with

the exception of opium , for sale in Ca'nbod a , and they have a pass from the Saigon

authorities permi ting them to come, the Cambodian Custom -house must not luvy any

duty, but it tue traders bring opium , the Cambodian authorities can levy a duty on it .
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Art . XI .-All articles of commerce which traders take from Cambodia to Cochin.

China, if the Cambodian Custom -bouse officers bave already collected the duty on

them and the “ Tangkau" has a paus from the Cambodian authorities, wbicb will be

countersigned by the French Consul , will be permitted to be sold in the French

territory free of duty.

Art. XII. - If any French subject in pursuit of science come to Cambodia,he

must inform the Cambodian authorities, who will render assistance and provide

for hi- safe conduct.

Art . XIII.-If French ships or junks be plundered by pirates anywhere within

the Cambodian territory at any time, and be Cambodian authorities of that place are

informed of the circumstance, they will examine the matter, se ize- and punish the

robbers accordirg te law, and the property recovered will be restored to ihe owners

or to the French Consul, who will deliver it over to the owners. If the robbers are

not found , and no property recovered , and if the Cambodian authorities have made

every search without success , tbe said authorities will pou be held responsible. The

above is also applicable to the property of French subjects in Cambodia .

Art . XIV.-If Cambodian ships or junks be plund-red by pirates in the French

dominions , the French authorities of the nearest place on being informed will search

for the robbers, seize and punish them according to law , and tre property recovered

will be restored to the owners ; if the owners be absent, to the Cambodian officers for

transmission to them . It after making search for the robbers and property the French

officers do not find them , they are not to be held responsible . If Cambodian officers

in French territory be plundered of any kind of property the above is also applicable

to them, and if the French officers have done their utmost to find the robbers and

property, but without success, they will not be made answerable.

Art. XV . - All French Bishops have authority to teach religion throughout the

territories of Cambodia, and the Cambodians will offer no impediment to their doing

so. If they wish to build churches, schools, or hospitals, they will inform the

Cambodian authorities , whose consent will.be necessary.

Art. XVI. – The E :uperor of the French recognises tbe Prince of Cambodia as a

legitimate Prince , ard agrees to assist him in preserving peaceand friendship , and to

protect Cambodia from her enemiesand from the oppression of other countries. The

Emper r of the French will honestly assis: the Prince so as to enable him to collect

duties from the traders and to enable i hem to proceed to sea.

Art. XVII. - In order that the foregoing article may be easily carried into effect,

the French Commander-in-chief, Governor of Saigon, desires some land at Charvey

Chung ,” to build houses for coals and godowns for rice for the French vessels . The

Prince of Cambodia agrees to gire the said land at “Charvey Chung,” viz. , from the

north of the fort and stockades of 15 sen ( 1,800 feet). If auy Cambodan temple ground

intervene it must be avoi led, and such ground to continue to remain and belong to

the said temples. If the French Commander -in - chief desires any more land anywhere,

the Prince and his noblis, it after considera'ion tvey find a piece suitable, will grant

it on the same conditions as at “ Charvey Chung.”

Art. XVIII. - In order to show their gratitudefor the protection afforded by the

Emperor of the French for the purpose of promoting th peace and prosperity of the

country, the Cambodians agree that it the French wish to cut iimber in the Cambodian

forests for the purpose of building the ships of the Emperor of the French, tbey shall

be permitied to do so , upon informing the Cambodian authorities, who will sund

instructions to the Governors of the Interior to that effect. On the part of the French

they agree to pay all expenses incuried. If the Frer.ch buy any merchandise in

Calbodia they will be permitted to do so with facility, the price of such merchandise

to be arranged between the purchaser and seller.

Art . XIX.- This treaty being concluded, requires only the Emperor of the

French's consent by placing his seal on it; three copies bave been made. The Prince

of Caubodia , Somdeich Oog Phra Norodom , bas sigued and sealed them , together

with the Frı nc Coumander -in -chief.

Dated Udong, 11tb August, 1863.



FRANCE AND ANNAM .

TREATY BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF FRANCE AND THE

KINGDOM OF ANNAM.

SIGNED AT SAIGON, 15TH MARCH , 1 74 .

His Excellency the President of the Republic of France and His Majesty the

King of Annam , wishing to unite their countries by the ties of a durable amity, have

resolved to conclude a treaty of peace and alliance replacing that of 5th June, 1862,

and they have in consequence named their plenipotentiaries to that effect, namely :

His Excellency the Presidentof the Republic of France : Rear Almiral Dupré,

Governor and Commander -in -Chief of Lower Cochin -China, Grand Offic'r of the

National Order of the L -gion of Honour, Officer of Public Instruction , etc. ; and His

Majesty the King of Annam : Letuan , Minister of Justice , first ambass idor, and

Nguyen -van -tuong, First Councillor of the Ministry of Rites, second ambassader ; who,

after communication of their respective powers, found in due form , bave agreed to

the following articles :

Art . I. --There shall be perpetual peac ' , amity , and alliance between France and

the Kingdom of Annam.

Art. II . -His Excellency the President of the French Republic, recognising

the sovereignty of the King of Annam and his entire independence of all foreign

power whatsoever, promises him aid and assista' ce, and engages to give him , on his

demand and gratuitously, the necessary means for maintaining order an-1 tranquility

in bis.state, to defend it against all attacks , and to destroy the piracy which desolates

a por : ion of the coast of the kingdom .

Art. III.-In recognition of this protection, His Majesty the King of Annama

engages to conform bis foreign policy to that of France and in notbing to change bis

present diplomatic relations.

This political engagement does not extend to treaties of commerce, but in no case

shall His Majesty the King of Annam inake with any nation whatsoever a treaty of

commerce in disaccord with that concluded between France and the King lom of

Annam, and without baving previously informed the French Government.

His Excellency the President of the French Republic engages to make to His

Majesty theKing of Annam a gratuit us present :

1.-Of five steam vessels of five hundred horse power, in perfect condition alike

in their boilers and engines, arms and equipment, in conformity with the provisions

of the rules of armament.

2.-Of one hundred cannon of seven and six centimetres in diameters, provided

with two hundred charges per piece.

3.-Of one thousand breech -lading rifles ; and five hundrd thousand cartridges.

These boats and arms shall be delivered fre : in Cochin -China within the space

of one year from the date of the exchange of the ratifications .

Art. IV . - His Excellency thePresident of theFrench Revublic lik wise promises

to place at the disposition of the King a sufficient number of military and marine

instructors to reorganise his army and fleet ; of engineers and chief artizans

capable of directing the works which it shall please His Majesty to undertake ; of

men expert in finance to organise the excise and customs services in the king lom ;

of professors to establish a coilege at Hué . He promises also to furnish to the
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King the war vessels and the arms and munitions which His Majesty sball judge

necessary to his service. The equitable remuneration for th · services thus rendered

shall be fixed by common consent between the high contracting parties.

Art . V. - His Majesty the King of Anpam rec gnises the full and entire

sovereignty of France over the wbole of the territory actually occupied by her, and

comprised within the following boundaries :-On the east , the China Sea and the

Kingdom of Annam ( province of Binh -thuan ) ; on the west , the Gulf of Siam ; on

the souih , the China S a ; on the north ,the Kingdom of Cambodi, and thu Kingdom

of Antiam (province of Binh-thuan ). The eleven tombs of the family Pbam , situat: d

on the land of the villages of Fanvien -dong and of Fan-guan -dong (province of

Saigon ) and the three tombs of the family Hô, situated on the land of the villages

of Liv chun-tay and of Fan -may (province of Bien -hoa) shall not be opered, dug,

violated , nor destroyed . There shall be assigned a lot of ground of one hundred

maos in extent to 1he tombs of the family Pham , and a lot of equal extent to those of

the family Hô. The revenues of these lands shall be devoted to the maintenance ofthe

tombs and the sul sistence of ihe tamilies charged with their conservation . The lands

shall be exempt from imposts and the men of these fam lies shall be equally exempt

from personal imposts, from military service , and from forced service (corvées) .

Art. VI. - France remits to the King of Annam the whole of ibe anc.ent indemnity

of war still remaining due.

Art . VII .-His Majı sty formally engages to repay , through the French

Government , the remainder of the indemnity due to Sapin, amounting to one million

dollars (at T s. 0.62 per dollar) , anil to devote to this repayment the half of the net

revenue from the Customs at the ports open to European and American commerce,

of whatever it may be the pro luct. The amount shall be loaged each year in the

public treasury of Saigon , which shall be charged with the remittance of it to the

Spanish Gyverrment, to take a receipt, and to transmit this receipt to the Annamese

Government .

Art . VIII .—His Excellency the President of the French R public and His

Majesty the King record a general Amnesty, full and entire, with all sequestrations

placed un their goods, to those of their respective subjects wbo, up to the time of

the conclusion of the treaty and before, have been compromised in the service of the

other contracting party,

Art. IX . - His Majesty the King of Annam, recognising that the Catholic religion

teaches men to do good , rvokes and annuls all prohibitions issued against that religion

and accords to all his subjects permission to embrace and practise it freely.

In cons quence, the Christians of the Kingdom of Annam may assemble in

churches in unlimited numbers for the exercise of their worship. They shall not be

compelled, under any pretext, to act contrary to their religion nor be subjecied to

special taxation. They shall be admitted to all assemblies and to the public employ

without being liable to any act probibit d by their religion .

His Majes : y agrees to destroy the registers of computation of the Christians made

fifteen years ago and to treat them , as regards valu tion and taxes , exactly like

his cther subjects. He further er gages to renew the probibition, so wisely made by

biu, of the employment in language or writing of terms injurious to religion, and to

cause the articles of the Thâr. Dien in which such terms are employed to be corrected .

Bishops and missionaries my freely enter te kingdom and travel in their

dioceses with a pa sport from the Governor of Cochin -China visé by the Ministerof

Rites or by tlie Governor of the province . Tbey may everywhere preach the Catholic

doctrine. They shall n't be subject to any par icular surveiilance, nor are the

villagers required to notify the mandarins of t .eir arrival, presence, or departure.

Annamese priests shall freely exercise , as the mis ionaries , their ninistry. If ·

their conduct he ri-prehensible and punisliable according to law by corporal punish

ment this shall be commuted to an equivalent punishment.

The bishops, mi -sionaries, and Aynamese priests shall have the right of

purchasing and renting lands and houses, and of building churches, orphanages, and

all other edifices intended for the service of their religion .
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The propertyof Christians confiscated on account of their religion and still under

sequ 'stration shall be restored to them .

All the preceding provisions shall apply to Spanish as well as to French mis

sionaries.

Immed'ately upon the exchange of the ratifications the liberty accorded by His

Majesty to his Christian sul jects sball be proclaimed by royal edict in all the

commui.es .

Art. X.--The Annamese Government shall have the right of opening at Saigon

a c llege placed under the surveillance of the Director of the Interior and in which

nothing contrary to morality and the exercise of the French authority may be taught .

Religion in it shall be entirely free .

In case of contravention the prof » ssor wbo shall bave committed a breach of

these prescriptions shall be sunt back to his country, and even , if the gravity of the

case require it , the college may be closed .

Art . XI. - The Annamese Governm nt engages to open to commerce the ports

of Thin-nai , in the province of Binh -dinh ; of Minh-hai , in the province of Hai.

dzuong; the town of Hanoi , and the passage by the river Nhi -hân from the sea to

Yunnan.

A convention , additional to the tr aty and having the same force with it, shall

fix the conditions under which this commerce shall be carried on .

The port of N nh -hai, that of Hanoi, and the transit by the river sball be opened

immediately after the excbange of the ratifications, or sooner if possible ; that of Thin

hai a year afterwards .

Other ports or rivers may be af erwards opened to commerce if the number and

importance of therelations establisbed show the utility of this measure.

Art. XII. - French or Anvamese subjects of France and foreigners in g -neral

may, respecting the laws of the country, establish themselves, hold possessions, and

freely carry on commercial or industrial operations in the above- named towns. The

Government of His Majesty shall place at their disposal the lands necessary for

their establishment.

They may in the same way navigate and trade between the sea and province

of Yunnan by the river Nhi-hâ, paying the fixed dues, and on the condition that all

traffic is interdicted along the banks of the river between the sea and Hanoi and

between Hanoi and the frontier of China.

They may freely select and engage for their service compradores, interpreters,

clerks, workmen, boatmen , and servants.

Art. XIII.-Franc : shall appoint in each of the ports open to commerce a

Consul or agent, assisted by a sufficient force, not exceeding one hundred men in

number, to assure his security and cause his authority to be respected, and to act

as police for foreigners until all fear on this subject shall be dissipated by the

establishment of good relations, which cannot fail to be brought about by the loyal

execution of the treaty.

Art. XIV.-The subjects of the King may, on their side, freely travel, reside,

hold possessions, and trade in France and in the French colonies on conforming to

the laws. To assure their protection His Majesty shall bave the right of causing

agents to reside in the ports or towns which he may choose .

Art. XV.—When French subjects, European or Cochin- Chinese, or other

foreigners shall desire to establish themselves in one of the places above specified

they shall register themselves with the French resident , who shall advise the local

authority of it .

Annamese subjects wishing to establish themselves on French territory shall be

subject to the same provision.

French or foreigoers wishing to travel in the interior of the country can only do

so when provided with a passport delivered by a French agent and with the consent

and visé of the Annamese auihorities. All trade is forbidden to them under pain of

confiscation of their goods .
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Owing to the present state of the country , foreigners shall not enjoy this right

of travel until theAnnamese Government, in accord with the representatives of

France at Hué, sball judge the country sufficiently quiet .

If French trav Ilers wish to traverse the country as savants, declaration of it

sball be equally made; under this title they shall enjoy the protection of the

Government, who shall give them the necessary passports, aid them in the accom

plishment of their mission, and facilitate their studies.

Art. XVI.-- All disputes Letween French or between French and foreigners shall

be tried by the French resident.

When French subjects or foreigners sball bave disputes with Annamese or some

complaint to make or claim to lodge they sball first state the matter to the resident,

who shall endeavour to bring about an amicable arrangement.

If such arrangement be impossible the resident shall request the assistance of

an Annamese judge commissioned to that effect, and after having examined the affair

conjointly they shall determine it according to the rules of equity .

It shall be the same if an Annamese have a dispute with a French subject or

foreigner ; the former shall address him -elf to the Magistrat ' , whr, if he cannot

reconcile the parties, shall request the assistance of the French resident and decide

with him .

But all disputes between French or between French and foreigners shall be

decided by the French resident alone.

Art. XVII.-Crimes and misd meanours committed by French or foreigners

on Annamese territory sball be tried at Saigon by competent tribunals. On the

requisition of the French resident the local authorities shall use all their efforts to

arrest the criminals and deliver them to bim .

If a crime or misdemeanour le committed on French territory by a subject of

His Majesty, the Consul or agent of His Majesty shall be officially informed of the

proceedings to be taken against the accused and placed in a position to assure

himself that all legal forms are duly observed.

Art. XVIII. - If any wrong-doer, guilty of disorder or robbery on French

territory, shall seek refuge on Annamese territory , the local authorities, on being

advised of the same, shall exert themselves to se ze the criminal and deliver him to

the French authorities.

It shall be the same if robbers, pirates, or criminals of any description, subjects

of the King, shall take refuge on French territory ; they shall be pursued immediately

advice is received , and , if possible, arrested and giren up to the authorities of their

country .

Art. XIX.-In case of the decease of a French subjct or foreigner on An

namese territory, or of an Annamese subject on French territory, the goods of the

deceased shall be delivered to his heirs , or, in tbeir absence or default, to the resident ,

who shall be charged with the delivery of them to thoseentitled.

Art. XX.– To assure and facilitate the executionof the clauses and stipulations

of the present treaty, one year after its signature His Excellency the President of the

French Republic shall appint a resident, baving the rank of Minister, to reside near

His Majesty the King of Annam . The resident shall be charged with the mainte

nance of amicable relations between the High Contracting Parties and to see to the

conscientious execution of the articles of the treaty.

The rank of this envoy and the honours avd prerogatives to which he shall be

entitled shall be subsequently settled by common accord aud on the footing of perfect

reciprocity between the High Contracting Parties .

His Majesty the King of Annam shall have the riglit to appoint residents at

Paris and at Saigon.

The expenses occasioned by the sojourn of these residents shall be borne by

their respective governments.

Art. XXI.--- This treaty replaces the treaty of 1862 , and the French Government

urdertakes to obtain the consent of the Spanish Government. In cases whereSpain

does not accept the modifications of the treaty of 1862 the present tre ty shall have
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effect only as between France and Annam , and the former stipulations concerning

Spain shall continue in force. France, in this case, will charge berself with the

reimbursement of the Spanish indemnity and will substitute herself for Spain as

creditor of Anuam to be reimbursed according to the provisions of Article VII . of

the present treaty.

Art. XII .—The present treaty is made in perpetuity. It sball be ratified and

the ratifications sball be exchanged at Hué within the space of one year, or sooner if

possible. It shall be published and put in force as soon as the exchange of ratifica

tions shall have taken place.

In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the present

treaty and affixed their seals thereto.

Made at Saigon, at the Palace of the Government of French Cochin-China, in

four copies , on the 15th day of March of the year of Grace 1874, corresponding to the

twenty-seventh day of the first month of the twenty-seventh year of Tu-Duc.

(Signed) CONTRE-AMIRAL DUPRE .

(Signed ) LE-TUAN.

( Signed ) NGUYEN-VAN-TUONG .

TREATY OF COMMERCE BETWEEN FRANCE AND ANNAM.

SIGNED AT SAIGON, 31st August, 1874.

Art. I. - In accordance with the stipulations of Art. XI. of the treaty of the 15th

March, 1874, the King of Annam opensto foreign commerce, without distinction of

flag or nationality, bis ports of Th -nai in the province of Binh -ainh, of Ninh-hai in

the province of Hai-duong, the town of Hanoi, and the river Nhi-ha from the sea to

the Chinese frontier.

Art. II . - In the open ports commerce shall be free after thepayment of a tax

of five per cent. on the value of merchandise entering or leaving. This tax shall be

ten per cent. on salt .

Notwithstanding, arms and munitions of war shall neither be imported nor

exported by way of trade. Trade in opium shall be subject to special regulations

established by the Annamese Government.

The importation of grain sball always be permitted subject to a tax of five per

cent.

Exportation of grain shall only be permitted in virtue of temporary authorisation

by the Governmentof Annam . Such authorisation shall be communicated to the

French resident at Hué. Grain shall, in this case, be subject to a duty of ten per

cent.

The importation of silk and of go-liem shall always be permitted.

The exportation of silk and of co - liem wood shall be permitted each year only

after the villages which pay their imposts in these two commodities shall have fully

paid their imposts, and after the Annamese Government shall bave purchased such

quantities as are indispensable to its own use.

The import and export tariff on these articles shall be, as on all other merchan

dise , five per cent .
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When the Annamese Government shall intend to avail itself of this right of

suspending the exportation of silk and go-liem wod, it shall notify, at least one

month in advance, the French resident at Hué ; it shall in the same manner notify

a month in advance the time at which the exportation of these commodities shall be

again allowed.

No interdictions, with the exception of those affecting arms and munitions,

which cannot be transported without special authorisation by the Annamese Govern

ment, shall apply to mercl.andise in transit to or from Yunnan ; but theAnnamese

Government may take measures of precaution to prevent prohibited articles being

landed on its territory .

Merchandise in transit for Yunnan shall only pay Customs dueson their entering

Annamese territory when they arrive by sea or across the frontier of China (province

of Yuman ).

No suppl. mentary or accessory dues shall be levied on goods regularly introduced

on their passage from one province or town to another.

It is understood that goods imported from abroad into the open ports, or exported

to other countries from the open ports, in Chinese vessels or those belonging to

Annam , shall be subject to the same interdictions and to the same duties as those

imported from or exported to foreign countries under any other flag ; and that these

duties shall be collected by the same employés and lodged in the same places as those

on goods imported or exported under foreign flags.

Art. III .-Light and anchorage dues are fixed at three -tenths of a tael per

registered ton for vessels entering and leaving with a cargo , and at fifteen -hundredths

of a tael per ton for vessels entering in balla- t and leaving with a cargo, or entering

with a cargo and leaving in ballast .

Vessels are considered as being in ballast when cargo is less than one-twentieth

part of their tonnage and of less value than five francs per ton .

Vessels entering in ballast and leaving in ballast sball pay no light or anchorage

dues .

Art. IV.-Gouds from Saigon to one of the open ports of the kingdom of Annam,

or to the province of Yunnan, in transit via the Nbi-ba, and those sent from one of

these ports or from the province of Yunnan for Saigon, shall be subject only to one

half the dues paid by goods coming from elsewhere or having any other destination.

In order to avoid all fraud and as proof that the goods come from Saigon, vessels

shall there show their papers to the captaic of the port of commerce and they sball

be there signed by the Annamese Consul .

The Customs may require vessels leaving Saigon to give security for the half of

the dues from which they are exempt by virtue of paragraph 1 of the present

Article, and if the securits does not appear valuable, the Customsmay require the

lodgment of this half of the dues at the depôt, which shall be returned upon justifica

tion.

Art . V.-Tr de by land between t'e province of Bien-boa and that of Bink

thuan shall remain provisionally under the existing conditions, that is to say, no new

dues shall be established nor shall any modification of the existing dues be esta

blished .

In the year following the exchange of the ratifications of the present treaty a

supplementary convention shall regulate the conditions to which this trade by land

sball be subjected.

In any case the exportation of horses from the kingdom of Annam to the province

of Bien -hoa shall not be subjected to heavier taxes than those now in force.

Art. VI.- To assure the collection of dues and in order to avoid disputes which

might arise between foreigners and the Annamese authorities , the French Government

shall place at the disposal of the Annamese Government the officials necessary for

the direction of the Customs service , under the supervision and authority of the

minister charged with this part of the public service. It shall also assist the Anna

mese Government to organise on the coasts an efficient service for the protection of

commerce.
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No Europian nor Frenchman shall be employed in the Customs at the open

ports without the consent of the Consul of France orof the French Resident near the

Court ofHué before the full payment of the Spanish indemnity.

This payment terminated, if the Annamese Government tbinks that its Customs

officers can dispense with the assistance of French functionaries, the two governments

shall consider such modifications as this delerimination shall render necessary .

Art . VII. — The Customs of the open ports shall be directed by an Anvamese

functionary resident at Ni h -bai; a French functionary placed at the disposal of the

Annamese Government and bearing the title of “ Chief of the European service "

sball reside in the same port in order to arrange with him all matters of detail having

for their end the good organisation of the service .

All Europealis employed in the Customs service shall hold office directly from

the Chief of the European service. He shall bave the right to correspond on the

affairs of Customs and of commerce with the French R -sident at Hué.

The Chief of the European service and the Chief of the Annamese service shall

agree upon the reports to be addressed to the Minister of Finance . In case of dissent

each of them may directly address this high functionary.

Art. VIII .-The ranks of the personnel placed at the service of His Majesty,

their official relations with the anthorities of the country, as well as their emoluments,

shall be arranged by consent between the two countries.

Art. IX . — The accounts of the Customsshall be kept in duplicate , in the offices

of the European service and in the financial establishment designed by the Annamese

Government for the lodgment of the accounts of tle dues .

Orders for the receipt of tle duns shall bear the signature of the French func

tionary and that of the Annamese functionary . The same formalitysball be observed

when money shall be drawn from the Customs treasury to be lodged in that of the

state .

The accounts and r« gisters shall be compared every month.

There shall be charged to the product of light and anchorage dųes,and in case

of their insufficiency to the product of the Customs dues , always provided the charge

does not exceed one -half of the revenue derived from the latter, the following :

1.- The pay of the Europeans employed in the Customs at the open ports of

Annam ; that of the Arnamese or other employés of the same service.

2.- The construc'ion and maintenance of the Customs office.

3. - The construction and maintenance of light-houses, light ships, and buoys .

4.-The works of sounding and dredging .

Lastly, all the recognised necessary expenses for facilitating and promoting the

development of commercial enterprise.

Art. XI .-The tariff of dues established by the present convention shall be in

force for ten years from the date of the exchange of the ratifications; during this

period it shall be modified only by the common consentof tieHigh Contracting Parties

and not within one year at a least from the time that the proposition shall have been

male by one of them .

Art. XII .-All disputes between foreigners and the Customs officers as to the

application of the Customs regulations shall be decided by the French Consul and an

Annamese magistrate .

Art . XIII .-A French or foreign vessel arriving in the waters of one of the ports

open to foreign trade shall have the right of engaging such pilot as is required to

take the vessel immediately into port, and likewise a ship having paid all legal

charges and being ready to leave shall not be refused pilots to enable the ship to leave

without delay.

Any individual who may wish to exercise the profession of pilot for foreign vessels

shall, on the presentation of three certificates from shipmasters, be commissioned by

the French Consul and Captain of the Port.

The remuneration to be paid to the pilots shall be equitably regulated at each

port by the Consul or Consular Agent and the Captain of the Port according to the

distance and difficulties of the navigation.
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Art . XIV.-As soon as the pilot shall have brought a fore gn merchant ship into

port the Chief of Customs siall senl one or mrə overseers to insp c . the vessel and

prevent fraud. Those overseers shall, according to their convenience, remain on their

own boats or on board he vessel . ne cost of eir maintenance and their salaries

shall be charged upon the Customs and they may not demand any remuneration

wbatever from the captain or the consignees. Every contraventi.n of this regulation

shall entail a punishment proportiona e to the amount of the exaction , and the latter

shall be returned in entirety.

Art . XV . - Within twenty -four hours following the arrival of a foreign merchant

ship at one of the open ports , the captain, unless he be unavoidably prevented, aud ,

failing him , the supercargo or the consignee, shall present themselves at the French

Consulate and place in the bauds of the Consul the ship's papers and the manifest.

Within the following twenty-four hours the Consul shall send to the Chief of Customs

an extract from the roll of the ship and a detailed note of the name of the ship, her

legal tonnage, and the nature of her cargo . If in consequence of the negligence of

the captain this last formality shall not have been accomplished within the forty - eight

hours following the arrival of the ship, the captain shall be liable to a fine of fifty

dollars for each day of such delay, such fine to go to the Custom -house, but the whole

amount of such penalty shall nct exceed two hundred dollars.

Immediately after receipt of the note from the Consulate, the Chief of Customs

shall give a permit to open the held. If the captain, before having received such

permit, shall have opened the hold and commenced to discharge he may be condemned

in a penalty not exceeding five bundred dollars and the merchandise so discharged

may be confiscated, the whole to the profit of the Custom -house .

The arms and munitions of war which merchant vessels may bave on board for

their own security shall be enumerated on the ship’s papers and declared at the same

time as the description of the cargo.

If the officers of the Annamese Government deem it necessary , these arms shall

be placed in a depôt on shore in the bands of the Captain of the Port andthe Consul ,

or in the frontier post , to be returned only on the departure of the vessel , either for

the high sea or the Chinese territory. In the latter case the quantity of arms and

munitions to be carried shall be determined by the Consul and the Chief of Customs

according to circumstances. Contraventions sball be punished by the confiscation of

the arms to the profit of the Annamese Government and also a fine not exceedivg five

hundred dollars.

If a vessel have clandestinels discharged arms or munitions on Annamese territory,

these arms, if they are in small number , shall be confiscated and the offenders sball

in addition be punished by a finenot exceeding five hundred dollars, but if the quantity

of arms or munitions so discharged be considerable and constitute a danger, the vessel

may be seized and confiscated, as well as the whole or part of the cargo.

The confiscation of a European or American vessel shall be decreed only by the

two governments.

Art. XVI. - Captains aud foreigo merchants may hire such boats or lighters as

they wish for conveyance of merchandise and passengers, the amount to be paid for

thein being arranged between themselves by the parties interested , without the inter.

vention of the Annamese authorities and consequently without their guarantee in case

of accident, fraud, or the disappearance of such boats . The number shall not be

limited and the monopoly shall not be conceded to any one ; neither shall there be a

monopoly of the conveyance of merchandise by street porters.

Art. XVII.-- A foreign merehan having goods to loail or discharge shall first

send a detailed note of tham tu the Consul or Cousular Agent, wbo will communicate

it to the Chief of Customs. The latter shall at once give a permit to load or

discharge. He will then proceed to the verification of the goods in the form most

converient to prevent loss to any of the parties.

The m . rcbant must causė himself to be represented at the place of verification

(if he does not attend himself ), by a person possessing the requisite qualifications,
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in order to watch his interests when the verification is proceeded with for the liquida

tion of the dues , in default of which , any subsequent re- claim shall be nuil an 1 of no

effect.

If the merchant cannot agree with the Annamese employé on the value to be

fixed each party shali call in two or three merchants to examine the goods and the

higbest price which shall be offered shall be considered the value of the said goods.

The dues shall be calculated on the net weight. If the merchant cannot agree

with the Annamese employé as to the amount of tare, each party shall select acertain

number of the bales orcases, and the one on which there is the least tare shall be

taken as fixing the amount of tare or the others.

If during the cour:e of the verification any difficulty arise which cannot be

decid d , the merchant may claim the intervention of the Consul, who shall imme

diately submit the matter to the Caief of Cu -toms, and these two shall arrive at an

amicable arrangement;bu' the claim must be made within the twenty -four hours

or it cannot be entertained . Wbile the dispute remains ursettled , the Chief of

Customs shall not enter the subject of it in thebooks,in order to afford every latitude

for the examination and solution of the difficulty.

Goods which s all have been subjected to damage shall enjoy a reduction of dues

proportionate to their depreciation. This shall be equitably determined and, if it is

necessary, hv ex'erts on each sid ', as hereiubelore provided for .

Art. XVIII.-A vessel having entered one of the open ports, and not having

then taken out the permit for discharge mentioned in the preceding article, may,

within two days after its arr val, leave and go to another port without paying either

anchorage or customsdues,which shall be ultimately discharged at the pori where

the sale of the goods is effected .

Art . XIX.-Import dues shall be paid by the captains and merchants as soon

as the goods shall bave been disebarged and verified. Export dues shall be paid in

the same way upon the lading ofthe goods . When the tonnage and customs dues

payable by a vessel shall have been entirely paid, the Chief of Customs shall give a

general clearance, on the exhibition of which the Consul shall return the ship's papers

to the captain and allow him to leave.

It sball, however, if the captain consent , be lawful for the Customs administra

tion (in order to facilitate the operations of trade) to calculate the dues according to

the bills of lading without its being necessary to discbarge the goods in order to

ascertain their value and quantity,

Art. XX.- After theexpiration of the two days mentioned in Art. XVIII., and

before proceeding to discharge, each merchant vessel shall pay entirely the light and

anchorage dues fixed by Article III . No other due, fee, or surcharge shall be required

under any pretext ..

On the payment of aforesaid dues the Chief of Customs shall deliver to the

captain or the consignee a receipt in form of certificate stating that the light and

anchorage dues havebeen fully paid , and on the exhibition of thiscertificate to the

Chief of Customsat any other port io which it may be convenient for him to go , the

captain shall be free from jayment again of these dues for his vessel, each foreign

vessel being liable to these only once on each voyage from a foreign country to Annam .

Art. XXI.-A foreign vissel entering one of the open ports and wishing to

discharge a part only of its cargo shall pay Customs dues onlyon the part discharged;

the remainder of the cargo n ay be carried to another port and here soll . The dues

shall then be paid .

In cases where for igners, having paid in one port the dues on their goods, wish

to re-export them and send them for sale to another port, they shall notify theConsul

or Consular Agent ; the latter shall inform the Chief of Customs, who after having

verified the identity of the goods and anl the perfect int grity of the packages , shall

remit to the applicants a declaration attesting trat the dues leviable ou such gools

bave in fact been paid .

Provided with tuis declaration, the foreign merchants on their arrival in the other

port shall only have to present it through the Cousul to the Chief of Customs
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who shall deliver for this part of the cargo, without delay or cost, a permit to dis

charge it free of dues ; but if tle authorities discover fraud or contraband articles

among the goods thus re -exported , these shall be , after verification, confiscated to the

profit of the Custom-bouse.

Art . XXII.—No transhipment of goods can take place except under special

permit and in case of urgency. If the operation be indispensable it must be referred

to the Consul , who will deliver a certificate, on view of which the transhipment will

be authorised by the Chief of Customs. The latter may always delegate an employé

of his administration to assist in it .

Every unauthorised transhipment, except in cases where there may be peril in

delay, shall entail the confiscation to the profit of the Custom-house of the whole of

the goods illicitly transhipped .

Art. XXIII. - In each of the ports open to foreign trade the Chief of the Customs

shall receive for himself and sball deposit at the French Consulate legal balances

for goods and for money, in order that thewei hts and m`asures may exactly conform

to the weights and measures in use in Annam, a'id they shall bear a stamp and seal

attesting this conformity. These standards shall be the base of all liquidations of

dues and payments to be made. They shall be referred to in case of dispute as to

the weights ormeasure of goods, and the dispute shall be s ttled according to the

results which they show.

Art. XXIV.-All merchandise imported or exported in a contraband manner by

foreign ships or merchants, whatso ver may be their value and vature, as also every

probibited commodity fraudulently discharged, shall be seized by the local authority

and confiscate i. The Annamese Government may also, if it thinks proper, interdict

the vessel taken in contravention of this from evtering its ports a d compel it to

leave immediately after settlement of its accounts . If any foreign vessel shall

fraudulently sail under a flag to wrich it is not enti led the French authorities shall

take the necessary measures for the repression ofthis abuse .

The total proceeds of the sale of confiscated articles shall go to the Custom

house . The results of fines for contravention of the Custms regulations in the op 'n

ports s'all also go to the Custom -house.

Art . XXV . - His Excel ency the President of the French Republic may station

a ship of war in the open ports of the Empire where its presence may be judged

necessary to maintain good or ler and discipline among the crews of merchant vessels

and to facilitate the exercise of the Consular authority. All necessary mea -ur's shall

be taken in order that the presence of these ships of war may not entail any incon

venience. Ships of war shall not be subject to any dues.

Art. XXVI. - Every French ship of war cruising for the protecti n of trade

sball be received and treatel as a friend in all the ports of Annam where it may

present itself. These ships muy procure there the divers objects of refitin ’nt and

revictualling which they may need , and if they have met with damage may repair, and

to this end purchase the necessary materials, the whole without the last opposi

tion.

The same shall apply to trading vessels , French or for i :n , which, in consequence

of serious damages or for other ca ise, are compelled to se k refuge in a y port of

Annam . But these vessels sball remain only te uporarily, and as soon as the cause

of their distress shall have ceased , they shall set sail and shall not ballowed to pro.

long their stay nor to tra le.

If a vessel be wrecked upon the cast, the nearest authority, upon receiving in

formation, shall at once send assistance to the crew , provide for iheir im nediate wants,

and take the necessary measures for the salvage of the vessel and the preservation of

the merchandise. He shall then acquaint the near -st Consul or Consular Agent with

the disaster, in order that the latter, in concert with the competent authorities , may

arrange means for a zsisting the crew and saving the remains of the cargo .

The port of Thuan -an , oo account of its situation on a river leading to the capital

and its proximity to the capital , shall be an exception , and no foreign ship -of-war or

trading vessel may en'er it
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Nevertheles, if a Franch ship-of-war be charged with a pressing mission for the

Government of Hué or for the French resident it may cross the bar after having

asked and obtained the express authorisation of the Annamese Government.

Art. XXVII.--Annam - se trading vessels may enter any of the ports of France

or of the six French provinces of low 'r Cochin China to trade there, and shall in every

respect be treated as those of the most favoured nation .

Art. XXVIII. - The French Government renews its promise made to the Anna

mese Government in Art. II of the trea'y of 15th March to use every effort for the

destruction of the land and sea pirates, particularly in the neighbourhood of the

towns and ports open to European trade, inorder to render the operations of coin .

merce as secure as possible .

Art. XXIX.- The present convention shall have the same force as the Treaty of

the 15th March, 1874 , to which it shall remain attached ; it shall have force imme

diately after the exchange of the ratifications, which shall be made at the same time

as those of the Treaty of the 15th March, 1874, if possible, and in any case before the

15th March , 1875 .

In witness thereof the plenipot ntiaries have signed it and affixed their seals.

Made at Saigon, in two copies in each language, compare l and agreeing , the

31st August, 1874.

( Signed ) CONTRE-AMIRAL KRANTZ.

NGUYEN-VAN-TUONG.

NGUYEN -TANG -DOAN .

In order to avoid difficulties in the interpretation of somepassages of the new

treaties, the plenipotentiari -s of the two High Contracting Parties have agreed to add

to the present treaty an additional Article which shall be considered as forming an

integral part of it .

ADDITIONAL ARTICLE .

It is understood that the town of Hanoi itself is open - d to fore go tra le, ani

that there shall be in this town a Consul with his escort, a Custom -house, and that

Europeans may bave warehouses and dwelling-houses there as well as at Nioh-bai

and at Tbi-nai.

If it is found that the Custom- house of Hanoi is useless and that that of Ninh.

hai is sufficient, the Custom-house at Hanoimay be closed, but there shall always be

in this town a Consul and bis escort, and Europeans may continue to have ware.

house and dwelling-houses there.

The lands necessary for building the houses for the Consuls and their escorts

shall be ceded gratuitously to the French Government by the Anna oese Government.

The extent of these lands shall be in each of the open towns or ports five maus,

Annamese meisure (about two bectares and a half). The lands necessary for

Europeans to build their dwelling -houses or warehouses upon shall be purchased by

them from the proprietors; the Consuls and the Annamese authorities shall intervene

in these purchases to see that they are transacted with equity. The warehouses and

dwellings of the merchants shall be as near as possible to the dwelling of the

Consul.

At Ninh-hai the Consul and his escort shall continue to occupy the fort as long

as it may be judged necessary to assure the police and the security of commerce.

Later bu shall reside on the five maus of ground which shall have ben conceded

to bim .

Pagodas and tombs shall be respected , and Europeans shall buy lands on which

habitations exist only with the consent of the proprietor and on paying a just price.

European merchants shall pay the land tax according to the tariffs in us in the

locality they inbabit, but they shall pay no other tax .



SPAIN AND ANNAM.

| REATY OF COMMERCE BETWEEN SPAIN AND ANNAM .

CONCLUJED AT HUE , 27TH JANUARY, 1880 .

Ratificat o us Exchanged , 26th September, 1880 .

His Majesty the King of Spain and His Majesty the Emperor of Aunam , desiring

to strengthen and promote commercial rela‘ions between their resp.ctive subjects,

and thus cement more closely the bonds of friendship which happily exist between

thetwo countries, have decided to conclude a Treaty of Commerce, and have named

their Plenipotentiaries for thatpurpose, that is to say, His Majesty the King of

Spain , Don Melchor Ordoñez, NavalLieutenant of the first class, Colonel of Marine

Infantry, etc., etc. , and His Majesty theEmperor of Annam , Do Dang De, Minister

of Rights , Director ofthe Academy , and Sub -director of the Imperial Historiographical

Department, and Huyuli-Dien, First Counsellor of the Ministry of the Interior, who,

having exchanged their full powers, and found them in good and proper form , bave

agreed upon the following Aiticles :

Art. I. - In conformity with the provisions of Art . XI. of the Treaty of Peaco

concluded between His Majesty the Emperor of Annam and His Excellency the

President of the French Republic on the 15th March, 1874, the Annamese Govern.

menthasopened to Europian and American Commerce the following ports, viz. ,

Tbi Nai , in the province of Bint -Dinb ; Ninh - Hai in the province of Hai-Düong ;

the city of Hanoi, and the passage by the Nhi -Ha (Song. Koi) from the sea to the

frontier of the Chinese province of Yunnan. According to Article XXI. of the said

Treaty,and on the invitation of the French Government to that of Spain, the latter Las

become a party to the said Treaty, accepting it from the 1st June, 1874, as replacing

that concluded in the year 1862. Spanish subjects may reside in the aforesaid ports

and cities for the purposes of trade and industry , abstaining from all traffic on the

banks of the river. Offenders against this provision shall suffer as penalty the

confiscation of the merchandise, which will be forfeited to the Anpamese Authority.

Art. II .—His Majesty the King of Spain concedes to Annamese subjects the

right of travelling, residing, possessing property, and freely engaging in trade,

industry , and every class of work, in Spain and ber territories beyond sea, the said

Arnamese subjects conforming to the laws of the country in which they shall be.

His Majesty the Emperor of Annam will place no obstacle in the way of such

Annamese subjects as shall desire to go to Spain or its provinces beyond sea in

pursuit of any description of work. They shall be protected by the local Spanish

Authoriti s in accordance with the provisions ofthe Regulation on Asiatic Emigration

of 6th July , 1860, to which regulation the workmen and those who engage them shall

submit. This regulation has been submitted for the consideration of the Annamese

Government, who have accepted it, and it shall bave force from the date of the

ratification of the present Treaty . The Spani - h Plenipotentiary has delivered to the

said Government two copies of the aforementioned regulation , cantified and sealed

with his seal, the one written in the French language and the other in Annamese.

Emigration shall take place only from the three ports opened to trade. The

chief authority of the province shall be informed of the number of emigrants , and also

of their contracts, a copy of which shall be forwarded by the captain of the ship.

The said Authority sball appoint a person to verify, in comparing with the Captain

of the Port, the accuracy of the particulars furnished, and the ves el shall not be

allowed to leave the port until such examination bas taken place . In the event of
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its bing found necessary to frame other r. gulations for the protection of contract

labour rs, the two High Contracting Powers shall agree upon them .

Art. III. - His Majesty the Emperor of Annam concedes to Spanish subjects

liberty to enter and reside in the cities and ports opened to trade as above mentioned.

In these places they may possess land, build houses , and follow any commercial

or industrial pursuit. They shall enjoy the same protection as the French or the

subjects of other nations, and the Goveroment of His Majesty the Emperor shall

place at their disposal the land necessary for their establisbment.

As regards the purchase of land and the payment of the price they shall submit

to the conditions contained in Art. XII. of the Treaty concluded between France

and Annam on the 15th March , 1874. The Annamese Government may open other

ports hereafter should it be deemed advisable or if the importance of the trade

renders it necessary .

Art . IV .-His Majesty the Emperor of Annam may, if he tbink proper,

establish in Spain and in all the ports and cities of its dominions Consuls charged

with the protection of his subjects. His Majesty the King of Spain may also, should

he thiuk fit, establish at Thi-bai, Ninh-bai , and Hanoi, Consuls charged with the

protection of Spanish subjects. These agents shall not exercise their consular

functions until the exequatur of the sovereign of the nation to which they are

accredited shall bave been received, but as soon as the said exequatur shall be

received tbey shall freely discharge their functions and enjoy the same consular

privileges as the agents of other nations. The jurisdiction of the Consuls in Annam

shall not extend beyond the open ports to which they have been appointed . This

Treaty does not modify in any respect the provisions of Art. IX. of the Political

Treaty of the 15th March, 1874, between France and Annam , relative to Spanish

Missionaries, who shall continue in the enjoyment of the privileges accorded by the

said Article .

Art. V.- Allquestions between Spaniards,orbetween Spaniards and Foreigners ,

sball be tried by the Spanish Consuls, or in default of these shall be submitted to the

French Agents.

When Spanish subjects bave any dispute with Annamese, or any claim against

them , they shall lay the matter before the Spanish Consul, who will endeavour to

settle thematter amicably . If such settlement be impossible, the Consul shall request

the assistance of an Annames. Judge commissioned to that effect, and these two

officers shall, aftr a joint investigation, decide the matter according to the rules of

equity.

Equally, when Annamese have a difference with Spanish subjects, they shall lay

the matter before the Annamese Authority, who, if the matter cannot be arranged

amicably, will ask the assistance of the Spanish Consul , in order that they may try

it together .

Art . VI.— The preliminary proceedings upon offences or crimes commitied by

Spanish residents in the cities andopen ports shall be before the Consul for Spain ;

in bis absence before the Consul for France, and shall be sent together with the

accused,as soon as possible , to Manila , that judgment may be given accordirg to the

laws of Spain .

If the accused take refuge in Annamese territory the local autborities shall, on

requisition being made, use all possible means to arrest him and deliver him to the

Consul for Spain.

If an Annamese subject resident in S , anish territory commit any offence ir

crime he sball be tried , according to the laws of the country, by the Spanish Autho .

rities , but the Annam -se Consul shall be officially informed of the proceedings taken

against the accused.

Annamese subjects guilty of a criminal action against Sp nish subjects in

Annam sball be detained by the Annamese Authorities and punisbed according to

the laws of the Empire.

Art . VII.-If any criminal being a Spanish subject, accused of misdemeanour

or robbery, shall fly to Annamese territory, the local authority, as soon as it shall be
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informed thereof, shall take all possible means to arrest the fugitive and deliver bim

to the Spanish Consul , or, there being no Spanish Consul, to the French Consul .

Equally , if criminals of whatever class, subjects of His Majesty the Emperor of

Annam, shall fly to Spanish territory , they shall be pursued as soon as advice of

their flight is received, taken if possible, and delivered to the authorities of their

country.

Art. VIII. — The property of Spaniar's dying in Annamese territory, and of

Annamese dying in Spanish territory,shall be handed over to their heirs. In the

absence of the latter, the property shall be placed with the Consul of the nation to

which the deceased belonged to hold for the legal heirs. In the absence of a Consul

the Government of ibe country shall send it to the Government of the nation to which

the deceased belonged.

Art. IX . - In the ports open to tra le Spanish subjects shall be subj-ct to all

the clause relative to commercial operations contained in the Treaty of Commerce

between Annam and France of the 31st August, 1874. They sball enjoy all the

privileges already conceded or which may behereafter conceded to the merchants of

the most favoured nation , with the exception of the privilege conceded to France

with reference to merchandise imported or exported by vessels proceeding from or to

Saigon, according to Art. IV. of the said treaty.

Art. X.- In the ports open to trade the importation and exportation of all

u.erchandise is permitted, with the exception of the articles already prohibited , which

are found enumerated in the treaty concluded with France on the 31st August, 1874.

Grain and silk are articles of which the Annam se Government has need . Their im.

portation shall always be permitted, but the exportation of grain shall only take place

in virtue of a temporary authorisation by the Government, of which information will

be given to the Fierch residents at Hué and to the Spanish Consuls . The exporta .

tion of silk shall only be permitted each year after the districts which pay their taxes

in this article shall have paid them in full and after the Annamese Government sball

have purchased the quantities indispensable to its use. When the said Government

shall intend to authorise or suspend the exportation of these two articles they shall

give information of their intention, at least two months in advance, to the French

resident at Hué and to the Spanish Consuls; that is to say, if the concession or

suspension is to take place on 1st March , information thereof shall be given to the

said Agents on 1st January.

Art. XI.—The present treaty shall remain in force for ten years from the date

of the exchange of the ratifications. During this period it cannot be modified except

by the comm ' n consent of the two High Contracting Parties , and after at least one

year's notice shall have been given b ; the one to the other. At the termination of

the ten years , if neither party expreşses a desire for the modification of the treaty, it

shall continue the same,being obligatory on both parties.

Art. XII. - This treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged at Hué,

within one yearfrom the date of signing, or earlier if possible. It shall bave effect

from the date of the exchange of the ratifications .



AN ACT OF THE AMERICAN CONGRESS

RELATING TO TREATIES.

AN ACT to carry into effect certain Provisions in the Treaties between the United States,

China, Japan, Siam , Persia , and other Countries , giving certain Judicial Powers to

Ministers and Consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in those Countries,

or for other purposes.

Published for their informa ion by the Department of Sate, Washington, July 2 , 1860 .

NOTE.— Treaties were negotiated with China, July 3rd, 1844 ; and June 18th, 1858 ; and a

Convention, November 8th , 1858.

Treaties were negotiated with Japan, March 31st, 1854. and June -17th , 1857 ; and July

29th, 1858 .

A Treaty was negotiated with Persia, December 13th, 1856.

Treaties were negotiated with Siam, March 20th, 1833 ; and May 29th , 1856.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled , That to carry into full effect the provisions of the

treaties of the United States with the empires of China, Japan, and Siam , respectively ,

Ministers and Consuls of the United States, duly appointed to reside in each of

the said countries, shall in addition to other powers and duties imposed upon them

respectively, by the provisions of such treaties respectively , be invested with the

judicial authority herein describel , which shall appertain to the said office of Minister

and Consul , and be a part of the duties belonging thereto, wherein the same is allowed

by treaty.

Sec. 2.-And be it further enacted , That in regard to Crimes and Misdemeanours

the said public functionaries are hereby fully empowered to arraign and try, in the

manner here in provided , all citizens of the United States charged with offences against

law, which shall be committed in such countries , respectively, and upon conviction, to

sentence such offenders in the manner herein authorized ; and the said functionaries,

and each of them , are hereby authorized to issue all such processes as are suitable

and necessary to carry this authority into ex «cution.

Sec . 3.- And be it further enacted, That in regard to civil rights , whether of

property or person, the said functionaries are hereby invest: d with all the judicial

authority necessaryto execute the provisions of such treaties, respectively, and shall

entertain jurisdiction in matters of contract at the port where, or nearest to which , the

contract was made, or at the port at wbich , or nearest to which , it was to be executed ;

and in all other matters at the port where, or nearest to which , the cause of

controversy arose , or at the port where, or nearest to which, the damage complained

of was sustained ;-and such port above-named being always one of the ports at

wbich the United States are represented by Consuls ; which jurisdiction shall embrace

all controversies between citizens of the United States , or others provided for by such

treaties respectively.
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Sec . 4. - And be it further enacted, That such jurisdiction in criminal and civil

matters shall, in all cases, be exercisedand enforced in conformity with the laws of

the United States, wbich are herehy, so far as is necessary to execute such treaties,

respectively extended over all citizens of the United States in the said countries (and

over all others to the extert that the terms of the said treaties, respectively, justify or

require), so far as such laws are suitable to carry the said treaties into effeci : but in

ali cases where such laws are not adapted to the obj ct, or aredeficient in the provisions

necessary to furnish sui'able remedies, the common law , including equity and admiralty,

shall be extended in like manner over such citizens and others in the said countries ;

and if defects still remain to be supplied, and neither the common law, including

equity and admiralty , nor the statutes of the United States , furnish appropriate and

suitable remedies , the Minister,in the said countries respectively, shall, bydecrees and

regulations which shall have the force of law, supply such defects and deficiencies.

SEC. 5.- And be it further enacted, That in order to organize and carry into effect

the system of jurisprudence demanded by such treaties, respectively, the said Ministers

with the advice of the several Consuls in each of the said countries, respectively, or so

many of them as can be conveniently assembled , shall prescribe the forms of all

processes which shall be issued by any of the said Consuls ; the mode of executing, and

the time of returning the same; the man er in which trials shall be conducted and bow

the records the reof shall be kept ; the form of oaths for Christian witnesses , and the

mode of examining all other witnesses ; the costs which shall be allowed to the pre

vailing party, and the fees which shall be paid for judicial services to defray necessary

expensis; the manner in which all officers and agents to execute process,and to carry

this Act into effect, shall be appointed and compensated ; the form of bail- bonds , and

the security which shall be required of the party who appeals from the decision of a

Consul ; and, generally, without further enumeration, to make all such decrees and

regulations from time to time, under the provisions of this Act,as the exigency may

demand ; and all such regulations, decrees, and orders shall be plainly drawn up in

writing, and submitted, as above provided , for the advice of the Consuls or as many

of them as can be consulted without prejudicial delay or inconvenience, who shall each

signify bis assent or dissent in writing, with his name subscribed thereto ; and after

taking such advice, and considering the same, the Minister; in the said countries

respectively, may nevertheless, by causing the decree, order, or regulation to be published

with his signature thereto, and the opinions of his advisers inscribed thereon , make it

to becomebinding and obligatory untilannulled or modified by Congress; and it shall

take effect from the publication, or any subseqrient day thereto named in the Act.

Sec . 6 .-- And be it further enacted , That all such regulations, orders, and decrees ,

sball , as speedily as may be after publication, be transmitted by the said Minis'ers ,

with the opinions of their advisers, as drawn up by them severally, to the Secretary

of State, to be laid before Congress for revision.

SEC . 7.-And be it further enacted , That each of the Consu's aforesaid, at the port

for which he is appointed, shall be competent, under the authority herein contained ,

upon facts within his own knowledge,or which he has good reason to believe tru ” , or

upon complaint made , or information filed in writing and authenticated in such way

as shall be prescribed by the Minister,to issue his warrant, for the arrest of any citizen

of the United States charged with committing, in the country , an offence against law ;

and, when arrested, to arraign and try any such offender ; and upon conviction to

sentence him to punishment in the minner herein prescribed ; always me ing out

punishment in a manner proportioned to the offence; which punishment shall , in all

cases except as is herein otherwis provided , be either fine or imprisonment.

SEC .8. — And be it further enacted , Thatany Consul, when sitting alone for the

trial of offences or misdemeanours, shall finally decide all cases where the fine imposed

does not exceed one hundred dollars, or the term of imprisonment does not exceed sixty

days ; and there shall be no appeal therefrom , except as provided in section eleven

ofthis Act . But no fine imposed by a Consul for a contempt committed in the presence

ofthe Court, or for failing to obey a summons from the same, shall exceed fifty

dollars, nor shall the imprisonment exceed twenty-four hours for the same contempt.
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Sec . 9.- And be it further enacted, That when sitting alone , he may also decide

all cases in which the fire imposeddoes not exceed five hundred dollars, or the term

of imprisonment does not exceed ninety days ; but in all such cases, if the fine exceeds

one hundred dollars , or the term of imprisonment for misdemeanour exceeds niuety

days, the defendants (or any of them , if there be more than one) may take the caso by

app al before the Minister of the United States, if allowed jurisdiction, either upon

errors of law or matters of fact under such rules as may be prescribed by the Minister

for the pros.cution of appeals in such cases.

Sec. 10.- And be it further enacted,That whenever, in any case , theConsul shall

be of opinion that , by reason of the legal questions which may arise therein, assistance

will be useiul to him, or whenever he shall be of opinion that a severer punishment

than those above specified will be required, he shall in either case summon one or

more citizens of the United States , not exceeding four in number, taken by lot from a

list of individuals which shall have been subinitte l previously to the Minister for his

approval, but in capitał cases not less than four, who shall be persons of good repute

and competent to the duty, to sit with him in trial, and who, after so sitting upou

the trial, shall each enter upon the record his judgment and opinio '), and sign the

same. The Consul shall, however, give judgment in the case ; but if his decision is

opposed by the opinion of one or more of his associates, the case, without further

proceedings, together with the evidence and opinions shall be referred to the Minister

for bis finaladjudication, either by entering up judgment therein, or remitting the

same to the Consul, with instructions how to proceel therewith ; but in all such cases,

except capital offences, if the Consul avd bis associates concur in opinion, the decision

shall be final , except as is provided in section nine of this Act.

Sec. 11. – And be it further enacted , ToatConsuls aforesai) , and each of them ,at

th port for which he is appointed, shall have jurisdiction as is berein provided , in

all civil cases arising under such treaties, respectively, wherein the damage demanded

does not exceed the sum of five hundred dollars ; and if he see fit to decide the same

without aid his decision thereon shall be final; but if in bis judgment any case

involves legal perplexities, and assistance will be useful , or if the damage demanded

exceed five hun tred dollars, in either such case it shall be his duty to summon to his

aid, from a list of individuals which shall have been nominated for the purposes of

this Act to the Minister and received his approval, not less than two normore than

three citizens of the United States , if such are residing at the port, of good repute

and competent to the duty, who sball with him hear any such case ; and if the Consul

and his associates concur in opinion, the julgment shall be final; but if the associates,

or any of them, differ from the Consul, the opinions of all shall be noted on the

record, an ] each shall subscribe bis name to his assent to, or dissent from , the Consul,

with such reasons thereíor as he thinks proper to assign , and either party may

thereupon appeal, under such regulations as may exist, to the Minister ; but if no

appeal is lawfully claimed , the decision of the Consu ' shall be final and conclusive.

Sec. 12.-Ánd be it further enacted , That in all casez, criminal and civil, tho

evidence shall be taken down in writing in opeu Court, under such regulations as may

be made for that purpose ; and all objections to the competency or character of

testimony shall be noted down, with the ruling in all such cases, and the evidence

shall be part of the case .

Sec . 13.–And be it further enacted, That the Minister of the United States in the

country to which he is appointed sball, in addition to his power to make regulations

and decrees as herein provided, be fully authorized to hear and decide all cases,

criminal and civil , which may come before him , by appeal , under the provisions of

this Act, and to issue all processes necessary to execute the power conferred upon

him ; and he is hereby fully empowered to decide finally any case upon the evidence

wbich comes up with it, or to hear the parties further, if he thinks justice will be

promoted thereby ; and he may also prescribe the rules upon which new trials may

be granted, either by the Consuls or by himself, if asked for upon justifiable grounds ,

Sec. 14.—Andbe it further enacted, That in allcases, except asis hereinotherwiso

provided , the punishment of crime provided for by this Act shall b : fine or
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imprisonment, or both, at the discretion of the funtionary who decides the case, but

subject to the regulations herein contained, and such as may hereafter be made. It

sball, however , be the duty of each and every functionary to allot punishment accord

ing to the magnitude and aggravation of the offence ; and all wbo refuse or neglect

to comply with the sentence passed upon them shall stand committed until they do

comply, or are discharged by order ofthe Consul, with the consent of the Minister in

the country.

Sec. 15.--And be it further enacted, That murder and insurrection or rebellion

against the government,of either of the said couutries , with intent 10 subvert the

same, shall be capital offences, punis able with deatlı ; but no person shall be convicted

of either of said crimes, unless the Consul and his associates in the trial all concur

in opinion and the Minister also approves of the conviction ; but it shall always be

lawful to convict one put upon trial for either of these crimes, of a lesser offence of a

similar cbaracter if the evidence justifies it ; and when so convicted , to punish as for

other offences , by fine or in prisonment, or both .

SEC . 16.–And be it further enacted , That whenever any one shall be convicted of

either of the crim s punishable with death , asaforesaid, in either oftbe said countries ,

it shall be the duty of the Minister to issue his warrant for the execution of the convict

appointing the time, place, and manner ; but if the said Minister shall be satisfied

that the ends of public justice demand is , he may from time to time postpone such

execution , and if hefinds mitigatory circumstances whicb may authorize it, may

submit the case to the Presid nt of the United States for pardon .

SEC . 17.–And be it further enacted , That it shall be the duty of the Minister in

each of the said countries to establish a tariff of fees for judicial services , whi h shall

be paid by such parties and to such pirsons as said Minister shall direct ; and the

proceeds stall , as far as is necessary, he applied to defray the expenses incident to the

execution of this Act ; and regular accounts, both of receipts and expenditures, shall

be kept by the said Minister and Consuls, and transmitted annually to the Secretary

of State .

SEC . 18.- And be it further enacted , Tbat in all criminal cases which are not of a

heinous character, it shall be lawful for the parties aggrieved or concerned therein ,

with the ass nt of the Minister in the country or Consul, to adjust and settle the

same among themselves, upon pecuniary or other considerations.

Sec. 19.— And be it further enacted, Tbat it shall be the duty also of the said

Ministers and the Consuls to encourage the settlement of controversies of a civil

cbaracter by mutual agreement, or to submit them to the decision of referees agreed

upon by the parties, a majority of whom shall have power to decide the matter. And

it shall be the duty of the Minister in each country to prepare a form of submission

for such cases, to be signed by the parties and acknowledged before the Consul; and

when parties have so agreed to refer, the referees may, after suit ble notice of the

time and place of meeting for the trial , proceed ex parte, in case either party refuses

or neglects to appear ; and, aft: r hearing any case, may deliver their award, sealed,

to the Consul , who, in Court, shall open the same; and if he accepts it, he shall

endorse the fact, and judgment shall be rendered the reon , and execution issue in

compliance with the terms thereof: Provided, however, That the parties may always

settle the same before return thereof is made to the Consul .

Sec . 20.—And be it further enacted, That the Ministers aforesaid and Consuls shall

be fully authorized to call upon the local authorities to sustain and support them in

the execution of the powers confided to them by said treaty , and on their part to do

and perform whatever is necessary to carry the provisions of said treaties into full

effect, so far as they are to be executed in the said courtries , respectively.

SEC. 21. – And be it further enacted , Tbat theprovisions of this Act,so far as the

same relate to crimes and offences committed bycitizens of the United States, shall

extend to Turkey, under the treaty with the Sublime Porte of May seventh , eighteen

hundred and thirty , and shall be executed in the Ottoman dominions, in conformity

with the provisions of said treaty and of this Act,bythe Minister of the United States,

and the Consuls of the United States (appointed ] to reside therein, who are hereby
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ex officio invested with the powers herein conferred upon the Minister and Consuls in

China, for the purposes above expressed, so far as regards the punishment of crime,

and also for the exercise of jurisdiction in civil cases wherein the same is permitted

by the laws of Turkey, or its usages in its intercourse with the Franks and other

foreigo Christian nations.

Sec . 22.- And be it further enacted , That the word Minister , when used in this

Act , sball be understood to mean the person invested with , and exercising, the prin

cipal diplomatic fnnctions in each of the countries mentioned in the first section of

this Act. The word Consul shall be understood to mean any person invested by the

United States with , and exercising the functions of, Consul-general, of Vice -Consul

general, Consul, or Vice -consul,in any of the countries herein named . And if at any

time there be no Minister of the United States in either of the countries hereinbefore

mentioned , the judicial duties which are imposed by this Act upon the Minister, shall

devolve upon the Consul-general or Consul residing at the capital of the country , who

is hereby authorized and required to discbarge the same.

SEC . 23.- And be it further enacted, That all such officers shall be responsible for

their conduct to the United States and to the laws thereof, not only as diplomatic or

consular functionaries, respectively, but as judicial officers, when they perform judicial

duties, and shall be held liable for all negligencies and misconduct as public officers.

Sec. 24.— And be it further enacted, Tbat capital cas's for murder, or insurrection

against the goverment of either of the countries hereinbefore mentioned, by citizens

of the United States , or for offences ayainst the public peace , am unting to felony

under the laws of the United States, may be tried before the Minister of the United

States in the country where the offence is committed, if allowed jurisdiction, and it

sball be competent for eac ' , of the said Ministers to issue all manner of writs , to

prevent the citizens of the United States from enlisting in the military or naval service

of either of the said countries to make war upon any foreign power with whom the

United States are at peace , or in the service of one portion of the people against any

other portion of the same people; and he may carryout this powerby aresort to such

force as may at the time be within bis reach, belonging to the United States.

SEC. 25.—And be it further enacted, That the President be, and he is hereby,

authorized to appoint Marshals for such of the consular courts in the said countries

as he may think proper, not to exceed seven in number, namely, one in Japan, four in

China , one in Siam , and one in Turkey, who shall each receive an annual salary of

one thousand dollars per annum , in addition to the fees allowed by the regulations of

the said Ministers, respectively, in the said countries; and it sball be the duty of the

said Marshals , respectively , to execute all processes issued by the Minister of the United

States in the said countries, respectively, or by the Consul at the port at which they

reside , and to make due return of the same to the officer by whom the same was issued,

and to conform , in all respects, to the regulations prescribed by the said Ministers,

respectively, in regard to their duties. And the said Marshals shall give bonds for

the faithful performance of the duties of the office, before ertering upon the same,

which bond shall be in a penal sum , not to exceed ten thousand dollars, with two

sureties to be approved by the Secretary of State of the United States; and the said

bond shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury, and a certified copy thereof

be lodged in the office of the Minister. And in case any person, aggrieved by the

misconduct of any of thesail Marshals, should desire to bring suit upon any of the

said bonds , it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury,orthe Minister having

custody of a copy of the same, to furnish the person so applying with a certified copy

thereof, upon whizb copy eo furr.ished and certified suit may be brought and prosecuted

with the same effect as could be done upon the original : Provided, that upon a plea

of non est factum verified upon oath , or any other good cause shown, the Court,or the

Consul, or Minister trying the cause may require the original to be produced ; and

when so required , it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to forward the

the original bond to the Court, or Consul , or Minister requiring the same; And provided

further , that before a copy of any such bond shall be furnished for suit, it shall be the

duty of the Secretary of the Treasury, or the Minister to whom the application is
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made, to r: quire primur facie proof, to be judged of by the Secretary or the Minister

having charge of the copy, that there is probable cause of action against the Marsbal

making the bond ; And provided further, that all rules, orders, writs, and precesses

of every kind wbich are intended to operate or to be enforced against any of the said

Marshals, in any of the countries named in this Act sball be directed to and executed

by such person as may be appointed for that purpose by the Minister or Consul

issuing the sime.

SEC. 26.- And be it further enacted , That the President be , avd is hereby

authorised to allow in the adjustment of the accounts of each of the said Ministers or

Consuls , the actual expenses of the rent of suitable buildings to be used as prisons for

American convicts in the said countries, not to exced in any case the rate of six

hundred dollars a year ; and also the wages of the keepers of tle same, and for the

care of offenders, not to exceed in any case the sum of eight hundred dollars per

annum ; and provided that no more than one prison shall be hired in Japan, four in

China, one in Turkey , and one in Sian, at such port or ports as the Minister, with

the sanction of the President, may designate.

SEC. 27.–And be it further enacted, T'hat the jurisdiction of the respective Minis.

ters in the countries hereinbefore named , where the same is allowed by treaty, in all

matters, of civil redress or of crimes, except in the cases mentioned in the twenty .

fourth section , shall be appellate only, and be exercised wherever in the said countries

they may be, respectively, except also in cases where a consular officer shall happen

to be interested either as party or witness , in which case original jurisdiction is

vested in the said Ministers , respectively.

Sec. 28.—And be it further enacted , Tbat the provisions of this Act be, and the

same are hereby, extended to Persia in respect to all suits and disputes which may

arise between c tiz n . of tbe Uuited States therein ; and the Minister and Consuls who

may be appointed to r side in Persia are hereby invested , in relation to the said suits

and disputes, with such powers as are by this Act conferred upon the Minister and

Consuls in China . And all suits and disputes arising in Persia between Persian

subjects and citizens of the United States, shall be carried before the Persian tribunal

to which such matters are usually referred, at the place whereaConsul or Agent of

the United Sta'es mayreside, and shall be discussed and decided according to equity,

in presence of an employé of the Consul or Agent of the United States ; and it shall

be the duty ofthe Consular Officer toattend the trial in person , and see that justice

is administered. And all suits and disputes occurring in Persia between the citizens

of the United States and the subjects of other foreign powers, shall be tried and

adjudicated by the intermediation of their respective Ministers or Consuls, in accord .

ance with such regulations as shallbe mutually agreed upon by the Minister of the

United States for the time being, and the Ministers of such foreign powers, respectively,

which regulations shall , from time to time, be submitted to the Secretary of State of

the Unit d States .

SEC. 29. - And be it further enaeted, That the provisions of this Act, so far as the

same are in conformity with the stipulations in the existing treaties between the

United States and Tripoli, Tunis, Morocco , and Muscat, respectively, shall extend to

those countries, and shall be executed in conformity with the provisions of the said

treaties, and of the provisions of this Act , by the Consuls appointed by the United

States to reside therein, who are hereby ex officio invested with the powers herein

delegated to the Ministers and Consuls of the United States appointed to reside in

thecountries named in the first section of this Act, so far as the same can be exercised

under the provisions of treaties between the United States and the several countries

mentioned in this section, and in accordance with the usages of the said countries in

their intercourse with theFranks or other foreign Christian nations.

SEC. 30. - And be it further enacted , That the Consuls and Commercial Agents of

the United Seates at islands or in countries not inhabited by any civilized people ,

or recognized by any treaty with the United States, be , and the same are hereby

authorized to try , hear, and determine all cases in regard to civil rights, whether

of person or property, where the real debt and damages do not exceed the sum
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of one thousand dollars, exclusive of costs ; and upon full hearing of the allegation

and evidence of both parti s , to give ju lgment according to the laws of the United

States , and according to the equity and right of the matter, in the same manner

as justices of the peace are now authorized and empowered where the United

States bave exclusive jurisdiction. And the said Consuls and Commercial Agents,

respectively, are hereby invested with the powers conferred by the provisions of the

seventh and eighth sections of this Act for trial of offences or misdemeanours .

Sec . 31. - And be it further enacted , That all marriages in the presence of any

Consular officer in a foreign country, between persons who would be authorized to

marry if residing in the district of Columbia , shall have the same force and effect,

and shall be valid to all intents and purposes , as if the said marriage had been

solemnized within the United States. And in all cas ' s of marriage before any

Consular officer, the said Consular Officer sball give to each of the parties a certificate

of such marriage, and shall also send a certificate thereof to the Department of State,

there to be kept ; which certifica'e shall spccify the names of the parties, their ages ,

places of birth, and residence.

Sec . 32.-And be it further enacted, That all Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent

with the provisions of this Act shall be, and the same are, hereby repealed .

SEC. 33. - And be it further enacted, That this Act shall take effect on the first

day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty.

Approved June 22nd, 1860.

REGULATIONS FOR THE CONSULAR COURTS OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CHINA.

In pursuance of Sec. 5tb of the Act of Congress, approved 22nd June, 1860,

entitled “ An Act to carry into effect certain provisions in the Treaties between the

United States , China, Japan , Siam , Persia , and other countries , giving certain judicial

powers to Ministers and Consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in those

countries , or for other purposes," I , Anson Burlingame , Minister Plenipotentiary

and Envoy Extraordinary of the United States to the Empire of China, do hereby

decree the following rules and regulations, which shall have the force of law in the

Consular Courts ofChina.

1.-Every citizen of the United States residing within the limits ofthe ports open

to foreign trade in the dominion of the Empire of China, is required to be enrolled

in the Consular register, and shall apply in person at the Consulate within thirty

days after the publication of this decree. Every American citizen who may arrive

wiihin the limits of the port, save and except any one who may be borne on the

muster-roll of an American vessel, shall apply within ten days at the Consulate to be

enrolled. An American citizen neglecting to be so enroiled will not be entitled to

claim the protection or intervention of the authorities, unless he can furnish a valid

reason for not so doing.

2.-In all cases where an applicant to be enrolled cannot furnish a passport or

other legal proof of his citizenship, he shall make oath that he is a citizen of the

United States ; and if the Consul deem desirable , be required to bring such further

evidence as he shall consider satisfactory.

ANSON BURLINGAME.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES ,

PEKING, 22nd April , 1864 .

I. - ORDINARY CIVIL PROCEDURE.

1.—How commenced . - Civil proceedings between American citizens must com

mence by written petition , verified by oath before tbe Consul .

2.- Three classes of action.- Ordinary personal civil actions are of three classes ,

viz .: Contract , comprising all cases of contract or debt ; Wrong, when damages are

claimed for a wring ; Replevin , when possession of a specific article is claimed .
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3.- Demand nec ssary in Contract and Replevin .-- In contract, the petition must

aver that payment, or a performance of the conditions of the contract , has been

demanded and withbeld ; and in replevin , that the articles to be replevined bave been

demanded .

4. - Petitioner must deposit money .-- The petitioner shall be required to deposit a

reasonable sum to defray the probable expenses of court and defendani's costs;

subsequent deposits may be required if found necessary .

5. - Notice to Defendant.-- Upon deposit of the money, the Consul shall order

notice of the petition , in writing, directing defendant to appear before the court at a

given day and hour to his written answer on oath .

6. - Service.--Notice must be served on each defendantat least five days before

return day, by delivery, of an attested copy of the petition and order , and of any

accompanying account or paper.

7 .--- Personal service should always be required when practicable.

8.-- Default.- On proof of due notice, judgment by default sball be procured

against any defendant failing to appear and file his answer as required ; but the de

fault may be taken off for good cause within one day after, exclusive of Sunday.

9.-- Damages. — But inactionsof wrong, and all other where the damages are in

their nature unliquidated and indefinite, so that they cannot be calculated with

precision from the statement of the pe'ition, the amount of the judgment sball be

ascertained by evidence, notwit / standing the default.

10.- Answer .-— It defendant appears and answers , the Consul, having both parties

before him , shall, before proceeding further, encourage a settlement by mutual

agreement, or by submission of the case to referecs agreed on by the parties, a majority

of whom shall decide it .

11.- Amendments. - Porties should , at the trial , be confined as closely as may be

to the averments and denials of the statement and answer, wbich shall not be altered

after filing except by leave granted in open Court.

12.- American witnesses compelled to attend . - On application of either party and

advance of the fees, the Consul sball compel the attendance of any witness withiu bis

jurisdiction before himself , referees, or commissioners.

13. - Partits are witnesses.- Each party is entitled, and way be required , to

testify.

14.- Decrees to be obeyed . — Judgment may be given summarily against either party

failing to obey any order or decree of the Consul.

15.— Attachment and arrest. – For sufficient cau - e and on sufficient security, the

Consul, on filing a petition, may grant a process of attachment of any defendant's

property to a sufficient amount, or if arrest of any defendant not a married woman ,

nor in ihe service of the United States under commission from the President.

16. — Dissolution of attachment.-- Defer:dant may at any time bave the attachment

dissolved by depositing such sum , or giving such security, as the Consul may require.

17.- Sale ofperishable property.- Perishable property or such as is liable to serious

depreciation under attachment, may, on petition of either party, be sold by the Consul's

order, and its proceeds deposited in the Consulate.

8. - Release of Debtor. Any defendant arrested or imprisoned on civil petition

shall be released on tender of a sufficient bond , deposit of a sufficient sum, or

assignment of sufficient property.

19. - Debtor's disclosure. - Any person under civil arrest or imprisonment may have

his creditor cited before the Consul to hiar a disclosure of the prisoner's affairs under

oath, and to question thereon ; and if the Consul shall be satisfied of its truth and

thorougbness, and of the honesty of the debtor's conduct towards the creditor, he shall

for ever discharge bim from arrest upon ihat debt ; provided that the prisoner shall

offer to transfer and secure to bis creditor the property disclosed , or sufficient to pay

the debt, at the Consul's valuation .

20. -Debtor's board . — The creditor must advance to the jailer his fees aud payment

for his prisoner's board until the ensung Monday, and afterwards weekly, or the

debtor will be discharged from imprisonment and future arrest .
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21.- Execution . - On the second day after judgment (exclusive of Sunday)

execution may issue , enforcing the same with interest a: 12 per cent. a year, against

the property and person of the debtor , returnable in thirty days and renewable .

22. - Seizure and sale of property . – Sufficient property to satisfythe execution

aud all expenses may le seized and sold at public auction by the officer, after due

notice.

23.- Property attached on petition , and not advertised for sale within ten days

after final judgment, shall be returned to the defendant .

24 .-- Final judgment fordefendant. - When final judgment is given in favour of the

defendant, his person and prop rty are at once freed from imprisonment or attachment

and all security given by him discharged. And the Consul may, at his discretion,

award him compensation for any damage necessarily and directly sustained by reason

of such attachment , arrest, or imprisonment.

25.- Offset. - In action of contract , defendant may offset petitioner's claim by a

counter claim , filing his own claim, under oath , with his answer. Petitioner shall be

notified to file his answer seasonably, on oath, and the iwo claims shall then be tried

together, and but one judgment given for the difference , it any be proved in favour

of either party, otherwise for defendant's costs.

26.---Costs .- Escept as hereiratter provided, the party finally prevailing recovers

costs, to be taxd by him and revised by the Consul.

27.- Trustee process. In contract, the Consul may order defendant's property or

credits in a thir:l party's band to be attached on the petition, by serving him with

due notice as trustee , proviled petitioner secures trustee his cos's by adequate special

deposit .

28. — Trustee's cost. - If adjulged trustee, the third party may retain his costsfrom

the amount for which he is adjudged trustee, if sufficient ; otherwise the balance of

trustee's costs must be paid out of petitioner's special deposit , as must the whole of

bis costs if not a ljudged trustee.

29. - Demand on trustee upon execution . The amount for which a trustee is

charged must be inserted in the execution , and demanded of him by the Officer

within ten days after judgment, or all claim ceases. Process against the property

or person of the trustee may issue ten days after demand.

30.– Debt must be at least ten dollars.If petitioner recovers judgment for less

than ten dollars, or if less than ten dollars of the defendant's property or credits is

proved in the party's bands, in either case the third party must be discharged with

costs against petitioner.

31.- Replevin . Before granting a writ of replevin , the Consul shall require

petitioner to file a sufficient bond, with two responsible sureties , for double the value

of the property to be replevined, one an American citizen , or petitioner may deposit

the required amount.

II .-TENDER, &c .

32.- Before a cre litor files bis petition in Contract, bis debtor may make an

absolute and unconditional offer of the amount he considers due, by tendering the

money in the sight of the creditor or his legal representative.

33.- Deposit. - If not accepted , the debtor shall , at his own risk and paying the

charges, deposit the money with the Consul , who shall receipt to him, and notify the

creditor.

34.- Demand or withdrawal -It shall be paid to the creditor at any time, if

demanded, unless previously withdrawn by tbe depositor .

35. — Costs.- If the depositor does not withdraw his deposit, and upon trial , is

not adjudged to have owed petitioner at the time of the tender more than its amount,

he shall recover all his cists.

36. - Offer to be defaulted .-- At any stage of a suit in contract or wrong, defendant

may file an offer to be defaulted for a specific sum and the costs up to that time; and

if petitioner chooses to proceed to trial and does not recover more than the sum

offered and interest, he shall pay alldefendant's costs arising after the offer, execution

issuing for the balance only .
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III .-REFERENCE.

37. - When parties agree to reference they sball immediately file a rule, and the

case be marked " referred ; a commission si ail iben issue to the referers, with a

copy of all japers filed in the case.

38.--Award and acceptance. --The referees shall report their award to the Con

suls , who shall accept the same, and give judgment, and issue execution thereon ,

unless satisfied of fraud, perjury, corruption, or gross error in tie proceedings .

39.—When transmitted to Minister. — In cases involving more than five hundred

dollars, if his acceptance is withbeld , the Consul shall at once transmit the wbole

case with a brief statement of his reasons, and the evidence thereon , to the Minister,

wbo shall give judgment on the award, or grant a new trial before the Consul .

IV . - APPEAL.

40.-Must be within one day.-- Appeals must be claimed before three o'clock in .

the afternoon of the day after judgment ( excluding Sunday ); but in civil cases , only

upon sufficient security .

41.-- To be perfected within five days. -Within five days after judgment, the

appellant must set forth his reasons by petition filed with the Corsul, which shall be

transmitted as soon as may be to the Minister, with a copy of docket entries and of

all papers in the case .

V.-NEW TRIAL .

42. - Because of perjury. - On proof of the perjury of any important witness of

the prevailing party, upon a material point , affecting the decision of a suit , the Consul

who tried it way, within a year after final judgment, grant a new trial on such terms

as he may deem just.

43.- Generally. Within one year after final judgmentin any suit not involving

more tban five hundred dollars, the Consul who tried it, or his successor, may, upon

sufficient security, grant a new trial where justice manifestly requires it : if exceeding

five huudred dollars, with the concurrence of the Minister.

VI .-HABEAS CORPUS.

44. - Slaves not to be held.—No Consul shall recognize the claim of any American

citizen arising out of a violation of the provision of the Act of Congress approved

February 19th , 1862 , relating to the " coolie trade " so called , nor any claim which

involves the holding of any person in slavery,

45.- Habeas Corpus. - Upon application of any person in writing and under oath ,

representing that he or any other person is enslaved, unlawfully imprisoned , or

deprived of his liberty by any American citizen within the jurisdiction of a Consul ,

such Consul may issue his writ of Habeas Corpus, directing such citizens to bring

said person if in his custody , or under his control, before him , and the question shall

be determined summarily, subject to appeal.

VII.-Divor ' E.

46.-Libels for divorce must be sign.d and sworn to before the Consul , and on

the trial each party may testify ,

47.- Attachment. The Consul , for good cause , may order the attachment of

libeller's property to such an amvunt and on such terms as he may think proper.

48. - Husband to advance money . — He may also, at bis discretion, order the husband

to advance his wife, or pay into Court , a reasavable sum to enable her to defend the

libel, with a reasonable monthly allowance for her support pending the proceedings.

49.-Alimony .-- Alimony may be awarded or denied the wife on her divorce at

his discretion .

50. – Custody of the minor children may be decreed to such party as justice and

the children's pool may require .

51.- Release of both. - Divorce releases both parties, and thảy shall vot be

re -married to each other.

52.- Costs . - Costs are at the discretion of the Consul.

VIII . - MARRIAGE.

53. - Record and return.--Each Consul shall record all marriages solemnized by

him or in bis official presence.
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IX .-BIRTHS AND DEATHS.

54.- The birth and death of every American citizen within the limits of his

jurisdiction shall likewise be recorded.

X.–BANKRUPTCY, PARTNERSHIPS, PROBATE, &c .

55. - Until promulgation of further regulations, Consuls will continue to exercise

their former lawful jurisdiction and auth rity in bankruptcy , partnerships, probate

of wills, administration of estates, and other matters of equity, admiralty , ecclesiastical

and common law , not especially provided for in previous devrees, according to such

reasonable rules, not repugnant to the Constitu'ion, treaties , and laws of the United

States, as they may find necessary or convenient to adopt.

XI .-SEAMEN .

56.- In proceedings or prosecutions instituted by or against American seamen,

the Consul may, at his discretion, suspend any of these rules in favour of the seamen,

when in his opinion, justice, humanity, an } public policy require it .

XII.CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS.

37.-How commenced . — Complaints and informations against American citizens

should always be signed and sworn to before the Consul when the complainant or

informant is at or n ar the Consul's pert.

58. — How Authenticated.- All complaints and informations not so signed and

sworn to by a citizen of the United States , and all complaints , and informations in

capital cases , must be authenticated by the Consui's certificate of his knowledge or

belief of the substantialtruth of enough of the complaint or information to justify

the arrest of the party charged .

59. - Copy of accusation . - No citizen shall be arraigned for trial until the offence

charged is distinctly made known to bim by the Consul in respondent's own language.

In cases of magnitude and in all cases when demanded, an attested copy ( or

translation ) of the complaint , information, or statement, authenticated by the

Consul, shall be furnisbed him in bis own language , as soon as may be after his

arrest .

60.- Presence of accuser . — The personal presence of the accuser is indispensable

throughout the trial.

61. — May testify. — He shall be informed of his right to testify, and cautioned

that if he choose to offer himself as a witness , he must answer all questions that may

be propounded by theConsul or his order, like any other witne: s.

62. -- American witnesses compelled to attend . — The Government and the accused

are equally entitled to compulsory process for witness s within their jurisdiction ; and

if the Consul believes the accused to be unable to advance the fees, his necessary

witnesses shall be summoned at the expense of the United States.

63.-Fine and costs.- When punishment is by fine, costs may be included or

remitted at the Consul's discretion . An alternative sentence of thirty days' imprison

ment shall take effect on non - payment of any part of the fine or costs adjudged in

any criminal procteding .

64.- Any prisoner, before conviction, may be admittel to bail by the Consul

who tries him , except in capital cases .

65.- Capital cases.-- No prisoner charged with a capital offence shall be admitted

to bailwhere the proof is eviden ' , or the presumption of his guilt great .

66.—After conviction .---After conviction and appeal the prisoner may be admitted

to bail only by the Minister.

67.-- American bail.-- Any citizen of the United Staʻes offering himself as bail

shall sign and swear, ' efore the Consul, to a schedule of unincumberel property of a

value at least double the amunt of the requir. d bail.

68.– Foreign bail. - Any o ! her proposed bail or security sball sign ard swear

before the Consul, to a similar schedule of unincumbered personal property within

the local jurisdiction of the Consulate, or be may be required to deposit the amount

in money or valuables with the Consul.

69. The sureties.- Unless such sufficient citizen becomes bail, or such deposit

is made, at least two sur«ties shall be required .
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70. - Surrender. — Any American bail may have leave of the Consul to surrender

his principal on payment of all costs and expenses.

71.— Prosecutor may be required to give security . Any complainant, informant, or

prosecutor may be required to give security for al costs of the prosecution including

those of the accused ; and every complainant, &c . , not a citizen of the United States,

shall be so required, unless, in the Consul's opinion, justice will be better promoted

oherwise ; and when such security is refused the prosecution shall abate.

72.- Honourable acquittal.—When the innocence of the accused , both in law and

in in'ention, is manifest, the Consul shall a ld to the usual judgmentof acquittal, the

word “ honourable.”

73.- Costs. - In such case judgment may be given and execution issued sum

marily against any informer, complainant, or pros -cutor, for the whole costs of the

trial inclu ling those of the accused or for any pırt of either or both , if the proceeding

appears to have been groundless and vexatious , originating in corrupt , malicious, or

vindictive motives.

74.- Minor offences.-Consuls will ordinarily encourage the settlement of all

prosecutions not of a heinous character by the parties aggrieved or concerned.

XII . - Oaths.

75.-Oaths shall be administered in some language that the witness understands .

76. - Not Christians.-- A witness not a Coristian shall be sworn according to his

religious belief.

77. - Atheist.-An avowed atheist shall not be sworn , but may affirm , under the

pains and penalties of perjury ; the credibility of his evidence being for the considera

tion of the Consul .

78. - Affirmation . - A Christian conscientiously scrupulous of an oath, may affirm

under the pains and penalties of perjury .

XIV .-- DOCKETS, RECORDS , &c .

79.—Civil docket.— Each Consul shall keep a regular docket or calendar of all

civil acti ns and proceedings, entering each case sparately, numbering consecutively,

to the end of bis term of office, with the date of filing, the names of the parties in

full, their nationality, the nature of the proceeding, the sum or thing claimed , with

minute and dates of al orders, decrees , continuances, appeals, and proceedings, until

final judgment.

80. - Criminal. — He shall keep another regular docket for all criminal cases , with

sufficient similar memoranda.

81. - Filing papers. - All original papers shall be filed at once and never removed ;

no person , but an officer of the Consulate or Minister, should be allowed access to

them , All papers in each case must be kepi together in one inclosure, and numbered

as in the docket with the parties' names, the nature of the proceeding, the year of

filing the petition, and of final judgment, conspicuously marked on the inclosure, and

each year's cases kept by themselves in their order.

XV.-LIMITATION OF ACTIONS AND PROSECUTIONS .

82. - Criminol - Heinous offences, not capital, must be prosecuted within six

years, minor offences within two.

83. — Civil . – Civil actions based on writien promises, contract, or instrument,

must be commenced within six years after the cause of action accrues; others within two.

84.- Absence ; fraudulent concealment. - In prosecutions for heinous offences not

capital, and in civil cases involving more than $500, any absence of respondent or

defeudant for more than three months at a time from China, shall be added to the

limitations : and in civil cases involving more than $ 100, the period during which the

cause of action may be fraudulently concealed by defendant, shall likewise be added .

XVI.-GENERAL PROVISIONS .

85. - Trials public . - All trials and proceedings in the United States ' Consular

Courts in China shall be open and public.

86.- Interpreting and translating. - L'apers and testimony in a foreign language

shall be tran -lated into English by a sworn interpreter, appointed by the Consul : in
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civil cases to be paid by petitioner. Oaths and questions shall be translated by the

interpreter from the English for any witness who does not understand English.

87. – Testimony.- Parties may be required to file their petitions, answers,

complaints, informations, and all other papers addressed to the court, in English ; or

they may be translated by the interpreter at the Consul's discretion. All testimony

must be taken in wiiting in open Court by the Consul or his order, and signed by

the witness,aft'r beingreadover to him for his approval and correction , and it shall

forin part of the papers in the case .

88. - Adjournment.-- The Consul may adjourn bis Court from time to time , and

place to place, within his jurisdiction , always commencing proceedings and giving

judgment at the Consulate.

.89. - Officer.--All processos not served by the Consul personally must be executed

by an officer of the Consulate, who shall sign his return, specifying the time and mode

of service, and annexing an account of his fees .

90 .-- Copies on appeal.-- On appeal, copies of all the papers must be paid for in

advance by the app llant, except iv: criminal cases where respondent is unable to pay

91. — Copies.—Any person interested is entitled to a copy of any paper on file, on

prepayment of the fee.

92.-- Reasonable clearness, precision , and certainty should be required in the

papers ; and sub tantial ju tice and all practicable dispatch are expectel in thedecisions.

93. - Definition of Consul. – The word “ Consul ” is intended to include the Consul

General , and any Vice-Consul or Deputy -Consul, actually exercising the Consular

power at any Consulate unless the sense requires a more limited construction.

94.- Associates.- Each associate in a Consular trial shall, before entering on bis

duties , be sworn by his Consul. Before taking the oath , he may be challenged by

either party , and for sufficient cause excused , and another drawn .

95.- Contempt.--Consuls will always preserve order in Court, punis'sing sum

marily any contempt committed in their presence, or any refusal to obey theirlawiul

summonsor order , by imprisonment not exceeding 24 hours, or by fine rot exceeding

fifty dollars and costs .

96 --- Altorney .-- Every party to a civil or criminal proceeding may be heard in

person, or by attorney of his choice , or by both ; but the presence of counsel shall be

under the exclusive control and discretion of the Consul.

97. - Accounts. The accounts of the Consular Courts shall be kept in United

States' currency ; and every order of deposit,decree of taxation of fres , and

generally every paper issuing originally from the Court, shall be expressed in dollars

and cents, and satisfied in United States' metallic currency , or its equivalent .

XVII .-Fees .

98.-- In Consular Court.

In all cases where the amount in question is not more than $500 ..... $ 5.00

In all cases where it is over $500 15,00

In all cases where no specific damages are sought the fee shall be $ 5 for minor,

and $ ! 5 for greater cases.

99.-Clerk's Fees.

For issuing all writs, warrants , attachments or other compulsory process 1.50

For docketing every suit commenced 1.00

For executions 1.00

For summonses and subpænas 0.50

For all records at the rate of, for each hundred words 0.20

For drawing every notice, paper, order , or process, not otherwise provided for. 2.00

And if it exceed 200 words, for every additional bundred words
1.00

For every seal to process issued 1.00

For filing each paper upon the return of the Marshal, and all papers filed in
Court , 0.10

100.-Marshal's Fees.

For apprehending a deserter, and delivering him on board the vessel Lesercd

from , to be paid by the vessel before leaving port ........ 5.00
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per cent.

22

For searching for the same, and if not found , to be certified by the Consul, and

on bis order to be paid by the said ship
$2.00

For serving any writ, warrant, attachmen
t, or other compulsor

y process, each

person
2.00

For sei ving summons
1.00

For turning all writs , attachments, and summonses, each 0.50

For each bail-bond 1.00

For every commitment or discharge of prisoner 2.00

On subpænas, for each witness summoned
0.50

For returning subpoena .... 0.20

For each day's attendance upon Court 3.00

For levying execution 1.50

For advertis'ng property for sale 2.00

For releasing property under exrcution by order of plaintiff ... 3.00

For selling projerty under execution, when the amount collected does not

exceed $ 1,000

If over $ 1,000, and not exceeding $5,000 . .3

If over $5,000 ....
2

For making collections under $200 in cases where no adjudication has

taken place
.5

If the amount exceed $200

For travelling fees in serving all processes, each mile .
$0.15

For serving every notice not beretofore provided for in addition to the usual

travelling fees 0.50

101. - Interpreter's Fees.

For each day's attendance upon Court . , 3.00

For making translations
2.00

If more than 200 words , for each additional hundred . 1.00

102. - Witnesses' Fees.

For every day's attendance at Court ... 1.50

For each 'mile trivelled in going to and returning from Court 0.15

103. - Crier's Fees.-

On trial of every suit
1.00

134 , — Associate's Fees.

For each day's attendance 3.60

105. - Čosts for prevailing party.

All necessary Court fees paid out.

XVIII.—PROVISO.

106. - All decrees heretofore issued by authority of the Commissiovers and

Minister of the United States to Chica, wbich are inconsistent in whole or in part with

the provisions of this Decree, are hereby annulled , and those portions are henceforth

void and of no effect; and the promul ation of these rules abrogates no authority

hitherto lawſully exercised by Consuls in China not inconsistent ber:with .

ANSON BURLINGAME.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES TO CHINA,

PEKING, April 23rd, 1864.

.....

ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS FOR THE CONSULAR COURTS OF

THE UNITED STATES IN CHINA.

These regulations which have been decreed , as having the force of law in the

Consular Courts of the United States in China by James B. Angell, Envoy Extraor

dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States, are dated May 26th , 1881.

They have been assented to by the various United States Consuls in China and are

as follow :

1.- In civil proceedings between Anrican citizens in the Consular Courts in

China, the service of summons upon the defendant, if he is found within the Empire
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of China , shall be personal. That is, the copy of the complaint and summons duly

certified by a Marshal of any Consular Court in China shall be delivered into the

hands of the person to be served . The officer so serving the summons sball certify

the same to the Consul before whom the suit is brought.

2.-When the defendant has removed from or is absent from the Empire, or

conceals himself therein to avoid the service of summons, and the fact appears by

affidavit to the satisfactionof the Consul, and it also appears by such affidavit or by

the verified complaint on file that a good cause of action exists against the Defendant,

or that be is a necessary party to the action , such Consulmay make an order tbat

the service be marle by publication of the summons. Such order shall direct the

publication to be made in a newspaper of general circulation (to be named ) for such

length of time as may be reasonable, in not less than six issues of such paper, if a

daily, and in not less thanfour issues, if a weekly. Such publication shall be made

in a newspaper published nearest to the Consulate where the suit of proceeding is

pending, at least five months before the time fixed for the trial by the Consul . In

case of publication , when the residence of a non -resident or absent defendant is

unknown, the Consul sball direct a copy of the complaint and summons,duly certified,

and addressed to the person to be served at his supposed place of residence, to be

deposited in the Post Office by the Marshal of the said Court .



BRITISH EMIGRATION .

CHINESE PASSENGERS' ACT, 1855.

28 AND 29 VICTORIA, CAP . 104.

An Act for the Regulatio of Chinese Passenger Ships.

Whereas abuses have occurred in conveying Emigrants from ports in the Chinese

Seas : And whereas it is expedient to prevent such abuses: Be it enacted by the

Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords

Spiritual and Temporal , and Commons, in this present Parliament assmbled, and by

the authority of the same, as follows:

I.-In the Construction of this Act, the Term Chinese Passenger Ships shall

include every ship carrying from any port in Hongkong, and every British ship cari ying

from any port in China or within one hundreu miles of the coast thereof,more than

twenty passengers, being natives of Asia ; the word Colony shall include all Her

Majesty's Possessions abroad not being under the Government of the East India

Company; the word Governor shall signify the person for the time being lawfully

administering the Government of such colony; the term Legislature of Hongkong

shall signify the Governor and Legislative Council or other legislative authority of the

same for the time being ; the word Ship shall include all seagoing vessels ; . the

term Commander and Master of any sbip shall include any person for the time being

in command or charge of the same; the term Emigration Officer shall include every

person lawfully acting as emigration officer, immigration agent or protector of

emigrants, and every person authorized by the Governor of any British colony to

carry out the Provisions of this Act ; and the term British Consul sball include

every person lawfully exercising Consular authority ou behalf of Her Majesty in any

foreign port.

II .-It shall be lawful for the Legislature of Hongkong by any ordinance to be

by them enacted for the purpose, to make regulations respecting Chinese passenger

ships , and , in the case of British ships, respecting the treatment of the passengers

therein wbile at sea ; and until such enactment, the Rugulations contained in schedule

( A ) to this Act annexed shall be in force : Provided always, that no such ordinance

shall come into operation until Her Majesty's confirmation of the same shall have

been proclaimed in Hongkongby the Governor thereof.

III. - It shall be lawful for the Governor of Hongkorg to declare, by proclamation,

for the purposes of this Act and of the said regulations,what shall be deemed to be

the duration of the voyage of any Chinese passenger ship, and by such proclamation

to alter the scales of dietary, medicines, and medical comforts contained in the

aforesaid schedule ( A ).

IV.-No Chinese passenger ship shall clear out or proceed to sea on any yoyage

of more than seven days' duration until the master thereof shall have received from

an emigration officer a copy of the aforesaid regulations, and a certificate in the

form contained in schedule B to this Act annexed, or in such other form as may be

prescribed by the said Legislature, wbich copy and certificate, with any documents to

be attached thereto (hereinafter designated as emigration papers), shall be signed by

the said emigration officer, nor untilthe master stall, with two sufficient sureties, to
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be approved by the said emigration officer, have entered into a joint and several bond

in the sum of one thousand pounds to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors , in the

from contained in schedule C to this Act annexed, or in such other form as shall be

prescribed by the said Legislature.

V.—The said penal sum of one thousand pounds shall be due and recoverable,

Lotwithstanding any penalty or forfeiture imposed by this Act or by the aforesaid

regulations, and whether such penalties or forfeitures shall bave been sued for and

recovered or not .

VI .-It shall be lawful for commanders of any of Her Majesty's ships of war, or

for any emigration officer, Custom-house officer, or British Consul,to enter and search

any Chinese passenger ship( being a British vessel or within British jurisdiction) so

long as such ship shall have any passengers on board , and forty -eight hours

afterwards, and in case such ship sball be engaged on a voyage of more than seven

days' duration , to require the pro luction of the emigration papers of such ship, and

to examine all persons on board of the same, in order to ascertain whe:her the

provisions of this Act , and of the regulations aforesaid , have been complied with : and

any person who refuses to allow , attempts to avoid, or obstructs any such entry ,

search, or examination , or wbo knowingly wisleads or deceives any persou lawfully

making any such search or examination, or who, being the master of the ship or having

the emigration papers in his custody, fails to produce the same wben required as

aforesaid, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour.

VII. - In case of any neglect or refusal to comply with any of the provisions of

this Act or any of the regulations aforesaid, or to perform any stipulation in any of

the contracts made with the passengers, the master ofthe ship, and any other persons

wbu may have been guilty of, or have aide l or abetted such neglect or refusal , shall

each be deemed for each offence guilty of a misdem anour.

VIII.-- If any Chinese pas -enger ship clears out or proceeds to sea on any voyage

exceeding seven days' duration without such emigration papers as aforesaid, of if the

emigration papers of any Chinese passenger ship are foged or fraudulently altered,

such ship shall , if she is a British ship , or if,nit being a British ship , the offence is

committed and the ship is seized in Her Majesty's dominions or in the territories of

the East India Company, be forfeited to Her Maj-sty.

IX . - Every person who commits or aids or abits in committing any act or default

by which any Chinese passenger ship may become liable to forfeiture shall be liable

to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds for each offence .

X.-It shall be lawful for any commissioned officer on full pay in the military or

naval service of Her Majesty, or any British officer of customs,or any British Cousul,

to seize and detainany ship which hasbecome subject to forfeiture as aforesaid , and

bring her for adjudication before the High Court ofAdmiralty in England or Treland,

or any court having Admiralty Jurisdiction in Her Majesty's dominions, or the

territories of the East India Company, and such court maythereupon make such order

in the case as it thinks fit, and may award such portion of theproceeds of the sale of

any forfeited ship as it thinks right to the officer bringing in the same for adjudica

tion, or to any persons damaged by the act or default which bas rendered the ship

liable to forfeiture.

XI .—No such officer as aforesaid shall be responsible , either civilly or criminally ,

to any persons whomsoever in respect of the seizure or detention of any ship that has

been seized or detained by bim in pursuance of the provisions herein contained,

notwithstanding that such ship is not brought in for adjudication, or , if so brought

in , is declared not to be liable to forfeiture, it it is shown to the satisfaction of the judge

or court before whom any trial relating to such ship or such seizure or detentionis

held, that there are reasorable grounds for such seizure or detention, but if no such

grounds are shown, such judge or court may award payment of costs and damages to

any party aggrieved, andmake such other order in the premises as he or it thinks just .

XII.-It shall be lawful for the court before which any sbip liable to forfeiture

under this Act is proceeded against, to impose such a pecuniary penalty as to the

Eame court shall seem fit, in lieu of condemuing the sbip, and iu such case to cause
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the ship to be detained until the penalty is paid, and to cause any penalty su imposed

to le applied in the same inanner in which the pioceeds of the said ship, if condemned

and sold by order of the court, would bave been applicable.

XIII. --Allmisdemeanours and other criminal offences punishable under this

Act shall bedealt with, tried , and judged of in the same manner as misdemeanours

and other off nces punishable under the Merchant Shipping Act , 1854, and all the

rules of law, practice, or evidence applicable to the last mentioned misdemeanours

and offences shall be applicable to misdemeanours and other offences under this Act.

XIV.-Any court , justice , or magistrate imposing any penalty under this Act for

which no specific application is herein provided,may, if it or he thinks fit, direct the

whole or any part thereof to be applied in compensating any person for any wrong or

damage which he may have sustained by the act or default in respect of which such

penalty is imposed, or in or towards payment of the expense of the proceedings; and

subject to such directions or specific application as aforesaid , all penalties recovered

in the United Kingom shall be paid into the receipt of Her Majesty's Exchequer in

such main r as the Treasury may direct , and shall be carried to and form part of the

consolidated fund of the United Kingdom ; and all penalties recovered in any British

possession shall be paid over into the public treasury of such possession , and form

part of the public revenue thereof.

XV.-In any legal proceedings taken under this Act , or in respect of the bond

hereinbefore required, any document purporting to be the written declaration of any

British Consul, or of the commander of any of Her Majesty's ships of war, or to be a

copy of proceedings of any court of justice, shall without any proof of signature

be received in evidence , in case it shall appear that such copy or declaration , if

produced in the Uuited Kingdom ,was officially transmitted to one of Her Majesty's

principal Secretaries of State, or if produced in any colony, was officially transmitted

to the Governor thereof. Provided always, that no person making such written

declaration as aforesaid be capable of receiving a share of any penalty or forfeiture

which shall be procured by such written declaration.

XVI.—This Act may be cited for any purpose whatever under the name of the

Chinese Passengers' Act , 1855 .

SCHEDULE A.

Regulations respecting Chinese Passenger Ships .

I.-- No Chinese passenger ship shall clear ont or proceed to sea on any voyage of

more than seven days' duration without a certificate from an emigration officer, and

such certificate shall be in the form provided by the Chinese Passengers' Act , 1855 .

II.—No enigration officer shall be bound to give such certificate in respect of

any Chinese passenger ship till seven days after receiving notice that the ship is to

carry passengers, and of her destination , and of her proposed day of sailing , nor unless

there are on board a surgeon and interpreter approved by such emigration officer .

III.-- After receiving such notice, the emigration officer shall be at liberty at all

times to enter and inspect the ship, and the fittings, provisions, and stores therein ,

and any person impeding him in such entry or inspection, or refusing to allow of the

same, shall be liable to a fine of not more than one hundred pounds for each offence.

IV.-The emigration officer shall not give bis certificate unless he be satisfied,-

1. - That the ship is seaworthy, and properly manned , equipped , filted , and

ventilated ; and has not on board any cargo likély, from its quality , quantity, or mode

of stowage, to preju lice the health or safety of the passengers .

2. - That the space appropriated to the passengers in the between decks contains

at the least twelve superficial and seventy-two cubical feet of space for every adult on

board ; that is to say, for every passenger above twelve years of age, andfor every

two passongers between the age of one year and twelve years.

3. – That a space of five superficial feet per adult is left clear on the upper deck

for the use of the passengers.
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OZ .3

2

16 oz .

OZ .

oz .

oz .

OZ .

4. - Tvat provisions , fuel , and water have b :en placed on board , of good quality,

properly packed, and sufficient to supply the passengers on board during thedeclared

duration of the intended voyage to tbe foilowing scale :

DIETARY SCALE.

Proclamation of 1st November, 1872 .

Rice .... ih 13 per diem .

Salt Beef

Salt Pork
Ibon alternate days.

Salt Fish

Fresh Beef, or Mutton in tins

Salted Vegetables

Pickles 1b fon alternate days.

Fresh Vegetables, as Yams, Pumpkins, &c .

Water..... Imperial qts . 3 a day.

Firewood lbs. 2 a day.

Tea ...
oz . } a day.

Lime or Lemon Juice and Sugar oz . 2 a week.

Note . - Fresh Vegetables to be issued during the first month of the voyage only,

unless the master shall obtain a fresh supply en route, when these articles may be

again supplied in the above proportion .

Bage 5.- That Medicines and Medical Comforts have been placed on board according

to the following Scale :

SCALE OF MEDICINES AND MEDICAL COMFORTS .

For every 100 Passengers, and in like Proportion for any greater or less Number :

Calomel Senna Leaves 8 oz.

Blue Pill Blistering Plaister 8 oz

Rhubarb Powder 2 Sulphur Sublimed

Compound Jalap Powder...... 12 Sulphur Ointment... 12 oz .

Ipecacuanha
Powder 12 Linseed Flour...... 4 ib .

Opium Country Soap
24 oz .

Dover's Powder Castor Oil 6 bottles.

Magnesia ... Oil of Peppermint ... 2 oz .

Epsom Salts 6 lbs. Adhesive Plaister, spread 2 yards .

Chloride of Lime 20 lbs . Simple Ointment 16 oz .

Tartar Emetic ... 4 drams. Ringworm Ointment 16 oz.

Quinine .... 2 Jeremie's Opiate 2 oz .

Antimonial
Powder 0} oz. Aromatic Spirit of Hartshorn ......

Extract of Colocynth , C'pound 1 Cholera Pills in phial 12 drams,

Carbonate of Ammonia...... 1 } oz . Cubebs Powder 4 lb.

Assafoetida Sweet Spirits of Nitre ... 16 oz.

Camphor 1 } oz. Copaiba
16 oz.

Camphorated Liniment ... 16 Sulphate of Copper
2 oz.

Catechu ..... 2 Sulphate of Zinc 1 oz .

Prepared Chalk
2 Lunar Caustic 4 drams,

Tincture of Opium . 8 Lime Juice ... 36 quarts.

Turpentine .... 16 Rum or Brandy 36 quarts .

INSTRUMENTS, &c .

1 Set of Amputating and other Surgical | 1 Spatula.

Instruments (if there be any person on 1 Dressing Scissors.

board competent to use them) . 1 Infusion Box,

1 One Ounce Glass Measure .
1 Quire of Country Paper,

1 Minim Glass Measure . 1 Penknife.

1 Pestle and Mortar (Wedgewood) . 2 Metal Bed Pans .

1 Set of Weights and Scales (Grain in box) . ; 2 Trusses for Hernia, right and left ,

1 Set of common Splints. 2 Small Syringes.

1 Set of Bleeding Lancets . 4 Ounces prepared Lint .

1 Silver Catheter.
1 2 Pieces Cloth for Bandages.

V.—The master of any Chinese passenger ship being a British ship and proceed.

ing on a voyage of more than seven days' duration sball, during the whole of the

intended voyage,make issues of provisions, fuel, and water, according to the aforesaid

dietary scale, and shall not make any alteration, except for the manifest advantage of

the passengers, in respect of the space allotted to them as aforesaid, or in respect of

them ( except in case of necessity ) to help in working the vessel, and shall issue

2

2

2

OZ .

oz .

OZ .

OZ .

4 oz .

oz .

1

oz .

oz .

OZ .

OZ .

oz.

OZ .
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medicines and medical comforts , as shall be requisite, to the best of his judgment,

and shall call at such ports as may be mentioned in the emigration officer's clearing

certificate, for fresh water and other nºcessaries ; and shall carry them without

unnecessary delayto the destination to which they have contracted to proceed.

VI.- The e migration officer shall not give his certificate until be shall have

mustered the passengers, and have ascertained to the best of his power that they

understand whither they are going and comprehend the nature of any contracts of

service which they have made ; he shall also take care that a copy of the form of such

contracts , or an abstract of their sul stance, signed by himself, is appended to the

said certificate . If any of the passengers are in bad health or insufficiently provided

with clothing, or if the contracts are unfair, or if there is reason to suspect tbat fraud

or violence have been practised in their collection or embarkation, he may detainthe

ship , and if he shall think fit, may order all or any of the passengers to be re-landed .

SCHEDULE B.

Enigration Officer's Certificate, &c .

I bereby authorize the Chinese passenger ship to proceed to

sea for the port of
in

; and certify that the said ship

can legally carry adults, and that there are on board

passengers making in all

adults , viz :-- men, women , male

children , and female children, such children being between the ages

of one and twelve years ; that the space set apart and to be kept clear for the use of

such emigrants is as follous : On the upier deck superficial feet, bring [here

describe the space ] ; that the ship is properly manned and fitted, and that the meansof

ventilating the part of the between -deck appropriated to passengers are as follow,

There describe the means of ventilation ); that the ship is furnished with a proper

quantity of good provisions,fuel , and water for days' issues to the passengers,

according to the* annexed dietary scale, and with a proper quantity of medicines,

instruments, and medical comforts according to the* annexed scale of medical

necessaries ; that I have inspected the contracts between the emigrants and their

intended employers (the terms of which are ar nexed to this certificate), and consider

them reasonable ; that no fraud appears to have been practised in collecting the

emigrants : and that there are on board a surgeon † [and interpreter] approved by

me, and designated respectively
and

] | [the master of tbe ship

is to put in : o
and for waterand fresh vegetables).

( Signed )

Emigration Officer.

Dated this 18day of

SCHEDULE C.

Form of bond to be given by the Masters of Chinese Passenger Ships.

Know all men by these presents , That we are held and firmly bound unto our

Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria, by the Grace of God , of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, Queen , Defender of the Faith, in the sum of one thousand

pounds of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid to our said Sovereign

Lady the Queen , her heirs and successors ; to which payment, well and truly to be

made, we bind ourselves and every of us , jointly, and severally, for and in the whole,

our heirs , executors, administrators , and every of them , firmly by these presents.

Soaled with our Seals.

Dated day of 18

Whereas, by the Chinese Passengers’Act, 1855, it is enacted , that before any

Chinese passenger ship shall clear out or proceed to sea on voyage of more than

seven days ' computed duration, the master thereof sball, with two sufficient sureties

* The scales mast be those prescribed by the Regulation in Schedule A.

+ In case theshiphasbeenauthorizedto proceed withoutan Interpreter, omit the part between brackets, and

add, " and that the ship has been authorized to proceed without an Interpreter."

1 The part between brackets is to beinserted or notasmay be required .
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?

October to

March .

October to

March .

to be approved by an emigration officer, enter into a bond to Her Majesty, her heirs

and successors, in the sum of one thousand pounds .

Now the conditon of this obligation is this, that if (in respect of the ship

whereof is master) all and every of the requiri ments of the said

Chinese Passe: gers' Act, and of the regulations contained in Schedule A. to the said

Act annexed, or enacted by the L gislature of Hongkong, shall be well and truly

observed and performed [ $ in like manner as the same ought to be observed and

performed in case the said ship were a British ship, and the said a British

subject] , then this obligation to be void , otherwise to remain in full force and effect.

Sgned, sealed , and delivered by the above -bouiden ard in the

Presence of

PASSAGE FROM HONGKONG TO THE UNDERMENTIONED
PLACES FOR

SHIPS PROPELLED BY SAILS IN THE MONTHS OF

(Proclamation of Junuary 26th , 1856.)

April to April to

Beptember September

[ both inclusive . ] [both inclusive .]

California or West Coast of

America, North of the 100 days . 75 days.New Zealand .. 75 days. 90 days.

Equator . Manila 20 days. 20 days .

West Coast of America, ? 120 days . 120 days . Singapore .. 20 days. 45 days.

South of the Equator ... ) Batavia 30 days. 60 days .

Sandwich Islands 75 days. 56 days. Ceylon ..... 45 days. 70 days.

New Caledonia and New Madras or Calcutta . 50 days. 75 days.

Hebrides, Fiji Islands,
100 days, 100 days . Mauritius or Bourbon .

Bombay 60 days. 80 days.

Tahiti, Society or Friend 60 days. 80 days .

ly Islands ..... Cape of Good Hope ... 65 days. 85 days.

Sydney, Melbourne, or 60 days . 80 days. of America ....West Indies or East Coast 147 days. 168 days.

South Australia

Western Australia 45 days. 60 days.Great Britain or Europe ... " . 162 days . 184 days.

Tasmania .... 65 days. 80 days . Siam 20 days. 45 days.

COMPUTATION OF LENGTH OF VOYAGE IN ANY CHINESE PASSENGER SHIP FROM

THE NORTHERN PORTS OF CHINA TO THE UNDERMENTIONED PLACES.

(Proclamation of March 1'th , 1857.)

From
From From

Shanghai and
Foochow . Amoy.

Ningpo .

Oct. to Apr.to Oct. to Apr. to Oct. to Apr. to

Mar. Sept. Mar. Sept. | Mar. Sept.

Both inclusive. Both inclusive. Both inclusive.

70 93 73 9790

100

70

105

100

52

125

115

73

115

54

117

74

74

117

55

103 113 102 1.07

65

50

70

80

15

100

80

100

110

To California or West Coast of America, North of

the Equator .

West Coast of America, South of the Equator ...

Sandwich Islands ...

„ New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Fiji Islands, Ta

hiti, Friendly Islands

» Sydney, Melbourne, or South Australia

Western Australia

Tasmania

New Zealand

Manila

Singapore

„ , Batavia

» Ceylon ....

Madras or Calcutta

„ Bombay

Mauritius or Bourbon

„ Cape of Good Hope

, West Indies or East Coast of America

, Great Britain or Europe....

Siam

62

47

67

40

6525

35

50

53

65

65

70

152

167

25

80

90

95

100

100

105

188

204

65

12

22

32

47

52

63

63

67

150

103

33

90

70

70

100

30

55

70

80

85

90

90

95

178

181

55

61

46

66

76

11

21

31

46

51

62

62

66

148

163

22

85

65

85

S5

25

50

65

75

80

85

85

90

173

190

50

§ This claus : to be inserted only in the case of a Foreigi Chinese Passenger Ship .
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EMIGRATION.

The following ivformation is supplied to Masters of vessels about to carry Chinese

Passengers under The Chinese Passengers' Act , 1855, and Local Ordinances : -

1. Imperial Chinese Passengers' Act, 1855. – Any vessels clearing with more than

twenty Asiatics on a voyage of more than seven days' duration is a Chinese Passenger

ship .

2. Proclamations of 26th January, 1856, and 17th November, 1858. - Declare the

length of certain vogages.

3. Ordinance No. 5 of 1874.-- Section III . gives the legal definition of a short

voyage.

PART I.

4. Section IV .–Notice of ship being laid on as a Chinese Passenger ship to be

given to Emigration Officer.

5. Section V.-No Chinese Passenger ship shall clear out, unless the Master of

such ship shall be provided with a Licence. ( S e Ordinance 5 of 1876.]

6. This Section describes the mo le of application for a Licence, and it also

empowers the Governor in Council toremove any Officer from an Emigrant sbip who

in unfit for the proper discharge of bis duties.

7. Section VI. prohibits any persons from the sale or letting of passages in any

Cbinese Passenger ship , unless such person shall have procured a Licence .

8. Section VII. - Every Chinese Passenger ship, except ships clearing under the

provisions of Section VIII, sball be provided with a Hospital, pioperly fitted with

Beds, B dding, and Utensils.

9. Par . 4.-All the Passengers and Crew shall be medically examined before

the departure of the ship.

10. Par. 8. - Chinese Medical Practitioners may be Surgeons of Chinese Pas

senger ships.

11. Section VIII. contains modified regulations for ships clearing out on voyages

of not more tban thirty days' dura :ion .

12. Section IX . treats of vessels about to convey Emigrants under contract of

service.

13. Par. 2.- Emigrants under contract of service shall lodge at least three clear

days in a depôt , approved of and under the supervision of the Emigration Officer.

14. Section X.--Orders of Her Majesty the Queen in Council relating to the

quantity of water to be carried by Passenger ships baving a certain description of

Condensing Apparatus shall apply to Chinese Passenger ships.

15. Section XI.-No sailing Chinese Passenger ship bound to anyportwestward

of the Cape of Good Hope, or to any port in Australia, New Zealand, Oceania , or

Tasmania, is permitt d to clear between the months of April and September inclusive.

PART II.

16. Section XIV.-No: ice is to be given to the Emigration Officer of intention

to fit any vessel for the conveyance of Chinese Emigrants to be embarked at any port

cr place out of thecolony.

17. Par. 2. - The Master of any ship arriving within the waters of the Colony,

and which is fitted for the conveyance ofChinese Emigrants, is to report the same

to theEmigration Officer.

18. Par. 3.-All Fit'ings are subject to the approval of the Enigration Officer.

19. Par. 4 ---- No ship fitting or fitted under this Section shall proceed to sea

without the Emigration Officer's Certificate.

20. Par. 5. - Barricades and Gratings are prohibited.

21. Section XV.-No Chinese Emigrant ship within the provisions of this

Section shall be fitted, manned, or equipped , unless the Master thereof shall have

procured a Licence from the Governor.
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RULES.

The Master of a Coinese Passenger ship enters into a Bond of One Thousand

Pounds that every and all of the R quirements of the Chinese Passingers’ Act , and

of the Regulations issued under the Act, or by the Legislature of Hongkong, sball

be well and truly observed .

2. These Regulations apply more especially to the accommodation , medical

attendance, and regular daily is ue of provisions , fuel, and water. It is , therefore,

the Master's interest, and he should make it his especial care , to see that the fittings

are strong, and that the full quantity of provisions , me licine , and medical comforts,

fuel and water, are on board ; and , that after these articles are on beard and have

been pas ed by the proper Officer from tis Office, they are carefully and securely

stowed away.

3. When the articles above -mentioned are stowedaway, the Emigration Officer

will, if necessry, caise the hatches, &c . , to be s aled down. These s als must not

be broken until the ship is beyo id the waters of the Colony.

4. Enigration under con: ract of service is prohibited, unless the ship shall be

proceeding to a British Colony.

5. When a ship is about to convey Chinese Passengers, tie Master is to notify

the Emigration Officer, in writing, to that effect, naming the Licensed Passage Broker

authorised to issue Passage Tickits, and forwarding, at the same time, a copy of the

Government Surveyor's Certificate of Measurement.

6. The vessel itill then be inspected by the Emigration Officer, who will pass or

reject her as he shall see fit.

7. When the vessel is passed, the Agent or Charterer will make the usual

application for a Licence , on a forın to be obtained at this Office, and, if granted , the

Master, with two approved Sureti's, must attend at the Emigration Office and

execute the Bond requir-d under Section IV. of The Chinese Passengers’ Act.

8. When the ship's voyage is approvel , she is to be fitted with such berths,

booby batches , ladders, bospital, privies , &c . , as may be directed by the Emigration

Officer.

9. If the vessel is to carry Female Passengers, a place separated from the Male

Passengers must be appropriated to their use , conveniences for them being placed aft.

10. Between the bunks of married couples there must be a division board not

less than 22 inches high.

11. When the provisions are tiken in , they must not be stowed away without

the sanction of the Emigration Officer, who will not pass (in vessels about to proceed

on voyages of over thirty days' duration) any Chinese preserved Beef or Pork , nor

Fish cured with their entrails remaining in them .

12. The water sbould be taken on board at an early period to admit of the casks

taking up.

13. The Master will make arrangements with his Passige Broker for providing

bis vessel with properly qualified Surgeons and Interpreters, one of each being

required for every Two Hundred Passengers , but in the event of an European or

American Surgeon being engaged for the voyage, only one Surgeon is needed.

Chinese doctors must undergoan exa'nination at Canton as to their qualifications.

14. If the vessel is a Steamer, she must be supplied with such quantity and

quality of Coals as the Emigration Officer shall direct, and a certificate must be pro

ducedthat the Engines and Boilers are in good condition for the contemplated voyage .

15. If the vessel is fitted with an approved Distilling Apparatus, she may carry

a reduced quantity of water in casks or tanks.

16. When the ship is ready to receive the Passengers on board , the Passage

Broker will bring a written notice to that effect from the Master, when a time will

be fixed for the attendance of the Passengers at the Emigration Office to have their

Contracts or Passage Tickets (as the case may be) signed and explained to them by

the Emigration Officer.
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17. The Passengers will then embark, and when the Master shall bave satisfied

himself that they areall on board, be is to report to that effect. The Emigration

Officer wil muster the Passengers and make a final inspecion of the ship.

18. The papers to be lodged with the Emigration Officer before Clearance will

be granted, are :

( a .) Government Surveyor's Certificateof Measurement and Seaworthiness.

( b.) When required , Engineer Surveyor's Certificate as to condition of Boilers and Engines,

quantity and quality of Coals on board, description of Condensing Apparatus and

quantity of fresh water it is capable of producing daily. The Condensing Apparatus

must be of such a description as the Board of Trade may, from time to time, approve.

( c .) List of Provisions and Medicines in duplicate. This list will contain a declaration to

be made by the Master that the several articles therein mentioned are on board and

securely and safely stowed .

( d .) Certificate of Medical Inspector of Emigrants that he has examined Crew, Passengers,

and Medicines.

( e .) Passengers' List in duplicate, with summary attached, specifying the numbers

respectively of Passengers and Crew .

( f .) If the vessel is proceeding on a voyage of over thirty days' duration, Certificate from

Colonial Surgeon, vouching for the competency of the Surgeon or Surgeons.

( 9.) Master's Certificate relative to Chines : Doctor (provided he fails in securing an

European or American Surgeon for a reasonable remuneration) .

NOTE . - Chinese Cooks, Stewards, Interpreters, anil Doctors are included in the

total number of Passengers which the ship is certified to carry . Four Cooks and

Stewards are required for every 100 Passengers.

19. Ships with full Complements of Passengers must carry Boats as follows:

Less than 200 tons register .2 Boats, 600 to 1,000 tons register 5 Boats.

200 to 400 tons register .3 Boats. | 1,000 to 1,500 tons register 6 Boats.

400 to 600 tons register ... 4 Boats | 1,500 andupwards tons register .... ..7 Boats .

Note . - In every case, one Boat must be a properly fitted Lifeboat and one a Long

boat . The sizes of the Boats will be in accordancewith the number of Passengers carried.

20. Each ship shall carry one Life buoy for every one hundred Passengers, also

Fire Engine or Force Pump, with sufficient Hose to reach fore and aft, and three dozen

Buckets .

SMALL STORES.

Brooms.... 24 for every 100 Passengers. Wood Chopper 8 for every 100 Passengers.

Lanternswith Locks . 2 for every 100 Passengers. Rice Baskets ... 10 forevery 100 Passengers.

Cooking Spades ...... 3 for every 1CO Passengers. Iron Dishes, 18inch. 10 for every 100 Passengers.

Meat Chopper ..... 3 forevery 100 Passengers. Rubbish Tubs ......... 4 for every 100 Passengers.

Chopping Board ...... 3forevery 100 Passengers .

A Bed , Blanket, and Pillow, for each person the Hospital can accommodate.

18 Blue Lights and 18 Rockets.

DIETARY SCALE .

For Voyages of not more than 30 deys' duration .

For every Passenger per diem :

Rice or Bread Stuffs . Ib . 13 .

Dried or Salt Fish .....

Chinese Con liments and Curry Stuff oz . 1 .

Fresh Vegetables which will keep for short voyages, such as Sweet

} tb . 13.Potatoes, Turnips, Carrots, and Pumpkins

Firewood . ib . 2.

Water (to be carried in tanks or sweet casks) gallon 1 .

For Voyages over 30 days' duration.

Rice ... lh . 13 per diem .

Salt Beef, Salt Pork , Salt Fish , French Beef, or Mutton in lb. l on alternate

tins days.

Salted Vegetables, Pickles, Fresh Vegetables , as Yams, Pump- lb. on alternate

kins, &c.
days.

Water . Imperial qts . 3 a day.

Firewood .. lbs. 2 a day.

Tea oz . } a day.

Lime or Lemon Juice and Sugar oz , 2 a week .

NOTE.-Fr. sh Vegetables to t . issuel during the first month of the voyage only ,

unless the Master s'all obtain a fresh su ply en route, when these articles may be

again supplied in the above proportion .

1b . 03.

2



CHARTER OF THE COLONY OF HONGKONG.

Toe following Charter of the Colony of Hongkong was proclaimed by Sir Henry

Pottinger on the 26th June, 1843 :

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland Queen , Defender of the Faith , —To all to whom these Presents shall come

Greeting :

Know Ye--that we, of our especial grace , certain knowledge, and mere motion,

have thought fit to erect and do bereby erect our Island of Hongkong and its

dependencies, situate between twenty -two degrees vine minutes and twenty -two

degrees twenty -one minut's north latitude, and the one bundred and fourteenth

degree six minutes and the one hundied and fourteenth degree eighteen minutes

east longitude from the meridian of Greenwich, into a sepa'ate Colony , and the said

Island and its dependenci's is hereby erected into a separate Colony accordingly, to

be known and designated as “ the Colony of Hongkong. ”

II .-And we do hereby further grant, appoint, and ordain , that the Governor

for the time being of the said Colony, and such other persons as are hereinafter

designated , shall constitute and be a Legislative Council for the said Colony: And

we do hereby direct anil appoint, that in addition to the said Governor, thesaid

Legislative Council sball le composed of such public officers within the said Colony,

or of such other persons within the same, as shall froin time to time be named or

designated for thai purpose by us, by any instruction or instructious, or warrant

or warrants, to be by us for that purpose issued under our signet and sign manual,

and with the advice of our Privy Council , all of which councillors shall hold their

places in the said Council at our pleasure.

III.-And wedo hereby grant and ordain, that the G vernor for the time being of

the said Colony, with the advice of the said Legislative Council , shall have full power

and authority to make and enact all such Laws an i Ordinances as may from time to time

be required for the peace , order, and good government of the said Colony ofHongkong :

And that in the making of all such Laws and Ordinances, the said Governor shall

exercise all such powers and authorities, and that the said Legislative Council shall

conform to and observe all such rules and regulations as shall be given and prescribed

in and by such instructions as we, with the advice of our Privy Council, shall from

time to time make for his and their guidance therein : Provided nevertheless, and we

do hereby reserve to ourselves, our heirs and successors, our and their right and

authority to disallow any such Orlinances in the whole or in part , and to make and

establish from time to time, with the advice and consent of Parliament, or with the

advice of our or their Privy Council, all such laws as may to us, or them , appear

necessary , for the order , prace, and good government of our said Island and its

dependencies, as fully as if these presents had not been made.

IV . - And whereas it is expedirnt that an Executive Councilshould be appointed

to advise and assist the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong for the time being ,

in the administration of the government thereof — we do therefore, by these our

Letters Patent, a thorize the Givernor of our said Colo..y for the time being to

summon as an Executive Council such persors as may froid time to time be named

or designated by us, in any instructions under our signet and sign manual, addressed

to him in that behalf.
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V. - And we do hereby authcrize and empower the Governor of our said Colony

of Hongkong for the time being, to kep and use the public seal appointed for the

sealing of all things whatsoever that shall pass the seal of our said Colony .

VI.- And we do berehy give and grant to the Governor of our said Colony of

Hongkong for the time being full power and authority, in our name and on our

behalf, but subject nevertheless to such provisions as may be in that respect

contaired in any iristructions which may from time to time be addressed to bim by

us for that purpose , to make and execute in our name, and on our behalf, under the

public seal of our said Colony , grants of land to us b .longing, within the same, to

private persons, for their own use and benefit , or to any persons, bodies politic or

corporate, in trust for the public uses of our subj ct ; there resident, or of any of

them .

VII. - And we do hereby authorize and empower the Governor of our said

Colony of Hongkong for the time being, to constitute and appoint judges, and , in

cases requisite,commissioners of oyer and terminer, justices of the peace, and other

necessary officers and ministers in our said Colony, for the dne and impartial

administration of justice, and for putting the laws into execution, and to administer,

or cause to be administered, unto them such oath or oaths as are usually given for

the due execution and performance of offices and places, and for the clearing of

truth in judicial matters.

VIII . - And we do hereby give and grant unto the Governor of our said Colony

of Hongkong for the time being, full power and authority , as he shall see occasion,

in our name, and on our behalf, to remit any fines, penalties, or forfeitures which

may accrue, or become payable to us , provided the same do not exceed ihe sum of

fifty pounds sterling in any one case, and to respite and suspend the payment of

any such fine, penalty, or forfeiture, exceeding the said sum of fifty pounds, until

our pleasure thereon shall be made known and signified to such Governor.

IX . - Andwe do hereby give and grant unto the Governor of our said Colony of

Hongkong for the time being, full power and authority , as he shall see occasion, in

our name, and on our behalf, to grant to any offender convicted of any crime, in

any Court, or before any judge, justice, or magistrate within our said Colony, a free

and uncınditional pardon , or a pardon subject to such conditions as by any Law or

Ordinance bereafter to be in force in our said Colony may be thereunti annexed, or

any respite of the execution of the sentence of any such offender, for such period as

to such Governor may seem fit.

X.—And we do hereby give and grant unto the Governor of our said Colonyof

Hongkong for the time bling, full power and authority, upon sufficient cause to him

appearing, to suspend from the exercise of his office, within our said Colony, any

person exercising any office or place, undur or by virtue of any commission or warrant

grantea:
or which

may be granted, by us, or in our name, or un ler our authority,

which " uspension s.all continue and have effect only until our pleasure therein shall

be made known and signified to such Governor : And we do hereby strictly require

and enjoin the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong for the time being, in

proceeding to any such suspension, to observe the directions in that behalf given to

him by our instructions, under our signet and sign manual, accompanying his

commission of appointment as Governor of the said Colony.

XI. - And in the event of the death or absence out of our said Colony of

Hongkong of such person as may be commissioned and appointed by us to be the

Goveruor thereof, we do hereby provide and declare our pleasure to be, that all and

every the powers and authorities herein granted to the Governor of our said Colony

of Hongkong for the time being, shall be, and the same are, hereby vested in such

person as may be appointed by us, by warrant under our signet and sign manual , to

be the Lieutenant-Governor of our said Colony ; or in the event of there being to

person upon the place commissioned and appointed by us to be Lieutenant-Governor

thereof then our pleasure is , and we do hereby provide and declare, that in any such

contingency, all the powers and authorities herein granted to the Governor or

Lieutenant-Governor of our said Colony shall be and the same are bereby granted
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to the Colonial Secretary of our said Cclony for the time being, and such Lieutenant

Governor, or such Colonial Secretary , as the case may be, shall execute all and every

the powers and authorities h rein granted , until our further pleasure shall be

signified therein .

XII .-And we do hereby require and command all our offic -rs and ministers,

civil and m : litary , and all otler the inhabitants of our said Colony of Hongkong,

to be obedient, aiding, and assisting to such person as may be commissioned and

appoivted by us to be the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong, or in the event

of his death or al sence , to such person as may, under the provisions of these our

Letters Patent, assuine and exercise the functions of such Governor.

XIII.-And we do hereby reserve to us , our heirs and successors, full power

and authority from time to time to revoke , alter, or amend, these our Letters Patent,

as to us or them shall siem meet :

In witness whereof, we bave causeil these our Letters to be made Patent.

Witness ourself , at Westminster, the Fifth day of April, in the Sixth year of

our Reign . [ 18-13 ] .

BY THE QUEEN HERSELF.

EDMUNDS.

..

SUPPLEMENTARY CHARTER, 8th JUNE, 1875 .

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith : To all to whom these presents shall come,

Greeting :

Whereas, by certain Letters Patent , under the great seal of our United Kingdom

of Great Britain and Ireland , bearing date at Westminster the fi th day of April,

1843, in the sixth year ofour Reign, we did erect our Island ofHongkong and its

dependencies (as therein describedand set forth ), into a separate Colony, to be known

and designated as the Colony of Hongkong, and did further provide for the govern .

ment thereof, as upon relation beirg bad to our said Letters Patent will more fully

and at large appear : And whereas by our Order in our Privy Council, bearing

date the 4th day of February, 1861 , in the twenty- fourth year of our Reign , it was

ordered that the Kowloon district, therein described , should be part and parcel of our

said Colony : And whereas, by our said Letters Patent, we did reserve to ourselves,

full power and authority from time to time to revoke, alter, or amend the same:

Now know ye that we do hereby revoke Ar icle XI. of our said Letters Patent,

whereby provision is made for the administration of the government of our said

Colony, in the event of the death or absence of the Governor for the time being

thereof; and we do hereby declare our will and pleasure to be that in the event of

the death, incapacity , or abser ce out of our said Colony, of such person as may be

commissioned and appointed by us to be the Governor thereof, all and every the

powers and authorities by our said Letters Patent, or by these presents , granted to

the Governor of our said Colony for the time being, shall be , and the same arə

hereby vestedin such person as may be appointed byus, by warrant under our sign

manual and signet, to be the Lieutenant-Governor of our said Colony, or in the event

of there being no person in our said Colony commissioned and appointed by us to be

Lieutenant-Governor thereof, then our pleasure is , and we do hereby provide and

declare that the said powers and authorities shall be and the same are hereby vested

in the Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functions of Colonial

Secretary in our said Colony for the time being; and every such Lieutenant-Governor

or such Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functions of Colonial

Secretary for the time teing, shall exe. ute all and every he said powers and authorities ,

until our further pleasure shall be signified therein ,and according to such instructions

our said Governor may have received , and such further instructions as such

Lieutenant -Governor, Colonial Secretary, or other person as aforesaid , may receive.

from us, either under our sign manual and signet, or by instructions under the band

of one of our Principal Secretaries of State.

as
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II . - And whereas , by cur said recited Letters Patent, we have (amongst other

things) given and granted unto our said Governor full power and authority, as he

should see occasion, in our name and on our behalf, to grant certain pardons to

offenders in the manner and on the terms therein mentioned. And whereas it is

expedient to give our Governor additional powers of granting pardons : Now we do

hereby authorize and empower our said Governor, as he shall see occasion in our

nane and on our behalf, when any crime bas been committed within our said Colony,

t ) grant a pardon to any accomplice, not being the actual perpetrator of such crime,

who sball give such information and evidence as shall lead to the apprehension and

conviction of the principal offender .

III .-And we do hereby require and command all our officers and ministers,

civil and military, and all other the inbabitants of our said Colony of Hongkong, to

be obedient, aiding , and assisting to such person as may , in the event of the deatb,

incapacity , or absence of tie Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong, assume and

exercise, under the pr visions of these our Letters Patent, the functions of such

Governor .

IV . - And we do hereby reserve to us , our heirs and successors, full power and

authority, from time to time, to revoke , alter, or amend these our Latt rs Patent as

to us or them shall seem meet .

In witness whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent .

Witness ourself at Westminster, the Eighth day of June, in the Thirty-eighth

year of our Reign.

By Warrant under the Queen's Sign Manual.

C. ROMILLY.

SUPPLEMENTARY CHARTER , 9TH APRIL, 1877 .

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, Empress of India : To all to whom these

Prisents shall come, Greeting :

Whereas we did , by certain Letters Patent .(hereinafter called our said Charter)

under the great seal of our United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland , bearing

date at Westminster the fifth day of April, 1843, in the sixth year ofour Reigo,

erect the Island of Hongkong and its dependencies into a separate Colony , to be

known and designatedas the Colony of Hongkong, and did make provision for the

government of our said Colony : And whereas by our Order in our Privy Council,

bearing date the fourth day of February, 1861, in the twenty -fourth year of our

Reign, it was ordered that the Kowloon district therein described should be part and

parcel of our said Colony: And whereas we did , by curtain other Letters Patent ,

under the great seal of our United Kingloin of Great Britain and Irelanı , biaring

date at Westm nster, the thirteenth day of February, 1872, in the thirty-fifth year of

our Reign, constitute and appoint our trusty and well beloved Sir Arthur Edward

Kennedy, Knight Commander of our most distinguished Order of Saint Michael and

Saint George,Companion of our most honourable Order of the Bath, 10 be, duriog

our will and pleasure, our Goverror and Commander-in -chief in and over our said

Colony of Hongkong and its dependencies, and over all forts and garrisons which are

now or may bereafter be erected and established therein : And whereas we did , by

certain other Letters Patent, under the great seal of our United King lom of Great

Britain and Ireland , bearing date at Wes : minster, the eighth day of June, 1875, in

the thirty -eighth year of our Reign,amend our said Charter : And whereas we are

desirousof making effectual and permanent provision for the office of Governor and

Commander-in- chief in and over our said Colony of Hongkong and its dependencies,

without making new Letters Patent on each demise of the said office : Now know ye

that we have revoked and determined, and by these presents do revoke anddetermine,

the said recited Letters Patent of the thirteenth day of February, 1872, and the eighth

day of June, 1875, and every clause , article, and thing therein contained, provided

that such revocation shallnot extend to or affect the repsal of the elrventh clause of

our said Cbarter contained in the last-mentioned Letters Patent , but that the said
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eleventh clause shall be and remain repealed : And further know ye, that we , of our

special grace , certain knowledge , and mere motion, have thought fit to constitute,

order, and declare, and do by these presents constitute, order, and declare , that there

shall be a Governor and Commander-in -chief ( hereinafter called our said Governor)

in and over our Colony of Hongkong and its dependencies (hereinafter called our said

Colony ) , and that the person who shall fill the said office of Governor shall be from

time to timeappointed by commi-sion under our si n manual and signet : And we

do hereby authorize and command our said Governor to do and execute in due manner

all things that shall belong to his said command , and to the trust we have reposed in

him, according to the several powers and authorities granted or appointed him by

virtue of our said Charter of the tifth day of February, 1843 , and these present

Letters Patent, and of such Commission as may be issued to him under our sigu

manual and signet, and according to such instructions as may from time to time be

given to him, under our sign manual and signet, or by our order in our Privy Council ,

or by us through one of our principal Secretaries of State , and to such laws as are or

shall hereafter be in force in our said Colony,

II . - And whereas, by Article IV. of our said Charter, we did make provision for

the constitution of an Executive Council for our said Colony of Hongkong : Now we

de hereby declare our pleasure to be that, henceforth, any person or persons may be

named or designated by us as members of our said Executive Council of our said

Colony by warrant, under our sign manual and signet, as well as by any instruction

or instructions aldressed by us to our said Govern ir, and that our said Governor

shall summon to our said Executive Council any person or persons so named or

designated .

III. - And we do hereby declare our pleasure to be that, in addition to the power

of granting pardons conferred upon our said Governor by Articles VIII . and Ix , of

our said Charter, our said Governor shall be authorize 1 , and he is hereby empowered ,

as he shall see occasivn, in our name and on our behalf, when any crime has been

committed within our said Colony, or for which the offender may be tried therein, to

grant a pardon to any accomplice,not being the actual perpetrator ofsuch crime, wbo

shall give such information as shall lead to the conviction of the principal offender;

and to remit any fines, penalties , or forfeitures whatsoever, which may become due

and payable to us , notwithstanding that the same may exceed the sum of fifty pounds

sterling in any case .

IV.-And wher as, by Article XI. of our said Charter we did make provision for

the administration of the government of our said Colony , in the event of the death or

absence of the Governor for the time being thereof : Anil whereas we have revoked

that Article of our said Charter, and we do hereby further declare our will and

pleasure to be that in the event of the death, incapacity, or absence out of oursuid

Colony, of such person as may be commissioned and appointed by us to be the Governor

thereof, all and every the powers and authorities by our said Charter, or by these

prosents, granted to the Governor of our said Colony, for the time being, shall be, and

the same are hereby vested in such person as may be appointed by us, by warrant,

under our sigu manual and signet, to be our Lieutenant-Governor in our said Colony,

or if there shall be no such Lieutenant-Governor in orr said Colony , then in such

person or persons as may be appointed by us under our siga manual and signet to

administer the government of our said Colony; or in the event of there being no

person in our said Colony commissioned and appointed by us to be such Lieutenant

Governor orAdministrator thereof, then our pleasure is, and wedo hereby provide

and declare that the said powers and authorities sball be and the same are hereby

vested in the Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functionsofColonial

Secre'ary in our said Colony for the time boing , and every such Lieutenant-Governor

or such Colonial Secretary, or person lawfullydischarging the functions of Colonial

Secretary for the time being, shall execute all and every the said powers andauthorities,

until our further pleasure shall be signified therein , and according to such instructions

as our said Governor may bave received , and such further instructions as such

Lieutenan -Governor, Colonial Secretary, or other person as aforesaid , may receive
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from us, either under our sign manual and signet, or by instructionsund .r the band

of one of our principal Secretaries of State,

V. - And we do hereby require and command all our officers and ininisters, civil

and military, and all other the inhabitants of our said Colony , to be obedient, aiding

and assisting unto our said Governor, or in the event ofhis death, incapacity, removal

or absence, to such person or persons as may under the provisions of our said Charter,

and these Letters Patent, administer the government of our said Colony.

VI.-- And we do hereby reserve to ourselves , our heirs, and successors, fuil

power and authority from time to time to revoke, alter, or amend these our Letters

Patent as to us or them shall seein meet.

VII.-And we do further direct and enjoin that these our Letters Patent shall be

read and proclaimed at such place or places as our said Governor shall think fit within

our said Colony of Hongkong.

In witness wbereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent.

Witness ourself at Westminster, the Ninth day of April , in the Fortieth year of our

Reign.

By Warrant under the Queen's Sign Manual,

C. ROMILLY .



COLONY OF HONGKONG .

PORT REGULATIONS, &c .

ABSTRACT OF ORDINANCE 8 OF 1879 .

III.- No British owned vessel without an Imperial Register to use the waters

of the Colony.

IV.- British ships to be provided with boats and life-buoys .

2& 3. Penalties for non -compliance : not exceeding five hundred dollars .

V.- British and Foreign steam -ships of 50 tons and upwards carrying more

than12 passengers to possess Survey Certificates.

VI. — Harbour Master may refuse clearances to ships carrying more passengers

than allowed by certificate.

2. Penalty for taking excess of passengers: not exceeding two hun 'red dollars,

in addition to a penalty not exceeding five dollars for every passenger in excess of

the num'er permitted to be carried by port clearance . Penalty for proceeding to

sea withou ! a port clearance five hundred dollars .

3. Government may prohibit conveyance of deck passengers.

4. Section VI . does not apply to ressels which come under the Chinese

Passengers' Acts .

VIII. - Licences may be granted to River steamers, limiting number of

passengers to be carried .

IX . - Power to detain unsafe ships, and procedure for such detention .

X. - Application to foreign ships of provisions of Ordinance as to detention .

XI. - Sending or taking uns aworthy ships to sea a misdemeanour.

3. Prosecution under this section not to be instituted without consent of the

Governor.

XII.--If any person sends or attempts to send by, or, not being owner or master

of the vessel , cairis or attemps to carry in any vessel, British or foreign, any

dangerous goods, that is to say? aquafortis, vitriol, naphtba, benzine, gunpowder,

lucifer matches , nitrc- glycerine, petroleum , or any other goods of a dangerous nature

without distinctly marking their nature on the outside of the package containing the

same, and giving written notice of the nature of such goods and of tle name and

address of the sender or carrier thereof to the master or owner of the vessel at or

before the timeofsending the same to be shipped , or taking the same on board the

vessel, be sball for every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding five hundred

dollars : Provided that if sucb person slow that he was merely an agent in the

shipment of such gods and had no reason to suspect that the goods shipped by him

were of a dangerous nature, the penalty which he incurs shall not exceed fifty dollars.

2. Penalty for misdescription of dangerous goods : not exceeding two thousand

five hundred dollars.

3. The master or owner of any vessel, British or foreign , may refuse to take on

board any package or parcel which he suspects to contain goods of a dangerous

nature, and may require it to be opened to ascertain the fact.

4. Where any dangerous goods, as defined in paragraph I. of this section, or any

goods wbich, in the judgment of the master or owner ofthe vessel, ate of a r'angercus

nature, have been sent or brought aboard any vessel, British or foreign, witl out being

marked as aforesaid, or witbout such notice having been given as aforesaid , the

master or owner of the ves- el may cause such goods to be thrown oumb.ard , together

with any package or rec ptacle in which they are contained ; and neither the master

nor the owner of the vessel shall, in respect of such throwing overboard, he subject

to any liability, civil or criminal, in any Court .

5. Dangerous goods im properly sent may be forfeited .

6. The Court may proceed in absence of the owners.

7. Saving as to Dangerous Goods Ordinarce.
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XIV.-If a ship owner feels aggrieved :

(a. ) By a declaration of a Government Surveyor or Surveyors under sub

section 8 of section V. of this Ordinance, or by the refusal of a Surveyor

to give the said declaration ; or

(6.) By the refusal of a certificate of clearance for an emigrant ship under

the “ Chinese Passengers' Art, 1855 , or the Ordinances relating

thereto ” ; or

(c . ) By the refu - al of a certificate of clearance urder this Ordinance , --the

owner, charterer, master, or agent may appeal in the prescribed manner

to the Court of Survey .

XV.- Examinations shall be institutid for persons who intend to become masters,

engineers, or mates of foreign going ships.

3. Applicant to give notice to Harbour Master.

6. Every applicant for a certificate of competency shall, upon lodging bis

application, pay to the Harbour Master a fee, if for a master's or first-class engineer's

certificate, of twenty dollars, and if for any other certificate, of ton dollars.

8. Any applicant who shall have passed a satisfactory examination , and shall

have giveu satisfactory evidence of his sobriety , experience, ard general good conduct

on board ship shall be entitled to receive a certificate of competency .

XVI. — The name of a master, first, only or second mate, or first or second

engineer slall not be attached to the register, or articles of agreement, of any British

or Colonial ship unless such master, mate, or engineer shall possess a certificate of

service or competency issued by the Bard of Trade or by the proper autho : ity in any

British Possession .

2. No British or Colonial ship shall leave the waters of the Colony unless the

master thercoſ, and the first and second or only mate have obtained and possess valid

certificates of competency or service appropriate to their sev -ral stations in such ship,

or of a higher grade , and no such ship, if of one hundred tons burden or upwards, shall

leave tbe waters as atoresaid , unless at least one officer, b :sides the master, has

obtained , and possesses a valid cer : ificate appropriate to the grasle of only mate

therein , or to a higher grade.

3. Every Bri'ish steamship , or steamship registered under section III.of part I.

of this Ordinance of one bundred nominal borse power or upwards, leaving the waters

of the Colony shall have as its first and second engine rs, two certificated engineers,

the first possessng a " first class engineer's certificate," and the second possessing a

“ second class engineer's certificate ," or a certificate of the biglier grade, and every

British steamsbip, or steamship registered as aforesaid of less than one hundred

nominal horse power, shall have as its only or first engineer, an engineer possessing a

“ second class engineer's certificate ” or a certificate of the higher grade.

4. Every person who, having been engaged in any of the capacities mentioned in

sub -section 2 and 3 in any such ship as aforesaid, goes to sea in that capacity without

being at the time entitled to and possessed of such certificate as is required by this

section ; and every person who employs any person in any of the above capacities in

such ship without ascertaining that he is at the time entitled to or posse -sed of such

certificate as is required by this section , sball, for each such offence, incur a penalty

not exceeding two hundred and fifty do lars.

b . No seamen shall , except with the Harbour Mast r's sanction, be shipped to

do duty on boar | any mercbant ship whatever elsewhere than at the office of the

Harbour Master, who shall charge for every seaman shipped , a fee of one dollar, such

fee to be paid, in the first instance, by the master of the ship shipping such seaman ;

and such master shall deduct the same froin the wages of the seaman slipped ; and

the Harbour Master shall require such seaman to lodge with him bis certificate of

disciarge from the last ship , and failing the production of such certifica'e, such

seawau shall be bound to give satisfactory explanation to the Harhour Master of the

cause of the non -production thereof. The above mention d tee sball be accountid for

by the Harbour Master to the Treasury .
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6. Whenever any seaman shall be discharged from any ship within the Colony ,

the master of such ship shall give at the time of such disclarge to such seaman a

written certificate of discharge, specifying the time and nature of service, and the time

of discharge of such seaman, signed by himself; and if such seaman require it , shall

further give him , within twenty -four hours after demand, a true account in writing

of the wages of such seaman , and of all deductions therefrom .

7. No seaman shall be discharged from a British ship, or any foreign ship whose

flag is not represented by a Consular officer risident in the Colony, elsewherethan at

the HarbourMaster office, and every sean an discharged from a foreign ship so

represented, shall, within twenty -four hours of being discharged at the office of his

Consul or Vice -Coosul, produce to the Harbour Master ( r some person deputed

by him , a certificate of his discharge, signed by such Consul or Vice- Consul , under a

penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars ; in default, imprisonment not exceeding

twenty-one days .

8. No master of any ship shall discharge or force therefrom , or wilfully or

negligently leave bebinl bim , in this Colin ', under a pen :alty not exeeeding twenty

five dollars, any seaman shipped on hoard thereof unless on a certificate from the

Harbour Master or his deputy , or from the Consulor Vice-Cousul,if any, representing

the nation to which the ship belongs ; and the Harbour Master or bis deputy, and

the Consul or Vier -Consul are empowered to withhold or grant his certificate upon

such conditions for the subsistence of the seaman as he shall think fit, and if any

seaman shall wilfully or negligenily remain in the Colony after the departure of the

vessel in which he shall bave shipp - 1, such seaman sball , on conviction , be subject

to a penalty not exceeding twenty -five dollars, or be imprisoned for a term not

exceeding one month with or without bard labour.

XIX .-- Briti-h and Colonial Ships to carry medicines , medical stores , &c. , in

accordance with scale issued by Board of Trade .

3. Health Officer to approve of lime or 1 mon juice .

XX . — Seamen deserting may be apprehended and put on board the vessels to

which they belong, or may be confined in gaol.

2. Ships or houses may be searched for deserters from ships.

3. Penalty on persons harbouring diserters from ships: not exceeding two

hundred and fifty dollars, or imprisonment with or without hard labour not exceeding

six months.

4. Harbour Master may require master of ship to scarch for suspected deserters .

5. Whenever any seaman engaged in any foreign ship commits any of the

following offences within the waters of the Colony, he shall be liable to be punished

summarily by a Stipendiary Magistrate as follows , that is to say :

(a . ) For wilful disobedience to any lawfil command, he shall be liable to

imprisonment for any period not exceedling four weeks , with or without

hard labour, and also, at the discretion of the Court, to forf it , out of

his wages, a sum not exceeding two days' pas ;

(6.) For continued wilful disobedience to lawful commands , or continued

wilful neglect of duty, he shall be liable to imprisonment for any

period not exceeiing twelve weeks, with or without harid labour, and

al - o , at the discretion of the Court, to forfeit, for every twenty-four

hours' continuance of such disobedience or neglect, either a sum not

exceeding six days' pay, or any expenses which have been incurred in

hiring a substitute;

( c . ) For combining with any other or others of the crew to disobey lawful

commands, or to neglect duty, or to impede the navigation of the ship ,

or the progress . ftin voyage , be shall be liable to imprisonment for

any period not exceeding twelve weeks , with or without hard labour:

Provided that wien ere is a Consul, Vice-Consul , or Consular Agent resident at

Hongkong of the nation to which the ship belonga , the Court shall not deal with the

case unless thereto requested by such officer in writing .
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6. All expenses incidental to the apprehension, confinement, and removal of any

seaman , under this section, shall be paid by the master of the ship to wbich such

seaman may belong, and be recorerable from him at the suit of tue Captain

Sup rintendent of Police , as a debt due to the Governm'nt of this Colony ; and the

subsistence money for every such seaman confined in gaol shall be paid in advance

to the keeper of the garl, and in default of such payment, the gaoler may release

such seaman : Provided that every seaman imprisoned under this chapter may be

s nt on board his ship prior to her departure from the waters of the Colony by

direction of the committing magistrate.

XXI.-- In the event of the death of any of the passengers , or other person,

occurring on board of any merchant ves - el in the waters of the Colony, or in case of

the death , desertion , or removal of any of the crew, the master of such vessel shall

forth with report the same to the Harbour Master, under a penalty not exceeding

twenty -five dollars for every death, desertion , or removal which he shall neglect to

report .

XXII -Auy seaman, and other person , who shall give a false description of bis

services, or show , or make, or procure to be made, any false character, orsball make

false statements as to the name of the last ship in which he served, or as to any other

information which may be required of him by any person having lawful authority to

deman l such information, shall incur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars.

REGULATION AND CONTROL OF THE WATERS OF THE COLONY AND OF

VESSELS NAVIGATING THE SAME.

REGULATIONS.

Dutits of Master.

XXIV.-Every master of a m rchant ship shall huist her nation al colours and

number on entering the waters of the Colony; and shall keep such number flying

untii the ship shall bave been reported at the Harbour Master's office.

2. Every such master shall, within twenty -four bours after arrival withinthe

waters of this Colcny, report the arrival of his ship at the Harbour Master's office,

and in the case of a British sbiſ , or of a ship which shall not be represented by a

Consul, shall d. posit there the ship’s articles, list- of passengers, sbip’s register, and

true copy of manifest if required. In the case of a foreign ship represented by a

Consu ', the said papers shall be lodged by the master at the proper consulate. Any

master offending against the provisions of this sub -section , shall incur a penalty not

exceeding two hundred dollars.

3. Every such master arriving in the waters of the Colony shall take up the

berth pointed out by the Harbour Master, or by any person sent on board by bim for

that purpose, and sball moor his ship there properly, and shall not remove from it to

take up any other berth , without his permission, except in ca-e of necessity, to be

decided by the Harbour Master , under a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars ;

and he s'all remove his vessel to any new berth when required so to do by the Harbour

Master, under a fine not exceeding twenty dollars for every hour that the vessel shall

remain in her oll berth after notice to remove under the band of th : Harbour Master,

or his deputy, shall bave been given on board of her.

4. Every such master shall immediately strike spars, clear bawse, or shift berth ,

or obey any other order which the Harbour Master may think fit to give, and any

master wilfully disobeying or neglecting this regulation, sball incur a penalty not

exceeding two hundred dollars.

5. Every such master about to proceed to sea shall hoist a blue peter twenty- four

hours before time of intended departure, and shall give notice thereof to the Harbour

Master who, if there is no reasonable objection, will furnish a port clearance, and

attest the manifest, if necessary ; and any master baviog obtained such clearance and

not sailing within thirty -sixhours thereafter shall report to the Harbour Master his

reason for not sailing, and shall re- deposit the ship's papers if required. Any master

wilfully neglecting or disobeying this regulation , or going to sea without having

obtained a port clearance, shall incur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars.
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Quarantine.

XXV.- Whenever the Governor in Council bas reasonable cause for believing

that any country or place is infected with any infectious or contagious disease, he may

make such regulations concerning vessels arriving from such country or place as be

thinks necessary for preserving the public bealth of the Colony .

2. Every commanding officer o any ship -of-war, or mas'er of a mercbant ship of

whatsoever nation who may arrive in the waters of the Colony having small-pox or

any other disease of a contagious or infectious nature on board, sball boist the proper

quarantine flag, and shall hold no communication with any other vessel or boat, or

with the shore, until permission be given by the Harbour Master ; and the boarding

officer on nearing such ship shall be informedof the nature of such disease. Any

person offending a ainst any of the provisions ofthis sub - section shall incur a penalty

not exceeding two bundred dollars for each offence .

3. Every such commanding officer of a ship -of-war, or master of a merchant ship,

baving any such disease on board shill forthwith remov ., his ship to any berth which

shall be pointed out by the Harbour Master, and there remain and keep the

quarantine flag flying until a clean bill of health shall be granted by the Colonial

Surgeon ; and shall afford free access and render every assistance to the Colonial

Surgeon or otber officer of health who may be direct.d by the Governor to visit such

ship . Any person offending against the provisions of this sub-section shall incur a

penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars for each offence .

4. Ev'ry such commanding officer of a ship -of-war, or master of a merchant

ship, in all cases where such ship his last touched or stayed at any port or place

immediately preceding such ship's arrival in the waters of the Colony, and any

contagious or infectious disease bas , to such cornmanding officer's or master's

knowledge, been prevalent at such port or place at the time of his so touching or

staying there, shall report the prevalence of such dis as ? to any health officer of the

port upon being boarded by such officer, anl in d -fault of so reporting the same

sball incur a penalty nit exceeling two hundred dollars .

5. The Governor in Council may, from time to tim , make such regulations

concerning vessels arriving in the watrs of the Colony with any infectious or

contagious disease on board as he thinks necessary for preserving the public health

of the Colony,

6. All regulations ma le und r this section shall be published in the Government

Gazette, and when so published shall have the force of law, and any person offending

against any such regulation shall, on conviction by two Stipendiary Magistrates

sitting togeth-r, incur a penalty not exceeding two thousand dollars , or imprisonment

with or without hard labour for any period not exceeding twelve months, or , at the

discretion of the Court, both penalty and imprisonment as aforesaid ,

Steamers' Fairway.

XXVI. — No vessel or Loat of any description shall be allowed to anchor within

any fairway which shall be set apart by the Harbour Master for the passage of

vessels, and the master, or other person in charge of any vessel or boat dropping

anchor in , or otherwise obstructing such fairway shall for each offen e incur a

penalty not exceeding fifty dollars , and in default thereof, imprisonment with or

without bard lab Jur not exceeding three months.

Regulations concerning the Safety of Ships and Prevention of Accidents.

XXVII. — Every master of a ship, hulk, or o'her vessel, not being a boat

propelled by oars, being at anchor in the waters of this Colony shall, from sunset to

sunrise, cause to be exhibited a bright white light at the place where it can be best

seen , but at a height not exceeding twenty feet above the hull and in default, shall

incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars.

2. In case of fire occurring on board any ship or vessel in the waters of the

Colony, if at night, three lights shall be hoisted in a vertical position at the highest

masthead, and a single light at the peak,and guns shall be fired in quick succession

until sufficient assistance shall be rendered ; if during the day, the ensign Uniou down
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with the signal NM, “ I am on fire ” shall be hoisted at the bighest masthead and

guns fired as above provided for night time .

3. If on boardany ship or vessel in the waters of the Colony a disturbance or

riot shall ( ccur which the master or his officers are unable to quell, if by day, the

ensign Union down shall be boisted at the peak and the signal PC , " want assistance ;

mutiny" shall be hoisted at the bighest masthead or wherever practicable under the

circumstances ; guns may also be fired as in sub-section 2 ; if by night, three lights

shall be boisted at the peak and a single light at the masthead, and guns may also be

fired as before stated .

Offences in the Waters of the Colony.

[See also “ The Dangerous Goods Ordinance, 1873,” and Regulations ].

XXVIII. — Every person who within the Colony or the waters thereof shall

commit any of the following offences, shall incur a penalty of not more than fifty

dollars, or imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months, with or without

hard labour.

Every person who shall cast or throw any dead body , ballast, rubbish, or other

substance, either from shore or from any vessel, into the waters of the Colony, or

shall negl.ct within a rt asonable timeto remove any sunken vessel or otber obstruc

tion in the said harbour belonging to bim or in his charge or keeping.

Every persen who not being in Her Majesty's service and not being duly

authorised by law for the purpose, goes on board aryship within the waters of the

Colony, without the permission of the master or officer in charge; and the master or

• ) . rxon in charge of such ship may take any such person so going on board as aforesaid

uio custody and deliver himup fortlwith to any constable to be d alt with according

to law .

Every person not being in Her Majesty's service who shall make fast to or cause

to be made fast to a sbip undir way within the waters of this Colony, any boat, junk

or other vessel , without the sanction of the master or officer in charge of such ship.

2. Except as is bereinbefore directed by sub - sections 2 and 3 of section XXVII.,

or with the sanction of the Harbour Master, no cannon , gun , or fire -arm , of any

description sball be discharged , within such portions of the wa'ers of the Colony as

the Governor may from time to time by regulations prescribe, from any merchant

Vessel or boat, under a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars .

Removal of Obstructions.

XXIX .-The Harbour Master may, by written notice, require any person to

remove within a reasonable time, to be specified in such notice, any obstruction in the

waters of the Colony , caused by such person or belonging to him or in his charge or

keeping ; and it such person fail to remove the obstruction within the specified time,

the Harbour Master shall cause the obstruction to be removed , and may recover the

expenses of removal from the person ramed in the notice .

Mooring.

XXX . - No person shall place moorings in the waters of the Colony except with

the sanction of the Harbour Master, and such moorings shall be of such nature as

the Harbour Master shall approve, and the Harbour Master may, upon giving such

Banction , attach such conditions to the use and employment of such moorings as he

shall think fit.

LIGHTHOUSES, BUOYS , OR BEACONS .

Light Dues.

XXXIV . - The owner or master of every ship which enters the waters of the

Colony , shall pay such dues in respect of the said lighthouses, buoys, or beacons as

may, from time to time, be fixed by order of the Governor in Council, to such officers

as the Governor sball, from time to time, appoint to collect the same, and the same

sball be paid by such officers into the Colonial Treasury .
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IMPORTATION AND STORAGE OF GUNPOWDER.

[ See also “ The Dangerous Goods Ordinance, 1873 , " and Regulations.]

XXXVII.-The Governor is hreby empowered to provide, at the expense of the

Colony , all necessary vessels and buildings for the storage of gunpowder, and no

gunpowder arriving in this Colony shall be stored in any other building or vessel

except as provided by sub-section 10 , and subject to the observance of the rules and

regulations to be made under sub- section 12 of this Ordinance.

2. Such vessels or buil'ing shall for the purposes of this chapter be termed a

government depôt or government d pôts for the storage of gunpowder, and shall be

under the contiol and management of the Harbour Master, subject to such orders as

may from time to time be received from the Governor ; and such vessel or vessels

shall be fitted and manned in such a manner as the Harbour Master with the approval

of the Governor sball deem expedient .

3. The master of every vessel arriving in this Colony having on board thereof

any quantity of gunpowder exc eding two hundred lbs . shall immediately, upon the

arrival thereo ' , and before the discharge from the ship of any such gunpowder, furnish

the Harbour Master with a copy of the manifest of such gunpowder, the marks of all

the packages wherein such gunpowder shall be contained, and the names of the

consignees of such gunpowder, if he shall know the same.

4. The master of every such vessel as in the last preceding section mentioned

shall as soon as possible take the same to the place which shall bepointed out to him

by the Harbour Master, or his deputy, and ibe said vessel shall not be removed

therefrom without the permission in writing of the Harbour Master.

5. When any quantity of gunpoder exceeding two hundred lbs. is about to

be conveyed out of the Colony, the master of the vessels about to couvey the same

shall , on producing the written authority of the owners thereof or their agents, receive

from the Harbour Master a permit to take on board the packages mentioned in such

authority, and the master of such vessel shall thereupon move the same into such

anchorage as the Harbour Master may deem expedient, and from such anchorage the

master of such vessel shall not remove the same except for the purpose of proceeding

on his voyage or for some other sufficient cause to be approved by the Harbour

Master .

6. The master of every vessel having on board more than two hundred lbs. of

gunpowder ; or wbilst engaged in the transhipment of gunpowder, shall exhibit a red

flag at the highest masthead.

7. It sball not be lawful for the master of any vesscl to tranship any gun

powder between the hours of 6 P.M. and 6 A.M. fro :n October to March inclusive , nor

between the hours of 7 P.M. and 5 A.M. from April to September inclusive, without

the written permission of the Harl our Master

8. İt shall not be lawful for the master of any vessel , without the written

permission of the Harbour Master , to anchor such vessel within five hundred yards of

any government depôt for the storage of guripowder.

9. It shall not be lawful for the master of any vessel having on board gun

powder exceeding in quantity two hundred lbs. to anebor nearer than five hundred

yards of any other vessel.

10. It shall not be lawful for any person without the permission in writing of

the Governor to keep for any time, however short, witbin any house, store, godown ,

or other place on land, a larger quantity of gunpowder than fifteen lbs .

11. It sball be lawful for any justice of the peace , or Police officer duly authorized

by warrant, to enter, and if necessary to break into, any house , store, godown, vessel,

or place either on land or water, within which such justice of the peace shall be

credibly intermed on oath , or sball have reasonable grounds of his own knowledge to

suspect and believe that gunpowder is k pt or carried, or is on board of any vessel

contrary to the provisions of this chapter.

12. The Governor in Council is hereby empowered to make rules and

regulations for the proper carrying out of the provisions of this chapter, including
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storage of gunpowder on land , or its carriage within the waters of the Colony , and

to fix and vary from time to time the sums chargeable for the storage of gunpowder

as hereinbefore prescribed, and every viola : iou or neglect of any such rules or

regulations shall render the party so offending liable to the penalties imposed by

sul-section 14 of this section for offences againstany provisions thereof.

13. The sums charged in respect of such storage shall be paid monthly by

the party claiming to be entitled to such gunpowder, and in the event of the same

not being paid within twenty -one days after the same shall have become due and

payable, it shall be lawful for the Governor to direct the said gunpowder to be sold ,

in order to defray the expense of storage , and the proceeds thereof, after deducting

all government charges and the expense of sale, shall be paid to the party who sball

prove himself entitled thereto to the satisfaction of the Governor.

14. Every person who shall violate or refuse or fail to comply with the

provisions of this chapter shall incur a penalty pot exceeding three hundred dollars

or imprisonment for any period not exceeding six months.

15. Nothing in this chapter contained shall apply to Her Majesty's ships

of war or to the ships of war of any foreign nation, or tohired armed vessels iv Her

Majesty's service or in the service of any foreign nition, or to Government stores.

LICENSING, &c. , OF BOATS, CARGO BOATMEN , &c .

Grain Cargoes.

XLI. — No cargo of wbich more than one-third consists of any kind of grain , coro ,

rice, paddy, pulse, seeds, nuls, or nut kerne's, hereinafter referred to as grain cargo,

shall be carried on board any Colonial sbip, unless such grain cargo be con'ained in

bags, sacks, or barrels or secured from shifting by boards, bulkheads, or otherwise.

The penalty provided by section 22 of the “ Merchant Shipping Act, 1876," for

knowingly allowing any grain cargo or part of a grain cargo to be shipped on any

British ship contrary to the provisions of the said section , may likewise be recovered

upon summary conviction before any Stipendiary Magistrate.

General.

6. Where under this Ordinance a ship is authorised or ordered to be detained ,

if the sbip after such detention or after service on the master of any notice of or order

for such detention proceeds to sea before it is released by competent authority, the

master of the shily, and also the owner or agent and any person who sends the ship

to sea, if such owner or agent or person be party or privy to the offence, shall forfet

and pay to Her Majesty a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars .

7. Where a sbip so proceeding to sea takes to sea when on board thereof in the

execution of bis duty any officer authorised to detain the ship, or any Surveyor or

officer appointed by the Governor, the owner and masterof the ship shall each be

liable to payall expenses of and inciden'al to the officer or Surveyor being so taken

to sea, and also a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars, or, if the offence is not

prosecuted in a summary manner, not exceeding filly dollars for every day until the

officer or Surveyor returns, or until such time as would enable biu after leaving the

ship to return to the port from which he is taken, and such expenses may be recovered

in like manner as the penalty.

16. Whosoever, with intent to defraud, shall forge, or alter, or shall offer, utter,

dispose of, or put off, knowing the same to be forged or altered , any certificate, ticket,

document, matter, or thing named in this Ordinance, or any regulation made there.

under, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof,shall be liable, at the

discretion of the Supreme Court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not

exceedingseven years, and not less than three years, or to be imprisoned for any term

not exceeding two years, with or without hard labour.



COLONY OF MACAO.

PORT REGULATIONS.

I.-Any vessel wanting a pilot should , on nearing the Macao roads, hoist the

jack or national flag at the fore topgallant nast bead.

II . — No notice will be taken at the Harbour Master's office of any damage

occurring to vessels piloted by pilots unlicensed by the Harbour Master.

III.—Only duly qualified pilots shall be employed by the Harbour Master.

1. - To be a qualified pilot an examination must be passed at the Harbour

Master's Office.

2. - Macao anchorage comprises the outer roads, the inner harbour, and the

port of Taipa.

3.- Vessels anchoring in the roads will be r: quired to pay one - half of

the amount stipulated for the inner barbour and Taipa.

IV.—The captain of a vessel , or his agent, shall report his vessel at the Harbour

Master's office within twenty -four hours of the vessel's arrival and in default pay a

fine of one bundred dollars to the Public Exchequer.

V. - Captains of vessels shall on landiug deliver the ship's papers to the Harbour

Master, such papers to be kept till the departure of the vessel, provided there be no

Consulate of the nationality of the vessel at Macao.

The register or passport of Portuguese vessels shall be taken to the Government

Secretary's office.

VI. - It is incuti bent on ihe Harbour Master to take the necessary steps for the

apprehension of deserters , when required to do so . Such deserters may be captured

even after the ship's departure on the requisition of the respective Consuls .

VII .— Captains of vessels are forbidden to discharge part or the whole of their

crew witbout the sanction of the Harbour Master or ofthe Consul .

VIII. — The captain of a vessel desiring to send to the Hospital any one of his

crew, must first apply to the Harbour Master and be answerable for any expense

incurred .

IX . - It is forbidden to cast off invalids in Macao ; such invalids can only be

landed by permission of the Harbour Master. A breach of this Article of the

Regulations shall be visited with a fine of one hundred dollars, revertible to the

Public Exchequer.

X.— Vessels are not permitted to change moorings in the inner harbour without

the sanction of the Harbour Master.

XI. - Merchant vessels are not permitted to enter the inner barbour with gun

powder on board ; such gunpowder shall be previously deposited in the Barra Fort

and received back after the vessel's clearance from the inner harbour.

XII . - It is forbidden to throw ballast, ashes, or rubbish in the inner harbour

and at the Taipa anchorage, under penalty of one hundred dollars .

XIII.- Anchorage dues to be henceforth paid by vessels in the barbours of

Macao are fixed in annexed Table A.

1.-A written receipt shall be given for all dues levied at the Harbour

Master's Office, and shall specify the heads under which sucb dues may

have been recovered .

2.-All dues recovered at the Harbour Master's Office on account of other

public departments, shall be sent to such departments by the Harbour

Master under the prescribed legal forms.

XIV . - All fees payable at the Harbour Master's Office are designated in Table B.

XV . - Pilotage for vessels entering the inner barbour and Taipa to be paid

according to Table C.

1. –From the total amount fixed, one dollar will appertain to the Harbour

Master and the remaining four dollars to the pilot.
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XVI. — The duties of pilots will be taken in turns among tbore qualified by the

Harbour Master. On the 1st of each month a distribution is to be made of the fees

received .

XVII .- A fall of the barometer, indicative of bad weather, will be announced by

the firing of a gun and the hoisting of a white flag with a red square in the centre

at the staff on the Canton wharf. The flag will be replaced by two green ligbts ,

hoisted perpendicularly, during the night.

XVIII . - Shipmasters are specially recommended to see that a clear bawse is

always kept, have their sheet anchors ready to let go, and take all other usual precau

tions to insure their vessels against bad weather. The signals made by the Harbour

Master are merely precautionary and indicative of a coming storm , the force of which

as well as its passage over this port can never be predicted.

XIX . - All fishing and tanca boats are to be registered at the Harbour Master's

Office and have their number and designation clearly affixed .

XX.-These Regulations shall be printed ,and a copy given to captains of vessels

coming to Macao.

Government Secretary's Office, Macao 11th June, 1872 .

( Signed ) HENRIQUE DE CASTRO,

Secretary General.

REMARKS RESPECTING THE TIDES BETWEEN CANTON ,

HONGKONG , AND MACAO .

In the absence of a complete tide table, the following table and remarks may be

found service able :

PLACES . LATITUDE NORTH .
LONGITUDE

EAST OF GR'WICH .

TIME OF

HIGII WATER.
BISE OF TIDE .

hre

10

min .

10

feet.

8

-

Macao

Lankeet

Anunghoy

Second Bar Creek

Whampoa

Canton

Lintin

Hongkong

6 to 8

22 ° 11 ' 3011 113 ° 32' 30 '.

22 41 30 113 38 15

22 48 15 113 36 30

22 58 30 113 32 15

23 5 45 113 24 0

23 0 113 15 0

22 24 30 113 48 0

22 21 0 114 18 0

...

2

2

2

* 3

0

15

30

50

0

7.

41 to 5

20 71

The flood tide,when regular (which is seldom ), runs round Cabreta Point towards

the town of Macao ; but a little outsideof the Point it sets along the land to the north,

across the bay, until it meets the tide from Capsing -moon (or Capshui-moon, “ the

swift water passage ' ), above Lintin , when it flows in a direct channel towards the

Bogue . The velocity of the flood tide in Ma ao Roads is about 2 miles in the north

east monsoon and moderate weather ; but when it blows strong from the northward

there is no apparent flood. The ebb then runs at the rate of 3 to 3 , and 4 miles

when the water is falling by the land. The ebb tide sets out from the town of Macao

much in the same way as the flood comes in , with the difference of running a little

more to the westward along the shore, before it takes the southerly direction ; the

latter part of this tide is therefore the best time for boats to start for Lintin or

Canton, with a contrary wind , as they then get out far enough to have all the flood

to work to the northward with .

The tides at Lintin run north and south , or nearly so. The velocity of the ebb

in the north-east monso in wheo blowing strovg is much the same as in Macao

Roads ; but there is always a perceptible flood of 1 or l ] miles . During the beight

of the south -west monsoon, the ebb runs at times at the rate of 6 and 6 miles, after

heavy rains ; at that season the floods are very weak .

The flood ceases rising at thic hour, but the stream n the middle of the river runs up a considerable time longer.



PORT, CONSULAR , CUSTOMS, SAILING, AND HARBOUR

REGULATIONS, &c . , FOR THE TREATY

PORTS OF CHINA.

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

Port Rezula'ions to secure the observance of Treaties, and the mvintenance of

friendly relations between B.itish subjects and Chinese subjects and authorities,

made in pursuance of Section 85 of the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865 .

I.-All port rulesan l regulations heretofore in fores to secure the observancə

of Treaties and the mvintenance of friendly relatioas between British subjects a nu

Cainese su'vjects and authorities , huing reference to any of th : 13 ports open for

trade in China, are repealed, and from which day the following regulations have bjen

made :

II. — Toe British Consulate offices at the sıveral open ports shall be opened for

public business from 10 o'clock A.m. to 4 o'clock p.M. daily, excepting Sundays,

Caristmas day, Good Fri lay, Queen's birthday, Easter Myndiy, and those holidays

upon which public offi :es in Eaglini ara clos: 1, Chinose New Yeir's day , and such

Chinese boli lays as the Chinese Customs authorities may observe.

III.—On the arrival of any British vessel at the au shorage of any of the open

ports, the master shall, within 24 hours , deposit bis ship's papers tog :ther with i

summary of themanifest of her cargo at tie Consulite office , ualess a Sun lay or

holiday should intervene.

IV.-Every British vessel must show her national colourson entering the port or.

anch rage, and keep them hoisted until she shall have been reporte l at the Consulate

and her papers deposited there.

V. -NBritish vessel or any ves el the property of a British subject, unless

provided witir a certificate of registry, or provisional or other pass from the

Superinten lent of Trade at Pekingor from the Colonial Governm ?nt as Hongkong,

shall hoist the British ensign within any port or anchorage,or any flag similar to the

British ensign , or of a character not to be easily distinguishable from it. Nr shall

any registered British vess l flying the Red ensign hoist any other ensiga or flag

(except sho be entitled to fly the Blue ensig :) in use by Hr Muj sty's vessels of

war, or the nitio al ensign of any foreigo Sate or any ensign or flag not plainly

distinguishable from the ensigns used by Her Majesty's ships of war or from thos:

flown by ships of foreign States .

VI. - Should any seaman absent himself without permission , the master shall

forth with report the sime at the Consulate office, and take tie necessary measures for

the recovery of the absentee, and it shall be lawful for the Consul, if circumstances

sball require it , in his discretion to pro'ribit leave being given to seamen to como

ashore, and any master who shall violate such prohibition shall incur the penalties

bereinafter declared.

VII. - The discharge of guns or ot'er firearms from vessels in harbour is strictly

probibited, unless permission shall have b en granted by the Consul .

VIII . - Masters of vessels when reporting their arrival at a port shall notify in

writing the names of all passengers and persons not forming part of the articled

crew on barl , and previous to leaving, n tice must be given of the number and

names of all persons , not forming part of the articled crew, intending to leave the

port on board any vessel .

IX . - All cases of death occurring at sea must be reported to the Consul within

24 hours of the vessel's arriving in port or harbour, and all cases of death , on board

vessels in barbour, or in the residences of British subjects on shore, must be

immediately reported at the Consulate office, and in the event of su iden or accidental
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death the fullest information obtainable shall be given . It is strictly prohibited to

throw overboard the bodies of seamen or other persons dying on board of a vessel in

harbour. Except in cases of urgent necessity , no burial should take place on shore

or from any ship in harbour without the licence of the Consul first being obtained .

X. - Stone or ballast sball not be i hrown overboard in any port or harbour

unless permission shall have been first obtained from the local authorities through

the intervention of Her Majesty's Consular officer.

XI.--All cases of loss of property by theft or fraud on board ships , as well as of

assault or felony requiring redress oriuvolvingthe public peace, must be immediately

reported at the Consulate office .

Any Chinese subject guilty of a misdemeanour on shore or afloat may be detained

on detection, but informa ion must in such cases be forthwith lodged at the Consulate

office, and in no instance shall British subjects be pernitted to use violence towards

Chinese offenders or take the law into their own hands .

XII. - Any vessel laden with gunpowder or other explosive material, or having

in the whole above 200lbs . of such material on board , shall not approach nearer than

a distance of one mile from the limits of the anchorage. On arriving at that distance

she must be forth with reported to the Consular Authorities.

Special anchorages or stations will be assigned for such ships in the neighbourhood

of tbe ports.

XIII.— No seaman or other person belonging to a British ship maybe discharged

or left behind at any port or anchorage without the express sanction of the Consul,

and not then until sufficient security sball bare been given for bis maintenance and

good behaviour while remaining on sbore, and if required, for the expenses incident

to his shipment to a port in the United Kingdom or to a Colonial port, according

as the seaman or other person may be a native of Great Britain or of any British

Colony.

If any British subject left at a port or anchorage by a British vessel be found

requiring public relief prior to the departure of such vessel from the dominions of the

Emperor ofChina, the vessel will be held responsible for the maintenance and removal

of such British subject.

XIV.- When a vessel is ready to leave a port or anchorage, the master or con

signee shall apply at the Chinese Custom -house for a Chinese port clearance, and on

bis presenting this document, together with a copy of the manifest of his export cargo,

at the Consulate office, his ship's papers will be restored, and he will be furnished

with a Consular port clearance , on receiving which the vessel will be at liberty to

leave the port. Should any vessel take in or discharge subsequent to the issue

of the Customs clearance , the master will be subject to a penalty , and the ship to such
detention as way be

necessary to tbe ends of justice.

XV. - When a vessel is ready to leave a port or anchorage,the master shall give

notice thereof to the Consul , and shall hoist a Blue Peter at least 24 hours before the

time appoint d for her departure. The Consul may dispense with the observance of

this regulation on security being given that claims presented within 24 hours will be

paid .

XVI.-- No British subject may establish or carry on a hotel, boarding or eating

house, house of entertainment, or shop for the sale of liquors within the Consular

district without the sarction and licence of the Consul, and payment of such fees

in respect of such licence yearly or otherwise as may be duly authorised . Tbe

Consul shall require every person so licensed to give security for the good conduct

of all inmates and frequenters of bis house, and also that he will not harbour

any seaman who is a runaway ( r who cannot produce his discharge a companied by

a written sanction from the Consul to reside on shore.

Every person so licensed will be held accountable for the good conduct of all

inmates and frequenters of bis house, and in case of their misconduct may be sued

upon the instrument of security so given .

XVII.-Any British subject desiring to proceed up the country to a greater

distance than thirty miles from any Treaty port, is required to procure a Consular
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passport, and any one found without such a passport beyond that distance will be

liable to prosecution and to a fine not exceeding $100.

XVIII. - The term Consul in these Regulations shall be construed to include all

and every officer in Her Majesty's Consular service ,whether Consul-General, Consul ,

Vice-Consul, or Consular Agert, or other person duly authorized to act in any of the

aforesaid capacities within the dominions of the Emperor of China.

XIX.- British vessels are bound as to mooringand pilotage to act in accordance

with the Harbour and Pilot Regulations authorized in each port by the Customs'

authorized Harbour Master, and approved of by the British Consul, and any infraction

of the same shall render the party offending liable at the discretion of the Consul to

the penalties attacbed to these regulations.

No loading or discharging of cargo may be carried on except within the limits of

the anchorage defined by the Consul and the Cbinese authorities of each port

respectively.

XX . - Any infringement of the preceding General Regulations or of the Special

Regulations, shall subject the offender to a fine of not less than 5 and not exceeding

500 dollars, according to the circumstances , witbout imprisonment, with a further fine

for continuing offences of not less tban 25 and not exceeding 250 dollars for each day

during which the offence continues after the original fine is incurred ; such fines to be

inflicted, levied , and enforced in accordance with ihe Order of Her Majesty in Council ,

dated the 9.h day of March , 1865-or for repeated and continued offences to

imprisonment for any number of days not exceeding 100 days, with or without bard

labour, and with or without cost of maintenance, the same to be recovered by distress .

NOTE . - All fines levied by virtue of or under the General or Special Port

Regulations, are to be applied , is directed by the Order in Council, in diminution of

the Public Expenditure, unless otherwise specially ordered .

SPECIAL LOCAL REGULATIONS.

WHAMPOA.

I.-The anchorage for the loading and discharge of British vessels at the port of

Canton is at Whampoa, the limits of which are defined: on the North — by a line drawn

from Sulphur Point, Honan Island , across the East end of Watson's Ísland to the

North Bank of the River ; on the South—by a line drawn from Sully Point , French

Island , along the North side of Dane's Island , to the North end of Island No. 2 ; on

the East — by a line drawn due North from the North end of Island No. 2 to the

North bank of the River ; on the West — by a line drawn due Norih from Sully Point,

French Island , to Honan Island .

II. - Should Her Majesty's Consul or Vice-consul see fit, he may notify in writing

the master of any British ship that he is not to grant leave of absence to any of his

crew to go on shore. An infringement of such notification will subject the offender

to a fine.

III.- Masters of vessels are prohibited from granting liberty on any pretence to

their creus to proceed to Canton , except the leave of the Consul or Vice -cousul be

ob : ained .

IV.–The keeper of every licensed boarding -hous", house of entertainment, or

shop for the sale of liquors, shall exhibit in a conspicuous part of the house a tariff

of charges. Such house shall be liable to be visitorl at any time by a constable or

other person deputed by the Consul or Vice -consul for the purpose of inspection.

V.—No licensed boarding-house, hou: e of entertainment, or shop for the sale of

liquors , shall be transferred or sub-letwithout the consent of the Consul or Vice -Consul.

VI. — No keeper of a licensed boarding- bouse, house [ entertainment, or shop

for the sale of liquors, sball under any circumstances enter into par: nership with a

person not a British subject, nor shall any British subject act as a barman, runner, or
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in other similar capacity, in any boarding -house , house of entertainment, or shop for

the sale of liquors , British or other , without permission of the Consul or Vice- consul.

VII. - On anchoring at Whampoa the master of any Britislı vessel will without

delay lodge the articles of his crew with the British Vice-consul , and within 24 hours

of arrival he will deposit at Her Majesty's Consulate at Canton his ship's register

and copy of his inward manifest.

When the vessel is ready for sea the master will procure from the Customs-house

a port clearance, and on exhibiting this at the Consulate and depositing a copy of his

export manifest he will receive back the ship's register, on presenting which to the

Vice-consul at Whampoa he will receive the ship's articles and an English port

clearance, on payment of the requisite fees.

VIII.- Any individual appealing from the decision of the Vice-consul at

Whampoa, is required to forward his appeal under flying seal through the Vice-consul

to the Copsul at Canton.

IX.–River steamers regularly engaged in transmission of passengers or goods

between Canton and Hongkong, may, if permitted by the Customs' authorities , load

and discharge at Canton .

CANTON .

RIVER STEAMER REGULATIONS.

I.--On entering port, masters of river steamersmust bave their import manifests

in readiness to band to the Customs' officer who will board the vessel on arrival. For

cargo to be discharged at Woampoa a separate manifest will be required to be handed

to the Customs' officer at that place .

The Customs must in all cases be furnished with import manifest before any

cargo can be discharged .

II. - Consignees are not required to make application to the Customs for

permission to remove consignments from the steamers, but all goods imported in such

vessels must,on being discharged, be taken for examination to the Customs' jetty.

III.-All exports for shipment by river steamers must be sent to the Customs'

jetty for examination, on which a permit to ship will begranted.

IV .--Manifests of cargoes exported must be banded to the Customs' officer on

the return trip of the steamers.

V :-River steamers must not land or ship cargo at any other place in the river

tban Canton anil Whampoa. Ang breach of these regulations respecting the ship

ment or discharge of goods exposes such goods to seizure and confiscation .

VI.- The Custom -house is open for the transaction ofbusiviess from 10 A.M. to 4

P.M. , and the river steainer office from sunrise to sunset, Sundays and holidays excepted.

All applications regarding Custom z' business should be addressed to the “ Com

missionerof Customs," Office of Maritime Customs, Canton .

CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.

I.- Masters must deposit their ship's papers and manifest with their Consul (if

they bave no Consul , with the Customs), within 48 hours after enterin : tie port .

II. - The import manifest must contain a tru : a'count of the na - ure of the cargo

on board, and must be banded to the Customs before any application to break bulk

can be atteniled to .

III .—The import manifest having been received and ship's papers duly lodged

with the Consul or the Customs, permits to land goods will be granted , on the receipt

of applications specifying the number of packages, with their marks, weight, quantity,

andsuch like particulars.

IV . – Before shipment of goods, permits to ship mistin like manner be obtained.

V. - Cargo for which permit has been issued, but which cannot be received on

board, must be brougat to the Custom-house jetty for examination before being

re-landed .
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VI.-- When a vessel has received on board the whole of her outward cargo, the

Customs must be furnished with an export manifest.

VII. - After examination of goods, consignees or shippers will be supplied with

a memo. , for which early application should be made, of the duties payable . They

may then pay in the account io tbe Hai Kwan Bank or receiving office, when they

will be furnished with a duty receipt in Chinese, which they must bring to the

Customs. Import duties are due upon the landing of the goods, and export duties on

their shipment. Amen ?ment in respect of weight or value must be made within 24

bours after the landing or shipient of the goods .

VIII.—On application being made for the Customs clearance, if the Customs are

sa'isfied that theimport and export manifest are correct, and that all du-s and duties

have been paid , the clearance will be issued .

IX . - In all cases of transhipment, application must be made for a tranship per

mit . Goods transhipped before receipt of such permit are liable to confiscation .

X.-Cargo boats conveying goods from Canton to Whampoa for shipment there ,

mustbe taken for examitation to the Customs' jetty, before the goods can be put on

board the ship . On arrival at Wbampoa, their permits must be exhibited at the

Floating Custom -house, for countersignature ; in like manner the permit of cargo

boats conveying goods to Canton from ships at Whampoa mus: be countersigned at

the WhampoaFloating Custom-house, and on arrival at Canton thay must repair to

the Customs' jetty for examination .

SWATOW .

REGULATIONS FOR COASTING STEAMERS.

I.—The agent or agents of each British st amer or line of steamers engaged in

the Coasting Trade between Foochow and Hongkong and interm dinte ports, will be

required to give a bond as guarantee for the due observance by them of the Treaty and

Local Regulations.

II. - After any such steamer has been reported at the Consulate office, and her

papers lodg d according to the usualform , it will not be necessary (unless she hasto

renew her tonnage dues certificate) tha" she should again be formally reported for

four months; but whenever she enters the port her arrival must be notified at the

Consulate. It will not, however, be required that her papers should be shown or a

clearance obtaine l .

III.-A manifest will have to be handed in , at the expiration of every month , of

all cargo and treasure imported into or exported froin the port.

IV. - The fee for every entry as a " coasting steam r " shall be $ 12 .

V. - It will be incumbent on the agent or master of a “ coasting steamer ," under

a penalty of $25 , to notify at the Consulate office within one hourafter her arrival

should it be during daylight, orbefore 8 A.M. should it be dark , thehour at which it

is intended to despatch every such steamer. And should any steamer engaged in the

coasting trade depart previous to the hour for which she has been circulated (such

time to be taken from the clock in the Consulate office) a fine of $50 will be inflicted.

A MOY .

CUSTOMS' REGULATIONS.

I. - Toe limits of the port are defined within lines drawn from the Southern

most point of Amoy island South-eastward to the nearest island ; and thence in the

direction of the high pagoda, to the point of Lim tae-boo Hill; and from the North

ernmost point of Amoy island to the opposite point on the mainland.

II.—The shipment and discharge of cargo can only be carried on in the inner

harbour between Kulangso ) and Amoy : Northern and Southern limits . The

authorised Customs'jetties for the examination, landing, and shipment of goods, are

those known as the Kang-ab-kow and Custom -house wharves.
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III.— Masters of merchant vessels must deposit their ship's papers and import

manifest with their Consul (if they have no Consul, with the Customs) within 48 hours

after entering the poit.

IV .-The import manifest must contain a true account of the nature of tbe

cargo on board, and must be handed to the Customs, signed by the master, before

any application to break bulk can be attended to.

V. -Tbe landing and discharging of cargo must be carried on within the limits

of the inner anchorage , as defined in Rule II. ; it can only take place between sunrise

and sunset, and car.not go on, without special permission, on Sundays and holidays .

Cargo-boats employed for the shipment or landing of merchandise cannot make use

of other jetties than those specified in Rule II .

VI.- When riady to discharge cargo, the consignee must send to the Customs

an application in Chinese (and English. , giving full particulars of the cargo to be

discharged , when he will be furnished with a permit to remove his consignment from

the ship by which it is imported,and to place the same in a cargo-boat. The cargo

boat must then repair to one of the auihorised jetties, in order that the goods may

be examined and assessed for duty. A “ Customs' memo.” will thereon be issued , to

be taken to the bank by the consignee, who, upon payment of the duty therein noted,

will be supplied with a “ Duty Receipt.” Upon the presentation at the office of

Customs of the duty receipt, a “ Duty-paid Order " will be issued. The goods

imported may then be removed from theCustoms jetty and placed in the merchant's

godown .

VII.-In the case of goods to be shipped , the shipper must send them to one of

the authorised jetries for examination, with an application in Chin: se (and English)

for a permit to ship, containing all necessary particulars. The goods will then be

examined, and a “ Customs' memo.” issued, and on the production at the office of the

“ Duty Receipt,” a “ Duty-paid Order ” will be issued , authorising the shipment.

VIII.-- Cargo for which a shipment permit has been issued , but which cannot be

received on board, must be brought to one of the authorised jetties for examination

before being re - landed .

IX . - No transhipment can take place without special written permission.

X .-- Drawback, exemption , or coast trade duty certificates will be issued simul

taneously with the permit for the shipment of the goods covered by them . Exemption

or coast trade duty certificates for goods imported must be presented simultaneously

with the consignee's application for the permit to land.

XI. - Before application is made for the “ Customs clearance," the export manifest,

signed by the master, must be handed in . All dues and duties baving been paid, the

clearance will be issued.

N.B.-The office of Customs is open for the transaction of business from 10 A.M.

to 4 P.M.

HARBOUR REGULATIONS .

The following Regulations are approv. d by the Consuls representing Treaty

Powers at the pori, and are instituted for the order and security of foreign shipping:

I.- Vessels on entering the harbour must stop above or below the shipping, until

the Harbour Master has assign d.them a berth . Masters to moor their vessels with

as little delay as possible.

II. - Each ve - sel will moor in the birth allotted to her, with from thirty to forty

fathoms of chain on each cable, or moor, if the Harbour Master thinks necessary.

III. - Vessels shall rig in jib and spanker booms , and top or bruce up lower and

top- sail yards .

IV.-No ballast to be thrown overboard in the barbour without special permission

from the Harbour Master.

V. - No pitch, or other inflammable substance, to beboiled on boardany shipin

the harbour . ' Spirits or other inflammable liquids to be drawn off by daylight . The

use of artificial light for such purpose is forbidden .
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VI.- Vessels unprovided with a fire engine must have a bucket fitted with a

lanyard foreach man on board , before a berth can be assigned them .

VII .–Vessels to keep a clear bawse, and to have more chain on deck when bad

weather is apprehended.

VIII.- No boats, warpt, or lines to be made fast to any of the beacons or buoys .

No warps or lines to be run out from dusk till daylight; and when such are in use

during the day, a look out must be kept to slack orlet go when passing vessels or

boats require it. Boats moored astern of ships to be within a reasonable distance of

the vessel, so as not to hinder passage.

IX . - Lights to be carriedon the extreme starboard fore- yard -arm , if required by

the Harbour Master.

X.-Vessels not to anchor in that part of the barbour kept clear for steamers.

XI.—No fire -arm to be discharged within the limits of the harbour without

special notification from the Consul to the Customs ; and if the vessel bas no Consul

to refer to, without express permission from the Commissioner ofCustoms.

XII. - Power is vested in the Harbour Master to make bye-laws, which, in his

experience of the requirements ofthe port, he may think desirable ,-publicity to which

bye-laws will be given by posting them in the Custom - house for general information.

XIII . — The Regulations do not modify or affect any obligation or right of vessels ,

under the laws of seas and rivers , recognised by civilized nations.

XIV . - A breach of any of these Regulations shall be visited with a penalty not

exceeding one hundred dollars, which shall be inflicted on the offender by the Consul

of the nation to which such offender belongs , provided such a nation be a Treaty

Power, otherwise by the Superintendent of Customs.

FOOCHOW.

The limits of the port of Foochow extend from the Wantee or City Bridge to the

Kinpae Pass.

Any appeal from the decision of the Vice-consul at Pagoda Island is required to

be forwarded under flying seal , through the Vice-consul , to the Consul at Foochow .

TAIWAN .

Masters of vessels frequenting this port shall be required to send in every day

to the Consul a list of the names of themen to whom they give permission togo on

shore and shall allow none to go on shore except those included in the list . It shall

be competent to the Consul to probibit leave being given to the men of any vessel to

come ashore if he shall think fit so to do.

TAMSUI AND KELUNG.

Thelimits of the port of Tamsui are defined to be from Sand Point in a straight

line bearing N.N.E. to the Red Fort.

The limits of the port of Kelung are defined to be within a straight line drawn

from Image Point to Bush Island .

NINGPO .

CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.

I. - The port shall le considered to have been enter d by any vessel that has

crossed the live supposed to be drawn from the Chaou -pau sban to the Kin -shan at

Cbinbai .

II .-On entering the port tide-waiters will be placed on board .

III. - The limits within which the shipment and discharge of cargo can take

place, are the British cemetery, the bridge of boats,and the salt gate ferry. A vessel

baring once anchored within these limits must not change her position before obtain.

ing permission to do so from the Customs.
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IV :-Vessels must, within forty -eight hours after entering the port, deposit with

the Consul their papers and manifest. If there be no Consul , they must be deposited

with the Customs .

V. - Manifests must be signed by the masters of vessels, and must contain all

particulars ,-quantity, marks, and numbers, &c. , & c., - and any changes must be made

within twenty -four hours .

VI.- Landing and discbarging of cargo or ballast can only take place between

sunrise and sunset, and cannot go on without special permissiin on Sundays and

holidays .

VII.- When ready to discharge cargo, the consignee must send to the Customs

an application in Chinese (and English ) giving particulars of the goods to be dis

charged , on which he will be furuisbed with a permit to remove his consignment

from the ship by which imported , and place the same on board a cargo -boat; the

cargo-boat must then repair to the Customs' jetty in order that the goods may be

examined and assessed for duty : a Customs memo. will thereon be issued, which the

consignee must take to the Haikwan Bank, wben , on payment of the duty as noted in

the Customs' memo., he will be supplied with a receipt ; this receipt he must then

take to the office of Customs, in return for wbich he will be banded a Duty paid

order, " upon which he may remove his consignment from the Customs' jetty and place

it in his golown.

VIII. - In the case of goods to be shipped ,the shipper must send them to the

Customs' jetty for examination, with an application in Chinese (and English) for

permit to sbip, containing all necessary particulars; and must at the same time hand

in the barrier pass, showing that the goods have paid transit dues. The goods will

then be examined and Customs memo. issued, and on production at the office of the

bank receipt, a " Duty -paid order ” will be issued , upon which shipment may take

place.

IX.-Goods " shut out” must be taken to the Customs' jetty for examination

before being re -landed .

X .--Before application being made for the Customs clearance , the export

manifest must be handed in to the Customs.

XI. - No tra shipment can take place without special written permission .

XII.- Drawback and exemption certificates will be issued simultaneously with

the permit for the shipment of the goods covered by them, and exemption certificates

for goods dnty paid at other ports must be presented simultaneously with application

for permit to land .

XIII. - Fr.ign vessels are probibited from throwing ballast into the river, under

a penalty of fifty taels.

XIV.-The firing of arms of any kind is strictly prohibited , under a penalty of

fifty taels .

XV.--Any infringement of the above rules will entail the enforcement of the

penalties provided for by the treaty .

Vessels arriving at Ningpo will have their berths appointed for them . To rig

in flying jib and jib-booms, and not to rig them out until clear of the shipping . To

top up lower yards. Vessels to moor in line and keep a clear junk channel on the

east and west sides of the river. Vessels' boats towing astern at risk of the vessel .

To keep a clear channel. To moor clear of line of buoys .

SHANGHAI.

HARBOUR REGULATIONS.

I. – Vessels shall allow themselves to be berthed by the Harbour Master, within

the recognised limits of the loading and discharging anchora ze , and in bert'ring , a

vessel the Harbour Master shall comply as far as possible with the request of the

master, consignee, or supercargo , as to her position .
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II.- Vessels shall, on being berthed, rig in jib and spanker booms, and top or

brace up lower and topsail yards, except when actually needed for hoisting cargo.

III.- Vessels shall be moored and with a swivel, unless their tonnage beunder

200 tons . If desired , the Harbour Master will furnish a swivel at a small charge,

which if disputed , will ha determined by the Consul of the nation to which the vessel

belongs.

IV . - Vessels shall be allowed to lash alongside jetties, if desired by the owner,

master, or consignees.

V.-A sufficient channel shall always be kept open for vessels to pass up or down

the anchorage.

VI.-- Should tbe Harbour Master not be at band to berth the vessel on her

entrance into the anchorage, she will be expected to berth herself, as much in accord

ance with these Regulations as possible.

VII. — These Regulations do not modify or affect any of the obligations or rights

of vessels under the laws of s as and rivers recognised by civilized nations.

VIII.—A breach of any of these Regulations shall be visited with a penalty not

exceeling one hundred taels Shanghai sycee, which shall only be inflicted on the

offender by the Consul of tbe nation to which such offender belongs , provided such

pation be a Treaty Power.

CUSTOMS' REGULATIONS.

I. — The port is limited by a line drawn from Paou -sban Point to the Battery on

the right bank of the river below Woosung.

II. - Customs' officers will board ships entering the port , and exanıine them after

clearance outwards .

III.-The anchorage is between the Teen -how Temple anl the new or lower

Dock .* No vessel mustmove from her berth without express permission.

IV .-- Masters must deposit their ship's papers and manifest with their Consul

(if they have no Consul, with th : Customs) within forty-cigit hours after entering

the port . For failing to do this , they are liable to fine.

V. - The manifest must contain an account of the marks, numbers, and contents

of every package on board. For exhibiting a falso manifest, the master is liable t

fine. Errors must be corrected on the day on which the manifest is handed in to the

Customs. It any portion of the cargo be for re-exportation, it must be so entered

upon the manifest ; goods found on board not specified in the manifest are liable to

confiscation.

VI.- Neither cargo por ballast can be shipped er unshipped , except within the

limits of the anchorage, and between sunrise and sunset on all days, Sundays and

holidays excepted .

VII. - When a vessel is entered and her manifest received, the consignees of her

cargo shall hand in to the Customs their Applications to Land. These inust give the

number of packages, with their marks, weight, quantity, and other such like parti

culars, and be accompanied by their delivery orders. The delivery orders will be

stamped and returned to the consignees, whomay then land their consignments. If

cargo be unsbipped without such delivery order duly stamped , it is liable to confis

cation, and ihe master to fine .

VIII.--- When the whole of the inward cargo isdischarged , the vessel is examined

by a Customs' officer. Shippers may then hand in to the Customs their Applications

to ship , which must, as in the case of the Application to Land, give full particulars,

and be accompanied by their shipping orders . The shipping orders will be stamped

by the Customs and returned to the shippers , who may then ship their goods. Goods

shipped, ' ' , water -borne to be shippel, without such shipping order duly s'amped,

are liable to confiscation , and the master of the vessel receiving them on board is liable

to fine.

* The outer limit has been enlarged to the Harbour Master's bulk Ngapuhi. The inner limit has been enlarged to a

lite running went to east from the house under the city wall formally occupied by Mr. Culbertson.
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IX .-- Cargo which cannot be received on board must not be re-landed, until it

bas first been examined at the Custom -house jetty.

X.- When the loading of a vessel is completed, a manifest of her outward cargo

must be handed in to the Customs by the master or consignee. It must contain an

account of the particular marks, numbers, and contents of e ery package on board .

For exhibiting a false manifest, the master is liable to fine.

XI. - Goods cay not be placed in a cargo-boat, or leave the shore, or be landed ,

except at the authorized jetties between sunrise and sunset on all days, Sundays and

holidays excepted .

XII. - Goods t'anshipped without special permission are liable to confiscation,

and the masters to fine .

XIII . - All cargo -boats must be registered at the Custom-house , and must have

their respective numb.rs conspicuously painted on them , in English and Chinese

characters . Without special permission no cargo can be landed or shipped , except

in a cargo-boat duly registered and numbered.

XIV. - Consigners orshippers should apply as early as possible for Customs'

memo. of the duties payable by them . When they have paid the amount into the

Hai-kwan bank or Receiving office, a duty receipt in Chinese will be given them ,

which th y mus: exchange at the Custom -house for a printed receipt in English ; the

latter must be returned to the Custom- bouse by the consignee of the vessel when he

desires to clear her.

Import duties are due upon the lan ling of the goods ; Export duties on the

shipment of the goods. Amendment in respect of weight or values must be made

within twenty - four hours after the landing or shipment of the goods.

Tonnage dues are payable when the ship has been forty- eight hours in port, or

when any cargo has been stipped or unshipped.

XV. - Wben a vessel's clearance is applied for, her stamped delivery and shipping

orders are examined, and if they are found in order, and the Customs are satisfied of

the correctness of tbe inward and out ward manifests, and that the whole of the dues

and duties have been paid , the clearance is issued, and the vessel is entitled to receive

back her papers , and to leave the port .

XVI. - Exemption certificates are granted on foreign goods re-exported to a

Chinese port.

XVII. - Drawback certificates are granted on foreign goods re-exported to a

foreign countrywithin twelve months from their importation upon the production of

satisfactory evidence as to their port of destination.*

XVIII. — The Custom -house is open for the receipt and issue of all necessary

papers from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. on all days, Sundays and holidayst excepted.

All applications whatever regarding Customs' business should be addressed to

the Commissioner of Customs, Office of Maritime Customs, Shanghai .

CHINKIANG .

PORT REGULATIONS.

1st .–For junks and all sailing craft ( except lorchas) not being square rigged,

the portion of the river on the Chinkiang side between Golden Island and the Kan

lu-sze, old Consular Hill. 2nd, for lorchas and square-rigged vessels and steamers

that portion of the river above described , but including also the northern bank. A

steamer trading on the river under licence from the Customs authorities need not be

reported at the Consulate by the master ; provided that the agent or consignee of

such steamer shall, within 36 hours after her arrival (unless a Sunday or holiday

intervene ), band into the Consulate : 1st a manifest of cargo exported or imported ;

2nd, a list of all passengers (not Chinese) embarked or disembarked.

* Drawback certificates are also granted, when applied for , instead of Exemption certificates, on foreign goods

re-exported to a Chinese port.
+ The Holidays which it has hitherto been the custom to observe, are - The Foreign (Gregorian) New Year's day :

the Chinese New Year's day, the day preceding, and the two days following; Good Friday; and Christmas day .
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No boarding -house or tavern shall be established either on the north bank of the

river or without the limits of the British Concession.

Rafts un ler the British flig coming to the port of Chinkiang shall be reported

by the foreigner in charge within 24 hours of their arrival. The following reports

will be required :-A minifest of the raft, countersigned by the agent or consignee ;

a list of persons other than Chinese employed on the raft, sign.d by the consignee ;

a list of all passengers, not Chinese, brought down by the raft, signed by the

consignee .

The foreigner or for igners in charge of raft , shall , during their stay in port ,

report themselves once every three days to the officer in charge of Her Majesty's

Consulate. They shall also give 24 hours' notice of intended departure, specifying

destination and mode of conveyance .

KIUKIANG .

I. - The limits of the anchorage for ordinary vessels are from the West end of

the City Wall to Lung-kai Creek .

II. - Steamers trading regularly on the river under licence from the Chinese

Customs, andnot remaining in port above 24 hours, and sailing vessels, provided

they do not break bulk or remain in port more than24 hours, are not required to

deposit their papers with summary of manifest under General Rógulation No. III.

III.–Vessels having on board more than 200lbs. of explosive or combustible

material must anchor at a distance of not less than one mile from the Foreign

Settlement and from the Native City.

HANKOW .

The limits of the anchorage at Hankow are as follow : -South : Within lines

drawn from the Pagoda on the summit of the hill on the Hanyang side to the

Hanyang gate of the Wuchang city on the opposite bank of the river. North :

Below the British concession ground from its boundary limit across to the cpposite

bank of the river to the Custom - house, called by the Chinese Wuchang.

CHEFOO .

The limits of the port of Chefoo (Yentai) , in the district of Tang-chow - foo, are

within a line drawn from the Eastern end of the peninsula called Che -foo-tao, to the

northern and eastern extremities of the Kungtung islands, and from them to the

mainland .

TIENTSIN .

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

I. - The Consular Regulations for the port of Tentsin , published by Acting

Consul Gibson on the 27th October, 1863, are hereby repealed , such of their provisions

as are not intended to be abrogated being embodied in the present general regulations,

and the said general regulations apply to the whole Consular District of Tientsin ,

including the outport of Taku, and shall be binding upon all British subjects residing

or being within the said Consular District of Tientsin ,

II. - Any British subject desiring to rent lan l from a Chinese proprietor outside

the limits of the British settlement , shall in the first instance apply to H.B.M. Consul

officially in writing stating the name and surname of the Chinese proprietor, and

specifying by plan the locality, boundaries , and ineasurements in mow and square

feet of the said land ; and the said Consul will thereupon enquire whether any

impediment exists to the renting of the said land , and if it be ascertained that no such

impediment exists , the applicant may then settle with the Chinese proprietor the price

• and conditions of sale. Said applicant shall thereupon lodge with H.B.M. Consul
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the Chinese proprietor's deed of sale, in duplicate, accompanied by a plan clearly

marking the boundaries of the said land, and containing a statement of the amount

of land tax payable annually to the Chinese Government upon the said land .

H.B.M. Consul shall then transmit the deeils to the Chinese local authorities for

examination , and , if the sale be ri gular, the said deeds will be returned to the

Consul , duly sealed by the Chinese local authority , and the purchase money can then

be paid.

If there are graves or coffins on the land rented, their remuval must be a matter

of separate agrement.

III.--All such conveyances or lease s of land so purchased as aforesaid shall be

registered at the British Consulate, within one month from the time of the completion

of the sale, under a penalty not exceeding $ 100 ; and all charges by way of mortg ges

made in the Consular District of Tientsin, whether of a legal or equitable character,

shall be registered as is provided in Clause III. of the Local Land Regulations ;

otherwise such mortgage deed will not be allowed precedence over judgwent or

simple contract debts contracted before the execution of said deed .

IV .- All transfers of land purchased by British subjects within the Consular

District of Ti-ntsin, but outside the limits of the British settlement, sball be made

by the parties to the transfer or theirduly authorized representatives,in the presence

of an officer of H.B.M. Consulate at Tientsin, or H.B.M. Vice-consulate at Taku, and

shall be registered at said Consulate, or Vice-consulate , witbin one month of such

transfer, under a penalty not exceeding $100.

V.-No British subject shall be allowed to establish any tavern , public -bouse,

boarding house, or house of entertainment at Tientsin or Tiku , or in the Consular

district of Tientsin or Taku , without a licence from H.B.M. Consul or Vice - consul,

and without paying the annual licence fee in such behalf payable, andsaid licence

shall be granted subject at any time to revocation , should it be proved that such

house or tavern is improperly conduced , or that the immates or frequenters thereof

misconduct themselves or act in a disorderly manner . Persons convicted of a breach

of this regulation shall be liable to a fine not exceeding $100.

VI .-All British vessels entering port shall anchor at Taku or Tientsin only in

such places as the harbour-master, or other person duly authorised by the Custom

louse authorities, shall appoint, and whenever any one of the said vessels is about

to leave port, shall hoist the blue peter at least 24 hours before the time appointed

for her departure. Each breach of this regulation shall be punishable be a fine not

exceeding $50 .

VII. - Every British vessel shall show her colours on entering port, ard keep

them hoisted until she has been reported , and her papers have been lodged at either

the Vice-Consulate at Taku or the Consulate at Tientsin : and the master of every

British vessel arriving at Taku , a steamer bound up the river or to Tientsin excepted,

sball deposit hisship's papers, together with a summary of the manifest of the cargo,

at H.B.M. Vice -Consulate of Taku, within 48 hours if in the inner anchorage, and

within 72 if in the outer, unless a Sunday or holiday should irtervene . Masters sball

be liable to a penalty not exceeding $ 200 for each breach of this regulation .

VIII.- Every British sailing vessel, whether intending to pass up the river to

Tientsin or net, sball report at the Vice-Consulate at Taku, and lodge her papers

there . Provided that, if a sailing vessel passes up the river to Tientsin , she shall

take up with her the " ship’s articles," and deposit said cocument at the Consulate

at Tientsin . Said articles shall be handed back to the master, when the vessel is

about toreturn to Taku, where she sball receive her other papers and port clearance

at the Vice-Consulate.

IX.-British steamers bound for Tientsin shall not be requ'red to report and lodge

their papers at Taku, but may report and clear at Tientsin. Provided that if a steamer

bound for Tientsin remain for more than three huurs at Taku, unless she can sbow

reasonable cause for so doing, she shall report and lodge her papers at H.B.M.

Vice-Consulate there, under a penalty not exceeding $ 200 for each br. ach of this

regulation .
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X.-Should any vessel , the property of a British subject, but not provided with

a certificate of registry or other recognized pass, boist the British ensign within the

anchorages, or should she exhibit within such limits any flag so similar to the British

ensign as not to be clearly distinguished from it , the master of such vessel shall be

liable for every such offence to a penalty not exceeding $ 100 .

XI. — The discharge of guns and other firearms from British vessels in the

anchorage is prohibited under a penalty not exceeding $50 for each offence.

XII. - No British vessel laden with gunpowder, or other dangerous combustible

materials, shall be allowed to anchor within one mile of the British settlement at

Tientsin , under a penalty not exceeding $ 200.

XIII. – Stones, ballast, or cinders shall not be thrown overboard from British

vessels at Tientsin anchorage, under a penalty of $50 for every such offence , nor

sball the bodies of seamen , or other persons dying on board British vessels in either

the Tientsin or Taku anchorage, bethrown overboard, under a like penalty of $50

for every such offence .

XIV.-- Allmasters of British vessels shall, so far as English law permits, be

held accountable for the conduct of their crews on shore, and shall not give their

mates, engineers, or men leave to go into the country either at Taku or Tientsin ,

without the express sanction of H.B.M.Consul or Vice-Consul . Masters convicted

of a breach of this regulation shall be liable to a fine not exceedicg $100 for each

offence, and sbould any such mate, engineer, or other member of the crew of a

British vessel go into the country without the permission of the said Consul or Vice

Consul be shall be iiable to a fine of $ 100, or one month's imprisonment.

XV.-No seaman or other person belonging to a British ship shall be discharged

or left behind at this port without the express sanction of H.B.M. Consul or Vice

Consul, nor until reasonable security shall have been given for his maintenance and

good behaviour while remaining on shore. If any such person aforesaid , being a

British subject, be left at this port bya British vessel and be found requiring public

relief prior to the departure of the said vessel from the dominions of the Emperor of

China , then the owners of the said vessel shall be held responsible for the maintenance

and removal of the said British subject; Provided said ownersshould be within the

jurisdiction ofany ofH.B.M. Consulates in China. Provided always, that nothing

in this clause shall be held to limit the responsibility of shipowners or shipmasters in

- respect of seamen or otber persons which is or may be incurred under the Merchant

Shipping Act .

XVI.-- All fees and penalties leviable under these general regulations, and under

any additional general regulations which may hereinafter be framed by H.B.M. Minister

for the peace , order, and good government of British subjects residing or being within

the said Consular District of Tientsin , shall be summarily recoverable by H.B.M.

Copsul either by distress or imprisonment, and the amounts so recovered shall be

carried to the credit of H.B.M.Government , and shown in the quarterly account of

H.B.M. Consulate or Vice - Consulate.

XVII. — The provision of Rule 23 of the Local Land Regulations shall in like

manner be available for the purpose of convicting any person committing an offence

against any of the general regulations.

NEWCHWANG .

The limits of the port of Newcbwang (Ying-tze) are as follow :-Commencing

from the west of the Creek near the Fort and extending as far as the eastero limits

of the British settlement.

The limits of the port extend from the Lao -yeh -ko, or Central Temple, on the

west to the eastern extremity of the British Concession .



PORT AND CUSTOMS REGULATIONS FOR THE

PHILIPPINES .

-

PORT DUES.

All vessels entering any of the open ports pay 8 cents per ton .

The dues are payable on the Spanish equivalent of the registered tonnage, which

is as follows:

British and American 100 tons 123 Spanish .

German 100 tons 29 Spanish .

French 100 tons 184 Spanise .

Belgian and Dutch 100 tons 163 Spanish.

Russian 100 tons 332 Spanish.

Norwegian and Danish 100 tons 333 Spanish .

-

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION OF CUSTOMS.

Rule 1. — Masters of national or foreign vessels arriving at these islands from a

foreign port will deliver their manifests to the visiting officerof the Customs on bis

arrival on board , under penalty of a fine of two hundred dollars. For all manifests

not certified or attested to by the Spanish Consul of the port of their departure, a fine

of one hundred dollars will be imposed ; and if the manifests are not extended in

conformity with the first Rule of the Royal Order of the 1st July , 1859, a fine of

twenty - five dollars will be demanded.

Rule II. — The master or supercargo of every vessel is enjoined tobe present at

all the visits which may be made on board by the preventive service of the port, on

entering or leaving, and on loading or discharging , and he must sign the document

or certificate of such visit as well as the commander of the carbineers who makes the

visit and his accompanying witness. Should it not be p ssible for such master or

supercargo to go through this formality, it will devolve on the officer next.in rank to

act in his stead .

Rule III . - Masters of vessels arriving from foreign ports with any cargo on

board are allowed 30 hcurs at Manila, and 48 at Cavite, after the entrance visit, to

send in to the collector of Customsa manifest in triplicate , written in Spanish on plain

paper and of uniform size, containing the name of the master, that of the ship, the

number of Spanish tons burtben , the place whence the ship comes , a description by

marks and numbers both in writing and in figures of each package of goods on board,

the names of the consignees, the weight, ineasurement, and kind of goods stowed in

bulk, their names, with every distinctness , those of the goods to remain in transit on

board, and those to be discbarged ; sp cifying if possible the articles to be left in hond

and those for consumption, the provisions , spare stores , armament, and coals, in case

tbe vessel be a steamer, and, finally a note stating that the vessel does not carry any

other goods, and that none of those manifested are prohibited from fear of contagion .

After which the master will affix his signature, making himself answerable to the

Custom -house for the correctness of the manifest .

Rule IV.-It from stress of weather or other extraordinary cause, the master of

a vessel
may have been obliged , during the voyage, to throw overboard part of the

cargo, a declaration to that effect must be made, and a specification will be required

of the marks, numbers, and quantities, as far as possible, ofthe cargo so jettisoned ,

and , if the Custom authorities demand it, the Log Book sball be presented to prove

the facts .

Rule 1. - Every master and supercargo subscribing a manifest is allowed four

days after its delivery to augment or otherwise rectify the same, in case there be any

omission or other error : this must also be done in triplicate. Should any omission

be noticed in the manifost after this period and the one allowed , packages found to

be omitted shall be seized, and the subscriber of the manifest fined an amount equal
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to the value of the goods omitted provided such value does not exceed four hundred

dollars, and in case it does, and should the goods omitted belong or be consigned to

the subscriber of the manifest, the fine will then be quadrupled. If on the contrary it

should be found at the completion of the discharge that the number of packages noted

in the manifest and in the sub-equent corrections be in excess of the cargo actually

on board , the master shall be fined one hundred dollars for each package found short,

unless the same should be cargo in bulk , in which case the duties thereon will be

quadrupled. Finally , if on visiting the vessel any package be found which is not

declared and included in the manifest, it shall be confiscated , and the captain fined in

a sum quadruplethat of the duties which the said goods should payto the Customs.

Rule VI. - The captains of vessels arriving from another Spanish port, and duly

provided with a freight list from the Custom -house of that port, will deliver this

document to the collector here immediately on his arrival , and will only manifest

such , tbe ab . ve freight list explaining the reasons that have caused its omission, and

specifying, moreover, the provisions and stores existing on board , unless the ship

should have called in at a foreign port and there received cargo, in which case

manifests shall be presented and the same formalities observed as laid down in the

prec ding rules for all documents in proof from the Spanish Consul at the port

touched at.

Rule VII. — Whatever may be the nationality of a vessel , and whencesoever she

comes, either laden or in ballast, ber captain, crew , and passengers are not allowed on

coming ashore to take with them anything without a special permission from the

Collector of Customs , except a writing case, and such wearing apparel as can be

carried in an open travelling bag or bundle, which is to be examined by the carbineer

on board, and by the one atthe Captain of the Port's office .

Rulis VIII. - The masters of national or foreign vessels who neglect to obey the

provision made by Rule II. of these Regulations, sball forfeit fifty dollars, unless

they can prove to the satisfaction of the Collector the causes which prevented it ; and

the master who shall present a manifest with any of the afore -mentioned requisites

wanting, shall remedy the same as soon as the Collector of Customs orders it, other

wise the pers in who presents such manifest shall forfeit twenty - five dollars.

Rule IX . - Should the master of a vessel omit to include in the manifest the

quantity of gold and silver , in coin or bullion, that may be on board, whatever its

origin may be , or to give private information of it and itsamount to the Collector of

Customs, be will be fined one per cent . on its value, always supposing the owners

may not have declared it .

Rule X. - Any produce, goods, articles of use on board , or cargo of any kind

whatsoever transferred from one ship to another in the bay , without permission of the

Collector of Customs, will be liable to seizure, as well as the lighter, launch, or

other boat in which such transfer may be made, and the master of each vessel shail

be fined five hundred dollars when the value of the merchandise or articles transferred

does not exceed iwo hundred dollars ; exceeding this sum, the fine will be one thousand

dollars each, if the vessels are not the property of the masters, but being their

property they will be confiscated, and the same course will be pursued when mor

chandise or goods ofany description are discharg.d without permission, and moreover

the captainsof vessels from which the merchandise or other effects are discharged

sball be liable to the fine and penalties above named.

Rule XI. — The master of every national or foreign ship entering a port open to

trade in these Islands, in ballast or with cargo, in distress or in transit, and those

who may be obliged to put into a port not open to trade, are boundto produce their

manifest or register as provided by the preceding Rule, and to fulfil the same duties

as required by the Custom -house of Manila.

Rule XII .--- Except in cases in which wrecks or unavoidable damage may occur,

any foreign or national ship coming from sea discharging or loading a sy quantity of

goods at a port not open to trade , will incur the confiscation of such goods , and in

the contrary case he will incur the penalty provided by Rule X. for cases offraudulent
transhipment.
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Rule XII. - Masters of all vessels are obliged to supply the Custom - bouse officers

during their stay on board with suitable lodgings, and allow them to have their meals

at the second table, in compliance with the decree of the government of these Islands ,

dated 26th August, 1851 .

NOTE . - On the 2nd October, 1878 , it was notified that the Director General of

Finance had been pleased to approve of vessels consigned to tbe Philippine Islands

for the purpose of loading timber touching at any other fit port of Luzon in pre

ference to Manila should it suit their interest to do so .

RULES TO BE OBSERVED AT THE ANCHORAGES.

Captains must be careful when anchoring not to allow their anchors to become

entangled with those of other vessels, and to leave these plenty of room for swinging ;

vessels infringing these rules will at once be required to change their berths.

Vessels occupying insecure or inconvenient berths must immediately change same

on receiving notice to that effect from the Captain of the Port.

Vessels once at anchor must not change their berths without previous permission

from the Captain of the Port, unless in cases of urgent necessity, in which case notice

of and reasons for same must be given to the Captain of the Port as soon afterwards

as possible.

Boats proceeding from vessels at the anchorage to the shore should be provided

with an anchor readyfor use, in case it should be required,

No vessel is allowed to enter the River without previouzly obtaining permission

from the Captain of the Port, who has to give the necessary instructions for the

purposeand provide Pilots and any other assistance that may be required .

A fine of $10 in each c se will be imposed upon the captain of any vessel

leaving the River for Cavite without permission, and for not presenting himself at

once on his arrival at, or before leaving, the anchorage of Cañaco.

Vessels at the anchorage or entering the Bay in want of assistarce may make

use of the following Signals, which will be attended to , if practicable, by the

consignees or by the Captain of the Port. The National flag should be used , and

in case of two being required, any other will answer the purpose . When guns are

fired as signals a proper interval should be allowed to elapse between each dis
charge.

RULES TO BE OBSERVED BY VESSELS ENTERING THE BAY

OF MANILA AND ITS PORTS.

I.-All vessels eutering the Bay are to boist their Nationalflags at the Cor

regidor, and immediately heave to should a Government barge make for them . The

captain who, weat ber permitting, shall refuse to heave to oa being signalized so to do

by a gun or otherwise, shall pay a fine equal in amount to double the cost of the

ammunition expended. ( N.B. - Vessels are not visited here in ordinary times) .

All vessels sailing in sight of the Port of Manila or Cavite shall display their

National flags, under a penalty of $ 8 .

II.-- Until a vessel shall bave been visited by the Port and Health Authorities,

the cptain will be held strictly responsible for all the consequences that may arise

from allowing any one to board his vessel. Until admitted to frepractique he shall

keep a quarantine or other flag at bis foremast-head, and , for the mere actof allowing

anyone on board before being so admitted, he shall pay a fine of $ 250. Vessels

already admitted to free pratique that may afford assistance to vessels arriving will

be in the same category, must hoist the flag at the foremast-bead , be re -admitted to

free practique, and be liable to the saine fine and penalty for the infringement of this

Rule.

III. - On the arrival of the Port Authorities the captain shall present bis Bill

of Health from the last port he may have sailed from , and in case be should not have

one, will have to extend a certificate in which he must declare if any contagious

disease existed at that port on the ate of sailing, as also the state of health of all on

board.
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Passengers with their baggage should be ready on arrival to be examined by

the medicalofficer of the Port if considered necessary,and answer any questions that

may be put to them .

The captain will also be required to present bis register in order that the name,

nationality, captain , tonnage, & c ., may be not. d , and he will also be required to state

his port of sailing, ports of call, dates of sailing, destination, armament, cargo,

consignees, and anything remarkable that mily have occurred on the voya : e . He will

deliver a list of his crew and passengers , giving the professions and destinations of

the latter, and whether or not they have passports, which must be given to the Police

Officer who will be at band to receive them , and any information the captain can

afford respectiug tiem .

For all inaccuracies in the health certificate, number of crew and passengers,

and for any false delaration as to th professions of the latter, the captain shall pay

a fine of $250 for each offence, be beld responsible for the result , and his vessel

shall not be admitted to free practique until he shall have complied with this

Regulation.

The captain shall deliver any letters he may have brought to the Post -office

authorities ,

IV :-All vessels not admitted to free practique, or that may be put in quarantine,

will abide by the laws, which will be explained to the captain, who will see t'at the

yellow or other flag be kept at his fore -topmast-hºad, and any infraction of this

Regulation will subject the capain to an immediate fine of $ 500, and to be tried

judicially for the offence .

V. - The first duty of the captain on landing is , under a penalty of $5 , to

present himself to the Captain of the Port , who will direct him and bis passengers to

the proper authorities. Passengers of distinction are exempted from accompanying

the captain, and will be advised of the custom of the Port on board.

VI. - At the anchorages no vessels are allowed to keep their guns loade ), and

no firearms of any kind can be discharg d without previous permission, except when

done to ask for assistance as exp.ained in tbe Anchorage Regulations. Captains will

pay a fine of $20 for each discharge, besides the expenses occasioned by sending off

assistance, &c. , in response from the shore.

VII . - All vessels must have a consignee, who will guarantee the fulfilment of

these Regulations to the extent of $500, and the captain must give in the name of

such Agent within 30 bours of bis arrival in Manila, or 48 hours if in Cavite or

Cañaco , otherwise pay a fiue of $50 and be adınonished .

VIII. — To take in or discharge ballast, captains must first obtain permission

from the Captain of the P rt, and will pay a fine as expressed in the Tariff No. 1

should said permission not be applied for and obtained before coing so , as also for

discharging ballast 10 unauthorized places and throwing it or any kind of rublish

overbo ird .

IX . - Any individual found boarding a ve sel before it shall have been admitted

to free practique shall pay a fine of $ 25, and the captain of any Vissel who shall

allow his boats to be used for such a purpose sha i be fined $ 50, and be liable for

any other penalty the act may subject him to.

X.-From 11 p.m. till daybreak no boats or bancas are allowed to traffic at

the anchoragez unless with previously obtained permission, or in case of urgent

necessity. The captain of the vessel whose boats shall be so used , and pirssengers

by, or owner of , a banca so offending shall pay a fine of $25 .

V -ssels at anchor are at liberty to stop and detain all suspicious looking boats

or bancas that may be found infringing this Regulation.

Sailors found on shore loafing, between 10 o'clock at night and daybreak , will

be detained and punished in accordance with the laws and be held responsible for

any disturbances they may cause.

XI.-- Vessels entering the river must deliver up for sale keeping any gunpowder

they may bave on board and for prery pound of powder theymay retain on board

in opposition to this yogulation, Ane of 81 will be imposed
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XII.-- After 8 o'clock at night no fires or naked lights will be allowed on board

vessels in the river, under a penalty of $ 5.

It is absolutely prohibited to heat pitch , tır, tallow , or any other inflammable

substancu onboard vessels, launches, or boats inside the river, and any person found

infringin this Regulat on will be firied $25 .

XIII.--- The armanents of vessels or any part of them , and cannons, when

brought as ballast, cannot be landed , and he was shall attempt to infringe this

Regulation will he fined and punished in proportion to the grav ty of the offence.

XIV.-The Captain of the Port being the proper authority for the chastisement

of delinquents, a y other person who shall inflict punishment on a native or other

resident of the country for faults committed on board, sball be fined in favour of the

sufferer in proportion to the amount of punishment inflcted .

XV .-- No na ive can be detained on board agains: his will , and no contract

enter d into for the purpose of securing the services of a deserter or covering his

retreat shail be coosidered binding.

XVI.-A fine of $100 in each case will be imposed upon al ;y captain who shall

introduce or carry away a passenger without a passport.

No one is allowed to exchange from one vessel to another without authority

from the Captain of the Port, and each person found infringing this Regulation will

be fined $ 10, and be liable for the damages caused to the vessel he may have left.

The Consignees or Agents of vessels are responsible for any of the crew , who,

on account of illness or any other cause , remain in the country without permission .

The captains of ves els are bound, under a penalty of $ 10 for ach case , to

notify tle Captam of the Port of any desertions that may take place on board in

order to their arrest, and should such notification be made on the eve of the departure

of the vessels, the Consign es or Agents become responsible for all expenses incurred

for their arrest and transportation from the country.

XVII. - In case of the death of any in.lividual on board a vessel , the captain is

boud to notify the Captain of the Port, state the cause of death, and ask permission

for intermºnt. A fine of $24 will be imposed for the burial of a body without

permission , and a like fine for throwing a body overboard , and the captain will

likewise be held responsible for the cousequences such an act may lead to .

XVIII.--- The Captaiv ofthe Port will not despatch any vessel until he shall know

that ihe Regulations of the Custom -louse and Post-office have been attended to .

Any vessels 1 aving port without being properly despatched shall pay a fine of

$ 2 per ton .

Vessels about to.sail must indicate the intention in anticipation by hoisting a

fling at the main -topmast-head, under a penalty of $5 .

XIX . - Captains of vessels shall answer personally any summonses for their

attendance tbat they may receive from the civil authorities.

XX . - All vessels are bound to keep their anchor lights burning from sunset to

sunrise, and delinquents will be fined $5 and held responsible for the damages their

carelessness in this respec: may cause.

XXI. - After a vessel's departure, the general intent of these Rógulations will

remain in force as against the Consizuees or Agents, who may have guaranteed their

fulfilment: the amount guaranteed will be collected and distributed iu proportion

t , the amount of claims arising , and claimants will retain their action against

d linquents should they return to this country.

XXII - The penalties imposed ander these Regulations will be doubled in case

of'a repetition of the effence, and offenders will be liable for all expenses incurred and

be subject to indiciment should aggravating circumstances reuder such a course

necessary .

XXIII.-- All former Regulations and Tariffs not in a cordance with the present

are hereby abrogated .

Manila, Ist May, 1874 .



SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE HONGKONG GENERAL

3

5

1

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Purchasing Tea, Kaw Silk, Opium , and Cotton ... per cent.

Purchasin
g
Tea, Raw Silk , Opium , and Cotton, if as returns for Goods sold 2. per cent .

Purchasin
g

all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate 5 per cent.

Purchasing Bullion 1 per cent.

Selling Tea, Raw Silk , Opium and Cotton per cent .

Selling all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate

Inspecting Silk or Tea

per cent.

Guaranteeing Sales and Remittances when required

1 per cent.

3 per cent .

Guaranteeing Sales alone ... 25 per cent.

Drawing or indorsing Bills of Exchange 2 per cent.

Drawing or negotiatiny Billsof Exchange without recourse ... per cent.

Realizing Bullion or Bills of Exchange

Remitting the proceeds of Bullion or Bills of Exchange

per cent .

per cent .

Paying and Receiving Money in current account per cent.

Paying Ships' Disbursements 2 per cent.

Collecting Freight 21 per cent.

Obtaining Freight or Charter jer cent .

Obtaining Freight or Charter and collecting same freight

Adjusting Insurance Claims

... 6 per cent .

Effecting Insurance ; on the insured amount

... 23 per cent.

Prosecuting or defending successfully claims either at law or by arbitration

05 per cent.

5 per cent

Prosecuting or defending unsuccessfully 2 per cent

Managing Estates and Collecting Rents 5 per cent

Transhipping and Forwarding Jewellery and Bullion 04 per cent

Landing or Transhipping Cargo

Transhipping and ForwardingOpium

Goods withdrawn or re-shipped

$3 per chest

balf commission

Granting letters of credit 1 per cent

Brokerage on Bills and Bullion, buying and selling $ per cent from seller

Brokerage on Bills and Produce and general Merchandise

Ship Brokerage

5 per cent . from seller

1 per cent , froni consignees

Brokerage on Shares, on subscribed capital of up to $250 $ ; per share from each party.

Brokerage on Shares, on subscribed capital over to $250 ... $ 1 per share from each party ,

The foregoing Rates to be exclusive of Shroffage at the Rate of $ 1 per mil, and Brokerage when paid.

.
.
. 5

1 per cent

.
.
.

1
1

1

SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE AMOY GENERAL

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Purchasing Tea 2 per cent .

Purchasing all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate 5 per cent.

Selling Cotton and Goods 3 per cent.

Selling Opium $10 per chest.

Selling all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate
... 5 per cent.

Inspecting Tea : .. per cent .

Guarantee
ing

Sales and Remittanc
es

when required ... ... 33 per cent.

Guaranteeing Sales alone

Drawing or indorsing Bills of Exchange...

24 per cent .

... . 2 , per cent.

Drawing or negotiating Bills of Exchange without recourse

Realizing Bullion or Bills of Exchange

1 per cent.

per cent.

Remitting the proceeds of Bullion or Bills of Exchange

Paying and receiving Money in current account

per cent .

per cent .

Paying Ships' Disburseme
nts ... 24 per cent .

Collecting Freight ...

Obtaining Freight or Charter ...

25 per cent.

Adjusting Insurance Claims

5 per cent.

2 per cent.

Effecting Insurance ; on the insured amount 0 per cent .

Prosecuting or defending successfully claims either at law or sy arbitration 5 per cent.

Prosecutingor defending unsuccessfully 24 per cent .

Managing Estates and Collecting Rent... 5 per cent.

Landing or Transhipping Cargo 1 per cent.

Transhipping and Forwarding Opium

Goods withdrawn or re-shipped

$3 per chest .

half commission .

Granting letters of credit 1 per cent.

Brokerage on Bills and Bullion, buying and selling
$ per cent. from seller .

Brokerage on Bills and Produce and general Merchandise à per cent. from seller.

The foregoing Rates to be exclusive of Shroffage at the Rate of $1 per mil, and Brokerage when paid.



SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE SHANGHAI

... 3

per cent.

GENERAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE .

Purchasing Tea, Raw Silk , Opium , and Cotton

Purchasing Tea , Raw Silk , if as returns for goods sold

3 per cent.

Purchasing all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate

2) per cent.

Purchasing Bullion

5 per cent.

Selling Tea, Raw Silk , Opium , and Cotton

i per cent.

Selling Tea, all other Goods and Produce, Ships , and Real Estate

per cent.

Inspectin
g

Silk or Tea

5 per cent.

Guaranteeing Sales and Remittances, when required

1 per cent .

Guaranteeing Sales alone ...

3 per cent.

Drawing, indorsing, or negotiating Bills of Exchange

2 per cent.

Realizing Bullion or Bills of Exchange

1 per cent .

Remitting the proceeds of Bullion or Bills of Exchange

1 per cent.

Paying and receiving Money in current account

Paying Ships' Disbursements

per cent.

Collecting Freight ' ...

2 ) per cent .

Obtaining Freight or Charter ...

25 per cent.

Obtaining Freight and collecting same freight

5 per cent .

Adjusting Insurance Claims

6 per cent.

EffectingInsurance; on the insured amount

2 } per cent.

Prosecuting or defending successfully claims, either at law or by arbitration ...

03 per cent.

Prosecuting or defending unsuccessfully

5 per c nt .

ManagingEstates and Collecting Rents

2 } per cent.

Transhipping and Forwarding Jewellery and Bullion ...

5 per cent.

Landing or Transhipping Cargo

05 per cent.

Transhipping and Forwarding Opium

1 per cent.

Tls.

Goods withdrawn or re-shipped

3 perchest.

Granting letters of credit

half commission ,

Brokerage on Bills and Bullion , buying and selling

1 per cent .

Brokerage on Bills, Produce, and General Merchandise

... per cent., from seller .

Ship Brokerage

6 per cent., from seller .

The foregoing rates to be exclusive of Shrofage, at the rate of 1 permil, and Brokerage when paid.

15 per cent. from consignees.

Each

Month .

10

1

FO

...

SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE NEWCHWANG

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Including

ON IMPORTS :
One Month's Succeeding

Storage

Landing charges,boat and coolie hire, labour and storage in Godowns, T. C. T. C.

and Wharfage

On Cotton Goods- 15 pieces and under per bale , per piece is 05

On Cotton Goods—50 pieces and under per bale, per piece

On Woollens 18

Sugar, Iron , Straits, Japanese and Chinese produce and Glass 10 5

per picul or equivalent

Coal per ton 88

Caol per ton, open air 75

Tea s-chest
13 ) 5

Tea l -chest . 12 6

Paper small packages, per picul 3

Paper large packages, per picul 5

Commission on sales of all Imports, except Opium , 3 per cent.

Opium ,-Taels 20 per chest, including all charges
... 20

ON EXPORTS.

Boat and coolie hire for 10 pieces Beancake
18

Boat and coolie hire for 1 shee (8 pieces) Peas 18

Chow -chow cargo in proportion.

Commission 5 per cent . on gross amount of Invoice, in all cases except where goods are sent as

a remittance - in such cases 3 per cent.

Procuring Freight, 5 per cent.

Advancing funds to vessels, 5 per cent.

Collecting freight on account of Charters, 1 per cent .

Remitting freight on account of Charters,1 per cent.

For transacting business for vessels on Chinese charter

Cargo to Captain , Taels 25.

Cargo to Natives, Taels 50 for vessels under 5,000 piculs capacity - Taels 100 for above that capa

city, but it is understood that captains of vessels seeking a freight here choose a consignee,

and that no final settlement of charter-party shall take place except through that consignee.



THE STAMP ORDINANCES.

ORDER,

9th June, 1868.

1.- The Stamps used under Ordinance No. 12 of 1866 , and Ordinance No. 5 of

1868, shall be :

2. - First, Adhesive Stamps of the respective values of 2 cents , 3 cents, 25 cents,

31 cents, 50 cents , $ 1 , and $ 1.50 ; and, secondly, impressed or embossed Stamps of the

respective values of 2 cents, 10 cents , 15 cents, 25 cents, 30 cents , 50 cents, 75 cents,

$ 1, $ 1.50, $ 2, $ 2.50, $3, $4, $ 4.50, $5, $ 6, $6.50, $ 8.50, $10, $10.50, $20, $25, $40, $50,

and a Stamp bearing the words Adjudication Fee Paid .

3. - All impressed Stamps shall be made and impressed in the Stamp-office in the

city of Victoria; on either paper or parchment, and shall be of the form and size of the

spécimen Stamps enclosed in a case for public inspection under the seal of the Colony,

which case shall be kept at the Stamp -Office.

4.- Each of the seven kinds of Adhesive Stamps afore -mentioned shall be of the

form , size, and material of thespecimen Stamps and used in a case for public inspection

under the seal of the Colony, which case shall be kept at the Stamp-Office.

5. — The Stamps for Bank Cheques under Section III. of the Schedule to The

Stamp Amendment Ordinance, 1863, may be adhesive Stamps.

6.--Adhesive Stamps maybe used for Bills of Exchange, when drawn out of the

Colony, as specified in section 3 of the said Schedule, and under authority of the 11th

clause of The Stamp Ordinance, 1866, provided always that the Stamp on Bills of

Exchange not exceeding $100 drawn out of the Colony shall be 30 cents until further

notice :-and provided also that Adhesive Stamps may be used for receipts and discharges

under section 11 of the Schedule to The Stamp Amendment Ordinance, 1868. Nothing,

however, herein contained shall prevent its being lawful to use impressed Stamps

for any of the foregoing purposes,

The Stamp Duty payable on an instrument in writing under seal, ordinarily

termed a Servant’s Security Bond, is 50 cents .

IN THE SUPREME Court, SUMMARY JURISDICTION .

The Stamp Duty payable on Foreign Attachment Bonds shall be as follows :

In every case of $500 and upwards.... $ 5.00

$250 and under $ 500 . $2.50

under $250 .. $ 1.00

>>

STAMP OFFICE , LES .

1. - Office hours are from 10 to 3. During t'e summer the office is open on Mail

days froin 10 to 5 , and is closed at 1 on Saturila s .

2.-- Applications for Impressed Stamps must be made on a requisition supplied

gratis, whether ' the Stamps are to be paid for in cash , or are applied for in exchange

for spoiled Stamps . The requisition in either case to be on a separate paper.

3. — Payment must be made on requisition .

4.- Requisitions will be executed as received . When they cannot be completed

at once, a timewill be named for completion, and a receipt given for the goods , which

will be delivered on its presentation,

5.—All goods and change should be examined before being removed. No question

as towrong counting or of weight or goolness ofmoney will be entertained afterwards.

6. - Spoiled Stamps on unexecuted Instruments .

a.- Allowance will be made for Stamps upon Instruments spoiled by

error in the writing :

6.-Or defaced by accident :

c.- Or rendered useless by unforeseen circumstances before completion.
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..

7.—The claim for such Stamps must be made withio Six Months after spoiling

8. - Spoiled Stamps on executed Instruments .

a . - Allowance will be made forStamps on In -truments found unfitted

for the purpose originally intended by error therein :

b . – Or which cannot be completed in the form proposed because of

the death of any person :

C.-Or because of refusal of signature.

9 .-- Claims for Stamps on executed Instruments must be made within Six Months

after signature, the substituted Deeds, if any , bring produced duly stamped .

10.- Stamps on Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes when signed by the

drawer or maker will be a lower if they have not been out of bis hands, and bave not

been accepted or t n lered for acreptance.

11.-Bills , &c . , wherein any error has been made will be allowed though accepted

or tendered fur acceptance, provi led the claimant produces the Bills substituted within

Six Months after the date or the spoiled ones .

12. - Applications for allowances may be made on Tuesday or Thursday , from

11 to 3 .

13.-No allowance for Spoiled Stamps is made on Transfers of Shares.

14.- Documents spoiled in stamping will be destroyed, the applicants providing

the additional paper, & c .

15.- Stamps will be impresse l upon any part of the Documents where practicable

with security to the Revenue, a point to be decided by the Collector.

16 .-- Forms may be left at the Office to supply deficiencies in counting, or to

replace those spoiled in stamping .

17. -All Impressed Stamps will be dated .

18.- Bills of Lading or Ship’s R ceipts are liable to Stamp Duty, although a

Bill of Ladin , duly stamped, may have been issued for the same goods as far as an

intermediate Port.

19. — Memoranda for Chart-r Parties, if signed , are liable to duty as agreements.

20 , --No Bills of Exchange in sėts will be stamped in which the words First and

Second , or First, Second, and Third are left blank. The words , Second of the samə

tenor and date being unpaid, or the like, must also be wholly filled in on each one.

DIGEST OF PENALTIES

UNDER

THE ITONGKONG STAMP ORDINANCES

(12 of 1866 AMENDED BY 5 OF 1868 ).

X.-For not obliterating Adhesive Stamps

XII.-Bills drawn out of, but payable in the Colony ; for not
Not exceeding

affixing and obliterating Adhesive Stamp.
$50.

XXIII. (anil A. 1. 3) -For not stamping receipt for any sum

above $ 10

XIV.-For not drawing the whole number of which a set of Bills

purports to consist ..... $500.

XXVII. — For untrue statement under ad valorem stamp...

VII.--For neglect to stamp sufficiently, and for negotiating, &c . , insufficiently

stamped documents, $50, or ten times the value of the omitted stamp .

XVI.-- Penalties on stamping after execution, where there was no fraudulent

intention :

Within six weeks, double ......

Within four me treble .. the deficient duty.

After four months, 20 times ..
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THE STAMP AMENDMENT ORDINANCE, 1868 .

I.-The amendments hereinafter stated shall be made in The Stamp Ordinance 1868.

( 1. ) There shall be inserted in clause 6 of section XVI. after the

word satisfied , the words by affidavit, and the word shall shall be substituted

for may in the same clause .

( 2.) In section XX. there shall be substituted for the words ten

dollars the words one dollar.

(3. ) From section XXIII. there shall be omitted the words if

required, and for the words case of refusal there shall be substituted the

words default thereof.

II. - It shall be lawful for all Courts and Magistrates, and for the Collector of

Stamp Revenue, and all persons employed for the sale or distribution of Stamps, and

they are hereby required to take possession of any deed, instrument, or writing as to

which any offence or breach of the provisions of the laws relating to Stamps may

appear to have been committed, and to deliver the same to be used in any prosecution

or proceeding in any Court .

III. -Section VI . of The Stamp Ordinance, 1866 , sball be repealed, but such

repeal shall not affect any proceeding pending or any right that has arisen or may

arise, or any penalty incurred or that may be incurred , in respect of any transaction,

act, matter, or thing done or existing prior to, or at the commencement of this

Ordinance, undir or by virtue of the said section .

IV.-For every deed , instrument, or writing, which shall be executed from the

time when this ordinance shall come into forc-, and which shall be ofany of the kinds

specified as requiring Stamps by the Schedule annexed to this Ordinance, except as

provided hereafter in section V. of this Ordinance, there shall be payable to

Government a Stamp Duty of the amountindicated in the said Schedule to be proper

for such deed , instrument, or writing. Whenever the word Schedule occurs in any

part of The Stamp Ordinance, 1866 , except section VI. thereof, it shall be read as

having reference to the Schedule annexed to this Ordinance .

V.-Has bad its effect.

VI. — This Ordinance may be cited for all purposes as The Stamp Amendment

Ordinance, 1868.



SCHEDULE .

LIST OF STAMP DUTIES

Under Ordinance No. 5 of 1868.

1. – Agreement, or any minute or Memorandum of

an Agreement not being under seal or of the nature of

an obligation for the payment of money, and not spe

cially charged with duty under this Schedule, whether

the same be only evidence of a contract or obligatory 50 cents.

upon the parties, and Brokers' notes or any Document

having reference to the sale or purchase of any Merchan

dise given by any broker.......

NOTE.-If two or more letters are offered in evidence,

to
prove an Agreement between the parties whó

shall havewritten such letters, it will be sufficient

if any one of such letters be Stamped as an

Agreement.

EXEMPTION .

Label, slip, or memorandum containing the heads of

any Fire or Marine Insurance to be effected .

Memorandum, Letter, or Agreement made for or relat

ing to the sale of any Goods, Wares , or Merchandise, or to

the sale of any Shares in any Public Company, not being a

Broker's Note or Document given by a Broker.

Seaman's advance Note, or Memorandum or Agreement

made between the Master and Mariners of any Ship for

Wages.

Emigration Contract . Passage Ticket.

A Stamp Duty oftwo-thiris per cent.

per annum on the average value

2.-Bank Notes, or other obligations for the payment of such Notes in Circulation. To

of money, issued by any Banker or Banking Company be collected monthly on a State

in the colony for local circulation and payable to bearer ment thereof to be furnished by

on demand ...... each Banker or Banking Company

to the Collector of Stamp Revenue

at the end of each month .

$ 0.50

Not exceeding $ 100, if drawn singly. $0.30

3. - Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, or other
if in sets , for each part of a set $0,16

Exceeding $ 100 and not exceeding $ 3,000

obligations for the payment of money not included in the If drawn singly... $1,001

last preceding article, and not being Cheques or Orders Ifin sets, foreach part of a set ..

for the payment of money at sight or on demand .......
Exceeding $ 3,000

Ifdrawn singly ....... $ 1,50

Ifin sets, for each part of a set ...... $ 0.75

Bank Cheques payable on demand to any person, to

Bearer, or Order , 2 cents each .

NOTE .-- Cheques drawn out of, but payable in the

colony, to be treated as Bills of Exchange.

4. - Bill of Lading, or Ship’s Receipts where Bills of 10 cents .

Lading are not used, for each part of every set.............. )

EXEMPTION.

Bills of Lading for any Goods or effects shipped by

any Government Officer on account of Government.

5 .-- Bond or other obligation concerning Respon

dentia and Bottomry, and Average Statement or Bond

where no Statement is drawn up.......

50 cents for every $ 1,000 or part of

$ 1,000.
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500

3

$ $ 1.

Vessel not exceeding. 200 Tons, $ 2.00

Exceeding 200 & not exceeding, 300 $ 3,00
300 500 $ 4.001

6. - Charter Party or any Agreement or Contract for
750 $5.00

750
the charter or hiring of any sea -going ship or vessel ......

1,000 $ 6,00

Every 100 Tons over 1,000 Tons, $0.50

Copy Charter under... 200 $ 1.00 each ,

abore... 200 $ 2.00 ,

Duty to be calculatedon Registered Tonnage.

7.— Transfer of Shares or Stocks in any Public Com- Š 50 cents for every $500 or fraction of

pany. (Scrip Certificates to be exempt . ) .. $500.

8. - Power of Attorney . $2 .

9. - Note of Protest by any Commander or Master ? 25 cents.

of a vessel ..

10.-Any Notarial Act whatsoever not otherwise

charged in this Schedule.......

11.-Receipt or discharge given for the payment of

Money, or in acquittal of a debt paid in Money or other.

wise, when the sum received , discharged, or acquitted
3 cents.

exceeds $10........

EXEMPTIONS .

Letter sent by Post acknowledging the ay rival of a

Currency, or Promissory Note, Bill of Exchange, or any

security for Money.

Receipt or Discharge written upon or contained in any

Bill of Exchange, Promissory Note, Deed , or other Instru

ment charged with duty under this Schedule and duly

Stamped, and Receipts for pay and allowances of persons

in the service of the Governinent, whether Civil , Naval, or

Military .

r The same ad valorem Duty as on a

Conveyance, to be calculated upon

the value of the Estate and effects

12. - Probates and Letters of Administration , with
for or in respect of which such

or without the Will annexed. (Administration Bonds
Probate or Letters of Administra

exempt)
tion shall be granted , exclusive of

what the deceased shall have been

possessed of or entitled to as a

Trustee for any other person or

persons, and not beneficially.

13. — Conveyance, Assignment , or Instrument of any

kind or description whatsoever not specially charged 25 cents for every $ 100 or part of $ 100

with duty under this Schedule executed for the transfer of the Consideration Money up

for valuable consideration of any property, moveable or to $ 1,000 , and $2 for every $ 1,000 ur

immoveable , or of any right, title , claim, or interest in, part of $ 1,000 after the first $ 1,000.

to , or upon the same....

Deed or other Instrument of gift , or of exchange or

settlement, where no money consideration or a merely $ 25 .

nominal money consideration passes ..

EXEMPTION .

Transfer by mere Endorsement of a duly Stamped

Bill of Exchange, Promissory Note , or other negotiable

Instrument, or of a Bill of Lading, and transfer by Assign

ment of a Policy of Insirauce.

$ l on first $ 1,000 or part of $1,000 ,

14.-Mortgage ....... and 50 cents on every other $ 1,000

or part thereof.

Where in a Mortgage the sum secured is unlimited ... $ 25 .

25 cents on every $ 5,000 or part of

15. - Re-assignment of any Mortgaged Property ...... $5,000 .

16.—Letter or other Instrument of Hypothecation

accompanying deposit of Documents of title to any $ 1 .

property ..

17.— Duplicate or counterpart of any Deed , Instru The same duty as the Original when

ment, or Writing of any description whatever chargeable such Duty does not exceed $ 1 .

with duty under this Ordinance .....

If the duty chargeable on the original exceeds $ 1 ,
$ 1 .

but does not exceed $ 10 .......

If the duty chargeable on the original exceeds $ 10, $ 2 .
but does not exceed $20 ......

If the duty on the original exceeds $ 20 .........
$3 .

{
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1 Year under . 3 Years & under. Over 3 Years .

$ c .

>

Provided that such duplicate or counterpart Stamp

shall be affixed upon the production of the original Deed,

Instrument, or Writing bearing its proper Stamp, and not
otherwise .

18. — Lease, or Agreement for a Lease, made for a

term of years, or for a Period determinable with one or

more life or lives , or otherwise contingent, in considera
The same ad valorem Stamp as on a

tion of asum of money paid in the way of premium, fine,
Conveyance. See Article 13 .

or the like, if without rent ....

19.—Lease, or Agreement for a Lease, of any Land,

House, Building, or Tenement at a Rent, without any pay

ment of any sum of money by way of fine or premium : $ c. $ e.

Whenthe Rent for the year shall not exceed $ 250 . 0.25 0.50 1.00

Above $ 250 and under $ 500 . 0.50 1.00 2.00

$ 500 $ 1,000
1.00 2.00 4.00

$ 1,000 $ 2,500. 2.00 4.00 8.00

$ 2,500 $3,000.. 5.00 10.00 20.00

for every additional $ 1,000 or part 1.25 2.50 5.00

Exempt, all Rentals under $50.

20.- Lease, or Agreement for a Lease, of any Land, A Stamp of value equal to the joint

House, Building, or Tenement, stipulating for a Rent,
value of the Stamps for a convey

granted in consideration of a fine or premium ........
ance in consideration of the fine and

a Lease for the Rent.

NOTE.-- A Lease, executed in pursuance of a duly

Stamped Agreement for the same, shall require

a Stamp ofOne Dollar only , to be affixed on pro

duction of such Agreement.

21. - Every Instrument in writing under seal not

otherwise specially charged with duty under this $ 10.

Schedule ....

22.-Policies of Marine Insurance and every copy .. 10 cents each .

23. - Articles of Clerkship or Contract, whereby any

person shall first become bound to serve as a Clerk , in $50 .

order to his admission as an Attorney or Solicitor ...

24. — Warrant of Attorney.... $5 .

25. - Co -partnership Deed, or other Instrument of.... $5 .

26 .-- Cognovit and Arbitration award........, $ 1 .

GENERAL EXEMPTIONS.

Any Deed , Instrument, or Writing of any kind what .

soever, made or executed by or on behalf of Her Majesty or

of any Department of Her Majesty's Service , or whereby

any Property or Interest is transferred to ,or any Contract

of any kind whatsoever is made, with Her Majesty, or any

person for or on behalf of Her Majesty, or any such

Departmentas aforesaid.

NOTE .-- The foregoing exemption does not extend to

any Deed, Instrument , or Writing executed by

the Registrar of the Supreme Court as Official

Administrator, or by a Receiver appointed by

any Court ; or to any Deed, Instrument, or

Writing rendered necessary by any Ordinance

or by the order of any Court ; neither does it

extend to a sale made for the recovery of an

arrear of Revenue or Rent, or in satisfaction of a

Decree or Order of Court, in any of which cases

the purchaser shall be required to pay, in addition

to the purchase money, the amount of the

requisite Stamp.
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This reprint supersedes all previous issues of the Postal Guide, and is the

only authorised complete summary of Postal information . Whilst always willing to

supply information in other ways, the Department declines responsibility for errors

in replies to verbal applications ( especially if addressed to Chinese) or notes to sub

ordinate officers. The Chinese Shroffs at the windows are placed there to sell stamps,

not to decide what is correct postage, which they often do not know .
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Hongkong Office .

1 .--- The Head Office for British Postal business in China is at Hongkong ; there is a Post

Office also at Shanghai, and Agencies at the followi g places :

Canton, Hvilow (honorary ) , Macao (honorary ), Swatow , Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, and
Hankow .

2. - All complaints, or representations of matters which cannot be adjusted locally , should be

addressed to the Postmaster General, Hongkong, and , if marked on Postal Business, will be

forwarded free by any Postmaster or Agent ( see also paragraphs 141 , 142 ). The cover* of any

correspondence about which complaint is made should if possible be forwarded with such com .

plaint. Neglect of this generally renders enquiry impossible. When correspondence has been

missent or delayed (both of which are liable to happen occusionally ) all that the complainant

need do is to write on the cover, Sent to ......... , or Delivered at ........., or Not received till the ... th

instant, or as the case may be, and forward it , without any note or letter whatever, to the Post

master General. Attention to this would save much writing and needless trouble .

Dimensions, Weights, and Contents of Correspondence.

3.—No articles of correspondence, unless to or from a Government Office, must exceed the

following measurement :-2 feet long, 1 foot wide, i foot deep. There is no limit to the weight

of letters, but the weights of other articles (except official correspondence) are limited as follows:

To British Ofices. To other Offices.

Books or Papers .... 5lb ... ,41b .

Patterns 51b .. ..8oz .

Pattern Packets for non -British offices must not exceed these dimensions, 8 inches by 4 inches

by 2 inches.

4. - No letter or packet, whether to be registered or unregistered , can be received for

Postage (except by local parcel post) if it contains gold or silver money, jewelt,precious articles,

or anything that, as a general rule, is liable to Customs duties. This Requlation prohibits the

sending of Patterns of dutiable articles, unless the quantity sent be so small as to make the

sample of no value.

5.-The following articles cannot be sent by post at all : glass, liquids, gunpowder, matches,

indigo, dye -stuffs, or whatever is dangerous to the mails, or offensive or injurious to persons

dealing with them . Sugar, t soap , and candles may be sent in fat tins , as to which see paragraph 86.

There is no objection to the transmission of empty match boxes, or of imitation matches, the

heads of which are made of scaling wax or other harmless matter. They should be distinctly

marked, Echantillon , Allumettes non inflummobles, or Pattern , Imitation matches only, otherwise the

packet will not be forwarded .

How to Address Correspondence.

6. — The address and the Postage stamps should always be on the same side of the corres

pondence -- the side opposite to the sealor fastenivg. Legible handwriting is of course of great

importance .

Open a cover about which you intend to complain by cutting along the top, to tear it in all directions

much complicatis matters.
† The question of prohibiting the transmission of Sugar altogether is at present under consideration

(January 1st, 1862) .
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7.-A Newspaper should be addressed on the paper itself, as well as on any loose cover or

wrapper in which it may be enclosed . Should the wrapper be lost, the paper can then still be

sent on .

8 .-- Every letter, book , or pattern packet, should bear the sender's name outside as well as

inside . In case of non -delivery it can then be returned without being opened.

9.-Those who provide printed envelopes for their local corrispondence would do well to

add the addresses in Chinese.

10.-The word London alone is not a sufficient address for a letter, however well known may

be the person or firm to whom it is directed. Number and street should be added, togetherwith

the proper distinguishing letters, E.C.; W.; &c. , is the case may be. Letters addressed other

wiseare Not DELIVERED in London, but are returned . Similarly ,residents in China should have

their correspondence directed fully . A letter directed W. Jones, Esq., Hongkong, would not

improbablybe put aside by the marine officer for enquiry in the Hongkong office, andthus be

delayed. But if it were directed W. Jones, Esq ., Messrs. B. C. & Co., Hongkong, no difficulty could

arise.

11. – There is no objection to Telegraphic Code addresses if they are registered at the Post

Office expected to deliver the Telegrams.

12.-Letters addressed London , To be called for, are notreceivedat any offices but St. Martin's

le-Grand and Charing Cross, nor are they received there if directed to initials or fictitious names,

or to any person except a stranger or traveller. No one is allowed habitually to receive letters

through the Poste Restante in London.

Rates of Postage.

13.-There are uniform Rates of Postage to all countries of the Postal Union by whatever

route, but with certain exceptions given below . No extra charges can be made on delivery.

Re-directed Union Correspondence * may be re-posted without further payment.

14.-A list of the countries of the Postal Union is printed on the Table of Rates of Postage,

(see page 412) to be had at the various Post Offices and Agencies free . They may be said to

include allthe civilised world except the Australasian and South African groups of colonies, and

a few countries in Central and South America .

15. - The generalRates of Postaget are as follow :

Letters, per oz 10 cents.

Post Cards, each 3

Books and Commercial papers, per 2 oz . 2

Newspapers and Prices Current, each.
2

Registration ... 10

with return receipt la

16. - But all packets of Commercial papers (Papers other than letters, any part of which is

written by hand) weighing four ounces and under are charged 5 cents, which is the minimum

charge for this class of correspon lence.

17.-Exceptions . For Non -Union Countries see page 413. The following are the Local and
Town Rates :

9

Do

LETTERS

PER oz .

POST

CARDS,

LACH .

NEWS
BOOKS , PAPERS &

PARCELS &
PRICE CUR

L'ATTERNS.
RENTS

PER 2 oz.
BACH .

REGIS

TRATION .

cents. cents. cents. cents, cents .

General Local Rates for Hongkong, Macao, China , Japan, )

Sium direct (a) , Co - hin China , Tonquin , and the lb)

Philippines.

5

1

2 2 10

( a ) Via Singapore , 10 cents . ( 6 ) Between Hongkong, Canton, and Macao, 2 cents .

18. - Official Letters may be sent unpaid to certain public offices in London , as to which

further information inay be had on application .

Weighing Correspondence.

19.-In weighing letters it is better to leave a little margin , or add postage for the next

half-ounce, as scales are apt notto be quite exact, and if the true weight be exceeded to the
smallest extent the letter is treated as short-paid .

20.- Letter scales are very apt to get out of order, and the derangement almost always leads

to their allowingtoo muchweight in leiters rather than too little. It is, however, easyboth to

test and to adjust them . Equal weights bein , placed in either scale, say half an ounce in each ,

the balance should be exactly even (each scale hinging free) and should turn with a bit of

paper about the size oftwo postage stamps, otherwise it is wanting in sensibility. If not true,

some of the metal should be scraped or filed from the pau on the heavier side until the balance

* Union Correspondenre mear that exchanged between any two countries of the Postal Union. The above rule does not

apply to Local Correspondence the original payment on which was not sufficient for the second transit . Thus a letter from
Amoy to Hongkong, paid 5 cents only , and redirected to Paris, would be liable to a further charge.

† It does not follow that the Raics of Postage from any Union Country are necessarily the same as the above .
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new ones.

is perfectly accurate. If this has to be done often, however, the scales should be replaced with

21.- No PostalOfficer is bound to weigh correspondence, but he ought not to refuse to do so

unless pressed for time .

Routes and Opportunities.

22. - All ordinary correspondence is sent on by the first opportunity of which the prepayment

admits, unless especially directed, or apparently prepaid for some other route.

23. - First opportunity is taken to mean the steamer which may reasonably be expected to

arrive first, but does not signify a sailiny ship, as no correspondence is forwarded by that means

unless specially so directed , or to a place to which few steamers run .

24. — Correspondence specially directed for any particular steamer is sent by her ( failing any

request to the contrary) however many times her departure may be postponed , unless it is post

poned sine die, in which case the correspondence is sent on by the next opportunity.

25. - Correspondence fron the Coast marked viî Brindisi or via Naples is kept for the route

indicated even though that may involve a fortnight's detention . Unless this is intended ,

therefore, the safest direction is By first mail. No late fee is ever charged on Coast corres.

pondence, at whatever hour it may reach the Jongkong Office. Firms at Coast Ports who wish

to be sure that their Correspondence has caught the mail, should enclose with the letters a

local Post Card addressed to themselves. On receiving this back agaiu they may conclude that the

letters were in time, unless the Card be in'ı ked TOO LATE .

26. - Correspondence for the Freneli Packet should be marked By French Packet only. This

ensures its being sent by the most advantageous route .

27.-It seems to becommonly believed that there is some essential difference between the

English and French mails for the United King lom . Some persons even direct their letters in

French. In fact, however, the mails carried to London by French packet are sealed in Hongkong,

and not opened till they reach their destination . There is no difference whatever between the

two mails, except as to the packets that carry them .

28.-It is sometimes possible to overtake the French packet at Singapore by means of a direct

private steamer. When this can be done coast correspondence which arrived too late is so sent on .

29.- Mails may also be forwarded to London and Ports of call by the Tea steamers leaving

Foochow and Hankow, either direct , or to catch the next contract mail at Singapore. Except

by special request, only letters are sent in these mails . No unpaid or short paid matter is for

warded by them under any circumstances.

30. - Unless specially notified , mails are not made up at Hongkong for London or the Con

tinent viâ San Francisco, as no advantage arises from forwarding correspondence by that route.
Australia .

31.-There are two routes to Australia, viz . , via Torres Straits, and viâ Galle.

32.-The Torres Straits route is the best for Eastern Australia as far as Melbourne, for New

Zealand, Tasmania, and Fiji . All correspondence for these places is thus sent unless otherwise

dir : cted . Correspondence for Adelaide and Perth may be sent by this route.

33.–The route vià Galle is best for Western and Southern Australia. Each homeward French

Packet connects at Galle with the P. & 0. steamer which leaves that port for King George's

Sound, Adelaide, and Melbourne . There is obviously no advantage in forwarding correspondence

to Galle by intermediate steamers.

Batavia .

34 – The Netherlands India Packets leave Singapore fortnightly, and are fitted to the

arrival of the outward P. & 0 . Mail from Europe. The French Packets for Batavia wait at Sin

gapore for the Packets from China and run fortnightly.

Cape, Natol, Mauritius, fc .

35.-Each alternate homeward British Packet forms the best opportunity of forwarding

correspondence to Aden for the Mauritius paclet, and for Zanzibar. As the packets for these

places leave Aden only once in every four we ks, there is little advantage in forwarding the

correspondence by intermediate steamers. Correspon lence for Natal, the Cape, St. Helena, and

Ascension is forwarded via London by each homeward mail.

In lia .

36.-- Correspondence for India is despatcher' by each British and each French Packet, as also

by the direct steamers for Calcutta which leave about the 16th of each month. The route is chosen

in each case so as to ensure the quickest possible delivery. Paid correspondence for Bagdad,

Bassora, Bunder Abas, Bushire, Cabul,Gwadur, Kashmir, Ladak, Linga, Mandalay, Muscat, and

Persia may be forwarded viâ India at Union Rates.

Malta, Gibraltar, Cyprus.

37. — Correspondence for the above station is forwarded weekly , by either Britis' or French

Packet : that for Malta and Gibraltar is sent via Brindisi or Naples as the case may be.

The San Francisco Route , Canada , fc.

38.–The route by San Francisco can be freely used for ordinary or registered correspondence

for Union or Non -union countries. No mailsfor London or the Continent of Euro; e are closed

by this route in Hongkong, as no practical advantayes result from its use . The making up of

mails viâ San Francisco at Shanghaiis left to the United States and Japanese Post Offices.
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39. - When it is desired to forward letters to the United States by a sailing ship not notified

as carrying a mail, all that is necessary is to post the letters in the ordinary way, marked with:

the name of the ship, and prepaid 10 cents per half ounce as usual. The Post Office then under

takes the duty of obtaining notice of departure and despatching the correspondence . Such

letters should be posted if possible at least one day before sailing .

West Indies .

10— Practically , all the West India Islands are included in the Postal Union .

Posting .

41.-Correspondence should be posted as early as possible, and if there is much of it , any

portion which can be got ready sooner than the rest should be sent off first, so as to post at the

last moment only what it is absolutely indispensable to keep open as long as possible.

42.--This is necessary , not only for the convenience of the Postal service, but for that of the

public , as, if all correspon lence were kept back till the last moment, posting would have to cease

consider: bly earlier than is the case at present .

43. - Early posting should not, however,be carried so far as tothrow upon the Post Office

masses of corresponde.ice for the Coast, the United States, &l' . , just when the heavy mails for

Europe are being inade up . It is not uncommon to see boxes of circulars for the Coast, & c .,

postel at these times, although no steaner may be leaving . It would require very little trouble

and consideration to keep these back till the contract mail should have left.

44.- The same thing applies to the omewhat unreasonable partiality forthe English mail

exhibited by the public . The French mail being the quicker opportunity, it is difficult to imagine

wby at least two-thirds of the correspondence forwarded should be kept back for the other, thus

throwino a disproportionate amount of work on the Post Office on the very day when there is

least time to do it. (Sealso paragraph 27) .

47.-- Poxholders are allowed to post their correspondence in sealed boxes , which should be

closed with some recognisable seal. The safest plan is to seal on the box itself, without tape or

string , ihe old wax being removed before more is applied . Locked boxes cannot be allowed.

46.- A receipt book should be sent with each box, but as the receiving officer cannot under

take to count the correspondence sent , he only gives a receipt for One Box. Loose receipts give

much extra trouble , and are not recommended . The back leaves of the Receipt Book should be

fastened down, as coolies not ir frequently waste some minutes in endeavours to find the place.

47.-It is strongly rec ) nended that chit books used for sending to the Post Office should

beset apart for that speciiduty, and kept distinct from othersused for general interchange of

notes, & c . This greatly fucilitates enquiry in case of correspondence being caissed, delayed, & c .

Such chit books should be ruled with wide lines .

48.-— The Post Office will not give a receipt for the amount of Stamps put on any correspond

ence (except for purposes of account), cor undertake to see that servants affix the correct amount,

ner receive unstamped correspondence in covers with the money enclosed, nor charge outward

postage to any person's account, except as provided by the Local Postal Regulations, paragraph

159c. There is no objection to receipting a chit-book for the correspondence of a non -buxholder

if brought to the proper window , but it is particularly requested that chit -books in cases or bags

be not sent.

49. - It is particularly r «quested that circulars, prices current, or newspapers be not mixed

up with letters. They should be sent to the Post in bundles, the addresses all one way.

50. - Large quantities of newspapers should not be dropped through the letter slits , but

passed into the office ( in a box or bay) through awindow or door.

51.-- The Post Office undertakes no responsibility with regard to correspondence posted in

moveable boxes on board Packets. These boxes are established for public convenience, but the

correspon lence must be regir led as at the senler's risk until it actually reaches a Post Office .

52.- As to posting correspondence for the United States by sailing ship see paragraph 39.

53.-Any article of correspondence once posted becomes the property of the addressee, and

cannot be returned to the sender, nor can it be detained , without the written authority of the

Governor of Ilongkong or of Her Majesty's Consul at the Port, on an application stating fully

the reasons of the request.

Registration.

54. - Every description of paid correspondence may be registered, except such as is addressed

to initials or actitious names, or is not properly fastened and secured . The fee is 10 cents . No

nnpaid or short -paid correspondence can be registered except official letters. The sender of any

Registered artile may have a receipt sent with it for signature by the addressee and return, on
paying an extra fee of 5 cents .

55 .-- Letters to be registered should not be dropped into the box, but should be handed to

the receiving oflicer at the proper window , and a receipt obtained . The hour of registry will be

marked on the receipt if specially requested. Merchants or bankers who have several lotters to

register at once are requested to senda list of the addresses in duplicate, one copy of which is at

once signed bythe registry clerk as a receipt. Whoever presents an article for Registry must ask

for a receipt. Nothing written on the letter or elsewhere can replace this indispensable precaution.
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51. - Registration cannot be carried on up to the very moment of closing the mail . The

time fixed for its cessation varies from five minutes up to an hour before that time. Letters for

registration should be presented in good time, and, except when it is necessary, persons should

avoid presenting correspondence for r« gistry by next mail whilst the officers of the Post Office

are busy in closing that one actually going ( see also paragraphs 152, 155) .

57. - All letters addressed to the United Kingdom or to any port in China, and marked

Registered, but dropped into the box, are liable to compulsory registration. That is to say , they

are registered and a double fee is charged on delivery .

58. - The Post Office is not legally responsible for th“, safe delivery of Registered Correspond

ence, but henceforth it will be prepared to make good the contents of such correspondence lost

while passing through the Post, to the extent of$ 10, in certain cases, provided : ---

( a ) That the sender duly observed all the conditions of Registration required .

(6) That the correspondence was securely enclosed in a reasonably strong envelope.

( c) That application was made to the Postmaster General of Hongkong immediately

the losswas discovered , the envelope being invariably forwarded with such applica

tion unless it also is lost .

( d ) Toat the Postmaster General is satisfied the loss occurred whilst the correspondence

was in the custody of the Br * ish Postal administration in China ; that it was not

caused by any fault on the part of the sender ; by destruction by fire, or shipwreck;

nor by the dishonesty or negligence of any person not in the employment of the

Hongkong Post Office.

59.--No compensation can be paid for mere damage to fragile articles such as portraits,

watches, han Isomely bound books, & c ., which reach their destination , although in a broken or
deteriorated condition.

60. - A moment's reflection will shew that, if an ordinary letter or packet be once lost, there

is almost no chance of its being traced . A registered article, however, is practically beyond risk

of loss (except froin casualty) and may be looked on as absolutely safe . To register all valuable

articles is not only a wise but is also a cheap precaution . The Post Office declines all responsi

bility for unregistered Letters containing Bank nctes, &c . , and, where Registration has been

neglected , will not make any enquiries into alleged losses of such letters .

61.-It is particularly recommended that packets of photographs, collections of postage

stamps, &c. , be registered. These objects often have not only a high intrinsic value, but also it

may be impossible to replace them . They offer temptations to theft, and pho q " raphs frequently

attract attention from the way in which they are packed. It is not judicious to risk some

guineas' worthof works of art for the sake of a 5d. registration fee.

62.-A redirected Registered orticle should not be dropped into the box or sent to the Post

Office withoutremark, but the attention of the receiving officer should be called to the fact that

it is registered, and the receipt originally signed for it should be obtained and destroyed.

Letters. Unpaid and Loose,

63. - As a general rule, unpaid correspondence bears the mark T. Nothing can be sent on

wholly unpaid except letters. The addressee is charged double the deficient postage, unless

the despatching office have omitted to indicate it, when he is charged a double union rate. Local

postage, however, is not doubled. Persons receiving unpaid letters which they suppose to be

wrongly charged, should pay the postage, and keep the cover for the purpose of obtaining a refund

(see paragraplı 2 ). To keep or open the letter , whilst refusing to pay the postage, is a course

open to many objections. No letter can be treated as Refused if it has been opened.

64.-Letters arriving loose on board ship (i.e. not in the Mails) are treated as nnpaid, no

credit being given for any foreign Postage Stamps they may bear ( see paragraph 162 ) . As a

general rule, a loose letter may be distinguished by its bearing only one Postmark, viz., that

of the office of delivery, and this on the address side, not on the seal side. Consignees' letters,

being privileged by law, need not be sent to the lost Office at all , but they are sent they are

liable to ordli, ary rates of postage, except that those arriving from other ports, duly marked

Consignee's letter , are charged only local rates on delivery.

63.- Figures marked on any correspondence in Red merely denote what has been paid, and

therefore nothing more should ever be paid on account of such figures.

66. — But figures in black, or blue, denote postage to pay. Thus a red 5 indicates five cents

paid, and the addressee has nothing to pay, but a blue or black 5 means that there is five cents

yet topay:

67.– A short -paid letter, directed for a route by which prepayment is compulsory, is returned

to the writer (being opened, if necessary, for that purpose) inless there is some other route by

which it can be sent. It is not undertaken that such letter will be returned in time to be

reposted for the mail. If the writer cannot be found, the letter is advertised as detained for

postage and a notice sent to the addressee.

Soldiers' and Sailors' Letters.

68. — Privates in H.M. Army or Navy, Non-commissioned Officers, * Army Schoolmasters (not

Superintending or first class ), or Schoolwistresses may send half-o nce letters to the United

* But not warrant officers, viz. , gunner, boatswain , or carpenter.
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Kingdom by private ship for one penny, or by Mail Packet for two-pence . Hongkong stamps

will prepay this class ofcorrespondence exactly the same as Imperial Stamps.

69. - Soldiers' and Sailors' Letters are, however, charged as Ordinary Letters if they do not

conform to the following regulations:

1.-Not to exceed half an ounce . No double letters are allowed .

2.-If from a soldier or sailor, his class or description must be stated in full on the

letter, and the commanding officer must sign his name, with name of regiment, or

ship, &c . , in full.

3.—If to a soldier cr sailor, his class or description must be stated in full, with name of

regiment, or ship, &c ., in full .

Post Cards.

70. — Two values of Post Cards are issued by the Hongkong Office, as follows :

For local circulation, i.e. , anywhere within the limits ofChina, Japan, Siam
1 cent .

direct, Cochin -China, Tonquin , or the Philippines *

To Union Countries generally . 3 cents.

71. - Nothing must be written or printed on the stamped side of the card but the address.

Any communication whatever, whether of the nature of a letter or not, may be written or printed ,

or partly written and partly printed on the other side. But no card will be forwarded on which

anything libellous, insulting , or indecent has been written, printed, ordrawn.

72 – Nothing must be attached to a Post Card , nor may it be folded , cut, or otherwise altered.

If so ,it will be charged as a letter. Thin paper, smaller than the card, may, however, be gummed

smoothly on it .

73. - No other kind of card can be forwarded through the Post except at letter rates, or at

Book rate if the card bears no communication of the nature of a letter.

74.-In regard to hours for posting, late fees , &c. , Post Cards are submitted to the same

rules as letters .

75.-A card of insufficient value may be fully prepaid by the addition of an adhesive stamp

of proper amount.

76. – The officers of the Post Office have strict instructions not to repeat or talk about

anything they may see on Post Cards.

Books and Patterns.

77.-Books and patterns are charged at so much per two ounces . The Union rate is 2 cents .

78.-—The term books includes all kinds of printedt literary matter, with whatever is necessary

for its illustration or safe transmission, as maps, rollers, hinding, &c. , but a book must contain

no communication whatever of the nature of a letter. Stamps of any kini, whether obliterated

or not, or any papers representing monetary value, such as coupons, drafts, lottery tickets, &c . ,

must be sent at letter rates.

79.—A book may contain an inscription presenting it, notes or marks referring to the text,

or such writing as With the author's compliments, & c .

80.- Proofs, or corrected proofs, with or without inanuscript attached , may also be forwarded

at Book rates, but press copies (made with the copying press) come under the heading of
Commercial Papers.

81.-A Postmaster may open any book packet , and it is his duty to open a certain number

by every mail . What becomes of books into which presents, &c . , have been inserted may be

earnt from paragraph 95. The packet must be open at the ends, and the contents visible, or

easily to be rendered visible.

82.-It is absolutely necessary that the wrappers of books sent through the post be stout

and well fastened , otherwise the books will probably never reach the addressees. No band.

somely bound book should be sent through the post, (unless its being spoiled is of no consequence)

except protected by stout wooden boards, larger than the book itself, and firmly tied with strong

string: Books to the value of $ 1 and upwards, when addressed to the United States, are gene

rally liable to Customs duties .

83.-- There is no such thing as Parcel Post to Furope, dic . Trouble and disappointment are

caused by attempts to send small valuable trifles through the post otherwise than in Letters.

Letters containing presents should always be registered. Presents weighing over 7 or 8 ounces

are best sent through a parcel agency 1. No refund can bemade on such parcels of the value of

stamps obliterated before the nature of the contents was discovered (see also paragraph 4) . As

to Local Parcel Post see paragraph 101 to 103 .

84.—Some difficulty is experienced in obtaining a general understanding of what is a pattern .

It is a bona fide sample of goods which the sender has for sale, or of goods which he wishes to

order. It is to consist of the smallest possible quantity compatible with shewing what the goods

are, and must have no intrinsic value .

83.- Pattern packets must be open at the ends. As to opening them see paragraph 81.

Tea, seeds, drugs, &c. , may be sent in boxes, or in transparent bags. There must be no writing

or printing on or in the packet except addresses, trade marks, numbers, and prices . For a list

of forbidden articles see paragraphs 4 and 5 ; for weight, dimensions, &c . , paragraph 3 .

As to using these cards for the purpose of obtaining acknowledgments of posting, see par. 25.
+ topying from a gelatine pad is taken to be printing , but press copying is uriting.

A parcel agency is conducted by Messrs. Lane, Crawford & Co, Hongkong and Shanghai.

$
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corners .

86.-Muster tins , when sent in any numl er, should be flat, not round, and without sharp

It is impossible to pack a large number of round tins securely in the mail bags. À

very good size for Tea musters is 4 by 3 by 1 } inches. The sample tins made in the United

States are, however, far better than anything else for such purposes.

Commercial Papers.

87. - The distinction between Books and Commercial Papers ( papiers d'affaires) is, that whilst

Book Packets are to consist of printed matter, Commercial Papers are wholly or partly written

by hand. They must not be of the nature of an actual or personal correspondence.

88 .-- Commercial Papers are such papers as the following : -printers' copy , authors' manu

script; diaries intended for publication or circulation , but not letters in diary form ; press copies

of any documents not letters ; law papers ; deeds ; bills of lading ; invoices; insurance papers ;

copied music ; &c. The rate is the same as for Books, but no packet of commercial papers,

whatever its weight , will be charged less than five cents . Stamps of any kind, whether obliterated

or not, or any papers representing monetary value, such as coupons, drafts, lottery tickets , &c . ,

must be sent at letter rates.

89. - Any one CommercialPaper in a Book Packet exposes the whole packet to the above

rule as to minimum cbarge. With this exception all kinds of Printed matter and Patterns may

be enclosed in one packet and forwarded at Book rates.

90.-- Compiercial Papers are subjected to all the conditions of Book Post as to the ends of

the Packe being open, liability to examination, &c . But with regard to hours of closing, late

fees, & c ., Commercial Papers are assimilated to letters .

Newspapers.

91.-A newspaper must not exceed four ounces in weight, or it is liable to an additional rate

of postage. It may be prepaid as a book at the option of the sender. The union rateof postage

is 2 cents each . The postage of a newspaperfrom the United Kingdom is 14d ., and if only id.

be paid (or the weight of 4oz . he exceeded) the paper is sent out by Private Steamer, not by the
Mail .

92.—A bundle of newspapers may be prepaid at so much each (and each one must count,

however small) or the whole may be paid at book rate.

93.-Two newspapers mustnot be folded together as one, nor must anything whatever be

inserted except bona fide supplements of the same paper , and same date. Printed matter may,

however, be enclosed if the whole be paid at book rate.

94. - A supplement must consist of matter generally similar to that of the newspaper, be

published with it , and have the title and date of the paper atthe top of each page.

95.-Scarves , gloves, presents, & c., are sometimes enclosed in newspapers. The public

should understand that this is dishonest. When such articles are discovered in a newspaper or

book, it is charged as an unpaid letter, the double postage charged on delivery often amounting

to a very considerable sum .

96.-A newspaper must be open at the ends. If it contain any written communication

whatever it will be charged as a letter. It shouldbe folded with the title outwards, and the

cover should be arranged so as to slip off easily. The common practice of securing it with the

stamp is open to objection. The direction should be written on the paper itself, as well as on

the cover, in case of the loss of the latter.

97. - Much delay and trouble are caused when newspapers or circulars are posted all stuck

together, on account of the careless gumming of the covers. Not only are time and care required

to separate th 1 , but it generally happens that the stamps adhere to the wet gum on the

back of eac vier , rather than to their proper places, thus getting lost, and occasioning

confusion .

Prices Current and Circulars.

98.-- A price current or circular may be paid as a newspaper or as a book. A bundle of

prices current or circulars may be paid as so many newspapers (each one counting ) or the whole

may be paid at book rate . The Union rate of postage is 2cents each. For Natal and the Cape,
5 cents.

99.- The plan of sending circulars, &c. , in envelopes with the flaps folded inwards is open

to objection and gives trouble, as such envelopes are hardly distinguishable from letters . The

sare applies to envelopes with small portions of the ends or corners cut open . These are

generally cut wholly open by the examining officers, and the contents are, in consequence, in some

danger of falling out. (See also paragraph 97 ).

100 .-- During the last few hours of closing the mails for Europe, large masses of circulars.

should not be posted for other steamers. Circulars and Prices Current should not be sent to the

Post Office mixed up with letters or newspapers, but in bundles, with the addresses all one way,

Local Parcel Post.

101.-Small Parcels may be sent by Post, at Book rates, between Hongkong, China, or

Japan , as well as to Macao, Pakhoi, Siam, the Straits Settlements and India . They must not

exceed the following dimensions : 2 feet long, 1 foot broad, 1 foct deep, nor weigh morethan 5lbs.

Packets smaller than 3 inches, by 2 inches, by 2 inches will not be accepted, The parcels

may be wholly closed if they bear this special endorsement, Parcel, containing no letter, but any,
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parcel may be opened by direction of the Postmaster General. Registration of parcels for India

is compulsory .

e102 . - The follo , can not be transmitted : Parcels insufficiently packed or protected, or

liabl to be crushed ( .- 8. adbox -s, & c.), Opium , Glass, Liquids, Explosive substances, Matches,

Indi &o, Dyestuffs, Icu, Bleat, Fish , Game, Fruit, Vegetables, or whatever is dangerous to the

Mails, or likely to become offensive or injurious in transit. There is no objection to parcels

containing jewellery. Declarations of contents (made out on a printed form which is supplied

gratis) will be required with Parcels for India .

103. --Parcels will as a general rule be forwarded by Private Ship , not by Contract Mail

Packet . To India they are forwarded by the P. & O., and Indian Mail packets only . The

Post Office reserves the right of selecting the opportunity for transmission, and of delaying

delivery in case the number of parcels is such as to retard other correspondence. No respinsi.

bility (beyond $ 10 if Registered) is accepted with regard to any parcel, but the system of

Registration will secure the senders against any but a very remote probability of loss.

Requests for Redirection .

101.-Requests for the redirectionof correspondence, or to have it stopped inHongkong,

should be in writing. The precise address of the correspondencemust be given . It is useless to

give such vague address's as ' letters addressed to me at Hongkong or elsewhere. " Requests

should also state whether private letters or those for the writer's firm are required, and to how

'many mails the request applies. No notice is taken of requests sent in after any Mail is sig

nalled with reference to that particular Mail.

103. — The business of the Post Office is to deliver correspondence as directed. All detentions

and diversions of it , therefore, must be looked upon as matters of favour, to be granted

when the business of the department allows of it , and when there has been time to communicate

with the marine officer, & r . Telegrams must be paid for by applicants. Requests of a com

plicated nature cannot be entertained . Correspondence directed to care of boxholders in Hong

kong must, without exception , be delivered as addressed (see paragraph 147) . Every request is

understood to refer to letters only; papers will not be intercepted unless special reasons for such

a request be shewn to the satisfaction of the Postmister General . There is no charge for re

direction of paid Union correspondence * to Union Countries. The marine officers are not allowed to

deliver correspondence at Singapore. Letters for a firm will not be intercepted without the

written authority of that firm . Intercepted correspondence can never be delivered until at least

two hours after the local delivery. As a general rule , whatever can be done by a friend outside

will not be done in the Post Office. Correspondence from the Continent for Northern Ports by

French packet cannot be intercepted, nor can that for Yokohama by any Mail.

106. - No request is acted on for more than three months, at the end of which time the

correspondence resumes its usual course.

107. — Persons visiting Hongkong, Shanghai, & e., for a few weeks, and intercepting their

correspondence there, should , before leaving , cancel their request, or it will continue in force,

thus subjecting the correspondence to delay.

Postage Stamps.

108.--Hongkong Postage Stamps ofthe following values can be purchased and are available

at any British Post Office or Agency in Hongkong orChina :

2 cents, or ld . 30 cents, or 1/3 . 3 Dollars, or 12/6.

4 2d . 2/0 . Post Cards

5 2.d. 96 cents, 40. 1 cent.

10 2 Dollars, 8/4. 3 cents .

109. — These Stamps are not available at British offices out of Hongkong or China.

110.- British Postage Stamps are not sold at the offices named above, nor are they available

except for the correspondulce of officers and seamen of Her Majesty's fleet.

111.-Postage must be prepaid in Stamps, not in money. The Stamps must be whole, clean,

and placed on the address side of the letter. No refund will be made of any extra charge resulting

from stamps placed on the seal side being overlooked. Stamps should be carefully affixed so as

not to fall off, as they sometimes do.

112.--Postmasters and Agents are allowed (but not required ) to purchase Hongkong Postage

Stamps from foreign residents.

113. – The Stamps tendered for sale must not exceed $50 in value, must be perfectly clean,

and in good condition . They must be presented personally oraccompanied by a note .

114.-- The Postmaster or Agent may postpone purchasing if his public funds in hand are not

sufficient , andhe will refuse to purchase in any case which appears doubtful or suspicious. He

is allowed to charge a commission of one per cent, on all stamps purcha -ed .

115. - Letters containing Stamps should he Registered , and the stamps should be secured

from observation .

116.—Boxholders (but boxholders only) are at liberty to mark their Postage Stamps on the

back or face, or by perforation , so as to prevent their being stolen . If the mark be onthe face ,

it must be such as not to interfere with the clean appearance of the stamp.

Union correspondencemeans that exchanged between any two countries of the PostalUnion. The above rule dnes

notapplytoLocalcorrespondence the originalpayment onwhich was not sufficientfor thesecondtransit. Thus a

letter from Amoy to Hongkong, paid5cents only, and redirectedto Paris, would be liable to afurthercharge.

48
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117. - Postage Stamps are sold for cash only. Correspondenc» will not be stamped at the

Post Office and charged to a boxholder's account, except as provided by tho Lir..! Postage regula

tions (see paragraph 159c).

118.- The shroffs who sell stamps are not allowed to affix them , eti ? ' requested to do so ,

This must be done by the purchaser.

119. - Specimen Stamps cannot be supplied to the public excent on receipt of their full value,

A complete set of the stamps in use ( sve par. 108) costs 51.99, or wi h the $2 and 33 stamps, $6.99.

No obsolete stamps can be supplied except in sheets of 240. Several obsolete values cannot be ha !
at all .

120. — The officers of the Post Office cannot undertake to collect obliterated Postage Stamps .

121.- All persone are recommendel to keep Postage Stamps under Chubb lock and key, and in

posting large quantities of correspondence to send it in a box carefully sealed (see paragraphs 4.5

and 46 ). The best way to deal with Postage Stamps that have got stuck together is to steam

them for a few minutes, separate them gently, and dry them on blotting paper in the sun. Then
add a little fresh gum .

Money Orders.

122.-Money Orders are exchanged with the following Countries: --
India . South Australia .

Japan (except at Shanghai). Straits Settlements .

New South Wales. Tasmania .

Port Darvin . United Kingdom .

Queensland, Western Australia .

Hongkong also issues orili rs on Shanghai and vice porsa .

123. -Smail suns may be remitted between the other ports by means of Postage Stamps

subject to a charge of one per cent. for cashing them . (See paragrajh3 112-115) .

124.- Many rul' y orders are supplied to residents at the smaller ports in this way. An

application for !!! onver * is filled up , and is enclosed with a stamped, directed, and unrealed

envelope to the Postmaster at the nearest issuing oflice . The application must be accompanied

with the full amount (including commission ) in cheque, postage stamps, or other equivalent of

cash, and a little margin should be left for variations of exchange. By far the best way is to

send a round sum to cover everything. That is to say, Postage and Commission having been

deducted , the Order is to be drawn for the Balance, whether more or less . The Postmaster issues

the order, sends it on in the envelope, andreturns the change, if any , by first opportunity, with a

receipt for the letter if it were to be registered, as it always should be . Care should be taken to

send these applications in time, as the money order offices close some hours before the departure

of the mail. If sufficient money be not sent, the deficiency will be deducted from the amount of

the order , as no order can be issued either wholly or partly on credit for anybody, however well

known or trustworthy.

1 25.—No order must exceed £10 or $50, (unless drawn on India, when the limit is 150

Rupees) or include any fractional money . Two £10 or $50 orders is the limit of any one remit.

tance. Orders will be drawn at the current rate of the day t, and paid at the rate of the day

when the advice arrives. Orders from the Australian ( 'olonies are cashed at a somewhat biglier

rate, depending on that obtainable on the sale of a Sterling Bill on London . The commission

is as follows :

Up to £2 or $ 10 or 20 Rupees.. .20 cents . Up to £ 10 or $50 or 100 Rupees ..80 capts

Up to £5 or $25 or 50 Rupees .....,40 cents . Up to 150 Riipees ...... $ 1.00.

Up to £7 or $ 3.5 or 70 Rupees ......60 cents.

126. — Lists of money order offices in the United Kingdom may be consu turi at Hongkong

and Shanghai.

127. - Names must be given in full (except when there is more than one " istian name), but

the name of the payee need not be given if the order be crossed like a cheque. It can then be

paid only through a bank, and may afterwards be specially crossed to any bank.

128 .--No order can be paid till the payee has signed it in the proper place. An order can

be transferred to another office on payment of an additional commission. In case of loss of an

order, necessity forstopping payment, or the like, application should be made to the nearest

money order office for instructions.

129. - If the order be not presented within sixmonths an additionalcommission willbe charged ;

if not within twelve months, the money will be forfeited . When the order is once paid no further

claim can be entertained.

130.—No order can be paid until the advice relative to it has been received .

Miscellaneous Suggestions and Regulations.

131.-It is most desirable that every letter, book, or pattern packet should bear the sender's

name and address, as well outside as inside . If every letter were marked outside with the name

and address of the sender, no letter need ever be opened under any circumstances. To sign

letters merely Jumes, or Harriet, or the like, is a practice which leads to the letter being destroyed

if it cannot be delivered .

* Made out on a printed form which is supplied gratis.

+ In the case of local orders on Shanghai this is generally taken to be 2 per cent, premium , A dollar rate for

drawing on the United Kingdom is in force atShanghai,
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132. - Letters addressed to clubs, hotels, mercantile houses, &c., to be called for, should be

returned to the Post Office as soon as it becomes evident they will not be called for. No refund

of postage will be made after three months.

133.- Unclaimed l tters are advertised for three months (or four if for sailing ships) after

which, if still unclaimed, they are returned to the country where they originated. Dead Letters

( i.e. those returned from other countries to Hongkong) are returned at once to the writers, if their

addresses be discoverable on the outsides. If not, they are advertised for 20 days, then opened if

still unclaimed , and returned to the writers if they can be found. If not they are destroyed.

131.- ThePost Office is not responsible for loss of, or injury to correspondence, even if regis

tered . ( See, however, paragraph 58).

135.-No Postmaster or Agent is allowed to give any information as to correspondence

passing through his hands.

136. - Sealing wax ought never to be used on the outside of correspondence unless covered

with tissue paper : as a means of securing the safety of the correspondence it is worthless .

There is probably only one way of closing up correspondence so that it cannot be opened with.

out detection, that is to use thin but tough envelopes (the thicker the envelope the easier it is

to open )closed with gum, over which a stamp is applied in aniline or other soluble colour, which

will fly (i.e. , spread about) if moisture or steam be applied to it. Sealing wax in this climate

simply becomes a flat cake, the impression entirely disappearing.

137. - As a general rule, only clean Mexican dollars, or other current tender, can be taken at

the Post Offices and Agencies, nor can change be supplied. At the Hongkong office, sovereigns

are taken on request and change is generally to be bad, but copper cashare not taken, nor are

servants allowed to pay sums of ten cents or more in copper without a note from their employers.

No postalofficer is bound to give change, or to weigh correspondence, but he ought not to refuse

to do the latter unless pressed for time.

138. - Every shipmaster who delivers correspondence at a British Post Office in Hongkong

or China is entitled to receive two cents for every letter, and one cent for every other article of

correspondence delivered by him , whether loose or in the mail. As a general rule, these sums

are paid in Hongkong. No more than two years' arrears can be paid.

139.- The co-operation of the public is requested on the following particulars :

(a . ) Distribute your correspondence as evenly as possible between the two mails (English

and French ). The practice of posting by the English mail only perpetuates in

conveniences to the public which might otherwise be got rid of.

(6.) Post all correspordence as early as possible ; and if there is much of it, do not keep

allfor the last moment, but send off as much as can be got ready, and keep back

only what must be kept back .

(c . ) Donot attempt, when onecontract mail is closing, to post or register correspondence

for the next (see paragraphs 43 and 56 ).

(d. ) Send circulars, newspapers, or pricescurrent, to the post with the addresses all one

way, right wayup, and as far as possible divided into lots for the different routes,

i.e., all those for the United Kingdom together, for the Continent, for Asiatic

ports, & c. Do not mix up letters and printed matter in one confused mass.

(e.) Do not post masses of circulars, for different steamers, all mixed uptogether.

( f.) Do not put off the purchase of stamps till mail day. As a general rule, they might

just as well be purchased some daysbefore.

(9.) Do not send coolies with money at the last moment, expecting the Post Office to

see that they stamp correspondence properly, and to return a memo. of the change .

140 .-- It must be remembered that continual attention is paid in the Post Office to extending

the facilities accorded to all . But if individuals decline to exercise the small amount of con

sideration required to comply with the above suggestions, not only is the extension of existing

facilities rendered impossible, but even the question is raised whether it is practicable to continue

them as they are.

141. - Whencorrespondence is missing, time may be saved by at once sending information to

the Postmaster -General, Hongkong, in the following form, or as near it as possible. If full

information be not given, enquiries cannot be made .

EXAMPLE.

Description ........ 1 ordinary * letter.

Containing Bill of Exchange for £115 .

Addressed Messrs. Saddler and Thompson , 75, Great Tower Street, London , E.C.

Posted at
Foochow , on the 5th August, 1875, to go via Brindisi.

Sender's Name and

Address
und } William Green , Foochow .

142 .---Any complaint as to overcharge, delay, missending, &c . , must be accompanied by the

cover of the correspondence.t When correspondence has been missent or delayed, (both of

* Or Registered as the case mny be. Or 1 Newspaper, Book - packet, or Pattern Packet, according to the nature

of the correspondence missing.

+ Open the cover bycutting along the top,not by tearing it at random .
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which are liable to happen occasionally )all that thecomplainant need do is to write on the cover,

Sent to - , or Delivered at - --- , or Not received till the - th instant, or as the case may be, and

forward it, without any note or letter whatever, to the Postmaster General. Attention to this

would save much writing and needless trouble. Thepublic would do well to bear in mind that

OverlandEnvelopes become quite rotten after abouttwo years in this climate, and not infre

quently fall to pieces in transit, thus leading to complaints that the letters have been opened .

Private Boxes.

143. — Private Boxes may be rented in the offices at Hongkong and Shanghai. The fee is

$10 a year payable in advance. This is a Government fee, and doesnot, as commonly supposed,

go to the Postmasters.

144. — Each boxholder is supplied with an account book free, but must himself provide at

least two stout bags (Shanghaifirms require four) marked with his name in Englishand Chinese

on both sides. Chinese Nankin makes the best bags for this purpose. They should be without

strings, but have a couple of iron rings at the mouth for suspending. Boxholders should insist

on their coolies returning these bags to the Post Office as soon as emptied, or at any rate not later

than next morning. The only safe way to empty a bag is to turn it inside out.

145. - Each boxholder's coolie must be provided with a stout ticket orbadgeof wood, metal,

or pasteboard, bearing his employer's name in English and Chinese. This will enable him to

obtain letters whenever a mail arrives.

146. — The advantages of renting a box are many. It secures a quickerand more accurate

delivery ofcorrespondence. Unpaid letters are delivered to boxholders without the delay of

demanding payment, change, & c., as they are charged to his account. The boxholders of Hong

kong and Shanghai send bags down in the mail steamer to be filled by the marine officer. Box

holders are allowed to post their letters in sealed covers or boxes, and to mark their Postage

Stamps (see paragraph 116) . They receive free copies of all notices issued by the Post Office,

tables of rates, & c . Many inconveniences are saved to them by the facility for charging their

accounts with small deficiencies of postage, when there is no time to return a short -paid letter.

This, however, is only done as an exception, when the letter cannot go on unpaid, no boxholder

being allowed to make a practice of sending short-paid correspondence, or letters to be stamped

( see paragraph 117) . Boxholders are also allowed certain privileges as to posting local corres

pondence unstamped (see paragraph 159c).

147.-- As a general rule, requests to keep the letters of one individual out of the box of the

firm to which hebelongs or belonged cannot be complied with so long as his letters are directed

to that firm . Otherwise the whole correspondence of that firm would be subjectto delay . The

same rule applies tocomplimentary boxes,which areset apart to facilitate the delivery of letters

to a whole set of addressees, whose correspondence should not be delayed for the convenience of

one person.

148.-- Boxholders' books are sent out for settlement on the first day of each month , and

should be returned promptly . In case of any book not being returned within seven days, the

boxholder is liable tobe supplied and charged with a new one, the old one being destroyed on its

return. As a general rule no informationcan be given as to the correspondence charged in these

accounts , where it camefrom , & c. There is only one way to obtain such information, and that

is to file the covers of all unpaid correspondence received.

149.—A box cannot be jointly rented by two ormore persons or firms.

Hongkong Office.

150. — The Hongkong Office is open from 7 A.M. till 5 P.M. on week days. Mails arriving are

distributed up to 9 P.M.(Sundays ,6 P.m.) , or in the case of the Contract Mails outwards, gene

rally at any hour of the day or night, but if there be no steamersleaving early, the delivery of a

Contract Mail may be postponedtill daylight. The hour at which deliveryof a ContractMail

was begun is notified in the pu ' lic papers as a check upon servants . Those who are at the

windows when they are opened re always served within ten minutes at most. The Money

Order Office i open from 10 to 4, * 10 to 5 on mail days. It closes at 1 on Saturdays unless the

Mail for Euro ve be leaving on Mo ay.

151.-The ' ffice is closed on Sundays and Public Holidays, unless thereare steamers leaving,

when mails are ade up from 8 to 9 A. T. Should any one of the outward Contract Mails arrive

on Sunday, or i the night, the office is kept open only long enough to get the necessary work

done (from one t two hours ) and is the closed , all the correspondence being sent out either at

once, or the first thing next morning as the case may be.

152 .-- The following are the hours foi closing the Contract Mails to Europe, &c. :

EN LISH MAIL.

Day of Departure

NOON.-Money Order Office closes

2 P.M.- Registry of Letters cease . Posting of all printed matter and patterns ceases.

3 P.M.-Mails closed, except for L e Letters.

3.10 P.M. - Letters may be posted wit late fee of 10 cents until

3.30 P.M.1.-when the Post Office closet entirely.

3.40 P.M. - Late Let ' ers may be posteu on board the packet with late fee of 10 cents until

time of departure.
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FRENCH MAIL.

Day before departure

5 P.M.--- Money Order Office closes. Post Office closes, except the nightbox, which is

always open out of office hours.

Day of Departure

7 A.M.- Post Office opens.

10 A.M. — Registry of Letters ceases. Posting of all printed matter and patterns ceases.

11 A.M.-Mails closed, except for Late Letters .

11.10 A.M.-Letters may be posted with late fee of 10 cents until

11.30 A.M .-- when the Post Office closes entirely .

11.40 A.M .--- Late Letters may be posted on board the packet with late fee of 10 cents until

time of departure. If insufficiently paid, or without Late Fee, they will not be

forwarded , but will be returned from Saigon .

153.-- Supplementary mails are also closed on board the American packets (for Union

countries only). The Late Fee is 10 cents . There are moveable boxes on board the British and

French Packets for Shanghai and Yokohama * which may be used without late fee. The Post

Officeundertakes no responsibility as tocorrespondence so posted.

154. - All other mails are closed halfanhourbefore the time of sailing, except the Contract

Mails for Shanghai, which close an hour before, half an hour being allowed for the reception of

correspondence with late fee of 19 cents. A daily list of Mails is circulated .

155.--Correspondence can be registered for the American, Indian , Torres Straits, Shanghai,

or Yokohama Contract Mails up to a quarter of an hour before the time of closing ; for all private

ship mails up to five minutes before .

156.-Whilst making up the Contract Mails for the British, French, American and Torres

Straits Packets, it is necessary tokeep the office wholly closed for at least ten minutes. Whilst

sorting the outward Contract Mails the Post Office is closed to the Public except for the sale

of Stamps. Enquiries, & c. cannot be attended to , nor can correspondence be registered.

157. - As to matters in which the public can render the department most valuable co-opera

tion , see paragraph 139.

158. - On maildays two windows are set apart for the sale of Stamps. Large quantities of

newspapers, &c. , should be brought to the boxholders' window, not dropped through the Letter

Slits . Registry is effected in the Money Order office .

159. - The charge for delivery of a letter, newspaper, book, or pattern within Victoria is 2

cents. No delivery is guaranteed to ships lying in the harbour. Local delivery is governed by

the following general rules :

(a. )-All correspondence posted before 5 P.m. on any week day for addressesin Victoria

will be delivered the sameday, and generally within two hours, unless the delivery

should be retarded by the contract mails . Information can always be obtained as

to when a delivery will take place.

(6 .) -- Where an establishment is wholly closed on Sunday or at night, a letter box for the

delivery of correspondence should beprovided , and should be regularly cleared.

(c.) - Invitations, &c . , can generally be delivered within Victoria at the private houses of

the addressees rather than at places of business , if a wish to that effect be expressed

by the sender, otherwise all correspondence is invariably delivered at the nearest

place of business.f No local delivery is attempted outside Victoria, nor within

Victoria at houses where ferocious dogs are kept loose .

(a.)- Boxholders who desire to send Circulars, Dividend Warrants, Invitations, Cards, &c. ,

all of the same weight , to addresses in Hongkong , Bangkok , or the Portsof China,

may deliver them to the Post Office unstamped, the postage being then charged to

the sender's account. Each batch must consist of at least ten . Such local letters

may exceed i oz . in weight, and are charged 2 cents per ounce. Special accounts

can be opened (even with non-boxholders ) for the delivery of considerable numbers

of unstamped local letters (such as Invitations, & c.) all of the same weight.

(e.)- Boxholders may also send Patterns to the same places in the sameway. Envelopes

containing Patterns may be wholly closed if the nature of the contents be first ex

hibited or stated to the Pestmaster General , as he may consider necessary , and

approved by him . Printed Circulars may be inserted in such Pattern Packets.

160. - As to excepting the correspondence of individuals from the general delivery, see para

graph 147. Letters for persons whose addresses are known will not bekept Poste Restante except

by specialpermission of the Postmaster General and for satisfactory reasons.

161.- Registered letters cannot bedelivered with the same promptitude as ordinary corres .

pondence, though in the case of the British mail the delay is made asshort as possible by meang

There is generally a Post Office Agent on board the French packet for Yokohama, who makes up a “ upplementary
Mail . It should be remembered that he does not go on board till nearly the last moment, and if he is not found there ,
sonders of correspondence shonld await his arnval.

+ This applies alsoto letters directed to Kowloon, the Peak , Aberdeen , & c.
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of completing the registration at sea Still , the postman who delivers them has to wait at each

house whilst a receipt is signed . Why registered correspondence is required in great haste, the

best way is to call for it.

162. - By the Post Office Ordinance (No. 10 of 1876) all transmission of correspondence from

or delivery of correspondence in Hongkong , except through the Post Office, is illegal and subject

to heavy penalties. Loose correspondence duly stamped may, however, be put on board vessels

after the mails are closed at the Post Office.* The Stamps should be cancelledby the sender.

If the Port of destination be one where there is no Hongkong Agency, further Postagewill, of

course, be charged ( see paragraph 64) . The Stamps affixed here should nevertheless be cancelled ,

as , if left clean, they may endanger the safety of the letter . This does not apply to letters

posted in recognised moveable boxes . Posting on board should never be resortedto where the

route is long and complicated, e.g. to Chili, Peru, or a West Indian Colony. Correspondence for

such places should always be sent to the Post Office. A supplementary mail may be closed on

board at the discretion of the Postmaster General. The penalty for not giving proper facilities

to make it up and to qnit the vessel is $ 500 .

163. — Shipmasters must deliver any mails or correspondence which may be on board to the

Post Office without delay, and make a declaration that they have done so , under penalty of $500.

There is always some person at the Post Office to receive mails, which need not,however, be landed

later than 9 P.M., or earlier than 5.30 A.M. , excepting, of course , the Contract Mails.

164. - Shipmasters are entitled to certain gratuities (see paragraph 138) on correspondence

brought, and the same may be paid on correspondence taken.

165. - Any person or firm about to despatch a vessel to any place out of the Colony must send

the first notice to the Post Office. It is illegal to advertise , Despatches will close at -A.M., or the

like. In regard to sailing ships, the rule practically is that, if notice be not specially asked for ,

it is not required .

166.- Â shipmaster is bound to take mails and sign a receipt for them , under a penalty of

$ 500,whichsum may also be recovered for their non -delivery atdestination.

167. — Themaster of a ship is beyond doubt the person responsible for the due delivery of

mails . Every ship should be fitted with a locker or chest for mails, and nothing else should be

put in it. As soon as a mail comes on board, whoever receives it should place it in the mail

locker, and before arrival at any port this locker should be examined.

* Correspondence brought to Post Office just too late for any mail is returned that this may be done. The

sender is of courseat liberty to post it again should he wish to do so.



RATES OF POSTAGE

IN HONGKONG AND AT BRITISH POST OFFICES IN CHINA.

1.-TO COUNTRIES OF THE POSTAL UNION.

POST CARDS,

BACH .

Persia

BOOKS , PATTERNS NEWSPAPERS

LETTERS, & COMMERCIAL & PRICES CUR

PER } oz. PAPERS , PER 2 oz . RENT, EACH . REGISTRATION .

General Rates of Postage tothe 2 cents .

10 cents. | 3 cent .
2 cents .

10 cents .

Countries of the Postal Union . ) |
( a ) ( 0 )

The COUNTRIES OF THE POSTAL UNION ARE AS FOLLOW :

Aden Gambia New Caledonia

Africa , West Coast Germany Newfoundland

Algeria Gibraltar Nicaragua

Angola Goa Norway

Apnobon Gold Coast Nova Scotia

Argentine Republic Greece Panama

Austria Greenland
Paraguay

Azores Islands Guatemala

cBagdad cGwadur Peru

Balearic Islands Hawaiian Kingdom Philippine Islınds ( Local)

Barbary Holland Pondichéry

cBassora Honduras Portugal and Colonies

Batavia Hongkong and Agencies Prince Edward's Island

Belgium ( Local Rates) Réunion

Bermuda Hungary Roumania

Borneo Iceland Russia

Brazil India Saigon ( Local Rates )

British Columbia Italy Salvador

British Guiana Japan ( Local Rates ) Senegal

Buenos Ayres Karikal Senegambia

Bulgaria cKashmir Servia

cBunder Abas Labuan Seychelles

cBushire Lagos Sierra Leone

cCabul cLadak Spain and Colonies

Canada Liberia St. Pierre et Miquelon

Canary Islands cLinga Straits Settlements

Cape Verde Islands Low Islands Surinam

Cayenne Luxemburg Sweden

Ceylon Madagascar Switzerland

Chandernagore Mahé Tahiti

Chili Madeira Tangiers

Colombia, U.S. of Malta Tetuan

Demerara Manila ( Local Rates) Timor

Denmark and Colonies cMandalay Tripoli

Dutch Guiana Marian Islands Tunis

Ecuador Marquesas Islands Turkey

Egypt Mauritius United Kingdom

Falkland Islands
Mayotte United States

Faroe Islands Mexico Uruguay

Fernando Po Mozambique Vancouver's Island

Finland Muscat Venezuela

France and Colonies Netherlands and Colonies West Indies

French Guiana Netherlands India Yanaon

Gaboon New Brunswick cZanzibar

[ References, see next page.
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11.-TO NON-UNION COUNTRIES.

NON-UNION COUNTRIES .

BOOKS

& c .,
per 2 oz

cents.cents.cents . cents.

qui
vid Torres Straits,

( c )Australia , New Zealand , Tasmanis , Fiji,

(vid Galle,

107
10 2 2

25

(c )Cape of Good Hope, Natal, St. Helena, Ascension, Bolivia, Costa Rica,
25 10 5 5

111. - LOCAL POSTAGE .

LETTERS

PER oz .

POST

CARDS,

EACH.

NEWS
BOOKS,

PAPERS &
PARCRLS &

PRICES
PATTERNS

PER 2 oz.
CURRENT,

BACH.

REGIS

TRATION .

cents. cents . cents. cents . cents .

General Local Rates for Hongkong, Macao, China ,

Japan, Siamdirect ( d ), Cochin China, Tonquin,
and the Philippines,

( c )

1

2 25

(e )

10

(6 )

PARCEL Post . - Parcels containing no letters may be forwarded at Book Rates to India, the

Straits Settlements, and to all Local Ports except those the names of which are printed in Italics.

Parcels are forwarded to India by P. & O. and Indian Packets only , to all other places by Private

Steamers only . For Rules see Postal Guide, par. 101-103.

REFERENCES.- (a ) Commercial Papers are documents wholly or partly written by hand, not being letters, such as

Invoices, Deeds, Copied Music, & c. All packets of and under 4 oz. weight are charged 5 cents each . b ) A receipt can

be sent with any Registered Article, for return to the Sender when signed by the Addressee. Extra fee, 5 cents. ( c )

Prepayment is compalsory. ( d) Via Singupore, 10 cents. ( e ) BetweenHongkong, Canton, and Macao, 2 cents.
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P. & 0 . S. N. Co ., $

Ordinary

Reserved 1 person

2

Children over 3 and under 10 years...

Second Class Passengers

Servants ( natives) with 1st class Passengers.

MESSAGERIES MARITIMES,

First Class, for one person

Second

Third

Deck Passengers, Native with food

Do. do . , without food

PACIPIO MAIL S. S. Co.,

First Class

Return Ticket

Steerage

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL S. S. Co., -

First Claus

Return Ticket

Steerage

EASTERN & AUSTRALIAN S.S. Co., LIMITED,

First Class

Geo . R.STEVENS & Co.,

First Class

EuropeanSteerage
MITSU BISHIMAIL S. s. Co.

First Class

Steerage

H. K. C. &M.S. B. Co.-P. A. da Costa, Sec.

First Class 3.00 3.00

Return Ticket between Saturday & Monday 5.00

Second Class , Chinese saloon 1.00 1.00

Season Ticket, for 3 months $ 37 }

C. N.Co.,LTD .-- (Butterfield & Swire, Agents ),

First Class 3.00

Second Class 1.00

0. S. S.Co.- (Butterfield& Swiro,Agents).

First Class ...
...

JARDINE, MATHEBON& Co.,

First Class (without wines) ...

Natives, deck, victualling themselves

AUSTRO- HUNGARIAN LLOYDS'.- Melchers & Co.

First Class

Second Class

Steerage

RUSSELL & Co.,

First Class

Return Tickets

Steerage

N’LANDS INDIA S. N. Co.- Jardine, M. & Co.
First Class

Second Class

Deck

REMEDIOS & Co.

First Class ... ***

DOUGLAS LAPRAIK & Co .,

First class

Return Ticket, available 3 months

European Deck

D. Sassoon, Sons & Co . ,

First Class, with wines ... ..

SIEMSSEN & Co.,

First Class 3.00

Native ( first class) ...

CHINA MERCHANTS' STEAMNAVIGATION CO.

First Class

Native (deck ) ...
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LEGALISED TARIFF OF FARES FOR CHAIRS, CHAIR BEARERS,

AND BOATS IN THE COLONY OF HONGKONG.

Chairs and Ordinary Pullaway Boats.

Half hour 10 cents , Three hours 50 cents .

Hour 20 cents. Six Hours 75 cents .

Day of 12 hours . One Dollar.

To Victoria Peak.

Single Trip. Return (direct or by Pok -foo -lum ).

Four Coolies $ 1.00 Four Coolies $1.50.

Three Coolies 0.85 Three Coolies 1.20 .

Two Coolies .. 0.70 Two Coolies .. 1.00.

To Victoria Gap (to level of Umbrella Seat).

Single Trip. Return (direct or by Pok - foo -lum ).

Four Coolies $ 0.60 Four Coolies $1.00.

Three Coolies 0.50 Three Coolies 0.85.

Two Coolies ..... 0.40 Two Coolies ... 0.70.

The Return Fare embraces a trip of not more than three hours.

For every hour or part of an hour above 3 hours, each Coolie will be entitled to

an additional payment of 5 cents.

ſ Peak ... 75 cents each Coolie .

... 60 cents each Coolie.

10 cents.

35 cents .

... 50 cents .

. $ 3.00 .

2.00.

2.50.

1.75.

1.50).

1.00 .

0.50.

Licensed Bearers (each ).

Hour

Half-day

Day ....

Boats.

1st Class Cargo Boat of 800 or 900 piculs, per day......

1st Class Cargo Boat of 800 or 900 piculs , per load

2nd Class Cargo Boat of 600 piculs , per day.

2nd Class Cargo Boat of 600 piculs, per
load

3rd Class Cargo Boat, or Ha-kau Boat, of 300 piculs, per day

3rd Class Cargo Boat, or Ha-kau Boat, of 300 piculs, per load.

3rd Class Cargo Boat, or Ha -kau Boat, vf 300 piculs, half-day.

Sampans.

Or Pullaway Boat, per day

Or Pullaway Boat, one hour

Or Pullaway Boat, half an hour

After 6 P.M ...

Nothing in this Scale prevents private agreements.

Scale of Hire for Street Coolies.

One day ....

Half- day

Three hours

One hour

Half-hour

Nothing in the above Scale is to affect private agreements.

$1.00 .

0.20 .

0.10.

10 cents extra.

33 cents.

20 cents.

10 cents.

5 cents .

3 cents .
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1

CILARTERED MERGINTILE BANK

OF

INDIA , LONDON , AND CHINA .

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

CAPITAL Paid- up £750,000, w.th power to Increase to £1,500,000.

RESERVE FUND , £65,000.

Head Office-- No. 65, Old Broad Street, London .

COURT OF DIRECTORS :

GEORGE GARDEN NICOL , ESQ . - CHAIRMAN .

JAMES MURRAY ROBERTSON, Esq. J. N. BULLEN, Esq .

EDMUND JAMES DANIELL, Esq. ALEXANDER FRASER, Esq.

DAVID TRAIL ROBERTSON, Esq.,
WILLIAM SCOTT, Esq.

ex -officio .
DAVID TRAIL ROBERTSON, E.4 . - Chief Manager.

WILLIAM JACKSON, Esq.- Asst. Chief Manager .

J. M. REID , Esq . - Sub - Vanager.

LONDON BANKERS :

BANK OF ENGLAND ; LONDON JOINT STOCK BANK.

SOLICITORS :

MESSRS . CLARKE, SON, AND RAWLINS.

AUDITORS :

GEO . CHRISTIAN, Esq. CHARLES H. PICKFORD, Esq.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES.

BOMBAY. SIYGAPORE . SHANGHAI.

CALCUTTA. PENANG , YOKOHAMA.
MADRAS, BATAVIA . F00 ( HOW .
CEYLON . HONGKONG. MAURITIUS.

RANGOON. SOURABAYA.

EDINBURGH DEPOSIT AGENCY, 128, GEORGE ST " FET.

HONGKONG BRANCH ,

Current Deposits.- Accounts are kept on which no interest is allowed, and no charge made for

collecting Bills, Cheques, & c.

Fixed Deposits - Are received, viz . :

Repayable at 12 months ....
5 per cent. per annum.

Repayable at 6 months..
.3 per cent. per annum.

The Bank discounts Local Bills and Notes payable in Hongkong, having at leasttwo ap .

proved names unconnected in general partnership , and makes advances on approved Banking

Securities.

EXCHANGE.

The Bank issues drafts on the London Joint Stock Bank at four and three months' sight

also on its Head Office and Branches, Bank of England,and Agents in Scotland, Ireland, Mel.

bourne, Sydney, and Towns in Australia, New Zealand , &c. , and grants Circular Notes for the

use of travellers negotiable in all Towns of importance throughout the world .

Bills payable in Europe or in any of the above mentioned places are purchased or remitted

for collection .

Further information as to the rules of business may be obtained at the Office, or on appli.

cation by letter to the Manager.

Office hours :-10 to 3, Saturday 10 to 1 .

JOHN
THURBURN,

2, QUEEN'S ROAD .

Manager, Hongkong.
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COMPTOIR D'ESCOMPTE DE PARIS,.

INCORPORATED 7th AND 18th MARCH, 1848.

Recognised by the laternational Convention of 30th April, 1862.

Capital,Fully Paid-up (160,000 shares of Fcs . 500) ...... £ 3,200,000.

Reserve Fund £ 800,000

HEAD-OFFICE-11 , RUE BERGERE, PARIS ,

G. GIROD .. .CHIEF MANAGER.

E. DENFERT-ROCHEREAU SUB -MANAGER .

BISSON ... ...SECRETAIRE GENERAL .

LONDON .

MARSEILLES

LYONS.

NANTES.

BOMBAY.

AGENCIES AND BRANCHES AT :

CALCUTTA . SYDNEY

SAN FRANCISCO,
SHANGHAI.

HONGKONG .

YOKOHAMA. HANKOW.

MELBOURNE. Foochow.

LONDON BANKERS :

THE BANK OF ENGLAND ;

THE UNION BANK OF LONDON ;

Messrs . C. J. HAMBRO & SON.

LONDON OFFICE-52, THREADNEEDLE St., E.C.

The Hongkong agency receives Fixed Deposits on terms to be as

certained on application, grants Drults and Credits on all parts of the

world, and transacts every description of Banking Exchange Business,

C. GAUTHIER,

Agent.

1st January, 1882 .

-
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The National Banli of India,

LIMITED,

REGISTERED IN LONDON UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 1862, ON THE 23RD MARCH , 1866 .

ESTABLISHED IN CALCUTTA

29TH SEPTEMBER , 1863.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL....

PAID-UP CAPTAL ..

RESERVE FUND ....

£ 933,000

465,250

35,000

HEAD OFFICE :

39A , THREADNEEDLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES :

BOMBAY, CALCUTTA, KURRACHEE, MADRAS, COLOMBO , SINGAPORE, ;

HONGKONG, SHANGHAI , FOOCHOW, AND HANKOW,

.

DIRECTORS :

R. O. CAMPBELL, Esq . , Chairman .

SETH A. APCAR, EsQ DAVID REID , Esq.

HENRY BERNERS Esq. HERBERT KNOWLES, ESQ .

J. R. BOYSON, Esq . R. P. HARRISON , Esq .

JOHN BORRADAILE , Esq .

ROBT. CAMPBELL, Esq . , GENERAL MANAGER .

LONDON BANKERS :

THE BANK OF ENGLAND , THE NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF

ENGLAND, LIMITED , THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND.

AGENTS IN SCOTLAND :

THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND, BRITISH LINEN COMPANY.

AGENTS IN IRELAND :

THE PROVINCIAL BANK OF IRELAND .

ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSINESS TRANSACTED .

INTEREST allowed on Current Accounts at the rate of 2 per cent. per annum on the daily

balances, and on Fixed Deposits according to arrangement, the maximum rate being 5 per cent.

per annum .
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HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

CORPORATION.

PAID UP CAPITAL

RESERVE FUND

5,000,000 OF DOLLARS.

1,900,000 OF DOLLARS.

COURT OF DIRECTORS :

CHAIRMAN - ALEXANDER MCIVER, ESQ .

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN -- H . L. DALRYMPLE, Esq.

Hon. F. R. BELILIOS. Hon. F. B. JOHNSON.

H. DE . FORBES, Esq . WM. REINERS, Esq.

H. HOPPIUS, Esq. F. D. SASSOON, Esq .

W. S. YOUNG, Esq.

MANAGERS AND AGENTS :

HONGKONG THOMAS JACKSON, Esq. , CHIEF MANAGER.

SHANGHAI .. EWEN CAMERON, Esq. , MANAGER.

YOKOHAMA .. JOHN WALTER, Esq . , MANAGER.

BOMBAY ..... J. M. GRIGOR , Esq . , ACTING AGENT.

CALCUTTA .. E. MORRIS, Esq. , AGENT.

FOOCHOW .. A. LEITH, Esq . , AGENT.

HIOGO .... A. H. C. HASELWOOD, Esq. , ACTING AGENT.

SAIGON . .R . HOME COOK , Esq. , AGENT .

HANKOW .. .W. G. GREIG, Esq . , AGENT.

ΑΜΟΥ . G. C. DE ST, CROIX Esq . , ACTING AGENT.

MANILA . .C . J. BARNES, Esq . , AGENT.

SAN FRANCISCO W. H. HARRIES, Esq., AGENT.

NEW YORK A. M. TOWNSEND, Esq . , AGENT.

SINGAPORE J.J. WINTON, Esq. , AGENT.

LYONS ... E. MOREL. Esq.

TIENTSIN .. F. DE BOVIS, Esq .

LONDON OFFICE-31, LOMBARD STREET.

HONGKONG .

INTEREST ALLOWED

On Current Deposit Accounts at the rate of 2 per c nt . per annum on the daily balance.

On Fixed Deposits :---

For 3 montlis, 3 per cent. per annum

6 4

12 5

LOCAL BILLS DISCOUNTED.

CREDI'S granted or approved Securities , and every description of Banking and

Exchange business ransacted.

DRAFTS granted on London, and tbe ch'ef commercil places in Europe, India,

Australia America , China , and Japan .

T. JACKSON,

Chief Manager.

OFFICES OF THE CORPORATION, No. 1 , QUEEN'S ROAD.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882.
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Yang -tsze Insurance Association.

CAPITAL ( Fully Paid -up Tls . < % ) ,000.00

PERMANENT RESERVE Pls . 230,000.00

SPECIAL RESERVE FUND Tls. 288,936.17

TOTAL CAPITAL and Accumulations April, 1879 ...... Tls . 638,936.17

Directors :

F. B. FORBES, Esq . , Chairman .

M. W. BOYD , Esq . WM. MEYERINK, Esq.

F. D. HITCH, Esq. J. H. PINCKVOSS, Esq.

Secretaries :

MESSRS. RUSSELL & Co , SHANGHAI,

London Bankers :

MESSRS. BARING BROTHERS & Co.

London Agent :

RICHARD BLACKWELL, Esq .

POLICIES granted on Marine Risks to all parts of the World, at CURRENT RATES.

Subject to a charge of 12 per cent. for Interest on Shareholders' Capital, all the PROFITS of

the UNDERWRITING BUSINESS will be annually distributed among all Contributors of Business in

proportion to the premium paid by them .

AGENTS.

Alleppey .......... Messrs. ANDREW & Co.
Madras ..

{ Messrs . GORDON, WOODROFFE

Amoy.. RUSSELL & Co. & Co.

Bangkok PICKENPACK, THIES & Co Manchester.
Jos. E. COATES, Esq ., sub -agent

Bombay W. M. MACAULAY & Co. under London agency .

Calcutta GISBORNE & Co. Manila .Messrs . PEELE, HUBBELL & Co.

Calicut ANDREW & Co, Nagasaki HOLME , RINGER & Co.

Canton..... RUSSELL & Co. Newchwang COUSINS & Co.

Cebu MACLEOD & Co. Ningpo..... .H . B. MEYER, Esq.

Chefoo ... CORNABÉ & Co. Pakhoi Messrs. HERTON & Co.

Foochov RUSSELL & Co. Penang SANDILANDS, BUTTERY

Hakodadi HOWELL & Co.
Saigon, SPEIDEL & Co.

Hankow RUSSELL & Co. SanFrancisco . MACONDRAY & Co.

Ś CHINA & JAPAN TRADING Co., Singapore ......
Hiogo (or Kobe)

GILFILLAN , WOOD & Co.

2 LIMITED . Swatow . DIRCKS & Co.

Hongkong ... Mssers. RUSSELL & Co. Tamsui..... DODD & Co.

Kiukiang....... ROBT. ANDERSON & Co. Taiwanfoo ...

Kurrachee ...... VOLKART BROTHERS. Taku ....
DIRCES & Co.

ŞA. STEWART, Esq ., sub -agent Tientsin A. CORDES & Co.

under London Yokohama...... WALSH, HALL & Co.

[& Co.

Liverpool ...

Bushire .........

CORRESPONDENTS .

Batavia .....,Messrs. DUMMLER & Co.
Marseilles.....,Messrs. RABAUD FRERES & Co.

J. P. C. Hotz & Zoon , Mauritius ...... SMITH, FREELAND & Co.

Callao PREVOST & Co.
Melbourne ..... COUCHE, CALDER & Co.

Colombo AITKEN, SPENCE & Co.
New York ...... . 'W. POMEROY, JR., Esq., P.O.

Galle CLARK , SPENCE & Co.
Box 3072

Gibraltar .... Thos. MOSLEY & Co.

Haiphong .

Messrs . DUMMLER & Co.Padang
HERTON & Co.

Rangoon MOHR BROTHERS & Co.
HERTON & Co.

Keelung
MCNIELL & Co.SamarangDODD & Co.

Lyons .........CHARLES S. Haden , Esq.
Sourabaya FRASER, EATON & Co.

Sydney
Macao .......... , L . A. J. PEREIRA, Esq.

R. Towns & Co.

RUSSELL & Co., Agents.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .

......

Hoihow ...
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THE

CHINA FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY, LIMITED .

CAPITAL - TWO MILLION DOLLARS.

PAID -UP CAPITAL 400,000 DOLLARS

RESERVE FUND, 1st JANUARY, 1881.... 433,984 DOLLARS.

DIRECTORS

THE Hon. P. RYRIE
of Messrs . TURNER & Co. (Chairman .)

H. HOPPIUS, Esq. of Messrs. SIEMSSEN & Co.

A. McIver, Esq. . of The P. &. 0. Company.

H. L. DalryMPLE, Esq. of Messrs . BIRLEY & Co.

H. DE C. FORBES, Esq. of Messrs. RUSSELL & Co.

W. H. F. DARBY, Esq . of Messrs. GIBB , LIVINGSTON & Co.

AUDITORS .

GEO. 0. Scott, Esq . , Hongkong.

J. H. Cox, Esq. , Hongkong.

BANKERS .

THE HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION .

HEAD OFFICE AT HONGKONG .

CANTON

SWATOW

AMOY ....

FOOCHOW

NINGPO ...

SHANGHAI

KIUKIANG

HANKOW

CHEF00 ...

NAGASAKI

YOKOHAMA

KOBE

SAIGON

SINGAPORE

PENANG

MANILA

AGENTS,

Messrs. DEACON & Co.

Messrs. BRADLEY & Co.

Messrs. ELLES & Co.

Messrs. GIBB, LIVINGSTON & Co.

Messrs. DAVIDSON & Co.

Messrs. GIBB, LIVINGSTON & Co.

.Messrs . R. ANDERSON & Co.

Messss. JERDEIN & Co.

Messrs . FERGUSSON & Co.

Messrs. HUNT & Co.

Messrs. MOURILYAN , HEIMANN & Co.

Messrs. BROWNE & Co.

Messrs. WM . G. HALE & Co.

Messrs . GILFILLAN, WOOD & Co.

Messrs. A. A. ANTHONY & Co.

Messrs. PEELE, HUBBELL & Co.

Policies of Insurance granted on most favourable torino

JAS . B. COUGHTRIE ,

Secretary.

39, Queen's Road,

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882.
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THE UNION INSURANCE SOCIETY OF CANTON.

HEAD OFFICE HONGKONG .

.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

THE HON . P. RYRIE (Chairman ) ..of Messrs. TURNER & Co.

HOPPIUS, Esq. SIEMSSEN & Co

F. D. SASSOON , Esq.. David SASSOON, Sons & Co.

H, L. DALRYMPLE, Esq .. BIRLEY & Co.

A. P. MCEWEN , Esq..... HOLLIDAY, WISE & Co.

W. H. F. DARBY, Esq.. GIBB, LIVINGSTON & Co.

THE Hox . F. B. JOHNSON JARDINE , MATHESON & Co.

N. J. EDE, Esq. SECRETARY (absent)

DOUGLAS JONES , Esq ........ .ACTING SECRETARY.

SHANGHAI BRANCH.

COMMITTEE.

A. MCLEOD, Esq . ....of Messrs. GIBB , LIVINGSTON & Co.

F. H. BELL, Esq . ADAMSON, BELL & Co.

W. HOWIE, Esq.... TURNBULL, HOWIE & Co.

DOUGLAS JONES, Esq. (absent) AGENT.

EDWARD MOORE . Esq. .ACTING AGENT .

LONDON BRANCH .

9, Royal Exchange, E.C.

COMMITTEE.

ARTHUR SMITH , Esq ....... ..of Messrs. BIRLEY, SMITH & Co.

ELDRED HALTON,Esq. T. A. GIBB & Co.

C. A. DICKINSON, Esq. DICKINSON, AKROYD & Co.

M. P. JUKES, Esq. AGENT.

Madras .........

Hoibow ......

AGENTS .

Manchester Kewkiang .. , Messrs. ROBT. ANDERSON & Co.

Liverpool ... )
Messrs. ESCOMBE BROTHERS & Co.

Chinkiang...... D . M. DAVID, Esq.

Calcutta ........ F. W. HEILGERS & Co. Canton ...... ,Messrs. DEACON & Co.

GORDON, WOODROFFE & Co. Macao...... DEACON & Co.

Bombay ...... GADDUM & Co. HERTON & Co.

Bushire A. & T. J. MALCOLM , Pakhoi HERTON & Co.

Kurrachee ...... VOLKART BROTHERS. Haiphong... SCHRIEVER & Co.

Colombo ARMITAGE BROTHERS. Swatow BUTTERFIELD & SWIRE

Rangoon WM. STRANG STEEL & Co. | Amoy TAIT & Co.

Penang.... A, A. ANTHONY & Co. Foochow . GIBB, LIVINGSTON & Co,

Singapore . PATERSON, SIMONS & Co. Tamsui........ ELLES & Co.

Saigon . WM . G. HALE & Co. Takao......... TAIT & Co.

Bangkok WINDSOR, REDLICH & Co. Ningpo. DAVID SASSOON, SONS & Co.

Manila ...... .W. F. STEVENSON , Esq. Chefoo . .......Geo. F. MACLEAN , Esq.

Cebu........... ,Messrs.MCLEOD & Co. Tientsin ......Messrs. E. MEYER & Co.

Brisbane
GIBBS, BRIGHT & Co. Newchwang E. COUSINS & Co.

Sydney GIBBS , BRIGHT & Co. Yokohama ... ADAMSON, BELL & Co.

Melbourne..... FANNING, NANKIVELL & Co. ' Kobe.......... BROWNE & Co.

Adelaide FANNING & Co. Nagasaki..... HOLME, RINGER & Co

Hankow JERDEIN & Co.

1)

CORRESPONDENTS.

BATAVIA-Messrs . DUMMLER & Co.; SAMARANG - Messrs. VAN DEN BROEK & VEECKENS .;

SOURABAYA-Messrs. BULTZINGSLOWEN & Co.; SAN FRANCISCO_Messrs. FALKNER,

BELL & Co.; NEW YORK - Messrs. HAYWARD, PEBRY & FRANCKLYN .
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THE QUEEN INSURANCE

COMPANY

CAPITAL-TWO MILLIONS STERLING .

THE

THE Undersigned, having been appointed Agents for the above Com .

pany at this port, are prepared to

GRANT POLICIES AGAINST

FIRE

To the extent of £10,000, on Buildings or on Goods Stored

therein.

THE
.

1

HE following rates will be charged for SHORT PERIOD IN

SURANCE , viz . :

Not exceeding 10 days ..... . j of the annual rate .

Not exceeding 1 month .....
do . do .

Above: 1 month, and not ex- } do . do .

Above 3 months, and not ex
do. do .

ceeding 6 months .....

Above 6 months.... the full annual rate .

3

A Discount of Twenty per cent. ( 20°% ), upon current local rates of

Premia will be returned on Insurances against Fire effected with this

Office,

NORTON & CO.,

Agents.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .
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NORTH BRITISH ARO MERCANTILE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

LONDON AND EDINBURGH .

ESTABLISHED 1809.

(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER .)

RESOURCES of the COMPANY as at 31st DECEMBER, 1881.

I :-SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL

Paid-up £500,000.0.0
Uncalled 1,500,000.0.0

£ 2,000,000.0.0

II :-FIRE FUND

Reserve .£844,576.19.11

Premium Reserve 317,057.16.10

Balance of Profit and Logs Account 39,808. 9.2

£1,201,243. 5.11

III :-LIFE FUND

Accumulated Fund ofthe Life Branch £ 3,028,833.14 . 2

Do. Do. Annuity 351,273.19. 2

£ 3,380,107.13. 4

IV :-REVENUE FOR THE YEAR 1880

Fire Branch Premiums and Interest . £ 1,013,900. 9. O

Life and AnnuityBranches, Premiums and Interest...
464,399.18. 6

£ 1,478,300 . 7. 6

President.

His GRACE THE DUKE OF ROXBURGHE, K.T.

[& Co.

Vice- Presidents .

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND, K.G. | His GRACE THE DUKE OF ABERCORN, K.G.

General Court of Directors.

DAVID DAVIDSON, Esq ., Chairman .

Ordinary Directors .

LONDON .

JOHN WHITE CATER, Esq., Chairman . - J . W. CHARLES W. MILLS, Esq. , Banker .---Glyn, Mills

Cater, Sons & Co. & Co.

CHARLES MORRISON, Esq. , Deputy Chairman, JUNIUS S.MORGAN , Esq.-J. S.Morgan & Co.

RICHARD BARING, Esq . - James Cook & Co. GEORGE GARDEN NICOL, Esq. , Chartered Mer.

RICHARD BRANDT, Esq. , Merchant. cantile Bank of India, London , and China.

ALEX. H. CAMPBELL Esq . - Finlay, Campbell JOHN SANDERSON, Esq. , Morchant.--Murray &

EDWARDCOHEN, Esq.-Kleinwort, Cohen & Co. Sanderson.

DAVID DAVIDSON, Esq. BARON John H. W. SCHRÖDER .-- J . H. Schröder

Pascoe GRENFELL, Esq . - Morton, Rose & Co. & Co.

QUINTIN HOGG, Esq., Merchant. - Bosanquet, GEORGE YOUNG , Esq., Merchant.-B gbie,
Curtis & Co.

Young & Begbie.

Manager of Fire Department. — G . H.BURNETT. Foreign Sub -Manager.-PHILIP WINSOR.

Secretary . - F . W. LANCE .

The Undersigned are prepared to grant Policies against FIRE,at thefollowingRates.

Warehouses, Godowns, andStores, with the Dwellings connected therewith , whether attached

or adjoining other Buildings than those occupied by Chinese .

.... per cent. per Annum net premium ,
2nd

Chinese Houses, owned by Foreigners or Chinese and occupied by Chinese, according tocircumstances ....... Special.

SHORT PERIOD RATES .

Not exceeding 10 days........ of the Annual rate.

Above 10 days and not exceeding 1 month,
do.

Do. 1 Month do. 3 months do.

Do. 3 Months do. 6 do. do.

Do. 6 do. the full Annual rate.

GILMAN & CO ., -- Agents .

ist Class ...........
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THE SOUTH BRITISIL FIRE AND MARINE

INSURANCE CO. OF NEW ZEALAND.

CAPITAL £ 1,000,000, IN 50,000 SHARES OR E20 EACH.

UNLIMITED LIABILITY OF SHAREHOLDERS .

HEAD OFFICE ATCKLAND,

DIRECTORS..

W. C. DALDY, Esq . , Chairmam .

ALBERT BEETHAM, Esq. JOSEPH HOWARD, Esq.

ALFRED BUCKLAND, Esq. THOMAS MORRIN, Esq.

HON . HENRY CHAMERLAIN RICHARD HOBBS, Esq.

GENERAL MANAGER.

G. JOHNSTON , Esq .

LONDON MANAGER .

THOS. PARSONS,, Esq. ,

Jerusalem Chambers, Cornbill.

HE Undersigned, having been appointed Agents for the above Company, are

prepared to accept FIRE and MARINE RISKS at Current Rates, allowing

usual local discounts and returns to contributors of business.

GEO. R. STEVENS & CO.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .

THE

THE ON TAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

(LIMITED. )

CAPITAL TABLS 600,000 ; EQUAL TO $833,333.33.

DIRECTORS.

LEE SING , Esq. of the LAI HING FIRM .

TSE KAI TUNG , Esq . of the E CTEONG HONG .

LO YEOK MOON , ESQ. of the KWONG MAN CHEONG FIRM.

FUNG KING TONG , Esq . of the KIN HING CHEONG FIRM .

OU HUK CHOR,EsQ of the HANG KEB FAM .

LOW CEEUK HIN , FsQ . of the KUNG YUEN FIM.

CHUNCHUN CHUNE,Ese . of the YUEN FAT Hong.

HO SUM CHUNE, Esq. of the TUK HING FIRM .
CHIU YU TIN , ESQ .. of the KwONG Mow TAI FIRM .

LO LAI PING , Esq . of the EON HONG ,

TUNG YIK MAN , Esg . of the WING CHEONG CHAN FIRX .

WONG KWAN TONG, Esq . of the KWONG KIE FIRM .
WONG TSZE HIM , Esq .. of the LUEN FAT FIRM.

MANAGER - HO AMEI.

意 生 梳 燕 面 洋 保 專 司 公 限 有 險 保 泰安

( 兩萬 拾 陸 銀 本 )

人 理 , 值

黄黄 鄧 盧 招 何 陳 劉 區 馮 羅湖李

子 聯 筠 廣 办 水 體 儀 雨廣 心 德 春 元悼公 旭 恒 敬 建 籲 雷 啟 簽 禮

謙 發 堂 記 文昌 屏 安 田茂泉 泉發源 初 記堂 與 門 萬 東昌

翁 號 翁 行 翁 楼 翁 行 翁 泰 翁 號 翁 行 翁 號 翁 翁 翁 祥 翁 翁 行
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THE MAN ON INSURANCE COMPANY,

(LIMITED.)

CAPITAL 1,000,000 DOLLARS.

Directors.

KOIL MOON WAH , Chairman .

BAN HAP, LEONG ON , KWOK YIN KAI, QUAN HOI CHUNE .

YOW CHONG PENG .

Secretary.

WOO LIN YUEN .

Clerks.

WONG NAI SUM , &c .

HEAD OFFICE -No. 2 , QUEEN'S ROAD WEST.

PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY.

LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND GLOBE

INSURANCE COMPANY.

THE

THE Undersigned, having been appointed Agents to the above Coma

panies at this Port , are prepared to

GRANT POLICIES AGAINST FIRE

To the extent of £ 10,000, in either of the above Offices, on Buildings or

on Goods stored therein .

DOUGLAS LAPRAIK & CO.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1892 .
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SCOTTISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

LIFE BRANCH .

Considerable Reduction in Premia for

Life Insurance in China .

FIRE BRANCH .

INSURANCES AGAINST FIRE AT CURRENT RATES .

MEYER & CO.,

Agents.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .

SUN FIRE OFFICE .

1

Tothe exterieure de 10.00 the following rates.es

WE Undersigned are prepared to Grant Policies of Assurance against FIRE to

ANNUAL.

GODOWNS, OFFICES, and SHOPS, with the DWELLINGS CONNECTED

YAEREWITH, whether detached or adjoining other Buildings oiher than those

occupied by Chinese, and their contents .

1st Class per cent, per Annum.

2nd Class per cent. per Annum,

SHORT PERIOD
S

.

Not exceeding Four days.... to of the annual rate, but not less than 1s . per cent .

Above Four Days and not exceeding Ten Days I of the annual Rate .

Ten Days One Month

One Month Three Months

Three Months Six Montbs

Six Montbs... The full annual Rate .

LINSTEAD & DAVIS. ,

Agents, Hongkong.

COARE, LIND & CO.,

Agents, Canton .

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .

>

--
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BITATIL SEL AND FIRE INSURANCE CO.

THE UNDERSIGNED, HAVING BEEN APPOINTED AGENTS

FOR THE ABOVE COMPANY, ARE PREPARED TO GRANT

INSURANCES AS FOLLOW

Darine 113islas .

Policies at current rates, payable either here, in London, or at the

principal Ports of India , Australia , and the East.

A BROKERAGE of THIRTY - TIIREE and ONE - THIRD PER

CENT. will be allowed on all LOCAL RISKS.

Policies granted on First - class Buildings to an extent of $20,000.

A Discount of TWENTY PER CENT. (20 % ) upon the current local

rates will be allowed on all premium charged for Insurance; such discount

being deducted at the time of the issue of Policy .

RUSSELL & Co. , Agents.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .

HONGKONG , CANTON, & MACAO STEAMBOAT

COMPANY, LIMITED

1

DIRECTORS.

" E. R. BELILIOS - Chairman .

A. McIVER , Esq. W. REINERS, Esq.

Hon , F. B. JOHNSON .

SECRETARY.

P. A. DA COSTA, Esq .

AGENTS.

Messrs . De MELLO & Co. , Macao. Messrs. DEACON & Co. , Canton

1

Bankers - HONGKONG & SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION

STEAMERS.

White Cloud leaves Macao for Hongkong every morning, at 8 A.M.; Returning

leaves Hongkong at 2 P.M.

Kiukiang leaves every alternate day for Canton at 8 A.M.;

Returning, leave Canton at 9 A.M.

Powan leaves every alternate day for Canton at 5.30 P.M.;

Returning , leaves Canton at 5 P.M.

Spark leaves Macao for Canton, and vice versa , on alternate days ,

starting from Macao at 7.30 and Canton at 8 A.M.
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HONGKONG & WHAMPOA DOCK

COMPANY, LIMITED.

OFFICES, No. 14, PRAYA , HONGKONG.

BANKERS :

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION .

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

H. HOPFIUS, Esq. , Chairman

A. McIVER Esq. , Vice-Chairman .

A. T. MANGER, Esq . C. H. HASWELL JR. , Esq.

W REINERS, Esq. Hon. F. B. JOHNSON

H. DE C. FORBES, Esq .

D. GILLIES, Esq. , Secretary.

THE COMPANY'S DOCKS at ABERDEEN, Kowloon , and TAI-KOK-TstI are in full working

order, and the attention of Captains and shipowners is respectfully solicited to the advantages

which these Establishments offer for Docking and Repairing Vessels. The Company's Six

GRANITE Docks are the largest in China,capable ofdocking vessels 450 feet in length, and 23 feet

draft of water, and they are fitted with every appliance in the way of Caisons, powerful Steam

Pumps, &c. , to ensure safety aud despatch in work.

WORKSHOPS.

TheWorkshops at Aberdeen,Kowloon and Tai-kok-tsui possess every appliancenecessary

for the Repairs of ships or Steam Machinery. The Engineers' Shops are supplied with Lathes,

Planing, Screwing, and Punching Machines, &c,, & c., driven by steam , and capable of executing

work on the largest scale. The Shipwrights' and Blacksmiths Shops are equally well supplied,

and are under the Supervision of experienced Europeans.

A large Saw Mill, fitted with every modern improvement, is now in working order. This

New Machinery enables the Company to undertake the building of vessels and execution ofall

kinds of ships'work at Lower Rates, and with greater despatch than any establishment in the

East.

Powerful Lifting Shears at all their Establishinents stand on a Jetty, alongside which

vessels can lie drawing 24 feet of water, and take in or out boilers, & c .

The Company,in addition to executing Repairs, are prepared to tender for the construction

of New Vessels, either in Iron or Wood; and for supplying new Boilers to Steamships, for

executing which they have great facilities,

FOUNDRY.

Iron and Brass Castings , either for Ships or general purposes, are exccuted with the utmost

despatch.

STORES.

The Company's large and well selected Stores of Materials necessary for Ship-work will be

supplied, when required, at the lowest possible rates.

The Company's Steam Tugs Fame and Pilot Fish are always in readiness to berth Vessels,

and Tow them to or from Sea at moderate Charges.

For further particulars, apply to the Offices of the Company, 14, Praya, Hongkong.
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HONGKONG WHARE AND GODOWIS.

S T OR A G E.

GOODS RECEIVED on STORAGE at

MODERATE RATES, in

FIRST-CLASS GODOWNS,

STEAMER CARGOES

Discharged on Favourable Terms,

with quick despatch.

MEYER & CO .

Hongkong, 1st January, 1882.

HONGKONG AND CHINA GAS

COMPANY, LIMITED.

WORKS AND OFFICE,

WEST POINT .

GAS FITTINGS and Stoves of all descriptions

for Sale or on Hire, at Rates that can be

ascertained on application at the

COMPANY'S OFFICE.
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DE: NOWROJES,

HONGKONG STEAM BAKERY,

CONTRACTOR TO H.M. NAVY,

HONGKONG ,

Has on hand Family Soft BREAD, Twist and French BREAD, Dinner

ROLLS , Breakfast ROLLS, made of Best American Flour, at 7 cents

per lb. Also, Wedding and Assorted CAKES, Cabin, Ship, Soda and

Cracker BISCUITS.

ALL ORDERS WILL BE CAREFULLY AND PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

AND

All articles from this Bakery are guaranteed of the

FINEST UND BEST QUALITY.

AT THE GROUND FLOOR, HONGKONG HOTEL,

HONGKONG.

G. FALCONER & CO . ,

LTCIII

AND

CHRONOMETER MANUFACTURERS

AND

JEWELLERS.

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS , CHARTS , AND BOOKS.

QUEEN'S ROAD, HONGKONG .
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Tbe Hongkong Public School .

T

THE Hongkong Public School is intended to meet a long felt want by offering a sound Public

by residents and others in sending their sons to school in England. The School is under Govern .

ment inspection. It is Protestant in character, and instruction is given in the Holy Scriptures

Terms, exclusive of Board, 936 to $18 per annum ,

Applications for admission to be made to the Secretary.

Toextend the utility of the School to those who live at a distance from Hongkong, arrange

ments can be made for the reception of BOARDERS from the Coast Ports of China, Japan, the

Straits Settlements &c.

St. Paul's COLLEGE,

Hongkong, 1st January , 1882.

MORE & SAUMUND,

LATE

BROADBEAR, ANTIIONY & CO .,

SHIPCHANDLERS, SAILMAKERS,

PIGGERS,

GENERAL STOREKEEPERS,

AND

COMMISSION AGENTS ,

PRAYA, HONGKONG.

A CARD.

J. G. SMITH & CO. ,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS , & c.

NO. 8, QUEEN'S ROAD

HONGKONG.

H. N. MODY,

BILL, BULLION, AND GENERAL BROKER,

AND

AUCTIONEER ,

HONGKONG.
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.中
環 SUN SHING ,

新
盛

DEALER IN SILKS,

Canton and Shanghai Gauzes, Crape Shaws, Laquered and Ivory Ware, Curiosities,

Chinaware Ornaments, Inlaid Chairs and Tables, &c. , &c. ,

SETELLER ,

ENGRAVER ON STAMPS, SEALS, &c. , &c . ,

No. 62, Queen's Road, Hongkong .

SHOW ROOMS UP -STAIRS .

WING KEE & CO .,

SHIPCHANDLERS, COAL MERCHANTS,

COMPRADORES,

Nos. 33 and 34, CENTRAL MARKET, PRAYA,

HONGKONG.

HING -SING ,

BOOT AND SHOE MAKER,

No. 18, WELLINGTON STREET,

& Boots from Roman Catholic Chapel,

HONGKONG.

便 右 街 廟 西蘭 佛 在 铺 號 八十 店 鞋 番 座 與

第

MTINISVYNE, #

Compradore and General Storckceper,

2 , CENTRAL MARKET.

中
環
街
市

號

SHIPS AND PRIVATE FAMILIES

SUPPLIED WITH

THE
BEST PROVISIONS .
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FIRST PRIZE MEDALS AND DIPLOMA TO

A N T I SE L L P I A NOS,

UNANIMOUS VERDICT OLISINTERESTED JUDGES.

Antisell Pianos most Powerful in Tone, Rich and Pure, Elastic and Easy Touch , Superior Construction ,

Exquisite Finish , endorsed by the unwrsigned greatest Artists of the present day.

VICTORIOUS OVER ALL COMPETITORS.

Awards of Ten Exhibits of Antis :11 Pins on this Corist are now for the first time

OFFICIALLY HERALDED.

The Firm of T. M. ANTISELL & CO. , to whom these Premiums have been hestowed , had entire confidence in the

value of their Pianos, and knew the time would cone wh : their Instruments would take the lead over all other Pianos

represented in California ; hiw true our calculations were se leave to our patrons and the public generally to decide. Let

the reader noto, so superior are our Pianos over all of its that they were singled out for the highest honors that the

State of California conlu give, and these Honors were confered by c mpetent Julges, whose only am was justice to all .

Wo also draw attention to our great Organ 17u facsory cated in San Franci co . Lumbrbeing cheaper in California

we can undersell any Manufacturers in America. Ayonts wanted . Send for Price List and Catalogues.

T. M. AVTISELL CO .,

CORNER MARKET AND POWELL STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,

WILLIAM SCKIMIDT AND COMPANY,

GUN, RIFLE, AND PISTOL MANUFACTURERS ,

AND GENERAL MACHINISTS,

ESTABLISHED

US

A.D. 1865.

BEWONSFIELD

ARCADE

HONG KONG .

FOR SALE .

ARMS, AMMUNITION and SPORTING REQUISITES of all descriptions; imported from

the best European Makers, at the most MODERATE PRICES.

WORKS EXECUTED .

Repairing, cleaning, and converting Arms, and making Gun Gear ; Repairing Sewing Machines,

Steam and Vacuum-Gauges and other Indicators , Musical Instruments, Ships' Patent Logs, Iron

Safes, and Patent Keye ; Surgical Instruments put in perfect order ; Scalesand Weights adjusted

under Government inspection ; Making Spring Chairs of their own invention ; Artificial Human

Limbs and Ring Skates; Polishing Fine Furniture in European style, & c ., at MODERATE CHARGES.

Guns on Hire at a moderate Tariff. Arms of all Descriptions kept in good condition out of

the shooting season , or during the absence of gentlemen from the Colony or Coast Ports ; in all

cases arms are fully covered by Fire Insurance.

In cases where the guns x ply require overhauling, which includes rebrrr.in ,boring, & c.,

WM. SCHMIDT & Co. quarante's thuir return within ten days, or for the Coasi Ports, by the first

steamer bi yond that

In cases of repairs, the following may be noted :-NEW HAMMERS, the Stock only is required;

for REPAIRS TO INTERIOR WORK OF LOCKS, the locks only are required ; for REPAIRING, BROWNING

OR BORING OF BARRELS, the ba.rels only are requir: 1 ; for NEW STOCK, the gun complete is

required .

Gentlemen inthe IMPERIAL MARITIME CUSTOMs are requested to send their communications,

&c., through the CUSTOMS' AGENTS, when they will receive every attention .

AMMUNITION KEPT IN STOCK FROM THE BEST MAKERS ONLY.

IN ORDERING PLEASE STATE.-Size of bore, Piu or Central fire; Eley's Brown Cartridge

Cases, ( empty or loaded ), Eley's " reen Gas-tight Cartridges Cases (empty or loaded ); Loading

Charge in Drachms of powder, Size No. 2,4, or 6 , powder, In Ouncesof shot , Size from SSG to

No. 10, Whether Common Shot or New Castle Chilled shot ; Revolver and Rifle Ammunition

Make and action of arm, Size of bore and length of Cartridge, Pin, Rim, or Central fire.

me .
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SUN HING ,

F

環

DEALER IN SILKS ,

Canton Gauzes, Crape Shawls, and Embroidered, Laquered and Ivory Ware,

Curiosities, Ornaments, Inlaid Chairs and Tables, China Ware, & c., & c.,

GOLD AND SILVER JEWELLER ,

ENGRAVER ON STAMPS, SEALS, &c. , &c . ,

No. 48A , QUEEN'S ROAD, HONGKONG .

(ESTABLISHED 1864.)

GEO. SMITH & CO. ,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WINE, SPIRIT , AND BEER MERCHANTS,

SHANGHAI - 7 , FOOCHOW ROAD.

HONGKONG-QUEEN'S ROAD CENTRAL.

KOBE-NO. 14.

LONDON-21 , GREAT ST. HELENS.

AGENCIES :

AMOY, FOOCHOW, CHINKIANG, TANKOW , NAGASAKI, AND YOKOHAMA.

MIT ,

GENERAL STOREKEEPER。,

No. 22, KIANGSE ROAD,

CORNER OF FOOCHOW ROAD,

SHANGHAI .

YU-CHONG,

TEA DEALER ,

55, QUEEN'S ROAD ,

HONGKONG.

Finest qualities of Teas constantly on hand, for Sale wholesale and retail.

茶 名 種 各 記 盛 章 裕 環 中 港 香#
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DRUMMOND GAGGINO & CO. ,

LAVY TRACTORS.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE

RUSSIAN AP ) ITALIAN NAVIES ,

AND CERI ICATED SUPPLIER OF THE

American, German, Austrian , Spanish, Portuguese, and Brazilian Navies,

CCALS AND WATER SUPPLIED AT THE SHORTEST NOTICE,

CAVANAGH BRIDGE , NEAR POST OFFICE ,

SINGAPORE.

MALAY PRESERVING COMPANY,

SINGAPORE,

LO
எது

FOUNDED 1877 ,

Always on hand a large Stock of

PRESER VED ANNANAS

(Pineapple ), for exportation , $ c.

G. CERRUTI, Manager.

CHOLERA , DYSENTERY, DIARRHEA , FEVER , AGUE , &c.

FREEMAN'S CHLORODYNE .

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY TRUE.

It is allowed to be the greatest discovery of the present century,
and is largely employed by the most eminent Medical Men in

TRADEMARK hospital and private practice, in all parts of the globe.

is thebest remedy known for COUGHS, COLDS, CONSUMPTION , BRONCHITIS, AND ASTHMA.

It effectually checks those too-often fatal disenses ---FEVER,AGUE, CROUI, WHOOPING Cough .

It acts like a charm in DIARRHEA und is the only specific in CHOLERA AND DYSENTERY.

It effectually cuts short all attacks of EPILEPSY, HISTERIA, PALPITATION, CONVULSIONS AND SPASMS.

It is the only palliativein NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISY ,GOUT, TIC DOLOREUX, CANCER,Toothachr,and all Nerve Pain .

It rapidly relieves pain from whatever cause ; allays the irritation of fever; sootbes and strengthens the system

under exhausting diseases;and produces quiet andrefreshing sleep.

IMPORTANT CAUTION !

Four Chancery Suits terminated in favour of FREEMANS ORIGINAL CHLORODYNE, and against J. Collis

Browne and J. T. Divenport. Lord Chancellor Selborne, Lord Justice James andLord Justice Melligh condemned

their proceedings , and ordered them to pay all costs of the suits. - Reported in the Times and other Newspapers, April

29th and July 24th , 1873,

Head Quarters Staff, Cabul, May 31st, 1880.

Mr. R. Freeman .

Dear Sir, --It is whmuch pleasure that I am able to state that your CHLORODYNE has been of special

service to me in all iting the wearisome spasms of Asthma which is here existent in an aggravated form ;

many of my patients now come and beg me to give them that medicine whichalwaysrelieves them , and

which I need hardly say is your Chlorodyne.

Yours faithfully, CHARLES W. OWEN , L.R.C.P. , Lon , M.RC.S., Eng.

The Divisional Head Quarter Staff and Civil Surgeon, Cabul.

" The Times,” August 13 , 1877.

From our own Correspondent with the Russian Army. --Okoum , July 15th 1877 .

The want of sanitary arrangements in the Russian Camp was dreadful, and had we remained there a few

weeks longer, dysentery and typhoid fever would have played more havoc in our ranks than the bombs of the

Turks. I iyseli' acquired an unenviable reputation as a doctor, owiigtomy being provided with a small bottle

ofCHLORODYNE, with which I effected miraculous cures.

None genuine withoutthe words, “ Freeman's Original Chlorodyne," engraved on the

GovernmentStamp. Testimonials from most eminent medical men accompany each bottle .

Manufactured by the sole Inventor, RIC IARD FREEMAN, PHARMACIST, 70, Kennington Park Road, London,

Sold by all Patent Medicine Dealers, in Bottles, 1s, 1}d .- ? -oz, 2s. 9d . — 4-02., 4s . 6d .
$ -pints, lls .-- and pints, 20s. each .
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FROM

QUICK TILE AND CHEAP FIRES

AUSTRALIA , CHIA, AND JAPAN ,

NEW YORK & LIVERPOOL .

TO

COLLEN) ONDOO0000

THE GREAT TRANS-CONTINENTAL ALL RAIL ROUTE ,

VIA

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD

CONNECTING WITH

UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY AT OGDEN , UTAH ,

AND

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD

CONNECTING WITH

ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILROAD ,

AT DEMING, NEW MEXICO,

AND THE

GALVESTON, HARRISBURG AND SAN ANTONIO

RAILROAD, AT EL PASO, TEXAS.

THROUGH EXPRESS
EXPRESS TRAINS

LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY,

Making prompt connection with the several Railway Linesin the Eastern States, for all the Cities of

the UNITED STATES and CANADA, connecting at

NEW YORK WITH THE SEVERAL STEAMER LINES TO ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND ALL EUROPEAN PORTS .

SILVER PALACE SLEEPING COACHES , SECOND TO NONE IN THE WORLD,

Are Run Daily, betwee, SAN FRANCISCO a d NEW YORK and intermediate points. These DRAWING

ROOM CARS by day, and SLEEPING CARS ly night, are unex elled for comfort and convenience to

the Passenzer while en route - combining the elegance of a private parlor, and all accommodations

pertaining to a well-furnished chamler, with comfortable Couches, clean Bedding, & c. A competent

Porter aceomy nice cach Cor to attend to the wants of our Patrons.

CHILDREN under Twelve years of age , Hali Tare; Under Five years of age, FREE.

100 POUNDS OF BAGGAGE per full Passenger, FREE.00 Pounds Of BAGGAGE per half Passenger, FUER

PRINCIPAL TICKET OFFICE ,

OAKLAND FERRY LANDING, FOOT OF MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Where passengers, calling in person, can secure choice ofroutes and sleeping-car accommodation .

A. N. TOWNE, Gen. Superintenlent. T. H.GOODMAN, Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agent,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
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W. T. GARRATT,

BRASS AND DELL FOUNDRY ,

Church , Globe Valves ,

Fire Alarm ,
Steam and Hydraulic

and Guages,

Ship Bells , Steam Whistles,

Gongs.
Water Guages.

HOSE PIPES AND HYDRAULIC NOZZLES ,

BRASS CASTINGS AND BRASS GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MACHINE AND HYDRAULIC WORKS,

HOOKER'S PATENT STEAM AND DOUBLE ACTING

MANUFACTURERS AND PROPRIETORS OF THE CELEBRATED

(10

Garratt's

Plunger
Jack Head

Pumps,
Mining

Fire Pump,

Pumps,

Brass

Fire
Pumps,

Engines,
LeadPumps,

Boiler and
Oil Pumps,

Steam Pump

MinePumps,
Combined.

Hand

The best

Pumps,

Pump in single or

double acting,

Supplying

for House and

Farm use ,

CITIES AND TOWNS WITH WATER AND FOR GENERAL
PURPOSES

.

MILL , MINERS
' AND ENGINEERS

' FINDINGS
.

GARRATT'S PATENT FIRE HYDRANT,

WATER AND GAS GATES SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

I M P O R T E R

OF WATER , GAS AND STEAM PIPE AND FITTINGS,

CORNER FREEMONT AND NATOMA STREETS,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Hooker Pumps, awarded Gold Medal as the best Steam Pump on the

Pacific Coast, by Mechanics Institute , San Francisco,

use for

att AAA
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THE

J. M. Brunswick & Balke Co.

THE LARGEST BILLIARD HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES OF THE

THATCH

CIUDAC EMG ce

STANDARD , MONARCH ,

NONPAREIL, NOVELTY

AND THE FAMOUS

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES.

OFFICE AND WAREROOMS,

Nos. 653 and 655, Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,

BRANCH HOUSES,

NEW YORK , CHICAGO, CINCINNATI ,

AND ST . LOUIS .

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES

FOR THE

HYATT BILLIARD AND POOL BALLS.
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MACONDRAY & CO . ,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

204 & 206, SANSOME STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO , CALIFORNIA,

AGENTS FOR THE

YANG-TSZE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION,

THE NORTH CHINA INSURANCE COMPANY,

AND

HONGKONG LINE OF CLIPPER SHIPS.

ESTABLISHED 1852.

JACOBSTRA H LE

533, MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO , CALIFORNIA .

& Co. ,

SA9108

SO

J. STRAHLE& CO

531MARKETST

BILLIARD MANUFACTURERS ,

Sole Owners and Patentees on the Pacific Coast of the

CELEBRATED DELANEY'S PATENT STEEL SPRING CUSHIONS .

Importers and Dealers in BILLIARD GOODS, SPORTING GOODS, IVORY and CELLULOID GOODS.

Latest Styles and Latest Sizes of Billiard Tables. Lowest Prices. Ten Pins and Balls a specialty , P. O , Box 1339

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST, 1882,
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S , FOSTER & CO. ,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS,

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

26 & 28, California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

We give special attention to the selection and

packing of Goods for CHINA and JAPAN

Markets.

L. P. FISHER'S

ADVERTISING AGENCY.

ROOMS 20 & 21 , MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE,

CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

AGENT FOR

CALIFORNIA AND THE PACIFIC COAST

FOR

“ TIE HONGKONG DAILY PRESS ,”

THE CHINESE ISSUE OF THE " HONG KONG DAILY PRESS,"

THE " CHINA OVERLAND TRADE REPORT,”

THE

& DIRECTORY

FOR CT in , JAPAN , THE PHILIPPINES, ETC.

TIK " ANGLO -CHISESE DICTIONARY,

AND ALL OTHERIWORKS PUBLISHED AT THE " SHONGKONG DAILY PRESS " OFFICE.
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PRIZE OF 18,600 FRANCS AND GOLD MEDAL.

QUINA
LAROCHE

LAROC II E'S .

DOYOY

TRIPLX QUAN WINE,

“ This meritorious ELIXIR is prepared in the THREE Cinchonas ; it is an

agreeable and doubtless highly effica rious remedy .” — The Lancet.

This ELIXIR is the Most powerful and ALSO PREPARED WITH IRON

valuable of the preparations of Quining as a strength

ening and anti- febrile restorative . It has a very
For Purifying the Blood.

pleasant taste, and has been employed in the hospitals
For Scrofulous Affections.

with immense success in cases of Weakness and General For Chlorosis,

Debility, Loss of Appetite, Indigestion , Changes of Life,

Nervousness, Exhaustion, Slow Convalescence, Fevers; PARIS,

and the After Effects of Fevers whieh have resisted all

Quinine. 22, Rue Drouot.

London-BURGOYNE, BURBIDGES & Co.,--JOZEAU.

Manila - JAUPO ZOBEL, P. SARTORIUS.

Yokohama-MacMAHON.

Hongkong-VICTORIA DISPENSARY.

Nagasaki - PIGNATEL & Co.

Shanghai -- VEYRON.

Singapore-JOHN LITTLE & Co.

Sixteen Medals at the Universal Exhibition ; 1st Prize Medal for Progress

at the Vienna Exhibition , 1873 ; Medal, Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876 ;

Gold and Silver Medals, Paris , 1878 ; Grand Gold Medal,

Arnhem (Holland ), 1879 .

Fd. ARBEY ,

MECHANICAL ENGINEER,

41 , COURS DE VINCENNES, PARIS (FRANCE ),

MANUFACTURER OF

SAWS AND MACHINE IMPLEMENTS

FOR WOODWORK ;

For Arsenals, Railways, Engineers, Wood Merchants, Forest Cultivators,

Wagon Makers, Carpenters and Joiners, Coachbuilders, l1 elwrights,

Steam Saw Mills , Coopers.

Note. - The Cataloge of Saws and Machine Implements ( 1? 3 figures ), in French an iforeiga.

languages, will be forwarded for 3 fr . in French o foreign postage stamps.

Current Prices post free .
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SUTTON'S

COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS,

Carefully selected for the

CLIMATES OF CHINA, JAPAN , AND THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,

And suitably packed in hermetically sealed ornamental double lid boxes.

COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS, 5s, to £10 10s. each.

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS, 5s, to £2 2s. each.

SUTTONS' ENGLISH SEEDS can be obtained of:

Messrs. LANE, CRAWFORD & Co., Hong-Kong.

Mr. A. E. ABRAHAM, Hong-Kong.

Messrs . MACKENZIE & Co., Shanghai.

Messrs. JAMES EDWARDS & Co., Y

Messrs. J. LITTLE& Co., Singapore.

Messrs. A. L. JOHNSTON & Ço , Singapore .

Messrs. J. BRYCE & Co. , Batavia .

Priced description Lists Post Free from Reading to all parts

of the world.

SUTTON & SONS ,

READING, LONDON,

} and PARIS.ENGLAND .

All communications should be addressed to Reading.

na.

--
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BOOK AND JOB PRINTING

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

AT

THE « DAILY PRESS ” OFFICE,

WYNDHAM STREET,

HONGKONG .

allik!
MPHLETS

MARKET REPORTS, CIRCULARS, PRICE LISTS,

BILI HEADS,

MERCANTILE FOR.IS OF EVERY HIND,

Law Forms, Programmes, Ball Programmes, Visiting

Cards, els, &c . , &c .

DOCUMENTS TRANSLATED AND PRINTED IN CHINESE.

BOOK BINDING .

BOOKS BOUND IN ALL STYLES AND TO ANY PATTERN :

In RUSSIA, In MOROCCO, Various Cria * In PLAIN CALF

IN COLOURED CALF, In BAS US Colours,

In CLOTH, Various Colours .

LAW REPORTS, IN FULL OR HALF CALF .

ACCOUNT BOOKS OY ALL KINDS,

Of Hand or Machine Made Paper, Ruled to Sample and Strongly Bound,

BUSINESS FORMS RULED TO ANY PATTERN.

OFFICE CHIT BOOKS, LADIES'CIIIT BOOKS, PORTFOLIOS , &c . , MADE .

MUSIC BOUND .

THE HONGKONG DAILY PRESS " OFFICE,

WYNDHAM STREET.
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THE " DAILY PRESS .

A DAILY MORNING PAPER ,

HAVING A LARGER CIRCULATION TIIAN ANY OTHER

PAPER IN CHINA .

SUBSCRIPTION :

$ 2 } per Month - Payable Quarterly in Advance ; Extra Copies 25 Cents.

Orders for Subscriptions and Advertisements received by the

following AGENTS:

MACAO Messrs . A. A. DE MELLO & Co.

SWATOW .Messrs . CAMPBELL & Co.

AMOY AND FORMOSA Messrs. Wilson, NICHOLLS & Co.
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China Overland Trade Report,

1

A BI-MONTHLY SUMMARY,

Published on the Departure of the English Mails, containing all the

intelligence of the fortnight,

POLITICAL, COMMERCIAL, GENERAL, AND MARITIME,

ALL MARKET INFORMATION , AND PRICES CURRENT FROM ALL

THE PORTS OF CHINA AND JAPAN .

SUBSCRIPTION :

For Ten Copies or over, $7 ) per Annum , each ; under

that Number $9, each ; if posted from the office $ 1

each Additional; Single copies 50 cents each .

OFFICE :

WYNDHAM STREET, HONGKONG.

AGENTS IN LONDON :

FREDERIC ALGAR, 11 AND 12, CLEMENT'S LANE, E.C.

Geo. STREET & Co. , 30, CORNHILL ; Bates, HENDY & Co. , 4, OLD JEWEY, E.C.

AGENT IN SAN FRANCISCO :

L. P. FISHER, 20 AND 21 , MERCHANTS' ExcHANGE, CALIFORNIA STREET.

BOUND VOLUMES

OF THE

China Oberland Trade Report

FOR THE YEAR 1881 . PRICE $ 10 .

APPLY AT THE

HONG KONG DAILY PRESS ” OFFICE .

TIL HOUSEDOLD COMPANION,

AND

STUDENT'S FIRST ASSISTANT .

BY

Y DR. DEVAN, with many Additions and Corrections, and DR. WILLIAMS

Orthography. Price: In Paper Wrappers, $1.50. Neatly Bound, $2.

Daily Press Office, Hongkong, 1st January, 1882 .
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NOW ON SALE .

IMPERIAL QUARTO .

ENGLISHI AND CHINESE DICTIONARY,

WITH THE

PUNTI AND MANDARIN PRONUNCIATION.

AN ANGLO -CHINESE DICTIONARY, PUBLISHED AT THE “ DAILY PRESS ”

OFFICE, HONGKONG .

FOR

FOR scope and practical service this Work stands unrivalled. All

the new words which the Chinese have of late years been com

pelled to coin to express the numerous objects in machinery, photography,

ingraphy, and in science generally, which the rapid advance of foreign

relations has imposed upon them , are here given in extenso. Each and

every word is fully illustrated and explained, forming exercises for students

of amost instructive nature. Both the Court and Punti pronunciations

re given, the accents being carefully marked on the best principle hitherto

ttained. The typography displays the success of an attempt to make

he Chinese and English type correspond in the size of body, thereby

effecting a vast economy of space, achieving a clearness not previously

attained, and dispensing with those vast margins and vacant spaces which

have heretofore characterized Chinese publications.

' o work is so great, and its utilitarian purposes so

complete, that a reference to its pages enables a person who understands

English to communicate effectively with natives who understand nothing

but Chinese . In this respect the work will be found indispensable to all

Europeans residing in China, and to the natives themselves it explains

subjects fully with which very few indeed of them are perfectly acquainted.

To parties resident in England and interested in China it cannot but be

invaluable occasionally.

It comprises upwards of two thousand large quarto pages.

Thesun

LONDON :

TRÜBNER & CO. , 60 , PATERNOSTER ROW ;

HONGKONG :

" DAILY PRESS " OFFICE , WYNDHAM STREET.





GOVERNMENT OF PERAK

Special Regulations for the Leasing of Waste Lands in Perak,

Passed by the Perak State Council, on the 4th May, 1879,

and Amended on the 20th September, 1880 .

His Highness the Regent in Council has been pleased to direot that waste lands in

the State of Perak may, antil further orders, be disposed of on the undermentioned

conditions :

I. - As soon as possible after the receipt of the application, His Highross in Council

will grant an Agreement for a Lease for 999 years to any person whose proposal after

examination shall be approved of.

II .-The Agreement and Lease will be subject to the conditions and covenants herein .

after mentioned .

(a .) A premium of one dollar per acre to be paid, and the lands to bear an annual quit .

rent of ten cents per acre , or the lands may be granted free of quit -rent apon the payment

of two dollars per acre premium at the choice of the applicant.

( 6. ) One-third of the premiam must be paid on the completion by the Regent of the

Agreement for the Lease, and the remainder within twelve months from the date of first

application for the land , or on completion of the Loase, if that should sooner take place.

(c . ) The land must be selected within twelve months from the date of application .

( d. ) A bonâ fide commencement must be made within eighteen months from the date of

the selection of the land, and the Lesson will be entitled to retain two &ores of waste land

for every acre which shall have been brought under oultivation within a term of 12 years

from the date of his agreement for a Loase, Should there still remain a balance of uncal.

tivated land to make up the total acreage named in the original agreement, after the deduot.

ion of the onltivated and waste land to whiob the Lessee is entitled at the end of the 12

years, that balance of unoultivated land will revert to Government.

(e . ) All minerals under or within the said lands ara reserved by Govórnment, together

with the right to enter upon and resume such portions of land as may be necessary for

examining or working the mines, upon payment of just compensation to tho Lessee .

( f.) A belt of land, 50 yards deep, will be reserved along the banks of all navigable

streams, rivers, and creeks ; and along the sea -shore, ample provision , free of rent, being

made for landing places and other purposes for the convenience of the neigbbouring

estates. Government will also reserve such portions as may seem advisable along the

ridges of hills.

(g. ) The Government reserves the right to resumo sach plots of land as may be necess

ary for public purposes, as Police, Revenue, or Telegraph Stations, and for roads,railways,

tramways, canals,&o. , upon payment of compensation for damages actually sustained by

the Lessee.

(h. ) The Government reserves the right to take, without payment, stone, clay, sand,

and all other road -making materials for the construction and repair of neighbouring roads ,

bridges, &c. , paying compensation for injury to private roads, growing crops, &o.

( i. ) The right to take, or to authorise others to take timber, charoval, gums, and all

other natural produce from unfelled forests and unoleared lands is reserved by Government.

( 1. ) All expenses of survey, demarcation of boupdaries, transfer and registration fees ,

and expenses of conveyance to be borne by the Lossee .

III. All former Regulations for the sale of wasta lands in Perak are hereby with.

drawn .
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